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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Supreme Court Case No. 42850

Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware Corporation; DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; and COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
Defendants-Respondents,
and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
(flea Land America Transnation aka
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
Corporation; CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; and JOHN
DOES ill-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE JASON D. SCOTT

DAVID M. FOGG
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
EAGLE, IDAHO .

THOMAS E. DVORAK
RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MICHAELE.BALDNER
DAVID T. KRUECK
ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENTS
BOISE, IDAHO
000001
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Case: CV-OC-2013-10112 Current Judge: Jason D. Scott
Daniel Thompson, etal. vs. Titleone Corporation, etal.

Date

Code

User

6/5/2013

NGOC'

CCMEYEAR

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Timothy Hansen

COMP

CCMEYEAR

Complaint Fii'ed

Timothy Hansen

SMFI

CCMEYEAR

(4) Summons Filed

Timothy Hansen

NOTC

CCMEYEAR

Notice of Lis Pendens

Timothy Hansen

NOAP

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Appearance (Dvorak For TitleOne)

Timothy Hansen

NOTS.

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Service (Clerk Error)

Timothy Hansen

MODQ

CCTHIEKJ

Motion To Disqualify

Ronald J. Wilper

ORDR·

DCOLSOMA

Proposed Order for Disqualification

Timothy Hansen

CJWO

DCOLSOMA

Change Assigned Judge: Disqualification W/0
Cause

Ronald J. Wilper

7/10/2013

7/11/2013

DCOLSOMA

Judge

Notice of Reassignment

Ronald J. Wilper

7/25/2013

NOAP·

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Appearance (Stines for Fidelity and
Chicago)

Ronald J. Wilper

8/26/2013

AMEN

CCMEYEAR

Amended Notice of Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

AMEN

CCHEATJL

Second Amended Notice Of Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

8/28/2013

SMFI

CCVIDASL

(3) Summons Filed

Ronald J. Wilper

8/29/2013

SMFI

CCOSBODK

Summons Filed

Ronald J. Wilper

8/30/2013

NOTS·

CCHEATJL

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

9/4/2013

ANSW

CCVIDASL

Answer by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp (Mollerup Ronald J. Wilper
for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp)

9/6/2013

MOTN.

CCNELSRF

Titleone Carp's Motion to Dismiss Plfs Complaint Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCNELSRF

Titleone Carp's Memorandum in support Motion
to Dismiss Plfs Complaint

Ronald J. Wilper

NOHG ·

CCNELSRF

Notice Of Hearing (09/30/13 @ 1:30)

Ronald J. Wilper

MOTN

CCNELSRF

Titleone Carp's Motion to Quash Plf s Lis
Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

AFSM

CCNELSRF

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan In Support Of
Titleone Carp's Motion to Quash Plf s Lis
Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCNELSRF

Titleones Carp's Memorandum inSupport of
Motion to Quash Plfs Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

NOHG.

CCNELSRF

Notice Of Hearing 9/30/13 @ 1:30

Ronald J. Wilper

HRSC

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/30/2013 01 :30

Ronald J. Wilper

PM)
9/9/2013
9/16/2013

MISC

MCBIEHKJ

Joinder in Motion to Dismiss

Ronald J. Wilper

NOAP

CCVIDASL

Notice Of Appearance (Ward for RBC Bank)

Ronald J. Wilper

HRVC

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on

Ronald J. Wilper

09/30/2013 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
9/17/2013

NOHG

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Vacating and Resetting Hearing ori
Titleone Corporations Motion to Quash Plaintiffs
Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper
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Date

Code

User

Judge

· NOHG

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Vacating and ·Resetting Hearing on
Titleones Corporations Motion to Dismiss
Plaintiffs Complaint

Ronald J. Wilper·

HRSC

CCSWEECE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
10/21/201311:00 AM) Motion to Dismiss
Complaint and Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

MCBIEHKJ

Memorandum in Support of Limited Joinder in
Motion to Dismiss

Ronald J. Wilper

MISC

CCOSBODK

Response To Defendants Titleone Fideltity And
Chicago's Motions To Dismiss

Ronald J. Wilper

NOTC

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Motion And Motion To Amend And
Supplement

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO
AFSM
MISC

CCOSBODK
CCOSBODK
CCOSBODK

Memorandum In Support Of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

Response To Defendant Titleone's Motion To
Quash Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

NOHG

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Hearing And Motion To Shorten Time
(10.21.13@ 11am)

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCOSBODK

Titleone Corporations Reply Memorandum In
Support Of Motion To Dismiss and Motion to
Quash And Memorandum In Opposition To
Plaintiffs Motion To Amend

Ron~ld J. Wilper

AFFD

CCOSBODK

Affidavit Of Angela Reed In Opposition To
Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Complaint

Ronald J. Wilper

AFFD

CCOSBODK

Affidavit Of Corey Barton In Support Of Titleone
Corporations Motion To Quash Lis P~ndens

Ronald J. Wilper

AFFD

CCOSBODK

Second Affidavit Of Cameron McFaddan In
Support Of Titleone Corporations Motion To
Dismiss And Motion To Quash

Ronald J. Wilper

REPL

CCHOLMEE

Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss

Ronald J. Wilper

DCHH

DCJOHNSI

Ronald J. Wilper
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled
on 10/21/2013 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Dismiss Complaint and
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, Motion To
Dismiss-50

AFFD

CCKHAMSA

Supplemental Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In
Response To Titleone's motion To Quash

AFFD

MCBIEHKJ

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble Ronald J. Wilper

10/31/2013

NOTS

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Service Of Alliance Title & Escrow
Carp's First Interrogatories & Request For
Production Of Documents To Plaintiffs

Ronald J. Wilper

12/2/2013

MEMO

DCJOHNSI

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions

Ronald J. Wilper

9/17/2013

· 10/8/2013
10/15/2013

10/18/2013

10/21/2013

Ronald J. Wilper
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12/2/2013

NOTC
AMCO

CCOSBODK
CCHEATJL
CCHEATJL
CCHEATJL
TCRUDZES
CCVIDASL

12/10/2013

SMFI .

12/12/2013

NOTC
NOTS
NOTS

12/16/2013

AFOS

Judge
Notice Of Unavailability

Ronald J. Wilper

First Amended Complaint Filed

Ronald J. Wilper

Summons Filed

Ronald J. Wilper

· Third Amended Notice Of Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

Notice Of Service Re Plaintiffs Supplemental
Response to Alliance Title and Escrow Corps
First Request for Production of Documents

Ronald J. Wilper

(2) Affidavit Of Service 12.10.13

Ronald J. Wilper

AFOS ·

CCHOLMEE
CCHOLMEE

(2) Affidavit Of Service 12.11.13

Ronald J. Wilper

12/18/2013

NOAP'.

CCMARTJD ·

Notice Of Appearance (Nicholson for DAS
Investments LLC)

Ronald J. Wilper

12/19/2013

JDMT.
ANSW

DCJOHNSI

Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

·ccOSBODK

Titleone Corporations Answer To First Amended
Complaint (Dvorak For Titleone Corporation)

Ronald J. Wilper

12/20/2013

ANSW

CCREIDMA

Answer to First Amended Complaint by Alliance
Title & Escrow Corp

Ronald J. Wilper

12/24/2013

MOTN
MOTN

TCLAFFSD
TCLAFFSD

Motion For Extension Of Time To File Answer

Ronald J. Wilper

Motion For Extension of Time To File Answer
(Spink for Edward J Maso~ and Galiano LLC)

Ronald J. Wilper

ORDR
NOAP.

DCJOHNSI
TCRUDZES

Granting Extension of Time

Ronald J. Wilper

Notice Of Appearance (Krueck for Corey Barton
Homes)

Ronald J. Wilper

MOTN

CCOSBODK

Titleone Corporations Motion For Summary
Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

MOTN

CCOSBODK

Titleone Corporations Renewed Motion To Quash Ronald J. Wilper
Plaintiffs Lis Pendens

MEMO·

CCOSBODK

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Ronald J. Wilper
Judgment and In Support Of Renewed Motion To
Quash Lis Pendens

AFSM
NOHG.

CCOSBODK
CCOSBODK

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

MEMC

.Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees

Ronald J. Wilper

Affidavit In Support Of Memorandum

Ronald J. Wilper

APPL

CCOSBODK
CCOSBODK
'
CCOSBODK

Application For Award Of Costs And Attorney
Fees

Ronald J. Wilper

HRSC

CCOSBODK

12/26/2013
1/2/2014

AFFD

1/3/2014

Ronald J. Wilper

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion For Summary
Ronald J. Wilper
Judgment and In Support Of Renewed Motion To
Quash Lis Pendens (1.30.14@ 3pm)

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Ronald J. Wilper
Judgment 01/30/2014 03:00 PM) Motion For
Summary Judgment and In Support Of Renewed
Motion To Quash Lis Pendens
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1/3/2014

MOSJ

CCHEATJL

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For
Summary Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

AFSM

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Richard W Mollerup In Support Of .
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For
Summary Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of alliance Title &
Escrow Corp's Motion For Summary Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

\_

MISC

TCRUDZES

Erratum

Ronald J. Wilper

1/7/2014

NOTS

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

1/10/2014

NOHG

CCBOYIDR

Notice Of Hearing

Ronald J. Wilper

HRSC ·

CCBOYIDR

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 01/30/2014 02:30 PM)

Ronald J. Wilper

OBJE

CCHOLMEE

Objection to Alliance Title and Escrow's Motion
for Summary Judgment and Request to Vacate
an Reschedule Hearing

Ronald J. Wilper

MOSJ

CCHOLMEE

Response to Motion For Summary Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Response to
Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion to Disallow Costs

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing 1.30.14@230PM

Ronald J. Wilper

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion to Amend

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing 1.30.14@230PM

Ronald J. Wilper

STIP

CCVIDASL

Stip~lation for Substitution of Parties

Ronald J. Wilper

AMEN

CCCHILER

Amended Notice of Hearing of Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment
(2/26/14@ 3pm)

Ronald J. Wilper

HRSC

CCCHILER

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 02/26/2014 03:00 PM)

Ronald J. Wilper

ORDR

DCJOHNSI

Order Substituting Parties

Ronald J. Wilper

REPL

CCSWEECE

Reply Memorandum in Support of Titleones
Corporations Motion for Summary Judgment

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCSWEECE

Titleone Corporations Memorandum in Opposition Ronald J. Wilper
to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend

RSPN

CCSWEECE

Titleone Corporations Response in Opposition to Ronald J. Wilper
Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees

RESP

CCVIDASL

Response To Titleones Renewed Motion to
Quash Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

1/24/2014

RPLY

CCMARTJD

Reply Memorandum in Support of Renewed
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Ronald J. Wilper

1/27/2014

REPL

CCSWEECE

Reply In Support of Motion to Disallow Costs

Ronald J. Wilper

1/16/2014

1/17/2014

1/23/2014

Judge
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1/28/2014

REPL

TCLAFFSD

Reply In Support Of Motion To Amend

Ronald J. Wilper

REPL

TCLAFFSD

Reply In Support Of Motion To Amend
[duplilcate entry]

Ronald J. Wilper

1/30/2014

DCHH

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Ronald J. Wilper
scheduled on 01/30/2014 02:30 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: & Motion to Disallow Costs & Motion
to Amend-50

2/3/2014

NOTS

TCRUDZES

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

2/4/2014

NOTS.

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

2/5/2014

ORDR

DCJOHNSI

Order on Stipulation

Ronald J. Wilper

2/6/2014

NOTC

DCJOHNSI

Notice Vacating Hearing

Ronald J. Wilper

HRVC ·

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Ronald J. Wilper
scheduled on 02/26/2014 03:00 PM: Hearing
Vacated

AMEN

CCSWEECE

Second Amended Complaint

Ronald J. Wilper

CDIS

CCSWEECE

Civil Disposition entered for: RBC Bank,
Defendant. Filing date: 2/6/2014

Ronald J. Wilper

2/11/2014

AMCO

CCHEATJL

Revised Second Amended Complaint

Ronald J. Wilper

2/14/2014

ANSW

TCLAFFSD

RBC Real Estate Finance, lnc.'s Answer To
Revised Second Amended Complaint And
Demand For Jury Trial (Penny for RBC Real
Estate)

Ronald J. Wilper

MOTN

CCSWEECE

Motion for Order for Examination of Judgment
Debtor

Ronald J. Wilper

ANSW

CCREIDMA

Titleone Corporation's Answer to Revised Second Ronald J. Wilper
Amended Complaint

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion For Permission To Appeal

Ron13ld J. Wilper

MEMO'

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For
Permission To Appeal

Ronald J. Wilper

ANSW·

CCVIDASL

Answer by Alliance Title and Escrow Corp to
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint

Ronald J. Wilper

NOTS

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Service Of Plaintiff's First Set of
Discovery Requests To Das Investments

Ronald J. Wilper

NOTS

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Service Of Plaintiff's First Set of
Ronald J. Wilper
Discovery Requests To Corey Barton Homes, Inc

2/20/2014

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion
For Permission To Appeal

2/21/2014

MISC

CCREIDMA

Joinder in Titleone Corporation's Memorandum in Ronald J. Wilper
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to
Appeal

2/26/2014

NOTS

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

ORDR

DCJOHNSI

Order Denying Motion for Permission to Appeal

Ronald J. Wilper

2/18/2014

2/19/2014

Judge

Ronald J. Wilper
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2/26/2014

MEMO

DCJOHNSI

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions

Ronald J. Wilper

2/27/2014

NOSV

CCBOYIDR

Notice Of Service Re Plaintiffs Response to
Defendant Titileone's Requests for Admissions

Ronald J. Wilper

3/3/2014

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion for Preliminary Injunction Against
Defendant Corey Barton Homes

Ronald J. Wilper

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

MEMO

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Ronald J. Wilper

REQU

CCHOLMEE

Request for Hearing

Ronald J. Wilper

ANSW

CCJACKKS

Answer to Revised Second Amended Complaint
by Das Investments LLC

Ronald J. Wilper

3/6/2014

NOTS·

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

3/11/2014

NOTS

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Service

Ronald J. Wilper

TCPOSELM

Notice of Reassignment

Jason D. Scott

NOTS

CCTHIEKJ

Notice Of Service

Jason D. Scott

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Amended Notice Qf Hearing 4.28.14@300PM

Jason D. Scott

HRSC

CCHOLMEE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 04/28/2014 03:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing 4.21.14@930AM

Jason D. Scott

NOTD

CCTHIEKJ

Notice Of Deposition

Jason D. Scott

HRSC

CCHOLMEE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/21/2014 09:30
AM) for Prelimary Injunction Against Corey
Barton Homes Inc

Jason D. Scott

NOTS

CCTHIEKJ

Notice Of Service

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in
Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion
for Summery Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCREIDMA

Supplemental Memorandum In Support of
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MEMO.

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion
For Preliminary lnjuction Against Corey Barton
Homes, Inc.

Jason D. Scott

Plaintiffs Response to Alliance's Motion for
Summery Judgment

Jason D. Scott

3/18/2014
3/28/2014

3/31/2014

4/14/2014

Judge

MISC

· CCREIDMA

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of
Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendant
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Support of
Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendant
Allilance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott
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User

4/14/2014

MOSJ ·

CCMCLAPM

Das Investments LLC's Motion For Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

DECL

CCMCLAPM

Declaration of Scott Tschirgi in Support of Das
Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

DECL

CCMCLAPM

Declaration of Timothy WW. Eck in Support of
Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

DECL

CCMCLAPM

Declaration of Chad M. Nicholson in Support of
Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

DECL.

CCMCLAPM

Declaration of Travis J. Stroud in Support of Das
Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCMCLAPM

Memorandum in Support of Das Investments
LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion for Summary
Judgment 5.12.14 @ 3:00PM

Jason D. Scott

4/15/2014

HRSC.

CCMCLAPM

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 05/12/2014 03:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

4/17/2014

NOTS

CCREIDMA

Jason D. Scott
Notice Of Service of Alliance Title & Escrow
Carp's Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First
Set of Discovery Requests

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Affidavit of Robin Aberasturi in Support of Alliance Jason D. Scott
Title & Escrow Carp's Motion for Summary
Judgment

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W.
Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow
Carp's Motion for Summary Judgment

MEMO

CCREIDMA

Reply Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Jason D. Scott
Escrow Carp's Motion for Summary Judgment

AMEN·

CCTHIEKJ

Amended Notice of Hearing (4/21/14 @4pm)

Jason D. Scott

CONT

CCTHIEKJ

(Motion 04/21/2014 04:00 PM) for Prelimary
Injunction Against Corey Barton Homes Inc

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCREIDMA

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Affidavit of David M. Penny in Support of RBC
Real Estate Finance Inc's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Affidavit of Daniel Reid in Support of RBC Real
Estate Finance, Inc's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCREIDMA

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc's Memorandum in
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

NOTH

CCREIDMA

Notice Of Hearing on RBC Real Estate Finance
Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

4/18/2014

4/21/2014

Judge

Jason D. Scott
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4/21/2014

HRSC

CCREIDMA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary'
Judgment 05/20/2014 04:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

NOTS

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Service

Jason D. Scott

DCHH·

CCSTOKSN

Jason D. Scott
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
04/21/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: (less than 100) for Prelimary
Injunction Against Corey Barton Homes Inc

4/23/2014

NOTS

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Service Of Discovery

4/28/2014

DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Jason D. Scott
scheduled on 04/28/2014 03:00 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Nicole Julson
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: <200

RSPN

· CCHEATJL

Judge

Jason D. Scott

Response To Das Investments' Motion For
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

NOTC ·

CCSCOTDL

Notice of Deposition (Tim Eck)

Jason D. Scott

AFFD,

CCVIDASL

Affidavit of Edward J Mason

Jason D. Scott

DECL

CCVIDASL

Declaration of Chad M Nicolson in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Request for Continuance

Jason D. Scott

MEMO-

CCVIDASL

Jason D. Scott
Reply Memorandum in Support of Das
Investments LLCs Motion for Summary Judgment

AMEN

CCREIDMA

Amended Notice of Deposition {Tim Eck)

Jason D. Scott

RSPN

CCTHIEKJ.

Response to RBC's Motion for Summmary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCTHIEKJ

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Plaintiff's Jason D. Scott
Response to RBC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

5/8/2014

ORDR

CCSTOKSN

Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion for Preliminary
Injunction against Def. CBH

5/9/2014

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Jason D. Scott
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 's Motion
for Summary Judgment

5/12/2014

STIP

CCMCLAPM

Stipulation for Dismissal and Entry of Judgment

5/13/2014

- DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Jason D. Scott
scheduled on 05/12/2014 03:00 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:· <100

RPLY

CCHEATJL

Reply Memori;:1ndum In Support Of RBC Real
Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Summary
Judgment

5/5/2014

5/6/2014

Jason D. Scott

Jason D. Scott

Jason D. Scott
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5/13/2014

DECL

CCHEATJL

Declaration Of Timothy W Eck In Support Of RBC Jason D. Scott
Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Summary
Judgment

MOTN·

CCHEATJL

Alliance Title & Escrow Carp's Motion For Costs
And Attorney's Fees And Sanctions

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Richard W Mollerup In Support Of
Jason D. Scott
Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow Carp's Motion
For Costs And Attorney's Fees And Sanctions

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of Alliance Title &
Escrow Carp's Motion For Costs And Attorney's
Fees And Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

5/14/2014

OROS·

CCSTOKSN

Order Of Dismissal with Prejudice (Fidelity
National Title and Chicago Title Insurance)

Jason D. Scott

5/19/2014

MOTN

CCRADTER

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'S Motion to Jason D. Scott
Quash Lis Pendens

MEMO
AFFD
NOTH
HRSC

CCRADTER
CCRADTER
CCRADTER
CCRADTER

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Jason D. Scott

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan

Jason D. Scott

Notice Of Hearing (6-2-14@ 3:30 pm)

Jason D. Scott

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/02/2014 03:30
PM) Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCSCOTDL

Joinder in Corey Barton Homes, Ines Motion to
Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

NOHG

CCBARRSA

Notice Of Hearing of Alliance Title & Escrow
Carp's Motion for Fees, Costs and Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Jason D. Scott
scheduled on 05/20/2014 04:00 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: <50

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, lnc.'s
Motion for Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MOTN ·
'AFFD

CCVIDASL
CCVIDASL

Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order

Jason D. Scott

RESP

CCVIDASL

Response to Corey Bartons Motion for Quash Lis Jason D. Scott
Pendens

OBJE.

CCMCLAPM

Objection to Defendants Alliance Motion for Costs Jason D. Scott
and Attorneys Fees and Sanctions

NOTC
NOHG

CCMCLAPM
CCMCLAPM

Amended Notice of Deposition

Jason D. Scott

Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Disallow Costs,
Attorney Fees, And Sanctions 7.29.14@ 3PM

Jason D. Scott
000010
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5/27/2014

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

Notice Of Hearing on Motion for Entry of
Scheduling Order 6.17.14@ 4 PM

Jason D. Scott

HRSC

CCMCLAPM

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/17/2014 04:00
PM) Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order

Jason D. Scott

HRSC'

CCMCLAPM

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/29/2014 03:00
PM) Motion to Disallow Costs, Attorneys Fees
and Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

NOTH
ORDR

CCRADTER
DCABBOSM

Amended Notice Of Hearing 7.29.14 @3 pm

Jason D. Scott

Procedural Order Regarding Applications for
Costs and Attorney Fees

Jason D. Scott

NOTC

TCLAFFSD

Notice To Vacate Hearing Of Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp.'S Motion For Fees, Costs &
Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

MOTN·

CCRADTER

RBS Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Motion for
Costs and Attorney Fees

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCRADTER

Affidavit of David M Penny in Support of RBS
Jason D. Scott
Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Motion for Costs and
Attorney's Fees

MEMO
MEMO

CCRADTER

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion

Jason D. Scott

CCRADTER

RBC Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Memorandum
of Costs and Attorney's Fees

Jason D. Scott

6/2/2014

DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Jason D. Scott
06/02/2014 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: < Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

6/4/2014

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order Denying
Defendant Corey Barton Homes, lnc.'s Motion to
Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

6/6/2014

OBJT

TCLAFFSD

Objection To Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Ines Motion For Costs & Attorney Fees

Jason D. Scott

6/10/2014

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Taking Deposition (Vicki White)

Jason D. Scott

6/11/2014
6/17/2014

NOTO
NOTO
DCHH

CCHOLMEE
CCSTOKSN

Notice Of Taking Deposition (TitleOne)

6/20/2014

HRSC

DCABBOSM

HRSC

DCABBOSM

ORDR
NOTC
NOTC.

DCABBOSM
CCSCOTDL
CCSCOTDL

5/28/2014
5/29/2014

5/30/2014

6/26/2014

Judge

. Jason D. Scott

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Jason D. Scott
06/17/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter:
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 06/01/2015 09:00 Jason D. Scott
AM) 5 days
Hearing Scheduled (Civil Pretrial Conference

Jason D. Scott

05/14/2015 04:00 PM)
Scheduling Order

Jason D. Scott

Amended Notice of Deposition (Vicki White)

Jason D. Scott

Amended Notice of Deposition (TitleOne) ·

Jason D. Scott
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6/27/2014

ANSW

TCLAFFSD

Answer To Revised Second Amended Complaint Jason D. Scott
(Lamer for Edward J Mason and Galiano LLC)

7/1/2014

MOSJ

CCHEATJL

TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion For
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

AFSM

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Angela M Reed In Support Of
TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion For
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Second Affidavit Of Edward J Mason

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCHEATJL

TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum In Support
Of Motion For Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

NOHG

CCHEATJL

Notice Of Hearing (July 29 2014@3pm)

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion To Enlarge

Jason D. Scott

AFSM

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of Motion
To Enlarge

Jason D. Scott

7/7/2014

MOTN

CCTHIEKJ

Motion to Shorten Time

Jason D. Scott

7/10/2014

MEMO

CCTHIEKJ

Titleone's Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiff's Motion to Enlarge and Motion to
Shorten Time

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCTHIEKJ

Affidavit of Angela M Reed

Jason D. Scott

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Procedural Order Regarding Defendant TitleOne Jason D. Scott
Corporation's Second Motion for Summary
Judgment

SUBC

CCMCLAPM

Stipulation and Notice of Substitution Of Counsel Jason D. Scott
(Baldner for Das Investments)

7/17/2014

CONT

CCSTOKSN

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
09/18/2014 03:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

7/21/2014

NOTH

TCMEREKV

Amended Notice Of Hearing On Titleone
Corporation's Second Motion For Summary
Judgment 7.18.14 @3:00 PM

Jason D. Scott

8/8/2014

AFFD

CCMURPST

Affidavit os Aaron J. Tribble

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCMURPST

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCMURPST

Affidavit of Edward Mason

Jason D. Scott

RSPN

CCJACKKS

Response to Defendant Titleone's Second Motion Jason D. Scott
for Summary Judgment

8/29/2014

RPLY

CCMARTJD

Reply in Support of Titleone Corporations Second Jason D. Scott
Motion for Summary Judgment

9/4/2014

AFFD

CCRADTER

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion To Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Support of Motion To
Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

NOTH

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Hearing On Motion To Reconsider
(9.18.14 at 3:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion to Amend 9.18.14
3:00 PM

Jason D. Scott
000012
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9/4/2014

MEMO

CCMCLAPM

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend

Jason D. Scott

MOTN·

CCMCLAPM

Motion to Amend

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion To
Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCVIDASL

Motion to Shortent Time

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCVIDASL

Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion to
Vacate and Reset Hearing in Plaintiffs Motion to
Amend

Jason D. Scott

MEMO·

CCVIDASL

. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey
Barton Homes Ines Motion to Vacate and Reset
Hearing in Plaintiffs Motion to Amend

Jason D. Scott

NOHG.

CCVIDASL

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion to Vacate and Reset Jason D. Scott
Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend (9.18.14 @
3:00 PM)

MOTN

CCVIDASL

Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion for
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

DECL

CCVIDASL

Declaration of Corey Barton in Support of
Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion for
Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCVIDASL

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey
Barton Homes Ines Motion for Summary
Judgment

Jason D. Scott

NOHG.

CCVIDASL

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion for Summary
Juc;_lgment (10.22.14 @:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

NOTS

CCVIDASL

Notice Of Service

Jason D. Scott

HRSC

CCSTOKSN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 10/22/2014 03:00 PM)

Jason D. Scott

9/15/2014

ORDR

CCSTOKSN

Order Shortening Time

Jason D. Scott

9/16/2014

REPL

TCMEREKV

Reply In Support Of Motion To Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

9/18/2014

DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Jason D. Scott
scheduled on 09/18/2014 03:00 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: (<50) And Motion To Reconsider &
motion to Amend and Motion to Vacate and Reset
Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend

9/19/2014

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Jason D. Scott
Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion
for Summary Judgment

NOTC

CCMCLAPM

Notice of Change of Firm Name and Address filed Jason D. Scott
by Richard Mollerup

MOTN

CCMCLAPM

Motion to Reconsider: Memorandum Decision
and Order Granting Defendants Titleone
Corporation Second Motion for Summary
Judgment .

9/11/2014

10/2/2014

Judge

Jason D. Scott
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10/2/2014

MEMO

CCMCLAPM

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider: Jason D. Scott
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendants Titleone Corporation Second Motion
for Summary Judgment

10/7/2014

CCGARCOS
TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Hearing

Jason D. Scott

10/8/2014

NOTH
RSPS

Response To Defendant Corey Barton's Motion
For Summary Judgment

Jason D. Scott

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Aaron J Tribble

Jason D. Scott

10/15/2014

AFFD
REPL

TCMEREKV

Reply To Plaintiff's Response To Defendant
Jason D. Scott
Corey Barton Homes, Inc's Motion For Summary
Judgment

10/21/2014

MEMO

CCVIDASL

Memorandum in Reply to Titleones Memorandum Jason D. Scott
in Opposition to Eagle Equitys Motion to
Reconsider Memorandum Decision and Order
Granting Defendant Titleone Corporations
Second Motion for Summary Judgment

10/22/2014

MEMO

CCMARTJD

Memorandum in Opposition to Eagle Equitys
Motion to Reconsider ·

DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Jason D. Scott
scheduled on 10/22/2014 03:00 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: <100

10/24/2014

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Jason D. Scott
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant Corey Barton Homes, lnc.'s Motion for
Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff's
Motion to Amend

11/5/2014

MOTN'

CCRADTER

Titleone Corporation's Second Renewed Motion
to Quash Plaintiff's Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCRADTER

Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of
54(b) Judgment

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCRADTER

Memorandum in Support of Titleone
Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b)
Judgment and Memorandum in Support of
Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

NOTH

CCRADTER

Notice Of Hearing on Titleone Corporation's
Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and
Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

Judge

Jason D. Scott

11.26.14@3PM

11/7/2014

HRSC

CCRADTER

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/26/2014 03:00
PM) Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance
of 54(b) Judgment and Second Renewed Motion
to Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

TCHOLLJM

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Joinder In
Titleone Corporation's Motion For Issuance Of
Judgment

Jason D. Scott
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11/7/2014

AFFD

CCSCOTDL

Affidavit of Mick Ysursa in Support of Motion to
Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCTHIEKJ

Motion to Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCTHIEKJ

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider ·Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCMURPST

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Joinder in Jason D. Scott
Defendant Titleone Corperation's Motion for
Issuance of 54(8) Judgment and Second
Renewed Motion to Quach Plaintiffs' Lis Pendens

MOTN

CCSCOTDL

DAS Investments LLCs Joinder in Titleone's
Motion for Issuance of 54(8) Judgment

MOTN

CCVIDASL

Alliance Title & Escrow Corps Joinder in Titleone Jason D. Scott
Corporations Motion for Issuance of Judgment

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Order Denying Motion to Reconsider

Jason D. Scott

11/18/2014

MOTN

CCHEATJL

Motion To Appear Telephonically (Chad Lamer
For Edward J Mason & Galiano LLC)

Jason D. Scott

11/19/2014

RSPN.

CCTHIEKJ

Response to Titleone's Motion for Issuance of
54(8) Cert and Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Jason D. Scott

11/20/2014

ORDR

CCSTOKSN

Order to Appear Telephonically

Jason D. Scott

11/24/2014

RPLY

CCMCLAPM

Reply Memorandum in Support of Titleone
Jason D. Scott
Corporations Motion for Issuance of 54(b)
Judgment and Reply Memorandum in Support of
Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lispendens

11/26/2014

DCHH

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Jason D. Scott
11/26/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: less than 500, cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Titleone Corporation's Motion for
Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and Second
Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

12/1/2014

DEOP
JDMT.

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order

Jason D. Scott

DCABBOSM

Judgment

Jason D. Scott

CDIS

CCSTOKSN

Civil Disposition entered for: Alliance Title &
Jason D. Scott
Escrow Corp, Defendant; Chicago Title Insurance
Company, Defendant; Corey Barton Homes Inc,,
Defendant; DAS Investments LLC, Defendant;
Fidelity National Title Company, Defendant; RBC
Bank, Defendant; Rbc Real Estate Finance Inc,, .
Defendant; Titleone Corporation, Defendant;
Eagle Equity Fund Lie, Plaintiff. Filing date:

11/12/2014

11/13/2014

Judge

Jason D. Scott

12/1/2014
STAT

CCSTOKSN

STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk

Jason D. Scott

action
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12/1/2014

CDIS

CCSTOKSN

STAT

CCSTOKSN

APPL

CCTHIEKJ

Titleone's Second Application for Award of Costs Jason D. Scott
and Attorneys' Fees and Titleone's Motion for an
Award of Attorneys Fees Pursuant to Section
12-123

AFFD

CCTHIEKJ

Second Affidavit of Thomas E Dvorak in Support Jason D. Scott
of Costs and Attorneys' Fees

MEMO

CCTHIEKJ

Titileone's Second Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCMURPST

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Motion
for Attorney Fees and Costs

Jason D. Scott

AFFD:

CCMURPST

Affidavit of David T. Krueck in Support of
Jason D. Scott
Defendant Corey Barton Homes, lnc.'s Motion for
Attorney's Fees and Costs

MEMO

CCMURPST

Jason D. Scott
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey
Barton Homes, INC.'s Motion for Attorney's Fees
and Costs

MOTN'

CCSCOTDL

DAS' Application for Award of Costs and
Attorneys Fees and DAS' Motion for Award of
Attorney Fees and Otherwise

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCHEATJL

Motion To Disallow Defendant Alliance's Motion
For Costs, Attorney Fees And Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support Of
Plaintiff's Objection To Defendants' Motion For
Fees

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of David M. Fogg In Support Of
Plaintiff's Objection To Defendant's (Alliance)
Motion For Fees And Costs

Jason D. Scott

AFFD·

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support Of
Plaintiff's Objection To Defendant's (Alliance)
Motion For Fees And Costs

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support Of
Plaintiff's Objection To Defendant's (Alliance)
Motion For Fees And Costs

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCHEATJL

Motion To Disallow Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc's Motion For Costs And Attorney
Fees

Jason D. Scott

12/15/2014

Judge
Jason D. Scott
Civil Disposition entered for: Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp, Defendant; Chicago Title Insurance
Company, Defendant; Corey Barton Homes Inc,,
Defendant; DAS Investments LLC, Defendant;
Fidelity National Title Company, Defendant; RBC
Bank, Defendant; Rbc Real Estate Finance Inc,,
Defendant; Titleone Corporation, Defendant;
Eagle Equity Fund Lie, Plaintiff; Thompson,
Daniel, Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/1/2014

· STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Jason D. Scott
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12/15/2014

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support Of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's Motion For
Fees And Costs

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support Of
Jason D. Scott
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC) Motion
For Fees And Costs

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support Of
Jason D. Scott
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC) Motion
For Fees And Costs

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of David M. Fogg In Support Of
Jason D. Scott
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC) Motion
For Fees And Costs

AFFD

CCSCOTDL

Affidavit of Mike Baldner in Support of
Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and
Attorney Fees

Jason D. Scott

MEMO.

CCSCOTDL

Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and
Attorneys Fees

Jason D. Scott

HRSC

CCSTOKSN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/22/2015 03:00
PM) for Costs 'and Fees

Jason D. Scott

STAT

CCSTOKSN

STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk
action

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion To Disallow Defendant Titleone's Second
Application For Award of Costs & Fees And
Titleone's Motion For An Award of Attorneys'
Fees Pursuant To Section 12-123

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of David M Fogg In Support of Plaintiffs Jason D. Scott
Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne) Motion For
Fees & Costs

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)
Motion For Fees & Costs

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)
Motion For Fees & Costs

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)
Motion For Fees & Costs

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion To Disallow Defendant Corey Barton
Jason D. Scott
Homes, Inc's Motion For Attorney's Fees & Costs

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion To Disallow Defendant Das' Motion For
Award Of Costs & Attorneys' Fees And Das'
Motion For Award Of Attorney Fees Pursuant To
Idaho Code Section 12-123 And Otherwise

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Support of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Das
Investments) Motion For Fees & Costs

Jason D. Scott

12/19/2014

12/23/2014

12/26/2014

Judge
Jason D. Scott

'
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12/26/2014

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Support of
Jason D. Scott
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Corey Barton
Homes Inc) Motion For Fees & Costs

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Corey
Barton) Motion For Fees & Costs

AFFD

TCLAFFSD

Jason D. Scott
Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Das) Motion
For Fees & Costs

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Plaintiffs Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs
Motion To Disallow Costs & Attorney's Fees (All
Defendan·ts)(IRCP54(d)(6)) .

Jason D. Scott

1/2/2015

SUBC

CCSCOTDL

Notice of Substitution Of Counsel (David Krueck
for Corey Barton Homes)

Jason D. Scott

1/7/2015

AMEN

CCMARTJD

Amended Affidavit of Dan Thompson in Support
of Objection to Motions for Fees and Costs

Jason D. Scott

1/9/2015

NOTA

CCJOHNLE

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Jason D. Scott

1/15/2015

MEMO

CCREIDMA

Memorandum in Support of RSC Real Estate
Finance, Inc's Motion for Costs and Attorney's
Fees and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to
Disallow

RPLY

CCHEATJL

Reply Memorandum In Support Of Titleone's First Jason D. Scott
And Second Meorandum Of Costs And Attorneys'
Fees And Opposition to Motion To Disallow costs
And Attorneys' Fees

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Supplemental Affidavit Of Thomas E. Dvorak In
Support Of First And Second Memorandum Od
Costs And Attorneys' Fees

Jason D. Scott

RPLY

CCHEATJL

Reply To Plaintiffs Opposition To Corey Barton
Homes, Inc's Motion For Attorney's Fees And
Costs

Jason D. Scott

RPLY

CCSTOKSN

Reply to Plaintiffs Opposition to CBH's Motion for Jason D. Scott
Attorney Fees and Costs
[duplicate entry]

REPL

CCSTOKSN

Reply Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Jason D. Scott
Escrow Corp's Motion for Costs and Attorney
Fees and Sanctions

OPPO

CCVIDASL

Das !vestments LLCs Joinder in RSC Real Estate Jason D. Scott
Finance Ines Titleones Corey Barton Homes
Arguments in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for
Attorney Fees and Reliance Upon Filings Related
to DASs Motion for Award of Costs and Attorney
Fees

RPLY

TCHOLLJM

Reply To Alliance's Opposition To Motion To
Disallow Costs And Fees

RPLY

TCHOLLJM

Reply To Corey Barton's Opposition To Motion To Jason D. Scott
Disallow Costs And Fees
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Date

Code

User

1/20/2015

AFFD

TCHOLLJM

Supplemental Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In
Opposition Of Defendant's (TitleOne) Reply
Memorandum In Support Of TitleOne's First And
Second Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney's
Fees And Opposition To Motion To Disallow
Costs And Attorney Fees

Jason D. Scott

AFFD

TCHOLLJM

Affidavit Of Aaron Tribble In Reply To Titleone;s
Response To Motion To Disallow

Jason D. Scott

RPLY

TCHOLLJM

Reply To RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's
Memorandum In Support Of Its Motions For
Costs And Attorney's Fees And in Opposition To
Plaintiffs Motion To Disallow

Jason D. Scott

RPLY-

TCHOLLJM

Reply To Titleone's Reply Memorandum In
Jason D. Scott
Support Of Titlone's First And Second
Memorandum Of Costs And Attorneys's Fees
And Opposition Of Motion To Disallow Costs And
Attorney's Fees

RPLY

TCHEISLA

Reply to Das's Opposition to Motion to Disallow
Costs and Fees

Jason D. Scott

DCHH

CCSTOKSN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on

Jason D. Scott

1/22/2015

Judge

01/22/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: (<100) for Costs and Fees
1/28/2015

STIP

CCHOLDKJ

Stipulation to: Order Dismissing RBC Real Estate Jason D. Scott
Finance Inc and Granting of RBC Real Estate
Finance lnc.'s Motion to Withdraw its Motion for
Fees and Sanctions

1/30/2015

OROS

CCSTOKSN

Order Of Dismissing RBC and Granting RBC's
Motion to Withdraw Motion for Fees and
Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

MOTN

CCHOLDKJ

Motion to Submit Additional Briefing

Jason D. Scott

2/3/2015

AFFD

TCMEREKV

Second Supplemental Affidavit Of Thomas E.
Dvorak In Support Of First And Second
Memorandum Of Costs And Attorneys' Fees

Jason D. Scott

2/5/2015

ORDR

CCSTOKSN

Order Re: Additional Briefing

Jason D. Scott

2/10/2015

RPLY

CCHEATJL

Reply To Defendants' Request For Nunc Pro
Tune Relief

Jason D. Scott

2/17/2015

MEMO

CCVIDASL

Response Memorandum and Affidavit of Aaron J Jason D. Scott
Tribble Regarding Apportionment

AFFD

CCVIDASL

Affidavit of David M Fogg in Support of Plaintiffs
Response Memorandum Re Counsels Second
Supplemental Affidavit in Support of Titleones
First and Second Memorandum Re Costs and
Attorney Fees

Jason D. Scott

DEOP

DCDANSEL

Memorandum Decision and Order Awarding
Costs and Attorney Fees and Imposing Rule 11
Sanctions

Jason D. Scott

2/23/2015
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Date

Code

User

2/23/2015

JDMT

DCDANSEL

Amended Judgment

Jason D. Scott

3/3/2015

MOTN

CCMARTJD

Motion to Stay Execution

Jason D. Scott

MEMO

CCMARTJD

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay

Jason D. Scott

AFSM

. CCMARTJD

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Jason D. Scott

REMT

CCJOHNLE

Partial Remittitur as to Specific Party - RBC Supreme Court Docket No. 42850

Jason D. Scott

STIP

CCHOLDKJ

Stipulation for Cash Deposit

Jason D. Scott

3/11/2015

ORDR

CCSTOKSN

3/17/2015

AMEN

CCRADTER

Amended Notice of Appeal

7/16/2015

NOTC

TCWEGEKE

Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court No. Jason D. Scott
42850

3/6/2015

Judge

. Order Re: Cash Deposit

Jason D. Scott
Jason D. Scott
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

1

2
3
4

NO..........J---=:Fll::"":E0~---"""'1
A.M.~~--P.M, _ _ ____,.

JUN O5 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ANNAMARIE MEYER
DEPU'IY

7

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10
11
12
13
14

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,

16

V.

17

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does 1-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

19
20
21

22
23

No.CV

QC

131 0 112

COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,

15

18

Case

Defendants,

24
25
26

COMPLAINT
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1

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

1

2
3

•

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and for causes
of action alleges:

4

I.

5

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

6

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Daniel Thompson was and is an individual

7

residing in Idaho and Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a duly organized Idaho Limited

8

Liability Company.

2.

9

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

10

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in Boise,

11

Ada County, Idaho.

12
13
14

3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

15

4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

16
COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing

17
18

business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

5.

19

20

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.
6.

21

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

22

(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in Boise,

23

Ada County, Idaho.

24
25
26

7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC BANK, (hereinafter "Defendant

RBC"), was and is a North Carolina or Alabama Corporation, doing business in Boise, Ada County,
Idaho.
COMPLAINT
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1

2
3
4

5

8.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the State
of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.

9.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending money

and acquiring assets in Idaho.

6

10.

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

7

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does I through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who

8

therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon

9
10

allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some manner
responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in indemnity,

11
apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.
12
11.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code

12.

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

13
14
15
16

§1-705.

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.

17
18
19

13.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

14.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this Court.

20

II.

21

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

22
15.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

23
("Galiano") approached Plaintiffs regarding the development of a 29 .63 acre parcel, which was platted

24
25
26

to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna, Idaho, and
more particularly described in Exhibit "A" ("the Property").

COMPLAINT

The first position lien holder was
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1

2

•

Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the Property. The estimated gross revenue from
the project was approximately $6.2M as evidenced by the attached Exhibit "C".
16.

3

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiffs, as lender and beneficiary,

4

executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and

5

Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development of

6

the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated on or

7

about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006 (collectively the

8

"Loan Documents").

9
10

17.

On or about November 1ih, 2006 Galiano and Plaintiffs closed the transaction. Galiano

executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate Resolution,

11
and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title certified that all
12
title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA Extended Coverage Loan

13
Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under Ticor Title Insurance
14
15
16

Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100, 116, and 8.1 attached,
insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid second lien. The

17

Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally, Defendant Alliance

18

Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with the Idaho Secretary of

19

State.

20
21

22
23

18.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiffs

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared
and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiffs executed UCC and
re-conveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiffs continued to

24
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any of
25
the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
26
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1

2
3

19.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

during 2011 and 2012.
20.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiffs were informed by Galiano that Defendant RBC

4

would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiffs would be properly notified. Plaintiffs

5

received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.

6

21.

In early 2013 Plaintiffs noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

7

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity.

8

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano informed Plaintiffs that Defendant RBC

9
10

Plaintiffs were informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had closed and
executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest.

11
22.

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

12
Plaintiffs with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25 1\
13
2010. At no time had Plaintiffs been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
14
15
16

23.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiffs assert that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, and the purchaser of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs'

17

secured position in the Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge

18

or agreement, which prevented Plaintiffs from taking any steps to secure its investment.

19

24.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiffs were subsequently informed by Defendant Title One

20

that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not tender any

21

payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.

22
23

25.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been fully

24
satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiffs with UCC release statements to
25
execute after it had conveyed the Property.

26
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26.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiffs maintained a secured interest in the real property.

27.

Plaintiffs were made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

1

2
3
4

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
28.

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

5

services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that

6

Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.

7

8
9

10

29.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code

§6-803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiffs.
30.

The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiffs is attached hereto as Exhibit B. That

policy of insurance has an effective date of November 1ih, 2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD,

11

Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.
12
31.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiffs promptly provided Defendants with their

13
14
15
l6

Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
32.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES

17
18

COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT
19
20
21

22

33.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

34.

On or about November 1

?1\ 2006 Plaintiffs entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiffs.

23

35.

Plaintiffs received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

24

36.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

25

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper

26

conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.
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2

3

4
5

37.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs' title policy agreement and as

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiffs and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were
within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.
38.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiffs pursuant to the insurance contracts once the claims

weremade.

6

39.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

7

40.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs

8
9

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

10

COUNT II-BAD FAITH

11

41.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

42.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

12

13
payments from Plaintiffs.
14
15
16

43.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any and

all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.

17

44.

Plaintiffs' claims were not fairly debatable.

18

45.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

19

46.

Plaintiffs' resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

20

47.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

21

48.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

22

prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

23

COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

24
49.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

25

26
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1
2

50.

recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:

(a)

3
4

7
8
9

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and

5
6

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

(c)
51.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiffs.
52.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

53.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees

10
and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.
11

12

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

13
14

54.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

15

55.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

16

Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade. Further,

17

Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts were/are

18

prohibited:

19
20
21
22

(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;
(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;
( c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation, connection,
or association with, or certification by, another;

23
(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;

24
25

26

(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and
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1

2
3

4
5
6

7

(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive to

the consumer;
56.

have been damaged.
57.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

8
9

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiffs

COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

58.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

59.

Defendants in whole or part :fraudulently conveyed Plaintiffs' real property interest and

10
11

as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
12
13

14

60.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of a

15

material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or

16

deceit upon Plaintiff.

17

18
19
20
21

22

61.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations or

conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs interests.
62.

Plaintiffs were, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
63.

Plaintiffs were induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.

23
64.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action to

24
protect its interests.
25
26

65.

COMPLAINT
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66.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

determined at the time of trial.
67.

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

4

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the

5

Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.

6

68.

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs' lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

7

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants

8

contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the Property

9
10

and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the information
provide by Defendants as truth.

11
69.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiffs

12
have been damaged.
13
70.
14
15
16

Plaintiffs are entitled to avoidance of the conveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and
prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

17
18

71.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

19

72.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

20

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property. Defendants knew of Plaintiffs' secured

21

position in the Property.

22

23

73.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiffs

have been damaged.

24
74.

Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are

25
also entitled to all other general and special damages.

26
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COUNT VII - CONVERSION

1

2
3

75.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

76.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

4

dominion over Plaintiffs' property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs' rights and have

5

committed grand theft.

6
7
8

9

77.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand theft
in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and interest
at the legal rate of 18%.

10
78.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an amount

11
of no less than $750,000.00.
12
79.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue to

13
14
15

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
liabilities, and financial hardship. Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of Plaintiffs'

16

damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees,

17

costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

18

19

80.

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

20
21

22

Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
81.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

82.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiffs' Property.

83.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue to

23
24
suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
25

26

liabilities, and financial hardship. Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of Plaintiffs'
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1

2
3

4

damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees,
costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
84.

Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

5

COUNT IX- TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE

6

85.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

86.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

7
8
9

relationship between Plaintiffs and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic

10

benefit to the Plaintiffs, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs' secured interest in the Property and

11

Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.

12

87.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs' economic

13

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and

14

actually disrupted the economic relationship.

15

16

88.

Had the Plaintiffs been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiffs would have asserted

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the

17

Property.
18
89.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue to

19
suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential economic profits to
20
21

22

be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and
interest at the legal rate of 18%.

IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

23
24

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as
25
follows:
26
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2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10

1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

from further disposition of the Property;

2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at

trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;
3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.
3.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;
4.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

5.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

11

12-121 and 41-1839;
12
13

6.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

14
15
16
17

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 3 8(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED This.3rtL_ day of June, 2013.

18
19
David M. Fogg,
Attorney for Plaintiff

20
21

22
23
24

25

26
COMPLAINT
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EXHIBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record Soutli 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, saicl point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the S0utl1 Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the Sonth Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iI'on pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
·
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record Nortb 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31 '40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'5~" ~est) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius ln 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose central angle is 42Q37'50" and whose long chord bears
North 80Q58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99,73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
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South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence along the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF

BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
.
A parcel of land being located in the South H~if of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particularly
described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest corner oftl1e
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 feet;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
i
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87 .24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61 °53'14" East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
..
to the
right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
· ·
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82.feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
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with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
END OF SCHEDULE A

t'
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1m•r u1111111ar-··-American Land
Title Association
Loan Policy
(10-17-92)

TICOR TITLc,SURANCE™

Policy of __!itle ~nsura._n_c_e__

SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM
COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM
COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B
AND THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS,
TICOR TITLE IN!:iURANCE COMPANY, a
California corpora'tion, herein called the
Company, insures, as of Date of Policy shown in
Schedule A, against loss or damage, not
exceeding the amount of insurance stated in
Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured
by reason of:
1. Title to the estate or interest described in
Schedule A being vested other than as stated
therein;
2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the
title;
3. Unmarketability of the title.

(a) arising from an improvement or work
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced prior to Date of Policy; or
(b) arising from an improvement or work
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced subsequent to Date of
Policy and which is financed in whole or
in part by proceeds of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at
Date of Policy the insured has advanced
or is obligated to advance;
8. The invalidity or unenforceability of any
assignment of the insured mortgage, provided
the assignment is shown in Schedule A, or the
failure of the assignment shown in Schedule
A to vest title to the insured mortgage in the
named insured assignee free and clear of all
liens.

4. Lack of a right of access to and from the land;
5. The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of
the insured mortgage upon the title;
6. The priority of any lien or encumbrance over
the lien of the insured mortgage;
7. Lack of priority of the lien of the insured
mortgage over any statutory lien for services,
labor or material;

The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys'
fees and expenses incurred in defense of the title
or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured,
but only to the extent provided in the Conditions
and Stipulations.
This policy shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned below by an authorized signatory
of the Company.

Issued by:
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.
7941 W. RIFLEMAN STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 378-1666
TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
By:

ATTEST

Reorder Form No. C8936-10 (Reprinted 12/00)

-I
J~ ~

President

V,/,,___ _

I

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

i
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ALTA Loan
Policy (10-17-92)

~XCIU!fiOnS from
Coverage

•

•

The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this
policy and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees
or expenses which arise by reason. of:

1. ( a) Any law, ordinance or governmental regulation (including but not

4.
limited to building and zoning laws, ordinances or regulations)
restricting, regulating, prohibiting or relating to (i) the occupancy, use
or enjoyment of the land; (ii) the character, dimensions or location
of any improvement now or hereafter erected on the land; (iii) a 5.
separation in ownership or a change in the dimensions or area of
the land or any parcel of which the land is or ·was a part; or (iv)
environmental protection, or the effect of any violation of these laws,
ordinances or governmental regulations, except to the extent that
6.
a notice of the enforcement thereof or a notice of a defect, lien, or
encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged violation affecting
the land has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy.
(b).. Any governmental police power not excluded by (a) above, except .
to the extent that a notice of the exercise thereof or a notice of a
defect, lien or encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged
violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records
7.
at Date of Policy.
2. Rights of eminent domain unless notice of the exercise thereof has been
recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but not excluding from
coverage any taking which has occurred prior to Date of Policy which would
be binding on the rights of a purchaser for value without knowledge.
3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters:
(a) created, suffered, assumed or agreed to by the insured claimant;
(b) not known to the Company, not recorded in the public records at Date
of Policy, but known to the insured claimant and not disclosed in
writing to the Company by the insured claimant prior to the date the
insured claimant became an insured under this policy;
(c) resulting in no loss or damage to the insured claimant;
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (except to.the extent

that this policy insurers the priority of the lien of the insured mortgage
over any statutory lien for services, labor or material); or
( e) resulting in loss or damage which would not have been sustained
if the insured claimant had paid value for the insured mortgage.
Unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage because of the inability
or failure of the insured at Date of Policy, or the inability or failure of any
subsequent owner of the indebtedness, to comply with applicable doing
business laws of the state in which the land is situated.
Invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage, or claim
thereof, which arises out of the transaction evidenced by the insured
mortgage and is based upon usury or any consumer credit protection or
truth in lending law.
Any statutory lien for services, l~bor or materials (or the claim of priority
of any statutory lien for services, labor or materials over the lien of the
insured mortgage) arising from an improvement or work related to the
land which is contracted for and commenced subsequent to Date of Policy
and is not financed ·in whole or in part by proceeds of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at Date of Policy the insured has
advanced or is obligated to advance.
Any claim, which arises out of the transaction creating the interest of the
mortgagee insured by this policy, by reason of the operation of federal
bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar cre~itors' rights laws. that is based
on:
( i) the transaction creating the interest of the .insured mortgagee being
deemed a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer; or
(ii) the subordination of the interest of the insured mortgagee as a result
of the application of the doctrine of equitable subordination; or
(iii) the transaction creating the interest of the insured mortgagee being
deemed a preferential transfer except where the preferential transfer
results from the failure:
(a) to timely record the instrument of transfer: or
( b) of such recordation to impart notice to a purchaser for value or
a judgment or lien creditor.

Conditions and
Stipulations
1. DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms when used in this policy mean:
(a) "insured": the insured named in Schedule A. The term "insured" also
includes
(i) the owner of the indebtedness secured by the insured mortga.ge and·
each successor in ownership of the indebtedness except a successor who is
an obligor under the provisions of Section 12(c) of these Conditions and
Stipulations (reserving, however, all rights and defenses as to any successor
that the Company would have had against any predecessor insured. unless
the successor acquired the indebtedness as a purchaser for value without
knowledge of the asserted defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter insured against by this policy as affecting title to the estate or interest in
the land);
(ii) any governmental agency or governmental instrumentality which is an
insurer or guarantor under an insurance contract or guaranty insuring or
guaranteeing the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage, or any part
thereof, whether named as an insured herein or not;
(iii) the parties designated in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations.
(b) "insured claimant": an insured claiming loss or damage.
(c) "knowledge" or "known": actual knowledge, not constructive knowled~e or notice which may be imputed to an insured by reason of the public
'·
s as defined in this policy or any other records which Impart construe• ' "' matters affecting the land.
.land c;lescribed or referred to in Schedule A, or In Schedule
· !t9':llli' A, and Improvements affixed thereto which
· · Je!T"!,."land" does not include any property
.· ,r Jf(!lrred to in the applicable
rit,ln abutting streets,
· ·
,tni[)g !'lftreip shall
.
d Is

.m

(f) "public records": records established under state statutes at Date of
Policy for the purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to
real property to purchasers for value and without knowledge With respect to
Section 1(a)(iv) of the Exclusions From Coverage. "public records" shall also
include environmental protection liens filed in the records of the clerk of the
United States district court for the district in which the land is located.
(g) "unmarketability of the title": an alleged or apparent matter affecting
the title to the land, not excluded or excepted from coverage, which would
entitle a purchaser of the estate or interest described in Schedule A or the
insured mortgage to be released from the obligation to purchase by virtue of a
contractual condition requiring the delivery of marketable title.

2. CONTINUATION OF INSURANCE
-------·---

(a) After Acquisition of Title. The coverage of this policy shall continue in
force as of Date of Policy in favor of (i) an insured who acquires all or any part of
the estate or interest in the land by foreclosure, trustee's sale, conveyance in
lieu of foreclosure, or other legal manner which discharges the lien of the
insured mortgage; (ii) a transferee of the estate or interest so acquired from an
insured corporation, provided the transferee is the parent or wholly-owned
subsidiary of the insured corporation, and their corporate successors by operation of law and not by purchase, subject to any rights or defenses the Company may have against any predecessor insureds; and (iii) any governmental
agency or governmental instrumentality which acquires all or any part of the
estate or interest pursuant to a contract of insurance ·or guaranty insuring or
guaranteeing the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage .

(b) After Conveyance of Title. The coverage of this policy shall continue
in force as of Date of Policy in favor of an insured only so long as the insured
retains an estate or interest in the land, or holds an indebtedness secured by a
purchase money mortgage given by a purchaser from the insured, or only so
long as the Insured shall have. liability by reason of covenants of warranty
made by the insured in any transfer or conveyance of the estate or interest.
T~,is policy ~hall ~ot continue in force in favor of any purchaser from the
d of ~,ther (1) an estate or interest in the land, or (ii) an indebtedness
ll .~rchase money mortgage given to the insured.
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(c) Amount of.Insurance. The amount of i1
•
after the acquisi!i-011 or
'after thla e:onveyance shall in neither event exceed the least of:
(i) the Amount of Insurance stated in Schodule A;
(ii) the amount of the principal of the indebtedness secured by the insured
mortgage as of Date of Policy, interest thereon, expenses of foreclosure,
amounts advanced pursuant to the insured mortgage to assure compliance
with laws or to protect the lien of the insured mortgage prior to the time of
acquisition of the estate or interest in the land and secured thereby and
reasonable amounts expended to prevent deterioration of improvements, but
reduced by the amount of all payments made; or
(iii) the amount paid by any governmental agency or governmental instrumentality, if the agency or instrumentality is the insured claimant, in the acquisition of the estate or interest in satisfaction of its insurance contract or guaranty.
3. NOTICE OF CLAIM TO BE GIVEN BY INSURED CLAIMANT
The insured shall notify the Company promptly in writing (i) in case of any
litigation as set forth in Section 4(a) below, (ii) in case knowledge shall come to
an insured hereunder of any claim of title or interest which is adverse to the
title to the estate or interest or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured, and
which might cause loss or damage for which the Company may be liable by
virtue of this policy, or (iii) if title to the estate or interest or the lien of the
insured mortgage, as insured, is rejected as unmarketable. If prompt notice
shall not be given to the Company, then as to the insured all liability of the
Company shall terminate with regard to the matter or matters for which prompt
notice is required; provided, however, that failure to notify the Company shall
in no case prejudice the rights of any insured under this policy unless the
Company shall be prejudiced by the failure and then only to the extent of the
prejudice.
4. DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION OF ACTIONS; DUTY OF INSURED
CLAIMANT TO COOPERATE .
(a) Upon written request by the insured and subject to the options contained in Section 6 of these Conditions and Stipulations, the Company, at its
own cost and without unreasonable delay, shall provide for the defense of an
insured in litigation in which any third party asserts a claim adverse to the title
or interest as insured, but only as to those stated causes of action alleging a
defect, lien or encumbrance or other matter insured against by this policy. The
Company shall have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the
right of the insured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the insured as
to those stated causes of action and shall not be liable for and will not pay the
fees of any other counsel. The Company will not pay any fees, costs or
expenses incurred by the insured in the defense of those causes of action
which allege matters not insured against by this policy.
(b) The Company shall have the right, at its own cost, to institute and
prosecute any action or proceeding or to do any other act which in its opinion
may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest or
the lien of the insured mortgage. as insured. or to prevent or reduce loss or
damage to the insured. The Company may take any appropriate action under
the terms of this policy, whether or not it shall be liable hereunder. and shall not
thereby concede liability or waive any provision of this policy. If the Company
shall exercise its rights under this paragraph, it shall do so diligently.
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an action or interposed a
defense as required or permitted by the provisions of this policy. the Company
may pursue any litigation to final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right. in its sole discretion, to appeal from
any adverse judgment or order.
(d) In all cases where this policy permits or requires the Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, the insured shall
secure to the Company the right to so prosecute or provide defense in the
action or proceeding, and all appeals therein. and permit the Company to use,
at its option, the name of the insured for this purpose. Whenever requested by
the Company, the insured, at the Company's expense, shall give the Company all reasonable aid (i) in any action or proceeding, securing evidence,
obtaining witnesses, prosecuting or defending the action or proceeding. or
effecting settlement, and (ii) in any other lawful act which in the opinion of the
Company may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or
interest or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured. If the Company is
prejudiced by the failure of the insured to furnish the required cooperation: the
Company's obligations to the insured under the policy shall terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation,
with regard to the matter or matters requiring such qooperation.
5. PROOF OF LOSS OR DAMAGE
In addition to and after the notices required under Section 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations have been provided the Company, a proof of loss or
damage signed and sworn to by the insured claimant shall be furnished to the
Company within 90 days after the insured claimant shall ascertain the facts
giving rise to the loss or damage. The proof of loss or damage shall describe
the defect in, or lien or encumbrance on the title, or other m~tter insured
against by thi~ policy which constitutes the basis of loss or damage and shall
state, to the extent possible, the basis of calculating the amount of the Joss or
damage. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the insured claimant to

~

provide the required
. s s or damage, the Company's obligations to
the insured under the policy shall terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation, with regard to the matter
or matters requiring such proof of loss or damage.
In addition, the insured claimant may reasonably be required to submit to
examination under oath by any authorized representative of the Company
and shall produce for examination, inspection and copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized representative
of the Company, all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence and
memoranda, whether bearing a date before or after Date of Policy, which
·reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, if requested by any authorized representative of the Company, the insured claimant shall grant its permission, in writing, for any authorized representative of the Company to examine, inspect and copy all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence
and memoranda in the custody or control of a third party, which reasonably
pertain to the loss or damage. All information designated as confidential by
the insured claimant provided to the Company pursuant to this Section shall
not be disclosed to others unless, in the reasonable judgment of the Company, it is necessary in the administration of the claim. Failure of the insured
claimant to submit for examination under oath, produce other reasonably
requested information or ·grant permission to secure reasonably necessary
information from third parties as required in this paragraph, unless prohibited
by law or governmental regulation, stiall terminate any liability of the Company
under this policy as to that claim.

6. OPTIONS TO PAY OR OTHERWISE SETTLE CLAIMS: TERMINATION
OF LIABILITY
In case of a claim under this policy, the Company shall have the following
additional options:
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment of the Amount of Insurance or to
Purchase the Indebtedness.
(i) to pay or tender payment of the amount of insurance under this policy
together with any costs, attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the insured
claimant, which were authorized by the Company, up to the time of payment or
tender of payment and which the Company is obligated to pay; or
(ii) to purchase the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage for the
amount owing thereon together with any costs, attorneys' fees and expenses
incurred by the insured claimant which were authorized by the Company up to
the time of purchase and which the Company is obligated to pay.
If the Company offers to purchase the indebtedness as herein provided, the
owner of the indebtedness shall transfer, assign, and convey the indebtedness and the insured mortgage, together with any collateral security, to the
Company upon payment therefor.
Upon the exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for in
paragraphs a(i) or (ii), all liability and obligations to the insured under this
policy, other than to make the payment required in those paragraphs, shall
terminate. including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation, and the policy shall be surrendered to the Company for
cancellation.
(b) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other than the Insured or
With the Insured Claimant.
(i) to pay or otherwise settle with other parties for or in the name of an
insured claimant any claim insured against under this policy, together with any
costs, attorneys· fees and expenses incurred by the insured claimant which
were authorized by the Company up to the time of payment and which the
Company is obligated to pay; or
(ii) to pay or otherwise settle with the insured claimant the loss or damage
provided for under this policy, together with any costs, attorneys' fees and
expenses incurred by the insured claimant which were authorized by the
Company up to the time of payment and which the Company is obligated to
pay.
Upon the exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for in
paragraphs (b)(i) or (ii), the Company's obligations to the insured under this
policy for the claimed loss or damage, other than the payments required to be
made, shall terminate, Including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute or continue any litigation.
7. DETERMINATION AND EXTENT OF: LIABILITY
This policy is a contract of indemnity.against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or incurred by the insured claimant who has suffered loss or
damage by reason of matters insured against by this policy and only to the
extent herein described.
(a) The liability of the Company under this policy shall not exceed the least
of:
(i) the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A, or, if applicable, the
amount of insurance as defined in Section 2 (c) of these Conditions and
Stipulations;
(ii) the amount of the unpaid principal indebtedness secured by the
insured mortgage as limited or provided under Section 8 of these Conditions
and Stipulations or as reduced under Section 9 of these Conditions and
Stipulations, at the time the loss or damage insured against by this policy
occurs, together with interest thereon; or
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(lH) the diff~rence between the value of the insured estate or interest as
insured·and the value of the insured estate o.r int.subject to the defect,
lien or encumbrance insured against by this r
(l'J) In the eventJhe insured has acquired the
.,
interest in the manner
'described, in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations or has conveyed the title, then the liability of the Company shall continue as set forth in
Section 7(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations.
(c) The Company will pay only those costs, attorneys' fees and expenses
incurred in accordance with Section 4 of these Conditions and Stipulations.

8. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

and remedies against any person or property necessary in order to perfect'
sured claimant shall permit the Company to
this right of subrogation
sue, compromise ors
·
name of the insured claimant and to use the
.a
n any transaction or litigation involving these
name of the insured c.
rights or remedies.
If a payment on account of a claim does not fully cover the loss of the
insured claimant, the Company shall be subrogated to all rights and remedies
of the insured claimant after the insured claimant shall have recovered its
principal, interest, and costs of collection.

Tf.-·

(b) The lnsured's Rights and Limitations.

(a) If the Company establishes the title, or removes the alleged defect, lien
or encumbrance, or cures the lack of a right of access to or from the land, or
cures the claim of unmarketability of title, or otherwise establishes the lien of
the insured mortgage, all as insured, in a reasonably diligent manner by any
method, including litigation and the completion of any appeals therefrom, it
shall have fully performed its obligations with respect to that matter and shall
not be liable for any loss or damage caused thereby.
(b) In the event of any litigation, including litigation by the Company or with
the Company's consent, the Company shall have no liability for loss or damage until there has been a final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and disposition of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the title or to the lien
of the insured mortgage, as insured.
(c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to any insured for
liability voluntarily assumed by the insured in settling any claim or suit without
the prior written consent of the Company.
(d) The Company shall not be liable for: (i) any indebtedness created subsequent to Date of Policy except for advances made to protect the lien of the
insured mortgage and secured thereby and reasonable amounts expended to
prevent deterioration of improvements; or (ii) construction loan advances
made subsequent to Date of Policy, except construction loan advances made
subsequent to Date of Policy for the purpose of financing in whole or in part the
construction of an improvement to the land which at Date of Policy were
secured by the insured mortgage and which the insured was and continued to
be obligated to advance at and after Date of Policy.

9. REDUCTION OF INSURANCE; REDUCTION OR TERMINATION OF
LIABILITY
(a) All payments under this policy, except payments made for costs, attorneys' fees and expenses, shall reduce the amount of the insurance pro tanto.
However, any payments made prior to the acquisition of title to the estate or
interest as provided in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations shall
not reduce pro tanto the amount of the insurance afforded under this policy
except to the extent that the payments reduce the amount of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage.
(b) Payment in part by any person of the principal of the indebtedness, or
any other obligation secured by the insured mortgage, or any voluntary partial
satisfaction or release of the insured mortgage, to the extent of the payment,
satisfaction or release, shall reduce the amount of insurance pro tanto. The
amount of insurance may thereafter be increased by accruing interest and
advances made to protect the lien of the insured mortgage and secured
thereby, with interest thereon, provided in no event shall the amount of insurance be greater than the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A.
(c) Payment in full by any person or the voluntary satisfaction or release of
the insured mortgage shall terminate all liability of the Company except as
provided in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations.

10. LIABILITY NONCUMULATIVE

It is expressly understood that the amount of insurance under this policy
shall be reduced by any amount the Company may pay under any policy insuring a mortgage to which exception is taken in Schedule 8 or to which
the insured has agreed, assumed, or taken subject, or which is hereafter
executed by an insured and which is a charge or lien on the estate or interest described or referred to in Schedule A, and the amount so paid shall
be deemed a payment under this policy to the insured owner.
11. PAYMENT OF LOSS
(a) No payment shall be made without producing this policy for endorsement of the payment unless the policy has been lost or destroyed, in which
case proof of loss or destruction shall be furnished to the satisfaction of the
Company.
(b) When liability and the extent of loss or damage has been definitely fixed
in accordance with these Conditions and Stipulations, the loss or damage
.
shall be payable within 30 days thereafter.

12. SUBROGATION UPON PAYMENT OR SETTLEMENT

(a) The Company's Right of Subrogation.
Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this
policy, all right of subrogation shall vest in the Company unaffected by any act
of the insured claimant.
The Company shall be subrogated to and be entitled to all rights and
remedies which the insured claimant would have had against any person or
property in respect to the claim had this policy not been issued. If requested by
the Company, the insured claimant shall transfer to the Company aH rights

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the owner of the indebtedness secured by
the insured mortgage, provided the priority of the lien of the insured mortgage
or its enforceability is not affected,.may release or substitute the personal
liability of any debtor or guarantor, or extend or otherwise modify the terms of
payment, or release a portion of the estate or interest from the lien of the
insured mortgage, or release any collateral security for the indebtedness.
When the permitted acts oi the insured claimant occur and the insured has
knowledge of any claim of title or interest adverse to the title to the estate or
interest or the priority or enforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage, as
insured, the Company shall be required to pay only that part of any losses
insured against by this policy which shall exceed the amount, if any, lost to the
Company by reason of the impairment by the insured claimant of the Company's right of subrogation.
(c) The Company's Rights Against Non-insured Obligors.
The Company's right of subrogation against non-insured obligors shai!
exist and shall include, without limitation. the rights of the insured to indemnities, guaranties, other policies of insurance or bonds, notwithstanding any
terms or conditions contained in those instruments which provide for subrogation rights by reason of this policy.
The Company's right of subrogation shall not be avoided by acquisition of
the insured mortgage by an obliger (except an obligor described in Section
1(a)(ii) of these Conditions and Stipulations) who acquires the insured mortgage as a result of an indemnity, guarantee, .other policy of insurance, or bond
and the obliger will not be an insured under this policy, notwithstanding Section 1(a)(i) of these Conditions and Stipulations.

13. ARBITRATION
Unless prohibited by applicable law, either the Company or the insured may
demand arbitration pursuant to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules of the
American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters may include, but are not
limited to, any controversy or claim between the Company and the insured
arising out of or relating to this policy, any service of the Company in connection with its issuance or the breach of a policy provision or other obligation. All
arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is $1,000,000 or less shall
be arbitrated at the option of either the Cornpany or the insured. All arbitrable
matters when the Amount of Insurance is in excess of $1,000,000 shall be
arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company and the insured. Arbitration pursuant to this policy and under the Rules in effect on the date the
demand for arbitration is made or, at the option of the insured, the Rules in
effect at Date of Policy shall be binding upon the parties. The award may
include attorneys' fees only if the laws of the state in which the land is located
permit a court to award attorneys' fees to a prevailing party. Judgment upon
the award rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof.
The law of the situs of the land shall apply to an arbitration under the Title
Insurance Arbitration Rules.
A copy of the Rules may be obtained from the Company upon request.

14. LIABILITY LIMITED TO THIS POLICY; POLICY ENTIRE CONTRACT
(a) This policy together with all endorsements, if any, attached hereto by the
Company is the entire policy and contract between the insured and the Company. In interpreting any provision of this policy, this policy shall be construed
asa whole.
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not based on negligence, and
which arises out of the status of the lien of the insured mortgage or of the title
to the estate or interest covered hereby or by any action asserting such claim,
shall be restricted to this policy.
(c) No amendment of or endorsement to this policy can be made except by
a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the President, a
Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, or validating officer or
authorized signatory of the Company.

15. SEVERABILITY
In the event any provision of this policy is held invalid or unenforceable
under applicable law, the policy shall be deemed not to include that provision
and all other provisions shall remain in full force and effect.

16. NOTICES, WHERE SENT

All notices required to be given the Company and any statement In
writing required to be furnished the Company shall Include the number
of this policy and shall be addressed to the Company at Ticor Title
Insurance Company, National Claims Administration, P.O. Box 45023,
Jacksonville, Florida 32232-5023.
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SCHEDULE A
Order Number

Policy Number

Date of Policy

5000634118DBD

74107-668734

November 17, 2006
At4:51PM

1.

Amount of
Insurance
$725,500.00

Premium
Amount
$763.00

Name of Insured:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
2.

The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this policy is:

Fee Simple
3.

Title to the estate or interest in the land is vested in:
•

I

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
4.

The insured mortgage and assignments thereof, if any, are described as follows:

A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:
i , ·,,1
Amount: $725,500.00.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp. ·. Beneficiary: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181859, of Official Records.
5.

The land referred to in this pqlicy is described as follows:
See attached EXHIBIT A.
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EXHIBIT A

•

A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
·
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
·
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31'40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose central angle is 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41'44" West (Record South 58°41'57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
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South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence along the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
)A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,

Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particularly
described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said· Section 14; thence continuing
South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 feet;
_
· '
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61 °53'14" East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 83°42'1~" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
..
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
·
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
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with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
END OF SCHEDULE A
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LOAN POLICY
Order No.: 5000634118DBD
Policy No.: 74107-668734

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE
This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs,
attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise by reason of:

PART I
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:
1. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing
the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters
excepted under (a), (b), or (c) are shown by the public records.
2. Levies and assessments of the Boise Kuna Irrigation District, and the rights, powers and
easements of said district as by law provided, which are paid current at this time.
3. Ditch, road and public utility easements as the same may exist over said premises.
4. Right-of-way for Tweed Lateral, and the rights of access thereto for maintenance of said
lateral.
5. Right of the public in and to that portion of the premises lying within the right-of-way of Ten
Mile Road.
6. Exceptions and reservations ~ontained in the deed from the State of Idaho
Recorded: April 18, 1921.
Book: 143, Page 8, of Official Records.
Records of: Ada County
7. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: March 26, 1948.
Book: 20, of Miscellaneous.
Page: 536, of Official Records.
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8.

An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: August 28, 1974.
Instrument No.: 897722 and 897723, of Official Records.

9.

An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:
Purpose: Ingress and Egress.
Recorded: July 19, 1975.
Instrument No.: 7516016, of Official Records.

10. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: October 12, i978.
Instrument No.: 7854417, of Official Records.
11. Agreement, and the terms and conditions contained therein:
Recorded: January 19, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96005486, of Official Records.
12. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Recorded: May 24, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96043996, of Official Records.
13. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:
Amount: $3,413,300.00.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp.
Beneficiary: RBC Centura Bank, a North Carolina banking corporation.
Dated: November 13, 2006. ·
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181858, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181853.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181860, of Official Records.
14. A Financing Statement filed in the Office of the County Recorder showing:
Debtor: Galiano, LLC.
Secured Party: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181861, of Official Records.
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15. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below and any other
obligations secured thereby:
Amount: $640,956.00.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp., an Idaho corporation.
Beneficiary: Dan and Jana Lee Zillner, husband and wife.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181862, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181862.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181863, of Official Records.

END OF SCHEDULE B - I
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LOAN POLICY

Order No.: 5000634118DBD
PolicyNo.: 74107-668734

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE
In addition to the matters set forth on PART I of this Schedule, the title to the estate or interest in
the land described or referred to in Schedule A is subject to the following matters, if any be
shown, but the Company insures that these matters are subordinate to the lien or charge of the
insured mortgage upon the estate or interest:

PARTII
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:

NONE

End of Schedule B-11

END OF SCHEDULE B
Countersigned:
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Endorsement
Issued by

Ticor Title Insurance Company
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to Policy No.: 74107-668734
Date: 11/17/2006
Premium: $40.00
Issued by: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
The Company hereby insures against loss which said insured shall.sustain by reason of any of the following matters:
1.

Any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company hereby gives:

A. That there are no present violations on said land of any enforceable Covenants, Conditions; or Restrictions;
B. That, except as shown in Schedule B, there are no present encroachments onto the land of buildings,
struch1res, or improvements located on adjoining lands.
2.

Unmarketability of the title to said estate or interest by reason of any violations on said land, occurring prior to
acquisition of title to said estate or interest by the insured, of any Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions.

Wherever in this Endorsement any or all the words "Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions" appear, they shall not
be deemed to refer to or include the terms covenants and conditions contained in any Lease referred to in Schedule
A.
No coverage is provided under this endorsement as to any Covenant, Condition, Restriction or other provision
relating to environmental protection.
The total liability of the Company under said Policy and any Endorsements therein shall not exceed, in the
aggregate, the face amount of said Policy and costs which the Corppany is obligated under the conditions and
stipulations thereof to pay.
l

This Endorsement is made a part of said Policy and is subject to the Schedules, Conditions, and Stipulations therein,
except as modified by the provisions hereof.
)

.

Endorsement 100 - Modified
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
The Company assures the insured that at Date of policy there is located on the land a
Bare Ground

lmown as 2604 N. Ten Mile Road, Kuna, ID 83634 and that
The Company hereby insures the insured against loss which the insured shall sustain in the event
that the assurance herein shall prove to be incorrect.
The total liability of the Company under said policy and any endorsements therein shall not
exceed, in the aggregate, the face amount of said policy and costs which the Company is
obligated under the conditions and stipulations thereof to pay.
This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of said
policy and is subject to the schedules, conditions, and stipulations therein, except as modified by
the provisions hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto
affixed by its duly authorized officers.

Date: 11/17/2006
Ticor Title Insurance Company

ENDORSEMENT

CLTA Form 116 (Rev. 9-10-93)
Reorder Form No. 7748
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
The insurance afforded by this endorsement is only effective if the land is used or is to be used
primarily for residential purposes.
The Company insures the insured against loss or damage sustained by reason oflack of priority of
the lien of the insured mortgage over:
(a) any environmental protection lien which, at Date of Policy, is recorded in
those records established under state statutes at Date of Policy for the
purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real property
to purchasers for value and without knowledge, or filed in the records of the
clerk of the United States district court for the district in which the land is
located, except as set forth in Schedule B; or
(b) any environmental protection lien provided for by any state statute in effect
at Date of Policy, except environmental protection liens provided for by the
following state statutes:

NONE

This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of the
policy and is subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof and of any prior endorsements
thereto. Except to the extent expressly stated, it neither modifies any of the terms and provisions
of the policy and any prior endorsements, nor doe~ it extend the effective date of the policy and
any prior endorsements, nor does.it increase the face amount thereof.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION LIEN
ALTA ENDORSEMENT - Form 8.1 (3-27-87)
CLTA Fenn 110.9 (3-13-87)
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ALLIANCE
TITLE

& ESCROW

CORP.

7941 W. Rifleman Boise, ID 83704, (208) 378-1666 Fax No. (208) 375-6323

To:

Eagle Equity Fund
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, ID 83616

Order No.:
Date:
Reference:
Loan No.:

5000634118DBD
December 1, 2006
5000634118SL

Attention: Daniel Thompson
Deliver By_ _ _ _ _ __

In connection with the above transaction, we enclose:

X
X

Policy of Title Insurance
Original, Recorded Deed of Trust (Instrument #106181859)

Thank you for giving us the opportunity of serving you.

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

By:
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Policy No. 74107-

668734

Policy of Title Insurance
American Land
Title Association
Loan Policy
(10-17-92)

SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM
COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM
COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B
AND THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS,
TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
California corporation, herein called the
Company, insures, as of Date of Policy shown in
Schedule A, against loss or damage, not
exceeding the amount of insurance stated in
Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured
by reason of:
1. Title to the estate or interest described in
Schedule A being vested other than as stated
therein;

(a) arising from an improvement or work
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced prior to Date of Policy; or
(b) arising from an improvement or work
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced subsequent to Date of
Policy and which is financed in whole or
in part by proceeds of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at
Date of Policy the insured has advanced
or is obligated to advance;
8. The invalidity or unen·forceability of any
assignment of the insured mortgage, provided
the assignment is shown in Schedule A, or the
failure of the assignment shown in Schedule
A to vest title to the insured mortgage in the
named insured assignee free and clear of all
liens.

2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the
title;
3. Unmarketability of the title.
4. Lack of a right of access to and from the land;
5. The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of
the insured mortgage upon the title;
6. The priority of any lien or encumbrance over
the lien of the insured mortgage;
7. Lack of priority of the lien of the insured
mortgage over any statutory lien for services,
labor or material;

The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys'
fees and expenses incurred in defense of the title
or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured,
but only to the extent provided in the Conditions
and Stipulations.
This policy shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned below by an authorized signatory
of the Company.

Issued by:
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW OORR
7941 W. RIFLEMAN STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 378-1666
TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

By

Attest

Reorder Form No. C8936 (Reprinted 12/00)

~~~) ~1/l;~ L
fa C: ,,:....,,_.____

President

Secretary
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ALTA Loan
Policy (10-17-92)
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Exclusions from
'Coverage

The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this
policy and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees
or expenses which arise by reason. of:

1. (a) Any law, ordinance or governmental regulation (including but not
limited to building and zonirig laws, ordinances or regulations)
restricting, regulating, prohibiting or relating to (i) the occupancy, use
or enjoyment of the land; (ii) the character, dimensions or location
of any improvement now or hereafter erected on the land; (iii) a
· separation in ownership or a change in the dimensions or area of
the land or any parcel of which the land is or ·was a part; or (iv)
environmental protection, or the effect of any violation of these laws,
ordinances or governmental regulations, except to the extent that
a notice of the enforcement thereof or a notice of a defect, lien, or
encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged violation affecting
the land.has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy.
(b). Any governmental police power not excluded by (a) above, except·
to the extent that a notice of the exercise thereof or a notice of a
defect, lien or encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged
violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records
at Date of Policy.
2. Rights of eminent domain unless notice of the exercise thereof has been
recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but not excluding from
coverage any taking which has occurred prior to Date of Policy which would
be binding on the rights of a purchaser for value without knowledge.
3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters;
(a) created, suffered, assumed or agr!;)ed to by the insured claimant;
(b) not known to the Company, not recorded in the public records at Date
of Policy, but known to the insured claimant and not disclosed in
writing to the Company by the insured claimant prior to the date the
insure9 claimant became an insured under this policy;
(c) resulting in no loss or damage to the insured claimant;
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (except to the extent

4.

5.

6.

7.

that this policy insurers the priority o(the lien of the insured mortgage
over any statutory lien tor services, labor or material); or
( e) resulting in loss or damage which would not have been sustained
if the insured claimant had paid value for the insured mortgage.
Unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage because of the inability
or failure of the insured at Date of Policy, or the inability or failure of any
subsequent owner of the indebtedness, to comply with applicable doing
business laws of the state in which the land is situated.
Invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage, or claim
thereof, which arises out of the transaction evidenced by the insured
mortgage and is based upon usury or any consumer credit protection or
truth in lending law.
Any statutory lien for services, labor or materials (or the claim of priority
of any statutory lien for services, labor or materials over the lien of the
insured mortgage) arising from an improvement or work related to the
land which is contracted for and commenced subsequent to Date of Policy
and is not financed in whole or in part by proceeds of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at Date of Policy the insured has
advanced or is obligated to advance.
·
Any claim, which arises out of the transaction creating the interest of the
mortgagee insured by this policy, by reason of the operation of federal
bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar cre~itors' rights laws, that is based
on:
( i) the transaction creating the interest of the _insured mortgagee being
deemed a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer; or
(ii) the subordination ·01 the interest of the insured mortgagee as a result
of the application of the doctrine of equitable subordination; or
(iii) the transaction creating the interest of the insured mortgagee being
deemed a preferential transfer except where the preferential transfer
results from the failure:
·
(a) to timely record the instrument of transfer: or
( b) of such recordation to impart notice to a purchaser for value or
a judgment or lien creditor.

Conditions and
Stipulations
1. DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms when used in this policy mean:
(a) "insured": the insured named in Schedule A. The term "insured" also
includes
(i) the owner of the indebtedness secured by the insured mortga,ge and·
each successor in ownership of the indebtedness except a successor who is
an obliger under the provisions of Section 12(c) of these Conditions and
Stipulations (reserving, however, all rights and defenses as to any successor
that the Company would have had against any predecessor insured, unless
the successor acquired the indebtedness as a purchaser for value without
knowledge of the asserted defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter insured against by this policy as affecting title to the estate or interest in
the land);
(ii) any governmental agency or governmental instrumentality which is an
insurer or guarantor under an insurance contract or guaranty insuring or
guaranteeing the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage, or any part
thereof, whether named as an insured herein or not;
(iii) the parties designated in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations.
(b) "insured claimant": an insured claiming loss or damage.
(c) "knowledge" or "known": actual knowledge, not constructive knowledge or notice which may be imputed to an insured by reason of the public
records as defined in this policy or any other records which impart construe. tive notice of matters affecting the land.
(d) "land": the land described or referred to in Schedule A, or in Schedule
C if not provided for in Schedule A, and improvements affixed thereto which
by law constitute real property. The term "land" does not include any property
beyond the lines of the area described or referred to in the applicable
Schedule, nor any right, title, interest, estate or easement in abutting streets,
roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways or waterways, but nothing h.erein shall
modify or limit the extent to which a right of access to and from the land is
insured by this policy.
(e) "mortgage;': mortgage, deed of trust, trust deed, or ~ther Sef:urity
instrument.

(f) "public records": records established under state statutes at Date of
Policy for the purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to
real property to purchasers for value and without knowledge. With respect to
Section 1(a)(iv) of the Exclusions From Coverage. "public records" shall also
include environmental protection liens filed in the records of the clerk of the
United States district court for the district in which the land is located.
(g) "unmarketability of the title": an alleged or apparent matter affecting
the title to the land, not excluded or excepted from coverage, which would
entitle a purchaser of the estate or interest described in Schedule A or the
insured mortgage to be released from the obligation to purchase by virtue of a
contractual condition requiring the delivery of marketable title.

2. CONTINUATION OF INSURANCE
(a) After Acquisition of Title. The coverage of this policy shall continue in
force as of Date of Policy in favor of (i) an insured who acquires all or any part of
the estate or interest in the land by foreclosure, trustee's sale, conveyance in
lieu of foreclosure, or other legal manner which discharges the lien of the
insured mortgage; (ii) a transferee of the estate or interest so acquired from an
insured corporation, provided the transferee is the parent or wholly-owned
subsidiary of the insured corporation, and their corporate successors by operation of law and not by purchase, subject to any rights or defenses the Company may have against any predecessor insureds; and (iii) any governmental
agency or governmental instrumentality which acquires all or any part of the
estate or interest pursuant to a contract of insurance or guaranty insuring or
guaranteeing the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage.
(b) After Conveyance of Title. The coverage of this policy shall continue
in force as of Date of Policy in favor of an insured only so long as the insured
retains an estate or interest in the land. or holds an indebtedness secured by a
purchase money mortgage given by a purchaser from the insured, or only so
long as the insured shall have. liability by reason of covenants of warranty
made by the insured in any transfer or conveyance of the estate or interest.
This policy shall not continue in force in favor of any purchaser from the
insured of either (i) an estate or interest in the land, or (ii) an indebtedness
secured by a purchase money mortgage given to the insured.
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,(c; Amount oflnsurance. The amount of -nee after the ;cqu;°sition or
after tpe conve"1ance shall in neither event ex1,;eed the least of:
(i) the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A;
(ii) the amount of the principal of the indebtedness secured by the insured
mortgage as of Date of Policy, interest thereon, expenses of foreclosure,
amounts advanced pursuant to the insured mortgage to assure compliance
with laws or to protect the lien of the insured mortgage prior to the time of
acquisition of the estate or interest in the land and secured thereby and
reasonable amounts expended to prevent deterioration of improvements, but
reduced by the amount of all payments made; or
(iii) the amount paid by any governmental agency or governmental instrumentality, if the agency or instrumentality is the insured claimant, in the acquisition of the estate or interest in satisfaction of its insurance contract or guaranty.
3. NOTICE OF CLAIM TO BE GIVEN BY INSURED CLAIMANT
The insured shall notify the Company promptly in writing (i) in case of any
litigation as set forth in Section 4(a) below, (ii) in case knowledge shall come to
an insured hereunder of any claim of title or interest which is adverse to the
title to the estate or interest or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured, and
which might cause loss or damage for which the Company may be liable by
virtue of this policy, or (iii) if title to the estate or interest or the lien of the
insured mortgage, as insured, is rejected as unmarketable. If prompt notice
shall not be given to the Company, then as to the insured all liability of the
Company shall terminate with regard to the matter or matters for which prompt
notice is required; provided, however, that failure to notify the Company shall
in no case prejudice the rights of any insured under this policy unless the
Company shall be prejudiced by the failure and then only to the extent of the
prejudice.
4. DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION OF ACTIONS; DUTY OF INSURED
CLAIMANT TO COOPERATE
(a) Upon written request by the insured and subject to the options contained in Section 6 of these Conditions and Stipulations, the Company, at its
own cost and without unreasonable delay, shall provide for the defense of an
insured in litig.ation in which any third party asserts a claim adverse to the title
or interest as insured, but only as to those stated causes of action alleging a
defect, lien or encumbrance or other matter insured against by this policy. The
Company shall have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the
right of the insured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the insured as
to those stated causes of action and shall not be liable for and will not pay the
fees of any other counsel. The Company will not pay any fees. costs or
expenses incurred by the insured in the defense of those causes of action
which allege matters not insured against by this policy.
(b) The Company shall have the right, at its own cost. to institute and
prosecute any action or proceeding or to do any other act which in its opinion
may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest or
the lien of the insured mortgage. as insured. or to prevent or reduce loss or
damage to the insured. The Company may take any appropriate action under
the terms of this policy, whether or not it shall be liable hereunder. and shall not
thereby concede liability or waive any provision of this policy. If the Company
shall exercise its rights under this paragraph. it shall do so diligently.
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an action or interposed a
defense as required or permitted by the provisions of this policy. the Company
may pursue any litigation to final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right, in its sole discretion. to appeal from
any adverse judgment or order.
(d) In all cases where this policy permits or requires the Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, the insured shall
secure to the Company the right to so prosecute or provide defense in the
action or proceeding, and all appeals therein. and permit the Company to use,
at its option, the name of the insured for this purpose. Whenever requested by
the Company, the insured, at the Company's expense, shall give the Company all reasonable aid (i) in any action or proceeding, securing evidence,
obtaining witnesses, prosecuting or defending the action or proceeding. or
effecting settlement, and (ii) in any other lawful act which in the opinion of the
Company may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or
interest or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured. If the Company is
prejudiced by the failure of the insured to furnish the required cooperation, the
Company's obligations to the insured under the policy shall terminate. including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation,
with regard to the matter or matters requiring such qooperation.
5. PROOF OF LOSS OR DAMAGE
In addition to and after the notices required under Section 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations have been provided the Company, a proof of loss ·or
damage signed and sworn to by the insured claimant shall be furnished to the
Company within 90 days after the insured claimant shall ascertain the facts
giving rise to the loss or damage._ The proof of loss or damage shall describe
the defect in, or lien or encumbrance on the title, or other matter insured
against by this policy which constitutes the basis of loss or damage and shall
state, to the extent possible, the basis of calculating the amount of the loss or
damage. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the insured claimant to

provide the requirec. ~ o f loss or damage, the Company's obligations to
the insured under the policy shall terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation, wit_h regard to the matter
or matters requiring such proof of loss or damage.
In addition, the insured claimant may reasonably be required to submit to
examination under oath by any authorized representative of the Company
and shall produce for examination, inspection and copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized representative
of the Company, all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence and
memoranda, whether bearing a date before or after Date of Policy, which
·reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, if requested by any authorized representative of the Company, the insured claimant shall grant its permission, in writing, for any authorized representative of the Company to examine, inspect and copy all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence
and memoranda in the custody or control of a third party, which reasonably
pertain to the loss or damage. All information designated as confidential by
the insured claimant provided to the Company pursuant to this Section shall
not be disclosed to others unless, in the reasonable judgment of the Company, it is necessary in the administration of the claim. Failure of the insured
claimant to submit for examination under oath, produce other reasonably
requested information or ·grant permission to secure reasonably necessary
information from third parties as required in this paragraph, unless prohibited
by law or governmental regulation, shall terminate any liability of the Company
under this policy as to that claim.

6. OPTIONS TO PAY OR OTHERWISE SETTLE CLAIMS: TERMINATION
OF LIABILITY
In case of a claim under this policy, the Company shall have the following
additional options:
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment of the Amount of Insurance or to
Purchase the Indebtedness.
(i) to pay or tender payment of the amount of insurance under this policy
together with any costs, attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the insured
claimant, which were authorized by the Company, up to the time of payment or
tender of payment and which the Company is obligated to pay; or
(ii) to purchase the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage for the
amount owing thereon together with any costs, attorneys' fees and expenses
incurred by the insured claimant which were authorized by the Company up to
the time of purchase and which the Company is obligated to pay.
If the Company offers to purchase the indebtedness as herein provided, the
owner of the indebtedness shall transfer, assign, and convey the indebtedness and the insured mortgage, together with any collateral security, to the
Company upon payment therefor.
Upon the exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for in
paragraphs a(i) or (ii). all liability and obligations to the insured under this
policy, other than to make the payment required in those paragraphs, shall
terminate. including any liability or obligation to defend; prosecute, or continue any litigation, and the policy shall be surrendered to the Company for
cancellation.
(b) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other than the Insured or
With the Insured Claimant.
(i) to pay or otherwise settle with other parties for or in the name of an
insured claimant any claim insured against under this policy, together with any
costs, attorneys· fees and expenses incurred by the insured claimant which
were authorized by the Company up to the time of payment and which the
Company is obligated to pay; or
(ii) to pay or otherwise settle with the insured claimant the loss or damage
provided for under this policy, together with any costs, attorneys' fees and
expenses incurred by the insured claimant which were authorized by the
Company up to the time of payment and which the Company is obligated to
pay.
Upon the exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for in
paragraphs (b)(i) or (ii), the Company's obligations to the insured under this
policy for the claimed loss or damage, other than the payments required to be
made, .shall terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute or continue any litigation.
7. DETERMINATION AND EXTENT OF LIABILITY
This policy is a contract of indemnity.against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or incurred by the insured claimant who has suffered loss or
damage by reason of matters insured against by this policy and only to the
extent herein described.
(a) The liability of the Company under this policy shall not exceed the least
of:
(i) the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A, or, if applicable, the
amount of insurance as defined in Section 2 (c) of these Conditions and
Stipulations;
(ii) the amount of the unpaid principal indebtedness secured by the
insured mortgage as limited or provided under Section 8 of these Conditions
and Stipulations or as reduced under Section 9 of these Conditions and
Stipulations, at the time the loss or damage insured against by this policy
occurs, together with interest thereon; or
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(111) tne amerence oetween tne value of the insured estate or interest as
insured and the value of the insured estate··
terest subject to the defect,
y.
lien or encumbrance insured against by thi.
•(b) In the eventthe insured has acquired t
. te or interest in the manner
descfibed in S'ection 2(a) of these Conditio11<> and Stipulations or has conveyed the title, then the liability of the Company shall continue as set forth in
Section 7(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations.
(c) TM Company will pay only those costs, attorneys' fees and expenses
incurred in accordance with Section 4 of these Conditions and Stipulations.
8. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

(a) If the Company establishes the title, or removes the alleged defect, lien
or encumbrance, or cures the· lack of a right of access to or from the land, or
cures the claim of unmarketability of title, or otherwise establishes the lien of
the insured mortgage, all as insured, in a reasonably diligent manner by any
method, including litigation and the completion of any appeals therefrom, it
shall have fully performed its obligations with respect to that matter and shall
not be liable for any loss or damage caused thereby.
(b) In the event of any litigation, including litigation by the Company or with
the Company's consent, the Company shall have no liability for loss or damage until there has been a final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and disposition of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the title or to the lien
of the insured mortgage, as insured.
(c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to any insured for
liability voluntarily assumed by the insured in settling any claim or suit without
the prior written consent of the Company.
(d) The Company shall not be liable for: (i) any indebtedness created subsequent to Date of Policy except for advances made to protect the lien of the
insured mortgage and secured thereby and reasonable amounts expended to
prevent deterioration of improvements; or (ii) construction loan advances
made subsequent to Date of Policy, except construction loan advances made
subsequent to Date of Policy for the purpose of financing in whole or in part the
construction of an improvement to the land which at Date of Policy were
secured by the insured mortgage and which the insured was and continued to
be obligated to advance at and after Date of Policy.
9. REDUCTION OF INSURANCE; REDUCTION OR TERMINATION OF
LIABILITY
(a) All payments under this policy, except payments made for costs, attorneys' fees and expenses, shall reduce the amount of the insurance pro tanto.
However, any payments made prior to the acquisition of title to the estate or
interest as provided in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations shall
not reduce pro tanto the amount of the insurance afforded unc(er this policy
except to the extent that the payments reduce the amount of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage.
(b) Payment in part by any person of the principal of the indebtedness, or
any other obligation secured by the insured mortgage, or any voluntary partial
satisfaction or release of the insured mortgage, to the extent of the payment,
satisfaction or release, shall reduce the amount of insurance pro tanto. The
amount of insurance may thereafter be increased by accruing interest and
advances made to protect the lien of the insured mortgage and secured
thereby, with interest thereon, provided in no event shall the amount of insurance be greater than the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A.
(c) Payment in full by any person or the voluntary satisfaction or release of
the insured mortgage shall terminate all liability of the Company except as
provided in Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stipulations.
10. LIABILITY NONCUMULATIVE

It is expressly understood that the amount of insurance under this policy
shall be reduced by any amount the Company may pay under any policy insuring a mortgage to which exception is taken in Schedule B or to which
the insured has agreed, assumed, or taken subject, or which is hereafter
executed by an insured and which is a charge or Hen on the estate or interest described or referred to in Schedule A, and the amount so paid shall
be deemed a payment under this policy to the insured owner.
11. PAYMENT OF LOSS
(a) No payment shall be made without producing this policy for endorsement of the payment unless the policy has been lost or destroyed, in which
case proof of loss or destruction shall be furnished to the satisfaction of the
Company.
(b) When liability and the extent of loss or damage has been definitely fixed
in accordance with these Conditions and Stipulations, the loss or damage
shall be payable within 30 days thereafter.
12. SUBROGATION UPON PAYMENT OR SETTLEMENT

(a) The Company's Right of Subrogation.
Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this
policy, all right of subrogation shall vest in the Company unaffected by any act
of the insured claimant.
The Company shall be subrogated to and be entitled to all rights and
remedies which the insured claimant would have had against any person or
property in respect to the claim had this policy not been issued. If requested by
the Company, the insured claimant shall transfer to the Company all rights

and remedies against any person or property necessary in order to perfect
this right of subrogati.he insured claimant shall permit the Company to
sue, compromise or'
n the name of the insured claimant and to use the
... ant in any transaction or litigation involving these
name of the insure1
rights or remedies.
If a payment on account of a claim does not fully cover the loss of the
insured claimant, the Company shall be subrogated to all rights and remedies
of the insured claimant after the insured claimant shall have recovered its
principal, interest, and costs of collection.
(b) The lnsured's Rights and Limitations.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the owner of the indebtedness secured by
the insured mortgage, provided the priority of the lien of the insured mortgage
or its enforceability is not affected, may release or substitute the personal
liability of any debtor or guarantor, or extend or otherwise modify the terms of
payment, or release a portion of the estate or interest from the lien of the
insur!)d mortgage, or release any collateral security for the indebtedness.
When the permitted acts of the insured claimant occur and the insured has
knowledge of any claim of title or interest adverse to the title to the estate or
interest or the priority or enforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage, as
insured, the Company shall be required to pay only that part of any losses
insured against by this policy which shall exceed the amount, if any, lost to the
Company by reason of the impairment by the insured claimant of the Company's right of subrogation.
(c) The Company's Rights Against Non-insured Obligors.
The Company's right of subrogation against non-insured obligors shai!
exist and shall include, without limitation, the rights of the insured to indemnities, guaranties, other policies of insurance or bonds, notwithstanding any
terms or conditions contained in those instruments which provide for subrogation rights by reason of this policy.
The Company's right of subrogation-shall not be avoided by acquisition of
the insured mortgage by an obliger (except an obliger described in Section
1(a)(ii) of these Conditions and Stipulations) who acquires the insured mortgage as a result of an indemnity, guarantee, other policy of insurance, or bond
and the obliger will not be an insured under this policy, notwithstanding Section 1(a)(i) of these Conditions and Stipulations.

13. ARBITRATION
Unless prohibited by applicable law, either the Company or the insured may
demand arbitration pursuant to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules of the
American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters may include, but are not
limited to, any controversy or claim between the Company and the insured
arising oLJt of or relating to this policy, any service of the Company in connection with its issuance or the breach of a policy provision or other obligation. All
arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is $1,000,000 or less shall
be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the insured. All arbitrable
matters when the Amount of Insurance is in excess of $1,000,000 shall be
arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company and the insured. Arbitration pursuant to this policy and under the Rules in effect on the date the
demand for arbitration is made or, at the option of the insured, the Rules in
effect at Date of Policy shall be binding upon the parties. The award may
include attorneys' fees only if the laws of the state in which the land is located
permit a court to award attorneys' fees to a prevailing party. Judgment upon
the award rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof.
The law of the situs of the land shall apply to an arbitration under the Title
Insurance Arbitration Rules.
A copy of the Rules may be obtained from the Company upon request.

14. LIABILITY LIMITED TO THIS POLICY; POLICY ENTIRE CONTRACT
(a) This policy together with all endorsements, if any, attached hereto by the
Company is the entire policy and contract between the insured and the Company. In interpreting any provision of this policy, this policy shall be construed
asa whole.
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not based on negligence, and
which arises out of the status of the lien of the insured mortgage or of the title
to the estate or interest covered hereby or by any action asserting such claim,
shall be restricted to this policy.
(c) No amendment of or endorsement to this policy can be made except by
a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the President, a
Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, or validating officer or
authorized signatory of the Company.

15. SEVERABILITY
In the event any provision of this policy is held invalid or unenforceable
under applicable law, the policy shall be deemed not to include that provision
and all other provisions shall remain in full force and effect.

16. NOTICES, WHERE SENT
All notices required to be given the Company and any statement in
writing required to be furnished the Company shall include the number
of this policy and shall be addressed to the Company at Ticer Title
Insurance Company, National Claims Administration, P.O. Box 45023,
Jacksonville, Florida 32232-5023.
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ALTA LOAN POLICY
SCHEDULE A
Order Number

Policy Number

Date of Policy

5000634118DBD

74107-668734

November 17, 2006
At4:51PM

I.

Amount of
Insurance
$725,500.00

Premium
Amount
$763.00

Name of Insured:
Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

2.

The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this policy is:
Fee Simple

3.

Title to the estate or interest in the land is vested in:
Galiano, LLC, an IdaJ:w limited liability co~pany

4.

The insured mortgage and assignments thereof, if any, are described as follows:
A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:
Amount: $725,500.00.
i J ., 1
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp. ·, Beneficiary: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181859, of Official Records.

5.

The land referred to in this policy is described as follows:
See attached EXHIBIT A.
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EXIDBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31 '40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'5~" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose central angle is 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41'57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
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South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence along the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
A parcel of land being located in the South Haif of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particularly
described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 feet;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87 .24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61 °53'14" East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
,
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
' ·'·
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82,feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
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•
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
END OF SCHEDULE A
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LOAN POLICY

Order No.: 5000634118DBD
Policy No.: 74107-668734

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE
This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs,
attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise by reason of:
PART!

SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:
1. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing
the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters
excepted under (a), (b), or (c) are shown by the public records.
2. Levies and assessments of the Boise Kuna Irrigation District, and the rights, powers and
easements of said district as by law provided, which are paid current at this time.
3. Ditch, road and public utility easements as the same may exist over said premises.
4. Right-of-way for Tweed Lateral, and the rights of access thereto for maintenance of said
lateral.
5. Right of the public in and to that portion of the premises lying within the right-of-way of Ten
Mile Road.
6.

Exceptions and reservations contained in the deed from the State of Idaho
Recorded: April 18, 1921.
Book: 143, Page 8, of Official Records.
Records of: Ada County

7. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: March 26, 1948.
Book: 20, of Miscellaneous.
Page: 536, of Official Records.
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8.

An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: August 28, 1974.
Instrument No.: 897722 and 897723, of Official Records.

9.

An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:
Purpose: Ingress and Egress.
Recorded: July 19, 1975.
Instrument No.: 7516016, of Official Records.

10. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: October 12, 1978.
Instrument No.: 7854417, of Official Records.
11. Agreement, and the terms and conditions contained therein:
Recorded: January 19, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96005486, of Official Records.
12. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Recorded: May 24, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96043996, of Official Records.
13. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:
Amount: $3,413,300.00.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp.
Beneficiary: RBC Centura Bank, a North Carolina banking corporation.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181858, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181853.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181860, of Official Records.
14. A Financing Statement filed in the Office of the County Recorder showing:
Debtor: Galiano, LLC.
Secured Party: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181861, of Official Records.
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15. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below and any other
obligations secured thereby:
Amount: $640,956.00.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Tmstor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Tmstee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp., an Idaho corporation.
Beneficiary: Dan and Jana Lee Zillner, husband and wife.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181862, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181862.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181863, of Official Records.

END OF SCHEDULE B - I
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LOAN POLICY

Order No.: 5000634118DBD
Policy No.: 74107-668734

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE

In addition to the matters set forth on PART I of this Schedule, the title to the estate or interest in
the land described or referred to in Schedule A is subject to the following matters, if any be
shown, but the Company insures that these matters are subordinate to the lien or charge of the
insured mortgage upon the estate or interest:
PART II
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:

NONE

End of Schedule B-II

END OF SCHEDULE B
Countersigned:
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Endorsement
Issued by

•

Ticor Title Insurance Company
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to Policy No.: 74107-668734
Date: 11/17/2006
Premium: $40.00
Issued by: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
The Company hereby insures against loss which said insured shal~ sustain by reason of any of the following matters:
1.

Any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company hereby gives:
A. That there are no present violations on said land of any enforceable Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions;
B. That, except as shown in Schedule B, there are no present encroachments onto the land of buildings,
struchrres, or improvements located on adjoining lands.

2.

Unmarketability of the title to said estate or interest by reason of any violations on said land, occurring prior to
acquisition of title to said estate or interest by the insured, of any Covenants, Conditions, or Resh·ictions.

Wherever in this Endorsement any or all the words "Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions" appear, they shall not
be deemed to refer to or include the terms covenants and conditions contained in any Lease referred to in Schedule
A.
No coverage is provided under this endorsement as to any Covenant, Condition, Restriction or other provision
relating to environmental protection.
The total liability of the Company under said Policy and any Endorsements therein shall not exceed, in the
aggregate, the face amount of said Policy and costs which the Co:qipany is obligated under the conditions and
·
stipulations thereof to pay.
I

This Endorsement is made a part of said Policy and is subject to the Schedules, Conditions, and Stipulations therein,
except as modified by the provisions hereof.
•. ,. ,.

Endorsement 100 - Modified
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734

The Company assures the insured that at Date of policy there is located on the land a
Bare Ground
lmown as 2604 N. Ten Mile Road, Kuna, ID 83634 and that
The Company hereby insures the insured against loss which the insured shall sustain in the event
that the assurance herein shall prove to be incorrect.
The total liability of the Company under said policy and any endorsements therein shall not
exceed, in the aggregate, the face amount of said policy and costs which the Company is
obligated under the conditions and stipulations thereof to pay.
This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of said
policy and is subject to the schedules, conditions, and stipulations therein, except as modified by
the provisions hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto
affixed by its duly authorized officers.

Date: 11/17/2006
Ticor Title Insurance Company

ENDORSEMENT
CLTA Form 116 (Rev. 9-10-93)
Reorder Form No. 7748
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
The insurance afforded by this endorsement is only effective if the land is used or is to be used
primarily for residential purposes.
The Company insures the insured against loss or damage sustained by reason of lack of priority of
the lien of the insured mortgage over:
(a) any environmental protection lien which, at Date of Policy, is recorded in
those records established under state statutes at Date of Policy for the
purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real property
to purchasers for value and without lmowledge, or filed in the records of the
clerk of the United States district court for the district in which the land is
located, except as set forth in Schedule B; or
(b) any environmental protection lien provided for by any state statute in effect
at Date of Policy, except environmental protection liens provided for by the
following state statutes:

NONE
This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of the
policy and is subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof and of any prior endorsements
thereto. Except to the extent expressly stated, it neither modifies any of the terms and provisions
of the policy and any prior endorsements, nor does it extend the effective date of the policy and
any prior endorsements, nor does it increase the face amount thereof.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION LIEN
ALTA ENDORSEMENT - Form 8.1 (3-27-87)
CLTA Form 110.9 (3-13-87)
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5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorney for Plaintiffs

1
2
3
4

7

: Ul!~
~

~---

JUNO 5·2013

CHRIITOPMIA O. PIICH, Cltrk
DV ANNAMANII MIV1'4
Nli'Uf¥

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

8
9
10
11

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,

13

v.

14

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flra Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (ft:a RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (ft:a Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does I-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

16
17
18
19
20

CV OC 1310 112
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS

Plaintiffs,

12

15

Case No.

21

Defendants,

22
23

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

24
an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") hereby gives
25
notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled court by Plaintiff and against Defendants
26

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 1 -
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1

2
3

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
(&a Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (&a RBC Centura

4

Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

5

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California Corporation),

6

and John Does I-X, unknown Individuals and/or companies, and (which entities or individuals are

7

unknown at this time), regarding the following described property located in Ada County, Idaho,

8

commonly known as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

12783, records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township
2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Comer of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which is also the Centerline of
Ten Mile Road South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17 11 West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said
point is located South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17 11 West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also
said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09 11 East (Record South 89°56'56 11 East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel line South 01 °04'12 11 West (Record South 01 °04'25 11
West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33 11 West (Record North 89°45'20 11 West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by an iron pin;
thence
South 01 °04'12 11 West (Record South 01 °04'25 11 West) 662.27 feet to a point on the East-West Center
of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East-West Center of
Section line of said Section 14 South 89°56'28 11 West (Record South 89°56'41 11 West) 584.98 feet to a
point on the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10 11 West (Record North 33°23'57 11 West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49.70 feet, whose central angle
is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears North 14°25'14 11 West (Record North 14°25'01 11 West)
48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42 11 East (Record North 04°33'55 11 East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41 11 East (Record North 03°53'54 11 East) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
60°25'34" and whose long chord bears North 26°19'06 11 West (Record North 26°18'53 11 West) 75.48
feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53 11 West (Record North 56°31'40 11 West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 2 -
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1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

North 67°25'06 11 West (Record North 67°24'53 11 West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58 11 West (Record North 65°30'45 11 West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61 °53'14 11 West (Record North 61 °53'01 11 West) 58. 79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01 11 West (Record North 59°39'48 11 West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle
is 42°37'50 11 and whose long chord bears North 80°58'43 11 West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09 11 West (Record South 77°42'22 11 West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09 11 West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41'44" West (Record South 58°41'57 11 West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said
section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17 11 East) 497.81
feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
EXCEPT,
A parcel of land being located in the South Haif of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest comer of said Section 14; thence
along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04 11 West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04 11
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter of said Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50 11 East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North 58°41 '44 11 East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'09 11 East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'09" East
99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 120.00 feet, a
central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of South 80°58'56 11 East, and a long chord distance of
87.24 feet; South 59°40'01 11 East 303.91 feet; South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet; South 65°30'58" East
151.58 feet; South 67°25'06 11 East 96.23 feet; South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27 11 East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44 11 East 72.83 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06 11 , a chord bearing of South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16 11 East 15.20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06 11 , a chord bearing of South 16°22'20 11 East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16 11 East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47 11 West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of
22°05'03 11 , a chord bearing of South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

26

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 3 -
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1

2

.DATED This3td_ day ofJune, 2013.

3
4

Attorneys for Plain
David M. Fogg, ISB #7610
Attorney for Plaintiff

5
6

7

-? J
~l!e....
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this QE?J. day of ~013.

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25

26
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 4 -
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2

3
4

Mick Ysursa ISB # 8371
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: mick@EagleLawCenter.com

AUG 2 6 2013
CHRISTOPHEH D. RICH, Clerk
Dy /~NNAMARIE MEYER
DEPUTY

5
Attorney for Plaintiffs
6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

7

8
9

10

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,

11
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 1310112
AMENDED NOTICE OF
LIS PENDENS

12
V.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does I-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

20
Defendants,

21
22
23

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

24

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") hereby gives

25

notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled court by Plaintiff and against Defendants

26

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 1 -
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1

(flea Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,

2

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BA~ (flea RBC Centura

3

Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

4

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California Corporation), and

5

John Does I-X, unknown Individuals and/or companies, and (which entities or individuals are unknown

6

at this time), regarding the following described property located in Ada County, Idaho, commonly

7

known as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783,

8

records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:

9

10
11

1. Parcel# R3023310010; LOT 01 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1534 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
2. Parcel# R3023310020; LOT 02 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Craig
Olin Toth and addressed as 1496 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13
14
15
16

3. Parcel# R3023310035; Par #0035 W'LY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Rhett Smith and addressed as 1464 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
4. Parcel # R3023310045; LOT 4 & E'LY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Sharon Fischer and addressed as 1432 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
5. Parcel# R3023310050; LOT 05 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Jennifer
N. Wardle and addressed as 1370 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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6. Parcel # R3023310060; LOT 06 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1438 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
7. Parcel# R3023310070; LOT 07 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Judith
B. Titus and addressed as 1316 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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8. Parcel# R3023310080; LOT 08 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Steven
C. Cavanaugh and addressed as 1284 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
9. Parcel # R3023310090; LOT 09 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1262 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
10. Parcel# R3023310100; LOT 10 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1240 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
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11. Parcel# R3023310110; LOT 11 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Richard
R. Buch and addressed as 1218 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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12. Parcel# R3023310120; LOT 12 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
Thomas and addressed as 1176 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
13. Parcel# R3023310130; LOT 13 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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14. Parcel# R3023310140; LOT 14 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Kevin
M. Ray and addressed as 1154 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
15. Parcel# R3023310150; LOT 15 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Penelope
E. Sheldon and addressed as 2642 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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16. Parcel# R3023310160; LOT 16 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Wade
Palmer and addressed as 2610 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
17. Parcel# R3023310170; LOT 17 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Chad S.
Ewing and addressed as 2578 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
18. Parcel# R3023310180; LOT 18 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2556 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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19. Parcel# R3023310190; LOT 19 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Scott J.
Dowdy and addressed as 2534 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
20. Parcel# R3023310200; LOT 01 BLK 02 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
21. Parcel# R3023310210; LOT 1 BLK 03 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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22. Parcel# R3023310220; LOT 01 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1535 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
23. Parcel# R3023310230; LOT 02 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2575 N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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24. Parcel # R3023310240; LOT 03 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2553 N. Morning Star Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
25. Parcel# R3023310250; LOT 04 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
26. Parcel# R3023310260; LOT 01 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 1441 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

27. Parcel# R3023310270; LOT 02 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to James
Munson Life Estate and addressed as 1369 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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28. Parcel # R3023310280; LOT 03 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1347 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
29. Parcel # R3023310290; LOT 04 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1315 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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30. Parcel # R3023310300; LOT 05 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1273 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
31. Parcel # R302331031 O; LOT 06 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1251 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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32. Parcel # R3023310320; LOT 07 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1219 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
33. Parcel # R3023310330; LOT 08 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1175 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
34. Parcel # R3023310340; LOT 09 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1153 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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35. Parcel # R3023310350; LOT 10 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2567 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
36. Parcel # R3023310360; LOT 11 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2535 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
37. Parcel# R3023310370; LOT 12 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1192 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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38. Parcel# R3023310380; LOT 13 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
39. Parcel# R3023310390; LOT 14 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1224 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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40. Parcel# R3023310400; LOT 15 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1256 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
41. Parcel# R3023310410; LOT 16 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1288 W. Oak Tree, Kuna, ID, 83634.
42. Parcel# R3023310420; LOT 17 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1340 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

43. Parcel# R3023310430; LOT 18 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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44. Parcel# R3023310440; LOT 01 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
45. Parcel# R3023310450; LOT 02 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Janice
M. Rudeen Revocable Trust and addressed as 1407 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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46. Parcel # R3023310460; LOT 03 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1385 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
47. Parcel# R3023310470; LOT 04 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1363 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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48. Parcel # R3023310480; LOT 05 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Todd
Blankenship and addressed as 1341 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
49. Parcel# R3023310490; LOT 06 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Donna
M. Cooknell and addressed as 1329 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
50. Parcel # R3023310500; LOT 07 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel·
B. Zillner and addressed as 1277 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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51. Parcel# R3023310510; LOT 08 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1245 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
52. Parcel# R3023310520; LOT 09 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 2457 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
53. Parcel # R3023310530; LOT 10 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2435 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
54. Parcel# R3023310540; LOT 11 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 2371 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
55. Parcel # R3023310550; LOT 12 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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56. Parcel # R3023310560; LOT 13 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Ron
Paynter and addressed as 1289 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
57. Parcel# R3023310570; LOT 14 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1247 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
58. Parcel# R3023310580; LOT 15 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1185 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
59. Parcel# R3023310590; LOT 16 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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60. Parcel# R3023310600; LOT 01 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2451 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
61. Parcel# R3023310610; LOT 02 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2429 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
62. Parcel# R3023310620; LOT 03 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2407 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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63. Parcel# R3023310630; LOT 04 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
64. Parcel # R3023310640; LOT 05 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2424 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
65. Parcel # R3023310650; LOT 06 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Doris
McArthur and addressed as 2446 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
66. Parcel# R30233I0660; LOT 01 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
67. Parcel# R3023310670; LOT 02 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Bonnie
L. Davis and addressed as 2462 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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68. Parcel# R3023310680; LOT 03 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to William
Marshall and addressed as 2440 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
69. Parcel # R3023310690; LOT 04 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2428 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
70. Parcel# R3023310700; LOT 05 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Michael
Nunan and addressed as 2376 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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71. Parcel # R3023310710; LOT 06 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2352 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
72. Parcel# R3023310720; LOT 07 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Raliegh
D. Moore Jr. and addressed as 2330 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
73. Parcel# R30233 l 0730; LOT 08 BLK 008 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.
74. Parcel# R3023310740; LOT 01 BLK 09 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
A parcel ofland being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows:
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COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Comer of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which is also the Centerline of Ten
Mile Road South 00°00104 11 West (Record South 00°00117 11 West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point is
located South 00°00104 11 West (Record South 00°00117 11 West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the
Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also said point being
the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09 11 East (Record South 89°56'56 11 East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel line South 01 °04112" West (Record South 01 °04125"
West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20 11 West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by an iron pin;

thence
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South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the East-West Center
of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East-West Center of Section
line of said Section 14 South 89°56'28 11 West (Record South 89°56'41 11 West) 584.98 feet to a point on
the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10 11 West (Record North 33°23'57 11 West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49.70 feet, whose central angle is
37°57152 11 and whose long chord bears North 14°25'14 11 West (Record North 14°25101" West) 48.79

feet to a point; thence
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North 04°33'42 11 East (Record North 04°33'55 11 East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41 11 East (Record North 03°53'54 11 East) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
60°25'34 11 and whose long chord bears North 26°19'06 11 West (Record North 26°18'53 11 West) 75.48
feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31'40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58 11 West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61 °53'14 11 West (Record North 61 °53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01 11 West (Record North 59°39'48 11 West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle is
42°37'50 11 and whose long chord bears North 80°58 143 11 West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09 11 West (Record South 77°42'22 11 West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40 11 West (Record South 73'14'53 11 West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22 11 West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44 11 West (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50 11 West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said

section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00'04 11 East (Record North 00°00'17 11 East) 497.81 feet
to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
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A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest comer of said Section 14; thence
along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04"
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter of said Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North 58°41 '44" East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'09" East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'09" East
99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 120.00 feet, a central
angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet; South 61 °53'14" East 58.79 feet; South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet; South 56°31 '53" East 57 .69 feet; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of
22°05'03", a chord bearing of South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

.DATED This 26th day of August, 2013.
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NO.
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Mick Ysursa ISB # 8371
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive

AUG 2 6 2013
CHRiSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Ste. 200

Eaglei Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: mick@EagleLawCenter.com

By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY

5

Attorney for Plaintiffs

6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

7

8
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IO

DANIEL THOMPSON_, an indivjdual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND 1 LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,
-,

11

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 1310112
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE
OF LIS PENDENS

12
V.

13
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20

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Co1poration, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc,)J a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP,, a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANKi (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Catalina Cmporation_, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does I-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants,

21

22
23

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

24

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") hereby gives

25

notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled coui-t by Plaintiff and against Defendants
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TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMP ANY
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(fka Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,

2

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (tka RBC Centura

3

Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carohna Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMP ANY,

4

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California Corporation), and

5

John Does I-X, unknown Individuals and/or companies, and (which entities or individuals are unknown

6

at this time), regarding the following described prope11y located in Ada County, Idaho, commonly

7

lmown as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783,

8

records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:

9

· 10
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1. Parcel# R3023310010; LOT 01 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1534 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
2. Parcel # R30233 l 0020; LOT 02 BLK OI of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Craig
OHn Toth and addressed as 1496 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634,
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3. Parcel# R3023310035; Par #0035 W'LY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Rhett Smith and addressed as 1464 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
4. Parcel# R3023310045; LOT 4 & ETY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Sharon Fischer and addressed as 1432 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
5. Parcel# R3023310050; LOT 05 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Jennifer
N. Wardle and addressed as 1370 W. Hemiland DR, Klli1a, JD, 83634.
6. Parcel# R30233I0060; LOT 06 BLK 01 of the GaHano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1438 W, Heartlm1d DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
7. Parcel# R3023310070; LOT 07 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Judith
B. Titus and addressed as 1316 W. Hea1.tland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
8. Parcel# R3023310080; LOT 08 BLK 01 of the Galtano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Steven
C. Cavanaugh. and addressed as 1284 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

9, Parcel# R3023310090; LOT 09 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1262 W, Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
10. Parcel# R3023310100; LOT 10 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1240 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

11, Parcel# R30233 l 011 O; LOT 11 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Richard
R. Buch and addressed as 1218 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634,
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12. Parcel# R3023310120; LOT 12 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
Thomas and addressed as 1176 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
13. Parcel# R3023310130; LOT 13 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut

Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Hem.tland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
14. Parcel# R30233I0l40; LOT 14 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Kevin
M. Ray and addressed as 1154 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634,
15. Parcel# R3023310150; LOT 15 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Penelope
E. Sheldon and addressed as 2642 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

7

8
9
10
11

16. Parcel# R3023310160; LOT 16 BLK 01 of the Gahano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Wade
Palmer and addressed as 2610 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
17. Parcel# R3023310170; LOT 17 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Chad S.
Ewing and addressed as 2578 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
18. Parcel# R3023310180; LOT 18 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2556 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24

19. Parcel# R3023310190; LOT 19 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Scott J.
Dowdy and addressed as 2534 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
20. Parcel# R3023310200; LOT 01 BLK 02 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision, Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
21. Parcel # R30233 l 021 O; LOT I BLK 03 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
22. Parcel# R.3023310220; LOT 01 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1535 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
23. Parcel # R3 023310230; LOT 02 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Batton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2575 N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
24. Parcel# R3023310240; LOT 03 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Bruton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2553 N. Morning Star Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
25. Parcel# R3023310250; LOT 04 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
26. Parcel# R3023310260; LOT 01 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 1441 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25

26

27. Parcel # R3023310270; LOT 02 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to James
Munson Life Estate and addressed as 1369 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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28. Parcel # R3023310280; LOT 03 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1347 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
29. Parcel# R3023310290; LOT 04 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey

Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1315 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

11

30. Parcel# R3023310300; LOT 05 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc, and addressed as 1273 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634,
31. Parcel # R3023310310; LOT 06 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1251 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
32. Parcel # R30233 l 0320; LOT 07 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1219 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
33. Parcel# R3023310330; LOT 08 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1175 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
34. Parcel # R3023310340; LOT 09 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1153 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

35. Parcel # R3023310350; LOT 10 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2567 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
36. Parcel # R30233 l 0360; LOT 11 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Bruton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2535 N. Countryside Avei Kuna, ID, 83634.
37. Parcel# R3023310370; LOT 12 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1192 W, Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
38. Parcel # R30233 l 0380; LOT 13 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
39. Parcel# R3023310390; LOT 14 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision, Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1224 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

20
21
22

23
24

40. Parcel# R30233I0400; LOT 15 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1256 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

41. Parcel# R3023310410; LOT 16 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1288 W. Oak Tree, Kuna, ID, 83634.
42. Parcel # R3023310420; LOT 17 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Ba1ton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1340 W, Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25

26

43. Parcel# R3023310430; LOT 18 BLK OS of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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44. Parcel# R3023310440; LOT 01 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Moming Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

45. Parcel # R3023310450; LOT 02 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Janice
M. Rudeen Revocable Trust and addressed as 1407 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID) 83634.
46, Parcel# R3023310460; LOT 03 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 13 85 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
47. Parcel # R3023310470; LOT 04 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1363 W, Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
48. Parcel# R3023310480; LOT 05 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivis10n, Titled to Todd
Blankenship and addressed as 1341 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634,
49. Parcel # R30233 l 0490; LOT 06 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Donna
M. CookneJl and addressed as 1329 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
50. Parcel # R3023310500; LOT 07 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1277 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13

51. Parcel# R3023310510; LOT 08 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1245 W. Oak Tree DRi Kuna, JD, 83634.

14

52. Parcel# R3023310520; LOT 09 BLK 06

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel

B. Zillner and addressed as 2457 N, Sunset Fann Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
53. Parcel # R30233 l 0530; LOT 10 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2435 N. Sunset Fam1 Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
54. Parcel# R3023310540; LOT 11 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Cteek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 2371 N. Sunset Fann Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634,

55. Parcel# R30233 l 0550; LOT 12 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
56. Parcel # R30233 l 0560; LOT 13 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Ron
Paynter and addressed as 1289 W. Caravan St) Kuna, ID, 83634.
57. Parcel# R3023310570; LOT 14 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision, Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1247 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.

58. Parcel # R30233 l 0580; LOT 15 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1185 W. Carnvan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
59. Parcel# R3023310590; LOT 16 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W, Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.

26
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60. Parcel# R3023310600; LOT 01 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2451 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
61. Parcel# R30233106IO; LOT 02 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2429 N. Co11ntryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
62. Parcel# R30233I0620; LOT 03 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2407 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

5

6
7

8
9
10

11
12

63. Parcel# R3023310630; LOT 04 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
64. Parcel# R30233I0640; LOT 05 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2424 N. Sunset Fann Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
65. Parcel# R3023310650; LOT 06 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Doris
McArthur and addressed as 2446 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
66. Parcel# R3023310660; LOT 01 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, IDi 83634,
67. Parcel # R30233 l 0670; LOT 02 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Bonnie
L. Davis and addressed as 2462 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

13
14

15
16
17

68. Parcel# R3023310680; LOT 03 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision Titled to William
Marshall and addressed as 2440 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634,
69. Parcel # R30233 l 0690; LOT 04 BLK 08 of the Gahano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Bai1on Homesi Inc. and addressed as 2428 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
70. Parcel# R3023310700; LOT 05 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Michael
Nunan and addressed as 2376 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634,

18
19

71. Parcel# R3023310710; LOT 06 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2352 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

20

72. Parcel# R3023310720; LOT 07 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Raliegh

21
22
23

24
25

D. Moore Jr. and addressed as 2330 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634,
73. Parcel# R30233 l 0730; LOT 08 BLK 008 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.
74. Parcel# R3023310740; LOT 01 BLK 09 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc, and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
A parcel ofland being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows:

26
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COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which is also the Centerline of Ten
Mile Road South 00°00 104'' West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a pointi said point is
located South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'1 T' West) 75,00 feet from an iron pin marking the
Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also said point being
the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09" East (Record South 891)56'56" East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel line South 01 °04112" West (Record South 01 °04'25"
West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by an iron pin;
thence
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the Bast-West Center
of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East, West Center of Section
line of said Section 14 South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41 '' West) 584.98 feet to a point on
the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
No1th 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49. 70 feet, whose central angle is
37°57'52" and whose long chord bears North 14°25'14'' West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79
feet to a point; thence
North 04°33 142" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54'' East) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a cunre to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 79,10 feet, whose central angle is
60°25'34" and whose long chord bears North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48
feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31 '40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to,a pomt; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45'' West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
N01th 61 °53'14" West (Record North 61 °53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
N01th 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle is
42°37'50" and whose long chord bears No1th 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22'' West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 feet to a pomt; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41'44" West (Record South 58°41'57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said
section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00 104" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet
to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

EXCEPT,
A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Conunencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corne.r of said Section 14; thence
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along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04'' West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04"
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter of said Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North 58°41 '44" East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'09" East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'09'' East
99. 73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 120.00 feet, a cent:i-al
angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of South 80°58'56" East, and a Jong chord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet; South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet; South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet; South 56°3 l '53 11 East 57 .69 fo"et; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177 .0 I feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent cmve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06'', a chord beating of South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15,20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a nonwtangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 16°22 120 11 East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16'' East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tan,e;~nt curve deQ~i;tini;: to the. rirht with ;:i rnrlim nf_l ~n no fl"'l"'t. ~ t''11ntrn1 nttolr, nf
uuUYUJ'', a chord beanng of South 06°00'15" West and a long chord d1stance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26 11 West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
.DATED This 26th day of August, 2013.
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Attom . for Plaintiff
M1ck sursa, ISB #8371
Attomey for Plaintiff
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this 261h day of August, 2013.
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Notary Public fq Iµa .o 1
Residmg at !.. . 1 ); ,ft-l-v
, 1
My Conunission expires: --"-i'-'-k_,;/,~1.:......
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SEP O~ 2013
CHFYSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAi<
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

ANSWER BY ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP.

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), and
John Does I-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.
COMES NOW, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through its attorneys
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of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and, in response to Plaintiffs Complaint, answers and
alleges as follows:
I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny whether Plaintiff, Daniel Thompson is
residing in Idaho.

Alliance admits that Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC is now a limited

liability company duly existing under the laws of the state of Idaho, however, Alliance notes that
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was administratively dissolved from November 10, 2010 to
April 1, 2013.
2.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.
3.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance believes that RBC Bank is a North Carolina corporation however, Alliance lacks
sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on that basis,
denies same.
4.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance, upon information and belief, denies that Alliance was in the business of selling
insurance but admits that Alliance was in the business of selling title insurance as an agent for
Ticor Title Insurance and were licensed by the Idaho Department of Insurance.
5.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 9 and 10 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained
therein and, on that basis, denies same.
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6.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11, 12, 13 and 14 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.
II.
GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

7.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 15 and 16 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained
therein and, on that basis, denies same.
8.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 17 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits that, as an agent of Ticor Title Insurance Company, it issued the policy attached
as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs Complaint, which speaks for itself.
9.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
10.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance denies the allegations contained therein to the extent that they apply to Alliance.
Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny any allegations with respect to other
Defendants.
11.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 24, 25, 26 and 27 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
12.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 28 and 29 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
13.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 30 of Plaintiffs Complaint,
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the policy of title insurance attached as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs Complaint speaks for itself.
14.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits receiving a letter from Plaintiffs counsel dated April 26, 2013 which made
various unsubstantiated allegations against Alliance and other Defendants.

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

15.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 33 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 14 above.
16.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 34 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on
that basis, denies same.
17.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

the policy of title insurance received by Plaintiff attached to the Complaint as Exhibit B speaks
for itself.
18.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT II - BAD FAITH

19.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 41 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 18 above.
20.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 and

48 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE
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21.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 49 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 20 above.
22.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 50, 51, 52 and 53 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

23.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 54 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 22 above.
24.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 55, 56 and 57 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

25.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 58 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 24 above.
26.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,

66, 67, 68, 69 and 70 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

27.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 71 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 26 above.
28.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 72, 73 and 74 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VII - CONVERSION

29.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 75 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 28 above.
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30.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 76, 77, 78, 79 and 80 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

31.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 81 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 30 above.
32.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 82, 83, and 84 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IX -TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANT AGE

33.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 85 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 32 above.
34.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 86, 87, 88 and 89 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
INTRODUCTION

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. The Defendant, in asserting the defenses, does not admit that
the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in this Answer is upon the Defendant,
but, to the contrary, asserts that by the reason of these denials, and by reason of relevant statutory
and judicial authority, the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of
the defenses is upon Plaintiff. Moreover, the Defendant does not admit, in asserting any defense,
any responsibility or liability, but, to the contrary, specifically denies any and all allegations of
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responsibility and liability in the Complaint.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs Complaint and each every purported cause of action alleged therein fails to
state a claim against Alliance upon which relief can be granted and should be dismissed pursuant
to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs claims for relief are barred upon the individual and collective principles of
latches, estoppel and waiver.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Alliance has, at all times, acted in good faith and with reasonable basis for its actions.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The Complaint and each and every cause of action alleged therein fails to state the facts
sufficient to allow for Plaintiff to recover attorney fees against Alliance.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Any damages claimed by Plaintiff were not proximately caused by any acts or omissions
of Alliance.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

Alliance has been required to retain the services of Meuleman Mollerup LLP to represent
it in this action and is entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 12-120, 12-121 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE Alliance prays for a judgment as follows:
A.

That Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed as to Alliance with prejudice and Plaintiff

take nothing thereby from Alliance;
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B.

For reimbursement of Alliance's reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; and

C.

For other such relief as the court deems just and proper.

DATED this

-!/- day of September 2013.

ME7:i~
~Richard~
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~day of September 2013, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504

[ v"]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300

•
No.------_,,_
AM.---F/Li:.O~
----P.M.~
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Es

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
COMPLAINT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation by and through its attorneys ofrecord,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby moves this Court to enter an order dismissing the above
captioned matter. This Motion is made and based upon Rule 12(b)( 6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION
TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT - 1
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Procedure, and TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs'
Complaint, filed contemporaneously herewith, as well as the pleadings and documents
previously filed and lodged in this matter and such pleadings and documents as may be filed and
lodged hereafter.
DATED this 6th day of September, 2013.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~~
Counsel for TitleOne

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 6th day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Facsimile: 938-9504
Counsel for Plaintiffs
Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (206) 223-4527
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION
TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT -

2

~dDelivery
Facsimile
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile
~ i g ~ t Courier
· U.S. Mail
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1857280_I

•

NO·---~=--t4--,~
_,__ _

FIL:CD
A.M. _ _ _ _
,P.M. _

SEP D6 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CL,rk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
:::lEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant Title One Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
COMPLAINT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of its
Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint.

J
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INTRODUCTION

Plaintiffs commenced this action on June 5, 2013, against TitleOne, Fidelity National
Title Company ("Fidelity"), Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance Title"), RBC Bank
("RBC"), and Chicago Title Insurance Company ("Chicago Title"), seeking damages arising
from an allegedly improper reconveyance of certain real property located in Kuna, Idaho,
commonly known as Galiano Subdivision (the "Property"). Plaintiffs also filed a lis pendens
against the Property, which TitleOne is seeking to quash pursuant to the Motion to Quash and
accompanying memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith.
Plaintiffs' Complaint contains the following nine counts: (1) breach of contract, (2) bad
faith, (3) negligence, (4) violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, (5) fraud and
fraudulent conveyance, (6) collusion to defraud, (7) conversion, (8) unjust enrichment, and (9)
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage. Plaintiffs claim that the Defendants
are jointly and severally liable under each of the foregoing legal theories for an unspecified
amount of compensatory damages, "economic losses" in an amount not less than $2,000,000.00
and general and special damages in an amount exceeding $10,000.00. By way of the instant
Motion, TitleOne seeks dismissal of all counts of Plaintiffs' Complaint or, alternatively,
clarification of which counts are viable and which fail to state a claim.
BACKGROUND

In 2006, Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Galiano"), was developing a
29.63 acre parcel of real property located in Kuna, Idaho, commonly referred to as Galiano
Subdivision (the "Property" or the "Subdivision"). 1 On or about November 17, 2006, Defendant
RBC loaned Galiano approximately $1.2 million dollars to develop the Property (the "RBC

1 Complaint 115.

As is required by the rules governing a motion to dismiss, the allegations in the
Complaint are taken as true. TitleOne, of course, reserves the right to challenge the accuracy of those allegations in
the due course of this litigation.
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Loan") and RBC recorded a Deed of Trust against the Property to secure the RBC Loan (the
"RBC Deed ofTrust"). 2
In addition to the RBC Loan, Galiano also obtained a loan from Plaintiff Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("EEF"), in the amount of $725,000 to develop
the Property (the "EEF Loan"). 3 The EEF Loan was also secured by a by a deed of trust on the
Property (the "EEF Deed of Trust"). 4 The transaction between EEF and Galiano was closed by
Defendant Alliance Title on November 17, 2006. 5 At that time, Defendant Alliance Title
provided EEF with an Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title Insurance that was issued by
Ticor Title Insurance Company in the amount of $800,000.00 insuring that the EEF Deed of
Trust was in second position behind the RBC Deed of Trust (the "Title Policy"). 6
The EEF Note and related documents (collectively, the "EEF Loan Documents") required
that EEF execute re-conveyance documents as each lot in the Subdivision was sold. 7 Defendant
Fidelity prepared and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold and EEF executed
re-conveyance documents for each lot that was sold through December 2011. 8 During 2012,
Plaintiffs were in communication with Galiano, but were not asked to re-convey any lots in the
Subdivision. 9

2

Complaint ,r 15.

3

Complaint ,r 16.

4

Complaint ,r 16.

5

Complaint ,r 17.

6

Complaint ,r 17, Exhibit B to Complaint.

7

Complaint ,r 18.

8

Complaint ,r 18.

9

Complaint ,r 18.
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Galiano was unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC during 2011 and
2012. 10 On or about March 2011, Galiano told Plaintiffs that they had not made payments and
that Defendant RBC would likely take action on the Property. 11 Approximately two years later,
in early 2013, Plaintiffs, having noticed new activity on the Property, contacted Galiano and
Defendant Fidelity regarding the activity. 12

Defendant Fidelity informed Plaintiffs that

Defendant TitleOne was the successor trustee and Galiano told Plaintiffs that Defendant RBC
had sold the Property and that Defendant TitleOne executed a reconveyance of the EEF Deed of
Trust without Plaintiffs' knowledge or consent. 13
In their Complaint, Plaintiffs assert that Defendants Alliance Title, TitleOne, Fidelity,
RBC, Chicago Title and the purchaser of the Property were aware of the EEF Deed of Trust, and
purposefully transferred the Property without Plaintiffs' knowledge or consent. 14

Plaintiffs

further allege that they were made to believe that they had initially contracted with Defendant
Alliance Title for escrow and title insurance policies and later learned that Defendant Alliance
had "subcontracted" out title insurance services to "Ticor Title Insurance Company (nka Chicago
Title)" and that Defendant TitleOne had become the "Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance." 15
Lastly, Plaintiffs assert that the Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs' notice of claim
under the title insurance policy. 16

10

Complaint , 19.

11

Complaint ,20.

12

Complaint, 21.

13

Complaint,, 21-24.

14

Complaint, 23.

15

Complaint,, 27-28.

16

Complaint,, 30-32.
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

When reviewing a motion to dismiss pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)( 6),
''the non-moving party is entitled to have all inferences from the record viewed in his favor."
Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). After all such

inferences have been drawn, a dismissal pursuant to Rule l 2(b)(6) is proper "when it appears
beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of [the] claim which would
entitle [the plaintiff] to relief." Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 536, 835 P.2d 1346, 1347 (Ct.
App. 1992) (citing Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho 400,405,353 P.2d 782, 787 (1960)).
DISCUSSION
A.

PLAINTIFFS' BREACH OF CONTRACT CLAIM (COUNT I) SHOULD BE DISMISSED
AGAINST TITLEONE BECAUSE TITLE0NE Is NOT A PARTY TO THE TITLE INSURANCE
POLICY

In Count I of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege as follows:
34.

On or about November 17, 2006, Plaintiffs entered into certain Note and
Deed of Trust agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of
Plaintiffs.

35.

Plaintiffs received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from
Defendants.

36.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance
contracts by failing to ensure that Plaintiffs' real property rights were
protected and in fact conspired in the improper conveyance of the
Property without Plaintiffs' knowledge and consent.

37.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs' title policy
agreement and as trustees when they failed to notify Plaintiffs and
wrongfully conveyed the Property ....

38.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiffs pursuant to the insurance contracts
once the claims were made.
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(Emphasis in bold added.)1 7 Based on Plaintiffs use of the word "Defendants" in this Count,
TitleOne is assuming that Plaintiffs are alleging a breach of contract claim against TitleOne.
TitleOne, however, is not a party to the title insurance policies, and therefore, cannot be sued on
a contract-based claim under the title insurance policies.
To recover for breach of contract, "[a] party must look to that person with whom he is in
a direct contractual relationship for relief in the event that his expectations under the contract are
not met." Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 688 P.2d 1172 (1984). In the instant case, and as
accurately alleged in Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant Alliance Title acted as the escrow and/or
title agent for the EEF Loan transaction and Ticor Title issued the Title Policy to Plaintiffs. 18
Plaintiffs have not alleged that TitleOne was involved in the EEF Loan transaction in any way.
Because Plaintiffs' breach of contract claim is premised on a breach of the Title Policy and
TitleOne did not have any contractual relationship with Plaintiffs with respect to the Title Policy
or the EEF Loan transaction, Plaintiffs cannot state a breach of contract claim against TitleOne
for breach of the Title Policy and Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint should be dismissed against
TitleOne.
B.

PLAINTIFFS' BAD FAITH CLAIM (COUNT II) SHOULD BE DISMISSED AGAINST
TITLE0NE BECAUSE TITLEONE DID NOT ISSUE THE TITLE INSURANCE POLICY

In Count II of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants intentionally and
unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or payments from Plaintiffs, that the Plaintiffs'
claims were not fairly debatable, that the Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that
the Property was clear of any and all encumbrances, and that Defendants' failure to pay policy
benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake. 19 In this claim, Plaintiffs appear to be

17

Complaint ,r,r 34-38.

18

Complaint ,r 17.

19

Complaint ,r,r 42-45.
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asserting a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing implicit in a
first party insured and insurer contractual relationships. Again, based on Plaintiffs' use of the
word "Defendants" in this Count, TitleOne is assuming that Plaintiffs are alleging a bad faith
claim against TitleOne. However, because TitleOne is not a party to the Title Policy, it cannot
be sued for bad faith (i.e. breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing) under the
Title Policy.
In order for a first-party insured to recover on a bad faith claim, the insured must show:
1) the insurer intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld payment; 2) the claim was not
fairly debatable; 3) the denial or failure to pay was not the result of a good faith mistake; and 4)
the resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages. Weinstein v. Prudential Prop.
& Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho 299,315,233 P.3d 1221, 1237 (2010) (citing Robinson v. State Farm
Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173, 176, 45 P.3d 829, 832 (2002)). The tort of insurance bad

faith "is founded upon the unique relationship of the insurer and the insured, the adhesionary
nature of the insurance contract including the potential for overreaching on the part of the
insurer, and the unique, 'non-commercial' aspect of the insurance contract." White v. Unigard
Mut. Ins. Co., 112 Idaho 94, 100, 730 P.2d 1014, 1020 (1986).

Here, Plaintiffs cannot assert a bad faith claim against TitleOne because TitleOne is not
the insurer under the title insurance policies. To state a claim for the tort of insurance bad faith,
the Plaintiffs must show that the "insurer intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld
payment." See Weinstein, 149 Idaho at 315, 233 P.3d at 1237 (emphasis in bold added). Ticor
Title, not TitleOne, is the insurer under the Title Policy. Accordingly, because TitleOne is not
the insurer under the Title Policy, Plaintiffs cannot state a claim for bad faith against TitleOne
and Plaintiffs' bad faith claim against TitleOne should, therefore, be dismissed.
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C.

PLAINTIFFS' NEGLIGENCE CLAIM (COUNT Ill) OF PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT SHOULD
BE DISMISSED AGAINST TITLEONE BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS ARE BARRED BY
THE ECONOMIC Loss DOCTRINE

In Count III of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants owed a duty to Plaintiffs
to (1) ensure that Plaintiffs' secured interest was recognized and protected, (2) ensure that
Plaintiffs' secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any conveyance; and (3) timely notify
and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance. 20 Plaintiffs further allege that Defendants
breached these duties by allowing the reconveyance of Plaintiffs' secured interest without
authorization.2 1 While Plaintiffs' negligence claim does not specifically identify the damages
Plaintiffs are seeking for the alleged breach, Plaintiffs, in their prayer for relief, are seeking
compensatory damages and damages for "economic losses" in an amount of at least $2 million.
To state a claim for common law negligence, Plaintiffs have the burden of proving the
following elements: (1) a duty, recognized by law, requiring the defendant to conform to a
certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) a causal connection between the
defendant's conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss or damage." Enriquez v. Idaho

Power Co., 152 Idaho 562, 569, 272 P.3d 534, 541 (2012). The threshold question that must be
considered in determining whether a plaintiff has stated a negligence claim is whether the alleged
negligent conduct invaded an interest of the plaintiffs to which the law of negligence extends its
protection. See Just's, Inc. v. Arrington Const. Co., 99 Idaho 462, 468, 583 P.2d 997, 1003
(1978).
In Idaho, as a general rule, no cause of action lies against a defendant whose negligence
prevents the plaintiffs from obtaining a prospective economic advantage. Id. For example, in

Clark v. International Harvester Co., 99 Idaho 326, 581 P.2d 784 (1978), the Idaho Supreme

°Complaint, 50.

2

21

Complaint, 51.
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Court, in denying recovery for economic losses sustained by a plaintiff who claimed a tractor he
was purchasing was negligently manufactured, the court adopted the following summary by
Dean Prosser:
Certain types of interests, because of the various difficulties which
they present, have been afforded relatively little protection at the
hands of the law against negligent invasions. Thus interests of a
pecuniary nature, such as the right to have a contract performed,
the expectation of financial advantage, or the integrity of the
pocketbook which may be damaged by reliance upon a
representation, all present special problems . . . . In general,
however, it may be said that the law gives protection against
negligent acts to the interest in security of the person, and all
interests in tangible property. In other words, negligence may
result in liability for personal injury or property damage.
99 Idaho at 469, 583 P.2d 1004. (Emphasis in bold added.) Since its decision in Just's, the
Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly held that there is no recovery for pure economic loss in a
negligence action because there is no "duty" to prevent economic loss to another. Duffin v. Idaho
Crop Improvement Ass 'n, 126 Idaho 1002, 1007, 895 P.2d 1195, 1200 (1995).

In the instant case, Plaintiffs have not alleged any injury to their person or tangible
property. Rather, they are seeking approximately $2 million dollars in damages for "economic
losses" associated with a prospective economic interest in the Property. Similar negligence
claims related to a loss of an economic interest in real property have been found to be barred
under the economic loss doctrine. For example, in Schaefer v. Indymac Mortgage Services, 2012
WL 4929094, at *1-2 (D.N.H. October 16, 2012), the plaintiff brought an action against his
lender and loan servicer seeking damages associated with the loss of his property and his equity
therein as a result of his foreclosure sale. Prior to the foreclosure sale, the plaintiff had been
attempting to negotiate a mortgage modification agreement with his lender and plaintiff alleged
that the lender and its servicer breached a duty of care in the handling of his loan modification
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application. 2012 WL 4929094 at *3. In holding that the plaintiffs negligence claims were
barred by the economic loss doctrine, the district court noted:
Schaefer alleges that because of the defendants' negligence,
negligent misrepresentation, and intentional misrepresentation, he
"has been damaged ... by the loss of his home of 28 years and any
and all equity therein." The loss he describes is economic-the loss
of his property and the equity he held in the property.
Therefore, Schaefer seeks to recover for economic loss, as opposed
to "personal injury and property damage."

Id. (Emphasis in bold added.) The district court further found that no exception to the economic
loss doctrine applied and granted the defendants' motion to dismiss. 2012 WL 4929094 at *3.
A similar conclusion was reached by the court in First Internet Bank of Indiana v.

Lawyers Title Insurance Co., 2009 WL 2092782, at *1 (S.D. Ind. July 13, 2009). In First
Internet, the plaintiff brought an action against Lawyers Title Insurance Company alleging
contract and tort claims arising out of Lawyer Title's activities as an escrow/closing agent for a
real property transaction involving the purchase of several lots. The parties to the transaction
had instructed Lawyers Title to pay off certain liens on the property so that the lender in the thentransaction would be the senior lienholder on the property. 2009 WL 2092782 at *3. Lawyers
Title failed to pay off the existing liens on certain lots resulting in the then-lender holding a
junior lien. Id. After the lender's junior lien was stripped off on those lots following foreclosure
of the senior lien, the lender filed suit against Lawyers Title for breach of contract and
negligence alleging that Lawyers Title was responsible for covering the losses that resulted from
the lender having a junior lien on some of the lots. 2009 WL 2092782 at **4, 8. The district
court held that the plaintiffs negligence claims were barred by the economic loss doctrine.
Specifically, the court noted:
The injury in this case was to the security interest, and the loan closing
and the acquisition of a security interest were part of the same transaction.
The improper loan closings damaged the security interest, but this damage
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falls squarely within the economic loss doctrine, 1s covered by the
contract, and is not recoverable in a tort action.
2009 WL 2092782 at *8; see also Deutsche Bank Nat. Trust Co. v. Fadili, 2011 WL 4703707, at
*8-9 (D.N.H. Oct. 4, 201l)(negligence claim based on failure to obtain security interest in
property barred by the economic loss doctrine).
Like the plaintiffs in Schaefer and First Internet, the Plaintiffs in the instant case are
seeking to recover economic losses related to the loss of an interest in real property where no
exception to the economic loss rule applies. As explained by Dean Prosser above, ''the law gives
protection against negligent acts to the interest in security of the person, and all interests in
tangible property" such that "negligence may result in liability for personal injury or property
damage." Here, Plaintiffs are not asserting a negligence claim to recover damages for personal
injury or property damage. They are seeking to recover self-described "economic losses" that
are not recoverable under a negligence theory. Accordingly, Plaintiffs cannot state a claim
against TitleOne for negligence and Count III of Plaintiffs' Complaint should be dismissed.
D.

PLAINTIFFS' CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT CLAIM (COUNT IV) SHOULD BE DISMISSED
AGAINST TITLE0NE BECAUSE (1) TITLE0NE IS A REGULATED INDUSTRY, (2)
PLAINTIFFS LACK STANDING UNDER THE ICPA, AND (3) PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT
ALLEGED SUFFICIENT FACTS TO MAINTAIN AN ICPA CLAIM.

1.

THE REGULATED INDUSTRIES EXCEPTION

In Count IV of the Complaint, Plaintiffs assert that "Defendants" violated Idaho Code §
48-603 of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act (the "ICPA") by engaging in unfair methods or
practices. While Plaintiffs have generally alleged those practices that are unlawful under the
ICPA, Plaintiffs have not alleged how TitleOne's acts or practices violate the ICPA.
Nevertheless, Plaintiffs cannot maintain an action against TitleOne under the ICPA because
Section 48-605 of the ICPA specifically excepts "regulated industries" from its purview.
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Section 48-605 provides, in relevant part:
Nothing in this act shall apply to:
(1) Actions or transactions permitted under laws administered
by the state public utility commission or other regulatory body or
officer acting under statutory authority of this state or the
United States.

(Emphasis in bold added.) "Actions or transactions permitted under laws administered by a
regulatory body or officer" under the ICPA means "specific acts, practices or transactions
authorized by a regulatory body or officer pursuant to a contract, rule or regulation, or other
properly issued order, directive or resolution." I.C. § 48-602(8). A "regulatory body or officer"
means "any person or governmental entity with authority to act pursuant to state of Idaho or
federal statute." I.C. § 48-602(9); see also IDAPA § 04.02.01.008 ("[e]nforcement activities
taken pursuant to these rules shall not be commenced against persons licensed and regulated by
any state regulatory board within the Department of Self-Governing Agencies . . . when the
actions or transactions are regulated by such regulatory board unless the Attorney General has
first referred the matter in writing to the appropriate regulatory board."); see also I.C. § 67-2601
(defining "Department of Self-Governing Agencies").
Plaintiffs' allegations against TitleOne in this case relate to TitleOne's activities as a
trustee under a deed of trust. Idaho Code § 45-1504 limits those individuals who can act as a
trustee to attorneys, banks or savings and loan associations, authorized trust institutions, and
licensed title insurance agents or title insurance companies licensed under the law of the state of
Idaho.
Title insurance agents are regulated under the Title Insurance Act, Idaho Code § 41-2701

et seq. In order to be a title insurance agent in the State of Idaho, a person must, inter alia, (1)
own or lease "a complete set of tract indexes and abstract records of each county for which
policies are written and [be] authorized in writing by a title insurer to solicit insurance, issue or
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countersign policies, or otherwise engage in the title insurance business," and (2) obtain a title
insurance agent's license from the director of the Department of Insurance. See Idaho Code §
41-2710; see also IDAPA § 18.01.25 (Dept. of Insurance administrative regulations captioned
"Title Insurance and Title Insurance Agents and Agent and Escrow Officers").
In the case of Irwin Rogers Ins. Agency v. Murphy, 122 Idaho 270, 833 P.2d 128 (Ct.
App. 1992), the Idaho Court of Appeals considered a claim that an insurance agency had violated
the consumer protection act by not providing a copy of a promissory note for back due premiums
to the insured at the time of signature by the insured. In upholding the district judge's ruling that
the insurance agency was "specifically exempted from the Act's purview," the court held:
The Consumer Protection Act enumerates and declares as unlawful
certain "unfair methods of competition [and] unfair and deceptive
acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce." I.C. §
48-603. However, the Act specifically excludes from its provisions
"[p]ersons subject to chapter 13, title 41, Idaho Code (sections 411301 through 41-1327), defining, and providing for the
determination by the director of the department of insurance of
unfair methods of competition or unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in the business of insurance." LC. § 48-605(3). The
Murphys maintain that the insurance agency's failure to provide
them with a copy of the signed promissory note was not an act
arising within "the business of insurance" and therefore the
exemption is inapplicable to that transaction.
In determining whether the methods and practices relating to a debt
are covered by the Act, our Supreme Court has declared the crucial
event to be the sale which brings the debt into existence. See In Re
Western Acceptance Corp., 117 Idaho 399, 788 P.2d 214 (1990).
"Debts that do not arise out of the sale of goods and services
subject to the provisions of the Act are not covered." Id. 117 Idaho
at 401, 788 P.2d at 216. It is undisputed that the debt underlying
the promissory note arose from the purchase of insurance
through an insurance agent, a sale explicitly excluded from the
Act's provisions. We therefore conclude that the district court
correctly applied the Act's exemption and dismissed the claim."
Id. at 275, 833 P.3d at 132 (emphasis in bold added).
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Like the insurance agency in Irwin, which was regulated by the Idaho Department of
Insurance, TitleOne is also regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance as a licensed title
insurance agent. Based on the Idaho Department of Insurance's regulation of a licensed title
insurance agent's activities, it is clear that Section 48-605(1) applies as TitleOne was engaged in
an action or transaction permitted under laws administered by a regulatory body or officer acting
under statutory authority of this state (i.e. the Department of Insurance). Therefore, pursuant to
Section 48-605, Plaintiffs cannot maintain a claim against TitleOne under the ICPA and this
claim should be dismissed.
2.

Standing

In order to have standing under the ICP A, the aggrieved party must have been in a
contractual relationship with the party alleged to have acted unfairly or deceptively. See I.C. 48608(1) ("Any person who purchases or leases goods or services and thereby suffers ... "); Haskin
v. Glass, 102 Idaho 785, 788, 640 P.2d 1186, 1189 (Ct. App. 1982) (holding "that a claim under

the ICPA must be based upon a contract"). It is clear from Plaintiffs' Complaint that they are not
alleging that they entered into a contractual relationship with TitleOne. Therefore, Plaintiffs'
Complaint fails to state a claim for relief against TitleOne under the ICP A and this claim should
also be dismissed for lack of standing.
3.

Insufficient Allegations

Lastly, Plaintiffs' ICPA claim also fails because Plaintiffs have not adequately alleged
any ICPA violations. In their ICPA claim, Plaintiffs only allege that Defendants' "actions"
violated the ICP A and go on to recite the statutorily prohibited unfair or deceptive acts or
practices. Plaintiffs make no factual allegations in support of their claim and fail to specify what
specific prohibited unfair or deceptive practice they are alleging TitleOne engaged in. See
Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826,846,243 P.3d 642,662 (2010) (holding that plaintiff failed
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to state an ICP A claim where plaintiff failed to allege specific prohibited unfair or deceptive
practices the defendants were alleged to have engaged in).

Further, there is no distinction

between the Defendants to whom this claim is directed whatsoever. As such, TitleOne and the
other Defendants have no means by which to ascertain what Plaintiffs are claiming against them
and to defend against such claims. Therefore, in addition to being subject to dismissal under the
regulated industries exception and lack of standing arguments above, Plaintiffs' ICPA claim is
also subject to dismissal because Plaintiffs have failed to allege sufficient facts to state a claim
against TitleOne under the ICP A.
E.

PLAINTIFFS' FRAUD (COUNT V) AND COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD (COUNT VI) SHOULD BE
DISMISSED AGAINST TITLE0NE BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS HAVE FAILED TO SPECIFICALLY
PLEAD A CLAIM FOR FRAUD AND CIVIL CONSPIRACY

1. FRAUD-COUNTV

In Count V of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants "were privy to, and had
notice of, Plaintiffs secured interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and
intentional[ly] conspired and did transfer the Property despite Plaintiffs secured position."
Plaintiffs further allege that Defendants, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002,
"fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through untrue
statements of a material fact, and engaged in acts, practices, and a course of business that
operated as a fraud or default upon Plaintiff."22
Plaintiffs' fraud claim appears to contain two distinct fraud theories of recovery.

First,

Plaintiffs purport to be asserting a fraud claim against the Defendants under Sections 182403 (2)(d)23 and 18-300224 of the Idaho criminal code and thus, implicitly, claiming that they

Plaintiffs also cite another statute in support of this argument; however, the statute cited by Plaintiffs
does not exist in the Idaho Code.
22

23

Idaho Code § 18-2403(2)(d) entitled " Theft" states as follows:
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have a private right of action against the Plaintiffs for theft and receiving money or property
under false personation under those statutes. Plaintiffs, however, have failed to allege any facts
or law supporting such a private right of action under those criminal statutes. See Yoakum v.
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171,176,923 P.2d 416,421 (1996) (holding that plaintiffs did

not have a private cause of action against an insurance company under the criminal code because
there was indication that providing an additional civil remedy in addition to the criminal penalty
was necessary to assure the effectiveness of the criminal statutes.). Accordingly, those portions
of Plaintiffs' "fraud" claim that are predicated on violations of the criminal code should be
dismissed.
Second, Plaintiffs appear to be asserting a common law fraud claim against the
Defendants. However, Plaintiffs' common law fraud claim likewise fails. To prevail on their
fraud claim, Plaintiffs must establish nine elements with particularity: (1) a statement or a

(2) Theft includes a wrongful taking, obtaining or withholding of another's property, with the intent
prescribed in subsection (1) of this section, committed in any of the following ways:

***
(d) By false promise:
1. A person obtains property by false promise when pursuant to a scheme to defraud, he
obtains property of another by means of a representation, express or implied, that he or a
third person will in the future engage in particular conduct, and when he does not intend
to engage in such conduct or, as the case may be, does not believe that the third person
intends to engage in such conduct.
2. In any prosecution for theft based upon a false promise, the defendant's intention or
belief that the promise would not be performed may not be established by or inferred
from the fact alone that such promise was not performed. Such a finding may be based
only upon evidence establishing that the facts and circumstances of the case are
consistent with guilty intent or belief and inconsistent with innocent intent or belief, and
excluding to a moral certainty every reasonable hypothesis except that of the defendant's
intention or belief that the promise would not be performed;
24

Idaho Code §18-3002 entitled "Receiving money or property under false personation" states:
Every person who falsely personates another, and in such assumed character receives any money
or property knowing that it is intended to be delivered to the individual so personated, with intent
to convert the same to his own use, or that of another person, or to deprive the owner thereof, is
punishable in the same manner and to the same extent as for larceny of the money or property so
received.
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representation of fact; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity;
(5) the speaker's intent that there be reliance; (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the
statement; (7) reliance by the hearer; (8) justifiable reliance; and (9) resultant injury. Chavez v.
Barrus, 146 Idaho 212, 223, 192 P.3d 1036, 1047 (2008). The absence of any one of the

elements is fatal to recovery. Witt v. Jones, 111 Idaho 165, 168, 722 P.2d 474, 477 (1986).
Further, "[t]he party alleging fraud must support the existence of each of the elements of the
cause of action for fraud by pleading with particularity the factual circumstances constituting
fraud." Estes v. Barry, 132 Idaho 82, 86, 967 P.2d 284,288 (1998); see also I.R.C.P. 9(b).
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to plead the fraud elements with the requisite particularity
under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b). While the Complaint contains several bare legal
assertions, Plaintiffs have failed to particularly allege any facts supporting the basic
circumstances constituting the fraud. Notably, Plaintiffs have not alleged (1) who made the
representation (i.e. what Defendant), (2) to whom the representation was made, or (3) that
Plaintiff relied on any false statement of fact. Plaintiffs appear to be arguing that the fraud

elements are satisfied based on "representations" made to an unspecified third party upon which
the third party relied. 25 These allegations, however, do not support a claim by Plaintiffs against
TitleOne because they do not generally, yet alone specifically, allege that the Plaintiffs heard and
relied on the alleged misrepresentation. See Taylor v. AJA Services Corp., 151 Idaho 552, 261
P.3d 829 (2011) ("Establishing fraud requires showing a false statement of fact on which the
plaintiff relied"); Chavez v. Barrus, 146 Idaho at 223, 192 P.3d at 1047 (holding that district
court did not err in dismissing fraud claim where plaintiff failed to establish that title company
made false statement, that plaintiff was aware of statement or that plaintiff relied on statement).

25

Complaint~ 68.
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Because Plaintiffs have failed to plead each of the mne fraud elements with particularly,
Plaintiffs' common law fraud claim should be dismissed.
Additionally, Plaintiffs' fraud claim altogether fails because Plaintiffs have not alleged
that they have all the appropriate parties before the Court to be entitled to the "avoidance of
conveyance" relief they are seeking on this count. Plaintiffs' request for "avoidance of the
conveyance" is tantamount to a request for a constructive trust or an equitable lien under Idaho
law. See Snider v. Arnold, 153 Idaho 641, 644, 289 P.3d 43, 46 (2012) ("A constructive trust
arises when legal title to property has been obtained through actual fraud, misrepresentations,
concealments, taking advantage of one's necessities, or under circumstances otherwise rendering
it unconscionable for the holder of legal title to retain beneficial interest in property.").
Therefore, Plaintiffs appear to be arguing that a trust or lien should be placed against the
Property such that the current owners of lots in the Subdivision should own their respective lots
subject to a trust or lien in favor of the Plaintiffs. In order to obtain that type of relief against the
Property, Plaintiffs would need to name the current owners of the Property and Plaintiffs have
not alleged that those parties are before the Court.
2.

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEF;RAUD

The foregoing analysis equally applies to Plaintiffs' "collusion to defraud" claim in
Count VI of the Complaint. In this count, Plaintiffs allege that "Defendants working together
conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully divested Plaintiffs of their secured
interest in the Property."26 The Idaho Supreme Court made it clear in McPheters v. Maile, 138
Idaho 391, 64 P.3d 317 (2002), that civil conspiracy "is not, by itself, a claim for relief." 138
Idaho at 394, 64 P.3d at 321. As stated in that case, "The essence of a cause of action for civil
conspiracy is the civil wrong committed as the objective of the conspiracy itself." Id. (citing

26

Complaint 1 72.
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Argonaut Ins. Co. v. White, 86 Idaho 374, 379, 386 P.2d 964, 966 (1963)). Any assertion of civil

conspiracy as an actual cause of action necessarily "fails as a matter of law." Id.

Accordingly,

Count VI of Plaintiffs' Complaint should also be dismissed.
F.

PLAINTIFFS' CONVERSION CLAIM (COUNT VII) SHOULD BE DISMISSED AGAINST
TITLE0NE BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS CANNOT STATE A CONVERSION CLAIM UNDER THE
IDAHO CRIMINAL CODE IN A CIVIL PROCEEDING

In Count VII of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants, pursuant to Idaho
Code§§ 18-2403 - 18-2407, "wrongfully asserted dominion over Plaintiffs' property in denial of
or inconsistent with Plaintiffs' rights and have committed grand theft. " 27 For the same reasons as
noted in the fraud section above, Defendants cannot state a claim against TitleOne for violating
the criminal code because there is no indication that the legislature intended to confer a private
right of action for violations these sections of the criminal code.
Furthermore, to the extent Plaintiffs are asserting a common law claim for conversion of
their property, this claim likewise fails. Under Idaho law, a plaintiff cannot state a claim for
conversion ofreal property. See Rowe v. Burrup, 95 Idaho 747, 518 P.2d 1386 (Idaho 1974) ("It
is also clear that real property cannot be 'converted' and there is no cause of action for the
conversion of real property. Conversion in the legal sense applies only to personal property.").
Accordingly, Plaintiffs' conversion claim, whether plead as a violation of the criminal code or
common law, should also be dismissed.
G.

PLAINTIFFS' UNJUST ENRICHMENT CLAIM (COUNT VIII) SHOULD BE DISMISSED
AGAINST TITLE0NE BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS DID NOT CONFER A BENEFIT ON TITLE0NE

In Count VIII of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that "Defendants have been unjustly
enriched through their conversion of Plaintiffs' Property." To state a claim for unjust
enrichment, the Plaintiffs must prove the following elements: (1) a benefit is conferred on the
defendant by the plaintiff; (2) the defendant appreciates the benefit; and (3) it would be
27

Complaint ,i 76.
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inequitable for the defendant to accept the benefit without payment of the value of the benefit."
Teton Peaks Inv. Co., LLC v. Ohme, 146 Idaho 394,398, 195 P.3d 1207, 1211 (2008).

To recover for unjust enrichment, it is required that the claimant confer some benefit on
the defendant which would be unjust for the defendant to retain. Beco Constr. Co., Inc. v.
Bannock Paving Co., Inc., 118 Idaho 463, 467, 797 P.2d 863, 867 (1990). "The essence of the

quasi-contractual theory of unjust enrichment is that the defendant has received a benefit which
would be inequitable to retain at least without compensating the plaintiff to the extent that
retention is unjust." Id. (quoting Hertz v. Fiscus, 98 Idaho 456, 567 P.2d 1 (1977)). Further,
"[unljust enrichment is an equitable doctrine and is inapplicable where the plaintiff in an action
fails to provide the proof necessary to establish the value of the benefit conferred upon the
defendant." Id. (quoting Gillette v. Storm Circle Ranch, 101 Idaho 663,619 P.2d 1116 (1980)).
Therefore, in order to state a claim against TitleOne for unjust enrichment, Plaintiffs must
establish that Plaintiffs conferred some benefit on TitleOne that would be unjust for TitleOne to
retain. Here, Plaintiffs have not alleged that they conferred a benefit on TitleOne. TitleOne did
not receive any benefit from the reconveyance yet alone any benefit that Plaintiffs would have
conferred on TitleOne. Accordingly, Count VIII of Plaintiffs' Complaint should be dismissed.
H.

PLAINTIFFS' INTERFERENCE CLAIM (COUNT IX) SHOULD BE DISMISSED AGAINST
TITLE0NE BECAUSE THE ALLEGED INTERFERENCE WAS NOT INTENTIONAL

In Count IX of their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that "Defendants, jointly and severely,
knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic relationship between Plaintiffs and Galiano,
which contained the probability of future economic benefit to the Plaintiffs, [and] (ii) knowledge
of the existence Plaintiffs' secured interest in the Property and Plaintiffs rights and remedies
regarding the same."28

28

Complaint~ 86.
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To state a claim for tortious interference with a prospective economic advantage,
Plaintiffs have the burden of proving the following five elements: (1) existence of a valid
economic expectancy, (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3)
intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) interference was wrongful by
some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself, that is, that the defendant interfered for
an improper purpose or improper means, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose
expectancy has been disrupted. Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 191 P.3d 205 (2008).
Assuming for purposes of this Motion to Dismiss that Plaintiffs can satisfy elements (1 ), (2), (4)
and (5), Plaintiffs' tortious interference claim nevertheless fails because Plaintiffs have not
alleged sufficient facts to establish that TitleOne's act of signing the reconveyance was
intentional.
To maintain a cause of action for intentional interference, the Plaintiffs must show that
the actions complained of were intentional. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "the
plaintiff may show that the interference 'with the other's prospective contractual relation is
intentional if the actor desires to bring it about or if he knows that the interference is certain or
substantially certain to occur as a result of his action."' Highland Enter., Inc. v. Barker, 133
Idaho 330, 340, 986 P.2d 996, 1006 (1999). The Idaho Supreme Court has further held that
"[i]ntent can be shown even if the interference is incidental to the actor's intended purpose and
desire 'but known to him to be a necessary consequence of his action"' because "[w]hat
motivates a person to act seldom is susceptible of direct proof," culpable intent may be inferred
from conduct substantially certain to interfere with the prospective economic relationship. Id.
In applying these rules, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that the intentional element of
this tort was satisfied where an environmental group engaged in a protest of road building and
timber harvesting by, inter alia, burying people in the road and chaining people to equipment.
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Id. at 335, 986 P.2d at 1001. There, the court noted that while the group only intended to harm

the forest service and preserve the area, a necessary consequence of their actions was that those
constructing the roads would suffer financially. Id. at 340-41, 986 P.2d at 1006-07. On that
basis, the court held that the intentional element of this tort was satisfied. Id.
In 2013, the Idaho Supreme Court again specifically addressed the intent element of this
tort in Bank of Commerce v. Jefferson Enterprises, LLC, 154 Idaho 824, 303 P.3d 183 (2013).
There, a borrower alleged that a lender for a development project tortuously interfered with the
borrower's contract with a prior lender by requiring that the borrower pay off the borrower's
prior lender as a condition to the loan transaction so that the lender would have a first position
security interest in the underlying real property. Id. at 827, 303 P.3d at 186. The court rejected
this argument, finding that the lender's requirement that the borrower pay off the existing
indebtedness did not establish that the bank intended to interfere with the borrower's relationship
with his prior lender. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that the alleged interference
"was not an act of sabotage or mischief as in Highland . ... Id. at 833, 303 P.3d at 192. The
court further noted that there was "no indication that either the bank has some nefarious intent to
cause injury to Jefferson [the plaintiff] or to cause its project to fail .... Jefferson has proposed
no motive on the part of the Bank for wishing to cause Jefferson's project to fail .... " Id.
Likewise, in the instant case, Plaintiffs have not alleged any facts from which the Court
could infer that TitleOne's act of signing the reconveyance was an act of sabotage or mischief
otherwise done with any ulterior motive to harm the Plaintiffs. Absent allegations of some
nefarious intent, Plaintiffs have failed to allege facts to support a claim for intentional
interference with prospective economic advantage and the claim should be dismissed on this
basis.
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DANIEL THOMPSON SHOULD BE DISMISSED AS A PLAINTIFF

Plaintiffs have identified Daniel Thompson ("Thompson") as a plaintiff in this lawsuit.
However, each of Plaintiffs' claims relate to the EEF Deed of Trust to which Thompson is not a
party. 29 Further, Thompson is not identified as an insured on Schedule A of the Title Policy. 30
Accordingly, based on the allegations in the Complaint, Thompson does not appear to be a real
party in interest under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 17(a), and he should be dismissed as a
plaintiff from this action.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court grant TitleOne's
Motion to Dismiss all counts of Plaintiffs' Complaint.
DATED this 6th day of September, 2013.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

{be:r62-----------

29 See Schedule A in Exhibit B to Complaint. Although Plaintiffs did not attach the EEF Deed of Trust to
the Complaint, Section 4 of Schedule A identifies that the beneficiary of the EEF Deed of Trust is Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC. It does not identify any other beneficiaries (i.e. Thompson).

°Complaint, Ex. B.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 6th day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Facsimile: 938-9504
Counsel for Plaintiffs

~ d Delivery
Facsimile
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (206) 223-4527
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

=~~~~ivery
--/v:~ight Courier
U.S. Mail
1

Angela M. Reed
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221 )
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300

•

NO. _ _ _ _
FIL
A.M.
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SEP O6 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cl3rk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
::>EPUTY

1860109_1 (6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS'
LISPENDENS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation, by and through its attorneys of records,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby moves this Court for an order quashing the lis pendens, first
amended lis pendens and second amended lis pendens entered in this matter. This motion is

\J

)

TITLE0NE CORPORATION'S MOTION
TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS- 1
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made based upon Idaho Code Section 5-505, TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, and the Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne
Corporation's Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, filed contemporaneously herewith, as well as the
pleadings and documents previously filed and lodged in this matter and such pleadings and
documents as may be filed and lodged hereafter.
DATED this 6th day of September, 2013.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~~A
~ . Reed
Counsel for TitleOne

--=--:::::..___

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 6th day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Facsimile: 938-9504
Counsel for Plaintiffs
Erin M. Stines
A VP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

~elivery
Facsimile
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_
_

Hand Delivery
F . ile
ght Courier
Mail
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1866079_l
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SEP O6 2013
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, CIJrK
B ELYSHIA HOLMES
y
OEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
v.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON
MCFADDAN IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Ada.
)
I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am in-house counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"). I make

this affidavit based on my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief.
AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON MCFADDAN IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION TO QUASH - 1

1866079_I [6014-56]

OR\G\NAL
000126

To

•

P a g e ~ of' 5

2.

2013-09-06 12:56:11

MST

-2466959

Freme

c .. meron

McFaddan Te .. m

A true and correct copy of the plat for the property real property located in Kuna,

Idaho commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision (the "Property" or the "Subdivision") filed
in Book 99 of Plats at pages 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho, is attached
hereto as Exhibit A The Subdivision, which at the time was being developed by Galiano LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company ("Galiano"), consists of a 29.63-acre parcel of real property

that was platted in 60 residential lots.
3.

Galiano LLC, ("Galiano") was the developer and began selling lots in the

Subdivision in November of 2007.
4.

On May 5, 2012, Galiano conveyed the balance of the lots in the Subdivision that

had not otherwise been previously transferred to third-parties to DAS Investments, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company ("DAS"). A true and correct copy of the General Warranty Deed
conveying the balance of the lots in the Subdivision to DAS is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

5.

DAS, in tum, has conveyed most, if not all, of the lots it purchased from Galiano

to a third-party builder who, in turn, has built homes on certain of those lots and conveyed the
given lot to the purchaser of the home.

6.

None of the named defendants in this lawsuit owned any portion of the Property.

7.

A true and correct copy of the Notice of Lis Pendens Plaintiffs recorded against

the Prope1iy, which was recorded as Instrument No. 113070951 in the real prope1iy records of
Ada County, Idaho on June 5, 2013, is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
8.

A true and correct copy of the Amended Notice of Lis Pendens Plaintiffs recorded

against the Property, which was recorded as Instrument No. 113097443 in the real property
records of Ada County, Idaho on August 26, 2013, is attached hereto as Exhibit D.
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From; Cameron McFaddan Team

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 6th day of September, 2013.

)
-----:::/ ~ - / //#p:l,A~~

l·· ~tary
Public for Idaho -· . ,.
. ., .
Residing at:
Res1mn9 n,

,_ ·~

,.

1v!end1a~, ,oah?

. . expires:
.
My comrriission expnes. 1,23/14
My comm1ss10n
-'---·__· _______

AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON MCFADDAN IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE ~?~ORATIO~'S MOTI~N TO_QU~Sli - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 6th day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Facsimile: 938-9504
Counsel for Plaintiffs
Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (206) 223-4527
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON MCFADD AN IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION TO QUASH- 4
1866079_1 [6014-56]

~ Delivery
_

_

Facsimile
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
Facsimile
~ h t Courier
U.S. Mail
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EXHIBIT "A"
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Galiano Estates Subdivision
120

A portion of the south half of the northwest quarter of Sectioh 14, Township 2 North, Range 1

I

Legend
Subcivision boundary

=

West, Boise Meridian, City of Kuna, Ado County, Idaho.

SCAl£: 1"=60'

e.G>':> '1.fi1l

r

Lot line
Adjoining property fine reference

©

10• pressure irrigation easement,
unklss otherwise noted
ACHD storm droin eoscment

N00'00'17" 1 . '

Lot number

N04•25 OJ
I

~

~,

0)

ifi

0

N04'25'0J

I

I
lil

<D

0)

;I

I
.20·

I

gj

I

<D

f
f

y,\oe"-"'

Set s;s·x30· iron pin with plastic

cop labeled 9B&A LS 4116•

.

Colculot9d point, not set or found

130.00

Line Table

I

I

~

cop labeled "B&A LS 4116.

@

=

;i;
:,::I~

N00'00'17"E 142.81'

I'll

.

Set 1/2",24" ,on p~ wiltl plastic

: ;1

~I~

©

I

I
~I

Found braS!I cap, unless otherwise noted

130.00

~

=8

<D

-c± · - - c::c::-________
N04"2S'OJ"[ 130.00

.

!"'

(i)

"'

LINE
LI
L2
LJ
L4

BfARNG
S89'56'56"[

L6
L7

S89'56'56"E
S89'56'56"E
N2T57'44"E
N05"02'16"W
S60'18'56"£
NJ6"53'08"E

L8
L9

N55'49'41"E
N46"12'42"W

L5

LIO
LIi
Ll2
LIJ
Ll4
L15
Ll6
Ll7
LIB
Ll9
l20
L21
L22
L2J
l24
L25

N16"04'17"E
N32'19'25"W
S42'J5'18"W
S62'09'45"W

SJ8'00' 17"E
S43"05'50"W
S46'54'10"E
N40'46'42"£
S50'02'16"E
S01'04'25"W

S01'04'25"W

LENGTH
61.50'
J9.4J'
J9.4J'

52.14'
54.20'
15.20'
15.84'
15.20'
15.20'
J0.06'

15.20'
15.20'
15.20'
15.20'
15.20'
15.20'
15.20'
15.20'
7.00'
7.00'

S01'04'12"W

33.77'
44.56'
40.89'
JS.OD'

S88'W48"E

20.00·

S01'04'25"W

S01'04'25"W
S84'58'26"E

Reference Documents
Subdivision Plats
Hubbard Estates Subdivision, Book 70, Pages 7150-7151
Mineral Spriog=i Subdivision No. 2, Book 97, Poges 12332-123.H

' Records of Survey
ROS No. 2581

ROS No. 3352
ROS No. 4548

Deeds
Warranty Deed Instrument No. 106181856
Warranty Deed Instrument No. 106181857
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Galiano Estates Subdivision
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A portion of the south half of the northwest. quarter of Section 14, Township 2 North, Range 1
West, Boise Meridian, City of Kuno, Ado County, Idaho.
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B&A Engineers, Inc.
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*See sheet 3 of 4 for curve data and notes.

.

Consulting Engineers, Surveyors & Planners
5505 W. Franklin Rd. Boise, Id. 83705
(208) 343-338l
Galiano Estates Subdivision
sheet 2 of "'

Notes

Galiano Estates Subdivision

.

1. This property lies within the incorporated limits of the C"lly of Kuna. This property is
in the Boise Kuna Irrigation District. The City of Kuna owns, operates, and maintains
a municipal pressurized irrigation system to each lot within this development. At this
time irrigation ~ents shall be paid to the City of Kuna by the Go6ano Estates
Subdivision Homeowners' Association.

2. My resubdivision of this plat shall comply with the applicable regulations in effect at
the time of the resubdivision.
3. All references to Homeowners' Association hereon ore to the GALIANO ESTATES

SUEllMstON Homeowners' Association ond the owners of the lots, within said
subdivision, jointly and severally.
4. Lob shall not be reduced in size without prior approval from the health authority.

5. No additional domestic water supplies shall be installed beyond the water system
approved in the sanitary restriction release.
6. Building setbacks and dimensional standards in this subdivision shall be in compliance
with the applicable zoning regutotions of the Cify of Kuna.

7. Lot 4, Block 4 and Lot 1, Block 6 are subject to on easement for the United States
Teed Loternl for irrigation water delivery and maintenance.

8. Lot 1, Block 2; Lot 1, Block 3; Lots 1 & 13, Block 5; Lots 12 & 16, Block 6: Lot
4, Block 7; and lot 8, Block 8 ore common lots to be owned and mointoined by
the Homeowne111' Association, and said ownership and maintenance commitment moy
not be dissolved without the express consent of the City of Kuna.
9. Lot 1, Block 8 is o common lot to be owned ond maintained by the Homeowners'
Association. Lot 1, Block 8 is subject to a temporary tum-around easement for use
by emergency vetlicles and the Ado County Highway District for a vehicular
tum-around por Instrument No. 107134690.
10. The centerline of the United States Teed Lateral coincides with the southwesterly
boundary of this subdivision.

11. Other than the access points shown on tttis plot, direct access to N. Ten Mile Rood
and W. Ardell Rood is prohibited.
12. Mointencmce of any irrigation or drainage pipe or ditch, crossing o lot, is the
responsibility of the owner of that lot owner unless such responsibility is assumed by
on irrigation or drainage district or homeowner.!' association.

13. This development recognizes Idaho Code §22-4503, Right to Farm A.ct, which states:
'"No agricultural operation or on appurtenance to it shall be or become o nuisance,
private or public, by any cha09ed conditions in or about the surrounding
nonagricultural activities ofter the some hos been in operation for more thon one (1)
year, when the operation was not a nuisance at the time the operation began;
provided, thot the provisions of this section shall not apply whenever a nuisance
results from the improper or negligent operation of any agricultural operation or
appurtenance to il"

14. The pressure irrigotion easements shown hereon ore perpetual, non-exclusive, ond
hereby granted to the City of Kunc.

15. A blanket utility and pressun!l irrigation easement is hereby designated on lot 13,
Block 1; lot 1, Block 2; lot 1, Block 3; Lot 13, Block 5; lot 16, Block 6; Lot 4,
Block 7; and Lot 8, Block B.
16. All of lot 1, Block 5 and lot 12, Block 6 and portions of lot 1, Block 4; Lot 2,
Block 5; and Lots 4, 11, 13 & 16, Block 6 shown or designated as storm drain
easements ore servient to and contain the ACHO storm water drainage system. These
tots are encumbered by that certain Master Perpetual Storm Water Dn:linoge Easement
recorded on June 1, 2004 os instrument number 104068411, official records of Ado
County, and incorporated herein by this reference as if set forth in full {the 'Master
Easement'). The Moster Easement and the storm water drainage system ore dedicated
to ACHO pursuant to Section 40-2302 Idaho Code. The Moster Easement is for the
operation and maintenance of the storm water drainage system.

17. No easement shown or designated hereon shall preclude the construction and
maintenance of hard-surfoccd driveways, landscaping, parking, covered parking, or
other such nonpermanent improvements.

A portion of the south half of the northwest quarter of Section 14, Township 2 Nortn. Range 1
West, Boise Meridian, City of Kuna, Ado Cnunty, Idaho.

""°"' 2007 <;,o.:,

Curve Table
CURVE
Cl
C2
CJ
C4
cs
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
'C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C28
C29
C.JO

C31
C32
C33
C34
C35
C36
C37
Cl8
C39
C40
C41
C42
C43

c«
C45
C46
C47
C48
c+9

C50
C51
C52
C53
C54

18. All easements ore parallel (or concentric) to the lines (or ores) that they ore
dimensioned from unless otherwise noted.
19. A 10-foot wide public utilities, lot drainage, and lot irrigation easement is hereby
designated adjoining oU public rights-of-ways and the exterior boundary of this
subdivision.
20. A 10-foot wide lot drainage and lot irrigation easement is hereby designated along
rear lot lines and centered on interior lot lines.

C55
C56
C57

DELTA
1s·22·00·
19'43'59•
s22·34•
16'21'25"
12'21'44"
101·43•52•
27'27'49"
30'10'34"
24'32'08"
5"38'27"
6'08'15•
6'20'39"
11·10·08·
4·49'21·
43'16'40·
22'40'03·
,~. •53•
1757'17"
22'05'03"
12'28'52·
94·37'14•
47S7'sn•
60'25'26"
3757'48"
4737'50·

13"23'27"
29'14'23"
60'25'41"
19'22·32•
41'03'09"
3757'52"
90'03'02"
89'56'58"
90'00'00"
90'00'00"
90'00'00"
90'00'00"
34'19'41"
30'25'02·
11"27'20.
30'47'02·
35"22•29•
10'46'32"
22'40'06.
22'40'06"
43'16'40"
21·11•45•

26'43'52"
26'43'52"
14'48'05"
8'33'53·
8'33'53"
28'52'47•
!26"54'00"
718':vl"
19'43'59"
3"09'04"

RADIUS
350.00'
JS0.00'
350.00'
JS0.00'
400.00'
150.00'
150.00'
150.00'
150.00'
150.00'
JOO.OD'
400.00'
400.00'
400.00'
150.00'
100.00'
40000'

,-~·
175.00'
175.00'
75.00'
120.00·
75.00'
75.00'
150.00'
150.00'
150.00'
105.00'
105.00'
105.00'
45.00'
20.00·
20.00'
5.00'
5.00'
5.00'
5.00'
34.00'
23.00'
375.00'
34.00'
23.00'
325.00'
20.00'
20.00'
125.00'
175.00'
20.00'
20.00'
175.00'
20.00'
20.00'
20.00'
20.00'
325.00'
375.00'
375.00'

ARC

93.87'
120.54'
20.62'
99.92'
86.31'
266.33'
71.90'
79.00'
64.23'
14.77'
32.14'
44.29'
77.97'
33.68'
113.30'
39.56'
27"51'
1'535'
67.45'
21.1.,·
123.86'
89.28'
79.10'
49.69'
111.61'
35.06'
76.55'
110.74'
35.51'
75.23'
29.82'
31.43'
31.40'
7.85'
7.85'
7.85'
7.85'
20.37'
12.21'
74.98'
18.27'
14.20'
61.12'
7.91'
7.91'
94.42'
64.74'
9.33'
9.33'
4S.21'
2.99'
2.99'
10.08'
9.39'
41.47'
129.15'
20.62'

CHOfiO BfARING CHORD LENGTH

N82'22'04"E
S84'33'04"W
S76'22'21"W
S86'14'21"W
N88'14'11"E
N47'04'45"W
N17'31'05"E
S16'09'42"W
S18'58'56"W
S03"53'38"W
S87'10'19"W
N04"14'45"E
S01'50'01"W
N01"20'18"W
ND6"19'24"E
N73"38'24"W
S78"•m''ln•E

N86'03'38"W
""""00'15"E
S10'48'21"W
S42'44'42"E
,....,......43"W
N26'19'06"W
N14'25'14"W
N80'58'56"W
S84"23'52"W
N74"17'12"W
N26'19'06"W
N46'50'40"W
N16'37'50"W
S14'25'16"E
S45'01'3J"W
S44'58'27"E
S+4"56'56"E
S45"03'04"W
N+4'56'56"W
N45"03'04"E
N72'53'13"E
S70'55'54"W
N80'24'45"E
N74"33'25"W
S76'51'09"E
N80'04'20"E
S86'01'07"W
N26'38'59"W
N06'19'24"E
N17'21'50"E
S20'07'51"W
N88'28'29"W
N89'47'76"W
S72'49'32"E
S19'35'52"E
S00'52'J2"E

s1~,.·.--w

N89'14'16"W
S84"3J'04"W
S76'15'36"W

*Curve Data of Record

93.59'
119.95'
20.62'
99.58'
86.14'
232.70'
71.21'
78.09'
63.74'
14.76'
32.12'
44.27'
77B5'
33.67'
110.63'
39.30'
225.41'
124.83'
67.04'
77.18'
110.26'
R].?4'
75.48'
48.79'
109.05'
34.98'
75.72'
105.68'
35.34'
73.63'
29.27'
28.30'
28.27'
7.07'
7.07'
7.07'
7.07'
20.07'
12.07'
74B5'
18.05'
13.98'
61.03'
7.86'
7.86'
92.19'
64.37'
9.25'
9.25'
14.S.llll'
2.99'
2.99'
9.97'
9.30'
41.+4'
128.51'
20.62'

CURVE
C58
C59
C60
C61
C62
C63
C64
C65
C66
C67
C68
C69
C70
C71
C72
C73
C74
C75
C76

en

C78
C79
C80
C81
C82
C83
C84
C85
C86

C87
C88

C89
C90

C91
C92
C93
C94
C95
C96
C97
C98
C99
C100
C101
C102
C103
C104
C105
C106
C107
C108
C109
C110
C111
C112
C113
C114

DELTA
RADIUS
16'34'55" 375.00'
12'21'44" 425.00'
5"59•49• 425.00'
5"21'55" 425.00'
12'21'«" 375.00'
0'50'33· 375.00'
11"31'11" 375.00'
101'43'52" 125.00'
3"16'15" 125.00'
97'03'11" 125.00'
1·24'25• 125.00'
32'08'08" 175.00'
3"16'31" 175.00'
21'16'47" 175.00'
45"21'14" 110.00'
135"18'25" 60.00'
34'42'51" 60.00'
55'S6'56" 60.00'
44'38'38" 60.00'
45"21'14" 20.00·
70'55'45" 30.00'
10'54'23" 172.50'
149'59'19" 1.50·
149'59'19" 1.50'
24'59'48" 175.00'
27'27'49" 175.00'
21'13'14" 125.00'
6'14'35" 125.00'
27'27'49" 175.00'
41'14'.JO" 20.00'
41'14'30" 20.00'
6'08'15• 325.00'
6'08'15" 275.00'
19'10'59" 20.00'
19'10'59" 20.00'
9'50'30" 175.00'
18'25'22" 20.00'
18'25'22· 20.00'
16'44'48" 20.00'
16'44'48" 20.00'
~20'J9" 375.00'
6'20'39" 425.00'
5•53'52• 425.00'
0'26'47• 425.00'
11'10'06" 425.00'
2'13'43" 425.00'
8'56'23" 425.00'
90'oo·oo· 4.00'
11'10'06" 375.00'
n1'18" 375.00'
3"47'48" J75.00'
74'30'"'" 7000'
18'10'12· onm'
6'20'J6" 20.00'
24'30'58" 20.00'
20'49'15" 20.00'
2rr49'15• 20.00·

ARC

108.53'
91.70'
51.90'
39.80'
80.91'
5.51'
75.40'
221.94'
7.14'
211.74'
3.07'
98.15'
10.00'
165.00'
1S.R,'
141.69'
36.35'
58.50'
46.75'
15.83'
37.14'
32.84'
3.93'
3.93'
76.35'
59.92'
46.30'
13.62'
83.88'
14.40'
14.40'
34.81'
29.46'
6.70'
6.70'
30.06'
6.43'
6.43'
5.85'
5.85'
41.52'
47.06'
43.75'
3.31'
82.84'
16.53'
66.31'
6.28'
7'.1"'

CHORD BfARING
S86'07'J6"W
N88'14'11"E
S89'04'52"E
N84'44'16•E
NB8'14'11"E
S86'00'13"E
N87'48'55"E
N47'04'45"W

S8J'41'27"W
N46'08'50"W

N03'04'58"E
N81'52'37"W
NB8'43'36"W

N76'26'57"W
ISB8'79'11•,
N43'30'J6"\v
S86'11'l8"W

CHORD LENGTH
108.15'
91.52'
51.87'
39.78'
80.75'
5.51'
75.27'
193.92'
7.13'
187.32'
3.07'
9•.•7'
10.00'
64.62'
15.47'
110.99'
JS.Rn'

N01'49'18"E
S01'27'59"W
N43'JO'J6"\v
N43'JO'J6"W
S26"01'52"W
N66'56'56"E
N08'42'44"W
N1TJ1'05"E
N14'23'48"E
N28'07'42"E
N17'31'05"E
S10'37'44"W
S75"16'34"E
S87'10'19"W
S8710'19"W
574•30' 42"W
S10'39'55"W
S26'19'«"\v
N30'37'10"E
S86'17'41•E
N68'42'36"W
N07'17'59"W
N04'14'45"E
N04'14'45"E
N04"01'21"E
N0711'41"E
S01'50'01"W
S06'18'13"W
S00'43'10"W

56.29'
45.58'
15.42'
34.81'
32.79'
2.90'
2.90'
75.74'
59.34'
46.03'
13.61'
83.08'
14.09'
14.09'
34.80'
29.44'
6.66'
6.66'
30.02'
6.40'
6.40'
5.82'
5.82'
41.50'
47.oJ'
43.73'
3.31'
82.71'
16.5J'
66.25'

.. ,..

N43'55'35"W

5.66'

sn1·50·01"W
S03"43'55"W

72.98'
48.?1'

24.85'

so1·s1'mr

?LR4'

"·""'
6J4'

NOB' "1'27"[

8.49'

N05'20'09"E
N17'35'J8"[
N7741'12"E
N79'38'42"\v
N14"09'39"W

6.32'
2.21'

2.21'
8.56'
7.27'
7.27'

N48'28'29"W

8.49'

7.23'
7.23'

CURVE DELTA
C115 4•49•27•
C116 4·49·2r
cm B8'52'03"
C118 91'07'57"
C119 17'57'17"
C120 14'23'37"
C121 2'02'14"
C122 1·31'25•
C123 16'19'20"
C124 2.1"29'04"
C125 23"29'04"
C126 22'40'06"
C127 22'40'06"
C128 , 0 ~ns·m·
C129 ,=m'm"
C1JO 90'00'00"
C131 22'05'03"
C1J2 17'7R'57"
C133 712'11"
C1J4 5·15'41"
C1J5 12'28'52"
C1J6 94·37'14"
C137 49'02'51"
C138 45·34•23·
C1J9 94'37'14"
C140 30'10'55"
C141 31'55'27"
C142 32'30'53"
C143 32'43'53"
C144 6'47'08.
C145 19'37'47"
C146 6'18'58"
C147 32'43'53"
C148 12'48'44"
C149 14•55•23•
C150 4"59'45•
C151 90'00'00"
C152 26°50'21"
C153 4'46'36·
C154 19'54'50"
C155 2'08'55·
C156 12'21'44"
C157 s-21•09•
C158 700'35"
C159 31'00'10"
C160 31·00·10·
C161 31·00'10·
C162 r23'11·
C163 29'36'58·
C164 77'21'04"
C165 3"39'06·
C166 .woo•,n•
C167 38'71'37"
C168 4·55·02·
C169 12'48'10"
C170 5~26'05"
C171 4717'46"
C172 734•49•

RADI\IS

ARC

375.llO'
425.00'
20.00'
20.00'
425.00'
425.00'
425.00'
425.00'
375.00'
20.00'
20.00'
7'1.00'
20.00'
150.00'
4.M'
4.00'
200.00'
100.00'
100.00·
100.00·
150.00'
50.00'
50.00'

31.57'
35.78'
31.02'
31.81'
133.18'
106.77'
15.11'
11.30'
106.83'
8.20'
8.20'
7.91'
7.91'
57.82'
6.28'
6.28'
77J1iJ'
21.78'
12.57'
9.21'
32.68'
82.57'
42.80'
39.77'
165.14'
52.68'
55.72'
56.75'
214.23'
44.41'
128.48'
41.34'
242.79'
95.04'
110.69'
37.06'
6.28'
114.77'
70.43'
85.15'
9.19'
119.75'
51.85'
67.90'
12.45'
12.45'
17.86'
0.80'
17.06'
15.75'
7,10'
17Rfi'
100.4J'
12.87'
16.76'
142.51'
12J.82'
23.15'

so.oo·
100.00'
100.00·
100.00'
100.00·
375.00'
375.00'
375.00'
375.00'
425.00'
425.00'
425.00'
425.00'
4.00'
245.00'
245.00'
245.00'
245.00'
555.00'
555.00'
555.00'
23.00'
23.00'
33.00'
33.00'
33.00'
33.00'
33.00'
l.".00'
150.00'
1"'1.00'
75.110·
150.00'
150.00'
175.00'

CHORD BEARING CHOllO LENGTH
31.56'
35.77'
N45'30'26"E
28.00'
28.56'
S44'29'34"E
132.64'
N86'03'38"W
106.49'
N84'16'48"\v
S87'30'16"\v
15.11'
11.30'
S85'43'26"W
N85'14'40"W
106.47'
8.14'
S74'51'08"W
8.14"
S06'42'16"W
7.86'
N16'72'70"W
N83"42'13"W
7.86'
N06'00'15"E
57.46'
5.66'
S46'04'25"W
5.66'
•'75"[
76.61'
N06'00'15"E
121.74'
S10'48'21"\v
S13'26'41"\v
12."''
S0712'15"\v
9.21'
J2.61'
S10'48'21"1v
73.SO'
S42'44'42....
41.51'
S19'57'31"E
JB.73'
S6716'08"E
147.01'
S42'44'42"E
5207'
S10'31'32"E
55.00'
S41'34'43"E
55.99'
S73'47'53"E
S78'40'20"E
211.33'
44.39'
N88'21'18"E
127.85'
S78'26'15"E
41.J2'
S65'27'52"E
2J9.50'
S78'40'20"E
94.84'
S88'37'54"E
110.38'
S74'45'51"E
37.05'
S64'48'16"E
5.66'
S43'55'35"E
S81'37'06"E
113.72'
20.42'
S70'35'1J"E
84.73'
S82'55'56"E
9.19'
N86'02'11"E
119.52'
N88'14'11"E
S88'15'31"E
51.83'
N85'33'36"E
67.86'
12.29'
N16'34'30"E
S14'25'40"E
12.29'
17.64'
S16'34'30"\v
0.80'
S01'46'01"W
S1716'06"W
16.87'
N16'15'13"W
15.60'
Nllf1'45'AA"W
2.10'
N14"?"-'An"W
17.64'
••.56'
N08"46'55"E
17.87'
N12'51'24"1v
N68'42'28"W
16.72'
'N7ff.a ''Ul"W
137.21'
120.34'
N19'51'4J"W
173.14'
S85'50'44"W
N01'20'18"\v
N01'20'18"\v

0

•••

CURVE DELTA
C2J 60'25'34"

B&A Engineers, Inc.
•

Consulting Engineers, Surveyors & Planners
5505 W. Franklin Rd. Boise, Id. 83705
(208 343-3381
)
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Galiano Estates Subdivision
Certificate of Owners

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That the undersigned do hereby certify lhohheya-tthe:ownersof a certain tract of
land to be known as GALIANO ESTATES SUBDIVISION, and thatthieyintend to include the following described land in this

State of Idaho)

plat:

County of Ado)

A portion of the south l'tolf of the northwest quarter of Section 14, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian,
City of Kuna, Ado County, Idaho, more porticulorty described as follows:

On this 1.1 "day of - ~ - in the year of 2007, before me the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said state. personoUy appeared
Doniel B. Zillner and Jona Lee Zitlner, husband and wife, known or
identified to me to be the persons whose names ore subscribed to the
above instrument, and acknowledged to me that they executed the some.

fi:":;c:rth~ b~=~e~a~f m~:i"§ec~~n"~.h:~hc~;n:~:u:i~e:~~~~ ~rl:e~~. o~:gd.t~:,~~~ot=1,of
feet to o ptmt, said point is located S00'00'04''W, 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the northwest comer of the
south half of the northwest quarter of said Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEG1"'41NG:
Thence along a li1"18

tnot

Approval of City Engineer
I, the undersigned representative of Keller Associates, t.he/fity Engineer in
aa.d lor1 t_!I!, City of Kuna, Ado County, Idaho, on this
doy the of
~ H l l . - , 2007, hereby approve this plot.

Acknowledgment
)ss.

Kun,Qer!'eer

t,.)~

is 75.00 feet southerly of and parallel to the northerly boundary of the south half of the

northwest quarter of said Section 14, S89"57'09"E, 1,731.19 feet;
Thence
Thence
Thence
Thence

leaving soid porollel line S01"04'12'W, 592.05 feet;
N89"45'J3iV, 91.47 feet;
so1·0-4'12''W, 662.27 feet to the east-west centerline of section line of said Section 14;
S89"56'28''W, 564.98 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral;

Thence along the centerline of the Teed lateral the following courses and distances:
N3.Y24'10"W, 126.67 feet to o point of curvature;
Along 41 curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49.~q feet. whose central angle is
J7"57l8' and whose Ieng chord bears N14'25'14"W, 48.79 feet;

N04"33'42''E, 170.53 feel;
NOJ'53'41"E, 122.30 feel to o point of curvature;
Along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet. whose length is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
60'252"" and whose Ieng chord bears N26'19'06'W, 75.48 feet;

N56"31 '5J"W, 57.69 feet;
N67"25'06"W, 96.23 feet;
N65"30'58"W, 151.58 feet;

N61"53'14"W, 58.79 feet;
N59"40'01''W, 303.91 feet to o point of curvature;
Along a curve to the left whose radius is 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle is
42"37 1 50" and whose long chord bears N80'S8'43"W, 87.24 feet;

S77"42'09"W, 99.73 feet:
S73'14'40"W, 78.87 feet;

S64"36'09'W, 40.90 feel;
S58"41'44'W, 37.75 feel;
S89"53'50"W, 20.43 feet to the westerly boundary of said Section 14;

Certificate of County Surveyor

Certificate of Surveyor

I, JOSEPH D. CANNING, do hereby certify that I am o Professional Land
Surveyor, licensed by the state of Idaho, and that this pkJt of GALIANO
ESTATES SUBDMSION, os described in the Certificate of Owners and as
shown on the attached plot, wos drown from an octual survey mode on
the ground under my supervision, and accurately and correctly represents
the points platted thereon, and is in conformcmce with the State of
Idaho Code relating to plots and s1.neys.

I, the undersigned, County Surveyor, in and for Ada County. Idaho. do
hereby certify that I hove checked this plot and that it complies with
the State of Idaho Code relating to plots ond surveys.

Thence leaving the centerline of the Teed lateral, NOO'D0'04~E. 497.81 feet along the westerly boundary of said Section
14 to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
Comprising 32.33 acres, more or less.

The public streets shown on this plot are hereby dedicated to the public; the easements shown on this plot are not
dedicated to the public, but
the plat, and for any other
of said eosements. The lots
City of Kuna hos agreed in
IN WITNESS WHEREOF:

the right to used said easements is hereby reserved for the uses specifically depicted on
purposes designated hereon, and no permanent structures ore to be erected within the lines
within this subdivision ore eligible to receive water service from the City of Kuna; and the
writing to serve all of the lots within this subdivision.

We hove hereunto set our hands.

Approval of Central District Health
Department

---- ,;I., lo~
~

~
12. ~~£s/lf/t>7
8.
7
O<iniel

Certificate of County Treasurer

Zillner

Date

o~~--~" ';ZdJ,,.... , ~1o~
J~~-L~

I, the undersigned, County Treosurer in and for the County of Ado, State
of Idaho, per requirements of Idaho Code 50-1308, do hereby certify
that any and au current and/or delinquent county property taxes for the
property included in this proposed subdivision hove been paid in full.
This certificate is valid for the nerl thirty {30) days only.

Sanitary restrictions as required by Idaho Code, TIUe 50, Chapter 1J
have been satisfied according to the letter to be reod on file with the
County Recorder or his agent li~ting the conditions of approval. Sanitary
restrictions my be re-imposed, in accordance with Section 50-1326,
ldoho Code, by the issuance of a certificate of disapproval.

. . •...#':'.·: ' ·~:· ···,
~ g e : , . I '"~ \s\
t:'$'/?
1
·-..;.>1, ...

Central District Health Oepartme~t~ EHS l IV f '

Acknowledgment
State of Idaho)
),,.
County of Ado)

.kl

·.........

··

J

~·····\~/

Dote

Certificate of County Recorder
Stote of ldoho~s.

/Q 1/50 US--

I hereby certjY that.. this instrument was filed

request of

J'i.,-L __ ,

On this
day of _
in the year of 2007, before me the undarsigned, a Notary Pub~c in and for said
state, personally a p p e a ~ J. Mason, known or identified to me to be th.e manager of Goliono, UC: ~e .limited
liability company that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of so,d hmited
liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the some.

Instrument No.

County of Ado)

~

£.,.,._,~

at - ~ minutes post

this

5:,4

day of

---A-

o'clock

[Uw .. 1,.,,/

in my office, and was recorded in Book _

pz;,,aJ:SfL_,

at
Fee:

through

_111-:
0~-7·

at

the

eu.,

, 2007,

_j!t_ of Plots

f.1.1:U.

A--------

Notary Public for Idaho
:;sig:~~s!!seEx~1~~

ljl/rl"!!./fl,.!"'L!~L---1~~5'_:~.,_-

•

....-..-.

Ex-Offtcio Recorder

!~!En~~?rv~!!~~!?;·
5505 W. Frankhn Rd Bo,se, Id. 83705
(208) 343,.3381
Galiano Estates

Subdivision
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 43.00
BOISE IDAHO 05/08/2012
11 :01 AM

12

DEPUTY Che Fowler

ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED - DO NOT
REMOVE THE COUNTY STAMPED FIRST
PAGE AS IT IS NOW INCORPORATED AS
PART OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT.

Slmpllffle Electronic Recording
RECORDED-REQUEST OF

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 HI 1111

PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA C

112043195

When recorded, please return to:
Scott A. Tschirgi
209 W. Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantor"), hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose current
address is 6152 W. Half Moon Ln. Eagle, ID 83616, (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantee") all
of Grantor's right title and interest in and to the real property legally d~cribed on Exhibit A,
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (hereinafter referred to as the ''Premises").
TOGETHER WITH all water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
rights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, remainder and
remajnders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity.
TO HAVE AND TO HOW the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successors, heirs and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and will be prorated
between Grantor and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit B, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (all such matters are
referred to herein collectively as ""Permitted Exceptions").

TITLEONE0181

000136

AND Grantor does hereby covenant to and with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grantor is owner in fee simple of the Premises; that Grantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions; that Grantor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee or its heirs or assigns, execute any instrument necessary for the
further assurance of the title to the Premises that may be reasonably required.

t13-

DATED effective as oftheLday of May, 2012.

GRANTOR:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

By:

~~-

Name: EdwardJ.i"~
Its:
Manager:5 • ~

State of Idaho

-tt j~

County of.,,(;O.l#kl

)

) S.S.
)

On this[~ay of May, in the year of 2012, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward~ Mason, known or identified to me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, who subscribed his name to the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.

TITLEONE0182
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EXHIBIT A

Lot~ 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, JO, 11, 15 and 18 in Block I; Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, !O, JI. 12, 14, 15. 16, 17 and 18 in
Block 5; Lots 3, 4. 5, 6, 10. 11. 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lots I, 2, 3 and 5 in Block 7; Lots 3, 4. 5 and 6 in Block 8 of, Galiano
Estates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TITLEONE0183
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EXHIBITB
Pennitted Exceptions

TITLEONE0184
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Reference No.:

File No.: 501056

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.

2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the pub) ic records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.

6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
7.
Special Exceptions:
53. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.

54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.
55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
(208) 922-5989
Fax:
56. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System

57. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
March 26, 1948
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536

58. An easement containing certain tenns, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
May 24, 1996
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006

Page 14 of23
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59. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for

the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
Rerecorded:
June l, 2004
Instrument No.:
104068411

60. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Name of Plat:
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
61. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
62. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108 l 29452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot I in Block 4
63. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises,
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot I in Block I and Lot 1 in Block 4
64. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
65. Right. title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006- J
Recorded:
February 19. 20 I 2
Instrument No.:
110032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004519
Lot 2 in Block I
Affects:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004520
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block l
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004521
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004523
Lot 9 in Block 1
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amow,t:
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004526
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004527
Instrument No.:
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lot I 8 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004528
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004534
Lot 6 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004535
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004536
Lot 8 in Block 5

ALTA CommitmentFonn 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004537
Lot 9 in Block S
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004538
Affects:
Lot JO in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004540
Lot l2 in Block 5
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
11200454 I
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
T ot 11', in Blnrk-,;
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:
Lot 17 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12004545
Affects:
Lot 18 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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•
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004546
Lot 2 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
- Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded: ·
January 17, 2012
112004549
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004551
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.7.5
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004553
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004554
Affects:
Lot IO in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012

112004555

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lotll in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l l 2004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004560
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
11200456 I
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January i7, 2.012
Instrument No.:
112004562
Lot 5 in Block 7
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004564
Lot 4 in Block 8
Affects:
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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••
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004566
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8
68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner
Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
Instrument No.: 112041308
End of Exceptions
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Eagle Law center

5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorney for Plaintiffs

l
2

3
4

7

AMOUNT 19.00

Ill lllllll II113070951
IIIIIIIll 111111111111111
JUNO 5 2013

OHRIITOPMIII g, PIIC~1 Clertc
Dr ANNAMMIII MIYIA
DIP.Uf¥

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

8
9

IO

11

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,

13

v.

14

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (flea RBC Centura Banlc, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does 1-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

15
16

17
18

19
20

Case No.

CV OC 131 0 112
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS

Plaintiffs,

12

21

Defendants,

22
23

4

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

24

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as ''Plaintiffs") hereby gives

25
notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled court by Plaintiff and against Defendants
26
NOTICE OF LJS PENDENS - I -
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TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
(flea Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (flea RBC Centura

4

Banlc, aka PNC Banlc), a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

s

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California Corporation),

6

and John Does I-X, unknown Individuals and/or companies, and (which entities or individuals are

7

unknown at this time), regarding the following described property located in Ada County, Idaho,

8

commonly known as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

12783, records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township
2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Comer of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which is also the Centerline of
Ten Mile Road South 00°00'0411 West (Record South 00°00'1711 West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said
point is located South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also
said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'5611 East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel line South 01°04'12 11 West (Record South 01°04'25 11
West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33 11 West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by an iron pin;
thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25 11 West) 662.27 feet to a point on the East-West Center
of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East-West Center of
Section line of said Section 14 South 89°56'28 11 West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a
point on the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
North 33°24'1011 West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49.70 feet, whose central angle
is 37°57'5211 and whose long chord bears North 14°25'1411 West (Record North 14°25'01" West)
48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55 11 East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'4 l" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
60°25'34" and whose long chord bears North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48
feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31'40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS • 2 •
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2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
13

North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45 11 West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'1411 West (Record North 61°53'01 11 West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01 11 West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle
is 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'4011 West (Record South 73'14'53 11 West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'0911 West (Record South 64°36'22 11 West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41'44" West (Record South 58°41'57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'5011 West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said
section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81
feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
EXCEPT,
A parcel of land being located in the South Haif of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2

North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest comer of said Section 14; thence
along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04 West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04"
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter of said Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'04 West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North 58°41 '44" East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'09" East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'09" East
99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 120.00 feet, a
central angle of 42°37'50 11 , a chord bearing of South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of
87.24 feet; South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet; South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet; South 65°30'58 11 East
151.58 feet; South 67°25'06 11 East 96.23 feet; South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'2611 East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEG~ING; thence
North 27°28'27 East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'4411 East 72.83 feet; thence
7. 91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance ot7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'1611 East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'4711 West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of
22°05'03 11 , a chord bearing of South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'2611 West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
11

11

14
15
16
17
18
19

11

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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.DATED This3"d_ day of June, 2013.

3

4

Attorneys for Plaih
David M. Fogg, ISB #7610
Attorney for Plaintiff

s
6

7

.

-1.uie...

_, I

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this~ day of ~013.

8
9

Jttd
·~

'I~

10

~~lidb:ii: ~

11

MyCommiMion expires:

12
13
14
IS
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24

25

26
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5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAOLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorney for Plaintiffs

2

3
4

7

113095115

JUND 5 2013
CHRIIT'OPHIA D, flll01 Cltrk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

8

9

10
11

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAOLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,

12

v.

14
15

mLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY {flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, {flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAOO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation {flea Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does 1-X,
unknown InclividuaJs and/or companies,

17
18
19
20

Case No.

CV OC 1310112

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS

Plaintiffs,

13

16

21

Defendants,

22
23

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

24
an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") hereby gives

2S
26

4

~~w~A:::~:bl:~55 AM Ill lllllll\l \111111111111111111111111
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
MlckYsuna

1

AMOUNT 19.00

notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled court by Plaintiff and against Defendants
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TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY

2

(flea Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow. Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,

3

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (flea RBC Centura

4

Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

s

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insumnce Company, a California Corporation),

6

and Jolm Does 1-:X, unknown Individuals and/or companies, and (which entities or individuals are

7

unknown at this time), regarding the following described property located in Ada County, Idaho,

8

commonly known as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through

9

12783, records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:

10
11

A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township
2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho. more particularly described as follows:

12

COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14. which is also the Centerline of
13 Ten Mile Road South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said
point is located South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 7S.OO feet from an iron pin
14 marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also
said point being the POINT OF BEGINNJNG; thence
1S along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
16 Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°S6'S6" East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel tine South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'2S"
17 West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet.to a point marked by an iron pin;
18 thence
South 01°04'1211 West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the East-West Center
19 of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East-West Center of
Section tine of said Section 14 South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a
20 point on the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
21 North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'5711 West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the ript whose radius is 7S.OO feet, whose length is 49.70 feet, whose central angle
22 is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West)
23 48. 79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" Bast (Record North 04°33'S5" East) l 70.S3 feet to a point; thence
24 North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'S411 Bast) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose lenath is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
2S 60°2S'34" and whose Iona chord bears North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 7S.48
feet to a point; thence
26 North S6°31'S3" West (Record North S6°31'40" West) S1.69 feet to a point; thence
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS • 2 •
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North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53 11 West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle
is 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41'4411 West (Record South 58°41 'S711 West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°S3'5011 West (Record South 89°S4'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said
section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'1711 East) 497.81
feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
EXCEPT,
A parcel of land being located in the South Haif of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest comer of said Section 14; thence
along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04"
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter ofsaid Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'0411 West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50 11 East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North 58°41 '4411 East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'0911 East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'4011 East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'0911 East
99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 120.00 feet, a
central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of
87.24 feet; South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet; South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet; South 6S0 30'58" East
151.58 feet; South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet; South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'2611 East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South S0°02'1611 East 15.20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of
22°05'03 ", a chord bearing of South 06°00' 1S" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

26
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.DATED ThisZt-J. day of June, 2013.
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David M. Fogg, ISB #7610
Attorney for Plaintiff'
I
-,
J
~e...
before me on this~day of ~013.
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ROSlding at'J(V,'$II
My Commission expires:
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Mick Ysursa ISB # 8371
1 EAGLE LAW CENTER
2 1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle,
Idaho 83616
3
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
4 Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: mick@EagleLawCenter.com

AU3 2 6 20,3
CHrtlSTCPHER 0. RICH C' rk
By ANNAMARIE MEYER

i8

DEPU'IY

ADA COUNTY RECOIIDER CbrllfDpbar D. RIii!
IDIIE IDAHO 08/28/13 12:20 PM"

i:~E:~~t~:r OF
Mick YIUne

AMOUNT 34 00

'

Ill IHlllllllllllllllllf
llllllll Ill
113097443

5

Attorney for Plaintiffs
6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

7

8
9

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
1o EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,
11
Plaintiffs,
12

Case No. CV OC 1310112
AMENDED NOTICE OF
LISPENDENS

v.
13
14
15

16

17
18
19

20

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), and John Does 1-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants,

21
22
23

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

24

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs'') hereby gives

25

notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled court by Plaintiff and against Defendants

26

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
NOTICE OF US PENDENS - 1 -

g

COLs>V
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1

(flea Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,

2

ALLIANCE TfilE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (flea RBC Centura

3

Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TfilE INSURANCE COMPANY,

4

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California Corporation), and

5

John Does 1-X, unknown Individuals and/or companies, and (which entities or individuals are unknown

6

at this time), regarding the following described property located in Ada County, Idaho, commonly

7

known as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783,

8

records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:

9
10

11

1. Parcel# R3023310010; LOT 01 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel

B. Zillner and addressed as 1534 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

2. Parcel# R3023310020; LOT 02 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Craig
Olin Toth and addressed as 1496 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

3. Parcel# R3023310035; Par #0035 W'LY Por Lot 3 BLK I of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Rhett Smith and addressed as 1464 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
4. Parcel# R3023310045; LOT 4 & E'LY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Sharon Fischer and addressed as 1432 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
5. Parcel# R3023310050; LOT 05 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Jennifer
N. Wardle and addressed as 1370 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
6. Parcel# R3023310060; LOT 06 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1438 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
7. Parcel # R3023310070; LOT 07 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Judith
B. Titus and addressed as 1316 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
8. Parcel# R3023310080; LOT 08 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Steven
C. Cavanaugh and addressed as 1284 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
9. Parcel# R3023310090; LOT 09 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1262 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

10. Parcel# R3023310100; LOT 10 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1240 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

11. Parcel# R3023310110; LOT 11 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Richard
R. Buch and addressed as 1218 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 2 -
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12. Parcel# R3023310120; LOT 12 BLK 01 of the Oaliano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
Thomas and addressed as 1176 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
13. Parcel# R3023310130; LOT 13 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
14. Parcel# R3023310140; LOT 14 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Kevin
M. Ray and addressed as 1154 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
15. Parcel# R3023310150; LOT 15 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Penelope
E. Sheldon and addressed as 2642 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

7

8

9

10
11

16. Parcel# R3023310160; LOT 16 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Wade
Palmer and addressed as 2610 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
17. Parcel# R3023310170; LOT 17 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Chad S.
Ewing and addressed as 2578 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
18. Parcel# R3023310180; LOT 18 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2556 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13
14
15
16
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19
20
21
22

23
24

19. Parcel# R3023310190; LOT 19 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Scott J.
Dowdy and addressed as 2534 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
20. Parcel# R3023310200; LOT 01 BLK 02 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
21. Parcel# R3023310210; LOT 1 BLK 03 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
22. Parcel# R3023310220; LOT 01 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1535 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
23. Parcel# R3023310230; LOT 02 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2575 N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
24. Parcel # R3023310240; LOT 03 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2SS3 N. Morning Star Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
25. Parcel# R30233102SO; LOT 04 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
26. Parcel# R3023310260; LOT 01 BLK OS of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. md addressed as 1441 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25

26

27. Parcel# R3023310270; LOT 02 BLK OS of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to James
Munson Life Estate and addressed as 1369 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
NOTICE OF US PBNDENS • 3 •
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28. Parcel# R3023310280; LOT 03 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1347 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
29. Parcel# R3023310290; LOT 04 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1315 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
30. Parcel# R3023310300; LOT 05 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1273 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
31. Parcel# R3023310310; LOT 06 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1251 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

7

8
9

10

II

32. Parcel# R3023310320; LOT 07 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1219 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
33. Parcel# R3023310330; LOT 08 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1175 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
34. Parcel# R3023310340; LOT 09 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1153 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13

14
15
16
17
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35. Parcel# R3023310350; LOT 10 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2567 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
36. Parcel# R3023310360; LOT 11 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2535 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
37. Parcel# R3023310370; LOT 12 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1192 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
38. Parcel# R3023310380; LOT 13 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
39. Parcel# R3023310390; LOT 14 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1224 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

20
21
22
23
24

40. Parcel# R3023310400; LOT 15 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1256 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
41. Parcel# R3023310410; LOT 16 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1288 W. Oak Tree, Kuna, ID, 83634.
42. Parcel # R3023310420; LOT 17 BLK OS of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1340 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

43. Parcel# R3023310430; LOT 18 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
NOTICE OF US PENDENS - 4 -
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44. Parcel# R3023310440; LOT 01 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
45. Parcel# R3023310450; LOT 02 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Janice
M. Rudeen Revocable Trust and addressed as 1407 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
46. Parcel # R3023310460; LOT 03 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1385 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
47. Parcel# R3023310470; LOT 04 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1363 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

7

8
9

10
11

48. Parcel # R3023310480; LOT 05 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Todd
Blankenship and addressed as 1341 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
49. Parcel# R3023310490; LOT 06 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Donna
M. Cooknell and addressed as 1329 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
50. Parcel # R30233 l 0500; LOT 07 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1277 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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51. Parcel# R3023310510; LOT 08 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1245 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
52. Parcel # R3023310520; LOT 09 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 2457 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
53. Parcel# R3023310530; LOT 10 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2435 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
54. Parcel# R3023310540; LOT 11 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 2371 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
55. Parcel# R3023310550; LOT 12 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
56. Parcel# R3023310560; LOT 13 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Ron

Paynter and addressed as 1289 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
57. Parcel# R3023310570; LOT 14 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1247 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
58. Parcel # R30233 l 0580; LOT 15 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1185 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
59. Parcel# R3023310590; LOT 16 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, m, 83634.

NOTICE OF US PENDENS - S -
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60. Parcel# R3023310600; LOT 01 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2451 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
61. Parcel# R3023310610; LOT 02 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2429 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
62. Parcel # R3023310620; LOT 03 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2407 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

63. Parcel# R3023310630; LOT 04 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
64. Parcel # R3023310640; LOT 05 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2424 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
65. Parcel# R3023310650; LOT 06 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Doris
McArthur and addressed as 2446 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
66. Parcel# R3023310660; LOT 01 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
67. Parcel# R3023310670; LOT 02 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Bonnie
L. Davis and addressed as 2462 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

13
14
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68. Parcel# R3023310680; LOT 03 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to William
Marshall and addressed as 2440 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
69. Parcel# R3023310690; LOT 04 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2428 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
70. Parcel # R3023310700; LOT 05 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Michael
Nunan and addressed as 2376 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

18
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71. Parcel# R3023310710; LOT 06 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2352 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
72. Parcel# R3023310720; LOT 07 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Raliegh
D. Moore Jr. and addressed as 2330 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
73. Parcel # R3023310730; LOT 08 BLK 008 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.
74. Parcel# R3023310740; LOT 01 BLK 09 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
A parcel ofland being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows:

26
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COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Comer of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which is also the Centerline of Ten
Mile Road South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17 11 West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point is
located South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17 11 West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the
Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also said point being
the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56 11 East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel line South 01 °04'12 11 West (Record South 01 °04'25"
West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by an iron pin;
thence
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25 11 West) 662.27 feet to a point on the East-West Center
of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East-West Center of Section
line of said Section 14 South 89°56'28 11 West (Record South 89°56'41 11 West) 584.98 feet to a point on
the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49. 70 feet, whose central angle is
37°57'5211 and whose long chord bears North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25101" West) 48.79
feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33 155 11 East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41 11 East (Record North 03°53 15411 East) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
60°25'34" and whose long chord bears North 26°19'06 11 West (Record North 26°18153" West) 75.48
feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53 11 West (Record North 56°31 140" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'0611 West (Record North 67°24153 11 West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30145" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61 °53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle is
42°37'50" and whose long chord bears North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09 11 West (Record South 77°42'22 11 West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'4011 West (Record South 73 114'53 11 West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09 11 West (Record South 64°36122 11 West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 14411 West (Record South 58°41 157" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03 11 West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said
section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet
to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

23
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A parcel ofland being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest comer of said Section 14; thence
along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04"
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter of said Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'04 11 West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50 11 East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North S8°41 '44" East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'09" East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'40 11 East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'09" East
99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of120.00 feet, a central
angle of 42°37 15011 , a chord bearing of South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87 .24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet; South 61 °53'14 11 East 58.79 feet; South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet; South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 83 °42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle
of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47 11 West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of
22°05'03 ", a chord bearing of South 06°00' 15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING..

.DATED This 26th day of August, 2013.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this 26th day of August, 2013.
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3
Notary Public f?{ 1$ialj9 ,
Residing at ,: 1, ,. ·tt-.. "
, ;
My Commis~ion expires: ......,:....
.J=-_-:-~..:..i._:."'_,_ _
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1859498_1

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("'TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of its
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens.
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INTRODUCTION

A lis pendens is only appropriate in an action "affecting the title or the right to possession
of real property." The lis pendens filed by Plaintiffs in the present case should be quashed
because:
1.

Out of nine counts, eight are for damages and only the fraud count even mentions
avoidance of a reconveyance, yet no such relief is sought in the prayer;

2.

The fraud count is subject to dismissal as not specifically plead;

3.

None of the parties named have any ownership interest in the property and the
non-parties who do own are protected as bona fide purchasers who relied on the
effectiveness of the reconveyance; and

4.

At its core, this action is simply about money, an obligation the security for which
in the form of a deed of trust was allegedly released, and thus does not affect real
property.
BACKGROUND

Plaintiffs commenced this action on June 5, 2013, against TitleOne, Fidelity National
Title Company ("Fidelity"), Alliance Title & Escrow ("Alliance"), RBC Bank ("RBC"), and
Chicago Title Insurance Company ("Chicago Title"), seeking damages arising from an allegedly
improper reconveyance of certain real property located in Kuna, Idaho, commonly known as
Galiano Subdivision (the "Property").
In 2006, Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Galiano"), was developing a
29.63 acre parcel of real property located in Kuna, Idaho commonly referred to as Galiano
Subdivision (the "Property" or the "Subdivision"). 1 On or about November 17, 2006, Defendant

Complaint 115. For purposes of this Motion to Quash, the allegations in the Complaint are taken as true
unless otherwise identified as a disputed fact herein. TitleOne, of course, reserves the right to challenge the
accuracy of those allegations in the due course of this litigation.
1
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RBC loaned Galiano approximately $1.2 million dollars to develop the Property (the "RBC
Loan") and RBC recorded a Deed of Trust against the Property to secure the RBC Loan (the
"RBC Deed of Trust"). 2
In addition the RBC Loan, Galiano also obtained a loan from Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("EEF"), in the amount of $725,000 to develop the
Property (the "EEF Loan"). 3 The EEF Loan was also secured by a by a deed of trust on the
Property (the "EEF Deed of Trust"). 4 The transaction between EEF and Galiano was closed by
Defendant Alliance Title on November 17, 2006. 5 At that time, Defendant Alliance Title
provided EEF with an Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title Insurance that was issued by
Ticor Title Insurance Company in the amount of $800,000.00 insuring that the EEF Deed of
Trust was in second position behind the RBC Deed of Trust (the "Title Policy"). 6
The EEF Note and related documents (collectively, the "EEF Loan Documents"),
required that EEF execute reconveyance documents as each lot in the Subdivision that was sold. 7
Defendant Fidelity prepared and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold and
EEF executed re-conveyance documents for each lot that was sold through December 2011. 8
During 2012, Plaintiffs were in communication with Galiano, but were not asked to re-convey
any lots in the Subdivision. 9

2

Complaint ,r 15.

3

Complaint ,r 16.

4

Complaint ,r 16.

5

Complaint ,r 17.

6

Complaint ,r 17, Exhibit B to Complaint.

7

Complaint ,r 18.

8

Complaint ,r 18.

9

Complaint ,r 18.
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On or about March 2011, Galiano told Plaintiffs that they had not made payments to
Defendant RBC in 2011 or 2012 and that Defendant RBC was going to foreclose the RBC Deed
of Trust or take other similar action. 10 Approximately two years later, in early 2013, Plaintiffs,
having noticed new activity on the Property, contacted Galiano and Defendant Fidelity regarding
the activity. 11 Defendant Fidelity informed Plaintiffs that Defendant TitleOne was the successor
trustee and Galiano told Plaintiffs that Defendant RBC has sold the Property and that Defendant
TitleOne executed a reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust with Plaintiffs knowledge or
consent. 12
On May 5, 2012, Galiano conveyed the balance of the Property that had not otherwise
been previously transferred to third parties prior to that time to DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company ("DAS"). 13 DAS, in turn, has conveyed most, if not all, of the portion
of the Property it acquired to a third-party builder who, in turn, has built homes on certain of
those lots and conveyed the given lot to the purchase of the home. 14
Plaintiffs' filed the instant action against on June 5, 2013. In their Complaint, Plaintiffs
assert the following nine theories of relief: (1) breach of contract, (2) bad faith, (3) negligence,
(4) violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, (5) fraud and fraudulent conveyance, (6)
collusion to defraud, (7) conversion, (8) unjust enrichment, and (9) tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage.

°Complaint ,r,r 19-20.

1

11

Complaint ,r 21.

12

Complaint ,r,r 21-24.

13

See Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan filed contemporaneously herewith ("McFaddan Aff.") ,r 4.

14

McFaddan Aff. ,r 5.
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Contemporaneous with the filing of the Complaint, Plaintiffs recorded a Notice of Lis
Pendens against the Property with the Ada County Recorder's Office, which was recorded as

Instrument No. 113070951 (the "First Lis Pendens). Thereafter, on August 26, 2013, Plaintiffs'
recorded an Amended Notice of Lis Pendens against the Property, which was recorded as
Instrument No. 113097443 (the "Second Lis Pendens"). Additionally, on August 26, 2013, the
Plaintiffs filed a Second Amended Notice of Lis Pendens with the Court, which does not yet
appear to have been recorded (the "Third Lis Pendens"). The First Lis Pendens, Second Lis
Pendens, Third Lis Pendens, and any other lis pendens filed or recorded by Plaintiffs may be

collectively referred to herein as the "Lis Pendens."
For the reasons set forth herein, Plaintiffs' Lis Pendens filed against the Property should
be quashed because Plaintiffs' lawsuit does not "affect the title or the right of possession of real
property" as required under Idaho Code§ 5-505.
ARGUMENT

A.

1DAHOLISPENDENSSTATUTE

Idaho Code § 5-505 states, in relevant part:
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real
property, the plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint ... may
file for record with the recorder of the county in which the property
or some part thereof is situated, a notice of the pendency of the
action, containing the names of the parties, the object of the action
or defense, and a description of the property in that county affected
thereby.
(Emphasis in bold added.) This statute only allows lis pendens in "an action affecting the title or
the right of possession of real property." In other words, if the action does not involve a claim
affecting title or possession of real property, a !is pendens is not authorized by statute and,
therefore, should be removed. A court has discretion to quash a lis pendens when it is clear that
the underlying lawsuit does not affect the title or right to possession of real property.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH - 5
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Recognizing the practical effect of a !is pendens is a cloud on the title to the property, the Idaho
Supreme Court has upheld the quashing of a !is pendens before where it appears the doctrine is
wholly inapplicable:
Formal notice of !is pendens have operated in the nature of
recorded liens on petitioner's property. Yet it is clear from the
record that none of the property which has been so encumbered is
involved in the actions against the petitioners. Under such
circumstance, the doctrine of !is pendens is wholly inapplicable.
I.R.C.P. 5-505. Thus, both the liens and !is pendens have been
dissolved and order expunged from the record.
See Eisman v. Miller, 101 Idaho 692, 619 P.2d 1145 (1980); see also White v. Wensauer, 702
P.2d 15 (Ok. 1985)("Because the doctrine of !is pendens is derived from the notions of commonlaw and equity jurisprudence, rather than from statute, it is subject to equitable principles. If the
operation of !is pendens should prove harsh or arbitrary in some particular instance, equity can
and should refuse to give it affect. In the exercise of its power to remove a cloud on one's
property, equity can and should cancel, release and discharge notice of !is pendens which must
otherwise be binding.").
1. PLAINTIFFS' LAWSUIT DOES NOT AFFECT TITLE TO REAL PROPERTY

In eight of the nine counts asserted by Plaintiffs in their Complaint, Plaintiffs, as claimed
in each of those counts and in their prayer for relief, are seeking compensatory damages,
damages for "economic losses" of at least $2 million dollars and other general and special
damages. 15 In Count V of their Complaint for Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance, Plaintiffs do
allege that they are entitled to "avoidance of the conveyance," but that is the only place
throughout their Complaint where they seek avoidance or similar relief and, notably, do not
identify that they are seeking avoidance of the reconveyance in their prayer for relief. 16

15

Complaint p. 13 ,, 2-4.

16

Complaint , 70.
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Contemporaneous with the filing of this Motion to Quash, TitleOne has also filed a
Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint.

As outlined in its Motion to Dismiss, TitleOne

believes that Plaintiffs' fraud claim is subject to dismissal because Plaintiffs (1) have failed to
plead fraud with the requisite particularity, (2) cannot maintain a fraud claim predicated on a
violation of an alleged crime under the Idaho Criminal Code, and (3) are not entitled to
"avoidance of the conveyance" of the EEF Deed of Trust because none of the named Defendants
currently hold title to the real property and Plaintiffs have not otherwise sued the current owners
of the Property.

The outcome of TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss will result in one of two

outcomes: (1) the Court dismisses Plaintiffs' fraud claim and the remaining claims, if any, are
claims for money damages or (2) the Court finds that Plaintiffs have stated a fraud claim and the
fraud claim remains part of the action along with those claims for money damages, if any, that
survive the motion to dismiss.
While either of these outcomes is not necessarily controlling of the !is pendens analysis
with respect to the Property (as discussed below), the analysis is significantly simplified if the
Court dismisses Plaintiffs' fraud claim because that is the only claim that seeks avoidance of the
conveyance and comes anywhere close to affecting title to the real property. If Plaintiffs' fraud
claim is dismissed, Plaintiffs clearly do not have any basis to maintain a /is pendens under Idaho
Code § 5-505 because their remaining claims merely seek monetary damages, which clearly do
not "affect title or the right of possession to real property" and, therefore, will not support a /is
pendens. 17 Therefore, if the Court dismisses Plaintiffs' fraud claim, then the Court shall also

quash Plaintiffs' /is pendens since the only remaining claims will be for money damages.

17

See, e.g., 51 Am.Jur.2d Lis Pendens § 28 (2000) (stating that "where the primary purpose ofa lawsuit is
to recover money damages and the action does not directly affect the title to or the right of possession of real
property, the filing ofa notice oflis pendens is inappropriate"); Stephens v. Huie, 37 So.3d 776, 779 (Ala. Civ. App.
2009) ("The doctrine of lis pendens has no application when the action involved seeks the recovery of a money
judgment"); Medina Gen. Hosp. v. Lackey, 2002 Ohio 755 (Ohio Ct. App. Feb. 20, 2002) (noting that the doctrine of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH - 7
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Alternatively, in the event the Court finds that Plaintiffs' fraud claim survives, the
doctrine of /is pendens still has no application because (1) the Plaintiffs do not have the persons
who currently own the Property before the Court to be entitled to "avoidance of the conveyance"
and the action, therefore, cannot affect title to real property, and (2) the Plaintiffs' action is, in
substance, an action for monetary damages with a "constructive trust" claim appended.
2. ACTION CANNOT AFFECT TITLE TO THE PROPERTY BECAUSE CURRENT OWNERS
OF PROPERTY ARE NOT DEFENDANTS IN THE ACTION

One of the arguments TitleOne has advanced in support of its Motion to Dismiss
Plaintiffs' fraud claim is that Plaintiffs are not entitled to the "avoidance of the conveyance"
relief because Plaintiffs have failed to name the current owners of the Property as defendants in
this lawsuit. As noted above, Galiano, on May 5, 2012 (before this lawsuit was filed), conveyed
the balance of the Property that had not otherwise been previously transferred to third-parties
prior to that time to DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("DAS"). 18
DAS, in tum, has conveyed most, if not all, of the portion of the Property it acquired to a thirdparty builder who, in tum, built homes on the lots and conveyed them to the purchasers of the
homes. 19 Notably, however, Plaintiffs have not named DAS, the builder, and/or the current
homeowners as defendants in this proceeding. This is significant because it is likely that DAS,
the builder, and/or the homeowners are bona fide purchasers for value ("BFP") under Idaho
Code§ 55-606. Section 55-606 provides:
Every grant or conveyance of an estate in real property is
conclusive against the grantor, also against every one subsequently
claiming under him, except a purchaser or encumbrancer, who in

/is pendens is inapplicable in an action seeking merely a monetary judgment despite the fact that the cause of action
arose out of the property specified in the complaint).
·

,r 4.

18

McFaddan Aff.

19

McFaddan Aff. ,r 5.
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good faith, and for a valuable consideration, acquires a title or lien
by an instrument or valid judgment lien that is first duly recorded.
Because Plaintiffs' First Lis Pendens was not recorded until June 5, 2013, which was over a year
after the conveyance from Galiano to DAS, it is likely that either DAS, the builder, or the
homeowners qualify as a BFP under § 55-606.

That being said, Plaintiffs cannot obtain

"avoidance of the conveyance" if they do not have those parties before the Court and the Court
can adjudicate whether those parties took the property free and clear under § 55-606. Thus, as
the case is currently postured, Plaintiffs cannot obtain avoidance relief (even if their fraud claim
survives TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss) because avoidance relief could only be granted with the
current owners of the Property before the Court and none of the named Defendants own any
portion of the Property. Therefore, this action cannot be said to affect the "title of real property"
and Plaintiffs' First, Second, and Third Lis Pendens should be quashed.
3. ACTION CANNOT AFFECT TITLE TO THE PROPERTY BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS' ACTION
IS, IN SUBSTANCE, AN ACTION FOR MONETARY DAMAGES

Alternatively, if the fraud claim survives TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss and the Court
believes that the appropriate parties are before the Court to order "avoidance of the conveyance,"
the Lis Pendens should nevertheless be quashed because Plaintiffs' action is, in substance, an
action for monetary damages. The "avoidance of the conveyance" relief Plaintiffs are seeking in
their fraud claim is, from a practical perspective, really a request for a constructive trust or
equitable lien on the Property because the conveyance, due to the sale of the lots to innocent
third parties, cannot actually be avoided or simply unwound. Thus, Plaintiffs' Complaint, in
essence, contains eight claims for monetary damages and one claim for equitable relief. Courts
in other jurisdictions have expunged /is pendens where the claims for relief, like the claims in the
instant case, were, in substance, claims for damages with a constructive trust claim.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH - 9
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For example, in Urez Corp. v. Superior Court, 190 Cal.App.3d 1141, 1143 (Ct. App. 2d
1987), three partners had formed a joint venture for the purpose of purchasing and developing a
parcel of land. The land was encumbered by a first and second deed of trust. Under the joint
venture agreement, two of the partners, Steve Gannon and Ronald Yates, agreed to pay amounts
owing under the first deed of trust. After the partnership defaulted, the first deed of trust was
foreclosed. At the foreclosure sale, the land was purchased by Ronald Yates, who had formed a
new corporation for the purpose of purchasing the land. Id at 1143-44. The lender on the
second deed of trust thereafter filed suit against Yates and his new corporation for ( 1) fraud and
deceit, (2) declaratory relief to determine the lender's rights to the land, and (3) imposition of a
constructive trust on the land seeking conveyance to himself of beneficial title to the land to
secure payment of monies due under the second deed of trust. Id. at 1144. He also recorded a !is

pendens against the land, which Yates and his new corporation sought to expunge. Id.
In granting the motion to expunge the !is pendens, the court noted, in relevant part:
It [this action] is essentially a fraud action seeking money damages
with additional allegations urged to support the equitable remedies
of a constructive trust or an equitable lien. Real party does not
claim any ownership or possessory interest in the subject property.

Rather, he seeks reinstatement or creation of a "beneficial"
interest in the property for the purpose of securing payment of
money owed him under his defunct second trust deed.
***
The issue is simply whether the action as pleaded is one that
affects title or possession of the subject property. Real party
[lender] argues that he seeks to impose his equitable claims on the
same property from which the underlying action arose . . . He
contends that he was a secured creditor prior to foreclosure and
what he seeks in this action is an interest in the subject property
that will reinstate this status. But the fact remains that this
purported interest does not go to legal title or possession of the
subject property. Even before foreclosure, real party was a

lienholder whose lien did not transfer any interest in title.
(Civ.Code, § 2888.)
He does not seek recission of the
foreclosure sale or conveyance of the subject property to
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH - 10
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himself. At bottom, the "beneficial" interest real party claims
in the subject property is for the purpose of securing a claim
for money damages. In our view allegation of this interest is
not an action affecting title or possession of real property.
We conclude, therefore, that allegations of equitable remedies,
even if colorable, will not support a lis pendens if, ultimately, those
allegations act only as a collateral means to collect money
damages.

Id. at 1149. (Emphasis in bold added.)
A similar conclusion was reached by the court in BGJ Associates, LLC v. Superior Court,
75 Cal.App.4th 952, 955 (Sup. Ct. 1999), wherein the plaintiffs alleged that their business
partners wrongfully acquired real property for themselves that the partnership had sought to
acquire. The complaint contained 11 causes of action and sought damages (for fraud and tort
theories) and a constructive trust. Id.

One of the issues before the court was whether the

plaintiffs were entitled to maintain a lis pendens on the property while they were electing
whether to proceed with the damage claims or the constructive trust claim. Id. at 971. In support
of their argument that they were entitled to maintain the Lis Pendens, Plaintiffs analogized that
their action was akin to an action for specific performance. The court rejected this argument and
ordered expungement of the lis pendens. Specifically, the court noted:
[I]n the specific performance analogies cited by plaintiffs, the
action was solely for specific performance. Plaintiffs' complaint
has 11 causes of action. Only the 10th and 11th causes of action
focus narrowly on imposition of a constructive trust. The other
causes of action seek compensatory and punitive damages on fraud
and tort theories, or a combination of compensatory and punitive
damages with imposition of a constructive trust.
*

**

The question presented is whether plaintiffs are entitled to
maintain a lis pendens on the property in the meantime [while
choosing between remedies] . . . . In determining this issue on a
case-by-case basis, the courts have been restrictive because of
well-known dangers that the lis pendens procedure can be abused

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH - 11
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to coerce a defendant to settle a claim. The courts have looked to
the substance of the dispute to determine whether it is "essentially"
a fraud action seeking money damages, with constructive trust
allegations "appended." In a case such as this where the
pleading combines theories of liability for monetary damages
and for a constructive trust, we hold that plaintiffs should not
be able to maintain a lis pendens. The danger is too great that a
lis pendens, which effectively renders the property unmarketable,
will have the coercive effects condemned by the cases.

Id (internal citations omitted)(emphasis in bold added); see also Campbell v. Superior Court,
132 Cal. App. 4th 904, 917 (Ct. App. Div. 4 Dist. 1 2005) (citing Urez and noting that even
where a claim undisputedly affects title to real property a lis pendens must be expunged where
plaintiff can be made whole by a monetary award). Cf Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor,
153 Idaho 73, 278 P.3d 943 (2012)(a !is pendens is merely "to provide constructive notice to
third parties that an action affecting title to real property is pending." I.C. § 5-505. Contrary to
the Maile's argument, it is not properly used as some kind oflien to insure payment. See, Yadon,
126 P.3d at 337 (finding the act of "recording a lis pendens ... as leverage to demand money,
property, or some advantage" to be a property basis for an abuse of process claim)).
In the instant case, Plaintiffs' request for "avoidance of the conveyance" is tantamount to
a request for a constructive trust or an equitable lien under Idaho law. See Snider v. Arnold, 153
Idaho 641, 644, 289 P.3d 43, 46 (2012)("A constructive trust arises when legal title to property
has been obtained through actual fraud, misrepresentations, concealments, taking advantage of
one's necessities, or under circumstances otherwise rendering it unconscionable for the holder of
legal title to retain beneficial interest in property."). Plaintiffs' "constructive trust" argument
fails because the substance of Plaintiffs' Complaint is one for money damages. Plaintiffs are
seeking money damages in eight out of the nine counts in their Complaint. Further, Plaintiffs
cannot obtain relief on the one count that seeks a constructive trust because they failed to name
the current owners of the Property as defendants.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH -
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..
performance, foreclosure or to enforce an easement; rather, at its essence, it is an action, like the
plaintiffs action in Urez, to recover monies due under an obligation that was secured by a deed
of trust. The EEF Deed of Trust merely secured an obligation for the payment of money. The
instant action is simply an action to collect the debt that was secured by the EEF Deed of Trust,
alleging that the real property would have been available to be sold to pay this debt, but for the
action of Defendants.

To borrow from BGJ, Plaintiffs' constructive trust claim is really

"appended" to their claims for damages and is included for the purpose of securing the payment
of money allegedly owed to them under the obligation secured by the EEF Deed of Trust. There
is no reason to believe that TitleOne or the other Defendants would not be financially capable to
pay any judgment awarded against them. Under these circumstances, the Lis Pendens should be
quashed.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Defendant TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court grant
TitleOne's Motion to Quash the Lis Pendens and instruct Plaintiffs that they are not allowed to
record further /is pendens against the Property.
DATED this 6th day of September, 2013.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Q~ee~-----Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 6th day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Facsimile: 938-9504
Counsel for Plaintiffs
Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (206) 223-4527
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

~and Delivery
Facsimile
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile
~ n i g h t Courier
· U.S. Mail
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·oR{GiNAL.
Erin M. Stines, ISB #8755
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101

3

(206) 224-6005

4

Erin.Stines@fo.f.com
Attorneys /or Defendants
Fidelity mu/ Chicago
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DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual; and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No.: CV-OC-1310112
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FIDELITY'S MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF ITS LIMITED JOINDER
IN TITLEONE'S MOTION TO DISMSIS

Plaintiffs,

10
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATION AL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC BANK, (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (fl<a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); and John Does I-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

I. RELIEF REQUESTED
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company and Chicago Title Insurance Company
(''Fidelity") submits the following Memorandum in Support of Fidelity's Limited Joinder in
Title011.e's Motion to Dismiss. Fidelity rewectfully moves the Court to dismiss all of

23
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Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity with prejudice, as the Plaintiffs cannot prove any set of facts
1

in support of a claim against Fidelity.
II. FACTS

2

In seeking to maintain a breach of contract claim and related claim of bad faith against

3

4

Fidelity, Plaintiffs rely exclusively on the terms of a lender's Policy of Title Insurance
("Policy"), dated November 17, 2006. Complaint at ~17, Exhibit B. The Policy was issued by

5
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp and underwritten by Fidelitf s Ticor Title Insui-ance brand.
6
7

Complaint at ~17. The Policy and its attached Endorsements detail Eagle Equity Fund, LLC's
coverage and exclusions from coverage. Complaint at 115, 17.

8

Plaintiffs specifically allege that four years afte.r Fidelity issued the Policy, on January

9

25, 2010, TitleOne executed a Reconveyance of Trust Deed ("Reconveyance"). 1 Complaint at

10

122. Plaintiffs complain that TitleOne 1 s Reconveyance was recorded without their knowledge

11

01·

consent and that the Reconveyance was wrongful because Eagle Equity's loan had not yet

been satisfied. Complaint at ~22. According to Plaintiffs, Fidelity breached the terms of the
12

Policy "by failing to ensure that Plaintiffs' real property rights were protected.'' Complaint at
13

135. Plaintiffs futther complain that Fidelity ''as trustee" breached the terms of the Policy

14

when it "failed to notify Plaintiffs and wrongfully conveyed the Property." Complaint at 137.

15

Plaintiffs, however, in making these bare allegations, do not point to any specific term of the

16

Policy that was breached by Fidelity.
Also absent from Plaintiffs' Complaint is any specific allegation that Fidelity was

17

18

contemporaneously aware of or TitleOne's act to reconvey Eagle Equitf s Deed of Trust.
Plaintiffs' Complaint is likewise void of any allegations that Fidelity participated in a scheme

19

or plan to wrongfuliy reconvey Eagle Equity's Deed of Trust. Plaintiffs do, however, concede

20

that Fidelity was not the trustee at the time TitleOne recorded the Reconveyance. Complaint

21

22
23

1 The

Reconvcyance at the center of Plainriffs' lawsuit is attached hereto ii$ Exl1tbtt A. As the Reconveyance is 11

document incorporated i11ro Plaintiffs' Complaint (See Complainr ~22) it may be considered in ruling on ii
Motion to Dismiss. Tayforv. McNichols, 149 ldl'lho 826, 833, 243 P.3d 642, 649 (2010).
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at 12 I. Rather, Plaintiffs allege that TitleOne was the trustee of record at that time the
Reconveyance was prepared, executed, and recorded. Complaint at ir21.
2

Without facts to suppoit the speculative notion that Fidelity was aware of the alleged

3

wrongful Reconveyance at the time it recorded, Plaintiffs loosely assert that Fidelity breached

4

the Policy that was issued four years before the Reconveyance recorded. Unfortunately for
Plaintiffs, however, Plaintiffs have no rights against Fidelity under the Policy for TitleOne's

5

allegedly unauthorized Reconveyance. The Reco1weyance is post-policy, and specifically
6

excluded under Exclusion §3(d) of the Policy.

7

All of Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity hinge on pure speculation and faulty contract

8

claims. For these reasons and the reasons explained below, Fidelity respectfully requests that

9

it be dismissed from this action.

III. STANDARD OF REVIEW

10

Idaho courts have long held that motions filed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil

11
12

13

14

Prncedure 12(b)(6) will be granted whenevei· it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff could
prove no set of facts in suppo11 of his claim which would entitle him to relief. Idaho Comm'n

on Human Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho 215,217, 506 P.2d 112, 114 (1973) (citing Srewart v.

15

Arringron Constr. Co., 92 Idaho 526, 446 P.2d 895 (1968); Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho

16

400, 353 P.2d 782 (1960)). Here, dismissal of Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity is required,

17

as there are no set of facts that Plaintiffs could prnve that would entitle them to relief.
IV. ARGUMENT

18

19

20
21

22

A.

Counts 1 and 2 - Fidelity did not Breach the Policy when TitlcOne Reconvcycd
Eagle Equity's Deed of Trust.
Fidelity did not breach the Policy when TitleOne executed a Reconveyance four years

afte1· the Policy issued. Plaintiffs' attempt to loosely align Fidelity with TitleOne in this
lawsuit is insufficient to establish a b1·each. Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity are rneritless.

23
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In Idaho, title insurance policies are governed by the same general rules and principles

of interpretation and construction as other insurance policies. Anderson v. Tille Ins. Co., 103

2
3

4
5
6
7

Idaho 875, 878, 655 P.2d 82, 85 (1982). The Anderson comt noted that the insurance
company had not purported to act as anything other than a title i11surance company and had
not assumed any duties in addition to that of issuing a policy of title. To fall outside the rule
of Anderson, it must be shown that the act(s) complained of was a direct result of duties
voluntarily assumed by Fidelity in addition to the mere contract to insure title. See also

Brown's Tie & Lumber Co. v. Chicago Tille Co. ofIdaho, 115 Idaho 56, 58-59, 764 P.2d 423,

8
425-26 (1988).

9

Consequently, to maintain a breach of contract claim or related claim for bad faith

10

under the Policy against Fidelity, Plaintiffs need to establish a breach of the duties assumed in
11

the Poli~. To this end, a title insurer does not guarantee the state of the title. Instead, a title
12

insurance policy is a contract of indemnity. As an indemnity agreement, the insurer agrees to
13
reimburse the insured for loss or damage sustained as a result of title pwblems, as long as
14

coverage for the damage incurred is not excluded from the policy. Anderson, 103 Idaho at
15

878; See also, Haines v. Old Republic Nat. Title Ins. Co., I 78 P.3d 1086 (Wyo. 2008).
16

Without pointing to any tem1 in the Policy that Fidelity breached, Plaintiffs leap to the

17
inexplicable conclusion that the allegedly Wl'Ongful Reconveyance triggered a breach on
18
Fidelity's behalf. Fidelity did not breach the Policy when TitleOne reconveyed Eagle Equity's
19
Deed of Trust, and there are no set of facts that Plaintiffs could prove that woi1Id entitle them
20

to relief. To the contrary, Exclusion §3(d) of the Policy specifically excludes from coverage
21

adverse claims that occur post-policy matters like the alleged wrnngt\11 Reconveyance.

22
Exclusion §3(d) of the Policy specifically provides that losses which arise by reason of
23
11 [

d]efects, liens, encumbl'ances, adverse claims or other matters . . . attaching or Cl'eated
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subsequent to the Date of Policy'.' are "expressly excluded from the coverage.'' Complaint,
Exhibit B. Plainly stated, the covernges in a title insurance policy are limited to matters which
2
3
4

s
6
7

8

9
10
11

exist on the date of the policy. Title defects arising after that date are not covered by the

policy. J. Bushnell Nielsen, aiithor of Title & 'Escrow Claims Gu;Je § 11 "82 (Foundation
Press 1996) succinctly explains the exclusion as follows:
The post-policy exclusion is at the heart of the nature of title insurance
coverage. The policy remains in effect as long as the insured owns the
property. The insured pays no renewal premium. However, anything that
happens to affect title after the insured obtains his or her interest in the
property is not covered by the policy) as confirmed in Exc.lusion §3(d),
Plaintiffs are bound by the Policy Exclusions. They do not allege to have paid a renewal of
the premium and Fidelity is not liable for anything that happens to affect title after the Policy
issued. And to the e:xtent that Plaintiffs may argue that Exclusion §3(d) is ambiguous or
cannot be fairly construed, the court should rely on the analysis in Chicago Title Ins. Co. v.

12

Cirizens and Southem Nat'/ Bank, 821 F.Supp. 1492, 1495 (N.D.Ga. 1993) which holds that
13

Exclusion §J(d) is unambiguous.

14

The recent case of Community Credit Union v. AmeriTitle & Abstract, Inc., 344 Wis.

15
2d 519, 822 N.W.2d 737 (2012) highlights the reach of Exclusion §3(d). In Communify Cred;1
16

Union, the court held that where insured had access to insured property at the date of the
17

policy pursuant to a temporary easement identified in the legal description of property,
18

insured's claim for lack of access based on expiration of that easement was a matter properly

19
exch1ded as attaching or created subsequent to the date of the policy. This decision ls

20
consistent with the nature of title insurance - its coverage and exclusions,
21

In this case, the insured - Eagle Equity - purchased the Policy in 2006, Four years

22
late1· it filed this lawsuit upon learning that TitleOne reconeyed a Deed of Trust securing real
23
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prope1ty. Fidelity has no responsibility under the Policy to Plaintiffs for TitleOne's acts.
l

There is no breach of the Policy and no bad faith.

2
3
4

5

Finally, there is no merit to the claim that Fidelity breached the Policy when it did not
notify the Plaintiffs that TitleOne·had replaced it as successor trustee. There is no provision in
the Policy that holds Fidelity responsible to Plaintiffs for failing to provide notice of this
nature. Post-policy notice of this kind is simply not a duty that Fidelity voluntarily assumed.

6
7

Without a bteach of the Policy, Plaintiffs cannot. establish a claim for bad faith. In fact,
all of Plaintiffs' remaining claims against Fidelity fall a\vay. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' alleged

8
breach of contract claim, claim for bad faith and all the other claims against Fidelity are

9
expressly excluded from coverage undel' the Policy.
IO

11

B.

Counts 3, 4, 5, 6, 71 8 and 9 - Should be Dismissed against Fidelity for the
same Reasons Stated above and for those Reasons Stated in TitlcOne's Motion to
Dismiss.

12
Fidelity joins in the arguments presented by TitleOne as to Plaintiffs' Counts 3
13
through 9. For the reasons Fidelity states above and for those reasons stated by TitleOne,
14
Plaintiffs' claims asseited under Counts 3 through 9 should be dismissed.
15

V. CONCLUSION
16

For all these reasons, Fidelity's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity
17

should be GRANTED, and all of Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity National Title Insurance
18

Company and Chicago Title Insurance Company should be DISMISSED with prejudice, and
19

without an award of attorneys' fees and costs to eithel' party.

20
21

22
23
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i 11 day of October, 2013.
FIDELITY NA TlONAL LAW GROUP

3

7

Eri1 . Stines, ISB #8755
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - 6111 Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle} WA 98101
(206) 224-6005
(206) 223ft4527 - FAX
Erin.Stines@fnf.com

8

Attonieys for Defemhmts
Fidelity mu/ Chicago

4

5
6

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
l
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

9

I hereby certify that on the date given below, I caused to be served the foregoing
document entitled FIDELITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ITS LIMITED

JOINDER IN TITLEONE'S MOTION TO DISMSIS on the following individuals in the
manner indicated below:
David M, Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eaglet Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
David@EaJJ;leLawCenter.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

DI U.S.MAIL

D
WI

10

11
12

13
14

I

LEGAL MESSENGER
(ABC Legal Services)
EMAIL
I
HAND DELIVERED J
X JU,XPR.ESS DELIVERy
OLEACSIMILE
I

Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB #S043
Angela M. Reed, ISB #7221
GIVENS PURSLEY
601 West Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 388-1200
(208) 388-1300-FAX
ted@givenspursley.com
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corp.

DI
I

I

DI U.S.MAIL

I

DI
[]JI

DI
[K]I
DI

LEGAL MESSENGER
(ABC Legal Services)
EMAIL
J
HAND DELIVERED I
EXPRESS DELIVERY
FACSIMILE

I
I

15

16
17
18

19

John C, Ward
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
(208) 345-2000
(208)385-5384-FAX
jcw@moffatt.com
Attorneys for PNC B(lnk, as successor in
Interest to RBC Ba11k

DI US.MAIL

DI

I

LEGAL MESSENGER
(ABC Le,gal Services)
[K]l_gMAIL
HAND DELIVERED
001 EXPRESS DELIVERY
FACSIMILE

DI
DI

20

I
J
I
I

21

SIGNED this 71h day of October, 2013, at Seattle, Washington.

22
23

~~l/1
Shbien L. Cross, Legal Assistant
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ADA COUNTY RlCORDtR J. DAVla NAVARRO

1.-H.~(~~~' l.'1\

AMOUHT 3.llO

IOISE IOAHO OV1l/lO 11;21 AM

Af'l:cr R.ocQrding Rctnn, To:

0£PUTV Donni, Ob"blllig
RECOADED-RE"OUEST OF

lhc Po$! Cl()sing Dllpn111ncnt I North fdilho
3S5 W Mcsquit(l !llvd D-J0· 1 I J
Mr:sq11i10NV M027

Ruonvuyann Inc.

11111111111111111111111 JII Ill!I IIIIII
1J00l285B

RECONVEYANCE OF TRUST DEED
Rc:rerenc:e II:

1'itle0ne Col'Jloratlon, a Title and Escrow Compnoy, trustec/suc<:essor trustee authorized to act i.n the StMe of
[daho d(l(ls hereby, pu~ua11C to Chapter 27, Title 4 I, Idaho Code, reconvey without warranty, to the persoo or
persons legally entitled rhcrcto, tho following trust propctt)' covered by o Trust Deed n11ming Gnli1u10, LLC. an
fclnho Limited Li,\bility Conipnny, ns trnstor, 11nd ~ngle EqUit)1 Fund, LLC, 1111. Id11ho Limited Liability Company
/"s bencficittry, whicli was r~oor(led on Novembor 17, 2006 i11 Sook
i:md Page
11$ lnstnrmcot 'No.
I06 J 8 I 1159 in Ada Comity, Idnho. Ptopol1y as desct-ihed in snid n~od of Trust.

The unders.iQncd ·tille insurer/ 1itJe ngent hcrby certifies 8$ follow11:
1. The uodersigned title humrer/rille 11gc,nt hits fully p&.icl m- received :.ati~factory evidence of the payment in full

or the <>bligation secured liy s,id Trust Deed.
2. Not less. than thiny (JO) days following Ute payment ib filll ofsnid Trust rJcell, the undersigned hnnd delivered
or mailed by ce1tified 111ail., re1um n..-ceipt re(111~1ed, 10 tho recard bc:nc(wiiuy or 11 setvicer for the record
boncficiary under said Trns1 Oce~I 1\1 i111 rct:ord 11ddro~s n notice ns required in sectlon 45~ 1203( I), ld11ho Cod~.
3. Jn excess of ilixty (60) d11ys elapsed nller the mailing of snid notice and no objection to said roconvoy11nco h1ts
been received by the undc-rsiQm:d.

The: corpornte naTT1e subscribtstl by it'$ A.Y.P i$ p11tsuMt lo !'I resolution Authorizing 1he exec\1lion of thi~
rec(,nv0ya11co duly adopted by ttii Board of Ofrectot~.
Ttde ()no

$ti,te of Idnh<1, County of

_Ada.

ADA, ID D0c1une11t:DOT REL 110.12858

• s~.

Pago: I of I

Printed 011:3/20/2013 4:04 PM
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3

CHfllSTOPHER D. RICH, Clar.

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

By ELYSHIA HOLMES
OEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14
15

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS
TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND
CHICAGO'S MOTIONS TO DISMISS

Defendants.

26
27
28

The Plaintiffs, by and through their attorneys, respond to the Defendants' Motions to

- 1-
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1

Dismiss as follows:

2

At one time, Plaintiffs Dan Thompson and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"), had a

3

secured interest of $725,500 in the real property known as Galiano Subdivision in Kuna, ID.

4

Through no fault of their own, the Plaintiffs now have nothing. Plaintiffs brought nine different

5

claims against the Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago under a variety of theories

6

including Fraud, Consumer Protection Violations, and common law Negligence. The Defendants

7

absurdly request that all counts be dismissed with prejudice. Justice and common sense cannot

8

possibly allow such an outcome. Rather, the Defendants should be held to account for the

9

fleecing of Mr. Thomson and EEF.

10

I.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

11

This motion only concerns the information contained within the Plaintiff's Complaint.

12

When an Idaho court reviews a motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), it applies the

13

same standard of review such court would apply to a motion for summary judgment. See

14

Gallagher v. State, 141 Idaho 665,667 (2005). Although, the standards for dismissal under

15

I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) and summary judgment are similar they are not identical. Young v. City of

16

Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104 (2002). As to both, "the non-moving party is entitled to have all

17

inferences ... viewed in his favor." Id. However, a 12(b)(6) motion looks only at the complaint to

18

determine whether the plaintiff has stated a claim for relief. Id. Where a claim for relief is stated,

19

the complaint survives the motion to dismiss and the plaintiff is entitled to offer evidence in

20

support of its claim. Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 960,962 (1995).

21

II.

22

CONTENTS OF THE COMPLAINT

The Plaintiffs filed the instant action on June 5, 2013. The primary focus of the case is a

23

deed of trust created to secure the Plaintiffs' $725,500 loan to Galiano LLC for the purpose of

24

improving and developing the entire Galiano Subdivision. Complaint 11 15-16. The Plaintiffs

25

deed of trust was in second position behind Royal Bank of Canada's $1.2 million secured interest,

26

which had been used to purchase the real property. Complaint 115. The Plaintiffs obtained title

27

insurance from Defendant Chicago Title underwritten by Fidelity's Ticor Insurance brand.

28

Complaint ,r 17.
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE,
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•

Thereafter, Defendant Alliance Title inexplicably resigned as Trustee, and Defendant

2

TitleOne became the successor Trustee. Complaint 1 21. Additionally, throughout 2011,

3

Defendant Fidelity Title titled and prepared a number of reconveyance documents for each lot

4

sold in the Galiano Subdivision. Complaint 1 18. After many months of perceived inactivity, the

5

Plaintiffs discovered that their deed of trust had been complete!y reconveyed by Defendant

6

TitleOne as the Trustee despite Plaintiffs' secured interest in the real property. Furthermore, it

7

appears that Defendant Fidelity continued to provide title and escrow services. Complaint 11 18

8

and 21. The figure below illustrates the related transactions and necessary parties as we are

9

currently aware:

10

11

TITLEHOLDERS

LIENHOLDERS

TRUSTEES

TITLE & ESCROW

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2006

RBC B anlc, Inc.
1st Position

12
13

agle Equity Fund, LL
2nd Position

14
15

16
17
18

FORECLOSURE?

ADDITIONAL

!ll o Satisfaction

FICTICIOUS
RECONVEYS

19
20
DAS Inveslments, LLC

21
22
23

ey Barton Homes, Inc

24
25

26

27

28
-3-
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1

III.

TITLEONE'S MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED

•

2

A.

3

Economic damages resulting from TitleOne's negligent reconveyance are absolutely

Negligence

4

permissible in this case. When a deed of trust is improperly reconveyed, the title insurer or title

5

agent "shall be liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed/or the damages suffered .. .if the title

6

insurer or title agent ... acted with negligence. Idaho Code§ 45-1205 (2013) (emphasis added).

7

Although the Defendant TitleOne may be correct when they spent 3 Yi pages discussing

8

economic loss theory, they completely ignored the statutory remedy under Idaho Code§ 45-1205.

9

Because the statute requires, among other things, negligence in a reconveyance to trigger liability

10

for damages, the Plaintiffs' claim for negligence must remain. In other words, unlike common

11

law economic loss in negligence, Idaho statutory law enables recovery for the negligent improper

12

reconveyance of a trust deed.

13

As stated in the Complaint, Defendant TitleOne is a title agent and title insurer who

14

breached their duties under Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq. Because the Complaint stated that the

15

Plaintiffs' damages were a result of Defendant TitleOne' s breach, a cause of action for negligence

16

has been stated against TitleOne. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that

17

TitleOne's motion to dismiss the claim for negligence be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs

18

request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

19

Additionally, the duties spelled out in ,r50 of the Complaint represent the duties that a

20

fiduciary trustee owes to its beneficiary. Because of this, and in the interests of justice, the

21

Plaintiffs also respectfully request that the Court grant leave to amend, pursuant to the Motion to

22

Amend, to specifically include a claim for breach of fiduciary duty and a claim for violation of

23

Idaho Code§ 45-1205.

24

B.

25

Defendant TitleOne did in fact breach their contractual duties to Plaintiffs. As stated in

Breach of Contract and Bad Faith

26

the Complaint, the Plaintiffs entered into certain contractual agreements in 2006. Defendant

27

TitleOne, as Successor Trustee assumed the contractual duties owed by the Trustee to the

28

beneficiary of the trust deed. Defendant TitleOne breached those duties which caused the
-4-
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1

Plaintiffs damages. Defendant TitleOne has provided no evidence contradicting its status as the

2

Successor Trustee or limiting its obligations to the Plaintiffs. In fact Defendant's Motion is

3

notably absent any reference to its obligations as Successor Trustee and how it became such.

4

Because the Complaint stated that the Plaintiffs' damages were a result of Defendant TitleOne's

5

breach of contractual duties, a cause of action for breach of contract has been stated against

6

TitleOne. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that TitleOne's motion to

7

dismiss the claims for breach of contract and bad faith be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs

8

request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

9

Because many of the contractual duties relevant to this claim are also fiduciary duties of a

10

Trustee owed to a beneficiary, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to

11

include a breach of fiduciary duty claim.

12

C.

13

TitleOne's reconveyance of the Plaintiffs' trust deed is a violation ofldaho's Consumer

14

Protection statutes .. As stated in TitleOne's memorandum, "[a]ctions or transactions permitted

15

under laws administered by ... other regulatory body[s] or officer[s]" are exempt from violations

16

of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act ("ICPA"). Idaho Code§ 48-605 (2013). Although, the

17

Defendant TitleOne makes a correct statement oflaw, they neglect to mention that the act

18

(reconveyance) is not an act or transaction that is regulated by the state public utility commission

19

or other regulatory body or officer acting under statutory authority.

20

Consumer Protection Violations

.

Defendant TitleOne asks the Court to dismiss this claim simply because they are licensed,

21

not because the act of reconveyance itself is regulated. In fact, the act of reconveying a deed of

22

trust is absolutely unregulated. All duties and formalities are spelled out with specificity in Idaho

23

Code§ 45-1201 et seq. Regulation of the reconveyances is accomplished through consumer

24

litigation, which is the purpose ofldaho Code§ 45-1205. Absent any authority to the contrary,

25

which Defendant TitleOne has not provided, the act of reconveyance as stated in the Complaint is

26

not a regulated act and falls within the purview of the ICPA.

27
28

Standing to sue for ICPA violations is accomplished by virtue of Defendant TitleOne's
contractual relationship with the Plaintiffs described in 1 B above. The violation has been
-5-
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1

adequately alleged given Idaho's notice pleading requirements and the facts giving rise to ICPA

2

violations which are contained within the Complaint. The Complaint clearly states that the

3

Plaintiffs' damages were a result of Defendant TitleOne's violation of the ICPA. For the above

4

reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that TitleOne's motion to dismiss the claims for ICPA

5

violations be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the

6

Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

7

D.

Collusion to Defraud

8

The Plaintiffs have certainly stated a claim for a fraudulent conspiracy. Collectively, the

9

Defendants have particularly satisfied every element of common law fraud, and, as stated in the

10

Complaint, agreed ahead of time to commit this fraud upon the Plaintiffs.

The Defendant

11

TitleOne moves to dismiss this claim based on a misreading of McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho

12

391 (2002).

13

In McPheters, the plaintiff filed an action alleging, among other things, "civil conspiracy."

14

McPheters at 394. Indeed, the McPheters court did dismiss this claim, but it dismissed such

15

because the claim failed to identify any objective. Id at 395. As the court explained, "[a] civil

16

conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an agreement between two or

17

more to accomplish an unlawful objective or to accomplish a lawful objective in an unlawful

18

manner." Id at 395.

19

Here, unlike McPheters, the Plaintiffs have stated that the Defendants "together conspired

20

to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the

21

Property." Complaint ,r12. As the Complaint states, the Defendants collectively failed to inform

22

Plaintiffs of the change in Trustee and continued to represent the existence of a valid lien through

23

several reconveyances subsequent to the divestment. The Defendants each knew that the Trustee

24

had changed and that the lien had been divested, and they knew that this information was

25

material. The Defendants intended that the Plaintiffs would rely on these representations and take

26

no action to immediately correct the issue. Meanwhile, the Defendants conspired to sell off the

27

properties to buyers under the guise of bona fide purchases, even to the point of utilizing

28

strawman purchases to perpetrate the fraud. The Plaintiffs were ignorant of the new Trustee's
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existence and ignorant of the divestment of their deed of trust. The Plaintiffs justifiably relied on

2

these representations and took no action to correct. As a result, the Plaintiffs were divested of

3

their deed of trust and have been deprived of the ability to enforce their lien over the Galiano

4

Subdivision as it existed at the time of the reconveyance.

5

Furthermore, through additional discovery, it has come to the attention of the Plaintiffs

6

that the Defendants, including Defendant TitleOne, continue to convey lots within the Galiano

7

subdivision despite Defendant's knowledge of the case before the court, and Plaintiffs /is

8

pendens.

9

Because the Complaint stated each of the facts above, a cause of action for collusion to

10

defraud has been stated against TitleOne.

For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully

11

request that TitleOne' s motion to dismiss the claim for collusion to defraud be denied.

12

Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any

13

deficiencies present. The Plaintiffs also request leave to amend or include future fraud claims as

14

information is discovered in the course of this litigation.

15

E.

16

As a group, the Defendants have obviously been unjustly enriched. Defendant TitleOne

17

correctly stated that, unjust enrichment includes (1) a benefit conferred on the defendant (2) a

18

benefit appreciated by the defendant and (3) an inequitable result from keeping the benefit. See

19

Teton Peaks Inv. Co., LLC v. Ohme, 146 Idaho 394, 398 (2008). Unfortunately, Plaintiffs simply

20

don't have enough information at this time to be able to trace exactly where the value of his lien

21

has been transferred. Discovery will certain! y bear this out.

Unjust Enrichment

22

However, as stated in the Complaint, it is indisputable that the Defendants as a group have

23

greatly benefited from the divestment of the Plaintiffs deed of trust. Each of the Defendants has

24

played a role in this. As successor Trustee, Defendant TitleOne was responsible for creating and

25

signing the reconveyance documents that divested the Plaintiffs of their property interest. As a

26

group, the Defendants have certainly appreciated this benefit because they have collectively

27

continued to sell off lots and profit from the transaction. As a group, it would be completely

28

inequitable to allow the Defendants to retain this benefit without giving value back to the
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Plaintiffs.

2

Without discovery, it is impossible to tell which, if not all, of the Defendants have

3

benefited from this transaction. The Plaintiffs fully intend to utilize discovery to ascertain exactly

4

where the money and benefits of the transactions have flowed. Because the Complaint stated the

5

facts above, a cause of action for unjust enrichment has been stated against the Defendants as a

6

group. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that TitleOne's motion to dismiss

7

the claim for unjust enrichment be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court

8

to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

9

10

F.

Tortious Interference

Defendant TitleOne's tortious interference was beyond intentional. The Plaintiffs have

,r 16-17) (2)

11

pied facts that show (1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy (Complaint

12

knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the Defendants through the recording of the trust deed

13

and their actual knowledge (Complaint

14

improper means for the reconveyance of a deed of trust and (5) resulting damage in the loss of

15

loan security (Complaint

16

intent cannot be more apparent.

,r 22).

,r

17) (4) the violation of Idaho Code 45-1205 as the

The Defendant TitleOne argues that intent is absent, however,

17

Make no mistake; Defendant TitleOne's reconveyance was no accident. Although made

18

Successor Trustee prior to 2010, Defendant TitleOne never disclosed this fact to the Plaintiffs.

19

Complaint ,r 21. Most importantly, Defendant TitleOne was responsible for the reconveyance of

20

the Plaintiffs' trust deed while certifying that the loan had been satisfied. Complaint ,r 25. These

21

two facts alone strongly demonstrate the necessary element of intent. This was much more that

22

just an accident, it was a purposeful, calculated, act by the Defendant.

23

Because the Complaint stated the facts above, a cause of action for tortious interference

24

has been stated against the Defendant TitleOne. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully

25

request that TitleOne's motion to dismiss the claim for tortious interference be denied.

26

Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any

27

deficiencies present.

28
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IV.

FIDELITY'S MOTION SHOULD ALSO BE DENIED

2

A.

3

Similar to TitleOne, Fidelity and Chicago are both title insurers and title agents who, as

4

stated in the Complaint, owed contractual and fiduciary duties to the Plaintiffs, breached those

5

duties by participating in the unauthorized reconveyance of the Plaintiffs trust deed, and caused

6

damages as a result. In addition, Fidelity continued to cover-up their negligence by preparing

7

subsequent useless reconveyances for the Plaintiffs to sign after the deed of trust was already

8

extinguished. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that Fidelity's motion to

9

dismiss the claim for negligence be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court

10

Negligence

to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

11

B.

12

The Fidelity Defendants cannot utilize exclusion § 3(d) of their title insurance policy. As

Breach of Contract and Bad Faith

13

stated in the Complaint, the Fidelity Defendants were participants in the fatal reconveyance as

14

well as in the subsequent fictitious reconveyances. Although the Fidelity Defendants may

15

ordinarily be correct in applying exclusion§ 3(d), their reliance is misplaced in this case because

16

their own participation in the reconveyance voids the application of the exclusion.

17

As stated in the Complaint, it was Fidelity's Ticor Insurance Brand that underwrote the

18

title insurance policy shown in the Complaint, Exhibit B. On the cover page of the policy, the

19

Fidelity Defendants insure the Plaintiffs against "(5.) The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien

20

of the insured mortgage upon the title." Furthermore, in section 2(b) on the second page of

21

Exhibit B, the coverage "shall continue in force" so long as the insured holds a valid debt. Thus,

22

the Fidelity Defendants have a contractual duty to not affect the validity or enforceability of the

23

Plaintiffs' lien on the Galiano property.

24

Because the Complaint stated that the Plaintiffs' damages were a result of the Fidelity

25

Defendants' breach of contractual duties, a cause of action for breach of contract has been stated

26

against Fidelity and Chicago. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that

27

Fidelity's motion to dismiss the claims for breach of contract and bad faith be denied.

28

Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any
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deficiencies present.

2

C.

3

For the same reasons as Defendant TitleOne, the Plaintiffs have stated a consumer

Consumer Protection Violations

4

protection claim against the Fidelity Defendants.

As stated in the Complaint, the Fidelity

5

Defendants participated in the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs deed of trust.

6

reconveyance of a deed of trust is not a regulated act or transaction, because the Plaintiffs were in

7

privity of contract with the Fidelity Defendants through the title insurance policy, and because the

8

Complaint states that the Plaintiffs' damages were a result of the Fidelity Defendants' violation of

9

the ICP A, a cause of action for violation of ICP A has been stated against the Fidelity Defendants.

10

For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Fidelity Defendants' motion to

11

dismiss the claims for ICP A violations be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the

12

Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

Because the

13

D.

14

The Plaintiffs have particularly stated a claim for fraud against the Fidelity Defendants. In

15

addition to the exhibits provided with the Complaint, ample facts in the pleading establish a cause

16

of action for fraud. The Fidelity Defendants represented to the Plaintiffs that the EEF deed of

17

trust was still in place by preparing and filing many reconveyances on lots in the Galiano

18

Subdivision. The Plaintiffs reliance on these representations cost him valuable time. During this

19

time, the Defendants were working feverishly to sell off the property before the Plaintiffs

20

discovered what had happened.

Fraud

21

Because these and many other facts in the Complaint satisfy each of the elements of

22

common law fraud, a cause of action for fraud has been stated against the Fidelity Defendants.

23

For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Fidelity Defendants' motion to

24

dismiss the claims for ICPA violations be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the

25

Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present. The Plaintiffs also request leave

26

to amend or include future fraud claims as information is discovered in the course of this

27

litigation.

28
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1

E.

2

As mentioned above in section III (D), the Fidelity Defendants are stated as part of a

3

conspiracy to defraud the Plaintiffs of their deed of trust on the Galiano Subdivision. For the

4

above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Fidelity Defendants' motion to dismiss

5

the claim for collusion to defraud be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the

6

Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present. The Plaintiffs also request leave

7

to amend or include future fraud claims as information is discovered in the course of this

8

litigation.

9

F.

Collusion to Defraud

Unjust Enrichment

10

As mentioned above in section III (E), all Defendants as a group have benefited from the

11

divestment of the Plaintiffs' deed of trust. The Fidelity Defendants in particular were instrumental

12

in filing and preparing the reconveyances and breaching the terms of their title policy by rending

13

the Plaintiffs lien unenforceable. For the above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that the

14

Fidelity Defendants' motion to dismiss the claim for unjust enrichment be denied. Alternatively,

15

the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

16

G.

17

The Fidelity Defendants' tortious interference was also intentional. The Plaintiffs have

Tortious Interference

,r 16-17)

18

pled facts that show (1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy (Complaint

19

knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the Defendants through the recording of the trust deed

20

and their actual knowledge (Complaint

21

improper means for the reconveyance of a deed of trust and (5) resulting damage in the loss of

22

loan security ( Complaint ,r 22). The Fidelity Defendants, through TitleOne, argue that intent is

23

absent, however, intent is apparent in the Complaint.

,r

(2)

17) (4) the violation of Idaho Code 45-1205 as the

24

The Fidelity Defendants actions in participation of the reconveyance, and the subsequent

25

cover-up reconveyances, speak to their intentions. As well, the violation of their duties contained

26

in the title insurance policy were no accident. Because the Complaint stated the facts above, a

27

cause of action for tortious interference has been stated against the Fidelity Defendants. For the

28

above reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that Fidelity's motion to dismiss the claim for
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1

tortious interference be denied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend

2

the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

3

V.

4

CONCLUSION
While the Plaintiffs concede that some claims may not necessarily apply to all

5

Defendants, there is no doubt that viable claims have been stated against Defendants TitleOne,

6

Fidelity, and Chicago. If there are deficiencies or ambiguities in these claims, the Plaintiffs

7

request leave of the Court to amend their Complaint. Where viable claims exist, the Plaintiffs

8

respectfully request a denial of the Defendants' Motions to Dismiss. Where further definition is

9

required, the Plaintiffs respectfully request leave of the Court to amend after discovery reveals the

10

necessary details.

11

12
13
14

Dated: October

, 2013

15
16

Respectfully Submitted,

17
18

~

By:_/______,._,_/L-r---,
---+-~--

19

Aaron J. Tribble

20

Attorney for Plaintiffs

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1
2
3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

4
5

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJJ!!__ day of Oc)..ob«;2013, I caused a true and

6

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

7

addressed to the following:

8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Fax: 208-388-1300
Erin Stines
FidelitY, National Law Group
1200-6'h Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
· Facsimile

LJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

22
23
24
Aaron J. Tribble

25
Attorney for Plaintiffs

26
27
28
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2

OCT 15 2013

3

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Ctsrk

4

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951

5

Eagle Law Center LLC

8

1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

6
7

10

By ELYSHIAHOLMES
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14
15

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION
TO AMEND AND SUPPLEMENT

Defendants.

26
27
28

The Plaintiffs, by and through their attorneys, move this Court for leave to amend their
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AMEND AND SUPPLEMENT
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1

complaint to include newly discovered Defendants. The Plaintiffs also move this Court for leave

2

to supplement the pleadings with further related facts and claims that have occurred after the date

3

of the original filing. This motion made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 15(a) and

4

15(d) and is based upon the Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Motion to Amend and

5

Supplement, a Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend and Supplement, and upon the

6

records and pleadings filed herein.

7

Please take notice that this motion, filed in this matter by the Plaintiffs, will be heard by

8

the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper on October 21, 2013, at 11am. The hearing shall take place at

9

the Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, ID.

10
11

12
13
14
15

Dated: October

/>7~ ,2013

16
17

Respectfully Submitted,

18
19
20

Aaron J. Tribble

21

Attorney for Plaintiffs

22
23
24

25

26
27
28
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1
2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / 5!(..,day oftJ:/dxc , 2013, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5

addressed to the following:

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300
Erin Stines
FidelitXhNational Law Group
1200-6 Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 1oth Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U
µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsirmle

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21
22
Aaron J. Tribble
23

Attorney for Plaintiffs
24
25
26
27
28
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1

~~

A.:VL---

2

OCT i 5 2GD

3

CHHISTOPHER D. RICH, Clark

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14
15

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AMEND AND
SUPPLEMENT

Defendants.

26
27
28

The Plaintiffs, by and through their attorneys, support their Motion to Amend and
- 1-
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1

Supplement as follows:

2

I.

AMENDMENT OF THE COMPLAINT

3

The interests of justice require amending the pleadings at this time. A party may amend a

4

pleading "by leave of the court", and such leave shall be "freely given when justice so requires."

5

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 15(a) (2013). When justice requires, courts should favor liberal

6

grants ofleave to amend. Wickstrom v. North Idaho College, 111 Idaho 450 (1986).

7

The Plaintiffs believed there were several individuals and/or entities in the chain of title

8

on the Galiano Subdivision, but these individuals/entities were unknown at the time the

9

Complaint was filed.

They are listed as JOHN DOES 1-X in the case caption.

In their

10

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, page 5, Defendant TitleOne identifies

11

DAS Investments, LLC, as receiving title of the Galiano Subdivision from Galiano, LLC. On

12

information and belief, the Plaintiffs allege that DAS Investments, LLC was created and operated

13

by either Defendant RBC Bank or by some additional 3rd party as a means to perpetrate a

14

fraudulent conveyance. Therefore DAS Investments, LLC, is indeed one of the JOHN DOES 1-X

15

because they are in the chain of title on the Galiano Subdivision and likely had knowledge of the

16

wrongful reconveyance of the Plaintiffs' deed of trust. Inclusion of this entity is a necessity and

17

in the best interests of justice.

18

The Plaintiffs have also identified Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), as receiving title

19

in the Galiano Subdivision from DAS Investments, LLC.

On information and belief, the

20

Plaintiffs allege that Corey Barton Homes, Inc. had knowledge of the fraudulent conveyance at

21

the time they entered into their property transactions. Therein, CBH is another of the JOHN

22

DOES 1-X. Inclusion of this entity is a necessity and in the best interests of justice.

23

In their Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, the Defendant TitleOne misrepresents the

24

Plaintiffs' prayer for relief as solely monetary. This argument simply misstates the Plaintiffs' true

25

intent. The Plaintiffs clearly intend to take full advantage of all forms of equitable or monetary

26

relief, because they requested an avoidance of the conveyance, filed and recorded a Lis Pendens,

27

and requested other 'just and proper" relief. The best interests of justice are served by amending

28

the complaint to clarify any misunderstanding as to the Plaintiffs' requested remedies.
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As such, the Plaintiffs are requesting leave of the Court to amend the pleadings to include

2

these additional JOHN DOE parties and additional remedial language. These amendments are

3

reflected in the Proposed Amended Complaint attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Aaron J.

4

Tribble in Support ofMotion to Amend and Supplement.

5

II.

6

CLARIFICATION OF NEGLIGENCE CLAIM

In their Negligence claim, the Plaintiffs listed several duties owed by the Defendants to

7

the Plaintiffs. These duties are (1) to ensure that the Plaintiffs' secured interest is recognized and

8

protected (2) to ensure that the Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any

9

conveyance and (3) to timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance. In

10

essence, these duties are the duties owed by the fiduciary Trustee to the beneficiary of a deed of

11

trust. Thus, a breach of these duties, whether intentional or negligent, is a breach of a fiduciary

12

duty.

13

Also, because damages for negligence are supported by statute, it would clarify the

14

Complaint to include a separate claim under Idaho Code§ 45-1205. In order to best clarify the

15

Negligence claim, and in the best interests of justice, the Plaintiffs respectfully request leave to

16

amend their Complaint to add separate claims for breach of fiduciary duty and a violation of

17

Idaho Code§ 45-1205.

18

III.

INCLUSION OF GALIANO AND MASON

19

Already included in the facts of the case are the original titleholder (Galiano, LLC) and

20

the personal guarantor of the EEF loan (Edward Mason). On information and belief, the Plaintiff

21

now wishes to allege that both Galiano and Mason, the managing member of Galiano, were

22

involved in the wrongful reconveyance of the EEF trust deed and benefited from it. As such, the

23

Plaintiffs are requesting leave of the Court to amend the pleadings to include these additional

24

parties. These amendments are reflected in the Proposed Amended Complaint attached as Exhibit

25

A to the Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble in Support ofMotion to Amend and Supplement.

26

IV.

SUPPLEMENTATION OF THE PLEADINGS

27

Related events subsequent to filing require supplementation of the Plaintiffs' Complaint.

28

Upon such terms as are just, and upon reasonable notice, the court may permit a party to "serve a
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1

supplemental pleading setting forth transactions or occurrences or events which have happened

2

since the date of the pleading sought to be supplemented." Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 15(d)

3

(2013).

4

As shown via affidavit, property in the Galiano Subdivision has continued to be conveyed

5

to other third parties subsequent to the filing of the Complaint and subsequent to the filing and

6

recording of the original Lis Pendens which referenced the whole of the Galiano Subdivision.

7

Because the Plaintiffs were defrauded of their encumbrance on the whole of the Galiano

8

Subdivision, these subsequent conveyances are void pursuant to Idaho Code§ 55-901.

9

Because of the filing of the original Lis Pendens, and because notice of this action was

10

given to each of the parties, the parcels conveyed subsequent to the filing of the Complaint were

11

conveyed with grantee knowledge of fraud. Because these grantees have knowledge of the fraud,

12

their subsequent transfers of such lots cannot be protected by Idaho Code § 55-902.

13

As such, the Plaintiffs are requesting leave of the Court to supplement the pleadings with

14

these facts and additional causes of action for unlawful transfer pursuant to Idaho Code§ 55-901

15

et seq. These supplemental changes are also reflected in the Proposed Amended Complaint

16

attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Motion to Amend and

17

Supplement.

18

V.

SUMMARY

19

New individuals and entities who are culpable in these land transactions are being

20

identified, and their inclusion as parties in this action is in the best interests of justice. As well,

21

justice will be served by clarifying the language that defines the claims as well as preserves the

22

Plaintiffs intended remedies.

23

supplementation of facts and new claims under Idaho Code § 55-901 are also necessary to void

24

these transactions and preserve the Plantiffs' remedies. Thus, the Plaintiffs respectfully request

25

that the Court grant these motions and permit filing of the Proposed Amended Complaint.

Because subsequent fraudulent conveyances have occurred,

26
27
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1

Dated: October

f>fl

----'

2013

2
3

Respectfully Submitted,

4

By:_~_._;fa_~~-

5
6

Aaron J. Tribble

7

Attorney for Plaintiffs

8
9
10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

28
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J

I

W

•

1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/['ffi

day of

tb/dx-r , 2013, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5

addressed to the following:

6
7

8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

LJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Fax: 208-388-1300
Erin Stines
FidelitXhNational Law Group
1200-6 Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21

22
Aaron J. Tribble
23

Attorney for Plaintiffs

24
25

26
27
28
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.
t

1
2
3

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

OCT 1 5 20i3
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, ClJ,~
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14
15

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND
AND SUPPLEMENT

Defendants.

26
27
28
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1

2

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada

3
4
5

AARON J. TRIBBLE being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiffs in the above captioned matter. I am an individual

6

over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident

7

of the State of Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein,

8

believing them all to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

9

2.

Through the pleadings and papers submitted in this case, and through my own

10

investigation, I have found additional parties that need to be included as

11

Defendants in this action. I am requesting the Court give us leave to amend the

12

Complaint to include these new parties. Those parties include DAS Investments,

13

LLC, and Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

14

3.

It has also come to my attention through TitleOne's Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

15

that the prayer for relief in the Complaint does not include an explicit request for

16

equitable relief that would put my clients' deed of trust back in place on the

17

parcels contained in the Galiano Subdivision. It was our firm's intent to preserve

18

every equitable remedy, which is why a Lis Pendens was filed concurrently with

19

20

the Complaint. I am requesting the Court give us leave to amend the Complaint to
/
clarify any possible ambiguities or misunderstandings in regards to the remedies

21

we are seeking.

22

4.

Upon filing of the Complaint in this action, my firm filed and recorded a Lis

23

Pendens with one property description referencing the entire property at issue.

24

This property is known as the Galiano Subdivision.

25

5.

Notice of this Lis Pendens was given to each of the Defendants in this case.

26

6.

Subsequent to the recording of this Lis Pendens, the Defendants continued to

27

convey property subdivided from the Galiano Subdivision.

28
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1

7.

2
3

descriptions referencing each individual parcel within the Galiano Subdivision.

8.

4

5

Our firm consequently filed a second Lis Pendens with several property

This subsequent filing of a Lis Pendens has resulted in a complete cessation of
property conveyances by the Defendants.

9.

Questions of fact exist as to whether or not the purchasers of these lots were privy

6

to any fraud, because these transactions occurred after notice of this lawsuit and

7

record notice via Lis Pendens.

8

10.

Because of these outstanding unresolved questions of fact, and to best preserve the

9

remedies available to my client, I am requesting the Court give me leave to

10

supplement the pleadings with this new information, add new parties, clarify

11

language in regards to requested remedies, and include new claims for the

12

unlawful transfer of this land pursuant to Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq.

13
14

11.

A copy of the Proposed Amended Complaint containing all amendments and
supplemental facts and claims is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit A.

15
16
17

Aaron J. Tribble

18
19
20

On this _!&th day of October, 2013, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for said state, personally appeared AARON J. TRIBBLE, known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

21
22

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.

23
24

@d.~
for o:

Notary Public
Residing at: Me.r'id.;o-V'l
My Commission Expires: (a /

25

~I .:>o t '1

26

27
28
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1

2
3
4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

5
6

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

rr:fl day of U.fdoer

, 2013, I caused a true and

7

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

8

addressed to the following:

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

Fax: 208-388-1300
Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6t' Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

23

24
25

By:_...L.-"h_~
..'

c.......f<--<....72_·
_ _=-_:::-__:::::--_-,,,._

Aaron J. Tribble
26

Attorney for Plaintiffs
27
28
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5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

1

2
3
4

•

7

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

9

10
11
12

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
Liability company,

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC ( an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho corporation), GALIANO
LLC (an Idaho Limited Liability Company),
EDWARD J. MASON an individual, and John
Does III-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants,

25
26

EXHIBlf

If
COMPLAlNT

000217
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1

2
3

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and for causes
of action alleges:

4

I.

5
6

7

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Daniel Thompson was and is an individual

residing in Idaho and Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a duly organized Idaho

8

Limited Liability Company.
9

2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

10

11

12
13

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

14

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business

15

in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

16

4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

17

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing

18

business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

19

20

5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.

21
6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

22
(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in
23

24

Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

25

26
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7.

1

2
3

RBC"), was and is a North Carolina or Alabama Corporation, doing business in Boise, Ada County,
Idaho.

8.

4
5

9.

10

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.

("CBH"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.

8
9

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, was and is

an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.

6
7

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC BANK, (hereinafter "Defendant

10.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the
State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.

11

11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

12
money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
13
12.

14
15
16

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton

Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and developing
properties in Idaho.
13.

17

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

18

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does III through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who

19

therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

20

thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some

21

manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in

22

indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.

23

14.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code §1-

24
705.
25
26
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e
15.

1

2

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.

3

16.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

17.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this

4
5
6

Court.

7

II.

8

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

9

10
11

12
13

18.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

("Galiano") approached Plaintiffs regarding the development of a 29.63 acre parcel, which was
platted to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna,
Idaho. The first position lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the
Property. The estimated gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M.

14
19.

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiffs, as lender and beneficiary,

15
executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and
16
17
18

Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development
of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated

19

on or about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006

20

(collectively the "Loan Documents").

21

20.

On or about November 17th, 2006 Galiano and Plaintiffs closed the transaction.

22

Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate

23

Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title

24

certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA

25

Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under

26
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1
2

Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100,
116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid

3

second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally,

4

Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with

5

the Idaho Secretary of State.

6

21.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiffs

7

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared

8

and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiffs executed UCC and re-

9

10

conveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiffs continued to
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any

11

of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
12
22.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

13
14
15

during 2011 and 2012.
23.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiffs were informed by Galiano that Defendant RBC

16

would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiffs would be properly notified. Plaintiffs

17

received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.

18

24.

In early 2013 Plaintiffs noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

19

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity. Plaintiffs were informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

20

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano informed Plaintiffs that Defendant RBC

21

had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had closed and

22
23

executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality, Galiano and
Mason had lied to Thompson and EEF and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS

24
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
25
26
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1
2

3
4

25.

•

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

Plaintiffs with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th,
2010. At no time had Plaintiffs been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.

26.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

5

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in tum conveyed pieces of

6

the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many undetermined individuals and entities.

7

8
9

10

27.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiffs assert that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, DAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many
other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the
Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or agreement, which

11

prevented Plaintiffs from taking any steps to secure its investment.
12
28.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiffs were subsequently informed by Defendant Title

13
14
15
16

One that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not
tender any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
29.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

17

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been fully

18

satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiffs with UCC release statements to

19

execute after it had conveyed the Property.

20
21

22
23

30.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiffs maintained a secured interest in the real

property.

31.

Plaintiffs were made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.

24
25

26
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1
2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

32.

•

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that
Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.
33.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code §6-

803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiffs.
34.

The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiffs has an effective date of November 1ih,

2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of
$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.
35.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiffs promptly provided Defendants with their

10
Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
11
36.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

12
amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.
13

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES

14
15
16

COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

37.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

38.

On or about November 17th, 2006 Plaintiffs entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

17
18
agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiffs.
19
20
21

39.

Plaintiffs received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

40.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

22

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper

23

conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.

24

41.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs' title policy agreement and as

25

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiffs and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were

26

within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.
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1

2
3
4

42.

•

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiffs pursuant to the insurance contracts once the

claims were made.
43.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

44.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiffs are entitled to

5

costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and

6

special damages.

7
8
9

10

COUNT II - BAD FAITH
44.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

45.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

payments from Plaintiffs.

11

46.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any

12
and all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20

47.

Plaintiffs' claims were not fairly debatable.

48.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

49.

Plaintiffs' resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

50.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiffs have been

damaged.
51.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

21

22
23

COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

52.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

53.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

24
recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:

25
(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

26
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1

(b)
ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and

2
3
4

5
6
7

•

(c)
54.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiffs.
55.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

56.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees

and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

8
9

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

10
11

12

57.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

58.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

13
Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
14
Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts
15
16

were/are prohibited:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;

17
18

(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;

19
20

(c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;

21

22
23

(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and

24
25

(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer;

26
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2

3

59.

•

•

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices,

Plaintiffs have been damaged.
60.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs

4

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and

5

special damages.

6
7

8
9

10

COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

61.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

62.

Defendants in whole or part fraudulently conveyed Plaintiffs' real property interest

and as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
63.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

11

fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of
12
a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

deceit upon Plaintiff.
64.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations

or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs interests.
65.

Plaintiffs were, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
66.

Plaintiffs were induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
67.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action

to protect its interests.
68.

Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.

69.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

24
25
determined at the time of trial.
26
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1

2
3
4

70.

•

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the
Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.
71.

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs' lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

5

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants

6

contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the

7

Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the

8

information provide by Defendants as truth.

9

10

72.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices,

Plaintiffs have been damaged.

11

73.

Plaintiffs are entitled to avoidance of the conveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

12
costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees
13

14

and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

15
16
17

74.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

75.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

18

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property. Defendants knew of Plaintiffs' secured

19

position in the Property.

20
21

22
23

76.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices,

Plaintiffs have been damaged.
77.

Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs

are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

24

COUNT VII - CONVERSION
25
78.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

26
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•
1

79.

•

Pursuant to Idaho Code §18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

2

dominion over Plaintiffs' property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs' rights and have

3

committed grand theft.

4

80.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

5

in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand

6

theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and

7

interest at the legal rate of 18%.

8
9

81.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an

amount of no less than $750,000.00.

10

82.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue to

11

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
12
13
14
15
16
17

liabilities, and financial hardship.

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

Plaintiffs' damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus
legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
83.

Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs

are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

18

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

19

84.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

20

85.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiffs' Property.

86.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue to

21

22
23

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
liabilities, and financial hardship.

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

24
Plaintiffs' damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus
25

26

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
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1

2

87.

•

Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs

are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT IX-TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE

3
4

88.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

89.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

5
6

relationship between Plaintiffs and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic
7

8
9

10

benefit to the Plaintiffs, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs' secured interest in the Property and
Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.
90.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs' economic

11

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and

12

actually disrupted the economic relationship.

13

14
15
16

91.

Had the Plaintiffs been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiffs would have asserted

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the
Property.
92.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue to

17
suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential economic profits
18
to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs,

19
and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
20
21

COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

22
23

24

93.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

94.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

25
recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs to:

26
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1

(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the deed of trust prior to
any reconveyance;

(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiffs prior to
any reconveyance;

(d)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

2

3

•

4

5
95.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

6

without authorization, Defendants breached each of the above duties they owed to Plaintiffs.
7

96.

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

97.

Based upon Defendants' breach of fiduciary duty, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and

8
9

10
11

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and
special damages.

12
13

COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205

14
93.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

94.

Idaho Code § 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title

15
16
17

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code,

18

or acted with negligence or in bad faith"

19
95.

Because the Defendants' reconveyance of the Plaintiffs trust deed was negligent, in

20
bad faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code§ 45-1203 or 1204, Defendants violated Idaho Code§
21
45-1205.
22
23
24

96.

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

97.

Based upon Defendants' violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205, Plaintiffs are entitled to

25

costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other

26

general and special damages.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

1

2
3

•

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as

follows:

4

1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

5
from further disposition of the Property;
6

2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof

7

8
9

10
11

12

at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;

3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.

4.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;

13

5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances and reconveyances of the subject property;

14

6.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property;

15

7.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

8.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

16
17

12-121 and 41-1839;
18
9.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.

26
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1

DATED This / .>1'1...day of October, 2013.

•

2
3

David M. Fogg, IS
7610
Attorney for Plaintiff

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_ _ day of _ _ _ _, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17

Erin Stines
Fidelity;National Law Group
1200-6'h Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

!l
!l

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsirmle

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

!l
!l

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

18
19
20

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

21

Aaron J. Tribble

22

Attorney for Plaintiffs

23

24
25
26
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NO. _ __
FILW

t-/rttn "'

1

A.M. _ _ _ _ P.ilii.--\.!{-'4.lll-

2

OCT 1 5 2013

3

CHHISTOPHEFI D. RICH, C:ark
By ELYSH!A HOLMES

4

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

5

6
7

10

9EPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14
15

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT
TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH LIS
PENDENS

Defendants.

26
27
28

The Plaintiffs, by and through their attorneys, respond to the Defendant TitleOne's Motion

- 1-
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1

•

to Quash Lis Pendens as follows:

2
3

I.

NATURE OF THIS LAWSUIT

4

The Plaintiffs Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"), and Daniel Thompson filed the instant

5

case on June 5, 2013. The purpose of this action is to redress the wrongful conveyance and/or

6

reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust on the Galiano Subdivision. As shown in the accompanying

7

Motion to Amend and Supplement, this action concerns the Galiano property, the EEF deed of

8

trust, and preserving all possible remedies against the current and former titleholders who are not

9

bona fide purchasers ("BFP' s"). In order to best preserve those remedies, a Lis Pendens was filed

10

and recorded to cover the entirety of the Galiano Subdivision until such time as subsequent non

11

BFP's could be identified and included as Defendants in this case.

12

Upon the filing of this case, subsequent purchasers of the Galiano Subdivision (known as

13

JOHN DOES I-X) had not yet been identified.

But as of this moment, the Plaintiffs have

14

identified DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton Homes, Inc., as subsequent purchasers. As

15

stated in the Motion to Amend and Supplement, the Plaintiffs believe these entities were involved

16

in a deal that wrongfully conveyed/reconveyed the EEF deed of trust. The Plaintiffs intend to

17

further utilize the discovery process to find other non-BFP titleholders. Ultimately, the Plaintiffs

18

are not requesting that the property be conveyed back to Galiano or any other entity, but are

19

requesting that the reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust be voided as to the properties owned by

20

these and other non-BFP entities and individuals within the Galiano Subdivision. The Plaintiffs

21

are also seeking money damages against the currently named Defendants.

22

II.

TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

23

TitleOne's Motion to Quash Lis Pendens relies on a smokescreen of mischaracterization

24

and assumption. To support their motion, TitleOne is choosing to seize on the language in the

25

Complaint to create a conveniently weak strawman claim, which they easily dismiss. TitleOne

26

essentially argues that a Lis Pendens is not necessary because only money damages are being

27

requested. As shown in the Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend and Supplement, the intent of this

28

lawsuit includes seeking and preserving remedies against the non-BFP titleholders in the Galiano
-2-
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1

Subdivision. So, contr~ to TitleOne's assertion, the filing and recording of a Lis Pendens

2

demonstrates that the Plaintiffs'
intent is to seek remedies that affect the title of the property. So
,I

3

a Lis Pendens is necessary to pres61Ve those remedies.

4

TitleOne does correctly point out that there are no named Defendants that have ever held

5

title to the property at issue. However, the Plaintiffs did include John Does 1-X as Defendants in

6

this action with the expectation that such non-BFP titleholders would eventually be identified and

7

included in the lawsuit.

8

In the Affidavit of Cameron McFadden in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion to

9

Quash Lis Pendens, TitleOne identifies DAS Investments, LLC, and a "third-party builder" as

10

taking title subsequent to Galiano, LLC. Notably absent from this affidavit is ANY information

11

probative of the BFP status of DAS or the ''third-party builder." TitleOne's argument quickly

12

jumps to the conclusion that BFP's such as DAS are immune from the avoidance of the

13

reconveyance. TitleOne simply expects the Court to assume that DAS and the ''third-party

14

builder" are BFP's simply because they held title.

15

III.

TITLEONE'S MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED

16

It is far too early for this Court to entertain a motion to quash the Lis Pendens.

17

Plaintiffs have only just become aware of subsequent titleholders on the Galiano Subdivision such

18

as DAS Investments, LLC. The Plaintiffs now believe that DAS and this ''third-party builder" are

19

some of the John Does 1-X, and they now wish to include these entities as Defendants in this

20

action.

The

21

However, nothing is known about DAS's status as a BFP. TitleOne has provided no other

22

information about DAS or the ''third-party builder" and simply asks this Court to quash the Lis

23

Pendens based on an assumption. Only at the conclusion of discovery, and after any subsequent

24

titleholders can be properly vetted as BFP' s, can the Court ascertain whether it can safely release

25

the Lis Pendens without any concern over the further loss of Plaintiffs' remedies. Because this

26

issue is not yet ripe for determination, and to best preserve the Plaintiffs' remedies against non-

27

BFP's who are still unidentified, it is necessary that the Court deny TitleOne's motion at this

28

time.
-3-
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.
1

IV.

CONCLUSION

2

Discovery is currently underway, and it is yet to be determined what knowledge the

3

subsequent titleholders had concerning the wrongful reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust.

4

Because it cannot yet be determined who is or is not a BFP, the Plaintiffs' remedies involving the

5

title of the property must be preserved. In order to preserve these remedies, the Lis Pendens must

6

remain.

7

TitleOne's motion at this time.

For the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiffs respectfully requests that the Court deny

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

Dated: October /)-{( , 2013

::p~~k

15
16

Aaron J. Tribble

17

Attorney for Plaintiffs

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1
2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/I-fl day o f ~ 2013, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5

addressed to the following:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6" Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 9810 I
Fax: 206-223-4527

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21
22
Aaron J. Tribble
23

Attorney for Plaintiffs
24
25
26
27
28
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•

THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1857280_ I

NO.

FILED

]:9Q

=

A.M. ----P.M.-l-.J-;;...--

QCT 1 8 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By OAYSHA OSBORN

(6014-56)

OEPUT'I

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS AND MOTION TO QUASH

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
AMEND

Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Reply Memorandum in Support
of its Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint and Motion to Quash Lis Pendens and in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS -

1

ORIGlf~AL
000239

•

INTRODUCTION

As to the Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend - other than seeking to add a count for 45-__ it simply requests an opportunity to flood the record with more of the frivolous counts and
conclusory allegations that are already properly the subject of the motion to dismiss. As to the
Motion to Quash, nothing raised by the Plaintiffs overcomes the objection that this is a case
about an alleged loss of money, not about an interest in property.
It is evident from Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Amend that

Plaintiffs theory in this case is to (1) sue everyone who is in the chain of title to the Property,
served as a trustee, or executed a reconveyance in connection with the Property and to (2) plead
each of their claims collectively against all of the defendants in hopes that a claim will stick
against at least one defendant. This conclusion is supported by the lack of factual allegations in
Plaintiffs' Complaint, particularly those allegations concerning the alleged scheme to defraud.
While the notice-pleading standard is a relatively low bar, Plaintiffs who are represented
by counsel should not be allowed to hide behind an overly conclusive complaint with insufficient
factual allegations and maintain an action based on a sue them all and let the Defendants prove
otherwise theory. See Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 243 P.3d 642 (2010) (upholding
award of attorneys fees where, even under Idaho's notice-pleading standard, plaintiffs complaint
was conclusive in nature with insufficient factual allegations and demonstrated an often-incorrect
understanding of the law).

Despite having approximately forty days since the filing of

TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss to draft an Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs have not winnowed
down their non-viable and viable claims. Rather, they seek to add two more Defendants, which
Plaintiffs claim are also liable under each count of the Complaint, and two more claims that, to
no surprise, are also generically plead against all Defendants. By way of its Motion to Dismiss
and its opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend, TitleOne seeks dismissal of the clearly non-

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS -
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viable claims, and for this Court to perform its role as a gatekeeper and to require that the
Plaintiffs only pursue such viable claims as their factual allegations indeed support.
DISCUSSION - MOTION TO DISMISS

A.

PLAINTIFFS' BREACH OF CONTRACT (COUNT I) AND BAD FAITH CLAIM (COUNT II)
SHOULD BE DISMISSED AGAINST TITLEONE BECAUSE TITLEONE WAS NOT THE
TRUSTEE UNDER THE EEF DEED OF TRUST

In Count I of their Complaint (and proposed Amended Complaint), Plaintiffs allege as

follows:
34.

On or about November 17, 2006, Plaintiffs entered into certain Note and
Deed of Trust agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of
Plaintiffs.

35.

Plaintiffs received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from
Defendants.

36.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance
contracts by failing to ensure that Plaintiffs' real property rights were
protected and in fact conspired in the improper conveyance of the
Property without Plaintiffs' knowledge and consent.

37.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs' title policy
agreement and as trustees when they failed to notify Plaintiffs and
wrongfully conveyed the Property ....

38.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiffs pursuant to the insurance contracts
once the claims were made.

Based on these allegations, TitleOne argued in its Memorandum in Support of its Motion
to Dismiss that Plaintiffs' breach of contract claim and bad faith claim (which is predicated on
the title insurance contracts) should be dismissed because TitleOne was not a party to the title
insurance contracts.

In their opposition memorandum, Plaintiffs, without addressing this

argument, appear argue that TitleOne is liable for breach of contract and bad faith because it
breached duties as a trustee or successor trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust.
This argument lacks merit because there is nothing in the pleadings showing that
TitleOne ever served as appointed trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust. Defendant Alliance

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - 3
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Title was the original trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust, which was executed by Edward
Mason as the manager of Galiano, LLC on November 13, 2006. Alliance Title served as trustee
from 2006 until May 7, 2010, when a Substitution of Trustee executed by Plaintiff Thompson
was recorded appointing Fidelity National Title as trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust. The
actions TitleOne took with respect to the EEF Deed of Trust were not done as a trustee that was
"appointed" by EEF, as beneficiary of the EEF Deed of Trust; rather, there were taken by
TitleOne based on TitleOne's ability to effect a forced reconveyance under Idaho Code § 451202, which is discussed in further detail below. Thus, Plaintiffs argument that it can state a
claim against TitleOne for breach of contract and bad faith based on TitleOne's alleged status as
a trustee or successor trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust fails. Further, because the allegations
in the Complaint and proposed Amended Complaint as to these claims are identical (a
comparison of the existing Complaint to the proposed Complaint is attached as Exhibit A to the
Affidavit of Angela M. Reed filed contemporaneously herewith), these claims also fail under the
proposed Amended Complaint.
B.

PLAINTIFFS' NEGLIGENCE CLAIM (COUNT
BE DISMISSED AGAINST TITLE0NE

III)

OF PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT SHOULD

In their Opposition Memorandum, Plaintiffs appear to concede that their common law
negligence claim, as plead in Count III of their Complaint (and proposed Amended Complaint),
is barred by the economic loss doctrine and is, therefore, subject to dismissal. 1 Plaintiffs, then go
on to argue, however, that their negligence claim for economic loss is viable under Idaho Code §
45-1205. As set forth below, TitleOne is not opposing Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend with respect
to this particular claim.
In 1995, the Idaho Legislature enacted a new chapter, namely Chapter 12, to the Liens,
Mortgages, and Pledges title of the Idaho Code entitled "Reconveyances." This chapter of the
1

See Opposition Memorandum p. 4.
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Idaho Code (the "Reconveyanc Act") identifies the procedure for a so-called "forced"
reconveyance of a deed of trust.

As identified in Section 45-1203, a "title insurer" or "title

agent" (as defined in Section 45-1201), after satisfying certain notice conditions set forth therein
can execute and record a reconveyance of a deed of trust provided the title insurer or title agent
does not receive any objection to the proposed reconveyance.
Section 45-1205 goes on to discuss the liability of a title insurer or agent that violates the
chapter. Specifically, Section 45-1205 provides:
In the event that a trust deed is reconveyed by a title insurer or title
agent purporting to act under the provisions of this chapter, but the
obligation secured by the trust deed has not been fully paid, the
title insurer or title agent effecting such reconveyance shall be
liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the damages
suffered as a result of such improper reconveyance only if the
title insurer or title agent failed to substantially comply with
the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code, or
acted with negligence or in bad faith in reconveying the trust
deed.
(Emphasis in bold and underlining added). Notably, while the Reconveyance Act contains the
source of the duty for title insurers and title agents reconveying deeds of trust and limits when
damages are available, it does not identify what those damages are. In other words, it does not,
as Plaintiffs' Opposition Memorandum implies, specify any statutory damages that are
recoverable if the statute is violated. This, of course, raises the question of what damages are
recoverable if the Reconveyance Act is violated.
It is a well-established principal of statutory interpretation that a court must not interpret

a statute as abrogating the common law unless it is evident that was the Legislature's intent.

Pioneer Irr. Dist. v. City of Caldwell, 153 Idaho 593, 602, 288 P.3d 810, 819 (2012); see also
Baker v. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575, 583, 513 P.2d 627, 635 (1973) ( "Where the clear
implication of a legislative act is to change the common law rule we recognize the modification
because the legislature has the power to abrogate the common law."). Statewide Constr., Inc. v.
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Pietri, 150 Idaho 423, 429, 247 P.3d 650, 656 (2011) (internal citations and quotations omitted)

(as a general principle, "the rules of common law are not to be changed by doubtful implication.
However, where the implication is obvious it cannot be ignored."). Here, there is no clear
indication that the Idaho Legislature intended to abrogate the common law principles applicable
to recovery of damages. In fact, because the Idaho Legislature specifically incorporated the
common law doctrines of negligence and bad faith2 into Section 45-1205, it appears to have
contemplated that common law principles should, in fact, apply to the statute.
In this case, Plaintiffs have alleged that TitleOne either negligently or fraudulently
reconveyed the EEF Deed of Trust.

While the Reconveyance Act establishes the duties title

insurers and title agents in connection with reconveying deeds of trust (i.e. the Act defines the
duty element in the context of a prima facie case for negligence). The Act does not establish the
damage element of a prima facie case for negligence, and, therefore, under Pioneer Irr. Dist. 153
Idaho at 602, 288 P.3d at 819 and related cases, cannot be construed to abrogate the common
law. Because it does not abrogate the common law, the common law limitations on damages for
negligence, including the economic loss doctrine, still apply. And, as Plaintiffs agree on page 4
of their opposition memorandum, the economic loss doctrine prohibits recovery of purely
economic losses for "common law economic loss in negligence." Therefore, assuming the Court
grants Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend their Complaint to assert a claim for against TitleOne under
Idaho Code § 45-1205, Plaintiffs cannot state a claim against TitleOne under Section 45-1205

2 The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized a ''tort of bad faith." See White v. Unigard Mut. Ins. Co., 112
Idaho 94, 97, 730 P.2d 1014, 1017 (1986) (" 'the tort of bad faith is not a tortious breach of contract. It is a separate
intentional wrong, which results from a breach of a duty imposed as a consequence of the relationship established
by contract.' "(quoting Anderson v. Continental Ins. Co., 85 Wis.2d 675,271 N.W.2d 368,374 (1978)). To establish
the tort of bad faith, the party asserting the tort must demonstrate the following elements: (I) the insurance company
intentionally and unreasonably denied or delayed payment of a claim; (2) the claim was not fairly debatable; (3) the
denial or delay was not the result of a good faith mistake; and (4) the resulting harm was not fully compensable by
contract damages. See Lovey v. Regence BlueShield of Idaho, 139 Idaho 37, 48, 72 P.3d 877, 888 (2003).
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because the losses Plaintiffs seek to recover are purely economic losses that are not recoverable
in tort under either a negligence or bad faith theory.
C.

PLAINTIFFS' CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT CLAIM (COUNT IV) SHOULD BE DISMISSED
AGAINST TITLE0NE

Plaintiffs' ICPA claim fails because Plaintiffs lack standing under the ICPA. In order to
have standing under the ICP A, the aggrieved party must have been in a contractual relationship
with the party alleged to have acted unfairly or deceptively. See I.C. 48-608(1) ("Any person
who purchases or leases goods or services and thereby suffers ... "); Haskin v. Glass, 102 Idaho
785, 788, 640 P.2d 1186, 1189 (Ct. App. 1982) (holding "that a claim under the ICPA mpt be
based upon a contract"). In their Opposition Memorandum, Plaintiffs allege that they have
standing to sue "by virtue of Defendant TitleOne's contractual relationship with Plaintiffs
described in

1B above."3 The "contractual relationship" Plaintiffs refer to is the alleged

contractual relationship under the EEF Deed of Trust. However, as noted above, TitleOne was
never a party to a contract with the Plaintiffs. TitleOne was not the original trustee under the
EEF Deed of Trust and was never substituted in as trustee. 4 Accordingly, Plaintiffs lack standing
to pursue their ICPA and this claim should be dismissed.
Alternatively, despite Plaintiffs' contentions in their Opposition Memorandum, TitleOne
1s exempt from the ICPA under the regulated industries exemption.

For purposes of the

regulated industries exception in Section 48-605, "(a]ctions or transactions permitted under laws
administered by a regulatory body or officer" means "specific acts, practices or transactions
authorized by a regulatory body or officer pursuant to a contract, rule or regulation, or other
properly issued order, directive or resolution." I.C. § 48-602(8). The Reconveyance Act limits
those persons who can reconvey deeds of trust to "a title insurance agent duly licensed as an
3

See Opposition Memorandum p. 3.

4

See Second Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan.
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organization under chapter 27, title 41, Idaho Code" and to "a title insurer duly authorized to
conduct business in the state of Idaho under title 41, Idaho Code. See I.C. §§ 45-1201(5)-(6).
Title insurance agents and title insurers are licensed and regulated under the Title Insurance Act,
Idaho Code§ 41-2701 et seq. and its implementing regulations. Based on the Idaho Department
oflnsurance's regulation of a licensed title insurance agent's activities, it is clear that Section 48605(1) applies as TitleOne was engaged in an action or transaction permitted under laws
administered hy a regulatory body or officer acting under statutory authority of this state (i.e. the
Department of Insurance). Therefore, pursuant to Section 48-605, Plaintiffs cannot maintain a
claim against TitleOne under the ICP A and this claim should be dismissed.
D.

PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT STATED A CLAIM FOR FRAUD AND COLLUSION

In their proposed Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs do not alter any of the allegations in
their Fraud/Fraudulent Conveyance Claim (Count V) or in their Collusion to Defraud Claim
(Count VI). As noted in TitleOne's earlier Memorandum, Plaintiffs fraud and collusion claims
are based on nothing more than conclusory allegations that all of the Defendants were engaged in
a conspiracy to deprive Plaintiffs of their security interest in the Property. It is an extremely
serious matter to level a fraud allegation against a person, and Rule 9 - and for that matter Rule
11 - demand, that specific facts be articulated describing the basis for such a charge. The
argument here is mere conjecture and cannot, absent particularized factual allegations, withstand
a motion to dismiss. Plaintiffs have the burden of pleading these claims with particularity and,
for the reasons set forth in TitleOne's earlier Memorandum, fail and should be dismissed.
E.

PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT STATED A CLAIM FOR UNJUST ENRICHMENT

In their Opposition Memorandum, Plaintiffs contend that they have stated a claim against
TitleOne because "it is indisputable that the Defendants as a group have greatly benefited from
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the divestment of the Plaintiffs deed of trust." 5 To recover for unjust enrichment, it is required
that the claimant confer some benefit on the defend ant which would be unjust for the defendant
to retain. Beco Constr. Co., Inc. v. Bannock Paving Co., Inc., 118 Idaho 463, 467, 797 P.2d 863,
867 (1990). "The essence of the quasi-contractual theory of unjust enrichment is that th~
defendant has received a benefit which would be inequitable to retain at least withoµt .
compensating the plaintiff to the extent that retention is unjust." Id. (quoting Hertz v. Fiscus, 98
Idaho 456, 567 P.2d 1 (1977)). Further, "[unljust enrichment is an equitable doctrine and is
· inapplicable where the plaintiff in an action fails to provide the proof necessary to establish the
value of the benefit conferred upon the defendant." Id. (quoting Gillette v. Storm Circle Ranch,
101 Idaho 663,619 P.2d 1116 (1980)).
Plaintiffs have not alleged any facts from which the Court could find that Plaintiffs
conferred some benefit on TitleOne that would be unjust for TitleOne to retain. First, Plaintiffs
have not alleged that they conferred a benefit on TitleOne. Second, TitleOne did not receive any
benefit from the reconveyance yet alone any benefit that Plaintiffs would have conferred on
TitleOne. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' unjust enrichment claim should be dismissed.
F.

PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT STATED A CLAIM FOR TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE

In its Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment, TitleOne argued
that Plaintiffs' claim for tortious interference fails because Plaintiffs have not alleged any facts
showing that TitleOne had some nefarious intent to cause Plaintiffs injury.

Plaintiffs have

included any additional allegations in their proposed Amended Complaint to support a finding
that the intent element of this tort is satisfied. In their Opposition Memorandum, Plaintiffs offer
the following argument in response:
Make no mistake; Defendant TitleOne's reconveyance was no
accident. Although made Successor Trustee prior to 2010,
5

See Opposition Memorandum p. 7.
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Defendant TitleOne never disclosed this fact to the Plaintiffs.
Most importantly, Defendant TitleOne was responsible for the
reconveyance of the Plaintiffs' trust deed while certifying that the
loan had been satisfied.
These two facts along strongly
demonstrate the necessary element of intent. This was much more
than just an accident, it was a purposeful, calculated act by the
Defendant. 6
(Internal Citations Omitted). Other than these bare conclusory allegations, Plaintiffs have not .
alleged any facts from which the Court can infer that TitleOne was acting with nefarious intent to
cause injury to the Plaintiffs. The fact that TitleOne executed the Reconveyance does not, ipso
facto, establish that it was acting with intent to harm. Furthermore, as set forth in the Second

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan, TitleOne was never appointed as successor trustee under the
EEF Deed of Trust. Thus, Plaintiffs argument quoted above, which asserts that TitleOne was
appointed Successor Trustee, is based on an incorrect factual premise. For these reasons and the
reasons set forth in TitleOne's earlier Memorandum, Plaintiffs claim for tortious interference
should be dismissed.
DISCUSSION - MOTION TO QUASH
In their Opposition Memorandum, Plaintiffs assert that the intent of their lawsuit
"includes seeking and preserving remedies against the non-BFP titleholders in the Galiano
Subdivision." Plaintiffs' argument, however, is completely devoid of any facts establishing that
the !is pendens will, in fact, preserve remedies against non-BFP title holders.
As

set

forth

in

the

Second

Affidavit

of Cameron

McFaddan

submitted

contemporaneously with this Reply Memorandum, the developer, Galiano, sold all the lots that it
owned in the Subdivision (and that would have been subject to the EEF Deed of Trust) to DAS
Investments LLC on or about May 7, 2012. DAS, in tum, sold all of those lots to Corey Barton
Homes, Inc. ("CBH").

6

As set forth in the Affidavit of Corey Barton submitted

Opposition Memorandum p. 8.
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contemporaneously herewith, Mr. Barton was unaware at the time it entered into the contract to
purchase the lots from DAS that EEF had any claim or security interest in the lots under contract.
Furthermore, since that time, CBH has constructed homes on several of the lots it purchased
from DAS and has sold some of those homes to homebuyers.
Under Idaho Code § 55-606, a purchaser who, in good faith, and for valuable
consideration, acquires title to a piece of property takes free and clear of any adverse claims to
the property. Plaintiffs did not record a !is pendens against the Property until August 20, 2013.
By that time, CBH had acquired title to all of the lots under the contract with DAS. In other
words, CBH purchased the lots in good faith and for value and, therefore, owns the lots free and
clear of any adverse claim by Plaintiffs. Since CBH owned, and continues to own some, of the
lots that Galiano owned and, thus, were subject to the EEF Deed of Trust, Plaintiffs' !is pendens
will not preserve any claims against non-BFP titleholders. There is no possibility that Plaintiffs
can obtain "avoidance of the conveyance" relief they now claim to be seeking in this case,
because one or more BFPs stand firmly in their path.
Furthermore, for the reasons set forth in TitleOne's earlier Memorandum, the gravamen
of Plaintiffs' complaint (and proposed Amended Complaint) is a claim for monetary damages.
Under the theories as plead, Plaintiffs' constructive trust or equitable lien claim is really a claim
to secure payment of money allegedly owed to EEF under the Deed of Trust. Plaintiffs should
not be allowed to use their !is pendens as some kind of lien to secure payment. Berkshire
Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 278 P.3d 943 (2012)("[/is pendens] is not properly

used as some kind of lien to insure payment"). The purpose of a /is pendens is to provide
constructive notice to third-parties that an action affecting title to real property is pending. Based
on CBH's status as a BFP, a !is pendens is improper and serves no purpose other than to frustrate
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sales of the remammg lots to homebuyers and have potential settlement leverage m this
·litigation.
For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court immediately
enter an order quashing the !is pendens.
DISCUSSION - MOTION TO AMEND
A.

The Interests of Justice Do Not Support Allowing Plaintiffs to File Their Proposed
Amended Complaint.

As the Court is well aware, leave to amend a pleading shall be freely given when justice
so requires. I.R.C.P. 15(a). Justice, however, would not be served by allowing Plaintiffs to file
an Amended Complaint in the form submitted to the Court. Plaintiffs filed their Motion to
Amend in response to TitleOne's and Fidelity's Motions to Dismiss. As a consequence, one
would presume that the proposed amended complaint clarifies or otherwise addresses the alleged
deficiencies identified in the Motions to Dismiss. The proposed amended complaint, however,
does no such thing. In fact, short of adding two new parties and including two new claims,
which, like the other claims, are plead generically against all "Defendants," Plaintiffs did not
refine or clarify any of the allegations in the proposed Amended Complaint. For the court's
convenience, a redline identifying Plaintiffs proposed amendments to the Complaint is attached
to the Affidavit of Angela M. Reed submitted contemporaneously herewith.
As the Court will note from the redline, Plaintiffs did not change any of the allegations
against the "Defendants" in Counts I through IX of the proposed Amended Complaint. Thus, the
arguments identified in TitleOne's Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Dismiss (as further
briefed herein), apply with equal force to the claims in the proposed Amended Complaint.
Therefore, with respect to Counts I through IX, the Court should only allow amendments to
those claims, if any, that the Court finds survive the Motion to Dismiss. With respect to Count X
and XI, TitleOne opposes Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend because, as explained by Plaintiffs' in
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their Opposition Memorandum, Count X for Breach of Fiduciary Duty is based on breached
Plaintiffs alleged TitleOne committed as a successor trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust. As
noted above, however, TitleOne has never been a trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust.
Accordingly, Plaintiffs should not be allowed leave to amend to assert those claims against
TitleOne. With respect to Count XI - TitleOne does not oppose granting Plaintiffs leave to
amend with respect to this Count XI; however, for the reasons set forth above, Plaintiffs' claim
under Idaho Code Section 45-1205 fails because the damages Plaintiffs are seeking to recover in
this case are barred by the economic loss doctrine.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court grant TitleOne's
Motion to Dismiss all counts of Plaintiffs' Complaint.
DATED this 18th day of October, 2013.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

fl'<-----./'----~

An~Reed
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 18th day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:

David M. Fogg

~ d Delivery

Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

Facsimile
208-938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title
Company of Idaho

Band Delivery
~acsimile
(206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp.
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

~and Delivery
Facsimile
(208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
~and Delivery
Facsimile
(208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

~~~I
-====------======--___.-/
Angela M. Reed
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601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
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Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

AFFIDAVIT OF ANGELA M. REED
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
compames,
Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO

)
: ss.

County of Ada.
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I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
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1.

I am one of the attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") in the

above-captioned action. I am duly licensed as an attorney in the state of Idaho and make this
affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief.
2.

A true and correct copy of a redline comparing the original Complaint filed by

Plaintiffs on June 5, 2013, to Plaintiffs' Proposed Amended Complaint is attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
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Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
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~Delivery
Facsimile
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_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
A VP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_

HJmcrDelivery
/Facsimile
(206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

~-Delivery
Facsimile
(208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
_UJ,Mail

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Succ;essor in
Interest to RBC Bank

_hand Delivery
Facsimile
(208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDHAO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited Liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112
AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
RBC BANK, (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), and John
Does IDAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho
company), COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.
(an Idaho corporation), GALIANO LLC (an
Idaho Limited Liability Company), EDWARD
J. MASON an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendant,
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and
for causes of action alleges:
I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Daniel Thompson was and is an individual

residing in Idaho and Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a duly organized Idaho
Limited Liability Company.
2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION

(hereinafter "Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMP ANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing

business as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.
6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW

CORP., (hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
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7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC BANK, (hereinafter "Defendant

RBC"), was and is a North Carolina or Alabama Corporation, doing business in Boise, Ada
County, Idaho.
8.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS lNVESTIVIBNTS, LLC, was

and is an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.
9.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.

{"CBI"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.
10.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the
State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.
9'-11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
12.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey

Barton Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and
developing properties in Idaho.
-1413. That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,
corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does IIII through X are unknown to Plaintiffs,
who therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe
and thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in
some manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to
Plaintiffs in indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.
-1-h 14. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code

§1-705.
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~ 15.

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon

the Defendants' transaction of business within the State,=
~ 16. Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.
-l-4.-17. The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this
Court.
II.

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS
~ 18. During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano
LLC ("Galiano") approached Plaintiffs regarding the development of a 29.63 acre parcel, which
was platted to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision,
Kuna, Idaho, and more particularly described in Exhibit "A," ("the Property"). The first position
lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a$ l .2M Note secured by the Property-c~The estimated
gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M as evidenced by the attached Exhibit

.!!G!.
-14:-19. Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiffs, as lender and beneficiary,
executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor,
and Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the
development of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security
Agreement dated on or about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about
September 2006 (collectively the "Loan Documents").
-l+.20. On or about November 17th, 2006 Galiano and Plaintiffs closed the= transaction,
Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate
Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title
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certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALT A
Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title")
under Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement
nos. 100, 116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the-; Note
represented a valid second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is
50000634118DBD. Additionally, Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust
as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with the Idaho Secretary of State.
-1-8-:-21. As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiffs
execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity
prepared and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiffs executed UCC and
re-conveyance documents through December 2011.

Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiffs

continued to work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not
contacted by any of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
-l-9-:22. Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC
during 2011 and 2012.
~ 23. On or about March 2011 Plaintiffs were informed by Galiano that Defendant RBC
would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiffs would be properly notified. Plaintiffs
received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.
2h24. In early 2013 Plaintiffs noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both
Galiano and Defendant Fidelity. Plaintiffs were informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant
TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano informed Plaintiffs that Defendant
RBC had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had closed
and executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality, Galiano
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and Mason had lied to Thompson and EEF and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
n.25. Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided
Plaintiffs with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January
25th, 2010. At no time had Plaintiffs been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
26.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in tum conveyed pieces
of the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., arid many undetermined individuals and entities.
P.r:27. Upon information and belief, Plaintiffs assert that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, and the purchaserDAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes,
Inc .• and many other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured
position in the Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or
agreement, which prevented Plaintiffs from taking any steps to secure its investment.
24.-28. On or about May, 2013 , Plaintiffs were subsequently informed by Defendant
TitleOne that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would
not tender any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
~ 29. Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it
conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been
fully satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiffs with UCC release
statements to execute after it had conveyed the Property.
24-30. At all times material hereto, Plaintiffs maintained a secured interest in the real
property.
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ft31 . Plaintiffs were made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant
Alliance Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
2-&32. Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title
insurance services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business
entity, and that Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.
~ 33. Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship,; and according to Idaho Code
§6-803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiffs.
~ 34. The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiffs is attached hereto as Exhibit H. That
policy of insurance has an effective date of November 1J1h, 2006, Order Number
50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of$725,500.00, and contains no
choice of law provision.
M-:-35. After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiffs promptly provided Defendants with
their Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
J-2-:-36. Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim
amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.
III.

ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

JJ.:-37. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.
~ 38. On or about November 17th, 2006 Plaintiffs entered in certain Note and Deed of
Trust agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiffs.
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~ 39. Plaintiffs received title msurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from
Defendants.
36.40. Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing
to ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper
conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent,.~
37.41. Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs' title policy agreement and as
trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiffs and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts
were within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.
38.42. Defendants refused to pay Plaintiffs pursuant to the insurance contracts once the
claims were made.
39.43. As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiffs have been damaged,,;
40.44. Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiffs are entitled to
costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest, Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general
and special damages.
COUNT II - BAD FAITH

41 .44. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.
42. 45. Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or
payments from Plaintiffs.
43 .46. Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any
and all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.
44. 47. Plaintiffs' claims were not fairly debatable.
45.48. Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.
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46. 49. Plaintiffs' resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.
4+.-50. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiffs have been
damaged.
4&51. Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees
and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

49,.;52. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.
~ 53 . At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal
recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:
(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any

conveyance;and
(c)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

*.54. Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs' secured

interest without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiffs-c
.£h55. As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiffs have been damaged-c
~ 56. Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys
fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.
COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

-S4.-57. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.
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~ 58. In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State ofldaho, Defendants violated
Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following
acts were/are prohibited:
(a)

Passing off goods or services as those of another;

(b)

Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,

sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;
(c)

Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,

connection, or association with, or certification by~ another;
(d)

Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;

(e)

Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a

legible copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has
required or requested the buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the
contract negotiation; and
(f)

Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or

deceptive to the consumer;
*.59. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices,
Plaintiffs have been damaged.
-S+.-60. Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs
and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and
special damages.
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COUNTV-FRAUDANDFRAUDULENTCONVEYANCE
~ 61. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.
~ 62. Defendants in whole or part fraudulently conveyed Plaintiffs' real property interest
aad-as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
~ 63. Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants
fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements
of a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud
or deceit upon Plaintiff.
6-h64. Defendants

were beneficiaries

of Plaintiffs

interests,

and made

such

representations or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs
interests.
@.65. Plaintiffs were, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'
representations and actions.
~ 66. Plaintiffs were induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was
intact and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
64.-67. Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken
action to protect its interests.
~ 68 . Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.
6&.-69. In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be
determined at the time of trial.
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&7--:70. Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer
the Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.

6&-ZL

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs' lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants

knew was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further,
Defendants contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent
purchaser of the Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having
relied on the information provide by Defendants as truth.
~72.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices,

Plaintiffs have been damaged,=
':/-0;73.

Plaintiffs are entitled to avoidance of the conveyance, the appointment of a

receiver, costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and
attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special
damages.
COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

+h74. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein,=
+b75. Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and
wrongfully divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property. Defendants knew of
Plaintiffs' secured position in the Property.
'+J..:76. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices,

Plaintiffs have been damaged.
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+4.-77. Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs
are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT VII -

CONVERSION

fr 78. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth

herein.
+e-:79. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-2403 -

18-2407 Defendants have ;;wrongfully

asserted dominion over Plaintiffs' property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs' rights and
have committed grand theft.
n 80. Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the
property in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to
constitute grand theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus
legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18% .
.'.7&81. Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an
amount of no less than $750,000.00.
~ 82. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue
to suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources,
increased liabilities, and financial hardship. Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause
of Plaintiffs' damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00,
plus legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
80:-83. Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest,=
Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special damages.
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COUNT VIII -

UNJUST ENRICHMENT

8-h84. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.

82-c~

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through 1s convers10n of Plaintiffs'

Property.
~ 86. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiffs have and continue
to suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources,
increased liabilities, and financial hardship. Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause
of Plaintiffs' damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00,
plus legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
84.-87. Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs
are also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT IX -

TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH

PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADV ANT AGE
~ 88. Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth
herein.
8&.-89. Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the
economic relationship between Plaintiffs and Galiano, which contained the probability of future
economic benefit to the Plaintiffs, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs' secured interest in the
Property and Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.
&-+.-90. Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs' economic
relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and
actually disrupted the economic relationship.
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88.

91.

Had the Plaintiffs been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiffs would

have asserted its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and
foreclosed on the Property.
~ 92. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants.:: actions Plaintiffs have and
continue to suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential
economic profits to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus
legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

COUNT X - BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
93.

Plaintiffs incorporate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth

94.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

herein.

recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs to:
(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected:

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the deed of trust prior to

any reconveyance:
(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiffs prior

to any reconveyance:
(d)

95.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

without authorization, Defendants breached each of the above duties they owed to Plaintiffs.
96 .

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiffs have been damaged.
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97.

Based upon Defendants' breach of fiduciary duty, Plaintiffs are entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

COUNT XI -VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205
93.

Plaintiffs incomorate and reallege all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth

94.

Idaho Code§ 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title

herein.

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho
Code, or acted with negligence or in bad faith"
95.

Because the Defendants' reconveyance of the Plaintiffs trust deed was negligent, in

had faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code § 45-1203 or 1204, Defendants violated Idaho Code
§ 45-1205.
96,

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

97.

Based upon Defendants' violation ofldaho Code § 45-1205, Plaintiffs are entitled

to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all other general
and special damages.

IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as
follows:
1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enJom

Defendants from further disposition of the Property;
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2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to

proof at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;
3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at

trial but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.
M .

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an

amount exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;
5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances and reconveyances of the subject property:

6.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property:

4.-7.

For leave of this Court to amend this histhis Complaint to add a claim for punitive

damages;
~ 8. For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3),
12-121 and 41-1839;
6'-9.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED This ;m15th day of AmeOctober, 2013.

David M . Fogg, ISB #7610
Attorney for Plaintiff
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID # 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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OCT 1 8 2013

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By OAYSHA OSBORN
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

AFFIDAVIT OF COREY BARTON
IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTION TO
QUASH LIS PENDENS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
)
County of Ada_
I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF COREY BARTON IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION TO QUASH -1
1902094_1 [6014-56)
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10118/2013

.

16:03 CBH Homes

I.

9

P.003/004

I am the president of Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation ("CBH"). I

make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and
belief.
2.

CBH is primarily engaged in the business of developing residential housing

cqmmunities and constructing single-family residential homes.
3.

On or about May 7, 2012, CBH entered into a contract with DAS Investments,

LLC ("DAS"), to purchase approximately 42 residential lots in the Galiano Subdivision from
DAS.
4.

I was personally involved in the negotiation of the contract with DAS.

5.

At the time CBH entered into the contract to purchase the lots from DAS, I was

unaware that Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") had any claim or security interest in the lots
under contract.
6.

Further, at the time the first deed from DAS to CBH was recorded in May of

2012, I was unaware of that EEF had any claim or security interest in the lots conveyed
thereunder.
7.

CBH has constructed homes on several of the lots it purchased from DAS and has

since sold several of those homes to homebuyers.

e this 18th ~ay of October, 2013.

AFFIDAVIT OF COREY BARTON IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTTON TO QUASH - 2
AFFIDAVIT OF COREY BARTON IN SUPPORT OF TITLE ONE CORPORATJON_S MOTION TO QUASH(2).D0C (6014~56)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I hereby certify that on this 18th day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

~ n d Delivery
Facsimile
208-938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

d Delivery
Facsimile
(206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

L:livery

Facsimile
(208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
-SJ·Mail

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

-~-Hfoarnd Delivery
Facsimile
(208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

a--~

aM.Reed .......____....

AFFIDAVIT OF COREY BARTON IN SUPPORT OF
TJTLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION TO QUASH - 3
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\( 1. \·\iHOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
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OCT 1 8 2013

ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1902066_1

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By DAYSHA OSBORN
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
CAMERON MCFADDAN IN
SUPPORT OF TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTION TO
DISMISS AND MOTION TO QUASH

Defendants.
STATEOFIDAHO )
: ss.
)
County of Ada.
I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am in-house counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"). I make

this affidavit based on my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON MCFADDAN JN SUPPORT OF
TlTLEONE CORPORATJON'S MOTION TO DlSMJSS AND MOTION TO QUASH·
1902066_1 [6014-56]
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2.

•

A true and correct copy of the that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement

executed by Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as grantor, in favor of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF")
as beneficiary, recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho as Instrument No.
106181859 on November 17, 2006, is attached hereto as Exhibit A. (the "EEF Deed of Trust").
3.

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance Title") was the original trustee under

the EEF Deed of Trust.
4.

A true and correct copy of that certain Substitution of Trustee recorded in the real

property records of Ada County, Idaho as Instrument No. 110042296 on May 7, 2011, which
substituted Fidelity National Title ("Fidelity") in place and stead of original trustee, Alliance
Title, is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
5.

TitleOne was never substituted m as trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust.

Further, the only action taken by TitleOne with respect to the EEF Deed of Trust was executing a
Reconveyance of Trust Deed on June 25, 2010, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq.
6.

On May 7, 2012, Galiano executed a General Warranty Deed conveying the

balance of the lots it owned in Galiano Subdivision (the "Subdivision") to DAS Investments,
LLC ("DAS") (the "Galiano/DAS Deed"). A true and correct copy of the Galiano/DAS Deed,
which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho as Instrument No.
112043195 on May 8, 2012, is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
7.

Between May of 2012 and June of 2013, DAS, through a series of transactions,

conveyed all of the lots it owned in the Subdivision to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation ("CBH Homes"). A true and correct copy of the recorded deeds conveying lots in
the Subdivision from DAS to CBH Homes are attached hereto as Exhibit D.
8.

Each of the deeds from DAS to CBH Homes was recorded before the Plaintiffs

recorded their original Notice of Lis Pendens, which was filed with the Court on June 5, 2013,

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON MCFADDAN IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO QUASH - 2
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Fcom, Cameron McFaddan Team

but not recorded until August 20, 2013. A true and correct copy of the original Notice of Lis
Pendens is attached to the affidavit I previously submitted in this case.
9.

As of the date of this affidavit, CBH Homes owns the lots in the Subdivision as

shown on the attached Exhibit E.

Camerob McFaddan

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 18th day of October, 2013.

;N9~~ Public for Igaho l, ·
ltes1dmg at:
f5{v21'__,,_.--"tl..'.··1-=S....,.'_-4-1 _ _ _ _ __
My commission expires: ___JQ&i....Z._1.,_7_ _ _ _ __
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 18th day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the ~od indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

- ~ n d Delivery
Facsimile
208-938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

Lnd Delivery
-----:1-'it:simil e
(206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
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ATTN: Daniel Thompson

***THIS DEED OF TRUST IS JUNIOR AND SUBORDINATE
TO SAID DEED OF TRUST RECORDING CONCURRENTLY
HEREWITH***

DEED OF TRUST,
AND
SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS DEED OF TRUS f AND SECURITY AGREEMENT, ("Deed of Trust"), is made as of the

_(2 day ofNovcmber. 2006, by anJ among Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Grantor"),

whose address is 1883 Wildwood Avenue. Boise, fdaho 83713, Eagle. whose address is 2545 N. Constance
Piacc, Eagle, lda'1o ~3616: Alliance Tille & Escrow Corp, ("Trustee"), whose address is 7914 Rifleman.
Bosie, Idaho R3 704; and E3gle F..quity Fund. LLC,an Idaho limited liabililycompany, ("Beneficiary"), whose
addr~ss is 2502 North Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616.
WITNESSETH:
FOR GOOD A~D VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, including the indebtedness acknowledged,
Grnntor hereby i:-re·1ocab!y grants, transfers. conveys and as.<;igns to Trustee. IN TRUST. WITH POWER
OF S.".i.E, for the benefit and security of Beneficiary, under and subject to the lenns and conditions
!,::~cin.i.flt:r set forth, the real property, located in the County of Ada, Statcofldaho, described in Exhibit" A"'
i:ttached herc10 and hy t:iis reference incorporate herein, (the "Property");
( For purp'->ses or compliance with Idaho Code §45-1502(5), Gran tor acknowledges that the
Property is located within the incorporated city limits of the City of Kum, Idahoj.

-~-OGETHER 'NlTH. all leasehold estate, right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all leases or
suh!cascs co·;cring tht: Property or any portion thereof now or hereafter existing or entered into. and all right,
title and in~·::r::st. ofGran!or thercund.:r, ir.cluding, without limitation, all cash or security deposits, advance
rcnt£1.ls, and dep,:,siLs or paym~nt of similar natw-c;
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest or'Grantor in and to all options to purchase or lease
the Propc1ty or any poriicm thereof or interest therein, and any greater estate in the Property owned or
h::reaftcr ucquirerl;
TOGETHER WITH, all interests, estate or other claims, both in law and in equity, which Grantor
now has vi muy hereafter acquire in the Property;
TOGE"fHER WITH, al! casements, rights-of-way and rights used in connection therewith or as a
means of acces~ thereto, and all tenements, hereditaments and appunenances thereof and thereto, and ail
water rights and sharc·s of stock evidencing the same;
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TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest ofGrantor, now owned or hereafter acquired, in and
to any land lying within the right-of-way of any street, open or proposed, adjoining the Property, and any and
all sidewalks, alleys and other land adjacent to or used in connection with the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, any and all buildings and improvements now or hereafter erected thereon.
including, but not limited to, the fixtures, attacbmcnts, appliances, equipment, machinery, and other articles
attached to said buildings and improvements (the "Improvements");

TOGETHER WITH, all rig)lt, title and interest ofOrantor in and to all tangible personal property
owned by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the Property or used in connecti@
therewith, including, but not limited lo, (i) all goods; machinery. tools, insurance proceeds, and equipment.
and all building materials and supplies, (ii) Plans(as defined by 1hc Master Credit Agreement ofeven date
herewith), (iii) peflllils, consents, appTO~ls, liccilSf:S. authorizations and othe. rights granted by, given by,
or obtained from any governmental entity with JJSpect to the Property. (collectively ..Penni1$''), (iv) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made wilh.or given ro utility compani~ by Borrower with respect
to the Property; and all advance payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the
Property, and (v), all insurance proceeds; (the foregoing items(i) through (vt)are collectively referred to as
the "Personal Property"); and
·
·
TOGETHER WITH, all the estate, interest, right, title, other claim or demand, including claims or
demands with respect to the proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, which Gran tor now has or
may hereafter acquire in the Property, and any and all awardsmade for the taking by eminent domain, or by
any proceeding or purchase in lieu thereof, of lh,e whole or any part of the Trust Estate, including without
limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of streets and awards for severance damages; and
TOGETHER WITH, all rigbt,.title, and inten:st of Gtantor in and to alt extensions, improvements,
betterments. renewals, substitutes and replac~ments of, and ill additions and appurtenances to, any .of the
property described herein above, hereafter acqub:ed by, tit released to Gran.tor or constructed, assembled or
placed by Gran1.or on the above described rear ~ . and all conversions of the security constituted
thereby, immediately upon such acquisttion. release. constr1.1etion. assembling, placement or conversion, as
the case may be, and in each such case, withO,Ut any further grant, conveyance, assignment or other act by
Grantor. the same shall become part ofthe Property and Improvements secw:ed by this Deed ofTrust as fully
and completely and with the same effect as though now pwned by Orantor and specifically described in the
to Trustee and the successors, heirs, executon;,
granting clause hereof. to have and to hold the
administrator.; or assigns of Trustee forever;

same

The entire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to Trustee may hereafter be referred
to as the "Trust Estate."

To the extent that the Trost Estate ccmsisl$ of fixtures, personal property or other property in which
a security interest may be granted under the Idaho Uniform Commercial Code, this Deed of Trust shall
constitute a S~urity Agreement:, and Ora11tor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security interest in such
property. In the event of a default hereunder, Beneficiary may exercise its rights and remedies under the
Idaho Unifonn Commercial Code or any rights and remedies hereunder with respect to such property.
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECURJNG:
A.
The payment of the indebtedness evidenced by that certain promissory note of even date
herewith in the original principal amount of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and
No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00), executed by Grantor in favor of Beneficiary, with final payment due
December 31, 2008, and any extensions, renewals or modifications thereof (the "Note"), together with the
interest thereon and any other charges as provided by the Note.
B.
Payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect the Trust Estate, with interest
thereon during the loan period at the rate, terms and conditions specified in the Note.

C.
Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon, which may hereafter be loaned to Grantor,
or its successors or assigns, by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a note or notes reciting that they are secured
by this Deed of Trust.
D.
Performance of Grantor's obligations and agreements contained in the Master Credit
Agreement executed by Grantor, ("Master Credit Agreement"), or any other Loan Documents.
This Deed of Trust, the Note, the Master Credit Agreement, and any other instrument given to
evidence or further secure the payment and performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be
referred lo as the "Loan .Documents."
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, Grantor HEREBY COVENANTS
AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1
COVENANTSANDAGREEMENTSOFGRANTOR
1.1
WARRANTY OF TITLE. Grantor warrants that Grantor holds good and marketable title
in fee simple lo the Property and that the title to all the Trust Estate is clear, free and unencumbered, and
Grantor shall forever warrant and defend the same to Beneficiary, against all claims whatsoever, except only
as to those matters shown on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Grantor
agrees that any greater title to the Trust Estate hereafter acquired by Grantor during the term hereof shall be
subject to the lien of this Deed of Trust. In addition, Grantor warrants that Grantor has the right to execute
and deliver this Deed of Trust and has the right, power and authority to grant the security interest and to
make the covenants made by Grantor herein.

1.2
DEFENSE OF TITLE. Grantor agrees to protect, preserve and defend its interest in the
Trust Estate and title thereto; to defend this Deed offrust in any action or proceeding affecting or purporting
to affect the Trust Estate, the lien of this Deed of Trust thereon, and any of the rights of either Trustee or
Beneficiary hereunder, and to pay all costs and expenses incurred by either Trustee or Beneficiary in
connection with any such action or proceeding, including cost of evidence of title and reasonable auomeys'
fees, whether any action or proceeding progresses to judgment and whether brought by or against Trustee
or Beneficiary.
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1.3
PAYMENT OF SECURED OBLIGATIONS. Grantor agrees to pay when due the
principal of, and the interest on, the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, charges, fees and all other sums
as provided in the Master Credit Agreement, and the principal of, and interest on, any future advances
secured by this Deed of Trust.
1.4
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR. ALTERATIONS. Grantor shall keep the Trust Estate in
good condition and repair and shall not remove, demolish or substantially alter (except such alterations as
may be required by laws, ordinances or regulations) any of the Improvements. Grantor shall complele
promptly and in a good and workmanlike manner any building or other improvement which may be
constructed on the Property and shall promptly restore in like manner any [mprovemcnls which may be
damaged or destroyed thereon and shall pay when due all claims for laborperfonncd and materials furnished
in connection therewith. Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances, regulations, covenanlS, conditions
and restrictions now or hereafter affecting the Trust Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations
or improvements. Grantor shall not commit or permit any waste or deterioration of the Trust Estate, nor
commit, suffer or permit any act to be done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation of any law, ordinance or
regulation. Grantor shall keep and maintain abutting grounds, sidewalks, roads, parking and landscape areas
in good and neat order and repair and shall comply with the provisions of any lease, if this Deed ofTrust"is
on a leasehold.
1.5
REQUIRED INSURANCE. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep in force
the following policies of insurance:
1.5.1. Public Liability Insurance upon the Property, naming Beneficiary, and any other
lending institutions identified by Beneficiary, as additional insured(s), with such limits as may from time to
time be required by Beneficiary, but in any event such limits shall be not less than $1,000,000.00 for personal
injury and death, and $500,000.00 for property damage;

J.5.2 Insurance against loss or damage to all Improvements and the Personal Property,
now existing or hereafter constructed, by fire and any of the risks covered by insurance of the type now
known as "fire and extended coverage" in an amount not less than the original amount of the Note or the full
replacement cost of the Improvements (exclusive of the cost of excavation, foundations, and footings below
the lowest basement floor) and the Personal Property, whichever is greater; and with not more than
$10,000.00 deductible from the loss payable for any casualty. The policies of insurance carried in
accordance with this Section 1.5.1 shall contain the "Replacement Cost Endorsement";

1.5.3 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
comprehensive public liability insurance (including coverage for elevators and escalators, ifany, on the Trust
Estate and, ifany construction ofnew Improvements occurs after execution of this Deed ofTrust, completed
operations coverage for two years after construction of the Improvements has been completed) on an
"occurrence basis" against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage occurring on, in or about the
Trust Estate and the adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to afford immediate
mininrum protection to a limit of not less than that required by Beneficiary with respect to personal injury
or death to any one or more persons or damage to property;
1.5.4

During the course of any construction or repair of Improvemenis on the Property,
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e
workmen's compensation insurance (including employer's liability insurance, if requested by Beneficiary)
for all employees of Grantor engaged on or with respect to the Trust Estate in such amount as is reasonably
satisfactory to Beneficiary, or, if such limits are established by law, in such amounts;
1.5.5 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
builder's completed value risk insurance against "all risks of physical loss," including collapse and transit
coverage, during construction of such Improvements, with deductibles not to exceed $10,000.00, in nonreporting form, covering the total value of work performed and equipment, supplies and materials furnished.
Said policy of insurance shall contain the "permission to occupy upon completion of work or occupancy"
endorsement;
1.5.6 Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may from time 10 time be required
by Beneficiary against the same or other hazards.

All policies of insurance required by the terms of this Deed of Trust shall contain an endorsement or
agreement by the insurer that any loss shall be· payable in accordance with the terms of such policy,
notwithstanding any act ornegligence ofGrantorwhich might otherwise result in forfeiture ofsaid insurance,
and the further agreement of the insurer waiving all rights of setoff, counterclaim or deductions against
Grantor.
1.6

DELIVERY OF POLICIES. PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.

1.6.1 All policies ofinsllf'ance shall be issued by companies and in amounts satisfactory
to Beneficiary. All policies of insurance shal I have attached thereto a Lender's loss payable endorsement for
the benefit of Beneficiary in form satisfactory to Beneficiary. Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with an
original policy of all policies of required insurance, In lieu of the actual policy, the issuing company may
provide to Beneficiary a copy certified as follows: "This is a true and certified copy of the policy prepared
for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC." If Beneficiary consents to Grantor providing any of the required insurance
through blanket policies carried by Grantor and covering more than one location, the Grantor shall furnish
Beneficiary with a Certificate of Insurance for each such policy setting forth the coverage, the limits of
liability, the name of the carrier, the policy number, and the expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior
Lo the expiration of each such policy, Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with evidence satisfactory to
Beneficiary of the payment of the premium and the re-issuance of a policy continuing insurance in force as
required by this Deed of Trust. All such policies shall contain a provision that such policies will not be
canceled or materially amended, which shall include any reduction in the scope or Iimits of coverage, without
at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Beneficiary.
1.6.2 In the event Grantor fails to provide, maintain, keep in force or deliver and furnish
to Beneficiary, the policies of insurance required by this Section, Beneficiary may procure such insurance
or single-interest insurance for such risks covering Beneficiary's interest, and Grantor will pay all premiwns
thereon promptly upon demand by Beneficiary, and until such payment is made by Gran tor, the amount of
all such premiums together with interest thereon at the rate as set forth in the Note shall be secured by this
Deed ofTrust. Al the request of Beneficiary, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments,
an amount equal to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance premiums on all policies of
insurance required by this Deed of Trust. Grantor further agrees, upon Beneficiary's request, to cause all
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bills, statements or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance premiums to be sent or mailed
directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills, statements or other documents, and providing Grantor
has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6, Beneficiary shall pay such
amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any
reason the funds deposited wilh Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or
subsequently be due, Beneficiary sha II notify Grantor and Gran tor shall immediate! y deposit an amount equal
to such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause
Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the
amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6. Beneficiary may commingle said
reserve with its own funds and Grantor shall not be entitled to any interest thereon.

I.7

INSURANCE PROCEEDS.

1.7 .1 Following the occurrence of any casualty to the Property or Improvements, or any
part thereof: Gran tor shall give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary, and Beneficiary may make proof
of loss if not made promptly by Gran tor. In the event of such loss or damage, all proceeds of insurance shall
be payable to Beneficiary, and Grantor hereby authorizes and directs any affected insurance company to
make payment of such proceed directly to Beneficiary. Beneficiary is hereby authorized and empowered by
Gran tor to settle, adj ustorcompromise any claims ofloss, damage or destruction under any policy or policies
of insurance.
1.7.2 Jn the event of any damage or destruction of the Improvements, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole discretion, to apply all or part of the insurance proceeds (i) to any indebtedness
secured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, (ii) to the restoration of lhe Improvements,
or (iii) to Grantor. Notwithstanding the preceding, Beneficiary agrees to pennit Grantor to utilize any such
insurance proceeds to repair and restore the Improvements provided and on the condition that:
(a)
all insurance proceeds shall be paid to and received by Beneficiary and held
by Beneficiary in a non-interest bearing account (the "Restoration Account"); and
(b)
Gran tor shal I not be in default hereunder, under the Note or under any other
instrument or docwn.ent securing the Note; and

1.7.3 Upon the satisfaction ofthe preceding conditions (a)and (b), Gran tor, at its expense,
shall promptly prepare all plans and specifications necessary for the restoration or repair of the damaged
Improvements and submit the same to Beneficiary together with evidence acceptable to Beneficiary setting
forth the total expenditure needed for such restoration or repair based upon a fixed price contract with a
reputable builder and covered by performance and labor and material payment bonds. The plans and
specifications and all other aspects of the proposed restoration orrepair shall be subject to Beneficiary's prior
approval which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In !he event the insurance proceeds held by
Beneficiary in the Restoration Account arc insufficient to complete the repair and restoration, prior to
commencement of restoration or repair, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
an amoW1t equal to the difference between the amount then held by Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
and the total contract price for the restoration or repair. Grantor may commence restoration or repair to the
damaged property only when authorized in writing by Beneficiary to do so and shall thereafter proceed
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diligently with the restoration or repair until completed. Disbursements shall be made from the Restoration
Account for the restoration and repair in accordance with a disbursement schedule, and subj eel to other terms
and conditions acceptable lo Beneficiary. Disbursements from the Restoration Account shall be charged first
against funds deposited in that account by Grantor, and second, after such funds are exhausted, against the
insurance proceeds deposited therein. In the event the amounts held by Beneficiary in the Restoration
Account exceed the cost of the restoration and repair of the damaged Improvements, the excess funds shall
be disbursed to Grantor to the extent of any amounts deposited therein by Grantor. Any funds remaining
after such disbursements may, at Beneficiary's option, be applied by Beneficiary lo the payment of interest
due on the Note, the reduction of the principal balance thereof, the payment of any other obligations secured
by this Deed of Trust, or may be disbursed by Beneficiary to Grantor. All funds held by Beneficiary in the
Restoration Account are hereby assigned to Beneficiary as further security for the indebtedness and
obligations secured by this Deed ofTrust. Beneficiary may, at any time, apply all or any part of the funds
held in the Restoration Account to the curing of any default under the Note, this Deed of Trust, or any other
instrument or docwnent securing the Note.

1.7.4 In all other cases in the event of damage or loss to the Improvements, Beneficiary
in its sole discretion, may apply any insurance proceeds to the payment of interest due on the indebtedness
secured hereby, the reduction of the principal amount of said indebtedness, the payment of any other
obligation hereby secured, or the restoration or the repair of the Improvements, in such order and in such
amounts as Beneficiary shall detennine.

1.7.5 Application ofinsurance proceeds by Beneficiary shall not cure or waive any default
hereunder or invalidate any act done hereunder because of any such default.
1.8
ASSIGNMENT OF POLICIES UPON FORECLOSURE. In the event of foreclosure
of this Deed of Trust or other transfer of title or assignment of the Trust Estate in satisfaction, in whole or
in part, of the debt secured hereby, all right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all policies of insurance
required by this Section shall inure to the benefit of and pass to the successor in interest to Grantor or the
purchaser or grantee of the Trust Estate.
1.9

INDEMNIFICATION; SUBROGATI6N; WAIVER

OF OFFSET.

1.9.1 If8cneficiary is made a party defendant to any litigation concerning this Deed of
Trust or the Trust Estate or any part thereof or interest therein, or the occupancy thereof by Grantor, then
Gran tor shall indemnify, defend and hold Beneficiary hannless from all liability by reason of said litigation,
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether or
not any such litigation is prosecuted to judgment. If Beneficiary commences an action against Grantor to
enforce any of the terms hereof or because of the breach by Gran tor of any of the tenns hereof, or for the
recovery of any sum secured hereby, Beneficiary may employ an attorney or attorneys to protect its rights
hereunder, and Grantor shall pay Beneficiary reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by
Beneficiary. The right to such attorneys' fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on the
commencement of such action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to
judgment.
1.9.2

Grantor waives any and all rightto claim orrecovcr against Beneficiary, its officers,
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employees, agents and representatives, for loss of or damage to Grantor, the Trust Estate, Grantor's i:roperty
or the properly of others under Grantor's control from any cause insured against or required to be insured
against by the provisions of this Deed of Trust.
1.9.3 All sums payable by Grantor hereunder shall be paid without notice, demand,
counterclaim, setoff, deduction or defense and without abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Grantor hereunder shall in no way be released, discharged
or otherwise affected (except as expressly provided herein) by reason of: (i) any damage to or destruction
of or any condemnation or similar taking of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (ii) any restriction or
prevention of or interference with any use of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (iii) any title defect or
encumbrance or any eviction from the Property or the Improvements or any part thereof by title paramount
or otherwise; (iv) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolution,
liquidation or other like proceeding relating to Beneficiary, or any action taken with respect to this Deed of
Trust by any trustee or receiver of Beneficiary, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim which
Grantor has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any default or failure on the part of Beneficiary lo
perform or comply with any oflhe terms hereof or of any other agreement with Grantor; or (vii) any other
occurrence whatsoever, whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing; whether or not Grantor shall have
notice or knowledge of any of the foregoing. Except as expressly provided herein, Grantor waives all rights
now or hereafter conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatement, suspension, defennent, diminution or
reduction of any sum secured hereby and payable by Gran tor.

1.10

TAXES AND IMPOSITIONS.

1.10.1 Grantoragrees to pay, prior to delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments,
general and special, and all other taxes and assessments of any kind or nature whatsoever, including without
limitation non-governmental levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner association dues or
charges or fees, levies or charges resulting from covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Trust
Estate, which arc assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate or become due and payable, and which create,
may create or appear to create a lien upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof, or upon any Personal
Property, equipment or other facility used in the operation or maintenance thereof (all of which taxes,
assessments and other governmental charges of like nature are hereinafter referred to as "Impositions");
provided, however, that if, by law, any such Imposition is payable, or may at the option to the taxpayer be
paid, in installments, Grantor may pay the same together with any accrued interest on the unpaid balance of
such Imposition in installments as the same become due and before any fine, penalty, interest or cost may
be added thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest.
1.10.2 If at any time after the date thereof there shall be assessed or iITl)Osed (i) a tax or
assessment on the Trust Estate in lieu of or in addition to the Impositions payable by Grantor pursuant to
Section l. lO.l, or (ii) a license fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or based in
whole or in part upon the amount of the outstanding obligations secured hereby, then all such taxes,
assessments or fees shall be deemed to be included within the Impositions and Grantor shall pay and
discharge the same as herein provided with respect to the payment of the Impositions or, at the option of
Beneficiary, all obligations secured hereby together with all accrued interest thereon, shall immediately
become due and payable. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, Grantor shall have no obligation to pay
any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on the
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obligations secured hereby.
1.10.3 Grantor shall have the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or object lo
the amount or validity of any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this shall not be deemed
or construed in any way as relieving, modifying or extending Grantor's covenant to pay any such Imposition
at the time and in the manner provided in this Section l. IO unless Granlor has given prior written notice lo
Beneficiary of Grantor's inlent lo so contest or object to an Imposition, and unless, at Beneficiary's sole
option, (i) Grantor shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or surely as requested by and satisfactory to
Beneficiary; or (ii) Grantor shall have provided a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or
permitted by law to accomplish a stay of such proceedings.

1.10.4 At the request ofBenefieiary, Gran1orshall pay lo Beneficiary on the day monthly
installments of interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, an amount equal to
one-twelfth ( 1/12) of the annual Impositions reasonably estimated by Beneficiary to pay the installment of
taxes next due on the Trust Estate. In such event, Grantor further agrees to cause all bills, statements or other
documents relating to Impositions to be sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills,
statements or other documents, and providing Grantor has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section I . I 0, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds
so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any lime and for any reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are
or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify
Grantor and Grantor shall immediately deposit such an amount equal to such deficiency with Beneficiary.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of
said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the amount offunds deposited with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section I. 10. Beneficiary shall not be obliged to pay or allow any interest on any sums held
by Beneficiary pending disbursement or application hereunder, and Beneficiary may impound or reserve for
future payment of Impositions such portion of such payments as Beneficiary may in its absolute discretion
deem proper, applying the balance on the principal of or interest on the obligations secured hereby. Should
Grantor fail to deposit with Beneficiary (exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been applied
by Beneficiary on the principal of or interest on the indebtedness secured by the Loan Documents) sums
sufficient to fully pay such Impositions at least thirty (30) days before delinquency thereof, Beneficiary may,
at Beneficiary's election, but without any obligation to do so, advance any amounts required to make up the
deficiency, which advances, if any, shall be secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as herein
elsewhere provided, or at the option of Beneficiary the latter may, without making any advance whatever,
apply any sums held by it upon any obligation of the Grantor secured hereby. Should any default occur or
exist on the part of the Grantor in the payment or performance of any obligations of Grantor and/or any
guarantor under the terms of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary may, at any ti me at Beneficiary's option, apply
any sums or amounts in its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or income of the Trust Estate or
otherwise, upon any indebtedness or obligation of the Grantor secured hereby in such manner and order as
Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any such sums paid by Grantor to Beneficiary
hereunder shall not be construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust or
any of the rights or powers of BenefieiaryorTrustee under the tentlS of the Loan Docwnents or any of the
obligations of Grantor and/or any guarantor under the Loan Documents.
1.10.5 Grantor covenants and agrees not to suffer, permit or initiate the joint assessment
of the real and personal property, or any other procedure whereby the lien of the real property taxes and the
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lien of the personal property taxes shall be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single lien.

1.10.6 lfrequested by Beneficiary, Grantor shall cause to be furnished toBencficiary a tax
reporting service covering the Trust Estate of the type, duration and with a company satisfactory to
Beneficiary.
1.11
UTILITIES. Grantor agrees to pay when due all utility charges which are incurred by
Grantor for the benefit of the Trust Estate or which may become a charge or lien against the Trust Estate for
gas, electricity, water or sewer services furnished to the Trust Estate and all olhcr assessments or charges of
a similar nature, whether public or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any portion thereof, whether or not
such taxes, assessments or charges are liens thereon.

1.12
ACTIONS AFFECTING TRUST ESTATE. Grantor agrees to appear in and contest any
action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee
and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees, in any such action
or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear.
1.13

ACTIONS BY TRUSTEE AND/OR BENEFICIARY TO PRESERVE TRUST

ESTATE. Should Grantor fail to make any payment or to do any act as and in the manner provided in any
of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary and/or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without obligation so to do
and without notice to or demand upon Gran tor and without releasing Grantor from any ob ligation, may make
or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof.
In connection therewith (without limiting their general powers), Beneficiary and/or Trustee shall have and
are hereby given the right, but not the obligation: (i) 10 cnler upon and take possession of the Trust Estate;
(ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improvements to the Trust Estate which they or either of them
may consider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good condition and repair; (iii) to appear and
participate in any action or proceeding affecting or which may affect or appears to affect the security of this
Deed ofTrust or be prior or superior hereto; and (iv) in exercising such powers, to pay necessary expenses,
including employment of counsel or other necessary or desirable consultants. Grantor shall, immediately
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in connection with
the exercise by Beneficiary of the foregoing rights, including without limitation costs of evidence of title.
court costs, appraisals, surveys and attorneys' fees together with interest thereon accruing during the loan
period at the rate, teffilS, and conditions specified in the Note.

1.14 SURVIVAL OF WARRANTIES. Grantor shall fully and faithfully satisfy and perform
the obligations of Grantor contained in Grantor's loan application and Loan Commitment issued by
Beneficiary and signed by or on behalf of Grantor, and any such application and commitment between
Grantor and any assignee of Beneficiary, and any modification or amendment thereof. All representations,
warranties and covenants of Gran tor contained therein shall survive the close of escrow and funding of the
loan evidenced by the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and representations of
Grantor during any time when any portion of the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain
outstanding.
1. l 5
EMINENT DOMAIN. Should the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein, be
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding, whether actual or
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threatened, or in any other mallller ("Condemnation"), or should Granlor receive any notice or other
information regarding such proceeding, Granter shall give prompt wriltcn notice thereof to Beneficiary.

1.15.1 Beneficiary shall be entitled lo all compensation, awards and other payments or
relief therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name any
action or proceedings. Beneficiary shall also be entitled to make any compromise or settlement in connection
with such taking or damage. All such compensation, awards, damages, rights of action and proceeds awarded
to Grantor (the "Proceeds") are hereby assigned to Beneficiary and Grantor agrees to execute such further
assignments of the Proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require.

1.15.2 In the event any portion of the Trust Estate is so taken or damaged, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole and absolute discretion, to apply all such Proceeds, after deducting therefrom all
costs and expenses (regardless of the particular nature thereof and whether incurred with or without suit),
including attorneys' fees, incurred by it in connection with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured
hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may detennine, or to apply all such Proceeds, after such deductions,
to the restoration of the Trust Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may determine. Such application
or release shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done
pursuant to such notice.
1.16
APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may, from time to time, by
a written instrwncnt executed and acknow !edged by Beneficiary, mailed to Grantor and recorded in the office
of the County Recorder of each county in which the Trust Estate or any part thereof is located and by
otherwise complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State ofldaho, substitute a successor
or successors lo the Trustee named herein or acting hereunder.
1.17
SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. This Deed ofTrust applies to, inures to the benefit of and
binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, devisees, administrators, executors, successors and assigns. The
term "Beneficiary" shall mean the owner and holder of the Nole, whether or not named as Beneficiary herein.

1.18
INSPECTIONS. Beneficiary, or its agents, representatives or workmen, are authorized to
enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the Trust Estate for the purpose of performing any of the
acts it is authorized to perform under the terms of any of the Loan Documents.
1.19 LIENS. Grantor shall pay and promptly discharge, at Grantor's sole cost and expense, all
liens, encumbrances and charges upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein; provided that
the existence of any mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not
constitute a violation of this Section if payment is not yet due under the contract which is the foundation
thereof and if such contract does not postpone payment for more than sixty ( 60) days after the performance
thereof. Grantor shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity of any such lien, encwnbrance or
charge, provided Grantor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or other security satisfactory to
Beneficiary in such amollllts as Beneficiary shall reasonably require, but not more than one and one-half( I 'h)
times the amount of the claim, and provided further that Grantor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause
such lien, encumbrance or charge to be removed and discharged. If Gran tor fails to discharge any such lien,
encumbrance or charge, then, in addition to any other right or remedy of Beneficiary, Beneficiary may, but
shall not be obligated to, discharge the same, either by paying the amount claimed to be due, or by procuring
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the discharge of such lien by depositing in court a bond or the amount claimed or otherwise giving security
for such claim, or in such manner as is or may be prescribed by law. In the event Beneficiary discharges said
lien, encumbrance or other charge, Grantor shall immediately reimburse Beneficiary for such amount
expended, however expended, together with any and all costs, fees or charges incurred by Beneficiary of
whatever nature or kind when discharging the subject obligations.
1.20
TRUSTEE'S PQWERS. At any time, or from time to time, without liability therefor and
without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and the Note
secured hereby for endorsement, and without affecting the persona) liability of any person for payment of
the indebtedness secured hereby or the effect of this Deed of Trust upon the remainder of said Trust Estate,
Trustee may (i) reconvey any part of said Trust Estate, (ii) consent in writing to the making of any map or
plat thereof; (iii) join in granting any casement or creating any restriction affecting this Deed of Trust or any
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof.

BENEFICIARY'S POWERS. Without affecting the liability of any other person liable
1.21
for the payment of any obligation herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of this Deed of
Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or Lheretofore released as security for the full amount of all
unpaid obligations, Beneficiary may, from time to time and without notice (i) release any person so liable,
(ii) extend Lhe marurity or alter any of the terms of any such obligation, (iii) grant other indulgences, (iv)
release or reconvey, or cause to be released OI' reconveyed at any time at Beneficiary's option any parcel,
portion or all of the Trust Estate, (v) take or release any other or additional seairity for any obligation herein
mentioned, or ( vi) make compositions or other arrangements with debtors in relation thereto.
TRADE NAMES. At the request ofBeneficiary, Gran tor sha II execute a certificate in form
1.22
satisfactory to Beneficiary listing the trade names under which Grantor intends to operate the Trust F.state,
and representing and warranting that Grantor business under no other trade names with respect to the Trust
Estate. Gran tor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in said trade names and will,
upon request of Beneficiary, execute any additional financing statements and other certificates revised to
reflect the change in trade name.

ARTICLE2
SECURITY AGREEMENT

2.1
CREATION Of SECURITY INTEREST. Grantor hereby grants to Beneficial}' aseeurity
interest in the Personal Property for the purpose of securing all obligations of Grantor contained in any of
the Loan Documents. This Deed ofTrust shall be deemed the Security Agreement as defined in lhe Uniform
Commercial Code ofldaho and the remedies for any violation of the covenants, terms and conditions of the
agreements herein contained shall be (i) as prescribed herein, or (ii) by general law, or (iii) as to such part
of the security which is also reflected in any financing statement or statements (the "Financing Statement")
by the specific statutory consC(JJcnces now or hereafter enacted and specified in the Uniform Commercial
Code of Idaho, all at Beneficiary's sole election. Grantor and Beneficiary agree that the filing of such a
Financing Statement in the records normally having to do with personal property shall never be construed
as in any manner or way derogating from or impairing this declaration and hereby stated intention of the
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parties hereto, that everything used in connection with the production ofincome from the Trust Estate and/or
adapted for use therein and/or which is described or reflected in this Deed of Trust is, and at all times and
for all purposes and in all proceedings both legal and equitable shall be regarded as part of the Property
irrespective of whether (A) any such item is physically attached to the Improvements, (B) serial numbers are
used for the better identification of certain equipment items capable of being identified in such manner in
a recital contained herein or in any list filed with the Beneficiary, (C) any such item is referred toor reflected
in any such Financing Statement so filed at any time. Similarly, the mention in any such Financing Statement
of (I) the rights in or the proceeds of any fire and/or ha:zard insurance policy, (2) any award in eminent
domain proceedings for a taking or for loss of value, or (3) the debtor's interest as lessor in any present or
future lease or rights to income growing out of the use and/or occupancy of the premises, whether pursuant
to lease or otherwise, shall never be construed as in any manner or way altering any of the rights of
Beneficiary as dctennined by this Deed of Trust or impugning the priority of the Beneficiary's lien granted
hereby or by any other recorded document, but such mention in the Financing Statement is declared to be
for the protection oflhc Beneficiary in the event any court or judge shall detennine at any time with respect
to ( l ), (2) and (3) that notice of Beneficiary's priority of interest, to be effective against a particular class of
persons, divisions or entity of the Federal Government, must be filed in the Uniform Commercial Code
records.

2.2
WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONSAND COVENANTS OF GRANTOR. Grantor
warrants, represents and covenants as follows:
2.2.1 Excepl for the security interest granted hereby, Grantor is, and as lo portions of the
Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof will be, the sole owner of the, free from any adverse
lien, security interest, encl.Ullbrance or adverse claims thereon of any kind whatsoever except the Permitted
ExceptionofRBC Builder Finance. Grantorwill notify Beneficiary of, and will defend the Personal Property
against, all claims and demands of all persons at any time claiming the same or any interest therein.
2.2.2 Grantor will not lease, sell, convey or in any manner transfer the Personal Property
without the prior written consent of Beneficiary.
2.2.3

The Personal Property is not used or brought for personal, family or household

purposes.
2.2.4 The Personal Property will be kept on or at the Property and Grantorwill not remove
the Personal Property from the Property without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, except such
portions or items of Personal Property which arc consumed or worn out in ordinary usage, all of which shall
be promptly replaced by Grantor.

2.2.5 Grantor maintains a place of business in the State of Idaho and Grantor will
immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in it place of business as set forth in the beginning
of this Deed of Trust.
2.2.6 At the request ofBencficiary, Grantor willjoin Beneficiary in executing one or more
financing statements, continuation statements and renewals and amendments thereof pursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code of Idaho in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and will pay the cost of filing the same in all
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public offices wherever filing is deemed by Beneficiary to be necessary or desirable.
2.2. 7 All covenant!?and obligationsofGrantor contained herein relating to the Trusl Es tale
shall be deemed to apply to lhe Personal Property whether or not expressly referred to herein.
ARTICLE3
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT
3.1
hereunder:

EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Any of the following events shall be deemed an event of default

3.1.1 Defaultshal I be made in the payment of any installment of principal or interest under
the Note or any other sum secured hereby when due;
3.1.2 Default shall be made in the payment of any installment of principal or interest due
upon the RBC Loan (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement) when due;
3.J.3 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the Note (other than a default under Sections 3.1.l or 3.1.2 above), this Deed ofTrust, the Loan
Documents, or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and delivered by Grantor in
connection with the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust, and the failure to cure such default within
the applicable cure period, if any;

3.1.4 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the deed of trust or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and
delivered by Grantor in connection with the RBC Loan, and the failure to cure such default within the
applicable cure period, if any;
3.1.S Grantor shall file a petition in bankruptcy or sha!J be adjudicated a bankrupt or
insolvent, or shall file any petition or answer seeking or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief for itself under any federal, state or other
statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or shall seek or
consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all of any
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, or shall
make any general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts
generally as they become due;
3.1.6 A petition shall be filed against Grantor seeking any reorgani:mtion, dissolution or
similar relief under any federal, state or other statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency
or other relief for debtors; or any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all or any part of the Trust
Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, shall be appointed;

3.1.7 The filing of any foreclosure proceeding or the recording of any notice of trustee's
sale with respect to any other lien on the Trust Estate, whether junior or senior to this Deed of Trust, which
foreclosure proceeding or recording of notice is not dismissed or released within thirty (30) days;
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3.1.8 A writ or execution or attachment or any similar process shall be issued or levied
against all or any part of or interest in the Trust Estate, of any judgment involving monetary damages shall
be entered against Grantor which shall become a lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied,
vacated or stayed within thirty (30) days after its enlry or levy;
3.1.9

The abandonment of all or any part of the Trust Estate;

3.1.10 The breach of any warranty, representation or certification given in connection
herewith, the loan application submitted by Grantor, the loan commibnent issued by Beneficiary, or any
document executed by Grantor in connection with securing the loan evidenced by the Note;

3.1.11 The occurrence ofa default in the performance of Grantor's obligations as lessor
under any lease affecting all or any portion of the Trust Estate, and the expiration of any applicable cure
period; or
3.1.12 The lransfer of any portion of the Trust Estate, voluntarily or involuntarily, in
violation of the terms of the Note or this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's consent. which consent may
be withheld in Beneficiary's absolute discretion.

3.2
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary may
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable without notice or demand Beneficiary may
also thereupon, at its option and as may be more fully described elsewhere herein. without notice and without
affecting the lien of this Deed of Trust, do any one or more of the following:
3.2.1 Enterupon the Trust Estate and inspect, repair, improve and maintain the same, rent
or lease all or any portion thereof as Beneficiary shall see fit, and perform such other acts thereon as
Beneficiary may deem necessary or desirable;
3.2.2 Sue for all or any part of the indebtedness owing from Grantor to Beneficiary
without affecting or losing the security of this Deed of Trust;
3.2.3

Exercise the power of sale granted herein;

3.2.4

Foreclose this Deed of Trust as a mortgage in the manner provided by law;

3.2.5 Exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho
Unifonn Commercial Code;
3.2.6

Bring an action for damages; or

3.2.7 Exercise such other remedies or combination of remedies Beneficiary may have
under this Deed of Trust, the Loan Documents, or as otherwise provided under law or in equity.

3.3

POWER OF SALE.
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3.J. l
Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary, ifit desires Trustee to exercise the
power of sale granted hereunder, shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trusl, the Note, and all documents
evidencing expenditures secured hereby, together with such other documents as Trustee shall require.
Trustee shall record and give such notices ofTrustee's sale in the manner required by law, and after the lapse
of time such as then may be required by law, Trustee, without demand on Grantor, under the power of sale
contained herein, shall sell the Trust Estate at the time and place fixed by itin said notice of Trustee's sale,
either as a whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as Beneficiary may dctennine, subject lo any
statutory right which Gran tor may have to direct such order, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash
in lawful money of the United States, payable al the time of sale. Trustee may postpone the sale as provided
by law. Following sale, Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed conveying the Trost Estate so sold,
but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.

3.3.2 After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Deed of Trust,
including costs to insure or obtain evidence of title in connection with such sale, Trustee shall apply the
proceeds of sale to payment of (i) al I sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued
interest at the Default Rate specified under the Note from the date such expenditures were made, (ii) all other
sums secured hereby, and (iii) the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
3.3.3 Beneficiary may at any time request cancellation of the Trustee's notice of sale,
whereupon Trustee shall execute and record, or cause to be recorded, a cancellation of notice of sale in the
same county in which the notice of sale was recorded. The exercise by Beneficiary of this right shall not
constitute a waiver of any default then existing or subsequently occurring. If this Deed of Trust and the
indebtedness and obligations secured hereby are reinstated in the manner provided by law, Beneficiary shall
forthwith notify Trustee thereof. Upon such notification, Trustee shall record or cause to be recorded a
cancellation of notice of sale in the same county in which the notice of sale was recorded within the period
then required by law.
3.3.4 If Grantor fails or refuses to surrender possession of the Trust Estate after any
trustee's sale, Grantor shall be deemed a tenant at sufferance, subject to eviction by means of forcible entry
and detainer proceedings. This remedy is not exclusive or in derogation of any other right or remedy
available to Beneficiary.
3.4
FORECLOSURE AS MORTGAGE. Upon default byGrantorhereunder, in lieu of sale
pursuant to the power of sale conferred hereby, at the option of Beneficiary, this Deed of Trust may be
foreclosed in the same manner provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property.
Beneficiary shall also have all other rights and remedies available lo it. All rights and remedies shall be
cumulative, may be sought and exercised concurrently or consecutively and in inconsistent proceedings.
3.5
FORECLOSURE AS A UNIT. Gran tor agrees that all of the Trust Estate, whether real
or personal, covered by this Deed ofTrust, is encumbered as one unit, and that upon default by Grantor under
the Note secured hereby or this Deed of Trust, or any security instrument given pursuant hereto, this Deed
of Trust and such security interests, al Beneficiary's option, may be foreclosed or sold in the same
proceeding, and all of the Trust Estate (both really and personalty) may, at Beneficiary's oplion, be sold as
such in one unit.
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3.6

POSSESSION OF TRUST ESTATE, LEASES AND RENTS ON DEFAULT.

3.6.1 Upon default by Graotor hereunder, Beneficiary shall be entitled at any time without
further notice, in its sole discretion, either by its agents, attorneys, or employees, to enter upon and take
possession of the Trust Estate or any part thereof, and Granter shall, upon demand, peaceably surrender
possession thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary may, at its option, send notifications to any and all lessees
and tenants of the Trust Estate that future payments under or relating to said leases shall be made to
Beneficiary, in accordance with Section 2.2 hereof. Beneficiary, in its name and/or in the name ofGrantor,
may operate and maintain all or any portion of the Trust Estate to such extent as Beneficiary deems
advisable, and Grantor agrees that Beneficiary shall be entitled to do and perform any acts that Beneficiary
may deem necessary or proper to conserve the value of the Trust Estate, and to sue for and otherwise collect
and receive all rents, issues and profits thereof, including those past due and unpaid as well as those accruing
thereafter, and may rent or lease the Trust Estate or any portion thereof to such person or persons and for
such periods of time and on such tenns and conditions as Beneficiary in its sole discretion may determine.
3.6.2 The expense (including compensation to any agent appointed by Beneficiary,
attorneys' fees and costs and disbursements) incurred in taking possession and effecting collection or
attempting to take possession and effect collection, shall be deemed an expense of this Deed of Trust to be
paid by Grantor and secured hereby. Neither the entering upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate nor
the collection of such rents, issues and profits and the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shall cure
or waive any default or notice ofsale hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. In dealing
with the Trust Estate as a bcncficia[}' in possession, Beneficiary shall be without any liability, charge or
obligation therefor to Grantor, and Beneficiary shall be entitled to operate any business then being conducted
thereon or therewith at the expense of and for the account of Grantor, and all net losses, costs and expenses
thereby incurred shall be advancements governed by Section 1.14 hereof.
3.6.3 For purposes hereof, Beneficiary is expressly authorized to deal with the Trust Estate
as Grantor's attorney-in-fact subsequent to Grantor's default hereunder, i.e., to enter into leases of all or a
portion of the Trust Estate, to terminate leases of all or portions of the Trust Estate as may be necessary in
Beneficiary's discretion, enter into management agreements regi1rding the Trust Estate on terms and
conditions approved by Beneficiary in its discretion, and otherwise operate the Trust Estate. None of the
foregoing activities by Beneficiary with respect to the Trust Estate shall serve to waive any rights of
Beneficiary against Grantor or impose any additional burdens or any liability on Beneficiary therefor.

APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary
3.7
shall be entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the Trust Estate, collect the rents, issues
and profits therefrom, care for and repair the same, improve the same when necessary or desirable, lease and
rent the Trust Estate or portions thereof (including leases existing beyond the tenn of receivership), and
otherwise use and utilize the Trust Estate, and to have such other duties as may be fixed by the court.
Grantor specifically agrees that the court may appoint a receiver without reference to the adequacy or
inadequacy of the security, or the solvency or insolvency of Gran tor or any guarantor, the commission of
actual waste or damage to the Property, and without reference to other matters nonnally taken into account
by courts in the discretionary appointment of receivers, it being the intention of Grant or to hereby authorize
the appointment of a receiver when Grantor is in default and Beneficiary has requested the appoinunent of
a receiver. Grantor hereby agrees and consents to the appointment ofthe particular person or firm (including
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an officer or employee of Beneficiary) designated by Beneficiary as receiver. Such receiver shall have the
power to borrow money from any person. including Beneficiary, for reasonable expenses of operating,
preserving, maintaining, completing and caring for the Trust Estate, or completing the construction of any
improvements or structures in progress in or upon the Trust Estate, and all such borrowed swns together with
interest thereon at the Default Rate set forth in the Note shall be added to the indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Trust. The acceptance and/or application ofsuch rents, issues and profits shall not cure any default
hereunder nor constitute a waiver of or adversely affect any other right which Beneficiary may enjoy under
this Deed of Trust or under the laws of Idaho by virtue of the default of Grantor hereunder. For purposes
of appointment of such a receiver, it is agreed that anyoflhe following actions brought by Beneficiary shall
be actions which "affect" the Trust Estate and support the appointment of a receiver by lhe Superior Court
for the county in which the Trust Estate is located:
3.7.l

I

Damages for waste or failure to maintain the Trust Estate; or

3.7.2 Damages for failure to perfonn any of Grantor's obligations set forth in this Deed
of Trust which relate directly or indirectly to the ownership or operation of the Trust Estate.
3.8
FORECLOSURE OF SECURITY INTEREST. Upon default by Grantor hereunder,
Beneficiary may exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code, including. but not limited to:

l

I
:t

3.8.l Either personally or by means of a court appointed receiver, take possession of all
or any oflhe Personal Property and exclude therefrom Grantor and all others claiming under Grantor, and
thereafter hold, store. use, operate, manage, maintain and control, make repairs, replacements, alterations,
additional and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers of Grantor in respect to the Personal
Property or any part thereof. In the event Beneficiary demands or attempts to take possession of the Personal
Property in the exercise of any rights under any of the Loan Documents, Grantor promises and agrees to
promptly tum over and deliver complete possession thereof to Beneficiary;
3.8.2 Without notice to or demand upon Grantor, make such payments and do such acts
as Beneficiary may deem necessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Property, including without
limitation, paying, purchasing, contesting or compromising any encumbrance, charge odien which is prior
to or superior to the security interest granted hereunder, and in exercising any such powers or authority to
pay all expenses incurred in connection therewith;
3.8.3 Require Grantor to assemble the Personal Property or any portion thereof, at a place
designated by Beneficiary and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to deliver such Personal
Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or representative designated by it. Beneficiary, and its agents and
representatives shall have the right to enter upon any or all of Grantor's premises and property to exercise
Beneficiary's rights hereunder;
3.8.4 Sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the Personal Property at public sale, with or
without having the Personal Property at the place of sale, and upon such tenns and in such marmcr as
Beneficiary may detennine. Beneficiary may be a purchaser at any such sale;
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3.8.5 Unless the Personal Property is perishable or threatens lo decline speedily in value
or is of a type customarily sold on a recognized market, any requirement under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code for giving notice of a proposed sale or other disposition of the Personal Property shall be
met if such notice is mailed to Grantor, postage prepaid, at least five (5) days before the scheduled sale or
disposition. Such notice may be mailed to Gran tor at the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of
Trust.

3.9
REMEDIES NOT EXCLUSIVE. Trustee and Beneficiary and each of them, shall be
entitled to enforce payment and performance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed ofTrusl or under any Loan Instrument or another agreement
or any laws now or hereafter in force, notwithstanding some or all of the said indebtedness and obligations
secured hereby may now or hereafter be otherwise secured, whether by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, lien,
assignment or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this Deed of Trust nor its enforcement, whether by court
action or pursuant to the power of sale or other powers herein contained, shall prejudice or in any manner
affect Trustee's or Beneficiary's right to realize upon or enforce any other security now or hereafter held by
Trustee or Beneficiary, its being agreed that Trustee and Beneficiary, and each of then, shall be entitled to
enforce this Deed of Trust and any other security now or hereafter held by Beneficiary or Trustee in such
order and manner as they or either of them in their absolute discretion determine. No remedy herein
conferred upon or reserved to Trustee or Beneficiary is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy herein
or by law provided orpennilled, but each shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy
given hereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. Every power or remedy given
by any of the Loan Documents to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may be otherwise
entitled, may be exercised, concurrently or independently. from time to time and as often as may be deemed
expedient by Trustee or Beneficiary and either of them may pursue inconsistent remedies.

3.10
REQUEST FOR NOTICE. Grantor hereby requests a copy of any Notice of Default and
that any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to it at the address set fonh in the first paragraph of this Deed
of Trust.

ARTICLE4
MISCELLANEOUS
4.1
GOVERNING LAW. This Deed of Trust shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho. ln the event that any provision of any of the Loan Documents conflicts with applicable laws, such
conflicts shall not affect other provisions of such Loan Documents which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan Documents are declared to be severable.
This instrument cannot be waived, changed, discharged or tenninated orally, but only by an instrument in
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or termination is
sought.

4.2
GRANTOR W AIYER OF RIGHTS. Grantor waives the benefit of all laws now existing
or that hereafter may be enacted providing for (i) any appraisement before sale of any portion of the Trust
Estate, and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in any way extending the time for the
enforcement of the collection of the Note or the debt evidenced thereby or creating or extending a period of
redemption from any sale made in collecting said debt. To the full extent Grantor may do so, Grantor agrees
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that Grantor will not at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advantage of any law now
or hereafter in force providing for any appraisemcnt, valuation, stay, extension or redemption, and Grantor,
for Grantor, its heirs, devisecs, representatives, successors and assigns, and for any and all persons ever
claiming any interest in the Trust Estate, to the extent permitted by law, hereby waives and releases all rights
of redemption, valuation, appraisemcnt, stay of execution, notice of election lo mature or declare due the
whole of the secured indebtedness and marshaling in the event of foreclosure of the liens hereby created.
If any Jaw referred to in this Section and now in force, of which Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives,
successors and assigns orother person might take advantage despite this Section, shall hereafter be repealed
or cease to be in force, such law shall not thereafter be deemed to preclude the application of this Section.
Granlor expressly waives and relinquishes any and all rights and remedies which Gran tor may have or be
able to assert by reason of the laws of the State of Idaho pertaining to the rights and remedies of sureties.
Any provision of this Section 4.2 which is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to violate a statute of
the State of Idaho shall not be enforceable, but any such holding shall not otherwise affect the enforcement
of any of the other provisions of this Section.
4.3
LI MIT ATl ON OF INTEREST. It is the intent ofGrantorand Beneficiary in the execution
of this Deed of Trust and the Note and all other instruments securing the Note to contract in strict compliance
with the uswy laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. In furtherance thereof,
Beneficiary and Grantor stipulate and agree that none of the lenns and provisions contained in the Loan
Documents shall ever be construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money
requiring payment of interest at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by the
laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. Grantor or any guarantor, endorser or
other party now or hereafter becoming liable for the payment of the Note shall never be required to pay
interest on the Note at a rate in excess of the maximum interest that may be lawfully charged under the laws
of the State ofldaho, and the provisions of this Section shall control over all other provisions of the Note and
any other instrument executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In the
event any holder of the Note shall collect monies which are deemed to constitute interest which would
otherwise increase the effective interest rate on the Note to a rate in excess of that pennitted to be charged
by lhe laws of the State of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum
pennissible rate shall be considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby
shall be reduced by such amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional
interest and other charges shall not exceed thcapplicable limi~ imposed by the interest rate laws of the State
ofldaho in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Beneficiary.

STATEMENTS BY GRANfOR Grantor shall within ten (10) days after receiving a
4.4
written rcquesl from Beneficiary confirm in writing any statement provided by Beneficiary which states the
unpaid principal and any interest on the Note, and any other amounts secured by this Deed of Trust, and that
no offsets or defenses exist against such principal and interest.
RECONVEYANCE BY TRUSTEE. Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all
4.5
sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon surrender of this Deed of Trust and the Note to Trustee for
cancellation and retention and upon payment by Grantor and the Note to Trustee for cancellation and
retention and upon payment by Grantor of Trustee's fees, Trustee shall reconvey to Granlor, or the person
or persons legally entitled thereto, without warranty, any portion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder.
The recitals in such reconveyance of any matter or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof.
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The grantee in any reconveyance may be described as "the person or persons legally entitled thereto."

4.6
NOTICES. Whenever Beneficiary, Grantor or Trustee shall desire to give or serve any
notice, demand, request or other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such notice,
demand, request or other conununication shall be in writing and shall be effective only if the same is
delivered by personal service or mailed by registered mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested,
addressed to the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed ofTrusl. Any party may at any time change
its address for such notices by delivering or mailing to the other parties hereto, as aforesaid, a notice of such
change.
4.7
ACCEPTANCE BY TRUSTEE; FEES. Trustee accepts this Trust when this Deed of
Trust, duly executed and acknowledged, is made a public record as provided by Jaw. The Trust created
hereby is irrevocable by Grantor. Trustee holds title under this Deed ofTrust for the benefit of Beneficiary.
Trustee shall be paid for all acts perfonned by it hereunder or in connection herewith in accordance with its
established fees and charges. All such fees and charges shall be paid by Gran tor and if Beneficiary shall
advance any such fees or charges, Gran tor shall reimburse Beneficiary for same on demand. Payment thereof
is secured by this Deed of Trust.

4.8
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee in the manner
prescribed by law. Trustee herein may resign by mailing or delivering notice thereof to Beneficiary and to
Grantor. Upon such resignation, Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee, which appointment shall
constitute a substitution of trustee upon the mailing and recording of written notice thereof by Beneficiary
in the manner prescribed by law for the substitution of a trustee of a Deed of Trust. A successor trustee
herein shall, without conveyance from the predecessor trustee, succeed to all the predecessor's title. estate,
rights, powers and duties.

4.9
CAPTIONS. The captions or headings at the beginning of each Section hereof are for
convenience of the parties and are not a part of this Deed of Trust.
4.10
INVALIDITY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS. If the lien of this Deed ofTrust is invalid
or unenforceable as to any part of the debt, or if the lien is invalid or unenforceable as to any part of the Trust
Estate, the unsecured or partially secured portion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment
of the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the debt. and all payments made on the debt,
whether voluntary or under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall be considered to have
been first paid on and applied to the full payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully
secured by the lien of this Deed of Trust.
4.11
SUBROGATION. To the extent that proceeds of the Note are owed to pay any outstanding
lien, charge or prior encumbrance against the Trust Estate, such proceeds have been or will be advanced by
Beneficiary at Grantor's request and Beneficiary shall be subrogated to any and all rights and liens owed by
any owner or holder of such outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances, irrespective ofwhether said
liens, charges or encumbrances are released.

4.12
NO MERGER If both the Lessor's and Lessee's estates under any lease or any portion
thereto which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed
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of Trust and the lien created hereby shall not be destroyed or tenninated by application of the doctrine of
merger and. in such event, Beneficiary shall continue to have and enjoy all of the rights and privileges of
Beneficiary as to the separate estates. In addition, upon the foreclosure of the lien created by this Deed of
Trust on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any leases or subleases then existing and created
by Grantor shall not be destroyed or terminated by application of the law of merger or as a matter of law or
as a result of such foreclosure unless Beneficiary or any purchaser at any such foreclosure sale shall so elect.
No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any such purchaser shall constitute a termination of any lease or
sublease unless Beneficiary or such purchaser shall give written notice thereof to such tenant or subtenant.
4.13
TRANSFER OF TRUST ESTATE BY GRANTOR. Grantorhercby acknowledges that
the financial stability and managerial and operational ability of Grantor is a substantial and material
consideration to Beneficiary in its agreement to make the loan to Grantor evidenced by the Loan Documents.
The sale, assignment, trade, or other transfer or further encumbrance of the Trust Estate or change in the
entity operating or managing the Trust Estate may significantly and materially alter and reduce Beneficiary's
security for the indebtedness secured hereby. As an inducement to Beneficiary to make the loan evidenced
by the Note, and subject to the Partial Release Provisions of Section 4.14 of this Deed of Trust, Grantor
covenants and agrees that Grantor shall not modify the existing plat ofrccord or zoning of the Property, sell,
contract to sell, dedicate, transfer, further encumber, restrict the use, assign, convey, grant an option, lease
for a tenn in excess of five (5) years, or in any other manner dispose of the Property, or any part thereof:
substantially modify the plan of development of the Property or any part thereof, turn over the management
or operation of the Trust Estate to any person, firm or entity, make a voluntary transfer of control of the Trust
Estate, or permit any of the foregoing to be accomplished involuntarily, by operation of law, or otherwise
(collectively a "Transfer of the Trust Estate"), without Beneficiary's written consent. If at any time Grantor
shall Transfer all of any part of the Trust Estate or any interest therein without the prior written consent of
Beneficiary, the indebtedness secured hereby shall, at the option of Beneficiary, become immediately due
and payable. A transfer of more than 25% of the voting control or economic rights in the Grantor shall be
considered a Transfer of the Trust Estate for purposes of this Section 4.13. Consent to any one transaction
shall not be deemed to be consent to any other. Upon a Transfer of the Trust Estate, Beneficiary may charge
Grantor a reasonable fee for processing a request for approval and the rate of interest on the unpaid balance
of the indebtedness may be increased to a current market rate with appropriate adjustment in the monthly
payment so that the loan will amortize on the same schedule as originally contemplated.

4.14. PARTIAL RELEASES. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 4.13 of this Deed of
Trust, Beneficiary will allow sale by the Grantor of individual parcels comprising the real propeny
encumbered by the Deed of Trust without acceleration of the Note, subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in the Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith.

4.15
NO JUNIOR LIENS. Grantor shall grant no deed of trust, lien or mortgage on the Trust
Estate junior to this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's prior written consent which may be given or
withheld by Beneficiary in its sole discretion. Any junior deed of trust, lien or mortgage granted by Gran tor
to which Beneficiary gives its consent shall be subordinate to all leases affecting the Trust Estate and subject
to all renewals, extensions modifications or increases of the Note and modifications, releases, changes or
exchanges of this Deed ofTrust or the Trust Estate without the consent of such junior beneficiary, lien holder
or mortgage holder, and without any obligation of Beneficiary or Trustee to give notice of any kind thereof
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4.16 ATIORNEYS' FEES. The tenns and provisions of the Note with respect to attorneys' fees
and costs shall be equally applicable with respect to this Deed of Trust, and Granter agrees to pay all such
attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Beneficiary or Trustee in connection with interpretation or enforcement
of this Deed of Trust or to protect the security of this Deed of Trust. All such attorneys' fees and costs so
incurred shall be deemed lo be secured by this Deed of Trust and collectible out of the Trust Estate in any
manner pennitted by law or by this Deed of Trust.
4.17
TAXATION ON LIEN QR DEBT. In the event of the passage after the date of this Deed
of Trust of any Federal, State or local Jaw, deducting from the value of real property for the purposes of
taxation any lien thereon or changing in any way the laws for the taxation of the mortgages or debts secured
by mortgage for Federal, State or local purposes or the manner of the collection of any such taxes, or
imposing a tax, either directly or indirectly, on this Deed of Trust or the Note, the holder of this Deed of
Trust and of the debt which it secures shall have the right to declare the principal sum and interest due on
a date to be specified by not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to be given to the Granter by the
Beneficiary; provided. however, that such election shall be ineffective if (a) the Grantor is permitted by law
to pay the whole of such tax in addition to all other payments required hereunder, (b) such payment is not
usurious, and (c) if the Granter, prior to such specified date, pays any such tax when due and agrees to pay
such taxes then or thereafter levied or assessed against the premises.

4.18 OFFSETS. No offset or claim that Granter now or may in the future have against
Beneficiary shall relieve Grantor from duly and timely paying installments or performing any other
obligation herein or secured hereby.
4.19 BUSINESS LO~. The debt secured hereby is acknow !edged to have been undertaken as
a business loan for business purposes and is in no respect a consumer loan or debt.
4.20
COUNTERPARTS. This docwnent may be executed in counterparts and shall have the
same force and effect as if all signing parties executed one document.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Granter has executed this Deed ofTrust as oflhe day and year flfSt above
written.
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GRANTOR:

Galiano, LLC
By: Edward J. Mason
Its: Manager

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Ada

)

On this 'r>"'- day o f ~ Notary Public, personally appeared Edward J. Mason,
known or identified to me to be an authorized Manager of Galiano, LLC, an lda,ho Limited Liability
Company, and the person who executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of said company, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same for and on behalf of said Limited Liability Company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have ha-cunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year
in this certificate first written above.
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Order No.: 5000634118DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT'A'
I

EXHIBIT A

:l

1

A parcel of lftlld being a portion of Ille So11th Half of tht- l'\orthwest Quarter of Section
14. Township 2 North. Range I West, Hoisc Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the No1·thwcst Cornl'r of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Te-n Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
South 00°00'04.. West (lucord South 00°00· 17.. West) 75.00 fl'et from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Q11arter of said
Section 14. also !laid point being tht' POINT OF BEGINNING: thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerlt boundary of the South llalf of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
lenYing said parallel line
South 01°04'12" \Vest (Record South 01°04'25.. West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
!"liorth 89°45'33" \Vest (Record North 89°.iS'?O.. West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25.. West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Une of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thenctalong the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'4 I" \Vest) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Tttd Lateral; tllence along the Centerline ofthe Teed Lateral the
followin~ courses and distances:
North JJ 0 24' 10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
cun·aturc: thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14"25'01" Wt'sl) 48.79 feet to a poiut: thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'4 l '' East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
cun-aturc; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 fret, whose length i•
79.IO feet. whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75~48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31'40"' West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
Nortb 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West> 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45.. West) 151.S8 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
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North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
cnrvalur<': thence along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, '"hose length is
89.28 feet, who'll' Cl'ntrnl angk is 42°37'50'' and whosr long chord hl'ars
North 80°58'43'' Wrst 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Rcco1·d South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point: thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 fret to a point; thence
South 64°36'09'' West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44'' West (Rcco,·d South 58°41 '57'1 West) 37.75 feet to a point; tht'nce
South 89°53'50'' 'West (Record South 89°54'03'' West) 20.43 feet to a poiut on the West
line of said section 14: thence along the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" Enst (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OJ,'
BEGINNli'iG.
EXCEPT
A parcel of land bdng located in the South I lalf of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14.
Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particularly
dcsclibed as follows:
Commt>ncing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
\Vesterly houndary ofthf' Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is aho the
centerline of
Tm Mile Road,
South 00°00'04'' \Vest 1406.81 fret to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" \Vest 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the No11hwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14: thence continuing
South 00°00'04'' West 497.81 fret along the \Yestcrly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Tct>d l.ateral;
North 58°41"44" East 37.75 frl't;
North 64°36'09'' East, 40.90 feet;
North 7.1°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°.37'50'', a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet:
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61 °53' 14'' East 58. 79 feet:
South 65°30'58'' Eai.1151.58 feet:
South 67°:?5'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" ERst S7.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lnteral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING: thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
No1·th 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet: thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06''. a chord bearing of
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South 83°42'13" East and a long d10Fd distance of7.8(, fccf; thence
South 511°02'16" Easf 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent cun·c dcnecting
to the
dght with a udius of 20.00 feet. a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20'' F:ast and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet: thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 fcl't: thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angk of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15'' \\lest and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to thl' POINT OF BEGINNING.
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EXHIBIT"B"
Permitted Exceptions

Special Exception Item Nos. C-1 through C-13, as the same appear on Schedule B, Part 2 of the Title
Commitment, issued by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., as Order No. 5000634 I I 8DBD, and, a deed of trust
in favor ofRBC Builder Finance securing a note in the principal sum of $3,413,300.00.
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AMOUNT 3.00

ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
B01SE1DAH005/07/10
10:58AM
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FIDELITY

HAllQHAL 'TITLE COMPA~Y OF IO~HO

SUBSTITUTION -OF TRUSTEE
WHEREAS, Galiano LLC, an Idaho Limited Uability Company is the original Grantor,
Alliance Title & Escrow Is the original Trustee, and E-a_ 9le E_q_uity Fu_ nd_ , LL_c, an I~aho /
Limited Liability Company ls the original Beneficiary under the Deed of Trust dated
Nov~mber 13, 2005 and recorded on November 17, 200~ as Instrument No.106181859, of
Official Records of Ada County, Idaho and
·
· ·
WHEREAS, the undersigned is the present Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust, and
WHEREAS, the undersigned desires to substitute a new Trustee under said Deed of Trust in
place and stead of said original Trustee, or Successor Trustee, thereunder1 in the manner
in said Deed of Trust·provided,
NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned hereby substitutes Fidelity National Title, whose
address is 8665 W. Emerald, Ste 200, as Trustee under said Deed of Trust, to have all the
powers of said original Trustee.
• / {) day of March, 2010

State of Idaho
County of Ada
On this /tJJ/...day of March, 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personally appeared Daniel Thompson known or identified to me to be the
Manager of the corporation that executed the instrument or the persons(s) who executed
___-...,_.strument on behalf of aid corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corpo
on executed the

DT~substitute Tr~stee
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EXHIBIT "C"
000313

ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 43.00

BOISE IDAHO

05/08/2012

12

11 :01 AM

DEPUTY Che Fowler

ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED· DO NOT
REMOVE THE COUNTY STAMPED FIRST
PAGE AS IT IS NOW INCORPORATED AS
PART OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT.
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PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA C

112043195

When recorded, please return to:
Scott A. Tschirgi
209 W. Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantor"), hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto DAS Investments, ILC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose current
address is 6152 W. Half Moon Lo. Eagle, ID 83616, (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantee") all
of Grantor's right title and interest in and to the real property legally described on Exhibit A,
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (hereinafter referred to as the ''Premises").
TOGETHER WITH all water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
rights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, remainder and
remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successors, heirs and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and will be prorated
between Granter and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit B, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (all such matters are
refeITed to herein collectively as "Pennitted Exceptions").
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AND Grantor does hereby covenant to
with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grantor is owner in fee simple of the Premises; that Grantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Pennitted Exceptions; that Grantor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee or its heirs or assigns, execute any instrument necessary for the
further assurance of the title to the Premises that may be reasonably required.
.

~

DATED effective as of theLday of May, 2012.

GRANTOR:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

By~Name: Edwarci,g" ~
Its:
Manager:5' • ~

State of Idaho
_ ~- ,.O

County of,{:VUlfl,,

)
) S.S.

)

On this[~ay of May, in the year of 2012, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward~ Mason, known or identified to me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, who subscribed his name to the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.
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EXHIBIT A

Lot, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, JO, 11, 15 and 18 in Block I; Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4; Lot~ 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, I I, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in
Block 5; Lots 3, 4. 5, 6, 10, 11. 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lots I. 2, 3 and 5 in Block 7; Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 8 of, Galiano
Estates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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EXHIBITB
Permitted Exceptions
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File No.: 501056

Reference No.:

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.
2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.

3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.

5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.

7.
Special Exceptions:
53. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.
55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989
56. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System

57. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
Power Lines
For:
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
58. An easement containing certain tenns, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996

Affects:

Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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59. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Masler peipetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
Rerecorded:
June l, 2004
Instrument No.:
104068411

60. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783

61. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
62. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Execuled by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4
63. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit coiporation
Affects; Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block I and Lot 1 in Block 4
64. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
I OI013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
65. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19, 2012
Instrument No.:
110032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
l 12004519
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January,17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004520
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004521
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004523
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004526
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004527
Instrument No.:
ALTA CommitmentFonn 2006
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Affects:

Lot 18 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot Sin Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004534
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 5

Amount:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004535
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004536
Lot 8 in Block 5
Affects:

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004537
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004538
Affects:
Lot IO in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004540
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004541
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004544
Affects:
Lot 17 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004545
Affects:
Lot 18 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004546
Lot 2 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
l 12004547
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded: ·
January 17, 2012
l 12004549
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004551
Lot 7 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004553
Lot 9 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
1 J2004554
Lot IO in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 20 J2
Instrument No.:
112004555

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lotl 1 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot I in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004560
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004562
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004564
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 8
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No_:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block &
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004566
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block &
68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner
Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
Instrument No.: 112041308
End of Exceptions

•
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EXHIBIT "D"
000326
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited li~bility company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Bart:on Homes, Inc. , 4ba CBH Homes
, whose address
? (the "Grantee"),
is 1977E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 6 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereo~ filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITIJ all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, jncluding, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free fi-om encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance vvith the tenm~ hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: .

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~

___:-;------'-

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the t"l,,. 1 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

.1

set n,y ""d ,m,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I ave he,
above written.

;

:

a·o
Residing at
Commission expires:

R@sPlq i1 ~ kiln>
.
?,IJ~~1t·1~B
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GRANTEE

Corey Barto

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

J\.\.w

On this ddwi day of
in the year of d{)I J:-: , before me, the
undersigned, a .Notary Public in:ind _for said State, personally appear~ Corey ~ru-ton known or
identinoo to me to .b:e the President-0fthe ·c0rporation- that ex:ecutetl the instnnnent or tbe person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, :and aclmowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

~-~-~~-Notary Public
Residing at: f\J!ll"ll\.pc:,
My Commission Expires~

Tu

\!,---In-l-1,o
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 17 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gran.tor, either in ]aw or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections a,; to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Granter. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Granter pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Granter
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the oonveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-----6::Q3 -- \3,
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

rW.Eck
ts: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
County of Ada

): ss.
)

~

On the ICf day of
, 2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally app ~ W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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GRANTEE
By:

Corey Barton, President

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

,t'klru

On
of
~
in the yea, of
befure me. the
undersigned, a Notary Public~dfor said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of·the corporation that executed the mstroment or the person
wh
. the instrument on
corporation, and-acknowledged to me that such
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SPECIAL WARRANT¥ DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), docs hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
, is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

Lot 18 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , accordiog to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the· estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the. Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Gran.tor. Gran.tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provid~ by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time. of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_$' ~ ,?.5 .~ 1'2)
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~Ac~

By: Tim W. E~k
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the lQ d~y of
~
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally app~IM W. ECK, lmown or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

G

,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

. otary .Pub C
Residing a
·. · · g at• Nampfl. Idaho
Commission ~ssion·Expires: C>Br,30/2017
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GRANTEE

C.BHHomes

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

~

c013 ,

On thlsC.OVdday of
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a.Notary~d for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the Presideiµ: of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
wh · ·
·the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
...

ecu···.··.·.·····~··
e··. ·s··.am.
t.
h
. .·.·.··
..

e.

.. . ..

~,;1:;;{~\

-i!~';.;:. .••n~.·

..

- ·~. - -~

·----~-- :-:·· J~O_'I;ARY ·~

Public

... · .

.

\IJ.l~leA"D\A

R~ding at:
My ComtriissiQ.1) Expires:

i~ i

..... -

I

:* I

dt:b,. PUBLlC / I
,-,-i -[\.o-~. ~
•.·~....~.....•...·· #~
l
. ·r~ ·~n:·iJi'ff;p,:,.~
'll1minm1i/,,\,,,_,.
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Issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Minnesota corporation ("Company"), for a valuable
consideration, commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the proposed
Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest in the land described or referred to in Schedule
A, upon payment of the premiums and charges and compliance with the Requirements; all subject to the provisions of
Schedules A and B and to the Conditions of this Commitment.
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the policy or policies
committed for have been inserted in Schedule A by the Company.
All liability and obligation under this commitment shall cease and terminate six (6) months after the Effective Date or when the
policy or policies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue the policy or policies is not
the fault of the Company.
The Company will provide a sample of the policy form upon request.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Old Republic National Title Insurance Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be
affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown in Schedule A This Commitment shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned by a validating officer or other authorized signatory.

Issued By:

Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
8151 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, ID 83704
Authorized Agent for Old Republic National
Title Insurance Company

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY
A Stock Company
400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55401
(512) 371-1111

By
Attest

=_.---

President

Secretary

Authortzed Signatory
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CONDITIONS
1.

The term mortgage, when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument.

2.

If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in
Schedule B hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be
relieved from liability for any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is
prejudiced by failure of the proposed Insured to so disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall disclose
such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien,
encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company at its option, may amend Schedule B of this Commitment
accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company from liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph
3 of these Conditions and Stipulations.

3.

Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties
included under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed for and only for actual loss incurred
in reliance hereon in undertaking in good faith {a} to comply with the requirements hereof or (b} to eliminate
exceptions shown in Schedule 8, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
Commitment. In no event shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A for the policy or policies
committed for and such liability is subject to the insuring provisions and the Conditions and Stipulations and the
Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy or policies committed for in favor of the proposed Insured which are
hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of this Commitment except as expressly modified herein.

4.

This Commitment is a contract to issue one or more title insurance policies and is not an abstract of title or a report of the
condition of title. Any action or actions or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against
the Company arising out of the status of the title to the estate of interest or the status of the mortgage thereon covered by
this Commitment must be based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment. ·

s.

The policy to be issued contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is
$2,000,000 00 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Insured as the exclusive remedy of
the parties.

You may review a copy of the arbitration rules at: htto://www.alta.org/
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Pione~~Tit! \Co.

Policy Issuing Agent For:

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Title Insurance Commitment
File No.: 531132
Reference No.:

Schedule A
I. Effective Date: May 13, 2013 7:00AM
2. Policy or Policies to be issued:

A.

ALTA Owner's Policy- Standard

Liability

Premium

$81,259.95

$499.01

Proposed Insured: Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho Corporation dba CBH Homes

B.

Endorsements:

$0.00

ALTA Lender's Policy-

$0.00

Proposed Insured:
Endorsements:

$0.00

$0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is:
FEE SIMPLE
4. Title to the estate or interest in the land is at the Effective Date vested in:
DAS Investments, LLC an'ldaho limited liability company
5. The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows:
Lot 17 Block 5, Lot 18 Block 5 and Lot 5 Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the plat
thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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Reference No.:

File No.: 531132

Schedule B - Part I
The following Requirements must be met:
I.

Pay the agreed amounts for the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured.

2.

Pay us the premiums, fees, and charges for the policy.

3. Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured must be
signed, delivered, and recorded.

4. You must tell us in writing the name of anyone not referred to in this Commitment who will get an interest in
the land or who will make a loan on the land. We may then make additional requirements or exceptions.
5.

Documents satisfactory to us releasing any encumbrances shown on Schedule B Part II herein not to be
shown on the forthcoming policy or policies must be provided.

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Reference No.:

File No.: 531132

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed ofto the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
I.

Rights or claims of parties in possession not shown by the public records.

2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matters contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3.

Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.

6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.

Special Exceptions:
7. NOTE: General taxes for the year 2012, which were liens, are paid.
Parcel No.:
04 R30233 I 0420
Amount:
$
NOTE: General taxes for the year 2012, which were liens, are paid.
Parcel No.:
04 R30233 l0420
Amount:
$
NOTE: General taxes for the year 2012, which were liens, are paid.
Parcel No.:
04 R3023310420
Amount:
$
8. General taxes for the year 2013, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
Parcel No: 04 R30233 l 0420
Affects: Lot 17 Block 5
Parcel No: 04 R30233 l 0430
Affects: Lot 18 Block 5
Parcel No: 04 R30233 l 0480
Affects: Lot 5 Block 6
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-9.

Real property taxes which may bti assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respe1..1 to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which arc not yet due and payable.

I0. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:

(208) 922-5989

11. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System

12. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
13. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
I 04062668
Rerecorded:
June I, 2004
Instrument No.:
I 04068411
14. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Name of Plat:
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
15. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June I I, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336

16. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4
Declarant's Assignment
Recorded:
May 8, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12043197
Grantor's Assignment
Recorded:
May 24, 2012
Instrument No.:
112049553
17. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot I in Block 4
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18. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.

Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: l 00102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
19. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 200 I
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
20. INTENTIONALLY DELETED LID Assessments 110032002 with LID releases 112076121, I 12076122, and
112076161 (See LID Releases)
21. INTENTIONALLY DELETED DT 112043196 with Reconveyance 113065870
22. INTENTIONALLY DELETED with Reconveyance
End of Exceptions
NOTE: As an accommodation and not part of this Commitment, no liability is assumed by noting the
following conveyances describing all or part of the subject property, which have been recorded within the last
months:
None
NOTE: The County Records and/or the City Engineer's Office show the address to be:
1340 West Oak Tree Drive, Kuna, ID 83634

NOTE: There is no notice of record and therefore no search has been made for any unpaid assessments,
charges, or fees for sewer, water, garbage, irrigation, or other possible utility services.
NOTE: If the proposed insured under the Policy to issue has any questions concerning the coverage or
exclusions from coverage, the Company will be pleased to provide an explanation.
NOTE: Pursuant to the State ofldaho insurance regulations, a cancellation fee is to be charged on all
cancelled orders. Unless otherwise advised, orders will be considered cancelled six months after the effective
date on the Commitment. The amount of the fee assessed shall be in accordance with our rate filing with the
Idaho Department of Insurance.
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EXHIBIT A
Lot 17 Block 5, Lot 18 Block 5 and Lot 5 Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the
plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes , Inc. , db.a CBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, MeridJ;sm. ID 83M2
(the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 2 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats atPage(s) 12780 through l278J, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information nc:garding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonn.ation provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is- purchasing the Property fu "AS IS" ··WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is-the owner oftb.e Premises and has n9t convey.ed the

TITLEONE0193
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution ofthis Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of t11e conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

:2_3_~_/_;;)___

_,_,:J"'---<.

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the 91 ., ., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM: W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscnoed to the within: instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hav
above written.
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GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On t h i s ~ day of
~lj
in the year of c)-01 )- , before.me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 11.ppeared Cor:ey .Barton known or
identified to me to be the President .of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
wbo executed the irn,1rllment on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

1'fotm:y Public
Residfogat;
My CommissiouEx.piics:

Nal'\.\po I ID
~--05-l(p
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes• Inc. , dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is J!)J]_F,._ Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the ''Premises"):

Lot 3 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in Im,, or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or conditidn of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use: Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has.not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran.tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

a

5· 3· / ~
........-,--·---.---------

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC
~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the 'l • ~ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, knovvn or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Inves1ments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN "WITNESS WHEREOF, I h¥'
above written.
'\.

samyh , ~ a n d y e a , f u &

otmy ublic for State ofldabo
Residing at
~nMerician, Idaho
_
Commission expires:
-~~~U-1HOtl
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GRANTEE

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On lhi~ dt}.~ day of_ ~ - - - : : in the year of dl)\ d'before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Pubhc m and for said State, person.ally a.J?pearcd CoreJ :$.ar:ton known or
ide--ntificd to me to he the P.resident oftbe corporation that cx~cuted :the mstruri1ent or. the person
,vho execut~ the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me iliai such
corporation executed the same.
,. ,. ••• ,. .,

.-:~~192-l:~...

.. » '-.0A•
••b,,,~.>'"':.·
,'l>,.,.0<('.A
·/-~A(( >,'::v-:·.
•,Q,~
,r "',tf)•
\ ~

Notary Public
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain., sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc,, dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is _197.7 .E Qverland Road, Meridian, ID 8.1§42
_____ _y (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-descTibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gramor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at t11e time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

9_~-·~!d__~

Effective Date: ____ft;_._.

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~~~
By: Tim W. Eck
lts: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

}

On the t"} ; ~ day ofMay, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
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Corey Barton Uc tie~,'ltic. dba CBH Homes

GR-U\'TEE

;

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

J

On this di)h day of
~
in the year of dti ~-' before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton Jmown or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on bcha]f of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

b~..
.·

. ·-··-····-.·

-

·-

..

·.

.

Notary Public
Rcsidingat:
f\Jll.~,
Iv1y Commission Expires:

. ..

..

-

.

------
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lp-oS-/fo
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investm_ents, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Ccu::ey: BartC'.iiJ B<l1lvis, Inc , dba CBl:l JJSuics
, whose address
,. (the "Grantee"),
is lill E Overl_g.~®d, Meridian. ID 83642
the following desc1ibed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 7 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, bereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hered1taments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agent<;, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE 1S"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othenvise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0203
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e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of tl1e execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees io be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_tQ=·_~.;...-;}-...:;..~.;...·-'-'()-"----

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~
By: Tim W. Eck
It.'i: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the 7 +-, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the \t,,ithin instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

above written.

Residinga .~=-----------Commission expires: Residing at: Nampa, Idaho
7
commission Expires: 06130/201
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GR.ANTEE

j

C ~ ' " · dba CBll !Iomes
By:

STATE OF IDAHO

Ct,rey ~~' President

)
):ss.

County of Ada)

d::::_,

On this ,;){)~ day of_,___~-~
in the year of c).{)l
before me. the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Bartou known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that t:xecuted the ins!nuncnt or the person
who exe-..cutc-,d the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

A-&a

·b

tit»~ ____ .

Notary Public
Residing at:
Na~. JD
::\1y Commission Expires: 0..0'S-11.o
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SPECIAL WARRA.'NTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
-=Co=-r=-e=-y'----"Bc..ca=r'-"tC.Co-"'n'-=H~om;;;;;_es=.,_•...:I;;c;:n""'c'--._..,'--d-'-b_a_C_BH_H_o_m_e_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _...;._~--'--' whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rqad. MeriQ:ian,-'I=D'--_,8c::3"'"6-'4_2____________, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block l of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, :filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditamcnts, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoevt-'T of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otheI"W"ise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the ov.'ller of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0206
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

"--=(p'-.---'~c.......;;..~___,_·(_;...J.-_ __

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~---

~~--------------By: Tim W. Eck

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada

J.,

On the 7
day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS "''HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

~-L--_jj~J!ruLalJ'iifillP.a.Jdaho
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017

TITLEONE0207
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Core)' Barton Homes, Inc. db· "C:BU fiomes

G.RA.NTEE
.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

J~

On this ;:;J;J~ day of
in the year of dd ")- , before me. the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified. to me to be the President of the cotporation that executed the instmrnent or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknmvledged to me that such
corporation execmecl the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Jdaho 8361-6 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
..,C.,..o,.,.r..,e..;,y'-""Ba
....r.._.t....o""n._·.....H""'o-m,._es................1....n...,c...,.._·...
db""a..._,C,..B...H'"'".·....
R...
om,...e..,s...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• whose address
is 1977 E Qv.erl,and. Road~ Merid':!,an,. ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 6 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada Co1U1ty, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of: in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements;bereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys· are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran.tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran.tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0219
000359

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution ofthis Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ _
7,_;-"~-'--3-=··_
.• ,_fc1..
_ _ __

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

--~C-----lt.s: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
):ss.
County of Ada
)
On the 1J ,11 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

BasidJng a1: Nampa, l~aho
Comrnlasioti E>cpires:

08tJ0/2o17

TITLEONE0220
000360

CBHHomes

GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

On this
day of,
J~~
in they¢:of dO\a- , bcforemc,the
under.signed, a Notary ?ublic i ~d for said :Slate, personally appeared Corey llarton known or
identified to me to be the President of the COl])OratiQll that executed the instrom:ent or the person
who executed the instroment on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

\i~

Notary Public
Residing at: tJ Ctri,..p:;i 1 7b
My Commission Expires: 1p--OS-{ <,:,
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS J.nvestments,c LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. d.lrn CBH .Homes
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E Qyerl apcl Road, Merf<lJ.an. m 81642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETIIBR-WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability ofthe property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of -any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defectsa
Gran tor makes no covenants or warranties with r~spect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the . owner of the Pren:lises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0213
000362

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Granter and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, aclmowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

7· ~-3. \aDAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the 7~., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, !mown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscn'bed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and aclmowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and seal the day and year first
above written.

Commission Expires: 08/30J2o17
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GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

\'~t,

J~

On this
day of
in the year (}f d-()1 }: ,·before me, fuc
·
undersigned, a Notary P u h l ~ ftn: said Stat~ personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the Pr.esident of the corporation that cxeclited the instrument. or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said c.orporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
·
·

TITLEONE0215
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Issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Minnesota corporation ("Company"), for a valuable
consideration, commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the proposed
Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest in the land described or referred to in Schedule
A, upon payment of the premiums and charges and compliance with the Requirements; all subject to the provisions of
Schedules A and B and to the Conditions of this Commitment.
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the policy or policies
committed for have been inserted in Schedule A by the Company.
All liability and obligation under this commitment shall cease and terminate six (6) months after the Effective Date or when the
policy or policies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue the policy or policies is not
the fault of the Company.
The Company will provide a sample of the policy form upon request.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Old Republic National Tttle Insurance Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be
affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown in Schedule A This Commitment shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned by a validating officer or other authorized signatory.

Issued By:

Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
8151 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, ID 83704
Authorized Agent for Old Republic National
Title Insurance Company

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY
A Stock Company

400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55401
(512) 371-1111
By
Attest

=----

President

Secretary

Authorized Signatory
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CONDlTIONS
1.

The term mortgage, when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument.

2.

If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in
Schedule B hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be
relieved from liability for any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is
prejudiced by failure of the proposed Insured to so disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall disclose
such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien,
encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company at its option, may amend Schedule B of this Commitment
accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company from liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph
3 of these Conditions and Stipulations.

3.

Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties
included under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed for and only for actual loss incurred
in reliance hereon in undertaking in good faith (a) to comply with the requirements hereof or (b) to eliminate
exceptions shown in Schedule 8, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
Commitment. In no event shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A for the policy or policies
committed for and sucl'l liability is subject to the insuring provisions and the Conditions and Stipulations and the
Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy or policies committed for in favor of the proposed Insured which are
hereby incorporated by reference and made ii part of this Commitment except as expressly modified herein.

4.

This Commitment is a contract to issue one or more title insurance policies and is not an abstract of title or a report of the
condition of title. Any action or actions or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against
the Company arising out of the status of the title to the estate of interest or the status of the mortgage thereon covered by
this Commitment must be based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment.

5.

The policy to be issued contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is
$2,000,000 00 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company of the Insured as the exclusive remedy of
the parties.

You may review a copy of the arbitration rules at: http://www.alta.org/
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Title Insurance Commitment
File No.: 522338
Reference No.:

Policy Issuing Agent For:

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule A
1. Effective Date: February 11, 2013 7:00AM
2.

Policy or Policies to be issued:

A.

ALTA Owner's Policy - Standard

Liability

Premium

$186,715.00

$866.00

Proposed Insured: Michelle Palmer
$0.00

Endorsements:
B.

ALT A Lender's Policy - Extended

$186,715.00

$334.80

Proposed Insured: To Be Determined and Agreed to by the Company
Endorsements: 22-06,5-06,8.1-06,9-06

$150.00

$0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is:
FEE SIMPLE

4. Title to the estate or interest in the land is at the Effective Date vested in:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., dba CBH Homes

5. The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows:

Lot 9, Block l, Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s}
12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

AL TA Commitment Form 2006
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Reference No.:

File No.: 522338

Schedule B - Part I
The following Requirements must be met:
I.

Pay the agreed amounts for the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured.

2.

Pay us the premiums, fees, and charges for the policy.

3. Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured must be
signed, delivered, and recorded.
4.

You must tell us in writing the name of anyone not referred to in this Commitment who will get an interest in
the land or who will make a Joan on the land. We may then make additional requirements or exceptions.

5. Documents satisfactory to us releasing any encumbrances shown on Schedule B Part II herein not to be
shown. on the forthcoming policy or policies must be provided.

6. If the proposed buyer is presently married, the spouse must execute any encumbrance of the subject property
pursuant to requirements of Chapter I0, Title 55, Idaho code, relating to homesteads or we must be furnished
satisfactory proof that:
1. The subject property will not be their principal residence, or
2. Proof that the proposed insured is not married.
7. This Company will require the enclosed Builder/Owner Indemnity Agreement (regarding Mechanic's Liens)
be signed and returned in order to issue the forthcoming policy.

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Reference No.:

File No.: 522338

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed ofto the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
I.

Rights or claims of parties in possession not shown by the public records.

2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matters contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by Jaw
and not shown by the public records.

5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
Special Exceptions:
7. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens, of which the first half has been paid, and the second halfof
which will not become delinquent until June 20, 2013.
Parcel No.:
04 R3023310090
Amount:
$575.42

8. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.
9. General taxes for the year 2013, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
10. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989
11. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System
12. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
ALT A Commitment Form 2006
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13. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual stonn water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
Rerecorded:
June 1, 2004
Instrument No.:
104068411
14. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Name of Plat:
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
15. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
16. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel 8. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
I 08129452
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot l in Block I and Lot l in Block 4
Declarant's Assignment
Recorded:
May 8, 2012
Instrument No.:
112043197
Grantor's Assignment
Recorded:
May 24, 2012
Instrument No.:
112049553
17. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot l in Block 1 and Lot l in Block 4
18. Numerous matters of record are found against persons with names similar to the proposed insured, Michelle
Palmer. The effects of these matters, if any, on the subject property cannot be determined without further
information. To determine the effects of these matters, in any, on the subject property, the incoming party
must provide the company with properly completed Identity Affidavits prior to the date ofrecording. After
the Company examines the Affidavit, a Supplemental Report will be issued.
19. Possible matters relating to Exceptions I - 6 herein, in connection with any Extended Coverage Policy shown
in Schedule A to be issued. Adverse matters, if any, as disclosed by our inspection of the premises will be
shown in a supplemental report to this Commitment, or on an updated Commitment, and will be shown as
Special Exceptions in any Policy to be issued cleared to the satisfaction of the Company.
End of Exceptions
NOTE: As an accommodation and not part of this Commitment, no liability is assumed by noting the
following conveyances describing all or part of the subject property, which have been recorded within the last
24 months:
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Deed Type:
Grantors:
Grantees:
Instrument:
Dated:
Recorded Date:

Special Warranty Deed
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., dba CBH Homes
112072525
July 23, 2012
July 23, 2012

Deed Type:
Gran tors:
Grantees:
Instrument:
Dated:
Recorded Date:

General Warranty Deed
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
112043195
May 7, 2012
May 8, 2012

NOTE: We have searched for tax liens and judgments against Michelle Palmer and find the following in the
public records:
SEE EXCEPTION NOS. 18
NOTE: The County Records and/or the City Engineer's Office show the address to be:

1262 West Heartland Drive, Kuna, ID 83634
NOTE: There is no notice of record and therefore no search has been made for any unpaid assessments,
charges, or fees for sewer, water, garbage, irrigation, or other possible utility services.
NOTE: If the proposed insured under the Policy to issue has any questions concerning the coverage or
exclusions from coverage, the Company will be pleased to provide an explanation.
NOTE: Pursuant to the State of Idaho insurance regulations, a cancellation fee is to be charged on all
cancelled orders. Unless otherwise advised, orders will be considered cancelled six months after the effective
date on the Commitment. The amount of the fee assessed shall be in accordance with our rate filing with the
Idaho Department oflnsurance.
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Schedule B - Part II
··Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. . Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.

-~

2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the pub! ic records.

3. Easements, or claims of easements, .not shown by the public records.
4.

Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.

5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shewn by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that.
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
7.
Special Exceptions:
53. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.
·

.

55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989
56. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.

District: K~na Municipal Irrigation System
57. An casement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for ·
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536

58. An easement containing certain tenns, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for ·
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
. In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996

Affects:

Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13 and 16 in Block 6 ·
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59. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20. 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
Rerecorded:
June l, 2004
Instrument No.:
10406841 J
60. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Name of Plat:
· Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
61. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5. 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
62. Covenants. Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zijlner, husband and wife
·
Recorded: ·
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block J and Lot I in Block 4

-63'. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporatii>n
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block l and Lot l in Block 4

64. ·Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos_; 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
65. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19, 2012
Instrument No.:
110032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
--- Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004519
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
-Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January.17, 2012
l 12004520
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block l
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
l 12004521
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
··-· Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
l 12004523
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block l
·Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004524
Aff~:
Lot IO in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID ·
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block -1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
l 12004526
Instrument No.:
· Affects:
Lot 15 in Block I
· Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount: ,
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004527
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Lot 18 in Block I

Supplement-to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004528
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
· Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
- ·. Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004534
Affects:
Lot 6 in B locl~ 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID .
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004535
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice ·of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
1I2004536
·-· Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 5
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supple!Tlent to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
ll2004537
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004538
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 5
- -· Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004540
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004541
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I t 2004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block S
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
.Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:·
Lot 17 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004545
Affects:
Lot 18 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
. $3,233.75
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Recor:ded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

-

I

January 17, 2012
112004546
Lot 2 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 201-2
Instrument No.:
l 12004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January l7, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004549
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Su'i>plement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004551
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
--. Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in ·Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.1~
Amount:
·Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004553
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recor<led:
January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004554
Lot 10 in Block 6

Supplement io Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:

112004555
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Affects:

Lotll in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount;
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded: ·
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot.14 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot I in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amou~t:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004560 .
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
S1,1pplement to Notice of said LID
Amount: ·
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
11200456 l
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
~-- Amount:
$3.233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004562
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
.Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID ·
$3.~3.75
Amount:
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004564
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 8
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
· Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8
Suppiement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004566
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8
68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zinner and Jana Lee Zillner
Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
Instrument No.: 112041308
End of Exceptions
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Reference No::

Schedule B - Part II

··Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
·~

1.. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.

2. Encroachments, overlaps. boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3. Easements, or claims of easements, .not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law

and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims: (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shewn by the public records.

6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that.
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
7.
Special Exceptions:

53. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll .
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.

.

55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989
56. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by Jaw.
D_istrict: K~na Municipal Irrigation System
·
·
·

57. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536

58. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for ·
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
Idaho Power Company
. In Favor of:
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6 ·
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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59. An easement containing certain tenns, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
104062668
.... ___ Instrument No.:
Rerecorded:
June l, 2004
Instrument No.:
10406841 l

60. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
· Book/Page:

Galiano Estates Subdivision
99/12780..12783

61. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11. 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336

62. Covenants. Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:

November 21, 2008
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
·
·
Recorded: ·
December 3. 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot l in Block l and Lot l in Block 4

Executed by:

63'. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporatipn
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block I and Lot l in Block 4

64. 'Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
Cqunty of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
!01013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
65. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19, 2012
Instrument No.:
110032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
~-- Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004519
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
-Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January.17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004520
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block l
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
J 12004521
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block J
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
·· -· Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:·
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004523
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block l
·Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.15
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Aff~:
Lot 10 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID ·
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block -1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004526
· Affects:
Lot 15 in Block I
~-.. Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004527
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Affects:

Lot 18 in Block I

'

Supplementto Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot l in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
·Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
11200453 I
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said 1'..,ID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
· Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004534
Affects;
Lot 6 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID .
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004535
·
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice·ofsaid LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004536
·-· Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 5
Af..TA Commitment Form 2006
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Supple~ent to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004537
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004538
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 5
- _ Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
lnstrument No.:
112004540
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
11200454 I
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 14 in Blocks
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
.Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:·
Lot 17 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID ·
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

l 12004S45
Lot 18 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
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Recor:ded:
Instrument No.:

January 17, 2012

Affects:

Lot 2 in Block 6

e

e

112004546

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January t7, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004549
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
11200455 I
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
--· Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in ·Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.1~
·Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004553
Lot 9 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorqcd:
January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:

112004554

Affects:

Lot 10 in Block 6

Supplement ~o Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004555
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Affects:

I

Lotl l in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
Recorded: ·
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Lot_ 14 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot I in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amou~t:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004560 .
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
Sllpplement to Notice of said LID
Amount: ·
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
--.. Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004562
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
.Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID ·
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004564
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 8.
ALTA C::ommltment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
· Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8
Suppiement to Notice of said LID
Arnount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004566 ·
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8

68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner
Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
InstrumentNo.: 112041308
End of Exceptions
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FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
~oon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and 'convey unto
, whose address
Corey Barton Home1> • Inc. dba CBR Homes
is .-1.9.ZL.E....Oved aorl Road,.:....Meri di aD', ID B364Z
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 10 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with. their appurtenances unto th.e Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and aJl of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of: in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gran.tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Gran tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS,, "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent_defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

-·--~

........

TITLEONE0224
000393

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to he bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

--'iV-'-

._\-=-~---

d'"-._-?c__·

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the ry .1,~ day of May, 2012, before me, :the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM: W. ECK. known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

.. .

daho

Commission Expires: 08fJ0l2017
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.

By:

ST ATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

Q1~U.d:

On t h i s ~ day of
in the year of 1D\Z... , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Pu~ in and for said State. personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of lhe corporation that executed the instrument or the person

x~ted the instrument on zs~.t~~;0rporation. and acknowledged to me that such
c:orpo tioncxec ted tl1e sm.n~#~~t
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SPECTAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corex Jia:rton Hornes. Inc. dba CBH Homd ,
~ whose address
is 1917 E Overland R8ad, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 4 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records ofAda County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywjse appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appmtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as t~ the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0227
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~..--By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

}
): ss.
)

On the ri "'1 day of May, 2012, before me, theundersignednotarypublicin and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
above ·written.

I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first

TITLEONE0228
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aCBHHomes

GRANTEE

By:

ST A TE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

ltt::

.

On t h i s ~ day of ~U~l
in the year of '2-0\2.
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary ~bli in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
w executed the instrwnent on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
tfon executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, seU and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. dba CBH Ro.1ll.es
, whose address
is __J977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 7 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the :improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
wjth said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grant or and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both la.tent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0230

000399

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: -----'=------=-------:~ •j\~, \ do

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~. By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
Comity of Ada
)

tz _...,

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
On the
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS fuvestments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS "1HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
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baCBHHomcs

GRANTEE

By:

STATEOFTDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

Q

On this ~ day of
j JZtL/tl:
. . . in the year of '7,C,12.. , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary ~bl~in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that :executed the instrument or the person
. . ex~ted the instrument on behal_f i\\~Qf/~WOtl, and acknowledged to me that such
CQrp··
....·

\··~

:\\

afion e·~·.utcd the same.
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SPECIAL 'WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES D:BA CWl HOMEl:,I:.
, whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND RD HJmlIIDI.AN m; 8;3~
; (the "Grantee"),
the follo,ving described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 15 in Block I of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appmtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, renis, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the prope1iy provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not I:,>uaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0233
000402

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free rrom encumbrauces done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date: ~-_q--'_..._-'"""'cl\.t~-\~')_~··__

GRANTOR

DAS Investments., LLC

.._-

.

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the l"l .-. , day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned o.otary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the ·within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such ~,tanager.

IN "°'ITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written,,
·

Notary l>u~li¢ for State ofldaho
Residing at .~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Commission expires: . . ... Residihg in Boi~. Idaho ·

CooimlSSion Expires 07/30/2015

TITLEONE0234

000403

CBHHomes

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

On this d>-t ~ day of
~§ft.
in the year of dbl~ , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instnnnent on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
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SJ>ECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
co~ JllARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOHEGI:
whose address
IS

1977 E OVfllU.AND RD MERJI)DIAN ID 83642

, (the "Grantee"),

the following descnl>ed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat there.of, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with tht.-ir appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appw.tenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grn.ntor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

than

as

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
expressly stated herein. Gran tor is tjle owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0236
000405

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's accepta11ce
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out

h~: _.

Effective Date:

\..-1,.

o!J \2DAS Investments, LLC

GRA.t~TOR

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the I} ,; " day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager ofDAS Investment.:;, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS ·wHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Public f9rStateofldaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _~.
Commission expires:
Resi<f~ in B~ise. Idaho
Commission Expires 07/3012015

TITLEONE0237
000406

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

~re+.

On this di ~ day of
in the year of dOld- , before me, the
undersigned., a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknow]edged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: N4tv;f'A.
My Commission Expires:

"Th
b-D'S-1~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby aclcnowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA. CBH IOOHESI. , whose address
is __!:}77 _E o ~ -~ ME~~-m; 83642
• (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision. according to the official plat thereo~ filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE Ac~ TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenanc.es
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in e.quity, ot: in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclain1 any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0239
000408

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, aclmowledges Grantee's acceptance

of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bo1.U1d by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the I') .... , day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscn'bed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOf.~, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
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Nota.:cy Public for State ofldaho
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Corey Barton llom

GR.AJ'ffEE

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

Ser+-

On this~ day of.
in the year of dDl. )- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notacy Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton knov,rn or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation 1hat executed the instrument or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRAt~TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOME~:
. whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND RD MEltIDI.AN ID 83642
,• (the "Grl.liltee''),
the following described pr<;:mises (the "Premises"):

Lot 11 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA. VE AND. TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITR all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and therelUlto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditainents and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Gran tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wan·anties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0243

000411

e
· same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck

.

. ..... .

Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the '] J 'l day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager ofDAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. l have hereunto set my hand and seaJ the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0244

000412

GRANTEE

Core

By;

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
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SPECL\L W ARRANTI' DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon J....ane! Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, se11 and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH II0HES

1s
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

whose address
(the "Grantee"),

Lot 18 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever,

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" ''WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Gran.tor makes no covenants or warranties ·with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and bas not conveyed the

TITLEONE0246
000414

e
and

same estate to any person other than Grantee
that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grant or and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grcilltee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-+>.IC..,_).·-+'"a-~,..,,.·
.'---h-1~~·._ _
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

- B ~
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss,
)

On the t-"l, ", day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC ahd acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

.teofldaho . .
Residing at
"·at: Nampa, Idaho
Commission ~roissiOn
res:

TITLEONE0247

000415

•

•

GRANTEE

STATE OF lDAHO

)

): ss.
Couaty of Ada)
On this 1.._7.J"d.. day of ~ ~°jt):'. :Vin the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
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.· m
.. the.
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~hat executed
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thesuch
person
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and acknowledged
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Res1dmg
My Commission Expires: l,;ijJ.3
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SPECTAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LL~ an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), docs hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey lUlto
COREY BARTON HOMES DRA . CBH .HOMES
whose address
1s
1977 E OVERLANI) RD MERIDIAN~ Itt 83642
. (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 10 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, herooitaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appmienances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gran.tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wananties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the prope1ty provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0249
000417

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_,..,,fQ""---=~.,,_,Q"'""----'l'-' l"""'--_
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the I'].,.\ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned. notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within in~trument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN 'WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

-

TITLEONE0250

000418

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Gran.tor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON BOMBS. DB.A C:Bll HOMES;
, whose address
(the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E OVERLAND RD MEm:JlIAN m; 83642
the following described premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 1 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining. and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, is:,'Ues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in ""AS IS" ..WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othernrjse), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0252

000420

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the executjon
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tem1s hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein. ·

......-~-Effective Date: ...,.._}"-!.\_ft.\-'')'-.'·...,.\-+\-+\-,7.

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC
~

~---------

---··--·v-~--·-·k

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the "r/ 1"1 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM: W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

TITLEONE0253
000421

•
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

tJ

On this J.0-\v,. day of
OV ~ in the year of d{))dc' before me, the
undersigned, a NotaI}' Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey :Barton known or
identified to me to be !he President oftbe corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who exec.-uted the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to roe that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Rcsidin~ at:

.. . .

f0A ~~, ~

My Commissio~ I!4pires:

tp -OS -l \o
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SPECIAL WARRA.t"ITY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOHEfil. DBA C:BB HOMES
, whose address
(the "Grantee''),
is
1977 R OVERT.AND RU: HEIUDIA1il m 83642
the following desciibed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 2 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

ils successors and assi1:,rns forever;
TOGETHER \.VJ.TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest., claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grnntor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, ex.press or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prope1ty for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all mfonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS'' "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0255
000423

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
_of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

·-·-"'"'u_·.,L_·.2-_L.;....,,1--i.ii..-,2-=·~:;_·· - -.
.

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

STATE OF IDAHO )

)~ ss.
County of Ada

)

rz.,...,

On the
day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0256
000424

e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
On t h i s ~ day of
[\) QV'1-D ~ in the year of dD J'}- before roe, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the Pc-esident of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person

who exe<..-uted the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

· ~ · · · ~

Notary Public

Residingat:
Ntt~,
My Commission Expires:

Jl)
l, ..-{f3-l !--
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES;.
, whose address
is _ 1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN IJJD 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

of

Lot 3 in Block 8 Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, bereditaments and appurtenances.

Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical. environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or waiTanties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0258

000426

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instmment free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution ofthis Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the

rest:Iictions set out herein.

1,_2-_L_.l....J_L-___

Effective Date: ...-..---1\....i.,4•

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
}: ss.
)

On the I].;\ day of May, 2012, before me, the unde.rsigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

TITLEONE0259
000427

GRANTEE

By:

Corey Barton, President~
..........

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

N

r ,

0~ W in the year of d"Ol
before me, the
On this d()i"-"lday of
undersigned., a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrwnent or the person
who executed the instrwnent on behalf of said corporation, and ackr,owledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notarv Public
Residing at: rJOL t"l,p::i, 1J)
My Commission Expires:
b....-[f; ~ / ~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BAR.TON HOMES DBA CBH ROMES
whose address
is
1977 E OvaRLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the fol10V1riug described premises (the "Premises"):

___

,

____

Lot 5 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, ·with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, bereditaments, and appurteoances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said jmprovements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS'' "WHERE IS"
condition, ~mbjcct to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0267

000429

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the tjme of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encwnbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

/_2___~

Effective Date: ---'J_2_r·_2_.,.J'-----,.__

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~~
.....,41

By: Tim W. Eck>
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On tbe t'\ t \ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

0

Residing at .......,'-1'..-:c::rr.--"-:-~--.,--.,,--Commission ex
, Ing at: Nampa, idfl)lo
.m,ss,on Expires: 08/30/2017

TITLEONE0268
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GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

Dec:eo,lo-er

On this~~ day of
in the ye& of ~& , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton bov.-11 or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

··Ark~ . .· .~\5::='.

Notary Public
Residing at:
('Jbt,.tpo. 'Ti.)
My Commission Expires:; b-(5-ltp
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.SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W_ Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY fu\RTON HOMES DBA CRH HOMEBI. wliose address
is
1977 E OVERLAND RJ]. MKR.IDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat ihereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments. and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above--dcscribed Premises
with said improveinents, hercditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WH.ERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmenta1 or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0270
000432

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrum<.,'11t free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Wauanty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

Jl· 2/·

/7-DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~
Uy: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

}: ss.
County of Ada

)

On the 11,;-~ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TTh1 W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that be executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first

above written.

Residing at
.
· g at: Nampa. Idaho.
Commission exp(lommissioOExplres: QS/30/2017

TITLEONE0271
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•

•

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.

County of Ada)

£

De

On thls
day of
l.f'0a la er
in the year of d-01 J-... , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the pet-sc;in
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

. . . l\da ~-\~-.·.··-

Notary Public
·
·
Residing at: Na.Mf)4, ""Th
My Commission Expires: b-i.JS-ltp
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SPECIAL WAR.RAl\'TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon L~ mi<,Idaho 83616 (the "Grn.ntor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto

co

is

.

N HOMES DRA CBH HOMES

197 J .£ OVERLANfi, RD MERDllAN Ul, 83642

...., whose address
~ - , (the "Grantee"),

the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 4 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdi~sion, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1iy.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Gl."fil1tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "\VHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0273
000435

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of th.is instrnment free from encnmbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

}Z,,• 2-1 · I?-

.~------

GRANTOR

DAS Im·estments, LLC

-By: TimW.Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the I') 1... day of May, 2012, before me, the un<lersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK lmown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the v.'ithin instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

o
J>u
Residing a

sadii:ig at Nampa, Idaho

Commission e~JssiQn· ij.xplres: QSfJ0/2017
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Core

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

D~

On this d-Ot-, day of
c ~ Mb er
in the year of d-Dl d- before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton kno·wn or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby aclmowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTO:N ROMES DBA CRH HOMES
' whose address
1977 .E·ovERLAND lID MERU>J:A.N ID. 83642
(the "Grantee"),
is
the'following described premises (the ,;Premises"):
Lot 13 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat th~reof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appu1tenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
·
TOGETIIER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions.,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments aud appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee1s inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, includi.'lg, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Granter. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" ''WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0277
000438

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from enclUnbrauces done or made directly by Grant.or and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
C.i.c.t,...,
Effective Date: _,._............
l """'-~"""""'""'--~~--l....

2i~.___

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~------....
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDA.HO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the tJ;, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notarypublicinand for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Residing at _-_ ... __ld\t\n.at· Nampa. \dahO
- ·
·l'WDl"'"'l:f · '. - ~ u - s· ()8/~017
C onumss10n
exp~Jmmlssi<Ul """'~re · ~ · ·
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GRr'\NTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

-ur0 ,

:X)\A..Uel~

On this lZn:.lctay of
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and ff)r said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
iden1i:6 eel to me to be the Pres id cot of the corporation thai executed the instrument or 1he person
·ecuted the instnunent on behalf ()fsaid, #irpotatfon, and acknowledged to me that such
·. .
.. ,.. t-,,,, .... ,;.~.,.
rpo tion executed the same.
.:·-:4kt4t.

··1c~·" ,.•;:

. .

.. .

..

.

..

t.
/t?~~Tf;~,~::~ ??~,
;\J\.-.-- .~1'-l -~~- 1): J

.

1

.Pttblic

R~sf<li~g a.t:t\.,l~~

~ \

PUI:H~lG

t .fi:.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY; BAR.TON. HOMES DBA CBU HOMES:; .
' whose address
is
1911 ! oVERl.AND ~ BEJUJHAN ID 8l642
, .(the "Grantee"),
------------------------------the following described premises {the "Pre1nises"):
Lot 14 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditamcnts, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "\\'HERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
,
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, ex.press or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0280
000441

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by exec.ution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ _l=---_J...:-0.;;;._-l.:...;;;3;;:__..._

DAS Im•estments, LLC

GRANTOR

...........

....
. .

··.·.·

.. ·.

'"

_..By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

·.
-

·...

-···

.. . . . . . .

'

..

.

)
): ss.
)

On the t'"'/ 1~. day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsclibe.d to the within instrmnent as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0281
000442

u CBHHomes

GRANTEE

By:

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BAJITON HOMES UBA CBH HOMES
' whose address
1s

1977 E. OVERLAND RD HERIDIAN ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

___, (the "Grantee"),

Lot I 5 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 127SO through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-desc1ibed Premises
with said improvements, hcreditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran.tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in ''AS IS" «WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0283

000444

------------------------------------~

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Wan·anty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the te1ms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restiictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

__,__I

_~_'.2_"?::>_-_L3
____
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

-~Zz-----By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STA TE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada

)

On the iJ .I°"\ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITh'ESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0284
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GRA.l~TEE

STATE OF IDAHO
): ss.
County of Ada)

.lO.~

On this ~~day of ,11.tf\ l
in the year of L-£)\?) , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in a1~for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
)~tlmiij¢d to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
/ who ex\cut.ed the instmment on bebalfof stti4 corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
I O()Tl?QT!l n exec ted the same. .
'_:"f·
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY RARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
, whose address
is
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
; (the "Grantee''),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 11 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever:e
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits ·'thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gran.tor, either in law or in equity, o~ in and to the above~described Premises
with said improvements, heredita.rnents and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitabilJty of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property .in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0290

000447

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbraoces of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance hCJ,"ein in accordance with the terms hereof an.d agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date:

8-61\-\ 2

---':.<.-\.-"--'-I,-,_....__.,,__ _ __

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By; Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

.

)
}: ss.
)

On the n "', day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN \VITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0291
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GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

On this J:"C:l~ay of [ejovu~
i.~ the year of 201&
, before me. the
undersigned, a Nolary Public fu';i~ r said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person

· ...· ~t~ the instrument on ~1~,~f~~~,;°rporation, and acknowledged to me that such
. ra

n executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle,' Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON BOHEEf, DBA CRH HOMES
, whose address
1977 'fl!. OVf'JRL\N1) RI) Mim!DIAN ID 83f)li2
(the "Grantee"),
15
the following dcscnoed premises (the "Premises''):
Lot 5 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the revernion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, ·with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "vVHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner ofthe Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0293

000450

•

•

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

;2_·_

Effective Date: _ _,.a\_,_-_{X-"-:
__
\...:--__,.\___

DASlnvesbneou,LLC

GRANTOR

···.
.
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By. Tun W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

J: ss.
County of Ada

)

On the J'\ J.- \ day ofl\fay, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN \.VITNESS 'WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the. day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0294
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CBHHomes ·

GRANTEE

Corey Barton,

By:

STATE OF IDAHO
): ss.

County of Ada)

rz, ,

On this ~ d a y of ~~~
in the year of 7J)
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Publidn ar~for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the .President of the corporation that executed.the instrument or the person

·,. w

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
.
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execut.ed th e same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 8~616 (the "Grant.or"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY :RAlITON HOMES DBA CBU HOMES
., whose address
19/1 E OVRRLANIX.RD MERIDIAN W 83642
, {the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

fa

Lot 6 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETIIER WTIH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversjons,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the est.ate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran.tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property .in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both, latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is .fue owner·of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0296
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this jnstrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ _0\-'----0\-..:.....\---'l-==:>:::...-_

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

- ~
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Ada

}: ss.
)

On the '7..i,,., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

fJ •
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-GRANTEE

Corey .Barton Homes,

By:

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

CJ:ol/UC!lM_

1.cL:i ,

On this J)'fuday of
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Publicilumd•.kr said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrwnent or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such

·. -. ·w

cyt'}X)J:t,lltioncxecuted the same.
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_Residing a~:
My Comm1ss10n Exp1res:
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SPECIAL W ARRANTYDEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARIDN HOMES DM CBB HOMES
• whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND Jm MERIDIAN ID 83642
(the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 12 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
, remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys arc not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify'all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0299

000456

same estate to any person other than Gnmtee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance ·herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date: ~-~
...."......
· ra;
.....
· G1
....· ·._-....
· \ ....'.;,_.___
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~
: .. ·· .. .'.,.·:.

..

.
. .
.. . . ..

··

.

'

· ..

..

·.

.

.

.

....

~ .
·····
.....
.. . .

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the n.r, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared Tllv! W. ECK, known or identified to roe to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrnment as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, l haveJ1e .· . ~· set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary·P1.ibii ·•·
Residi~g ~t · ·· · ... • iding ~t Narnpa, ldal'lo
Comm1sS1on exp11f6inm1ssion Expli:es:·08/30/2017
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•
GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

~te.J..1____.

On this
day of
in the year of
~ 'before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Cor~y Barton known or
icltmtificd to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
wh
the instrum<mt on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such

:)Jt9

Zo;

ci.-ute<l the s
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBR HOMES

.

is
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN ID ·g3642
the following dese,Tibed premises (the "Premises"}:

whose address
, (the "Grantee"),

Lot 14 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

wrrn

TOGETHER
all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtennnces
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said i_mprovements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspec..'t, feature or condition of the property, inducting, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "'AS IS" '<WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0302
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ _..,,..""'~'---~....:.:.;;.,·......--"-\~:').._·_ __

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~

~~·
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Ada

): ss.
)

On t h e ~ - day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0303
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GRANTEE

CBH Homes

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

@11JM l~b

'2l

On this
t)day of
in the year of 1JJ I7
, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary~ ublig in and for said State, personally appeared: Corey .Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the-instrument or the person
who executed the instrumenton bt::&alf:phifq'cot;P,oration, and acknowledged-to me that such
•
•
;St\{\; \.,;..:,:,uf/',.,
"'
r 'on execute<lthe same. .;;...··;.-~;~ .• , ...-:;-:~"' A.
' .

(No

.

.):}~'~",/,.

. "·~.?;}~:

I;~ &~( ~~::Ry\*\

... J>ublfo. {

.

~. '..

UJ dJj_, \eJo Vt".j;

.esiding at;
t
My Commission Expires.

• ··rsc

/.I

><.;:;• •• "c,;\·;~ ,.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Jnvestments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ·whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain. sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
whose address
is
1977 E pV~RLAND RD BKRUJIA.N ID 836U
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 10 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to tbe official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WffH all and singular the improvements, hercditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said nnprovements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Granter. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS,, "WHERE IS''
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Gran tor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0305
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any

encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: ~--'~'---~--=---=l~=------

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

.

_.By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

ST ATE OF IDAHO

)

}: ss.
County of Ada

)

rz

On the
t"- day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared Til\1 W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS \VHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0306

000463

•
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

On this J.}wi day of
M(,(..rc..{,,
in the year of d-Oi)
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
_
Residing at NaM/'A, J.f)
My Commission Expires: b-,o'5"-I'-
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Jdaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby·grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOl\'IES DBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee''), the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 6 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns foreve1'.
TOGETHER WITII all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever ofthe Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agent'>, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and bas not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0310

000465

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances cause.d, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.

In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Granter pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy ohitle insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ _
Lf._.--'l._]...,__-_·.i...:\

2 > " ";
' · _ __ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

-By TimW.Eck
. . . ·.

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

.

15

On the
day o f ~
, 20 l .'.3, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally~. · dTIM W, ECK. known ~r it.ieiitifiedtCl :me to l>e the p.erson
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as ·toe Mamiger of DAS fu'vestmcnts, llC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written,

TITLEONE0311
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton Homes,

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

day

f\.p/1

year

On this \S~
of
I
.in the
of ~'?:,
before me, the
undersigned:, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said cotporation, and acknowledged to me that such
cotporation executed the same.
.. .......t0 • .,

••-o x:.o •.

··:\,~.. ~ .. --,~ '>!+

Notary Public:

Residing.a:: ,

...

.

N(){fa.:t,r,Q, J])
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the "Premises");

Lot 15 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof: filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaming, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, o~ in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express,or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
ind~endently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Gran tor. Gran.tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0313
000468

--

•

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon -acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: --~--_._-~
......· • .......
-~'--..._\2«=-·_ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

:By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

-1.Q_

Q~

,

On the
day of
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally app~ I M W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscn'bcd to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, ILC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

TITLEONE0314
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton Hom.?';'fo~.-aija CBHHomes

C_----I
By:

~

CoreyBa~t

-~-

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

On this Qj~ayof
in the year of
~ before the
undersigned, a Notary P i in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who exe
e. instrument on behalf of said corporation, and aclmowlcdged to me that such
corp

Zol ,

me,
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 16 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof: filed in
Book 99 of Plats atPage(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and fuereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, bereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grnntee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and pa.tent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0316
000471

e
execution of this instrwnent free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of al} liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

J:f;:·

Tim W. Eck

·

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada
On the }

9

)
): ss.
)
day of ~ ) \

lD

,2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in

and for said state, personally a p ;ed TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my h .· ·
above written.
) .·
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By:
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Jdaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

Lot 5 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official ~rds of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in Jaw or in equity, of, in and to the above-descnl>ed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is re]ying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Gran.tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-~5.·. .·.-.. . ·~2>.,_--13-·.·-'.----a"\-·

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~

By:~k~1ts: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

9.

)
):ss.
)

a~

On the t
day of
'2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally appearTlMW. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within "instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and sea1 the day and year first
above written.
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GRANTEE

STATE OF ll)AHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

}'J

-z.<Dl :?>,

.

On
~ y of ~1
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public m and for smd State, personally aweared Co.1'.ey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed th_e instrµment or the person

th~{,~

w ·-···· _ c
the instrument on behalf of s~~\~g~;i;tion, and acknowledged to me that such
rpotation.e ecuted the same.
§'"'~,;i'~~,l:Wp).;!·-;~
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~' _\ PUBI,lC
Residing a~: l}J\.tdJ-lt:.10Vl 1 ~ "".c,
, / J"
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged.,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. dba CBILHomes
, whose addr~ss
is 1977 E Oyerland Road> Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following descnbed premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gran.tor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

TITLEONE0216

000477

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.

Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~--------

- ~ ~ - , - - _ -- _ -____
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t-i ..,., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
ahove written.

Notary Puhr fJ State of Idaho
Residing at...,_,_,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Residing at: .Nampa; Idaho
Commission expires:.
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

i"-<-

-=!~\to .· .

On thi~ \
day of .
in the year of d{}L)- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public mand fur said: State, personally cappeare:d-Corey .Bart.on known or
identified to me to be the Presiden~ Qffue ~rporation that executed the inst,:un:lent the person
who executed the instrument on behalfof said corporation, and acknowledged to ine that such
corporation executed the same.

or

Notary Public ·
·
Residing at: N~ .
My Commission Expires:

""J:f)
~-OS-f(.,
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the -receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Gran.tor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

Lot 2 in Block 4 of Galiano Estate Subdivision • according to the official plat thereot: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its sue:cessors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of;, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" ''"WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), :including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0332

000480

•

•

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Granter.
In addition to the foregoing, Gran.tor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grnntee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

~l......,Q...,.,.~··_@_tj_-_l3...,.··
·_.· _ _
1

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~

By:

Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
CoWity of Ada
)

9

~

J ,

On 1he !
day of
2013, before me, the undersigned notruy public in
and for said state, personally appd
TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have he

mt<> set my hand and seal the day and year first

above written.

State ofldaho

,-..

Residi~g ;
. . ld~~pa. Idaho
Comm1ss1on expieon,raiSSiao Exptres:'.OB/3Ql2017
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County of Ada)
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments~ LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
js l 977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 6 of Galiano Estate Subdivision, according to the official plat thereot: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no c:ovenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implie<l, other

than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0335
000483

e
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Granter warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty jn this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Granter pursuant to the policy of tit1e insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upoq acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim m1der
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Granter does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Granter
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~
.

.

..

.

.

..

.~~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

9

)
): ss.
)

-f!ijJ.d ,

On the
l day of
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally ap~ TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscnbed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
aclrnowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h
above written.

o set my hand and seal the day and year first

Notary Pul;>li
Residing at ,.__"-----illllA!!iklll~~._,=-""~m:i
Commission expires: _ _ _ _...............

TITLEONE0336
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Corey BartonBomes;Inc. dba C

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

thisL.41'V\day

~

On
of
in the year of2.0f:,
, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
o executed the instrument on behalf of said eorp9ration, and acknowledged to me that such
oo .oration executed the same.
_.,.~.......,

~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMESJ whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gran.tor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-descnbed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0338

000486

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution ofthis Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:.

l.o-04--\.'.>

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

B;" Tirn W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

__j!J_

'

~

day of
, 2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
On the
and for said state, personally a p p ~ W . ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscnbed to the wjthin instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h
above written.

to set my hand and seal the day and year first

TITLEONE0339

000487

e

GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

TITLEONE0340
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Issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Minnesota corporation {"Company"), for a valuable
consideration, commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the proposed
Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest in the land described or referred to in Schedule
A, upon payment of the premiums and charges and compliance with the Requirements; all subject to the provisions of
Schedules A and B and to the Conditions of this Commitment.
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the policy or policies
committed for have been inserted in Schedule A by the Company.
All liability and obligation under this commitment shall cease and terminate six (6) months after the Effective Date or when the
policy or policies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue the policy or policies is not
the fault of the Company.
The Company will provide a sample of the policy form upon request.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Old Republic National Title Insurance Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be
affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown in Schedule A This Commitment shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned by a validating officer or other authorized signatory.

Issued By:

Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
8151 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, ID 83704
Authorized Agent for Old Republic National
Title Insurance Company

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY

A Stock Company
400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55401
(512) 371-1111

By
Attest

.:

.----

-- President

Secretary

Authorized Signatoiy
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CONDITIONS
1.

The term mortgage, when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument.

2.

If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in
Schedule B hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be
relieved from liability for any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is
prejudiced by failure of the proposed Insured to so disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall disclose
such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien,
encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company at its option, may amend Schedule B of this Commitment
accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company from liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph
3 of these Conditions and Stipulations.

3.

Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties
included under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed for and only for actual loss incurred
in reliance hereon in undertaking in good faith {a) to comply with the requirements hereof or {b) to eliminate
exceptions shown in Schedule B, or {c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
Commitment. In no event shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A for the policy or policies
committed for and such liability is subject to the insuring provisions and the Conditions and Stipulations and the
Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy or policies committed for in favor of the proposed Insured which are
hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of this Commitment except as expressly modified herein.

4.

This Commitment is a contract to issue one or more title insurance policies and is not an abstract of title or a report of the
condition of title. Any action or actions or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against
the Company arising out of the status of the title to the estate of interest or the status of the mortgage thereon covered by
this Commitment must be based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment.

5.

The policy to be issued contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is
$2,000,000 00 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Insured as the exclusive remedy of
the parties.

You may review a copy of the arbitration rules at: http://www.alta.org/
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Title Insurance Commitment

Pioneer:·.:;: Co:
1

Second Amended Report
File No.: 531 J26
Reference No.:

Policy Issuing Agent For:
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule A
I. Effective Date: June 12, 2013 7:00AM

2. Policy or Policies to be issued:

A.

ALTA Owner's Policy - Standard

Liability

Premium

$82,673.33

$409.12

Proposed Insured: Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho Corporation dba CBH Homes

B.

Endorsements:

$0.00

ALT A Lender's Policy -

$0.00

Proposed Insured:
Endorsements:

$0.00

$0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is:
FEE SIMPLE
4. Title to the estate or interest in the land is at the Effective Date vested in:
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
5. The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows:
See Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof.
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Reference No.:

File No.: 531126

Schedule B - Part I
The following Requirements must be met:
1. Pay the agreed amounts for the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured.
2.

Pay us the premiums, fees, and charges for the policy.

3. Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured must be
signed, delivered, and recorded.
4. You must tell us in writing the name of anyone not referred to in this Commitment who will get an interest in
the land or who will make a Joan on the land. We may then make additional requirements or exceptions.
5. Documents satisfactory to us releasing any encumbrances shown on Schedule B Part II herein not to be
shown on the forthcoming policy or policies must be provided.

AL TA Commitment Form 2006
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Reference No.:

File No.: 531126

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed ofto the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1.

Rights or claims of parties in possession not shown by the public records.

2.

Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matters contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.

3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.
6.

Taxes or special assessments which arc not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
'

Special Exceptions:
7. NOTE: General taxes for the year 2012, which were liens, are paid.
Parcel No.:
04 R30233 I 0230
Amount:
$575.42
Affects: Lot 2 Block 4
NOTE: General taxes for the year 2012, which were liens, are paid.
Parcel No.:
04 R3023310460
Amount:
$524.50
Affects: Lot 3 Block 6
NOTE: General taxes for the year 2012, which were liens, are paid.
Parcel No.:
04 R3023310470
Amount:
$575.42
Affects: Lot 4 Block 6
8.

General taxes for the year 2013, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.

9.

Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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IO. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208)922-5989
l l. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System
12. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, J948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
13. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
June I, 2004
Rerec-0rded:
Instrument No.:
104068411
14. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
15. Letter from Central District Health Depattment upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
16. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot I in Block I and Lot I in Block 4
Declarant's Assignment
Recorded:
May 8, 2012
Instrument No.:
112043197
Grantor's Assignment
Recorded:
May 24, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12049553
17. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot I in Block I and Lot l in Block 4

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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18. Master Pathway Agreements upon the-terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: I 00 I 02999, 10 I 002090, IO I 002091, IO I 009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
19. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
!01071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
20. Notice ofan assessment to be levied by the City of Kuna under L.1.D. No. 2006-1 recorded February 19, 2012
as Instrument No. 110032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Recorded: January 17, 2012
Instrument No: 112004529
Amount: $3,233.75
Affects: Lot 2 Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Recorded: January 17, 2012
Instrument No: 112004547
Amount: $3,233.75
Affects: Lor 3 Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Recorded January 17, 2012
Instrument No: 112004548
Amount: $3,233.75
Affects: Lot 4 Block 6
21. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of$866,832.50, and any other amounts as therein provided,
payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof.
Dated:
May 7, 2012
Grantor:
DAS Investments, LLC an Idaho limited liability company
Trustee:
Pioneer Title Company
Beneficiary:
Western Capital Bank
Recorded:
May 8, 2012
Instrument No.:
112043196
An Appointment of Successor Trustee under said Deed of Trust which names the following:
Successor Trustee: Transnation Title and Escrow
Recorded:
December 20, 20 \ 2
Instrument No.:
112134 731
Affects: Subject properties and other land
End of Exceptions
NOTE: As an accommodation and not part of this Commitment, no liability is assumed by noting the
following conveyances describing all or part of the subject property, which have been recorded within the last
months:
None
NOTE: The County Records and/or the City Engineer's Office show the address to be:
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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1497 West Heartland Drive, Kuna, ID 83634
1385 West Oak Tree Drive, Kuna, ID 83634
1363 West Oak Tree Drive, Kuna, ID 83634

NOTE: There is no notice of record and therefore no search has been made for any unpaid assessments,
charges, or fees for sewer, water, garbage, irrigation, or other possible utility services.
NOTE: If the proposed insured under the Policy to issue has any questions concerning the coverage or
exclusions from coverage, the Company will be pleased to provide an explanation.
NOTE: Pursuant to the State of Idaho insurance regulations, a cancellation fee is to be charged on all
cancelled orders. Unless otherwise advised, orders will be considered cancelled six months after the effective
date on the Commitment. The amount of the fee assessed shall be in accordance with our rate filing with the
Idaho Department of Insurance.

ALT A
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EXHIBIT A
Lot 2 in Block 4, Lot 3 in Block 6 and Lot 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to
the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 16.00
BOISE IDAHO

06/28/2013

3

09:00 AM

DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability compa~y, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CB.H HOMES, wbose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

Lot 5 in Block //of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through. 12783, official resards of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors .and assigns forever.

TOGETIIBR WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or -in anywise appertaining, ·and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whats~ver of the Gran.tor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-descnbed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as-to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's ag~nts, employees and attorneys ar:e not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises. including, withoutlimitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Gran.tor. Grantor does not guaranty .the accuracy of any information J).rovided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whethertheybe physical, environmental or otherwise), including

both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, ex.press or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein~r.. Gran.tor is the ov.rner of the Premises and .has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

TITLEONE0341
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execution of this instrwnent free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor_
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-~2>.· .•~.-:tj.3,,_,.....__,,[_3~··- - - ,

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~
By~k··

·····,

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
}: ss.
County of Ada
)

9

££:u.J ,

day of
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
On the I
and for said state, personally app d
TIM W. ECK, knoV\ln or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton. President-.- -

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

Llu~

Qnthiz?z, ~ayof
in the year of cQ>('.:), before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public ~und for -said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President,ofthe c01poration that executed the instrument or the person
wl x
the instrum. ent on behalf ofsai~;@rwxation,
and acknowledged to me that such
....., l, .. ~ h . ''f!.t;

rporation
e
.

... ..~-,..,,.. -~
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uted the same.
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 13.00
BOISE IDAHO 06/28/2013
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DEPUTY Lisa Irby
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SPECIAL WARRANT¥ DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH H01\1ES, whose addi:ess
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Gtai:itor''), do¢S h~reby grant, bargain. sell and
convey unt<? Todd Blankenship and Jessica Blankenship, husband and wife: who~e ru:ldr~ is B4J
West Oak Tree Drive Kuna, ID 83634 (the 11G:rantce'1), the following descnoed pi:t!n:iiscs (the
·
·
"Premises"):
Lot 5 mBlock 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat ihereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada Cormty, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with. their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

,

wrm:

TOGETHER
all and singular tl:ie imProvcments. hereditru.nents, and appurtenances
reversion or reversions,
tbereqn and thereunto belonging or· in artywise appertaining. and
remainders, .rents, issues· l:llld :profits thereof; and all of th,(: es(att!, ti:tle. interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either m law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, bereditaments and appurtenances.

ihe

I.',

Granto, makes no covenants .or watta.nti<:S y,!ith respect to title, express or implied, other
than aS ~ressly stated he~inafter. Gran.tor is tho owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created. or suffered directly by

f.

I·:.

~

.......

. j-~ .

I'

Grantor.

''. ~

\1

........:'.

Effective Date: 06/27/2013
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GRANTOR

rton Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

this£.

On
day of
in the year of
1~ before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Tanya HoffmanLampman known or identified to me to be the Chief Closing Officer of the corporation that
executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation,
and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same.

J:u;ru.

Notary Public
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

Ci11 (

ZD

tb

tlfi,J,,

·--~·:

:'{
...'··:

.................,,.,,..--...---•«:

·-·,"__ .._ .. _ ··-··~· - -·-~· -
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EXHIBIT E
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Lot 6 in Block 1
Lot 9 in Block 1
Lot 18 in Block 1
Lot 2 in Block 4
Lot 3 in Block 5
Lot 4 in Block 5
Lot 5 in Block 5
Lot 6 in Block 5
Lot 7 in Block 5
Lot 8 in Block 5
Lot 9 in Block 5
Lot 10 in Block 5
Lot 11 in Block 5
Lot 15 in Block 5
Lot 16 in Block 5
Lot 17 in Block 5
Lot 18 in Block 5
Lot 3 in Block 6
Lot 10 in Block 6
Lot 11 in Block 6
Lot 15 in Block 6
Lot 1 in Block 7
Lot 2 in Block 7
Lot 3 in Block 7
Lot 5 in Block 7
Lot 4 in Block 8
Lot 6 in Block 8
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Erin M. Stines, ISB #8755
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101

OCT 1 8 201:
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

(206) 224-6005
Erin.Stines@fnf.com
Attorneys for Defe11dtmts
Fidelity and CJ,icago

By KATRINA THIES ~EN
DEPUTY

5
6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH illDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

7

8
9

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual; and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

10
11
12

13
14

15

16
17
18

19

22

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF FIDELITYtS
MOTION TO DISMSIS

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fta Land America. Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC BANK, (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (flea Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); and John Does 1-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

I. REPLY

20
21

Case No.: CV -OC-1310112

Fidelity National Title Insurance Company and Chicago Title Insurance Company
("Fidelity 11) submits the following Reply in in Suppo1't of Fidelity's Motion to Dismiss.
Fidelity respectfully moves the Court to dismiss all of Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity with

23

prejudice, as the Plaintiffs cannot prove any set of facts in support of a claim against Fidelity.
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF Fl.DELITY'S
MOTION TO DISMISS - I

F101u..1rv Ni\TIQNAL LAw Gnou..
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Plaintiffs' concede that the Policy of Title Insurance Plaintiffs attached to thei1'
Complaint gives rise to all of the claims asserted against Fidelity. Plaintiffs' Complaint,
however, does not cite to any Policy provision breached by Fidelity. Plaintiffs' Response to
Fidelity's Motion to Dismiss pinpoints for the first time two provisions of the Policy Plaintiffs
apparently believe Fidelity breached.

6

Firstly, Plaintiffs cite Paragl'aph 5 on the first page of the Policy which insures a loss
7
8

or damage incurred by reason of "[t]he invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured
mortgage upon the title." Plaintiffs, however, fail to the language that immediately precedes

9

Paragraph S which states that coverage is "subject to the exclusions" in the Policy and only
10

insures "as of Date of Policy shown in Schedule A, against loss or damage .... '' As the "loss''
11
alleged by Plaintiffs was not incuned until four years after Fidelity issued the Policy, on
12

January 25, 2010, there is no breach of the Policy.
13
Secondly, Plaintiffs cite Paragraph 2(b) under the Continuation of Insurance section of
14

the Policy. Paragraph 2(b) states in full as follows:
15

16
17
18

19

20

(b) After Conveyance of Title, The coverage of !his policy shall continue
in force as of Date ol Policy inf avor of an insured only so long as the insured
retains an estate or interest in the land, or holds an indebtedness secured by a
purchase money mortgage given by a purchaser from the insured, or only so
long as the insured shall have. liability by reason ot covenants of warranty
m~de b~ the Insured in any transfer or conveyance of the estate or interest.
!his policy ~hall ~ot continue in force In favor of any purchaser from the
~ured ot either (1) an estate or interest in the land, or (ii) an indebtedness
ured by a purchase money mortgage given to the insured.

21

Paragraph 2(b) is likewise irrelevant since Exclusion §3(d) applies. As previously explained

22

in Fidelity's Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, Exclusion §3(d) of the Policy

23

specifically provides that losses which al'ise by reason of "[d]efects, liens, encumbrances,
adverse claims or other matters ... attaching or created subsequent to the Date of Policy" are
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF FIDELITY'S
MOTION TO DISMISS - 2

F1DELL'l'\' NA'l'!ONAL LAW GnoUP
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SEA'l'fLE, WA 98101

(206) Z23,.f5l!I
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"expressly excluded from the coverage." Complaint, Exhibit B. Accordingly, the coverages
1

2
3
4

in Plaintiffs' Policy are expressly limited to matters which exist on the date of the policy which was November 17. 2006. Title defects arising after that date are not covered by the
policy and protections provided under Paragraph 2(b) are not applicable. Plaintiffs are bound
by the Policy Exclusions.

5

To avoid the obvious and necessary application of Exclusion §3(d) of the Policy,

6

Plaintiffs make new unsupported allegations in their Opposition that contradict the Complaint.

7

In the Complaint, Plaintiffs only allege that thl'ough December 2011 11Fidelity prepared and
8
titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold." Complaint at 118. Plaintiffs further
9

allege that Fidelity informed them in early 2013 that 11TitleOne had become the successor
IO

Trustee." Complaint at 121. Besides issuing a Policy, closing sales in 2011, and informing
11
Plaintiffs of the change in Trustee in 2013 Plaintiffs do not assert any other facts concerning
12

Fidelity.
13
Inconsistent with the facts alleged in the Complaint, Plaintiffs Opposition alleges that
14
Fidelity was somehow conspiring with TitleOne to conceal from Plaintiff that TitleOne had
15
executed and caused to record a Reconvaynce of Plaintiffs' Deed of Trust. Plaintiffs do not
16

detail how or in what way Fidelity was working with TitleOne to conceal info1mation from
17

Plaintiffs. Rather, Plaintiffs simply make the bald accusation. The accusation, however, is
18

entirely inconsistent with Plaintiffs' own allegations in the Complaint that Fidelity simply
19

issued a Policy and closed sales in 2011, and ultimately was the one to inform Plaintiffs of the

20
change in Trustee in 2013. The accusations are entirely unsupported and this court should
21

decline the invitation to maintain Fidelity as a Defendant in this litigation based upon the

22

unsupported claims alleged in the Opposition.
23
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There are no facts alleged in Plaintiff's Complaint to support the notion that Fidelity
1
2
3

breached any duty to Plaintiffs when TitleOne executed and caused to record a reconveyance
four years after Fidelity issued a Policy. Fidelity's obligations to Plaintiffs are detailed in the
Policy. Fidelity did not breach any of its obligations to Plaintiffs. Here, dismissal of Plaintiffs'

4

claims against Fidelity is required, as there are no set of facts that Plaintiffs could prove that

5

would entitle them to relief.

6
II. CONCLUSION
7

For all these reasons and the reasons already stated in Fidelity's Motion to Dismiss

8

Plaintiffs' claims against Fidelity should be GRANTED, and all of Plaintiffs' claims against

9

Fidelity National Title Insurance Company and Chicago Title Insurance Company should be
10

DISMISSED with prejudice, and without an award of attorneys' fees and costs to either party.
11

DATED this 181h day of October, 2013.
12
13

FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP

14

~Mil!j

15

Fidelity National Law Group
1200- 6111 Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 224-6005
(206) 223w4527 - FAX
Erin.Stines@fnf.com
Attomeys fol' Defendants
Fidelity a,ul Chicago
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20
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

I hereby certify that on the date given below, I caused to be served the foregoing

document entitled REPLY IN SUPPORT OF FIDELITY'S MOTION TO DISMSIS on
the following individuals in the manner indicated below:
David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
David@EagleLawCentel'.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IX]! EMAIL

DI HAND DELIVERED
Wi EXPRESS DELIVERY
DI FACSIMILE

9

IO
11
12

13

Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB #5043
Angela M. Reed, ISB #7221
GIVENS PURSLEY
601 West Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208)388-1200
(208) 388~1300-FAX
ted@givenspursley.com
Atlorneys for Defentlant Title One Corp.

[K]! EMAIL

DI HAND DELIVERED
[XJEXPRESS DELIVERY

DI FACSIMILE

14
15
16

17
18
19

John C. Ward
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 345-2000
(208) 385-5384-FAX
jcw@moffatt.com
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as s11ccessor in

DI U.S.MAIL

D
IXJI
DI
WI

DI

LEGAL MESSENGER
ABC Le al Sel'vices
EMAIL
HAND DELIVERED
EXPRESS DELIVERY
FACSIMILE

Interest to RBC Bank

20

21

SIGNED this 1i 11 day of Octobei·. 2013, at Seattle, Washington.

22
23
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2

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

3
4

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951

5

Eagle Law Center LLC

8

1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
'
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208~938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

6
7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14
15

DANIBL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUNDi LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

24

25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-IOl 12

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware co:rporation,
RBC Bank (fta RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a No1th Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY. a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fk.a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
AARON J, TRIBBLE IN RESPONSE TO
TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH

Defendants.

26
27

28
SuPl'L!Ml!NTAL APPJDAVJT OF AA.'RON J.
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TRIBBLE IN RESPONSE TO TITLEONE'S
MOTION TO QUASH
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STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

3
4
5

AARON J, TRIBBLE being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiffs in the above captioned matter. I am an individual

6

over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident

7

of the State of Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein,

8

believing them all to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

9

2.

Our film has perfonned some limited title searches on the Galiano prope1ty.

10

3.

As part of these searches, many deeds were discovered. As an example, two deeds

11

12
13

are provided with this affidavit as Exhibit A and Exhibit B.
4.

These are deeds that I referenced in my oral argument before the Court on October
21, 2013,

14

15

~---

16
17

Aaron J. Tribble

18
19
20

On thisctli: day of October, 2013, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for said state, personally appeared AARON J, TRIBBLE, known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledgedto me that he executed the same.

21

22

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.

23

24

~~--

Notary Public fodd ~
Residing at11ttrtd ~ ~
My Commission Expires:

25

&/.,:2,i.2.LJ/7

26
27
28
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J.
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MOTION TO QUASH
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1
2

3

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

5
6

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21,-day of t;;/pb,,a,, 2013, I caused a true and

7

COltect copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

8

addressed to the following:

9
10
11

Thomas Dvorak
Angela '.Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701J2720

12

Fax: 208-388-1300

13

Erin Stines
FidelitYj National Law Group
1200-6"1 Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

14
15
16

17

18
19

20
21

22

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overniiht Mail
Facsimile

W

!J

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Dehvered
Ovemig,ht Mail
·Facsimile

U

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett~ Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208~385-5384

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

Richard Mollemp
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Dehvered
Ovemi$,ht Mail
Facsirrnle

23
24

By:
25
Aaron J. Tribble

26

Attorney for Plaintiffs

27
28
ft
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

.···
:.,·

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.J an Idaho Col"poration, dha CBH HOMES~ whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the 11 GrantoJ:;11), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and
convey unto Walter L. Johnso~ m~ed man , as his sole and separate pr~erty (the "Grantee1')
_whose address is.-@~.2.. ..CA1cAA4/W
L/LbtA~N ~r.J. 3oo~Z_,
the following described premises (the "Premises 11):
'

eovi.:,

Lot 4 in ~lock-6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783) official records of Ada ColllltyJ Idaho,
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and
reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-descdbed Pretnises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurten~s.

the

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as e:x:pressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances r,aused, crnated, or suffered directly by
Grantor.

Effective Date; 09/12/2013
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STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ade.)
On this 12th da.y of Scpte1uber in the ye,: of:2013, before mo, the undersigned, a Notary Public
In imd for &aid State, penrotiaUy appe&{ed
Tan)'l\ Hoffman-L11mpm1m known or idl!.lltified to me. to be the Chil!f Closing Officer of the
coi:porat!on that executed the Instrument or the pei:son Who executed. the Instrument cm behalf of
said coipota.tioo, ~ acknowledged to me I.hat .such cotpoi·atioti executed the se.tne,

c.//

NotEity Pu lie
Ro.siding at: Meridian,
My Commission Bxp1~~ey

...

,
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 13,00
BOISE IDAHO

09/13/2013

DEPUTY Nikola Olson
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, tho receipt and sufficiency of which iB hereby acknowledged.
COREY BARTON BOME.91 INC., an Idaho Corporation, db11 CBH HOMES, who acquked

title as Corey Barton Hontes. DBA CBH Hoiqe.s whose address is 19n BOverland Rd, Meridian
lD 83642, (the "Giant~'), docs hereby gr1mt, bargain, sell and convey unto David Wi.cdenfeld and
Erin D. Wiedenfcld, husband 1111d wife whose address is [192 West Oak Tree Dri've Kuna, ID
8'.36'.34 (the ''Orantee'~, the following described premises (the "Pi:ernlseii"):

Lot 12 in Bloclc 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the officiiu plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada. County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD lhe Pt&nises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its sucoessora ,nd assigns forever.

TOOBTHBR WITH all llild singular the lrnprovemcnts, hcreditaments, and appurtenao.ces
tho!:con and thereunto belonging or In ll!lyw.isc appertaining, and the reveroon or 1eversi0113,
1em11inders, ronts, issues and profits ~ t ; tlnd all of the catat~ title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Orautor, e!thu in law or in equify, of, in awl to the above-described Premises
wlth said ii:oprovemenl8, h=rcxlitamonts and appurtenances.
Grantor makcis no covenants or W8tl'8rtties wltb re9peet to title, express or implied, other
than as cxprcissly stated hereinafter. Grentor Is the OWl1Cl' of the Premises and has not conveyed
tho same estate to my person other then 0.tlllltc:c 1111d that such ostatt1 is at tho time of the
execution of this instrument free from e.ncUillbrances ca.used, cteat:cd, or suffered directly by
Orantor.

Bffi:ctive Date: 08(09/2013
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$TA1'EOFIDAHO )
): 88.

County of Ada)

On this 1211> day of Soptember in the year of 2013, before me, the ndcrslgned, a Notary Publio hi.
personally appeared Tanya Ho:ffman-Lampnian known Of identified to me to
be the Chtef Cloaing Officer of the corporation that eicecutea the !nstniment or the person who
executed theo, ins mll!lt on behalf of said ccnpo io nd acknowledged to me that suah
"""'..., ..,, t h · ~
1111d for said State,

Notary
lio
Residing at: Merldfan, JD
My Commission Expires; J.{M/t.7

Residing at: Meridian, Idaho
Commission Expires: 6/18/2016
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OCT 2 1 2013

3

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

4

By KATRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951

S Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
6

8

Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

15

-------------- ..
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs.

16

17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24

25

.
.
CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATI0N1 and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrowi Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP .• a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California co:rporation), and
JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

;

1

,
,
,
,

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF AA.RON J. TRIBBLE IN
RESPONSE TO TITLEONE'S MOTION
TO QUASH

,

,
,
.
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.

.

26
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28
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STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

3

4
5

AARON J. TRIBBLE being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiffs in the above captioned matter. I am an individual

6

over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident

7

of the State of Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein,

8

believing them all to be tJ:ue and correct to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.

9

2.

Our fllln has perfonned some limited title searches on the Galiano prope1ty.

10

3.

As part of these searches, many deeds were discovered. As an exalnple, two deeds

11
12
13

are provided with this affidavit as Exhibit A and Exhibit B.
4.

These are deeds that I referenced in my oral argument before the Court on October
21, 2013.

14
15
16

17

Aaron J. Tribble

18
19

20
21

22

On this ~day of October, 2013. before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for said state, personally appeared AARON J. TRIBBLE, known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he ex.ecuted the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year in this
ce1tificate first above written.

23

24
25

Notary Public for I o:
Residing at: /!1m lc31'/
My Commission Expires:

26
27

..,-1'.
IJ/'...J

11q~t7

28
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SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OP
AARON J. TRIBBLE IN RESPONSE TO
TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH
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1
2

3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

4
5

6

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

2/ Jt day of CcbhtY

,2013, I caused a true and

7

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated belowj and

8

addressed to the following:

9
10

11

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed

Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720

U

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facshmle

Boise, ID 83701-2720

12

Fax: 208-388-1300

13

Erin Stines
FidelitYi National Law Group
1200-6"1 Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

U

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Ban-ett, Rock & Fields

JJ

14
15

16
17
18
19

Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384

20

Richard Mollernp
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP

21

755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

22

23

24

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsirrule

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi8ht Mail
Facsinule

By:_$
...

-~.__;""""""""7--x:_·
------_

25

Aaron J. Tribble

26
Attorney for Plaintiffs

27
28
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SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
AARON J. TRIBBLE IN RESPONSE TO
TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is ·hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the 11 Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargaini sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes. Inc. 1 dba CBH Homes
, whose addre.~s
is 1977 E overland Road. Meridian, ID 83642
, (the 11 Grantee11),
the following described premises (the '1Prem.ises"):
Lot 8 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County) Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, a.nd the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issue.s and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claiin and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in ari.d to the above-described Premi&es
with said improvements, hereditaments and apPurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agentsi employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim ·any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Gran.tee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grautor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys, Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS 1' ''WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both la.tent Blld patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wan·anties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran.tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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sanle estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_(o=---,-'-~. .; .~_.___,_(-'-?-,-~·

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

--By:

Tim w. Eck

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the '7 .1 i, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W, ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscdbed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Residing at ::::,,_,.,,d____ _...Bftsi.a.inQ..al:..~D.llil.Jdaho
Commission expires: Commission 1;:xplres: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton Hollies, Inc, db

--STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

£

Jlv,.g.....

On this
day of
in the year of dd}... , befor¢ me, Lhe
undersigned, a Nota1y Public in and for said State) personally appeared Cotey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the CQ.pOration that execi,t.ed the instrnmenr or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation e:x.ecutcd the saine.
·

Ada:_ \Aruk

Nota.l'y Public
Residing at

rJa.,MP,q, Th

My Commission Expires: lt,-o-5 --lb
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FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE - BOIS

(Space above this line for Recorder's use)
SPECIAL WAR.RANI'Y DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the reccipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledgoo,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the 11 Grantor' 1) 1 does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
•• A!orey Barton ltornes, rue , dba eBH aa:mes ·
, whose address
is 1977 E Q~edand Road, Met:Ldian. ID

83642

, (the 1'0rantee' 1),

the following described premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 7 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, acoording to the official plat thereofi filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenan.ce.s unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thacon and thereunto belongi11g or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoevet of the Grantor, eitha- in law or :in equity, of, in and to the abov~d.esetibed Premises
with said :improvements, hereditaJ.nents and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor\s agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not 1nade and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including. without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the propct"ty provided by
r_

I

• •

r_ I

JI

1

I

•

I

,1

•

n .... . n .. ,, ..

1 1

I 1

n

.I

condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herei~. Grantor is the owner of the Premises aud has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the thne of the e-xecution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

EffectiveDate: _

(p . ?~· (?:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~~·
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: V..anger

STATEOFIDAHO )
); ss.
County of Ada
)
On the *7 ti day of May, 20121 before me, the unde1:signed notaiy public in and for said
state. personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose naine is

subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF~ I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

-·
-=:::.________

Residing a:
--c-:--:"
Commission expires: Residing at: Nampa. ldaho01., 017
comrnlssion Expires: 0813 ""
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dba CBH Homes

STATE OF !DA.HO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

,TUN...,_

a-

On this c:X)f-- day of~i.n the year of d-OL
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Cotey Barr.on known or
idenli.6.ed to me to be the President of the coq:,oration that executed the insh,nnent or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notro:y Public

Residing ~t: N(J.~ 1 :Jb
My Co1nmission ·Expires; ip...o'S ~I~
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DEC O2 2013

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A

3
4
5

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual; and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
ON VARIOUS MOTIONS

Plaintiffs;
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, aka
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware Corporation; RBC Bank, (fka
RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North
Carolina Corporation; CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); and John
Does I-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

17
18

This matter came before the Court on four related motions: (1) TitleOne Corporation's

19

Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint; (2) Fidelity and Chicago Title's Limited Joinder in

20

TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss; (3) Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend and Supplement; and (4)

21

TitleOne Corporation's Motion to Quash Plaintiffs' Lis Pendens. The Court heard oral argument

22

on October 21, 2013. Aaron Tribble argued on behalf of Plaintiffs. Angela Reed argued on

23

behalf of TitleOne Corporation. Erin Stines argued on behalf of Fidelity National Title Insurance

24
2S
26

y
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•
Company and Chicago Title Insurance Company. At the conclusion of oral argument the Court
1

2

took the matters under advisement.

3
4
5
6

BACKGROUND ALLEGATIONS AND PROCEEDINGS

In 2006, Galiano, LLC, was developing a 29.63 acre parcel of real property located in
Kuna, Idaho (hereinafter the "Property" or the "Subdivision"). On or about November 17, 2006,
Defendant RBC loaned Galiano approximately $1.2 million dollars to develop the Property

7

(hereinafter the "RBC Loan") and RBC recorded a Deed of Trust against the Property to secure
8

the RBC Loan (hereinafter the "RBC Deed of Trust").
9

10

In addition to the RBC Loan, Galiano also obtained a loan from Plaintiff Eagle Equity

11

Fund, LLC (hereinafter "EEF") in the amount of $725,500 to develop the Property (hereinafter

12

the "EEF Loan"). The EEF Loan was secured by a deed of trust on the Property (hereinafter the

13

"EEF Deed of Trust"). The transaction between EEF and Galiano was closed by Defendant

14

Alliance Title on November 17, 2006. At that time, Alliance Title provided EEF with an

15

Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title Insurance that was issued by Ticor Title Insurance

16

Company (now known as Chicago Title) in the amount of $800,000.00 insuring that the EEF

17

Deed of Trust was in second position behind the RBC Deed of Trust (hereinafter the "Title
18

Policy").
19

20
21

The EEF Note and related documents (hereinafter "EEF Loan Documents") required that
EEF execute re-conveyance documents as each lot in the Subdivision was sold. Defendant

22

Fidelity National Title Company prepared and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot

23

sold and EEF executed re-conveyance documents for each lot that was sold through December

24
25

26
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2011. During 2012, Plaintiffs were in communication with Galiano, but were not asked to re1
2

convey any lots in the Subdivision.

3

Galiano was unable to maintain mortgage payments to RBC during 2011 and 2012. On or

4

about March 2011, Galiano told Plaintiffs that they had not made payments and that RBC would

5

likely take action on the Property. In early 2013, Plaintiffs, having noticed new activity on the

6

Property, contacted Galiano and Fidelity regarding the activity. Fidelity informed Plaintiffs that

7
8

Defendant TitleOne was the successor trustee and Galiano told Plaintiffs that RBC had sold the
Property and TitleOne executed a reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust without Plaintiffs'

9

knowledge or consent.
10

Plaintiffs' Complaint also includes allegations that Defendants Alliance Title, TitleOne,
11

12
13

Fidelity, RBC, Chicago Title and the purchaser of the Property were aware of the EEF Deed of
Trust, and purposefully transferred the Property without Plaintiffs' knowledge or consent.

14

Plaintiffs further allege that they were made to believe that they had initially contracted with

15

Alliance Title for escrow and title insurance policies and later learned that Alliance Title had

16

subcontracted out title insurance services to Ticor Title Insurance Company (Chicago Title) and

17

that TitleOne had become the trustee of Plaintiffs' title insurance. Plaintiffs also assert

18

Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs' notice of claim under the title insurance policy.

19

The Complaint alleges nine causes of action, each of which appears to be pled against all
20

Defendants generally.
21

Before filing answers to Plaintiffs' Complaint, TitleOne, Fidelity and Chicago Title
22
23

moved for dismissal of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against them pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil

24

Procedure 12(b)(6). TitleOne filed its motion on September 6, 2013, and Fidelity and Chicago

25

Title filed their motion on September 9, 2013. Also on September 6, 2013, TitleOne moved the

26
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e

Court to quash Plaintiffs' /is pendens, first amended /is pendens and second amended /is pendens
1

2

which were entered in this matter. On October 15, 2013, Plaintiffs moved this Court for leave to

3

amend and supplement their Complaint to add new factual allegations, causes of action,

4

defendants, and remedial language. The Court addresses each of these motions in turn below.

5

MOTIONS TO DISMISS UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

12(8)(6)

6

Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago Title move this Court for dismissal of all

7

nine causes of action in Plaintiffs' Complaint. The Court will first set forth the Rule 12(b)( 6)

8

legal standard and then consider the merits of the motions to dismiss separately below.

9

10

LEGAL STANDARD

11

Rule 12(b)( 6) allows a party to file a motion seeking to dismiss a claim in a pleading for

12

failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. "A motion to dismiss for failure to state

13

a claim should not be granted 'unless it appears beyond doubt that the [non-moving party] can

14

prove no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle him to relief." Taylor v. Maile, 142

15

Idaho 253,257, 127 P.3d 156,200 (2005); see also Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Com 'n, 141 Idaho

16

129, 133, 106 P.3d 455, 459 (2005) (reiterating "[t]he question then is whether the non-movant

17

has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would entitle him to relief').
18

"On a motion to dismiss, the court looks only at the pleadings, and all inferences are viewed in
19

20
21

favor of the non-moving party." Owsley, supra.
"Conclusory allegations are insufficient to survive a motion to dismiss under I.R.C.P.

22

12(b)(6)". Owsley, 141 Idaho at 136, 106 P.3d at 462. Thus, "[a]lthough the non-movant is

23

entitled to have his factual assertions treated as true, this privilege does not extend to the

24

conclusions of law the non-movant hopes the court to draw from those facts." Id.

25

26
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Further, "[i]n order to withstand a motion to dismiss, the nonmoving party must allege all
1

2
3

essential elements of the claims presented." Johnson v. Boundary School District 101, 138 Idaho
331,334, 63 P.3d 457,500 (2003). "A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state

4

a claim must be read in conjunction with Rule 8(a), which sets forth the requirements for

5

pleading a claim and calls for 'a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader

6

is entitled to relier and a demand for relief." Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 835 P.2d 1346,

7

1347 (1992) (citing IRCP 8(a)(l)-(2)). A pleading must "merely state claims upon which relief

8

may be granted, and pleadings should be liberally construed in the interest of securing 'a just,

9

speeding and inexpensive resolution of the case."' Brown v. City of Pocatello, 148 Idaho 802,
10

229 P.3d 1164, 1169 (2010). The court makes "every intendment to sustain a [pleading] that is
11

12
13

defective, e.g., wrongly captioned or inartful, [but the pleading] cannot be sustained if it fails to
make a short and plain statement of a claim upon which relief may be granted . . . The key issue

14

in determining the validity of a [pleading] is whether the adverse party is put on notice of the

15

claims brought against it." Id.

16

Finally, the Court notes that a motion filed under Rule 12(b)(6) must be treated as a

17

motion for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56 if matters outside the

18

pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court. See I.R.C.P. 12(b). As a threshold

19

matter, to the extent the parties submitted matters to this Court outside the pleadings in relation
20

to the motions to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), the Court excluded those matters from its
21

consideration of the motions. Thus, the Court applies the Rule 12(b)(6) legal standards to the
22
23

motions to dismiss.

24
25
26
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•
TITLE0NE'S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT
1

Count One

2
3

The first cause of action is for breach of contract. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne became

4

successor trustee to the EEF Deed of Trust. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne closed and executed a

5

conveyance of the Property in spite of Plaintiffs' secured interest. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne

6

materially breached the terms of the "title insurance contracts" by failing to ensure that

7

Plaintiffs' real property rights were protected. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne breached the duties

8

contained in Plaintiffs' Title Policy agreement and as trustees by failing to notify Plaintiffs and

9

wrongfully conveying the Property.
10

PARTY ARGUMENTS
11

12
13

Defendant TitleOne argues it is not a party to the title insurance contracts referenced in
the first cause of action and therefore it cannot be sued on a contract-based claim under the title

14

insurance contracts. TitleOne asserts Alliance Title acted as the escrow/title agent for the EEF

15

Loan transaction and Ticor Title issued the Title Policy to Plaintiffs. TitleOne argues Plaintiffs

16

have not alleged that TitleOne was involved in the EEF Loan transaction in any way.

17
18

Plaintiffs argue TitleOne did breach its contractual duties to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs contend
TitleOne, an alleged successor trustee, assumed the contractual duties owed by the trustee to the

19

beneficiary of the trust deed and that TitleOne breached those duties. Alternatively, Plaintiffs
20

request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.
21

Defendant TitleOne replies that there is nothing in the pleadings showing that TitleOne
22
23

ever served as appointed trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust. Instead, Alliance Title and

24

Fidelity were the trustees during the relevant times. TitleOne contend it acted pursuant to the

25

authority provided under Idaho Code § 45-1202.

26
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PLAINTIFFS' FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS TO STATE A VALID CLAIM
1

2

Under Idaho law, "[i]f a breach of contract is alleged, the burden is upon the claimant to

3

show 'the making of the contract, an obligation assumed by defendants, and their breach or

4

failure to meet such obligation."' Reynolds v. American Hardware Mut. Ins. Co., 115 Idaho 362,

5

766 P .2d 1243 (1988). Further, as an initial matter, the Court can consider the language of the

6

Title Policy for purposes of this motion to dismiss because it is attached to Plaintiffs' Complaint

7

8

and is thus a part thereof for all purposes. See I.R.C.P. lO(c) (stating "[a] copy of any written
instrument which is an exhibit to a pleading is a part thereof for all purposes").

9

Regarding contract disputes, "[i]f the existence of the contract is not disputed or the
10

evidence of the contract is not conflicting and admits of but one inference, the court may address
11

12
13

the issue of the existence of a contract as a matter of law." Watson v. Idaho Falls Consol.
Hospitals, Inc., 111 Idaho 44, 47, 720 P.2d 632, 635 (1986). "Interpretation of unambiguous

14

language in a contract is a question of law. Interpretation of an ambiguous contract is a question

15

of fact. Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question oflaw." Cannon v. Perry, 144 Idaho 728,

16

731, 170 P.3d 393, 396 (2007). The Idaho Supreme Court has defined contractual ambiguity as

17

"reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation." Elliott v. Darwin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho

18

774, 779, 69 P.3d 1035, 1040 (2003).

19

Here, the only insurance contract put at issue in this case is the Title Policy which is
20

attached to Plaintiffs' Complaint. It is currently alleged that the Title Policy exists and is a
21
22

23
24

legally binding contract. The Court concludes it is not reasonably subject to conflicting
interpretation and is thus unambiguous as a matter of law. Plaintiffs have not shown any
provision of the Title Policy which establishes contractual duties on TitleOne. Plaintiffs have not

25
26
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•
alleged the makings of any other actual insurance contracts - such as offer, acceptance, and
1
2

consideration - beyond its conclusory assertions that some other insurance contracts existed.

3

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim

4

for breach of contract against TitleOne. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count

5

One of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne. If Plaintiffs want to amend their Complaint to

6

state a valid breach of contract claim against TitleOne, it must ask to do so in a separate motion

7
8

which attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the deficiencies set forth
herein.

9

Count Two
10

The second cause of action is for insurance bad faith. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne
11

12
13

14
15

intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or payments from Plaintiffs
and wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any and all
encumbrances, including Plaintiffs' secured interests.
PARTY ARGUMENTS

16

Defendant TitleOne argues it is not a party to the Title Policy and thus cannot be sued for

17

bad faith under the Title Policy. TitleOne contends Ticor Title, not TitleOne, is the insurer under

18

the Title Policy. Thus, because TitleOne is not the insurer under the Title Policy, Plaintiffs

19

cannot state a claim for bad faith against TitleOne.
20

Plaintiffs rely on the same arguments they set forth under Count One, above.
21

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS TO STATE A VALID CLAIM
22
23

24

The Idaho Supreme Court summarized four separate elements that must be established to
maintain a claim for insurance bad faith:

25
26
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3

(1) that coverage of her claim was not fairly debatable; (2) that she had proven
coverage to the point that based on the evidence the insurer had before it, the
insurer intentionally and unreasonably withheld her benefits; (3) that the delay in
payment was not the result of a good faith mistake; and (4) that the resulting harm
was not fully compensable by contract damages.

4

Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173, 178, 45 P.3d 829, 834 (2002).

1

2

5

Here, Plaintiffs' Count Two is based on the failure to pay policy benefits under the Title

6

Policy. As has been argued, Alliance Title and/or Ticor Title are the companies named in the

7

8

Title Policy as providing title insurance to Plaintiffs. TitleOne is not alleged to be the insurer of
the Title Policy. The elements set forth in Robinson make clear that the claim must be stated

9

against an insurer. As TitleOne is not alleged to be the insurer under the Title Policy, Plaintiffs
10

have failed to state a valid claim for insurance bad faith against TitleOne.
11

12
13

Based on the foregoing, the Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Two of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne. If Plaintiffs want to amend their Complaint to state a

14

valid insurance bad faith claim against TitleOne, it must ask to do so in a separate motion which

15

attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the deficiencies set forth herein.

16

17
18

Count Three
The third cause of action is for negligence. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne owed legal duties to
Plaintiffs to: (a) ensure Plaintiffs secured interest was cognized and protected; (b) ensure

19

Plaintiffs' secured interest on title was satisfied prior to conveyance; and (c) timely notify and
20

cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne breached its duties by
21

allowing the reconveyance of Plaintiffs' secured interest without authorization.
22

23

PARTY ARGUMENTS

24

Defendant TitleOne argues Plaintiffs' negligence claim is barred by the economic loss

25

doctrine. TitleOne explains that there is no recovery for pure economic loss in a negligence

26
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•

•

action because there is no duty to prevent economic loss to another. TitleOne contends Plaintiffs
1
2
3

have not alleged any injury to their person or tangible property but instead seek compensatory
damages and damages for "economic losses" in an amount of at least $2 million.

4

Plaintiffs concede the economic loss doctrine would usually bar its common law

5

negligence claim, but responds that there is a statutory remedy providing for damages based on

6

negligence under these circumstances under Idaho Code § 45-1205. That provision provides for

7

8

damages "if the title insurer or title agent . . . acted with negligence." Thus, Plaintiffs' contend
Idaho statutory law enables recovery for the negligent improper reconveyance of a trust deed.

9

Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to cure any
10

deficiencies present.
11

PLAINTIFFS' THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS TO STA TE AV ALID CLAIM
12
13

In Idaho, "[u]nless an exception applies, the economic loss rule prohibits recovery of

14

purely economic losses in a negligence action because there is no duty to prevent economic loss

15

to another." Blahd v. Richard B. Smith, Inc., 141 Idaho 296, 300, 108 P.3d 996, 1000 (2005).

16

Here, neither party has discussed or argued any of the exceptions to the economic loss

17

rule. As noted above, Plaintiffs concede the economic loss doctrine bars its negligence claim

18

unless that claim is brought under Idaho Code § 45-1205. Plaintiffs' current Count Three does

19

not allege a claim under Idaho Code § 45-1205. Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes
20

Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim for negligence against TitleOne.
21

The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Three of Plaintiffs' Complaint
22

23

as against TitleOne. Plaintiffs have filed a motion requesting leave of this Court to allege a claim

24

under Idaho Code§ 45-1205. The Court will address that matter separately and not as part of its

25

consideration of the claim currently alleged in Plaintiffs' Complaint.

26
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•
Count Four
1
2

The fourth cause of action is for violation of Idaho Code § 48-603 of the Idaho Consumer

3

Protection Act. Plaintiffs allege, in or about December 2010, TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 48-

4

603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade. Plaintiffs list six

5

separate subsections that TitleOne allegedly violated.

6
7
8

PARTY ARGUMENTS

Defendant TitleOne argues Plaintiffs' ICP A claim fails for one of three separate reasons:
(1) TitleOne is part of a regulated industry and is thus exempted from the provisions of the

9

ICPA; (2) Plaintiffs lack standing to bring an ICPA claim; and (3) Plaintiffs have not alleged
10

sufficient facts to maintain an ICPA claim. The Court addresses only Plaintiffs' lack of standing
11

12
13

as it is dispositive of this motion.
TitleOne argues Plaintiffs do not have standing to bring a claim against TitleOne under

14

the ICPA because Plaintiffs' Complaint does not allege a valid contractual relationship between

15

Plaintiffs and TitleOne. Plaintiffs respond by relying on their arguments set forth under Counts

16

One and Two, above.

17

18

PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH CA USE OF ACTION FAILS TO STA TE A VALID CLAIM

The Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that "[i]n order to have standing under the

19

Idaho Consumer Protection Act (ICPA), LC. § 48-601, et seq., the aggrieved party must have
20

been in a contractual relationship with the party alleged to have acted unfairly or deceptively."
21

Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662 (2010). The Court already
22

23

concluded in its analysis under Counts One and Two, above, that Plaintiffs have failed to allege a

24

valid contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and TitleOne. Thus, under Taylor, Plaintiffs do

25

not have standing to bring a claim against TitleOne under the ICPA.

26
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•
Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim
1
2

for violation of the ICPA against TitleOne. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss

3

Count Four of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne. If Plaintiffs want to amend their

4

Complaint to state a valid ICPA claim against TitleOne, it must ask to do so in a separate motion

5

which attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the deficiencies set forth

6

herein.

7

8

Counts Five and Six

The fifth cause of action is for fraud and fraudulent conveyance. Plaintiffs allege

9

TitleOne in whole or part fraudulently conveyed Plaintiffs' real property interest and has such
10

violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9. Plaintiffs also allege that, pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 3011

12
13

140501, 18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002, TitleOne fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or
artifice to defraud Plaintiff through untrue statements of a material fact, and engagement in acts,

14

practices, and a course of business that operated as a fraud or deceit upon Plaintiffs. Finally,

15

Plaintiffs allege TitleOne represented to subsequent purchasers that Plaintiffs' lien was satisfied.

16

Plaintiffs ask for damages and an avoidance of the conveyance and appointment of a receiver.

17
18

The sixth cause of action is for collusion to defraud. This appears to be a claim for civil
conspiracy based on the fifth cause of action for fraud. Plaintiffs allege Defendants knew of their

19

secured position in the Property and worked together to conspire to commit fraud upon Plaintiffs
20

and thereby wrongfully divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property.
21

PARTY ARGUMENTS
22
23

Defendant TitleOne points out it appears Plaintiffs are asserting two distinct fraud

24

theories of recovery, which TitleOne believes both fail as a matter of law. First, the theory that

25

TitleOne is liable for fraud under the Idaho Code sections set forth above fails because those

26
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provisions are part of the criminal code, and there is no private right of action under the criminal
1
2

code. Second, the theory that TitleOne is liable for fraud under the common law fails because

3

Plaintiffs have not pled all the elements with the requisite particularity under Idaho Rule of Civil

4

procedure 9(b), including: (1) who made the representation (i.e. which Defendant), (2) to whom

5

the representation was made, or (3) that Plaintiffs relied on any false statement of fact. TitleOne

6

argues that Plaintiffs are not entitled to an "avoidance of the conveyance" without first naming

7

8

the current owners of the Property, who are not currently defendants in this lawsuit.
Plaintiffs respond at length: Defendants together conspired to commit fraud upon

9

Plaintiff and wrongfully divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property. The
10

Defendants collectively failed to inform Plaintiffs of the change in trustee and continued to
11

12
13

represent the existence of a valid lien through several reconveyances subsequent to the
investment. The Defendants each knew that the trustee had changed and that the lien had been

14

divested, and they knew that this information was material. The Defendants intended that the

15

Plaintiffs would rely on these representations and take no action to immediately correct the issue.

16

Meanwhile, the Defendants conspired to sell off the properties to buyers under the guise of bona

17

fide purchases, even to the point of utilizing strawman purchases to perpetrate the fraud. The

18

Plaintiffs were ignorant of the new trustee's existence and ignorant of the divestment of their

19

deed of trust. The Plaintiffs justifiably relied on these representations and took no action to
20

correct. As a result, the Plaintiffs were divested of their deed of trust and have been deprived of
21

the ability to enforce their lien over the Galiano Subdivision as it existed at the time of the
22
23

24

reconveyance. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend the Complaint to
cure any deficiencies present.

25

26
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PLAINTIFFS' FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS IN PART AND SURVIVES IN PART
1

2
3

4

First, TitleOne is correct that Idaho Code §§ 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002 are part of the
criminal code, and no authority has been cited that shows a plaintiff has a private right of action
for fraud under the criminal code. Further, Idaho Code§§ 30-140501 simply does not exist.

5

Second, to establish a common law theory of fraud, a plaintiff must allege nine elements:

6

(1) a statement or representation of fact, (2) the statement or representation was
false, (3) the statement or representation was material, (4) the speaker knew of its
falsity, (5) the speaker intended that there be reliance on the statement or
representation, (6) the plaintiff was ignorant of the statement's or representation's
falsity, (7) the plaintiff relied on the statement or representation, (8) such reliance
was justifiable, and (9) there was a resultant injury.

7

8
9

10

McCormack v. Caldwell, 152 Idaho 15, 20 fn. 3, 266 P.3d 490, 495 fn. 3 (Ct. App. 2011).

11

Further, "[t]he party alleging fraud must plead with particularity the factual circumstances

12
13

constituting fraud." Country Cove Development, Inc. v. May, 143 Idaho 595, 600, 150 P.3d 288,
293 (2006). (citing I.R.C.P. 9(b)).

14

Here, the only actual representation which Plaintiffs' allege with particularity is that
15

Defendants represented to subsequent purchasers that Plaintiffs' lien was satisfied. Plaintiffs do
16

17
18

not allege with particularity a false representation made to Plaintiffs, of which Plaintiffs were
ignorant of its falsity, of which Plaintiffs justifiably relied. Thus, Plaintiffs have failed to state

19

their fraud or fraudulent conveyance claim with particularity. See e.g. Chavez v. Barrus, 146

20

Idaho 212,223, 192 P.3d 1036, 1047 (2008).

21

The Court notes that TitleOne does not expressly ask for dismissal of Plaintiffs' claim

22

under Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq for fraudulent conveyance except to the extent TitleOne

23

24

argues Plaintiffs cannot receive the remedy of avoidance of any conveyance without the current
owners of the property. The Court notes that Plaintiffs have moved to amend this Count to add

25

26
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additional defendants who have received conveyances of land. The Court addresses the motion to
1
2
3

amend after the motions to dismiss, but here notes that its ruling on the motion to amend moots
TitleOne's argument.

4

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim

5

for statutory fraud under the cited criminal Idaho Code provisions, the non-existent Idaho Code

6

provision, or for common law fraud against TitleOne. To that extent, the Court GRANTS

7
8

TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Five of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne. The Court
otherwise DENIES TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Five. If Plaintiffs want to amend their

9

Complaint to state another valid statutory or common law fraud claim against TitleOne, it must
10

ask to do so in a separate motion which attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint
11

12
13

14

curing the deficiencies set forth herein.
PLAINTIFFS' SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS IN PART AND SURVIVES IN PART

The Idaho Supreme Court summarized Idaho law regarding civil conspiracy as follows:

17

A civil conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an agreement
between two or more to accomplish an unlawful objective or to accomplish a lawful
objective in an unlawful manner. Civil conspiracy is not, by itself, a claim for relief. The
essence of a cause of action for civil conspiracy is the civil wrong committed as the
objective of the conspiracy, not the conspiracy itself.

18

Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 844, 243 P.3d 642, 660 (2010). Significant to this case, if the

19

allegation is that the goal of the conspiracy was fraudulent, the civil conspiracy must be pied with

20

particularity. Id

15
16

21

Here, the Court has already set forth Plaintiffs' failure to plead Count Five with particularity

22

except to the extent it relies on the alleged violation of Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq. Thus, to the extent

23

Plaintiffs' Count Six relies on the allegations in Count Five to state a claim for civil conspiracy, it also

24

fails as a matter of law under McNicho/s except to the extent Plaintiffs seek to maintain a civil conspiracy

25

claim based on the alleged violation ofldaho Code § 55-90 I et seq set forth under Count Five.

26
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Based on the foregoing, the Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Six of
1

2

Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne except to the extent Plaintiffs' claim relies on the

3

alleged violation of Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq. If Plaintiffs want to amend their Complaint to

4

state a valid collusion to defraud claim on any other basis against TitleOne, it must ask to do so

5

in a separate motion which attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the

6

deficiencies set forth herein.

7

8

Count Seven

The seventh cause of action is for conversion. Plaintiffs allege that, pursuant to Idaho

9

Code§§ 18-2403-18-2407, TitleOne has wrongfully asserted dominion over Plaintiffs' Property
10

in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs' rights and have committed grand theft.
11

12
13

PARTY ARGUMENTS

Defendant TitleOne points out it appears Plaintiffs are asserting two distinct conversion

14

theories of recovery, which TitleOne believes both fail. First, the theory that TitleOne is liable

15

for conversion under the Idaho Code sections set forth above fails because those provisions are

16

part of the criminal code, and there is no private right of action under the criminal code. Second,

17

the theory that TitleOne is liable for conversion under the common law fails because a plaintiff

18

cannot state a claim for conversion of real property in Idaho.

19

Plaintiffs do not dispute TitleOne's contentions.
20

PLAINTIFFS' SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS TO STATE A VALID CLAIM
21

First, TitleOne is correct that the Idaho Code sections set forth above are part of the
22

23

criminal code, and no authority has been cited that shows a plaintiff has a private right of action

24

for conversion under the criminal code. Second, under Idaho law, it is clear "that real property

25

cannot be 'converted' and there is no cause of action for the conversion of real property.

26
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Conversion in the legal sense applies only to personal property." Rowe v. Burrup, 95 Idaho 747,
1
2

750,518 P.2d 1386, 1389 (1974).

3

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim

4

for conversion against TitleOne. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Seven

5

of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne.

6

Count Eight

7
8

The eighth cause of action is for unjust enrichment. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne has been
unjustly enriched through the conversion of Plaintiffs' Property.

9

PARTY ARGUMENTS
10

Defendant TitleOne argues Plaintiffs' unjust enrichment claim should be dismissed
11

12
13

because Plaintiffs did not confer a benefit on TitleOne. TitleOne contends that, to state a claim
against TitleOne for unjust enrichment, Plaintiffs must establish that Plaintiffs conferred some

14

benefit on TitleOne that would be unjust for TitleOne to retain. TitleOne argues Plaintiffs have

15

not alleged they conferred a benefit on TitleOne, and TitleOne has not actually received any

16

benefit from the reconveyance yet alone any benefit that Plaintiffs would have conferred on

17

TitleOne.

18

Plaintiffs respond that Defendants as a group have benefited from the divestment of the

19

EEF

Deed of Trust because they have collectively continued to sell off lots and profit from the

20

transaction. In the alternative, Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend their Complaint for
21
22
23

cure any deficiencies present.
PLAINTIFFS' EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION FAILS TO STATE A VALID CLAIM

24

To establish a claim for unjust enrichment, the claimant must show: "(1) a benefit

25

conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such benefit;

26
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e
and (3) acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant
1

2
3

to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff of the value thereof." Aberdeen-Springfield
Canal Co. v. Peiper, 133 Idaho 82, 88, 982 P.2d 917, 923 (1999).

As an initial matter, Plaintiffs' unjust enrichment claim expressly relies on the theory that

4
5

Plaintiffs' Property was "converted." As the Court explained under Count Seven, addressed above,

6

Plaintiffs failed to state a valid claim for conversion against TitleOne. This alone is sufficient for this

7

Court to conclude Plaintiffs' Count Eight fails as a matter of law. In addition, TitleOne is correct that

8

Plaintiffs cannot state a valid claim for unjust enrichment against TitleOne unless they allege they

9

conferred a benefit upon TitleOne which benefit TitleOne appreciated. Plaintiffs do not allege any such

10

benefit.

11

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim

12

for unjust enrichment" against TitleOne. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count

13

Eight of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne. If Plaintiffs want to amend their Complaint to

14
15

state a valid unjust enrichment claim against TitleOne, it must ask to do so in a separate motion
which attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the deficiencies set forth

16

herein.
17

Count Nine
18
19
20

The ninth cause of action is for tortious interference with prospective economic
advantage. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne knew or should have known of the economic relationship

21

between Plaintiffs and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic benefit to the

22

Plaintiffs, and the existence of Plaintiffs' secured interest in the Property and Plaintiffs' rights

23

and remedies regarding the same. Plaintiffs also allege TitleOne took intentional actions which

24

disrupted Plaintiffs' economic relationship, rights, and remedies regarding Plaintiffs' secured

25

26
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l.
interest with Galiano and the Property and actually disrupted the economic relationship.
1
2
3

4

Plaintiffs allege that had they been aware of TitleOne' intentions, Plaintiffs would have asserted
its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased RBC's first lien holder position, and foreclosed on
the Property.
PARTY ARGUMENTS

5

6

Defendant TitleOne argues Plaintiffs' interference claim should be dismissed against

7

TitleOne because the alleged interference was not intentional. TitleOne asserts that, to maintain a

8

cause of action for intentional interference, the Plaintiffs must show that the actions complained

9

of were intentional. TitleOne contends Plaintiffs have not alleged any facts from which the Court
10

could infer that TitleOne's act of signing the reconveyance was an act of sabotage or mischief
11

12
13

14

otherwise done with any ulterior motive to harm the Plaintiffs. TitleOne concludes that, absent
allegations of some nefarious intent, Plaintiffs have failed to allege facts to support a claim for
intentional interference.

15

Plaintiffs respond that TitleOne's tortious interference was beyond intentional. Plaintiffs

16

reiterate TitleOne's reconveyance was no accident. Plaintiffs rely on allegations that TitleOne

17

never disclosed to Plaintiffs the fact it was made successor trustee, and on allegations that

18

TitleOne was responsible for the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust while certifying that

19

the EEF Loan had been satisfied. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend
20

the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.
21

PLAINTIFFS' NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION STATES A VALID CLAIM
22
23

24

The elements of a claim for intentional interference with a prospective economic
advantage are as follows:

25

26
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1

2
3

(1) The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the
expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing
termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some
measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the defendant interfered
for an improper purpose or improper means) and (5) resulting damage to the
plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted.

4

Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338,986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).
5

Here, the only element disputed by the parties for purposes of this motion is the presence
6
7

8

or absence of intent. For purposes of this motion, it is important to remember that the issue is not
whether TitleOne's alleged interference was in fact intentional - which is an issue properly

9

addressed in a motion for summary judgment, but whether Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged

10

intent. Plaintiffs very clearly allege TitleOne's actions were taken intentionally. Reviewing the

11

allegations in Plaintiffs' Complaint, with all inference taken in favor of Plaintiffs, the Court

12

cannot say that it appears beyond doubt that Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts in support of their

13

claim that would entitle them to relief.

14

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have stated a valid claim for
15

intentional interference. The Court DENIES TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Nine of
16
17
18

Plaintiffs' Complaint as against TitleOne.
Daniel Thompson as a Real Party in Interest under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 17(a)
PARTY ARGUMENTS

19
20

Defendant TitleOne argues Daniel Thompson should be dismissed as a plaintiff because

21

he is not a real party in interest under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 17(a). Specifically, each of

22

Plaintiffs' claims relate to the EEF Deed of Trust to which Daniel Thompson is not a party, nor

23

is he identified as an insured in the Title Policy. Plaintiffs do not acknowledge or address this

24

argument.
25
26
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DANIEL THOMPSON IS NOT A REAL PARTY IN INTEREST UNDER RULE 17(A)
1
2

Rule 17(a) states that "[e]very action shall be prosecuted in the name of the real party in

3

interest." Looking solely to the language of Plaintiffs' Complaint, TitleOne is correct that the

4

allegations in Plaintiffs' Complaint rely solely on the EEF Deed of Trust and Title Policy to

5

which Daniel Thompson is not alleged to be a party or a beneficiary. In fact, the Title Policy

6

attached as part of Plaintiffs' Complaint indicates in Schedule A, Section 4, that Eagle Equity

7

Fund, LLC is the beneficiary of the EEF Deed of Trust.

8

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Daniel Thompson is not a real party in

9

interest under Rule 17(a). The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Daniel Thompson
10

as a plaintiff in this action.
11

12
13

FIDELITY AND CHICAGO TITLE'S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT

Counts One and Two

14

The first cause of action is for breach of contract. Plaintiffs allege Chicago Title issued

15

the Title Policy at issue in this case. Plaintiffs allege Fidelity prepared and titled the necessary

16

closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiffs also allege Fidelity informed Plaintiffs TitleOne

17

had become the successor trustee to the EEF Deed of Trust. Plaintiffs allege, upon information

18

and belief, that both Fidelity and Chicago Title were aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the

19

Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs' knowledge or agreement.
20

Plaintiffs allege Fidelity and Chicago Title materially breached the terms of the ''title insurance
21

contracts" by failing to ensure that Plaintiffs' real property rights were protected. Plaintiffs also
22

23
24

allege TitleOne breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs' Title Policy and as trustees by failing
to notify Plaintiffs and wrongfully conveying the Property.

25

26
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The second cause of action is for insurance bad faith. Plaintiffs allege Fidelity and
1
2

Chicago Title intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or payments

3

from Plaintiffs and wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any and

4

all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs' secured interests.

5

6
7

8

PARTY ARGUMENTS

Fidelity and Chicago Title argue Plaintiffs' breach of contract and bad faith causes of
action fail because Fidelity and Chicago Title did not breach the Title Policy. Fidelity and
Chicago Title assert that, to maintain a breach of contract claim or related claim for bad faith

9

under the Title Policy against Fidelity and Chicago Title, Plaintiffs need to establish a breach of
10

the duties assumed in the Title Policy. Fidelity and Chicago Title assert exclusion §3(d) of the
11

12
13

Title Policy excludes from coverage adverse claims that occur post-policy, such as the alleged
wrongful reconveyance. Fidelity and Chicago Title explain that the coverages in a title insurance

14

policy are limited to matters which exist on the date of the policy; title defects arising after that

15

date are not covered by the policy. Fidelity and Chicago Title point out EEF purchased the Title

16

Policy in 2006. Four years later EEF filed this lawsuit upon learning that TitleOne reconveyed a

17

deed of trust securing real property. Fidelity and Chicago Title believe they have no

18

responsibility under the Title Policy to Plaintiffs for TitleOne's acts. Finally, Fidelity and

19

Chicago Title contend there is no merit to the claim that Fidelity and Chicago Title breached the
20

Title Policy when they did not notify the Plaintiffs that TitleOne had replaced it as successor
21

trustee. Fidelity and Chicago Title reason that there is no provision in the Title Policy that holds
22
23

Fidelity and Chicago Title responsible to Plaintiffs for failing to provide notice of this nature.

24

Plaintiffs respond that Fidelity and Chicago Title cannot utilize exclusion § 3(d) of the

25

Title Policy to avoid liability under Plaintiffs' breach of contract and bad faith claims. Plaintiffs

26
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argue Fidelity and Chicago Title were participants in the fatal reconveyance as well as in the
1
2

subsequent fictitious reconveyances. Plaintiffs believe that such post-policy participation voids

3

the application of the exclusion. Plaintiffs conclude that Fidelity and Chicago Title have a

4

contractual duty to not affect the validity or enforceability of Plaintiffs' lien on the Galiano

5

Property because the Title Policy insures the Plaintiffs against the invalidity or unenforceability

6

of the lien of the insured mortgage upon the title, and the coverage continues in force so long as

7
8

the insured holds a valid debt. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs request leave of the Court to amend
the Complaint to cure any deficiencies present.

9

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST AND SECOND CAUSES OF ACTION FAIL TO STATE AV ALID CLAIM
10

As an initial matter, the Court notes that the legal standards regarding contract
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

interpretation and their application to the Title Policy as set forth previously under TitleOne's
motion to dismiss also apply here. Pertinent to Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss,
exclusion § 3(d) states:
The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy and
the Company will not pay loss of damage, costs, attorneys' fees or expenses
which arise by reason of . . . [d]efects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or
other matters . . . attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (except to the
extent that this policy insurers [sic] the priority of the lien of the insured mortgage
over any statutory lien for services, labor or material) ...

19

The Date of Policy is November 17, 2006, at 4:51pm. The wrongful reconveyance allegedly

20

occurred in or about January 2010, after the Date of Policy. To the extent Plaintiffs' action relies

21

on allegations of wrongful reconveyance or subsequent conveyances, it is excluded from

22

coverage under the Title Policy by the plain language of exclusion§ 3(d) because it constitutes a

23

24

matter attaching or created after the Date of Policy. Plaintiffs have not offered a sufficient legal
basis for why exclusion § 3(d) would be void if Fidelity and Chicago Title participated in the

25

26
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•

•

alleged post-policy wrongful reconveyance or subsequent conveyances. Further, as Fidelity and
1
2

Chicago Title point out, there is no provision in the Title Policy that Plaintiffs have shown hold

3

Fidelity and Chicago Title responsible to Plaintiffs for failing to provide notice that TitleOne had

4

become a successor trustee.

5

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim

6

for breach of contract against Fidelity or Chicago Title. Because Plaintiffs fail to allege valid

7

coverage under the Title Policy, Plaintiffs' bad faith insurance claim is also invalid. See

8

Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173, 178, 45 P.3d 829, 834 (2002)

9

(concluding "[f]undamental to the claim of bad faith is the idea that there must be coverage of
10

the claim under the policy"). The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss
11

12
13

Count One and Count Two of Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title. If
Plaintiffs want to amend their Complaint to state a valid breach of contract or bad faith insurance

14

claim against Fidelity and Chicago Title, it must ask to do so in a separate motion which attaches

15

a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the deficiencies set forth herein.

16
17

18

Counts Three through Nine

Counts Three through Nine attempt to state the same claims against Fidelity and Chicago
as against TitleOne, which this Court addressed above.

19

PARTY ARGUMENTS
20

Fidelity and Chicago Title contend Plaintiffs' Counts Three through Nine should be
21

22
23
24

dismissed as against Fidelity and Chicago Title for the same reasons stated above by TitleOne.
Plaintiffs' response is essentially the same as the response it offered against the reasons stated
above by TitleOne.

25

26
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1
2

THE COURT'S CONCLUSIONS ON COUNTS THREE, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, AND NINE AS THOSE
CLAIMS ARE ASSERTED AGAINST TITLE0NE ALSO APPLIES TO THE EXTENT THOSE CLAIMS ARE
ASSERTED AGAINST FIDELITY AND CHICAGO TITLE

3

The Court applies here the analysis set forth above under TitleOne's motion to Dismiss

4

regarding Counts Three, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine. Based on that analysis, the Court

5

makes the same conclusions to the extent Counts Three, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine are

6

asserted against Fidelity and Chicago Title. However, the Court must separately analyze Count

7

Four because the basis for granting TitleOne's motion to dismiss Plaintiffs' ICPA claim cannot

8

be utilized by Fidelity or Chicago Title.

9

Specifically, the Court concluded above that Plaintiffs cannot at this time state a valid
10

claim against TitleOne under the ICPA because Plaintiffs failed to allege a valid contractual
11

12
13

relationship between Plaintiffs and TitleOne under Counts One and Two. However, Fidelity and
Chicago Title, in contesting the validity of Counts One and Two did not argue that Plaintiffs'

14

failed to allege a valid contractual relationship, but instead argued Plaintiffs failed to allege

15

Fidelity or Chicago Title engaged in any conduct which would violate the Title Policy. Thus, the

16

Court's conclusion that Plaintiffs' failed to state a valid ICPA claim against TitleOne because

17

Plaintiffs failed to allege a valid contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and TitleOne does

18

not apply to Fidelity and Chicago Title. Therefore, the Court will consider below one of the other

19

reasons argued by TitleOne, and adopted by Fidelity and Chicago Title, to establish that
20

Plaintiffs' still fail to state a valid ICPA claim.
21

COUNT FOUR
22

23

Fidelity and Chicago Title adopt TitleOne's contention that Plaintiffs have not alleged

24

sufficient facts to maintain an ICPA claim. Specifically, Plaintiffs make no factual allegations in

25

support of their claim and fail to specify what specific prohibited unfair or deceptive practice

26
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Fidelity and Chicago Title engaged in. This issue is exacerbated because there is no distinction
1
2

between the Defendants to whom this claim is directed. In conclusion, Fidelity and Chicago Title

3

contend they have no means by which to ascertain what Plaintiffs are claiming against them and

4

to defend against such claims. Plaintiffs respond by simply stating the violation has been

5

adequately alleged given Idaho's notice pleading requirements and the facts alleged in Plaintiffs'

6

Complaint. Plaintiffs also respond that their Complaint clearly states that their damages were a

7

result of Fidelity and Chicago Title's violation of the ICPA.

8

Plaintiffs allege Fidelity and Chicago Title violated numerous provisions of Idaho Code §

9

48-603 of the ICPA. The allegedly violated provisions of Idaho Code § 48-603 are set forth in
10

full as follows:
11

12
13

The following unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby declared to be
unlawful, where a person knows, or in the exercise of due care should know, that
he has in the past, or is:

14

( 1) Passing off goods or services as those of another;
15
16
17
18

(2) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;
(3) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;

19

(9) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
20
21
22
23

(13) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a
legible copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender
has required or requested the buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or
after the contract negotiation;

24
2s

26

( 17) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or
deceptive to the consumer;
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1
2

3

Here, the substantive factual allegations in Plaintiffs' Complaint against Fidelity and
Chicago Title, which purportedly support Plaintiffs' claims, are as follows: Fidelity and Chicago
Title were at all relevant times in the business of selling insurance in Idaho and were licensed

4

and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance. Chicago Title issued the Title Policy.
5

Fidelity prepared and titled the necessary closing documents for each subject lot sold. Neither
6

7

8

Fidelity nor Chicago Title contacted Plaintiffs regarding any further activity on the Property. In
early 2013 Plaintiffs noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted Fidelity. Fidelity

9

informed Plaintiffs that TitleOne had become the successor trustee. Fidelity and Chicago Title

10

were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the Property and purposefully consummated a

11

transfer without Plaintiffs' knowledge or agreement, which prevented Plaintiffs from taking any

12
13

steps to secure its investment. Plaintiffs learned that Alliance Title subcontracted out title
insurance services to Chicago Title.

14

Applying the forgoing factual allegations to the Count Four, it is entirely unclear how any
15

of the factual allegations could support a claim under any of the cited provisions of the ICPA.
16
17
18

Even taking all the factual allegations in Plaintiffs' Complaint as true, it appears beyond doubt
that Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts in support of their claim that would entitle them to relief.

19

Plaintiffs' conclusory allegations that Fidelity and Chicago Title violated the ICPA are

20

insufficient to survive a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6).

21

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim

22

for violation of Idaho Code § 48-603 of the ICPA against Fidelity or Chicago Title. The Court

23
24

GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Four of Plaintiffs' Complaint as
against Fidelity and Chicago Title. If Plaintiffs want to amend their Complaint to state a valid

25
26
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e
1

2

ICPA claim against Fidelity and Chicago Title, it must ask to do so in a separate motion which
attaches a copy of the proposed amended complaint curing the deficiencies set forth herein.

3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
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•
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 15(A) AND (D)
1
2

Plaintiffs move this Court for leave to amend their Complaint to: (1) add DAS

3

Investments, LLC; Corey Barton Homes, Inc.; Galiano, LLC; and Edward J. Mason as

4

defendants in this action; (2) clarify the remedies Plaintiffs are seeking; and (3) add new causes

5

of action for breach of fiduciary duty and violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205.

6

LEGAL STANDARD
7

Regarding motions to amend under Rule 15(a), "A party may amend the party's pleading
8

once as a matter of course at any time before a responsive pleading is served." I.R.C.P. 15(a). If a
9

10

responsive pleading has been served, "a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by

11

written consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires." Id.

12

The decision whether to grant or deny a motion to amend is within the discretion of this Court.

13

Maroun v. Wyreless Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 612, 114 P.3d 974,982 (2005).

14

The Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that, "[i]n the absence of any apparent or

15

declared reason ... the leave sought should, as the rules require, be freely given." Id Factors to

16

consider when determining whether there is reason to deny the leave sought include "undue

17

delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies
18

by amendment previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of allowance
19

20
21

of the amendment, futility of amendment, etc." Id. When considering whether to grant a motion
to amend, timeliness of the motion "is not decisive, but it 'is important in view of ... factors

22

such as undue delay, bad faith, and prejudice to the opponent." Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel

23

Rives LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 44, 122 P.3d 300, 303 (2005).

24

25
26
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Further, "[i]n considering whether to grant a motion for leave to amend, a trial court may
1
2

consider whether the amended pleading sets out a valid claim." Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel

3

Rives, LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 44, 122 P.3d 300, 303 (2005). However, even though "a trial court

4

may consider whether the amended pleading sets out a valid claim, ... [t]he court may not ...

5

weigh the sufficiency of the evidence." Id. at 44, 122 P.3d at 303. This is because "[s]ufficiency

6

of evidence is more properly determined at the summary judgment stage." Carl H Christensen

7

Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 872, 993 P.2d 1197, 1203 (1999). Thus, an amended

8

pleading sets out a valid claim as long as the allegations made, if proven, would entitle the non-

9

moving party to relief. Duffin v. Idaho Crop Imp. Ass'n, 126 Idaho 1002, 1013, 895 P.2d 1195,
10

1206 (1995); see also Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18

Idaho 171,175,804 P.2d 900,904 (1991).
Regarding motions to amend under Rule 15(d):
Upon motion of a party the court may, upon reasonable notice and upon such
terms as are just, permit him to serve a supplemental pleading setting forth
transactions or occurrences or events which have happened since the date of the
pleading sought to be supplemented, whether or not the original pleading is
defective in its statement of a claim for relief. If the court deems it advisable that
the adverse party plead thereto, it shall so order, specifying the time therefor.
Adding DAS Investments, LLC; Corey Barton Homes, Inc.; Galiano, LLC; and Edward J.
Mason as Defendants in this Action

19

PARTY ARGUMENTS
20

Plaintiffs contend DAS Investments, LLC should be added as a defendant because it was
21
22
23

identified in TitleOne's motion to quash as an entity receiving title to the Galiano Subdivision
from Galiano, LLC. Plaintiffs believe DAS Investments was created and operated as a means to

24

perpetrate a fraudulent conveyance and, as one of the entities in the chain of title on the Galiano

25

Subdivision, is likely to have knowledge of the wrongful reconveyance of the EEF Deed of

26
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Trust. Plaintiffs contend Corey Barton Homes, Inc. should be added as a defendant because it has
1

2

received title in the Galiano Subdivision from DAS Investments. Plaintiffs believe Corey Barton

3

Homes had knowledge of the fraudulent conveyance at the time they entered into their property

4

transactions. Plaintiffs contend Galiano, LLC (the original titleholder) and Edward J. Mason (the

5

personal guarantor of the EEF Loan) should be added as defendants because Plaintiffs believe

6

they were involved in the wrongful reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust.

7
8

TitleOne filed an opposition to the motion but did not expressly argue why the Court
should deny allowing Plaintiffs to add these new defendants beyond the reasons already set forth

9

in its motion to dismiss.
10
11

12
13

THE COURT WILL PERMIT PLAINTIFFS TO AMEND THEIR COMPLAINT TO ADD THESE DEFENDANTS
AT THIS TIME

As a threshold matter, it is evident that Plaintiffs seek to add these defendants to only
Count Five of their Complaint based on allegations of fraudulent conveyance. The Court noted

14

above that it would not dismiss Count Five of Plaintiffs' Complaint for fraudulent conveyance
15

under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq in part because of Plaintiffs' motion to amend. Here, Plaintiffs
16
17
18

have alleged that these new proposed defendants have received or were otherwise involved with
fraudulent conveyances of land. This, combined with the factual allegations already present and

19

incorporated in Count Five is sufficient at this point to state a valid claim for fraudulent

20

conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq. If Defendants believe Plaintiffs' claim should be

21

dismissed because these new defendants do not currently hold title to the conveyed land and thus

22

Plaintiffs cannot state a claim under Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq, that is an issue properly

23

addressed in a motion for summary judgment where the Court can review evidence outside the

24
25

26
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pleadings. Further, no other apparent or declared reason has been given for denying the motion
1

2
3

to amend, including untimeliness, prejudice, undue delay, or dilatory motive.
Based on the foregoing, the Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add the

4

aforementioned named defendants to Count Five of Plaintiffs' Complaint for fraudulent

5

conveyance under Idaho Code § 55-90Iet seq, as well as the proposed additional allegations

6

regarding those parties.

7

Clarifying the Remedies Plaintiffs Seek

8

PARTY ARGUMENTS
9

Plaintiffs contend TitleOne misrepresents the Plaintiffs' prayer for relief as solely
10

monetary. Plaintiffs believe this argument misstates their true intent, which is to take full
11

12
13

advantage of all forms of equitable or monetary relief. Plaintiffs argue their intent was evidenced
by requesting avoidance of the conveyance, filing and recording a lis pendens, and requesting

14

other 'just and proper" relief. TitleOne filed an opposition to the motion but did not expressly

15

argue why the Court should deny allowing Plaintiffs clarify the remedies Plaintiffs seek.

16
17
18

THE COURT WILL PERMIT PLAINTIFFS TO AMEND THEIR COMPLAINT TO CLARIFY REMEDIES

No apparent or declared reason has been given for denying the motion to amend,
including untimeliness, prejudice, undue delay, or dilatory motive. Based on the foregoing, the

19

Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to clarify the remedies they seek.
20
21
22
23

Adding New Causes of Action Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Violation of Idaho Code § 451205
PARTY ARGUMENTS

Plaintiffs link these new causes of action to the allegations pled under Count Three of

24

Plaintiffs' Complaint for negligence. Specifically, Plaintiffs contend the duties alleged under
25

26
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e
Count Three are duties owed by the fiduciary trustee to the beneficiary of a deed of trust and thus
1
2

the breach of those duties is a breach of a fiduciary duty. Further, Plaintiffs argue Idaho Code §

3

45-1205 provides a statutory basis for damages under a theory of negligence based on the

4

allegations in Plaintiffs' Complaint.

5

TitleOne argues the Court should not grant leave to add a breach of fiduciary duty claim

6

against TitleOne because it has never been a trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust. TitleOne

7
8

indicates it does not oppose granting Plaintiffs leave to amend with respect to the alleged
violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205, but argues the claim fails because the damages Plaintiffs seek

9

to recover are still barred by the economic loss rule. Specifically, Plaintiffs argue Idaho Code §
10

45-1205 contains the source of the duty for title insurers and title agents reconveying deeds of
11

12
13

trusts and limits when damages are available, but it does not identify what those damages are.
Plaintiffs argue that because Idaho Code § 45-1205 does not establish the damage element for a
'

14

case in negligence the common law economic loss rule bars a cause of action under Idaho Code

15

§ 45-1205 in this case if it is asserted under a theory of negligence.

16

THE COURT WILL PERMIT PLAINTIFFS TO AMEND THEIR COMPLAINT TO ADD A NEW CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

17
18

Plaintiffs apparently seek to state a claim against only those defendants which were

19

trustees under the EEF Deed of Trust when the allegedly tortious conduct occurred. The only

20

two entities which Plaintiffs alleges were actually trustees are Alliance Title and TitleOne. The

21

Court understands TitleOne contends it has never actually been a successor trustee. However, as

22

the Court indicated above, that is an issue properly before the Court on a motion for summary

23

judgment. At this point, Plaintiffs' allegations state a valid claim for breach of fiduciary duty

24

against Alliance Title and TitleOne. No apparent or declared reason has been given for denying
25

26
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t

the motion to amend, including untimeliness, prejudice, undue delay, or dilatory motive. Based
1
2
3

4

on the foregoing, the Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a cause of action for
breach of fiduciary duty against Alliance Title and TitleOne.
THE COURT WILL PERMIT PLAINTIFFS TO AMEND THEIR COMPLAINT TO ADD ANEW CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205

5

Plaintiffs apparently seek to state a claim against all defendants generally. Idaho Code §
6
7

8

9

10
11

12
13

45-1205 sets forth in full:
In the event that a trust deed is reconveyed by a title insurer or title agent
purporting to act under the provisions of this chapter, but the obligation secured
by the trust deed has not been fully paid, the title insurer or title agent effecting
such reconveyance shall be liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the
damages suffered as a result of such improper reconveyance only if the title
insurer or title agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section
45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code, or acted with negligence or in bad faith in
reconveying the trust deed.

TitleOne incorrectly focuses on the economic loss rule as a limit to damages recoverable

14

in negligence, and thus as a bar to recovering under Idaho Code § 45-1205. Specifically, the
15

Idaho Supreme Court has expressly concluded "[t]he economic loss rule does not limit the
16
17
18

damages recoverable in a negligence action," but instead "prohibits recovery of purely economic
losses in a negligence action because there is no duty to prevent economic loss to another." Brian

19

and Christie, Inc. v. Leishman Elec., Inc., 150 Idaho 22, 28,244 P.3d 166, 172 (2010) (emphasis

20

in original). The court emphasized ''the economic loss rule limits the actor's duty so that there is

21

no cause of action in negligence." Id

22

23

According to TitleOne's contentions, Idaho Code § 45-1205 contains the source of the
duty for title insurers and title agents reconveying deeds of trusts. It is clear from the language of

24

that provision that the duty encompasses the damages suffered by the beneficiary of a trust deed
25

26
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as a result of an improper reconveyance, including the loss of a secured interest. Thus, Plaintiffs
1
2

can state a valid Idaho Code § 45-1205 claim under a theory of negligence against alleged title

3

insurers or title agents which allegedly violated that provision. Plaintiffs allege TitleOne is the

4

title insurer or title agent which executed a reconveyance in spite of Plaintiffs' secured interest.

5

Thus, at this time, the only defendant which Plaintiffs can state a valid claim against under Idaho

6

Code § 45-1205 is TitleOne. No apparent or declared reason has been given for denying the

7
8

motion to amend, including untimeliness, prejudice, undue delay, or dilatory motive. Based on
the foregoing, the Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a cause of action for

9

violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205 against TitleOne.
10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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TITLE0NE'S MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS
1

TitleOne moves this Court under Idaho Code § 5-505 to quash the !is pendens, first

2

amended !is pendens, and second amended /is pendens which have been entered in this matter.
3

The aforementioned !is pendens are collectively referred to simply as the "!is pendens."
4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11

LEGAL STANDARD

Idaho Code§ 5-505 provides in pertinent part:
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real property, the
plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint . . . may file for record with the
recorder of the county in which the property or some part thereof is situated, a
notice of the pendency of the action, containing the names of the parties, the
object of the action or defense, and a description of the property in that county
affected thereby.
The Idaho Supreme Court recently summarized that "[t]he purpose of a lis pendens is simply to

12

give notice of the pendency of a lawsuit affecting the title or the right to possession of real

13

property" and "[a] lis pendens does not create a lien." Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152 Idaho 215,

14

224, 268 P.3d 1167, 1176 (2012); see also Jerry J Joseph CL. U Ins. Associates, Inc. v. Vaught,

15

117 Idaho 555, 557, 789 P.2d 1146, 1148 (Ct. App. 1990) (stating "[a] lis pendens is a notice to

16

the world of the existence of a claim affecting certain real property" and "[t]he lis pendens does

17

not purport, by itself, to establish or to change anyone's legal rights"); Berkshire Investments,
18

LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 85, 278 P.3d 943, 955 (2012) (concluding a lis pendens "is not
19

properly used as some kind of lien to ensure payment").
20
21
22

Whether the Court will Quash the Lis Pendens
PARTY ARGUMENTS

23

TitleOne offers multiple variations of a single argument in support of quashing the !is

24

pendens: Plaintiffs' lawsuit does not affect title to real property, thus Idaho Code § 5-505 does

25

not authorize the filing of the !is pendens in this case.

26
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First, TitleOne contends claims for monetary damages cannot support the filing of a !is
1
2
3

pendens, and Plaintiffs' claims seek only monetary damages with the possible exception of

Count Four of Plaintiffs' Complaint for fraud or fraudulent conveyance, which seeks an

4

"avoidance of the conveyance." TitleOne contends Count Four cannot support the !is pendens

5

because Count Four should be dismissed pursuant to TitleOne's motion to dismiss. TitleOne also

6

argues Count Four cannot support the !is pendens because: (1) Plaintiffs are not entitled to an

7
8

"avoidance of the conveyance" because it is not sought in the prayer for relief; (2) None of the
named defendants currently hold title to the real property and Plaintiffs have not otherwise sued

9

the current owners of the Property; and (3) Even if such parties were added as defendants to this
10

action, it is likely they would be bona fide purchasers for value under Idaho Code § 55-606.
11

12
13

Second, TitleOne contends even if Count Four survives dismissal and Plaintiffs can seek
avoidance of the conveyance, the avoidance of conveyance relief Plaintiffs are seeking still does

14

not affect title to real property. Specifically, TitleOne argues Plaintiffs request for avoidance of

15

conveyance is really a constructive trust claim which is appended to Plaintiffs' claims for

16

damages and is included for the purpose of securing the payment of money allegedly owed to

17

them under the obligation secured by the EEF Deed of Trust. TitleOne cites to out-of-state case

18

law which concludes such claims cannot support a lis pendens.

19

Plaintiffs contend it is premature for this Court to entertain a motion to quash the !is
20

pendens. Specifically, Plaintiffs are just now discovering the parties who have taken title to the
21

Property and who currently hold title to the Property. Plaintiffs reiterate that they are requesting
22

23
24

that the subject conveyances be voided as to the part of the Property owned by the discovered
defendants as well as other entities and individuals that Plaintiffs have yet to discover. Plaintiffs

25

26
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contend they intend to see1<. remedies that affect the title of the Property and the /is pendens is
1
2
3

necessary to preserve those remedies.
THE COURT WILL NOT QUASH THE LIS PENDENS

4

The Court here reiterates its holdings under the motions to dismiss and motion to amend.

5

The Court concluded Count Four stated a valid claim for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho

6

Code § 55-901 et seq. Plaintiffs seek avoidance of the conveyance in Count Four pursuant to

7

Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq. The Court granted Plaintiffs leave to amend their prayer for relief to

8

add avoidance of the conveyance. The Court granted Plaintiffs leave to amend to add four new

9

defendants, including DAS Investments, LLC and Corey Barton Hornes, Inc., which allegedly
10

held title to the subject Property at some relevant point of time. Whether these parties currently
11

12
13

hold title to the Property or would be bona fide purchasers is not an issue the Court will address
at this time because it is more properly before the Court on a motion for summary judgment.

14

Further, Idaho Code § 55-901 provides in pertinent part "[e]very instrument ... affecting

15

an estate in real property ... made with intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers thereof,

16

or encurnbrancers thereon, is void as against every purchaser or encumbrancer, for value, of the

17

same property ..." Given the plain language of Idaho Code § 55-901 and the relief Plaintiffs

18

seek in their Complaint, it is clear that at least Count Four affects the title to the Property in this

19

case. Thus, Plaintiffs' Count Four supports their lis pendens.
20

Based on the foregoing, the Court DENIES TitleOne's motion to quash the /is pendens.
21
22

23

24
25

26
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.

'
'

'

•

•
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1
2

3

TITLE0NE'S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT

1. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count One of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne.

4

5
6

7
8

2. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Two of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne.
3. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Three of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne.
4. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Four of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne.

9

10
11

12
13

5. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Five of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne to the extent Count Five asserts claims based on the
criminal Idaho Code, the non-existent Idaho Code provision, or common law fraud.
The Court otherwise DENIES the motion to dismiss Count Five.
6. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Six of Plaintiffs' Complaint
as against TitleOne except to the extent Plaintiffs' claim relies on the alleged
violation ofldaho Code§ 55-901 et seq. set forth in Count Five.

14

15
16
17
18

7. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Seven of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne.
8. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Eight of Plaintiffs'
Complaint as against TitleOne.
9. The Court DENIES TitleOne's motion to dismiss Count Nine of Plaintiffs' Complaint
as against TitleOne.

19
20

10. The Court GRANTS TitleOne's motion to dismiss Daniel Thompson as a plaintiff in
this action.

21
22

23
24

25
26
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•
FIDELITY AND CHICAGO TITLE'S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT
1
2
3

4
5

1. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count One of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.
2. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Two of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.
3. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Three of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.

6

7
8
9

10

4. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Four of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.
5. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Five of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title to the extent Count Five
asserts claims based on the criminal Idaho Code, the non-existent Idaho Code
provision, or common law fraud. The Court otherwise DENIES the motion to dismiss
Count Five.

11

12
13

6. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Six of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title except to the extent
Plaintiffs' claim relies on the alleged violation ofldaho Code§ 55-901 et seq. set
forth in Count Five.

14
15
16
17
18

7. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Seven of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.
8. The Court GRANTS Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Eight of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.
9. The Court DENIES Fidelity and Chicago Title's motion to dismiss Count Nine of
Plaintiffs' Complaint as against Fidelity and Chicago Title.

19
20

21
22

23
24
25
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l

•
•I

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND UNDER IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 15(A) AND (D)
1
2
3

1. The Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add DAS Investments, LLC;
Corey Barton Homes, Inc; Galiano, LLC; and Edward J. Mason as defendant to
Count Five of Plaintiffs' Complaint for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§
55-901 et seq, as well as the proposed additional allegations regarding those parties.

4

2. The Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to clarify the remedies they seek.
5
6
7

8

3. The Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a cause of action for breach
of fiduciary duty against Alliance Title and TitleOne.
4. The Court GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a cause of action for violation
of Idaho Code § 45-1205 against TitleOne.

9

TITLE0NE'S MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

10
11

1. The Court DENIES TitleOne's motion to quash the /is pendens.

12
13

14

IT IS SO ORDERED.

15

Dated this

16
17

~q 't'-,..day of November 2013.

a

Ronald J

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
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l

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1

2
3

_L_

Ve.,&

I, HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day o ~ 2013 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON VARIO US
MOTIONS to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

4
5
6

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

Aaron Tribble
Attorney at Law
1191 E Iron Eagle Dr Ste 200
Eagle Id 83616
Angela Reed
Attorney at Law
PO Box2720
Boise Id 83701-2720
Erin Stines
Attorn~ at Law
1200-6 Ave Ste 620
Seattle WA 98101
John Ward
Attorney at Law
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Boise Id 83701

15
16
17

Richard Mollerup
Attorney at Law
755 W Front St Ste 200
Boise Id 83702

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
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...
,•

DEC 1 o2D13

;

5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

1
2
3
4

CHRJSTOPHeR O. AIOH 1 Clitk
By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY

7
8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

9

10
11

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC (an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation), GALIAN
LLC (an Idaho Limited Liability Company),
EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, and John
Does 111-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants,

25
26
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- 1-

1

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

2

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and for causes

3

of action alleges:

4

I.
5

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6
7

1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a

duly organized Idaho Limited Liability Company.

8
2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

9

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in
10

11

Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

12
13
14

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business
in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
4.

15

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

16

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing

17

business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

18
19

5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.

20

6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

21
(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in

22
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
23
7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC BANK, (hereinafter "Defendant

24
25

26

RBC"), was and is a North Carolina or Alabama Corporation, doing business in Boise, Ada County,
Idaho.
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8.

1

2

was and is an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.

9.

3

10.

5

11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant EDWARD J. MASON was and is an

individual living and doing business in Idaho.

9

10

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant GALIANO, LLC, was and is an Idaho

registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.

7
8

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.
("CBH"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.

4

6

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC ("DAS"),

12.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the

11

State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.
12
13.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

13
14

money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
14.

15
16

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton

Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and developing

17

properties in Idaho.

18

15.

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

19

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does III through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who

20

therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

21

thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some

22
23

manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in
indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.

24
16.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code §1-

25
705.
26
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17.

1
2

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.

3

18.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

19.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this

4

5
6

Court.

7

II.

8

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

9
10

11

12
13

20.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

("Galiano") approached Plaintiff regarding the development of a 29.63 acre parcel, which was platted
to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna, Idaho. The
first position lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the Property.
The estimated gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M.

14
21.

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiff, as lender and beneficiary,

15
executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and
16
17
18

Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development
of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated

19

on or about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006

20

(collectively the "Loan Documents").

21

22.

On or about November 17th, 2006 Galiano and Plaintiff closed the transaction.

22

Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate

23

Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Allianc~I Title

24

certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA

25

Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under

26
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•

I

1

2

Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100,
116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid

3

second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally,

4

Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with

5

the Idaho Secretary of State.

6

23.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiff

7

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared

8

and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiff executed UCC and re-

9
10

conveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiff continued to
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any

11
of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
12
24.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

13
14
15

during 2011 and 2012.
25.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiff was informed by Mason and Galiano that Defendant

16

RBC would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiff would be properly notified. Plaintiffs

17

received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.

18

26.

In early 2013 Plaintiff noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

19

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity.

20

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano and Mason informed Plaintiff that

21

Defendant RBC had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had

22
23

Plaintiff was informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

closed and executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality,
Galiano and Mason had lied to Plaintiff and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS

24
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
25
26
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•

•

1
2

3
4

27.

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

Plaintiff with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th,
2010. At no time had Plaintiff been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
28.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

5

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in turn conveyed pieces of

6

the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many undetermined individuals and entities.

7

8
9
10

29.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiff asserts that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, DAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many
other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the
Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or agreement, which

11

prevented Plaintiff from trucing any steps to secure its investment.
12
30.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiff was subsequently informed by Defendant Title One

13

14
15
16

that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not tender
any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
31.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

17

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been fully

18

satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiff with UCC release statements to

19

execute after it had conveyed the Property.

20

32.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiff maintained a secured interest in the real property.

21

33.

Plaintiffswas made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

22
23

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
34.

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

24
services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that

25
Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.

26
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•
1

2
3

35.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code §6-

803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiff.
36.

The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiff has an effective date of November 17th.,

4

2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of

5

$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.

6
7

8
9

37.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiff promptly provided Defendants with their

Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
38.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.

10
11

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES

12

COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

13

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

14
15
16

39.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

40.

On or about November 1i\ 2006 Plaintiff entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiff.

17
41.

Plaintiff received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

42.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

18
19

20
21

22

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper
conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.
43.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs title policy agreement and as

23

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiff and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were

24

within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.

25
26

44.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiff pursuant to the insurance contracts once the claims

were made.
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•
1
2

45.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

45.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

3

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special

4

damages.

5

COUNT II-BAD FAITH

6

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

7

8
9
10

46.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

47.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

payments from Plaintiff.
48.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any

11

and all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.
12
49.

Plaintiff's claims were not fairly debatable.

50.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

51.

Plaintiff's resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

52.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiff has been damaged.

53.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

13
14
15
16
17
18

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

19

COUNT III- NEGLIGENCE

20

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

21

22
23

54.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

55.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:

24
(a)
25

26

ensure that Plaintiff's secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiff's secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and
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•
(c)

1

2
3
4

5

6

56.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiff's secured interest

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiff.
57.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiff has been damaged.

58.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

7

8

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLICANCE AND RBC)

9

10

59.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

60.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

11

12
Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
13
14

15

Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts
were/are prohibited:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;

16
17

(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;

18
19

(c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;

20
21

22

(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and

23
24
25
26

(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer;

61.

As a direct and proxiµiate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
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•
1

2
3

62.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

4

COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

5

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

6

63.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

7

64.

Defendants in whole or part fraudulently reconveyed Plaintiffs real property interest

8
9
10

and as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
65.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of

11

a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or
12
deceit upon Plaintiff.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

66.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations

or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs interests.
67.

Plaintiff was, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
68.

Plaintiff was induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
69.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action

to protect its interests.
70.

Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.

71.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

24
determined at the time of trial.
25
26
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1

2
3
4

72.

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the
Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.
73.

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

5

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants

6

contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the

7

Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the

8
9

10

information provide by Defendants as truth.
74.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.

11

75.

Plaintiff is entitled to avoidance of the reconveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

12
costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and
13
14

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

15

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

16
17

76.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

18

77.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

19

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property in violation of Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter

20

9. Defendants knew of Plaintiffs secured position in the Property.

21

22
23

78.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
79.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

24
also entitled to all other general and special damages.
25
26
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•
COUNT VII - CONVERSION

1

. (AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

2

3
4

80.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

81.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

5

dominion over Plaintiff's property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiff's rights and have

6

committed grand theft.

7

8
9

82.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand
theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and

10

interest at the legal rate of 18%.
11

83.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an

12
amount of no less than $750,000.00.
13
14
15

84.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

16

liabilities, and financial hardship.

17

Plaintiff's damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

18

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

19
20

85.

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

21

22
23

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND CHICAGO)

86.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

87.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiff's Property.

24

25

26
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•
1

2

88.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continues to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased

3

liabilities, and financial hardship.

4

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

5

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

6
7

89.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

8

COUNT IX- TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANT AGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

9
10

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

90.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

91.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

11

12
relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic
13
14
15
16

benefit to the Plaintiff, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property and
Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.
92.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs economic

17

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and

18

actually disrupted the economic relationship.

19

93.

Had the Plaintiff been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiff would have asserted

20

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the

21

Property.

22
23

94.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential economic profits

24
to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs,
25
and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

26
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1
COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

2

(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE AND ALLIANCE)

3
4

5

95.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

96.

At or about the time of the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust, Defendants

6

Alliance and TitleOne owed legal recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiff to:
7

(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust prior
to any reconveyance;

(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiff prior to
any reconveyance;

(d)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

8
9
10
11

12
13

97.

Because the Defendants Alliance and TitleOne allowed the reconveyance of the

Plaintiffs secured interest without authorization, Defendants Alliance and TitleOne breached each of
14
the above duties they owed to Plaintiff.
15
98.

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

99.

Based upon Defendants Alliance and TitleOne's breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiff

16
17

18

are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all
other general and special damages.

19
20

COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205

21

(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE)

22

100.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

23

101.

Idaho Code § 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title
I

24

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code,

25

or acted with negligence or in bad faith"

26

102.

Because TitleOne's reconveyance of the Plaintiffs trust deed was negligent, in bad
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•
1

faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code § 45-1203 or 1204. TitleOne violated Idaho Code§ 45-

2

1205.

3
4

5
6

103.

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiff has been damaged.

104.

Based upon TitleOne's violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.
COUNT XII- BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY

7

(AS TO DEFENDANTS GALIANO AND MASON)
8
100.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

101.

The promissory note as issue in this matter contained certain terms requiring payment

9

10
11

12

to the Plaintiff of principle, accumulated interest, and various damages.
102.

The Defendants Galiano and Mason both agreed and guaranteed payment of sums

under the terms of the promissory note.

13

103.

No payment has ever been received by the Plaintiff

14

103.

As a direct and proximate result of this breach, Plaintiff has been damaged.

15

104.

Based upon Galiano and Mason's breach of their obligation to pay, Plaintiff is entitled

16

to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and

17

special damages.

18
IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

19
20
21

22
23

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as
follows:
1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

from further disposition of the Property;

24
2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof

25
at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;

26
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•

.

1
2

3
4

3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.

4.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;

5

5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances of the subject property;

6

6.

For an avoidance of the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest;

7

7.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property;

8

8.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

9.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

9
10

12-121, and 41-183 9, and pursuant to the terms of the promissory note;
11

10.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

12

13
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

14
15
16

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.

17
18

DATED This q.t:A-aay of December, 2013.

19

(f___/4'

20

David M. Fogg, ISB #
Attorney for Plaintiff

21
22
23
24

25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

2
3
4

5
6

7

8

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

pt.

day of /lee-e'r'.'k ,,,-r', 2013, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

Erin Stines
Fidelity; National Law Group
1200-6'h Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
·
Facsimde

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

18
19
20

By: _

_:_$a~~""'-~--.,L
.:;_,L~·---='--···
i 2 Zz
-- ''
--""-~----_:-_-_-

21

Aaron J. Tribble

22

Attorney for Plaintiffs

23
24

25
26
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GLE LAW CENTER
, ,." , Mick Ysursa, Esq.
Aaron Tribble, Esq.
David M. Fogg, Esq.

TTORNEYS AT LAW

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone 208.246.8850
Fax 208.938.9504

www.EagleLawCenter.com

December 9, 2013

Ada County Court Clerk

Eagle Equity Fund v. Titleone
CV-OC-2013-10112
To whom it may concern:
Pursuant to the order entered by Judge Wilper on December 2"d, 2013, I am submitting this amended
complaint for entry into the record. Please call me if you have any questions or concerns.
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Aaron J. Tribble, Attorney at Law
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
Michael Ysursa ISB #8371
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 938-9500
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

DEC 1 o 2013
CHRJSTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

9

10
11
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EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,

13
Plaintiffs,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

THIRD AMENDED NOTICE
OF LIS PENDENS

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
BANK, (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank),
a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company,
a California Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC (an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation), GALIAN
LLC (an Idaho Limited Liability Company),
EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, and John
Does III-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,

25
Defendants,
26

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 1 -
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,

3

an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") hereby gives

4

notice that an action has been filed in the above-entitled court by Plaintiff and against Defendants

5

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY

6

(flea Land America Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,

7

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (flea RBC Centura

8

Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,

9

10

a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California Corporation),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability

11

Company, EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X, unknown Individuals and/or
12
companies, regarding the following described property located in Ada County, Idaho, commonly
13
14
15
16

known as Galiano Estates Subdivision, filed in Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho, and legally described as:
1. Parcel# R3023310010; LOT 01 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1534 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

17
18
19

2. Parcel# R3023310020; LOT 02 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Craig
Olin Toth and addressed as 1496 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
3. Parcel# R3023310035; Par #0035 W'LY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Rhett Smith and addressed as 1464 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

20
21
22
23
24

4. Parcel# R3023310045; LOT 4 & E'LY Por Lot 3 BLK 1 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision.
Titled to Sharon Fischer and addressed as 1432 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
5. Parcel# R3023310050; LOT 05 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Jennifer
N. Wardle and addressed as 1370 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
6. Parcel # R3023310060; LOT 06 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1438 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

7. Parcel# R3023310070; LOT 07 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Judith
B. Titus and addressed as 1316 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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8. Parcel# R3023310080; LOT 08 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Steven
C. Cavanaugh and addressed as 1284 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
9. Parcel # R3023310090; LOT 09 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1262 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

4

5
6

10. Parcel# R3023310100; LOT 10 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1240 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
11. Parcel# R3023310110; LOT 11 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Richard
R. Buch and addressed as 1218 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

7
8

9

10
11

12. Parcel# R3023310120; LOT 12 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
Thomas and addressed as 1176 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
13. Parcel# R3023310130; LOT 13 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
14. Parcel# R3023310140; LOT 14 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Kevin
M. Ray and addressed as 1154 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13
14
15
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15. Parcel# R3023310150; LOT 15 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Penelope
E. Sheldon and addressed as 2642 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
16. Parcel# R3023310160; LOT 16 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Wade
Palmer and addressed as 2610 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
17. Parcel# R3023310170; LOT 17 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Chad S.
Ewing and addressed as 2578 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

17
18
19

18. Parcel# R3023310180; LOT 18 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2556 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
19. Parcel# R3023310190; LOT 19 BLK 01 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Scott J.
Dowdy and addressed as 2534 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

20
21

22
23
24

20. Parcel# R3023310200; LOT 01 BLK 02 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
21. Parcel# R3023310210; LOT 1 BLK 03 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
22. Parcel# R3023310220; LOT 01 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1535 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

23. Parcel # R3023310230; LOT 02 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision .. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2575 N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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24. Parcel # R3023310240; LOT 03 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2553 N. Morning Star Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
25. Parcel# R3023310250; LOT 04 BLK 04 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

4

5
6

26. Parcel# R3023310260; LOT 01 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 1441 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
27. Parcel # R3023310270; LOT 02 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to James
Munson Life Estate and addressed as 1369 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

7
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28. Parcel # R3023310280; LOT 03 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1347 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
29. Parcel# R3023310290; LOT 04 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1315 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
30. Parcel # R3023310300; LOT 05 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1273 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
13
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31. Parcel # R3023310310; LOT 06 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1251 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
32. Parcel # R3023310320; LOT 07 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1219 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
33. Parcel# R3023310330; LOT 08 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1175 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

17
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34. Parcel # R3023310340; LOT 09 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1153 W. Heartland DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
35. Parcel # R3023310350; LOT 10 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2567 N Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

20
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36. Parcel # R3023310360; LOT 11 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2535 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
37. Parcel# R3023310370; LOT 12 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1192 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
38. Parcel# R3023310380; LOT 13 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

39. Parcel# R3023310390; LOT 14 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1224 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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40. Parcel# R3023310400; LOT 15 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1256 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
41. Parcel# R3023310410; LOT 16 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1288 W. Oak Tree, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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42. Parcel # R3023310420; LOT 17 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1340 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
43. Parcel# R3023310430; LOT 18 BLK 05 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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44. Parcel# R3023310440; LOT 01 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Morning Sun Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
45. Parcel # R3023310450; LOT 02 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Janice
M. Rudeen Revocable Trust and addressed as 1407 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
46. Parcel # R3023310460; LOT 03 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1385 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

12
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47. Parcel# R3023310470; LOT 04 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1363 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
48. Parcel # R3023310480; LOT 05 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Todd
Blankenship and addressed as 1341 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
49. Parcel# R3023310490; LOT 06 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Donna
M. Cooknell and addressed as 1329 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
50. Parcel # R3023310500; LOT 07 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1277 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
51. Parcel# R3023310510; LOT 08 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 1245 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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52. Parcel # R3023310520; LOT 09 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Daniel
B. Zillner and addressed as 2457 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
53. Parcel# R3023310530; LOT 10 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2435 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
54. Parcel# R3023310540; LOT 11 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as 2371 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

25
26

55. Parcel# R3023310550; LOT 12 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1374 W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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56. Parcel # R3023310560; LOT 13 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Ron
Paynter and addressed as 1289 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
57. Parcel# R3023310570; LOT 14 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1247 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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58. Parcel# R3023310580; LOT 15 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 1185 W. Caravan St, Kuna, ID, 83634.
59. Parcel# R3023310590; LOT 16 BLK 06 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.
60. Parcel # R3023310600; LOT 01 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2451 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
61. Parcel# R3023310610; LOT 02 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2429 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
62. Parcel # R3023310620; LOT 03 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2407 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
63. Parcel# R3023310630; LOT 04 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

13
14
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64. Parcel # R3023310640; LOT 05 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2424 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
65. Parcel # R3023310650; LOT 06 BLK 07 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Doris
McArthur and addressed as 2446 N. Sunset Farm Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
66. Parcel# R3023310660; LOT 01 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Oak Tree DR, Kuna, ID, 83634.

18
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67. Parcel# R3023310670; LOT 02 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Bonnie
L. Davis and addressed as 2462 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
68. Parcel# R3023310680; LOT 03 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to William
Marshall and addressed as 2440 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
69. Parcel# R3023310690; LOT 04 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes, Inc. and addressed as 2428 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
70. Parcel# R3023310700; LOT 05 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Michael
Nunan and addressed as 2376 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
71. Parcel# R3023310710; LOT 06 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Corey
Barton Homes and addressed as 2352 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.

26
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72. Parcel# R3023310720; LOT 07 BLK 08 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Raliegh
D. Moore Jr. and addressed as 2330 N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
73. Parcel# R3023310730; LOT 08 BLK 008 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as W. Ardell RD, Kuna, ID, 83634.
74. Parcel# R3023310740; LOT 01 BLK 09 of the Galiano Estates Subdivision. Titled to Walnut
Creek HOA, Inc. and addressed as N. Countryside Ave, Kuna, ID, 83634.
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A parcel ofland being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Comer of the said Section 14; thence along
the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which is also the Centerline of Ten
Mile Road South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17 11 West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point is
located South 00°00'04 11 West (Record South 00°00'17 11 West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the
Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, also said point being
the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
along a line that is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19
feet to an iron pin; thence leaving said parallel line South 01 °04'12 11 West (Record South 01 °04'25 11
West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33 11 West (Record North 89°45 120" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by an iron pin;
thence
South 01 °04112 11 West (Record South 01 °04'25 11 West) 662.27 feet to a point on the East-West Center
of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence along the East-West Center of Section
line of said Section 14 South 89°56'28 11 West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on
the Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the following courses and distances:
North 33°24'1011 West (Record North 33°23'57 11 West) 126.67 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 49.70 feet, whose central angle is
37°57'52 11 and whose long chord bears North 14°25'14 11 West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79
feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33 155 11 East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53 141 11 East (Record North 03°53 154 11 East) 122.30 feet to a point of curvature; thence along
a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is 79.10 feet, whose central angle is
60°25'34" and whose long chord bears North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48
feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31'40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30158" West (Record North 65°30145 11 West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61 °53'14 11 West (Record North 61 °53'01 11 West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01 11 West (Record North 59°39'48 11 West) 303.91 feet to a point of curvature; thence
along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is 89.28 feet, whose central angle is
42°37 150 11 and whose long chord bears North 80°58143" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42 122" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
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South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West line of said
section 14; thence
along the West line of said Section 14 North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet
to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
EXCEPT,
A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2
North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest comer of said Section 14; thence
along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the centerline
of Ten Mile Road, South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located South 00°00'04"
West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the South Half of the Northwest
Quarter of said Section 14; thence
Continuing South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter
of said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence
The following courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral; North 58°41 '44" East
37.75 feet; North 64°36'09" East 40.90 feet; North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet; North 77°42'09" East
99. 73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 120.00 feet, a central
angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet; South 61 °53'14" East 58.79 feet; South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet; South 56°31 '53" East 57 .69 feet; thence
leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral, North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence
7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the, right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle
of22°40'06", a chord bearing of South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence
57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of
22°05'03", a chord bearing of South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
.DATED This 10th day of December, 2013.

23
24
ttomex or Plaintiff
Mick sursa, ISB #83 71
Attorney for Plaintiff
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this 10th day of December, 2013.
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
RECEIVED
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
DEC 1 7 2013
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
Ada County Clerk
1943262_1

NO•. ~---------=F1L""'eo,-----------~
A.M.
P.M.,----

/J: 71)

'

CHR1ST08
B

. RICH, Clerk
GAJOHNSON

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

JUDGMENT

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

Based on the Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions entered December 2,
2013, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as follows:
1.

That the Complaint as plead by Plaintiff Daniel Thompson is hereby

DISMISSED; and

y

JUDGMENT-I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

J!}_

I hereby certify that on this
day of
1)9 l
, 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to tlie persons listed below the method
indicated:
Thomas E. Dvorak
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

_
_

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_
_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 938-9504
Overnight Courier
--:71U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

_
_
_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (206) 223-4527
Overnight Courier
7U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

_
_
_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Overnight Courier
./U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

_
_

JUDGMENT-3

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
:::;{;vernight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
--:j- Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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2.

This judgment has no effect on the Complaint as plead by Eagle Equity.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this

·a~
IT

day of _

__.,l)'-.'e._J'. -"t:,=-....L.,_ _ _, 2013.

RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE

With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has determined that there is
no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and does hereby
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may
issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DATED this

lf_iday of Q2k .,

, 2013.

onald J. Wilper

JUDGMENT-2
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DEC 1 9 2013

THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1949084_1

~:I:;t:;;"

NO.----;:;;-FIL7nEo:-f"ftC-tJ,
A.M.----P.M.--=!4-..L+----

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By DAYSHA OSBORN
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
limited liability company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT-

I
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COMES NOW, TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, and for answer to the First Amended Complaint filed in the abovecaptioned matter, admits, denies and affirmatively alleges as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE

The Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE

Each and every allegation of Plaintiffs Complaint not specifically admitted herein is
hereby denied.
THIRD DEFENSE

1.

TitleOne has only engaged in limited discovery in the above-entitled litigation

and therefore reserves the right to amend this pleading to set forth such other and additional
defenses, denials, affirmative defenses, cross-claims, third-party complaints, and claims as may
be appropriate.
FOURTH DEFENSE

2.

Thefollowingparagraphsareadmitted: 2, 16, 17, 18,and 19.

3.

The following paragraphs are denied: 29, 30, 31, 64, 65, 77, 78, 79, 91, 92, 94,

97, 98, 99, 102, 103, and 104.
4.

This Answering Defendant is without knowledge of the allegations contained

within the following paragraphs and therefore denies the same: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15,20,22,23,24,25,26,32,33,34,36,37,38,67,68,69, 70,and93.
5.

In response to paragraph 21, it is admitted that a Deed of Trust and Security

Agreement dated November 13, 2006, among Galiano, LLC, as grantor, Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp., as trustee, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, as beneficiary, was recorded in the real property

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT- 2
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records of Ada County, Idaho on November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859 (the "Deed
of Trust") and that said Deed of Trust speaks for itself. The remaining allegations of this
paragraph are denied.
6.

In response to paragraph 27, this Answering Defendant is at this time without

knowledge of what is meant by "an incomplete copy of a reconveyance instrument" and of what
notice Plaintiff had of reconveyance at what point in time and therefore denies this paragraph.
7.

In response to paragraph 28, it is admitted that DAS Investments, LLC conveyed

certain property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc. The remaining allegations of this paragraph are
denied.
8.

In response to paragraph 35, 96, 101 this Answering Defendant states that this

sentence calls for a legal conclusion and therefore denies the same.
9.

The following paragraphs merely reallege and restate allegations of other

paragraphs and therefore in response to these paragraphs, the responses to said paragraphs in this
Answer are simply restated as if set forth in full: 63, 76, 90, 95, and 100.
10.

The following paragraphs generally make allegations under counts against other

Defendants besides this Answering Defendant and they do not require an answer by this
Answering Defendant: 39 through 62, 80 through 89, and 100 through 104 [of Count XII Breach of Obligation to Pay]. Nevertheless, this Answering Defendant is without knowledge of
the fact and circumstances of the allegations contained within those paragraphs and therefore
deny the same.
11.

In response to paragraphs 65 through 75, this Answering Defendant denies the

allegations in paragraph 65, 66, and 72, 73, 74, and 75 and is without knowledge of the
allegations in paragraphs 67, 68, 69, and 70 and therefore denies the same.

In response these

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT- 3
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same paragraphs, this Answering Defendant also affirmatively alleges that the allegations
contained in these paragraphs, which contain the same allegations as those in the original
Complaint, were specifically dismissed against this Answering Defendant on page 14 of the
Court's December 2, 2013, Memorandum Decision and Order and, therefore, should not be
alleged in the First Amended Complaint as against this Answering Defendant.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of the Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable where appropriate, to any
and all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. In asserting the defenses, TitleOne does not admit that the
burden of proving allegations or denials contained in this answer is upon TitleOne, but, to the
contrary, asserts that by reason of these denials, and by reason of relevant statutory and judicial
authority, the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in the defenses is upon
Plaintiff. Moreover, in asserting any defense, TitleOne does not admit any responsibility or
liability, but rather specifically denies any and all allegations of responsibility and liability in the
Complaint. Further, to the extent any affirmative defense in this Answer is misstated elsewhere
in this Answer as other than an affirmative defense, it is hereby incorporated herein by this
reference as if restated in full.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(No Privity to Fraud)

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 55-902, Plaintiff is not entitled to avoidance of the
reconveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 because subsequent purchasers or encumbrancers were
not privy to the alleged fraud.
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SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Idaho Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act)

Plaintiff is not entitled to any relief (equitable or otherwise) under the Idaho Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code § 55-910 et seq. against TitleOne Corporation because
TitleOne is not a "debtor" under said act and Plaintiff cannot otherwise satisfy the elements
under the act to be entitled relief thereunder.
TIDRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Bona Fide Purchaser)

Plaintiff is not entitled to any relief (equitable or otherwise) under the Idaho Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code§ 55-910 et seq. because any alleged transfer or obligation
was made to a person who took in good faith and for reasonably equivalent value or a person.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Avoidable Consequences)

That the damages alleged in Plaintiffs Complaint reasonably could have been avoided by
the Plaintiff.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Contributory Negligence)

That the Plaintiff was at the time and place set forth in their Complaint guilty of
carelessness and negligence which proximately contributed to the circumstances alleged and the
Plaintiffs alleged injuries.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Comparative Responsibility)

That pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-802, Plaintiff is comparatively responsible for the
damages alleged in their Complaint.

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT -
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Comparative Negligence)

That the negligence of Plaintiff was equal to or greater than the negligence of
Defendants, if any, and that said Plaintiffs negligence was the sole, direct and proximate cause
of any damage and/or injury suffered by the Plaintiffs.
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Estoppel/Waiver)

That the doctrines of waiver, quasi estoppel, estoppel en pais, and equitable estoppel
apply to prevent the Plaintiff from now making the claim alleged in the Complaint.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Failure to Mitigate Damages)

That the Plaintiff failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate the claimed or alleged
damages.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Preventative Measures)

That Plaintiff negligently failed to take proper and adequate protective and preventative
measures to prevent or minimize the injuries complained of in this action, and such negligence
caused, contributed to, or aggravated such injuries.
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Statute of Limitations)

That the Plaintiff failed to bring this cause of action within the time required by the
requisite statutes of limitations, including, without limitation, Idaho Code Sections 5-224, 5-218,
5-219, 5-216, and 55-918.
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Laches)

That the Plaintiff was guilty of laches and unreasonable delay 1n bringing this action and
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asserting any cause of action against Defendant TitleOne and that such laches and unreasonable
delay were without good cause and substantially prejudiced Defendant TitleOne.
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(TitleOne Not Trustee)

That TitleOne cannot be liable for breach of fiduciary duty because TitleOne was not the
original trustee or a successor trustee under the Deed of Trust, and its only role in this case was
that statutorily prescribed by Idaho Code§ 45-1201, et seq.
FOURTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Adequate Remedy at Law)

That the Plaintiffs demand for equitable relief is improper because Plaintiff has an
adequate remedy at law.
FIFTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Economic Loss)

That the economic loss rule bars some or all of the damages that are sought by Plaintiff.
SIXTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Unjust Enrichment)

That Plaintiff would be unjustly enriched if Plaintiff recovered the damages Plaintiff is
seeking in the Complaint because (1) Plaintiff held a second position deed of trust on the
property at issue in this lawsuit and the fair market value of the property, at the time Plaintiffs
Deed of Trust was reconveyed, would not have been sufficient to pay the first position deed of
trust and Plaintiffs Deed of Trust and (2), alternatively, Plaintiffs recovery of damages is
limited to the fair market value of the property at the time of the reconveyance.
SEVENTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(No Proximate Cause)

That the conduct of TitleOne for which TitleOne is allegedly liable was not a cause in
fact or a proximate cause of any damages or loss allegedly sustained by Plaintiff.
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT - 7
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EIGHTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Reconveyance Act)

That TitleOne substantially and/or sufficiently complied with Idaho Code § 45-1201, et
seq., including without limitation§§ 45-1203 or 45-1204 and did not reconvey the Deed of Trust

with negligence or bad faith, or alternatively, the only remedy under said act is for money
damages, not avoidance of the reconveyance.
NINETEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Exceeding Parameters of Court Order)

By answering the First Amended Complaint in this matter, this Answering Defendant
does not hereby waive and specifically reserves objection that portions of said First Amended
Complaint exceed what was allowed to be filed as an amended complaint by the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions filed December 2, 2013. This Answering
Defendant expressly reserves the right to object to any such relief sought by the First Amended
Complaint at the appropriate time in these proceedings.
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS

TitleOne has been forced to incur costs and attorneys' fees to defend itself in this matter.
In the event of a judgment in its favor, TitleOne is entitled to an award of costs and attorneys'
fees pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-121 and 12-120(3), and also upon any agreement of the
parties, if any. This request for attorneys' fees is not an admission that any law for attorneys'
fees is applicable to the facts in this particular case, but such arguments and proof will be
reserved for the appropriate times in the proceeding.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, TitleOne prays that this Court enter the following relief:
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1.

Judgment in favor of TitleOne and against Plaintiff on all counts of the First
Amended Complaint,

2.

That the Court award costs and attorneys' fees as sought above, and

3.

Such other and further relief as this Court may deem appropriate in the premises.

DATED this 19th day of December, 2013.
GIVENS PURS EY LLP

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 19th day of December, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
v"Facsimile (208) 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

_

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

_

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

_ Hand Delivery
~csimile (208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael E. Baldner
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments, LLC

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile (208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
~csimile (206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
\_.Facsimile (208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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CHRISTOPHER

D. RICH Cl ,. .. k

By ELYSHIA HOLMES'
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT BY ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (tka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through its attorneys
of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and, in response to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint,
answers and alleges as follows:
Alliance denies each and every allegation not expressly admitted herein.

I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny whether Plaintiff, Daniel Thompson is
residing in Idaho.

Alliance admits that Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC is now a limited

liability company duly existing under the laws of the state of Idaho, however, Alliance notes that
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was administratively dissolved from November 10, 2010 to
April 1, 2013.
2.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.
3.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance believes that RBC Bank is a North Carolina corporation however; Alliance lacks
sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on that basis,
denies same.
4.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.
5.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on
that basis, denies same.
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In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance, upon information and belief, denies that Alliance was in the business of selling
insurance but admits that Alliance was in the business of selling title insurance as an agent for
Ticor Title Insurance and is licensed as a title insurance agent by the Idaho Department of
Insurance.
7.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 13, 14 and 15 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained
therein and, on that basis, denies same.
8.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 16, 17, 18 and 19 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.

II.
GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

9.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 20 and 21 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies it was trustee of a $725,500 note.

Alliance lacks sufficient

information to admit or deny the balance of the allegations contained therein and, on that basis,
denies same.
10.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits that, as an agent of Ticor Title Insurance Company, it issued the policy attached
as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs original Complaint, which speaks for itself. Alliance also admits the
Deed of Trust recorded as Instrument No. 106181859 was recorded at the request of Alliance and
Alliance filed a UCC-1 pursuant to instructions from Plaintiffs counsel.
11.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
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contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
12.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 29 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance denies the allegations contained therein to the extent that they apply to Alliance.
Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny any allegations with respect to other
Defendants.
13.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 30, 31, 32 and 33 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
14.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 34 and 35 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
15.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 36 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

the policy of title insurance attached as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs original Complaint speaks for
itself.
16.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits receiving a letter from Plaintiffs counsel dated April 26, 2013 which made
various unsubstantiated allegations against Alliance and other Defendants; however Alliance
denies that such letter gave notice of any claim under the policy of title insurance.
17.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 38 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and on
that basis denies same.

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT
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18.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 39 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 17 above.
19.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 40 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on
that basis, denies same.
20.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 41 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

the policy of title insurance received by Plaintiff attached as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs original
Complaint speaks for itself.
21.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 42, 43, 44, and 45 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT II - BAD FAITH

22.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 46 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 21 above.
23.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 and

53 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

24.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 54 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 23 above.
25.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 55, 56, 57 and 58 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

26.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 59 of Plaintiffs Complaint,
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Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 25 above.
27.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 60, 61 and 62 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

28.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 63 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 27 above.
29.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,

71, 72, 73, 74 and 75 of Plaintiffs Complaint to the extent that the allegations apply to Alliance,
Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

30.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 76 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 29 above.
31.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 77, 78 and 79 of Plaintiffs

Complaint to the extent the allegations apply to Alliance, Alliance denies the allegations
contained therein.
COUNT VII - CONVERSION

32.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 80 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 31 above.
33.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 81, 82, 83, 84 and 85 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

34.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 86 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 33 above.
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35.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 87, 88 and 89 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IX - TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADV ANT AGE

36.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 90 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 35 above.
37.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 91, 92, 93 and 94 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT X - BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

38.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 95 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 37 above.
39.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 96, 97, 98 and 99 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT XI - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205
(as to Defendant Title One)

40.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 100 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 39 above.
41.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 101, 102, 103 and 104 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, such allegations are not against Alliance Title and Alliance Title lacks
sufficient information to admit or deny such allegations and, on that basis, denies same.
COUNT XII - BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY
(As to Defendant Galiano and Mason)

42.

Alliance notes that the paragraph number for Count XII starts over with paragraph
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number 100 rather than 105.
43.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 100 under Count XII,

Alliance incorporations the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 42 above.
44.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 101, 102, 103 and 104 of

Count XII of Plaintiffs Complaint (including two paragraphs numbered 103), such allegations
don't appear to be against Alliance and Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny
such allegations and, on that basis, denies same.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
INTRODUCTION

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. The Defendant, in asserting the defenses, does not admit that
the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in this Answer is upon the Defendant,
but, to the contrary, asserts that by the reason of these denials, and by reason of relevant statutory
and judicial authority, the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of
the defenses is upon Plaintiff. Moreover, the Defendant does not admit, in asserting any defense,
any responsibility or liability, but, to the contrary, specifically denies any and all allegations of
responsibility and liability in the Complaint.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs Complaint and each every purported cause of action alleged therein fails to
state a claim against Alliance upon which relief can be granted and should be dismissed pursuant
to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs claims for relief are barred upon the individual and collective principles of
latches, estoppel and waiver.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Alliance has, at all times, acted in good faith and with reasonable basis for its actions.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The Complaint and each and every cause of action alleged therein fails to state the facts
sufficient to allow for Plaintiff to recover attorney fees against Alliance.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Any damages claimed by Plaintiff were not proximately caused by any acts or omissions
of Alliance.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The allegations in Count V (Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance) and Count VI (Collusion
to Defraud) are not stated with particularity required by Rule 9(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

Alliance has been required to retain the services of Meuleman Mollerup LLP to represent
it in this action and is entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 12-120, 12-121 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE Alliance prays for a judgment as follows:
A.

That Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed as to Alliance with prejudice and Plaintiff

take nothing thereby from Alliance;
B.

For reimbursement of Alliance's reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; and
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C.

For other such relief as the court deems just and proper.

DATED this

J,.Q day of December 2013.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

By:

up
Attorneys for Al iance Title & Escrow Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the d-Oday of December 2013, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ v"]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ v"]
[ ]
[ ]
[
]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens:gursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to REC Bank

[ v"] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
[
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Electronic Mail
erin.stines@fnfcom

[ v'] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ ] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[
[ ] Electronic Mail
jcw@i),moffatt.com
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221 )
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an Idaho corporation; GALIANO LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual; and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation by and through its attorneys ofrecord,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby moves this Court for entry of summary judgment in its favor on

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1
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all remaining counts of the First Amended Complaint 1 filed against TitleOne in this matter. This
Motion is made and based upon Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, together with the
Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan filed contemporaneously herewith, as well as the Memorandum
in Support ofTitleOne Corporation's Motion for Summary Judgment, and such other pleadings
and documents as have been filed and lodged in this matter to date and may be filed and lodged
hereafter.

These are Counts V (Fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq), VI Civil Conspiracy
(relying upon the allegations in Count V), IX (Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage), X
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty), and XI (Violation of Idaho Code§ 45-1205). As more specifically set forth in the
Order, the Court (1) dismissed several of Plaintiffs claims against TitleOne, but denied TitleOne's Motion
with respect to portions of Counts V (the Court dismissed those claims in Count V that were based on the
criminal code, the non-existent statute cited by Plaintiff, and common law fraud) and VI (the Court dismissed
all claims in Count VI except those that were based on the alleged violations of Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq.)
and (2) granted Plaintiffs Motion to Amend to allow Plaintiff to add two new causes of actions against
TitleOne for breach of fiduciary duty and violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205 and to also add several new
defendants to the matter. Pursuant to the Court's Order, Plaintiff filed its First Amended Complaint on
December 9, 2013. Notably, however, Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint could be interpreted as not
complying with the Court's Order in several respects. First, each of Plaintiffs claims in the First Amended
Complaint (with the exception of the newly added claims in Counts X through XII) is still plead against all of
the "Defendants" collectively. While the Plaintiff did insert parentheses under each count in the Amended
Complaint identifying the party against whom the given count was plead, Plaintiff did not change the
substantive allegations themselves. Thus, technically, each of Plaintiffs claims in the First Amended
Complaint (including those that the Court dismissed) could be read as still plead against TitleOne and the other
Defendants in this case. However, because Plaintiffs have no right to file an Amended Complaint that exceeds
the boundaries which the Order allowed, TitleOne has proceeded on the basis that Plaintiffs First Amended
Complaint is not asserting any claims against TitleOne other than those in Counts V and VI (as set forth in the
Order) and the new claims in Counts X and XI. Based on the Court's Order and for purposes of proceeding in
this case, Counts I through IV, VII, VIII, and XII cannot be and are therefore are not alleged against TitleOne.
Likewise, Count V of Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint does not appear to comply with the Court's Order.
On pages 14 and 15 of its Order, the Court dismissed Plaintiffs fraud claims in Count V against TitleOne,
except those allegations for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq. Nonetheless, Plaintiff is
still purporting to allege common law fraud claims against TitleOne in paragraphs 65 to 74 of the First
Amended Complaint. Furthermore, because the allegations in paragraphs 65 to 74 are the same common law
fraud allegations that were alleged in the original Complaint, it does not appear that Plaintiff is purporting to
assert a new common law fraud claim against TitleOne. But again, leave was only granted to assert a
fraudulent conveyance claim, so therefore the only remaining claim in Count V of the First Amended
Complaint against TitleOne is on that basis. Lastly, despite the Court's clear instructions in its Order, Plaintiff
is still asserting a claim against all "Defendants" under Idaho Code §§ 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002 and 30140501. The Court previously found (1) that Plaintiff could not state a claim under the criminal code against
TitleOne or any of the other defendants and (2) that Section 30-140501 simply does not exist. Accordingly,
TitleOne has also assumed for purposes of this Motion for Summary Judgment, that those claims cannot be
properly alleged against TitleOne in the First Amended Complaint and therefore are not so alleged.
1
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DATED this 2nd day of January, 2014.

Counsel for TitleOne
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2°d day of January, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indica;¢:

_)<._m
Hand Delivery

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

~acsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
A VP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_ Hand Delivery
_)(Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd.
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant RBC Bank

_ Hand Delivery
__2sfacsimile: 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_ Hand Delivery
--K'Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_ Hand Delivery
__xFacsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Thomas E. Dvorak
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
limited liability company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH
PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation, by and through its attorneys of records,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby renews and files as a new motion the Motion to Quash
previously filed in this matter on September 6, 2013, by TitleOne. This motion is made and
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S RENEWED MOTION
TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS- 1
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based upon Rule l l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and upon Idaho Code§ 451203(4) as exclusive means to set aside a reconveyance, as more specifically described in
TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and
Memorandum in Support of Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens filed contemporaneously
herewith, together with such other pleadings and documents as have been filed and lodged in this
matter previously and may be filed and lodged in this matter in the future.
DATED this 2nd day of January, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Thomas E. Dvorak
Counsel for TitleOne
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of January, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

x1Iand Delivery
Facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

_ Hand Delivery
):('Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd.
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant RBC Bank

_

Hand Delivery
)(Facsimile: 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_ Hand Delivery
_}('Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

Hand Delivery
YFacsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason and Galiano

Hand Delivery
X"facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

_

X
_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile: 331-2400
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton H o m e ~ ~ /

Thomas E. Dvorak
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
limited liability company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
AND
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH
LISPENDENS

Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of its

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS - 1
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Motion for Summary Judgment and Memorandum in Support of Renewed Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens.
INTRODUCTION

On December 2, 2013, the Court entered a Memorandum Decision and Order in this case
that, inter alia, granted in part, and denied in part, TitleOne's earlier filed Motion to Dismiss and
granted Plaintiff's Motion to Amend (the "Order"). Pursuant to the Court's Order, Plaintiff
asserts in the recently filed First Amended Complaint only1 five claims against TitleOne:
CountV:

Fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq.

Count VI:

Civil Conspiracy (relying upon the allegations in Count V)

Count IX:

Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage

CountX:

Breach of Fiduciary Duty; and

Count XI:

Violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205

By way of the instant Motion for Summary Judgment, TitleOne seeks summary judgment on
each of the foregoing counts.
At the center of Plaintiff's action is the notion that TitleOne wrongful reconveyed
Plaintiff's Deed of Trust on February 11, 2010 (Count XI) and, in doing so, breached a fiduciary
duty allegedly it owed to Plaintiff, as the alleged trustee under the Deed of Trust (Count X).
Using this allegedly wrongful reconveyance as a springboard, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF")
alleges that a grand, widespread and far-reaching conspiracy existed between TitleOne and the
eight other named Defendants (and eight additional John Doe Defendants too) to deprive EEF of
its allegedly valuable second position Deed of Trust, which includes making a series of
fraudulent conveyances (of which this deed of reconveyance was only the first), all as part of
intentional interference with EEF's right to receive security for payment on its promissory note

1

See Note I to Motion for Summary Judgment, which is incorporated herein by this reference.
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(Counts V, VI, and IX). Summary Judgment is appropriate because there is no material issue of
fact (a) that no such grand conspiracy, or even any intentional effort by TitleOne (or any other
Defendant for that matter) to interfere existed; (b) that even if the deed of reconveyance was
wrongful or improper,2
(i)

no other Defendant besides TitleOne was involved in said deed of reconveyance;

(ii)

the reconveyancing statutory scheme provides an exclusive and adequate remedy
at law in damages and thus precludes the relief of setting aside the reconveyance
or any other subsequent deeds;

(iii)

the exclusive relationship between TitleOne and EEF is under the reconveyancing
statutes and no fiduciary duties are thereby imposed; and

(iv)

the applicable statute of limitation bars claims under the exclusive applicable
statutory reconveyancing scheme, Idaho Code§ 45-1205.
BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS

In 2006, Edward I. Mason ("Mason"), as the managing member of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company ("Galiano"), approached Defendant RBC Centura Bank ("RBC")
and Plaintiff EEF, to obtain financing to develop a 29 .63 acre parcel of real property in Kuna,
Idaho, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision (the "Property" or the "Subdivision").3 The
Property was ultimately platted into sixty (60) residential lots. 4
On November 17, 2006, Mason, on behalf of Galiano, executed that certain Deed of
Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing and Assignment of Leases and Rents in favor of
RBC, as beneficiary, which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho on

TitleOne does not hereby concede that its conduct in this case was wrongful or improper by any measure,
but is simply taking the position in connection with arguing summary judgment in this motion, i.e., assuming that
the opposing party has the benefit of all factual inferences.
3 First Amended Complaint (hereinafter "Complaint") ,r,r 20-21. For purposes of this Motion for Summary
Judgment, TitleOne has assumed that the allegations cited to herein from the Complaint are true. TitleOne,
however, reserves the right to challenge the accuracy of those allegations in the due course of this litigation.
4 Second Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss and Motion to
Quash filed on October 18, 2013 ("McFaddan Motion to Dismiss Aff.") ,r 2; Complaint ,r 20.
2
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November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181858 (the "RBC Deed of Trust"). 5 Pursuant to its
terms, the RBC Deed of Trust secured two promissory notes payable to RBC with an aggregate
principal balance of $6,063,300.00: (1) an acquisition and development note in the principal sum
of $3,413,300.00 (the "A&D Note"); and (2) a letter of credit line note in the principal sum of
$2,650,000.00 (the "LOC Note") (the A&D Note and the LOC Note, collectively, the "RBC
Loan"). 6 Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance Title") was the original trustee
under the RBC Deed ofTrust. 7
Contemporaneous with the execution of the RBC Deed of Trust, Mason, on behalf of
Galiano, executed that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement in favor of Plaintiff EEF,
as beneficiary, which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho, on
November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859 (the "EEF Deed of Trust"). 8 The EEF Deed
of Trust secured a promissory note payable to EEF with a principal balance of $725,500.00 (the
"EEF Note" or the "EEF Loan"). 9 Defendant Alliance Title was also the original trustee under
the EEF Deed of Trust. 10 However, Defendant Fidelity National Title Company ("Fidelity") was
substituted in as trustee of the EEF Deed of Trust on May 7, 2011. 11 Pursuant to that certain
Subordination Agreement executed by RBC, Galiano, and EEF, the EEF Loan and Deed of Trust
were junior to the RBC Loan and RBC Deed of Trust. 12
On or about January 25, 2010, TitleOne received a document entitled "Reconveyance of
Deed of Trust" from its third-party contractor/service provider, Post-Closing Department, Inc., a

5 See Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment filed
contemporaneously herewith ("McFaddan SJ Aff.") 12.
6 McFaddan SJ Affidavit 12.
7 McFaddan SJ Affidavit 12.
8 McFaddan Motion to Dismiss Aff. 12.
9 McFaddan Motion to Dismiss Aff. 12.
10 McFaddan Motion to Dismiss Aff. 13.
11 McFaddan Motion to Dismiss Aff. 14.
12 McFaddan SJ Aff. 13.
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Nevada Corporation ("PCD").13 In 2009, TitleOne had entered into a service agreement with
PCD, under which PCD agreed to provide services to facilitate the mortgage/deed of trust
reconeyance process. Pursuant to that service agreement, PCD agreed to prepare all documents
and reports and provide all other services necessary to effect reconveyances in compliance with
the Idaho statutory reconveyance requirements, including providing all notices thereunder,
tracking the reconveyance process, and recording the reconveyances. 14 At the time TitleOne
received the Reconveyance of Deed of Trust from PCD for the Property, TitleOne signed the
Reconveyance and returned it to PCD. 15 PCD, in turn, caused the Reconveyance to be recorded
in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho, on February 11, 2010, as Instrument No.
110012858 (hereinafter, the "Reconveyance"), and indeed the recorder stamp reflects recording
at the request of "PCD". 16
Beginning in 2011, Galiano, as alleged in the Complaint, was unable to maintain
mortgage payments to Defendant RBC. 17 On or about March 2011, Mason and Galiano told
EEF that they had not made payments and that Defendant RBC would likely take action on the
Property. 18

On May 17, 2012, Galiano executed a General Warranty Deed conveying the

balance of the lots it owned in the Subdivision to DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company ("DAS"). 19 On November 1, 2012, Defendant RBC, as plaintiff, and Galiano,
Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation, and Edward Mason and Sherry Mason,
husband and wife, entered into that certain Stipulated Judgment, agreeing to a judgment in favor

McFaddan SJ Aff. 1 4 and Exhibit "C."
McFaddan SJ Aff. 15.
15 McFaddan SJ Aff. 16.
16 McFaddan SJ Aff. 1 6.
17 Complaint 123.
18 Complaint 124.
19 McFaddan Motion to Dismiss Aff. 1 6.
13

14
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ofRBC and against those defendants in the principal amount of $2,601,541.37, plus costs, fees,
and interest as more specifically set forth therein. 20
EEF commenced this action against defendants Alliance Title, TitleOne, Fidelity, RBC,
and Chicago Title on June 5, 2013. As noted above, EEF filed its First Amended Complaint
against the originally named Defendants and several other additional Defendants on December 9,
2013.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

"Summary judgment is proper 'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law."' Gibson v. Ada County, 142
Idaho 746, 752, 133 P.3d 1211, 1217 (2006) (citing Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz,
134 Idaho 84, 87, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2000)). See also IRCP Rule 56(c). A party opposing a
motion for summary judgment must set forth "specific facts" showing there is a "genuine issue"
about a "material fact." Tuttle v. Sudena Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150, 868 P.2d 473, 478
(1994); Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho 771, 774, 828 P.2d 334, 337 (Ct. App. 1992). Indeed, a
"nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material fact
exists to withstand summary judgment. A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to
the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of summary
judgment." Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 155 P.3d 695, 697-98 (2007) (citing Jenkins v.
Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 238, 108 P.3d 380, 385 (2005)).

20

McFaddan SJ Aff. ,r 7.
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DISCUSSION

A.

COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205

At the center of EEF's lawsuit is the notion that TitleOne made a wrongful reconveyance
ofEEF's Deed of Trust on February 11, 2010. Thus, an understanding of the statutory scheme
for reconveyance, and its particular application in this case, is essential to understanding why (a)
damages are the exclusive remedy for a wrongful reconveyance, and (b) the applicable statute of
limitations in this case bars Plaintiffs claim under Section 45-1205.
Count XI of the First Amended Complaint brings a cause of action against TitleOne for
damages pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-1205. Chapter 12 of Title 45 begins by saying:
A title insurer or title agent may reconvey a trust deed pursuant to
the procedure described in section 45-1203, Idaho Code, if the
obligation secured by the trust deed shall have been fully paid by
the title insurer or title agent that is permitted to reconvey the trust
deed pursuant to section 45-1203 Idaho Code, or such title insurer
or title agent shall possess satisfactory evidence of such payment in
full. A title insurer or title agent may provide a reconveyance
under section 45-1203, Idaho Code, whether or not it is then
named as a trustee under a trust deed.
Idaho Code § 45-1202.

The legislative enactment of this Chapter dates from 1995, and by use

of the word "may," prescribes a procedure that may be used by a title agent to reconvey a trust
deed. Notably, the statute authorizing a Deed of Trust in the first instance, Chapter 15 of Title
45, also contains a reconveyance procedure which provides:
Reconveyance upon satisfaction of obligation. Upon performance
of the obligation secured by the deed of trust, the trustee upon
written request of the beneficiary shall reconvey the estate of real
property described in the deed of trust to the grantor; providing
that in the event of such performance and the refusal of any
beneficiary to so request or the trustee to so reconvey, as above
provided, such beneficiary or trustee shall be liable as provided by
law in the case of refusal to execute a discharge or satisfaction of a
mortgage on real property.
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Idaho Code § 45-1514. Unlike Section 45-1202, which authorizes title insurers and title agents
licensed in the State of Idaho who are not named as the trustee in the deed of trust to reconvey a
deed of trust, Section 45-1514 only authorizes the trustee named in the deed of trust to reconvey
a deed of trust on real property, which can include trustees who are not title insurers or title
agents. 21

Because title insurers and title agents that are licensed in the State of Idaho can

reconvey a deed of trust without written request of beneficiary (as required under Section 451514), a reconveyance under Section 45-1201 et seq. is commonly referred to as a "forced
reconveyance."
It was utilizing the statutory procedure under Idaho Code § 45-1202, second sentence,

where a title agent not named in the deed of trust is authorized to reconvey, commonly known as
a "forced reconveyance" procedure, that TitleOne acted to execute the Reconveyance at issue in
this case. 22 Thus, EEF's claim in Count XI, put in context, is a claim for money damages under
Chapter 12 of Title 45, which has its own statutory damages provision, providing, in pertinent
part:
Liability of title insurance agent or underwriter. In the event that a
trust deed is reconveyed by a title insurer or title agent purporting
to act under the provisions of this chapter, but the obligation
secured by the trust deed has not been fully paid, the title insurer or
title agent effecting such reconveyance shall be liable to the
beneficiary of the trust deed for the damages suffered as a result
of such improper reconveyance only if the title insurer or title
agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section
45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code, or acted with negligence or in
bad faith in reconveying the trust deed.
Idaho Code § 45-1205 (emphasis added). Thus, Section 45-1201, et seq., creates (i) the statutory
means for a title insurer or title agent to reconvey a deed of trust, and (ii) a statutory remedy for
an improper or wrongful exercise of the statutorily created right. Indeed, in Chapter 12, a "trust
21 § 45-1504(1) defines "Trustee" to include Idaho attorneys, banks or savings and loan associations,
authorized trust institutions, and corporations authorized to conduct a trust business, as well as title insurance agents
or title insurance companies.
22 McFaddan SJ Aff.
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deed" is defined as a "trust deed as defined in section 45-1502, Idaho Code." Idaho Code§ 451201(7).

Section 45-1502, in tum, defines a ''trust deed" to mean a deed "executed in

conformity with this act and conveying real property to a trustee in trust to secure the
performance of an obligation of the grantor or other person named in the deed to a beneficiary"
(emphasis added). Thus, the process of a trust deed in the first instance, and a reconveyance of
the same, is a process created and regulated by statute.
While both the traditional reconveyance and forced reconveyance processes are regulated
by statute, there is no express statute of limitation in Chapters 12 or 15 of Title 45 prescribing
when a claim for damages for an alleged improper forced reconveyance under Idaho Code 451205 must be commenced. There is a specific statute of limitation in Chapter 15 when a nonjudicial foreclosure must be effected under a trust deed (Idaho Code § 45-1515); however, no
specific statute of limitations exists for claims under 45-1205. The absence of such a specific
statute of limitations brings into play the "catch all" statute of limitations applicable to liabilities
created by statute. Specifically, Idaho law provides that "civil actions can only be commenced
within the periods prescribed in this chapter [Chapter 2, Title 5] after the cause of action shall
have accrued, except when, in special cases, a different limitation is prescribed by statute."
Idaho Code § 5-201.

Because no different limitation is prescribed by any specific statute,

Section 18(1) of Chapter 2, Title 5, is applicable to the § 45-1205 liability created by statute,
which states:
Within three (3) years:
1.

An action upon a liability created by statute, other than a
penalty or forfeiture.

Idaho Code§ 5-218(1). In State v. Ada County Dairymen's Ass'n, 66 Idaho 317, 159 P.2d 219
(1945), the court held that "a statutory liability is one that depends for existence on the
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enactment of the statute, and not on the contract of the parties." Id (citations omitted). This is
undisputedly the case here, meriting application of§ 5-218(1).
Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that there is no discovery rule exception to
Idaho Code § 5-218(1 ), and that instead, a cause of action begins to run thereunder when "some
damage" has accrued. Knudsen v. Agee Title, 128 Idaho 776, 778, 918 P.2d 1221, 1223 (1996).
In the Knudsen case, for instance, the statutorily created liability was alleged to be liability under
a wiretapping statute. The Court there held that some damage accrued when the original wiretap
was made, saying "Based upon our determination that in the case of wiretapping the damage is
immediate, we hold that the statute of limitations begins to run no later than the last day of
wiretapping." Id
In the present case, it is undisputed that the Reconveyance was executed by Heidi Emery
of TitleOne on January 25, 2010, and recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho
on February 11, 2010. 23 This was the vehicle by which EEF's Deed of Trust was reconveyed
and which caused it to disappear, and that disappearance undisputedly is the point of some
damage to EEF. 24 The Complaint in this matter was filed June 5, 2013, more than three years
after the date of recording of the allegedly improper Reconveyance. Accordingly, Idaho Code §
5-218(1) bars the filing of a cause of action under 45-1205 and the same should be dismissed.
B.

COUNT V - EEF's FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE CLAIMS

In Count V of the First Amended Complaint, EEF alleges that "Defendants in whole or in
part fraudulently reconveyed EEF's real property interest and as such violated Idaho Code Title
23

McFaddan SJ Aff. 14 and Exhibit "C."
Defendant TitleOne is not hereby conceding that the damage suffered at that point in time was anything
more than nominal, as there simply was no equity in the property at the point of the Reconveyance over and above
the amount of liens senior to Plaintiffs Deed of Trust. TitleOne is simply pointing out that the reconveyance and
associated disappearance of the Deed of Trust comprises "some damage." Accord Memorandum Decision and
Order dated July 11, 2013, Bennett Trust-Venture v. TitleOne, CV-OC-2011-24046 at p. 11 (4th Jud. Dist. Ct.)(J.
Wilper)("The Court finds that the Plaintiffs suffered actual damages in late 2004 when the various transactions
closed and the Plaintiffs failed to be successfully vested with title to their TIC interests. At this point, the Plaintiffs'
right to be vested with title was compromised, and a cause of action could have been maintained at that point in
time.").
24
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55 Chapter 9."25 Chapter 9 of Title 55 contains two separate sub-chapters: (1) Idaho Code§§ 55901 through 55-909, which contains several "unlawful transfer statutes" (collectively referred to
herein as the "Unlawful Transfer Act"); and (2) Idaho Code §§ 55-910 et seq., known as the
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. 26 Plaintiffs fraudulent conveyance claim should be dismissed
because (i) Plaintiffs have an adequate remedy for damages at law (and on this basis the Lis
Pendens should be quashed, even if no other relief sought by the Motion for Summary Judgment
is granted); (ii) alternatively, even if this Court finds§§ 45-1201, et. seq. does not provide for an
exclusive remedy in damages, EEF' s Count V fails for other independent reasons.
1.

EEF'S FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE CLAIMS SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE
EEF HAS AN EXCLUSIVE AND ADEQUATE REMEDY AT LAW

The Reconveyance in this matter is in substantially the form required by Idaho Code §
45-1203 and even recites this fact and the fact of mailing and the timeframe involved. This is
crucial because, once a title agent executes a forced reconveyance in "substantially" that form,
said reconveyance "when recorded, shall constitute a reconveyance of the trust deed identified
therein, irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure not disclosed in the
release or reconveyance that is recorded other than forgery of the title insurer or title agent's
signature." Idaho Code§ 45-1203(4) (emphasis added). Thus, the Legislature has provided that
only in the instance of forgery of signature is a deed of reconveyance ever invalidated and set
aside-short of that one instance, a reconveyance is effective as written and recorded.
Chapter 12 of Title 45 goes on only to provide a remedy in money damages for wrongful
reconveyance, saying "the title insurer or title agent effecting such reconveyance shall be liable
to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the damages suffered as a result of such improper
reconveyance only if the title insurer or title agent failed to substantially comply with the
25

Complaint, 64.
Plaintiff has not identified what statutes in Chapter 9 it believes TitleOne violated. Therefore, for
purposes of this Motion, TitleOne has assumed that Plaintiff is purporting to state a claim under each operative (as
opposed to definitional or evidentiary statute) in those acts and will address each such statute in tum.
26
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provisions of sections 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code, or acted with negligence or in bad faith
in reconveying the trust deed." Idaho Code § 45-1205. As a general rule, the relief which a
defrauded creditor may obtain in a fraudulent conveyance action is limited to the setting aside of
the conveyance of the property, which would have been available to satisfy the judgment or lien
had there been no conveyance.

Joslin v. Lopez, 765 N.Y.S.2d 895 (N.Y.2d Dep't 2003).

Because of the specific performance nature of this remedy, it is established that an action to set
aside a fraudulent transfer is equitable in nature. Reed v. Reed, 763 N.W.2d 686 (Neb. 2009);
Albertson v. Robinson, 638 S.E.2d 81 (S.C. Ct. App. 2006).

Idaho law is clear that "the language of a statute should be given its plain, usual and
ordinary meaning.

Where a statute is clear and unambiguous, the expressed intent of the

legislature shall be given effect without engaging in statutory construction. The literal words of
a statute are the best guide to determining legislative intent." Idaho Code § 73-113(1). Further,
when two acts deal with the same subject matter, the one which is more minute and particular
prevails. Herrick v. Gallet, 35 Idaho 13, 204 P.2 477 (1922).

Here, the language of§§ 45-

1203(4) and 45-1205 with respect to both the circumstances under which a reconveyance can be
set aside and the relief afforded for wrongful reconveyance is more specific than the general
avoidance of fraudulent conveyance remedies of Idaho Code Title 55, Chapter 9. 27 Limiting a
plaintiffs remedy to an award of money damages in the context of a forced reconveyance makes
sense from a policy perspective because (a) all a deed of trust is, in any event, merely security for
a monetary obligation; (b) not all trustees, but only title agents and insurers that are licensed and
insured by the state of Idaho (and therefore, presumably are financially sound in the event of a
mistake or bad faith), can make forced reconveyances. Accordingly, the language of Chapter 9

27 See§§ 55-901 ("void as against every purchaser or encumbrancer''); 55-906 ("void as against all
creditors of the debtor ...."); 55-9I6(a) (creditor may obtain "avoidance of transfer or obligation ....").
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and the ability to set aside a reconveyance on any grounds other than forgery of a signature of a
title agent are inapplicable and§ 45-1205 provides the exclusive remedy for damages.
Additionally, even if § 45-1205 is not an exclusive remedy, it is an available legal
remedy that preludes the equitable remedy of voiding the Reconveyance.

It is recognized in

Idaho that "equitable remedies are available when 'there is no adequate remedy at law' .... "
AFD, Inc. v. KDC Investments, LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 165, 307 P.3d 176, 182 (2013) (citations

omitted). See also, Buku Properties, LLC v. Clark, 153 Idaho 828,291 P.3d 1027 (2012) (where
a land sale contract at issue was valid and enforceable and provided for an adequate legal
remedy, court did not err in dismissing equitable counterclaims for specific performance, unjust
enrichment, estoppel and detrimental reliance). Furthermore, the fact that the legal remedy may
be barred by an applicable statute of limitations does not preclude the availability of that remedy
from barring equitable relief. 28 And so, § 45-1205 provides just such an adequate remedy in
damages.
For these reasons, EEF's claim under Count V should be dismissed. At the very least, for
the reason of the conclusiveness of a deed ofreconveyance under§ 45-1203(4) except for cases
of forgery (of which there is no issue in the present case), the Lis Pendens should be quashed. 29
2.

THE UNLAWFUL TRANSFER ACT- IDAHO CODE

§§ 55-901 THROUGH 55-909

The Unlawful Transfer Act contains two statutes that relate to unlawful transfers of real
property that are potentially applicable in this case: Idaho Code § 55-901 (Fraudulent

28 See e.g., Farmers National Bank v. Wickham Pipeline Construction, 114 Idaho 565, 759 P.2d 71 (1988)
(Noting that "[e]quity will not afford relief to plaintiffs where they have passed up an adequate remedy at law" and
denying indemnification action in equity even though ultimately finding that statute of limitations barred legal
claim); Hazard v. Cole, I Idaho 276, 1869 WL 2379 (Idaho Terr. 1869) (on petition for a rehearing) ("It is also well
established, that when a party has once had a plain, adequate remedy at law, and by his own !aches loses it, equity
will not relief him. A court of equity will not encourage negligence, but will insist that every man take advantage of
his legal rights at the proper time.").
29 The express statutory directive specifically set forth in Idaho Code § 45-1203(4) also overrides any
similar equitable remedy potentially afforded under Counts VI, IX and X, even if damages were still found a proper
remedy under such counts. On this basis, even if this Count denies summary judgment, the Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens should be granted.
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° For the

Conveyances of Land) and Idaho Code § 55-906 (Transfers in Fraud of Creditors). 3

reasons set forth below, EEF's claims under§§ 55-901 and 906 should be dismissed because (1)
there is no genuine issue of material fact that TitleOne did not intend to defraud EEF in
reconveying the EEF Deed of Trust, and (2) § 55-906 contemplates a transfer by a "debtor" to a
"creditor," which did not occur in this case.
a.

EEF's CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CODE § 55-901 (FRAUDULENT
CONVEYANCES OF LAND) FAILS AND SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE
THERE IS No EVIDENCE THAT TITLEONE INTENDED TO DEFRAUD EEF
OF ITS SECURITY INTEREST OR THAT A THIRD PARTY WAS PRIVY TO
THE ALLEGED FRAUD.

Idaho Code §§ 55-901 and 55-902 provide:
Every instrument, other than a will, affecting an estate in real
property, including every charge upon real property, or upon its
rents or profits, made with intent to defraud prior or subsequent
purchasers thereof, or encumbrancers thereon, is void as against
every purchaser or encumbrancer, for value, of the same property,
or the rents or profits thereof.
No instrument is to be avoided under the last section, in favor of a
subsequent purchaser or encumbrancer having notice thereof at the
time his purchase was made, or his lien acquired, unless the person
in whose favor the instrument was made was privy to the fraud
intended.
(emphasis added). Therefore, pursuant to the plain language in §§ 55-901 and 55-902, in order
to avoid the Reconveyance, EEF must prove (1) that TitleOne made the Reconveyance with the
intent to defraud EEF; and (2) that the person in whose favor the instrument was made was privy
to the fraud intended.

30 The Unlawful Transfer Act also contains two additional unlawful transfer statutes that relate to unlawful
transfers of personal property: Idaho Code § 55-905 (Fraudulent Transfers of Personalty) and Idaho Code § 55-907
(Transfers in Fraud of Creditors - Delivery and change of possession). Because these statutes apply to personal
property and because Plaintiff is seeking to avoid the Reconveyance or otherwise recover damages associated with
the same, which clearly relates to real (as opposed to personal property), TitleOne has assumed for purposes of this
Motion, that Plaintiff is not purporting to assert a claim under those statutes against TitleOne. To the extent Plaintiff
is seeking to assert a claim against TitleOne under those statutes, TitleOne is requesting that those claims be
dismissed since the plain language of these statutes clearly relate to personal property and, therefore, are
inapplicable to the Reconveyance of the real property at issue in this case.
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As set forth in the Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support ofTitleOne Corporation's
Motion for Summary Judgment submitted contemporaneously herewith, TitleOne did not
execute or record the Reconveyance with the intent to defraud EEF of its security interest in the
Property. TitleOne was not a creditor of EEF and did not conspire with Galiano or any other
third persons to divest EEF of its security interest in the Property. TitleOne does not dispute that
it executed the Reconeyance; however, TitleOne did so at the request of PCD, which TitleOne
was contracting with at that time to provide reconveyance services. The fact that TitleOne
executed the Reconveyance does not, without more, entitle EEF to avoid the Reconveyance
under Idaho Code § 55-901. Now that TitleOne has put the element at issue on summary
judgment, EEF must come forward with evidence that creates an inference that TitleOne
executed the Reconveyance with the intent to defraud EEF.
Furthermore, EEF must prove that the person in whose favor the instrument was made
was privy to the alleged fraud. The Reconveyance specifies that it is made "without warranty, to
the person or persons legally entitled thereto."

EEF has not identified who it believes those

persons are. But presumably, the entity that would have benefitted from the Reconveyance
would have been Galiano, who granted EEF the security interest in the Property that was
released by the Reconveyance and who still owned the Property at the time the Reconveyance
was recorded. In any event, to withstand summary judgment on its claim under § 55-901, EEF
must prove that TitleOne and Galiano (or the other person EEF believes TitleOne executed the
Reconvyance for) conspired to defraud EEF of its security interest in the Property. In doing so,
EEF may not rely on conclusory allegations or rely on facts creating a slight doubt. See Finholt

v. Cresto, 143 Idaho at 894, 155 P.3d at 697-98. Rather, EEF must set forth specific facts
showing there is a genuine issue of material fact that TitleOne intended to defraud EEF and that
that the person in whose favor the instrument was made was privy to the fraud. TitleOne, which
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merely executed the Reconveyance in reliance on the request of its third-party service provider,
did not intend to defraud EEF and did not otherwise conspire with Galiano or any other third
party to divest EEF of its security interest in the Property. As such, EEF's claim under Idaho
Code§ 55-901 should be dismissed.
b.

EEF'S CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CODE § 55-906 (TRANSFERS IN FRAUD OF
CREDITORS) FAILS AND SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE TITLEONE
AND EEF ARE NOT IN A DEBTOR/CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP.

Idaho Code§ 55-906 provides:
Every transfer of property, or charge thereon made, every
obligation incurred, and every judicial proceeding taken, with
intent to delay or defraud any creditor or other person of his
demands, is void against all creditors of the debtor and their
successors in interest, and against any person upon whom the
estate of the debtor devolves in trust for the benefit of others than
the debtor.
(emphasis in bold added). "The law governing conveyances in fraud of creditors has developed
from the concept that the debtor's property constitutes a source from which debts should be paid;
consequently, the debtor should not be permitted to dispose of the property in a manner violative
of the creditors' equitable rights." See Mohar v. Mclelland Lumber Co., 95 Idaho 38, 501 P.2d
722 (1972).
The plain language of§ 55-906 contemplates a transfer by a "debtor" with the intent to
delay or defraud a "creditor."

§ 55-906 does not apply to the instant case because the

Reconveyance was not made by a "debtor" for the purpose of defrauding a "creditor." While
those terms are not defined in the Unlawful Transfer Act, it is clear that TitleOne, g1vmg
"debtor" its plain and ordinary meaning, was not a "debtor" of EEF. EEF has not alleged, nor is
there any evidence in the record, that TitleOne owed EEF any money such that EEF would be
TitleOne's creditor. TitleOne, in its capacity as a title insurer and title agent, executed the
Reconveyance, at the request of PCD, pursuant to the forced reconveyance statute, not in
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furtherance of any attempt to defraud EEF. Because EEF was not a creditor of TitleOne, EEF
cannot maintain a claim under § 55-906 against TitleOne. See, Head v. Crone, 76 Idaho 196,
202, 279 P.2d 1064, 1067 (1955) (the question of whether transfer is void as being in fraud of
creditors is one which may only be raised by creditors and then only in a proper proceeding).
Alternatively, EEF's claim under § 55-906 fails because, even assuming the statute
applies to the transfer at hand, there is no evidence that TitleOne intended to defraud EEF of its
security interest in the Property. Accordingly, EEF's claim under Idaho Code § 55-906 should
be dismissed.
3.

EEF'S FRAUDULENT CLAIMS UNDER IDAHO CODE §§ 55-913 AND 914 SHOULD
BE DISMISSED BECAUSE THESE STATUTES ARE INAPPLICABLE TO THE
TRANSFER AT HAND.

The Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act contains two primary statutes: Idaho Code § 55913 and Idaho Code § 55-914. See Idaho Code § 55-918 (identifying the statute of limitations
applicable to the operative statutes in the act). § 55-913 provides, in relevant part:
(1)

A transfer made or obligation incurred by a debtor is
fraudulent as to a creditor, whether the creditor's claim
arose before or after the transfer was made or the obligation
was incurred, if the debtor made the transfer or incurred
the obligation:
(a)

With actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any
creditor of the debtor; or

(b)

Without receiving a reasonably equivalent value in
exchange for the transfer or obligation, and the
debtor:
1.

was engaged or was about to engage in a
business or a transaction for which the
remaining assets of the debtor were
unreasonably small in relation to the
business or transaction; or

2.

intended to incur, or believed or reasonably
should have believed that he or she would
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incur, debts beyond his or her ability to pay
as they became due.
(emphasis added). § 55-914 likewise provides, in relevant part:
(1)

A transfer made or obligation incurred by a debtor is
fraudulent as to a creditor whose claim arose before the
transfer was made or the obligation was incurred if the
debtor made the transfer or incurred the obligation without
receiving a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the
transfer or obligation and the debtor was insolvent at that
time or the debtor became insolvent as a result of the
transfer or obligation.

(2)

A transfer made by a debtor is fraudulent as to a creditor
whose claim arose before the transfer was made if the
transfer was made to an insider for an antecedent debt, the
debtor was insolvent at that time, and the insider had
reasonable cause to believe that the debtor was insolvent.

(emphasis added). While the elements in each of these statutes differ, each of these statutes
requires a transfer to have been made by a "debtor." Furthermore, in order to have standing to
sue under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, EEF must be a "creditor" as that term is defined
in the Act. See Estate of E.A. Collins v. Geist, 143 Idaho 821, 829, 153 P.3d 1167, 1175 (2007)
(finding that plaintiff could not state a claim under Idaho Code § 55-913(1)(a) because plaintiff
was not a creditor of the transferor); see also Head v. Crone, 76 Idaho 196,279 P.2d 1064 (1955)
(the question of whether transfer is void as being in fraud of creditors is one which may only be
raised by creditors and then only in a proper proceeding).
A "creditor" is defined in the Act as a person who has a claim. A "debtor" is likewise
defined in the Act as a person who is liable on a "claim." Idaho Code § 55-910(3) defines a
"claim" as "a right to payment, whether or not the right is reduced to judgment, liquidated,
unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable,
secured, or unsecured." TitleOne executed the Reconveyance as a licensed title insurer and
agent pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-1201 et seq. EEF has not alleged that TitleOne owed EEF
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e
any money or other right to payment, which means that TitleOne was not a "debtor" of EEF
under the Act. Because TitleOne and EEF were not in a debtor/creditor relationship, EEF cannot
bring an action against TitleOne alleging that TitleOne fraudulently transferred property in
violation of the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. As such, EEF's claims under Idaho Code §
55-910 et seq. should be dismissed.
C.

COUNT VI - EEF's COLLUSION CLAIM

In its earlier Order, the Court found that EEF's claim for civil conspiracy in Count VI

survived TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss the extent that EEF's civil conspiracy claims were based
on the alleged violations ofldaho Code§ 55-901 et seq. Because EEF's civil conspiracy claim
is dependent on the existence of a claim under Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq. and because EEF's
claims under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq. should, for the foregoing reasons, be dismissed, EEF's
civil conspiracy claim should likewise be dismissed.
D.

COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

Count X alleges that "at or about the time of the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust,
Defendant[] ... TitleOne owed legal recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiff ...." 31

The

Idaho Supreme Court has noted that
To establish a claim for breach of fiduciary duty, plaintiff must
establish that defendants owed plaintiff a fiduciary duty and that
the fiduciary duty was breached. Fiduciary relationships are
commonly characterized by one party placing property or authority
in the hands of another, or being authorized to act on behalf of the
other. This court explored the bases of fiduciary relationships in
Idaho First National Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc.:
The term fiduciary implies that one party is in a
superior position to the other, and that such a
position enables him to exercise influence over one
who reposes special trust and confident in him. . ..
As a general rule, mere respect for another's
judgment or trust in this character is usually not
31

Complaint at page 14.
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sufficient to establish such a relationship. The facts
and circumstances must indicate that the one
reposing the trust has foundation for his belief that
the one giving advice or presenting arguments is
acting not in his own behalf, but in the interests of
the other party.
121 Idaho 266, 278, 824 P.2d 841, 853 (1991) (emphasis in
original) (quoting Burwell v. SC Nat'! Bank, 288 S.C. 34, 340
S.E.2d 786, 790 (1986)). Such a relationship does not exist when
parties are dealing with one another at "arm's length": "Idaho law
establishes that no fiduciary duty ordinarily arises between parties
to an arm's length transaction."
High Valley Concrete, LLC v. Sargent, 149 Idaho 423, 234 P.3d 747 (2010) (citations omitted).
Thus, even in the context of a written business transaction, unless something more is present
beyond arm's length to allow one party to repose special trust and confident in the other party, no
fiduciary relationship exists.
As this Court found in its Order, "Plaintiffs have failed to allege a valid contractual
relationship between Plaintiffs and TitleOne."32 In conjunction with this Motion for Summary
Judgment, the Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion for
Summary Judgment has been submitted, putting into the record evidence that there is no such
oral or written contract regarding the EEF Deed of Trust, and that TitleOne was never the named
trustee under the EEF Deed of Trust, but instead acted as a title agent to make a "forced
reconveyance." Thus, the sole relationship between these parties is one imposed by statute, i.e.
TitleOne acting to do a forced reconveyance. 33 TitleOne was not contractually obligated to
reconvey the Property, and indeed the allegations of the Complaint are such that the Plaintiff did
not even learn TitleOne had acted on the reconveyance allegedly until some time after the
reconveyance occurred. 34

The language of the statutory scheme is clear as to the liability

Memorandum Decision and Order at page 11.
As allowed by Idaho Code§ 45-1201, et seq. See McFaddan SJ Aff., generally.
34 See Complaint at page 6, para. 27 (indicating Plaintiff learned of reconveyance in April of 2013 and
general absence of any allegation that Plaintiff had any agreement with TitleOne ). See also, McFaddan SJ Aff.
32
33
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imposed, see Idaho Code § 45-1205, and does not impose any such additional claimed duty to
serve as fiduciary to Plaintiff upon these circumstances. Accordingly, Count X for breach of
fiduciary duty should be dismissed and summary judgment granted in TitleOne's favor.
E.

COUNT IX- TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE

In Count IX of their Complaint, EEF alleges as follows:
91.
Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should
have known of, (i) the economic relationship between Plaintiff and
Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic
benefit to the Plaintiff, [and] (ii) knowledge of the existence
Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property and Plaintiffs rights and
remedies regarding the same.
92.
Defendants took specific intentional actions which
disrupted Plaintiffs economic relationship, rights, and remedies
regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and
actually disrupted the economic relationship.
93.
Had the Plaintiff been aware of Defendants
intentions, Plaintiff would have asserted its rights as a secured lien
holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed
on the Property. 35
The tort of tortious interference with prospective economic advantage is rooted in the
notion that
[a]n individual has a general duty not to interfere in the business
affairs of another. Tortious interference is any intentional invasion
of, or interference with, property rights, causing injury without just
cause or excuse. A tort occurs when a person, without a
privilege to do so, induces or otherwise purposefully causes a
third person not to enter into or continue a business
relationship with another, or not to perform a contract with
another. The right is premised on the policy that any person
who interferes with the interests of another should be liable for
any resulting injury.
Am.Jur.2d Interference§ 1 (emphasis in bold added).

35

Complaint ,r,r 91-93.
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To state a claim for tortious interference with a prospective economic advantage, EEF has
the burden of proving the following five elements: (1) existence of a valid economic expectancy,
(2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference
inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) interference was wrongful by some measure beyond
the fact of the interference itself, that is, that the defendant interfered for an improper purpose or
improper means, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted.
Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 191 P .3d 205 (2008).

To maintain a cause of action for intentional interference, EEF must show, inter alia, that
the actions complained of were intentional. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "the
plaintiff may show that the interference 'with the other's prospective contractual relation is
intentional if the actor desires to bring it about or if he knows that the interference is certain or
substantially certain to occur as a result of his action."' Highland Enter., Inc. v. Barker, 133
Idaho 330, 340, 986 P.2d 996, 1006 (1999). The Idaho Supreme Court has further held that
"[i]ntent can be shown even if the interference is incidental to the actor's intended purpose and
desire 'but known to him to be a necessary consequence of his action"' because "[w]hat
motivates a person to act seldom is susceptible of direct proof," culpable intent may be inferred
from conduct substantially certain to interfere with the prospective economic relationship. Id.
In applying these rules, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that the intentional element of
this tort was satisfied where an environmental group engaged in a protest of road building and
timber harvesting by, inter alia, burying people in the road and chaining people to equipment.
Id. at 335, 986 P.2d at 1001. There, the court noted that while the group only intended to harm

the forest service and preserve the area, a necessary consequence of their actions was that those
constructing the roads would suffer financially. Id. at 340-41, 986 P .2d at 1006-07. On that
basis, the court held that the intentional element of this tort was satisfied. Id.
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In 2013, the Idaho Supreme Court again specifically addressed the intent element of this

tort in Bank of Commerce v. Jefferson Enterprises, LLC, 154 Idaho 824, 303 P.3d 183 (2013).
There, a borrower alleged that a lender for a development project tortiously interfered with the
borrower's contract with a prior lender by requiring that the borrower pay off the borrower's
prior lender as a condition to the loan transaction so that the lender would have a first position
security interest in the underlying real property. Id. at 827, 303 P.3d at 186. The court rejected
this argument, finding that the lender's requirement that the borrower pay off the existing
indebtedness did not establish that the bank intended to interfere with the borrower's relationship
with his prior lender. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that the alleged interference
"was not an act of sabotage or mischief as in Highland . ... Id. at 833, 303 P.3d at 192. The
court further noted that there was "no indication that either the bank has some nefarious intent to
cause injury to Jefferson [the plaintiff] or to cause its project to fail .... Jefferson has proposed
no motive on the part of the Bank for wishing to cause Jefferson's project to fail .... " Id.
Further, according the Second Restatement of Torts:
[I]n determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally
interfering with a contract or a prospective contractual relation of
another is improper or not, consideration is to be given to the
following factors: Nature of the actor's conduct; Actor's motive;
Interests of the other with which the actor's conduct interferes;
Interests sought to be advanced by the actor; . . . [and] Relations
between the parties.
See Am.Jur.2d Interference § 3 (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts § 767).

In the instant case, TitleOne' s act of signing the Reconveyance was not an act of sabotage
or mischief otherwise done with any ulterior motive to harm EEF. As set forth in the Affidavit
of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion for Summary Judgment,
TitleOne signed the Reconveyance at the request of PCD because it believed, based on PCD's
request, that the EEF Deed of Trust was to be reconveyed.
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Reconveyance with the intent of conferring a benefit on itself or any of the other named
Defendants or with the intent of depriving EEF of any alleged prospective economic advantage.
Because TitleOne did not have any nefarious intent to harm EEF, Plaintiffs claim for tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage should be dismissed.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court grant TitleOne's
Motion to for Summary Judgment on all counts of EEF's First Amended Complaint, or at the
very least, that the Lis Pendens be quashed.
DATED this 2nd day of January, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

'flffunasE. Dvorak
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, aka
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC BANK (fka
RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North
Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC (an Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation), GALIANO
LLC (an Idaho limited liability company),
EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, and John
Does 111-X, unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON
MCFADDAN IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO )

: ss.
County of Ada.

)

I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am in-house counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"). I am an

attorney and a licensed member of the Bars of the states of Idaho and of Oregon. I have been
AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERON MCFADDAN IN SUPPORT OF
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employed in this capacity or in other capacities by TitleOne continuously since 2006. I make
this affidavit based on my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief. I
also base this affidavit upon information contained within the business records of TitleOne
which have been prepared in the ordinary course of its business, as well as, in certain instances,
the absence of any record of the matter within the records of TitleOne.
2.

A true and correct copy of that certain Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and

Fixture Filing and Assignment of Leases and Rents executed by Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company ("Galiano"), as grantor, in favor of RBC Centura Bank ("RBC"), as
beneficiary, which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho on November
17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181858 is attached hereto as Exhibit A (the "RBC Deed of
Trust").
3.

A true and correct copy of that certain Subordination Agreement executed by

Galiano, RBC, and Plaintiff, which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County,
Idaho on November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181860 is attached hereto as Exhibit B (the
"Subordination Agreement").
4.

On or about January 25, 2010, TitleOne received a document entitled

"Reconveyance of Deed of Trust" from its third-party service provider, Post-Closing
Department, Inc., a Nevada Corporation ("PCD").
5.

In 2009, TitleOne had entered into a service agreement with PCD, under which

PCD agreed to provide services to facilitate the mortgage/deed of trust reconveyance process.
Pursuant to that service agreement, PCD agreed to prepare all documents and reports and provide
all other services necessary to effect reconveyances in compliance with the Idaho statutory
reconveyance requirements,

including,

provides all

notices thereunder,

tracking the

reconveyance process, and recording the reconveyances.
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6.

At the time TitlcOne received the Reconveyance of Deed of Trust from PCD for

the Property, TitleOne, pursuant to PCD's instructions, signed the Reconveyance and returned it
to PCD. I am familiar with Heidi Emery's signature, that is in fact her signature upon the
Reconveyance, and she was an authorized signer for TitleOne on reconveyances such as this at
that time. PCD, in tum, caused the Reconveyance to be recorded in the real property records of
Ada County, Idaho on February 11, 2010, as Instrument No. 110012858. A true and correct
copy of the recorded Reconveyance is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
7.

In executing this Reconveyance, TitleOne was not the actual trustee under the

deed of trust referred to in the Reconveyance and was acting pursuant to Idaho Code Section 451201, et. seq., and more specifically, doing what is referred to commonly as a "forced
reconveyance" pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-1202 second sentence, which authorizes a title
agent who is not then named as trustee under a trust deed to provide a reconveyance. TitleOnc
was not ever named as a trustee under the Deed of Trust referred to in the Reconveyance.
8.

I am not aware of any escrow instmctions or other written or oral agreement

between TitleOne and Plaintiff for TitleOnc to serve as trustee or in any other capacity for
Plaintiff in connection with the deed of trust described in the Reconveyance and have reviewed
the records ofTitleOne looking for the same and have found no evidence of the same.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Cameron McFaddan
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 2

'1 L
':__

1'"5-6959

F,omc Came,on NtcFaddon Team

day of January, 2014.

Residing at:
RESIDING; BOISE. ID
COMM!SSleH EXPtAES: 11 fo!S ti-My commission expires: _________

I

I
I
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RECORDED-REQUEST OF

Alliance ntle

106181858

(Space above this line is reserved for use by the County Recorder's Office)

DEED OF TRUST, SECURITY AGREEMENT
AND FIXTURE FILING
AND ASSIGNMENT OF LEASES AND RENTS
Lender
Address

RBC CENTURA BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation
l JOI l Richmond Ave., Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042

Grantor

GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
1883 North Wildwood A venue
Boise, Idaho 83713

Trustee

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP
7941 West Rifleman
Boise, Idaho 83704

J.
Grant Grantor hereby grants, assigns and conveys to Trustee, identified
above, in trust for Lender, identified above, and with the power of sale, the real property
described in the Legal Description set forth on EXHIBIT ''A" incorporated herein and is
either located within an incorporated city or village at the date hereof, or contains not
more than forty (40) acres, together with all future and present buildings, structures and
other improvements and fixtures, privileges, hereditaments, and appurtenances, leases,
licenses and other agreements, rents, issues and profits, water, well, ditch, reservoir and
mineral rights and stock, and standing timber and crops pertaining to the real property
(cumulatively "Property").

2.
Obligations This Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing
and Assignment of Leases and Rents (..Deed of Trust") shall secure the payment and
perfonnance of all present and future indebtedness, liabilities, obligations and covenants
of Borrower or Grantor (cumulatively "Obligations") to Lender pursuant to
(a)

this Deed of Trust,

Pagel of 15
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(b)
that certain Note {herein the "A&D Note'') wherein the Grantor, as
Borrower promises to pay to the order of Lender the principal sum of $3,4 I 3,300.00,
together with interest thereon. The maturity date of the A&D Note, if not sooner paid,
is as more fully provided in the A&D Note, as amended from time to time, which, as
of the date of this Deed of Trust is November
2008.

ff,

(c)
that certain Note (Letter of Credit) (herein the "LOC Note")
wherein the Grantor, as Borrower promises to pay to the order of Lender the principal
sum of $2,650,000.00, together with interest thereon. The maturity date of the LOC
Note, if not sooner paid, is as more fully provided in the LOC Note, as amended
from time to time, which, as of the date of this Deed of Trust is November 17, 2007.
The terms "A&D Note" and "LOC Note" shall collectively herein be termed the "Note."
(d}
That certain Loan Agreement dated November 17, 2006, between
the Borrower and the Lender and each of the Loan Documents, as defined therein.
(e)
All
amendments,
extensions,
replacements or substitutions to any of the foregoing.

renewals,

modifications,

3.
Future Advances and Expenses This Deed of Trust shall secure not only
existing indebtedness, but also such future advances, whether such advances are
obligatory or made at the option of Lender or otherwise, to the same extent as if such
future advances were made on the date of the execution of this Deed of Trust, but such
secured indebtedness shall not exceed at any time the maximum principal amount of
$6,063,300.00, plus interest thereon, and any disbursements made for the payment of
taxes, levies or insurance on the Property, or any other properties in which Grantor has
given Lender a security interest. Any such future advances, whether obligatory or made
at the option of Lender or otherwise, may be made either prior to or after the due dates of
the promissory notes or any other agreements secured by or described in this Deed of
Trust. All covenants and agreements contained in this Deed of Trust shall be applicable
to all future advances made by Lender to Grantor under this future advance clause.
4.
Compliance with Laws, Ordinances and Agreements. Grantor represents,
warrants and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Grantor is in compliance in aJl respects with all applicable federal,
state and local laws and regulations, including, without limitation, those relating to
"Hazardous Materials," as defined herein, and other environmental matters (the
"Environmental Laws"), and neither the federal government nor any other government or
quasi-governmental entity has filed a lien on the Property, nor are there any
governmental, judicial or administrative actions with respect to environmental matters
pending, or to the best of the Grantor's knowledge, threatened, which involve the
Property. Neither Grantor nor, to the best of Grantor's knowledge, any other party has
used, generated, released, discharged, stored, or disposed, of any "Hazardous Materials,"
as defined herein, in, on, over, under or in connection with the Property or transported
any Hazardous Materials to or from the Property. Grantor shall not commit or permit
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such actions to be taken in the future. The tenn "Hazardous Materials," shall mean any
hazardous waste, toxic substance or waste which is or becomes regulated by any
governmental authority including, but not limited to, (i) petroleum, (ii) asbestos, (iii)
polychlorinated biphenyls, (iv) those substances, materials or wastes designated as a
"hazardous substance" pursuant to Section 311 of the Clean Water Act or listed pursuant
to Section 307 of the Clean Water or any amendments or replacements to these statutes,
(v) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to
Section I 004 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act or any amendments or
replacements to that statute, (vi) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a
"hazardous substance' pursuant to Section IOI of the comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act, or any amendments or replacements to that
statute, rule, regulation or ordinance. Gran tor shall not lease or pennit the sublease of the
Property to a tenant, whose operations may result in contamination of the Property with
Hazardous Materials or toxic substances,
(b)
Grantor has the right and is duly authorized to execute and perform
the Obligations under this Deed of Trust and these actions do not and shall not conflict
with the provisions of any statute, regulation, ordinance, and rule oflaw, contract or other
agreement which may be binding on Grantor at any time
(c)
No action or proceeding is or shaJI be pending or threatened which
might materially affect the Property,

(d)
Grantor has not violated and shall not violate any statute,
regulation, ordinance, rule of law, contract or other agreement which might materially
affect the Property (including, but not limited to, those governing Hazardous Materials),
or the Americans with Disability Act of I 990, or Lender's rights or interest in the
Property pursuant to this Deed of Trust.

The Property and improvements do, and shall at all times, comply
(e)
with the applicable zoning ordinance, and all applicable land use permits and approvals.

5.

Title and Defense of Title. Grantor represents, warrants and covenants to Lender

that
(a)
Grantor is the absolute legal and equitable owner of, and has good
and marketable title to, the Property, free of all liens, claims, security interests,
encumbrances, easements or restrictions whatsoever. Grantor has full power and
authority to grant, bargain, sell, and convey the Property in the manner and form herein
done or intended hereafter to be done. This Deed of Trust is and shall remain a valid and
enforceable first mortgage lien on the Property and any improvements. Grantor and its
successor and assigns shall warrant and defend such title forever against all claims and
shall promptly perform all of the obligations to be performed hereunder.
(b)
Without limiting Grantor's obligations pursuant to any other
agreement executed in favor of Lender, Grantor shall pay, when due, all obligations,
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lawful claims or demands of any person which, if unpaid, might result in, or pennit the
creation of. a lien or encumbrance on the Property or any portion thereof, whether such
lien would be senior or subordinate hereto, including without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, all claims of mechanics, materialmen, laborers and others for work or labor
performed or materials or supplies furnished or rented in connection with any work,
alteration, improvement of or construction upon the Property.

il

!

(c)
Grantor shall not have the right to place liens and encumbrances on
the Property whether or not the same are subordinate to the lien of this Deed of Trust.

6.

Transfeg. of the Property or BenefUi!I :Jatiiirests in Orantgg ,#BbrmWm-

A sale, conveyance, lease, contract for deed or transfer to any person without the prior

written approval of Lender of all or any part of the Property described in the Legal
Description above, or any interest therein, or of all or any beneficial interest in Grantor,
shall be a default under this Deed of Trust and Lender may invoke any remedies
permitted by the promissory note or other agreement or by this Deed of Trust, unless
otherwise prohibited by federal law. At Lender's request, Grantor shall furnish a
complete statement setting forth all of its stockholders or partners, as appropriate, and the
extent of their cespective stock ownership OT partnership interests.
7.
Assignment of Rents.
To the extent not inconsistent with other
assignments to Lender, Grantor hereby assigns to Lender the rents under each tenancy of
the Property as security for the payment of the Obligations and grants to Lender the right
to collect such rents and to apply the same to the Obligations. This right shall continue
until the Obligations are paid in full provided that Lender waives the enforcement of this
right until an event of default occurs. Grantor agrees to timely perform all of Grantor's
obligations on all such tenancies. Grantor agrees that it will not assign or conditionally
assign any of the rents or profits from the Property. Grantor agrees that all tenancies and
renewals thereof entered into in the future shall be subject to the approval of Lender.

.J

l
8.
Payment and Performance of Obligations. Grantor warrants, covenants
and agrees as follows:

i.

(a)
Payment of Obligations. Grantor shall cause to be paid, and
perform as and when due, all of the Obligations without set off and without prior notice
or demand.

(b)
Payment of Taxes.
Grantor shall pay when due, and before
delinquency, all Taxes (as defined below) with respect to the Property. Grantor shall
have the right to pay any Taxes in installments pursuant to and subject to any statute or
ordinance allowing such method of payment. Upon demand, Grantor shall provide
Lender with evidence, satisfactory to Lender of all such payments. "Taxes" shall mean
and include, without limitation, all personal and real property taxes and assessments, both
general and special, and all other taxes or impositions, whether public or private, of any
kind and nature, levied, assessed or imposed upon the Property or any portion thereof.
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(c)
Maintenance Repair. Grantor shall, at Grantor's sole cost and
expense, take all actions and make any repairs needed to maintain the Property in good
condition, including, but not limited to, any remedial action required pursuant to any
Environmental Law, ordinance, rule, regulation or government action. Grantor shall not
commit or pennit any waste to be committed with respect to the Property. Grantor shall
use the Property solely in compliance with applicable law and insurance policies.
Grantor shall not make any alternations, additions or improvements to the Property
without Lender's prior written consent. Without limiting the foregoing, all alterations,
additions and improvements made to the Property shall be subject to the beneficial
interest belonging to Lender, shall not be removed without Lender's prior written
consent, and shall be made at Grantor's sole expense.
9.
Obligation to Insure. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep
in force, at its own cost and expense, the following policies of insurance and such other
insurance as Lender may require from time to time.
All Risks. If there are now or hereafter buildings or other
(a)
structures on the Property, insurance against loss or damage to the Property (together
with the improvements and the personal property) by fire and any and all of the risks
covered by insurance of the type known as of the date hereof as "fire and extended
coverage". During the course of construction of any improvements the policy or
endorsement shall be "builders risk" physical hazard insurance of the type known as of
the date hereof as "fire and extended coverage". Such policies shall be in an amount not
less than one hundred percent (100 %) of the full replacement cost of the improvements
and personal property, as determined from time to time by Lender, without deduction for
depreciation. The amount of deductible from the loss payable for any casualty shall not
exceed one thousand ($1,000.00) dollars for any casualty and such deductible shall be the
obligation of Grantor. Such policy of insurance shall contain (a) the ..replacement cost
endorsement", (b) a loss payable endorsement in favor of Lender in a form reasonably
acceptable to Lender, and (c) an endorsement waving any breach of warranty by Grantor.
(b)
Public Liability. Comprehensive public liability insurance, on an
..occurrence basis" insuring against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage
occurring in, on or about the Property and adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways
arising out of or in any way connected with the use, occupancy, possession, ownership or
condition (whether or not now existing) of the same. The limits of such coverage shall be
no less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. Such policy shall insure performance of
Grantor's indemnity obligations hereunder and shall name Lender as an additional
insured, providing coverage for Lender regardless of whether the asserted claim is also
asserted against Grantor.
{c)
Other. All other policies or types of insurance that may be
required by the Lender pursuant to any of the Loan Documents.
Condemnation. Orantor shall immediately provide Lender with written
I 0.
notice of any actual or threatened condemnation or eminent domain proceeding

I
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pertaining to the Property. All monies payable to Grantor from such condemnation or
taking are hereby assigned to Lender and shall be applied first to the payment of Lender's
attorneys' fees, legal expenses and other costs (including appraisal fees) in connection
with the condemnation or eminent domain proceedings and then, at the option of Lender,
to the payment of the Obligations or the restoration or repair of the Property.
!

11.
Construction. In connection with the construction of the improvements on
the Property, Grantor warrants and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Unless otherwise agreed by Lender in writing, Grantor shaJI
commence construction of the improvements within thirty (30) days following the earlier
of the date of execution of the Loan Documents or the date of recording of the Deed of
Trust and thereafter to diligently pursue such construction to completion or, at the sole
option of Lender, Lender may declare a default and accelerate the balance due under the
Note. Grantor shall cause the improvements on the Property to be constructed with
diligence and continuity in accordance with the plans and specifications, provided by the
Grantor and reviewed and accepted by Lender ("Plans").
(b)
No materials, equipment, or fixtures, incorporated by Grantor in
the construction of the improvements sha11 be purchased or installed under any security
agreement, conditional sales contract, or other arrangement wherein the seller reserves or
purports to reserve title or any interest in such items or the right to remove or repossess
such items or to consider them personal property after their incorporation in the Property,
unless previously authorized by Lender in writing.
(c)
Lender, through its officers, agents, or employees, shall, at all
reasonable times during construction, upon reasonable prior notice to Grantor, have the
right of entry and free access to the Property and the right to inspect the work of
construction and to examine (and to make extracts therefrom or copies thereof) the plans
and specifications and all detailed plans and shop drawings which are or may be kept at
the construction site, and all books, records, contracts, accounting data, and other
documents of Grantor. The right to inspect the work of construction or any books and
records shall be for the purpose of protecting the security of Lender and shall not impose
upon Lender any duty to supervise or inspect the work of construction or the books and
records. A failure to inspect the work shall not constitute a waiver of any of Lender's
rights hereunder, and inspection not fo1lowed by a notice of default shall not constitute a
waiver of any default then existing, nor shal1 it constitute a representation that there has
been or will be compliance with the Plans or that the construction is free from defective
materials or workmanship.
(d)
Grantor agrees that the improvements shall be constructed strictly
in accordance with all applicable government requirements. Grantor further agrees that
said improvements shall be constructed entirely on the Property and will not encroach
upon any easement, right of way, or land of others, and that the improvements when
erected shall be wholly within the building restriction lines, however established, and will
not violate any governmental requirements or rights of other.
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(e)
Borrower shall coordinate the construction and see that all work
and materials shall be in accordance with good building practices and in conformity with
all governmental requirements and in strict accordance with the Plans. If any one of the
work, in the opinion of Lender is not being done in accordance with the Plans, or it is
otherwise unsatisfactory, Lender shall have the right to stop said work and order its
replacement or correction, whether or not said unsatisfactory work has theretofore been
incorporated in the improvements, and shall be entitled, in addition to all other remedies
Lender may have, to withhold all further disbursements until said unsatisfactory work has
been corrected.
(f)
Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances, regulations,
easement agreements, covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Property or the
operation thereof. Grantor shall not cause, permit nor suffer any violation of any of the
foregoing and shall pay all fees or charges of any kind in connection therewith.

12.
Indemnification. Lender shall not assume or be responsible for the
performance of any of Grantor's obligations with respect to the Property under any
circumstances. Grantor shall immediately provide Lender with written notice of and
indemnify and hold Lender harmless from all claims. damages, liabilities (including, but
not limited to, those involving Hazardous Materials). Grantor, upon the request of
Lender, shall hire legal counsel to defend Lender for such claims, and pay the attorneys'
fees, legal expenses (to the extent permitted by applicable law) and other costs incurred
in connection therewith. In the alternative, Lender shall be entitled to employ its own
legal counsel to defend such claims at Grantor's costs. Grantor's obligation to indemnify
Lender under this paragraph shall survive the termination, reconveyance or foreclosure of
this Deed of Trust.
13.
Advances. If Grantor shall fail to perform any of the covenants contained
herein, in the Note and/or in any document evidencing or securing any of the Obligations,
Lender may, but without obligation to do so, make advances to perform same in its
behalf, and all sums so advanced shall be secured by this Deed of Trust. Grantor shall
repay on demand all sums so advanced in its behalf with interest at the rate of eighteen
percent (18%) per annum ("Advance Rate") from the date of expenditure until the date
repaid. Nothing herein contained shall prevent any such failure to perform on the part of
Grantor from constituting an event of default and no exercise by Lender of any right
hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such event of default.
14.
Additional Security Agreement Provisions. Granter hereby grants to
Lender a security interest in the personal property and any other portion of the Property
which is deemed to be personal property (..Personal Property"). In addition to the
warranties, covenants and agreements contained elsewhere herein which also apply to the
Personal Property, Granter warrants, and covenants and agrees as follows:
(a)
Grantor shall not voluntarily, involuntarily or by operation of law
seJI, assign, encumber, transfer, lease, grant a security interest in, or otherwise dispose of
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any portion of the Personal Property or any interest therein and shall not otherwise do or
permit anything to be done or occur that may impair the same as security hereunder.
Grantor shall not purchase any Personal Property nor incorporate any Personal Property
into the Property which is subject to a security interest in favor of the seller thereof or any
third party.
(b)
The Personal Property shall not be removed from the Property
without the prior written consent of Lender.
(c)
Grantor shall, upon request, execute and deliver such financing
statements and other documents and agreements as Lender may request to perfect and
continue Lender's security interest in the Personal Property. A carbon, photographic, or
other reproduction of this Deed of Trust may be filled and suffice as a financing
statement.
15.
Inspections. Lender, and its agents, representations and workmen, are
authorized, but not obligated, to enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the
Property for the purpose of inspecting the same, and for the purpose of performing any of
the acts it or Grantor is authorized to perform under the terms of this Deed of Trust or any
other document evidencing and/or securing any of the Obligations.
Default. Grantor shall be in default under this Deed of Trust in the event
16.
that Grantor or any guarantor of any Obligation:
(a)

fails to pay any Obligation to Lender, when due,

(b)
fails to perform any Obligation or breaches any warranty or
covenant to Lender contained in this Deed of Trust or any other present or future, written
or oral, agreement,
(c)

allows the Property to be damaged or destroyed in any material

respect,
(d)
seeks to revoke, terminate or otherwise limit its liability under any
debt instrument or guaranty to Lender,

(e)
becomes insolvent, makes an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, files a petition under the federal bankruptcy laws, has an involuntary petition in
bankruptcy filed in which Grantor or any guarantor is named or has property taken under
any writ or process of court,

(f)
Grantor abandons the Property prior to completion of the
improvements thereon, or ceases work thereon for a period of more than thirty (30)
calendar days.
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(g)
causes Lender to deem itself insecure due to a significant decline
in the value of the Property
17.
Rights of Lender on Default. If there is a default under this Deed of Trust,
Lender shall be entitled (except as required by law) to exercise one or more of the
following remedies without notice or demand (except as required by law):

(a)

to declare the obligations immediately due and payable in full,

(b)
to require Grantor to deliver and make available to Lender any
Personal Property at a place reasonably convenient to Grantor and Lender,
(c)
to collect all of the rents, issues and profits of the Property from
the date of default and thereafter,
(d)
to take immediate possession, management and control of the
Property from the date of default and thereafter,
(e)
to complete any construction in progress and in that connection
pay bills, borrow funds, employ contractors and make any changes in Plans as it deems
appropriate,
(f)
to apply for and obtain the appointment of a receiver for the
Property without regard to Grantor's financial condition or solvency, the adequacy of the
Property to secure the payment and performance of the Obligations, or the existence of
waste to the Property,
(g)

to foreclose this Deed of Trust,

to execute or cause Trustee to execute a written notice of default
and of its election to cause to be sold the herein described Property to satisfy the
Obligations hereof, and shall cause such notice to be recorded in the office of the record
of each county wherein said Property or some part thereof as situated. Notice of sale
having been given as then required by law, and not less than the time then required by
law having elapsed, Trustee, without demand on Grantor, shall sell said Property at the
time and place fixed by it in said notice of sale, either as a whole or in separate parcels
and in such order as it may determine, at pubJic auction to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States, payable at time of sale. Trustee shall deliver to the
purchaser its deed conveying the Property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty
express or implied. The recitals in such deed of any matters or facts shall be conclusive
proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Gran tor, Trustee or Lender may
purchase at such sale,
(h)

(i)
to set-off Grantor's Obligations against any amounts owed Grantor
by Lender including, but not limited to, monies, instruments, and deposit accounts
maintained with Lender, and
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G)
to exercise all other rights available to Lender under any other
written agreement or applicable law.
18.
Uniform Commercial Code. Lender shall also have all of the remedies of
a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code of the State of Idaho and any other
applicable law. To the extent pennitted by law, Grantor expressly waives any notice of
sale or other disposition and any other right or remedy of Lender existing after an event
of default hereunder, and to the extent any such notice is required and cannot be waived,
Grantor agrees that as it relates to this paragraph only if such notice is marked, postage
prepaid, to Grantor at the above address at least five (5) days before the time of the sale
or disposition, such notice shall be deemed reasonable and shall fully satisfy any
requirement for giving of said notice.
19.
Remedies Not Exclusive. No remedy granted herein is intended to be
exclusive of any other remedy provided herein or in law or equity, but each shall be
cumulative. Each such remedy may be exercised singly, collectively or seriatim, and as
often as may be deemed expedient by Trustee or Lender. If there exists additional
security for the performance of the obligations secured hereby, Lender, at its sole option
and without limiting or affecting any rights or remedies hereunder, may exercise any of
the rights and remedies to which it may be entitled hereunder either concurrently with
whatever other rights it may have in connection with such other security or in such order
as it may determine.
20.
Application of Foreclosure Proceeds. After deducting all costs, fees and
expenses of Trustee and of this Trust, including costs of evidence of title and reasonable
counsel fees in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment
of all sums expended under the tenns hereof, not then repaid, with accrued interest at the
highest lawful rate permissible under Idaho law, all other sums then secured hereby, and
the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
21.
Power of Attorney. Grantor hereby appoints Lender as its attorney-in-fact
to endorse Grantor's name on all instruments and other documents pertaining to the
Obligations or indebtedness. In addition, Lender shall be entitled, but not required, to
perform any action or execute any document required to be taken or executed by Grantor
under this Deed of Trust. Lender's performance of such action or execution of such
documents shall not relieve Grantor from any Obligation or cure any default under this
Deed of Trust. The powers of attorney described in this Deed of Trust are coupled with
an interest and are irrevocable.
22.
Subrogation of Lender. Lender shall be subrogated to the rights of the
holder of any previous lien, security interest or encumbrance discharged with funds
advanced by Lender regardless of whether these liens, security interests or other
encumbrances have been released of record.
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23.
Collection Costs. Grantor agrees to pay to Lender, to the extent permitted
by law, all costs and expenses incurred in collecting any amount due or enforcing any
right or remedy under this Deed of Trust, including reasonable attorneys fees (including
representation in any bankruptcy proceedings), and collection costs.
24.
Modification and Waiver. The modification or waiver of any of Grantor's
Obligations or Lender's rights under this Deed of Trust must be contained in a writing
signed by Lender. Lender may perform any of Grantor's Obligations, delay or fail to
exercise any of its rights or accept payments from Grantor or anyone other than Grantor
without causing a waiver of those Obligations or rights. A waiver on one occasion shall
not constitute a waiver on any other occasion. Grantor's Obligations under this Deed of
Trust shall not be affected if Lender amends, compromises, exchanges, fails to exercise,
impairs or releases any of the Obligations belonging to any Grantor or third party or any
of its rights against any Grantor of third party or any of the Property.
25.
Successors and Assigns. This Deed of Trust shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of Grantor and Lender and their respective successors, assigns,
trustees, receivers, administrators, personal representatives, legatees and devises.
Notwithstanding any other provision of the Deed of Trust, Lender shall have the absolute
right to assign any or aJI of its rights to any party whatsoever.
26.
Time. Grantor agrees that time is of the essence hereof in connection with
all of Grantor's Obligations.
27.
Substitution of Trustee. From time to time, by a writing signed and
acknowledged by Lender and filed for record in the Office of the Recorder of the County
in which the Property is situated, Lender may appoint another trustee to act in the place
and stead of Trustee or any successor.
28.
Notices. Any notice or other communication to be provided under this
Deed of Trust shall be in writing and sent to the parties at the addresses described in this
Deed of Trust or such other address as the parties may designate in writing from time to
time. Any such notice so given and sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, shall be
deemed given three (3) days after such notice is sent and, in the case of any other means
of delivery, such notice shall be deemed given when received by the person to whom
such notice is being given.
29.
Severability. If any provision of this Deed of Trust violates the law or is
unenforceable, the rest of the Deed of Trust shall continue to be valid and enforceable.
30.
Miscellaneous. Grantor waives presentment, demand for payment, notice
of dishonor and protest except as required by law. All references to Grantor in this Deed
of Trust shall include all persons signing below. If there is more than one Granter, their
obligations shall be joint and several. This Deed of Trust and any related documents
represent the complete integrated understanding between Grantor and Lender pertaining
to the terms and conditions of those documents.
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Additional Terms._Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-50(5), a promise or
commitment to lend money or to grant or extend credit in an original principal amount of
$50,000 or more must be in a signed writing or the agreement is invalid
32.
AML Covenants, Representations and Warranties. Grantor
represents
and warrants to Lender as follows, and acknowledges that such representations and
warranties shall be continuing representations and warranties from Grantor to Lender:
Grantor is and shall remain in compliance with the Trading with the
Enemy Act, as amended, and each of the foreign assets control regulations of the
United States Treasury Department (31 CFR, Subtitle B, Chapter V, as amended)
and any other enabling legislation, regulations or executive orders relating thereto,
and the Uniting and Strengthening America By Providing Appropriate Tools
Required To Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA Patriot Act of 2001 ), as
amended, and any other enabling legislation, regulations or executive orders
relating thereto;
(i)

(ii)
Grantor is and shall remain in compliance with 31 U.S.C., Section 5313, as
amended, 31 C.F .R. Section 103.22, as amended, and any similar laws or
regulations involving currency transaction reports or disclosures relating to
transactions in currency of more than $10,000.00. or of more than any other
minimum amount specified by any laws or regulations; and
Grantor (I) is not a person whose property or interest in property is blocked
or subject to blocking pursuant to Section 1 of Executive Order 13224 of
September 23, 2001 Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions With Persons
Who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism (66 Fed. Reg. 49079
(2001)), (2) does not engage in any dealings or transactions prohibited by Section 2
of such executive order, or is otherwise associated with any such person in any
manner violative of Section 2, or (3) is not a person on the list of Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons or subject to the limitations or
prohibitions under any other U.S. Department of Treasury's Office of Foreign
Assets Control regulation or executive order.
(iii)

(iv)
Grantor additionally covenants and agrees with Lender that no part of any
Joan proceeds or advances evidenced by or referenced in this Note, and no part of
any other amounts or sums derived from any property which secures repayment of
such loan proceeds or advances, including, without limitation, any accounts,
payment intangibles, money, rents. issues or profits, will be used, directly or
indirectly, for any payments to any governmental official or employee, political
party, official of a political party, candidate for political office, or anyone else
acting in an official capacity, in order to obtain, retain or direct business or obtain
any improper advantage, in violation of the United States Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act of 1977, as amended.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor acknow]edges that Grantor has read,
understands, and agrees to the terms and conditions of this Deed of Trust this I ih day of
November, 2006.

GALIANO, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company

GRANTOR;

By:'9!~~
Edward J. M a s ~

THE STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF

frQ(\
),~

On this l(v'
day of November, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for said State, personally appeared Edward J. Mason, known and identified
to me to be the Manager of GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and
that (s)he executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of the limited liability company
.
and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company exe.cu,ted···Ahe same..
IT WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set me hl'Uld
seal the day and year in this certificate first abov written.

·

d affi~ed my,official
·

[SEAL]

My commission expires:

!f52!o5J
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EXHIBIT "A"
LEGAL DESCRIPTlON
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVAHRO
BOISE IDAHO 11/17/06 04:51 PM
DEPUTY Vic~ Allen
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
Alliante Tille

AMOUNT 45.00

15

I II
Ill \lfiDll\1111\lllllllll\1111111
106181860

RECORDED AT TI1E REQUEST OF
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

RBC Centura Bank
I IO 11 Richmond Avenue, Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042

SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT
NOTICE:

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT RESULTS IN YOUR SECURITY INTEREST IN TI-IE
PROPERlY BECOMING SUBJECT TO AND OF LOWER PRIORllY IBAN IBE LIEN OF
SOME OTHER OR LATER SECURllY INSTRUMENT.

16

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made as of November ll 2006, by EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limi1ed liabili1y company (..Subordinare Lender") in favor of RBC CENTURA
BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation ("Senior Lender"), wilh reference to the following fact<..

RECITALS
GALIANO, LLC, a an Idaho limited liability company ("Borrower'') is the owner of certain real property and
all improvements now or hereafter located or construcled thereon (collectively, lhe "Property"), which is more
particularly described in Exhibit A anached hereto and incorporaled by this reference.
Pursuant to that certain Loan Agreement (..Senior Loan Agreement") dated November 17, 2006, relating to
loans from Lender to Borrower in the aggregate principal sum of $6,063,300.00, of even date herewith relaling lo an
acquisition and development loan in the amount of $3,413,300.00 and a leltcr of credit line of credit loan in the amount
of $2,650,000.00 (collectively, the "Senior Loans"). All or substantially all of the proceed,; of the Senior Loan.<. are 10
be used in connection wilh acquisition, development, construction, ownership, improvement and sale of the property
described on Exhibit A artached hereto (the " ~ " ) . The Senior Loans arc evidenced by, among other things, the
Senior Loan Agreement and the Notes referred to therein, and are secured by, among other things, a Deed of Trust,
Security Agreement and Fixture Filing and Assignment of Leases and Rents (the "Senior Deed of Trust"), executed by
Borrower in favor of Senior Lender, dated November 17, 2006, and filed for record under Clerk's File No.
/ut..1Col"o5 ~
of the Official Public Records of Real Property of Ada County,
Idaho. The Loan Agreements, Notes and Senior Deed of Trust, as they may be supplemented, amended or modified
from time lo time, and any Deed of Trust hereafter tiled to secure any of the Senior Loans and covering any part of the
Property are colleclively referred to as the "Senior Loan Document~."
Pursuant lo that certain Promissory Note dated November 13, 2006 (the "Subordinate Note"), between
Subordinate Lender and Borrower, Subordinate Lender is making or has made a loan (the "Subordinate Loan") to
Borrower for the purpose of financing a portion of the purchase price of the Property. The Subordinate Loan is secured
by, among other things, that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement (the "Subordinate Deed of Trust"), executed
by Borrower in favor of Subordinate Lender, dated November 13, 2006, and filed for record under Clerk's File No.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - o f the Official Public Records of Real Property of Ada County,
Idaho. The Subordinate Note, Subordinate Deed of Trust and any and all other documents evidencing or securing the
Subordinate Loan, as they may be supplemented, amended or modified from time to time, are collectively referred to as
the "Subordinale Loan Documents."

It is a condition precedent to B01TOWer's obtaining the Senior Loan that the Senior Deed of Trust and Senior
Loan Documents shall be and remain at all times a Jien or charge upon the Property prior and superior to the lien or
Page I of 10
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charge of the Subordinate Loan and Subordinate Loan Documents and that the Senior Loan be prior and superior to the
Subordinate Loan and the Subordinate Loan DocumenL'i.
NOW. THEREFORE. in order to induce Senior Lender to enter into the Senior Loans and the Senior Loan
Documents and to make advances as therein provided, Subordinate Lender agrees that the indebtedness evidenced by,
and the lien and charge of. the Subordinate Loan Documents shall be subject and subordinale to 1he indebtedness
evidenced by, and the lien and charge of, the Senior Loan Documents. Without limiling the generality of the foregoing,
Subordinate Lender agrees as follows:

I.
Subordination. The Subordinate Loan Documents and the indebtedness and the lien created
thereunder are and shall continue to be expressly subject and subordinate to (a) the lien created by the Senior Deed of
Trust; (b) all the temlS, covenants and conditions contained in the Senior Loan DocumenlS and any extensions,
replacements, consolidations. modifications and supplements thereto, including without limitation any and all advances
(whether or not obligatory), in whatever amounts and whenever made, with interest thereon, and to any expenses,
charges and fees incurred thereby, including any and all of advances, interest, expenses, charges and fees which may
increase the indebtedness secured by the Senior Loan Documents above the original principal amount thereof (provided
the increases are advanced or incurred under any of the express provisions of the Senior Loan Documents or any
extension, replacement, consolidation, modification or supplement thereto to the extent provided below) and any postpetition interest accrued after the commencement of any case under the Bankruptcy Code; and (c) any amounts
advanced or incurred, in the sole judgment of Senior Lender, for the benefit of the Property or for cosL~ and expenses
associated with the Senior Loan. Notwith.,;tanding the foregoing, Senior Lender shall not enter into any modification,
consolidation, replacement or supplement to the Senior Loan or the Senior Loan Documents (other than those made to
insure, secure, perfect or protect the security or priority of the Senior Deed of Trust and the collateral thereunder) which
(a) expands the rights of the holder of the Senior Deed of Trul,1 and Senior Loan Agreement, or (b) increases (i) the
indebtedness secured by the Senior Loan Documents, or (ii) the interest rate charged on the Senior Loan Documents
(other than as provided in the Senior Loan Documents), or (iii) the release price at which Senior Lender has agreed to
reconvey from the lien of the Senior Deed of Trust portions of the Property, or any other modifications, consolidations,
replacements and supplements if the same materially adversely alter Subordinate Lender's righL<; and obligations
hereunder (other than those made to insure, secure, perfect or protect the security or priority of the Senior Deed of Trust
and the collateral thereunder).
2.
Subrogation. Subordinate Lender, and its successors and assigns, shall not acquire by subrogation,
contract or otherwise any lien upon any other estate, right or interest in the Property (including without limitation any
which may arise in respect to real ei.1atc taxes, assessments or other governmental charges) which is or may be prior in
right to the Senior Deed of Trust or the other Senior Loan Documents. or any extension, consolidation, modification or
supplement thereto.

3.
Reliance. Subordinate Lender intentionally and unconditionally waives and relinquishes, subjects and
subordinates the Subordinate Loan Documents in favor of the lien and all terms and provisions of the Senior Deed of
Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents, and acknowledges that, in reliance upon and in consideration of this
waiver, relinquishment, subjection and subordination. the Senior Loan is being made by Senior Lender 10 Borrower and
would not be made but for this waiver. relinquishment, subjection and subordination.
4.
Assignment Subordinate Lender, its successors or assigns or any other legal holder of the
Subordinate Loan Documents hereby assign and release to the legal holder of the Senior Loan Documents:
(a)
All of its right, title, interest or claim, if any, in and to the proceeds of all policies of insurance
covering the Property for application upon the indebtedness secured by, or other di.c;position thereof in
accordance with the provisions of, the Senior Deed of Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents; and

All of itS right, title, interest or claim, if any. in and to all awards or other compensation made for any
taking of any pan of the Property to be applied upon the indebtedness secured by, or disposed of in

(b)
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accordance with the provisions of, the Senior Deed of Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents. In the
event that, following any such application and disposition of !he insurance proceeds, condemnation award or
other compensation, resulting in full repayment of all indebtedness secured by the Senior Deed of Trust and
the other Senior Loan Documents, any balance remains, and Senior Lender has no further obligation to
disburse any portion of the Senior Loan, then such excess shall be made payable jointly to Borrower and
Subordinate Lender.

5.
Restoration. lf the legal holder of the Senior Loan Documents shall at any time relea,;e to Borrower
any such insurance proceeds or condemnation award for the purpose of restoration of the Property, such releases shall
not be deemed to be an additional advance under the Senior Loan Documents nor shall they otherwise be deemed to be
in violation of any restriction upon any amount permitted to be secured by the Senior Deed of Trust
6.
Further Assurances. So long as the Senior Deed of Trust shall remain a lien upon the Property or any
part thereof, Subordinate Lender, its successors or assigns or any other holder of the Subordinate Loan Document~ shall
execute, acknowledge and deliver, upon Senior Lender's demand, at any time or times, any and all further
subordinations, agreements or other instruments, in recordable form, that Senior Lender, its successors or assigns may
hereafter reasonably require for carrying out the purpose and intent of this Agreement.

7.
Entire Agreement Regarding Subordination. The parties hereto agree that this Agreement shall be the
entire agreement with regard to the subordination of the Subordinate Loan to the Senior Loan and of the lien or charge
of the Subordinate Loan Documents lo the lien or charge of the Senior Loan Document,;. This Agreement shall
supersede and cancel, but only with respect 10 such priority, any prior agreements as to such subordination, including,
without limitation, those provisions, if any. contained in the Subordinate Loan Documents which provide for the
subordination of the indebtedness, lien or charge thereof to other debt or security instruments.
8.
Confinnation. Subject to the ienns and provisions of this Agreement, Senior Lender hereby:
(i) consent\\ to the Subordinate Loan and the execution and delivery by Borrower 10 Subordinate Lender of the
Subordinate Loan Document,;, and (ii) con.'iCflts to and approves all provisions of the Subordinate Loan Documents, a
true and complete copy of which has been delivered to Senior Lender. Subordinate Lender hereby confirms to and
agrees with Senior Lender as to the following:
(a)
Subordinate Lender ha,; delivered to Senior Lender true and complete copies of the Subordinate Loan
Documents, and such documents have not been amended, modified or supplemented in any way. As of the
date of this Agreement the outstanding principal balance of the Subordinate Note is Seven Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Five Hundred and No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00) and interest is paid through
December 31, 2008.
(b)
There are no defaults (or conditions or events which, with notice of the passage of time or both,
would constitute a default), known to Subordinate Lender as of the date hereof, by Borrower under its
obligations set fonh in the Subordinate Loan Documents.
(c)
Subordinate Lender hereby consents to the Senior Loan and the execution and delivery by Borrower
to Senior Lender of the Senior Loan Documents and consents to and approves all provisions of the Senior
Loan Documents, a true and complete copy of which has been delivered to Subordinate Lender.
(d)
Subordinate Lender shall not enter into any agreement to amend or modify any of the Subordinate
Loan Documents without notice to and the prior consent of Senior Lender.
(e)
Subordinate Lender shall deliver to Senior Lender, al the address indicated in Section 9 below and at
the same time that copies thereof are delivered to Borrower, copies of any notices of default delivered to
Borrower in connection with the Subordinate Loan Documents.
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Neither Subordinate Lender, nor any purchaser at foreclosure under the Subordinate, nor anyone
claiming by, through or under any of them shall succeed to any of Borrower's rights under the Senior Loan.
9.

Notices. All notices of any kind which any party hereby may be required or may desire to serve on

the other pursuant to thii; Agreement shall be (a) hand-delivered, effective upon receipt, (b) sent by United Slates

Express Mail or by private overnight courier, effe~tive upon receipt, or (c) sent by certified mail, retum receipt
requested, deposited in the United States Mail, With postage thereon folly prepaid, effective on 1he day of actual
delivery as shown by the addressee's rc:tum receipt or the expiration of three (3) bu.,iness days a.fter the date of ,nailing;
whichever is earlier. AU such n0tices shall be addressed to the appropriate addre..<;.i; set forth in this section, or at such
other place as Subordinate Lender, Senior Lender or Borrower, as the case may be, may from time to time designate in
writing by ten (10) days prior written notice.

If to Senior Lender:

RBC Centura Bank
11011 Riclunond Avenue, Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042
Attn: Ken Shaw

lfto Subordinate Lender:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
c/o Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2502 Nonh Constance Place
Eagle, Idaho 83616

lfto Borrower:

Galiano, LLC
1883 Nonh Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83 713
Attn: Edward l Mason, Manager

10.
Application. In making disbursements pursuant to the Senior Loan Agreement, Senior Lender is
under no obligation or duty 10, nor has Senior LendeT represented that it will, see to the application of such proceeds by
the person or persons to whom Senior Lender disburses such proceeds, and any application or u.,;e of such proceeds for
purposes other than those provided for in the Senior Loan Agreement shall not defeat the subordination herein made, in
whole or in part.
11.
Modification and Relea.c;e. Senior Lender may, without affecting the subordination of the
Subordinate Loan Documents: (a) release or compromise any obligation of any nature with respect to the Senior Loan
Documents; (b) re)ea-;e its security interest in, or surrender, release or permit any substitution or exchange of all or any
part of any properties securing ~ g <>f the Note; {c) retain or obtain a security interest in any property to secure
payment of the.Note, or (d) lllQdify, amend, defer; extend. consolidate or supplement any of the original or subsequent
Senior Loan DocumcnLi, Sllbjttt to. the r,rovisiom of the final sentence o f ~ hereof.

12.
Notice of Default on Senior Loan. Senior Lender shall deliver to Subordinate Lender copies of any
notice of default delivered to Borrower pursuant to Section 24 of the Senior Deed of Trust at the same time as notice
thereof is delivered to Borrower. TIie failure by Senior Lender to deliver such notice to Subordinate Lender shall in no
event affect the priority of the Senior Deed of Trust; however, Senior Lender shall not be entitled lo commence
nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings or file a judicial foreclosure action with respect to the Senior Loan unless and until
Subordinate Lender has been provided with such notice. Upon the occurrence of a default under the Senior Loan,
Senior Lender agrees to accept perfonnancc by Subordinate Lender of all obligations necessary to cure such default as
fully as if such perfonnance had been tendered by Bo~~ NotwilhstM<iing .the foregoing. nothing contained in this
Agreement shall require Subordinate Lender to cure any dcfaµlf by 13,UJJ'Ower under the Senior Loan Documents or to
perform any obligations of Borrower under the Senior Loan DocQments, but Subordinate Lender shall, in its discretion,
have the option to do so.
· ·
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13.
Subordination of Debt. Anything in the Subordinate Loan Documents to the contrary
notwithstanding, the indebtednes..~ created under, and evidenced by, the Subordinate Loan DocumenL,;, including
principal, imerest and other amounts due thereunder (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued after
the commencement of a case under the Bankruptcy Code), no holder of the Subordinate LoaIJ Documents shall be
entitled lo receive or retain any payment from any source on, or in rt:$pect of, the Subordinate Loan Documents except
as permitted by, and in accordance with the limitatioa<; contained in, this AgreemenL Until Senior Lender has given
Borrower notice of the existence of an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documents, Subordinate Lender shall be
entitled to receive and retain regularly scheduled payments of principal and interest (including Subordinate Lender's
"participating interest") under the Subordinate Loan Documents and prepayments of all indebtedness thereunder. Upon
wrillen notice from Senior Lender to Borrower of the occ!Jirrcnce of an Event of Default and so long as such default
continues, whether or not Senior Lender has elected to exercise any remedies against Borrower, no payment shall be
made under the Subordinate Loan Instruments, and Subordinate Lender shall not be entitled to receive or retain any
payment from any source, on or in respect of the Subordinate loan Documents.
14.
Reconveyanee of Lots. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Subordinate Loan
Documents, upon the closing of each sale of a residential unit constructed by Borrower on the Property, Subordinate
lender shall release the portion ofits security interest in the Property under the Subordinate Deed of Trust applicable to
such unit whether or not sufficient proceeds from such sale are available to Subordinate Lender to satisfy the
requirements of the Subordinate Loan Documents with respect to a release of such security by Subordinate Lender.
Subordinate Lender's release of the Subordinate Deed of Trust as to any such residence upon close of the
purchase thereof shall be a condition precedent to Senior Lender's obligation to reconvey the Senior Deed ofTmstasto
any such m;idence. Subordinate Lender's failure to timely effect such reconveyance. regardless of ihe availability of
proceeds of such sale to satisfy any portion of the Subordinate Loan, shall be a default by Subordinate Lender upder
this Agreement.
Subordinate Lender acknowledges and agrees that (i) a default under the Subordinate Loan shall, at the sole
election of Senior Lender, constitute an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documents, and (ii) the failure of
Subordinate Lender to reconvey the lien of the Subordinate Deed of Trust upon request, whether or not sufficient
proceeds are available to satisfy any portion of the Subordinate Loan shall, at the sole election of Senior Lender,
constitute an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documenis. In either event, Senior Lender may commence
foreclosure proceedings in Senior lender's sole discretion.
15.
Priority of Payments. In the event of any judicial or nonjudicial sale of the Property or any of the
collateral securing the Senior Loan, or any portion thereof, pursuant to the Senior Loan Documents, or of any
liquidation or dissolution of Borrower. or of any execution sale, receivership, insolvency, bankruptcy, liquidation,
readjustment, reorganization, or similar proceeding relating to Borrower or any portion of its property, all amounts due
under the Senior Loan Documents (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued after the conunencement
of a case under the Bankruptcy Code) shall first be paid in full before any payment is made upon or in respect of the
obligations under the Subordinate Loan DocumenL~ (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued after
the commencement of a case under the Bankruptcy Code). If Subordinate Lender has not made and presented
appropriate proofs of claim in connection with any reorganization, liquidation, dissolution, bankruptcy or similar
proceeding with respect to Borrower within thirty (30) days following demand by Senior Lender, then Senior Lender
shall hereby be authorized and empowered (but with no obligation) to make and present such proofs of claim against
Borrower on account of the Subordinate Loan as Senior Lender may deem advisable. In any event, any payment or
distribution of any kind, whether in cash, property or securities, shall be paid over to Senior Lender for application in
payment of the obligations created under, or evidenced by, the Senior Loan Documents, in such order as Senior Lender
shall detennine in its sole discretion, until all such obligation.'\ have been paid in full.
16.
Payments in Trust. Any payment of, or on account of, any obligation under the Subordinate Loan
Documents which shall be received by Subordinate Lender or any other party on behalf of Subordinate Lender at a time
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when such payment is not permitted to be made or retained under the terms of this Agreement shall not constitute
property of Subordinate Lender or such recipient, but shall be received and held in trust by such recipient for the benefit
of Senior Lender and promptly paid over to Senior Lender.
17.
Application of Sections. The provisions of Sections 13, 14, IS and 16 above are solely for the
purpose of defining the relative rights of the holder of the Senior Loan DocumenL<; on the one hand, and the
Subordinate Loan Documents on the other hand, against Borrower and its property and nothing herein shall impair, as
between Borrower and holder of the Senior Loan Documents or Borrower; and the holder of the Subordinate Loan
Documents, the obligations of Borrower under such documents.
18.
Event of Default. The parties acknowledge that any default under the Subordinate Loan Documents
constitutes an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documents and an Event of Default under the Senior Loan
Documents constitutes a default under the Subordinate Loan Documents.

19.
Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance
with, the laws of the State of Idaho, except to the extent preempled by federal laws. Subordinate Lender, its agents and
all other parties to this Agreement hereby consent to the jurisdiction of any federal or state court within the State of
Idaho, and also consent 10 service of process by any means authorized by the State of Idaho or federa! law.
I

20.
WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. TO FACILITATE EACH PARTY'S DESIRE TO RESOLVE
DISPUTES JN AN EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL MANNER, EACH PARTY TO nns AGREEMENT
HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTION OR
CAUSE OF ACTION (A) ARISING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT, OR
(8) IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH OR RELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO TIIE DEALINGS OF THE
PARTIES HERETO OR ANY OF THEM WITH RESPECT TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN
INSTRUMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED HERETO OR IBERETO, IN EACH CASE WHETHER
NOW EXISTlNG OR HEREAFTER ARISING, AND WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR
OTI-IERWlSE. EACH PARTY HEREBY AGREES AND CONSENTS THAT ANY SUCH CLAIM, DEMAND,
ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL BE DECIDED BY COURT TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY, AND TIIAT
ANY PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAY FILE AN ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF THIS
SECTION WITH ANY COURT AS WRIITEN EVIDENCE OF THE CONSENT OF THE PARTIES HERETO TO
THE WAIVER OF THEIR RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY. EACH PARTY CONFIRMS THAT THE FOREGOING
WAIVERS ARE INFORMED AND FREELY MADE.
21.
Attorneys' Fees. If Senior Lender or Subordinate Lender commences any proceedings or actions to
enforce the provisions of this Agreement, the court or body before which the same shall be brought shall award to the
prevailing party therein all of its costs and expenses in prosecuting such proceedings and actions, including reasonable
attorneys' fees (which includes the allocable cost of in-house counsel), the usual and customary and lawfully
recoverable court costs, and all the expenses in connection therewith.

22.
lnte,pretation. Each party lo this Agreement has substantial experience with the subject matter of this
Agreement and has each fully participated in the negotiation and drafting of this Agreement and has been advised by
counsel of its choice wilh respect to the subject matter hereof. Accordingly, this Agreement shall be construed without
regard to the rule that ambiguitiei; in a document are to be construed against the drafter.
23.

Recitals. The Recital,; to this Agreement are incorporated as a part of this Agreement.

24.
Headings. The captions and headings of various sections of !his Agreement are for convenience on]y
and are not to be considered as defining or limiting in any way the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement.

25.
Countemarts. This Agreement may be signed in multiple counterparts with the same effect as if all
signatories had executed the same instrument.
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NOTICE:

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS TIIE PERSON
OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAJN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTIIER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF HIE LAND.

This subordination agreement is executed in multiple counterparts and it is not required that all parties execute
the same document.
Executed and dated for reference purposes as of November 17. 2006.
Subordinate Lender:

EAGLE EQUl1Y FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company

By:
Name:
Title:

Borrower:

Senior Lender:

RBC CENTURA BANK,
a North Carolina banking cmporation
By:
Name:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Title: Vice President
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NOTICE:

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE PERSON
OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTHER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAND.

This subordination agreement is executed in multiple counterparts and it is not required that all panies execute
the same document.
Executed and dated for reference purposes as ofNovember 17, 2006.
Subordinate Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company
By:

Name:
Title:

Borrower:

GALIANO, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company
By:

Edward J. Mason, Manager

Senior Lender:
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NOTICE:

IBIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS IBE PERSON
OBUGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPER'IY SECURfIY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OIBER PURPOSES TIIAN
IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAND.

This subordination agJ'CC[llCnl is executed in multiple counterpans and it is not required that all parties execute
the same document.
Executed and dated for reference J)Ufl)oses as of No
Subordinate Lender.

By:

Name:
Title:

Borrower:

GAlJANO, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company
By:

Edward J. Mason. Manager

Senior Lender:

RBC CENTURA BANK,

a North Carolina banking COJJ)oration

By.

Name:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title: Vice President
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF
I, a Notary Public for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify t h a t - - - - - - - - - - - - - personally came before me this day and acknowledged that he is the
of EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and that (a)he, as
, being
authorized to do so, executed the foregoing on behalf of the limited liability company. Witness my hand and official
seal, this the ___ day of November, 2006.

Notary Public
My Commission Expires: _ _ _ _ __
(Affix Notary Seal)

STATE OF lDAHYl...,.,.......,_~
COUNTY OF
.......!:::
1,...)__,_r_
·' - - - - -

---'n,_.

1, a Notary Public for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that EDWARD J.
QN personally
came before me this day and acknowledged that he is the Manager of Galiano, LL • an Idaho liJrilted liability
company and thar he, as Manager, being authorized to do •
cd the forcg frig on behalf of the limited
liability company. Witness my hand and official seal. this
·
y ofNoveinbe 2006.

Notary P u ~
My Commission Expires:

ftillitng 1n Eigli.

fdlltlo

llf c:o,nmiuion ..,.a: 3-~
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STATEOF~
COUNTY OF H:MmtSAl)A

I,

a

Notl3D'

Public

for

the

O'.'\a.ti:. L, )) (0 Lt.:] I\

County

and

State

aforesaid,

do

hereby

certify

that

personally came before me this day and acknowledged that
he/she is the Vice President of RBC CENTURA BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation and that he/she, as
the Vice President, being authorizewdo

mybmd..,olToci~=J,d,Stho

.....:N~omb<,,200~6
.. ~
t
.
·

,.,.,,

M ''""

,..,..,:
<:.f-~;...1.lt.o:.·
,.,..
.;:;v.,..•
"...;'\. ~
-.,:! ~OTA,t / \ ~ \
:- • -: ...... •:*::•

f

(Affix Notary Seal)

;o• executed the foregoing on behalf of the banking corporation. Witness

::.

\

~

~

My Commission

t

: ::
\.. J.>uni.\c .r. I

~"'..,.-...
;...._o s
~" .,~ ......... i,..'· ~
'"',,, '11. OF \~ 1,"•"'"1

,.,,,,.,111••1•" .

Exnltcs:
r

a/)

1

'll!!:{_

'---------

RESIDING AT:
BOISE, IDAHO
COMMISSION EXPIRES:

2/4/2010
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTYOF_.Ap."'. ...,....
· ....;~"'"-----I, a Notary Public for the County ud State aforesaid, do hereby certify that ...LA.6..Lll.3'....l..--l.-1...\.ul-lO..l~~..!...L
personally came before me this day and acknowledged that he is the ~
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and that (a)he, as
authorized to do so, executed the foregoing on behalf of the limited liability company. Witn

........... _13!' .... onoo-,,,,-.2006.

~

~
•. • ·.. '

. · ·. .

.

. '

Notary Public:

. .

My Commission Expires:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF _ _ __.........,......,...,.__ _ __

I, a Notary Public for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that EDWARD I. MASON personally
came before me lhis day 11nd acknowledged that he is the Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company and that he, as Manager, being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing on behalf of the limited
liability company. Witness my hand and official seal, this the _ _ day of November, 2006.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:._ _...,..._ _ _ _ __

(Affix N01aty Seal)
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Order No.: 5000634 J 18DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT 'A'
EXHIBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half ot· thl' Northwest Quarter of Section
14. Township 2 North. Range J West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING 11t a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Cornl'r of the said Section I 4;
thence along the Westl'rly boundary of the said ~orrhwest Quarler of Section 14, "hich
is also the Ccmterline of Ten Mile lload
South 0(1°011'04" West (Rcco1·d South 00°00'17'' West) 1406.81 feet to a )lOint, said point
is located
Sonfh 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00"17" \Vest) 75.00 fret from an iron pin
marking the Northwl'st corner of th(' South Half of the :'iorthwl'sf Quarter of said
Section 14. also said point being the POINT oi,- 81-:GINNINC: thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
No.-thwest Quarter ofsaid Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record Soutb 89°56'56" East) 1TJ 1.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
South 01°04'12'' West (Record South 01°04'25" \.\'esl) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33'' West (Record North 89°45'20'' West) 91 .47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°114'12" \Vest (Record South 01°04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Linc of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Recm·d South 89°56'41'' West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed l.ateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distancl's:
North J3°24"I0" West (Record Nortl1 33°23'57'' West) 126.67 feet to a point of
cun-ature: thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 fl'et, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'()1" West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (R«ord North 04°33'55'' East) 170.53 feet to a point; tbenre
North 03°53'41 '' East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 1Z2.30 feet to a point of
rurrature; thence along a curn to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.JO feet. whose central angle is 60025.34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; then(e
North 56°31 '53'' West (Record North 56°31 '40'' West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06'' West (Record No11h 67°24'53'' West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record No11h 65°30'45'' West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01 '' West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
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· North 5~0 40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feel to a point of
curvature': tht'ncc along a cun'l' to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose central angk is 42°37'50" and whose long chord hears
North 80°58'43'' West 87.24 feet to :i point; thence
South 77°42'09" \Vest (Reco1·d South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point: thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 feet to a point; thcnct'
South 64°36'09'' West (Record South 64°36'22" \Vest) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" \Vest cRcconJ South 89°54'0.3" \Vest) 20.43 feet lo a point on lhe West
line of said section 14: thence l'llong the West line ofsaid Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 011°00'17., East) 497.81 fret to the POINT OJ.'
BF.GJJ\NJNG.
EXCEPT
A parcel of hrnd heing located in the South Hal( of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range I \Vest. Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particular I~·
described as follows:
Commencinl! at a brass cap marking the No11hwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Wester!~: boundar,' or the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Tm Mile Road,
South 00°00'0-t"'' West 1406.81 fret to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the No11hwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14: thence continuinl!
South 00°00'04"' West 497.81 fet't along the \Vester!~, boundary of the Northwl'st
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53 '50'" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed l.atcral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 feet;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 fl'ct;
North 73°14'41)'' East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curvl' deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50'', a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet~
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14"' East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58'' East 151 .58 feet~
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53'' East 57.69 fcl't; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed l.atcnl,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING: thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; tht'ncc 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06'', a chord bearing of
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SoHth 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02' 16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7. 91 fret along a non-tangent cm·vc dcnccting
to lhc
right with a radius of 20.00 feet. a ccntral angk of 22°40'06", a chord bea.-ing of
South 16°22'20'' East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02' 16" East 9.211 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" \Vest 79.48 frl't; thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curw ddlccting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 fed, a central angle of 22°05'03", I\ chord bearing of
South 06°00'15'' \Vest and a long chord distance ofS7.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 02/11/10 11:27 AM

After Recording Return To:
The Post Closing Department / North Idaho
355 W Mesquite Blvd D-30-113
Mesquite NV 89027

DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig

RECORDED-REQUEST OF

Retonveyance Inc.

AMOUNT 3.00

1

Ill Illfllllllll
IIll lllll Ill IIII III Ill
110012858

RECONVEYANCE OF TRUST DEED
Reference #:

TitleOne Corporation, a Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State of
Idaho does hereby, pursuant to Chapter 27, Title 41, Idaho Code, reconvey without warranty, to the person or
persons legally entitled thereto, the following trust property covered by a Trust Deed naming Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company, as truster, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
/as beneficiary, which was recorded on November J7, 2006 in Book
and Page
as Instrument No.
106181859 in Ada County, Idaho. Property as described in said Deed of Trust.

The undersigned title insurer/ title agent herby certifies as follows:
l. The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full
of the obligation secured by said Trust Deed.
2. Not less than thirty (30) days following the payment in full of said Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered
or mailed by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the record beneficiary or a servicer for the record
beneficiary under said Trust Deed at its record address a notice as required in section 45-1203( 1), Idaho Code.
3. In excess of sixty (60) days elapsed after the mailing of said notice and no objection to said reconveyance has
been received by the undersigned.
The corporate name subscribed by it's A.V.P is pursuant to a resolution authorfaing the execution of this
reconveyance duly adopted by its Board of Directors.

Title One
Dated:

/µ¢/)

State ofldaho, County of

Ack

• ss.

TITLEONE0112
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•
THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1964251_1

'·----~--bl,-,-----lF~ ~=
A.M. .._

JAN O2 ·20f4
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JAMIE MARTrN
DEPury

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
compames,
Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel
of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby sets forth the costs and attorneys' fees incurred in

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 1
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litigating this matter as stated in the attached Exhibit "A" and explained and supported as
follows:
I.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

The following items of cost are awardable as a matter of right under IDAHO RULE OF
CIVIL

PROCEDURE ("I.R.C.P.") 54(d)(l)(C). To the best of the undersigned's knowledge and

belief, the following items of cost are correct and in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54. These costs
are enumerated as follows:
1. Filing Fees:

$ 66.00

First Appearance
2. Filing Fees - Nevada
First Appearance

$281.60

2. Court Copy Fees:
Copy of Eagle Equity Complaint

TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT
II.

$ 48.00

$395.60

DISCRETIONARY COSTS

The following items of cost were necessary, exceptional, reasonably incurred, and should
in the interests of justice be assessed against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson. Idaho R. Civ. Proc.
54(d)(l)(D); see also Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 90,
803 P.2d 993, 996 (1991). Accordingly, such costs are awardable as a matter of discretion under
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). To the best of the undersigned's knowledge and belief, the following items
of cost are correct and are in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54. These costs are enumerated as
follows:

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 2
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$1,501.71 1

1. Computer assisted legal research

TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS

III.

$1,501.71
ATTORNEYS' FEES

The fee arrangement between TitleOne and Givens Pursley is on a time and hour basis.
The attorneys' fees and time incurred in this matter are specifically listed and itemized in Exhibit
"A," which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. The rates of the attorneys
who worked on this matter are set forth in Exhibit "A" and the accompanying Affidavit of
Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees ("Dvorak Aff.").
The attorneys who worked on this case are identified by initials in the foregoing attachment. To
the best of the undersigned's knowledge and belief, the fees and costs requested and delineated
in the attachment are correct and in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and are reasonable under
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3).
To that end, in charging attorneys' fees, the undersigned has taken into consideration the
following: (1) the time and labor required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the questions; (3) the
skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and ability of the attorney
in the particular field oflaw; (4) the prevailing charges for like work; (5) whether the fee is fixed
or contingent; (6) the time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case; (7)
the amount involved and the results obtained; (8) the undesirability of the case; (9) the nature and
length of the professional relationship with the client; (10) awards in similar cases; and (11) the
reasonable cost of automatic legal research.

The reasonableness, basis, and method of

1

Although requested as an item of cost, the Court is permitted to take the cost of
automated research into account under IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(e)(3)(K) in
determining the overall reasonableness of the fee and cost award requested.
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES- 3
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e
computation of the attorneys' fees incurred in litigating this matter are as more fully set forth in
the Dvorak Aff., which is incorporated herein by reference.
The following summary reflects the total amount of costs and attorneys' fees that
Defendant requests in this litigation:
TOTAL COSTS:

$ 1,897.41

TOTAL ATTORNEYS' FEES:

$31,870.50

TOTAL AW ARD REQUESTED:

$33,767.81 2

IV.

LEGAL BASIS FOR AN AWARD OF FEES AND COSTS

TitleOne is entitled to an award of reasonable fees and costs against Plaintiff Daniel
Thompson ("Thompson") pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-121. TitleOne is also entitled to an award
of the fees and costs incurred in drafting its fee petition pursuant to relevant case authority.
A.

TitleOne is Entitled to an Award of Fees and Costs Under Idaho Code § 12-121
Because Thompson Brought This Suit Frivolously. 3

Idaho Code § 12-121 states that in any civil action, the trial court may award reasonable
fees to the prevailing party.

Idaho Code § 12-121 is modified by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l), which

provides the substantive standard to guide the Court's discretion in awarding fees under § 12121. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) states:

See ,i 20 in the Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak (explains that only 25% of total fees and costs are sought against
Mr. Thompson).

2

3

TitleOne is also entitled to fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 48-608. Courts may award
fees and costs under the foregoing section if the court determines that "plaintiffs action is
spurious or brought for harassment purposes only." LC. § 48-608(5). The undersigned could not
locate Idaho appellate authority discussing the meaning of the statutory term "spurious."
Common sense, however, dictates that standard for what constitutes spurious is analogous and/or
similar to the frivolous standard contained in Idaho Code§ 12-121. Accordingly, for the reason
the Court should award fees and costs under Idaho Code § 12-121, it should likewise award fees
and costs under Idaho Code§ 48-608(5), as it relates to Thompson's consumer protection claim.
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -
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Attorney fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded
by the court ... when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the
case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably
or without foundation.
Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 54(e)(l). A case has been brought frivolously, unreasonably, and without
foundation where a party asserts a claim that is not fairly debatable. Assocs. NW v. Beets, 112
Idaho 603, 605, 733 P.2d 824, 826 (Ct. App. 1987).
Here, Thompson and/or his counsel brought his suit frivolously.

First, this Court

summarily ruled that Thompson was not the real party in interest on any of Thompson's claims.
Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 21. In fact, the Court specifically noted that Thompson did
not present an argument countering TitleOne's position that dismissal was warranted under
I.R.C.P. 17. Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 20 ("Plaintiffs do not acknowledge or
address this argument") (emphasis added). Thompson's silence on the matter is best explained

by the fact that it was not "fairly debatable" that Thompson never should have brought this
action. Accordingly, TitleOne is entitled to fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121.
Second, this Court dismissed Thompson's Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). I2(b)(6)
dismissal is warranted only "when it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of
facts in support of [the] claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to relief."

Wackerli v.

Martindale, 82 Idaho 400, 405, 353 P.2d 782, 787 (1960). In granting TitleOne's motion, this
Court effectively ruled that it was beyond doubt that Thompson could prove no set of facts that
would entitle Thompson to relief. This ruling is synonymous with a conclusion that the action
was frivolously brought-a point Thompson concedes based on the fact that he presented no
argument against his dismissal under Rule 17.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -
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Third, several of Thompson's claims are rooted in Idaho's criminal code. There is no
basis to establish TitleOne's civil liability under criminal statutes.

The Court specifically

acknowledged this fact:
TitleOne is correct that Idaho Code §§ 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002
are part of the criminal code, and no authority has been cited that
shows a plaintiff has a private right of action for fraud under the
criminal code. Further, Idaho Code§§ 30-140501 simply does not
exist.
Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 14.
Independently, the above three (3) arguments prove that Thompson brought this action
frivolously. Taken as a whole, the arguments make an award of fees and costs under§ 12-121 a
fait accompli.

B.

TitleOne is Entitled to Award of Fees and Costs for Preparing This Fee Application
and Supporting Documents.

In Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 185 P.3d 258 (2008), the Court affirmed a
district court's award of fees for litigating the reasonableness of the fees requested by the
prevailing party in the underlying action. Id. at 752, 185 P.3d at 264. The Court reasoned that
the award was warranted because the proceedings for fees were a continuation of the legal action
to enforce the contract and Mike Lettunich, as the prevailing party, was entitled to an award of
fees in the underlying action. Id. ("[L]itigation over the amount of the attorney fee award is also
part of the legal action for which he is entitled to an award of attorney fees").
Lettunich was decided on the basis of a contractual provision that allowed fees and costs.

This left open whether the Court's analysis would apply equally to an award of fees under Idaho
Code § 12-120. Two (2) years later, the Court addressed this issue in BECO Construction
Company, Inc., v._J-U-B Engineers Inc., 149 Idaho 294,233 P.3d 1216 (2010).

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 6
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•
In BECO, the Supreme Court initially recognized that Lettunich applied in the context of
a contractual provision allowing for fees and costs. The Court then turned to the permissibility
of awarding fees for work incurred in obtaining a statutory fee award. The Court stated, "We
can discern no principled basis for treating claims for attorney fees under I.C. § 12-120 in a
different fashion." Id. at 298, 233 P.3d at 1220 ("(W]e hold today that courts may award
reasonable attorney fees incurred in connection with the effort to secure a reasonable amount of
attorney fees"). §§ 12-121 and 48-608 are similar enough to 12-120 to make this same analysis
applicable here.
The foregoing analysis is not novel to this tribunal. In American Trailer v. Jon Williams,
CV-OC-1113250 (The Hon. Ronald J. Wilper), this Court awarded defendants all fees and costs
incurred in connection with their request for an award of fees and costs. As noted, the analysis
presented in that case is essentially the same presented in this matter.
Here, the fees TitleOne seeks in connection with its request for costs and fees are
reasonable. Moreover, just as in Lettunich, the issue of fees in this case is a continuation of the
pre-existing litigation. Accordingly, an award of fees for drafting this Memorandum of Costs
and Attorneys' Fees and the Dvorak Aff., is appropriate and warranted.

V.

CONCLUSION

TitleOne respectfully asks the Court to award TitleOne the total attorneys' fees and costs
in the amount of: $33,767.81.
DATED this 2nd day of January, 2014.

s .D r
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES- 7
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•
Corporation

STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
)
County of Ada
THOMAS E. DVORAK, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I am one of the attorneys for TitleOne in the above-entitled action and, as such, I am
better informed as to the items charged in the foregoing memorandum. The foregoing items are
correct, have been necessarily incurred in this action and are in complianc with IDAHO RULE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(d)(5)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this 2nd day of January, 2014.

~4-~AWll~
Notary Public for Idaho
J11f Y:tl (ti L'\__,

Residence:
Commission Expires:

, Idaho

_•_,_/>,,"""7.--14---,/,.__j"___,_-7_ _ _ _ _ __
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of January, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffe

_..):Hand Delivery
_·'\._ Facsimile (208) 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
A VP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

X

_

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (206) 223-4527
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery

~ Facsimile (208) 336-9712

_

Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

Hand Delivery
"}{_ Facsimile (208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael E. Baldner
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments, LLC

_

4
_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES- 9
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'

'

_Jiand Delivery
__){Facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P .0. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Home_s_,:ft,._:+.c,...,.~=""""-l--1--,~~------------Thomas E. Dvorak
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1943262_1

NO.,----w~-+~;,,._,._

F-'l'J.~=

A.M._ _ _ _

~

JAN O2 2014
CHRISTOPH!R D. RJOM, Clerk
By JAMI! MARTIN
D!PUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E.
DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
compames,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss
County of Ada
)
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e
THOMAS E. DVORAK, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am one of the attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne").

2.

I was principally responsible for handling the litigation in the above-captioned

matter and am therefore, well informed as to the items charged in the Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees and Exhibit "A" thereto.
3.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of costs and attorneys' fees

stated in the Memorandum and its Exhibit "A" are correct and in compliance with Rule 54 of the
IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE ("I.R.C.P.").

4.

Additionally, such fees and costs were necessary, exceptional, reasonably

incurred, and should in the interests of justice be assessed against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson
("Thompson").
5.

An accurate description and itemization of the costs incurred and the time and

activities spent in pursuing and defending this case is attached to the Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees ("Memorandum") filed contemporaneously herewith.
6.

The Memorandum and accompanying attachment are incorporated herein by this

reference and restated as if set forth in full.
7.

A basis for the requested award of fees and costs exists under I. C. §§ 12-121 and

48-608(5), as more fully set forth in TitleOne's Memorandum.
8.

The fees were charged on an hourly basis and the amount charged per hour by

counsel was reasonable and customary.
9.

The undersigned has been practicing law for nineteen (19) years and has extensive

experience in complex commercial issues. I charge $235.00 per hour, which is below my usual

AFFJDAVIT OF THOMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -
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and customary rate for services of this type or $275.00 an hour, but I agreed to this rate as an
accommodation to a long-time client and its insurer .1
10.

Mr. Judson B. Montgomery has been practicing law for approximately twenty

(20) years, focusing extensively on real estate matters, such as those at issue in this case. Mr.
Montgomery charged $235.00 per hour, which is also below his usual rate, but he agreed to this
for similar reason to mine.
11.

Ms. Angela M. Reed performed the bulk of the work on this case. Ms. Reed has

been practicing law for approximately eight (8) years. Her practice focuses almost exclusively
on real estate matters in both the transactional and litigation context. Ms. Reed charges $185.00
per hour at Givens Pursley, which is below her usual rate and part of the accommodation noted
above ..
12.

Mr. Alex McLaughlin has been practicing law for five (5) years. Mr. McLaughlin

demonstrated a clear knowledge of the issues addressed and charges $185.00 per hour at Givens
Pursley. This rate is consistent with the market for attorneys' of similar experience.
Rule 54(e)(3) Factors for Attorneys' Fees Award
13.

As to the reasonableness of the amount of fees and costs sought, the undersigned

has properly taken into consideration the following factors with regard to the fees requested: (1)
the time and labor required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the questions; (3) the skill requisite
to perform the legal service properly and the experience and ability of the attorney in the
particular field of law; (4) the prevailing charges for like work; (5) whether the fee is fixed or
contingent; (6) the time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case; (7) the

Lisa Nicholas is a paralegal at Givens Pursley with twenty-one (22) years of legal
experience. She charges $110.00 per hour. That rate is, if anything, below market level for
paralegals of Ms. Nicholas' experience.
1
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amount involved and the results obtained; (8) the undesirability of the case; (9) the nature and
length of the professional relationship with the client; (10) awards in similar cases; and (11) the
reasonable cost of automatic legal research.
14.

The factors most relevant to the reasonableness of the attorneys' fees and costs

sought and the method of computation will be addressed in tum.
15.

Time and Labor Required.

The time and labor required to bring this suit to

resolution against Thompson was significant. While the Court dismissed Thompson from suit at
the outset of this case, it took an extensive amount of time to draft the briefing necessary to
weave through the multitude of counts Plaintiffs alleged against TitleOne. The amount of time
and resources expended on that endeavor is commensurate with the amount sought by TitleOne
here.
16.

The Skill Involved in Resolving the Issues at bar was Significant/Charges for Like

Work. Litigating this matter required a great deal of skill from each attorney and was research
and drafting intensive. Thompson raised a multitude of legal theories that, while not incredibly
complicated in and of themselves, took an inordinate amount of time to analyze and discuss.
17.

The Result Obtained.

The result obtained by TitleOne was significant.

Thompson is dismissed from this suit entirely and nearly all of Plaintiffs' counts have been
dismissed.
18.

Length of Legal and Professional Relationship With Client. TitleOne has been a

client of Givens Pursley for in access of a decade.
19.

In addition to the attorneys' fees and costs expended during the litigation of this

matter, Mr. McLaughlin spent several hours preparing the briefing relating to the Memorandum
of Costs and Attorneys' Fees and this affidavit.
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20.

Determining the amount of fees expended on dismissing Plaintiff Daniel

Thompson's claim versus the amount of fees spent on the motion to dismiss Eagle Equity's
claims is not required by the rules as Mr. Thompson should be jointly and severally liable for
fees to date (as he jointly brought all such claims). However, due to the fact that because Mr.
Thompson's lack of standing in this matter is so clear, most of the work done has been on the
merits of the other claims, as there is no standing argument against Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
Accordingly, TitleOne believes twenty-five percent (25%) of the total costs and fees claimed to
date represents a fair proportion of fees and costs for Mr. Thompson to bear.
21.

In light of the foregoing, the costs and attorneys' fees were reasonable and

necessarily incurred in resolving the dispute and bringing about a successful result for TitleOne.
Consequently, Title One respectfully asks that the Court award the full amount of fees and costs
requested in TitleOne's Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
DATED this 2nd day of January, 2014.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2nd day of January, 2014.

df/T ~,l/\,, 'Ii, Ad
ol Co ·
°1.._

Notary Public ofldaho
Residing at: ~
Commission Expires:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of January, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

~Hand Delivery
'2S.._ Facsimile (208) 938-9504

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_

Hand Delivery
_2r Facsimile (206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

Hand Delivery
~acsimile (208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

_ Hand Delivery
_»acsimile (208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael E. Baldner
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments, LLC

Hand Delivery
2(Facsimile (208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_

Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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•
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

Hand Delivery

6- Facsimile: 331-2400
_

Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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TitleOne / Litigation: Eagle Equity ( 6014 / 56)
Date
Timekeeper
4/5/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

Hours
Rate
Amount
0.20
235.00

Description
47.00 Telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding strategy on Eagle Equity 750k
deed of trust.
117.50 Respond to email from Cameron McFaddan.
470.00 Telephone Conference regarding Eagle Equity; Conference regarding Liability of Trustee.
470.00 Telephone conference regarding Eagle Equity; Legal Research regarding Liability of Trustee.

4/9/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
4/9/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
4/10/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.50
2.00
2.00

235.00
235.00
235.00

4/12/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
4/18/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.70
1.10

235.00
235.00

4/25/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.70

235.00

4/26/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
4/30/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.50
0.40

235.00
235.00

5/1/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.80

235.00

5/2/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
6/12/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
6/13/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.70
1.20
1.30

235.00
235.00
235.00

6/14/2013
6/20/2013
6/25/2013
6/27/2013

Dvorak
Dvorak
Dvorak
Dvorak

0.30
0.50
0.20
0.80

235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

70.50
117.50
47.00
188.00

7/9/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
7/11/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
7/22/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.30
0.90
0.80

235.00
235.00
235.00

70.50
211.50
188.00

7/24/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

1.50

235.00

352.50

7/26/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.50

235.00

117.50

Dvorak
Dvorak
Dvorak
Dvorak

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.70

235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

70.50
70.50
70.50
164.50

8/22/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
8/26/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.70
0.50

235.00
235.00

164.50
117.50

8/28/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.50

235.00

117.50

7/29/2013
8/12/2013
8/19/2013
8/20/2013

Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas

Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas

E.
E.
E.
E.

E.
E.
E.
E.

164.50 Review and revise memorandum; telephone conference Cameron McFaddan.
258.50 Westlaw research on damages recoverable for wrongful reconveyance; telephone
conference Cameron McFaddan regarding same; draft e-mail analysis.
164.50 Telephone conference with Cameron regarding research on bonifide purchaser; office
conference regarding same; legal research regarding same.
117.50 Finalize research on memorandum regarding damages for wrongful conveyance.
_a
94.00 Receive and review demand letter from David Fogg; telephone conference Cameron
W'
McFaddan regarding same.
188.00 Draft letter regarding tender of claim and preservation of evidence; draft response to David
Fogg. Letter; telephone conference with Cameron Mcfaddan.
164.50 Participate in telephone conference with Cameron.Wendy and Mark."
282.00 Legal research on applicable statute of limitations (.8); review complaint (.4).
305.50 Review complaint (.2); telephone conference with Cameron McFadden and Mark Tidd
regarding same (.5); legal research on statute of limitations for liability created by statute (.6).
Communicate regarding lis pendens with client and interview of notary on reconveyance.
Telephone conference with Fidelity's counsel Erin Stines regarding status and strategy.
Review court website (.1 ); update client (.1 ).
Review status (.1 ); draft motion to disqualify Judge Hansen (.1 ); draft notice of appearance
(.1 ); draft budget and strategy summary (.5).
Communicate with opposing counsel David Fogg regarding extension of time to answer.
Review and revise status and strategy report.
Review and outline motion to dismiss (.4); review strategy for depositions ducas tecum
Nevada of processing company (.4).
Analyze strategy and necessary discovery (.8); telephone conference Erin Stiles attorney for
Fidelity regarding informal discovery from fidelity (.3); telephone conference Cameron
McFaddan regarding status (.4).
Receive and review appearance by Fidelity (.2); office conference regarding scheduling of
depositions (.3).
Outline necessary discovery.
Office conference regarding extension of time to respond.
Review status (.1 ); telephone conference Mark Tidd regarding same (.2).
Review and revise subpoenas and letter to Erin Stines regarding same (.4); review
information on status of Idaho Fidelity and Transaction Entities (.3).
Review and revise subpoenas to post closing services, alliance, and Ticor.
Telephone conference Erin Stine regarding status (.4); office conference regarding motion to
dismiss (.1 ).
Review caselaw on economic damage rule as applicable to loss of an interest
under a deed
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of trust (.4 ); office conference regarding same (.1 ).

ie

8/29/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
8/30/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.60
0.90

235.00
235.00

9/3/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
9/4/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
9/5/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.60
1.80
2.00

235.00
235.00
235.00

9/6/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

1.80

235.00

9/10/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.40

235.00

9/11/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.80

235.00

9/13/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
9/26/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
10/7/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.40
0.50
0.40

235.00
235.00
235.00

10/15/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

1.10

235.00

10/18/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

1.40

235.00

10/20/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.50

235.00

10/21/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

1.80

235.00

10/22/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.40

235.00

10/23/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.80

235.00

10/25/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.40

235.00

11/4/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
11/5/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
11/6/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.40
0.20
0.40

235.00
235.00
235.00

11/14/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.40

235.00

11/22/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak
11/26/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.30
0.30

235.00
235.00

141.00 Review and revise motion to dismiss memorandum.
211.50 Office conference regarding motion to dismiss (.1 ); telephone conference Cameron
McFadden, regarding status (.3); telephone conference Erin Stines regarding extension "(.2);
review and revise motion to dismiss (.3).
141.00 Office conference regarding memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
423.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
470.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion to dismiss (.9); office conference
regarding same (.3); draft e-mail to Wendy Keenan and Cameron McFadden regarding same
(.2); telephone conference Erin Stines, Fidelity Attorney regarding same (.3); communicate
with Erin Stines regarding scheduling of hearing and strategy (.3).
423.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of lis pendens (1.5); office conference regarding
same (.3).
94.00 Office conference regarding whether to grant plaintiff's request for a stipulated continuance
(.1 ); telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding same (.3).
188.00 Telephone conference Jon Ward regarding his representation of title company and
documents he wants (.4); telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding same (.2); revie•
and revise discovery requests (.2).
W,
94.00 Telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding discovery and status.
117 .50 Review and revise discovery to alliance title.
94.00 Review status of motion to dismiss (.1 ); review Fidelity's motion to dismiss and joinder (.3).
258.50 Receive and review opposition to motion to dismiss and motion to quash (.9); office
conference regarding same (.2).
329.00 Office conference regarding reply brief (.2); review and revise reply brief in support of motion
to dismiss and motion to quash (.9); telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding discovery
(.3).
117.50 Legal research on statute of limitations for statutory liabilities (.3); draft e-mail regarding
research and Knudson case (.2).
423.00 Attend motion to dismiss argument (.9); draft summary of same (.4); attention to discovery
(.2); telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding communication on threatened
preliminary injunction (.3).
94.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding response to threat of TRO and
preliminary injunction (.3); draft e-mail in response (.1 ).
188.00 Draft e-mail regarding status and strategy and receive and review correspondence rega~
attempt to seek TRO and Preliminary Injunction (.5); office conference regarding same (.1 );
draft response (.2).
94.00 Receive and review letter to Corey Barton (.1 ); telephone conference Cameron regarding
same (.2); legal research on lis pendens statute (.1 ).
94.00 Review status of case and discovery requests.
47.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding status; review repository.
94.00 Telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding status; office conference
regarding discovery.
94.00 Receive and review copy of fraud complaint filed against Ted Mason; office conference
regarding same; review Idaho state repository.
70.50 Telephone conference with insurance adjuster regarding status.
70.50 Office conference regarding status; review docket regarding same.

A
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11/27/2013 Thomas E. Dvorak

0.50

Totals for Thomas E. Dvorak -Working

40.30

235.00

12/20/2013 Alex McLaughlin
12/28/2013 Alex McLaughlin
12/29/2013 Alex McLaughlin

0.40
1.00
1.80

185.00
185.00
185.00

12/30/2013 Alex McLaughlin

1.30

185.00

117.50 Office conference regarding strategy (.3); telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan
regarding same (.3).
9,470.50

74.00 Strategy meeting with TED discussing case and our request for an award of fees.
185.00 Draft Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
333.00 Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees, focusing energies heavily on dileneating a basis
for our fee request in the suit and our request for such an award in connection with our actual
fee request.
240.50 Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees. Draft Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of
Memorandum of Fees and Costs. Draft Application in Support of Memorandum of Fees and
Costs.
832.50

Totals for Alex Mclaughlin -- Working

4.50

10/16/2013 Judson B. Montgomery
10/22/2013 Judson B. Montgomery
12/23/2013 Judson B. Montgomery
Totals for Judson B. Montgomery --

0.30
0.20
0.20
0.70

235.00
235.00
235.00

70.50 Conference with T. Dvorak re: case status.
47.00 Conference with A. Reed re: plaintiffs motion to amend.
47.00 Conference with A. Reed re: Eagle Equity.
164.50

7/23/2013 Lisa Nicholas

1.50

110.00

165.00 Perform research regarding taking deposition and obtaining documents in the State of
Nevada (1.2); meeting with T. Dvorak and A. Reed to discuss how to proceed in obtaining
documents and when to take deposition of out of state deponents and local parties (.3).

7/24/2013 Lisa Nicholas

2.20

110.00

7/31/2013 Lisa Nicholas
7/31/2013 Lisa Nicholas

0.90
1.80

110.00
110.00

242.00 Continue research on how to subpoena documents from Nevada entity (.9); begin
preparation of subpoena to Reconveyance, Inc. and Post Closing, Inc (1.3).
99.00 Review documents relating to Galiano for privilege.
198.00 Bates No. documents provided by TitleOne relating to Galiano and prepare binder of same.

8/9/2013 Lisa Nicholas
8/21/2013 Lisa Nicholas

1.20
1.10

110.00
110.00

8/22/2013 Lisa Nicholas

2.10

110.00

8/28/2013 Lisa Nicholas

2.10

110.00

·8/30/2013 Lisa Nicholas
9/3/2013 Lisa Nicholas

1.20
1.40

110.00
110.00

9/6/2013 Lisa Nicholas

2.30

110.00

9/16/2013 Lisa Nicholas

1.20

110.00

9/23/2013 Lisa Nicholas

1.70

110.00

e

132.00 Work on subpoena duces tecum of Reconveyance Co., Post Closing, etc.
121.00 Perform further legal research of local rules in Nevada regarding obtaining subpoena in
Nevada.
231.00 Finalize subpoenas with exhibits and notice of intent letter to serve upon opposing couns'P.'

A

231.00 Telephone call clerk regarding hearing on motions to dismiss and quash (.3); prepare notice
of hearing (.2); prepare motions for both (.4); begin memorandum in support of motion to
quash ( 1.2).
132.00 Prepare Nevada subpoena (1.0); prepare correspondence to clerk of the court (.2).
154.00 Finalize subpoena to Pioneer Title (.5); affidavit for custodian of records and letter to Pioneer
Title (.9).
253.00 Finalize motion to quash, motion to dismiss and all supporting documents (2.0); prepare for
and file with court (.3).
132.00 Telephone call with clerk of the court regarding motion date (.3); prepare notices of vacating
and resetting the TitleOne's Motions and serve on all parties (.9).
187 .00 Prepare request for production of documents to Alliance Title ( 1.4 ); prepare notice of service
(.3).
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9/24/2013 Lisa Nicholas

1.40

110.00

10/1/2013 Lisa Nicholas

2.20

110.00

10/18/2013 Lisa Nicholas

7.10

110.00

11/4/2013 Lisa Nicholas
11/6/2013 Lisa Nicholas

0.90
0.70

110.00
110.00

11/6/2013 Lisa Nicholas
11/6/2013 Lisa Nicholas

0.50
0.30

110.00
110.00

11/8/2013 Lisa Nicholas

0.30

110.00

11/11/2013 Lisa Nicholas

2.30

110.00

11/13/2013 Lisa Nicholas

0.30

110.00

Totals for Lisa Nicholas -- Working

36.70

154.00 Telephone call to multiple process servers to obtain server to serve subpoenas in Nevada
(.6); prepare letter to Nevada process server (.3); prepare documents for service by same
(.5).
•
242.00 Work on researching the location new location of Reconveyance Inc and Post Closing
Department on the internet and secretary websites (1.6). Locate and talk to new constable
regarding service (.6).
781.00 Prepare affidavits of A. Reed and Cameroon McFaddan (3.1 ); prepare exhibits (3.2); prepare
documents for filing with court (.3); prepare for service (.2); serve (.3).
99.00 Prepare pleadings on disc to produce to opposing counsel.
77.00 Meeting with A. Reed regarding how to proceed with case, i.e., subpoena to Reconveyance
Inc and Post Closing Department.
55.00 Telephone call with counsel for Alliance Title regarding outstanding discovery, etc.
33.00 Telephone call with clerk of the court regarding Judge Wilper continuing to hear case and
scheduling of hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment and discuss with A. Reed regarding
same.
33.00 Telephone call with process server in Portland Oregon to locate Reconveyance Inc and
Closing.
253.00 Research the location of Reconveyance Inc, Post Closing Department and Amy Cobine by
search the internet; google earth; perform Accurint search and making telephone calls to
numbers located for Amy Cobine.
33.00 Telephone call with Cameron McFaddan regarding location of Reconveyance Inc. and Post
Closin
4,037.00

B.

4/9/2013 Angela M. Reed

2.50

190.00

475.00 Telephone Conference with T. Dvorak and J. Montgomery re: Eagle Equity Reconveyance.

7/10/2013 Angela M. Reed
7/10/2013 Angela M. Reed
7/22/2013 Angela M. Reed

5.20
0.40
0.80

190.00
0.00
190.00

7/24/2013 Angela M. Reed

1.80

190.00

8/9/2013
8/19/2013
8/20/2013
8/22/2013
·8/26/2013
8/27/2013
8/28/2013
8/29/2013
8/29/2013
9/3/2013

Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed

2.50
1.70
2.80
0.60
1.50
5.00
5.50
3.80
0.50
3.00

190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00

9/4/2013 Angela M. Reed

6.00

190.00

988.00 Draft letter to Wendy Keenan re: strategy and budget.
0.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft letter to W. Keenan.
152.00 Telephone conference with C. McFaddan re: obtaining copies of title history (.6); Office
conference with L. Nicholas re: Nevada subpoena process (.2).
342.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: task items (.3); Telephone conference with Fidelity's
counsel re: documents (.3); Telephone conference with Heidi Emery re: post-closing seras
background (.8); Office conference with L. Nicholas re: subpoenas to post closing serviC9
and reconveyance inc (.4).
475.00 Review transaction history for Galileo Subdivision provided by client.
323.00 Draft subpoenas to Resource, Inc., Post-Closing Services, and Alliance.
532.00 Continue drafting Subpoenas.
114.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: foreign subpoenas.
285.00 Begin drafting memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
950.00 Continue drafting Motion to Dismiss; conduct research re: economic loss doctrine.
1,045.00 Continue drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss.
722.00 Finish drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss.
95.00 Telephone conference with client and T. Dvorak re: Zillner DOT and Pioneer subpoena.
570.00 Finish drafting Motion to Dismiss (1.3); begin drafting Motion to Quash (1.2); review Pioneer
subpoena (.3); make arrangements for service of subpoena (.2).
1,140.00 Research re: tortuous interference with contract; finish drafting memorandum in support of
motion to dismiss and memorandum in support of motion to quash.

Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
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9/5/2013 Angela M. Reed

7.50

190.00

1,425.00 Conduct research re: propriety of lis pendens in action fo money damages and constructive
trust (1.7); draft memoranda in support of motions to dismiss and quash (5.8).

9/6/2013 Angela M. Reed
9/10/2013 Angela M. Reed

2.50
0.50

190.00
190.00

9/23/2013 Angela M. Reed
10/15/2013 Angela M. Reed
10/17/2013 Angela M. Reed

0.20
0.70
8.50

190.00
190.00
190.00

10/18/2013 Angela M. Reed

8.20

190.00

Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed

3.90
3.20
0.30
0.20

190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00

11/6/2013 Angela M. Reed
12/9/2013 Angela M. Reed
12/18/2013 Angela M. Reed

0.10
0.20
5.50

190.00
190.00
190.00

12/19/2013 Angela M. Reed

1.50

190.00

12/23/2013 Angela M. Reed

5.20

190.00

475.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak; finalize motion to quash/dismiss.
95.00 Telephone conference with opposing counsel re: request for extension (.3); Telephone
conference with C. McFaddan re: request for extension (.1 ); follow-up call with opposing
counsel re: extension (.1 ).
38.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: RFP to Alliance.
133.00 Review Alliance Subpoena and send same to C. McFaddan for review and response.
1,615.00 Review opposing counsel's memoranda in opposition to TitleOne's motions to dismiss and
quash (1.2); outline response (1.5); conduct research for response (4.5); begin drafting
response (1.3).
1,558.00 Continue drafting reply memorandum in support of motion to dismiss and motion to quash
and memorandum in opposition to motion to amend.
741.00 Prepare for motion to dismiss/motion to quash argument.
608.00 Prepare for and attend hearing.
57.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: summary judgment motion timing and strategy.
38.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: contacting court to determine if Wilpur will retain case
and getting summary judgment date.
19.00 Send correspondence to C. McFaddan re: summary judgment timing.
38.00 Telephone conference with E. Stines from Fidelity re: responses to discovery requests.
1,045.00 Draft Answer to First Amended Complaint; Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft answer;
Telephone conference with M. Baldner re: case status.
285.00 Finish answer; Office conference with T. Dvorak re: whether to file for summary judgment in
January.
988.00 Begin drafting outline for summary judgment motion; office conference with T. Dvorak re:
outline; begin conducting research re: fraudulent conveyance act.
17,366.00

10/20/2013
10/21/2013
11/6/2013
11/6/2013

Angela
Angela
Angela
Angela

M.
M.
M.
M.

Totals for Angela M. Reed -- Working

-

91.80

$31,870.50

Total Fees

e

COSTS
Date
Entered By
6/7/2013 CG2
Totals for Certified Copy

Quantity Rate
Amount
1.00
48.00

7/31/2013 CG2
.8/30/2013 CG2
9/30/2013 CG2
10/31/2013 CG2
Totals for Client Electronic Research

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

757.77
149.87
302.66
291.41

6/27/2013 CG2
Totals for Filing Fees

1.00

66.00

Description
48.00 Ada County Recorder - Copy of Eagle Equity Complaint
48.00

757.77
149.87
302.66
291.41
1,501.71

West Law Research for July
West Law Research for August
September West Law Research
October West Law Research

66.00 Clerk of Court - Filing Fee
66.00

000714

8/30/2013 CG2
Total for Other Fees

Total Costs
Total Fees and Costs for TitleOne /

1.00

281.60

281.60 NV Court - Clark County Courthouse fee for Opening case to obtain subpoena

281.60

$1,897.31
$33,767.81
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1943262_1

~

JAN O2 2014
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By JAMIE MARTIN
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

APPLICATION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK ( fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
comp am es,
Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel
of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby moves this Court pursuant to Rule 54 of the IDAHO
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, Idaho Code § 12-121 and § 48-608 for an order awarding TitleOne
APPLICATION FOR A WARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -

1

000716

its reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred in obtaining judgment against Plaintiff Daniel
Thompson.
This Application is supported by the Court's record and files herein, Defendants'
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, and the Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support
of Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, which are incorporated herein by
this reference as though T h in full.
DATED this

7

day of January, 2014.

GIVENS~Z_
~~rak
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne
Corporation
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CERTI~TE OF SERVICE

.

_1_

I hereby certify that on this
day of January, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffe

Y Hand Delivery

Y
_

Facsimile (208) 938-9504
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_ Hand Delivery
3Facsimile (206) 223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Meulman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

Hand Delivery
~acsimile (208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as Successor in
Interest to RBC Bank

_

Michael E. Baldner
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for DAS Investments, LLC

_

Hand Delivery
X-Facsimile (208) 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
_1(_ Facsimile (208) 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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;

e
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

Hand Delivery
,)cfacsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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,;;.. ·-·· -~.. 11/):
JAN O3 2014
CHRJSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JERI l-iEATON
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

tvoc 13- 1D11?ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
COMES NOW, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"), by and through its attorneys
of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 56(a) of the Idaho

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Pagel
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Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order granting summary judgment against Plaintiffs dismissing
Alliance with prejudice on the grounds and for the reasons that the pleadings together with all
affidavits show that there is no genuine issue of material fact precluding judgment as a matter of
law.
This motion is made and based upon papers and pleadings on file herein, the
Memorandum in Support ofAlliance Title & Escrow Corp. 's Motion for Summary Judgment and
Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 's Motion for
Summary Judgment, filed herewith, and all other and further evidence and arguments presented

at the hearing of this matter.
DATED this 2-_~ay of January 2014.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

~~~

Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _day of January 2014, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ vi']
[ ]
[ ]
]
[
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ vi']
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givenspursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ vi']
[ ]
[
]
[
]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnfcom

[ vi']
]
[
[ ]
[ ]
]
[

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

j cw@moffatt.com
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•
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712

[ v"] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ ] Facsimile
[
] Overnight Mail
[ ] Electronic Mail
dtk@fishemusch.com

[ v"] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[
] Electronic Mail
N icholson@lawidaho.com

~~?
Richard W. Mollerup
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::.____F_l~.t:im
JAN O3 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JERI HEATON
~PU1'i

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W.
MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
) ss.
)

I, Richard W. Mollerup, being duly sworn, depose and say:
1.

I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all the Courts in the state

of Idaho and a partner in the law firm of Meuleman Mollerup LLP, attorneys of record for
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"). The statements made herein are of my
own personal knowledge and, if called to testify, I could and would competently testify as to the
truth thereof.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of a Deed of Trust by

and among Galiano, as Grantor, Alliance, as Trustee and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, as
Beneficiary, recorded November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859, records of Ada
County, Idaho.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of a Master Credit

Agreement between Eagle Equity Fund LLC and Galiano received from Plaintiff in response to a
Request for Production of Documents by Alliance Title.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of a policy of title

insurance under Policy No. 74107-668734 with an effective date of November 17, 2006 at 4:51
pm which is attached to Plaintiffs original Complaint.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of the Partial

Reconveyance, for Lot 2, Block 8 of Galiano Estates recorded December 14, 2009 as Instrument
No. 109138825, records of Ada County, Idaho
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of the partial

Reconveyance for Lots 3 and 4, Block 1 of Galiano Estates recorded March 21, 2008 as
Instrument No. 108032519, records of Ada County, Idaho.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of a written request for

partial reconveyance of Lots 3 and 4, Block 1 of Galiano Estates executed by Eagle Equity Fund,
on September 25, 2009 received from Plaintiff in response to a Request for Production of
Documents by Alliance.

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of a written request for

partial reconveyance for Lot 2, Block 8 of Galiano Estates executed by Eagle Equity Fund on
March 7, 2008 received from Plaintiff in response to a Request for Production of Documents by
Alliance.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of a Substitution of

Trustee, substituting Fidelity National Title as Trustee of the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, which
was recorded May 7, 2010, as Instrument No. 110042296, records of Ada County, Idaho.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a true and correct copy of a Chain of Title

received from Alliance Title with the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, the Alliance Partial
Reconveyances and the Substitution of Trustee underlined by the Affiant.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "J" is a true and correct copy of a letter dated April 26,

2013, to Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho, Title One Corporation, Alliance Title, Royal
Bank of Canada and Edward Mason.
12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "K" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Answers to

Alliance's Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT
DATEDthis~dayofJan~~~
Richard W. Mollerup
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t h i s l day of January 2014.

~~ .l
Notary Public in and for Idaho/
{
My Commission Expires: LI _lP _ l ~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _day of January 2014, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ v"]
]
[
[
]
]
[
]
[

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ v"] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
[
[
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[
[ ] Electronic Mail
ted@givens12ursley.com

Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ v"] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
[
[
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[
[ ] Electronic Mail
erin.stines@fof.com

[ v"]
[ ]
]
[
]
[
]
[

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw~i),moffatt.com
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•
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712

[ v'] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ ] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[
[
] Electronic Mail
dtk@ftshergusch.com

[ v'] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
[
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Electronic Mail
N icho lson@lawidaho.com
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AMOUNT 84.00
AOA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 11/17/06 04:51 PM
·
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
1111111111111111111111111111111111111
RECORDED-REQUEST Of
106181859
Alliance Title

Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, ID 83616
ATTN: Daniel Thompson

***THIS DEED OF TRUST IS JUNIOR AND SUBORDINATE
TO SAID DEED OF TRUST RECORDING CONCURRENTLY
HEREWITH***

DEED OF TRUST,
AND
SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS DEED OF TRUST AND SECUR[TY AGREEMENT, ("Deed of Trust"), is made as of the

_t2_ dayofNovcmber. 2006, by and among Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Grantor"),

whose address is 1883 Wildwood Avenue. Boise, Idaho 83713, Eagle. whose address is 2545 N. Constance
Pi ace, Eagh:, Idaho 83616: Alliance Tille & Escrow Corp, ("Trustee"). whose address is 7914 Rifleman,
Bosie, Idaho 83 704; and Esgle F.quity Fund. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Beneficiary"), whose
o.ddr::ss is 2502 North Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616.
WITNESS ETH:
FOR GOOD A~D VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, including the indebtedness acknowledged,
Grnntor hcr~by irre·,ocab!y grants, transfers. conveys and assigns to Trustee, IN TRUST. WITH POWER
OF SAi.E, for the benefit and security of Beneficiary, under and subject to the terms and conditions
h::~cinc1!lt:r set fo1ih, the real property, located in the County of Ada, Statcofldaho, described in Exhibit "A.'
&ttached hereto and by t:1is reference incorporate herein, (the "Property");
(For purp,•ses of compliance with Idaho Code §45-1502(5), Gran tor acknowledges that the
Proµeay is located within the incorporated city limits of the City of Kuna, Idaho).
,·oGETHER 'NITH. ali leasehold e~tate, right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all leases or
sul>!cascs co·:cring tlit Property or any portion thereof now or hereafter existing or entered into. and all right,
dtlc and in~.;·r::~1. ofGrnn!or thercund~r. including, without limitation, all cash or security deposits, advance
rnntals, and clcpo:>sits or paym1:nt of similar natw·c;
TOGETHER WITH, ull right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all options to purchase or lease
the Propc1ty or any portic,n thereof or interest therein, and any greater estate in lhe Property owned or
h·;rcaftcr 111:quired;
TOGETHER WITH, all interests, estate or other claims, both in law and in equity, which Grantor
now haG or may h~reafler acquire in the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, al! easements, rights-of-way and rights used in connection therewith or as a
means of acces~ thereto, and al I tenements, hereditamt:nts and appurtenances thereof and thereto, and ail
water rights and shares of stock evidencing the same;
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TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest ofGranlor, now owned or hereafter acquired, in and
to any land lying wilhin the right-of-way of any street, open or proposed, adjoining the Property, and any and
all sidewalks, alleys and other land adjacent to or used in connection with the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, any and al) buildings and improvements now or hereafter erected thereon,
including, but not limited to, the fixtures, attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery, and other articles
attached to said buildings and improvements (the "Improvements");
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all tangible personal property
owned by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the Property or used in connection
therewith, including, but not limited to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds, and equipment,
and all building materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) pennits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted by, given by,
or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property, (collectively "Pennits"), (iv) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to utility companies by Borrower with respect
to the Property; and all advance payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the
Property, and (v), all insurance proceeds; (the foregoing items (i) through (vi) are collectively referred to as
the "Personal Property"); and
TOGETHER WITH, all the estate, interest, right, title, other claim or demand, including claims or
demands with respect to the proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, which Gran tor now has or
may hereafter acquire in the Property, and any and all awards made for the taking by eminent domain, or by
any proceeding or purchase in lieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Trust Estate, including without
limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of streets and awards for severance damages; and
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title, and interest ofGrantor in and to all extensions, improvements,
betterments, renewals, substitutes and replacements of, and all additions and appurtenances to, any of the
property described herein above, hereafter acquired by, or released to Grantor or constructed, assembled or
placed by Grantor on the above described real property, and all conversions of the security constituted
thereby, immediately upon such acquisition, release, construction, assembling, placement or conversion, as
the case may be, and in each such case, without any further grant, conveyance, assignment or other act by
Grantor, the same shall become part of the Property and Improvements secured by this Deed of Trust as fully
and completely and with the same effect as though now owned by Grantor and specifically described in the
granting clause hereof, to have and to hold the same to Trustee and the successors, heirs, executors,
administrators or assigns of Trustee forever;
The entire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to Trustee may hereafter be referred
to as the "Trust Estate."
To the extent that the Trust Estate consists of fixtures, personal property or other property in which
a security interest may be granted under the Idaho Uniform Commercial Code, this Deed of Trost shall
constitute a Security Agreement, and Grantor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security interest in such
property. In the event of a default hereunder, Beneficiary may exercise its rights and remedies under the
Idaho Unifonn Commercial Code or any rights and remedies hereunder with respect to such property.
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECURING:
A.
The payment of the indebtedness evidenced by that certain promissory note of even date
herewith in the original principal amount of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and
No/JOO Dollars ($725,500.00), executed by Grantor in favor of Beneficiary, with final payment due
December 31, 2008, and any extensions, renewals or modifications thereof(the "Note"), together with the
interest thereon and any other charges as provided by the Note.

B.
Payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect the Trust Estate, with interest
thereon during the loan period at the rate, terms and conditions specified in the Note.
C.
Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon, which may hereafter be loaned to Grantor,
or its successors or assigns, by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a note or notes reciting that they are secured
by this Deed of Trust.
D.
Performance of Grantor's obligations and agreements contained in the Master Credit
Agreement executed by Grantor, ("Master Credit Agreement"), or any other Loan Documents.
This Deed of Trust, the Note, the Master Credit Agreement, and any other instrument given to
evidence or further secure the payment and performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be
referred to as the "Loan Documents."
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, Grantor HEREBY COVENANTS
AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1
COVENANTS AND AGREEMENTS OF GRANTOR

1.1
WARRANTY OF TITLE. Grantor warrants that Gran tor holds good and marketable title
in fee simple to the Property and that the title to all the Trust Estate is clear, free and unencumbered, and
Grantorshall forever warrant and defend the same to Beneficiary, against all claims whatsoever, except only
as to those matters shown on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Grantor
agrees that any greater title to the Trust Estate hereafter acquired by Gran tor during the term hereof shall be
subject to the lien of this Deed of Trust. ln addition, Grantor warrants that Grantor has the right to execute
and deliver this Deed of Trust and has the right, power and authority to grant the security interest and to
make the covenants made by Gran tor herein.
1.2
DEFENSE OF TITLE. Grantor agrees to protect, preserve and defend its interest in the
Trust Estate and title thereto; to defend this Deed ofTrust in any action or proceeding affecting or purporting
to affect the Trust Estate, the lien of this Deed of Trust thereon, and any of the rights of either Trustee or
Beneficiary hereunder, and to pay all costs and expenses incurred by either Trustee or Beneficiary in
connection with any such action or proceeding, including cost of evidence of title and reasonable attorneys'
fees, whether any action or proceeding progresses to judgment and whether brought by or against Trustee
or Beneficiary.
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t.3
PAYMENT OF SECURED OBLIGATIONS. Grantor agrees to pay when due the
principal of, and the interest on, the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, charges, fees and all other swns
as provided in the Master Credit Agreement, and the principal of, and interest on, any future advances
secured by this Deed of Trust.
1.4

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, ALTERATIONS. Grantor shall keep the Trust Estate in

good condition and repair and shall not remove, demolish or substantially alter (except such alterations as
may be required by laws, ordinances or regulations) any of the hnprovements. Granlor shall complete
promptly and in a good and workmanlike manner any building or other improvement which may be
constructed on the Property and shall promptly restore in like manner any Improvements which may be
damaged or destroyed thereon and shall pay when due all claims for laborperfonncd and materials furnished
in connection therewith. Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances, regulations, covenants, conditions
and restrictions now or hereafter affecting the Trust Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations
or improvements. Grantor shall not commit or pennit any waste or deterioration of the Trust Estate, nor
commit, suffer or pennit any act to be done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation of any law, ordinance or
regulation. Gran tor shall keep and maintain abutting grounds, sidewalks, roads, parking and landscape areas
in good and neat order and repair and shall comply with the provisions of any lease, if this Deed ofTrust is
on a leasehold.
1.5

REQUIRED INSURANCE. Gran tor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep in force

the following policies of insurance:
1.5.1. Public Liability Insurance upon the Property, naming Beneficiary, and any other
lending institutions identified by Beneficiary, as additional insured(s), with such limits as may from time to
time be required by Beneficiary, but in any event such limits shall be not Jess than$ l ,000,000.00 for personal
injury and death, and $500,000.00 for property damage;

1.S.2 Insurance against loss or damage to all Improvements and the Personal Property,
now existing or hereafter constructed, by fire and any of the risks covered by insurance of the type now
known as "fire and extended coverage" in an amount not less than 1he original amount oflhe Note or the full
replacement cost of the Improvements (exclusive oflhe cost of excavation, foundations, and foot inf;! below
the lowest basemen! floor) and the Personal Property, whichever is greater; and with not more than
$10,000.00 deductible from the loss payable for any casualty. The policies of insurance carried in
accordance with this Section 1.5.l shall contain the "Replacement Cost Endorsement";
1.5.3 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
comprehensive public liability insurance(including coverage for elevators and escalators, ifany, on the Trust
Estate and, if any construction ofnew lmprovements occurs after execution of this Deed of Trust, completed
operations coverage for two years after construction of the Improvements has been completed) on an
"occurrence basis" against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage occurring on, in or about the
Trust Estate and the adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to afford inunediate
minimum protection to a limit ofnot less than that required by Beneficiary with respect to personal injury
or death to any one or more persons or damage to property;
1.5.4

During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
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workmen's compensation insurance (including employer's liability insurance, if requested by Beneficiary)
for all employees of Grantor engaged on or with respect to the Trust Estate in such amount as is reasonably
satisfactory to Beneficiary, or, if such limits are established by law, in such amounts;
1.5.5 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
builder's completed value risk insurance against "all risks of physical loss," including collapse and transit
coverage, during construction of such Improvements, with deductibles not to exceed $10,000.00, in nonreporting form, covering the total value of work performed and equipment, supplies and materials furnished.
Said policy of insurance shall contain the "permission to occupy upon completion of work or occupancy"
endorsement;
1.5.6 Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may from time to time be required
by Beneficiary against the same or other hazards.
All policies of insurance required by the terms of this Deed of Trust shall contain an endorsement or
agreement by the insurer that any loss shall be payable in accordance with the terms of such policy,
notwithstanding any actor negligence ofGran tor which might othetwise result in forfeiture of said insurance,
and the further agreement of the insurer waiving all rights of setoff, counterclaim or deductions against
Grantor.
1.6

DELIVERY OF POLICIES. PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.

1.6.J All policies of insurance shall be issued by companies and in amounts satisfactory
to Beneficiary. All policies of insurance shat I have attached thereto a Lender's loss payable endorsement for
the benefit of Beneficiary in form satisfactory to Beneficiary. Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with an
original policy of all policies of required insurance. In lieu of the actual policy, the issuing company may
provide to Beneficiary a copy certified as follows: "This is a true and certified copy of the policy prepared
for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC." If Beneficiary consents to Gran tor providing any of the required insurance
through blanket policies carried by Grantor and covering more than one location, the Grantor shall furnish
Beneficiary with a Certificate of Insurance for each such policy setting forth the coverage, the limits of
liability, the name of the carrier, the policy number, and the expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior
to the expiration of each such policy, Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with evidence satisfactory to
Beneficiary of the payment of the premium and the re-issuance of a policy continuing insurance in force as
required by this Deed of Trust. All such policies shall contain a provision that such policies will not be
canceled or materially amended, which shall include any reduction in the scope or limits of coverage, without
at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Beneficiary.
1.6.2 In the event Gran tor fails to provide, maintain, keep in force or deliver and furnish
to Beneficiary, the policies of insurance required by this Section, Beneficiary may procure such insurance
or single-interest insurance for such risks covering Beneficiary's interest, and Grantor will pay al I premiums
thereon promptly upon demand by Beneficiary, and until such payment is made by Gran tor, the amount of
all such premiums together with interest thereon at the rate as set forth in the Note shall be secured by this
Deed ofTrust. At the request of Beneficiary, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments,
an amount equal to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance premiums on all policies of
insurance required by this Deed of Trust. Grantor further agrees, upon Beneficiary's request, to cause all
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bills, statements or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance premiums to be sent or mailed
directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills, statements or other documents, and providing Grantor
has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6, Beneficiary shall pay such
amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. Ifat any time and for any
reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or
subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify Grantorand Grantor shall immediately deposit an amount equal
to such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause
Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the
amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6. Beneficiary may commingle said
reserve with its own funds and Grantor shall not be entitled to any interest thereon.
J.7

I

\

I

INSURANCE PROCEEDS.

1.7.1 Following the occurrence of any casualty to the Property or Improvements, or any
part thereof, Grantorshall give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary, and Beneficiary may make proof
of loss if not made promptly by Grantor. In the event of such loss or damage, all proceeds of insurance shall
be payable to Beneficiary, and Grantor hereby authoriz.es and directs any affected insurance company to
make payment of such proceed directly to Beneficiary. Beneficiary is hereby authorized and empowered by
Gran tor to settle, adjust or compromise any claims ofloss, damage or destruction under any policy or policies
of insurance.
1.7.2 In the event of any damage or destruction of !he Improvements, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole discretion, to apply all or part of the insurance proceeds (i) to any indebtedness
secured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, (ii) to the restoration of the Improvements,
or (iii) to Grantor. Notwithstanding the preceding, Beneficiary agrees to pennit Grantor to utilize any such
insurance proceeds to repair and restore the Improvements provided and on the condition that:

(a)

all insurance proceeds shall be paid to and received by Beneficiary and he Id

by Beneficiary in a non-interest bearing account (the "Restoration Account"); and

(b)
Grantor shall not be in default hereunder, under the Note or under any other
instrument or document securing the Note; and
1.7.3 Upon the satisfaction ofthe preceding conditions (a)and (b), Grantor, at its expense,
shall promptly prepare all plans and specifications necessary for the restoration or repair of the damaged
Improvements and submit the same to Beneficiary together with evidence acceptable to Beneficiary setting
forth the total expenditure needed for such restoration or repair based upon a fixed price contract with a
reputable builder and covered by perfonnance and labor and material payment bonds. The plans and
specifications and all other aspects of the proposed restoration or repair shall be subject to Beneficiary's prior
approval which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event the insurance proceeds held by
Beneficiary in the Restoration Account arc insufficient to complete the repair and restoration, prior to
commencement of restoration or repair, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
an amount equal to the difference between the amount then held by Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
and the total contract price for the restoration or repair. Grantor may commence restoration or repair to the
damaged property only when authorized in writing by Beneficiary to do so and shall thereafter proceed

j
j
j
j
j
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diligently with the restoration or repair until completed. Disbursements shall be made from the Restoration
Account for the restoration and repair in accordance with a disbursement schedule, and subject to other tenns
and conditions acceptable to Beneficiary. Disbursements from the Restoration Account shall be charged first
against funds deposited in that account by Grantor, and second, after such funds are exhausted, against the
insurance proceeds deposited therein. In the event the amounts held by Beneficiary in the Restoration
Account exceed the cost of the restoration and repair of the damaged Improvements, the excess funds shall
be disbursed to Grantor to the extent of any amounts deposited therein by Grantor. Any funds remaining
after such disbursements may, at Beneficiary's option, be applied by Beneficiary to the payment of interest
due on the Note, the reduction of the principal balance thereof, the payment of any other obligations secured
by this Deed of Trust, or may be disbursed by Beneficiary to Grantor. All funds held by Beneficiary in the
Restoration Account are hereby assigned to Beneficiary as further security for the indebtedness and
obligations secured by this Deed of Trust. Beneficiary may, at any time, apply all or any part of the funds
held in the Restoration Account to the curing of any default under the Note, this Deed of Trust, or any other
instrument or docwnent securing the Note.
1.7.4 ln all other cases in the event of damage or loss to the Improvements, Beneficiary
in its sole discretion, may apply any insurance proceeds to the payment of interest due on the indebtedness
secured hereby, the reduction of the principal amount of said indebtedness, the payment of any other
obligation hereby secured, or the restoration or the repair of the Improvements, in .such order and in such
amounts as Beneficiary shall detennine.

1. 7.5 Application of insurance proceeds by Beneficiary shall not cure or waive any default
hereunder or invalidate any act done hereunder because of any such default.

1.8
ASSIGNMENT OF POLICIES UPON FORECLOSURE. In the event of foreclosure
of this Deed of Trust or other transfer of title or assignment of the Trust Estate in satisfaction, in whole or
in part, of the debt secured hereby, all right, title and interest of Gran tor in and to all policies of insurance
required by this Section shall inure to the benefit of and pass to the successor in interest to Grantor or the
purchaser or grantee of the Trust Estate.
1.9

INDEMNIFICATION; SUBROGATlON; WAIVER OF OFFSET.

1.9.1 If Beneficiary is made a party defendant to any litigation concerning this Deed of
Trust or the Trust Estate or any part thereofor interest therein, or the occupancy thereof by Grantor, then
Gran tor shall indemnify, defend and hold Beneficiary hannless from all liability by reason of said litigation,
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether or
not any such litigation is prosecuted to judgment. lf Beneficiary commences an action against Grantor to
enforce any of the terms hereof or because of the breach by Gran tor of any of the terms hereof, or for the
recovery of any sum secured hereby, Beneficiary may employ an attorney or attorneys to protect its rights
hereunder, and Granter shall pay Beneficiary reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by
Beneficiary. The right to such attorneys' fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on the
commencement of such action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to
judgment.
1.9.2

Grantor waives any and all right to claim or recover against Beneficiary, its officers,
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employees, agents and representatives, for loss of or damage to Granter, the Trust Estate, Grantor's property
or the property of others under Grantor's control from any cause insured against or required to be insured
against by the provisions of this Deed of Trust.
l.9.3 All sums payable by Granter hereunder shall be paid without notice, demand,
counterclaim, sctoff, deduction or defense and without abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Granter hereunder shall in no way be released, discharged
or otherwise affected (except as expressly provided herein) by reason of: (i) any damage to or destruction
of or any condemnation or similar taking of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (ii) any restriction or
prevention of or interference with any use of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (iii) any title defect or
encumbrance or any eviction from the Property or the Improvements or any part thereof by title paramount
or otherwise; (iv) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolution,
liquidation or other like proceeding relating to Beneficiary, or any action taken with respect to this Deed of
Trust by any trustee or receiver of Beneficiary, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim which
Granter has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any default or failure on the part of Beneficiary to
perform or comply with any of the terms hereof or of any other agreement with Grantor; or (vii) any other
occurrence whatsoever, whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing; whether or not Gran tor shafl have
notice or knowledge of any of the foregoing. Except as expressly provided herein, Gran tor waives all rights
now or hereafter conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction of any sum secured hereby and payable by Granter.
1.10

TAXES AND IMPOSITIONS.

I. IO.I Gran tor agrees to pay, prior to delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments,
general and special, and all other taxes and assessments of any kind or nature whatsoever, including without
limitation non-governmental levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner association dues or
charges or fees, levies or charges resulting from covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Trust
Estate, which arc assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate or become due and payable, and which create,
may create or appear to create a lien upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof~ or upon any Personal
Property, equipment or other facility used in the operation or maintenance thereof (all of which taxes,
assessments and other governmental charges of like nature are hereinafter referred to as "Impositions");
provided, however, that if, by law, any such Imposition is payable, or may at the option to the taxpayer be
paid, in installments, Grantor may pay the same together with any accrued interest on the unpaid balance of
such Imposition in installments as the same become due and before any fine, penalty, interest or cost may
be added thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest.
1.10.2 If at any time after the date thereof there shall be assessed or imposed (i) a tax or
assessment on the Trust Estate in lieu of or in addition to the Impositions payable by Grantor pursuant to
Section 1.10.1, or (ii) a Iieense fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or based in
whole or in part upon the amount of the outstanding obligations secured hereby, then all sucll taxes,
assessments or fees shall be deemed to be included within the Impositions and Grantor shall pay and
discharge the same as herein provided with respect to the payment of the Impositions or, at the option of
Beneficiary, all obligations secured hereby together with all accrued interest thereon, shall immediately
become due and payable. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, Granter shall have no obligation to pay
any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on the
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1.10.3 Grantor shall have the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or object to
the amount or validity of any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this shall not be deemed
or construed in any way as relieving, modifying or extending Grantor's covenant to pay any such Imposition
at the time and in the manner provided in this Section l. l O unless Gran tor has given prior written notice to
Beneficiary of Grantor's intent to so contest or object to an Imposition, and unless, at Beneficiary's sole
option, (i) Grantor shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or surety as requested by and satisfactory to
Beneficiary; or (ii) Grantor shall have provided a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or
permitted by law to accomplish a stay of such proceedings.
1.10.4 At the request of Beneficiary, Grantor shall pay to Beneficiary on the day monthly
installments of interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, an amount equal to
one-twelfth ( 1/12) of the annual Impositions reasonably estimated by Beneficiary to pay the installment of
taxes next due on the Trust Estate. In such event, Granter further agrees to cause all bills, statements or other
documents relating to Impositions to be sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills,
statements or other documents, and providing Granter has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds
so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary arc
or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify
Grantor and Gran tor shall immediately deposit such an amount equal to such deficiency with Beneficiary.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of
said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10. Beneficiary shall not be obi iged to pay or al low any interest on any sums held
by Beneficiary pending disbursement or application hereunder, and Beneficiary may impound or reserve for
future payment of Impositions such portion of such payments as Beneficiary may in its absolute discretion
deem proper, applying the balance on the principal of or interest on the obligations secured hereby. Should
Gran tor fail to deposit with Beneficiary (exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been applied
by Beneficiary on the principal of or interest on the indebtedness secured by the Loan Documents) sums
sufficient to fully pay such Impositions at least thirty (30) days before delinquency thereof. Beneficiary may,
at Beneficiary's election, but without any obligation to do so, advance any amounts required to make up the
deficiency, which advances, if any, shall be secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as herein
elsewhere provided, or at the option of Beneficiary the latter may, without making any advance whatever,
apply any sums held by it upon any obligation of the Grantor secured hereby. Should any default occur or
exist on the part of the Grantor in the payment or performance of any obligations of Grantor and/or any
guarantor under the terms of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary may, at any ti me at Beneficiary's option. apply
any sums or amounts in its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or income of the Trust Estate or
otherwise, upon any indebtedness or obligation of the Grantor secured hereby in such manner and order as
Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any such swns paid by Granter to Beneficiary
hereunder shall not be construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust or
any of the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee under the terms of the Loan Documents or any of the
obligations ofGrantor and/or any guarantor under the Loan Documents.

1.10.5 Grantor covenants and agrees not to suffer, permit or initiate the joint assessment
of the real and personal property, or any other procedure whereby the lien of the real property taxes and the
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lien of the personal property taxes shall be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single lien.
1.10.6 Ifrequested by Beneficiary, Gran tor shall cause to be furnished to Beneficiary a tax
reporting service covering the Trust Estate of the type, duration and with a company satisfactory to
Beneficiary.

1.11
UTILITIES. Granter agrees to pay when due all utility charges which are incurred by
Granter for the benefit of the Trust Estate or which may become a charge or lien against the Trust Estate for
gas, electricity, water or sewer services furnished to the Trust Estate and all other assessments or charges of
a similar nature, whether public or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any portion thereof, whether or not
such taxes, assessments or charges are liens thereon.
1.12
ACTIONS AFFECTING TRUST EST ATE. Granter agrees to appear in and contest any
action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee
and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees, in any such action
or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear.

1.13

ACTIONS BY TRUSTEE AND/OR BENEFICIARY TO PRESERVE TRUST

EST ATE. Should Granter fail to make any payment or to do any act as and in the manner provided in any
of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary and/or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without obligation so to do
and without notice to or demand upon Gran tor and without releasing Gran tor from any obligation, may make
or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof.
In connection therewith (without limiting their general powers), Beneficiary and/or Trustee shall have and
are hereby given the right, but not the obligation: (i) to enter upon and take possession of the Trust Estate;
(ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improvements to the Trust Estate which they or either of them
may consider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good condition and repair; (iii) to appear and
participate in any action or proceeding affecting or which may affect or appears to affect the security of this
Deed of Trust or be prior or superior hereto; and (iv) in exercising such powers, to pay necessary expenses,
including employment of counsel or other necessary or desirable consultants. Gmntor shall, immediately
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in connection with
the exercise by Beneficiary of the foregoing rights, including without limitation costs of evidence of title,
court costs, appraisals, surveys and attorneys' fees together with interest thereon accruing during the loan
period at the rate, temis, and conditions specified in the Note.
1.14 SURVIVAL OF WARRANTIES. Grantor shall fully and faithfully satisfy and perform
the obligations of Grantor contained in Grantor's loan application and Loan Commitment issued by
Beneficiary and signed by or on behalf of Grantor, and any such application and commitment between
Grantor and any assignee of Beneficiary, and any modification or amendment thereof. All representations,
warranties and covenants ofGrantor contained therein shall survive the close of escrow and funding of the
loan evidenced by the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and representations of
Grantor during any time when any portion of the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain
outstanding.

1.15 EMINENT DOMAIN. Should the Trust Estate, or any part thereofor interest therein, be
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding, whether actual or
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threatened, or in any other manner ("Condemnation"), or should Grantor receive any notice or other
information regarding such proceeding, Grantor shall give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary.
1.15.1 Beneficiary shall be entitled to all compensation, awards and other payments or
relief therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name any
action or proceedings. Beneficiary shall also be entitled to make any compromise or settlement in connection
with such taking or damage. All such compensation, awards, damages, rights of action and proceeds awarded
to Grantor (the "Proceeds") are hereby assigned to Beneficiary and Grantor agrees to execute such further
assignments of the Proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require.
1.15.2 In the event any portion of the Trust Estate is so taken or damaged, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole and absolute discretion, to apply all such Proceeds, after deducting therefrom au
costs and expenses (regardless of the particular nature thereof and whether incurred with or without suit),
including attorneys' fees, incurred by it in connection with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured
hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, or to apply all such Proceeds, after such deductions,
to the restoration of the Trust Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may determine. Such application
or release shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done
pursuant to such notice.
1.16
APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may, from time to time, by
a written instrument executed and acknowledged by Beneficiary, mailed to Grantor and recorded in the office
of the County Recorder of each county in which the Trust Estate or any part thereof is located and by
otherwise complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State of Idaho, substitute a successor
or successors to the Trustee named herein or acting hereunder.
1.17
SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. This Deed ofTrust applies to, inures to the benefit of and
binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, dcvisees, administrators, executors, successors and assigns. The
term "Beneficiary" shall mean the owner and holderofthe Note, whether ornot named as Beneficiary herein.
1.18
INSPECTIONS. Beneficiary, or its agents, representatives or workmen, are authorized to
enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the Trust Estate for the purpose of performing any of the
acts it is authorized to perform under the terms of any of the Loan Documents.
1.19
LI.ENS. Grantor shall pay and promptly discharge, at Grantor's sole cost and expense, all
liens, encumbrances and charges upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein; provided that
the existence of any mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not
constitute a violation of this Section if payment is not yet due under the contract which is the foundation
thereof and if such contract does not postpone payment for more than sixty (60) days after the perfonnance
thereof. Gran tor shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity of any such lien, encumbrance or
charge, provided Grantor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or other security satisfactory to
Beneficiary in such amoW1ts as Beneficiary shall reasonably require, but not more than one and one-half ( l 'h)
times the amount of the claim, and provided further that Grantor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause
such lien, encumbrance or charge to be removed and discharged. IfGrantor fails to discharge any such lien,
encumbrance or charge, then, in addition to any other right or remedy of Beneficiary, Beneficiary may, but
shall not be obligated to, discharge the same, either by paying the amount claimed to be due, or by procuring
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the discharge of such lien by depositing in court a bond or the amount claimed or otherwise giving security
for such claim, orin such manner as is or may be prescribed by law. In the event Beneficiary discharges said
lien, encumbrance or other charge, Grantor shall immediately reimburse Beneficiary for such amount
expended, however expended, together with any and all costs, fees or charges incurred by Beneficiary of
whatever nature or kind when discharging the subject obligations.
1.20
TRUSTEE'S POWERS. At any time, or from time to time, without liability therefor and
without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and the Note
secured hereby for endorsement, and without affecting the personal liability of any person for payment of
the indebtedness secured hereby or the effect of this Deed of Trust upon the remainder of said Trust Estate,
Trustee may (i) reconvey any part of said Trust Estate, (ii) consent in writing to the making of any map or
plat thereof; (iii) join in granting any easement or creating any restriction affecting this Deed ofTrust or any
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof.
1.21
BENEFICIARY'S POWERS. Without affecting the liability of any other person liable
for the payment of any obligation herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of this Deed of
Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or theretofore released as security for the full amount of all
unpaid obligations, Beneficiary may, from lime to time and without notice (i) release any person so liable,
(ii) extend the maturity or alter any of the terms of any such obligation, (iii) grant other indulgences, (iv)
release or reconvey, or cause to be released or reconveyed at any time at Beneficiary's option any parcel,
portion or all of the Trust Estate, (v) take or release any other or additional security for any obligation herein
mentioned, or (vi) make compositions or other arrangements with debtors in relation thereto.
1.22
TRADE NAMES. At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor shall execute a certificate i~ form
satisfactory to Beneficiary listing the trade names under which Grantor intends to operate the Trust Estate,
and representing and warranting that Grantor business under no other trade names with respect to the Trust
Estate. Gran tor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in said trade names and will,
upon request of Beneficiary, execute any additional financing statements and other certificates revised lo
reflect the change in trade name.

ARTICLE2
SECURITY AGREEMENT
2.1
CREATION OF SECURITY INTEREST. Gran tor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security
interest in the Personal Propeny for the purpose of securing all obligations of Gran tor contained in any of
the Loan Documents. This Deed ofTrust shall be deemed the Security Agreement as defined in the Uniform
Commercial Code ofldaho and the remedies for any violation of the covenants, tenllS and conditions ofthe
agreements herein contained shall be (i) as prescribed herein, or (ii) by general law, or (iii) as to such part
of the security which is also reflected in any financing statement or statements (the "Financing Statement")
by the specific statutory consequences now or hereafter enacted and specified in the Uniform Commercial
Code of Idaho, all at Beneficiary's sole election. Grantor and Beneficiary agree that the filing of such a
Financing Statement in the records normally having to do with personal property shall never be construed
as in any manner or way derogating from or impairing this declaration and hereby stated intention of the
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parties hereto, that everything used in connection with the production of income from the Trust Estate and/or
adapted for use therein and/or which is described or reflected in this Deed of Trust is, and at all times and
for all purposes and in all proceedings both legal and equitable shall be regarded as part of the Property
irrespective of whether (A) any such item is physically attached to the Improvements, (B) serial numbers are
used for the better identification of certain equipment items capable of being identified in such manner in
a recital contained herein or in any list filed with the Beneficiary, (C) any such item is referred to or reflected
in any such Financing Statement so filed at any time. Similarly, the mention in any such Financing Statement
of (1) the rights in or the proceeds of any fire and/or hazard insurance policy, (2) any award in eminent
domain proceedings for a taking or for loss of value, or (3) the debtor's interest as lessor in any present or
future lease or rights to income growing out of the use and/or occupancy of the premises, whether pursuant
to lease or otherwise, shall never be construed as in any manner or way altering any of the rights of
Beneficiary as determined by this Deed of Trust or impugning the priority of the Beneficiary's lien granted
hereby or by any other recorded document, but such mention in the Financing Statement is declared to be
for the protection of the Beneficiary in the event any court or judge shall detennine at any time with respect
to (1 ), (2) and (3) that notice of Beneficiary's priority of interest, to be effective against a particular class of
persons, divisions or entity of the Federal Government, must be filed in the Uniform Commercial Code
records.

2.2
WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS OF GRANTOR. Grantor
warrants, represents and covenants as follows:
2.2.1 Except for the security interest granted hereby, Grantor is, and as to portions of the
Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof will be, the sole owner of the, free from any adverse
lien, security interest, encumbrance or adverse claims thereon of any kind whatsoever except the Pennilted
Exception ofRBC Builder Finance. Grantor will notify Beneficiary of, and will defend the Personal Property
against, all claims and demands of all persons at any time claiming the same or any interest therein.
2.2.2 Granter will not lease, sell, convey or in any manner transfer the Personal Property
without the prior written consent of Beneficiary.
2.2.3

The Personal Property is not used or brought for personal, family or household

purposes.

2.2.4 The Personal Property will be kept on orat the Property and Grantorwill not remove
the Personal Property from the Property without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, except such
portions or items of Personal Property which arc consumed or worn out in ordinary usage, all of which shall
be promptly replaced by Grantor.
2.2.S Granter maintains a place of business in the State of Idaho and Grantor will
immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in it place of business as set forth in the beginning
of this Deed of Trust.
2.2.6 At the request ofBencficiary, Grantor willjoin Beneficiary in cxecutingonc or more
financing statements, continuation statements and renewals and amendments thereof pursuant lo the Uniform
Commercial Code ofidaho in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and will pay the cost oftiling the same in all
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public offices wherever filing is deemed by Beneficiary to be necessary or desirable.

2.2. 7 All covenants and obligationsofGrantorcontained herein relating to the Trust Estate
shall be deemed to apply to the Personal Property whether or not expressly referred to herein.

ARTICLE3
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT
3.1
hereunder:

EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Any of the following events shall be deemed an event of default

3.1.1 Default shall be made in the payment of any installment of principal or interest under
the Note or any other sum secured hereby when due;
3.1.2 Default shall be made in the payment ofany installment of principal or interest due
upon the RBC Loan (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement) when due;
3.J.3 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the Note (other than a default under Sections 3.1.l or 3.1.2 above), this Deed ofTrust, the Loan
Documents, or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and delivered by Gran tor in
connection with the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust, and the failure to cure such default within
the applicable cure period, if any;
3.1.4 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the deed of trust or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and
delivered by Grantor in connection with the RBC Loan, and the failure to cure such default within the
applicable cure period, if any;
3.1.5 Grantor shall file a petition in bankruptcy or shall be adjudicated a bankrupt or
insolvent, or shall file any petition or answer seeking or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation,dissolution or similar relief for itself under any federal, state or other
statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or shall seek or
consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all of any
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, or shall
make any general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts
generally as they become due;
3.1.6 A petition shall be filed against Grantor seeking any reorganization, dissolution or
similar relief wider any federal, state or other statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency
or other relief for debtors; or any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all or any part of the. Trust
Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, shall be appointed;

3.1.7 The filing of any foreclosure proceeding or the recording of any notice of trustee's
sale with respect to any other lien on the Trust Estate, whether junior or senior to this Deed of Trust, which
foreclosure proceeding or recording of notice is not dismissed or released within thirty (30) days;
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3.1.8 A writ or execution or attachment or any similar process shall be issued or Jevied
against all or any part of or interest in the Trust Estate, of any judgment involving monetary damages shall
be entered against Grantor which shall become a lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied,
vacated or stayed within thirty (30) days after its entry or levy;
3.1.9

The abandonment of all or any part of the Trust Estate;

3.1.10 The breach of any warranty, representation or certification given in connection
herewith, the loan application submitted by Grantor, the loan commitment issued by Beneficiary, or any
document executed by Grantor in connection with securing the loan evidenced by the Note;
3.1.11 The occurrence of a default in the perfonnance of Grantor's obligations as lessor
under any lease affecting all or any portion of the Trust Estate, and the expiration of any applicable cure
period; or
3.1.12 The transfer of any portion of the Trust Estate, voluntarily or involuntarily, in
violation of the tenns of the Note or this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's consent, which consent may
be withheld in Beneficiary's absolute discretion.

3.2
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT. Upon default by Gran tor hereunder, Beneficiary may
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable without notice or demand Beneficiary may
also thereupon, at its option and as maybe more fully described elsewhere herein, without notice and without
affecting the lien of this Deed of Trust, do any one or more of the following:
3.2.1 Enter upon the Trust Est.ate and inspect, repair, improve and maintain the same, rent
or lease all or any portion thereof as Beneficiary shall see fit, and perfonn such other acts thereon as
Beneficiary may deem necessary or desirable;
3.2.2 Sue for all or any part of the indebtedness owing from Granter to Beneficiary
without affecting or losing the security of this Deed of Trust;
3.2.3

Exercise the power of sale granted herein;

3.2.4

Foreclose this Deed of Trust as a mortgage in the manner provided by law;

3.:Z.S Exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho
Unifonn Commercial Code;

3.2.6

Bring an action for damages; or

3.2.7 Exercise such other remedies or combination of remedies Beneficiary may have
under this Deed of Trust, the Loan Documents, or as otherwise provided under law or in equity.
3.3

POWER OF SALE,
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3.3.1 Upon default by Grant or hereunder, Beneficiary, ifit desires Trustee to exercise the
power of sale granted hereunder, shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trust, the Note, and all documents
evidencing expenditures secured hereby, together with such other documents as Trustee shall require.
Trustee shall record and give such notices of Trustee's sale in the manner required by law, and after the lapse
of time such as then may be required by Jaw, Trustee, without demand on Grantor, under the power of sale
contained herein, shall sell the Trust Estate at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of Trustee's sale,
either as a whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, subject to any
statutory right which Grantor may have to direct such order, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash
in lawful money of the United States, payable at the time of sale. Trustee may postpone the sale as provided
by law. Following sale, Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed conveying the Trust Estate so sold,
but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.
3.3.2 After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Deed of Trust,
including costs to insure or obtain evidence of title in connection with such sale, Trustee shall apply the
proceeds of sale to payment of(i) all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued
interest at the Default Rate specified under the Note from the date such expenditures were made, (ii) all other
sums secured hereby, and (iii) the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
3.3.3 Beneficiary may at any time request cancellation of the Trustee's notice of sale,
whereupon Trustee shall execute and record, or cause to be recorded, a cancellation of notice of sale in the
same county in which the notice of sale was recorded. The exercise by Beneficiary of this right shall not
constitute a waiver of any default then existing or subsequently occurring. If this Deed of Trust and the
indebtedness and obligations secured hereby are reinstated in the manner provided by law, Beneficiary shall
forthwith notify Trustee thereof. Upon such notification, Trustee shall record or cause to be recorded a
cancellation of notice of sale in the same county in which the notice of sale was recorded within the period
then required by law.

3.3.4 If Grantor fails or refuses to surrender possession of the Trust Estate after any
trustee's sale, Grantor shall be deemed a tenant at sufferance, subject to eviction by means of forcible entry
and detainer proceedings. This remedy is not exclusive or in derogation of any other right or remedy
available to Beneficiary.
3.4
FORECLOSURE AS MORTGAGE. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, in lieu of sale
pursuant to the power of sale conferred hereby, at the option of Beneficiary, this Deed of Trust may be
foreclosed in the same manner provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property.
Beneficiary shall also have all other rights and remedies available to it. All rights and remedies shall be
cumulative, may be sought and exercised concurrently or consecutively and in inconsistent proceedings.
3.S
FORECLOSURE AS A UNIT. Grantor agrees that all of the Trust Estate, whether real
or personal, covered by this Deed of Trust, is encumbered as one unit, and that upon default by Gran tor under
the Note secured hereby or this Deed of Trust, or any security instrument given pursuant hereto, this Deed
of Trust and such security interests, at Beneficiary's option, may be foreclosed or sold in the same
proceeding, and all of the Trust Estate (both realty and personalty) may, at Beneficiary's option, be sold as
such in one unit.
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•

POSSESSION OF TRUST ESTATE, LEASES AND RENTS ON DEFAULT.

3.6.1 Upon default byGrantorhereunder, Beneficiary shall be entitledatany time without
further notice, in its sole discretion, either by its agents, attorneys, or employees, to enter upon and IBke
possession of the Trust Estate or any part thereof, and Grantor shall, upon demand, peaceably surrender
possession thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary may, at its option, send notifications to any and all lcssees
and tenants of the Trust Estate that future payments under or relating to said leases shall be made to
Beneficiary, in accordance with Section 2.2 hereof. Beneficiary, in its name and/or in the name ofGrantor,
may operate and maintain all or any portion of the Trust Estate to such extent as Beneficiary deems
advisable, and Grantor agrees that Beneficiary shall be entitled to do and perform any acts that Beneficiary
may deem necessary or proper to conserve the value of the Trust Estate, and to sue for and otherwise collect
and receive all rents, issues and profits thereof, including those past due and unpaid as well as those accruing
thereafter, and may rent or lease the Trust Estate or any portion thereof to such person or persons and for
such periods of time and on such terms and conditions as Beneficiary in its sole discretion may determine.
3.6.2 The expense (including compensation to any agent appointed by Beneficiary,
attorneys' fees and costs and disbursements) incurred in taking possession and effecting collectipn or
attempting to take possession and effect collection, shall be deemed an expense of this Deed of Trust to be
paid by Gran tor and secured hereby. Neither the entering upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate nor
the collection of such rents, issues and profits and the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shall cure
or waive any default or notice of sale hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. In dealing
with the Trust Estate as a beneficiary in possession, Beneficiary shall be without any liability, charge or
obligation therefor to Gran tor, and Beneficiary shall be entitled to operate any business then being conducted
thereon or therewith at the expense of and for the account of Gran tor, and all net losses, costs and expenses
thereby incurred shall be advancements governed by Section 1.14 hereof.
3.6.J For purposes hereof, Beneficiary is expressly authorized to deal with the Trust Estate
as Grantor's attorney-in-fact subsequent to Grantor's default hereunder, i.e., to enter into leases of all or a
portion of the Trust Estate, to terminate leases of all or portions of the Trust Estate as may be necessary in
Beneficiary's discretion, enter into management agreements regarding the Trust Estate on tenns and
conditions approved by Beneficiary in its discretion, and otherwise operate the Trust Estate. None of the
foregoing activities by Beneficiary with respect to the Trust Estate shall serve to waive any rights of
Beneficiary against Grantor or impose any additional burdens or any liability on Beneficiary therefor.
3.7
APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary
shall be entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the Trust Estate, collect the rents, issues
and profits therefrom, care for and repair the same, improve the same when necessary or desirable, lease and
rent the Trust Estate or portions thereof (including leases existing beyond the term of receivership), and
otherwise use and utilize the Trust Estate, and to have such other duties as may be fixed by the court.
Grantor specifically agrees that the court may appoint a receiver without reference to the adequacy or
inadequacy of the security, or the solvency or insolvency of Gran tor or any guarantor, the commission of
actual waste or damage to the Property, and without reference to other matters normally taken into account
by courts in the discretionary appointment of receivers, it being the intention of Grant or to hereby authorize
the appointment of a receiver when Gran tor is in default and Beneficiary has requested the appointment of
a receiver. Gran tor hereby agrees and consents to the appointment of the particular person or firm (including
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an officer or employee of Beneficiary) designated by Beneficiary as receiver. Such receiver shall have the
power to borrow money from any person, including Beneficiary, for reasonable expenses of operating,
preserving, maintaining, completing and caring for the Trust Estate, or completing the construction of any
improvements or structures in progress in or upon the Trust Estate, and all such borrowed sums together with
interest thereon at the Default Rate set forth in the Note shall be added to the indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Trust. The acceptance and/or application of such rents, issues and profits shall not cure any default
hereunder nor constitute a waiver of or adversely affect any other right which Beneficiary may enjoy under
this Deed of Trust or under the laws of Idaho by virtue of the default of Grantor hereunder. For purposes
of appointment of such a receiver, it is agreed that any of the following actions brought by Beneficiary shall
be actions which "affect" the Trust Estate and support the appointment of a receiver by the Superior Court
for the county in which the Trust Estate is located:
3.7.1

Damages for waste or failure to maintain the Trust Estate; or

3.7.2 Damages for failure to perform any of Grantor's obligations set forth in this Deed
of Trust which relate directly or indirectly to the ownership or operation of the Trust Estate.
3.8
FORECLOSURE OF SECURITY INTEREST. Upon default by Granter hereunder,
Beneficiary may exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code, including, but not limited to:
3.8.1 Either personally or by means of a court appointed receiver, take possession of all
or any of the Personal Property and exclude therefrom Granter and all others claiming under Granter, and
thereafter hold, store, use, operate, manage, maintain and control, make repairs, replacements, alterations,
additional and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers of Gran tor in respect to the Personal
Property or any part thereof. In the event Beneficiary demands or attempts to take possession of the Personal
Property in the exercise of any rights under any of the Loan Documents, Granter promises and agrees to
promptly tum over and deliver complete possession thereof to Beneficiary;
3.8.2 Without notice to or demand upon Granter, make such payments and do such acts
as Beneficiary may deem necessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Property, including without
limitation, paying, purchasing, contesting or compromising any encwnbrance, charge or lien which is prior
to or superior to the security interest granted hereunder, and in exercising any such powers or authority to
pay all expenses incurred in coMection therewith;

3.8.3 RcquireGrantor to assemble the Personal Property or any portion thereof, at a place
designated by Beneficiary and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to deliver such Personal
Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or representative designated by it. Beneficiary, and its agents and
representatives shall have the right to enter upon any or all of Grantor's premises and property to exercise
Beneficiary's rights herewtder;
3.8.4 Sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the Personal Property at public sale, with or
without having the Personal Property at the place of sale, and upon such tenns and in such marmcr as
Beneficiary may determine. Beneficiary may be a purchaser at any such sale;
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3.8.S Unless the Personal Property is perishable or threatens to decline speedily in value
or is of a type customarily sold on a recognized market, any requirement under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code for giving notice ofa proposed sale or other disposition of the Personal Property shall be
met if such notice is mailed to Grantor, postage prepaid, at least five (5) days before the scheduled sale or
disposition. Such notice may be mailed to Grantor at the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of
Trust.
3.9
REMEDIES NOT EXCLUSIVE. Trustee and Beneficiary and each of them, shall be
entitled to enforce payment and performance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed ofTrust or under any Loan Instrument or another agreement
or any laws now or hereafter in force, notwithstanding some or all of the said indebtedness and obligations
secured hereby may now or hereafter be otherwise secured, whether by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, lien,
assignment or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this Deed of Trust nor its enforcement, whether by court
action or pursuant to the power of sale or other powers herein contained, shall prejudice or in any manner
affect Trustee's or Beneficiary's right to realize upon or enforce any other security now or hereafter held by
Trustee or Beneficiary, its being agreed that Trustee and Beneficiary, and each of then, shall be entitled to
enforce this Deed of Trust and any other security now or hereafter held by Beneficiary or Trustee in such
order and manner as they or either of them in their absolute discretion detennine. No remedy herein
conferred upon or reserved to Trustee or Beneficiary is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy herein
or by law provided or permitted, but each shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy
given hereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. Every power or remedy given
by any of the Loan Documents to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may be otherwise
entitled, may be exercised, concurrently or independently, from time to time and as often as may be deemed
expedient by Trustee or Beneficiary and either of them may pursue inconsistent remedies.
3.10
REQUEST FOR NOTICE. Granter hereby requests a copy of any Notice of Default and
that any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to it at the address set forth in the first paragraph of this Deed
of Trust.
ARTICLE4
MISCELLANEOUS

4.1
GOVERNING LAW. This Deed of Trust shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho. Jn the event that any provision of any of the Loan Documents conflicts with applicable laws, such
conflicts shall not affect other provisions of such Loan Documents which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan Documents are declared to be severable.
This instrument cannot be waived, changed, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or termination is
sought.
4.2
GRANTOR WAIVER OF RIGHTS. Grantor waives the benefit of all laws now existing
or that hereafter may be enacted providing for (i) any appraisement before sale of any portion of the Trust
Estate, and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in any way extending the time for the
enforcement of the collection of the Note or the debt evidenced thereby or creating or extending a period of
redemption from any sale made in collecting said debt. To the full extent Grantor may do so, Grantor agrees
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that Gran tor will not at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advantage of any law now
or hereafter in force providing for any appraisemcnt, valuation, stay, extension or redemption, and Granter,
for Granter, its heirs, devisecs, representatives, successors and assigns, and for any and all persons ever
claiming any interest in the Trust Estate, to the extent pcnnitted by law, hereby waives and releases all rights
of redemption, valuation, appraisement, stay of execution, notice of election to mature or declare due the
whole of the secured indebtedness and marshaling in the event of foreclosure of the liens hereby created.
If any law referred to in this Section and now in force, of which Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives,
successors and assigns or other person might take advantage despite this Section, shall hereafter be repealed
or cease to be in force, such law shall not thereafter be deemed to preclude the application of this Section.
Granter expressly waives and relinquishes any and all rights and remedies which Grantor may have or be
able to assert by reason of the laws of the State of Idaho pertaining to the rights and remedies of sureties.
Any provision of this Section 4.2 which is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to violate a statute of
the State ofldaho shall not be enforceable, but any such holding shall not otherwise affect the enforcement
of any of the other provisions of this Section.
4.3
LIMITATION OF INTEREST. It is the intentofGrantor and Beneficiary in thccxecution
of this Deed ofTrustand the Note and all other instruments securing the Note to contract in strict compliance
with the usury laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. In furtherance thereof,
Beneficiary and Grantor stipulate and agree that none of the terms and provisions contained in the Loan
Documents shall ever be construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money
requiring payment of interest at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by the
laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. Grantor or any guarantor, endorser or
other party now or hereafter becoming liable for the payment of the Note shall never be required to pay
interest on the Note at a rate in excess of the maximum interest that may be lawfully charged under the laws
of the State ofldaho, and the provisions of this Section shall control over all other provisions oflhe Note and
any other instrument executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In the
event any holder of the Note shall collect monies which are deemed to constitute interest which would
otherwise increase the effective interest rate on the Note to a rate in excess of that permitted to be charged
by the laws of the State of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum
permissible rate shall be considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby
shall be reduced by such amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional
interest and other charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State
ofldaho in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Beneficiary.
4.4
STATEMENTS BY GRANTOR. Granter shall within ten (10) days after receiving a
written request from Beneficiary confinn in writing any statement provided by Beneficiary which states the
unpaid principal and any interest on the Note, and any other amounts secured by this Deed of Trust, and that
no offsets or defenses exist against such principal and interest.
4.5
RECONVEYANCE BY TRUSTEE. Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all
sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon surrender of this Deed of Trust and the Note to Trustee for
cancellation and retention and upon payment by Grantor and the Note to Trustee for cancellation and
retention and upon payment by Grantor of Trustee's fees, Trustee shall reconvey to Grantor, or the person
or persons legally entitled thereto, without warranty, any portion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder.
The recitals in such reconveyance of any matter or facts shall be conclusive proofofthe truthfulness thereof.
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The grantee in any reconveyance may be described as "the person or persons legally entitled thereto."

4.6
NOTICES. Whenever Beneficiary, Grantor or Trustee shall desire to give or serve any
notice, demand, request or other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such notice,
demand, request or other conununication shall be in writing and shall be effective only if the same is
delivered by personal service or mailed by registered mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested,
addressed to the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of Trust. Any party may at any time change
its address for such notices by delivering or mailing to the other parties hereto, as aforesaid, a notice of such
change.
4.7
ACCEPTANCE BY TRUSTEE: FEES. Trustee accepts this Trust when this Deed of
Trust, duly executed and acknowledged, is made a public record as provided by law. The Trust created
hereby is irrevocable by Grantor. Trustee holds title under this Deed of Trust for the benefit of Beneficiary.
Trustee shall be paid for all acts perfonned by it hereunder or in connection herewith in accordance with its
established fees and charges. All such fees and charges shall be paid by Grantor and if Beneficiary shall
advance any such fees or charges, Gran tor shall reimburse Beneficiary for same on demand. Payment thereof
is secured by this Deed of Trust.
4.8
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee in the manner
prescribed by law. Trustee herein may resign by mailing or delivering notice thereof to Beneficiary and to
Grantor. Upon such resignation, Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee, which appointment shaU
constitute a substitution of trustee upon the mailing and recording of written notice thereof by Beneficiary
in the manner prescribed by law for the substitution of a trustee of a Deed of Trust. A successor trustee
herein shall, without conveyance from the predecessor trustee, succeed to all the predecessor's title, ·estate,
rights, powers and duties.
4.9
CAPTIONS. The captions or headings at the beginning of each Section hereof are for
convenience of the parties and are not a part of this Deed of Trust.
4.10
INVALIDITY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS. If the lien of this Deed ofTrust is invalid
or unenforceable as to any part of the debt, or if the lien is invalid or unenforceable as to any part of the Trust
Estate, the unsecured or partially secured portion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment
of the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the debt, and all payments made on the debt,
whether voluntary or under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall be considered to have
been first paid on and applied to the full payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully
secured by the lien of this Deed of Trust.

4.11
SUBROGATION. To the extent that proceeds of the Note are owed to pay any outstanding
lien, charge or prior encumbrance against the Trust Estate, such proceeds have been or will be advanced by
Beneficiary at Grantor's request and Beneficiary shall be subrogated to any and all rights and liens owed by
any owner or holder of such outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances, irrespective ofwhether said
liens, charges or encumbrances are released.
4,12
NO MERGER. If both the Lessor's and Lessee's estates under any lease or any portion
thereto which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed
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of Trust and the lien created herel:>y shall not be destroyed or tenninated by application of the doctrine of
merger and, in such event, Beneficiary shall continue to have and enjoy all of the rights and privileges of
Beneficiary as to the separate estates. In addition, upon the foreclosure of the lien created by this Deed of
Trust on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any leases or subleases then existing and created
by Grantor shall not be destroyed or terminated by application of the law of merger or as a matter of law or
as a result of such foreclosure unless Beneficiary or any purchaser at any such foreclosure sale shall so elect.
No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any such purchaser shall constitute a termination of any lease or
sublease unless Beneficiary or such purchaser shall give written notice thereofto such tenant or subtenant.
4.13
TRANSFER OF TRUST EST ATE BY GRANTOR. Grantor hereby acknowledges that
the financial stability and managerial and operational ability of Grantor is a substantial and material
consideration to Beneficiary in its agreement to make the loan to Grant or evidenced by the Loan Documents.
The sale, assignment, trade, or other transfer or further encumbrance of the Trust Estate or change in the
entity operating or managing the Trust Estate may significantly and materially alter and reduce Beneficiary's
security for the indebtedness secured hereby. As an inducement to Beneficiary to make the loan evidenced
by the Note, and subject to the Partial Release Provisions of Section 4.14 of this Deed of Trust, Grantor
covenants and agrees that Grantor shall not modify the existing plat of record or zoning of the Property, sell,
contract to sell, dedicate, transfer, further encumber, restrict the use, assign, convey, grant an option, lease
for a term in excess of five (5) years, or in any other manner dispose of the Property, or any part thereof,
substantially modify the plan of development of the Property or any part thereof, turn over the management
or operation of the Trust Estate to any person, firm or entity, make a voluntary transfer of control of the Trust
Estate, or permit any of the foregoing to be accomplished involuntarily, by operation of law, or otherwise
(collectively a "Transfer of the Trust Estate"), without Beneficiary's written consent. If at any time Grantor
shall Transfer all of any part of the Trust Estate or any interest therein without the prior written consent of
Beneficiary, the indebtedness secured hereby shall, at the option of Beneficiary, become immediately due
and payable. A transfer of more than 25% of the voting control or economic rights in the Grantor shall be
considered a Transfer of the Trust Estate for purposes of this Section 4.13, Consent to any one transaction
shall not be deemed to be consent to any other. Upon a Transfer oflhe Trust Estate, Beneficiary may charge
Gran tor a reasonable fee for processing a request for approval and the rate of interest on the unpaid balance
of the indebtedness may be increased to a current market rate with appropriate adjustment in the monthly
payment so that the loan will amortize on the same schedule as originally contemplated.
4.14. PARTIAL RELEASES. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 4.13 of this Deed of
Trust, Beneficiary will allow sale by the Grantor of individual parcels comprising the real property
encumbered by the Deed of Trust without acceleration of the Note, subject to the tenns and conditions set
forth in the Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith.
4.1 S NO JUNIOR LIENS. Grantor shall grant no deed of trust, lien or mortgage on the Trust
Estate junior to this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's prior written consent which may be given or
withheld 1:>y Beneficiary in its sole discretion. Any junior deed of trust, lien or mortgage granted by Grantor
to which Beneficiary gives its consent shall be subordinate to all leases affecting the Trust Estate and subject
to all renewals, extensions modifications or increases of the Note and modifications, releases, changes or
exchanges of this Deed of Trust or the Trust Estate without the consent of such junior beneficiary, lien holder
or mortgage holder, and without any obligation of Beneficiary or Trustee to give notice of any kind thereof.
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4.16 ATTORNEYS' FEES. The tenns and provisions of the Note with respect to attorneys' fees
and costs shall be equally applicable with respect to this Deed of Trust, and Gran tor agrees to pay all such
attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Beneficiary or Trustee in connection with interpretation or enforcement
of this Deed of Trust or to protect the security of this Deed of Trust. All such attorneys' fees and costs so
incurred shall be deemed to be secured by this Deed of Trust and collectible out of the Trust Estate in any
manner permitted by law or by this Deed of Trust.
4.17 TAXATION ON LIEN OR DEBT. In the ewnt of the passage after the date of this Deed
of Trust of any Federal, State or local law, deducting from the value of real property for the purposes of
taxation any lien thereon or changing in any way the laws for the taxation of the mortgages or debts secured
by mortgage for Federal, State or local purposes or the manner of the collection of any such taxes, or
imposing a tax, either directly or indirectly, on this Deed of Trust or the Note, the holder of this Deed of
Trust and of the debt which it secures shall have the right to declare the principal sum and interest due on
a date to be specified by not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to be given to the Grantor by the
Beneficiary; provided, however, that such election shall be ineffective if(a) the Grantor is pennitted by law
to pay the whole of such tax in addition to all other payments required hereunder, (b) such payment is not
usurious, and (c) if the Grantor, prior to such specified date, pays any such tax when due and agrees to pay
such taxes then or thereafter levied or assessed against the premises.

4.18 OFFSETS. No offset or claim that Grantor now or may in the future have against
Beneficiary shall relieve Grantor from duly and timely paying installments or performing any other
obligation herein or secured hereby.
4.19
BUSINESS LOAN. The debt secured hereby is acknowledged to have been undertaken as
a business loan for business purposes and is in no respect a conswner loan or debt.
4.20
COUNTERPARTS. This document may be executed in counterparts and shall have the
same force and effect as if all signing parties executed one docwnent.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this Deed ofTrust as of the day and year first above

written.
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GRANTOR:

By: Edward J. Mason
Its: Manager

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

On this 'rt.. day o f ~ Notary Public, personally appeared Edward J. Mason,
known or identified to me to be an authori:ll:d Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
Company, and the person who executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of said company, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same for and on behalf of said Limited Liability Company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year
in this certificate first written above.
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Order No.: 50006341180BD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT 'A'
f.XIIIBIT A
A parcel of land heing a portion of the South Half of th" Northwest Quarter of Section
14. Township 2 North. Range J \Vest, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Cornt'r of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westt'rlr boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17'' \Vest) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" \Vest) 75.00 fret from an iron pin
marking the Noa1hwl'st corner of thl' South Half of the :"iorthwest Quaa1er of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGIN~ING: thence along a lint' that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South llalf of thl'
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09'' East (Record South 89°56'56" Enst) 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
leavin~ said parallel line
South 01°04'12'' West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
1111 iron pin; thencl'
North 89°45'33'' \Vest (Record North 89°45'20'' Wl•st) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25" \\est) 662.27 feet ton point on the
East-West Center of Section Linc of said St'ction 14 marked by an iron pin; thcncl'
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral thl'
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 3,1°23'57'' Wl•st) 126.(17 feet to II point of'
cun·ature: thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point: thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thencl'
North 03°53'41 '' East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
cun·ature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.IO feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34'' and ,,·hosr long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record No11h 26°18'53'' \Vest) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31 '40'' West) 57.69 feet to II point; thenl'c
Nortb 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point~ thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record Noa1h 65°30'45'' West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" \Vest) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
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North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to u point of
curvat11r<': thence along a cun·e to the left wbos<' radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whosl' cmtrnl angk is 42°37'50'' and whos<' long chord hears
North 80°58'43'' Wl'st 87.24 feet to II point; thence
South 77°42'09" \Vest (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99. 7J feet to a point: thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53'' \Vest) 78.87 feet to a point; thcncc
South 64°36'09'' West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 fel't to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" \Vest (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 fct't to a point; thrncc
South 89°53'50'' West (Record South 89°54'03'' \Vest) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
lint' of said section 14: thence along the West line of said Sl·ctiou 14
North 00°00'04" Enst (Record North ()0°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF

BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
A parcel of land bdng located in the South Halt' of thf Northwe\t Quartt>r of Section 14.
Township 2 North, Range I West, Roise \'leridian, Ada County, lclaho, being more
particularly
descdbed as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of ~aid Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly houndary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04'' West 1406.81 fret to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the No1ihwrst corner of the

South
Half oft he Northwest Quarter of said Section 14: thence continuing
South 00°00'04" \Vest 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said S"ction 14; thence
North 89°53'50'' East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distancrs along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 fr<'t:
North 64°36'09'' East, 40.90 fret;
North 7] 0 14'40" F.ast 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curvc denecting to thl' right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angk of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet:
South 59°40'0 I" East 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14'' East 58.79 feet:
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 fcrt;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '5.1" East 57.69 fert; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lntl'ral,
North 88°50'26" F.ast 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BF.GINNING: thence
North 27°28'27" Enst 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 fr-et: thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of' 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
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South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.8(, feet; thence
South 50°02' 16" East I S.20 fcrt: thence 7.91 fret along a 11011-tangrnt curve dcflcrting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet. a central angle ot' 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20'' East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02' 16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82 feet along a tangent rnrvc deflecting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of22°05'03", a chord hearing of
South 06°00' 15'' West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to thr POINT OF BEGINNINC.
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Permitted Exceptions

Special Exception Item Nos. C-1 through C-13, as the same appear on Schedule B, Part 2 of th~ Title
Commitment, issued by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., as Order No. 5000634 l I 8DBD, and, a deed of trust
in favor of RBC Builder Finance securing a note in the principal sum of $3,413,300.00.
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MAST.ll:R CREDIT AGREEMENT
THIS MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made effective upon
execution, by and among Eagle Equity F1md, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability company
(l'Lender"), and Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, (''Borrower").

REClTALS:
A.

Borrower owns and/or will acquire certain parcels ofreal property located in Ada County,
Idaho, real property upon which Borrower intends to develop as a residential and
commercial subdivision, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision; and

B.

Borrower has applied to Lender for a loan to finance (i) Bon-ower's acquisition of portions
of said real property, and (ii) the construction of related improvements on the said real
property; and

C.

Bonower has or will obtain financing from a third party lender, the proceeds of which will
also be utilized by B01rower to acquire portions of the real prope1ty and construct related
improvements thereon; and

D.

Lender is willing to provide such loan, all upon the terms and si1bject to the conditions set
forth in this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:

l.

Definitions and Miscellaneous Provisions.

l.1
l>efined Ternis. As used in this Agreement, the following
capitalized terms shall have the meanings defmed below. Te1ms defined in the singular shall
have the same meaning when used in the plural and vice versa. Certain other capitalized terms
used only in specific sections of this Agreement are defined in such sections.

"Borrower" means, Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
"Closing Date" means the day on which the Deed of Trust is recorded in
the official records of Ada Coimty, Idaho.
"Commitment" means that certain Commitment for title insunmce dated
September 22, 2006, issued by title Company under Order No. 5000634118DBD.

''Completion Date" means June 30, 2007, or such other date that Lender
and Borrower may set by mi1t1.1al written agreement for the completion of the Project.
"Cost P1·ojection" means the budget for constmction of the Project
attached as Exhibit No. I hereto.
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"Deed Of Trust" means the Deed Of Trust and Security Agreement of
even date, describing the Rea.l Property, which was executed, acknowledged, and delivered by
Borrower to secure Borrower's obligations under the Loan Doc\ltnents.

"Development Loan" means, with the loan obtained by :Sorrower from
RBC for the purposes of acquil'ing the Real Property and completing construction of all

improvements comprising the Project, including, but not limited to, all grading. paving,
roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, utility services, and conunon areas, to the extent necessary to
enable the purchaser of each Lot therein to obtain a building pennit for the construction of a
residential on such Lot.

"Engbteer'i means, individiially or collectively, as appropliate, s,ich
engineer(s) selected by Bottower to perfonn design and/or engineering services with respect to
the Project.
"Event(s) of Default" has the meaning given to such term in Section 10. 1
hereof.

"Governmental Authority" means the United States of America, the State
ofldaho, the County of Ada, the City of Kuna, and any political subdivision, agency, department,
commission, district, board, bureau or inst111mentality of any of the foregoing, whiah now or
hereafter has jurisdiction over Borrower or all or any portion of the Real Property, including but
not limited to the construction or use of all or any portion of the Project

"Idaho Power Rebates" means 11,ll rebates, refunds, reimbw·setnents, and
l'ights to receive payments of any nature from Idaho Power Company as a result of Bonower's
installation of electrlcal service lines and related equipment to the Project, and subsequent sale of
Lots therein.
"Legal Requirements" means all laws, ordinances, mles, regulations,
building restrictions, recorded covenants and restrictions, and any othel" requirements of ·au
Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over the Project.
"Lencler'i means Eagle Equity Fund, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability
company, and its successors and assigns.
"Loan" means the loan provided by Lender to Bonower by, and subject to
tho terms and conditions ofi this Agreement.
"Loan Documents" means this Agreement, the Deed ofTnist and Security
Agreement, the Note, the Security Documents, and all other documents or instruments
evidencjng, securing, guaranteeing or otherwise pertaining to the Loan, all as may hereafter be
amflllded, supplemented or modified fi-om time to time.
"Lot(s)" means, a ttact that. has been or will be developed for the
subsequent construction thereon of a single family residence.
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"Maturity Date" means December 31, 2008, or such othel' date as Lender
and Bonowel' may agree upon in writing from time to time
"Note" has the meaning given to such te1m in Section 2 2.
"Obligations" means all indebtedness, liabilities, covenants, dnties, and
obligations of Borrower now or hereafter existing under any other Loan Document.

"Permits" means all permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations
and other rights granted by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to
the Real Property and Project.
"Perniitted Liens" means (i) real estate tax.es and assessments not yet due
and payable and possible supplemental assessments for improvements constructed on the Real
Property; (ii) exceptions to title that are approved by Lender and do not adversely affect the value
of the Real Property, the marketability of title to the Real Prope1ty, or the use to which the Real
Prope11y is intended to be put, and (iii) priol' encumbrances set forth in the Title Insurance Policy
that are approved by Lender.

"Person" means any n.an1ral person, any unincorporated association, any
corporation, any partnership, any joint venture, any limited liability company, any trust, any other
legal entity, or any Governmental Auth01ity.
"Plans" means the construction plans, working drawings, and
specifications for the Project, as may, from time to time, be approved by the Govemmental
Authority, as prepared by Engineer, including, but not limited to any other surveys, engineering,
designs, and/or plan. Bonower represents and wanants that the Plans, when completed and prior
to use in constructing the Project, will comply with all applicable Legal Requfrements.
' 1Pi-oject" means the scope of development work generally described in the
Cost Projection to be perfonned on or with respect to the Real Property (including, without
limitation, all grading, paving, roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gntters, utility services, and conunon
area improvements, to the extent necessary to enable the purchaser of each Lot therein to obtain a
building permit for the constmction of a strucutte on such Lot, all of which work and construction
shall be completed by or on behalf of Borrower in accordance with the Plans.

"Property" means all prope11y (whether rea~ personal or mixed) serving
as collateral for the Loan at any given time, including, but not limited to the Real Property,
"RBC X.oan" means the loan, in the sum of Three Million Two Hundred
Thousand and No/100 Dollaxs ($3,200,000.00), to be acquired by Borrower from RSC Builder
Finance, for the pUJJlOSes of (i) acquirlng the Real Property and (ii) constmction of the Project.

"Real Property'' means all real property serving as collateral fol' the Loan
at any given time, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Bo1Tower, more particularly
desciibed in the Commitment.
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"Security Documents" means the Deed of Trust and Security Agreement,
UCC-1 Financing Statetnent(s), and any or all writings now or hereafter executed to create,
evidence and/or perfect any lien or encumbrnnce of any kind to secure the Obligations or any
portion thereof
"Title Company" means Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation.
"Title Insurance Policy" means a title insurance policy in the form of an
American Land Title Association Loan Policy-1992 extended coverage (without revision,
modification or amendment) issued by the Title Company in the amount of the Loan, in fonn and
substance satisfactory to Lender and containing such endorsements as Lender may require (in
form and substance satisfacto1y to Lender).

1.2
Accounting Terms. All accounting tenns not specifically defined
in this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with GAAP consistent with those applied in
the preparation of the financial statements refened to in Section 9, and all financial data
submitted pursuant to this Agreement shall be prepared in accordance with GAAP.
2,

Basic Tenns.

2.1
Agreement to Borrow and Lend. Subject to te1ms and conditions
set forth in this Agreement and the Loan Documents, Lender shall advance to or for the benefit of
Bo1rower, and Borrower shall borrow from Lender, the sum of Seven Hundred Thousand and
00/100 Dollars ($700)000.00). It is specifically understood and agreed that the Loan is not a
revolving line of credit, and no payments 01· credits by Bo1Tower shall increase the maximum
amount of advances available from the Loan.
Z,2
Note. The Loan shall be evidenced by a promissory note of the
Borrower in the stated principal amount of the maximum amount of the Loan executed by
Borrower, in fonn satisfactory to Lender, (the ''Note"). The Loan shall bear interest at the rate of
twenty five percent (25%) per annum. The Loan shall be due and payable in full on or before the
Maturity Date, and shall include a minimum interest obligation equal to ninety days interest
calculated at the above-state rate upon all ammmt disbursed to Borrower. Subject to the
minimum interest obligation, Borrower may prepay all or any portion of the loan balance without
penalty.

2.3
Collateral Security For Loan. As collateral security fol' the foll
and faithful performance of each and every te1m, covenant, obligation and provision of the Loan
Docutnents, Borrower shall covey to Lender the following collateral: (i) a Deed of Trust upon the
Real Property, (the relative priority of which is hereinafter defined), (ii) all goods, machinery,
tools, insurance proceeds , and building materials and supplies, (iii) the Plans, (iv) Permits, (v) all
deposits or other sec1.1rity now or hereafter made with or given to the utility companies by
l3onower with respect to the Real Property, including, but not limited to the Idaho Power
Rebates, (vi) all insurance deposits, and (vii) all insurance proceeds.

2.5
Security Documents. Borrower, or its successors and assigns,
shall execute and deliver to Lender (or, where appropriate, shall cause to be executed and
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accepted and delivered to Lender and/or to be filed, recorded and/or accepted by third parties)
such security documents as Lender shall, in its sole and absolute discretion, detennine from time
to time are necessaiy to create, further define and perfect appropriate security interests or other
liens on or in all of the Ptopei-ty and assure collection and payment of the proceeds thereof.
2,6
Application Of Proceeds Of Certain CollateraJ Security. All
Idaho Power Rebates shall be applied to the Loan.
2.7
Guarantors. The full and faithful performance of each of
B01Tower's obligation under the Loan Documents shall be individually guarantee by the
following. each of whom shall execute and deliver an Unconditional Guaranty, in form and
substance satisfactory to Lender, to wit: Edward J. Mason, Steven Schrader, and Ted Mason
Signature Homes, Inc.
3.

Conditions Precedent.

3,l
Conclltions to Maldng Loan and Advances. The obligation of
Lender to make the Loan, and each and every advance under the Loan, is expressly subject to
completion of the following conditions precedent to the satisfaction of Lender:

3.1.1 Borrower shall have executed and delivered (or caused to be
executed and delivered) to Lender, in form satisfactory to Lender this Agreement, the Loan
Documents, including this Master Credit Agreement, and such other documents, agreements and
instruments that Lender may requil:e of Borrower from time to time in Lender's sole and absolute
discretion.
3.1.2 Borrowet, at its expense, sha1J have obtained and delivered
to Lender, in fo1m and content acceptable to Lender and subject to approval in writing by Lender,
the following items:
3.1.2.1
A copy of (i) all action taken by Borrower
authorizing its respective e'XeCUtion and deJivery of the Loan Documents and the perfo11nance of
its agreements thereunder, and (ii) such other documents as Lender may require relatlng to the
existence and good standing ofBon·ower and the a1Jthority of any person executing documents on
behalf thereof.
3.1.2.2 A copy of (i) all action taken by Borrower's
member entities, if any, authorizing the actions of Bon'Ower, and (ii) such other documents as
Lender may require relating to the existence and good standing of each member entity and the
authority of any pe1'8on executing document.s on behalf thereof. all certified by a duly authorized
agent to be true and con-ect.
3.1'.2 The Title Company is irrevocably and unconditionally
committed to issue one or more policies of Title Insurance to Lend el', insuring the Deed of Trust
on the Real Property with such priolity as herein defined, with such endorsements as Lender may
require, and with no exceptions, conditions or exclusions other than the Permitted Liens.
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3.1.3 No work of any kind shall have been perfo1med on the Real
Property, no equipment or material shall have been delivered to the Real Property for any
purpose, a.nd no perfonnance under any contract for the supply of labor, materials or services for
the construction of the Project or other work on the Real l'l·operty shall have commenced prior to
the recording of the Deed of Trust, or if work has commenced or equipment or materials have
been delivered, the legal effect of possible mechanics', materialmen's, or other statutory liens has
been negated by title insurance or surety bonds satisfactory to lender.
3.1.4 Evidence whether the Real Fl'operty, or any pa1t thereof, lies
within a "special flood hazard area" as designated on maps prepared by the Depa11ment of
Housing and Urban Development.
3.1.5 All representations and wammties by Bo1rower shall remain
tnie and con-ect, and all agreements that Bo1Tower is to have perfo1med or complied with by the
Closing Date shall have been perfonned or complied with, as of the Closing Date.
3.1.6 No Event of Default exists and no event has occuned or
condition exists that, after notice or lapse of time or both, wonld constitute an Event of Default
3.1.7 Lender receives evidence that RBC has, or is irrevocably
committed to making and funding the RBC Loan.

3.2
Loan Funding, If all of the conditions precedent described above
.shall have been satisfied and upon recording of the Deed of Trust and any other Security
Documents required by Lender, Lender shall direct Title Company to disburse on the Closing
Date, the sum of Eight Hundred Thousand and No/100 Dollars.

4.

Additional neposits and Construction of Project.

4.1
Additional Deposits. If, during the course of development,
construction, and marketing of the Project, Lender should determine, in Lender's sole discretion
acting in good faith, that the unpaid costs of construction, development, planning, zoning, and
marketing of the Project, including accruing interest, together with all related expenses required
for the timely completion of such Project, will be greater than the sum of the Loan and the RBC
Loan, or will become due and payable prior to the time at which funds will become available
under the ltBC Loan, Borrower will, within five (5) business days after receipt of written demand
from Lender, deposit with Lender such additional amounts as Lender requires in order to assure
that Lender may at all times have in its possession (or may reasonably anticipate having in its
possession) sufficient funds to pay the total estimated tu1paid costs of such construction,
development, planning, zoning, leasing and marketing, interest and all related costs and expenses
of the project. Lender's good faith estimate of such required deposits shall be binding on
Borrower. All such deposits shall be held by ~nder in a non-interest-be!ll'ing account, and shall
be, so long as no Event of Default exists, and no event has occurred or condition exists that, with
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of Default, disbursed by Lender
for the iillmediately succeeding costs Ellld expenses of the project, until such deposits are
exhausted.
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4.2
Revisions of Cost Projection. Bo1Tower may, from time to time,
submit to Lender for its written approval proposed revisions of the Cost Projection. Lender shall
be entitled to give or withhold its approval of any such revisions in its sole and absolute
discretion. Without limiting the generality of Lender's rights under the preceding sentence,
Lende1· may withhold its approval if, in Lenders's opinion, Borrower has insufficient funds
available to complete the Project. As a condition of Lender's approval, Lender may require
Borrower to malce an additional deposit in accordance with Section 4.1 hereof. Any revised Cost
Projection that is approved in writing by Lender shall thereafter constitute the Cost Projection, as
appropriate, for purposes of this Agreement, until subsequently l'evised.
4.3
Plan :Revisions and Change Orders. All changes in and revisions
of the Plans other than minor changes involving no extra cost or extension oftitne for completion
of the Project, must be in writing and signed by Bon·ower and Engineer, and complete copies
thereof shall be delivered to Lender as soon as practicable after execution. Botrower shall not
pennit the perfo1mance of any work pursuant to any change order that will result in an increase or
decrease in the pl"ice of construction of the Project in excess of$10,000 per change, or $50,000 jn
the aggregate, unless Borrower shall have received the prior approval of Lender. Each of the
foregoing computations will be made without considering any cost savings in such change order.
Bouowe1· will not direct or permit the performance of any work pursuant to any change order, or
enter into any change order that would result in an extension of time for completion of the Project
in excess of an aggregate of 15 days, without (i) Lender's prior written approval, and (ii) the
written consent to any extension from all persons who would be entitled to enforce any penalt}'. or
to collect any liquidated or other damages from Borrower as a result of the failure to complete the
Project by any date prior to the extended date for completion. If any permits or authorizations are
necessitated by any Legal Requirements or required by any Governmental Authorities having
jurisdiction over any work described in such change order, Bon-ower shall obtain all such permits
and authorj:zations prior to directing or pennitting any such work. Borrower will submit true and
correct copies of all change orders to Lender within five (5) days after Bonower's execution of
the same, regardless of the nature or size of the change(s) set forth the1·ein or whether Lender's
prior approval is required under this Section 4.3. Lender shall have a reasonable time to evaluate
any request for its approval of any changes referred to in this Section 4.3, and shall not be
required to consider approval of any changes unless all other appi-ovals that are required from
other parties have been obtained. Lender may approve or disapprove changes in its sole
discretion. If Lender believes in good faith that any change may increase the total costs of
completing the Project, Lender may require Borrower to deposit additional fonds with Lender in
accordance with Section 4.1 hereof as a condition to giving its approval. All contracts and
subcontracts relating to the consuuction of the Project must contain provisions satisfactory to
Lender implementing the provisions of this Section 4.3
4.4. Construction of Project.
Bo1Tower shall cause the construction
of the Project to be implemented with diligence and continuity and in substantial accordance with
the Plans. The Project shall be substantially completed on or before the Completion Date,
provided, however, that the tirne within which the Project shall be completed may be extended for
the time of any delays beyond the control of Borrowers, except the obligation of the Borrowers to
make an additicmal deposit in accordauce with Section 4.1 hereof. As used herein, the phrase
"substantially complete" shall mean the date upon which the Governmental Authority has given
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final approval to all improvements, and building permits am available for the construction of
structures on individual Lots within the Project.
5.
Priority of Deed of Trust and Other Security Interests. Upon recording
of the Security Documents, Lender's Deed of Trust shall only be subordinate to the Pennitted
Liens.

6.

RBCLoan.

6.1. Subordination. Subject to all of the conditions precedent set forth
in Section 3 hereof, and those contained in Section 6.2 hereof, Lender shall, upon written request
of RBC, execute and deliver to Title Company, a Subordination Agreement, aclmowledging the
priority of the deed of trust securing the RBC Loan over the Deed of Trust.

6.2
Condition Precedent To Lendel''S Obligation To Subol'dinate.
The RBC l-Oan, (except as to the amount thereof), shall be made upon terms and conditions
materially identical to those contained in the Term Sheet dated September 25, 2006.
7.

Pal'tial Releases.

7.1
Lots. At any time prior to the Maturity Date of the Loan, Lender
shall, at Borrower's request, execute a partial release that releases Lender's lien against one or
tnore Lots; provided, however, that prior to or simultaneously with each such partial release all of
the following conditions shall be satisfied:
7.1.1 There shall exist no Default as defined in this Agreement or
llllY of the other Loan Documents or any event, omission or failure of condition that would
constitute a Default after notice or lapse of time, or both.

7.1.2 Lender shall have received any and all sums then due and
owing under the Loan Documents together with all escrow, closing and recording costs, the costs
of prepaiing and delivedng such partial release and the cost of any title insurance endorsements
required by Lender.
7.1.3 Lender shall have received evidence satisfactory to Lender
that: (a) each Lot to be released is a legal parcel lawfully created in compliance with all
subdivision laws and ordina:nces and, at Borrower's sole cost, Lender shall have received any title
insurance endorsements to that effect requested by Lender; and (b) the portion of the Real
Property that shall remain encumbered by the Deed of Tmst does not and will not rely upon the
released Lot for any utilities, easements, public and/or private streets, covenants, conditions and
restrictions as may be necessary, in Lender's sole opinion, fol' the anticipated de-velopment and
improvement thereof.
7.1.4 Lender shall ha-ve received evidence satisfactory to Lender
that any ta.x, bond or assessment that constitutes a lien against the Real Property has been
properly allocated between the portion of the Real Propeity to be released and the portion of the
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Real Property that shall remain encumbered by the Deed of Trust. Neither the acceptance of any
payment or request for any partial release by Lender shall affect Borrower's obligation to repay
all amounts owing under the Loan Documents or nnder the lien of the Deed of Trust on the
remaindel' of the Real Property that is not released.
7.1.5 For each Lot to be released, Lender shall have received a
release payment of the Release Fee, calculated in accordance with Section 7.1.6 below, to be
applied as a reduction of the outstanding principal and interest balance of the Loan, together with
such pre-payment fee as may be applicable thereto.

7.1.6 Release Fee Schedule. The Release Price for each Lot
comprising the Project shall be as follows:
7.1.6.1. Until such time as the RBC Loan has been paid in
full, the entire net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be i·e!eased shall be paid to RBC.
7.1.6.2. Following retirement of the RBC Loan, an amount
equal to 81 % of the net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be released, but not less than $90,000.00,
shall be paid to Lender.
7.2
Right of Ways. In order to accommodate the recording of a
plat for the Project, Lender shall, without farther consideration, release the right of ways to be
dedicated to the public from the Deed of Trust. Such 1'elease shall be delivered to Borrower upon
final approval of the :respective plat by aJl Oovemrnental Authority.

7.3
Release of Security Interest In Matel'ials Ancl Supplies.
Lender's security interest in consb.uction materials and supplies, shall be deemed released,
without fu1ther action of Lender, upon incorporation of the same into the Project.·
8.

Representations and Warranties

Borrower represents and warrants to Lender as follows:
8.1
Status of Borrower. Borrower is a limited liability company duly
organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and is in good standing and
qualified to transact business under the laws of the State ofldaho. Borrower has foll power and
authority to own its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted.
8.2
Authority of Borrower; Valid and Binding Obligation.
Borrower has authorized the execution and delivery of the Loan Documents, and the performemce
of its agreements thereunder by all necessa1y action under the Idaho Limited Liability Act. The
execution and delivery of the Loan Documents by Borrower and the perfonnance of its
obligations therounde1· will not (i) require any consent or approval of the members, or of entities
or shareholders of any Boii:o...yer entity that has not been obtained; (ii) contravene Borrower's
Operating Agreement; (iii) violate any provision of any law, rule, regulation, order, wl'it,
judgment, injunction, decree, deterniination, or award presently in effect having applicability to
Bon·ower; (iv) result in a breach of 01· constitute a defa'l1lt under any indenture or loan or credit
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"
agreement or any other ag,:eement, lease, or instrument to which Bonower is a party or by which
it or its properties may be bound or affected; or (v) cause Borrower to violate any such law, 11lle,
regulation, order, writ, judgment, injunction, decree, determination, or award or be in default
under any such indenture, agreement, lease, or instn'l!llent.
8.3
Valid and Binding Obligation. This Agreement is, and each of
the other Loan Documents when delivered under this Agreement will be, legal, valid, and binding
obligations of the Bortower, enforceable against the Boll'ower, in accordance with their
respective terms, except to the extent that such enforcement may be limited by applicable
banlauptcy, insolvency, and other similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
8.4
Financial Condition. All financial statements, profit and loss
statements, statements as to ownership and other statements or reports previously or hereafter
given to Lender by or on behalf of Borrower are and shall be accurate and complete in all
material respects, and do and shall fairly present the financial condition and results of opel'ations
.of such party, as of the date(s) thereof. Bo1rower has no material contingent liabilities, liabilities
for taxes, material forward or long-term commitments or uru-ealized or anticipated losses from
any unfavorable commitments not reflected in those financial statements. No matttial adverse
change has occurred in the business, properties or condition (fmancial or otherwise) of such party
since the date of the latest fmanoial statements given to Lender.

8.5
Licenses, Permits and Approvals. Borrower has obtained, and
will maintain, in full force and effect, or will obtain plior to constrnction of the Project, all
licenses, pennits, consents, approvals and authorizations necessary or appropriate for the
constmction, operation and contemplated use of the Project.
8.6
Utilities. All utility services and facilities necessary for the
construction, sale, and occupancy of the Real Property and the operation thereof for its intended
purpose are either available at the boundaries of the Real Property, or, if not, all necessary steps
have been taken by Borrower and the local authol'ity or public utility company which provides
such services to assure the complete installation and availability thereof when needed for
construction, sale, occupancy and 0peration of the Real Prope1ty.
8.7
Properties. Except as contemplated by this Agreement or as
previously disclosed in Bon·ower's fina11cial statements or in w1iting to Lender and as accepted
by Lender, and except for property tax liens for raxes not presently due and payable, Borrowei·
owns and has good title to all of Borrower's properties (including the Property) free and cle;\! of
all liens, security intcl'ests, or other encumbrances,. other than Permitted Liens and ha& not
executed any security documents or financing statements relating to such properties e1e.cept
Permitted Liens.
8.8
Hazardous Substances.
Except as disclosed to and
acknowledged by Lender in writing, Borrower represents and warrants that: (1) During the
period of Borrower's ownership an/or use and occupancy of the Real Property, there has
been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened
release of any Hazardous Substance by any person on, under, about or fl'Om any of the
Collateral. (2) Borrower has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has been
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(a) any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws; (b) any use, generation,
manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous
Substance on, under, about or from the Real Property by any prior owners or occupants of
any of the Real Pxoperty; or (c) any acti1al or threatened litigation or claims of any kind by
any person relating to such matters. (3) Neither Borrower nor any tenant, contractor, agent
or other authorized user of any of the Real Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store,
tl'eat, dispose of or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from any of the
Real Property; and any such activity shall be conducted in compliance with all applicable
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances, including without limitation all
Environmental Laws. Borrower authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Real
Property to make such inspections and tests as Lender may deem appropriate to determine
compliance of the Real Property with this Section of the Agreement. Any inspections or
tests made by Lender shall be at Borrower's expense and for Lender's purposes only and
shall not be construed to create any responsibility or liability on the part of Lender to
Borrower or to any othel' person. The representations and warranties contained herein are
based on Borrower's due diligence in investigating the Real Property for hazardous waste
and Hazardous Substances. BoITower hereby (l) releases and waives any future claims
against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the event Borrower becomes hable for
cleanup or other costs under any such laws, and (2) agrees to indemnify and hold
harmless Lender against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and
expenses that Lender may directly or indirectly sustain or suffer resulting from a breach of
this Section of the Agreement or as a consequence of any use, generation, manufactnre,
storage, disposal, release or threatened release of a hazardous waste or substance on the
Real Property. The provisions of this Section of the Agreement, including the obligation
to indemnify, shall survive the payment of the Indebtedness and the termination,
expiration or satisfaction of this Agreement and shall not be affected by Lender's
acquisition of any interest in any of the Real Property, whether by foreclosure or
otherwise. The words "Environmental Laws" mean any and all state, federal and local
statutes, regulations and ordinances relating to the protection of human health or the
environment> including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq.
("CERCLA"), the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No.
99-499 ("SARA"), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801,
et seq., the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 US,C. Section 6901, et seq., or
other applicable state or federal Jaws, rules, or regulations adopted pursuant thereto. The
words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity,
concentration or physical, chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a
present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly used,
treated, stored, disposed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled.
The wo1·ds "Haiardous Substances" are used in their very broadest sense and include
without limitation any and all hazardous or toxic substances, materials or waste as defined
by or listed under the Environmental laws. The term "Hazardous Substances" also
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includes, without limitation, petroleum and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof
and asbestos.
8.9
Litigation and CJai:ms. No litigation, claim, investigation,
administrative proceeding or similar action (including those for unpaid taxes) against Bonower is
pending or threatened, and no other event has occun-ed that may materially adversely affect
Borrower's financial condition or properties, other than litigation, claims, or other events, if any,
that have been disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing.
8.10 Taxes. To the best of Bonower's knowledge, all ofBonower's tax.
returns and repmts that are or were required to be filed, have been filed or properly extended, and
all taxes, assessments and other govemmental charges have been paid in full, except those
presently being or to be contested by Borrower in good faith in the ordinary courst:l of business
and for which adeqiiate reserves have been provided.
8.11 Lien Priority. Unless otherwise previously disclosed to Lender in
writing, Bonower has not entered into or granted any Security Agreements, or permitted the
filing or attachment of any Secudty Interests on or affecting any of the Property directly or
indirectly securing repayment of Borrower's Loan and Note, that would be prior or that rnay in
any way be superior to Lender's Security Interests and rights in and to such Property.

8.12 Commercial Purposes. Borrower intends to 1.1se the Loan proceeds
solely for business or commercially related purposes.
8.13 Invest:ment Company Act. Borrower is not an "investment
company" or a company "controlled'' by an "investment company'', within the meaning of the
lnvestment Company Act of 1940, as amended.
8.14 Publlc Utility Holding Company Act. Borrower is not a "holding
company,,, or a "subsidiary company" of i\ "holding company'', or an "affiliate" of a "holding
comp!lily" or of a ''subsidial'y company" of a "holding company'', within the meaning of the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 193S, as amended.

8.15 lnformation. All information previously furnished or that is now
being furnished by Borrower to Lender for the purposes of or in connection with this Agreement
or any transaction contemplated by this Agreement is, and all information furnished by or on
behalf of Borrower to Lender in the future will be, tme and accurate in every material respect on
the date as of which such information is dated or certified; and no such information is or will be
incomplete by omitting to state any material fact the omission of which would cause the
information to be misleading.

8.16 Claims and Defenses. There arc no defenses or counterclaims,
offsets or other adverse claims, demands or actions of any kind, personal 01" otherwise, that
Borrower, or any Gra.ntor, co1Jld assert with respect to the Note, Loan, this Agreement, the Deed
of Trust, or any other Loan Document.
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8.17 Access to Property. All roads, streets, traffic htm lanes, and
access ways necessary for the full utilization of the Real Property for its intended purpose have
either been completed or the necessary rights of way have either been acquired by the appropriate
Gove1nmental Authority or bave been dedicated to public use and accepted by the appropriate
Governmental Authority, and all necessary steps have been taken 01· will be taken by Borrower
and the appropriate Oovemmental Authority to assure the complete construction and installation
thereof by the time needed fol' construction and/or occupancy and operation of the Real Property.
8.18 Non"Forelgn Status. Bon·ower is not a "foreign colJ)oration,"
"foreign paitnership," "foreign trust," or "foreign estate," as those tenns are defined in the
Internal Revenue Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
8.19 Adequacy of Loan. The aggregate amount of the proceeds of the
Loan, togethei· with the equity funds of the Borrower in the amount set forth in the Cost
Projection, is sufficient to pay all costs of the Project in accordance with the Plans given the
anticipated sales activity with respect to the Lots.
9.

Covenants.

So long as any Obligation is outstanding or Borrower has any obligation under any
Loan Document, Borrower, upon request of Lender, shall comply with the following provisions'.
9.1
Financial Information. Borrower shall furnish or cause to be
fuinished to Lender the following:

9.1.l Within 45 days following the end of each calendar quarter,
the following compiled financial statements reflecting the financial condition of Borrower at the
end of each accounting period and the results of its operations for such acco1mting period: (i) a
balance sheet; (ii) a profit and loss statementi and (iii) a cash flow staternent. The foregoing
statements shall: (a) include a statement of amounts due to or from any persons affiliated with
Bo1TOwer; (b) reflect all contingent liabilities of Borrower; and (c) be ce11ified by Borrower (or a
i-esponsible financial representative thereof acceptable to Lender); that certification shall also
state that, to the best of his/her knowledge, no Event of Default exists, or event has occtui-ed or
condition exists that, with notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of
Default, or shall ·specify the nature and peJ.iod of the existence of any Event of Default oi- event Ol'
condition and the action Borrower has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto.
9,1,2 Within (i) 45 days following the end of each calendar
quruter, and (ii) 90 days following the end of each fiscal year of Borrower, the following
compiled financial statements reflecting the financial condition of Borrower at the end of each
accounting peliod and the results of its operations for si1ch accounting pe1iod: (i) a balance sheet;
(ii) a profit and loss statement; and (iii) a cash flow statement The foregoing statements shall:
(a) include a statement of amounts due to or from any persons affiliated with Borrowet; (b) reflect
all contingent liabilities of Borrower; and (c) be certified by Bol'l'ower (or a responsible financial
repres~tative thereof acceptable to Lender); that certification shall also state that, to the best of
his/her knowledge, no Event of Default exists, or event has occiured or condition exists that, with
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of Default, or shall specity the
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nature and period of the existence of any Event of Default or event or condition and the action
Borrower has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto .
.9.l.3 Within fifteen (]5) days after filing, copies of the timely
filed (as properly extended, if applicable) federal income tax returns (together with all schedules
md amended returns relating thereto) of Borrower and requests for extensiotts with respect
thereto.
9.1.4 All financial reports which Bon·ower is required to furnish
Lender pursuant to this Section 9.1 and 9.2 shall be prepared by a Certified Public Accountant.
9.1.5 Upon Lender's request, such other info1mation regarding the
financial condition and operation of Borrower as Lender may reasonably request from time to
time. If the foregoing fmancial lnfom1ation is not timely provided, Lender may, after ten days
wiitten notice to Bon·ower, begin to accnie interest on the Loan at the Default Rate without
accelerating the Loan or declaring the Loan in default. ff the required financial information is
thereafter provided and no other Event of Default then exists, the interest rate on the Loan will
revert back to the non-Default Rate described in the Note.
9,2
Indenmification of Lender. Bonower shall indemnify and hold
Lender harmless from any and all claims asserted against I.ender or the Property by any person,
entity, or governmental body, or arising out of or in connection with the Property or Project.
Lender shall be entitled to appear in any proceedings to defend itself against such claims, and all
costs and expenses attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with such defense shall be
paid by Borrower to Lender. Lender shall1 in its sole discretion, be entitled to settle or
compromise any asserted claims against it, and such settlement shall be binding upon Bo1Tower
for purposes of this indemnification. All amounts paid by Lender under this Section shall be
secured by Lender's security agreement or Deed of Trust, if any, on the Property, shall be deemed
an additional principal Advance under the loan, payable upon demand, and shall bear interest at
the rate applicable to the Loan. The agreements contained in this Section shall survive repayment
of the Loan and the tennination of any other portions of this Agfcement.

9.3
Lender's Costs. Borrower shall pay (and authorizes Lender to
advance fi:om the proceeds of the Loan): (a) all out-of-pocket costs paid or incurred by Lender in
co:nnection with the Loan, including recording and filing fees, title examination and lien search
fees, title insurance premiums, escrow fees, appraisal a.nd appraisal review fees, survey fees,
release and termination fees, engineering or environmental assessment fees or report review fees
and similai: costs; (b) the reasonable fees and expenses of Lender's legal counsel (i) incurred in
connection with preparation of the Loan Documents, and otherwise in connection with the Loan,
(ii) ine1.ured in connection with any work relating to the Loan that Lender refers to legal counsel
after the Closing Date, and (iii) incurred in enforcing any right or remedy of Lender under the
Loan Documents; and (c) the fees and expenses of any architects, engineers, inspectors or other
consultants retained by Lender in connection with administering the Loan and the project to be
developed with the proceeds of the loan.
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9.4
Further Assignment, Tnnsfer or Encumbrance. Except as
herefo specifically provided for the sale and release of individual lots, without the prior written
consent of Lende1·, Borrowe1· shall not: (a) assign, transfer oi- convey any of its right, title or
interest in any of the Property; (b) create or suffer to be created any mortgage, pledge, secu1ity
interest, eilc\imbrance or other lien on any of the Property; or (c) create or suffer to be created any
mortgage, pledge, security interest, encumbrance or other lien on any other property or assets now
owned or hereafter acquired by Borrower except in consideration of the contemporaneous receipt
by such pa1ty of benefits of equal or greater value other than customary utility easements required
in the constrnction of the Project.
9.5
Notices of Claims and Litigation. Borrower shall prnmptly
info1m Lender in writing of (a) all material adverse changes in Borrowet's financial condition,
and (b) all existing and all thteatened litjgation, claims, investigations, administrative proceedings
or similar actions affecting Bon·ower that could materially affect the financial condition of
Borrower. In addition, Borrower shall provide Lender with written notice of the occ1.m:enoe of
any Event ofDefo\ilt, the occun-ence of any unfonded liability 1.mder, or the institution of steps by
Borrower to withdraw from, or the institution of any steps to terminate, any employee benefit
plan as to which Borrower may have any liability.

9.6
Recotds, Borrower shall maintain its books and records in
accordance with GAAP, applied on a consistent basis, and permit Lender to examine llD.d audit
Borrower's books and records at all reasonable times.

9.7
Additional Information. l:Joil'ower shall furnish such additional
information and statements, as Lender may teasonably request from time to time.

9.8
Insurance. Borrower shall maintain all-tisk inSl.ltance, public
liability insurance, flood insurance (if the Real :Property or any part thereof is located within a
special flood hazard area as designed on the applicable maps prepared by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development) and such other insiirance as Lender may require with respect
to Borrower's properties and operations, in form, amO\mts, coverages and with insurance
companies acceptable to Lender. The minimum limits of public liability insurance afforded by
any such policy shall be $1,000,000.00. Borrower, upon request of Lender, will deliver to Lender
from time to time the policies or certificates of insurance in form satisfacto1y to Lender, including
stipulations that coverages will not be canceled or diminished without at least thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Lender. Each ins\irance policy also shall include an endorsement providing
that coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default
of Borrower or any other person. 1n connection with all policies covering assets in which Lerider
holds or is offered a secnrity interest for the Loans, Borrower will pl'Ovide Lender with such
lender's loss payable or other endorsements as Lender may require. Within two weeks after the
date of this Agreement, Borrower shall delive1· to Lender evidence of the insurance required by
this Agreement and any other Loan Document.
9.9
Insurance Reports. Bonower shall furnish to Lender, upon
request of Lender, l'eports on each existing insurance policy showing such infonnation as Lender
may reasonably request, including without limitation the following: (a) the name of the ins\1rer;
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(b) the risks insured; (c) the amount of the policy; (d) the properties insured; (e) the then current
property values on the basis of which insurance has been obtained, and the manner of detennining
those values; and (f) the expiration date of the policy.

9.10 · Use Of Loan Froceeds. Borrower shall use all Loan proceeds
solely to complete the Project. The Borrower shall not, directly or indirectly, use any part of such
proceeds for the purpose of purchasing or cB.ll'Ying any mal'gin stock within the meaning of
Regulation U of the Board of Governors of the Feden,l Reserve System or to extend credit to any
person for the purpose of p'UrChasing or carrying any such matgin stock, or for any purpose that
violates, or is foconsistent with, Regulation X of such Board of Govemom.
9.11 Taxes, Charges and Liens. Bol'rower shall pay and discharge
when due all of its indebtedness and obligations, including without limitation all assessments,
taxes, governmental charges, levies and liens, of every kind and nature, imposed upon Borrower
or its properties, income, or profits, prior to the date on which penalties would attach, and all
lawful claims that, if unpaid, might become a lien or charge upon any of Borrower's properties,
income, or profits. Borrower may contest any such obligations in good faith in the ordinary
course of business as long as Bo1wwer has provided adequate reserves for such obligation to the
reasonable satisfaction of Lender.
9.12 Performance. Borrower shall perform and comply, in a timely
manner, with all tenns, conditions, and provisions set fo1th in this Agreement, in the Related
Documents, and in all other instruments and agreements between Borrower fllld Lender, and in all
other loan agreements now or in the future existing betwoen Bonower and any other pa11y.
Borrower shall notify Lender immediately in writing of any default in connection with any
agreement.
9.13 Operations. l301Tower shall maintain e,cecutive and management
personnel with substantially the sanie qualifications and experience as the present executive and
management personnel; provide written notice to Lender of any change in executive and
management personnel; conduct its business affairs in a reasonable and prudent manner.
9.14 Environmental Studies. Bonower shall promptly conduct and
complete, at Borrower's expense, all such investigations, studies, samplings and testings a.s may
be requested by Lender or any Governmental Authority relative to any substance, or any waste 01·
by-product of any substance defined as toxic or a hazardous substance under applicable federal,
state, or local law, rule, regulation, order or directive, at or affecting any property Ol' any facility
owned, leased or used by Borrower.

9.15 Compliance with Governmental Requirements. Borrower shall
comply with all laws, ordinances, and regulations, now or hereafter in effect, of all governmental
autho1ities applicable to the conduct of Bo11-ower's properties, businesses and operations, and to
the t1se or occupancy of the Propeity, including without limitation, the provisions of approval of
the Project by the Governmental Authorities, and the Americans With Disabilities Act. Bon-ower
may contest in good faith any such provision, law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold
complience during any proceeding, including appropriate appeals, so long as Bonower has
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notified Lender in writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's sole opinion, Lender's
interests in the Property al'e not jeopardized. Lender may require Bo1Tower to post adequate
secmity Ol' a surety bond, reasonably satisfactory to Lender, to protect Lender's interest.
9.16 Access Laws. (a) :Borrower agrees that Borrower and the Project
shall at all times strictly cott1ply with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990; the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988; and other federal, state, or local laws or
ordinances related to disabled access; or any statute, rnle, regulation, ordinance, order of
governmental bodies and regulatory agencies, or order or decree of any court adopted or enacted
with respect thereto, as now e:xisting or hereafter amended or adopted (collectively, the "Access
Laws·,. At any time, Lender may require a certificate of compliance with the Access Laws and
indemnification agreement in a form reasonably acceptable to Lender. Lender may also require a
certificate of compliance with the Access Laws from an architect, engineer, or other thil'd party
acceptable to Lender. (b) Notwithstanding any provisions set forth herein or in any other
document, Bo1Tower shall not alter or permit any tenant or other person to alter the Property in
any manner that would increase Borrower's responsibilities for compliance with the Access Laws
without the prior written approval of Lender. In connection with such approval, Lender may
require a certificate of compliance with the Access Laws from an architect, engineer, or other
person acceptable to Lender. (c) Borrower agrees to give prompt written notice to Lender of the
receipt by Bon·ower of any claims of violation of any of the Access Laws and of the
commencement of any proceedings or investigations that relate to complil:lllce with any of the
Access Laws. (d) Borrower shall indemnify, defend, and hold hannless Lender from and against
any and all claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses, losses, liabilities, penalties, fines, and
other procee.dings including without limitation re&Sonable attorneys fees and expenses a.rising
directly or indirectly from or out of or in any way connected with any failure of the Property to
comply with any of the Access Laws. The obligations and liabilities of Borrower under this
Section shall survive any termination, satisfaction, assignment, judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure
proceeding, or delivery of a deed in lieu of foreclosure.
9.17 Inspection. Bo1rnwer shall permit employees or agents of Lender
at any reasonable time to inspect any and all Property for the Loan or Loans and Bo1Tower's other
properties and to examine or audit Bol'rower's books, accounts, and records and to make copies
and memoranda of Bonower's books, accounts, and records. If Borrower now or at any time
hereafter maintains any records (including without limitation computer generated records and
computer software programs for the generation of such records) in the possession of a third party,
Borrower, upon request of Lender, shall notify such party to permit Lender free access to such
records at all reasonable times and to provide Lender with copies of any records it may tequest,
all at Borrower's expense.
9.18 Notice of Default and Litigation. Forthwith upon learning of the
occurrence of any of the following, Borrower shall provide Lender with written notice thereof,
describing the same and the ~teps being taken by BoJTower with respect thereto: (1) the
occurrence of any Event of Default, or ('.2) the institution of, or any adverse deteimination in, any
litigation, arbitration proceeding or goveinmental proceeding.
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9.19 Co:mpliance Certificates. Upon the written request of Lendel',
Bon·ower shall provide Lender at least annually, with a certificate executed by Borrower's chief
financial officer, or other officer or person acceptable to Lender, certifying that the
representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement are true and co1rect as of the date of the
certificate and further certifying that, as of the date of the certificate, no Event of Default exists
under this Agreement.
9.20 :Environmental Compliance and Reports. Borrower shall comply
in all respects with any and all Bnvirorunental Laws; not cause or permit to exist, as a result of an
intentional or unintentional action or ornission on BoJTower's pait or on the part of any thil'd
party, on property owned and/or occupied by Borrower, any environmental activity where
damage may result to the environment, unless such environmental activity is pw·suant to and in
compliance with the conditions of a permit issued by the appropriate federal, state or local
governmental authorities; shall ftunish to Lender promptly and in any event within thirty (30)
days after receipt thereof a copy of any notice, summons, lien, citation, directive, letter or other
communication frorn any governmental agency or instrumentality concerning any intentional or
unintentional action or omission on Bon:ower's part in connection with any environmental
activity whether or not there is damage to the environment and/or other natural resow·ces.

9.21 Enforcement of Construction Contracts. Borrowel' shall enforce
all construction contracts executed in connection with the construction of the Project to ensure
that the respective contractors promptly and diligently perform all of their respective obligations
thereunder in substantial compliance with the Plans and in such a manner as to preserve the
security of Lender in the Property. No change, amendment or modification shall be made to any
constrnction contract except jn compliance with Section 4.3.
9.22 lnspection.
Borrower shall allow Lender, its agents and
representatives, at any reasonable time, to enter the Property and insp·ect the work of construction
and all materials, plans, specifications and other matters relating to the construction; and allow
Lender to examine, copy and audit the books, records, accounting data and other documents of
Borrower and the contracts relating to the Property or construction of the Project. Lender is under ·
no duty to supervise or inspect construction or examine any books and records. Any inspection or
examination by Lender, whether or not paid for by Bon·ower, is for the sole purpose of protecting
Lender's security and preserving Lender's rights under this Agreement. No default of Borrower
will be waived by any inspection by Lender. Jn no event will any inspection by Lender or its
agent or representative constitute a representation that the construction complies or will comply
with the Plans or applicable Legal Requil'ements or that the construction is free of defective
materials or workmanship.
9.23 Maintain Pl'operty. Borrower shall maintain, preserve, and keep
all Property and equipment in good repair, working order, and condition.

Additional Assurances. Borrower shall make, execute and deliver
u1::tiu1> uf trust, ::H::i.;urHy itgreements, ass!gnmems,
financing statements, instmments, documents and. other agreements as Lender or its attorneys
may reasonably request to evidence and secure the Loans and to perfect all Security Interests.
9.24

to Lender ~uoh proml.s.soiy uulc:., rnu1l~n~c~,
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9.25 Negative Covenants. In the absence of consent of the Lender,
:Bon·ower shall not do any of the following, except as othe1wise expressly pei.mitted in the Loan
Documents: (1) except for trade debt incurred in the no1mal course of business and indebtedness
to Lender contemplated by this Agreement, create, incur or assume indebtedne·ss for bon-owed
money, (2) sell, transfer, mortgage, assign, pledge, lease, grant a security interest in, or encumber
any of Borrower's assets, (3) engage in any business activities substantially different than those in
which Borrower is presently engaged, (4) cease operations, liquidate, merge, transfer, acquire or
consolidate with any other entity, change its name, dissolve or transfer or sell any Property out of
the ordinary course of business, (5) make any distribution with respect to any capital account,
whether by reduction of capital or otherwise, (6) loan, invest in or advance money or assets,
(7) purchase, create or acquire any interest in any other enterprise or entity, or (8) incur any
obligation as surety or guarantor other than in the ordinary course of business, (9) create or allow
to be created any lien or charge upon any of the Property, or (10) enter into any agree~ent
containing any provisions that would be violated or breached by the perfo1mance of Bon-ower's
obligations under the Loan Documents.
10.

llefault and Remedies.

10.1 Events of Default. Occurrence of one or more of the following
events shall constitute an Event of Default under this Agreement:

10.1.1 Any failure to pay any principal or interest or any other
arnoimt due under the Note, this Agreement, or of the Loan Documents, as and when the same
becomes due and payable.
10.1.2 Any failure to pay any principal or interest or any other
amount due under the RBC Loan, as and when the same becomes due and payable.

10.1.3 Any failure or neglect to perfom1 or observe any material
tenn, provision, condition or covenant of this Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other
document or instrument executed or delivered in connection with the Loan, whether or not such
failure or neglect is expressly defined therein as an "event of default."
10.1.4 AJ.1y failure or neglect to perfo1m or observe any material
term, provision, condition or covenant of any instrument or document executed or delivered in
connection with the RBC Loan, whethel' or not such failure or neglect is expressly defined therein
as an "event of default."
10.1.5 Any warranty, representation or statement contained in this
Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other document or instrument executed or
delivered in connection with the Loan (including :Sorrower's application for the Loan), or made
or furnished to Lender by or on behalf of Borrower, shall be or shall prove to have been false,
inaccurate or misleading in any material respect when made or furnished.
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10.1.6 The manager of Borrower dies, or :Sorrower is dissolved,
liquidated or tenninated, or otherwise ceases to exist. Notwithstanding this subparagraph, the
death of any natural person constituting such a party shall not be deemed to constitute an Event of
Default under this subparagraph unless and until: (i) 60 days have elapsed aftei· the last day for
filing a claim in such pe1son's estate; and (ii) prior to that 60th day, the court administering the
estate has not both accepted the claim of Lender and approved a plan satisfactory to Lender to
ensure that sufficient assets will be available to pay that claim as and when it becomes payable.
Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent Lender from timely filing a claim and such supporting
documentation as ma.y be required in such person's estate. If such person's assets are held in trust
at the time of his or hel' death, an Event of Default shall be deemed to e:xist under this
subparagraph if the trustee of that trust at any time fails to maintain in the trust unencumbered
liquid assets in an amount sufficient to provide for the orderly liquidation of the Loan. 1f the
trustee fails to maintain such assets, Lender shall, among its other rights and l'emedies, be entitled
to recover payments from the tmst and/or any persons who have received distributions from the
trust to the extent of distributions received.

10.l.7 Borrower makes or furnishes Lender with any financial or
other statement 01· certificate required or provided for unde1· this Agreement or any other Loan
Document or otherwise that is false, inaccurate ot misleading in any material respect, whether or
not Lender has actual knowledge of any such falsity, inaccuracy or misleading narure.
10.1.8 Abandonment or discontinuation of the construction of the
Project or failtu"e to diligently prosecute construction of the Project.

10.1.9 Borrower shall become insolvent; shall make an assignment
fo1· the benefit of creditors; shall fail generally to pay its debts as they become due; shall have a
receiver, trustee, custodian or conservator appointed with respect to all or pa.it of its assets; or a
petition for relief' w1der any chapter of the federal Banla.11ptcy Code (or any similar debtor relief
laws to which the parties may be subject) is filed by or against Borrower, and, if an involuntary
petition, such petition is not dismissed within sixty (60) days of service.

10.1.10 Any mechanics' or materialmen's lien, attachrnent,
garnishment, repletion, execution, or other statutory or judicial lien is filed, levied or claimed
against all or any portion of or interest in the Property or any undisbursed deposits or committed
Loan proceeds under this Agreement, and such claim or lien is not discharged, satisfied or bonded
over to Lender's satisfaction within five (5) business days after Borrower has notice thereof, and
in any event not later than the fifth (5th) business day prior to any sale or seizure of any portion of
or interest in the Property or undisbm·sed deposit or committed loan proceeds pursuant thereto; or
if any bonded stop notice is filed or served that affects any undisbursed deposit or loan proceeds
under this Agreement, if Bol1'ower fails to obtain a release bond with respect to the bonded stop
notice within ten (10) days after Lender's req\lest therefor.
10.1.11 The institution of any legal action or proceedings to
enforce a mortgage, deed of trust or other lien upon the Property or any part thereof.
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10.1.12 The suspension, revocation or termination of, or the failure
to obtain and maintain in full force and effect, any governmental approval, right or license that is
necessary for Bonower, or a major contractor to conduct its business or to complete the
construction of the Project in a timely manner.
10.1.13 Any Loa:n Document shall, at any time, !llld for any reason
(except as may be approved by Lender), cease to be in full force and effect or shall be declared
null and void, or the validity or enforceability thereof shall be contested by BoITower, or
Bonower shall deny that it has any further liability or obligation thereunder.

10.1.14 The occmTence of any other default under any Loan
Document, or any other docmuent or instrument executed or delivered in cormection with the
Loan, whether or not such default is expressly defined therein as an "event of default."
10.2 Cure Period. If any Event of Default, (other than a payment
default as described in Subsections 10.1.1 and 10.1.2, or an Event of Default described in
Subsection 10.1.9), is curable, it may be cured (and no Event of Default will have occurred) if
Bonower, after receiving wi·itten notice :from Lender demanding cure of such default: (a) cures
the default within fifteen (15) days; or (b) if the cure requires more than fifteen (15) days,
immediately initiates steps that lender deems in Lender's reasonable discretion to be sufficient to
cure the default and thereafter continues and completes all reasonable and necessary steps
sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. Lender at its sole discretion
may elect to give Borrower additional cure opportunities.
10.3

Exercise of Remedies by Lender.

10.3.1 If an Event of Default occu1·s and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof or not reasonably capable of cure, Lender shall have the right, at
its sole option, to declare the whole principal sum of the Obligations then outstanding
immediately due and payable, together with all accrued and 11npaid interest thereon, and all other
costs, charges and indebtednesses described in this Agreement, the Note, the Security Documents
or any other document executed in connection with this Agreement, and all such sums shall
thereafter bear interest at the Default Rate until pa.id. The same shall be collectible by one or
more suits at law !llld/o:r trustee's sale proceedings under. or judicial foreclosure of, the Deed of
Tmst in the same manner as if the entire Obligations then owing had been made payable at the
tune of Lender's election to declare the Obligations then due and payable, and with all of the
rights and remedies provided in and by this Agreement, the Note, and the Security Documents,
and with any other relief to which Lender may be legally or equitably entitled under the Loan
Documents, or applicable law. Any sums advanced or costs or expenses incurred by Lender
hereunder shall be immediately payable by Bonower upon Lender's demand, shall bear intere·st at
the Default Rate and shall be secured by the Security Documents. The foregoing sentence shall
be equally applicable to costs and expenses incurred by Lender in any proceeding imder the
federal Bankruptcy Code and the rights described therein shall be in addition to any rights Lender
· may have to collect attomeys' fees under applicable law.
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10.3.2 If any Event of Default or event that, with the giving of
notice 01· the passage of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default exists that has not
been cured (whether Ol' not any period for cure has elapsed), Lende1· may, at its option, withhold
any further advances under this Agreement and/or take any other actions that lender detennines
in good faith are necessary to pl-eserve and protect the Property and to otherwise protect its
sec'lnity for the Obligations. 1n the event an involuntary petition is filed against Bon-ewer under
any chapter of the federal Bankruptcy Code, Lender may, at its option, withhold any advances
under this Agreement until such petition is dismissed or the bankruptcy court enters an
appropriate order confirming that Lender's liens on any then-owned or afteHcquired property of
Borrower shall remain in full force and effect with respect to any indebtedness then or thereafter
evidenced by the Note.

10.3.3 If any Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof or not reasonably capable of cure, Lender may, at its sole option,
enter into possession of the Real Property and perfo1m any and all work and labor necessa1-y to
complete the Project snbstantially·in accordance with the Plans, and employ watchmen to protect
the Prope1ty from damage. All sums so expended by Lender shall constitute advances to or for
the account of Borrower and shall be added to the Obligations, evidenced by the Note and secured
by the Secuiity Documents, and interest shall accrue thereon at the Default Rate until paid.
10.3.4 Bonower hereby constitutes and appoints Lender its true
and la\.Vfi..11 attorney-in-fact with full power of substitution in the premises to complete any
construction in the name of Borrower, and hereby empowers said attomey, upon the occurrence
of an Event of Default and the failure to cure: (i) to use any funds of Borrower in the possession
of Lender, including any fonds that may remain unadvanced under the Loan (including any
retainage) and any deposits made pursuant to Section 4.1 -hereof, for the purpose of completing
the Project; (ii) to make such additions and changes and corrections in the contract documents as
may be necessary or desirable to complete the work in substantially the manner contemplated by
the Plans; (iii) to employ such contractors, subcontractors, agents, architects, engineers and
inspectors as shall be reqllired for such purposes; (iv) to pay, settle, or compromise existing bills
and claims that may be or become liens against any of the Property, or as may be necessary or
desirable for the completion of the work ot for the clearance of title; (v) to execute all
applications and ce1tificates in the name of Borrower that may reasonably be required to
accomplish the foregoing; and (vi) to perform eve:iy related act that Bonower might perform on
Borrower's own behal£ The foregoing power of attomey is an il1'evocable power coupled with an
interest, given as security to prosecute and defend all actions or proceedings in connection with
the construction of the Project, and will be l.\naffected by the disability of the principal.
10.3.5 Borrower hereby assigns and quitclaims to Lender all sums
unadvanced hereunder for the completion of the Project, such assignment to be exercised only
upon the occurrence of an E'lent of befault. Lender shall also be entitled to collect any insurance
proceeds to apply on the Obligations or to complete the project as provided above.
10.3.6 Upon the occUITence of an Event of Default, Lender may
make, enforce, modify, assign, accept or terminate any contracts or agreements included within
the description of the Property ("Agreements") and may do any and all other acts that Lender may
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then consider to be necessary or appropriate to protect Lender's security interest in the
Agreements and succeed to the fullest extent possible to all 1ight, title and interest of Bonowei·
under the Agreements and any renewals, modifications or extensions thereof. Lender may
exercise its rights under this Section as often and whenever an Event of Default may occur or
continue to exist. Lender shall not be obligated to perfo11n, nor does Lender undertake to
perf01m, any obligation, duty or liability of Bon·ower under the Agreements, and Bonower
hel'eby agrees to indemnify and hold Lender harmless for, from and against any and all liability,
loss or damage, including reasonable attorneys' fees, that Lender may incur under the
Agreements or the assigrunent thereof prior to the time Lender succeeds to the rights of Bonowe1·
under the Agreements tlild from any and all claims and demands that may be asserted against
Lender by reason of an alleged obligation claimed to have been undertaken on Lender's part to
perform any of the tenns, covenants or agreements contained in the Agreements by reason of the
assignment of the Agreements to Lender (except for damages, claims and demands that arise
solely out of Lender's gross negligence or willful misconduct).
10.3.7 If any Event of. Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof, and Lender elects to foreclose its security interest in the Property
and other security for the Loan, in conducting any foreclosure sale tl1ereof, Lender, at its option,
may cause all property securing the loan, (both real and personal), to be sold in one lot. Borrower
waives any requirement that Lender separately dispose of personal property under the provisions
of the Uniform Commercial Code.
10.3.8 The rights and remedies provided to Lender by the Loan
Documents and the other documents executed and delivered in connection with the Loan are for
Lender's sole and exclusive benefit, shall be cumulative and shall not preclude the exercise of
1ights and remedies that may otherwise be available. Lender may exercise any such right, power
or remedy, at its option and in its sole and absolute discret10n, without any obligation to do so.
11.

General and MisceJlaneous.

11.l Lendei-'s Right to Assign. Lender may assign, negotiate, pledge
or otherwise hypothecate its rights under this Agreement, the Note, and the Secu1ity Documents
or any of its security hereunder or thereunder, and may assign and delegate any or all of its
primary supervisory and disbursing ii.motions. In case of such assignment, Borrower will accord
full recognition thereto and hereby agrees that all rights and remedies of Lender in connection
with the interest so assigned shall be enforceable against Borrower by Lender's assignee.
Borrower specifically consents to a sale or assignment of the Loan by Lender to any financial
institution selected by Lender. Lender may furnish to any prospective buyer or assignee of the
Loan, or to any governmental or regulatory authority, any infonnation or documentation that
Lender may have regarding the Loan, Bonower.

11.:2 Prohibition On Assignment by Borrower. Bon·ower may not
assign this Agreement, nor any of its rights accming under this Agreement, and no pm-ported
assigruµent thereof shall not be finding upon Lender.
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11.3 Participations. Borrower acknowledges that Lender may, at its
sole option, from time to time, sell or transfer to other financial institutions beneficial or
participatory intei-ests in the Loan provided by this Agreement. BDn'ower acknowledges and
agrees that in any such event: (a) Lender shall remain the sole legal owner of all rights of Lender
imder this Agreement, the other Loan Documents, and all other documents described or provided
for this Agreement; (b) Lender shall be the sole named party on all such documents; and (c) no
such other financial institution is or shall be a necessary, proper or indispensable party to any
private or judicial or other action of any kind commenced or taken to enforce any right of Lender
under this Agreement, any other Loan Docmnent, or any othel' document described or provided
for herein or therein. Lender may furnish to any participant or pmspective participant any
information or documentation that Lender may have regarding the Loan and Bon-ower.

11.4 Amendments. No amendment, modification, termination, 01·
waiver of any provision of any Loan Document to which the Bonuwer is a party, nor consent to
any departure by the Bo1Tower from any Loan Document to which it is a party, shall in any event
be effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the Lender, and then such waiver or
consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose for which
given.

11.5 Notices. Unless othenvise provided in this Agreement, All notices
and other communications provided for under this Agreement and tmder the other Loan
Dociiments to which the Borrower is a party shall be in writing and eithei- personally served or
sent by facsimile transmission, overnight delivery service, or regular United States mail, postage
prepaid, to Borrower or to Lender as the case may be at the addresses set forth below:
lf to Borrower:

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J Mason
1883 Wildwood Avenue
Boise, ldaho 83 713
Fax: 208/343-0876

ff to Lender:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
Attn: Eagle Capital Management, L.LC.
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Fax: 208/939-2947

The parties may change the address at which they are to receive notices and other
communications hereunder by notice in writing in the foregoing manner given to the other. All
notices or demands sent in accordance with this Section shall be deemed received on the earlier of
the date of confirmed actual receipt or three (3) Business Days after the deposit thereof in the
mall.

11.6 No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part of the Lender in
exercising any right, power> or remedy hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof; nor shall any
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single or partial exercise of any such right, power, or remedy preclude any other or further
exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power, or remedy hereunder.

11. 7 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall be binding upon
and inure to the benefit of the Borrower and the Lender and their respective successors and
assigns, except that the Borrower may not assign or transfer any of its rights under 11J1Y Loan
Document to which the Bonower is a party without the pl'ior written consent of the Lender.

11.8 Integration. This Agreement and the Loan Documents contain the
entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersede all oral
statements and prior writings with respect thereto. If there is any conflict between the Note and
any other Loan Document, the Note shall control. If there is any conflict between this Agreement
and any other l.o!IJ'J. Document other than the Note, this Agreement shall control.
11.9 Continuing Wnrranties, Representations and Covenants. Each
warranty, representation, and covenant contained in this Agreement shall continue until the
Agreenient is tenninated and all Obligations have been paid or satisfied in foll and shall be
conclusively presumed to have been relied upon by Lender regardless of any investigation made
or info1mation possessed by Lender. The warranties, representations, and covenants set fo11h
herein shall be cumulative and in addition to any and all other warranties, representations, and
covenants that Borrower shall give or cause to be given to Lender, either now or hereafter.
Il.10 Indemnity. The Borrower shall defend, indenmify, and hold the
Lender hannless from and against any and all claims, damages, judgments, penalties, costs, and
expenses (including attomey fees and court costs now or hereafter arising from the aforesaid
enforcement of this clause) arising directly or indirectly from the activities of the Borrower and
its Subsidiaries, its predecessors in interest, or third parties with whom it has a contractual
relationship, or arising directly or indirectly from the violation of any environmental protection,
health, or safety law, whether such claims are assei.ied by any governmental agency or any other
person. This indemnity shall survive termination of this Agreement.

11.11 Choice of Law and Venue. This Agreement is made in the state of
Idaho, which state the parties agree has a substantial relationship to the paities and to the
underlying transaction embodied hereby. Accordingly, in all respects, this Agreement and the
Loan Documents and the obligations arising heretmder and thereunder shall be govemed by, and
construed in accordance with, the laws of the state of Idaho applicable to contracts made and
performed in such state and any applicable law of the United States of America. Each party
unconditionally and ilTevocably waives, to the fullest extent pennitted by law, any claim to assert
that the law of any jU1isdiction other than the state of Idaho governs this Agreement. All disputes,
controversies, or claims arising out of, or in connection with, this Agreement or any Loan
Document shall be litigated in 1:my court of competent jurisdiction within the state of Idaho. Each
party accepts jurisdiction of such state and agrees to accept service of process as if it were
personally served within su.ch state. Each party irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted
by law, any objection that the party may now or hereafter have to the jurisdiction pf the courts of
such state end any claim that any such litigation brought in any such coiirt has been brought in an
inconvenient forum.
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11,12 Severability of :J?rovlsions. Any provision of any Loan Document
that is prohibited or imenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective
to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions
of such Loan Document or affecting the validity or enforceability of such provision in any other
jurisdiction.
11.13 Headings. Article and Section headings in the Loan Documents

are included in such Loan D0e1.unents for the convenience of reference only and shall not
constitute a part of the applicable Loan Documents for any other purpose.
11.14 Jury Trial Waiver. THE LENDER AND THE BORROWER
HEREBY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION, PROCEEDING, CLAIM, OR
COUNTERCLAIM, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT, AT LAW OR IN EQUITY,
ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT OR THE LOAN
DOCUMENTS.

11.15 Waivel's by Borrower. Borrower waives presentment, dernand,
protest and notices of protest, nonpayment, partial payment and all other notices and fonnalities
except as expressly called for in this Agreement. Borrower further consents to, and waives notice
of (a) the granting of indulgences or extensions of time of payment, (b) the taking or releasing of
security, and (c) the addition or release of pe1'Sons who may be or become primarily or
secondarily liable for the Obligations or any part thereof, all in such a mailller and at such time as
Lender may deem advisable.

11.16 Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement, the
·other Loan Documents, and of each term, provision and condition thereof.
1U7 Standard of Approval. When the approval of Lender is required
or Lender's consent may be granted or withheld, under this Agreement or any other
Loan Document, and no standard for the exercise of Lender's discretion is otherwise specified,
Lender may grant or withhold its approval or consent in Lender's sole and absohlte discretion
OJ.' pennitted,

11.18 Effective Date. This Agreement shall be binding and deemed
effective as of the date first written above when executed by Borrower and accepted and executed
by Lender.
11.19 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts and delivered by facsimile transmission. Each counterpart when so executed shall
be deemed to be an original and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
Agreement.
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TICOR TITlc INSURANCE'''

American Land

Title Association
Loan Policy

(10-17-92)

SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM
COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM
COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B
AND THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS,
TICOA TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
California corporation, herein called the
Company, insures, as of Date of Policy shown in
Schedule A, against loss or damage, not
exceeding the amount of insurance stated in
Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured
by reason of:

1. Title to the estate or interest described in
Schedule A being vested other than as stated
therein;
2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the
title;

3. Unmarketability or the title.

(a) arising from an improvement or worl1
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced prior to Dale of Policy: or
(b) arising from an improvement or work
related to tt1e land which is contracted for
or commenced subsequent to Date of
Policy and which is financed in whole or
in part by proceeds of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at
Date of Policy the insured has advanced
or is obligated to advance;

8. The invalidity or unen'forceability of any
assignment of the insured mortgage, provided
the assignment is shown in Schedule A, or the
failure of the assignment shown in Schedule
A to vest title to the insured morlg,,ge ,n troe
named insured assignee tree and clear of all
liens,

4. Laci< of a right of access to and from the land;

5. The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of
the insured mortgage upon the title;

6. The priority of any lien or encumbrance over
the lien of the insured mortgage;

7. Lack of priority of the lien of the insured
mortgage over any statutory lien for services,
labor or material;

The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys'
lees and expenses incurred in defense of the title
or the lien of the insurecl mortgage, as insured,
but only to the extent provided in the Conditions
anct Stipulations.
Tl1is policy shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned below by an authorized signatory
of the Company.

Issued by:
ALLIANCE TITLE&. ESCROW CORI).
7941 VI. RIFLEMAN STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 378-1666
TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

~3
Authorized $gmrtory·---

Reorder Form No. CS936-l0 (Reprin1ed 12/00)

President

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT
"'?

J")

ALTA Loan Pc>!icy(I0-17-92)

EXHIBIT C
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•
Exclusions from
Coverage

The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this
policy and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees
or expe11ses which arise by reason. or:

1. (a) Any law, ordinance or governmental regulation (including but not
limited lo building and zoning laws, ordinances or regulations)
restricting, regulating, prohibiting or relating to (I) the occupancy, use
or enjoyment or the land; (ii) the character, dimensions or location
of any improvement now or hereafter erected on the land; (iii) a
separation in ownership or a change in the dimensions or area of
the land or any parcel of which the land is or ··11as a part; or (iv)
environmental protection, or the effect of any violation of these la1·1s,
ordinances or governmental regulations, except to the exten: that
a notice of the enforcement thereof or a notice of a defect, lien, or
encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged violation aflecting
the land has been recorded in the public records at Date of Polley.
(b) Any governmental police power not excluded by (a) above, except.
to the extent that a notice of the exercise thereol or a notice of a
defect, lien or encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged
violalion affecting the land has been recorded in the public records
at Date of Policy.
2. Ric1hls ol eminent domain unless notice of tile exercise thereof has been
recorded in t11e public records at Date of Policy, bllt not excluding from
coverage any taking which has occurred prior lo Date of Policy which would
be binding 011 the rights oi a purchaser lor value without knowledge.
3. Delects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters:
(a) created, suffered, assumed or agreed to by the insured claimant;
{b) not known to the Company, not recorded in the public records a: Date
of Policy, bu! known to the insured claimant and not disclosed in
writing to the Company by the insured claimant prior to the date the
insured claimani became an insured under this policy;
(c) resulling in no loss or damage to the insured claimant;
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (except to the extent

4.

5.

6.

7.

that this policy insurers the priority of the lien of the Insured mortgage
over any statutory lien for services, labor or material); or
( e) resulting in loss or damage which would not have been sustained
if the insured claimant had paid value for the insured mortgage.
Unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage because of the inability
or failure of the insured at Date 61 Policy, or t11e inability or failure of any
subsequent owner of the Indebtedness, to comply with applicable doing
business laws of the state in which the land is situated.
Invalidity or unenforceability oi the lien of th: insurnd morlgag,, or claim
thereof. whicl1 arises ou: of tl1e transact:on evidenced by ths insured
mortgage and is based upon us~:y or .:;ny consumer credit prote:tion or
truth in lending law.
·
Any stat,l!o;y lien for services, labor or materials (or the claim of priori!)'
of any statutory lien for services, labor or materials over the l:en of lhe
insured mortgage) arising from c,n improvGment or work related ta the
land which is contracted for and com1rn:;;nced Strbsequenl to Date a: Pa!iC)'
Md is not financed in whaie or in par! by proceed~ of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at Date of Policy t11e insured has
advanced or is obligated to advance.
Any claim. which arises otrt of n,e transac11an c,·eating the inlere~t of tiie
mortgagee insurect by this policy, by reason of lhe operation of federal
ll~nkruptcy, state insolvency, or similar cre~l1tors· righls laws. thai is based
011:

{i)

1he 1ransaction creatlno the interes! of file .instire~ mortnaoee b~;r,o
deemec1 a fraudulent Conveyance or fraudt:lcnt 1rar1stE!r;-or

(, i) tile subord1na!ion of ti1e interGst of the insurell rnorigagee as a reSL'.!l
of tho c:pplication c,f the doctrine of equit~bh;; Sl1borci:nat,Jn: o;
(iii) lhe transaction crea:ing the interest ol lilc insured mo·tgagee being
tieerr.e:i a preferGntial transfer except v.1ho:0 the pieferenl,e.l transfei
results from t11e failure:
(a) to timely rs cord lhe instrurne111 o: transfer: or
( b) of sucil recardation to impart nalico to ,1 p,rrchaser for value or
a judgment or lien creditor.

Conditions and
Stipulations
1. DEFINITION OF TERMS

Trio follo•.1ing terms when used in this policy mean:
(a) "insured": Hie insured named in Scheduie A The term "insured" also
includes

(i) the owner of the indebtedness secured by !he insured mortga_ge and
each successor in ownership of the indebtedness except a successor who 1s
an obtigor under !he provisions ol Section 12(c) ol those Conditions and
Slipulalions (reserving, however, all rights and defenses as to any successor
ttiat the Company would have had against any predecessor insured. unless
the successor acquired the indebtedness as a purchaser for value wili1out
knowledge of the asser!ed defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter insurect against by this policy as affecting title to the estate or interest in
the land);
(ii) any governmental agency or governmental instrumentality which is an
insurer or guarantor under an insurance contract or guaranty Insuring or
91,arante~ing the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage, or any part
theieof, wt1ether named as an insured herein or not;
(iii) the parties designated In Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stlpula·
tions.
(bJ "1nsu1ed claimant": an insured claiming toss or damage.

(c) "knowledge" or "known": actual knowledge, not conslructive know!,
edge or notice which may be imputed to an insured by reason of the public
records as defined in this policy or any other records wliich Impart construe•
I@. rolice of matters affecting the land.
'': tho land described or referred ta in Schedule A, or in Schedule
l.f?[.ln.~~~edule A, and Improvements affixed thereto which
- ~ : The term "land" does not Include any properly
!,~e,d or referred to In the applicable
,:~\~. .9.r oasemen1 in abutling streets,
·
l:!!!_1 nolhlng herein shell
from the land is

a:

(f) "public re,::crds'': re,:ords ostablishe(! under slate slalules
DJte c!
Policy Jor tho purpose o: imparti~g co:1slruct1vc rrn:icc nf matwrs r,12:ing 10

real property \(J purchasers for value fi:)d v:ithoul knowh:dge \i\'1th r0sp::cl :,1
Section l(a)(1v) of [!1e [xclusions From Cover.ige.' publ:c records" shali ~iso
include onvironmen!u! pro\e::lion liens Ueci in \!10 reco 1 ds o! the cleri-. o! \ht:
United SlcHes dis\r!i:I court tor the ci1.sir1c11n 1,·.,t,1ch inc lancJ 1s k•caiec

,rn

(g) "unmarl,8tahill!y of the title'·.
,alleged 01 apparen1 matter a!iecting
the title ta Hie lancl. not excluded 01 excepted lrom coverage. which would
entitle ,1 pt1rcl1aser ot the ostale or interesr cfe~cribecl in Schedule A or ttie
insured mortgage to be released from Ille oliilgalion ta purchase by virl11e ol c.
contractual condilion requiring the delivery of markeia!Jle title

2. CONTINUATION OF INSURANCE
(a) After Acquisition of Title. The coverage ol this poliC)' shall continue in
force as of Date or Policy in favor of(!) an ins\ired who acquires aii or any pert ol
the estate or intaresl in the land by foreclosure, trustee's sale. conveyance in
lieu or foreclosure. or other legal manner l'lhich discharges the lien ot the
insured mortgage; (ii) a transferee of the estate or interest so acquired from an
insured co;poration. provided tha lransferee is the parcnl or wholry,owned
subsidiary of the insured corporation, and their corporate successors by aper,
a!ian of law and not by purchase. subject to any rights or defenses the Company may have against any predecessor Insureds; and (iii) any governmental
agency or governmental instrumentality which acquires all or any part of the
estate or inJerost pursuanl to a contract of insurance or guaranty insuring or
guaranteeing lhe Indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage.
(b) After Conveyance of Title. The coverage of lhis policy shall continue
in force as of Date of Policy in favor of an insured only so long as the insured
retains an estate or interest in the land, or holds an indebtedness secured by a
pu'rchase money mortgage given by a purchaser rrom the insured, or only so
tong as lhe lns~ired shall have. liability by reason of covenants of warranty
made by the insured in any transfer or conveyance of the es:ale or interes!.
This policy shall not continue in force in l,wor of any purchaser from the
lnsured ot either (I) an estate or Interest In the land, or (if) an indebtedness
~llfl'd by a purchase money mortgage given 10 the insured.
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. · (d) Amount of Insurance. The amount of h

..nee aher the acquisition or
alter the conveyance shall in neither event exceed the least of:
(i) the Amount of Insurance statE!(I In Schodule A;
(II) the amount of the principal of the Indebtedness secured by the Insured
mortgage as of Date of Policy, Interest thereon, expenses of foreclosure,
amounts advanced pursuant to the Insured mortgage to assure compliance
with laws or to protect the nen of the Insured mortgage prior to the time of
acquisilion of the eslate or Interest in the land and secured thereby and
reasonable amounts expended to prevent deterioration of improvements, but
reduced by the amount of all payments made; or
Pii) the amount paid by any governmental agency or governmental instru·
menlalily, 11 the agency or lnslrumentality Is the Insured claimant, in the acquisition of the estate or Interest In satisfaction of Its insurance contract or guar•
anty.
3. NOTICE OF CLAIM TO BE GIVEN BY INSURED CLAIMANT
The Insured shall notify the Company promptly In wriling (I) In case of any
litigation as set forth In Section 4(a) below, (ii) in case knowledge shall come to
an insured hereunder of any claim of title or Interest which Is adverse to the
tllle to the estate or interest or the lien oft he insured mortgage, as insured, and
which might cause loss or damage for which the Company may be liable by
virtue of this policy, or Oii) ii title to the estate or interest or the lien of the
Insured mortgage, as insured, Is rejected as unmarketable. If prompt nolice
shall no! be given to the Company, then as to the insured all liability of the
Company shall terminate with regard to the matter or matters for which prompt
nollce is required; provided, however, that failure to nolify the Company shall
in no case prejudice the rights of any insured under this policy unless lhe
Company shall be prejudiced by the failure and then only to the extent of the
prejudice.
4, DEFENSE. AND PROSECUTION OF ACTIONS; DUTY OF INSURED
CLAIMANT TO COOPERATE .
(a) Upon written request by the insured and subject to the oplions contained in Section 6 of these Conditions and Stipulatlons, the Company, at Its
own cost and withoul unreasonable delay, shall provide for the defense of en
insured in litigation in which any thir~ party asserts a claim adverse to the tille
or interest as insured, bu! only as to those staled causes of aclion alleging a
defect, fien or encumbrance or other melter insured against by lhis policy. The
Company shall have the right to select counsel of Its choice (subject to the
right of the Insured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Insured as
to those stated causes of action and shall no! be liable for and will no! pay the
fees of any other counsel. The Company will not pay any fees, costs or
expenses incurred by the Insured in the defense of those causes ol action
which allege matters not insured against by lhis policy.
(b) The Company shall have the right, at Its own cost, to institule and
prosecute any action or proceeding or to do any olher act which in its opinion
may be necessary or desirable 10 establish the title to the estate or Interest or
the lien of the insured mortgage. as Insured. or to prevenl or reduce loss or
damage to the insured. The Company may take any appropriate aclion under
the terms of this policy. whetherornot it shall be liable hereunder. and shall nol
thereby concede liability or waive any provision ol this poficy. If the Company
shall exercise Its rights under this paragraph, it shall do so diligenlly.
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an action or interposed a
defense as required or permitted by the provisions of this policy. the Company
may pursue any litigation to final determination by a court of competent Juris·
diclion and expressly reserves the right. in ils sole discretion, lo appeal from
any adverse Judgment or order.
(d) In all cases where this policy permits or requires the Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, the insured shall
secure to the Company the right to so prosecule or provide defense in lhe
aclion or proceeding, and all appeals therein, and permil the Company to use,
at its option, the name of the insured for this purpose. Whenever requesled by
the Company, the Insured, at the Company's expense, shall give the Company all reasonable aid (I) In any action or proceeding, securing evidence,
obtaining witnesses, proseculing or defending lhe aclion or proceeding. or
effecting settlement, and (ii) in any other lawlul act which in the opinion ol lhe
Company may be necessary or desirable to er.tablish the title 10 the eslale or
interest or the lien ol the Insured mortgage, as Insured. If the Company is
prejudiced by the !allure of the Insured to furnish lhe required cooperation; the
Company's obligations to the Insured under lhe policy shall terminate, Including any llabinty or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any llllgalion,
with regard to the matter or marters requiring such qooperalion.
S, PROOF OF LOSS OR DAMAGE
In addition to and alter the notices required under Section 3 of these Condi,
lions and Stipulations have been provided the Company, a prool of loss or
damage signed and sworn to by the insured claimant shall be furnished to the
Company within 90 days alter Iha Insured claimant shall ascer1aln the lacts
giving rise to the loss or damage. The proor of loss or damage shall describe
the defect In, or Hen or encumbrance on the litie, or other m"lter Insured
against by thi!I policy which constitutes the basis of Joss or damage and shall
slate, to the extent possible, the basis or calculating the amounl ol the loss or
damage. If the Company Is prejudiced by the failure of the Insured claimant to

, of loss or damage, the Company's obligations 10
provide the required 1
the Insured under the policy shall terminate, Including any liabllity or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation, with regard to the matter
or matters requiring such proor of loss or damage.
In addition, the Insured claimant may reasonably be required to submit lo
examination under oath by any authorized representative of the Company
and shall produce for examination, Inspection and copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized representative
of the Company, all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence and
memoranda. whether bearing a date before or alter Date of Policy, which
·reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, ii requested by any aulhorized represenlalive of the Company, the Insured claimant shall grant Its per•
mission, In writing, for any authorized representative of the Company tp examine, Inspect and copy all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence
and memoranda In the custody or control of a third party, which reasonably
pertain to the loss or damage. All information designated as confidential by
the insured claimant provided to the Company pursuant to this Section shall
nol be disclosed to others unless, in the reasonable Judgment ol the Company, It is necessary in the administration of the claim. Failure of the Insured
claimant to submit for examination under oath, produce other reasonably
requested inlormallon or ·granl permission to secure reasonably necessary
Information from lhird parties as required in this paragraph, unless prohibited
by law or governmental regulalion, sHa111erminate any liability olthe Company
under this policy as to that claim.
6. OPTIONS TO PAY OR OTHERWISE SETTLE CLAIMS: TERMINATION
OF LIABILITY
In case of a claim under this policy, lhe Company shall have the following
additional options:
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment ol the Amount of Insurance or to
Purchase the Indebtedness.
(i) to pay or lender paymenl of lhe amount of insurance under this policy
together with any costs. allorneys' lees and expenses incurred by Iha Insured
claimant, which were authorized by !he Company, up lo !he time of paymenl or
tender of payment and which the Company is obligaled to pey; or
(ii) to purchase the indebtedness secured by the insured mortgage for the
amount owing thereon together with any costs. attorneys' lees and expenses
Incurred by the Insured claimanl which were aulhorized by the Company up to
the time of purchase and which the Company is obligated to pay.
II the Company offers to purchase lhe Indebtedness as herein provided, the
owner of the indebtedness shall transfer, assign, and convey the indebted·
ness and !he insured mortgage, togelher with any collaleral securily, to the
Company upon payment therefor.
Upon lhe exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for in
paragraphs a(i) or Qi), all liability and obligations to the Insured under this
policy, olher than 10 make the payment required in those paragraphs, shall
terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecule, or conunue any litigation, and the policy shall be surrendered to the Company for
cancellation
(b) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other than the Insured or
With the Insured Claimant.
(i) to pay or olherwise settle with other parties for or In lhe nam~ of an
insured claimant any claim insured against under this policy, togelherw1th any
costs. auorneys' lees and expenses Incurred by the insured clalmanl which
were authorized by the Company up to the lime of payment and which the
Company is obligated to pay; or
(d) to pay or otherwise seine with the insured claimant the loss or damage
provided lor under lhis policy, togelher with any costs, altorneys' fees and
expenses incurred by the insured claimant which were aulhorl:zed by the
Company up to the time ol paymenl and which the Company Is obligated to
pay.
•
Upon the exercise by the Company ol either of the options provided for i.n
paragraphs (b)(i) or (ii), the Company's obligations to the insured under this
policy for the claimed loss or damage, olher than the paymenls required to be
made, shall terminate, including any liabilily or obligalion to defend, prosecute or conlinue any litigation.
7, DETERMINATION ANO EXTENT OF. LIABILITY

This policy Is a contract or indemnity.against actual monetary loss or dam,
age sustained or Incurred by the Insured claimanl whO has suffered loss or
damage by reason of matters insured against by this policy and only to the
extent herein described.
(a) The liability of the Company under this policy shall not exceed !he least
of:
(I) the Amount of Insurance stated In Schedule A, or, II applicable, the
amount ol Insurance as defined in Section 2 (c) of these Conditions and
Stipulations;
(lij the amounl of the unpaid principal Indebtedness secured by the
Insured mor1gage as limited or provided under Section 8 or these Conditions
and Stipulations or as reduced under Secllon 9 of these Conditions and
Stipulations, at the time the Joss or damage Insured against by this policy
occurs, together with interest thereon; or
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(Iii) the difference between the value ol the insured estate or lntgrest as
Insured :and the value of the Insured estate or lnlerest subject to the defect,
111111 Dr-encOmblance Insured again, by this r
•.
(b) In the event the Insured has acquired the
Je or Interest in the manner
described In SecUon 2(8) of these Condlllona and Stipulations or has conveyed the tlUe, then the llabllity of the Company shaft conUnue as set forth In
Section 7(8) of these Conditions and StlpuleUons.
(c) The Company wlU pay only those costs, allorneys' fees and expenses
Incurred In accordance with Section 4 of these Condlllons and Stlpulatlons.
8, LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

(a) If the Company establishes the title, or removes the alleged defect, lien
or encumbrance, or cures the lack of a right of access lo or from the land, or
cures the clalm of unmarketablllty of title, or otherwise establishes the Hen of
the Insured mortgage, ell as Insured, In a reasonably dlllgent manner by any
method, Including lltlgatlon and the completion of any appeals therefrom, It
shall have fully performed Its obllga~ons with respecl to that matter and shall
not be Hable for any loss or damage caused thereby.
(b) In Iha event ol any lillgation, Including lltlgatlon by the Company or with
the Company's consent. the Company shall have no liability for loss or damage until there has been a final determination by a court of competenl Jurisdiction, and disposition of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the title or to the lien
ol the Insured mortgage, as insured.
(c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to any Insured for
liablUty voluntarlly assumed by the insured In settllng any claim or suit without
the prior written consent of the Company.
(d) The Company shall not be liable for: (I) any Indebtedness created subsequent to Date of Polley except for advances made to protect lhe lien of the
insured mortgage and secured thereby and reasonable amounts expended to
prevent deterioration of improvements; or (II) construction loan advances
made subsequent to Date of Policy, except construction loan advances made
subsequent lo Date of Policy for the purpcse of nnancing In whole or in part the
construcUon of an Improvement to the land which at Date of Policy were
secured by the Insured mortgage and which the Insured was and continued to
be oblgated to advance at and after Date of Polley.
9. REDUCTION OF INSURANCE; REDUCTION OR TERMINATION OF

LIABILITY
(a) All payments under this policy, except payments made for costs, allorn~ lees and expenses, shall reduce the amount of lhe Insurance pro tanlo.
However. any payments made prior to the acqulsllton of title to the eslate or
interest as provided In Section 2(a) of these Condlllons and Slfpulalions shall
nol reduce pro lanto the amount of the Insurance afforded under this policy
exceptto the ex1ent thal the paymenls reduce the amount of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage.
(b) Payment In part by any person of the principal of the lndebledness, or
any other obligation secured by the Insured mortgage, or any voluntary partial
satisfaction or release of the Insured mortgage, to the extent of the payment,
satisfaction or release, shall reduce the amount ol insurance pro lanto. The
amount 'bf insurance may thereafter be Increased by accruing interest and
advances made to protect the lien of the Insured mortgage and secured
thereby, with Interest thereon, provided in no event shall !he amount of Insurance be greater than the Amount of Insurance staled In Schedule A.
(c) Payment In run by any person or lhe voluntary satisfaction or release of
the Insured mortgage shall terminate all liabllily ol the Company except as
provided In Section 2(a) of these Conditions and Stlpulallona.
10. LIABILITY NONCUMULATIVE

II ls expressly understood that the amount of Insurance under this policy
shall be reduced by any amount the Company may pay under any policy Insuring a mortgage to which exception Is taken In Schedule B or to which
the Insured has agreed, assumed, or taken subject, or which Is hereafter
executed by an Insured and which Is a charge or lien on the estate or Interest described or referred to in Schedule A, and the amount so paid shall
be deemed a payment under this policy to the Insured owner.
11. PAYMENT OF LOSS
(a) No payment shall be made without producing this policy for endorsement ol the payment unless the policy has been lost or cleslroyed, In which
case proof of loss or destruction shell be furnished to the satisfaction of the
Company.
(b) When liability and the extent of loas or damage has been dellnltely fixed
In aceordance with lhese Conditions and Stipulations, the loss or damage
shall be payable within 30 days thereafter.
.
12. SUBROGATION UPON PAYMENT OR SETTLEMENT
(a) The Company's Righi of Subrogation.
Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this
pollcy, all right of subrogation shall vest In the Company unaffected by any act
of the Insured claimant.
The Company shall be subrogated to and be enUtled to all rights and
remedies which the Insured clalmant would have had against any person or
property In respect to the claim hadlhls policy not been Issued. If requested by
the Company, the Insured claimant shaft transfer to the Company ~I rights

•

and remedies against any person or property necessary In order to perfecl
this right of subrogation The Insured claimant shall permit the Company to
sue, compromise ors
·n the name of lhe Insured clalmant and lo use the
name of the Insured c. .ant in any transaction or lltlgatlon 111\00lvfng these
rights or remedies.
II a payment on account of a claim does not ful~ cover the loss of the
Insured claimant, the Company shall be subrogaled lo all rights and remedies
of the insured claimant after the Insured claimant shall have recovered its
principal, Interest, and costs of collection.
(b) The lnsured's Rights and Limitations.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the owner of the Indebtedness secured by
lhe Insured mortgage, provided the priority of the lien of the Insured mortgage
or its enforceability is not affecled,. may release or subslltule the personal
llablllty of any debtor or guarantor, or extend or otherwise modify the terms of
payment, or release a portion of the estate or Interest from lhe lien of the
Insured mortgage, or release any collateral security for the Indebtedness.
Whan the permllled acts of the Insured clalmant occur and the Insured has
knowledge of any claim of title or Interest adverse to the tide to the estate or
inleresl or the priority or enforceabllity of the llen of the Insured mortgage, as
insured, Ule Company shall be required lo pay only that part of any losses
Insured against by this policy which shall exceed the amount. If any, lost to the
Company by reason of the lmpairmenl by the Insured claimant of the Company's right of subrogation.
(c) The Company's Rights Against Non•lnsured Obllgors.
The Company's right of subrogation against non-Insured obllgors sha~
exist and shall include, wllhoul limitation, the rights of the Insured to Indemnities, guaranties, olher policies of Insurance or bonds, notwithstanding any
terms or conditions contained In those lnslruments which provide for subrogation rights by reason of this policy.
The Company's right of subrogation shall nol be avoided by acquisition of
the Insured mortgage by an obliger (except an obligor described In Section
1(a)(il) ol these Conditions and Stipulalions) who acquires the Insured mortgage as a result of an Indemnity, guarantee, other policy of Insurance, or bond
and the obligor will not be an Insured under this poUcy, nolwllhstandlng Section 1(a)(I) of these Conditions and Stipulations.
13. ARBITRATION
Unless prohibited by appllcable law, either the Company or the Insured may
demand arbitration pursuant to the TIiie Insurance Arbitration Rules of the
American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters may Include, but are not
limited lo, any controversy or claim between the Company and the Insured
arising out ol or relating to this policy, any service ol the Company In connection with Its Issuance or the breach of a policy provision or other obligation. All
arbllrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is $1,000,000 or less shall
be arbitrated at the option of either the Corripany or the Insured. AU arbitrable
matters when the Amount of Insurance Is In excess of $1,000,000 shall be
arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company and the Insured. Arbitration pursuant to this policy and under the Rules In effect on the date the
demand for arbitration Is made or, at the option of the Insured, the Rules In
effect at Date of Policy shall be binding upon the parties. The award may
Include attorneys' fees only If the laws of the slate In which the land is located
pennlt a court to award attorneys' fees to a prevalllng party. Judgment upon
the award rendered by the Arbltrator(s) may be enlenld In any court having
Jurisdiction thereof.
The law ol lhe situs of the land shall apply to an arbitration under the Tille
Insurance Arbllrallon Rules.
A copy of the Rules may be obtained from the Company upon request.

14, LIABILITY LIMITED TO THIS POLICY; POLICY ENTIRE CONTRACT
(a) ·11111 pollcy together with all endorsements, II any, attached hereto by the
Company Is the entire policy and contract between the Insured and the Company. In Interpreting any provision of this policy, this policy shall be construed
as a whole.
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not based on negDgence, and
which arises out of the status of the lien of the Insured mortgage or of the title
to the eelate or interest covered hereby or by any action asserting such claim,
shall be restricted to this policy.
(c) No amendment of or endo,semenl to this Polley can be made axcepl by
a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the President. a
Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant Secrelary, or validallng officer or
authorized signatory of the Company.
15. SEVERABILITY
In the event any provision of this pollcy Is held Invalid or unenforceable
under appllcable law, the policy shall be deemed not to Include that provision
and all other provisions shall remain In tun force and effect.

18. NOTICES, WHERE BENT

All nollces required to be given the Company and any statement In
writing required lo be furnished the Campany shall lndude the number
of this policy and shall be addressed lo the Company ·at . Tlcor Tltle
Insurance Company, Nallonal Clalma Administration, P.O. Box 45023,
Jacksonvllle, Florida 32232·5023,

@@® Qi @i@@QD ~!i Qll@@@@@@@@@@@@@«ti@®@@@@@@@@@{li• ®@@@@(11)(@@@
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ALTA LOAN POLICY
SCHEDULE A
Order Number

Policy Number

Date of Policy

5000634118DBD

74107-668734

November 17, 2006

Amount of
Insurance
$725,500.00

Premium
Amount
"$763.00

At4:51PM

1. Name of Insured:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
2. The estate or int.erest in the land which is covered by this policy is:
Fee Simple
3.

Title to the estate or interest in the land is vested in:
•

I

Galiano, LLC, an lda4o limited liability company
4.

The insured mortgage and assignments thereof, if any, are described as follows:
A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:
· , , ,,.,
Amount: $725,500.00.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho li~ted liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp. ·. ·
Beneficiary: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181859, of Official Records.

5.

The land referred to in this pqlicy is described as fo1lows:
See attached EXHIBIT A.
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EXBIBITA
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
·
particularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mlle Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said. poJnt
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Norther.ly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
·
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'2~" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an Iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01 °04'12" West (Record South 01 °04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length ls
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" Enst) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius Is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53'' West (Record North 56°31 '40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" ,West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length ls
89.28 feet, whose central angle Is 42°37'50"' and whose long chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet ton point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37,75 feet to a point; thence
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South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence along the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF

BEGINNJNG.
EXCEPT
>A pare~) of land being located in the South H~if of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particularly
described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said.Section 14; thence continuing
South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Qua.rterof
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
1
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41 '44" East 37.75 feet;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87 .24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POlNT OF BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 83°42'1~" East and a Jong chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
.
right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of7,86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
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with a radius oflS0.00 feet, a central angle of22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

END OF SCHEDULE A

I'
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LOAN POLICY
Order No.: 5000634I18DBD
Policy No.: 74107-668734

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE
This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs,
attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise by reason of:

PART I
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:

I. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing
the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters
excepted under (a), (b), or (c) are shown by the public records.
2. Levies and assessments of the Boise Kuna Irrigation District, and the rights, powers and
easements of said district as by law provided, which are paid current at this time.
3. Ditch, road and public utility easements as the same may exist over said premises.
4. Right-of-way for Tweed Lateral, and the rights of access thereto for maintenance of said
lateral.
5. Right of the public in and to that portion of the premises lying within the right-of-way of Ten
Mile Road.
6. Exceptions and reservations pontained in the deed from the State of Idaho
Recorded: April 18, 1921.
Book: 143, Page 8, of Official Records.
Records of: Ada County
7. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: March 26, 1948.
Book: 20, of Miscellaneous.
Page: 536, of Official Records.
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8. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: August 28, 1974.
Instrument No.: 897722 and 897723, of Official Records.
9. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:
Purpose: Ingress and Egress.
Recorded: July 19, 1975.
InstrumeqtNo.: 7516016, of Official Records.

.

10. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: October 12, i978.
Instrument No.: 7854417, of Official Records.
11. Agreement, and the terms and conditions contained therein:
Recorded: January 19, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96005486, of Official Records.
12. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Recorded: May 24, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96043996, of Official Records.
13. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:

Amount: $3,413,300.00.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp.
Beneficiary: RBC Centura Bank, a North Carolina banking corporation.
Dated: November 13, 2006. ·
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 10618185 8, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181853.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181860, of Official Records.
14. A Financing Statement filed in the Office of the County Recorder showing:
Debtor: Galiano, LLC.
Secured Party: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181861, of Official Records.
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15. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below and any other
obligations secured thereby:
Amount: $640,956.00.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp., an Idaho corporation.
Beneficiary: Dan and Jana Lee Zillner, husband and wife.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181862, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181862.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: I 06181863, of Official Records.
END OFSCBEDULEB-1
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LOAN POLICY
Order No.: 5000634118DBD
Policy No.: 74107·668734 .

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE
In addition to the matters set forth on PART I of this Schedule, the title to the estate or interest in
the land described or referred to in Schedule A is subject to the following matters, if any be
shown, but the Company insures that these matters are subordinate to the Hen or charge of the
insured mortgage upon the estate or interest:

PART II

SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:

NONE

End of Schedule B·II

END OF SCHEDULE B
Countersigned:
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Endorsement
Issued by

Ticor Title Insurance Company
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to Policy No.: 74107-668734
Date: 11/17/2006
Premium: $40.00
Issued by: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
The Company hereby insures against loss which said insured shall.sustain by reason of any of the following matters:
I.

Any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company hereby gives:
A. That there are no present violations on said land of any enforceable Covenants, Conditions; or Restrictions;
B. That, except as shown in Schedule B, there are no present encroachments onto the land of buildings,
structures, or improvements located on adjoining lands.

2.

Unmarketability of the title to said estate or interest by reason of any violations on said land, occurring prior to
acquisition of title to said estate or interest by the insured, of any Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions.

Wherever in this Endorsement any or all the words "Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions" appear, they shall not
be deemed to refer to or include the terms covenants and conditions contained in any Lease referred to in Schedule

A.
No coverage is provided under this endorsement as to any Covenan~ Condition, Restriction or other provision
relating to environmental protection.
The total liability of the Company under said Policy and any Endorsements therein shall not exceed, in the
aggregate, the face amount of said Policy and costs which the Coqipany is obligated under the conditions and
stipulations thereof to pay.
I

This Endorsement is made a part of said Policy and is subject to the Schedules, Conditions, and Stipulations therein,
except modified by the provisions hereof.
.. ,,

as

Endorsement 100 - Modified
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
The Company assures the insured that at Date of policy there is located on the land a
Bare Ground

lmown as 2604 N. Ten Mile Road, Kuna, ID 83634 and that
The Company hereby insures the insured against loss which the insured shall sustain in the event
that the assurance herein shall proye to be incorrect.
The total liability of the Company under said policy and any endorsements therein shall not
exceed, in the aggregate, the face amount of said policy and costs which the Company is
obligated under the conditions and stipulations thereof to pay.
This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of said
policy and is subject to the schedules, conditions, and stipulations therein, except as modified by
the provisions hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto
affixed by its duly authorized officers.

Date: 11/17/2006
'

:~
ENDORSEMENT

CLTA Ponn 116 (Rev. 9-10-93)
Reorder Form No. 7748
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INS.URANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
The insurance afforded by this endorsement is only effective if the land is used or is to be used
primarily for residential purposes.
The Company insures the insured against loss or damage sustained by reason oflack of priority of
the lien of the insured mortgage over:
(a) any environmental protection lien which, at Date of Policy, is recorded in
those records established under state statutes at Date of Policy for the
purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real property
to purchasers for value and without knowledge, or filed in the records of the
clerk of the United States district court for the district in which the land is
located, except as set forth in Schedule B; or
(b) any environmental protection lien provided for by any state statute in effect

at Date of Policy, except environmental protection liens provided for by the
following state statutes:

NONE
This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of th·e
policy and is subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof and of any prior endorsements
thereto. Except to the extent expressly stated, it neither modifies any of the tenns and provisions
of the policy and any prior endorsements, nor does it extend the effective date of the policy and
any prior endorsements, nor does. it increase the face amount thereof.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT(ON LIEN
ALTA ENDORSEMENT· Form 8,1 (3•27•87)
CLTA Fonn 110,9 (3·13•87)
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After Recording return to:

9288 W. Emerald Street, Suite 102, Boise, ID 83704

~~~~i'fio~~Ml\e'h OF
ALLIANCE TITLE· PRODUCT!

AMOUNT 3.00

1
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109138825

For further delivery to:

Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho
8665 W Emerald Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704

ALLIANCE
I

I
I
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TITLE

&

ESCROW

CORP

Reconveyance No: 14639LA
Reference No.:

I
I

PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE
Pursuant to a written request made by the Beneficiary, the undersigned, as Trustee in the Deed of Trust
executed by Galiano LLC, an Idaho limited liability company recorded November 17, 2006, as
Instrument No. 106181859, records of Ada County, ID, does hereby grant and reconvey unto the
parties legally entitled thereto, without warranty, all the estate and interest derived to the Trustee under
said Deed of Trust, in that portion of the lands therein described as follows:

Lot 2 in Bio.ck 8 of Galiano Est, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book of Plats at
Page(s) , Official Records of Ada County, Idaho .
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On this December 1'4,,,f,o'feo:ie~~:t;~~Lindsi Allred, a Notary Public in and for said state, personally appeared D.
Kurtis Funke known to rnt!itui!Jt"th'J Vice President of the Corporation, and acknowledged to me that pursuant to a
Resolution of the Board of Directors, he/she executed the foregoing in said Corporation name.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written .
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EXHIBIT D
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DEPUTY Vicki Allen

After Recording return to:
380 E. Park Center Blvd. Suite I00. Boise, ID 83706

AMOUNT 3.00

RECORDED-REQUEST OF

108032519

Allance Title

For further delivery to:
Galiano Estates C/0 Ted M11son Signature Homes
1883 Wildwood Avenue
Boise, ID 83713
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ALLIANCE
TITLE

&

ESCROW

CORP.

Reconveyancc No: 12369l(L
Reference No.:

PARTIAL RECONVEY ANCE
Pursuant to a written request made by the Beneficiary, the undersigned, as Trustee in the Deed of Trust
executed by Galiano, LL.Cyan ldaho Limited Liability Company recorded Novembn 17, 200(,, as
Instrument No. I 06181859, records of Ada County, II>. does hereby grant and reconvey unto the parties
legally entitled thereto, without warranty, all the estate and interest derived to the Trustee under said Deed
of Trust, in that portion of the lands therein described as follows:
Lot 3 & 4 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, tiled in
Book 99 or Plats at Page(s) 12780 Through 12783, Official Records or Ada County, Idaho.
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On this March 13, 2008, before me, Rachel Lenberg, a Notary Public in and tor said state, personally appeared
Melissa Ambriz known to me to be the Assistant Secretary of the Corporation, and acknowledged to me that
pursuant to a Resolution of the Board of Directors, he/she executed the foregoing in said Corporation name.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day a ye ·
certificate first above written.
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EXHIBIT E
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Dec. 12. 2013 1:13PM
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I\i LandAmerica·

•

P. 95/10 i

. 0. 2035
N

Law Office

t.andAmerlca TransJ'lation

8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200

Transnation

Boise, lD 83704

"'"!! ·3?'?<~190

FAX ?.08•377-0946

REQUEST FOR PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE

March 06, 2008
TO: Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.
Order No,: J,Oo.2235-ds
Order Reference: Galiano, LLC

The Ut:Jdarsigned is .the leg.al owner and holder of all Indebtedness secured by that cert.;iin Deed
of Trust ex~cuted by:

GaHano, LLC, an ldahc, Limited Liability Company

dated November 13, 2006 and recorded November 1.7, 2006 as Instrument No. 106181859
Mortgage records of Ada Cou-nty, State of Idaho, wherein Altiance Title & Escrow, Corp, ls

Trustee.

You are hereby requested and directed to reconvey, without warranty, the estat(! now held by
you under the same, in that portion of the lands therein described, situated In Ada County,
Idaho, described as follows:
Lots 3 and 4 In Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the officral plat thereof, flied
in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, recci-ds of Ada County, Id~ho.
Said Deed of Trust Is and will remain in full force and effect as to the remainder of the real

property therein described,

\
Eagl~ Equity Fund, LLC

......

. "'?~-·
· .. ,. ,.
~--/3y:nJ.~"'
p~i-,.,
~~,L21trasrx..
Daniel Thom~n ·
.

~

Date: .•..-•_:;i
Y ~

7 -0,'?'

Its; Manager

Order No. 1062235.-ds
Req•Re£Onve.v.ance
3/8/08 10:07 AM

Plaintiff EEF 85

EXHIBIT F
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Law Office·

.Dec. 12. 2013 1: 12PM

No. 2035

P. 93/10:

Fh!alltv N8tlonel Title CompJny ,;f Idaho
866S W. Emerald, S\llte 200
·
'
Boise, IP B3704
208-J'7N190

R~quest for Partial Reconveyance
'

·:

TO: AJ1Ja1u:e Title & Bscrow Corporti.on
The undorsigned is the, Jc;gal ·own« 1111d .bolder of all indebtcdn"s secured by that cmarn Deed of1rust
and FiJiaDchig Statemeiu excicuted by:
Galiano LLC, au Idaho llDdtell llabillty company

tecorded November 11, 2006 as lnslnlmmtNo. 106181859- and Iustrumentno. 106181861,
i::om:urrently, Mortgage rec.otds of Ad11 County, State oqdaho, '\l'borein AlllaiicP Title & Estro,~ -

Col'])oratiqn la Trus,ee.

·

;

.

.

·

You fll'e,herc:byrc:q\1$ted and di:reat,.;d to r,;;coJl'ley, wlthout wamnty, the e&tate Jl.OW held by you under
the: erime, io that portion of the 1811ds therein dc:sodbed, situated in Ada County, Idaho, described !Ill
follows: .
·
.
Lot 2 bl J31oclc 8 of Gallouo Estates SubditiJion, a~rdl:Dg to the ofl!.clal plat tilere?f, filed w·
)3ook 99 of Plats at l'ages 1i780 tb~otigh 12783, r_ecords of .t\dR County, Idaho.
Said Dotd of Trust is ll!ld will rem$iD in full foiw and effect 0/JtO theromainda of the real property
therein daip,bcd..

ACKNOWLBD<J?vffiNT
State ofld11li:o, CoW!.ty of Adi, $8.
On
day
in tho y~ ofZ009, bef'ote me, lhe undijrsigne,d, ~ Nolazy Public ill l!OO for said
S1ato,!J.l11~1ly appeared ·•
'
known or !~\imd to me lo be lhc ·
'(Lau~
of!ho COIJ>O!IILi.on Iha Q;~ulcd tho i.DSQ11Dlent or tho pcrson(B) who executed tho
!nmumcnt o; balfof said ~~
lion, aod aoknowledgod to.,w, !bat wch coiporuioD c,J(C!:Uted the &811le ..

UiJ.d5

(

'1"

Plaintiff EEF 83

EXHIBIT G

000802

•
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVAARO

BOISE' IOAHO OM>MO

~~~J~eg~sr
oF
PCO

AMOUNT 3.00

I

10:U.W

IRIJIIIHEIIIIIOIIHHIUWVIWIII!
11004n96

i:1F'1 DELITY
•ATION41. Tff\.l COlfltJ,lfY Otr I.ANO

SUBSTITUTION OF TRUSTEE
WHEREAS, Gallano LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company Is the original Grantor,
Alliance Tltle &. Escrow Is the original Trustee, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho /
Limited Llablllty Company Is the original Beneficiary under the Deed of Trust dated
November 13, 2006 and recorded on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No.106181859, of
Official Records or Ada County, Idaho and
WHEREAS, the undersigned Is the present Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust, and
WHEREAS, the undersigned desires to substitute a new Trustee under said Deed of Trust In
place and stead of said original Trustee, or Successor Trustee, thereunder, In the manner
In said Deed of Trust provided,
NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned hereby substitutes Fldellty National Title, whose
address is 8665 W. Emerald, Ste 200, as Trustee under said Deed of Trust, to have all the
powers of said orlglnal Trustee.
Date •

L£l day of March, 2010

State of Idaho
County of Ada
On this /0./t..day of March, 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personally appeared Daniel Thompson known or Identified to me to be the
Manager of the corporation that executed the Instrument or the persons(s) who executed
--·,.---=strument on behalf of Id corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corpor on executed the

OT-Substitute Trustee

EXHIBIT H
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e

e

106181856
106181857
106181858
106181859
106181860
106181861
106181862
106181863
106198515
107134690
107145257
107150335
107150336
107151545
107151546
107151547
107151548
107157515
107157516
107157517
107157518
107158858
107159194
107159195
107160708
108003288
108003289
108028851
108028852
108032518
108032519
f08080943
108116766
108116767
108129452
108129453
108135687
109010116
109010816
109056334
109056335
109056488
i09057932
109064144
109064145
109064395
109068500
109101824
109106310
109109320
109110765
109137625
110012858
l 10013949
110013950
110013951
110015526
110022757
110022758
il0022759

SPL
WO
WO
OT
OT
SUB
UCC
OT
SUB
MEM
EAS
DT
PLT
NOT
WO
WD
WD
WO
WO
WD
WO
WO
REC
STR
REC
ORD
PRC
PRC
QCD
DT
PRC
PRC
OT
ADI
ADI
CCR
CCR
WO
OT
WO
WO
DT
UCC
AGR
WO
WO
WD
SVY
DI
SAT
OT
UCC
REC
PRC
REC
UCC
WD
DT
LID
REL
UCC
WO

11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
11/17/2006
12/22/2006
09/27/2007
10/23/2007
11/05/2007
11/05/2007
11/08/2007
11/08/2007
11/08/2007
11/08/2007
11/26/2007
11/26/2007
11/26/2007
11/26/2007
11/29/2007
11/30/2007
11/30/2007
12/03/2007
01/10/2008
01/10/2008
03/12/2008
03/12/2008
03/21/2008
03/21/2008
07/15/2008
10/22/2008
10/22/2008
12/03/2008
12/03/2008
12/23/2008
01/29/2009
01/30/2009
05/15/2009
05/15/2009
05/15/2009
05/19/2009
06/02/2009
06/02/2009
06/03/2009
06/11/2009
08/31/2009
09/14/2009
09/23/2009
09/28/2009
12/10/2009
12/14/2009
02/11/2010
02/16/2010
02/16/2010
02/16/2010
02/19/2010
03/cZ/2010
03/12/2Gl0
03/12/2010

106181856

106181858
106181858

107151545
107151546
107151547
107151548
106181862
106102433
106102433
106181858
106181858
106181858
106181859
108028852
106181858
107150335

106181861
7516016
109056334
107145257
106181861
109010116
106181859
106181859
106181861

10619SS15
106181861

ZILLNER, D
ZILLNER, J
ZILLNER, J
GALIANO LL
GALTANO LL
EAGLE EQUI
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
ZILLNER, J
KUNA CITY
GALIANO LL
GREER, KAR
GALIANO LL
CENTRAL DI
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
ALLIANCE T
MORTGAGEE
JUST LAW I
KUNA CITY
ALLIANCE T
ALLIANCE T
GALIANO LL
PRAIRIE RO
ALLIANCE T
ALLIANCE T
GREER, KAR
RBC CENTUR
RBC BANK
ZILLNER, J
ZILLNER, J
GALIANO LL
PEBBLESTON
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
RAY, KEVIN
GALIANO LL
CUNNINGTON
GALIANO LL
PRAIRIE RO
PEBBLESTON
CANNING, J
GALIANO LL
BANKUNiTED
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
TRANSNATIO
ALLIANCE T
TITLEONE C
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
DAVIS, WAR
KUNA CITY
KUNA c:TY
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL

GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
ZILLNER, JANA L
RBC CENTURA BAN
EAGLE EO]JITY fll
RBC CENTURA BAN
EAGLE EQUITY FU
ZILLNER, JANA L
RBC CENTURA BAN
PUBLIC
ADA COUNTY HIGH
BANKUNITED
PUBLIC
ADA COUNTY
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
ZILLNER, JANA L
GALIANO LLC
JUST LAW INC
GREER, KAREN
SCHRADER, STEVE
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
RBC CENTURA BAN
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
AMERICAN MORTGA
RBC REAL ESTATE
RBC REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
WALNUT CREEK HO
MOUNTAIN WEST B
PEBBLESTONE LLC
RAY, TAl-1.MY
MOUNTAIN WEST B
EAGLE EQUITY FU
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
PRAIRIE ROSE LL
RAY. TAMMY
GALIANO
MOUNTAIN WEST B
GREER, KAREN
MOUNTAIN WEST B
EAGLE· EQUITY FU
PEBBLESTONE LLC
GALIANO LLC
GAL:ANO LLC
EAGLE EQUITY FU
DAVIS, WARREN G
USAA
CHAPLIN, BRODY
NOT GIVEN
EAG~E EQUITY FU
ADERA INC

3636,
3636,
3636,
3900
3900
3636,
3900
3900
3900
3636
3900
3800,
3900,

3900
3636,
3636,

3900

0045
0035
0035,
3800,

3900
390

390 SO.DO
390 SO.OD
400 S0.00
SZ,650,00
S725 500
390 SO.OD
S0.00
S640,956.
SO.DO
SO.OD
SO. 00
390 S316,000.
400 SO.OD
S0.00
S0.00
S0.00
S0.00
SO.DO
SO.OD
SO.OD
S0.00
S0.00
SO.DO
473 S0.00
473 SO.OD
S0.00
SO.DO
SO.DO
SO.DO
S2,500,00
SO.OD
SO.DO
S322,600.
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
S0.00
S0.00
$219,100.
$0.00
$0.00
SJ08,042.
SO.OD
SO.DO
SO.DO
S0.00
SO.OD
004 S0.00
$176,000.
390 S0.00
S207,600.
SO.DO
SO.OD
S0.00

Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Ott·
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:

$0.00
SO.OD
S213,000.
SQ.00
SO.OD
$0.00
$0.00

Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot.:
Lot:
Lot:

Lot.;
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot.:
Lot.:

S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
ZN Rn
>(
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
ZN Rn
W
SWNW; Sec: 14 Twns:
ZN Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
ZN Rn
S2NW· Sec· 14 Twns;
2N BD
SZNW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
ZN Rn
SZNW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
SZNW; Sec: 14 Twns:
ZN Rn
SZNW; SZSW; Sec: 14 Twns:
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
l Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
1 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
9 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
I Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book
1 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
9 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
1 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
3--4 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST B
3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
3--4 Blk· 1 Add: GALIANO E:ST B 1
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST EASEMENT
3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
1, 16, RES12 Blk: 6 Add: GALIA
14 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST EASEMENT
3--4 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST B
3 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
14 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
2 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
S2NW; S2SW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
14 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
S2NW; Sec: 14
2N Rn
ec:
wns:
n
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
l Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
12 Slk
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
12 Blk
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
12 Blk
Add: GALIANO EST Boo

?aye l
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I
I
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Legal
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110022760
110028111
110028112
110032002
110032011
110032012
110032082
110036620
110038800
110042295
110042296

e

110046345
110048888
110048890
110053997
110054003
110054139
110054488
110055818
110055819
110055820
110059083
110059084
110059633
110059691
110059831
110059843
110059846
110059848
110059852
110059856
110060830
110060831
110060832
li006 l 076
110061466
110061467
110061468
110072315
110072316
110088417
110090999
110091000
110102859
110104712
110104718
110104719
111006156
111010961
111010966
111015261
111022108·
111033800
111033883
111033884
111034436
111034437
111034438
lli034439
111034440
111034441

e

111034442

.

OT

03/12/2010

ucc 03/29/2010 106181861
OT 03/29/2010
LID 04/08/2010 11()015526
ucc 04/08/2010 106181861
DT 04/08/2010
WD 04/08/2010
NOT 04/21/2010
REL 04/28/2010 106198515
PRC 05/07/2010 106181859
STR 05/07/2010 106181859
LIS 05/19/2010
REL 05/27/2010 11D032002
REL 05/27/2010 106198515
REC 06 / 11 / 20 l 0 109109320
PRC 06/11/2010 106181859
REL 06/11/2010 110046345
PRC 06/14/2010 106181858
WD 06/17/2010
POA 06/17/2010
DT 06/17/2010
WD 06/25/2010
DT 06/25/2010
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
REL 06/28/2010 110031154
ucc 06/29/2010 106181861
QCD 06/29/2010
DT 06/29/2010
REC 06/30/2010 110022760
REL 06/30/2010 110036620
WD 06/30/2010
DT 06/30/2010
PRC 08/05/2010 106181858
PRC 08/05/2010 106181858
WD 09/22/2010
WD 09/28/2010
DT 09/28/2010
SVY 11/01/2010
PRC il/05/2010 106181858
REC 11/05/2010 110032012
REC 11/05/2010 1 :ooze: 12
DD 01/19/2011
REC 02/04/2011 110060632
REC 02/04/2011 109101824
WD 02/18/2011
QCD 03/14/2011
WD 04/22/2011
WD 04/22/2011
DT 04/22/201i
REL 04/26/2011
0032002
REL 04/26/2011
0032002
REL 04/26/2011
0032002
REL 04/26/2011 l 0032002
REL 04/26/2011
0032G02
REL 04/26/2011 1 0032002
REL 04/26/2011 1 0032002

ADERA INC
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
KUNA CITY
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
BOYCE, CLA
KUNA CITY
NOT GIVEN
EAGLE EQUI
!DAHO LIVE
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
FIDELITY N
TRANSNATIO
IDAHO LIVE
NOT GIVEN
ADERA INC
THOMAS, DA
THOMAS, DA
GALIANO LL
PALMER, WA
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
GALIANO LL
GALIANO LL
TED MASON
NOT GIVEN
BOYCE, CLA
GALIANO LL
DOWDY, JAN
ALLIANCE T
ALLIANCE T
GALIANO LL
TED MASON
MOORE, RAL
EDDY, JOHN
FIDELITY N
TRANSNATIO
TRANSNATIO
HARRIS, DA
FIDELITY N
FIDELITY N
GALIANO LL
PRAIRIE RO
TED MASON
GALIANO LL
DUNN, KIMB
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY

BRADBURY, KATRI
EAGLE EQUITY FU
MOUNTAIN WEST B
DON YOUNG CONST
EAGLE EQUITY FU
MOUNTAIN WEST B
ZILLNER, JANA L
NOT GIVEN
JOHNSON, MARY
3636
GALIANO LLC
FIDELITY NATION 3900
WALNUT CREEK HO
ADERA INC
ZILLNER, DANIEL 3636
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
RAY, TAMMY
RBC REAL ESTATE
THOMAS, DANIEL
THOMAS, CANDICE
USM

PALMER, WADE
MOUNTAIN v.EST B
RAY, KEVIN
NYMAN, MONICA L
GALIANO LLC
THOMAS, DANIEL
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
EAGLE EQUITY FU
TED MASON SIGNA
MOUNTAIN WEST B
BRADBURY, KATRI
PUBLIC
DOWDY, JANINA L
MOUNTAIN WEST B
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
HARRIS, DANIEL
MOORE, RALEIGH
BANK OF AMERICA
EDDY, JOHN T
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO l.LC
GALIANO LLC
MUNSON, JAMES
TED MASON SIGNA
GALIANO LLC
TED MASON SIGNA
GALIANO LLC
MCARTHUR, DORIS
DUNN, KIMBERLY
WATERS'.:'ONE MORT
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
THOMAS, DANISL
RAY, KEVIN
PALMER, WADE
DOWDY, J SCOTT
DANEL _ HARRIS

Sll8, 000.
$0.00
Sl88,800.
$0.00
SO.OD
$195,800.
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Lot:

00

Otr·

so

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

SO.OD
$0.00
S219,896.
$0.00
$204,600.
$0.00
$0.00

SO.DO

0035
0045

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

SO.OD
S0.00
$0.00
S149,300.
$0.00

so.oo

$0.00
S264,014.
$0.00
$0.00

so.oo

Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot::
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot::
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:

S0.00
Lot:
$181,000. Lot:
SO.OD
Lot:
S0.00
Lot:
SO.DO
Lot:
SO.OD
Lot.:
SO.OD
Lot.:
$0.00
Lot.:

SO.DO
$0.00

J04:J

so.co

SO.OD
004
004
:JOJ

~04

Lot.:
Lot.:
Lot:

Lot:
$0.00
Lot:
S240,000. Lot.;
50.00
Lot::
so.oo
Lot:
$0.00
Lot.:
50.00
Lot:
50.00
Lot:
50.00
Lot:
so.co
Lot:

12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
1 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
19 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
8 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
S2NW· Sec· ]4 Twns:
2N Ro
1--15 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST
12 Bik: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
15, 19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST
1--15 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST
12, 19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST
12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
12 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
12 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
IE Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 3lk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Bik: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
3 Blk: i Add: GALIANO EST Book
4 81k:
Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 31k: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 3lk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
19 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
2 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2, RESl Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO ES ROW SVY - 0
7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
19 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk: i Add: GALIANO EST Boo
2 Bl<: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Elk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3--4 Blk: i Add: GALIANO EST B
6 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
3--4 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST B
3 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3· ··4 31k i Add: GALIANO EST B
12 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Slk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
19 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Boo
2 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
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Doc~

I

IInslFiled Datel

RDoc

t

I

Grantor

Grantee

Arb

IConsideral

Legal

!Land Commen
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e

e

111034443
111034444
111034445
111040151
111040152
111040153
111066569
111066570
111066741
111066742
111066743
11106 8634
111084495
111084496
111094042
111096150
111096151
111099298
111100759
111100760
111103714
111103715
111103717
111103718
111103 719
111103720
111104012
111104013
111104014
112004518
112004519
112004520
112004521
112004522
112004523
112004524
112004525
112004526
112004527
112004528
112004529
112004530
112004531
112004532
112004533
112004534
112004535
112004536
112004537
112004538
112004539
112004540
112004541
112004542
112004543
112004544
112004545
112004546
11200454 7
112004548
112004549

112004550

REL
REL
REL
WD
OT

ucc

WD
DT
ADT
APT

ND
REC
WD
DT
QCD
APT
PRC

ucc

APT
PRC
WO
DT
WD
WD
DT

ucc

AFF
AFF
AFF

LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID

LID
LID
LID
LID
LID

LID
LID
LID

LID
LID
LID
LID
LID

LID
LI:)
LID
LE)

LID

04/26/2011
04/26/2011
04/26/2011
05/16/2011
05/16/2011
05/16/2011
08/17/2011
08/17/2011
08/18/2011
08/18/2011
08/16/2011
08/24/2011
10/19/2011
10/19/2011
11/17/2011
11/23/2011
11/23/2011
12/06/2011
12/09/2011
12/09/2011
12/20/2:Jll
12/20/2011
12/20/2011
12/20/2011
12/20/2011
12/20/2011
12/21/2011
12/21/2011
12/21/2011
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/:7/2012
01/11/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
011: 7/2012
Ol/"7/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012

110032002
110032002
110032002
106161861
108080943
108080943
108060943
111040152

106181858
106181858
106181861
106181858
106181858

106181861
108080943
108080943
108080943
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002

LID
LID 01/17/2012 110032002

KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
GALIANO LL
TED MASON
GALIANO LL
TED MASON
EWING, JUL
MORTGAGEE
CITIMORTGA
NORTHWEST
US BANK TR
GALIANO LL
TED MASON
DAVIS, WAR
RBC REALE
TITLEONE C
GALIANO LL
RBC REALE
TITLEONE C
TED MASON
GUTHOMSON,
PRAIRIE RO
TED MASON
SMITH, RHE
GALIANO LL
AFFIANT
AFFIANT
AFFIANT
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA C:ITY
KUNA CITY

GALIANO LLC
DAVIS, WARREN G
MOORE, RALEIGH
TED MASON SIGNA
US BANK TRUST C
EAGLE EQUITY FU
EWING, JULIE A
WELLS FARGO BAN
CITIMORTGAGE IN
NORTHWEST TRUST
GREER, KAREN
TED MASON SIGNA
TED MASON SIGNA
BROADBENT FROPE
DAVIS, BONNIE L
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
EAGLE EQUITY FU
TITLEONE CORP
GALIANO LLC
GUTHOMSON, SEV
USAA
TED MASON SIGNA
SMITH, RHETT
WELLS FARGO BAN
EAGLE EQUITY FU
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
ZILLNER, DANIEL
GALIANO LLC
GAL,IANO LLC
GA:.IANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
ZILZ..NER, DANIEL
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GAL;:ANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC

GALIANO
GAZ..IANO
GAL:ANO
GALIANO
GALIANO
GALIANO

LLC
:.LC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC

GALIANO LLC
GALIANO
GALIANO
GALIANO
GALIANO
GALlANO

LLC
'..LC
LLC
LLC
LLC

S0.00
SO.DO
S0.00

so.oo
so.oo

Sl97, 500.
$0.00
S213,087.
$0.00
$0.00
S0.00

so.oo

3900
3900

0035
0035
0035

S0.00
$151,200.
S0.00
SO.DO
S0.00
S0.00
SO.DO
SO.DO
S0.00
5258,362.
$0.00
50.00
S220,950.
50.00
S0.00
S0.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
$0.00
SO.OD
50.00
S0.00
50.00
50.00
S0.00
SO.OD
50.00
SO.DO
S0.00
S0.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
S0.00
50.00
S0.00
SO.OD
so. 00
50.00
S0.00

SO.OD
SO.OD

so.oo

50.00
50.00

so.oo

S0.00
SG.00

Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lol:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Let:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:

6 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
17 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
17 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
17 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
17 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
17 B!k: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
A~L Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
17 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
5 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
5 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
i Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
8 Blk:
Add: GALIANO EST Book
9 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
10 Blk 1 Add GALIANO EST Boo
11 Blk 1 Add GALIANO EST Boo
15 Blk 1 Add GALIANO EST Boo
18 Blk 1 Add GALIANO EST Boo
1 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
8 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
9 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
10 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
11 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
12 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
15 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
17 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
18 Blk o Add GALIANO EST Boo
2 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book

EASi::MENT
EASEMENT
EASSMEN:'

EASEMENT
EASEMENT
EASEMENT
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RDoe #
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Arb

I
IConsideral

I

Legal
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e

e

112004551
112004552
112004553
112C04554
112004555
112004556
112004557
112004558
112004559
112004560
112004561
112004562
112004563
112004564
112004565
112004566
112005390
:12005391
112006149
ll2007749
112013770
il2013771
:12019043
112020418
112020419
E2023114
112023115
112041308
112043195
112043196
112043197
112046790
112046791
112048882
112048883
112048884
112049553
112049842
112056028
112056029
112060592
112060593
112060594
112062885
112066541
112066542
112072525
112072526
112072527
112076110
112076111
112076112
112076113
112076114
112076115
1120 76116
112076117
112076118
112076119
112076120
112076121

112076122

LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID
LID

LID
LID
LID
LID
LID

REL
REL
REC
AFF
STR
REC
DT
STR
REC
STR
REC
MLN
WD
DT
ASG
APT
PRC
SWD
SWD
SWD
ADT
WD
QCD
DT
SWD
SWD
SWD
QCD
STR
REC
SWD
SWD
SWD
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL

01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
Oi/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/17/2012
01/19/2012
01/19/2012
01/20/2012
01/26/2012
02/14/2012
02/14/2012
03/01/2012
03/06/2012
03/06/2012
03/14/2012
03/14/2012
05/02/2012
05/08/2012
05/08/2012
05/08/2012
05/17/2012
05/17/2012
05/23/2012
05/23/2012
05/23/2012
05/24/2012
05/25/2012
06/11/2012
06/11/2012
06/22/2012
06/22/2012
06/22/2012
06/28/2012
07/09/2012
07/09/2012
07/23/2012
07/23/2012
07/23/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012

110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
1'0032002
110032002
111084496
108080943
107145257
107145257
108080943
108080943
110013951
110013951

108129452
106181858
106181858

108129452

109056335
109056335

110032002
110032002
l 10032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002

REL 07/31/2012 110032002

KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
TITLEONE C
AFFIANT
BANKUNITED
PIONEER TI
DAVIS, BON
MORTGAGEE
CITIBANK
USAA
BISHOP, WI
ZILLNER, J
GALIANO LL
DAS INVE:ST
GALIANO LL
RBC REALE
PIONEER TI
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
GALIANO LL
RAY, TAMMY
RAY, TAMMY
DAS INVEST
uAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
MOUNTAIN W
WELLS FARG
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CI!Y
KUNA CITY
KUNA ClTY

ZILLNER, DANIEL
SO.OD
Lot: 7 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
ZILLNER, DANIEL
$0.00
Lot: 8 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
ZILLNER, DANIEL
SO.OD
Lot: 9 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 10 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 11 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 13 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 14 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 15 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 1 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 2 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 3 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Let: 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 3 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 4 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
SO.OD
Lot: 6 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
so.oo
Lot: 5 Blk: I Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 17 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
TED MASON SIGNA
$0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
PUBLIC
SO.OD
Lot: ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST EASEMENT
PIONEER TITLE
3800, 390 $0.00
Qtr: S2NW; S2SW; Sec: 14 Twns:
GREER, KAREN
3800, 390 $0.00
Qtr: S2NW; S2SW; Sec: 14 Twns:
FIRST CHOICE BA
$216,064. Lot: 2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
CITIBANK
$0.00
Lot: ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST EASEMENT
GREER, KAREN
$0.00
Lot: ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST EASEMENT
BISHOP, WILLIAM
$0.00
Lot: 2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
DAVIS, WARREN G
$0.00
Lot: 2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LC
$15,000.0 Lot: 1--3 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANC EST B
DAS INVESTMENTS
S0.00
Lot: 1--3, 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO ES
WESTERN CAPITAL
$866,832. Lot: 1--3, 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO ES
DAS INVESTMENTS
$0.00
Lot: ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
PIONEER TITLE
3900
$0.00
Qt::: S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 1--3, 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO ES
COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lot: 2 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lot: 6 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lot: 3 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
SO.DO
Lot: ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
TED MASON SIGNA
SO.OD
Lot: 2 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
RAY, TAMMY S
so.oo
Lot: 14 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
MOUNTAIN WEST B
S298, 779. Lot: 14 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lee: 7 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
S0.00
Let: 8 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Let: 4 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
TED MASON SIGNA
S0.00
Lot: 11 Blk 1 Add GALIANO EST Boo
WELLS FARGO FIN
so.oo
Let: 14 Blk 1 Add GALIANO EST Boo
RAY, TAMMY S
SO.OD
Lot: 14 Blk l Add GALIANO EST Boo
COREY BARTON HO
SO.OD
Lot: 9 Blk: 1 Add: GALJANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
COREY BARTON HO
so.co
Lot: 6 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
so.oo
Lot: 5 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
$0.00
Lot: 6 Blk: 5 Add: GA~IANO EST Book
GAL!ANO Lt.C
SO.OD
Lot: 7 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Beek
GAL!ANO LLC
so.oo
Lot: 8 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
SO.OD
Lot: 9 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
GALIANO LLC
SO.DO
Lot: 10 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
SO.OD
Lot: 11 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
S0.00
Lot: 12 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
S0.00
Lot: 14 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
SO.OD
Lot: 15 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
50.00
Lot: 16 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
so.co
Lot: 17 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
GALIANO LLC
so.co
Lot: 18 Blk 5 Add GALIANO EST Boo
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JLand Commen

Legal
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e

112076123
112076124
112076161
112076162
112076163
112076164
11207616 5
112076166
112076167
112076168
112076169
1120761 70
112076171
112076172
112076173
112076174
112076175
112076293
112076294
112076295
112076296
112076297
112076298
112076299
112076300
112076301
112076302
112076 303
112076304
112076655
112078538
112078539
11208 3221
112083222
112085618
112085619
112085620
112089855
112089856
112096603
112098296
112098297
112098298
112103560
112105179
112110181
112110182
112110183
112113968
112122793
112122794
112122795
112127207
112127803
112127804
112134731
112134356
112134857
112134858
112134859
112134860

112135185

REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
ADT
REL
REL
PRL
WD
SWD
SWD
SWD
STR
REC
REL
SWD
SWD
SWD
WD
REC
SWD
SWD
SWD
DT
SWD
SWD
SWD
DT
STR
REC
STR
SWD
SWD
SWD
SWD
SWD

07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
07/31/2012
08/01/2012
08/06/2012
08/06/2012
08/17/2012
08/17/2012
08/23/2012
08/23/2012
08/23/2012
09/04/2012
09/04/2012
09/20/2012
09/24/2012
09/24/2012
09/24/2012
10/05/2012
10/10/2012
10/23/2012
10/23/2012
10/23/2012
10/31/2012
11/21/2012
11/21/2012
11/21/2012
12/03/2012
12/05/2012
12/05/2012
12/20/2012
12/21/2012
12/21/2012
12/21/2012
12/21/2012
2 2/21/2012

110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
110032002
111033884
110032002
110032002
112041308

103153595
103153595
112041308

103153596

110059084
110059084
112043196

PRC 12/21/2012 112043196

KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
WATERSTONE
KUNA CITY
KUNA CITY
ZILLNER, J
TED MASON
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
WELLS FARG
WELLS FARG
ZILLNER, J
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
TED MASON
WELLS FARG
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
PALMER, WA
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
E>AS INVEST
THOMAS, DA
MOUNTAIN W
FIRST AMER
WESTERN CA
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
DAS INVEST
TRANSNATIO

GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
WELLS FARGO BAN
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
RUDEEN, JANICE
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
WELLS FARGO FIN
CUNNINGTON, KAR
NOT GIVEN
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
BUCH, RICHARD R
CUNNINGTON, KAR
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
EVERGREEN MONEY
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
FIFTH THIRD MOR
FIRST AMERICAN
PALMER, WADE
TRANSNATION TIT
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
COREY BARTON HO
DAS INVESTMENTS

Paye 5

$0.00

SO.DO

Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot;
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:

$0.00

Lot.:

SO.DO

Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:
Qtr:
Lot::
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Lot:
Qtr:

SO.OD

so. 00
S0.00
SO.DO
SO.DO
S0.00

SO.DO

so.oo

SO.OD
SO.DO

S0.00
S0.00
S0.00
S0.00
S0.00

so.oo

S0.00

SO.DO
S0.00
S0.00

SO.DO
SO.DO
SO.OD
SO.OD
S0.00

004S

S0.00

SO.DO
S0.00
SD.00

SO.OD
SO.DO
$0.00
3636
3636

so.oo

S0.00
$0.00

SO.OD
$0.00
S0.00
3636

SO.DO
SO.DO
SO.DO
SO.DO
S'.l.00

SO.DO
$205,200.
S0.00
S0.00
S0.00
S213,500.

SO.OD
SC.00
SO.DO
S0.00

so.oo
50.00

SO.OD

Lot:
Lot:
Lot:

Lot.:
Lot.:

Lot:
Lot:

Lot:
Lot.:
Lot:

Lot:
Lot:

Lot.
Lot

S0.00

Lot
Let

SO.DO

Lot

3 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
10 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
11 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
13 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
15 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
1 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book
6 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
8 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
9 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
10 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
15 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
18 Blk: i Add: GALIANO EST Boo
2 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
11 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
2 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
10 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
3 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
7 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
1--3 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST B
15 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
8 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
9 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
il Bik: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
11 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
18 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
10 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
1 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
2 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: B•Add: GALIANO EST Book
12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
16 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
1--3, 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO ES
3 Blk: 7 Add GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 8 Add GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 8 Add GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 7 Add GALIANO EST Book
4 Blk: 8 Add GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 4 Add GALIANO EST Book
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PRC 12/21/2012 112043196
TRANSNATIO DAS INVESTMENTS
so.oo
Lot: 8--9 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST B
112135189
PRC 12/21/2012 112043196
FIDELITY N DAS INVESTMENTS
$0.00
Lot: 2, 6--9 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO ES
112135200
PRC 12/21/2012 112043196
TRANSNATIO DAS INVESTMENTS
S0.00
Lot: 11 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
112135230
WD 12/21/2012
COREY BART MARSHALL, WILLI
S0.00
Lot: 3 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
112135231
QCD 12/21/2012
MARSHALL,
MARSHALL, WILLI
S0.00
Lot: 3 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
112135232
or 12/21/2012
MARSHALL,
ACADEMY MORTGAG
$199,244. Lot: 3 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
112138164
WD 12/31/2012
GUTHOMSON, WARDLE, JENNIFE
$0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
112138165
QCD 12/31/2012
WARDLE, JA WARDLE, JENNIFE
S0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
112138166
DI 12/31/2012
WARDLE, JE IDAHO FIRST BAN
S252,200. Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
112138167
DI 12/31/2012
WARDLE, JE IDAHO FIRST BAN
$7,800.00 Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113006909
DIR 01/18/2013 11213816 7
WARDLE, JE IDAHO FIRST BAN
$7,800.00 Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113006910
ADT 01/18/2013 NOT GIVEN
IDAHO FIRS IDAHO HOUSING &
S0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113008413
SWD 01/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lot: 13 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113008414
SWD 01/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
so.oo
Lot: 14 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113008415
SWD 01/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
S0.00
Lot: 15 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113008 799
WD 01/24/2013
COREY BART PAYNTER, RON
$0.00
Lot: 13 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113008800
DT 01/24/2013
PAYNTER, R IDAHO CENTRAL C
Sl38, 100. Lot: 13 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113010503
REL 0 i / 29/2013 110032002
KUNA CITY ZILLNER, DANIEL
$0.00
Lot: 9 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113010504
REL 01/29/2013 110032002
KUNA CITY ZILLNER, DANIEL
$0.00
Lot: 8 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113010505
REL 01/29/2013 110032002
KUNA CITY ZILLNER, DANIEL
S0.00
Lot: 7 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113010506
REL 01/29/2013 110032002
KUNA CITY ZILLNER, DANIEL
SO.DO
Lot: l Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113010507
REL 01/29/2013 110032002
KUNA CITY ZILLNER, DANIEL
SO.OD
Lot: 1 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113010685
WD 01/29/2013
COREY BART CAVANAUGH, STEV
$0.00
Lot: 8 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113010686
DT 01/29/2013
CAVANAUGH, WELLS FARGO BAN
$206,100. Lot: 8 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113012710
STR 02/04/2013 110055820
USAA
BISHOP, WILLIAM
$0.00
Lot: 12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113012711
REC 02/04/2013 110055820
BISHOP, WI THOMAS, DANIEL
$0.00
Lot: 12 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113014889
WD 02/08/2013
COREY BART TOTH, CRAIG OLI
SO.DO
Lot: 2 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113014890
DT 02/08/2013
TOTH, CRAI EXCEL MORTGAGE
$212,657. Lot: 2 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113019569
SWD 02/21/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
S0.00
Lot: 11 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113019570
SWD 02/21/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
S0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113019571
SWD 02/21/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
SO.OD
Lot: 6 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113029326
STR 03/19/2013 111103715
USAA
MORAN, KEVIN P
SO.OD
Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113029327
REC 03/19/2013 111103715
MORAN, KEV GUTHOMSON, STEV
S0.00
Lot: 5 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113031166
SWD 03/22/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
so.oo
Lot: 12 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113031167
SWD 03/22/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
SO.OD
Lot: 14 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113031168
SWD 03/22/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
SO.DO
Lot: 10 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113038052
PRC 04/09/2013 112043196
FIDELITY N DAS INVESTMENTS
SO.DO
Lot: 3 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113040959
WD 04/16/2013
COREY BART NUNAN, MICHAEL
SO.DO
Lot: 5 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113040960
DT 04/16/2013
NUNAN, MIC IDAHO CENTRAL C
$179,000. Lot: 5 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113041108
WD 04/16/2013
COREY BART COOKNELL, DONNA
S0.00
Lot: 6 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113041109
DT 04/16/2013
COOKNELL,
GUILD MORTGAGE
S100, 000. Lot: 6 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113041427
SWD 04/17/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
SC.OD
Lot: 6 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113043829
SWD 04/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
so.oo
Lot: 15 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113043830
SWD 04/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
SO.OD
Lot: 16 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113047804
PRC 05/01/2013 112043196
TRANSNATIO DAS INVESTMENTS
SO.OD
Lot: 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113053160
PRC 05/15/2013 112043196
TRANSNATIO DAS INVESTMENTS
SO.OD
Lot: 13--15 Blk: 6 Add: GAL:ANO EST
113053161
PRC 05/15/2013 112043196
TRANSNATIO DAS INVESTMENTS
S0.00
Lot: 1--2 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST B
113055724
SWD 05/21/2013
COREY BART SHELDON, ?ENELO
S0.00
Lot: 15 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113055725
DT 05/21/2013
SHELDON, P AMERICAN PACIFI
S63,400.0 Lot: 15 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113056807
SWD 05/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
SO.OD
Lot: 17 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113056808
SWD 05/23/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
so.oo
Lot: 18 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
113056809
SWD 05/23/-2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
so. 00 ·
Lot: 5 Blk: 5 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113057339
WD 05/24/2013
DUNN, KIMB STUDLEY, ANDREW
SO.OD
Lot: 3--4 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST B
113058735
SWD 05/29/2013
COREY BART TITUS, JUDITH B
50.00
Lot:
7 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113058 736
DT 05/29/2013
TITUS, JUD WELLS FARGO BAN
S194, 321. Lot: 7 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113062989
DT 06/07/2013
MOORE, RAL US BANK
S180,500. Lot: 7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113065870
REC 06/13/2013 112043196
PIONEER TI DAS INVESTMENTS
S0.00
Lot: 1--3, 5 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO ES
113066129
SIR 06/14/2013 111033884
WATERSTONE WELLS FARGO FIN 004:,
SC.OD
Lot: 3--4 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST B
113066130
REC 06/14/2013 111033884
WELLS FARG DUNN, KIMBERLY 0045
SO.OD
Lot:
3--4 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST B
113067081
REC 06/17/2013 110091000
RECONTRUST MOORE, RALEIGH
50.00
Lot: 7 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113070473
SWD 06/24/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
$0.00
Lot: 2 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
113070474
SWD 06/24/2013
DAS INVEST COREY BARTON HO
Lot: 3 Blk: 6 Add: GALlANO EST Book

so.co

?age 6
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1130704 75
113070951
11307234 7
113072795
113072796
113087177
113087178
113093833
113093834
113095115
113096208
113096209
113097443
113098244
ALERT4 7
AT127477X
AT!63497X
ATi 76539
ATS001049637X

SWD
LIS
SWD
SWD
DT
SWD
OT
SWD
DT
LIS
SWD
DT
LIS
PRC
ATA
ORD
ORD
ORD
ORD

06/24/2013
06/25/2013
06/28/2013 113056809
06/28/2013
06/28/2013
07/31/2013
07/31/2013
08/15/2013
08/15/2013
08/20/2013
08/22/2013
08/22/2013
08/26/2013
08/28/2013 112043196
05/08/2013 106181859
01/09/2012
10/22/2012
01/15/2013
01/27/2010

DAS INVEST
EAGLE EQUI
DAS INVEST
COREY BART
BLANKENSHI
COREY BART
ADAMS, RIC
COREY BART
RICHARDSON
THOMPSON,
COREY BART
HARRIS, KE
THOMPSON,
TRI\NSNATIO
GALIANO LL
DAVIS, BON
PALMER, WA
COREY BART
GALIANO LL

COREY BARTON HO
ALLIANCE TITLE 3900
COREY BARTON HO
BLANKENSHIP, TO
GUILD MORTGAGE
ADAMS, RICHARD
WELLS FARGO BAN
RICHARDSON, REB
IDAHO CENTRAL C
RBC BANK
HARRIS, KELLY L
ACADEMY MORTGAG
RBC BANK
DAS INVESTMENTS
EAGLE EQUITY FU 3900

SO.DO

$0.00

SO.DO
SO.OD
S220,335.

SO.DO
S214, 188.

SO.OD
S266,858.

SO.DO
S0.00
$166,846.
50.00
S0.00

SO.DO
S0.00

so.oo

BLANKENSHIP, JE

$0.00
S0.00

Lot
Qtr
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Qtr
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

4 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2N Rn
5 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
5 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Book
14 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
14 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
10 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Boo
10 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST Boo
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
3 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
3 Blk: 4 Add: GALIANO EST Book
ALL Blk: ALL Add: GALIANO EST
1--2 Blk: 7 Add: GALIANO EST B
2N Rn
S2NW; Sec: 14 Twns:
2 Blk: 8 Add: GALIANO EST
16 Blk: 1 Add: GALIANO EST
5 Blk: 6 Add: GALIANO EST
3 Blk: l Add: GALIANO EST Book

Total Indexes Listed 391
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No. 2035

Law Off ice

P. 97/101

DAVID M. FOGG

THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1I 91 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Engle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW .

Tekphonc 208.246.BS48
Fax ~.938.9504

Dnyjd@BagJoLawCcnter.com

April 26. 2013

CONFIDENTIAL:
FORSE1TLEMENTFDRPOSES0NLY
Via Certified U.S. Mail
Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho (fka LandAmerica Transnation)
8665 W, Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83704
TitleOne Corporation
1101 W, River. St., Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83702
Alliance Title & Escrow Co:rp
7941 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, Idaho 83704
Royal Bank of Canada (aka RBC Centura Bank)
110ll Richmond Avenue, Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042
Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83713
Re:

Claim for damages against Title One Corporation, Fidelity National Title Company,
Alliance Title & Escrow, Royal Bank of Canada, and Edward J, Mason re: Negligence,
Fraud, and Breach associated with the improper conveyance of real property.

Pear addressees:
The Eagle law Center has been retained by Daniel Thompson and Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC (the "Client', or "EEF") to litigate claims for damages against the above addressees,
1·esulting from the unauthorized conveyance of property located in Ada County and more fully
described ln Exhibit "A'' (the "Property''). Such conveyance was transacted by Title One
Corporation ("Title One'1 for the Benefit of RBC Centura Bank ("RBC"). Ou1· client is of the
opinion that Edward J. Mason (''Mason"), Title One and RBC conspired to divest EEF, through
fraud, negligence, and bad faith, of its real property interest, and has subsequently refused to
colTect or otherwise settle our Client's insured real property rights and claims. As a result of the
above addressees actions EEF has suffered significant financial damages in excess of

$750,000.00.

EEF / Thompson, BLC 4°16-13, Page l of 5
Plaintiff EEF 86
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Law Off ice

No. 2035 . P. 98/101

THB EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E. Iron Bagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone 208.246.8848
Pax 208.938.9504

David@EAgleI.awCenter.com

April 26, 2013

We are aware of reoent oommunications and meeting between our client and Title One
and have reviewed somo of the operative documents as part of our preliminary investigation. At
this time, we are confident that we can prove claims for: i) bad faith, ii) negligence, iii) material
breach of contract, iv) fraud, and iii) conspiracy. Given Title One's refusal to issue and pay our
client pursuant to his title insurance, we likely will include associated damages for refusal to pay
a proper insurance claim.
For reference we have included a brief summary of the factual basis of our clients' claims
against the addressees given our current state of information. Please be advised that our
investigation has just commenced and we expect to learn significantly more about the details of
this case, therefore this statement is in no way intended to be a complete summary of the
improper and wrongful aots committed.

1. General Background
Between September 2006 and November 2006 EE.F, as lender and beneficiary, executed a
loan to Galiano, LLC (''Gali1mo") as bou-ower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor and
Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note, as evidenced by
that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated on or about November 13th, 2006 and
Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006 (collectively the "Loan Documents").
As second position the Loan Documents required that EEF execute conveyance
documents for each and every lot sold and released. Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho
C'Fidelity,) prepared and titled the necessary closing documents. The process of re-conveyance
continued until the later portion of 2009. From 2009 until 2011 our Client continued to work
with Galiano and Mason but was not asked to convey any further property and was not contact
by Title One or Alliance regarding any further activity on the property.
On or about March 2011 EEF was informed by Mason that RBC would likely move on
the property and that EEF would be properly notified. EEF received no further communicatfon
from any of the above addressees. In early 2013 EEF noticed renewed activity on the Property
and contacted both Mason and Title One regarding the Property. Mason infonned EEF that RBC
had sold the property to a yet undetermined entity. Additionally, Title One provided REF with
an uncompleted copy of a re.conveyance instrument which was executed January 25'\ 2010. At
no time was EEF notified or its lien satisfied.
E.E:F believes that Title One, Alliance, Fidelity, Galiano, RBC, Mason, and the purchaser
of the Property were all aware of EEF's secured position in the Property and purposefully
consummated a transfer without its knowledge or agreement.

BBF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 2 of S
Plaintiff EEF 87
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Law Off ice

No. 2035

P. 99/101

THB BAOLE LAW COOBR, LLC
1191 l!. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste.200
Blilc, Idaho 83616

Telephone 208.246.8848
Pax 208.938.9S04

Dayjd@EagJeLawCcntcr.com

April 26, 2013

Our client was subsequently informed by Title One that there was nothing more Title One
would be willing to do and that it would not tender any payment to EEF against its title policy.

2. Claims against addressees, their predecessors, agents, assignees, Rud sub~
contractors
I.

Tort, Bad Faith Claim

With regard to our Client's tort claim: Title One, wrongfully denied EEF resolution and possible
policy benefits when it determined it would not proceed with corrective action or settlement for
· iu error and negligenoe. It appears from the limited communications we have obtained that Title
One has acknowledged an improper conveyance. As a further and direct result of Title One's
wrtous conduct our client has suffered significant financial loss, and will be able to recover
attorney and other legal fees in this matter.
At this time Allit1nce's and Fidelity's participation and/ or compliance in this matter remains
unclear. However, aa the prior trustee or participant in the conveyance process it is anticipated
that Alliance and/or Fidelity may also have been negligence and proceeded in bad faith, a
detcnnination which will be made through discovery.
Although RBC was aware of EEF's security interest in the Property it purposefully and
wrongfully executed the conveyance documents.
II.

Material Breach of Contract

With regard to our Client's material breach of contract claim: At the ti.me our client received title
to the Property they relied on Alliance's representation that all was in order. lndeed, it was the
.responsibility and duty of Alliance to ensure that the deeds conveyed were accurate and properly
conveyed to successor entities. Notwithstanding additional claims, it is clear that reasonable skili
and due diligence was not exercised between Fidelity, Alliance and Title One.
Title One further breached the duties contained in the title policy and as a trnstee when it failed
to notify EBF and wrongfully conveyed the P~perty. These facts were within the diligent
attention of Title One and represent a material breach of its duties. Title One's failure to exercise
reasonable skill and care is a direct and proximate cause of our Client's damages.
·
Mason's has failed to repay his pel'sonal obligation to EEF and has therefol'e. breached the terms
and conditions of the Guaranty Document.
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Fax 208.938.9504
David@EaB)eLawCt;ntpr.com

April 26. 2013

lll. Negligence
With regard to our Client's negligence claim: Title One's (i) participation m the wrongful
conveyance of the Property, (ii) failure to identify EEF's ownership position, and (iii) failure to
disclose the conveyance are the direct and proximate cause of our clients' financial damages.
Title One negligently and carelessly executed the conveyance instmments and failed to do its due
diligence in its performance of title services to our Client. As a further imd direct result of Title
One's negligence our client has suffered significant financial losses

lV. Fraud
With regard to our Client's Fraud claim: The addresses in whole or part fraudulently conveyed
EEF's property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent each of the addressees
participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents were executed wherein
the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest As a further and direct result of
addressees fraud our client has suffered significant financial losses.

V. Conspiracy to l>efraud
With regard to our Client's Conspiracy claim: The addresses in whole or part conspired to
fraudulently conveyed EEF's property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent
each of the addressees participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents
were executed wherein the parties were fully infonned as to our client's interest. As a further and
direct result of addressees' actions our client has suffered significant financial losses.

3. Settlement Demand
Our clients' damages include approximately $725,500 plus fees and interest, in the loss of
Property ownership. Furthermore, we anticipate that legal fees to prosecute this matter will be in
excess of $175,000.00 should protracted litigation be required, and given Plaintiffs' bad faith
conduct we fully intend to prosecute for general and punitive damages for our Client in an
amount of $250,000.00, resulting in a total claim against Plaintiffs of approximately
$1,150,500.00. Furthermore, should it be detennined that addressees' conduct violated the ldaho
Consumer Protection Act, the ldaho Racketeering Statutes, or Idaho Securities law, suoh may
allow treble damages.
Despite the egregious conduct of the Plaintiffs, their agents and/or successors and assigns we are
of the opinion that the matter should have been and may still be resolved in an efficient manner
at this time without exposing Plaintiffs to a significant potential punitive damage award,
including a verdict in excess of liability limits. Therefore, we, on behalf of our Client hereby
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demand $725,500.00 plus current legal fees of approximately $5,500, representing our clients'
base claim plus fees, to settle the above referenced matter.
This offer is a onetime proposed settlement amount requiring immediate response. We have been
instructed by our Client to immediately proceed with litigation should Plaintiffs refuse to remit
settlement. Plaintiffs must contact this office on or before May 3rd, 2013. If we do not receive a
timely response, we will immediately commence litigation and seek the earliest available trial
date.
Sincerely yours,
David M. Fogg, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JU))ICIAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST
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V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fl<a Land America
Tl'8Il81lation, aka Transnation Title.&
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Col'poration,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (flea
RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
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Liability Company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs 11), by and through their
attorneys of record, David M, Fogg and Aaron Tribble, hereby respond to Defendant's First Set
oflnten-ogatories and Request for Production of Documents.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to support your

allegation that Alliance Title breached the terms of title insurance policy insuiing Plaintiffs deed
of trust as set forth in Count I of the Complaint filed September 4, 2013 ("Complaint") including
any duties of Alliance Title co11tained in such policy of title insurance.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

Plaintiff obJects to Defendants

Interrogatory No. 1 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambig\.lOUS, and may include
information which is privileged information.

Further Plaintiff objects

to

Defendants

· ., ..Interrogatory No. 1 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
info11nation. Defendant has copies of all documents currently in Plaintiff's possession, has

copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. Without waiving Plaintiff's obJectlons
stated herewith Plaintiff provides the following statement.
Defendant Alliance Title entered into a contractual relationship with Plaintiff'via a Title
Insurance Policy. Defendant breached the duties contained within the Title Insurance Policy
when it failed to protect Plaintiffs secured interest in the subject property.

rn that discovery is

ongoing, as further evidence and facts come to light, Plaintiff will supplement discovery
accordingly.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Identify any and all facts upon which you rely to support
your allegation that Alliance Title intentionally or unreasonably denied or withheld policy
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benefits or payments or otherwise committed any bad faith under the policy of title insurance as
set forth in Count II of the Complaint.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Plaintiff objects to Defendants
Inten-ogatory No. 2 on the gl'ounds that such is overly broad) ambiguous, and may include
infonnation which is privileged information.

Further Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Intenogatol'y No. 2 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
infonnation. Defendant has copies of all documents cmTently in Plaintiffs possession, has
copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. Without waiving Plaintiff's objections
stated herewith Plaintiff provides the following statement.
Defendant Alliance Title, despite actual knowledge and requests from Plaintiff, refused to
provide policy benefits after it was made known to Defendant that Plaintiff's r.eal property
interest had been wrongfully conveyed. In that discovery is ongoing, as further evidence and

facts come to light, Plaintiff will supplement discovery accordingly.

INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to support your

allegation that Alliance Title committed negligence and all facts upon which you rely to support
your allegation that Alliance Title owed "legal recognizable" duties to Plaintiffs' as set forth in
Paragraph 50 of the Complaint.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Interrogatory No. 3 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambiguous, and may include
information which is privileged info1mation.

Further Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Intei·rogatol'y No. 3 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
information. Defendant has copies of all documents CU11'ently in Plaintiff's possession, has
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copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. Without waiving Plaintiff's objections
stated herewith Plaintiff provides the following statement.
Idaho Code §45-1205 provides the statutory basis for Plaintiffs negligence claim.
Additionally, Plaintiff believes that common law negligence does apply and intents on moving
the court for leave to amend its complaint to further clarify what Plaintiff believe are exceptions
to the economic loss rule. In that discovery is ongoing) as further evidence and facts come to

light, Plaintiff will supplement discovery accordingly.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to suppo1t your

allegations that Alliance Title violated the Idaho Consumer Act as set fo1th in Count IV of the
Complaint.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Plaintiff objects to Defendants Interrogatory
No. 4 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambiguous) anci may include infonnation which
is privileged information. Further Plaintiff objects to Defendants Intenogatory No. 4 on the
grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable information. Defendant has copies of
all documents cun-ently in Plaintiff's possession, has copies of the complaint and all associated
pleadings.

Without waiving Plaintiffs objectio11s stated herewith Plaintiff provides the

following statement.
Plaintiffs believe that Defendant engaged in deceptive and unfair business
practices as such related to Plaintiffs secured interest in the real property. Given that Defendant
and Plaintiff were parties of a contractual relationship Plaintiff believe that §48-601 et seq.

applies. In that discovery is ongoing, as further evidence and facts come to light, Plaintiff will
supplement discovery accol'dingly.
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Identify with pa1iicularity all facts upon which you rely

to support ·your allegation that Alliance Title committed any act of fraud or fraudulent
conveyance of property in Galiano Estates which caused Flaintiffs damage as set forth in Count
V of the Complaint.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Plaintiff objects to Defendants
Interrogatory No. 5 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambiguous, and may include
infonnation which is privileged information.

Fu1ther Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Interrogatory No. 5 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
info11nation. Defendant has copies of all documents CUil'ently in Plaintiffs possession., has

copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. Without waiving Plaintiffs objections
stated herewith Plaintiff provides the following statement.
Plaintiff believes that Defendants acts constitute repeated events which violate Idaho
Racketeering Statute. Fu1iher Plaintiff believes, as noted by the court, that Idaho Code provides
statutory protection against Title Companies which participate in the improper conveyance of a

secured intel'est. Plaintiff intents on moving the court for leave to amend its complaint to further
clarify Count V.
In that discovery is ongoing, as further evidence and facts come to light, Plaintiff will

supplement discovery accordingly.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to supp01t your

allegations that Alliance Title conspired or colh.1ded to commit fraud upon Plaintiff as set forth in
Count VI of the Complaint.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO~ 6; Plaintiff objects

to

Defendants

Interrogatory No. 6 on the grounds that such is ovel'ly broad, ambiguous, and may include
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Further Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Inten·ogatory No. 6 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
infonnation. Defendant has copies of all documents currently in Plaintiff's possession, has
copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. Without waiving Plaintifrs objections
stated herewith Plaintiff provides the following statement.
Plaintiff believes that Defendants, in concerto, defrauded Plaintiff. Bf!sed on the Court
recent finding Plaintiff intents on moving the court for leave to amend its complaint to further
clarify Count VI. In that discovery is ongoing, as furthe1· evidence and facts come to light,

Plaintiff will supplement discovery accordingly.

INTERROGATORY NO. 7:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to support your

allegations that Alliance Title ''perfonned any affamative acts of dominion or control over the
property" or committed any act of conversion as set fo1ih in Count VII of tl1e Complaint.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Plafotiff objects to Defendant's
Interrogatory No. 7 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambiguous, and may include
information which is privileged information.

Fmiher Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Interrogatory No. 7 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
infonnation. Defendant has copies of all documents currently in Plaintiffs possession, has
copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings, In that discovery is ongoing, as further
evidence and facts come to light, Plaintiff will supplement discovery accordingly.

INTERROGATORY NO. 8:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to support your

.!JlbAc'&l;l.!111~ llu:at All~aw.;1, Tille htt~ been unjustly enriched through conversion of the

r'lamtltt's

property as set forth in Count VIII of the Complaint.
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8; Plaintiff objects to Defendants
Interrogatory No. 8 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambiguous, and may include
info11nation which is privileged jnformation.
Intenogatory No. 8

011

Further Plaintiff objects to Defendants

the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable

infonnation. Defendant has copies of all documents currently in Plaintiffs possession, has
copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. In that discovery is ongoing, as further
evidence and facts come to light, Plaintiff will supplement discovery accordingly.

INTERROGATORY NO. 9:

Identify all facts upon which you rely to suppo11 your

allegations that Alliance Title took specific intentional actions which dismpted Plaintiffs
economic relationship rights and remedies regarding a secured interest in the property as set folih
in Count IX of the Complaint.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Plaintiff objects to Defendants
Intenogatory No. 9 on the grounds that such is overly broad, ambiguous, and may inch.Ide
infonnation which is privileged infonnation.

Further Plaintiff objects to Defendants

Intenogato1y No. 9 on the grounds that such is not calculated to lead to discoverable
information. Defendant has copies of all documents cuiTently in Plaintiff's possession, has
copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings. Without waiving Plaintiff's objections
stated herewith Plaintiff provides the following statement.

Plaintiff believes that Defendant, lmowingly and with intent defrauded Plaintiff as stated

on Plaintiffs Complaint. In that discovery is ongoing, as further evidence and facts come to
light, Plaintiff will supplement discovery accordingly.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Please pl'oduce all loan documents and other
documents between Plaintiff and Galliano LLC in connection with the loan secured by the Deed
of Trust reco1'ded as Instrument No. 106181859, records of Ada Cowity, Idaho including any
agreements of documents showing the amount to be paid for any partial reconveyances of ~ots in
Galiano Estates.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Responsive documents
will be provided shorUy.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2:

Please produce all accounting tecords

showing all disbursements and rnceipt of payments in connection with the loan from Plaintiff to
Galliano LLC showing the source of such and any Lots in Galiano Estates to be reconveyed as a
result of such payments.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2:

Responsive documents

will be provided shortly.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3:

Please produce all documents received,

delivered or executed by Plaintiff that relate to any partial reconveyances of Plaintiffs Deed of
Trust of any Lots in Galiano Estates including any payoff statements or demands, documents
evidencing receipt of funds, correspondence, or request for pa1tial reconveyances.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTlON NO. 3:

Responsive documents

will be provided sho1tly.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4:

Please produce a copy of the claim letter

dated in May 2013 referenced in paragraph 31 of the Complaint and any other claim lettel's made

under the policy of title insurance insuring Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Responsive documents

will be provided shortly.
I

DATED this 101h day of December, 2013

DAVID M. FOGG
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10lh day of December, 2013, I caused a true and
co1Tect copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Richard W. Mollemp
Meulman Mollerop LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered

( ) Electronic Mail
(x) Facsimile (208) 336-9712

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation
Fidelity National Law Group
1200-Si:x.th Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101

( )
( )
()
(x)

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Ba1Tett, Rock &
Fields Cha1tered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10 Floor
Boise, ID 83701

() U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Electronic Mail
Facsimile (206) 223-4527

(x) Facsimile (208) 385-5384
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

0.\/0C. 11,-10119'
MERMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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Comes now, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through their attorneys
of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP and files this Memorandum in Support of its Motion for
Summary Judgment.

I. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
1.

On or about November 17, 2006, Plaintiff made a loan to Galiano LLC, an Idaho

limited liability company ("Galiano") in the amount of $775,000 secured by the lien of a Deed of
Trust by and among Galiano, as Grantor, Alliance, as Trustee and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, as
Beneficiary, recorded November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859, records of Ada
County, Idaho (the "Eagle Equity Deed of Trust") on property described therein which was later
subdivided as Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official Plat thereof filed in Book 99
of Plats, at Pages 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho (the "Property"). See
Exhibit "A" attached to Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup ("Mollerup A.ff.").
2.

The loan was made pursuant to a Master Credit Agreement between Eagle Equity

Fund LLC and Galiano ("Credit Agreement"). See Exhibit "B" to Mollerup A.ff.
3.

The Deed of Trust contains a note on the first page thereof that "This Deed of

Trust is junior and subordinate to said Deed of Trust recorded concurrently herewith." The Deed
of Trust recorded concurrently with the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust was in favor of RBC Central
Bank and recorded immediately prior to the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust as Instrument No.
106181858, records of Ada County, Idaho.
4.

Section 7 of the Credit Agreement provided for partial releases of .the Eagle

Equity Deed of Trust stated in part as follows:

7.1 Lots. At any time prior to the Maturity Date of the Loan, Lender
shall, at Borrower's request, execute a partial release that releases Lender's lien
against one or more Lots; provided, however, that prior to or simultaneously with
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each such partial release all of the following condition shall be satisfied.

7.1.6 Release Fee Schedule. The Release Price for each Lot
comprising the Project shall be as follows:
7.1.6.1. Until such time as the RBC Loan has been paid in
full, the entire net proceeds of sale of the lot to be released shall be
paid to RBC.
7.1.6.2 Following retirement of the RBC Loan, the amount
equal to 81 % of the net proceeds of sale of the lot to be released,
but not less than $90,000 should be paid to Lender.
See Pages 8 & 9 of Exhibit "B" to Mollerup Aff.
5.

Upon recordation of the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, Alliance, as agent for Ticor

Title Insurance ("Ticor"), issued a policy of title insurance under Policy No. 74107-668734 with
an effective date of November 17, 2006 at 4:51 pm (the "Title Policy") a copy of which was
attached as Exhibit "B" to Plaintiffs original Complaint and is attached as Exhibit "C" to
Mollerup Aff.
6.

Alliance, as trustee in the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, issued two Partial

Reconveyances; one reconveying Lot 2, Block 8 of Galiano Estates recorded December 14, 2009
as Instrument No. 109138825, records of Ada County, Idaho and one reconveying Lots 3 and 4,
Block 1 of Galiano Estates recorded March 21, 2008 as Instrument No. 108032519, records of
Ada County, Idaho (collectively, the "Alliance Partial Reconveyances"). See Exhibits "D" and
"E" to Mollerup A.ff.

7.

The Alliance Partial Reconveyances were issued pursuant to two written requests

for partial reconveyance executed by Eagle Equity Fund, one on September 25, 2009 and one on
March 7, 2008. See Exhibits "F" and "G" to Mollerup Aff.
8.

Pursuant to the terms of Section 7.1 of the Credit Agreement, Plaintiff was
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required release the Lots described in the Alliance Partial Reconveyances pursuant to Section 7.1
of the Credit Agreement.
9.

Following the execution and recordation of the Alliance Partial Reconveyances,

Plaintiff executed a written Substitution of Trustee, substituting Fidelity National Title as Trustee
of the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, which was dated March 10, 2010 and recorded May 7, 2010,
as Instrument No. 110042296, records of Ada County, Idaho (the "Substitution"). See Exhibit
"H" to Mollerup Ajf. The two Alliance Partial Reconveyances were the sole actions by Alliance
as Trustee under the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust as shown by the Chain of Title attached as
Exhibit "I" to Mollerup Aff.
10.

Plaintiff sent a letter dated April 26, 2013, to Fidelity National Title Company of

Idaho, Title One Corporation, Alliance, Royal Bank of Canada and Edward Mason claiming
damages in which Plaintiff describes as the "Notices of Claim" as set forth in Paragraph 37 of
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint (the "April 26 Letter"). Exhibit "J" to Mollerup Aff.
11.

The April 26 Letter alleges breach of contract, negligence, fraud and conspiracy

to fraud and contains a demand for $1,150,500.00; however, nothing in the letter makes a claim
under the Title Policy or alleges any facts which constitute a claim against Alliance, either as
trustee in the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust or in connection with issuing the Title Policy as agent
for Ticor.
12.

Plaintiff has filed suit against Alliance and other Defendants and has filed a First

Amended Complaint ("Plaintiffs Complaint") containing twelve counts claiming breach of
contract, bad faith, negligence, violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, fraud and
fraudulent conveyance, collusion to defraud, conversion, unjust enrichment, tortious interference
with perspective economic advantage, breach of fiduciary duty, violation of Idaho Code § 45-
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1205 and breach of obligation to pay.

II. LEGALSTANDARD
A motion for summary judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law.

For Summary judgment under Rule 56 F.R.C.P., the court must review the record

"taken as a whole." Matsushita Elec. Industrial Co. v Zenith Radio Corp.,475 U.S. 574, 587, 106
S.Ct. 1348, 89 L.Ed.2d 538 (1986). The standard for granting summary judgment "mirrors" the
standard for judgment as a matter of law, such that "the inquiry under each is the same."

Anderson v Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 251-251, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986)
F.R.C.P. 56(c).

III.
A.

ARGUMENT

Alliance Cannot be in Breach of Contract Under the Title Policy.
1. Paragraph 42 in Count I of Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint states that

Defendants (which includes Alliance) "materially breached the terms of the title insurance
contracts by failing to ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact
conspired in an improper conveyance of property without Plaintiffs knowledge or consent." In
response to Interrogatory No. 1 propounded by Alliance asking Plaintiff to identify all facts upon
which it relies to support the allegation Alliance breached the terms of the title insurance policy,
Plaintiff replied that Alliance "entered into a contractual relationship with Plaintiff via the title
insurance policy." See Response to Interrogatory No. 1 in Exhibit "K" to Mollerup. Aff. For the
reasons set forth below, Alliance is not and cannot be in breach of the Title Policy.
2. The Title Policy specifically states in its insuring provisions as follows:
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SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B AND
TICOR
TITLE
THE
CONDITIONS
AND
STIPULATIONS,
INSURANCE, a California corporation, herein called the Company,
insures as of Date of Policy shown on Schedule A against loss or
damage ... by reasons of
( 1) Title to the estate or interest described in being vested in other than as
stated therein;
(2) Any defect or lien or encumbrance on the title;
(3) marketability of title;
(4) Lack ofright of access to and from the land;
(5) Invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage upon the
title;
(6) The priority of any lien or encumbrance over the lien of the insured
mortgage; and
(7) Lack of priority of the lien of the insured mortgage over any statutory
liens for services for labor or materials.
See Exhibit C to Mollerup Aff. (Bold Added)
3. Neither Plaintiffs April 26 Letter nor Plaintiffs Complaint claim a breach under
any of the insuring provisions of the Title Policy. The insuring provisions of the Title Policy
clearly state that it insures against the matters specified therein and only as of the date of the
policy. Nothing in the Title Policy insures against loss due to matters occurring after the date of
the policy. Plaintiffs appear to be confusing title insurance with casualty insurance. Plaintiffs
Complaint, in the section labeled "General Background and Allegations" and in Count I, clearly
allege matters that occurred subsequent to the date of the Title Policy, which is clearly shown on
Schedule A as November 17, 2006 at 4:51PM. Plaintiffs Complaint references investigations
occurring in April of 2013, discovering that DAS Investments LLC had acquired title of the
Property, which occurred in 2012m that the Defendants and "undetermined purchasers" were
aware of Plaintiffs security interest among other allegations. All such allegations allege facts or
issues which occurred subsequent to the date of the Title Policy. No allegations in Plaintiffs
Complaint allege that, as if the date of the Title Policy, there existed any defect, lien,
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encumbrance not shown on Schedule B, that the title or estate of the Property was vested other
than as stated in the Title Policy or that title was unmarketable.
4. Even if a valid claim under the Title Policy exists, Alliance, as agent, cannot be
liable. The principal under the Title Policy is clearly disclosed as Ticor in the opening paragraph
of the insuring provisions which states in relevant part "Ticor Title Insurance company insures as
of the Date of the Policy shown on Schedule A against loss ... ". It is well settled in Idaho law
that a person making a contract with another as agent for a disclosed principle does not become a
party to the contract. A principle is disclosed if, at the time of making the contract, the other
party has notice that the agent is acting for the principle. General Motors Acceptance Corp., v.
Turner Insurance Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691,696,535 P.2d 664,669 (1975). In General Motors
Acceptance Corp., Turner Insurance, as agent for its principle, negotiated a fire insurance
contract for its principle and signed a certificate of insurance.

The Court held that Turner

Insurance "did not contract on its own account but rather as authorized representative of
Winchester Fire. We do not find Turner Insurance liable to GMAC ... ". Id. Plaintiff clearly had
notice that Ticor was the insurer and the principal under the Title Policy and Alliance issued the
Title Policy as agent for Ticor. Therefore, Alliance did not contract on its own account but as the
authorized representative of Ticor.
5. Because Plaintiff has not alleged any title defect in existence as of the date of
Title Policy or any facts that would constitute a claim under any of the seven insuring provisions
in the Title Policy, there can be no breach of contract under the Title Policy. If facts were found
that rise to the level of a breach of contract under the Title Policy, Alliance cannot be liable for
that breach as an agent for a disclosed principle.

B.

Alliance Has Not Committed any Bad Faith.
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1. Count II o f Plaintiff's Complaint in Paragraph 47 states that the Defendants
"intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or payments from Plaintiff."
For the reasons set forth below, there has been no bad faith by Alliance under the Title Policy.
In response to Interrogatory No. 2 in which Alliance asked Plaintiff to identify all facts upon
which it relies to support Plaintiffs allegation that Alliance intentionally denied or withheld
policy benefits, or otherwise committed bad faith, Plaintiff responded that" ... Alliance refused to
provide policy benefits ... ". See Answer to Interrogatory No. 2 in Exhibit "K" to Mollerup Aff
2. In order to show first party bad faith, the insured must show (1) the insurer
intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld payment; (2) the claim was not fairly
debatable; (3) the denial or failure to pay was not a result of a good faith mistake a?d (4) the
resulting harm was not fully compensable. Dave's, Inc. v. Linford, 153 Idaho 774,291 P.3rd 427,
436 (2012) citing Robinson v. State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance Co., 137 Idaho 173, 45 P.3d
429 (2002). Alliance, as agent for Ticor, did not contract for itself in insuring the Title Policy and
has no obligation or ability to pay or deny payment under the Title Policy. General Motors
Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Insurance Agency, Inc., Supra.

3. As previously stated, Plaintiffs have not claimed that any of the insuring
provisions under the Title Policy are applicable to Plaintiff's demands, have claimed no title
defects existing as of the date of the policy nor have shown any facts that would create liability
under the Title Policy.

There is no showing that the Plaintiffs were unreasonably denied

payment under the Title Policy since no recognizable claim has been made under. the Title
Policy. In the event facts are shown that constitute a claim under the Title Policy, as previously
stated, Alliance cannot be held liable under the Title Policy as an agent for a disclosed principle.
General Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Insurance Agency Inc. Supra. This is exactly the
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same issue that this court decided in favor of TitleOne Corporation in its Memorandum Decision
and Order on Various Motions filed in this case on December 2, 2013 by stating in relevant part
"the elements set forth in Robinson make it clear that the claim must be stated against the
insurer". Seep. 9, lines 8 & 9 of Memorandum of Decision and Order filed December 2, 2013.

C. Alliance Has Not Committed Negligence.
1.

The elements of negligence are (1) a duty recognized by law and requmng

Defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct, (2) a breach of that duty, (3) a causal
connection between the conduct and the resulting injury and (3) actual loss or damage.

Headwaters Construction Co., v. National City Mortgage Co., 720 F. Supp. 2nd 1182 (2010).
2.

Count III of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges negligence as to Alliance claiming that

Alliance owed recognizable duties to Plaintiff (a) to ensure that Plaintiffs secured Deed of Trust
was recognized and protected, (b) to ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied
prior to any conveyance and (c) to timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to the
conveyance. Alliance owed no such duties to Plaintiffs.
3.

Alliance had two, and only two, roles in connection with the loan from Plaintiff to

Galiano LLC; as agent for Ticor, the disclosed principal under the Title Policy, and as trustee in
the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust from November 17, 2006 until March 10, 2010, at which time
Plaintiffs substituted Fidelity National Title as trustee.
4.

Alliance issued the Title Policy as agent for Ticor, insuring Plaintiff. Alliance, as

agent for Ticor, a disclosed principle, did not contract for itself, but for Ticor and, therefore, has
no duties to Plaintiff under the Title Policy.
5.

In its role as trustee, Alliance held title to the Property for the benefit of Plaintiff

as provided in Idaho Code § 45-1502 et seq. That statute only gives Alliance, as trustee, the
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power of sale in the event of a foreclosure or the power to reconvey the Eagle Equity Deed of
Trust, each only at the request of the beneficiary.

During the time Alliance was trustee, it

executed two partial reconveyances pursuant to written requests signed by Plaintiff, as
beneficiary.

Upon recording of the Substitution of Trustee in March 10, 2010 appointing

Fidelity National Title as trustee under the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, Alliance had no further
duties or obligations thereunder. In response to Alliance's Interrogatory No. 3 asking Plaintiffs
to identify all facts on which it relies to support the allegations that Alliance committed
negligence and all facts upon which Plaintiff relied to support the allegation that Alliance owed
legal recognizable duties to Plaintiff, Plaintiff responded that Idaho Code § 45-1205 provides
statutory basis for Plaintiffs negligence claim and that Plaintiff believes that common law
negligence applies. See Answer to Interrogatory No. 3 in Exhibit "K" to Mollerup A.ff. Idaho
Code Title 45 Chapter 12 is the Chapter that enables a title insurer or title agent, who is not
trustee, to reconvey a trust deed if the obligation secured by the trust deed, is paid in full by the
title insurer or the title agent that is permitted to reconvey the trust deed and in compliance with
the other provisions of that chapter. At no time did Alliance attempt to reconvey the Eagle
Equity Deed of Trust under Title 45, Chapter 12 and Plaintiff has made no allegations claiming
that Allinace did so.
6.

In addition to the foregoing, the economic loss doctrine prohibits a claim for

purely economic damages in a negligence claim because there is no duty to prevent economic
loss to another. Blahd v Richard B. Smith, Inc. 141 Idaho 296, 300, 108 P. 3d 996, 1000 (2005)
[citations omitted].
6.

Alliance has no duties under the Title Policy and only duties to proscribed under

Idaho Code § 45-1502 et. seq. as trustee and Plaintiff has alleged no facts which would be a
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breach of those duties. Further, Plaintiffs are claiming purely economic damages which are
barred by the economic loss doctrine.

Therefore, Alliance cannot be liable to Plaintiff in

negligence.
D. Alliance Has Not Violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

1.

Count IV of Plaintiffs Complaint states that Alliance has violated Idaho Code §

48-603 of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. In support of that allegation, Plaintiffs set forth
provisions of Idaho Code 48-603 showing acts that are prohibited thereunder. Such prohibited
acts include (a) passing off goods or services of another, (b) causing a likelihood of confusion or
misunderstanding as to the source, sponsorship, approval or certification of goods and services,
(c) causing likelihood of confusion of misunderstanding as to the affiliation, connection or
association or certification by another, (d) advertising goods or services with the intent not to sell
them advertising and engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading or deceptive
to a consumer.
2.

As previously stated, Alliance was involved in the loan from Plaintiff to Galiano

LLC in only two capacities, issuing the Title Policy as agent for Ticor, a disclosed principal and
as trustee in the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust until substituted in May of 2010. In issuing the Title
Policy as agent for Ticor, the disclosed principle, and in issuing the two Alliance Partial
Reconveyances upon the written request of Plaintiff, none of the provisions of§ 48-603 apply.
Alliance is not passing off goods or services of another. The principal or insurer under the title
policy is clearly disclosed. There is no reasonable likelihood of confusion or misunderstanding
in connection with issuing the Title Policy. Plaintiff has made no allegations that Alliance was
advertising goods with the intent not to sell them as advertised. Nor is there any other act or
practice which is in anyway misleading, false or deceptive.
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3.

In response to Interrogatory No. 4 in which Alliance asked Plaintiff to identify all

facts upon which is relied to support allegations that Alliance violated the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act, Plaintiff replied only that the parties were in a contractual relationship and
believe that Section 48-601 et seq. applies. See Answer to Interrogatory No. 4 in Exhibit "K" to

Mollerup Aff. As previously stated, Alliance was no in a contractual relationship with Plaintiff
by issuing the Title Policy. It did not contract on its own but for Ticor as the disclosed principal.
The only duties, contractual or otherwise, as trustee under the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust were
to reconvey or exercise the power of sale at the request of Plaintiff as beneficiary. Plaintiff has
not alleged that Alliance breached either of those duties. Clearly, none of the provisions of the
Idaho Consumer Protection Act apply to Alliance.

E. Alliance Did Not Commit Fraud or Fraudulent Conveyance and Did Not Collude
Defraud Claims.
1.

Count V of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that all Defendants, including Alliance,

committed fraud or fraudulent conveyance against Plaintiffs and Count VI states that Defendants
(including Alliance ) conspired to commit fraud. Plaintiffs allege that "Defendants fraudulently
employed a device, scheme or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through untrue statements of material
fact or engagement in acts, practices and through the course of business that operated as a fraud
or deceit upon Plaintiff'. See paragraph 65 of Plaintiffs Complaint.
2.

Fraud requires showing (1) a statement or representation of fact, (2) its falsity, (3)

its materiality, (4) the speaker's knowledge of the falsity, (5) the speakers intent that there by
reliance, (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity, (7) reliance by the hearer, (8) justifiable
reliance and (9) injury. Hayes v. Kingston, 140 Idaho 551, 96 P.3d 652 (2004). Further, fraud
claims must be stated with particularity pursuant to Rule 9(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
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Procedure.
3.

A transfer or conveyance is fraudulent as to a creditor if the transfer is made "(a)

with actual intent to hinder, delay or defraud any creditor or debtor; or (b) Without receiving a
reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfer .. " Idaho Code §55-913.
4.

In connection with it allegation of fraud, Plaintiff not only does not allege facts

with particularly, they allege absolute no facts to support any one of the nine elements required
for a fraud claim against Alliance.

In connection with Plaintiffs allegation of fraudulent

transfer, it alleges no facts that Alliance transferred cause any transfer without equivalent value.
The two Alliance Partial Reconveyances were done at the written request of Plaintiff and
Alliance was on privy to or involved in the value received by Plaintiff. In addition, Section 7.1
of the Credit Agreement requires Plaintiff to release Lots for no compensation until the RBC
loan is paid in full.
5.

In response to Alliances Interrogatory No. 5 in which Alliance asks Plaintiff to

identify all facts upon which it relies that committed fraud or fraudulent conveyance, Plaintiff
states only that "Defendants acts constitute repeated events which violate Idaho Racketeering
Statute". See Answer to Interrogatory No. 5 in Exhibit "K" to Mollerup A.ff

Nowhere in

Plaintiffs Complaint do Plaintiffs allege any facts that support a claim for either fraud or
fraudulent conveyance.
F. Alliance Did Not Commit Conversion Against Plaintiffs.

In support of a claim for conversion, Plaintiffs allege that "Defendants have wrongfully
asserted dominion over Plaintiffs property ... " See Paragraph 81 of Plaintiffs Complaint.
Plaintiffs further allege that "Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion or control
over the property in breach of the intent of the parties ... " See Paragraph 82 of Plaintiffs
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Complaint. However, Plaintiffs allege no facts that show or even infer that Alliance "performed
affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property." Alliance only issued the Title
Policy as agent for Ticor and two partial reconveyances upon the written request of Plaintiff.
Plaintiffs claim for conversion against Alliance has no basis in law or fact.
G. Alliance Has Not Been Unjustly Enriched.

Count VIII of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that Defendants " Defendants have been
unjustly enriched through the conversion of Plaintiffs property." See Paragraph 87 of Plaintiffs
Complaint.

Plaintiffs allege absolutely no facts showing that Alliance converted Plaintiffs

property, exercised any dominion or control over Plaintiffs property or received anything of
value. Alliance received only the portion of the premium for the Title Policy as .agent and
possibly two reconveyances of fees.
H. Alliance Did Not Commit Torturous Interference With Prospective Economic
Advantage.

Count IX of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that all Defendants (including Alliance) knew
or should have known of the economic relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano and had
knowledge of the existence of Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property. Plaintiffs then allege
that Defendants (including Alliance) took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs
economic relationship, rights and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the
Property and actually disrupted the economic relationship.

See Paragraph 92 of Plaintiffs

complaint. Plaintiffs, however, allege no facts or conduct of Alliance which disrupted 'Plaintiffs
economic relationships. As has been repeatedly stated herein, Alliance issued the Title Policy as
agent for a disclosed principle and two partial reconveyances as trustee under the Eagle Equity
Deed of Trust and there are no allegations whatsoever that Alliance did anything other than issue
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the title policy and two partial reconveyances at the written request of the Plaintiff.

I. Alliance Did Not Breach Any Fiduciary Duty to Plaintiffs.
Count X of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that Alliance and TitleOne owed legal
recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs to: (a) insure that Plaintiffs secured interest was
recognized and protected; (b) insure payment in full of the obligations secured by the Eagle
Equity Deed of Trust prior to any reconveyance; (c) insure that a Notice of Intent to Release or
Reconvey is given to Plaintiff prior to any reconveyance and; (d) timely notify and cure any title
encumbrances prior to a conveyance. See Paragraph 96 of Plaintiffs Complaint.
Clearly, Plaintiffs have a lack of understanding of the duties and obligations of a trustee
in a deed of trust or an agent issuing a title insurance policy for a disclosed principle. Nothing in
the Title Policy, the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust or Idaho law creates any of the duties alleged by
Plaintiff upon a trustee or an agent issuing a policy of title insurance for a disclosed principal and
Plaintiff has alleged no facts or conduct of Alliance that would constitute a breach of a fiduciary
duty.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs Complaint appears to lack any understanding of the duties of a Trustee under
Idaho Code § 45-1502 et seq. or the duties, obligations or liabilities of an agent issuing a title
policy for a disclosed principal. Plaintiffs allegations all appear to be subsequent to the date of
the Title Policy and indicate a lack of understanding that a Title Policy is a contract of indemnity
against loss or damage for specific matters affecting title only as of the date of policy.
The duties and obligations of a trustee in a deed of trust under Idaho Code § 45-1502 et.

seq. are to hold title for the benefit of the trustee and to either reconvey the properties to the
parties legally entitled thereto upon the written request of the beneficiary or to commence a
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foreclosure action by notice and sale under the statute, again, at the written request of the
beneficiary. The Deed of Trust statutes create no duties to insure that the interest in recognized
and protected, insure payment of the obligation, give notice of title encumbrances, or cure any
encumbrances prior to conveyance as alleged in Count X of Plaintiffs Complaint. Plaintiffs
have alleged no specific fact or action of Alliance that would give rise to any if the nine causes
of action alleged in Plaintiffs Complaint. Based on the foregoing, Alliance should be dismissed
from this litigation with prejudice.
DATED this3_ day of January 2014.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

~72£~
By:

RichardW.Mollp

Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _day of January 2014, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ v"]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ v"]
]
[
[
]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givensQurslex.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ v"]
[
]
[ ]
[ ]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin. stines@fnf.com

[ v"]
[
]
]
[
]
[
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@,moffatt.com
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•
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712

[ ""]
]
[

[
[
[

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fisher12usch.com

[
[

[
[
[

""J

]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

N icho lson@lawidaho.com

,--I
2=2
~
Richard W. Mollerup
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A.M.----..,-

THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB # 5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB # 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1971649_1

JAN - 3 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE RUDZINSKI
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

!'. .• ..

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTr FOR Tl:JE
~.. • . .
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,

ERRATUM
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
limited liability company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Erratum to the Application for

ERRATUM-I

,.,.te,~~

NO.----.F:iillE~i;---t/H~':"'..

000844

Costs and Attorneys' Fees filed January 2, 2014.

Specifically, the conclusion of that

Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees requested an award of attorneys' fees in the amount
of $33,767.81. See Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees at page 7. This was erroneous
and was meant to only be 25% of that figure (see page 4 of said Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees at note 2). Accordingly, it is hereby clarified that the request for attorneys' fees
is only 25% of that figure, i.e., that the request for total attorneys' fees and costs is in the amount
of $8,441.95.
DATED this

3rd

day of January, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~~

Thomas E. Dvorak
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 3rd day of January, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
L.--facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
A VP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

Hand Delivery
"---Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

John Ward
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd.
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant RBC Bank

Hand Delivery
Vacsimile: 385-5384
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_ Hand Delivery
'---'Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

Hand Delivery
~csimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

_

Hand Delivery
Cfacsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Thomas E. Dvorak
ERRATUM-3
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,

NO._---i,i~~TH,
'1L,L_
f t,'
-

A,M., _ _ _ _Pl.f,L!D

P.M,_...__ _

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr., Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8848
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

JAN f 6 201't
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH Clerk
SyELYSfftAHOLMES'
DePUTY
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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CASE NO. CV-OC 2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware corporation, RBC Bank (fka RBC
Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North
Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title
Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
an Idaho company, COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
GALIANO LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and JOHN DOES I-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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Plaintiff by and through their counsel ofrecord Aaron J. Tribble of the Eagle Law Center
LLC, hereby moves this Court, under Rules 56( c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an
order for the following: (1) vacating the hearing on Defendant Alliance Title and Escrow
Corp.s' Motion for Summary Judgment, now scheduled to be heard on January 30, 2014; and (2)
continuing and rescheduling that hearing for some time on or after February 28, 2014.
The objection to Defendant Alliance Title and Escrow's motion for summary judgment is
based on the grounds that Defendant Alliance Title and Escrow did not serve Plaintiff with the
motion, affidavit and supporting brief within the required 28 days before the time fixed for the
hearing. See IRCP 56(c). Plaintiff received the motion, affidavit and supporting brief on January
6, 2014. The Certificate of Service is not dated, the method of delivery is by US Mail and
according to the information on the Idaho State repository the motion was not filed until January
3, 2014 only 27 days before the now scheduled hearing. Since the certificate of service is not
dated we have no idea when it was actually mailed and ifwe make the assumption it was filed on
the same day it was mailed this falls short of the 28 days required by I.R.C.P. 56(c).
Plaintiff received Defendant Alliance Title and Escrow's motion for summary judgment
documents on January 6, 2014 but did not receive a notice of hearing until January 13, 2014.
Plaintiff had no way of knowing Alliance Title and Escrow would schedule their hearing for
summary judgment on the same day Defendant TitleOne's motion for summary judgment is
scheduled. This only gives Plaintiff 4 days to respond to Alliance Title and Escrows motion.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 16th day of January, 2014.

AAR~-....
Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of January, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the
following:
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Attorneys for TitleOne Corp.

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(}((Facsimile (208) 388-1300

Erin Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200-6th Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title Co.

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile (206) 223-4527

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID83701
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as successor
in interest to RBC Bank

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
Facsimile (208) 385-5384

yf

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile (208) 336-9712

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile (208) 331-2400
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,

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorneys for DAS

( ) U.S. Mail
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
Facsimile (208) 336-9712

r
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1

Defendants.

2
3
4

5

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"), the Plaintiff,
6

provides the following memorandum in response to TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment:
7

I.

INTRODUCTION

8

In early December, 2013, this Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order on
9

Various Matters. In that decision, the Court permitted the addition of several parties to the
10
lawsuit. The Complaint was amended and submitted to the Court. The additional parties were
11

served process, and answers are still pending. To date, no scheduling conference has been held in
12
this case, and no scheduling order has been entered.
13
One month to the day after this Court entered its decision on TitleOne's Motion to

14
Dismiss, TitleOne brings a Motion for Summary Judgment. Not surprisingly, TitleOne asks this
15
Court to dismiss any and all claims against them. In support of their motion, TitleOne submits

16
the Affidavit of Cameron McFadden in Support of TitleOne 's Motion for Summary Judgment. In
17
that affidavit, Mr. McFadden makes many assertions, much of which the Plaintiff is hearing for

18
the first time. The Plaintiff has yet to propound discovery upon TitleOne. In spite of this,
19
TitleOne has elected to bring this Motion for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff believes such motion
20
is premature and untimely.
21
It is still early in this litigation. Parties are still being discovered and added. Some parties

22
have been dismissed, and some may still be substituted. Discovery is just beginning, not ending.
23
TitleOne wishes to short-circuit this process by filing for immediate summary judgment before
24
EEF has had a chance to fully investigate its claim. In many ofTitleOne's arguments, they
25
present evidence which they fully control and which they know EEF has not yet investigated. At

26
a minimum, EEF asserts I.R.C.P. 56(f) in defense of all these claims, because EEF simply needs

27
time to fully investigate these claims rather than defend itself against premature motions for

28
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1

summary judgment.

2

II.

3

•

STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS

On January 25, 2010, TitleOne's Heidi Emery signed the reconveyance that evaporated

4

the EEF's interest in the Galiano Subdivision. (McFadden SJ AffEx. C.) As that document

5

states, TitleOne had a duty to contact the Plaintiff (the beneficiary) by certified mail . Id.

6

However, EEF never received any communication concerning the reconveyance of their trust

7

deed. (Thompson SJ Aff,r XX.) EEF never received satisfaction of the underlying debt.

8

(Thompson SJ Aff,r XX.) And EEF never communicated that the underlying debt was satisfied.

9

(Thompson SJ Aff ,r XX.)

10

During the next few years, EEF never became aware ofTitleOne's reconveyance.

11

(Thompson SJ Aff,r XX.) And the balance of the Galiano lots was conveyed to DAS

12

Investments LLC in May of 2012. (McFadden Motion to Dismiss Aff,r 6.) EEF did not become

13

aware ofTitleOne's reconveyance until late February 2013. (Thompson SJ Aff,r XX.) Once EEF

14

became aware, they obtained representation, investigated the reconveyance, and filed this lawsuit

15

on June 5, 2013. (Thompson SJ Aff,r XX.)

16

III.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR COUNT XI, IDAHO

17

CODE§ 45-1205

18

TitleOne's argument in support of their motion for summary judgment is based on the

19

statute of limitations, but has three fatal flaws. First, TitleOne asks this Court to start the running

20

of the statute of limitations based upon the date of the breach, the date when the reconveyance

21

occurred. A cause of action for damages, especially negligence, cannot begin to run until damage

22

accrues. Second, TitleOne tries to apply the wrong statute of limitations. Negligence is clearly a

23

theory that does not depend on the existence of a statute. A four-year limit applies. Finally,

24

TitleOne's own document, along with Mr. Thompsons affidvait, show that TitleOne concealed

25

the reconveyance from EEF and prevented EEF from asserting their rights until 2013. Equitable

26

estoppel prevents TitleOne from asserting this defense.
EEF'S §45-1205 CLAIM DID NOT ACCRUE UNTIL 2012

27

A.

28

It is axiomatic that in order to recover under a theory of negligence, the plaintiff must
-3-
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1

prove actual damage. Thus, as a general rule, ''the statute of limitations does not begin to run

2

against a negligence action until some damage has occurred." Stephens v. Stearns, 106 Idaho 249

3

(1984) (quoting W. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts§ 30 (4th ed. 1971)).

4

TitleOne has admitted that the balance of the Galiano Estates property was not conveyed

5

from Galiano LLC to DAS Investments LLC until May 17, 2012. (McFadden Motion to Dismiss

6

Aff.

7

Galiano still held the property. Had EEF chose to file suit prior to May 2012, the only available

8

remedy would have been to void the false reconveyance and restore EEF's rights in the property.

9

Once the conveyance occurred, EEF accrued actual damage because they could not necessarily

10

,r 6.)

Until that conveyance, EEF could not be said to have accrued any damage, because

impose their property interest upon the future holders in the chain of title.

11

Because Idaho Code § 45-1205 and common law negligence require damage, there can be

12

no accrual of a cause of action until EEF accrued damage. As such, TitleOne's motion for

13

summary judgment fails.

14

motion for summary judgment on the claim for violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205.

15
16

B.

A

The Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court deny TitleOne's

FOUR-YEAR

STATUTE

OF

LIMITATIONS

APPLIES

TO

NEGLIGENCE CLAIMS

17

The three-year statutory limitation doesn't not apply to EEF's negligence claim. Idaho

18

statute allows a beneficiary to sue for "damages suffered as a result of [an] improper

19

reconveyance only if the title insurer or title agent ... acted with negligence." Idaho Code § 45-

20

1205. Because there is no statute of limitations that applies to negligence actions that do not

21

involve personal injury or malpractice, the four-year limitation in I.C. § 5-224 applies. Stapleton

22

v. Jack Cushman Drilling and Pump Co. Inc., 153 Idaho 735, 740-1 (2012).

23

TitleOne erroneously argues that negligence under 45-1205 is a statutory liability, and that

24

the three-year catch all statute of limitations in LC. § 5-218(1) should apply. Negligence is a

25

creation of common law, exists on its own, and does not depend for existence on the enactment of

26

any statute. As the Memorandum in Support of EEF's Motion to Reconsider and Amend shows,

27

the damages in this case are a direct result of TitleOne's negligence, not economic damages.

28

Therefore, a cause of action under I.C. 45-1205 in this case can occur within 4 years after the
-4-
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1

running of the statute. The Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court deny TitleOne' s Motion

2

for Summary Judgment because EEF's negligence claim under LC. 45-1205 was brought within

3

the four-year limitation.

4

C.

5

TitleOne's concealment of material facts prevented EEF from exercising their rights.

6

Equitable estoppel is available to a plaintiff when the defendants, by their representations or

7

conduct, kept the plaintiff from pursuing a cause of action during the limitation period. Knudsen

8

v. Agee, 128 Idaho 776, 779 (1996). To be available, the plaintiff must show (1) concealment of a

9

material fact with actual or constructive knowledge of the truth (2) the party asserting estoppel

10

did not know the truth (3) the concealment was made with intent that it be relied upon and (4) the

11

person from whom the facts were concealed, relied upon the concealment to his or her prejudice.

12

Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp. Bldg. v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 22 (1982).

EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL TOLLS THE RUNNING OF THE STATUTE

13

The facts of this case fit perfectly into the equitable estoppel template. As Mr. Thompson

14

has stated, EEF was never contacted about the reconveyance of the deed of trust, and Mr.

15

Thompson was never aware that it had happened until 2013. Intent is plainly inferred by the fact

16

that Ms. Emery knowingly made false statements in the reconveyance, and never lifted a finger to

17

notify EEF. Mr. Thompson never communicated to TitleOne that the EEF note was satisfied,

18

therefore Ms. Emery has no reason to believe that the document she signed was true. EEF did not

19

learn of the reconveyance until late February 2013, more than 3 years after TitleOne had recorded

20

the instrument.

21

Given that the current undisputed facts already satisfy every element of equitable estoppel,

22

summary judgment is not proper on this statutory claim. In as much as the Court may feel that

23

some facts are lacking, EEF requests the opportunity to do discovery. Therefore, the Plaintiff

24

respectfully requests that summary judgment on this claim be denied because of equitable

25

estoppel, or in the alternative, denied pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(f).

26

IV.

SUMMARY

JUDGMENT

IS

NOT

APPROPRIATE

FOR

COUNT

V,

27

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

28

Much discovery remains to be done concerning EEF's LC. § 55-901 et seq claim against
-5-
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1

TitleOne, whose summary judgment request is vastly premature. First, TitleOne argues that

2

fraudulent intent, and knowledge of the intent, is missing from evidence in support of an LC. §

3

55-901 claim. EEF has not even had the chance to begin discovery against TitleOne and requests

4

that summary judgment be denied pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(£). Second, TitleOne argues that claims

5

pursuant to LC. § 55-906, 913, and 914 fail because of a lack of creditor/debtor relationship.

6

Assuming arguendo that TitleOne is correct in their explanation of the law, EEF has still had no

7

time to gather information in discovery concerning the relationship between Galiano/Mason (the

8

debtors) and TitleOne. The possibility still exists that TitleOne was acting as an agent of the

9

debtors when they reconveyed EEF's deed of trust. Without a chance to conduct discovery

10

concerning this possibility, it makes not sense for the Court to rule on this motion at this time.

11

Therefore, the Plaintiff respectfully requests that summary judgment on the LC. § 55-901 et seq

12

claim be denied pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(£), because EEF is entitled to conduct discovery

13

concerning these issues of material fact.

14

v.

SUMMARY

JUDGMENT

IS

NOT

APPROPRIATE

FOR

COUNT

VI,

15

COLLUSION

16

Because summary judgment is not appropriate for EEF's I.C. § 55-901 et seq claim,

17

EEF's collusion claim also survives against TitleOne.

Therefore, the Plaintiff respectfully

18

requests that summary judgment on the collusion claim be denied pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(£).

19

VI.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR COUNT X, BREACH OF

20

FIDUCIARY DUTY

21

TitleOne asks for summary judgment because they allege TitleOne owes no duty of care

22

to EEF. However, TitleOne's own evidence forecloses any possibility of summary judgment on

23

this issue. The reconveyance admittedly signed by TitleOne's Heidi Emery specifically identifies

24

TitleOne as the ''trustee/successor trustee." (McFadden Summary Judgment Aff. Ex. C.) This

25

document alone creates a genuine issue of material fact as to the relationship between the

26

TitleOne and EEF. This document shows that TitleOne either owed a fiduciary duty or assumed

27

the duty through their actions. Either way, there is a genuine issue of material fact here.

28

In his affidavit, Mr. Thompson states that EEF never received payment in full for the
-6-
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1

obligation secured under the deed of trust. (Thompson Summary Judgment Aff.

2

EEF never communicated anything to the contrary. (Thompson Summary Judgment Aff.

3

Therefore, there is a genuine issue of material fact as to the breach of the fiduciary duty, because

4

the document at issue states that TitleOne received evidence of payment in full. Because of the

5

foregoing clearly show a genuine issue as to TitleOne's duty and its breach thereof, EEF

6

respectfully requests that the Court deny TitleOne's motion for summary judgment, or in the

7

alternative, deny the motion pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f).

8

VII.

9

And

,r XX.)

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR COUNT IX, TORTIOUS
INTERFERENCE

10

TitleOne's motion for summary judgment on EEF's claim for tortious interference is

11

unfounded and ridiculous. Continuing to focus on the "intent" element of the tort, TitleOne tries

12

to literally "pass the buck" onto another entity while admitting that their own actions were

13

negligent. As they stand now, the facts already show a genuine issue of material fact surrounding

14

"intent." The Court has the reconveyance document admittedly signed by TitleOne's Heidi

15

Emery. (McFadden Summary Judgment Aff. Ex. C.) Mr. McFadden has personally verified the

16

authenticity of the signature on this document. (McFadden Summary Judgment Aff. ,r 6.) There

17

is no evidence in the record to even suggest that Ms. Emery did not intend to sign this document.

18

In fact, Mr. McFadden's affidavit shows that the signing of this document was completely

19

intentional, because it was signed at the request of another entity, PCD.

20

Herein, TitleOne's argument remains even more puzzling. Is TitleOne actually arguing

21

that somebody else should be responsible for the documents that TitleOne signs? In its basic

22

form, TitleOne's argument suggests that they did not have the requisite intent because they were

23

only following PCD instructions. These facts don't foreclose the possibility that TitleOne and

24

PCD were working together or that PCD was following the direction of TitleOne in the

25

generation and submission of this document. If anything, TitleOne has just admitted negligence

26

because, at a minimum, they freely admit to blindly signing the reconveyance without

27

investigating its contents. This is a core duty and responsibility of a title company.

28

However, Mr. McFadden's affidavit clearly states that it was PCD that was providing
-7-
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1

services to TitleOne, not the other way around. Therefore, PCD's actions were as an agent of

2

TitleOne.

3

TitleOne, the Plaintiff respectully requests that this Court deny TitleOne's motion for summary

4

judgment. In the alternative, EEF respectfully requests that the Court deny the motion pursuant to

5

I.R.C.P. 56(f) and permit EEF to gather more information concerning TitleOne's intent.

In as much as these facts already create a genuine issue concerning "intent" of

CONCLUSIONS

6

7

On balance, TitleOne's motion for summary judgment is a premature waste of time for

8

both this Court and EEF. There is really nothing served by bringing this motion except to clarify

9

the nature ofEEF's statutory claim, which survives for multiple reasons. TitleOne is fully aware

10

that there has not yet even been a scheduling conference for this case, and they are fully aware

11

that there has not yet been a deadline set for discovery. Yet TitleOne believes that their version

12

of events is to be taken as fact and that EEF has no need for discovery. This ridiculous position

13

does nothing more than add legal costs to EEF, and wastes valuable time by having EEF defend

14

such a frivolous motion. As such, EEF requests an award of fees for $6,000 pursuant to LC. § 12-

15

123 because this motion only serves the purpose of delaying proceedings in this case and

16

preventing needed discovery. And for the reasons above, EEF respectfully requests that

17

TitleOne's motion be denied in its entirety.

18
19
20

Dated: January

/Ill ,

2014

21
22

Respectfully Submitted,

23
24
25

Aaron J. Tribble

26

Attorney for Plaintiff

27
28
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3

4

__/jf!!_ day o f ~ , 2014, I caused a true and

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7

8
9

10

Fax: 208-388-1300

11

Erin Stines
FidelitY,National Law Group
1200-6m Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
POBox639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

27
28
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~

3

Aaron J. Tribble

4

Attorney for Plaintiff

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

ORIGINAL
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AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL THOMPSON IN
RESPONSE TO TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

000861

•

e
1

Defendants.

2
3
4

5
6

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)

7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

Daniel Thompson, first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify.
2. I am the manager of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"), the Plaintiff in this matter.
3. I never received any communication concerning the full reconveyance ofEEF's deed
of trust on the Galiano property.
4. To the best of my knowledge, the promissory note that was secured by the deed of
trust on the Galiano property has never been satisfied. The full principle, plus interest
and other fees, is still owing on that note.
5. I have never communicated to anyone or stated in any way that this promissory note
has been satisfied.
6. I never became aware ofTitleOne's reconveyance of the EEF trust deed until early
March 2013.
7. When I became aware ofTitleOne's reconveyance, I quickly worked to obtain counsel
for EEF and file this lawsuit.

22
23
24
25

DATED This

/.fufu. day of January, 2014.

26
27

28
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AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL THOMPSON IN
RESPONSE TO TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

000862

•

1

2

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of January, 2014.

3
4

Notary Public roric1Q
Residing at: /J1e;---td;cV? XI~
My Commission Expires: ~ /.,,

5
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1
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~ • .,

11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

23

24
25
26

27

7 ,2014, I caused a true and

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day o U

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

28
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1
2
3

Fax: 208-388-1300

6

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

4

5

•

Erin Stines
Fidelit~hNational Law Group
1200-6 Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

14

15
16

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P0Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

17
18

19

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

.u

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21
22
23

-

/
~

.

By:_ ____,,~~~-....,,.·£_·~/~--''""'~=-----

24

Aaron J. Tribble

25

Attorney for Plaintiffs

26
27
28
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!_-_-_-_:-_-_-.i!Uo_P,.,....M-~i'ioJ!~'+"*"f).__
1

JAN 16 2014

2

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

3

By ELVSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTV

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4

5
6

7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

Plaintiff,
CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS

OR/G/NJ\L

Defendants.

28
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MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS

000865

1
2

The Plaintiff, DANIEL THOMPSON, by and through their attorneys of record, moves this

3

Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6) and (e)(6) to disallow TitleOne's request for costs and fees.

4

This motion is based upon the motion, and memorandum, and upon the records and pleadings

5

filed herein.

6
7

8
9

10

Dated: January

(IIL , 2014

11
12

Respectfully Submitted,

13
14
15

Aaron J. Tribble

16

Attorney for Plaintiffs

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

24
25

J/t_ day o( J:..7. ,2014, I caused a true and

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

26

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

27

addressed to the following:

28
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MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS

000866

1
2
3

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

Fax: 208-388-1300
4
5

6

Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6t Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsinnle

7
8
9
10

11

12
13

Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

14
15

16

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

JJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

17
18
19

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

20
21
22
23

By:

~

/:

24

Aaron J. Tribble

25

Attorney for Plaintiffs

26
27
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000867

• : ___M_~?)IP
,,

:

JAN 16 2014
1

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

2
3

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

OR\G\NAL
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000868

e
1

Defendants.

2
3
4

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)( 6) and ( e)(6), the Plaintiff provides the
5
following in support of this motion:
6

I.

TITLEONE HAS YET TO PREVAIL AT ANYTHING

7

After TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss, TitleOne is still on the hook for all claimed damages.
8
For a court to award attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121, all claims brought must be
9

frivolous and without foundation. Management Catalysts v. Turbo W Corpac, Inc., 119 Idaho
10

626 (1991 ). In addition, a party can only be said to be a "prevailing party" for the purposes of an
11
attorney fee award once the court has examined the final result obtained in relation to the relief
12
sought, whether there were multiple claims or issues, and the extent to which either party
13
prevailed on each separate issue. Tabernacle, Inc. v. Baker, 125 Idaho 261 (1994). In other
14
words, for a Defendant to be eligible for an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-121,
15
the defendant must be found to be a "prevailing party", and each of the plaintiffs' claims must be
16
frivolous and without foundation.
17
In this case, it is obvious from the facts stated in the pleadings that Daniel Thompson's

18
only involvement this matter was as the manager of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"). Mr.
19
Thompson clearly has no personal stake here. Mr. Thompson's presence as a plaintiff was caused
20
by the fact that every action taken by EEF was taken by Mr. Thompson. Mr. Thompson and EEF
21
are merely alter egos of each other. Thus, his inclusion in the matter was not frivolous.

22
TitleOne now wishes to bring this fight to Mr. Thompson personally, even though
23
TitleOne has not prevailed in this case and still faces the real possibility of being liable for
24
Fraudulent Conveyance, Civil Conspiracy, Tortious Interference, Breach of Fiduciary Duty, and
25
violations ofldaho Code§ 45-1205. Given the factors listed in Tabernacle, it's impossible to see
26
how TitleOne can claim to be a prevailing party when they are still on the hook for every item of
27
requested relief in the original Complaint. Because, on balance, TitleOne cannot be seen to have

28
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000869

•

1

prevailed in this action against Mr. Thompson, there can be no award of fees against Mr.

2

Thompson personally. Mr. Thompson respectfully requests that the Court disallow this request

3

for fees and costs.

4

II.

5

TITLEONE'S FEES CANNOT BE RATIONALLY BIFURCATED

TitleOne has no way of knowing what percentage of their fees were actually incurred in

6

dealing with Daniel Thompson as a Plaintiff. In situations where a Defendants' memorandum of

7

costs cannot distinguish between time spent on one payable claim versus another unpayable

8

claim, the court may dismiss the claim for attorney fees because it cannot find a way to rationally

9

bifurcate the charges. Brooks v. Gigray Ranches Inc., 128 Idaho 72, 77-79 (1996).

10

Here, just as in Brooks, TitleOne has provided the Court with a memorandum of costs that

11

makes no attempt to bifurcate costs to each plaintiff. Moreover, it is impossible to glean any

12

useful information about which time pertains to which plaintiff. To overcome this, Mr. Dvorak

13

suggests that 25% of the overall costs are a "fair proportion" for Mr. Thompson to bear. Mr.

14

Dvorak offers no legal authority or reason to support the number of 25% other than to say that it

15

is "fair."

16

In reality, 25% is a vast overstatement of what might be a "fair" bifurcation in this case.

17

The Court need only look at TitleOne's pleadings supporting their motion to dismiss to see how

18

completely unfair Mr. Dvorak's suggestion really is. In their Memorandum in Support of Motion

19

to Dismiss, TitleOne spent approximately 1/3 of a page (including footnotes) discussing Mr.

20

Thompson's presence in the lawsuit. The entire memorandum was 23 pages. In their Reply

21

Memorandum, TitleOne did not even mention Daniel Thompson. The portions of the

22

memorandum relevant to the Motion to Dismiss were approximately 10 pages. It total, TitleOne

23

wrote 33 pages to the Court concerning; their motion to dismiss, and only 1/3 of a page concerned

24

Daniel Thompson. This represents approximately 1% of their overall work product.

25

To truly be "fair" as Mr. Dvorak suggests, the Court should disallow costs and fees

26

entirely, because there is no way to divine how much time has been expended concerning Mr.

27

Thompson. In fact, TitleOne's pleadings demonstrate a deminimus impact. Therefore, Mr.

28

Thompson respectfully requests that the Court disallow TitleOne's requests for costs and fees.
-3-

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000870

1

III.

•

CERTAIN LISTED COSTS SHOULD BE DISALLOWED

2

On the second page of TitleOne's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, TitleOne

3

lists "Filing Fees - Nevada" for a total of $281.60. This cost if not even listed in the Affidavit of

4

Thomas Dvorak in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees. In fact, it's impossible

5

to tell why a Nevada filing fee is being claimed as a cost in an Idaho lawsuit. Rightly so, this cost

6

should be disallowed.

7

Also, the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees lists a Court Copy Fee of $48. Such

8

discretionary costs need to be "necessary" and "reasonably incurred."

9

Procedure 54(d)(l)(D).

Idaho Rule of Civil

Counsel for the Plaintiffs had already provided TitleOne with a

10

conformed copy of the Complaint when they were given notice of the lawsuit. So there was no

11

need for TitleOne to go obtain another copy from the Court. As such, this cost was neither

12

necessary nor reasonably incurred and should be disallowed.

13

Mr. Thompson additionally questions how Title One could have possibly incurred over

14

$31,000 of legal fees given the limited amount of discovery and work product provided by Title

15

One's legal counsel.

16
17

CONCLUSION

The intent of TitleOne's filing a Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees is obvious.

18

TitleOne intends to personally harm Daniel Thompson and harass him during the pendency of

19

this lawsuit. Given that TitleOne's request for fees is not supported by statute, case law, or the

20

specific circumstances of this case Mr. Thompson believes that the clear intention of the-motion

21

was to harass and create additional unnecessary legal expenses. Pursuant to Idaho Code 12-123

22

Mr. Thompson therefore requests that legal fees in the amount of $2,000 be awarded to Mr.

23

Thompson for having to defend against an unnecessary and frivolous request for fees.

24

TitleOne has neither prevailed nor shown Mr. Thompson's position to be frivolous.

25

TitleOne's affidavit does nothing to bifurcate charges between the Plaintiffs and asks to Court to

26

award what is "fair." Lacking actual data showing a rational bifurcation, the "fair" thing to do is

27

to disallow fees against Mr. Thompson altogether. As such, Mr. Thompson respectfully requests

28

that the Court disallow TitleOne's request for fees.
-4-

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000871

•

,
1
2
3

Dated: January

/,,,{14 , 2014

4
Respectfully Submitted,

5
6

~--~~··
_ _-_-_-_By: _ _m~-_,,.,,.·

7
8

Aaron J. Tribble

9

Attorney for Plaintiffs

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

24
25

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ day of::J:,.

7 ,2014, I caused a true and

26

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

27

addressed to the following:

28
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DISALLOW COSTS

000872

1
2
3

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300
4

5
6

Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6t' Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimlle

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimlle

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

U

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

•

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimlle

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimlle

14
15
16

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
POBox639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimlle

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimlle

17
18

19
20
21
22
23

By:

24

Aaron J. Tribble

25

Attorney for Plaintiffs

26
27
28
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DISALLOW COSTS
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e
1

0__
: 1_ _ _0_P.M1-2...-J"-t_

2

JAN 16 2014

3

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHtA HOLMES

4

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

5

6
7

10

DEPU1'V

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

Plaintiff,
CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION
TO DISALLOW COSTS

OR/G/N/\L

Defendants.

28
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NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000874

1
2

The Plaintiff, DANIEL THOMPSON, by and through their attorneys of record, gives

3

notice that this MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS, filed in this matter by the Plaintiff, will be

4

heard by the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper on January 30, 2013, at 2:30PM. The hearing shall take

5

place at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, ID.

6
7

8
9

Dated: January

, 2014

10
11

Respectfully Submitted,

,,/L-;-

12
13

By:~~-

14

Aaron J. Tribble

15

Attorney for Plaintiffs

16
17
18

19
20
21
22

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

23

24

_jfJ!_ day o ~ 2014, I caused a true and

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thls

25

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

26

addressed to the following:

27
28
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NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000875

µ

!

·~
1
2
3

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facshmle

Fax: 208-388-1300

w

4
5
6

Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6t Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

7
8
9
10
11

12
13

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

14
15
16

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
POBox639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

17
18
19

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsirmle

u

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

LJ U.S.
Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

u

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

JJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21
22
23

By:

~

24

Aaron J. Tribble

25

Attorney for Plaintiffs

~

26
27
28
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NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

000876

•

1

NO.

?ill
-------P.M---------0

AM-,

2

JAN 16 2014

3

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

4

By ELYSHIA HOLMES

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

5
6
7

10

OEPUTV

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MOTION TO AMEND
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fk:a RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

ORIGINAL

28
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MOTION TO AMEND

000877

1

Defendants.

2
3
4

5
The Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys, move this Court for leave to amend their
6

complaint to substitute a defendant and add back in a claim for negligence against TitleOne. This
7

motion made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 15(a) and is based upon the Affidavit of
8

Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Motion to Amend, a Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Amend,
9

a stipulation, and upon the records and pleadings filed herein.
10
11
12
Dated: January
13

/{-fi ,2014

14
Respectfully Submitted,
15

16
17

Aaron J. Tribble

18
Attorney for Plaintiff
19
20
21

22
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

23

24
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this--1.n!._ day of::J::..v7 , 2014, I caused a true and

25
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

1

26
addressed to the following:
27

28
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1

2
3

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384

JJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facshmle

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300
4

5
6

Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6" Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
POBox639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

17

18
19

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
.. Facsimile

20
21

22
23
24

Aaron J. Tribble

25

Attorney for Plaintiff

26

27
28
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1

JAN 16 2014

2

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELVSHIA HOLMES

3

DIPUTY

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4

5
6
7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AMEND

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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Defendants.

1

2
3
4

5

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a), Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"), the Plaintiff,

6

provides the following memorandum in response to TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment:
7

I.

EEF's NEGLIGENCE CLAIM SHOULD BE ADDED BECAUSE EEF HAS

8

SUFFERED DAMAGES NOT PROHIBITED BY THE ECONOMIC LOSS
9

DOCTRINE
10

The economic loss doctrine does not prohibit recovery for damages that result directly

11

from negligently performed work. The economic loss rule is a judicially created doctrine of
12
modem products liability law. Brian and Christie, Inc. v. Leishman Elec., Inc., 150 Idaho 22, 25

13

(2010). However, this rule applies to negligence cases in general, and its application is not

14
restricted to products liability cases. Id at 26.
15
Often misunderstood, economic loss "is not simply damages that can be measured
16
monetarily." Id at 27. Actually, the economic loss rule "does not limit the damages recoverable
17
in a negligence action." Id at 28. Rather, the economic loss rule just places limits on the actor's
18

duty so that there is no cause of action for negligence. Id at 28.
19
"Every person has a general duty to use ordinary care not to injure others, to avoid injury
20
to others, to avoid injury to others by any agency set in operation by him, and to do his work,
21
render services, or use his property as to avoid such injury." Whitt v. Jarnagin, 91 Idaho 181, 188

22

(1966). "In circumstances involving the rendition of personal services, the duty upon the actor is

23
to perform the services in a workmanlike manner." Hoffman v. Simplot Aviation, Inc., 97 Idaho
24
32, 37 (1975). If the actor negligently damages another's property in performing those services,
25
the actor is liable for such damage. S.H Kress & Co. v. Godman, 95 Idaho 614 (1973).
26
Cases where the plaintiff seeks recovery for purely economic losses without alleging any
27
attending personal injury or property damages must be distinguished from cases involving the
28
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1

recovery of economic losses which are parasitic to an injury to person or property. Just 's, Inc. v.

2

Arrington Const. Co., 99 Idaho 462 footnote 1 (1978). "It is well established that in the latter

3

case economic losses are recoverable in a negligence action." Id (emphasis added).

4

In Brian and Christie, Inc., the court was faced with a situation where a contractor did a

5

shoddy job at installing wiring in a Taco Time restaurant. As a result of the shoddy wiring job,

6

the restaurant was damaged substantially from an electrical fire. The district court in Brian and

7

Christie ruled in favor of the defendants because it wrongly applied the definition of economic

8

loss as it relates to the purchase of defective property. Brian and Christie at 27. Chief Justice

9

Eismann explained the court's holding: the definition of economic loss stated in Salmon Rivers,

10

and utilized in Tusch, Duffin, Ramerth, Blahd, and Aardema do not apply in cases involving the

11

negligent rendition of services, because such cases do not involve the purchase of defective

12

property. Id.

13

Chief Justice Eismann described the situation well when he said "Taco Time did not

14

contend that it suffered economic loss because Subcontractor sold it a defective restaurant."

15

Brian and Christie at 26. "The restaurant was not defective property. It did not spontaneously

16

combust." Id.

17

In this case, TitleOne has argued that this Court do exactly what the District Court in

18

Brian and Christie did. TitleOne argues that this Court should use the reasoning in Duffin v.

19

Idaho Crop Improvement Ass 'n, 126 Idaho 1002 (1995). However, this is exactly what Chief

20

Justice Eismann condemned in Brian and Christie.

21

This case, just like Brian and Christie, is not about defective property. EEF's deed of

22

trust was not defective. EEF's deed of trust did not spontaneously combust. It was the negligent

23

and careless services ofTitleOne that caused the destruction ofEEF's property interest. Such

24

losses are absolutely recoverable in a negligence action, because this is a case about negligent

25

actions that caused damage to property. See Just's Inc. footnote 1.
I

26

To be absolutely clear, EEF is not asking to recover damages that involve future

27

prospective economic loss. EEF simply wants to be compensated for the value of their property

28

interest. Like the Subcontractor in Brian and Christie, TitleOne burned EEF's property interest
-3-
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e
1

to the ground with their careless and negligent act of signing the reconveyance. Just because the

2

damage can to measured monetarily, does not mean that the economic loss doctrine prohibits it.

3

To paraphrase the court in S.H Kress, if you break it, you pay for it.
EEF is asking to be compensated for the value of its deed of trust that TitleOne destroyed.

4

5

These damages are well within the scope of the duty owed by TitleOne. As the Complaint

6

already states, TitleOne did take action that amounts to a breach of that duty. Their action caused

7

the loss ofEEF's deed of trust. Therefore, EEF respectfully requests leave to add a claim for

8

negligence against TitleOne back into the Complaint.

9

II.

10

SUBSTITUTION OF PARTIES
In an effort to streamline the litigation, EEF and RBC have discussed and agreed that the

11

proper entity in this action is RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. rather than RBC Bank.

12

stipulation of the parties reflects this understanding. The Plaintiff respectfully requests that the

13

Court approve this motion amending the pleadings to include this new party.

14

III.

15

The

CONCLUSIONS
The facts of this case are a perfect analogy of what happened in Brian and Christie, Inc. v.

l6

Leishman Electric, Inc. TitleOne renders services, and their negligent rendition of services

17

caused the destruction of Eagle Equity Fund's deed of trust. There is no prospective economic

18

relief that is being sought under this negligence claim, only damage for the value of the property

19

interest that was destroyed. As such, the economic loss doctrine does not bar a negligence claim

20

for such damage. The Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court grant the motion to amend in

21

its entirety and permit substitution of RBC as requested via stipulation.

22
23

24

Ii 14

Dated: January _-U~-' 2014
Respectfully Submitted,

25

26

B y : ~ ~ - - - ' -~
- -~
- ··~-,- - - -

27

Aaron J. Tribble

28

Attorney for Plaintiff
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1

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3
4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

f6fl.

day of~t17 , 2014, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsinnle

Fax: 208-388-1300
Erin Stines
Fidelityt.National Law Group
1200-6Ul Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P0Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-388-1001
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

27
28
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•

e

•
1
2

By:

4:1~

3

Aaron J. Tribble

4

Attorney for Plaintiff

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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•

.
.
1

JAN 16 2014

2

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By a.VSHtA HOLMES

3

OIPUTV

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

""l,~-

:-._-_-_-:::::'-t:P.~-?;11!=!"1'.

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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•

.,

1

Defendants.

2
3
4
5
6

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)

7
8
9
10

Aaron J. Tribble, first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify.
2. I am an attorney in the above-entitled action.

11

3. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit A is a copy of the proposed amended complaint.

12

4. This proposed amended complaint incorporates the negligence claim and substitutes

13

the RBC Bank entity.

14
DATED This
15

jl-J'. day of January, 2014.

16
17
Aaron Tribble
18
19

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t h i s ~ day of January, 2014.

20
21
22

Notary Publicrl~
Residing at: !Yl'tf'r
~ I!)
My Commission Expires: ~ ;, \./.

tdr

23

~/'c:?f~I?

24
25
26
27
28
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•

e
1

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3
4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this-1i..f:..._ day o ~ , 2014, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7

8
9

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

10

Fax: 208-388-1300

11

Erin Stines
FidelityhNational Law Group
1200-6u Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

26

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P0Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

ll
il

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
· Facsinnle

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
· Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
· Facsimile

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsinnle

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsimile

27
28
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1
2

•

•
By:

ilzP~
/

3

Aaron J. Tribble

4

Attorney for Plaintiff

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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•
5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorneys for Plaintiff

1

2
3
4

7

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

9

10
11

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP. , a Delaware Corporation, RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J. MASON,
an individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies,

24
Defendants,

lj

25

_ Ex...._~...._e_
ir _

26

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

I
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•
1
2
3

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and for causes
of action alleges:

4

I.

5

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a

duly organized Idaho Limited Liability Company.
2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business
in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

15
COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing

16
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
17

18
19

20

5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.

6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

21

(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in

22

Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

23

7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.,

24

(hereinafter "Defendant RBC"), unknown state of incorporation, doing business in Boise, Ada

25

County, Idaho.

26
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8.

1

2

was and is an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.
9.

3

10.

5

11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant EDWARD J. MASON was and is an

individual living and doing business in Idaho.

9

10

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant GALIANO, LLC, was and is an Idaho

registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.

7
8

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.
("CBH"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.

4

6

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC ("DAS"),

12.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the

11

State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.
12
13.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

13

14

money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
14.

15

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton

16

Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and developing

17

properties in Idaho.

18

15.

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

19

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does III through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who

20

therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

21

22
23

thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some
manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in
indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.

24
16.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code §1-

25
705.

26
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e
17.

1
2

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.

3

18.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

19.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this

4
5
6

Court.

7

II.

8
9
10
11

12

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS
20.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

("Galiano") approached Plaintiff regarding the development of a 29 .63 acre parcel, which was platted
to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna, Idaho. The
first position lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the Property.

13

The estimated gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M.
14
21.

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiff, as lender and beneficiary,

15
executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and
16
17
18

Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development
of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated

19

on or about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006

20

(collectively the "Loan Documents").

21

22.

On or about November 1?1\ 2006 Galiano and Plaintiff closed the transaction.

22

Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate

23

Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title
'

24
25

certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA
Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under

26
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1

2
3

Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100,
116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid
second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally,

4

Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with

5

the Idaho Secretary of State.

6

23.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiff

7

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared

8

and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiff executed UCC and re-

9
10

conveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiff continued to
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any

11
of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
12
24.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

13

14
15
16
17

18

during 2011 and 2012.
25.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiff was informed by Mason and Galiano that Defendant

RBC would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiff would be properly notified. Plaintiffs
received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.
26.

In early 2013 Plaintiff noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

19

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity.

20

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano and Mason informed Plaintiff that

21

Defendant RBC had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had

22
23

Plaintiff was informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

closed and executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality,
Galiano and Mason had lied to Plaintiff and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS

24
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
25
26
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1
2

3
4

27.

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

Plaintiff with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th,
2010. At no time had Plaintiff been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
28.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

5

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in tum conveyed pieces of

6

the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many undetermined individuals and entities.

7

8
9

10

29.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiff asserts that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, DAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many
other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the
Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or agreement, which

11

prevented Plaintiff from taking any steps to secure its investment.
12
30.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiff was subsequently informed by Defendant Title One

13

14
15
16

that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not tender
any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
31.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

17

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been fully

18

satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiff with UCC release statements to

19

execute after it had conveyed the Property.

20

32.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiff maintained a secured interest in the real property.

21

33.

Plaintiffswas made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

22
23

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
34.

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

24
services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that

25
Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.
26
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1

2
3

35.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code §6-

803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiff.
The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiff has an effective date of November 1ih,

36.

4

2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of

5

$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.

6

7
8
9

37.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiff promptly provided Defendants with their

Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
38.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.

10
11

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES

12

COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

13

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

14
15
16

39.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

40.

On or about November 1ill, 2006 Plaintiff entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiff.

17
41.

Plaintiff received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

42.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

18
19
20
21

22

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper
conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.
43.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs title policy agreement and as

23

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiff and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were

24

within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.

I

25
26

44.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiff pursuant to the insurance contracts once the claims

were made.
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1

2
3
4

45.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

45.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

5

COUNT II - BAD FAITH

6

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

7

46.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

8

47.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

9

10

payments from Plaintiff.

48.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any

11

and all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.
12
49.

Plaintiffs claims were not fairly debatable.

50.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

51.

Plaintiffs resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

52.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiff has been damaged.

53.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

13
14
15
16
17
18

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

19

COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

20

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC AND TITLEONE)

21

22
23

54.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

55.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:

24
(a)
25
26

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and
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•
(c)

1
56.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

2
3
4

5
6

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiff.

57.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiff has been damaged.

58.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

7

8

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLICANCE AND RBC)

9
10

59.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

60.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

11

12
Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
13
14

15

Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts
were/are prohibited:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;

16
17

(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;

18
19

(c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;

20
21

22

(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and

23
24

25
26

(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer;
61.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
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2
3

62.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

4

COUNTV-FRAUDANDFRAUDULENTCONVEYANCE

5

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

6

63.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

7

64.

Defendants in whole or part fraudulently reconveyed Plaintiffs real property interest

8

9
10

and as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
65.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of

11

a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or
12
deceit upon Plaintiff.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

66.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations

or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs interests.
67.

Plaintiff was, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
68.

Plaintiff was induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
69.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action

to protect its interests.
70.

Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.

71.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

24
determined at the time of trial.
25
26
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1

2
3
4

72.

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiff's secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the
Property despite Plaintiff's secured position.
73.

Defendants represented that Plaintiff's lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

5

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants

6

contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the

7

Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the

8

information provide by Defendants as truth.

9
10

74.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.

11

75.

Plaintiff is entitled to avoidance of the reconveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

12
costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and
13

14

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

15

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

16
17

76.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

18

77.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

19

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property in violation ofldaho Code Title 55 Chapter

20

9. Defendants knew of Plaintiff's secured position in the Property.

21

22
23

78.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
79.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

24
also entitled to all other general and special damages.
25
26
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COUNT VII - CONVERSION

1

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

2
3

80.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

4

81.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

5

dominion over Plaintiffs property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs rights and have

6

committed grand theft.

7

8
9

82.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand
theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and

10
interest at the legal rate of 18%.
11

83.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an

12
13
14
15

amount of no less than $750,000.00.
84.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased

16

liabilities, and financial hardship.

17

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

18

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

19
20

85.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

21

22

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND CHICAGO)

23
86.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

87.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiffs Property.

24
25
26
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1

2
3

88.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continues to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
liabilities, and financial hardship.

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

4

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

5

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

6

7

89.

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

8

COUNT IX- TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

9
10

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

90.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

91.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

11

12

relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic

13
14
15
16

benefit to the Plaintiff, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property and
Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.
92.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs economic

17

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and

18

actually disrupted the economic relationship.

19

93.

Had the Plaintiff been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiff would have asserted

20

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the

21

Property.

22
23

94.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential ecomomic profits

24
to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs,
25
and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
26
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1
COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

2

(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE AND ALLIANCE)

3
4

5

95.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

96.

At or about the time of the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust, Defendants

6

Alliance and TitleOne owed legal recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiff to:
7

(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust prior
to any reconveyance;

(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiff prior to
any reconveyance;

(d)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

8
9

10
11

12

13
14

97.

Because the Defendants Alliance and TitleOne allowed the reconveyance of the

Plaintiffs secured interest without authorization, Defendants Alliance and TitleOne breached each of
the above duties they owed to Plaintiff.

15
98.

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

99.

Based upon Defendants Alliance and TitleOne's breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiff

16
17
18

are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all
other general and special damages.

19
20

COUNT XI - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205

21

(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE)

22

100.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

23

101.

Idaho Code.§ 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title

24

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code,

25

or acted with negligence or in bad faith"

26

102.

Because TitleOne's reconveyance of the Plaintiffs trust deed was negligent, in bad
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1

faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code § 45-1203 or 1204. TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 45-

2

1205.

3
4

5
6

103.

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiff has been damaged.

104.

Based upon TitleOne's violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

COUNT XII - BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY
7

(AS TO DEFENDANTS GALIANO AND MASON)
8

100.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

101.

The promissory note as issue in this matter contained certain terms requiring payment

9

10
11

12

to the Plaintiff of principle, accumulated interest, and various damages.
102.

The Defendants Galiano and Mason both agreed and guaranteed payment of sums

under the terms of the promissory note.

13

103.

No payment has ever been received by the Plaintiff

14

103.

As a direct and proximate result of this breach, Plaintiff has been damaged.

15

104.

Based upon Galiano and Mason's breach of their obligation to pay, Plaintiff is entitled

16

to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and

17

special damages.

18

IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

19
20
21
22
23

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as
follows:
1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

from further disposition of the Property;

24
2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof

25
at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;
26
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1
2

3
4

3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.
4.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;

5

5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances of the subject property;

6

6.

For an avoidance of the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest;

7

7.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property;

8

8.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

9.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

9
10

12-121, and 41-1839, and pursuant to the terms of the promissory note;
11

10.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

12

13
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

14
15

16

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.

17
18

DATED This _ _ day of January, 2014.

19
20
David M. Fogg, ISB #
Attorney for Plaintiff

21
22
23
24
25

26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_ _ day of _ _ _ _, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Erin Stines
Fideli~National Law Group
1200- Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsinnle

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

25
26
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"
By:

1
2

Aaron J. Tribble

3

Attorney for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

ORDER SUBSTITUTING PARTIES

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fra Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, it:Be-BANK, ·H*a--'>.cl
RBC.Centura Bank; akaPNCBank), a
/
North Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO /
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida Corporation (fra Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does IIIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

,,.

!

Defendants.
ORDER SUBSTITUTING PARTIES P -1-

000908

•

.

,
•'

This Matter having come before the court on the Stipulation of Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC, and PNC Bank, N.A., as successor in interest to RBC Bank fka RBC Centura Bank, by
and through their counsel of record, and David M. Penny of the law firm of Cosho Humphrey,
LLP, as counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., and the court being fully apprised in the
premises and good cause appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
1.

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., shall be substituted into this action in

place of PNC Bank, N.A. and RBC Bank.
2.

PNC Bank, N.A. and RBC Bank are dismissed with prejudice.

3.

Plaintiff shall file an amended complaint reflecting the substitution of

parties within fourteen (14) days from the date of this Order.
4.

Upon the filing of the required amended complaint, RBC Real Estate

Finance, Inc., shall file its responsive pleading within thirty (30) days.

~

DATEDthis~dayof

~

,2014.

District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the
day of ~ la
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

.l}_

DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

, 20/!t, a true and

[-(b.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[ ] Electronic Delivery

JOHNC. WARD
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for PNC Bank, as successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[..{u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation

[.l'u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 61h Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

[ ~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (206) 223-4527
[ ] Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

~ S . Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 385-5384
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
[ ] Electronic Delivery
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•

•
CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC
MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano
DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
DAVID M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

[ ~ S . Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[hS.

Mail, Postage Prepaid

[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1001
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[is.

Mail, Postage Prepaid

[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[/u.s.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 338-3290
[ ] Electronic Delivery

CHRISTOPHER o. RICH
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an Idaho corporation; GALIANO LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual; and John Does 111-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation, by and through its attorneys of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Reply Memorandum in Support of TitleOne
Corporation's Motion for Summary Judgment.
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INTRODUCTION

The Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC's ("EEF") primary objection is that it has not had
adequate time for discovery and that entry of summary judgment at this point in the case would
be premature. On the contrary, there has been plenty of time for discovery. EEF commenced
this action against TitleOne on June 5, 2013, and TitleOne entered a notice of appearance
approximately one month later, on July 10, 2013. In the seven-month period following the filing
of the Complaint, EEF did not propound any discovery on any third-person or party 1 and, to date,
has not noticed up the deposition of a single party. Despite having had ample time to conduct
discovery on the claims alleged against TitleOne (all of which were in the original Complaint
except the claim under Idaho Code § 45-1205), EEF now contends that TitleOne's Motion for
Summary Judgment is premature and that EEF should be allowed additional time to conduct
discovery in this case before responding to TitleOne's Motion. No such additional time is
merited. Further, Rule 56(f) requires a specific showing as to what evidence such discovery is
likely to lead on essential elements of the EEF's case. No such showing has been made.
TitleOne has conducted discovery in this matter2 and believes that its Motion is ripe for
adjudication for several reasons.

First, while TitleOne's motion is styled as a motion for

summary judgment, two of the five claims on which TitleOne is seeking summary judgment
(violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205 and breach of fiduciary duty) tum on questions of law, not
fact. Furthermore, EEF's claims for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq.
and civil conspiracy (which is contingent on stating a claim under Code § 55-901 et seq.), are
required to be plead with particularity, meaning EEF should already have a factual basis to assert
1 On January 20, 2014, Plaintiff served TitleOne and DAS with subpoenas duces tecum for the production of
documents.

2

TitleOne served non-party Pioneer Title Company with a subpoena on September 3, 2013, served Defendant
Alliance Title with a Request for Production of Documents on September 23, 2013, and also recently served
Defendant Fidelity with a Request for Production of Documents.
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those claims and thus a factual basis to defend TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment on
those claims.

Lastly, with respect to EEF's remaining claim for tortious interference with

prospective economic advantage, EEF's argument that its claims should survive summary
judgment because TitleOne intended to interfere with a prospective economic advantage because
it "intentionally" signed the Reconveyance is not supported by the case law.
For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne is respectfully requesting that the Court deny EEF's
request that TitleOne's Motion be "denied pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f)", and decide TitleOne's
Motion for Summary Judgment. Alternatively and only in the event the Court exercises its
discretion to give EEF more time (as the circumstances certainly do not mandate such action),
TitleOne is respectfully requesting that the Court prescribe a specific time period (45 to 60 days
should be more than ample) in which EEF shall conduct discovery to respond to TitleOne's
Motion, and then only on the non-legal, fact intensive issues, e.g., there is no possible, plausible
argument while more time is needed on Count X, the statute of limitations issue.
ARGUMENT
A.

COUNT X- THE WRONGFUL RECONVEYANCE ACT, IDAHO CODE

§ 45-1201 ET SEQ.

EEF's arguments that "some damage" did not accrue when the forced reconveyance was
recorded and that the three-year statute of limitations found in Idaho Code Section 5-218(1) for
liabilities created by statute is inapplicable are not well taken.
1.

EEF's SECTION 45-1205 CLAIM DID IN FACT ACCRUE WHEN SOME DAMAGE
OCCURRED UPON THE RECORDING OF THE FORCED RECONVEYANCE

EEF apparently agrees that if Idaho Code § 5-218(1) is applicable, the point of "some
damage" is when their claim under § 45-1205 accrued for purposes of the statute of limitations
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beginning to run. 3 But EEF argues that because Galiano continued to own the property until
May 17, 2012 "EEF could not be said to have accrued any damage" until that point in time, not
on the earlier date, December 11, 2010, when the forced reconveyance was recorded. 4 But EEF
concedes, however, that if it chose to file suit prior to the conveyance of the property by Galiano
the "available remedy would have been to void the false reconveyance and restore EEF' s rights
in the property." On the contrary, as noted in the initial brief, this Court itself in an analogous
situation has considered some damage to have accrued when the analogous situation of a deed
with an improper legal description being recorded occurred, thereby resulting in the availability
of an immediate lawsuit to undo that filing or for damages. In that prior case, this Court said
some damage had accrued when title failed because "[a]t this point, the Plaintiffs' right to be
vested with title was compromised, and a cause of action could have been maintained at that
point in time." 5 Losing a deed of trust due to a forced reconveyance is no different. There are a
variety of cases which provide analogous circumstances illustrating some damage at that point in
time and upon which this Court relied6 in its earlier ruling. And, "[t]he mere hope that the loss
may be recovered from another party in the future does not toll the statute of limitations .... "
Reynolds v. Trout, Jones, Gledhill, Fuhrman, P.A., 154 Idaho 21, 293 P.3d 645 (2013) (quoting
Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582, 51 P.3d 394 (2002)).

See Response to TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment filed on or about January 16, 2014 ("Response") at pp.
3-4.

3

4 Jd.

5

at 4.

See Memorandum In Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment filed January 2, 2014, at p. 10, n. 24.

See Judge Wilper's Decision in Prior Case referenced in preceeding footnote. which in turn references TitleOne
Corporation's Supplemental Memorandum filed May 30, 2013 in that case at p. 9 and cases listed thereon of
Simpson v. Johnson, 100 Idaho 357, 361, 597 P.2d 600, 604 (1979)(action for mutual mistake to reform the
erroneous description would lie or for breach of the covenant of seisen or potentially for damages); Kendall v.
Lowther, 356 N.W.2d 181 (Iowa 1984)(claim against surveyor for inaccurate survey); St. Pius X House of Retreats,
Savatorian Fathers v. Diocese of Camden, 443 A.2d 1052 (N.J. 1982)(claim against attorney for mistake in deed);
Bourne v. Lajoie, 540 A.2d 359 (Vt. 1987)(same); Wells v. Tennant, 375 S.E.2d 798 (W. Va. I988)(claim against
surveyor who erred in laying out boundary).
6
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2.

IDAHO CODE SECTION 45-1205 IS THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY TO THE EXCLUSION
OF COMMON LAW NEGLIGENCE

EEF attempts to argue that it should be able to bring a separate negligence claim, separate
and apart from its Idaho Code § 45-1205 claim. To this end, EEF seems to argue (i) that Idaho
Code § 45-1205 reference is simply to common law negligence, and (ii) EEF has filed a Motion
to Amend in order to revive its previously dismissed, separate common law negligence claim.
Taking up the second of these points first, the content of the Memorandum in Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend is hereby incorporated by this reference and restated as if set
forth in full.

Further, the fact that section 45-1205 does not merely codify common law

negligence is evident in that that section expressly states it is the "liability" portion of a unique
statutory scheme, a statutory scheme which creates out of thin air the forced reconveyance
process. There is no common law procedure for reconveyance, forced reconveyance or even for
allowing a deed of trust and a trustee in the first instance. All of these constructions are creatures
purely of statutory creation. See Idaho Code§ 45-1201, et. seq. and§ 45-1501, et. seq.

It bears

restating that 45-1205 states that a title insurer title agent "effecting such reconveyance shall be
liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the damages suffered as a result of such improper
reconveyance only if the title insurer or title agent ... acted with negligence or in bad faith in
reconveying the trust deed."

Idaho Code §45-1205 (emphasis added).

Thus, the statutory

language itself as described in the exclusive situation where a party acting to make a forced
reconveyance will be liable, i.e., a situation underneath the statutory language of Chapter 12,
Title 45, not a situation of common law negligence.
EEF appears to concede that "Idaho's statute allows a beneficiary to sue for 'damages'
suffered as a result of [an] improper reconveyance only if the title insurer or title agent ... acted
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with negligence."' 7

But despite saymg that "Idaho statute allows", goes on to say that

"negligence under 45-1205 is [not] a statutory liability, and that the three-year catchall statute of
limitations in Idaho Code 5-218(1) should [not] apply." EEF posits, without any cite to legal
authority, that "negligence is a creature of common law, exists on its own, and does not depend
for existence on the enactment of any statute."
EEF's position is logically inconsistent. Not only does EEF acknowledge in this brief
that the beneficiary's right to sue is provided for by Idaho statute, but the very fact that it sought
to amend to include a claim under that statute when it already had a common law claim for
negligence, and indeed now seeks to amend to bring its common law negligence claim back from
the dead, belies that EEF very well knows the two are indeed different causes of action.
3.

IDAHO CODE SECTION 45-1205 Is GOVERNED BY THE THREE-YEAR STATUTE
OF LIMITATIONS FOUND FOR LIABILITIES CREATED BY STATUTE UNDER IDAHO
CODE SECTION 5-218(1)

Just looking at the structure of Idaho Code § 45-1205 on the "Liability of title insurance
agent" for a minute, in addition to the reference to "only," the act does not just specify liability as
resulting from negligent conduct, but also talks in terms of "bad faith" or a failure to
substantially comply with other provisions of the forced reconveyance act. Thus, the statute
itself is creating and setting forth the specific circumstances and measure of a title agent or title
insurer's liability for doing a forced reconveyance. The liability, as per the title of the section, is
established as a function of the statute itself. This is a situation where a statute "does not simply
codify the common law, but creates a new cause of action." Doe v. Boy Scouts of America, 148
Idaho 427, 224 P.3d 494 (2009). In the Doe case, the court noted that Idaho Code§ 6-1701
which allowed an action to be brought by or on behalf of the child against any person who has
sexually abused the child was creating a new cause of action, saying:
7

See Response at p. 4.
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While some of the actions encompassed within these code sections
would have probably given rights to liability at common law under
intentional tort and negligence theories, the scope of the liability
created is substantially different than that of common law torts.
Id. Although Doe did not involve the application of Idaho Code § 5-218(a), the description of

the difference between a statutory provision that codifies the common law and one that creates a
new cause of action is instructive here. The forced reconveyance statutory scheme, creating a
new right for someone who is not even a named trustee to do a reconveyance under certain
circumstances and specifying when they will "only" be liable for damages for that act, has no
corollary at common law in negligence or otherwise for damages. Thus, it meets the classic
definition of what actions are subject to Idaho Code § 5-218, namely "a statutory liability is one
that depends for its existence on the enactment of the statute . . . and includes one wholly
dependent for its existence on the provisions of the statutory scheme." Dietrich v. Copeland
Lumber Co., 28 Idaho 318, 154 P. 626 (1916).

Additionally, as was addressed in the opening memorandum filed by TitleOne, when two
statutes deal with the same subject matter, the one that is more minute and particular prevails.
Herric v. Gallet, 35 Idaho 13, 204 P. 477 (1922).

When looking at the statute argued for

application by Plaintiffs, i.e., Idaho Code § 5-224, is a generic statute that merely states "an
action for relief not hereinbefore provided for must be commenced within four (4) years after the
cause of action shall have accrued." That is not a specific statute to common law negligence or
even negligence for that matter. Rather, § 5-224 is a general catchall statute found at what used
to be the very end of the act of statutes of limitations, generally addressing actions which were
"not hereinbefore provided." Indeed negligence of the professional malpractice type or type
resulting in personal injury is "hereinbefore provided" for by Idaho Code § 5-219(4), and thus
not left to § 5-224. In exactly this same way, § 5-224 must yield to the earlier three-year Idaho
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Code § 5-218(1) and its specific reference to a "liability created by statute," for there cannot be
any serious debate that Idaho Code § 45-1205 operates in any other fashion than its title and
content denote: "[l]iability of title insurance agent" and "title agent effecting such transfer shall
be liable ... for the damages suffered ... only if .... " In this instance, Idaho Code§ 45-1205
creates the liability at issue, this is "liability created by a statute, " and § 5-218(1) is the more
specific statute of limitations than the SOL of § 5-224 premised generally upon actions which
were "not hereinbefore provided"; § 5-218(1) is controlling and should apply. More than three
years elapsed between the filing of the Complaint and the original recording of the forced
reconveyance, so§ 5-218(1) bars this claim.

4.

EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL DoES NOT APPLY IN THE ABSENCE OF RELIANCE ON
ANY CONDUCT BY DEFENDANT TITLE0NE

EEF argues that "TitleOne's concealment of material facts prevented EEF from
exercising their rights." 8 However, the only argument in support of this offered is that EEF was
"never contacted about the reconveyance of the deed of trust and Mr. Thompson was never
aware that it had happened until [early March] 2013."9 The glitch in this attempted application
of equitable estoppel is simply the fact that undisputedly there was no communication from
TitleOne to Plaintiff upon which EEF could have relied to his detriment. 10 Indeed, EEF quotes

Knudsen v. Agee, 128 Idaho 776, 779 (1996), for the proposition that equitable estoppel will lie
''when the Defendants, by their representations or conduct, kept the Plaintiff from pursuing a
cause of action during the limitation period." 11 There simply is nothing in the record akin to a

8

See Response at p. 5.

See Response at p. 5 and Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Response to TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment
("Thompson Aff.") at p. 2.
9

10 See Thompson Aff. at p. 2 ("I never received any communication concerning the full reconveyance ofEEF's deed
of trust on the Galiano property.").
11

See Response at p. 5.
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communication to EEF by TitleOne to the effect that EEF should disregard the recorded forced
reconveyance. There is only the fact of the recording of the forced reconveyance itself, a fact
which EEF undisputedly never had actual knowledge of. Thus, there is no issue of fact that EEF
could not have relied upon anything that TitleOne did.

Such reliance is a necessary and

indispensable element of equitable estoppel. See, e.g., Mille v. Callear, 140 Idaho 213, 91 P.3d
1117 (2004) (noting reasoning by trial court that "one of the elements of equitable estoppel is
that a person to whom the representation was made or from whom the facts were concealed
relied and acted upon the representation or concealment to his or her prejudice. The district
court denied the claim of estoppel during the court trial because, among other reasons, all of the
alleged representations occurred after the Callears purchased their property. Therefore, they
could not have relied upon those representations when purchasing their property.")(citation
omitted). See also, Willig v. State Department of Health and Welfare, 127 Idaho 259, 889 P.2d
969 (1995) ("[T]o establish equitable estoppel, a party must prove prejudicial reliance on the
misrepresentation"); Quirk v. Badal, 42 Idaho 567, 248 P. 447 (1926) ("The doctrine of estoppel
rests upon a party having directly or indirectly made assertions, promises, or assurances upon
which another has acted under such circumstances that he would be seriously prejudiced if the
assertions were suffered to be disproved or the promises or assurances to be withdrawn .
")(citations omitted).
All that occurred here was that a forced reconveyance was recorded in substantially the
form prescribed by statute. Idaho Code § 45-1203(3) provides for "substantially the following
form" for a reconveyance of trust deed. It is language from this form regarding mailing of a
notice of reconveyance upon which EEF bases its argument that TitleOne made a false
statement. As noted above, it is undisputed that EEF was unaware of the filing of this forced
reconveyance and therefore could not rely upon it. But even ifEEF had been aware of the fact of
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
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e
this reconveyance, there is nothing misleading or confusing about it because it follows exactly
the form prescribed by statute. On its face, it does what it purports to do. A similar situation
where equitable estoppel would not apply to the act itself was presented in the case of Bunn v.
Heritage Safeco, 148 Idaho 760, 229 P.3d 365 (2010). There, the Idaho Supreme Court was

interpreting a statute of limitations in the context of filing a worker's comp claim, specifically
Idaho Code § 72-706(1) which the Court noted has expressly incorporated principles of equitable
estoppel into the statute. The Court soundly rejected an argument that equitable estoppel could
be premises on the act itself of rejecting the worker's compensation claim, the triggering event
for the statute of limitations:
The common theme running through each of these cases is that the
denial of the employer's claim was premised upon some
unintentional mistake of the employer or surety other than the
mere rejection of the worker's compensation claim. The principle
of equitable estoppel applies only if there is some conduct by the
employer or the surety, other than the mere denial of the claim,
resulting in some prejudice to the employee - otherwise, there is
no inequitable conduct by the employer or surety to justify the
application of the equitable remedy.
Id. (emphasis in original). To put it another way, EEF's application of equitable estoppel in this

instance would have the equitable estoppel exception swallowing the rule, namely Idaho Code §
5-218(1) and its "some damage" standard. The reasoning of EEF would deem any act by a
defendant that would otherwise constitute some damage and on its face did not constitute a
misrepresentation or concealment, to effectively toll the statute of limitations until discovery of
that act by the plaintiff. This is not the law and equitable estoppel is undisputedly not applicable
in this instance.
5.

COUNT IX - TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE

In order to recover for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, EEF
must prove, inter alia, that TitleOne induced or purposefully caused Galiano not to perform its
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
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contract with EEF. See Am.Jur.2d Interference§ l (emphasis in bold added); Cantwell v. City of
Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 191 P.3d 205 (2008). As alleged in EEF's First Amended Complaint, the

contract between EEF and Galiano consisted of a promissory note with an original principal
balance of$725,000.00, which was secured by a deed oftrust. 12
Thus, to maintain a cause of action against TitleOne for intentional interference with
prospective economic advantage, EEF must prove that TitleOne induced or purposefully caused
Galiano not to perform its promissory note with EEF. As set forth in the Affidavit of Cameron
McFaddan in Support of TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment, TitleOne executed the
Reconveyance at the request of the third-party service provider TitleOne had contracted with to
handle its mortgage/deed of trust reconveyancing. TitleOne executed the Reconveyance because
its third-party service provider requested that TitleOne do so in furtherance of its service
agreement with the provider, not because TitleOne was intending to induce or otherwise
purposefully cause Galiano not to perform under the promissory note.
EEF argues that the intent element of this tort is satisfied because TitleOne intended to
sign the Reconveyance. The question, however, is not whether TitleOne intended to sign the
Reconveyance, but whether TitleOne intended to interfere with a third-party contract to induce
termination of an expectancy. TitleOne has placed evidence in the record in the form of Mr.
McFaddan's Affidavit supporting a finding that TitleOne's act of signing the Reconveyance was
not made with the intent to induce termination of EEF's expectancy under the promissory note
with Galiano. As such, the burden shift to EEF to set forth specific facts showing there is a
genuine issue of material fact on the issue of intent. EEF, however, has not set forth any specific
facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact whether TitleOne intended to interference with
EEF' s expectancy under the promissory note. EEF merely relies on conclusory allegations that
12

First Amended Complaint ,r 21.
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TitleOne's act "was completely intentional, because it was signed at the request of another entity,
PCD." This conclusory allegation does not establish a genuine issue of material fact sufficient to
withstand summary judgment. Accordingly, Count IX of EEF's First Amended Complaint
should be dismissed.
6.

COUNT V- FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE CLAIMS

EEF contends that TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment on EEF's claims under
Idaho Code §§ 55-901 and 55-901 et seq. are premature because EEF has "not even had the
chance to begin discovery against TitleOne" and that TitleOne's Motion should be "denied
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f)" on that basis. 13 Assuming that EEF has a proper 56(f) motion before
the Court, EEF's motion should be denied because EEF has, in fact, had sufficient time to
conduct some discovery. As noted above, this case has been pending for approximately seven
months. It is disingenuous for EEF to claim that it has not had the opportunity conduct any
discovery against TitleOne during that time frame.
Furthermore, EEF's fraudulent conveyance claims are subject to the heightened pleading
requirements of Rule 9(b) and, as such, EEF' s should already have some factual basis supporting
its fraudulent transfer claims at hand. In Bank of America, NA. v. A & M Development, LLC,
2012 WL 1883460 at *4 (D. Idaho May 21, 2012), the court held that the heightened pleading
standards of Rule 9(b) apply to claims for actual and constructive fraud under Idaho Code §§ 55906, 55-913(l)(a) and 55-913(b).

In that case, Bank of America ("BoA") alleged that its

borrower had fraudulently transferred a residence to a third-party transferee for no consideration
in an attempt to frustrate BoA's attempt to collect on a potential deficiency judgment. Id. at *1.
The defendants sought dismissal of BoA's fraudulent conveyance claims under Rule 9(b). In
response, BoA contended that its claim for "constructive" fraud under Idaho Code § 55-913(b)
13

See Response at p. 6.
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was not subject to the Rule (b) heightened pleading requirement. Id. at *2.

The district court

rejected that argument:
BoA's arguments have some appeal, but in the absence of
controlling precedent in this area the Court declines to hold that
Rule 9(b) is inapplicable to allegations of "constructive" fraud. To
do so would be to ignore the clear language of Idaho's fraudulent
transfer statute, which states that "[a] transfer made or obligation
incurred by a debtor is fraudulent as to a creditor ... if the debtor
made the transfer ... [with] actual intent ... or [if the requisite
badges of fraud are demonstrated]." I.C. § 55-913 (emphasis
added). The clear import of the preamble to the constructive fraud
cause of action created by§ 55-913(1)(b) is that EEF can establish
fraud either directly or by proving the existence of certain common
fraud indicia. To hold that a plaintiff proceeding under § 55913(1)(b) is not stating a claim sounding in fraud simply because it
allows scienter to be proven indirectly would be to read the word
"fraudulent" out of the statute. Thus, the Court concludes that the
heightened pleading standards of Rule 9(b) are applicable to
fraudulent transfer actions in which scienter is established
constructively.
Id.

Next, BoA argued that its "actual fraud" claims under Idaho Code §§ 55-906, 55913(1)(a) and its "constructive fraud" claim under§ 55-913(1)(b) satisfied Rule 9(b). Id. at *4.
With respect to the "actual fraud" claims -- the district court found that BoA had alleged enough
factual matter to satisfy Rule 9(b) because BoA had identified (1) the subject matter of the
transfer, (2) the identity of the transferor and the transferees, (3) the date of the transfer, (4) the
method of transfer, and (5) the amount of the transfer. The district court also noted that BoA had
identified the underlying debt owed to it by the transferor and had alleged that the transfer of the
property was conducted purposefully in order to frustrate BoA's ability to collect it.
With respect to BoA's "constructive fraud" claim - the district court found that BoA had
alleged enough to satisfy Rule 9(b) because it had supplied the defendants with the "who, what
when, where, and how of the suspect transaction, the particulars of the underlying debt, and []
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alleged the existence of the requisite badges of fraud under the statute in lieu of pleading scienter
directly." The district court further noted that BoA had alleged that it was a creditor of the
transferor, that the transferor conveyed the property to the transferees without receiving
reasonably equivalent value and that in doing so the borrower rendered itself insolvent. Id .at *4.
The Bank of America decision, is instructive in the instant case for two reasons. First, it
provides persuasive authority why the fraudulent conveyance statutes potentially at issue in the
instant case, which are similar, if not identical, to the statutes at issue in Bank ofAmerica, should
be subject to the Rule 9(b) pleading requirements. Second, the decision is instructive because it
identifies what a plaintiff must allege with respect to actual and constructive fraud claims to
satisfy Rule 9(b). EEF has not satisfied Rule 9(b) in the instant case because it does not identify
what fraudulent conveyance statutes it is relying on (and continues to cite the violation of
criminal statutes) and has generally alleged the "fraud claims" against all "Defendants." See
Heartland Payment Systems, Inc. v. Hickory Mist Luxury Cabin Rentals, LLC, 2011 WL

6122371 at *5 (E.D. Tenn. December 8, 2011) (holding plaintiffs fraudulent conveyance claims
under Tennessee's fraudulent transfer act failed to satisfy Rule 9(b) because the complaint did
not include any particularized facts as to who, what, when, where, and how and noting that
allegations referring to "defendants" in the plural without specifying particularities of conduct of
each defendant further compelled conclusion that plaintiffs allegations did not satisfy Rule
9(b)); see also Trustees of the Plumbers & Pipefitters Nat'[ Pension Fund v. De-con Mech.
Contractors, 896 F.Supp. 342, 347 (S.D.N.Y.1995) (holding that Rule 9(b) requires a complaint

to "connect the allegations of fraud to each individual defendant ... [and that a complaint] may
not rely on sweeping references to acts by all or some of the defendants because each named
defendant is entitled to be apprised of the facts surrounding the alleged fraud") (emphasis
added). Furthermore, EEF does not appear to cite the elements under any of the fraudulent
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conveyance statutes and - with respect to any purported constructive fraud claim under Idaho
Code§ 55-913(1)(b)-has not cited any of the "badges of fraud" supporting that claim.
Because EEF's fraudulent conveyance claims are subject to Rule 9(b), EEF should have
some facts supporting that claim in order to plead the claim with the requisite particularity.
Generic clustering of all defendants together, as EEF has done here, is not sufficient to satisfy the
pleading standards and EEF should not be allowed to pursue a fraud claim against the multitude
of "Defendants" in this case simply because it alleges it has not had time to conduct discovery.
Accordingly, for the reasons set forth herein and it TitleOne's opening brief, TitleOne is restfully
requesting that the Court dismiss Count V ofEEF's First Amended Complaint.
In response to TitleOne's argument that dismissal of EEF's purported claims under Idaho
Code §§ 55-906, 913, and 914 is appropriate because TitleOne and EEF are not in a
debtor/creditor relationship, EEF argues:
Assuming arguendo that TitleOne is correct in their explanation of
the law, EEF has still had no time to gather information in
discovery concerning the relationship between Galiano/Mason (the
debtors) and TitleOne. The possibility still exists that TitleOne
was acting as an agent of the debtor's when they reconveyed
EEF's deed of trust. 14
Notably, whilst EEF is asking this Court to grant it additional time to conduct discovery to
determine whether TitleOne was acting as Galiano's agent, EEF has not cited any law supporting
a finding that a transfer by an agent of the debtor satisfies the fraudulent conveyance statute. If
EEF believes that the definition of "debtor" under Idaho Code§ 55-901 includes a transfer by an
agent of the debtor, it is incumbent upon EEF to bring such law to the Court's attention. See Lei

Shiv. Cecilia Yi, 921 N.E.2d 31 (Ill. Ct. App. 2010) (dismissing a title company as being an
improper party to a suit under the Illinois Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act because plaintiff did

14

See Response at p. 6.
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not attempt to demonstrate that the title company, who had prepared and recorded quitclaim deed
transferring certain property from debtor to a limited liability company formed by debtor after
judgment had been recorded against debtor, was a "debtor" under the act). Because EEF has not
made any attempt to demonstrate that TitleOne may be considered a "debtor" under the
fraudulent conveyance statutes, EEF should not be allowed to conduct discovery on that issue.
EEF had the opportunity, in its Opposition Memorandum, to assert a legal basis supporting its
"agency" theory of relief under the fraudulent conveyance statutes. Having failed to do so,
EEF's claim's claims under Idaho Code §§ 55-906, 913, and 914 should also be dismissed on
that basis.
7.

COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY-- There Is No Genuine Issue of Fact
that Breach of Fiduciary Duty Has Not Been Proven

Count X of the Complaint alleges a cause of action against TitleOne for an alleged breach
of fiduciary duty. TitleOne has sought summary judgment on the basis that it owes no such
fiduciary duty to EEF. As noted in TitleOne's opening brief, this Court has already found that
the EEF failed to allege a valid contractual relationship between EEF and TitleOne. 15 EEF also
appears not to contest that TitleOne was acting as an agent doing a forced reconveyance. EEF
instead premises its argument on saying that the language of the forced reconveyance
specifically identifies TitleOne as the "trustee/successor trustee." 16 When one compares the
language of the forced reconveyance 17 with the statutory form that a forced reconveyance is
instructed to be substantially in conformance with by Idaho Code§ 45-1203(3), that it is indeed
in "substantially" the form prescribed by statute. The statute indicates that it should begin by
saying" ... a [Title insurer/Title agent] authorized to act in the State ofldaho does hereby" and

Memorandum Decision and Order at p. 11.
See Response at p. 6.
17 See Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan filed January 2, 2014.
15

16
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the reconveyance of trust deed recorded on February 11, 2010 reads "TitleOne Corporation, a
Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State of Idaho does
hereby ...." This is still substantially in the form of language mandated by the statute and it is
also true in that TitleOne Corporation is generally a trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in
the state ofldaho. See Idaho Code§ 45-1504 (defining who may serve as trustee under a deed of
trust). Further, under Idaho law it is clear that the duties owed by a trustee under a deed of trust
are not fiduciary in nature.
In the case of Sykes v. Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. 2012 WL 914922
(U.S.D. Ct. Idaho 2012), the U.S. District Court interpreting Idaho law dismissed plaintiffs
claims for breach of fiduciary duties against trustees, saying:
Under Idaho law, the duties of a trustee on a deed of trust have
only been recognized as those specified under either in the Idaho
Trust Deeds Act or in the deed of trust document itself. See Davis
v. Key Bank Nat'! Association, 2005 WL 2847239, 2-3 & 5 (D.
Idaho October 26, 2005) (construing deed of trust trustee's duty
under the Deeds Trust Act, and noting that Idaho courts had not
determined duty to be fiduciary in nature.); Diamond v. Sand Point
Title Insurance, Inc., 132 Idaho 145, 968 P.2d 240, 246 (Idaho
1998) (noting that the Idaho courts have not recognized the duties
of a trustee under a deed of trust are fiduciary in nature). Other
jurisdictions that have specifically addressed the issue expressly
limit the duties to those defined in the applicable statute or deed of
trust language. See, e.g., Gaitan v. Mrtg. Electronic Reg. Sys.,
2009 WL 3244729, at * 12 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 5, 2009) (finding that
"[a] foreclosure trustee has no fiduciary duty to the borrower, since
a trustee in a non-judicial foreclosure 'is not a true trustee with
fiduciary duties, but rather a common agent for the trustor and
beneficiary.'") (internal citations omitted). Plaintiff provides no
authority to the contrary.

Id. at *4-5.
Thus, by using substantially the form prescribed by the forced reconveyance act, the
measure of the duty owed is that set forth in the act, i.e., at Idaho Code§ 45-1205 ("Liability of
Title Insurance Agent or Underwriter"). No claim for breach of fiduciary duty will lie.
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EEF's Rule 56(1) Motion is Not Well Taken

•

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(±) provides, in pertinent part:
Should it appear form the affidavits of a party opposing the motion
that the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts
essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to
be had or may make such other order as is just.
I.R.C.P. 56(±) (emphasis added). Thus, the text of the rule contemplates an affidavit and a
showing in said affidavit as to what essential facts are likely to be gained in order to justify the
party's opposition.
In the present case, neither of those requirements has been met. There is no motion for
continuance or accompanying affidavit under Rule 56(±). Any such affidavit must specifically
show why the opposing party cannot respond, what information is required and sought and how
that information likely will create an issue of fact. See, e.g., Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp.,
141 Idaho 233, 238, 108 P.3d 380, 385 (2005) (in order to grant a motion for additional
discovery before hearing a motion on summary judgment, the non-moving party has the burden
of setting out "what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify their opposition,"
making clear "what information is sought and how it would preclude summary judgment")
(citing Nicholas v. Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (91h Cir. 2001)). In the present case, it is
readily conceded that "the Plaintiff has yet to propound discovery on TitleOne." 18 However, the
original Complaint in this matter was filed on June 5, 2013, six and a half months ago. In the
case of Boise Mode LLC v. Donahue Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99,294 P.3d 1111 (2013),
the Idaho Supreme Court noted that the Jenkins case as follows:
[T]his court has explained that when seeking a continuance under
Rule 56(±), the moving party "must do so in good faith by
18

See Response at p. 2.
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affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant's
affidavits ... and how postponement of a ruling on the motion will
enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's
showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact." The court also
explained that the movant "has the burden of setting out what
further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify their
opposition" making clear "what information is sought and how it
would preclude summary judgment."
In Jenkins, the plaintiff requested additional time to respond to a
motion for summary judgment because the case was complex and
there were outstanding requests for written discovery and
depositions. In the supporting affidavit, the plaintiffs attorney
stated that "he believed the discovery would produce additional
documents and testimony supporting Jenkins' theories, and that he
required the opportunity to use the responses and testimony and
additional discovery in order to thoroughly respond to summary
judgment." This court held that the district court did not abuse its
discretion denying the motion because "the affidavit . . . did not
specify what discovery was needed" to properly respond to the
summary judgment motion, "and did not set forth how the
evidence he expected to gather through further discovery would be
relevant to preclude summary judgment."
Id. (citations to Jenkins omitted).
In the Boise Mode, LLC case, the court noted that Boise Mode had had discovery
responses for more than six months before the summary judgment and at the time it was only 17
days prior to the discovery cutoff and the plaintiff moved for a continuance arguing that in the
face of the defendant's summary judgment motion arguing that some of the responses were
insufficient. In upholding the District Court's exercise of discretion, the court noted that the
plaintiff gave "no explanation for the six month delay in attempting to obtain the desired
discovery." Id.
In short, this is a case susceptible to the principle of Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 106
S. Ct. 22548, 91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986), as adopted by the Idaho Supreme Court:
The principle established in Celotex and its progeny simply
establishes that the language of Rule 56 requires entry of summary
judgment after adequate time for discovery against a party who
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
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fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an
element essential to that party's case and in which that party will
bear the burden of proof at trial.
G & M Farms v. Funk Irr. Co., 119 Idaho 514, 808 P.2d 851 (1991) (citations omitted).
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court grant TitleOne's
Motion for Summary Judgment on all counts of EEF's First Amended Complaint. Alternatively,
and only in the event the Court exercises its discretion to give EEF more time (as the
circumstances certainly do not mandate such action), TitleOne is respectfully requesting that the
Court prescribe a specific time period (45 to 60 days should be more than ample) in which EEF
shall conduct discovery to respond to TitleOne's Motion, and then only on the non-legal, fact
intensive issues, e.g., there is no possible, plausible argument while more time is needed on
Count X, the statute of limitations issue.

DATED this 23rd day of January, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Th~
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
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COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") by and through its
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"), seeks leave of the Court to amend its First
Amended Complaint to assert a common law negligence claim against TitleOne.

This Court,

however, previously dismissed that same claim against TitleOne on the basis that Plaintiff had
conceded in its opposition to TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss that the economic loss rule barred its
common law negligence claim unless that claim is brought under Idaho Code § 45-1205. 1 For
the reasons set forth herein, the Court should adhere to its prior decision and deny EEF' s Motion
to Amend to add a common law negligence claim. 2
II.

ST AND ARD OF REVIEW

Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("I.R.C.P.") governs EEF's Motion to
Amend. I.R.C.P. 15(a) states: "[a] party may amend the party's pleading once as a matter of
course at any time before a responsive pleading is served." Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 15(a). The rule
goes on to state that if a responsive pleading has been served, "a party may amend a pleading
only by leave of court or by written consent of the adverse party ... " Id.
While our Idaho Supreme Court recognizes that courts should favor liberal grants of
leave to amend (Wickstrom v. North Idaho College, 111 Idaho 450, 453, 725 P.2d i55, 158
(1986)), the court has also noted that a trial court may deny a motion to amend if the proposed

1 Memorandum

Decision and Order on Various Motions ("Memorandum Decision"), pp. 9-10.
TitleOne does not object to the requested substitution of the RBC Bank as requested by Plaintiff and RBC.
However, TitleOne would request that the substitution be done in a matter that does not require an amended
·
complaint and all parties have to file an answer to the same.
2
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amendment fails to state a valid claim. Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat 'l
Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175, 804 P.2d 900, 904 (1991).

The decision to grant or deny a motion for leave to amend is a matter committed to the
sound discretion of the trial court. Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 853, 934 P.2d 20, 26 (1997).
The lower court's decision will not be overturned unless there is an abuse of discretion.
Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M & Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 177 P.3d 955 (2008).

"To determine whether there is an abuse of discretion [Idaho appellate courts] consider[] whether
(1) the court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) the court acted within the
boundaries of such discretion and consistently with legal standards applicable to specific choices;
and (3) the court reached its decision by an exercise of reason." Schroeder v. Partin, 151 Idaho
471,478, 259 P.3d 617, 624 (2011) (citations omitted).

III.
A.

ARGUMENT

EEF WAIVED ITS RIGHT TO ASSERT
TITLE0NE

A COMMON LAW NEGLIGENCE CLAIM AGAINST

"[W]aiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage."
Frontier Federal Savings and Loan Association v. Douglass, 123 Idaho 808, 816, 853 P.2d 553,

561 (1993) (citations omitted). Here, EEF waived its ability to assert a pure-non-statutorycause. of action against TitleOne for negligence.

The parties already litigated this issue in

connection with TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss. In response to that motion, the Court noted that
"Plaintiffs concede the economic loss doctrine bars its negligence claim unless that claim is
brought under Idaho Code§ 45-1205."
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Now, EEF seeks to amend its complaint to assert the very claim EEF previously
admitted it could not assert against TitleOne. 34

EEF' s concession that its common law

negligence claim against TitleOne was barred by the economic loss operates as a waiver of its
right to amend its complaint to assert that same claim against TitleOne. Accordingly, the Court
should deny EEF's Motion to Amend.
B.

IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205 IS THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY TO THE EXCLUSION OF COMMON
LAW NEGLIGENCE.

TitleOne hereby incorporates and restates its argument that Idaho Code § 45-1205 is the
exclusive remedy to the exclusion of common law negligence, which is set forth on pages 4 and
5 of TitleOne's Reply Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment filed
contemporaneously herewith.
C.

ALTERNATIVELY, EEF's NEGLIGENCE CLAIM IS BARRED BY THE ECONOMIC Loss
DOCTRINE. 5

Alternatively, granting Plaintiffs motion for leave to amend would be futile because the
economic loss rule bars Plaintiffs common law negligence claim. In support of this argument,
TitleOne hereby incorporates and restates its prior argument that Plaintiffs negligence claim is
At first blush, EEF's about face on the issue of negligence would appear to invoke the doctrine of law of the case.
A closer examination of the doctrine reveals that it has little application in Idaho outside of the appellate context.
See e.g. Swanson v. Swanson, 134 Idaho 512, 516, 5 P.3d 973, 976 (2000). This contrasts sharply with federal
jurisprudence. Under federal law, although discretionary (Idaho adopts mandatory application of law of the case (Id.
at n.2)), trial courts are generally precluded "from reconsidering an issue that has already been decided in the same
court ... in the same case." De Vries v. Jay P. Clark (In Re Clark), 2014 WL 174935 at *3 (TLM) (January 10,
2014); In re Wiersma, 483 B.R. 983,941 (BAP 9th Cir. 2007) (accord).
3

4

Also potentially applicable is the doctrine of judicial estoppel. Ordinarily, judicial estoppel prevents a party from
taking one position in one proceeding and a contrary position in a subsequent proceeding. Heinze v. Bauer, 145
Idaho 232,235, 178 P.3d 597 (2008). Recently, however, the Supreme Court in Hoaglandv. Ada County, 154 Idaho
900, 303 P.3d 587 (2013), applied judicial estoppel in the same proceeding. In so doing, the Court barred
plaintiff/appellant from arguing that she was entitled to recover under lqaho's wrongful death statute on appeal,
since she informed the district court that she was not seeking recovery under the foregoing provision. While
Hoagland applied to different stages in the litigation process, the Court nonetheless applied judicial estoppel in the
same lawsuit. To the degree judicial estoppel applies in the same lawsuit, EEF's prior concession-that it could not
assert common Jaw negligence-bars EEF from now asserting that same claim.
5

TitleOne incorporates herein its prior discussion of economic loss contained in its Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Dismiss.
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barred by the economic loss doctrine, whic~ is set forth on page 8 through 11 of TitleOne's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Dismiss filed with the Court on September 6, 2013.

IV.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, TitleOne respectfully requests that this Court deny EEF
leave to amend its complaint.
DATED this 23rd day of January, 2014.

Counsel for TitleOne
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COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation, by and through its attorneys of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Response in Opposition to Motion to Disallow Costs
and Fees.
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ARGUMENT

1. Postponement of Decision Until the End of the Case is Appropriate.

TitleOne filed its Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees against Plaintiff
Daniel Thompson on January 2, 2014. This action was taken within the fourteen (14) day
mandatory period based on a Judgment entered against Mr. Thompson dismissing him from the
lawsuit and which was certified as a final judgment under Rule 54(b) on December 19, 2013. In
response, the Plaintiff Thompson raises a number of objections to an entry of fees at this time,
including an argument that the prevailing party can only be determined once the final result in
the entire case has been obtained as to all parties. TitleOne will address each of these arguments
momentarily, but would state for the record that to simplify matters, it agrees with the Plaintiff
that the determination of Mr. Thompson's liability for costs and fees pursuant to TitleOne's
Memorandum of Costs and Fees could be postponed until the ultimate decision is entered in the
case with respect to Plaintiff Eagle Equity's remaining claims.

TitleOne had to file its

Memorandum within fourteen (14) days after the entry of a final judgment or lose its rights. 1
That does not mean that the actual decision on fees has to be made right now, and this Court
certainly has discretion to postpone hearing on the issue of entitlement to fees. Postponement
would be especially appropriate in light of the admission that "Mr. Thompson and EEF are
merely alter egos of each other."2
2. Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow is Not Well Taken.

In the event the Court elects not to defer ruling, Plaintiffs' arguments against imposition
of fees are not well taken.

See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) (specifying that a "memorandum of costs may not be filed later than fourteen (14) days after
entry of judgment) and I.R.C.P. 54(e)(5) (attorneys' fees are "processed in the same manner as costs and included in
the memorandum of costs ....").
1

2

See page 2 of Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Costs filed January 16, 2014.
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Plaintiffs cite to the case of Management Catalysts v. Turbo W Corpac, Inc., 119 Idaho
626, 809 P.2d 487 (1991), for the proposition that before Idaho Code § 12-121 can apply, all
claims brought must be frivolous and without foundation. That case is inapposite to the present
situation because it did not involve multiple plaintiffs.

All of the claims brought by Mr.

Thompson against TitleOne were dismissed, and therefore not one of the causes of action on his
behalf was sustainable and thus meet the criteria set forth in Management Catalysts for an award
of fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121.
This same criticism that multiple parties were not involved applies to the Plaintiffs'
citation to Fellowship Tabernacle, Inc. v. Baker, 125 Idaho 261, 869 P.2d 578 (Ct. App. 1994). 3
Plaintiffs cite to the Tabernacle case for the proposition that a party may not be deemed a
prevailing party until a court has examined the final result obtained. However, the Tabernacle
case did not involve multiple parties pursuing the same claims. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
54(b) provides a mechanism as follows:
When . . . multiple parties are involved, the court may direct the
entry of a final judgment upon one or more but less than all of the .
. . parties only upon an express determination that there is no just
reason for delay and upon an express direction for the entry of the
judgment.
I.R.C.P. 54(b). Rule 54(a) provides that:
A judgment shall state the relief to which a party is entitled on one
or more claims for relief in the action. Such relief can include
dismissal with or without prejudice. . . . A judgment is final if
either it has been certified as final pursuant to (b)(I) of this rule or
judgment has been entered on all claims for relief, except costs and
fees, asserted by or against all parties in the action.
I.R.C.P. 54(a)(emphasis added). Thus, the Court has certified that final judgment on the claims
by Mr. Thompson have resulted in a dismissal of all of those claims brought by Mr. Thompson.

3

Plaintiffs do not make clear that this is in fact a Court of Appeals decision, not an Idaho Supreme Court decision.
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As between Mr. Thompson and TitleOne, it is appropriate to determine the prevailing party at
this point. Plaintiffs have presented no authority for the proposition that simply because there is
a remaining party in the case with identical claims, the determination of who is a prevailing party
as between those parties whose claims have been resolved should be delayed.
Plaintiffs cite Brooks v. Gigray Ranches, Inc., 128 Idaho 72, 910 P.2d 744 (1996), as
support for the proposition that there has to be a rational basis to bifurcate attorneys' fees. That
case dealt with the splitting of fees between contract and tort claims for purposes of Idaho Code
§ 12-120(3). In the present case, we are talking about dividing fees between two separate
parties, and more specifically what portion of the fees are attributable to Plaintiff Thompson's
role in this case.

These are also fees that are sought under Idaho Code § 12-121 and no

meaningful defense was offered to the motion to dismiss Plaintiff Thompson. "The purpose of
I.C. § 12-121 in proper cases is to impose the actual costs of litigation on the unsuccessful
parties, in the court's discretion." Futrell v. Martin, 100 Idaho 473, 600 P.2d 777 (1979).
Further, a court has discretion to equitably apportion fees, and that would seem to apply to a
rough 25% calculation of the type employed herein. Cf Shurtliffv. Northwest Pools, Inc., 120
Idaho 263, 815 P.2d 461 (Ct. App. 1991)("The trial court may, in its discretion, determine that a
party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, and after making such a finding
may apportion costs between the parties in an equitable manner after considering all of the issues
and claims involved and the judgment(s) obtained.").
Finally, the Plaintiffs, without case support, make a claim for $2,000 in attorneys' fees
against TitleOne under Idaho Code§ 12-123, apparently alleging that even the very filing of this
Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees is bad faith and a harassing tactic. 4

On its face,

Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC likewise sees itself as the alleged victim of bad faith and harassment, as it makes
a similar claim for $6,000.00 in attorney's fees per Idaho Code Section 12-123 based on TitleOne's Motion for

4
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substantively, this argument ignores the fact that a final certified Judgment was entered against
Mr. Thompson and thereby not only invoked the clock on time for an appeal, but also the
jurisdictional time for the filing of a motion for costs and attorneys' fees if one was going to be
filed. Thus, there is a clear reason justifying filing of the application at the time it was filed. It
was not filed for harassment. Procedurally, as well, a mere reference in a brief is not a proper
means by which to request an imposition of sanctions. If and when a procedurally proper request
for imposition of sanctions is made by Plaintiffs, TitleOne reserves all arguments against entry of
the same, and reserves the right to seek attorneys' fees and costs and other appropriate sanctions
for having to oppose such facially frivolous conduct.
DATED this 23rd day of January, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Thomas E. Dvorak
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

Summary Judgment allegedly "only serv[ing] the purpose of delaying proceeding in this case and preventing needed
discovery." Response to TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment at p. 8. TitleOne takes the position that such
claim is also procedurally and substantively without merit and frivolous on its face.
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Defendants.

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEP), the Plaintiff, provides the following memorandum in
response to TitleOne's Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens:

I.

8
9

10
11

TITLEONE LACKS STANDING TO CHALLENGE THE LIS PENDENS
In their Motion to Dismiss filed in the fall of 2013, TitleOne was adamant in their motion

that the Plaintiffs fraudulent conveyance claims be dismissed due to the fact that no titleholders
to the property were involved in the lawsuit. In short, TitleOne is obviously not a titleholder of
the property at issue, they never were, and have not stated any intention of being such in the

12

future. TitleOne is not a proper party to make such a motion to quash because the relief they

13

request does nothing to redress any of their claims or defenses.

14

As this matter now stands, there are parties in this suit who have been on title and who

15

currently hold title in the subject property. TitleOne is not one of them. The current titleholders

16
17

in this suit are more than capable of bringing a motion to quash the lis pendens, and they
shouldn't have to rely on TitleOne to do their work for them. Therefore, the Plaintiff respectfully

18

requests that TitleOne's motion to quash be denied for lack of standing, EEF also requests fees in
19
20

the amount of $2,000 for the defense of this motion pursuant to J.C. § 12-123.
II.

TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH IS NEEDLESSLY DUPLICATIVE

21

In its order dated December 2, 2013, the Court specifically denied TitleOne's fh-st motion

22
23
24

to quash because the fraudulent conveyance claim of LC. 55-901 et seq (Count IV) was properly
plead. TitleOne now brings a Motion for Summary Judgment that is completely untimely and
gives no chance to the Plaintiff to conduct needed discovery. As EEF pointed out in their

25

response, summary judgment should be denied at the very least because there has not even been a

26
27

scheduling order entered in this case.
EEF has requested that the Court award fees for the bringing of such a summary judgment

28
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1

motion that does nothing but needlessly increase the costs of litigation.

2

TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment, this motion needlessly increases litigation costs

3

because it relies on the untimely summary judgement motion. Because, just like with the Motion

4

to Dismiss, EEF's fraudulent conveyance claim suIVives TitleOne's untimely motion for

5

summary judgment, EEF respectfully requests that this Court deny TitleOne's Renewed Motion to

6

Quash Lts Pendens and award fees in the amount of $2,000 for the defense of this motion

7

pursuant to J.C.§ 12-123.

Even more than

8

9
10

11
12

Dated: January

Z...? (c!

, 2014

13

Respectfully Submitted,

14
15

By:

16

~~

~l_------·

17

Aaron J. Tribble

18

Attorney for Plaintiff

19

20
21
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22
23

24
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25
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27
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DEPUTY
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE D1STR1CT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDlClAL f)J.STRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, fN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

EAGLE .EQUITY FUND, LLC> an Idaho
limited Jiabili.ty company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

P.laintiff,
v.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnat.ion,
aka T.r.ansnati.on Title & Escrow, Inc.)) a 1
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (±lea RBC Centura Bank, akf.t
PNC Bank)> a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO 1'ITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebl'ask.a or Florida
<.~orporation (flrn ·ncor Title Insurru1c<:~
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, .lNC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
limited liability company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an i.:ndividual, and fohn Does IIIMX,
tm.known individuals and/or companies,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION
TO QUASH PLA.lNTUl'F'S J,JIS
PENDENS

Defendants,
COMES NOW., Defendaut TitleOric Corporation (''TitleOne"), by £u1d tru·ough its
'

attorney of record, Oivens Put'sley f.,LP I and heJ'eby files its Reply Memorandum in Support of
Renewed Motion to Quash Pfointiff's Lis Penckms.
Rf.:PL'\' MtMOrtNAO(JM 1N Sur1'0RT O.P Rf,NEWEJ.)
MOTION TO QUASH Pl.AlNTm~s' L!Sl'EN.l>.EM?

l
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ARGUMENT

T.itleOne has renewed its Motion to Quash Lis Pendens and offered a. new argument, a
legal argmnent, to support the s;;uue. TitleOn1:o's argument is that ldaho Code Section 45-1201., et

seq., provides an exclusive remedy in damage~s and also expressly provides that. the forc:ed
reconveyance can only be set aside in the event of forgery of the title agent's signature. See
Idaho Code § 45- 1203(4). 1 The language of Idaho Code Section 45-1205 provides for liability
and damages and uses tht~ wo1'd •;only'~ in refe~rt~n<.~t~ to thi;~ circumst1:u1.ct~s wht~n sa.i.d liability
arises, i.e., only wht~n the provisions of the c;:h;1pt~~:r arc not substa.ntia.lty corn.plied with, where
the title agent's conduct was negligent, or where the title agent's conduct can be characterized as
bad faith. These two ex:p:ress statutory directives, found in Idaho Code Sec1ions 45-1203(4)
(limitil1g circumstances in which reconveyance can be set aside) and 45-1205 Qjmiting
circumstances when damages may "·only" bt~ had) override any similar equitable remedy

potentially afforded under Coun1: IV, Count IX and

Ct)lll1t

X of the Amended C()m.plaint, even if

damages were still foWld to be a proper remedy under such counts. Further, the availability of
Idaho Code Section 45-1205, even if it is fotmd not to be the exclusive remedy, is an available

legal remedy that pre.eludes the equitable remedy ()f voiding the reconveyance. On this basis,
even if the Cou.tt denies sum.n1ary judgment or delays consideration of sum111ary judgment/ the

Motion to Quash Lis Pendens should be granted now.

Without authority, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC (''EEF") argues th.at TitleOne Jacks
..standing'' to challenge the lis pendens, and that only parties in the suit who have been on title

and c:um.~ntly bold tit:le to the property can challenge a !is pendens. This argument is without
1. This argmr101'1: is ~et fotth in detail in the Mi~mora.ndum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. and
Re11cwed Motion to Quash filed Jai,1.rnry 2, :.W l 4 i,11 pp. t l• l 3, and is hereby i1ic:orpcmrted hcre,i:n by reference.

2

Of note Is that since the arguments set out above are matters solely oflegal interpretation, any Rule 56(f)

continuance that is granted should not apply to delay quashing of the lis pen.dens. There simply is no reason to delay
decision on quashing.
REPLY MEMORNADUM IN SllPPON.T OF RV.NF.WED
MO"flON TO Q(JMH PUINTIFFS' LJS PENOEN,i;.. :z
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merit as .it assumes that proceedings in the nature of a defensci are sul~jcct to a standard analysis.

This is not the h;1w. In the case of Stonebrook Const., LLC' v. Chase Home Finance, LLC', 152
Idaho 927, 277 P .3d 3 7 4 (2012), the plaintiff contral~tor Stonebrook filed a lfon against the
property upon which it had done work.

'I'l.1e lender Chase <:m the propt\rty raised the issue that

the contractor was not tegistered unckr the Idaho Contractor Registration Act (lCRA) and
therefore could not Hen and the Hen should be dee.med void. The contractor Stonebrook argued
that Chase did not have "standing'' to assert the lCRA as a defense. In upholding the district
coiu1's dismissal of the case\ th~~ Jdaho Supreme;~ Court said the jurisdiction doctt'.ine Qf standing
does not apply to the evaluation of ckft~nses and only ,1pplies to the plaintiff's or
counterclairnanf s actual claim for relief:
Stonebrook argues tht1t the district court erred by permitting Chase
to raise St(.)nebro())(' s ICRA registration status as a defense and
subrnits two argumtmts in support of .its contention. St()neh:r()()k
first argues that Chase cannot raise t:he issue of the LLCs alleged
fotilure to cmnply with the lCRA because Chase Jacks ''standing" to
assert the statute as a defonst:. 'fhis iu:gurnent is without JTJerit. As
we recently .reiterated, ''[s]tanding is a subcategory o.fjustkiability,
and the standh•g inquiry is focused on flle party Hieking nlief.''
Taylor v. AlA Servs. Corp.. 15 l Idaho 552, 564, 261 J>.3d 829, 841
(2011) (citing .Martin v. Camas Cnty., J50 Idaho 508,513,248
P.3d 1243 1 :1248 (201 l)). Th<:m:dc,re, a dt1fond1mt's sfanding 0 is
not at issue" wlum evnhulting the merits of t1 defense. ]cl.
In this case\ Chase WHS the defendant and invoked
Stonebrook's faUure to ,:omply with the lCRA as a ddenst\,
Chase's standing is then~fore not <1n issue bec1ciuse it is not the party
seeking relief. w·e hold that a defen<..fant is not required to prove
standing befbre raising a contractor's registration st,1tus as a
deftmse in an action br.011ght by the contractor.

Id. (emphasis added).

In the present situation, TitleOne has moved to c1uash the;: various !is pend,ms that were
recorded by EEF.

Title()ne has no com1tc.irclaims pending in th~: c:as<:.

'fhe lis pendens were

R11!PJ..Y Ml!~MORNADUM IN SIJJ>PORT (W R~:NE:w,:u
MOTION TO QU/\SH Pt./\lNTIFJi'S' L.IS' .l'l!.;Nf)l!,'NS• J
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filed by EEF to denot<: the amnnative relief it :is seeking in its complaint (,f setting aside certain
conveyances and rei.nstating a deed of trust, This is clearly like the raising of the defense in

Stonebrook and not: akin to the initial "justiciability" inquiry as to wh~~ther EEF can maintain its
cause of action in the first instance. TlH: arg1.1ment of st.mding sim.ply does not apply tc> whether
TitleOne can bring such a motion.
EEF also argi;tcs that this motion ts unnecessarily duplicative allegedly because: "the
Court spec.ificnlly c.k.nied TitleOne's first m.otion to quash because tho fraudulent conveyance
clai.n1 of LC. § 55~901, et seq. (Count

folse. Specifically,

CL)Utt:

IV) was :properly plead. " 3 This staten1ent is completely

stated tfo~ exact opposit<::

Ph1i:ntiffs htwe :foiled to statL~ their ... fraudulent conveyance
. w1t:1
. I parttcu
. Ianty.
. 4
c1am1
In any event, the Renewed Motion to Quash raises the new legal issue that was not in the prior
Motion to Quash identified above, i.e., the application of the t~xdusivity and available legal
remedy formd within Title 45, Chapter

'J

2, and it is proper to ask a Court for reconsfrkration

under Rule l l(a)(2).
Accordingly, TitleOne respectfo.lly asks this Court to takt:i up th<;~ R(:mewcd Motion to

Quash and grant the Renewed Motic>n to Quash all !is pendens filed i.11 the form of an order
suitable for recording, also barring EE[;- from filing any furtht\r !is pendens in this action.

DATED this 24th day of January, 2014 .

....... _............................
3

____

Response to Tit\e01'C'S Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pende?1·1s tiled Jmmnry 23, 2014, at' p. 2..

Memon~r1durn Decisil1n and Order at p. 14 ([)(i8pite making thi,i st.atom.cnt, this Court then went on t() i\<)t dismiss
this claim since its reading ofTitleOne's M<:)'tiM to Dismiss wai:; that Tit!c011c had not asked for this t"clief).

4
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6

7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12

13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC~2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
coxporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc,)J a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
CORBY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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1

Defendants.

2

3
4

s

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(6) and (e)(6), the Plaintiff provides the
following Reply in support of this motion:

6
7

TITLEONE'S ARGUMENT SHOWS THAT THEY NEVER SHOULD HAVE

8

SUBMITTED THE PROPOSED JUDGMENT
9

10

In response to EEF's Motion to Disallow Co3ts, TitleOne offers a seemingly desperate
argument that does nothing more than point fingers at themselves and demonstrate the frivolous

11

nature of their requests. On one hand, TitleOne attempts to argue that this issue should be
12

13

postponed (fitleOne Response p.2), but they trump theh own argument by later stating that "it is
appropriate to determine the prevailing party at this point." (TitleOne Response p.4) The Court

14

should not forget that it is TitleOne who submitted the proposed judgment to the Court despite a
15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23

24

lack of "express direction for the entry of judgment" required by I.R.C.P. 54(b),

Their

submission now appears to be legal stunt that is baoldiring in the faces of TitleOne and their

attorneys.
Because the Court has already adopted TitleOne·s mistake by signing the judgment, EEF
believes it is appropriate to determine the issue at this point. As already briefed, EEF believes

that TitleOne has not prevailed and deserves nothing.

Also, TitleOne's own admission

concerning their submission of a judgment without express direction fw.ther shows that they
should take nothing from this and shows that this was ultimately a frivolous stunt by TitleOne to

maliciously damage Mr. Thompson personally.
TITLEONE ALSO MISREPRESENTS EEF'S ARGUEMNT TO COVER UP THEIR

25
OWN MISTAKE

26
27

TitleOne's own misrepresentation of EEF's argument shows the lengths that they are

willing to go to cover up their own mistake. TitleOne states that it ''agrees with the Plaintiff that

28
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1

the determination of Mr. Thompson's liability for costs and fees pursuant to TitleOne's

2

Memorandum of Costs and Fees could be postponed," (fitleOne Response p.2) NOWHERE

3

did EEF argue in its Motion to Disallow Costs that this issue could be postponed. To the

4

contrary, EEF only argued that TitleOne has not prevailed because TitleOne is "still on the hook

5

for every item of requested relief." (EEF Memorandum p.2)

6

TitleOne has a habit of constructing strawman arguments to mischaractcrize EEF's actual

7

arguments. At best. this practice walks on an ethical larlfe-edge. However, TitleOne fell off the

8

blade by completely misrepresenting EEF's argument and th.en trying to agree with the false

9

argument that they themselves constructed. These are the hallmarks of frivolous action, and show

10

that EEF is due compensation for TitleOne' s stunt-gone-wrong.

CONCLUSION

11

12

TitleOne does not dispute that their Nevada costs were wrongly claimed and should be

13

ignored. TitleOne"s cited authority for justifying their nwnber of25% shows that the number is

14

merely an arbitrary fabrication by TitleOne. ~fr. Dvorak's affidavit clearly shows that they never

15

treated this case as if it was a two-plaintiff case. In the absence of any real data to the contrary,

16

the Court would simply be shooting in the dark by picking a number that high. In fact, the

17

original memorandum in support of this motion shows that the actual bifurcation percentage is

18

closer to 1%. Most importantly, TitleOne is still on the hook for every item of requested relief: so

19

they cannot be said to have prevailed at anything.

20

The Cowt should talce into account the malicious nature of this request as well.

21

TitleOne' s action in submitting this judgment without express directive from the Cowt show that

22

they were just falling over themselves in their attempt to hurt Mr. Thompson. The Court should

23

note that none of the other defendants even attempted a similar request for fees. EEF respectfully

24

requests that the Court completely deny TitleOne's request for costs and fees and award EEF it's

25

fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-123 for having to defend a malicious request for fees that never

26

should have been made.

27

28
~
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1
2
3

Dated: January

26fli ,2014

4

5

Respectfully Submitted,

6
7

8

Aaron J. Tribble

9

Attorney fo1· Plaintiffs

10
11
12
13

14
15
16

17

18
19

20
21
22
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

23
24

25

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~

Z6 .f1. day of11¥7 ,2014, I caused a true and

26

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below. and

27

addressed to the following:

28
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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· Facsinnle

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300
4

Erin Stines

FideliihNational Law Group
1200- Ave Suite 620
6 . Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
5

7

8

9
10

11
12
13

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
I 01 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336w9712

14
15

16

18

19

20

David T. Kroeck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax; 208-331-2400

LJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ove1ni~ht Mail
Facsimile

U

Michael T. Spink
Stink Butler, LLP
P Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax; 208w388-100I

17

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Dehvered
Overniijht Mail
Facshmle

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsim1le

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

21

22
23

By:

24

Aaron J. Tribble

25

Attorney for flaintiffs

26
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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13
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EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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Plaintiff,

vs.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
AMEND

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Tl'ansnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware coxporntion, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP .• a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Banlc, aka PNC
Banlc), a No1th Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a Califomia corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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Defendants.

2
3
4

5

Eagle Equity Fund C'EEF"), the Plaintiff. provides the following memo1,mdum in reply:

6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24

25
26

27

In response to EEF's Motion to Amend, TitleOne (1) argues that EEF has waived its
rights to assert a common law negligence (2) argues that Idaho Code § 45-1205 is an exclusive
remedy and (3) argues that economic loss doctrine prohibits the claim.
First, EEF has not waived any rights in this matter, and TitleOne's case law supporting
waiver is not even analogous to this case. In BBF's ResponJe to Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity,
and Chicago's Motions ro Dismiss on page 4, EEF states that "Although the Defendant TitleOne
ll!!E be correct

when they spent 3

~

pages discussing economic loss theory, they completely

ignored the statutory remedy under Idaho Code § 45-1205," (emph~sis added) EEF never
intended to concede economic loss theory to TitleOne, however the Cou1t interpreted the
language as a concession. The Court is free to correct this mistake.
Also, regardless of whether or not a concession was made on a point of law, the Court has
an obligation to correctly interpret and apply the law., as it exists, not as the parties wish. At the
time of writing the memorandum in response to TitleOne,s motion to dismiss, EBF's counsel did
not believe that economic loss doctrine applied because of the existence ofl,C. § 45-1205. Now
that the Court has applied economic loss doctrine to the claim, EEF has presented argument and

requests that the Coud correct this mistake.

Second, TitleOne's argwnent of exclusive remedy completely misreads the statute, In
Idaho Code § 45-1205, the word ;'only" is meant to show that liability under the statute can be
had in certain circumstances, TitleOne offers no authority to even suggest that J.C. § 45.:1205 is
an exclusive remedy for wrongful reconveyance. The language of the statute does not suggest
that it is an exclusive remedy. TitlcOne is simply throwing up an unsupported argument and

28
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hoping to gain a dismissal.

2

Third, TitleOne reasserts that economic loss doctrine applies in this case. Nothing could

3

be further from the truth. EEF' s original memo1·andum in support of this motion clearly shows

4

that economic loss theory does not apply here because it was TitleOne's negligent conduct that

5

directly caused the destruction ofEEF's deed of trust. The scope ofTitleOne's duty encompasses

6

a loss such as this, so they must be held to account for their own negligent actions.

7

CONCLUSION

8

The Court can entertain a motion such as this under I.R.C.P. 60 as well as under 15(a). If

9

the Cowt would prefer this motion be made as a motion to reconsider, then EEF will gladly

10

amend their request such that it complies with I.R.C.P, 60, Either wayi EEF is substantively

11

making a request for the Court to correct its earlier ruling on economic loss doctrine. TitleOne's

12

arguments in response really don't offer any new insight into the issue. And EEF has clearly

13

shown that economic loss doctrine does not apply to this claim. As such, EEF respectfully

14

requests that the Court grant this motion to amend, or in the alternative, grant leave to present this

15

issue on Thursday as a motion to reconsider.

16

17

Dated: January

Z~fl •2014

18

Respectfully Submitted,

19

20
21

Aaron J. Tribble

22

AttoJ"ney for Plaintiff

23

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

24

25
26

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this-2.f!!.. day

or:7::;w7 .2014, I caused a true and

27

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

28

addressed to the following:
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Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
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Hand Delivered
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23

By:
24
Aaron J. Tribble

25
Attomey for Plaintiff

26
27
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
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4
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7

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

9

10
11

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
v.
TITLEONE...CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation~ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation, RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.,'cHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (&a Ticor Title ,Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation~GA~ANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J. MASON,
an individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies,

\

)

24
Defendants,
25
26

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

000963
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1

2
3

COMES NOW, the Plaintiffs, Daniel Thompson, an individual, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company, (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and for causes
of action alleges:

4

I.

5

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a

duly organized Idaho Limited Liability Company.
2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business
in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

15
COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing
16
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
17
18
19

20

5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.

6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

21

(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in

22

Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

23

24
25

7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.,

(hereinafter "Defendant RBC"), unknown state of incorporation, doing business in Boise, Ada
County, Idaho.

26
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e
8.

1

2

was and is an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.
9.

3

10.

5

11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant EDWARD J. MASON was and is an

individual living and doing business in Idaho.

9
10

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant GALIANO, LLC, was and is an Idaho

registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.

7

8

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.
("CBH"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.

4

6

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC ("DAS"),

12.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the

11

State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.

12
13.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

13
14

money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
14.

15

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton

16

Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and developing

17

properties in Idaho.

18

15.

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

19

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does III through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who

20

therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

21

thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some

22
23

manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in
indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.

24
16.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code §1-

25
705.

26
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17.

1

2

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.

3

18.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

19.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this

4

5
6

Court.

7

II.

8

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

9
10

11
12
13

20.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

("Galiano") approached Plaintiff regarding the development of a 29.63 acre parcel, which was platted
to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna, Idaho. The
first position lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the Property.
The estimated gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M.

14
21.

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiff, as lender and beneficiary,

15
executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and
16
17

18

Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development
of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated

19

on or about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006

20

(collectively the "Loan Documents").

21

22.

On or about November 17th, 2006 Galiano and Plaintiff closed the transaction.

22

Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate

23

Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title

24
25

certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA
Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under

26
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1
2

Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100,
116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid

3

second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally,

4

Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with

5

the Idaho Secretary of State.

6

23.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiff

7

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared

8

and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiff executed UCC and re-

9
10

conveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiff continued to
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any

11
of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
12
24.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

13
14
15

during 2011 and 2012.
25.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiff was informed by Mason and Galiano that Defendant

16

RBC would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiff would be properly notified. Plaintiffs

17

received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.

18

26.

In early 2013 Plaintiff noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

19

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity.

20

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano and Mason informed Plaintiff that

21

Defendant RBC had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had

22
23

Plaintiff was informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

closed and executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality,
Galiano and Mason had lied to Plaintiff and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS

24
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
25
26
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1
2

3
4

27.

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

Plaintiff with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th,
2010. At no time had Plaintiff been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
28.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

5

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in tum conveyed pieces of

6

the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many undetermined individuals and entities.

7
8
9

10

29.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiff asserts that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, DAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many
other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the
Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or agreement, which

11

prevented Plaintiff from taking any steps to secure its investment.
12
30.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiff was subsequently informed by Defendant Title One

13
14

15

16

that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not tender
any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
31.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

17

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiff's Trust Deed had been fully

18

satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiff with UCC release statements to

19

execute after it had conveyed the Property.

20

32.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiff maintained a secured interest in the real property.

21

33.

Plaintiffswas made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

22
23

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
34.

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

24

services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that

25
Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiff's title insurance.

26
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35.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code §6-

803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiff.
36.

The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiff has an effective date of November 1?1\

4

2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of

5

$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.

6

7
8
9

37.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiff promptly provided Defendants with their

Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
38.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.

10

III.
11

ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES

12

COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

13

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

14
15
16

39.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

40.

On or about November 1?1\ 2006 Plaintiff entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiff.

17
41.

Plaintiff received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

42.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

18

19
20
21

22

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper
conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.
43.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs title policy agreement and as

23

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiff and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were

24

within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.

25
26

44.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiff pursuant to the insurance contracts once the claims

were made.
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45.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

45.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

5

COUNT II- BAD FAITH

6

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

7

46.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

8

47.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

9
10

payments from Plaintiff.
48.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any

11

and all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.
12
49.

Plaintiffs claims were not fairly debatable.

50.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

51.

Plaintiffs resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

16

52.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiff has been damaged.

17

53.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

13
14
15

18

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

19

COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

20

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC AND TITLEONE)

21

22
23

54.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

55.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:

24
(a)
25

26

ensure that Plaintiff's secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiff's secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and
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1
56.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiff's secured interest

2

3
4

5

6

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiff.
57.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiff has been damaged.

58.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

7

8

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLICANCE AND RBC)

9
10

59.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

60.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

11

12
Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
13

14
15

Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts
were/are prohibited:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;

16
17

(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;

18
19

(c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;

20
21
22

(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and

23
24
25
26

(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer;
61.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
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62.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

4

COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

5

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

6

63.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

7

64.

Defendants in whole or part fraudulently reconveyed Plaintiffs real property interest

8
9
10

and as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
65.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of

11

a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or
12
deceit upon Plaintiff.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

66.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations

or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs interests.
67.

Plaintiff was, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
68.

Plaintiff was induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
69.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action

to protect its interests.
70.

Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.

71.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

24
determined at the time of trial.
25
26
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72.

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the
Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.
73.

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

5

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants

6

contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the

7

Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the

8

information provide by Defendants as truth.

9
10

74.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.

11

75.

Plaintiff is entitled to avoidance of the reconveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

12
costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and
13
14

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

15

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

16
17

76.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

18

77.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

19

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property in violation of Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter

20

9. Defendants knew of Plaintiffs secured position in the Property.

21

22
23

78.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
79.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

24
also entitled to all other general and special damages.
25

26
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COUNT VII - CONVERSION

1

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

2
3

80.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

4

81.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

5

dominion over Plaintiffs property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs rights and have

6

committed grand theft.

7

8
9

82.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand
theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and

10

interest at the legal rate of 18%.
11

83.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an

12
13
14

amount of no less than $750,000.00.
84.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

15

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased

16

liabilities, and financial hardship.

17

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

18

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

19
20

85.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

21

22

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND CHICAGO)

23
86.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

87.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiffs Property.

24
25
26
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88.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continues to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

3

liabilities, and financial hardship.

4

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

5

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

6

7

89.

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

8

COUNT IX- TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

9

10

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

90.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

91.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

11

12
relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic
13
14
15
16

benefit to the Plaintiff, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property and
Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.
92.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs economic

17

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and

18

actually disrupted the economic relationship.

19

93.

Had the Plaintiff been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiff would have asserted

20

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the

21

Property.

22
23

94.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential economic profits

24
to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs,
25
and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
26
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1
COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

2

(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE AND ALLIANCE)

3
4

5

95.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

96.

At or about the time of the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust, Defendants

6

Alliance and TitleOne owed legal recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiff to:
7

(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust prior
to any reconveyance;

(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiff prior to
any reconveyance;

(d)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

97.

Because the Defendants Alliance and TitleOne allowed the reconveyance of the

Plaintiffs secured interest without authorization, Defendants Alliance and TitleOne breached each of
the above duties they owed to Plaintiff.

15
98.

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

99.

Based upon Defendants Alliance and TitleOne' s breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiff

16
17
18

are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all
other general and special damages.

19
20

COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205

21

(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE)

22

100.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

23

101.

Idaho Code § 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title

24

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code,

25

or acted with negligence or in bad faith"

26

102.

Because TitleOne's reconveyance of the Plaintiff's trust deed was negligent, in bad
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1

faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code § 45-1203 or 1204. TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 45-

2

1205.

3

103.

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiff has been damaged.

4

104.

Based upon TitleOne's violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

5

6

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.
COUNT XII-BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY

7

(AS TO DEFENDANTS GALIANO AND MASON)
8

100.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

101.

The promissory note as issue in this matter contained certain terms requiring payment

9

10
11

12

to the Plaintiff of principle, accumulated interest, and various damages.
102.

The Defendants Galiano and Mason both agreed and guaranteed payment of sums

under the terms of the promissory note.

13

103.

No payment has ever been received by the Plaintiff

14

103.

As a direct and proximate result of this breach, Plaintiff has been damaged.

15

104.

Based upon Galiano and Mason's breach of their obligation to pay, Plaintiff is entitled

16

to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and

17

special damages.

18
IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

19
20
21
22
23

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as

follows:
1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

from further disposition of the Property;

24
2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof

25
at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;
26
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3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.
4.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;

5

5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances of the subject property;

6

6.

For an avoidance of the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest;

7

7.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property;

8

8.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

9.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

9
10

12-121, and 41-1839, and pursuant to the terms of the promissory note;
11

10.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

12

13
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

14

15
16
17

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED This~ day of February, 2014.

18
19
David M. Fogg, ISB #
Attorney for Plaintiff

20
21

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

22
23
24
25

26

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_j_j_}___ day of

Fchn./12014, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
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1
2
3

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

4

Fax: 208-388-1300

5

Erin Stines
Fideli~ National Law Group
1200- h Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
POBox639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208)338-3290

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

u
µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsim.1le

u
µ
µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsim.1le

23
By:

24

•

d:J/zz_,

..

r

)

-

Aaron J. Tribble

25
Attorney for Plaintiff

26
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Et veo

11 2014

•

•

NO. _____......,~~IL~~.1=-.--,n_"'\'~;,'lr1{)-r--

5

Aaron Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 246-8848
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@EagleLawCenter.com

6

Attorneys for Plaintiff

3
4

.J.

FEB 1 1 2014

. cMefRgg ISB #7610
2

~

A.M.----

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY

7
8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

9
10
11

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

REVISED SECOND
AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
V.

I
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
/
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
,
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., CHICAGO'
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DASV
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho cFpany),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC~an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J. MASON ,'1
an individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies,

RBC

24
Defendants,
25
26
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2
3

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") corrects several clerical errors in the previous
Second Amended Complaint and for causes of action alleges:

4

I.

5

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a

duly organized Idaho Limited Liability Company.
2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business
in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

15
COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing
16
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
17
18
19
20

5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.
6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

21

(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in

22

Boise, Ada County, Idaho.

23

7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.,

24

(hereinafter "Defendant RBC"), unknown state of incorporation, doing business in Boise, Ada

25

County, Idaho.

26
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1

2

was and is an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.
9.

3

10.

5

11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant EDWARD J. MASON was and is an

individual living and doing business in Idaho.

9

10

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant GALIANO, LLC, was and is an Idaho

registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.

7

8

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.
("CBH"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.

4

6

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC ("DAS"),

12.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the

11

State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.
12
13.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

13
14

money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
14.

15

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton

16

Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and developing

17

properties in Idaho.

18

15.

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

19

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does III through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who

20

therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

21

thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some

22
23

manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in
indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.

24
16.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code §1-

25
705.

26
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1
2

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.

3

18.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

19.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this

4
5
6

Court.

7

II.

8

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

9

10
11

12
13

20.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

("Galiano") approached Plaintiff regarding the development of a 29 .63 acre parcel, which was platted
to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna, Idaho. The
first position lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the Property.
The estimated gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M.

14
21.

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiff, as lender and beneficiary,

15
executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and
16
17
18

Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development
of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated

19

on or about November 131\

20

(collectively the "Loan Documents").

21

22.

2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006

On or about November 1?1\ 2006 Galiano and Plaintiff closed the transaction.

22

Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate

23

Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title

24
25

certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA
Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under

26
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Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100,
116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid
second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally,

4

Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with

5

the Idaho Secretary of State.

6

23.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiff

7

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared

8

and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiff executed UCC and re-

9
10

conveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiff continued to
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any

11
of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
12
24.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

13
14
15

during 2011 and 2012.
25.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiff was informed by Mason and Galiano that Defendant

16

RBC would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiff would be properly notified. Plaintiffs

17

received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.

18

26.

In early 2013 Plaintiff noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

19

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity.

20

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano and Mason informed Plaintiff that

21

Defendant RBC had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had

22
23

Plaintiff was informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

closed and executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality,
Galiano and Mason had lied to Plaintiff and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS

24
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
25
26
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27.

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

Plaintiff with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th,
2010. At no time had Plaintiff been notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
28.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

5

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in turn conveyed pieces of

6

the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many undetermined individuals and entities.

7
8
9

10

29.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiff asserts that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, DAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many
other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the
Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or agreement, which

11

prevented Plaintiff from taking any steps to secure its investment.
12
30.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiff was subsequently informed by Defendant Title One

13
14
15
16

that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not tender
any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
31.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

17

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been fully

18

satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiff with UCC release statements to

19

execute after it had conveyed the Property.

20

32.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiff maintained a secured interest in the real property.

21

33.

Plaintiffswas made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

22
23

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
34.

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

24
services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that

25
Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.

26
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35.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code §6-

803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiff.
36.

The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiff has an effective date of November 1?1\

4

2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of

5

$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.

6

7
8

9

37.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiff promptly provided Defendants with their

Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
38.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.

10
11

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES

12

COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

13

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

14
15
16

39.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

40.

On or about November 1?1\ 2006 Plaintiff entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiff.

17
41.

Plaintiff received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

42.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

18
19

20
21

22

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper
conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.
43.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs title policy agreement and as

23

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiff and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were

24

within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.

25
26

44.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiff pursuant to the insurance contracts once the claims

were made.
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45.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

45.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

5

COUNT II - BAD FAITH

6

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

7

46.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

8

47.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

9

10

payments from Plaintiff.
48.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any

11

and all encumbrances, including Plaintiff's secured interests.
12
49.

Plaintiff's claims were not fairly debatable.

50.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

51.

Plaintiff's resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

16

52.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiff has been damaged.

17

53.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

13
14

15

18

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

19

COUNT III-NEGLIGENCE

20

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

21

22
23

54.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

55.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:

24
(a)
25

26

ensure that Plaintiff's secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiff's secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and
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1

2
3
4

5
6

56.

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiff.
57.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiff has been damaged.

58.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

7
8

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLICANCE AND RBC)

9
10

59.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

60.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

11

12
Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
13
14
15

Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts
were/are prohibited:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;

16
17

(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;

18
19

(c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;

20
21

22

(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and

23
24

25
26

(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer;
61.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
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62.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.

4

COUNTV-FRAUDANDFRAUDULENTCONVEYANCE

5

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

6

63.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

7

64.

Defendants in whole or part fraudulently reconveyed Plaintiffs real property interest

8
9

10

and as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
65.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of

11

a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or
12
deceit upon Plaintiff.
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

66.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations

or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiffs interests.
67.

Plaintiff was, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
68.

Plaintiff was induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
69.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action

to protect its interests.
70.

Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.

71.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

24
determined at the time of trial.
25
26
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72.

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the
Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.

73.

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

5

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants

6

contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the

7

Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the

8

information provide by Defendants as truth.

9
10

74.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.

11

75.

Plaintiff is entitled to avoidance of the reconveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

12
costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and
13
14
15
16

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.
76.

As to the Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago, this count only pleads claims

for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq.

17

COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

18

(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

19

77.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

20

78.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

21

22
23

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property in violation of Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter
9. Defendants knew of Plaintiffs secured position in the Property.
79.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

24
has been damaged.

25
26
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80.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.
81.

As to the Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago, this count only pleads claims

for collusion for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq.

5

COUNT VII - CONVERSION

6

(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

7

8
9

82.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

83.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

dominion over Plaintiffs property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs rights and have

10
committed grand theft.
11

84.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

12
in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand
13

14
15
16
17
18

theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and
interest at the legal rate of 18%.

85.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an

amount ofno less than $750,000.00.
86.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

19

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased

20

liabilities, and financial hardship.

21

22

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus
legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

23
87.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

24
also entitled to all other general and special damages.

25

26

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
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(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND CHICAGO)
88.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

89.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiffs Property.

90.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continues to

5

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased

6

liabilities, and financial hardship.

7

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus

8

legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

9
10

91.

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.

11

COUNT IX - TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

12
13

14
15

16

92.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

93.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic

17

benefit to the Plaintiff, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property and

18

Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.

19

94.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs economic

20

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and

21

actually disrupted the economic relationship.

22
23

95.

Had the Plaintiff been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiff would have asserted

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the

24
Property.
25

26
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96.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential economic profits

3

to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs,

4

and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

5
6

COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

7

(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE AND ALLIANCE)

8
97.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

98.

At or about the time of the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust, Defendants

9

10
11

Alliance and TitleOne owed legal recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiff to:

12
13
14

(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust prior
to any reconveyance;

(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiff prior to
any reconveyance;

(d)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

15
16
17

99.

Because the Defendants Alliance and TitleOne allowed the reconveyance of the

18

Plaintiff's secured interest without authorization, Defendants Alliance and TitleOne breached each of

19

the above duties they owed to Plaintiff.

20
21

22
23

100.

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

101.

Based upon Defendants Alliance and TitleOne's breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiff

are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all
other general and special damages.

24

COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205
25

(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE)

26
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102.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

2

103.

Idaho Code § 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title

3
4

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code,
or acted with negligence or in bad faith"
104.

5
6

Because TitleOne's reconveyance of the Plaintiff's trust deed was negligent, in bad

faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code § 45-1203 or 1204. TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 451205.

7

105.

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiff has been damaged.

106.

Based upon TitleOne's violation of Idaho Code§ 45-1205, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

8
9

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
10

damages.

11

COUNT XU-BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY

12

(AS TO DEFENDANTS GALIANO AND MASON)

13

107.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

14

108.

The promissory note as issue in this matter contained certain terms requiring payment

15
16
17

to the Plaintiff of principle, accumulated interest, and various damages.
109.

The Defendants Galiano and Mason both agreed and guaranteed payment of sums

under the terms of the promissory note.

18

110.

No payment has ever been received by the Plaintiff

19

111.

As a direct and proximate result of this breach, Plaintiff has been damaged.

20

112.

Based upon Galiano and Mason's breach of their obligation to pay, Plaintiff is entitled

21

22

to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and
special damages.

23

IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

24
25
26

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as

follows:
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5

6
7
8
9

10

1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

from further disposition of the Property;
2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof

at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;
3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.
4.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;
5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances of the subject property;

6.

For an avoidance of the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest;

7.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property;

8.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

9.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

11

12
13
14

15
16

12-121, and 41-1839, and pursuant to the terms of the promissory note;
10.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

17
18
19
20
21

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 3 8(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED This 10th day of February, 2014.

22
23
David M. Fogg, ISB #
Attorney for Plaintiff

24

25

26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of February, 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
{t-~imile (208) 388-1300
( ) Electronic Delivery

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ~"'Delivered
(t)""'Facsimile (206) 223-4527
( ) Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( )~and-Delivered
tJ Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

( ) U.§.>· Mail, Postage Prepaid
~~...Delivered
("]Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

( ) _JJ,S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

llf'H<!!ld-Delivered
(~imile (208) 388-1001
( ) Electronic Delivery

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ~-Delivered
(~acsimile (208) 331-2400
(~ectronic Delivery

17
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•
DAVID M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
dpenny@cosholaw.com
Counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
( y-¥'acsimile (208) 338-3290
( ) Electronic Delivery

~d~
QO
LlaHiggins
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NO.---__,..~-,,,,::.~._,,..~
A.M _ _ _ _,

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STACEY LAFFERTY

DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does IIIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
ANSWER TO REVISED SECOND
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Defendants.
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S ANSWER TO REVISED SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMANDFORJURYTRIAL P-1DMP/tls - 23594-001/1063967

000998

COMES NOW Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. (hereinafter "RBC"), to
answer the Revised Second Amended Complaint filed by Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
(hereinafter "Eagle Equity") as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE
1.

Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim upon which

relief may be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
2.

RBC denies each and every allegation set forth m Eagle Equity's Second

Amended Complaint unless specifically admitted herein.
THIRD DEFENSE
3.

RBC is without sufficient knowledge or information to admit or deny the

allegations set forth in the following paragraphs and therefore denies the allegations set forth in
paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 21, 22, 25, 27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40,
and 41 of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint.
4.

RBC denies the allegations set forth in paragraphs 29, 32, 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47,

48,49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58,60, 61, 62,64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95, and 96 of Eagle Equity's Second
Amended Complaint.
5.

To answer paragraph 7 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC admits that it

was doing business in Ada County, Idaho, at the times alleged in the Second Amended
Complaint and denies the remaining allegations therein.
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6.

To answer paragraph 13 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC admits that part

of its business includes the lending of money and denies the remaining allegations therein.
7.

RBC admits the allegations set forth in paragraphs 16, 17, 18, 19, and 24 of the

Second Amended Complaint.
8.

To answer paragraph 20 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC admits that in

2006, its predecessor in interest, RBC Centura Bank, was secured by a deed of trust in first
position on property generally known as the Galiano Subdivision in Kuna, Idaho, and denies
the remaining allegations therein.
9.

To answer paragraph 23 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC only admits

that the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust was in second position behind the RBC Deed of Trust. As
to the other allegations therein, RBC does not have sufficient knowledge or information to
admit or deny the allegations therein and therefore the allegations are denied.
10.

To answer paragraph 26 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC denies that it

sold the Galiano Subdivision property. As to the other allegations therein, RBC is without
sufficient knowledge or information to admit or deny the allegations therein and therefore the
allegations are denied.
11.

To answer paragraph 28 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC denies that

DAS Investments, LLC, acquired title from RBC. As to the other allegations therein, RBC is
without sufficient knowledge or information to admit or deny the allegations therein and
therefore the allegations are denied.
12.

To answer paragraph 39 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 38 as if set forth in full.
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13.

To answer paragraph 46 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 45 as if set forth in full.
14.

To answer paragraph 54 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 53 as if set forth in full.
15.

To answer paragraph 59 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 58 as if set forth in full.
16.

To answer paragraph 63 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 62 as if set forth in full.
17.

To answer paragraph 77 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 76 as if set forth in full.
18.

To answer paragraph 82 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 81 as if set forth in full.
19.

To answer paragraph 88 of Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates and

realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 87 as if set forth in full.
20.

To answer paragraph 92 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC incorporates

and realleges its responses to paragraphs 1 through 91 as if set forth in full.
21.

To answer paragraphs 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,

109, 110, 111, and 112 of the Second Amended Complaint, RBC states that Eagle Equity
alleges these paragraphs against Defendants other than RBC and therefore RBC is not required
to admit or deny the allegations therein. If at any time the Second Amended Complaint were to
be construed as alleging the liability of RBC in those paragraphs, then those paragraphs and the
allegations therein are denied.
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
22.

There is no relationship between RBC and Eagle Equity that gives rise to a duty

or fiduciary duty.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
23.

Eagle Equity is not entitled to any relief (equitable or otherwise) under the Idaho

Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code § 55-910 et seq. against RBC because RBC is
not a "debtor" under said act and Eagle Equity cannot otherwise satisfy the elements under the
act to be entitled to relief thereunder.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
24.

Eagle Equity is not entitled to any relief (equitable or otherwise) under the Idaho

Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code § 55-910 et seq. because any alleged transfer or
obligation was made to a person who took in good faith and for reasonably equivalent value.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
25.

That the damages alleged in Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint

reasonably could have been avoided by Eagle Equity.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
26.

That Eagle Equity was at the time and place set forth in their Second Amended

Complaint guilty of carelessness and negligence which proximately caused and/or contributed
to the circumstances alleged and Eagle Equity's alleged injuries.
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SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
27.

That pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-802, Eagle Equity is comparatively

responsible for the damages alleged in their Second Amended Complaint.
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
28.

That the negligence of Eagle Equity was equal to or greater than the negligence

of Defendants, if any, and that Eagle Equity's negligence was the sole, direct and proximate
cause of any damage and/or injury suffered by Eagle Equity.
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
29.

That the doctrines of waiver, quasi estoppel, estoppel en pais, and equitable

estoppel apply to prevent Eagle Equity from now making the claims alleged in the Second
Amended Complaint.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
30.

That Eagle Equity failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate the claimed or

alleged damages.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
31.

That Eagle Equity negligently failed to take proper and adequate protective and

preventative measures to prevent or minimize the injuries complained of in this action, and
such negligence caused, contributed to, or aggravated such injuries.
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
32.

That Eagle Equity failed to bring this cause of action within the time required by

the requisite statutes of limitations, including, without limitation, Idaho Code Sections 5-224,
5-218, 5-219,5-216, and 55-918.
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TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
33.

That Eagle Equity is guilty of laches and unreasonable delay in bringing this

action and asserting any cause of action against RBC and that such laches and unreasonable
delay were without good cause and substantially prejudiced RBC.
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIE DEFENSE
34.

RBC cannot be liable for causes of action based upon the issuance of a title

policy of insurance because RBC is not a title policy insurance company and did not issue a
title policy to Eagle Equity.
FOURTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
35.

That Eagle Equity's demand for equitable relief is improper because Eagle

Equity has an adequate remedy at law.
FIFTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
36.

That the economic loss rule bars some or all of the damages that are sought by

Eagle Equity.
SIXTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
37.

That Eagle Equity would be unjustly enriched if Eagle Equity recovered the

damages Eagle Equity is seeking in the Second Amended Complaint because (1) Eagle Equity
held a second position deed of trust on the property at issue in this lawsuit and the fair market
value of the property, at the time Eagle Equity's Deed of Trust was reconveyed, would not have
been sufficient to pay the first position deed of trust and Eagle Equity's Deed of Trust and (2),
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alternatively, Eagle Equity's recovery of damages is limited to the fair market value of the
property at the time of the reconveyance.
SEVENTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
38.

That the alleged conduct of RBC was not a cause in fact or a proximate cause of

any damages or loss allegedly sustained by Eagle Equity.
EIGHTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
39.

RBC made no conveyance of the property at issue and therefore could not have

committed the acts alleged by Eagle Equity.
NINETEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
40.

At the time that RBC approved a short sale of the property by Galiano, LLC,

Eagle Equity was not secured by the property at issue.
TWENTIETH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
41.

At all times, the actions by RBC were taken in good faith.
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND

42.

RBC has not been able to engage in full discovery of the facts relevant to this

case and is unable to fully state in complete detail all of the affirmative defenses that may exist
with respect to Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint. Pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, RBC has asserted the affirmative defenses that are presently known
and believed to be applicable, but RBC expressly reserves the right to assert additional
affirmative defenses by amendment to its Answer.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS
43.

RBC has been required to retain the law firm of Cosho Humphrey, LLP to
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defend it in this matter and is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to Idaho
Code §§ 12-120, 12-121, and Rule 54(d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other
applicable laws allowing for the recovery of attorney's fees in this action.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
44.

RBC demands a trial by jury, composed of no less than twelve (12) persons, in

all issues, claims, and defenses triable to a jury, pursuant to the constitutions and laws of the
United States, the State ofldaho, and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38(b).
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, RBC prays for relief as follows:
1.

That the Second Amended Complaint of Eagle Equity be dismissed with prejudice

and that Eagle Equity take nothing thereby;
2.

That the court award to RBC its attorney's fees and costs as prayed for in this

Answer;
3.

For a jury trial on all issues pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b); and

4.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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DAVIDM. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
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ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation
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[ .y'"Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
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ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
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Seattle, Washington 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company
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RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
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CHAD M. NICHOLSON
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Counsel for DAS Investments LLC
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
ANSWER TO REVISED SECOND
AMENDED COMPLAINT

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
limited liability company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW, TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, and for answer to the Revised Second Amended Complaint filed in the
above-captioned matter, admits, denies and affirmatively alleges as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE

The Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE

Each and every allegation of Plaintiffs Complaint not specifically admitted herein is
hereby denied.
THIRD DEFENSE

1.

TitleOne has only engaged in limited discovery in the above-entitled litigation

and therefore reserves the right to amend this pleading to set forth such other and additional
defenses, denials, affirmative defenses, cross-claims, third-party complaints, and claims as may
be appropriate.
FOURTH DEFENSE

2.

The following paragraphs are admitted: 2, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

3.

The following paragraphs are denied: 29, 30, 31, 64, 78, 79, 80, 93, 94, 96, 99,

100, 101, 104, 105, and 106.
4.

This Answering Defendant is without knowledge of the allegations contained

within the following paragraphs and therefore denies the same: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15,20,22,23,24,25,26,32,33,34,36,37,38,67,68,69, 70,and95.
5.

In response to paragraph 21, it is admitted that a Deed of Trust and Security

Agreement dated November 13, 2006, among Galiano, LLC, as grantor, Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp., as trustee, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, as beneficiary, was recorded in the real property
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records of Ada County, Idaho on November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859 (the "Deed
of Trust") and that said Deed of Trust speaks for itself. The remaining allegations of this
paragraph are denied.
6.

In response to paragraph 27, this Answering Defendant is at this time without

knowledge of what is meant by "an incomplete copy of a reconveyance instrument" and of what
notice Plaintiff had of reconveyance at what point in time and therefore denies this paragraph.
7.

In response to paragraph 28, it is admitted that DAS Investments, LLC conveyed

certain property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc. The remaining allegations of this paragraph are
denied.
8.

In response to paragraph 35, 98, 103 this Answering Defendant states that these

sentences call for a legal conclusion and therefore denies the same.
9.

The following paragraphs merely reallege and restate allegations of other

paragraphs and therefore in response to these paragraphs, the responses to said paragraphs in this
Answer are simply restated as if set forth in full: 63, 77, 92, 97, and 102.
10.

The following paragraphs generally make allegations under counts against other

Defendants besides this Answering Defendant and they do not require an answer by this
Answering Defendant: 39 through 62, 82 through 91, and 107 through 112. Nevertheless, this
Answering Defendant is without knowledge of the fact and circumstances of the allegations
contained within those paragraphs and therefore deny the same.
11.

This Answering Defendant denies the allegations in paragraphs 65, 66, 71, 72, 73,

74, and 75.
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12.

In response to paragraphs 76 and 81, these paragraphs merely describe against

whom certain counts are plead, and do not require an admission or denial. On this basis, these
paragraphs are denied.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of the Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable where appropriate, to any
and all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. In asserting the defenses, TitleOne does not admit that the
burden of proving allegations or denials contained in this answer is upon TitleOne, but, to the
contrary, asserts that by reason of these denials, and by reason of relevant statutory and judicial
authority, the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in the defenses is upon
Plaintiff. Moreover, in asserting any defense, TitleOne does not admit any responsibility or
liability, but rather specifically denies any and all allegations of responsibility and liability in the
Complaint. Further, to the extent any affirmative defense in this Answer is misstated elsewhere
in this Answer as other than an affirmative defense, it is hereby incorporated herein by this
reference as if restated in full.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(No Privity to Fraud)

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 55-902, Plaintiff is not entitled to avoidance of the
reconveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 because subsequent purchasers or encumbrancers were
not privy to the alleged fraud.
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SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Idaho Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act)

Plaintiff is not entitled to any relief (equitable or otherwise) under the Idaho Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code § 55-910 et seq. against TitleOne Corporation because
TitleOne is not a "debtor" under said act and Plaintiff cannot otherwise satisfy the elements
under the act to be entitled relief thereunder.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Bona Fide Purchaser)

Plaintiff is not entitled to any relief (equitable or otherwise) under the Idaho Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code § 55-910 et seq. because any alleged transfer or obligation
was made to a person who took in good faith and for reasonably equivalent value.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Avoidable Consequences)

That the damages alleged in Plaintiff's Complaint reasonably could have been avoided by
the Plaintiff.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Contributory Negligence)

That the Plaintiff was at the time and place set forth in their Complaint guilty of
carelessness and negligence which proximately contributed to the circumstances alleged and the
Plaintiff's alleged injuries.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Comparative Responsibility)

That pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-802, Plaintiff is comparatively responsible for the
damages alleged in their Complaint.
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Comparative Negligence)

That the negligence of Plaintiff was equal to or greater than the negligence of
Defendants, if any, and that said Plaintiff's negligence was the sole, direct and proximate cause
of any damage and/or injury suffered by the Plaintiffs.
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Estoppel/W aiver)

That the doctrines of waiver, quasi estoppel, estoppel en pais, and equitable estoppel
apply to prevent the Plaintiff from now making the claim alleged in the Complaint.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Failure to Mitigate Damages)

That the Plaintiff failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate the claimed or alleged
damages.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Preventative Measures)

That Plaintiff negligently failed to take proper and adequate protective and preventative
measures to prevent or minimize the injuries complained of in this action, and such negligence
caused, contributed to, or aggravated such injuries.
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Statute of Limitations)

That the Plaintiff failed to bring this cause of action within the time required by the
requisite statutes of limitations, including, without limitation, Idaho Code Sections 5-224, 5-218,
5-219, 5-216, and 55-918.
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Laches)

That the Plaintiff was guilty of laches and unreasonable delay in bringing this action and
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asserting any cause of action against Defendant TitleOne and that such laches and unreasonable
delay were without good cause and substantially prejudiced Defendant TitleOne.
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(TitleOne Not Trustee)

That TitleOne cannot be liable for breach of fiduciary duty because TitleOne was not the
original trustee or a successor trustee under the Deed of Trust, and its only role in this case was
that statutorily prescribed by Idaho Code§ 45-1201, et seq.
FOURTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Adequate Remedy at Law)

That the Plaintiffs demand for equitable relief is improper because Plaintiff has an
adequate remedy at law.
FIFTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Economic Loss)

That the economic loss rule bars some or all of the damages that are sought by Plaintiff.
SIXTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Unjust Enrichment)

That Plaintiff would be unjustly enriched if Plaintiff recovered the damages Plaintiff is
seeking in the Complaint because (1) Plaintiff held a second position deed of trust on the
property at issue in this lawsuit and the fair market value of the property, at the time Plaintiffs
Deed of Trust was reconveyed, would not have been sufficient to pay the first position deed of
trust and Plaintiffs Deed of Trust and (2), alternatively, Plaintiffs recovery of damages is
limited to the fair market value of the property at the time of the reconveyance.
SEVENTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(No Proximate Cause)

That the conduct of TitleOne for which TitleOne is allegedly liable was not a cause in
fact or a proximate cause of any damages or loss allegedly sustained by Plaintiff.
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EIGHTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Reconveyance Act)

That TitleOne substantially and/or sufficiently complied with Idaho Code § 45-1201, et
seq., including without limitation§§ 45-1203 or 45-1204 and did not reconvey the Deed of Trust

with negligence or bad faith, or alternatively, the only remedy under said act is for money
damages, not avoidance of the reconveyance.
NINETEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Exceeding Parameters of Court Order)

By answering the Revised Second Amended Complaint in this matter, this Answering
Defendant does not hereby waive and specifically reserves objection that portions of said
Revised Second Amended Complaint exceed what was allowed to be filed as an amended
complaint by the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions filed December
2, 2013. This Answering Defendant expressly reserves the right to object to any such relief
sought by the Revised Second Amended Complaint at the appropriate time in these proceedings.
TWENTIETH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(Failure to Plead Fraud with Specificity)

Plaintiff has failed to plead fraud with the requisite specificity required by Rule 9 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
TWENTY-FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
(§ 45-1201 Exclusive Source of Any Duty)

That TitleOne cannot be liable under Counts besides the breach of Idaho Code§ 45-1201,
et. seq. because that chapter provides the exclusive remedy against an allegedly improper forced

reconveyance. TitleOne does not hereby waive any argument that the applicable statute of
limitations bars even a claim under Code§ 45-1201, et. seq.
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ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS
TitleOne has been forced to incur costs and attorneys' fees to defend itself in this matter.
In the event of a judgment in its favor, TitleOne is entitled to an award of costs and attorneys'
fees pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-121 and 12-120(3), and also upon any agreement of the
parties, if any. This request for attorneys' fees is not an admission that any law for attorneys'
fees is applicable to the facts in this particular case, but such arguments and proof will be
reserved for the appropriate times in the proceeding.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, TitleOne prays that this Court enter the following relief:
1.

Judgment in favor of TitleOne and against Plaintiff on all counts of the Revised
Second Amended Complaint,

2.

That the Court award costs and attorneys' fees as sought above, and

3.

Such other and further relief as this Court may deem appropriate in the premises.

DATED this 12th day of February, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Thomas E. Dvorak
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
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Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile: 388-1300
_ Overnight Courier
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David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
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Counsel for Plaintiffs
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Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho
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David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
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Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title
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Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_
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Defendants.

1

2
3
4

5

The Plaintift~ by antl through their attomeys, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12, move

6

this Court for 9ermission to appeal this Court's granting of TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss and the

7

substr,ntivc re(fUest for l·ecunside.ration under the Plaintiffs Motion to Amend. This motion
8

specifically concemo the issue of whether or not the Plaintiff's claim for Negligence is properly

9

brought before this Court. This motion IS made pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12 and is based

IO

upon a .Memotcmdum in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal, and upon the records and
11

pleadir.gs filed herein.
12

The Plaintiff is requesting a hearing on this matter, but if the Court cannot schedule a
13

hearing within the required time limits, the Plaintiff requests a ruling on this matter forthwith.

141
15

,I

16 '.

'

-·~

.,
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IN l'HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12

13

1;
11
I

EAGLE EQUITY Fl'f1\TD, LLC, an Idaho
14 Ii limited liability company,
,I

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

!'.

15

Plaintiff;

1:

16 I

YS.

17 I:

TITLEONE CCH..PCIU/..'10~\, a:.1d 1c.a110
18 I corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
I COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
19 aka Tra.nsnat10n Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaw ...n: r:orrc,rntion, ALLIANCE TITLE &
20 ESCROW CORP .• a Defoware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
21
Bank). a North Carolina corporation,

221
23
24
25

26
27

28

1

CHlCAGO TITU! TN'SU~.ANCE

COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fb·. Tic.or ;'i!l ~ Innu·anr.(
Company, a California co1poration), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
CORRY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
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Defendants.

1

--- - - ··-· -----·-----------

2
3

4

5

Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12) Eagle Equity Fund C'EEF"), the Plaintiff, provides

6

the following memorandum in support of its Motion for Permission to Appeal:

7

I'I:;E.l\HSSI(m~ TO APPEAL SHOULD BE GRANTED BECAUSE THERE ARE

8

SUBSTANTIAL GROUNDS FOR A DIFF·ERENCE OF OPINION OVER THE
9

NEGLIGENCE CLAIM

IO

On December 2, 2013, this Court entered an order dismissing the Plaintiffs common law

11
claim for negligence against Defendant TitleOne. On February 5) 2014, the Court entered an
12

order denyiag the Plaintiff's request to reinstate this common law claim for negligence.

13

1uafro A.ppeliatt~ Ruie 12 (b) stares:

14

15

A motion for pennis:{ion ··:o :lf) :eal fror.1. an interlocutory order or judgment,
upon the grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule, shall be filed with
t.hc d.istrict court or administrative ;~.~;ency within fourteen (14) days from
date of entry of the order or j ud?ment. The motion shall be ffled, served,
noticerJ f:'.."lr ;1jatinu :r1<I processctl in fhe same manm:r as any other motion,
and hearing of the motion sl.la 11 be expedited. In criminal actions a motion
i::i.:el1 1.::y the defendant shall be served unon the prm1ecuting attorney of the
COll'l~y. The court 0r agenr,y shall, within fourteen (14) days after the
h:;:c:,.is. ti;j i';11 •.er i:-:1. ,inkr setting forth its reasoning for approving or
d1sR~;1r:::.ivin'.! the mot1.on
1

16 i
I

17
11

i

18 Ii
I

19
11

20 i
21 II
Ii
22

!

23

241

2s

I

26
27

Criteria for perrnission to appeal are listed in l.A.R. 12(a) as follows:

Permission. may be granted bv ~he Supreme Court to appeal from an
fmrtl::,,,::utury o;:-d~r r:,r. judgmc:rf of a di~tr~ct court ... which i~ not oth~ise
ap:rt:'alable under these rules, but which involves a controllmg question of
~.i1w 11~ 1 c ,~r: 1 .ir:h th.F;r.~ '.'3 mhstfl.ntial grmmds for difference of opinion and in
v1f.tich an hm,r.,edfate appeal from the order or decree may materially advance
the v~d~riy 1esoluti01i'of the [nigadon.

In this case, (a.ere are unquestionably gul'.,st&ntial erounds for a d~fference of opinion over

28
11

,,1!

I,

Ir
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1

the claim eif conww '. bw 1Y ul.igc:.cc ..frl. the Pkmt:ff n r,~otion to amend/reconsider1 the Court

2

was presented\\ m1 ,.;ontrollmg authority :iom as. rec~nt as 2010 concerning the subject of

3

economic loss doctrine. Spec1fically1 the .Plaitniff referenced the case Brian and Christie, Inc. v.

4

1

Leishmw,: Electric, l1tc,i 150 Idaho 22 (2010). ~he (:our,. chose to side with TitleOne and their

5

definition of economic lo8S contained in Dufjb. v. U1ho Ctop Improvement Ass 'n, 126 Idaho

6

1002 (1995). Ir.. Ertan and (.'hr is tie_, Justice Eismar11 ,;;pedfically said that "[t]he definition of

7

economic ioss s{&ted in ~l'almon Rti;ers and utilized in ... Duffin v. Idaho Crop Imp. Ass'n ... does

8

not apply in cases involving the negligent rendition of services because such cases do not involve

9

the purC'h:ase of defoctive pro:Jerty." Brian and Christie r.t 27. Therefore, the Plaintiff has

10

substantial grounds for a diHerence of opinion when it comes to this Court's dismissal of the

11

common law negligence claim because the dismissal was based upon a faulty application of

12

economic l0ss dod,ine

13

AN lMMEDlATE APPP:AkWOULD ADVANCE THE ORDERLY RESOLUTION OF

14

TH!S CASE

15

1}iv1:,n

thflt the C•1Jt1i has di8mi.,;;s;-:d t"\;,"· commm1 law negligence claim against TitleOne

16

but has kept the claim for tortious mterforence, it i~ possible that the claim for tortious

17

interforcnce will go to a _iury without an ooti•Jn3.l claim ofo.egligence. If unsuccessful at tlial, this

18

mean~;

19

wouicl rcapcn disco-. :ry, and reqmrt a :,ei:o"~J inai i.i>r w:g1igence with

20

Essentially, this ea·.se 'NOuld need to be litigate~: ;wke.

F:/1,t

an

. t.1r
hppL'.1

L : ni::gt:genc: i.,sut \r.11 oi.::cu1 .der a trial. A reversal on appeal then
rui

entirely different jury.

21

Iu the interesi of jcd,cial cfficicnc y, and in the in.erest of avoiding inconsistent verdicts of

22

complete:y differer.1; ·hlr.k:~\ ;t £,.:ems that a prtrc.mount coacem jn this cage is getting all legitimate

23 Ii claimB iu front 0:f tn.:. [!::_me jury, Tb:s will r.v01.d tlN po3sibility of inconsistent verdicts on the
24 i: same cH,;e, avoid f•l(' po•;sjb\lity of t\vc {liffon~nt juries r.e:::iding a case, and avoid the possibility
,:

25

of litigating the case twice. Certainly, the o.rck:rly resolution of this case demands that the issue of

26

conuno:1 hnv negligcnci: l::: decided at this pobt

27
28

THIS lS A MATTER OF GR.AV[; IMPORTANCE
The Cm..1r; f(,t,ulrl take ir~to accor,n~ th:,J cv:der.:.e,e in this case points toward the acts of
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1

TitleOn.e as signing a reconveyance do01x.m.:1 t1. that aever should have been signed. See Affidavit

2

of Cameron McFaddon b;

3

deci:-:ic11 i:o disatow 1!0Lnon law neg1ige;1t:;; {:Ut.: tc tconcmic loss doctrine, the Court has opened

4

the <lco.t for Tit1e0;,'.\

5

their CJ\' •t. n~gligen,;,; fo/.<::, y. This h certa\'!:} a 11:atter of grave public importance as billions of

6

dollars of :.iecured loans can now be wiped '.;V:.ty by TitleOne without any liability for their own

7

negliger:ce.

C1

cf kfot!on }"~r Surmw:try Judgment, Ex. C. With the Comt's

.my othr~r title C(J:ff~p,111y, to rewnvey trust deeds without any concem for

8

Ct)NC_;_,lH:H)N3

-------·----·-

9
10

1l'1}ppo;·f

'_.];Q
1

ordt:ly n:sclut:ic:a of this ~ade demands that :his case be litigated once and be

prese,.1.t( d to one jm 1. Witb the issue of comn°or:. Jaw negligence already appealable, there is little

11

reason 10 allow the c::~s~ t(, proceed without iirn\ settling this issue. An issue of grave public

12

concern, this Comt's decision on economic lGrs 9,ives T1tleOne the ability to reconvey any trust

13

deed without the fear ofliability for its own negli~e11t ac~ion. There are certainly substantial

14

grounds for ~ d1fferen,:e of uninion on this suo iect as bot,1 uarties are relying on different

15

defini tio 119 of et.onomk los•:. The Ph;ntiff re~-pectfuUy requests that this Court grant permission

16

to apper1l the issue of co:11c·, m faw neglip;t~nr;e to the Idaho Supreme Court.

17

·r___
1 L ) 2014
Dated: F.ebr,mr} __ .{_)

18
19

20
21
22

A.r..rc,r'. J. Tribble

Att:o; ·ney for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE
OF SERVICE
........
______ ___ ·---·-····-----·-·-·--

: : 11

2s

.,,

I(

26 i'

l HBREE,Y CE:C;:T:Ff that on thL..../:/':;_\1a~• of

};;,k:.-t~, 2014, I caused a true and

27

correct '::>py oftl-:.e f're;ci1: 1~ document tc be ~e1·,red by frtt method indicated below, and

28

addr~sse:1 to the following:
. i]. .
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CHRISTOPHER i?:~~lCri, Cieri<

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

By DAYSH/\ Q0bORN
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), and
John Does 1-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,

~\J(Jlf 3/ 0! I°'ANSWER BY ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP.
TO
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through its attorneys

ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
BY ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP - 1
1:\264.184\PLD\Answer to Second Amended Complaint 140215.docx

001028

of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and, in response to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint
("Plaintiffs Complaint"), answers and alleges as follows:

I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny whether Plaintiff, Daniel Thompson is
residing in Idaho.

Alliance admits that Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC is now a limited

liability company duly existing under the laws of the state of Idaho, however, Alliance notes that
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was administratively dissolved from November 10, 2010 to
April 1, 2013.
2.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 , 9, 10 and

11 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.
3.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance denies that Alliance was in the business of selling insurance but admits that Alliance
was in the business of selling title insurance as an agent for Ticor Title Insurance and was
licensed by the Idaho Department of Insurance as a title insurance agent.

Alliance lacks

sufficient information to admit or deny the balance of the allegations in Paragraph 12 and on that
basis denies same.
4.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 13, 14 and 15 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained
therein and, on that basis, denies same.
5.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 16, 17, 18 and 19 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance admits the allegations contained therein.
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II.
GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

6.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 20 and 21 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained
therein and, on that basis, denies same.
7.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits that, as an agent of Ticor Title Insurance Company, it issued the policy attached
as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs original Complaint, which speaks for itself.

Alliance denies the

balance of the allegations in Paragraph 22.
8.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits that Plaintiff agreed in the Master Credit Agreement to release lots sold for no
payment until RBC was paid in full. Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the
balance of the allegations in Paragraph 23 and, on that basis, denies same.
9.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
10.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 29 Alliance denies the

allegations contained therein to the extent that they apply to Alliance. Alliance lacks sufficient
information to admit or deny any allegations with respect to other Defendants.
11.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
12.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 36 of Plaintiffs Complaint,
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the policy of title insurance attached as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs original Complaint speaks for
itself.
13.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance admits receiving a letter from Plaintiffs counsel dated April 26, 2013 which made
various unsubstantiated allegations against Alliance and other Defendants.
14.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.

III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

15.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 39 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 14 above.
16.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 40 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on
that basis, denies same.
17.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 41 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

the policy of title insurance received by Plaintiff attached to Plaintiffs original Complaint as
Exhibit B speaks for itself.
18.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 42, 43, 44 and 45 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT II-BAD FAITH
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)
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19.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 46 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 18 above.
20.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,

54 and 55 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

21.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 54 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 20 above.
22.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 5 5, 56, 57 and 58 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC

23.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 59 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 22 above.
24.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 60, 61, and 62 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

25.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 63 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 24 above.
26.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,

71, 72, 73, 74, 75 and 76 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained
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therein.
COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS}

27.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 77 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 26 above.
28.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 78, 79, 80 and 81 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VII - CONVERSION
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

29.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 82 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 28 above.
30.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 83, 84, 85, 86 and 87 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT TITLEONE, FIDELITY AND CHICAGO)

31.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 88 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 30 above.
32.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 89, 90, and 91 of Plaintiffs

Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IX - TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANT AGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

33.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 92 of Plaintiffs Complaint,
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Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 32 above.
34.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 9 3, 94, 95 and 96 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT X - BREACH OF FIDICUARY DUTY
(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLE ONE AND ALLIANCE)

35.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 97 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 34 above.
36.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 98, 99, 100 and 101 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT XI - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205
(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLE ONE)

37.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 102 of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 36 above.
38.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 103, 104, 105 and 106 of

Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT XII - BREACH OF OBLIGAITON TO PAY
(AS TO DEFENANTS GALLANO AND MASON)

39.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph I07of Plaintiffs Complaint,

Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 38 above.
40.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 108, 109, 110. 111 and 112

of Plaintiffs Complaint, Alliance lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained therein and, on that basis, denies same.
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
INTRODUCTION

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. The Defendant, in asserting the defenses, does not admit that
the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in this Answer is upon the Defendant,
but, to the contrary, asserts that by the reason of these denials, and by reason of relevant statutory
and judicial authority, the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of
the defenses is upon Plaintiff. Moreover, the Defendant does not admit, in asserting any defense,
any responsibility or liability, but, to the contrary, specifically denies any and all allegations of
responsibility and liability in the Complaint.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs Complaint and each every purported cause of action alleged therein fails to
state a claim against Alliance upon which relief can be granted and should be dismissed pursuant
to Rule I2(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs claims for relief are barred upon the individual and collective principles of
latches, estoppel and waiver.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Alliance has, at all times, acted in good faith and with reasonable basis for its actions.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The Complaint and each and every cause of action alleged therein fails to state the facts
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sufficient to allow for Plaintiff to recover attorney fees against Alliance.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Any damages claimed by Plaintiff were not proximately caused by any acts or omissions
of Alliance.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

Alliance has been required to retain the services of Meuleman Mollerup LLP to represent
it in this action and is entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 12-120, 12-121 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE Alliance prays for a judgment as follows:
A.

That Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed as to Alliance with prejudice and Plaintiff

take nothing thereby from Alliance;
B.

For reimbursement of Alliance's reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; and

C.

For other such relief as the court deems just and proper.

DATED this/ ~ y of February, 2014.

By:

Richard W. Moll rup
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the b_day of February, 2014 a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]
[ ]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givensQursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey
800 Park Center Blvd, Suite 790
Post Office Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc

]
[
[ ]
[ v"]
[
]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin. stines@fnf com

]
[
[
]
[ v"]
[ ]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712

[
]
[
]
[ ,I]

[
[

]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[ ]
[ ,I]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
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COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files its Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") asks that this Court certify for appeal the question of
whether the Court erred in denying EEF's Motion to Amend. 1 EEF believes that interlocutory
appellate review is appropriate because: (a) there is substantial room for a difference of opinion
on the issue of whether the economic loss rule bars EEF's recovery for negligence, (b) an
immediate appeal of the Motion to Amend would facilitate orderly resolution of this case, and (c)
the matter at bar is gravely important to EEF.
EEF's motion contains a fatal flaw-1.A.R. 12 is employed sparingly and is limited to
exceptional cases of great public importance. This case is far from exceptional and the facts at

bar present no occasion to deviate from the traditional manner by which a litigant may seek
redress from the trial court-a post-judgment appeal. For the reasons set forth herein, this Court
should deny EEF's Motion for Permission to Appeal.
II.

BACKGROUND

1.

Plaintiffs EEF and Daniel Thompson filed this action on June 5, 2013.

2.

Plaintiffs' initial Complaint alleged nine causes of action against all Defendants.

1 The Court previously granted TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss EEF's claim for common law negligence on
or about December 2, 2013. That date is well over fourteen (14) days from the date of entry. Under Rule 12(b) of
the Idaho Appellate Rules, EEF is precluded from permissibly appealing the order granting TitleOne's Motion to
Dismiss. This limits the scope of EEF's motion to the question of whether the Court abused its discretion in
denying EEF's Motion to Amend.
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3.

Count Three of Plaintiffs' complaint sought damages for TitleOne's claimed

negligence as a result of allowing the unauthorized reconveyance of Plaintiffs' secured interest in
certain real property.
4.

TitleOne filed a Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint on September 6, 2013.

5.

In response, EEF subsequently moved to amend its Complaint to add a statutory

cause of action for relief from negligence connected with a forced reconveyance under Title 45,
Chapter 12.
6.

In their opposition to TitleOne's motion, Plaintiffs actually conceded application

of the economic loss doctrine, but argued that "there is a statutory remedy providing for damages
based on negligence under the circumstances under Idaho Code § 45-1205." Memorandum
Decision and Order on Various Motions, at 10.
7.

After a hearing on October 21, 2013, the Court dismissed EEF's Complaint as to

common law negligence against TitleOne, but granted EEF' s motion to amend as to statutory
relief, of which, negligence is an element-not a claim.
8.

TitleOne subsequently moved for summary judgment on the statutory remedy

claim under Idaho Code§ 45-1205, arguing the statute oflimitations.
9.

In opposition, EEF once again sought leave to amend by filing motions to amend

and for reconsideration seeking to add back in the previously dismissed common law negligence
claim against TitleOne.
10.

At oral argument on TitleOne's summary judgment motion on January 30, 2014,

this Court took TitleOne's summary judgment motion under advisement, but denied the motion
to amend from the bench,2 and issued a written order to this effect on February 5, 2014.

2

At least to the extent the motion to amend sought to reinstate the claim for common law negligence. The motion to
amend was permitted in order to substitute RBC bank entities.
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11.

EEF believes that this Court erred in denying EEF' s motion and issuing its

February 5, 2014, Order. 3 EEF now asks that this Court certify its Order regarding the Motion to
Amend so as to allow for interlocutory review by the Idaho Supreme Court.

III.
A.

ARGUMENT

The Court Should Deny EEF's Motion for Permission to Appeal.
The Idaho Supreme Court adopted Idaho Appellate Rule 12 in 1977. Rudell v. Todd, 105

Idaho 2, 665 P.2d 701 (1983). 1.A.R. 12(b) permits a district court to certify an interlocutory
appeal on the grounds set forth in I.A.R. 12(a), which states:
Permission may be granted by the Supreme Court to appeal from
an interlocutory order or judgment of a district court in a civil or
criminal action . . . which is not otherwise appealable under these
rules, but which involves a controlling question of law as to which
there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which
an immediate appeal from order or decree may materially advance
the orderly resolution of the litigation.
Idaho App. R. 12(a).
In drafting I.A.R. 12(a), the Court did not intend for the rule to become a frequently
travelled thoroughfare for those seeking to appeal any interlocutory decision with which the
litigant and the court disagreed. Rather, "Rule 12 [was intended] to create an appeal in the

exceptional case." Id. at 4,665 P.2d at 703 (emphasis added).
The Supreme Court abides by its admonition that only exceptional matters receive
interlocutory review. The Court noted in 1983 that it "has, over the six year experience of the
use of Rule 12, accepted only a limited number of applications for appeal by certification." Id.
(declining to hear an appeal even after the district court certified the question for review).

EEF claims that its negligence count is not barred by the economic loss rule. But the foregoing doctrine was only
one of several bases that TitleOne asserted in opposition to EEF's Motion to Amend and reconsideration efforts.
EEF's briefing does not address TitleOne's arguments that common law negligence was futile under exclusivity,
waiver or judicial estoppel.

3
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In Bude/! v. Todd, supra, the Supreme Court clarified that it will only take up issues of
law under Rule 12 that are of the utmost public importance. According to the Court:
It was the intent of I.AR. 12 to provide an immediate appeal from
an interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great public

interest or legal questions offirst impression are involved.
105 Idaho at 4,665 P.2d at 704 (emphasis added).
True to form, the Court has limited permissive appeals to issues such as the
constitutionality of a particular law. In both Osmunson v. State, 135 Idaho 292, 17 P.3d 236
(2000), and In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 128 Idaho 246, 912 P.2d 614 (1995), the permissive
appeals concerned the constitutionality of certain statutes. Likewise, in State v. United States,
134 Idaho 106, 996 P.2d 806 (2000), the question accepted for interlocutory review concerned
Idaho constitutional law. See also Moon v. North Idaho Farmers, 140 Idaho 536, 540, 96 P.3d
637,641 (2004) (reviewing whether a certain bill ran afoul of the state and federal constitution).
"Great public importance" has also been imputed to actions against public officials,

Lincoln County v. Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland, 102 Idaho 489, 632 P.2d 678
(1981) (addressing the meaning of a statute in an action by the county against the surety of
county officials that defaulted on certain performance bonds), and actions involving
grandparental rights, In re Doe, 134 Idaho 760, 9 P.3d 1226 (2000) (allowing permissive appeal
of an order of the magistrate court denying a motion to intervene made in Child Protective Act
proceedings involving appellant's granddaughter).
In contrast, court decisions in cases that lack substantial public concern do not pass I.AR.
12 muster. In Rudell v. Todd, the Court denied an appeal by permission in a personal injury case
in which the trial court denied summary judgment on purely legal grounds. The implicated legal
issue was "whether a prior judgment in favor of defendant in a small claim action for property
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damage to vehicle" barred a subsequent personal injury action under claim preclusion. Id. at 3,
665 P.2d at 702.4

The Supreme Court denied the motion primarily because the parties (and the trial court)
presented an issue that did not carry great public importance. The Court stated:
No single factor is controlling in the Court's decision of
acceptance or rejection of an appeal by certification, but the Court
intends by Rule 12 to create an appeal in the exceptional case and
does not intend by the rule to broaden the appeals which may be
taken as a matter of right under I.AR. 11. For these reasons, the
Court has, over the six year experience of the use of Rule 12,
accepted only a limited number of the applications for appeal by
certification. Applying these criteria to this case the Court
concludes that an appeal by permission from the order denying the
motion for summary judgment would not be appropriate.
Id. at 4, 665 P.2d 701.

Similarly, in Saint Alphonsus Diversified v. MRI Associates, LLP, Case No. CVOC0408219D, the Supreme Court denied Saint Alphonsus's motion for interlocutory review of a
decision made by the Honorable Michael McLaughlin.

Judge McLaughlin held that Saint

Alphonsus's dissociation from the MRIA partnership was wrongful. The decision was based on
a critical question of partnership law under the Revised Uniform Partnership Act that had not yet
been addressed by the Supreme Court.
The issue Judge McLaughlin decided was one of pure law and certainly a controlling
issue in a case involving tens of millions of dollars in damages. Judicial efficiency and the
amount in controversy would seem to warrant certification. See also Budell, 105 Idaho at 4,665

4 As an aside and perhaps a respite for the reader, the Supreme Court eventually did resolve this legal issue some
years later. In Hindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 57 P.3d 803 (2002), Justice Linda Copple Trout ruled that the
doctrine of claim preclusion prevented a litigant from obtaining a judgment in small claims on property damage
resulting from a car accident and then suing in district court to recover previously manifested personal injury
damages stemming from the same accident.
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P.2d at 704 (stating that I.A.R 12(a) review 1s appropriate when "legal questions of first
impression are involved").
Yet, the Supreme Court denied Saint Alphonsus's motion. Unfortunately, the Court
issued a two page order denying Saint Alphonsus's motion. Based on the facts, however, one
can surmise that the Court based its order on the fact that the issue at hand was not of great
public importance and was not exceptional. For that reason, Saint Alphonsus had to litigate the
remainder of the case and file an appeal once the court entered a final judgment, which Saint
Alphonsus did. Saint Alphonsus Diversified v. MRI Associates, LLP, 148 Idaho 479, 224 P.3d
1068 (2008).
Based on the authorities set forth above, EEF' s Motion for Permission to Appeal should
be denied for at least the following reasons.
1.

The Court's Decision to Deny EEF's Motion to Amend is not Exceptional or
of Great Public Importance.

The case law discussed in the previous section makes one thing apparent: I.A.R. 12(a) is
an exceptional procedure and is rarely employed. This case is certainly important (few cases
aren't).

However, it is not an exceptional action that involves the requisite "great public"

importance. Unlike Osmunsan, In re SRRA Case No. 39576, Moon, and States v. United States,
the matter at bar does not bear constitutional import. Nor does it involve a lawsuit against public
officials or questions of grandparental rights. This case is much more akin to Rudell v. Todd and
Saint Alphonsus, both of which involved damage claims and attempts to appeal general litigation

issues in the course of the respective lawsuits.

If anything, the facts at bar are less compelling than in Rudell and Saint Alphonsus and in
those cases the Court declined interlocutory certification. In Rudell, the decision for which
appeal was requested was dispositive of the case. 105 Idaho at 3-4, 665 P.2d at 702-03 ("The
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defendant argues that this issue is a controlling question of law inasmuch as if these doctrines are
applied to this factual situation, the motion for summary judgment for the defendant would be
granted thereby terminating the case"). In contrast, with or without the Court's decision on
EEF's Motion to Amend, 5 this case will move forward.
In Saint Alphonsus, the I.A.R. 12(a) issue was a matter of first impression. Here, the
Court's decision on EEF's Motion to Amend is based on a substantial body of jurisprudence. If
an issue of first impression involving statutory interpretation in a multi-million dollar case that
went on to house the highest jury verdict in state history is not grounds for an interlocutory
appeal, it is not jurisprudentially possible that this Court's decision on EEF' s motion to amend
warrants a different outcome.
Because the facts of this case do not present extraordinary circumstances or matters of
great public importance, I.A.R. 12 relief is not available. Like most everybody else, if EEF
disagrees with this Court's decision, EEF must proceed with suit and appeal once this Court
enters final judgment.
2.

An Immediate Appeal Would not Advance the Orderly Resolution of this
Case.

EEF argues that an immediate appeal promotes judicial efficiency. According to EEF, if
this Court does not certify its decision for appeal, "this case would need to be litigated twice."
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal, p. 3. EEF's argument lacks merit.
Rudell again controls on the issue of judicial economy. In Rudell, the Court specifically

discussed whether taking up the interlocutory appeal would materially advance orderly
5 The disposition of a motion to amend is foremost an exercise of discretion. Courts in other jurisdictions do not
allow parties to appeal interlocutory decisions that involve the exercise of the trial court's discretion. See e.g.
Tenneco Resins, Inc. v. Reeves Brothers, Inc., 583 F.Supp. 1534, 1535 (D.Ma.1984) ("The Court believes that, under
the specific facts of this case, the decision to disallow an amendment to the pleadings under Rule 15(a) was an
exercise of its discretion and is not properly appealable under section 1292(b)") (citing In Re Virginia Electric &
Power Co., 539 F.2d 357, 363 (4th Cir. 1976) and 9 Moore's Federal Practice, § 110.2[2]).
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resolution of the case. The Court acknowledged that hearing the appeal had advantages for trial
counsel. If the defendant prevailed on the issue of claim preclusion, there would be no need for a
trial and the parties would save time and money.
On the other hand, the Court noted that if defendant did not prevail on the appeal, "the
trial of the action and relief sought by the plaintiff will be delayed by the pendency of this
interlocutory appeal." Budell, 105 Idaho at 4, 665 P.2d at 703. The Court raised the specter of a
possible "second appeal after the trial." Id. Based on this analysis, the Court declined to take up
the interlocutory appeal.
The same facts that informed the Court's decision in Budell exist in this matter. If the
Court grants EEF's motion, this matter will be delayed for the time that it takes the Supreme
Court to: (a) decide whether it should also hear EEF's appeal, (b) take briefing on the matter, (c)
set the case for oral argument, and (d) make a decision thereafter. The undersigned estimates
that the foregoing process could take up to two years, thus delaying the trial and a decision in
this matter for the same timeframe. And, as warned by the Court in Bude!!, if the Idaho Supreme
Court decides the issue and remands, then "there is a possibility of a second appeal" following
entry of final judgment. Id.
If anything, the most efficient manner to proceed is to have this case heard at trial and

then appeal the Court's decision at the end of the lawsuit when all of the Court's decisions will
be memorialized in an ultimate judgment. This is to say nothing of the fact that EEF currently
has redress. There is a statute on point, as well as other non-dismissed causes of action, that EEF
is free to assert and should assert in lieu of common law negligence. Thus, despite EEF's
statements to the contrary (and to the extent it matters since this is not an exceptional case/issue
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in the first instance), EEF has plenty of irons in the fire even if the Court declines EEF' s request
for extraordinary relief.

3.

This Matter is not of Grave Public Importance.

EEF' s final argument in favor of interlocutory appeal is that the issue before this Court is
of grave public importance. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Permission to Appeal, p. 4.
Based on the analysis set forth in section A, supra, EEF' s position is untrue and is not supported
by case authority. The issue at hand is certainly important to EEF. But it is not of grave public
interest under I.AR. 12(a).
There is a statute on point that provides relief when a trustee wrongfully conveys. EEF
somehow missed the fact that its deed of trust had been reconveyed for over three years before
even filing this case, yet suddenly this is an issue of pressing and great public importance. There
is no ticking time bomb here paramount to the public interest that cannot wait for the orderly
resolution of all claims in this case before the case makes it way to an appeal in the ordinary
course.
If anything, there is a grave public interest to be served by not tying up for a year or more
seven named and unnamed Defendants, and an unknown number of homeowners subject to the
Lis Pendens EEF filed while this Court is deprived of jurisdiction to act pending the outcome of
the appeal. EEF is not entitled to I.AR. 12 relief.

IV.

CONCLUSION

EEF asks that the Court rule on EEF' s motion in expedited fashion. TitleOne has no
issue with that request, should the Court agree that this motion can be resolved without the
assistance of oral argument. Respectfully, TitleOne asks that this Court deny EEF's Motion for
Permission to Appeal.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
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DATED this 20th day of February, 2014.

Thomas E. Dvorak
Counsel for TitleOne
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TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
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aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
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company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
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THIS MATTER having come before this Court on Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to
Appeal, and the Court having considered the arguments therein and Plaintiffs request that this
matter be ruled upon in expedited fashion, and in the interest of avoiding further delay, and
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by oral argument, and good cause appearing therefor;
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FEB 2 6 2014

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0

3
4
5

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

6
7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18

Plaintiffs;

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
ON VARIO US MOTIONS

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, aka
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware Corporation; RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an Idaho Corporation; GALIANO, LLC,
and Idaho Limited Liability Company;
EDWARD J. MASON, an individual; and John
Does III-X, unknown Individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

19

This matter came before the Court on four related motions: (1) Plaintiff Eagle Equity
20

Fund's (hereinafter "EEF") Motion to Amend Complaint; (2) EEF's Motion to Disallow Costs;
21
22
23

(3) Defendant TitleOne Corporation's (hereinafter "TitleOne") Motion for Summary Judgment;
and (4) TitleOne's Renewed Motion to Quash Plaintiffs' Lis Pendens. The Court heard oral

24

argument on January 30, 2014. Aaron Tribble argued on behalf of EEF. Thomas Dvorak argued

25

on behalf of TitleOne.

'
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•
During oral argument the Court ruled from the bench on EEF's Motion to Amend
1

2

Complaint. All parties acknowledged that the motion was substantively a motion for

3

reconsideration of this Court's dismissal of EEF's common law negligence claim in the

4

December 2, 2013 Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions (hereinafter

5

"December 2 Decision"). The Court DENIED the motion. The Court directed Mr. Dvorak to

6

prepare and submit an order consistent with the bench ruling.

7

8

Also during oral argument the Court ruled from the bench on EEF's Motion to Disallow
Costs. The motion was filed in opposition to TitleOne's January 2, 2014 Application for Award

9

of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, which requested reasonable costs and attorneys' fees as a result of
10

obtaining the dismissal of Daniel Thompson as a plaintiff in this matter. The dismissal of Daniel
11

12

Thompson was entered as a Judgment on December 19, 2013. Mr. Dvorak represented to the

13

Court that TitleOne did not want a determination of costs and fees at this time but applied for

14

costs and fees on January 2, 2014 simply to comply with the requirement of Rule 54(d)(5) of the

15

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure that memoranda of costs be filed not "later than fourteen (14)

16

days after entry of judgment." After hearing argument by Mr. Tribble on whether the Court

17

should make a determination of costs and fees at this time, the Court told the parties that it will

18

hold the Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees and the Motion to Disallow Costs

19

in abeyance until all issues in this lawsuit have been resolved. The Court directed the parties that
20

they would need to notice the matter for hearing again at that later time, at which time the Court
21

22
23

would consider the merits of the Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees and the
Motion to Disallow Costs.

24
25
26
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•
The Court then told the parties it would take under advisement TitleOne's Motion for

1
2
3

4

Summary Judgment and TitleOne's Renewed Motion to Quash Plaintiffs' Lis Pendens. The
remainder of this decision addresses the merits of these motions.
BACKGROUND ALLEGATIONS AND PROCEEDINGS

5

TitleOne has assumed to be true certain allegations from the First Amended Complaint.

6

Those allegations are included in this section as part of the record of undisputed facts in this case

7
8

for purposes of this motion for summary judgment. EEF does not dispute the facts as set forth in
TitleOne's memorandum. TitleOne does not dispute the facts as set forth in EEF's memorandum.

9

The Court sets forth below these undisputed facts as presented by the parties.
10

In 2006, Edward I. Mason ("Mason"), as the managing member of Galiano, LLC
11

12

("Galiano"), approached Defendant RBC Centura Bank ("RBC") and Plaintiff EEF, to obtain

13

financing to develop a 29.63 acre parcel of real property in Kuna, Idaho, commonly referred to

14

as Galiano Subdivision (the "Property" or the "Subdivision"). The Property was ultimately

15

platted into sixty (60) residential lots.

16

On November 17, 2006, Mason, on behalf of Galiano, executed that certain Deed of

17

Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing and Assignment of Leases and Rents in favor of

18

RBC, as beneficiary, which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho on

19

November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181858 (the "RBC Deed of Trust"). Pursuant to its
20

terms, the RBC Deed of Trust secured two promissory notes payable to RBC with an aggregate
21

22
23

24

principal balance of $6,063,300.00: (1) an acquisition and development note in the principal sum
of $3,413,300.00 (the "A&D Note"); and (2) a letter of credit line note in the principal sum of
$2,650,000.00 (the "LOC Note") (the A&D Note and the LOC Note, collectively, the "RBC

25

26
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Loan"). Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance Title") was the original trustee
1
2

under the RBC Deed of Trust.

3

Contemporaneous with the execution of the RBC Deed of Trust, Mason, on behalf of

4

Galiano, executed the Deed of Trust and Security Agreement in favor of Plaintiff EEF, as

5

beneficiary, which was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho, on

6

November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859 (the "EEF Deed of Trust"). The EEF Deed of

7

Trust secured a promissory note payable to EEF with a principal balance of $725,500.00 (the

8

"EEF Note" or the "EEF Loan"). Defendant Alliance Title was also the original trustee under the

9

EEF Deed of Trust. However, Defendant Fidelity National Title Company ("Fidelity") was
10

substituted in as trustee of the EEF Deed of Trust on May 7, 2011. Pursuant to the Subordination
11

12
13

Agreement executed by RBC, Galiano, and EEF, the EEF Loan and Deed of Trust were junior to
the RBC Loan and RBC Deed of Trust.

14

On or about January 25, 2010, TitleOne received a document entitled "Reconveyance of

15

Deed of Trust" from its third-party contractor/service provider, Post-Closing Department, Inc.

16

("PCD"). In 2009, TitleOne had entered into a service agreement with PCD, under which PCD

17

agreed to provide services to facilitate the mortgage/deed of trust reconveyance process.

18

Pursuant to that service agreement, PCD agreed to prepare all documents and reports and provide

19

all other services necessary to effect reconveyances in compliance with the Idaho statutory
20

reconveyance requirements, including providing all notices thereunder, tracking the
21

reconveyance process, and recording the reconveyances. At the time TitleOne received the
22
23

24

Reconveyance of Deed of Trust from PCD for the Property, TitleOne signed the Reconveyance
and returned it to PCD. PCD, in tum, caused the Reconveyance to be recorded in the real

25

26
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property records of Ada County, Idaho, on February 11, 2010, as Instrument No. 110012858 (the
1

2

"Reconveyance"), and indeed the recorder stamp reflects recording at the request of "PCD."

3

According to EEF, Heidi Emery of TitleOne is the individual who signed the

4

reconveyance. EEF never received any communication concerning the recoveyance of the EEF

5

Deed of Trust. EEF never received satisfaction of the underlying debt. EEF never communicated

6

that the underlying debt was satisfied. EEF did not become aware of TitleOne's recoveyance

7

until late February 2013.

8

Beginning in 2011, Galiano was unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant

9

RBC. On or about March 2011, Mason and Galiano told EEF that they had not made payments
10

and that Defendant RBC would likely take action on the Property. On May 17, 2012, Galiano
11

12

executed a General Warranty Deed conveying the balance of the lots it owned in the Subdivision

13

to DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"). On November 1, 2012, Defendant RBC, as plaintiff, and

14

Galiano, Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc., and Edward and Sherry Mason, entered into a

15

Stipulated Judgment, agreeing to a judgment in favor of RBC and against those defendants in the

16

principal amount of $2,601,541.37, plus costs, fees, and interest as more specifically set forth

17

therein.

18

EEF commenced this action against defendants Alliance Title, TitleOne, Fidelity, RBC,

19

and Chicago Title on June 5, 2013. EEF filed its First Amended Complaint against the originally
20

named Defendants and several other additional Defendants on December 9, 2013.
21
22
23

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT UNDER RULE
PROCEDURE

56 OF THE IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL

TitleOne moves this Court to dismiss EEF's causes of action as against TitleOne which

24

remain after the December 2 Decision. These are Count Five (fraudulent conveyance under
25

26
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Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq), Count Six (civil conspiracy based on the allegations in Count Five),
1

2

Count Nine (tortious interference with prospective economic advantage), Count Ten (breach of

3

fiduciary duty), and Count Eleven (violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205). In its opposition, EEF

4

asks for more time to conduct discovery under Rule 56(f) before this Court rules on the merits of

5

the motion for summary judgment. EEF does provide a brief opposition to the motion on the

6

merits of certain counts in the event the Court does not grant a continuance under Rule 56(f).

7

8

The Court will first set forth the Rule 56 legal standard. The Court then will
simultaneously consider TitleOne's motion for summary judgment and EEF's Rule 56(f) request.

9

If the Court determines that additional discovery is necessary for EEF to oppose the motion for
10

summary judgment on a particular claim, the Court will forego further considering the merits of
11

12

the motion as to that particular claim and allow EEF additional time for discovery. The Court

13

will consider the merits of the motion for summary judgment to the extent a Rule 56(f)

14

continuance has not been granted. The Court considers the causes of action in the order they are

15

addressed by TitleOne in its motion.

16

LEGAL STANDARD

17

Summary Judgment

18

Summary judgment is an appropriate remedy if the moving party's "pleadings, affidavits,

19

and discovery documents on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving
20

party, demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment
21

22
23

as a matter of law." Thomson v. City of Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473, 476, 50 P.3d 488, 491 (2002)
(citing 1.R.C.P. 56(c)). The court must construe the evidence liberally and draw all reasonable

24

inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. Hei v. Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, 84-85, 73 P.3d 94, 97-

25

98 (2003). If the facts, with inferences favorable to the nonmoving party, are such that

26
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reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions, summary judgment is not available.
1

2

Hayward v. Jack's Pharmacy Inc., 141 Idaho 622,625, 115 P.3d 713, 716 (2005).

3

The moving party bears the initial burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of

4

material fact, and then the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to come forward with sufficient

5

evidence to create a genuine issue of material fact. Hei, supra. When the nonmoving party bears

6

the burden of proving an element at trial, the moving party may establish a lack of genuine issue

7

of material fact by establishing the lack of evidence supporting the element. See Sanders v. Kuna

8

Joint School Dist., 125 Idaho 872, 874, 876 P.2d 154, 156 (1994) (concluding moving party's

9

burden "may be met by establishing the absence of evidence on an element that the nonmoving
10

party will be required to prove at trial"). "Such an absence of evidence may be established either
11

12

by an affirmative showing with the moving party's own evidence or by a review of all the

13

nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such proof of an element is lacking." Id. at

14

fn. 2. A party opposing a motion for summary judgment "may not rest upon the mere allegations

15

or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response ... must set forth specific facts

16

showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e). Such evidence may consist of

17

affidavits or depositions, but ''the Court will consider only that material ... which is based upon

18

personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial." Harris v. State, Dep 't of Health &

19

Welfare, 123 Idaho 295, 297-98, 847 P.2d 1156, 1158-59 (1992). If the evidence reveals no
20

disputed issues of material fact, then only a question of law remains on which the court may then
21

enter summary judgment as a matter of law. Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Idaho, 138 Idaho 443,
22
23

445, 65 P.3d 184, 186 (2003).

24
25
26
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Rule 56(t) Continuance
1

2
3
4
5

6
7

Rule 56(f) provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
ANALYSIS

Count Eleven

8

The eleventh cause of action is for violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205. This cause of

9

action is alleged only against TitleOne. EEF alleges TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 45-1205

10

because TitleOne's reconveyance of EEF's Deed of Trust was negligent, in bad faith, or did not

11

comply with Idaho Code§§ 45-1203 or 45-1204.
12

PARTY ARGUMENTS
13

TitleOne argues EEF's claim is barred because it failed to bring this lawsuit within the
14
15

applicable statute of limitations. Specifically, TitleOne points out that the Idaho Code does not

16

provide an express statute of limitations for actions brought under Idaho Code § 45-1205.

17

TitleOne thus looks to the statutes of limitations set forth together in Chapter 2 of Title 5 of the

18

Idaho Code. TitleOne contends Idaho Code § 5-218(1) provides the applicable statute of

19

limitations for this claim because an action under Idaho Code § 45-1205 is "[a]n action upon a

20

21

liability created by statute" as described in Idaho Code 5-218(1).
Applying the three-year statute oflimitations in Idaho Code 5-218(1), TitleOne points out

22

that Heidi Emery of TitleOne executed the subject reconveyance on January 25, 2010, the
23

reconveyance was recorded in the real property records of Ada County, Idaho on February 11,
24
25
26

2010, and EEF did not bring this lawsuit until more than three years later on June 5, 2013.
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TitleOne argues that EEF's action began to accrue at the time of the reconveyance because the
1

2

reconveyance and associated disappearance of EEF's Deed of Trust constituted "some damage."

3

In support of this contention, TitleOne cites a memorandum decision that this Court issued on

4

July 11, 2013 in Bennett Trust-Venture v. TitleOne, CV-OC-2011-24046 in which the Court

5

concluded that the Plaintiffs in that case had suffered actual damages, and could maintain a cause

6

of action, when various transactions closed and the Plaintiffs failed to be successfully vested

7

with title.

8

EEF responds with several arguments. First, EEF argues that if the three-year "statutory

9

liability" statute of limitations applies, it did not begin to run until damage accrued, and damage
10

did not accrue until May 17, 2012 when Galiano conveyed the subject property to DAS
11

12
13

Investments, LLC. Thus, EEF's filing of this lawsuit on June 5, 2013 was within three years of
when the action accrued and the action is not barred.

14

Second, EEF argues that if the three-year "statutory liability" statute of limitations

15

applies, TitleOne is prohibited from asserting this defense under the doctrine of equitable

16

estoppel. Specifically, EEF argues that although TitleOne had an obligation to contact EEF, as

17

stated in the reconveyance, EEF was never contacted or notified about the reconveyance of the

18

EEF Deed of Trust, and it did not learn of the reconveyance until late February 2013.

19

Third, EEF argues that the three-year "statutory liability" statute of limitations does not
20

even apply. Specifically, EEF argues its action is not "upon a liability created by statute," but is
21
22

23

instead a common law negligence claim that exists on its own and does not depend for existence
on the enactment of any statute. Instead, EEF argues the "catch all" four-year statute of

24

limitations set forth in Idaho Code§ 5-224 applies. Thus, EEF's filing of this lawsuit on June 5,

25

2013 was within four years of the reconveyance and the action is not barred.

26
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TitleOne's reply essentially reiterates the arguments set forth in its initial memorandum,
1
2

with the exception of added argument in opposition of EEF's attempt to prohibit TitleOne from

3

asserting the statute of limitations as a defense under the doctrine of equitable estoppel.

4

Specifically, TitleOne replies that equitable estoppel requires EEF to show that it relied to its

5

detriment on representations or conduct of TitleOne, and there is no such representation or

6

conduct in the record.

7

8

THE "STATUTORY LIABILITY" STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS UNDER IDAHO CODE§ 5-218(1) APPLIES
TitleOne argued during oral argument that the issue of which statute of limitations

9

applies to EEF's claim is a question of law and there is no need for additional discovery before it
10

is appropriate for this Court to make that determination. See Farber v. Idaho State Ins. Fund, 152
11

12

Idaho 495, 497, 272 P.3d 467, 469 (2012) (stating "[t]he determination of the applicable statute

13

of limitation is a question of law over which this Court has free review"). The Court agrees. The

14

Court can determine which statute of limitations applies as a matter of law by reviewing the

15

allegations of Count Eleven and determining the nature of the cause of action alleged. No

16

additional discovery by the parties is required.

17
18

As this Court set forth above, Count Eleven is for violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205.
Idaho Code§ 45-1205 provides:

19
20
21
22
23

In the event that a trust deed is reconveyed by a title insurer or title agent
purporting to act under the provisions of this chapter, but the obligation secured
by the trust deed has not been fully paid, the title insurer or title agent effecting
such reconveyance shall be liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the
damages suffered as a result of such improper reconveyance only if the title
insurer or title agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section
45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code, or acted with negligence or in bad faith in
reconveying the trust deed.

24
25

26
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•

•

The statute of limitations in Idaho Code § 5-218(1) provides that "[a]n action upon a
1
2

liability created by statute, other than a penalty or forfeiture," must be brought "[w]ithin three (3)

3

years." The statute of limitations in Idaho Code § 5-224 is a "catch all" that applies only if no

4

other statute of limitations, including Idaho Code § 5-218(1 ), applies: "An action for relief not

5

hereinbefore provided for must be commenced within four (4) years after the cause of action

6

shall have accrued."

7

8

Here, EEF alleges TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 45-1205 because TitleOne's
reconveyance of EEF's Deed of Trust was negligent, in bad faith, or did not comply with Idaho

9

Code §§ 45-1203 or 45-1204. In other words, EEF alleges TitleOne is liable to EEF based on
10

violating the provisions ofldaho Code§ 45-1205. Thus, Count Eleven plainly states "[a]n action
11

12
13

upon a liability created by statute." Although EEF may seek to establish a violation of Idaho
Code§ 45-1205 through a theory of negligence, whatever liability TitleOne may incur would be

14

due to a violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205. Thus, the three-year statute of limitations under

15

Idaho Code§ 5-218(1) applies.

16
17

EEF's ACTION ACCRUED AND THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS BEGAN TO RUN NO LATER THAN
FEBRUARY 11, 2010, AT WHICH POINT THE RECONVEYANCE HAD BEEN SIGNED AND RECORDED

18

"[U]nder Idaho law, a cause of action generally accrues, and the statute of limitation

19

begins to run, when a party may maintain a lawsuit against another." Western Corp. v. Vanek,

20

144 Idaho 150, 151, 158 P.3d 313,314 (Ct. App. 2006). Thus, the issue before this Court is when

21

"a party may maintain a lawsuit against another" under Idaho Code§ 45-1505. Based on a plain

22

reading of the language of Idaho Code § 45-1505, it is clear that a lawsuit under that provision

23

may be maintained by a beneficiary, such as EEF, against a title insurer or title agent, such as
24

TitleOne, when a deed of trust is reconveyed even though the deed of trust has not been fully
25
26
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paid. At that time, the title insurer or title agent, TitleOne, is liable to the beneficiary, EEF, "for
1

2

the damages suffered as a result of such improper reconveyance," but "only if the title insurer or

3

title agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204,

4

Idaho Code, or acted with negligence or in bad faith in reconveying the trust deed."

5

TitleOne points out that this Court has held in an analogous case, Bennett Trust-Venture

6

v. TitleOne, supra: "[T]he Plaintiffs suffered actual damages ... when the various transactions

7

8

closed and the Plaintiffs failed to be successfully vested with title ... At this Point, the Plaintiffs'
right to be vested with title was compromised, and a cause of action could have been maintained

9

at that point in time." Thus, the Court concluded damage existed, and a cause of action accrued,
10

at the point the Plaintiffs were supposed to be, but were not actually, vested with rights in
11

12
13

property. This is similar to this case, where EEF brought this lawsuit based on a right in property
it actually held, but was lost allegedly do to the improper actions of others. The principle is the

14

same: the action generally accrues at the point a plaintiff does not hold a right in property that it

15

allegedly is supposed to hold at that time.

16

Based on the foregoing, EEF's action accrued and the statute of limitations began to run

17

no later than February 11, 2010, at which point the reconveyance had been signed and recorded.

18

EEF brought his lawsuit on June 5, 2013, more than three years after the action accrued.

19

Therefore, unless TitleOne is barred from asserting the statute of limitations as a defense under
20

the doctrine of equitable estoppel, EEF's cause of action is barred under Idaho Code§ 5-218(1).
21

THE COURT WILL GRANT EEF ADDITIONAL TIME FOR DISCOVERY UNDER RULE 56{F) TO
22

23
24

SUPPORT ITS ARGUMENT THAT THE DOCTRINE OF EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL BARS TITLEONE FROM
ASSERTING THE STATUTE OF LIMITATION DEFENSE

The Idaho Supreme Court in Ferro v. Society of Saint Pius X, 143 Idaho 538, 541, 149

25

P .3d 813, 816 (2006) summarized the doctrine of equitable estoppel at length as follows:

26
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

The only non-statutory bar to a statute of limitation defense in Idaho is the
doctrine of equitable estoppel. In the Chemetics case, we listed the elements of
equitable estoppel as follows:
(1) a false representation or concealment of a material fact with
actual or constructive knowledge of the truth; (2) that the party
asserting estoppel did not know or could not discover the truth; (3)
that the false representation or concealment was made with the
intent that it be relied upon; and (4) that the person to whom the
representation was made, or from whom the facts were concealed,
relied and acted upon the representation or concealment to his
prejudice.
Equitable estoppel does not eliminate, toll, or extend the statute of limitations. It
merely bars a party from asserting the statute of limitations as a defense. That bar
does not last forever, however. It lasts only for a reasonable time after the party
asserting estoppel discovers or reasonably could have discovered the truth.

9

10

What is most clear from this summary of the equitable estoppel doctrine is it relies

11

heavily on questions of fact. The Court will grant EEF more time to conduct discovery for

12

purposes of determining whether the equitable estoppel doctrine prevents TitleOne from

13

asserting the statute of limitation defense.

14
15
16

Counts Five and Six

The fifth cause of action is for fraud and fraudulent conveyance. The only part of Count
Five which is now alleged against TitleOne after the December 2 Decision is that TitleOne in

17

whole or part fraudulently conveyed EEF's real property interest and has thus violated Idaho
18

Code Title 55 of Chapter 9. EEF asks for damages and an avoidance of the conveyance and
19

20

appointment of a receiver.

21

The sixth cause of action is for collusion to defraud. This appears to be a claim for civil

22

conspiracy based on Count Five for fraudulent conveyance. EEF alleges Defendants knew of its

23

secured position in the Property and worked together to conspire to commit fraud upon EEF and

24

thereby wrongfully divested EEF of its secured interest in the Property.

25

26
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PARTY ARGUMENTS
1

2

First, TitleOne argues that Idaho Code Chapter 12 of Title 45 provides the exclusive

3

remedy for TitleOne's allegedly wrongful conduct, namely money damages for a wrongful

4

reconveyance. Second, TitleOne argues that even if Idaho Code § 45-1205 does not provide the

5

exclusive remedy, it is an available legal remedy that precludes the equitable remedy of voiding

6

the reconveyance under Idaho Code Title 55 of Chapter 9. Third, TitleOne argues EEF cannot

7

8

maintain its claim under Idaho Code § 55-901 because it did not intend to defraud EEF in
reconveying the EEF Deed of Trust and there is no evidence that the person in whose favor the

9

instrument was made was privy to any such intended fraud. Fourth, TitleOne argues EEF cannot
10

maintain its claim under Idaho Code §§ 55-906, 55-913, 55-914 because those provisions
11

12
13

contemplate transfers made by a "debtor" which are deemed fraudulent under certain
circumstances as to that debtor's "creditor," and there was no such debtor/creditor relationship

14

between TitleOne and EEF. Finally, TitleOne argues alternatively that EEF cannot maintain its

15

claim under Idaho Code§ 55-906 because there is no evidence that TitleOne intended to defraud

16

EEF of its security interest in the Property.

17
18

EEF responds by simply requesting more time for discovery under Rule 56(f).
TitleOne replies that EEF is required to plead its fraudulent conveyance claims with

19

particularity under Rule 9(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and has failed to do so.
20

The Court addresses each ofTitleOne's contentions in tum below.
21
22

EEF STATES ITS FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE CLAIMS UNDER IDAHO CODE § 55-901
SUFFICIENT PARTICULARITY AS AGAINST TiTLE0NE

ET SEO

WITH

23

In Idaho, "[t]he party alleging fraud must plead with particularity the factual
24

circumstances constituting fraud." Country Cove Development, Inc. v. May, 143 Idaho 595, 600,
25

26
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150 P.3d 288, 293 (2006). (citing I.R.C.P. 9(b)). Based on a review of EEF's First Amended
1

2
3

Complaint, including the general allegations and the allegations under Count Five, EEF has
sufficiently plead the factual circumstances constituting the alleged fraud in this case, including

4

TitleOne's alleged involvement, the transactions involving the EEF Deed of Trust, and the

5

subject allegedly wrongful reconveyance. Thus, this Court concludes that EEF has stated its

6

fraudulent conveyance claims under Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq with sufficient particularity as

7

against TitleOne.

8

TITLEONE HAS FAILED TO SHOW THAT IDAHO CODE CHAPTER
9

12 OF TITLE 45 PROVIDES THE

EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR TITLE0NE'S ALLEGEDLY WRONGFUL CONDUCT

10

TitleOne has offered no dispositive legal authority for the proposition that Idaho Code

11

Chapter 9 of Title 55 cannot apply to the same instruments affecting real property as those

12

discussed in Idaho Code Chapter 12 of Title 45. Without such legal precedent, the Court will not

13

conclude that Idaho Code Chapter 12 of Title 45 provides the exclusive remedy for TitleOne's
14

allegedly wrongful conduct.
15

TITLE0NE HAS FAILED TO SHOW THAT VOIDING A RECONVEY ANCE UNDER IDAHO CODE CHAPTER
16

9 OF TITLE 55 IS CONSIDERED AN EQUITABLE REMEDY

17

TitleOne offers no Idaho precedent for the proposition that voiding a reconveyance under
18

Idaho Code Chapter 9 of Title 55 is considered an equitable remedy. Indeed, remedies created by
19

statute are remedies at law and not equitable remedies. See e.g. Spencer v. Jameson, 147 Idaho
20

21

497,506,211 P.3d 106, 115 (2009) (concluding "[w]here a statute provides an adequate remedy

22

of law, equitable remedies generally are not available. It is well understood that equitable

23

principles cannot supersede the positive enactments of the legislature. Because I.C. § 45-1502, et

24

seq. applies and dictates the requirements for relief in this case, the Court will not allow equity to

25
26
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interfere."). Thus, the Court will not conclude that voiding a reconveyance under Idaho Code
1
2
3

4
5

6

Chapter 9 of Title 55 is considered an equitable remedy.
THE COURT WILL GRANT EEF ADDITIONAL TIME FOR DISCOVERY UNDER RULE 56(F) TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THERE WAS ANY INTENT TO DEFRAUD OR ANY PRIVY TO THE FRAUD
INTENDED UNDER IDAHO CODE§§ 55-901 AND 55-902
Idaho Code § 55-901 provides in pertinent part "[e]very instrument ... affecting an estate
in real property . . . made with intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers thereof, or

7

encumbrancers thereon, is void as against every purchaser or encumbrancer, for value, of the
8

same property ... " Idaho Code § 55-902 provides in full that "[n]o instrument is to be avoided
9

under the last section, in favor of a subsequent purchaser or encumbrancer having notice thereof
10
11

12

at the time his purchase was made, or his lien acquired, unless the person in whose favor the
instrument was made was privy to the fraud intended."

13

What is most clear from these provisions, and the issues relied upon by TitleOne in its

14

argument (i.e. intent to defraud and privy to the fraud intended), are that they rely heavily on

15

questions of fact. The Court will grant EEF more time to conduct discovery for purposes of

16

determining whether there was any intent to defraud or any privy to the fraud intended for

17

purposes ofEEF's claim under Idaho Code§§ 55-901 and 55-902.
18
19

20
21
22

23

THE COURT WILL GRANT EEF ADDITIONAL TIME FOR DISCOVERY UNDER RULE 56(F) TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THERE WAS ANY INTENT TO DEFRAUD UNDER IDAHO CODE § 55-906
Idaho Code § 55-906 provides in full:
Every transfer of property, or charge thereon made, every obligation incurred, and
every judicial proceeding taken, with intent to delay or defraud any creditor or
other person of his demands, is void against all creditors of the debtor and their
successors in interest, and against any person upon whom the estate of the debtor
devolves in trust for the benefit of others than the debtor.

24
25
26
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1.

•

The plain language of Idaho Code § 55-906 does not actually limit the provisions applicability to
1
2

3

actions (i.e. transfers, charges, etc.) of a debtor but instead appears to apply to all actions (i.e.
transfers, charges, etc.) with intent to delay or defraud any creditor or other person of his

4

demands, regardless of who engaged in the action. Thus, TitleOne's first argument fails.

5

TitleOne's alternative argument that there is no evidence that TitleOne intended to defraud EEF

6

is, as this Court has previously stated, a question of fact. The Court will grant EEF more time to

7
8

conduct discovery for purposes of determining whether there was any intent to defraud for
purposes of EEF's claim under Idaho Code§§ 55-906.

9

THE COURT WILL DISMISS COUNT FIVE AS AGAINST TITLE0NE TO THE EXTENT IT RELIES ON
10
11

12

IDAHO CODE§§

55-913(1) AND 55-914

Idaho Code § 55-913(1) provides in pertinent part that "[a] transfer made or obligation
incurred by a debtor is fraudulent as to a creditor, whether the creditor's claim arose before or

13

after the transfer was made or the obligation was incurred, if the debtor made the transfer or
14

incurred the obligation" under certain enumerated circumstances, including "[w]ith actual intent
15

to hinder, delay, or defraud any creditor of the debtor."
16

17
18
19
20

Idaho Code§ 914 provides in full:
(1) A transfer made or obligation incurred by a debtor is fraudulent as to a
creditor whose claim arose before the transfer was made or the obligation was
incurred if the debtor made the transfer or incurred the obligation without
receiving a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfer or
obligation and the debtor was insolvent at that time or the debtor became
insolvent as a result of the transfer or obligation.

21
22
23

(2) A transfer made by a debtor is fraudulent as to a creditor whose claim arose
before the transfer was made if the transfer was made to an insider for an
antecedent debt, the debtor was insolvent at that time, and the insider had
reasonable cause to believe that the debtor was insolvent.

24
25
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•
Unlike Idaho Code § 55-906, Idaho Code §§ 55-913 and 55-914 do contemplate transfers made
1
2

or obligations incurred by a debtor. Idaho Code § 55-910(6) defines debtor as "a person who is

3

liable on a claim." Idaho Code§ 55-910(3) defines claim as "a right to payment, whether or not

4

the right is reduced to judgment, liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured,

5

disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable, secured, or unsecured."

6

7
8

It is undisputed that TitleOne's status in this transaction was title insurer and title agent. It
is undisputed that TitleOne was not liable on any right to payment to EEF at the time of the
subject transfer and thus was not a debtor for purposes of Idaho Code §§ 55-913 and 55-914.

9

Therefore, the Court GRANTS summary judgment against Count Five as against TitleOne to the
10

extent it relies on Idaho Code§§ 55-913 and 55-914.
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

COUNT SIX FAILS IN PART AND SURVIVES IN PART

The Idaho Supreme Court summarized Idaho law regarding civil conspiracy as follows:
A civil conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an agreement
between two or more to accomplish an unlawful objective or to accomplish a lawful
objective in an unlawful manner. Civil conspiracy is not, by itself, a claim for relief. The
essence of a cause of action for civil conspiracy is the civil wrong committed as the
objective of the conspiracy, not the conspiracy itself.
Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826,844,243 P.3d 642,660 (2010).

18

Here, to the extent EEF's Count Six relies on the allegations in Count Five to state a claim for

19

civil conspiracy, Count Six also fails as a matter of law under McNichols to the extent this Court has

20

concluded above Count Five fails as a matter of law. To the extent Count Five survives and EEF is

21

granted additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f), Count Six also survives and EEF is granted that

22

additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f).

23

Count Ten

24

The tenth cause of action is for breach of fiduciary duty. EEF alleges that TitleOne owed

25

EEF the following fiduciary duties: (a) ensure EEF's secured interest was recognized and

26
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protected; (b) ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF Deed of Trust prior to
1
2
3

any reconveyance; (c) ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to EEF prior to
any reconveyance; and (d) timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to reconveyance.

4

EEF alleges TitleOne breached each of the duties above by allowing the reconveyance of EEF's

5

secured interest without authorization.

6

7

8

PARTY ARGUMENTS
TitleOne contends simply that there is no legally recognized fiduciary relationship
between TitleOne and EEF. EEF responds that the reconveyance specifically identifies TitleOne

9

as the "trustee/successor trustee," which is sufficient to show there is at least a genuine issue of
10

material fact that TitleOne either owed a fiduciary duty or assumed the duty through its actions.
11

12
13
14

EEF's BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY CLAIM FAILS AS A MATTER OF LAW
In Sykes v. Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., 2012 WL 914922, *4, the
U.S. District Court ofldaho summarized:

19

Under Idaho law, the duties of a trustee on a deed trust have only been recognized
as those specified under either in the Idaho Trust Deeds Act or in the deed of trust
document itself. See Davis v. Keybank Nat'/ Assoc., 2005 WL 2847239, 2-3 & n.
5 (D. Idaho October 26, 2005) (Construing deed of trust trustee's duty under the
Deeds Trust Act, and noting that Idaho courts had not determined duty to be
fiduciary in nature.); Diamond v. Sandpoint Title Ins., Inc., 132 Idaho 145, 968
P.2d 240, 246 (Idaho 1998) (Noting that the Idaho courts have not recognized that
the duties of a trustee under a deed of trust are fiduciary in nature.)

20

Here, TitleOne's alleged position as "trustee/successor trustee" is the sole offered basis

21

for concluding there is a fiduciary relationship between TitleOne and EEF. The foregoing

22

summary of Idaho law shows that Idaho courts do not recognize that the duties of a trustee under

15
16
17
18

23

a deed of trust are fiduciary in nature. Thus, there is no fiduciary relationship between TitleOne

24
25
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,-!

•
and EEF as a matter of law. Therefore, EEF's breach of fiduciary duty claim fails as a matter of
1

2
3

law.
Count Nine

4

The ninth cause of action 1s for tortious interference with prospective economic

5

advantage. EEF alleges TitleOne knew or should have known of the economic relationship

6

between EEF and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic benefit to EEF,

7
8

and the existence ofEEF's secured interest in the subject property and EEF's rights and remedies
regarding the same. EEF also alleges TitleOne took intentional actions which disrupted EEF's

9

economic relationship, rights, and remedies regarding EEF's secured interest with Galiano and
10

the subject property and actually disrupted the economic relationship. EEF alleges that had it
11

12
13

14

been aware of TitleOne' intentions, EEF would have asserted its rights as a secured lien holder,
purchased RBC's first lien holder position, and foreclosed on the subject property.
PARTY ARGUMENTS

15

TitleOne cites several Idaho cases which discuss the elements of intentional interference

16

with prospective economic advantage, and argues EEF cannot maintain its claim because

17
18

"TitleOne's act of signing the Reconveyance was not an act of sabotage or mischief otherwise
done with any ulterior motive to harm EEF." Similarly, TitleOne concludes that "[b]ecause

19

TitleOne did not have any nefarious intent to harm EEF, Plaintiff's claim for tortious
20

interference with prospective economic advantage should be dismissed."
21

22
23

24

EEF responds that the mere fact that TitleOne has admitted that it signed the
reconveyance, through Heidi Emery, is sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact that
TitleOne intentionally interfered with EEF's economic relationship with Galiano.

25
26
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e
TitleOne replies that the issue before the Court is not whether TitleOne intended to sign
1

2

the reconveyance, but whether TitleOne intended to interfere with EEF's economic relationship

3

with Galiano' to induce the termination of EEF's economic expectancy. TitleOne argues in other

4

words that the real issue is whether TitleOne induced or purposefully caused Galiano not to

5

perform on the promissory note it entered into with EEF. TitleOne concludes there is no

6

evidence of such interference.

7

8

THE COURT WILL GRANT EEF ADDITIONAL TIME FOR DISCOVERY UNDER RULE 56(F) TO
OPPOSE SUMMARY JUDGMENT

9

The elements of a claim for intentional interference with a prospective economic

10
11

12
13

14

advantage are as follows:
(1) The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the
expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing
termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some
measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the defendant interfered
for an improper purpose or improper means) and (5) resulting damage to the
plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted.

15

Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338,986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).

16

When the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the cause of action, it explained:

17
18
19
20
21
22

A plaintiff, in order to establish a prima facie case, must show that any claimed
intentional interference with a prospective economic advantage resulting in injury
to the plaintiff 'is wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference
itself.' The plaintiff must establish that the intentional interference resulting in
injury was wrongful, which may be shown by proof that either: (1) the defendant
had an improper objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant
used a wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective business relationship.

Idaho First Nat. Bank v. Bliss Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 (1991). The

23

court stated that "wrongful means would include conduct in violation of 'a statute or other

24

regulation, or a recognized rule of common law ... "' Id., n. 16.

25

26
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Here, although TitleOne characterizes its initial argument as a lack of evidence of
1

2

intentional interference, which is element 3 in Highland, TitleOne's argument actually focuses

3

on whether its alleged interference was wrongful (i.e. done with mischief, ulterior motive, or

4

nefarious intent), which is element 4 in Highland. TitleOne may be correct that there is no

5

evidence in the record that TitleOne interfered with EEF's prospective economic advantage for

6

an improper purpose (i.e. mischief, ulterior motive, or nefarious intent), but that is only one way

7
8

in which EEF can show that TitleOne's alleged interference was wrongful. EEF can maintain
element 4 of its claim as long as it can create a genuine issue of material fact that TitleOne

9

interfered by improper means, which Bliss Foods defines to include violations of statutes or
10

regulations. EEF currently alleges in Count Eleven and Count Five that TitleOne violated the
11

12
13

Idaho Code by entering the reconveyance. Further, this Court has given EEF additional time to
conduct discovery regarding Count Eleven and Count Five and has not dismissed those claims on

14

the merits at this time. As long as EEF maintains statutory violation claims against TitleOne,

15

where those alleged statutory violations are themselves the means by which TitleOne allegedly

16

interfered with EEF's prospective economic advantage, EEF can maintain its claim under Count

17

Nine.

18

Finally, TitleOne's secondary argument that the real issue is whether TitleOne induced or

19

purposefully caused Galiano not to perform on the promissory note it entered into with EEF is
20

incorrect. EEF's First Amended Complaint defines the economic expectancy at issue as the
21

22

23

secured interest held by EEF, not EEF's right to payment under the promissory note. lfEEF was
alleging that TitleOne interfered with EEF's rights to payment under the promissory note entered

24

into with Galiano, that would be more properly before this Court as the separate claim of tortious

25

interference with contract by a third party. See Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho at 283-286, 824

26
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P.2d at 858-861 (distinguishing the claim of intentional interference with prospective economic
1

2
3

4

advantage from the claim of tortious interference with contract).
Based on the foregoing, the Court will allow EEF additional time under Rule 56(f) to
conduct discovery for the purpose of opposing TitleOne's motion for summary judgment.

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25
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TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS
1

TitleOne renews it motion under Idaho Code § 5-505 to quash the !is pendens, first

2

amended !is pendens, and second amended !is pendens which have been entered in this matter.
3

The aforementioned !is pendens are collectively referred to simply as the "!is pendens."
4

LEGAL STANDARD
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

Idaho Code § 5-505 provides in pertinent part:
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real property, the
plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint . . . may file for record with the
recorder of the county in which the property or some part thereof is situated, a
notice of the pendency of the action, containing the names of the parties, the
object of the action or defense, and a description of the property in that county
affected thereby.
The Idaho Supreme Court recently summarized that "[t]he purpose of a lis pendens is simply to

12

give notice of the pendency of a lawsuit affecting the title or the right to possession of real

13

property" and "[a] lis pep.dens does not create a lien." Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152 Idaho 215,

14

224,268 P.3d 1167, 1176 (2012); see also Jerry J Joseph CL. U Ins. Associates, Inc. v. Vaught,

15

117 Idaho 555, 557, 789 P .2d 1146, 1148 (Ct. App. 1990) (stating "[a] lis pendens is a notice to

16

the world of the existence of a claim affecting certain real property" and "[t]he lis pendens does

17

not purport, by itself, to establish or to change anyone's legal rights"); Berkshire Investments,
18

LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 85, 278 P.3d 943, 955 (2012) (concluding a lis pendens "is not
19

properly used as some kind of lien to ensure payment").
20
21
22

Whether the Court will Quash the Lis Pendens
PARTY ARGUMENTS

23

TitleOne relies on the merits of its motion for summary judgment in support of its motion

24

to quash the !is pendens. EEF similarly relies on the merits of its opposition and Rule 56(t)

25

request to oppose the motion to quash the !is pendens.

26
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THE COURT WILL NOT QUASH THE LIS PENDENS
1

2

The Court concluded that it would not dismiss Count Five as a matter of law at this time,

3

but would allow EEF additional time to conduct discovery under Rule 56(f). As this Court set

4

forth in its decision on TitleOne's previous motion to quash the /is pendens, Idaho Code § 55-

5

901 provides in pertinent part "[e]very instrument ... affecting an estate in real property ...

6

made with intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers thereof, or encumbrancers thereon, is

7
8

void as against every purchaser or encumbrancer, for value, of the same property ... " Given the
plain language ofldaho Code§ 55-901 and the relief EEF seeks in its First Amended Complaint,

9

it is clear that at least Count Five affects the title to the Property in this case. Thus, EEF's Count
10

Five supports its /is pendens.
11

12
13

Based on the foregoing, the Court DENIES TitleOne's renewed motion to quash the /is
pendens.

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25
26
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e

e
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1

EEF's MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT

2
3

1. The Court DENIES EEF's Motion to Amend Complaint.

4

TITLEONE 's APPLICATION FOR AwARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES AND EEF's
MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS

5

6
7

1. The Court will hold these motions in abeyance until all issues in this lawsuit have
been resolved.

8

TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT UNDER RULE

56

9

1. Count Eleven
10
11

12
13

a. The "statutory liability" statute of limitations under Idaho Code § 5-218(1)
applies.
b. EEF's action accrued and the statute of limitations began to run no later than
February 11, 2010, at which point the reconveyance had been signed and
recorded.

14

15

c. The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) to
support its argument that the doctrine of equitable estoppel bars TitleOne from
asserting the statute of limitation defense.

16
17
18

2. Counts Five and Six
a. EEF has stated its fraudulent conveyance claims under Idaho Code § 55-901
et seq with sufficient particularity as against TitleOne.

19

20
21

b. TitleOne has failed to show that Idaho Code Chapter 12 of Title 45 provides
the exclusive remedy for TitleOne's allegedly wrongful conduct.
c. TitleOne has failed to show that voiding a reconveyance under Idaho Code
Chapter 9 of Title 55 is considered an equitable remedy.

22
23
24

d. The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) to
determine whether there was any intent to defraud or any privy to the fraud
intended under Idaho Code§§ 55-901 and 55-902.

25

26
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..

e
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9

e

e. The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(t) to
determine whether there was any intent to defraud under Idaho Code § 55906.
f.

The Court GRANTS summary judgment against Counts Five and Six as
against TitleOne to the extent those claims rely on Idaho Code§§ 55-913 and
55-914.

3. Count Ten
a. The Court GRANTS summary judgment against Count Ten as against
TitleOne.
4. Count Nine
a. The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(t) for
the purpose of opposing TitleOne's motion for summary judgment.

10
11

TITLEONE'S MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

12
13

1. The Court DENIES TitleOne's motion to quash the !is pendens.

14
15
16
17

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this!)

(~y of February 2014.

18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
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•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

Trb

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this 21-day of
'2014, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:
Thomas Dvorak
Attorney at Law
PO Box 2720
Boise Id 83701
Aaron Tribble
Attorney at Law
1191 E Iron Eagle Dr Ste 200
Eagle Id 83616
Erin Stines
Attorney at Law
1200 Sixth Ave Ste 620
Seattle WA 98101

11

12
13

David Penny
Attorney at Law
PO Box 9518
Boise Id 83 707

14
15
16

17
18
19

Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Attorney at Law
755 W Front St Ste 200
Boise Id 83702
Michael Spink
Attorney at Law
PO Box 639
Boise Id 83701

20
21
22

David Krueck
Attorney at Law
PO Box 1308
Boise Id 83701

23

24
25

26
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112
ANSWER TO REVISED SECOND
AMENDED COMPL.INT BY DAS
INVSTEMENTS, LLC

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC., CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS") by and through its attorneys of record,
Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and, in response to the Revised Second Amended Complaint
("Amended Complaint") filed by Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("Plaintiff'), answers and
alleges as follows:
DAS denies each and every allegation not expressly admitted herein.

I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 1 of the Amended

Complaint, DAS admits that Plaintiff is now a limited liability company duly existing under the
laws of the state of Idaho, however, DAS notes that Plaintiff was administratively dissolved from
November 10, 2010 to April 1, 2013.
2.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of

Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS admits the allegations contained therein.
3.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein
and, on that basis, denies the same.
4.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of Plaintiffs

Amended Complaint, DAS admits the allegations contained therein.
5.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein
and, on that basis, denies same.
6.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 12 and 13 of Plaintiffs

Amended Complaint, DAS is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations set
forth therein and, on that basis, denies the same.
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7.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 14, DAS admits that on

December 4, 2008 a Certificate of Organization Limited Liability Company for DAS was filed
with the Idaho Secretary of State and since that time DAS has engaged in the business of
acquiring and developing properties in Idaho. DAS is without sufficient information to admit or
deny the remainder of Paragraph 14 and, on that basis, denies the same.
8.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 15 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained therein
and, on that basis, denies the same.
9.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 16, 17, and 18 of Plaintiffs

Amended Complaint, DAS admits the allegations contained therein.
10.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 19 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS admits that Plaintiffs Amended Complaint seeks damages within the
jurisdictional limits of this Court.
II.
GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

11.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27,

30, 31, 33, 34, and 36 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS lacks sufficient information to
admit or deny the allegations contained therein and, on that basis, denies the same.
12.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 26 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS admits that it purchased real estate from Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company.

DAS lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the balance of the

allegations in Paragraph 26 and, on that basis, denies the same.
13.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 28 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS admits that it purchased real estate from Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited
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Liability Company. DAS further admits that the real estate it purchased from Galiano, LLC was
conveyed to either Corey Barton Homes, Inc. or Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc. DAS denies
the balance of the allegations contained in Paragraph 28 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint.
14.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 29 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained therein to the extent that they apply to DAS.
DAS lacks sufficient information to admit or deny any allegations with respect to other
Defendants and, on that basis, denies the same.
15.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 32 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained therein.
16.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained therein.
17.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS denies that it was provided with a Notice of Claim letter. DAS lacks sufficient
information to admit or deny any allegations with respect to other Defendants and, on that basis,
denies the same.
18.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 38 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS admits that it has not responded to a claim for damages by Plaintiff under an
insurance policy(ies). DAS denies that it received a claim from Plaintiff for amounts justly due
under an insurance policy and affirmatively states that, if any such claim was or is provided to
DAS, DAS has no obligation, whether contractual or equitable, to respond to such claim or pay
such benefits as it is not an insurance company and never issued an insurance policy to Plaintiff.
II
II
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III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT

19.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 39 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 18 above.
20.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and

(second) 45 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a
claim for relief against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a
response is required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
COUNT II - BAD FAITH

21.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 46 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 20 above.
22.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 and

53 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for
relief against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a response is
required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE

23.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 54 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 22 above.
24.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 55, 56, 57 and 58 of

Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for relief
against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a response is
required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.

II
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COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

25.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 59 of Plaintiff's Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 24 above.
26.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 60, 61 and 62 of Plaintiffs

Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for relief against other
defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a response is required, DAS
denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

27.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 63 of Plaintiff's Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 26 above.
28.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,

71, 72, 73, 74 and 75 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained
therein.
29.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 76, DAS asserts that this

Paragraph requires no response. If a response is required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in
Paragraph 76.
COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD

30.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 77 of Plaintiff's Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 29 above.
31.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 78, 79 and 80 of Plaintiff's

Amended Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained therein.
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32.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 81, DAS asserts that this

Paragraph requires no response. If a response is required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in
Paragraph 81.
COUNT VII - CONVERSION

33.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 82 of Plaintiff's Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 32 above.
34.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 83, 84, 85, 86 and 87 of

Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for relief
against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required.

If a response is

required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT

35.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 88 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 34 above.
36.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 89, 90 and 91 of Plaintiff's

Amended Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT IX-TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADV ANT AGE

37.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 92 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, Alliance incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 36 above.
38.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 9 3, 94, 95 and 96 of

Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS denies the allegations contained therein.
COUNT X - BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

39.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 97 of Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporates the answer set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 38 above.
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40.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 98, 99, 100 and 101 of

Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for relief
against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a response is
required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205
(as to Defendant Title One)

41.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 102 of Plaintiff's Amended

Complaint, Alliance incorporates the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 40 above.
42.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 103, 104, 105 and 106 of

Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for relief
against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a response is
required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
COUNT XII - BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY
(As to Defendant Galiano and Mason)

43.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraph 107 of Plaintiff's Amended

Complaint, DAS incorporations the answers set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 42 above.
44.

In response to the allegations contained in Paragraphs 108, 109, 110, 111 and 112

of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, DAS asserts that these Paragraphs set forth a claim for relief
against other defendants, not DAS, and therefore no response is required. If a response is
required, DAS denies the allegations set forth in such Paragraphs.
IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

In response to Plaintiffs Prayer for Relief, DAS denies that Plaintiff is entitled to any
relief sought.
II
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
INTRODUCTION

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. DAS, in asserting the defenses, does not admit that the burden
of proving the allegations or denials contained in this Answer is upon DAS, but, to the contrary,
asserts that by the reason of these denials, and by reason of relevant statutory and judicial
authority, the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of the defenses
is upon Plaintiff. Moreover, DAS does not admit, in asserting any defense, any responsibility or
liability, but, to the contrary, specifically denies any and all allegations of responsibility and
liability in the Amended Complaint.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs Amended Complaint and each every purported cause of action alleged therein
fails to state a claim against DAS upon which relief can be granted and should be dismissed
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs claims for relief are barred upon the individual and collective principles of
laches, estoppel, waiver and/or assumption of risk.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Any and all conduct of DAS with respect to the matters alleged in the Complaint were
justifiable, reasonable and authorized by law, and/or performed in good faith with the belief that
such acts were reasonable, proper, legal and appropriate.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
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•
The Amended Complaint and each and every cause of action alleged therein fails to state
the facts sufficient to allow for Plaintiff to recover attorney fees against DAS.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Any damages claimed by Plaintiff were not proximately caused by any acts or omissions
of DAS. Plaintiffs damages, if any, were caused due to the fault, negligence or omissions of
other third parties or Plaintiff, and the fault, negligence, and/or omissions of those third parties or
Plaintiff must be compared with the fault, if any, of this answering Defendant.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs claims and the relief sought therefrom would constitute an unjust enrichment
of Plaintiff to the detriment of this answering Defendant.
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

At the time the property at issue was conveyed to and/or by DAS, Eagle Equity had no
secured interest in such property.
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff is barred by the doctrine of unclean hands, in pari delicto, and/or equitable
estoppels because Plaintiff was a knowing participant in the acts about which Plaintiff now
complains.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs claims, if any, are barred because this answering Defendant's actions and
statements were truthful.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff has failed to allege with particularity its cause of action for fraud in accordance
with Rule 9(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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•
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages and protect it from avoidable consequences.
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Recovery of some or all of the damages sought by Plaintiff would violate public policy.
TIDRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff's claims are barred in whole or part by the statute of limitations, specifically
including, but not necessarily limited to, Idaho Code§ 5-218(4).

RULE 11 STATEMENT

This answering Defendant has considered and believes that it may have additional
defenses, but does not have enough information at this time to assert additional defenses under
Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. This answering Defendant does not intend to
waive any such defenses and specifically asserts its intention to amend this answer if, pending
research and after discovery, facts come to light giving rise to such additional defenses.

ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

DAS has been required to retain the services of Meuleman Mollerup LLP to represent it
in this action and is entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho
Code§§ 12-120, 12-121 and Rules 11 and 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE DAS prays for a judgment as follows:
A.

That Plaintiffs Amended Complaint be dismissed as to DAS with prejudice and

that Plaintiff take nothing thereby from DAS;
B.

For reimbursement of DAS' reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; and
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C.

For other such relief as the court deems just and proper.

DATED this

3Yjday of March, 2014.
MOLLERUP LLP

Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3rd day of March 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[
]
[
]
[ ,/]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
]
[
]
[ ,/]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[ ] U.S. Mail
[
] Hand Delivered
[ ,/] Facsimile
[
] Overnight Mail
[
] Electronic Mail
erin.stines@fnf.com

[
]
[
]
,/]
[
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

d12enny@cosholaw.com
[
]
[ ,/]
[
]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

molleru12@lawidaho.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
]
[
]
[ ,/]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[
]
[
]
[ ,/]
[
]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

msQink@sQinkbutler.com
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Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No, CV OC 13w10112

Plaintiffs,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fl<a RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III·X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
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e
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

COUNTY OF ADA

I, Richard W. Mollerup, being duly sworn, depose and say:
1.

I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all the Courts in the state

of Idaho and a partner in the law firm of Meuleman Mollerup LLP, attorneys of record for
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"). The statements made herein are of my
own personal knowledge and, if called to testify, I could and would competently testify as to the
truth thereof.

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "l" is a true and correct copy of the Articles of

Organization Limited Liability Company for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC dated August 15, 2006
obtained from the Idaho Secretary of State web site.

3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "2" is a true and correct copy of the Reinstatement

Annual Report Form for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC obtained from the Idaho Secretary of State
web site.

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "3" are true and correct copies of pages 15 8 through

173 of the 30(b )( 6) deposition transcript of Dan Thompson, manager of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
dated March 19, 2014.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT
DATED this 31st day of March 2014.
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Notary Public in and for Idaho
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 31st day of March 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

,/]
[ ]

I[

[ ,IJ
[
[

]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ ,I]
[
]
[ ,I]
[ ]

[

]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted(a),gi vens:gursl ev. com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock
& Fields Chartered
101 S. Capital Blvd., 101h Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ ,I]
[
]
[ ,I]
[
]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

I

erin.stines@fnf.com

[ ,/]
]
[
[ ,I]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712

[ ./]
[ ]
[ ./]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishergusch.com

]
[
[ ./]
]
[
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

~1<Z~
Rfehard W. Mollerup
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
LIMITED LIABILITYCOMPANY
(Instructions on back of application)

06 AUG 15 PH 12: 2

SECHF ·, .. · l ,::: STAT
srA1't· ·'cir-- roAHo

1. The name of the limited Uability company is:
Eagle Equity Fund. LLC
2. The street address of the Initial registered office is:

2502 N. Constance Pl., Eagre, ID 83616
and the name of the initial registered agent at the above address is:

Danret Thompson
3. The malling address for future correspondence is:
2502 N. Constance Pl., Eagle, ID 83616

-4. Management of the limited liability company will be vested in:
Manager(s)

@ or Member(s)

0

(please chedt the appropriate box)

5. If management is to be vested In one or more manager(s), list the name(s) and
addressees) of at least one Initial manager. If management Is to be vested in the
member(s), listthename(s) and address(es) of at least one initial member.
Name

Daniel Thompson

2502 N. Constance Pl., Eagle, ID 83616

Sharon Thompson

2502 N. Constance Pl•• Eagle. ID 83616

6. Signature of at le

nsible for forming the limited lability company:

Signature: .--...-..g......,..,..."'"""IL...J<,j~-Typed Name: Daniel Thompson
Capacity: _M_an_a_ge_r_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Typed N a m e : - - - - - - - - Capacity:

I
EXHIBIT

------------~1

1
001100

No.

W 53519

Return to:
SECRETAA'f' OF STATE
450 N 4th STREET
PO B0X83720
BOISE, IO 83720-0080

2. Registered Agent and Office
(NOT A P.O. BOX)
DANIEL THOMPSON
1-1-.-M-ai-lin_g_A_d_d_re_ss_:_C_orrect--in-th-is-b-ox_i_f-ne--;1----1 2502 N CONSTANCE PL

Reinstatement Annual Report , rm
ADMIN DISSOLVED 11/10/20 0

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC
DANIEL THOMPSON
2S02 N CONSTANCE PL
EAGLE ID 83616

EAGLE ID 83616

3. ~-Registered Agent Signature.

REINSTATEMENT FEE

DUE:$30.QQ
Limited Liability Companies: Enler Names and Addresses of lanagers OR Members. See Instructions.

4.

Manager or Member

Manager[1Membet0

Name

Street or PO Address

J/t:A,·~~htJY/'f.14

City

State Country

Postal Code

:;.soi, N• w{,ll.!,t /1.;ttJ~, 'Jf)

'{J(/{

Manage, OMember D

Manage,OMembe, D
Manager

OMember 0

s. Organized Under the Laws or:

6.

IDAHO
W 53519
ssued 04 01 2013

Jll

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE IDAHO A NUAL REPORT FORM
Block 1: Entity name may not be altered through the use of this form. ~ y special attention to the mailing address. If the
correct mailing address is not given in Block l, strike it out and write in the c
address. Note: To ensure future mailings, the

corrected address must be inside Bled<. I.
Block 2: To change the registered agent or office, strike the inCO(rect irnorma · and write in the correct information. Note: The office
of the registered agent must be at a street address in Idaho, not a Post Office ox or Personal Mall Box.
Block 3: Only a .fliU! registered agent must sign in Bled<. 3.

Block 4: Check either Member or Manager. Enter names and b\Jsiness add
of managers or members of the limited liability
company. Note:~ put "same as last year" or "same as above". Th e will not be accepted. Changes here will not
.sffect the address In Block 1. If more space is needed please add an att
nt.
Block 5: May not be altered through the use of this form.

Block 6: The annual report must be signed by a person authorized to represent
the signer below the signature.

e limited liability company. Print or type the name of

•• The image of this form will be available on the Internet once It has

n flied, DO .WU: enter Social SCU:urlty numbers.

If the limited liability company Is no longer doing business In Idaho, you may file
website at www.sos.idaho.gov. Howeve,, If no timely aMual report is filed, admi
liability company to terminate the legal existence. If you have any Questions conta

e appropriate form. Forms are availal* on the
ative actlon will be taken, at no cost to the limited
the Commercial DiVisJon at (208) 334·2301.

EXHIBIT

I

2
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EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. MOLLERUP:
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is Richard Mollerup. I
represent Alliance Title & Escrow Cotporation. I just
have a few questions.
I want to come to, in broad strokes I want to
do a couple of things. I want to come to an
understanding with you of what Alliance did or didn't
do. And then much the same as Mr. Penny, I'm not going
to ask you for legal conclusions, but I want to ask you
for your factual basis for some of the allegati~ns you
have made. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. Now, Alliance Title acted as the escrow agent
when closing the original loan; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. You previously testified that you said you
probably didn't get any documents.
A. I didn't get the finalized documents.
Q. Finalized documents.
Setting that aside, other than that, do you
have any -- are you making any claims that Alliance
caused you any damage as a result of that closing?
A. Only to the extent that because I don't have
closed documents with stamps and all of that, I still
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have them.
Q. Well, you had them be ore ey were signed;
correct?
A Yes. I have what David Wishney sent to you
guys to make sure you did, yes.
Q. You got a title policy ensuring that it was in
first lien position -- or second lien position, sorry.
A. I think we do. I can't imagine -Q. You testified earlier that you are an
insurance agent or broker?
A Correct.
Q. For primarily life insurance?
A Yes.
Q. Any other kind of insurance?
A. Annuities. I can sell health and disability,
but I don't.
Q. You've obviously purchased insurance, you have
a homeowner's policy?
A Yeah.
Q. Car policies?
A Yes.
Q. Probably your own life policy?
A. Yes.
Q. Through that I assume -- tell me, do you have
a working knowledge of the difference between the
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can't say to this day with 100 percent conclusion that
the deed and everything was recorded properly.
Q. There is a copy of the record deed of trust in
the record, is there not?
A. There probably is, yes. That is -- yes.
Q. So ifl can rephrase your answer for you just
so I understand. Your only issue with the closing and
not receiving documents is a verification that your lien
was not recorded or was recorded?
A Yeah, that and obviously what we have already
discussed, that is when I went to go ask for the copies
of the closing docs, I still haven't got them.
Q. I'm going to ask you again. Are you claiming
that your lack of having those copies has caused you
damage in this lawsuit, you're claiming in this lawsuit?
A I won't know that until -- well, I guess I
don't know quite how to answer that. No, but yes, if
they are not documented properly.
Q. Do you have any information that any of your
loan documents were not documented or recorded properly?
A. I don't
Q. So you have no factual basis to make
allegations in this lawsuit that the closing caused you
damages by virtue of not getting those documents.
A I won't know that until we see the -- until I
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company or the insurer of your policy and the agent _or
the authorized signer of the policy?
A Yes.
Q. Can you tell me what you think that difference
is.
A Well, a duly authorized agent binds the
company.
Q. So when the duly authorized agent binds the
company, for example, if you are a life agent and one of
your clients dies, they don't come and ask you for the
money, do they?
A No, they usually tell me, but we go to the
company for the money.
Q. So is it your understanding from your
experience as an insurance agent that the company has
the obligation to pay any obligations under the policy,
not the agent?
A. Yes.
Q. And then Alliance also was the original
trustee in your deed of trust; correct?
A That is my understanding.
Q. It's in the deed of trust and it's in the
record.
Also in the record as Exhibit No. 31 was your
substitution of trustee where you named Fidelity
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1 National Title as trustee in March of 2010.
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A. I recall seeing that, yes.
Q. In between the date of your deed of trust and
when you substituted Fidelity when Alliance was no
longer the trustee, Alliance issued two reconveyances.
MR. PENNY: I apologize, I don't think they
made enough copies for me.
(Off the record.)
(Exhibits 38 and 39 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Mr. Johnson, you have been
handed two exhibits, 38 and 39, one of which is a deed
of partial reconveyance by Alliance Title for Lot 2,
Block 8, and one of which is a deed of partial
reconveyance for Lots 3 and 4, Block; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall you executed requests for
partial reconveyances for those lots that were
previously admitted by Mr. Dvorak as Exhibits 28 and 29?
A. And so you are asking me ifl requested these?
Q. No. I'm asking you if you executed requests
for partial reconveyances for those three lots and they
are previously admitted as Exhibits 28 and 29?
A. Yes, looks like those are the, they match with
the same lot and block.
Q. Yes. Okay. That is all that Alliance did as
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I trustee; is that correct?
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I got from you in the request for production of
documents. Either that or it was with the exhibits. Do
you recognize that?
A. I've seen those before, yes.
Q ..Would you look on the first page and first
column, do you see where it says about the last line of
the all caps: "TICOR Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation, herein called the company,
insures as of date of policy," and the authorized signer
is Alliance, issued by Alliance?
A. Yes.
Q. In your experience as an agent, which one is
the insurer and which one is the agent?
A. TICOR is the insurer and Alliance is the
agent.
Q. So based on our previous discussions then, it
would be TICOR that had any liability to you under the
policy, not Alliance; correct?
MS. STINES: Objection; calls for ...
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) If there were liability
under the policy, if there was any liability to you
under this policy, that liability would fall onto TICOR,
not Alliance; is that correct?
A. It appears so, yes.
(Reporter clarification.)

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

MS. STINES: It was conclusory, I guess, but

A. Yeah, it appears so.
Q. So I'm asking you, is there anything that you
can recall that Alliance did as trustee of the deed of
trust until March of 2010 when they were substituted
that caused any damages that you are alleging in this
lawsuit?
A. The only thing I can say to that is until I
get copies of the actual executed documents, it's hard
to say.
Q. I'm trying to -- let me -A. Assuming we have them and assuming everything,
then I would say that -- I would say no, but I don't
know that.
Q. Let me see ifl can break this down for you.
You are going back and talking about escrow documents.
My question now is solely in the capacity as trustee,
and for those you have all the documents.
A. So you are talking about these?
Q. Correct. So did those documents create any
damage?
A. No.
(Exhibit 40 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Mr. Thompson, you have been
given a copy of Exhibit 40, the policy in which actually

2 we sorted it out.

3

MR. MOLLERUP: For the record, I wasn't trying

4 to infer there was liability under the policy, just
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whose liability it is, if there is any liability.
MS. STINES: Okay. I appreciate that.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Given what we just talked
about, see if I can summarize for a minute. So if
Alliance was the trustee and issued two reconveyances,
Alliance was the escrow officer at the original closing
and there was no liability there with the possible
exception you didn't receive copies of all the
documents; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Both statements; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And then Alliance issued the policy of title
insurance insuring your deed of trust and second lien
position as an agent and not the insurer; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. In Count I you have alleged that Alliance is
in breach of contract for failing to pay any amount
under the policy. Can you explain to me why you were
claiming Alliance is in breach of the title policy.
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(Pages 166-169)
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A. I personally can't.

1

Q. Why can't you personally?

2

A. That would be more how counsel worded things.
Q. Let me ask you this then: Was it your
decision to sue Alliance or was it your counsel's?
A. It was my decision to make sure that anybody
who could possibly have affected this thing be involved
until such time that it wasn't practical or meaningful.
Q. Let me see ifwe can sort that out. Did you
specifically ask to have Alliance sued or you just tell
your counsel to sue everyone?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll object as privileged.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Okay. Was it your idea to
sue Alliance Title?
A. My original idea was to have TitleOne to do
the right thing and make good on this and leave
everybody else alone. They didn't want to do that.
Q. Who is "they"?
A. TitleOne. So knowing that you guys were
involved in the start and everybody here involved in
this thing, this got so cloudy and so muddled that it
didn't make sense not to bring you into this thing until
such time as we could realize -Q. Let me go back to, I need to know what your
factual basis is for making claims. So what is your
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back to the first page of the policy again.
It says that: "TICOR Title Insurance Company,
a California corporation, herein called the company,
insures, as of date of policy," then it goes on for
damages by reason of seven different paragraphs;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So -MR. TRIBBLE: Eight.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Do you understand from that
language that they are insuring the condition of title
as of the date of the policy and not subsequent to that?
A. I would agree with that.
Q. So they are not responsible for things that
may happen to the title after the policy is issued; is
that your understanding?
A. You know, I don't know that legally, but it
makes sense.
Q. You've got title policies on other
transactions.
A. Sure.
Q. And have you ever known that a title company
be liable for a condition of title that occurred after
the policy was issued?
A. Do I ever know if a title company was -- say
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factual basis that Alliance Title is in breach of the
title policy?
3
A. Until I have the original signed documents,
4 then I don't know.
5
Q. Let's not confuse the escrow. Those are the
6 documents you say you don't have. You have the policy.
1
A. Okay.
8
Q. Again, what is your factual basis that
9 Alliance has any liability to you under that policy?
10
A. I don't have any.
11
Q. In Count II you have sued Alliance for bad
12 faith for intentionally withholding policy benefits. Do
13 you have any factual basis for that allegation?
14
A. Only to the extent that like an agent like
15 myself, I mean, I would go to the company I sold the
16 insurance from and say, Hey, let's get this going, let's
17 make good on this title policy. To the extent that you
18 guys haven't done that then, or at least to my knowledge
19 haven't, that would be -20
Q. Do you have any factual basis that Alliance
21 Title withheld or denied liability under the policy?
22
A. No.
23
Q. Thank you.
24
Let me ask you your understanding of a title
25 insurance policy. And before I do that I want you to go
1

2
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that again.
2
Sure. Title companies or title insurance
3 companies via a mistake or something that they did
4 would, yes, certainly be liable. Is that what you were
5 asking?
6
Q. No, it wasn't, but I'll withdraw it.
7
In Count III you are alleging Alliance Title
8 is negligent, and it has certain duties. It has duties
9 to ensure that the interest of the title was satisfied
10 prior to a conveyance. Is that a duty under a policy?
11
A. Yeah. Again, you are asking me something that
12 I don't know the legal answer to.
13
Q. Then did you have a factual basis in order to
14 make the allegations that Alliance Title was negligent
15 under the policy?
16
A. Personally, no, but counsel probably did.
11
Q. You have alleged that Alliance Title violated
18 the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Do you have a
19 factual basis for that?
20
A. I do not have a factual basis in my head.
.,
21
Q. Do you know what the Consumer Protection Ac.1
22 is?
23
A. I cannot quote it;no. I would just imagine
24 it just protects the consumer.
2s
Q. In the complaint it says things like passing :<ii
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off goods or services of another. Do you know if
2 Alliance Title did that?
3
A. Only this title insurance policy.
4
Q. Is it your statement that you think that is
5 passing off the goods of another?
6
A. It is. It's their goods. It's TICOR's goods
7 and you passed that through.
8
Q. Let's go through your experience as an agent.
9 If they are an authorized agent, then they have
10 authority to do that; correct?
11
A. Sure. I'm not saying you don't have
12 authority. I'm saying you did.
13
Q. Advertising goods that it didn't intend to
14 sell. Did Alliance do that?
15
A. I don't think so, no.
16
Q. Act or practice which is otherwise misleading
17 or deceptive. Do you know if Alliance did that?
18
A. I don't know that yet. I won't know that
19 until we get the docs.
20
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll raise a general objection
21 inasmuch as a lot of these questions do ask for legal
22 conclusions.
23
MR. MOLLERUP: I'm asking for his factual
24 basis.
25
MR. TRIBBLE: I know, but he needs to have an
1
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Q. You know the deed of trust was recorded.
2 Isn't that the only document that needed to be recorded?
3
A. Well, not according to -- maybe recorded, but
4 David Wishney, my attorney's laundry list of things,
5 that is what needed all be done.
6
Q. Count X of your complaint you are alleging
7 that Alliance has several fiduciary duties to you. Do
8 you have a factual basis of why Alliance would have a
9 duty to ensure that your interest is recognized and
10 protected after the date of the policy?
11
A. I would say to a certain extent it seems like
12 you would.
13
Q. What do you base that on?
14
A. Just the fact that you are recording a deed
15 for me, and I mean, part of -- and maybe again not
16 understanding exactly what happens inside title
17 companies -- but part of what should happen is that
18 should be protected, until such time as I release it.
19
Q. Are you telling me that you think they have
20 duties that go past the date of the policy to protect
21 your lien?
22
A. I would say so, yes.
23
Q. Do have any basis for that?
24
A. Isn't that what a title company does is
25 protect the interests of the people they are closing
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understanding of the legal basis in order to be able to
2 tell you what facts are supporting the complaint.
3
MR. MOLLERUP: What I want from him is when he
4 runs into your office and says, I want to sue Alliance
5 Title, I want to know why he's saying that before you
6 ever utter a legal basis. Okay?
7
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
8
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Do you have any factual
9 basis to claim that Alliance Title committed fraud in
10 any way?
11
A. At this point, no.
12
Q. You've also claimed that Alliance Title is
13 guilty of conversion. Do you know what it is?
14
A. No.
15
Q. Conversion is another word for theft.
16
You have cited criminal statutes in the
17 complaint. Do you have any basis to believe that
18 Alliance committed any kind of theft?
19
A. Not yet, not with the documents I have.
20
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that Alliance
21 interfered with your prospective economic advantage, any
22 kind of economic advantages you may have; did Alliance
23 interfere with those?
24
A. Again, until we see exactly how the documents
25 were recorded and so forth I can't answer.
1
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transactions for?
Q. Title companies issue policies. You are a
3 life agent. Is it your duty to protect their life?
4
A. No, I wouldn't sell a policy that I didn't
5 think the company was going to back.
6
Q. I just have a couple more questions. Go back
7 to the policy, read through quickly the seven ensuring
8 provisions as of the date of the policy. Let me know if
9 you have any factual basis if any of those have been
10 violated.
11
A. Just the seven of them, not the eight?
12
Q. Okay, eight.
13
A. (Reviewing document.) Okay.
14
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that any of
1s those have been violated?
16
A. Personally the lien and the encumbrances that
17 I lost.
18
Q. That was after the policy; is that correct?
19
A. Yes.
20
MR. MOLLERUP: I don't have any further
21 questions.
1

2

22
23
24
25

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MS. STINES:
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is Erin Stines and I'm
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Comes now, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through their attorneys
of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP and files this Supplemental Memorandum in Support for
Motion for Summary Judgment as a supplement to that Memorandum in Support for Summary
Judgment filed with this court on January 3, 2014 ("Original Memorandum").

I. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS IN ADDITION TO UNDISPUTED
FACTS IN ORIGINAL MEMORANDUM
1.

Daniel Thompson was the Manager of Plaintiff when the Articles of Organization

were filed with the Idaho Secretary of State on August 15, 2006 and when the Reinstatement
Annual Report was filed with the Idaho Secretary of State on April 1, 2013. See Exhibits 1 and 2
to Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup ("Mollerup Supp. Aff. "). Mr. Thompson was
also the person designated to testify in the 30(b)(6) Deposition of Plaintiff. See lines 19-22, page
14 of the deposition transcript of Dan Thompson ("Thompson Depo '') attached as Exhibit 3 to
Mollerup Supp. Aff.
II. LEGALSTANDARD

A motion for summary judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law.

For Summary judgment under Rule 56 F.R.C.P., the court must review the record

"taken as a whole." Matsushita Elec. Industrial Co. v Zenith Radio Corp.,475 U.S. 574, 587, 106
S.Ct. 1348, 89 L.Ed.2d 538 (1986). The standard for granting summary judgment "mirrors" the
standard for judgment as a matter of law, such that "the inquiry under each is the same."
Anderson v Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 251-251, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986)
F.R.C.P. 56(c).
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III.
A.

ARGUMENT

Alliance Cannot be in Breach of Contract Under the Title Policy.
1. Count I of Plaintiffs Revised Second Amended Complaint (the "Second

Complaint") alleges that Alliance "committed materially breached the terms of the title
insurance contracts by failing to ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected ... ".
Alliance set forth arguments and president in its the Original Memorandum that Alliance can
have no liability under the Title Policy as agent.
2. Subsequent to the Original Memoradum, Mr. Dan Thompson testified during his
deposition that he knew from his experience as an insurance agent and his review of the Policy
of Title Insurance attached as Exhibit "C to the Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup filed with the
Original Memorandum ("Mollerup Orig. Aff.) that the company or insurer has the obligation to
pay any liability under an insurance policy and not the agent. See lines 14-18, page 161 of

Thompson Depo attached as Exhibit 3 to Mollerup Supp. Aff. Mr. Thompson further testified
that TICOR was the insurer under the Title Policy and Alliance was the agent. See lines 5-15,
page 164 of Thompson Depo attached as Exhibit 3 to Mollerup Supp. Aff.

Finally, Mr.

Thompson testified as follows:
Q. Again, what is your factual basis that Alliance has any liability to you under that
policy?
A. I don't have any.

See lines 8-10, page 167 of Thompson Depo.
B.

Alliance Has Not Committed any Bad Faith.
1. Count II of the Second Complaint states that the Alliance "intentionally and

unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or payments from Plaintiff'. In addition to the
arguments set forth is the Original Memorandum, Mr. Thompson testified during the Thompson
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Depo as follows:
Q. Do you have any factual basis that Alliance withheld or denied payment under the
policy?
A. No.

See lines 20 & 21, page 167 of Thompson Depo.
C. Alliance Has Not Committed Negligence.
2.

Count III of Second Complaint alleges negligence against Alliance claiming that

"Because Defendants [which includes Alliance] allowed the reconveyance of Plaintiffs secured
interest without authorization, Defendants breach the duties they owed to Plaintiff'.

However,

in the Thompson Depo, Mr. Thompson testified as follows:
Q. Then did you have a factual basis in order to make the allegation that Alliance was
negligent under the policy?
A. Personally, no, but counsel probably did.

See lines 13 - 16, page 169 of Thompson Depo.
D.

Alliance Has Not Violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

1.

Count IV of Plaintiffs Complaint states that Alliance has violated Idaho Code §

48-603 of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act citing Idaho Code 48-603.
2.

Mr. Thompson testified that he had no factual basis to make such allegation

stating as follows:
Q. You have alleged that Alliance Title violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.
Do you have any factual basis for that allegation.
A. I do not have a factual basis in my head.

See lines 17 - 20, page 169 of Thompson Depo.
D. Alliance Did Not Commit Fraud or Fraudulent Conveyance and Did Not Collude
Defraud Claims.
1.

In Counts V and VI of the Second Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that all Defendants,
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including Alliance, committed fraud or fraudulent conveyance and conspired to commit fraud.
2.

In his deposition Mr. Thompson testified as follows:

Q.
Do you have any factual basis to claim Alliance Title committed fraud in any
way?
A.
At this point, no.

See lines 8 - 11, page 171 of Thompson Depo.

E. Alliance Did Not Commit Conversion Against Plaintiffs.
1.

In Count VII, Plaintiff alleged that Alliance committed conversion in that it

"wrongfully asserted dominion over the Plaintiff's property in denial of or inconsistent with
Plaintiff's rights and have committed grand theft."
2.

Mr. Thompson testified in the Thompson Depo as follows:

Q.
You have also claimed that Alliance Title is guilty of conversion. Do you know
what that is?
A.
No.
Q.
Conversion is another word for theft. You have cited criminal statutes in the
complaint. Do you have any basis to believe that Alliance committed any kind of theft?
A.
Not yet, not with the documents I have.

See lines 12 - 19, page 171 of Thompson Depo.

F. Alliance Has Not Been Unjustly Enriched.
1.

Count VIII of the Second Complaint alleges that Defendants " Defendants have

been unjustly enriched through the conversion of Plaintiff's property." See Paragraph 89 of the
Second Complaint.

Plaintiffs allege absolutely no facts showing that Alliance converted

Plaintiff's property. Further, as set forth in Section E above, Mr. Thompson testified in the
Tompson Depo that he had no factual basis to allege that Alliance converted Plaintiff's property.

G. Alliance Did Not Commit Torturous Interference With Prospective Economic
Advantage.
1.

Plaintiff has testified in the Thompson Depo that he has no factual basis to allege
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that Alliance is in breach under the title policy, has committed bad faith, negligence, fraud or
conversion or violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Plaintiff has alleged no additional
facts that Alliance in any way interfered with Plaintiffs Economic Advantage or breached any
fiduciary duties to Plaintiff.

IV.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs Second Complaint appears to lack any understanding of the duties of a Trustee
under Idaho Code § 45-1502 et seq. or the duties, obligations or liabilities of an agent issuing a
title policy for a disclosed principal. Plaintiffs testimony in the Thompson Depo showed that
Plaintiff has an understanding of the difference between the insurer or company and the agent
under a title policy and that the agent has no liability for any loss covered by the policy. Plaintiff
has alleged no specific fact or action of Alliance that would give rise to any if the nine causes of
action alleged in Plaintiffs Complaint. Based on the foregoing, Alliance should be dismissed
from this litigation with prejudice.
DATED this 31st day of March 2014.

Richard W. Mol erup

Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
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David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Givens Pursley LLP
POBox27ZO
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Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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[ ]
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Hand Delivered
Facsimile
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Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
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Seattle, WA 98101
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John Ward
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Facsimile (208) 385-5384
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[ v"] U.S. Mail
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COMES NOW, Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH") by and through its
counsel of record, David T. Krueck of the firm Fisher, Pusch & Krueck LLP, and hereby
respectfully submits this Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Preliminary
Injunction against Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") through its Motion for Preliminary Injunction
("Motion") seeks to enjoin CBH from selling or marketing the Walnut Creek Subdivision lots
owned by CBH ("Property"). 1 EEF has also moved for entry of an order affirmatively requiring
CBH to disclose to previous and subsequent purchasers of lots within the Property that there is
pending litigation concerning title.
EEF's Motion is both procedurally and substantively flawed. EEF failed to plead a cause
of action for injunctive relief in its Revised Second Amended Complaint, and EEF has not
supported its motion with any sworn statement or verified complaint. EEF is seeking injunctive
relief without posting any security to support the proposed order for preliminary injunction,
which is specifically required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65(c).

With regard to the

equitable relief sought in its Motion, EEF already has an adequate remedy at law for monetary
damages caused by the alleged actions of various parties in this case. Furthermore, EEF has
recorded multiple !is pendens with the Ada County Recorder's Office against the subject

In its motion, EEF states that it is moving the Court "to order that CBH refrain from any marketing of
and/or promotion of the sale of the subject property and that CBH remove any reference of the subject property from
their website, marketing or promotional materials, etc. Including the removal of all physical signage showing that
any of the properties within the subdivision are available for purchase." The full scope of what EEF seeks through
its motion is unclear, but appears to generally attempt to enjoin CBH from selling or marketing the lots it owns in
the Walnut Creek Subdivision.
1
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Property. EEF's !is pendens provides constructive notice of any alleged rights EEF may have,
obviating the need for an injunction. 2
For the reasons set forth herein and the record before the Court, EEF's Motion should be
denied in its entirety.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Injunctive relief is not granted as a matter of course.

Harris, 106 Idaho at 517,

681 P.2d at 992. "A preliminary mandatory injunction is granted only in extreme cases where
the right is very clear and it appears that irreparable injury will flow from its refusal." Evans v.

District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, 47 Idaho 267, 270, 275 P. 99, 100 (1929) (quoted
with approval in Farm Service, Inc. v. United States Steel Corp., 90 Idaho 570, 587, 414 P.2d
898, 907 (1966)); Winter v. Natural Res. Def Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 24 (2008) (noting that
injunctive relief is "extraordinary" and "never awarded as a matter of right").
The decision to grant or deny a preliminary injunction rests within the sound discretion of
the trial court. "[A]n appellate court will not interfere [with that decision] absent a manifest
abuse of discretion." Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513,517,681 P.2d 988,992 (1984).
"In determining whether a trial court has committed a manifest abuse of discretion, the
reviewing appellate court 'must determine (1) whether the trial court correctly perceived the
issue of one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted within the outer boundaries of its
discretion, consistently with applicable legal standards; and (3) whether the trial court reached its
decision by exercise of reason."' Brady v. City of Homedale, 130 Idaho 569, 572, 944 P.2d 704,
707 (1997).

2 Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction against Corey Barton
Homes, Inc., Exhibits "A" and "B."
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ARGUMENT
A.

EEF's Motion Does Not Comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65.

Rule 65(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure "specifies the grounds for issuance of a
preliminary injunction." Rule 65(e)(l) only allows for a preliminary injunction "[w]hen it
appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and such relief, or
any part thereof, consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the acts complained of,
either for a limited period or perpetually."
In this case, EEF failed to include a cause of action for injunctive relief in its Revised
Second Amended Complaint. EEF also violated Rule 65(e)(2) by failing to file an affidavit
alleging specific facts supporting its assertion that CBH' s efforts to sell lots within the Property
will produce great or irreparable injury to EEF. 3

EEF's motion fails to comply with the

procedural requirements of Rule 65(e), and should, therefore, be denied.
EEF's motion also disregards the requirements of Rule 65(c), which provides as follows:
No restraining order or preliminary injunction shall issue except
upon the giving of security by the applicant, in such sum as the
court deems proper, for the payment of such costs and damages
including reasonable attorney's fees to be fixed by the court, as
may be incurred or suffered by any party who is found to have
been wrongfully enjoined or restrained.
Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 65(c).
The requirement to post a bond or furnish security for a preliminary injunction is
mandatory. The failure to provide the security required under Rule 65(c) renders the preliminary
injunction void as a matter of law. MacWatters v. Stocks/ager, 29 Idaho 803, 162 P. 671 (1917).

3 EEF did file the Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction against
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. Mr. Tribble's Affidavit only contains copies of: (I) the /is pendens recorded on behalf of
EEF; (2) a demand letter sent by counsel for EEF; and (3) a response letter sent by counsel for CBH to the EEF
demand letter. The communications between legal counsel do not provide the Court with any evidence or facts to
support the motion, as required by Rule 65(e)(2).
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Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65(c), the setting of the amount of bond or security
which the trial court deems proper is an exercise of discretion. McAtee v. Faulkner Land &

Livestock, Inc., 113 Idaho 393, 744 P.2d 121 (Ct. App. 1987).
EEF's Motion has purportedly been made "without security for the actions to continue to
sell Galiano Estates lots and homes with clouded title as if these lots and homes are free from claim
is fraudulent and should not be conducted while pending litigation where damages include title to
the lots and homes within the subdivision." Motion for Preliminary Injunction, p. 2. 4
If CBH is restrained from selling lots it owns within the Property, there is no question that

CBH will suffer damages and attorney fees. The specific purpose for requiring EEF to post security
is to protect CBH from damages and costs incurred in the event CBH prevails at trial, and the Court
finds CBH was wrongfully enjoined. CBH has obviously incurred costs associated with developing
and building homes on multiple lots located within the Property, and CBH will continue to incur
attorney fees to defend EEF's claims, including the requested injunctive relief. Consequently, the
Court must require EEF to furnish either a surety bond or other adequate security, if EEF's motion
is granted. CBH respectfully requests an evidentiary hearing fixing the amount of the security prior
to the Court entering an Order granting EEF' s Motion.
B.

Injunctive Relief is Inappropriate since EEF Has an Adequate Remedy at
Law.

Rule 65( e)(2) states:
(e) Grounds for Preliminary Injunction. A
injunction may be granted in the following cases: ...

preliminary

EEF fails to provide any factual basis whatsoever to support its contention that CBH's actions to market and
sell lots within the Property are fraudulent. In addition, it not clear from EEF's Revised Second Amended Complaint
what claim EEF actually has to title or possession of any portion of the Property.
4
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(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation would
produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to the plaintiff.
Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 65(e)(2).
In Udell v. Idaho State Bd. of Land Com 'rs By and Through Idaho Atty. Gen., 119 Idaho
1018, 812 P.2d 325 (Ct. App. 1991), the Idaho Court of Appeals discussed the fact that the lower
court did not grant a preliminary injunction to the moving party for the reason that the applicant
"failed to demonstrate irreparable injury which could not be compensated by monetary
damages." Id. at 1019, 812 P.2d at 326.
The gravamen of EEF's claims m this case center on the alleged actions taken to
reconvey its junior Deed of Trust. 5 EEF has an adequate remedy at law to obtain an award of
damages, if it can prove its secured interest in the Property was improperly extinguished. EEF
has failed to present any evidence to demonstrate how it will be irreparably harmed if CBH is
allowed to continue to market and sell lots in the Property pending trial, which is an essential
element to granting injunctive relief.
Idaho Code Section 45-1205 provides the basis for the relief EEF may recover if it
prevails on its claims relating to the reconveyance of its junior Deed of Trust. 6 Since EEF has
the right to be compensated through monetary damages for the alleged wrongful actions
culminating in the reconveyance of its secured interest in the Property, EEF is not entitled to an
injunction under Rule 65(e). Rather, EEF's rights are limited to the statutory remedy provided

5 CBH did not have ariy involvement in the foreclosure by RBC Bank or the forced reconveyance of
Plaintiffs Deed of Trust by TitleOne. Counts I, 11, Ill, IV, VII, X and XI were asserted against Defendants
TitleOne, Alliance and RBC Bank. These are the causes of action relating to the alleged damages suffered as a
result of the manner in which EEF's junior Deed of Trust was reconveyed.
6 CBH incorporates by reference TitleOne's thorough analysis and discussion of the statutory scheme for
damages arising from an improper forced recoveyance under Idaho Code§ 45-1205. See TitleOne's Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, filed on or about
January 2, 2014, pp. 7-10.
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for in Idaho Code Section 45-1205, which does not include any right to reinstate its Deed of
Trust or transfer title to EEF. Simply stated, there is no "great or irreparable injury" to EEF if
CBH is allowed to continue to market and sell lots it owns within the Property during the
pendency of this litigation.
C.

Any Interests or Rights EEF May Have in the Property Are Protected by the
Lis Pendens it Recorded.

Idaho Code Section 5-505 states, in relevant part:
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real
property, the plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint ... may
file for record with the recorder of the county in which the property
or some part thereof is situated, a notice of the pendency of the
action, containing the names of the parties, the object of the action
or defense, and a description of the property in that county affected
thereby.
(Emphasis in bold added.)
"The doctrine of lis pendens refers to the common law principle that when a third partywith actual or constructive notice of a pending action involving real property acquires an interest
in that real property from a party to the action, then the third party takes subject to the rights of
the parties in the action as finally determined by the judgment or decree." Sartain v. Fidelity
Financial Service, Inc., 116 Idaho 269,272, 775 P.2d 161, 164 (1989).

The filing of a /is pendens serves the purpose of providing constructive notice to
subsequent purchasers or encumbrancers of the property who do not have actual knowledge of
the action or of the claim upon which the lis pendens is based. Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152
Idaho 215,224,268 P.3d 1167, 1176 (2012).
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EEF has recorded multiple !is pendens against the Property, which protects any right or
interest EEF may have in the Property. 7 EEF, however, argues CBH "continues marketing and
selling the subject property to the public who is unaware of the pending litigation and cloud on
the title." Memorandum in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction Against Defendant

Corey Barton Homes, Inc., p. 4.

EEF's argument demonstrates a fundamental lack of

understanding of the doctrine of !is pendens, and the legal effect ofrecording a !is pendens. Any
subsequent purchaser from CBH of a lot within the Property described in EEF's !is pendens
takes title subject to any right or interest EEF may establish in this lawsuit.
EEF' s assertion that its "right to recover its interest [in the Property] could simply
disappear" 8 if CBH is permitted to continue selling lots during the pendency of this case lacks
any merit.

To the contrary, if EEF prevails in this matter and obtains a final Judgment

establishing EEF has some right to title or possession of the Property, EEF's interest will be
senior to any subsequent purchaser taking title after the date EEF recorded its !is pendens.
Consequently, injunctive relief is unnecessary for the purpose of protecting any interest or right
EEF may have in the Property.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, the Court should deny EEF's Motion for Preliminary
Injunction Against Corey Barton Homes, Inc. EEF failed to comply with the requirements of Rule
65( e) because EEF did not include a claim for injunctive relief in its Revised Second Amended
Complaint, nor did EEF file an affidavit alleging specific facts to support the relief requested in its

CBH is not admitting that EEF's claims in this action actually affect the title or right to possess any
portion of the Property. CBH specifically reserves the right to later challenge and quash the /is pendens recorded by
EEF.
7

8

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction against Defendant Corey Barton Homes,

Inc., p. 6.
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Motion. In addition, EEF seeks its injunction without furnishing any security, which is mandatory
under Rule 65(c). If EEF prevails at trial, it has an adequate remedy at law to obtain an award of
money damages. Therefore, equitable injunctive relief is inappropriate. Finally, EEF recorded its
lis pendens against the Property which serves to provide constructive notice of its claim to either

title or possession of the Property. Injunctive relief is unnecessary to protect EEF's rights in this
regard.
DATED this 14th day of April, 2014.
FISHER PUSCH

By:

& KRUECK LLP

~~f

.

Davi T. Kruec , 0 the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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APR 14 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

) Case No: CV OC 2013-10112
)
) PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO ALLIANCE'S
) MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
)
)
)
)

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE ~
COMP ANY (&a Land America Transnation, )
)
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & )
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
)
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Banlc, aka PNC)
BANK), a North Carolina corporation,
))
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida corporation (&a Ticor ~
Title Insurance Company, a California
)
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC an )
Idaho company, COREY BARTON HOMES, )
INC., an Idaho corporation, GALIANO LLC, )
an Idaho limited liability company, EDWARD)
J. MASON, an individual, and John Does 1-X, ~
unknown individuals and/or companies,
)
Defendants.

)
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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
For many of the claims asserted, Alliance's motion for summary judgment is untimely and
entirely unfounded.

Existing evidence already points toward the fact that Alliance either

intentionally or negligently caused a chain of events that led to Eagle Equity Fund's ("EEF")
secured interest being completely dissolved. Further evidence related to each of these claims is
still being discovered and is not yet even known to the Plaintiff. Given that the Court has not yet
even entered a scheduling order, applying summary judgment to all claims during ongoing
discovery is to deny the Plaintiff due process oflaw.
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

As closing agent for Galiano's purchase of the Galiano Estates property, Alliance was

under a duty to gather all legal documents related to the transaction, secure title insurance, see that
all closing documents are signed, recording the deed of trust, and returning originals to the proper
parties.
2.

Alliance collected a fee for its services as the closing agent. (Thompson Aff. Exh. D)

3.

Eagle Equity Fund never received any of the original closing documents. (Thompson Aff.

#7) Alliance has presented no evidence to the Court that contradicts the fact that EEF never
received the originals.
4.

In her deposition, Amy Cobine, owner of Post Closing Department ("PCD") who was the

reconveyance agent for TitleOne, received the original Deed of Trust from TitleOne. (Tribble Aff.
Cobine Dep. 59:21-25, 60:1-2, 88:4-16). Alliance has presented no evidence to the Court that
contradicts the fact that an original was received by PCD.
5.

Alliance was trustee (Thompson Exh F) until March 10, 2010 when Fidelity was then made

trustee at the request of the beneficiary Eagle Equity Fund. (Thompson Aff. Exh. E)
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6.

On February 11, 2010 while Alliance was still trustee, a full Reconveyance of Trust Deed

was recorded at the Ada County Recorder's Office. (Instrument #110012858) This document was
signed by TitleOne's representative Heidi Emery stating that "The undersigned title insurer/title
agent has fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full of the obligation
secured by said Trust Deed" and that "the undersigned hand delivered or mailed by certified mail,
return receipt requested, to the record beneficiary" and that "sixty (60) days elapsed after the
mailing of said notice and no objection to said reconveyance has been received." (Tribble Aff Exh
C)

7.

Plaintiff has never received satisfaction for the obligation secured by the Deed of Trust.

(Thompson Aff. #12)
8.

Plaintiff never executed any document stating that the obligation under the deed of trust

was satisfied. (Thompson Aff. #13)
9.

Plaintiff never executed any document releasing the Deed of Trust. (Thompson Aff. # 12,
13)

10.

The original copy of the Deed of Trust was needed in order to trigger a full reconveyance
of the Plaintiffs Deed of Trust by PCD. (Tribble Aff. Cobine Dep. 37:25, 38:1-16)
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW
I.R.C.P. 56(c), specifies that a motion for summary judgment should only be granted if the

"pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there
is no genuine issue as to any material fact, and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law." The Idaho Supreme Court in Cuevas v. Barraza reminded courts that disputed
facts and reasonable inferences should be liberally construed in favor of the non-moving party

Cuevas v. Barraza, 277 P.3d 33 7, 341. If the record contains conflicting inferences or reasonable
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minds might reach different conclusions, a summary judgment must be denied. Bonz v. Sudweeks,
119 Idaho 539, 542, 808 P.2d 876,878 (1991). A court must not grant a motion for summary
judgment if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any,
show that there is a genuine issue as to any material fact. McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765,
820 P.2d 360 (1991); Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539,808 P.2d 876 (1991).
IV. ARGUMENT

A. Evidence currently available shows that Alliance was negligent in performing their
duties as escrow officer in the Galiano Estates purchase
The elements of negligence are (1) a duty, recognized by law, requiring the defendant to
conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) a causal connection between
the defendant's conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss or damage. Brizendine v.
Nampa Meridian Irr. Dist., 97 Idaho 580, 548 P.2d 80 (1976). "Every person has a general duty to

use ordinary care not to injure others, to avoid injury to others, to avoid injury to others by any
agency set in operation by him, and to do his work, render services, or use his property as to avoid
such injury." Whitt v. Jarnagin, 91 Idaho 181, 188 (1966). "In circumstances involving the
rendition of personal services, the duty upon the actor is to perform the services in a workmanlike
manner." Hoffman v. Simplot Aviation, Inc., 97 Idaho 32, 37 (1975).
As escrow officer in the original purchase of the Galiano Estates subdivision, Alliance was
under a general duty to use ordinary care and perform services in a workmanlike manner. As the
evidence before this Court currently shows, Alliance never returned to EEF the original copies of
the promissory note or the deed of trust. At the least, this was an extraordinary blunder by Alliance
because these original documents were later used to complete!y reconvey EEF' s secured interest in
the Galiano property.
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Why would Alliance believe that this is not at least an incredible act of negligence? In the
real estate world, failure to secure and deliver important documents such as these is tantamount to
leaving a loaded gun on a public sidewalk. Eventually somebody will pick it up and create havoc.
The general duty of care means that one should never leave such a thing on a public sidewalk for
anyone to take. In this case, Alliance should have secured the original documents and saw to it that
they were delivered to the proper place, the EEF offices. Without Alliance's blunder, EEF would
still have their secured interest in the property.
While Idaho law does not spell out every single duty of a trustee it is generally known that
the major responsibility of a trustee is to administer the terms of the trust deed for both parties. The
trustee's primary function is to hold and maintain a property title for the borrower and the lender
for the duration of the loan. Therefore, it is the trustee who retains factual ownership and control
of the executory interest in question, not the lender/beneficiary. The trustee holds the executory
interest as surety for the loan. This is the primary duty of the Trustee, to protect/secure the interests
of both parties. These duties may also entail foreclosure procedures if the Grantor defaults. (See
Carrie

Ferland,

Who

Is

the

Trustee

in

a

Deed

of

Trust,

SFGate

at

http://homeguides.sfgate.com/trustee-deed-trust-9101.html)
At this time the original deed of trust has not been discovered by any of the parties, and is
assumed destroyed by Post Closing Department upon reconveyance. (Cobine Dep.60:20-25).
Alliance was in possession of the original Deed of Trust. TitleOne, and then Post Closing
Department by way ofTitleOne, came into possession of the original Deed of Trust. Therefore, it
is a reasonable inference that Alliance either intentionally or negligently caused the original Deed
of Trust to get into the hands ofTitleOne. The misplacement, loss or transfer of the Deed of Trust
to TitleOne before any satisfaction was received by the Beneficiary (Plaintiff) renders Alliance
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negligent in its duties as Trustee. Therefore, Alliance breached their general duty of care as
closing agent and trustee when they failed to secure the closing documents including the original
Deed of Trust.
Discovery continues on this claim, and Alliance still ~ pending discovery requests from
EEF concerning this very claim. Given that evidence already strongly infers negligence in the
failure to protect EEF's original deed of trust, EEF requests that the Court deny summary
judgment on this claim. In as much as there are still necessary facts missing from the equation,
EEF requests more time to conduct discovery and obtain this evidence pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (f).

B.

Alliance colluded with other Defendants as they divested Plaintiff of their secured
interest in violation of Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
Plaintiff contends that Alliance colluded in the fraudulent reconveyance of the Plaintiffs

real property interest when they caused the original Deed of Trust to fall into the hands of
TitleOne, who then had the trust deed reconveyed in full in violation of Idaho law. LC. § 55-901
states:
"Every instrument, other than a will, affecting an estate in real property
including every charge upon real property, or upon its rents or profits, made
with intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers thereof, or
encumbrancers thereon, is void as against every purchaser or
encumbrancer, for value, of the same property, or the rents or profits
thereof."

In violation of Idaho Code § 45-1202 et. seq., which requires satisfactory evidence of
payment in full, Alliance nor TitleOne had any evidence of Plaintiff receiving payment in full.
Plaintiff was never informed that their interest in the real property was going to be reconveyed.
Plaintiff never signed any document stating that the Deed of Trust had been paid off in full. There
are no executed documents with the Plaintiffs signature releasing the property. In fact, there are
no documents whatsoever pertaining to any full release of interest to the subject property, except
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the "Reconveyance of Trust Deed" recorded by TitleOne (instrument #110012858). Alliance
participated in this collusion by enabling TitleOne to come into possession of the Deed of Trust.
TitleOne then reconveyed the Deed of Trust with nothing but a signature from its representative
Heidi Emery and possession of the original Deed of Trust.
Alliance colluded in the unlawful transfer when it gave the original Deed of Trust to
TitleOne. A "fraudulent conveyance" is one generally characterized by lack of fair and valuable
consideration. I.C. §§ 55-901 et seq., 55-902, 55-906, 55-908, 55-909, Mohar v. McLelland

Lumber Co., 1972, 95 Idaho 38, 501 P.2d 722. In this matter there was no fair and valuable
consideration. The badges of fraud are also prevalent here because this entire reconveyance was
done in violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205 and it was done without any accompanying
documentation showing that (1) the underlying debt was satisfied and (2) notice was given to the
beneficiary, Eagle Equity Fund.
Discovery continues on this claim, and Alliance still has pending discovery requests from
EEF concerning this very claim. Given that evidence already strongly infers collusion between
Alliance and TitleOne in the creating and filing of a false reconveyance document, EEF requests
that the Court deny summary judgment on this claim. In as much as there are still necessary facts
missing from the equation, EEF requests more time to conduct discovery and obtain this evidence
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (t).

C.

Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage.
Alliance knew of (i) the economic relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which

contained future prospective economic benefit to the Plaintiff, (ii) the Plaintiff's secured interest in
the Property and Plaintiff's rights and remedies regarding the same. The elements of tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage are, (1) the existence of a valid economic
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expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional
interference inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some
measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the defendant interfered for an improper
purpose or improper means) and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiffs expectancy has been
disrupted. Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893,522 P.2d at 1114; Pleas, 774 P.2d at 1161-63. The Court can
already infer intent from Alliance's knowledge and actions at the time, however further discovery
concerning Alliance is ongoing. Plaintiff is awaiting Alliance's response to requests for discovery
to see if the response will help to establish whether Alliance's actions were negligent or
intentional.
For this claim, the Plaintiff presently contends that:
1.

The Deed of Trust between Galiano and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC evidences the

existence of the valid economic expectancy said document represented; (Thompson Aff. Exh F)
2.

Alliance had knowledge of the expectancy given in that they were the selected

Trustee; (Thompson Aff. Exh F)
3.

Alliance's interference by delivering possession of the original Deed of Trust to

TitleOne led to the termination of the expectancy; (Tribble Aff. Cobine Dep. 59:21-25, 60: 1-2,
88 :4-16). (Plaintiff expects to find evidence supporting this allegation through further discovery)
4.

The interference was wrongful by improper means in that Alliance's transfer of the

original Deed of Trust was done without Plaintiffs knowledge or authorization and this was
allegedly done knowing that TitleOne could likely reconvey the deed of trust without any
satisfactory evidence of the payment in full in violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1202 et. seq. (Plaintiff
expects to find evidence supporting this allegation through further discovery);
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5.

The resulting damage disrupted Plaintiffs expectancy of payment in full of the

obligation that was secured by said original Deed of Trust, or the expectation of prospective
economic gains through the development and sale of the property. (Plaintiff expects to find
evidence supporting this allegation through further discovery);
Discovery continues on this claim, and Alliance still has pending discovery requests from
EEF concerning this very claim.

Given that evidence already strongly infers intentional

interference giving away ofEEF's original documents, EEF requests that the Court deny summary
judgment on this claim. In as much as there are still necessary facts missing from the equation,
EEF requests more time to conduct discovery and obtain this evidence pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (f).
D.

Alliance violated Idaho Code Section 48-603 Idaho Consumer Protection Act.
(1) Passing off goods or services as those of another: Idaho Code§ 48-603(1)
Eagle Equity Fund was never told that Ticor Title Insurance would be issuing the title

insurance policy. It was their understanding that Alliance would be issuing the title insurance
policy. (Thompson Aff.)
(2) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source, sponsorship,
approval, or certification of goods or services; Idaho Code§ 48-603(2)
Bait and switching title insurance companies caused confusion and/or misunderstanding as
to the source of the service of who was providing the title insurance. Eagle Equity Fund was not
aware that Ticor was issuing the policy until closing. (Thompson Aff.)
(3) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation, connection, or
association with, or certification by, another; Idaho Code§ 48-603(3)
Again, by switching the title policy company to Ticor confusion and misunderstanding as
to affiliation, connection, and association by another.
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(4) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested
the buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; Idaho Code §
48-603(13)
Eagle Equity Fund never received any of the closing documents from the closing
(Thompson Aff.) As a direct and proximate result of Defendants unfair methods and practices,
Plaintiff has been damaged in the loss of their secured interest. Discovery continues on this claim.
Given that evidence already exists that EEF was not told what they were purchasing before the
transaction was closed, EEF requests that the Court deny summary judgment on this claim. In as
much as there are still necessary facts missing from the equation, EEF requests more time to
conduct discovery and obtain this evidence pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (t).

E.

Daniel Thompson is not a legal expert.
Alliance in their Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow

Corp.'s Motion for Summary Judgment refers to the deposition of Daniel Thompson. (Alliance
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of MSJ). Alliance argues that Mr. Thompson testified that
he has no factual basis that Alliance is in breach under the title policy, has committed bad faith,
negligence, fraud or conversion or violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and therefore
Eagle Equity has no standing.
It is noted in the deposition that Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund objected arguing that

Alliance counsel's questions were asking for a legal conclusion and that Mr. Thompson would
have to have an understanding of the legal basis in order to be able to tell you what facts are
supporting the complaint. (Tribble Aff., Exh B. Thompson Dep. 170:20-22, 171: 1-2)

Mr.

Thompson has a high school diploma; he did not attend any college or university let alone law
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school. (Tribble Aff. Exh. B,Thompson Dep. 240:7-13 ). It is erroneous on Alliance's part to
assume Mr. Thompson is a legal expert and has completely, memorized the details of every legal
issue presented in the complaint. Therefore, these statements by Mr. Thompson should be
disregarded as objectionable, lacking foundation, and lacking relevancy.

F.

Discovery is ongoing.

At this time discovery is far from complete. The Court has yet to even hold a scheduling
conference or enter a scheduling order. Yet discovery is an important factor in this matter, and
there is still much that needs to be investigated. I.R.C.P. 56(f) states:
"Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just."

Because discovery is ongoing and there are still many unanswered questions, summary
judgment is premature. With every discovery submittal new facts are uncovered which could
ultimately decide the matter. Therefore the Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court deny this
motion for summary judgment and allow discovery to proceed.

V. CONCLUSION
Summary judgment is premature at this point as discovery is ongoing and a substantial
amount is still pending. In fact, this motion is so premature that it is occurring before a scheduling
conference has yet to be arranged or a scheduling order entered. showing that several of the
Plaintiffs claims against Alliance should easily survive summary judgment.

Indeed, it is

undisputed that the original copy of the deed of trust was in the possession of Alliance and
managed to make its way not to EEF, but to TitleOne and PCD.
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Whether Alliance blundered in losing this original document or gave it up intentionally
bears on the question of whether the claim of negligence survives or whether intentional
interference and collusion to defraud survives. As the evidence currently stands, it can't be said
for certain whether the transfer was intentional or due to negligence. But the transfer occurred, so
there is a genuine issue as to the material facts of this case.
Substantial material facts exist for which a jury must make credibility determinations,
weigh the evidence, and draw legitimate inferences from the facts to decide whether Alliance Title
& Escrow fraudulently, negligently and improperly caused the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs
secured interest in the subject property. Certainly, facts exist to support just such a jury verdict,
and the Court has cause to deny summary judgment. Therefore, EEF respectfully requests that this
Court deny the full extent of relief requested by Alliance and allow the claims of negligence,
collusion to defraud, consumer protection, and tortious interference to stay. At a minimum, EEF
requests more time to continue its discovery pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (f).
RESPECTFULLY submitted this i.!l!J.ay of April, 2014.

~----Attorney for Plaintiff
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Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 938-9500
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: david@eaglelawcenter.com
Email: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

APR 14 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE ~
COMPANY (fra Land America Transnation, )
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
)
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & )
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
)
)
RBC BANK (fra RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC BANK), a North Carolina corporation, ))
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
~
corporation (fra Ticor Title Insurance
)
Company, a California corporation), DAS
)
INVESTMENTS, LLC an Idaho company,
)
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho )
corporation, GALIANO LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability company, EDWARD J. MASON, an ~
individual, and John Does I-X, unknown
)
individuals and/or companies,
)
Defendants.

Case No: CV OC 2013-10112
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
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STATEOFIDAHO )
)ss.
)
County of Ada
Aaron J. Tribble, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above entitled matter.

2.

I am an individual over the age of 18 and make this affidavit based upon my own

personal knowledge.
3.

On February 28, 2014 Amy Cobine was deposed by attorney for TitleOne

Corporation, Thomas Dvorak.
4.

I attended the deposition of Amy Cobine.

5.

Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the transcripts of the deposition of Amy

Cobine.
6.

I have propounded discovery requests upon Alliance, and Alliance's response to

our requests for discovery is still pending.
7.

Investigation into how the original Deed of Trust ended up in TitleOne's

possession is ongoing. We are attempting to track the chain of events leading to TitleOne's
possession of said document and whether this was through Alliance's intentional or negligent
actions.
8.

On March 19, 2014 Daniel Thompson was deposed by attorney for TitleOne

Thomas Dvorak.
9.

I attended the deposition of Daniel Thompson.

10.

Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the transcripts of the deposition of Daniel

Thompson.

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN SUPPORT PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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11.

Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed which I

received from the Ada County Recorder's office.

DATED this

/l/f~ay of April, 2014.
Attorney for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

/!lih

day of April, 2014.

~ii. -

~ARYPUBL~aho
Residing at: lfl"6r dtdt'fl U~
Commission expires:

fa/df?t 7

6
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~day of April, 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) jjand-Delivered
~Facsimile (208) 388-1300
( ) Electronic Delivery

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ~d-Delivered
(\..Yf acsimile (206) 223-4527
( ) Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP·
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) H~-Delivered
(~acsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hynd-Delivered
(L.YFacsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) !jand-Delivered
~Facsimile (208) 388-1001
( ) Electronic Delivery

DAVIDT. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ij;incl-Delivered
(\fiacsimile (208) 331-2400
( ) Electronic Delivery
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DAVID M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
dpenny@cosholaw.com
Counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ~d-Delivered
(l..f"Facsimile (208) 338-3290
( ) Electronic Delivery

~ ,

Linda Higgins'O~
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AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AGAINST COREY BARTON HOMES- 6
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UNCERTIFIED ROUGH DRAFT
1

within your office to try to figure out the sequence o f

2

events that led to this Reconveyance of Trust Deed ,

3

Exhibit 8 , being recorded?

4

A

Yes .

5

Q

Okay .

6
7
8
9

10

Will you please tell us everything you have

determined from your investigation?
A

I don ' t think I can answer that educated ,

in an

educated way , at this point .
Q

To the best of your belief and certainly qualify

it if you are speculating or guessing .

11

A

Oh , hold on real quick .

12

Q

Yeah , let's go off the record for a second.

13

16

This

is a good time to take a break .

14
15

Can we stop?

(Whereupon , a brief recess was taken . )
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q

So ,

I have just asked you , before we went off the

17

record, what you determined happened here with respect in

18

your office, resulting in Exhibit 8 being sent to Heidi

19

Emery to sign and then being recorded by your office .

20

led up to that?

21

A

We received a deed of trust in the office , an

22

original deed of trust in the office .

23

And , so , we proceeded wi th the notice of intent .

24

25

Q

What

Okay .

deed of trust ,

No other documents .

And when you say you received an original
I refer your attention to Exhibit 4 .

St . George Court Reporters ,
( 888)978 - 1837

Inc.

Are you
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1

stating that you believe you received the original of

2

Exhibit 4?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

And then thereafter proceeded with a notice of

5

intent?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Was there any other communication that accompanied

8

the original of Exhibit 4 that you are aware of?

9

A

No.

10

Q

Okay.

And you are attempting to locate the

11

scanned copy of this original that you received and

12

forwarded?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

I take it you have reviewed that document?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Does it have the stamp or signature -- sorry,

17

strike that.

18

notation that it's not an original on it?

Does it have the copy stamp or hand written

19

A

No.

It doesn't have any such thing on it.

20

Q

Okay.

Do you still have the original of the deed

21

of trust that's been marked a copy, which has been marked as

22

Exhibit 4, in your records?

23

A

No,

I do not.

24

Q

And why not?

25

A

It was scanned and destroyed.
St. George Court Reporters,
(888)978-1837

Inc.
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1

But did this come in as a complete package?

2

A

No, it did not.

3

Q

And what was missing from the package initially?

4

A

There was no original note with it.

There was no

5

request for reconveyance.

And the only other thing that we

6

have noted, now, after the fact is, you know, there was no

7

envelope showing receipt from TitleOne.

8

mailed TitleOne, from what we can tell, because there was

9

no -- there was no envelope from someone.

Like, it wasn't

10

Q

No envelope that would have come from a courier?

11

A

Well, no.

12

received it.

13

this deed of trust.

14

noted after the fact, when Heidi Emery first inquired about

15

this from us.

16

TitleOne from the lender.

17
18

Q

We don't know how TitleOne came to possess
All we know is that it's been,

like,

I noted that there was no envelope to

Was that something you ask your title clients, how

MR. DVORAK:
A

When?

At the time?

Yeah, at the time we didn't.

Unless there was

21

some other red flag.

22

that we consider, flag it, there is a reason.

23

cause us to question how a client has came into receipt.

24

BY MS. STINES:

25

I

did you come to possess this deed of trust?

19
20

Like, we don't know how TitleOne

Q

There are certain things that come in
Some things

But there is nothing in your notation system that
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837

88
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1

A

Everything was scanned into our system.

2

Q

Oh, so it goes back to the system track at that

3

point?

4

A

Yeah.

5

Q

Okay.

6
7
8

In the intake process for this, if you

receive an original document, what was the procedure?
A

If we received an original document -- prior or

after our notice?

9

Q

As part of the initiation of it.

10

A

Okay.

Originals would be reviewed for

11

completeness, originality or,

12

originals, they can't be copies.

13

appropriate indemnification has to be attached.

14

have to, the lender has to be indemnifying,

15

lost the originals or we don't have them, we are releasing

16

you from liability.

17

forward them on.

18

use for that.

so they would have to be
And if they are copies, an
So, they

saying, we have

If we find them, we are going to

There is a general form that most lenders

19

Q

Some people refer to as a lost document affidavit?

20

A

Yeah, lost dock affidavits.

So they either have

21

to sign that.

22

allowed to, they basically had a stamp that says they have

23

lost it.

24

we've got.

25

approved to allow to use their stamp.

There was one bank at the time that we

And just indemnify, release it.

This is what

So, there was one bank in Idaho, that we
But in general, it

St. George Court Reporters,
(888)978-1837

Inc.
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1

would have to come with either the originals or the original

2

note, original deed of trust and a request for reconveyance.

3

If it didn't have one of those three items it was to have

4

the lost note and deed affidavit or an indemnification,

5

depending on how the bank worded it.

6

one of those items, then it wasn't considered a complete

7

package.

8
9

10

.

Q

And if it didn't have

And what's your understanding of the significance

of having the original deed of trust, for example?
A

Generally, deed of trust is what is foreclosable.

11

That's what a lot of people take to an attorney and say, I

12

wasn't paid in full, here's my deed of trust.

13

foreclose on these people.

14
15

Q

I see.

I want to

So your understanding is you need the

original to do that?

16

A

Correct.

17

Q

And, so I take it, you mentioned there are

18

procedures to verify the authenticity of an original if you

19

received in the intake process?

20

A

Correct.

21

Q

And you described some of those?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

Okay.

If someone, after going through those

24

procedures to authenticate the original, determined it was

25

the original, what would happen in your office?
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837
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Page 170
1
2

Page 172

•

off goods or services of an.r. Do you know if

1

Alliance Title did that?

2

Q. Yo

ow the deed of trust was recorded.

Isn't that the only document that needed to be recorded?

3

A. Only this title insurance policy.

3

4

Q. Is it your statement that you think that is

4

David Wishney, my attorney's laundry list of things,

5

that is what needed all be done.

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

[ ~~

passing off the goods of another?
A. It is. It's their goods. It's TICOR's goods

6

7

and you passed that through.

Q. Let's go through your experience as an agent.

If they are an authorized agent, then they have

8

you have a factual basis of why Alliance would have a
duty to ensure that your Interest is recognized and

11

A. Sure. I'm not saying you don't have

12

authority. I'm saying you did.

Q. Advertising goods that It didn't intend to
sell. Did Alliance do that?

Q. Count X of your complaint you are alleging
that Alliance has several fiduciary duties to you. Do

9

10

authority to do that; correct?

A. Well, not according to -- maybe recorded, but

protected after the date of the policy?
A. I would say to a certain extent it seems like
you would.

13

Q. What do you base that on?

14

A. Just the fact that you are recording a deed

A. I don't think so, no.

15

for me, and I mean, part of -- and maybe again not

Q. Act or practice which Is otherwise misleading

16

understanding exactly what happens inside title

17
18
19
20

companies -- but part of what should happen is that

your lien?

or deceptive. Do you know If Alliance did that?
A. I don't know that yet. I won't know that
until we get the docs.
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll raise a general objection

should be protected, until such time as I release it.
Q. Are you telling me that you think they have
duties that go past the date of the policy to protect

inasmuch as a lot of these questions do ask for legal

21

22
23

concluslons.

22

A. I would say so, yes.

24

basis.

23
24
25

A. Isn't that what a title company does is

25

MR. MOLLERUP: I'm asking for his factual
MR. TRIBBLE: I know, but he needs to have an

Q. Do have any basis for that?
protect the interests of the people they are closing

Page 171
1
2
3
4
5

Title, I want to know why he's saying that before you

6

ever utter a legal basis. Okay?

7
8

9
10

understanding of the legal basis in order to be able to
tell you what facts are supporting the complaint.
MR. MOLLERUP: What I want from him is when he
runs Into your office and says, I want to sue Alliance

MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Do you have any factual
basis to claim that Alliance Title committed fraud in
any way?

11

A. At this point, no.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. You've also claimed that Alliance Title is
guilty of conversion. Do you know what it is?
A. No.
Q. Conversion Is another word for theft.
You have cited criminal statutes in the
complaint. Do you have any basis to believe that
Alliance committed any kind of theft?
A. Not yet, not with the documents I have.
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that Alliance
interfered with your prospective economic advantage, any
kind of economic advantages you may have; did Alliance
interfere with those?
A. Again, until we see exactly how the documents
were recorded and so forth I can't answer.

(208)345-9611
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1
2

transactions for?

3

life agent. Is it your duty to protect their life?

4
5

think the company was going to back.

Q. Title companies Issue policies. You are a
A. No, I wouldn't sell a policy that I didn't

6

Q. I just have a couple more questions. Go back

7
8

to the policy, read through qulckly the seven ensuring

9

you have any factual basis If any of those have been

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

provisions as of the date of the policy. Let me know If
violated.
A. Just the seven of them, not the eight?

Q. Okay, eight.
A. (Reviewing document.) Okay.
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that any of
those have been violated?
A. Personally the lien and the encumbrances that

I lost.
Q. That was after the policy; Is that correct?

A. Yes.
MR. MOLLERUP: I don't have any further
questions.
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MS. STINES

Q. Mr. Thompson, my
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1
2
3

A. He was doing both,

y.

•
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A. No.

1

Q. You were expecting a certain amount of money

per lot to be given to you on those last 15.

Q. Your education and background, where did you

2

3

go to school exactly?

4

A. Right.

4

A. Fred C. Beyer High.

5

Q. How much were you expecting to get per lot?

5

Q. Where is that?

A. Well, because RBC in theory would have been

6

A. Modesto, Callfornia.

6
7

paid off, about 90,000, somewhere between 80 and 90,000

8

a lot.

9

Page 240

Q. So your highest level of education you've

G

achieved Is high school?

Q. What was In of the --

10

A. What was In the schematic.

11

Q. In one of the, I can't even remember the

A. Correct.

10

Q. Have you taken any community college classes?

11

A. No.

12

exhibit number. We've gone through probably 30

12

Q. Any type of law-related classes?

13

different documents now. But it was one of those;

13

A. No.

14

right?

14

Q. Were you relying on your attorney -- what is

15

A. Right.

15

16

Q. It was your understanding then that if Galiano

16

17

was defaulting and RBC was going to foreclose on the

17

18

property, it was your understanding that you would be

18

company to create and record the proper documents at the

19

able to come up with the capital from your investor to

19

closing in 2006?

20

be able to buy out the first position lien?

20

21

MR. PENNY: Object to the form of the

21

22

question, leading, lack of foundation to how he would

22

23
24

know.
MR. NICHOLSON: Join.

his name?
A. David Wishney.
Q. Were you relying on Wishney and the title

MR. MOLLERUP: Objection; the title company
didn't create documents.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I was relying on David to

23

create the documents and the title company to close

24

them, yes.

MR. TRIBBLE: Sorry, I apologize.
MR. DVORAK: Join.
25
25
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - .. ·---·-------·-·-··---------------·-- --···--------··---------
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1
2

MR. MOLLERUP: Join.
Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) We were talking about the

1

Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) There was some discussion

2

about this proforma that you were given by, is it true

3

hypothetical a while back about how if RBC was to have

3

that Mason was the one that gave you the pro forma on

4

taken action you would have had to be Informed as a

4

the Galiano Estates Subdivision?

5

second position, or we don't even know what position

5

A. Yes.

6

lienholder, if you were still on title. Is it your

6

Q. You were relying on that pro forma to tell you

7

understanding that you would have been able to come up

7

8

with the capital to buy out the liens In front of you?

8

9

MR. NICHOLSON: Same objection.

9

how much money you were going to get per lot?
A. Right, in the end. And of course, I had my
finger on the pulse of the market as well, things were
selling pretty rapidly and at those prices.

MR. PENNY: Same objection.

10

11

MR. MOLLERUP: Same objection.

11

Q. Did the pro forma give you an idea of about

12

THE WITNESS: Let me say it like this: Had we

12

how much money was going to be borrowed at any given

been proposed the opportunity to get the entire project

13

time during that process?

10

13
14

or walk away from the money we invested, we would have

14

A. No.

15

figured out a way working with, hopefully working with

15

Q. How did you have any understanding of how much

16

RBC to make the numbers work.

16

17

Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) Based on your knowledge of

17

money was going to be borrowed at any given time?
A. Just the original amount that was on the note
from RBC.

18

your investor's assets you believe that she would have

18

19

had the money to be able to do that?

19

Q. You talked a while back about how you had

20

talked about Mason on a regular basis, I think you had

20

A. Oh, yeah.

21

MR. NICHOLSON: Objection; foundation.

21

used the time frame of how you would talk with him about

22

Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) Have you ever met Amy

22

every three to four months or so to get updates on the

23

development of the property. What we~e you discussing

24

A. No.

24

with Mason every three or four months?

25

Q. Do you know her at all?

25

23

Cobine?

(208)345-9611
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After Recording Return To:
The Post Closing Department/ North Idaho
355 W Mesquite Blvd D-30-113
Mesquite NV 89027

fl

RECONVEYANCE OF TRUST DEED
Reference #:

TitleOne Corporation, a Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State of
Idaho does hereby, pursuant to Chapter 27, Title 41, Idaho Code, reconvey without warranty, to the person or
persons legally entitled thereto, the following trust property covered by a Trust Deed naming Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company, as trustor, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
;as beneficiary, which was recorded on November 17, 2006 in Book
and Page
as Instrument No.
106181859 in Ada County, Idaho. Property as described in said Deed of Trust.

The undersigned title insurer/ title agent herby certifies as follows:
1. The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full
of the obligation secured by said Trust Deed.
2. Not less than thirty (30) days following the payment in full of said Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered
or mailed by certified mai l, return receipt requested, to the record b nefic iary or a servicer for the record
beneficiary under said Trust Deed at its record address a notice as required in secti on 45-1203(1 ), Id aho Code.
3. In excess of sixty (60) days elapsed after the mailing of said notice and no obj ection to said reconveyance has
been received by the undersigned.
The corporate name subscribed by it's A.V.P is pursuant to a resolution authorizing the execution of this
reconveyance duly adopted by its Board of Directors.

Title One
Dated:~

State of Idaho, County of

Mei

'ss.

!41Uo.t-lt:f .

On this Z~ day of
in the year of 201?, be~ore me, the undersigned, a .Nota~ Public in and for
said State, personally appeared He1d1 Emery known or identified to me to be the authonzed signer of the
corporation that executed the instrument or the person(s) who executed the instrument on behalf of said

' & ~ u c h corporation executed the same.

NotaryPublic:

=0=

&11 ~ 1 ,;:;)
7
My Commission Expires:
rto/ o? c..p/Z.,.
Residing at:

j
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: (208) 938-9500
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: david@eaglelawcenter.com
Email: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

CHRISTOPHER

oi~~' Clerk

ByELYSHIAH
DEPUTY

Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE ~
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, )
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
)
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & )
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
)
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Banlc, aka
)
PNC BANK), a North Carolina corporation, ))
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
~
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
)
Company, a California corporation), DAS
)
INVESTMENTS, LLC an Idaho company,
)
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho )
corporation, GALIANO LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability company, EDWARD J. MASON, an )
individual, and John Does I-X, unknown
~
individuals and/or companies,
)
)
Defendants.

Case No: CV OC 2013-10112
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL THOMPSON IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
)
County of Ada

Daniel Thompson, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am the manager of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.

2.

I am an individual over the age of 18 and make this affidavit based upon my own

personal knowledge.
3.

Alliance was the closing agent for the transaction at issue between Galiano and

Eagle Equity Fund. (Exhibit D)
4.

Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the Buyer/Borrower Statement of closing

costs that I received from Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
5.

I attended the closing and signed the original documents involved in the loan

between Galiano and Eagle Equity Fund.
6.

Alliance kept the original documents for filing with the county recorder.

7.

After recording I never received back any photocopies or originals of any of the

closing documents involved in the loan agreement, including the Deed of Trust.
8.

Alliance was the trustee for the Deed of Trust. (Exhibit F)

9.

Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of the Deed of Trust that I signed.

10.

Alliance was the trustee until March 10, 2010 when I substituted Fidelity National

Title as trustee. (Exhibit E)
11.

Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the Substitution of Trustee document that I

12.

The obligation to Eagle Equity Fund has never been satisfied.

signed.

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL THOMPSON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
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13.

I have never signed any documents saying that the obligation to Eagle Equity

Fund regarding the subject property and subsequent Deed of Trust was satisfied.
14.

The complaint filed in this matter and its contents were explained to me in detail

by Plaintiffs counsel of record.

DATED this

fl_ day of April, 2014.
Daniel Thompson
Manager Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /!/!:day of April, 2014.

N TARY PUB~ for Idaho~
Residing at: tr/endJM-. ?:A_.)
Commission expires:

&?/,:;d>/~IJ
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the }!JJI, day of April, 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
( o/facsimile (208) 388-1300
( ) Electronic Delivery

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) !Jand-Delivered

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) !Jimd-Delivered
(--r-Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) J;Iand-Delivered
(~Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ~d-Delivered
(~acsimile (208) 388-1001
( ) Electronic Delivery

DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

(--r'Facsimile (206) 223-4527
( ) Electronic Delivery

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ljand-Delivered
· (~acsimile (208) 331-2400
( ) Electronic Delivery

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL THOMPSON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
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DAVID M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
dpenny@cosholaw.com
Counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) H~-Delivered
( ~acsimile (208) 338-3290
( ) Electronic Delivery

.

cf:krag_4r
Lmda Higgins
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BUYER/BORROWER STATEMENT

Final

5000634118NH
Nikkole Hoge

Escrow Number:
Escrow Officer:

Title Order Number: 5000634118DBD
Date:
11 / 16/2006 - 2:24:5 1PM
Closing Date:
11 / 17/2006

Buyer/Borrower: Galiano, LLC
Seller:

First American Exchange Company, LLC as QI for Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner, Daniel B. Zillner and Jana
Lee Zillner
2604 N. Ten Mile Rd., Kuna, ID

Property:
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DEBITS

· ·CRE.ofi;s' •... ·!

1,439,991.0(
30,000.00

PRO RA TIONS/ADJUSTMENTS:
Propertv Tax @, 2,590.39 per 1 vear(s) 11 /17/2006 to 1/01 /2007

319.3~

Irrigation @, 55.62 per 6 month(s) 11 /01/2006 to 11/17/2006

4.88

TITLE CHARGES

Lender/Mortgagee Premium for 3,4 13,300.00: Alliance Tit le & Escro w Corp.

7,7 55.00

100,8. 1 6.0,103.7 11 6.1,110.1: Alliance Title & Escrow Coro.

866.0C

Deed Recording Fee: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

3.0C

Deed Recording Fee: Alliance Title & Escrow Com.

3.0C

I st Mortgage Recording Fee: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

45 .0C
40.0C
81.0(

Endorsement 100,116 8.1 2nd Mortgage Policy: Alliance Title & Escrow Coro.
2nd Mortgage Recording : Alliance Title & Escrow Coro.
UCC Filing Recording : Alliance Title & Escrow Com.

6.0(
30.0(
33.0(

Subordination - Zillner Recording : Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
Subordination Eagle Equity Recording: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
2nd Lender/Mortgagee Premium for 725 ,500.00: Alliance Title & Escrow Coro.

723 .0C

ESCROW CHARGES TO: Alliance Title & Escrow Coro

I

Escrow Fee

250.0C
25 .0C

Wire Fee

25.0C

Federal Express Fee
LENDER CHARGES

3,413,300.00

New to RBC Builder Finance:
34,200.0(
15.0(

Loan Points: RBC Builder Finance
Wire Fee: RBC Builder Finance

25 .0C

Courier Fee: RBC Builder Finance

25.0C
145.0(

Flood Detennination: RBC Builder Finance
Vera Check Fee: RBC Builder Finance

5,400.0C

Appraisal: RBC Builder Finance
Development Funds Available: RBC Builder Finance

2,727,812.51

Land Advance: RBC Builder Finance POC $627,166.00
Legal Fees: Robert A. Schlanger, P.C.
New to Eagle Equity Fund:
Legal Fees: David E. Wishney Law Offices
.l"'T'\.,.ry,T""1'. T •Y

T'\,TnnY T T'\,r,'r.'l"!I.

IS~.,.,,~,...

I

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

~

1,600.0(
725,500 .00
3 500.0(
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BUYER/BORROWER STATEMENT
Final

Escrow Number:
Page

50006341 I8NH

2
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ALLIANCE TITLE

L

DRA~;l Washington Mutual Bank.

tJ11Alt?k

THE
ORDER
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wm; THE M1'0tJNT IN NUMBE-.RS

AUTHORIZED.SIGNATURE
REMITT£R
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.J

EAGLE EQUITY FUND LLC

418 104

Issued by Integrated Payment Systems Inc., Englewood, Colorado Welle Fargo Bank Ltd, N.A.. LQll Angeles, CA
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ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.

PlUVACY POLICY NOTICE
..... ...

.

.

'

As of May 31, 2001

PURPOSE OF THIS NOTICE
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. shares your concerns about privacy. Our Company is committed to respecting the privacy of our
customers. Therefore, in accordance with Federal and State laws and regulations, we are providing you with this notice of how we
might use the information about you which we gather in the process of issuing a policy of title insurance and closing your real estate
transaction.
Title V of the Gtamm-Leach-Bliley Act (GI.BA) and the laws of the State in which you reside generally prohibit us from sharing nonpublic pel'$0Jial information about you wtth !l third party unless we proyi!ieyoil with this notice of otir privacy p<>licies and practices.,
such as the type of information that we collect about you and the categoti¢$ of persons or entities to whom thaflnfotmation might be
disclosed. In compliance with GLBAand the laws of this State, we are pfuviding you with this docunient. which notifies you of the
privacy policies and practices of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. and the Agei:it.

Our Privacy Policies and Practices
Information we collect and sources from which we collect it:
We do not collect any nonpublic information about you other than the following:
• . iwonnation we receive from yo11orfrotn your attorney or otiier represen~tives on applications or other forms, such as your
name, address, telephone number, or social :security number;

•

Information about your transactions with us.
In addition, we may collect other nonpublic personal information about you from individuals and companies other than those

proposed for coverage.
Unless it is specifically stated otherwise in an amended Privacy Policy Notice, no additional infonnation will be collected about
you.

Information we disclose to third patties
In the course ofour general business practices, we may disclose the inforrl:uition that we collect (as de$cribed ab6ve) about you or

others without your permission to the following types of institutions for the reasons described:
• To a third party such as a surveying, real estate tax research or municipal data frrm if the disclosure will enable that party to
perfonn a business, professiolial or insurance function for us;
•

To an insurance institution, agent, or credit reporting agency in order to detect or prevent criminal activity, fraud or
misrepresentation in connection with an insurance transaction;

•

To an insurance institution, agent, or credit reporting agency for either this Company or the entity to whom we disclose the
information to perform a functioti in connection with au insurance tra11saction involving you;

•

To an insurance regulatory authority, law enforcement, or other governmental authority in order to protect our interests in
preventing or prosecuting fraud, or if we believe that you have conducted illegal activities;
.

•

To an actuarial or research organization for the purpose ofconducting actuarial or research studies.
The disclosures described above are permitted by law.

We do not disclose any nonpublic personal information about you with affiliates or non-affiliated third parties for any purpose that is
not specifically permitted by law.
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·FIDELITY

NATIONAL'TITLE ' COLlPA NY OF IDAHO

SUBSTITUTION ·OF TRUSTEE
WHEREAS, Galiano LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company is the original Granter,
Allian·ce Title & Escrow is the origina l Trustee, and Eagle Equity Fund , LLC, an Idaho /
1,_imited Liability Company is the original Beneficiary under the Deed of Trust dated
. November 13, 2006 and recorded on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No.106181859, of
Official Records of Ada County, Idaho and
.
WHEREAS, the un·dersigned is the present Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust, and
'WHEREAS, the undersigned desires to substitute·a new Trustee under said Deed of Trust
. · place and stead of said original Trustee, or Successor Trustee, thereunder; iri the manner
· in said Deed of Trust ·provided,

fn

NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned he reby substitutes Fidelity National Title , whose .
address is 8665 W. Emerald, Ste 200, as Trustee under said Deed of Trust, to have all the
powers of said original Trustee.
Date : / {)

day of March, 2010 .

Manager
State of Idaho
County of Ada

OT-Substitute Trustee

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

,:-
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AMOUNT 84 .00
ADA COUNTY RECORDi:' -VID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 11/17/0t . M
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
11111111111111111111 Ill Ill
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
1(161 ::: 185'3
Alliance Title

IIIll I IIll

...,OOX,,z,4-1 \~x'{) it-4

WHEN licoRDED RETURN TO:

Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, ID 83616
ATTN: Daniel Thompson

,'o',*THIS DEED OF TRUST IS JUNIOR AND SUBORDINATE
TO SAID DEED OF TRUST RECORDING CONCURRENTLY
HEREWITH* 7' 1'

DEED OF TRUST,
AND
SECURITY AGREEMENT

THIS DEED OF TRUST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT, ("Deed of Trnst"), is made as of the

____\::2 day ofNovember, 2006, by and among Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Grantor"),

whose address is 1883 Wildwood Avenue, Boise, Idaho 837 13, Eagle, whose address is 2545 N. Constance
Piace, Eagle, Idaho 83616: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp, ("Trnstee"), whose address is 79 14 R ifleman,
Bosie, Idaho 83 704; and E3.gle Equity Fnnd, LLC, an Idaho lirniied liability company, ("Beneficiary"), whose
address is 2502 North Constar1ce Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616.
\v1TNESSETH:

l'OR GOOD A'. rD V.-'\LU BLE CONSIDERATIO , including the ind bted,,ess acknowledged,
Grantor hereby irrevocably grants , transfers, conveys and assigns to Trustee, IN TRUST, WITH POWER
OF SALE, for the benefit and security of Beneficiary, under and subject to the tenns and conditions
h<;reinaftt'..i' set forth, the real property, located in the County of Ada, State oildaho, described in Exhibit "A"
attached hereto and by ti1is reference incorporate herein, (the "Property");
(For purposes of compliance with Idaho Code §45-1502(5), Grantor acknowledges that the
Propei:t'j is located within the incorporated city limits of the City of Kuna, Idaho).

TOGETHER 'NTTH, all leasehold estate, right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all leases or
subleases co': ering the Properry or any portion thereofnow or hereafter existing or entered into, and all right,
title and iJ1t,~,r::•1,t of Gran:or thereunder, including, without limitation, all cash or security deposits, advance
renta.ls, and deposits or paymtnt of similar natme;
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all options to purchase or lease
the Property or sny portion thereof or interest therein, and any greater estate in the Property owned or
rereafter acquir.ed;
TOGETHER WITH, all interests, estate or other claims, both in law and in equity, which Grantor

no\v haG ,:ir may hereafter acquire in the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, all easements, righ ts-of-way and rights used in connection therewith or as a
means of access thereto, and all tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereof and thereto, and ail
water rights and sharns of stock evidencing the same;

DEED OF TRUST - IDAHO
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TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest of Grantor, now owned or hereafter acquired, in and
to any land lying within the right-of-way of any street, open or proposed, adjoining the Property, and any and
all sidewalks, alleys and other land adjacent to or used in connection with the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, any and all buildings and improvements now or hereafter erected thereon,
including, but not limited to, the fixtures, attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery, and other articles
attached to said buildings and improvements (the "Improvements");
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all tangible personal property
owned by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the Property or used in connection
therewith, including, but not limited to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds, and equipment,
and all building materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted by, given by,
or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property, (collectively "Permits"), (iv) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to utility companies by Borrower with respect
to the Property; and all advance payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the
Property, and (v), all insurance proceeds; (the foregoing items (i) through (vi) are collectively referred to as
the "Personal Property"); and
TOGETHER WITH, all the estate, interest, right, title, other claim or demand, including claims or
demands with respect to the proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, which Grantor now has or
may hereafter acquire in the Property, and any and all awards made for the taking by eminent domain, or by
any proceeding or purchase in lieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Trust Estate, including without
limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of streets and awards for severance damages; and
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title, and interest of Grantor in and to all extensions, improvements,
betterments, renewals, substitutes and replacements of, and all additions and appurtenances to, any of the
property described herein above, hereafter acquired by, or released to Grantor or constructed, assembled or
placed by Grantor on the above described real property, and all conversions of the security constituted
thereby, immediately upon such acquisition, release, construction, assembling, placement or conversion, as
the case may be, and in each such case, without any further grant, conveyance, assignment or other act by
Grantor, the same shall become part of the Property and Improvements secured by this Deed of Trust as fully
and completely and with the same effect as though now owned by Grantor and specifically described in the
granting clause hereof, to have and to hold the same to Trustee and the successors, heirs, executors,
administrators or assigns of Trustee forever;
The entire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to Trustee may hereafter be referred
to as the "Trust Estate."
To the extent that the Trust Estate consists of fixtures, personal property or other property in which
a security interest may be granted under the Idaho Uniform Commercial Code, this Deed of Trust shall
constitute a Security Agreement, and Grantor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security interest in such
property. In the event of a default hereunder, Beneficiary may exercise its rights and remedies under the
Idaho Uniform Commercial Code or any rights and remedies hereunder with respect to such property.
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECURING:

A.
The payment of the indebtedness evidenced by that certain promissory note of even date
herewith in the original principal amount of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and
No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00), executed by Grantor in favor of Beneficiary, with final payment due
December 31, 2008, and any extensions, renewals or modifications thereof(the "Note"), together with the
interest thereon and any other charges as provided by the Note.
B.
Payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect the Trust Estate, with interest
thereon during the loan period at the rate, terms and conditions specified in the Note.
C.
Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon, which may hereafter be loaned to Grantor,
or its successors or assigns, by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a note or notes reciting that they are secured
by this Deed of Trust.
D.
Performance of Grantor's obligations and agreements contained in the Master Credit
Agreement executed by Grantor, ("Master Credit Agreement"), or any other Loan Documents.
This Deed of Trust, the Note, the Master Credit Agreement, and any other instrument given to
evidence or further secure the payment and performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be
referred to as the "Loan Documents."
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, Grantor HEREBY COVENANTS
AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1
COVENANTSANDAGREEMENTSOFGRANTOR
1.1
WARRANTY OF TITLE. Grantor warrants that Grantor holds good and marketable title
in fee simple to the Property and that the title to all the Trust Estate is clear, free and unencumbered, and
Grantor shall forever warrant and defend the same to Beneficiary, against all claims whatsoever, except only
as to those matters shown on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Grantor
agrees that any greater title to the Trust Estate hereafter acquired by Grantor during the term hereof shall be
subject to the lien of this Deed of Trust. In addition, Grantor warrants that Grantor has the right to execute
and deliver this Deed of Trust and has the right, power and authority to grant the security interest and to
make the covenants made by Grantor herein.
1.2
DEFENSE OF TITLE. Grantor agrees to protect, preserve and defend its interest in the
Trust Estate and title thereto; to defend this Deed ofTrust in any action or proceeding affecting or purporting
to affect the Trust Estate, the lien of this Deed of Trust thereon, and any of the rights of either Trustee or
Beneficiary hereunder, and to pay all costs and expenses incurred by either Trustee or Beneficiary in
connection with any such action or proceeding, including cost of evidence of title and reasonable attorneys'
fees, whether any action or proceeding progresses to judgment and whether brought by or against Trustee
or Beneficiary.
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1.3
PAYMENT OF SECURED OBLIGATIONS. Grantor agrees to pay when due the
principal of, and the interest on, the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, charges, fees and all other sums
as provided in the Master Credit Agreement, and the principal of, and interest on, any future advances
secured by this Deed of Trust.
1.4
MAINTENANCE. REPAIR. ALTERATIONS. Grantor shall keep the Trust Estate in
good condition and repair and shall not remove, demolish or substantially alter (except such alterations as
may be required by laws, ordinances or regulations) any of the Improvements. Grantor shall complete
promptly and in a good and workmanlike manner any building or other improvement which may be
constructed on the Property and shall promptly restore in like manner any Improvements which may be
damaged or destroyed thereon and shall pay when due all claims for labor performed and materials furnished
in connection therewith. Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances, regulations, covenants, conditions
and restrictions now or hereafter affecting the Trust Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations
or improvements. Grantor shall not commit or permit any waste or deterioration of the Trust Estate, nor
commit, suffer or permit any act to be done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation of any law, ordinance or
regulation. Grantor shall keep and maintain abutting grounds, sidewalks, roads, parking and landscape areas
in good and neat order and repair and shall comply with the provisions of any lease, if this Deed of Trust is
on a leasehold.
1.5
REQUIRED INSURANCE. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep in force
the following policies of insurance:
1.5.1. Public Liability Insurance upon the Property, naming Beneficiary, and any other
lending institutions identified by Beneficiary, as additional insured(s ), with such limits as may from time to
time be required by Beneficiary, but in any event such limits shall be not less than $1,000,000.00 for personal
injury and death, and $500,000.00 for property damage;
1.5.2 Insurance against loss or damage to all Improvements and the Personal Property,
now existing or hereafter constructed, by fire and any of the risks covered by insurance of the type now
known as "fire and extended coverage" in an amount not less than the original amount of the Note or the full
replacement cost of the Improvements (exclusive of the cost of excavation, foundations, and footings below
the lowest basement floor) and the Personal Property, whichever is greater; and with not more than
$10,000.00 deductible from the loss payable for any casualty. The policies of insurance carried in
accordance with this Section 1.5.1 shall contain the "Replacement Cost Endorsement";
1.5.3 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
comprehensive public liability insurance (including coverage for elevators and escalators, ifany, on the Trust
Estate and, if any construction ofnew Improvements occurs after execution of this Deed of Trust, completed
operations coverage for two years after construction of the Improvements has been completed) on an
"occurrence basis" against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage occurring on, in or about the
Trust Estate and the adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to afford immediate
minimum protection to a limit of not less than that required by Beneficiary with respect to personal injury
or death to any one or more persons or damage to property;
1.5.4

During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
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workmen's compensation insurance (including employer's liability insurance, ifrequested by Beneficiary)
for all employees of Grantor engaged on or with respect to the Trust Estate in such amount as is reasonably
satisfactory to Beneficiary, or, if such limits are established by law, in such amounts;

1.5.5 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
builder's completed value risk insurance against "all risks of physical loss," including collapse and transit
coverage, during construction of such Improvements, with deductibles not to exceed $10,000.00, in nonreporting form, covering the total value of work performed and equipment, supplies and materials furnished.
Said policy of insurance shall contain the "permission to occupy upon completion of work or occupancy"
endorsement;
1.5.6 Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may from time to time be required
by Beneficiary against the same or other hazards.
All policies of insurance required by the terms of this Deed of Trust shall contain an endorsement or
agreement by the insurer that any loss shall be payable in accordance with the terms of such policy,
notwithstanding any act or negligence of Grantor which might otherwise result in forfeiture ofsaid insurance,
and the further agreement of the insurer waiving all rights of setoff, counterclaim or deductions against
Grantor.

1.6

DELIVERY OF POLICIES, PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.

1.6.1 All policies of insurance shall be issued by companies and in amounts satisfactory
to Beneficiary. All policies of insurance shall have attached thereto a Lender's loss payable endorsement for
the benefit of Beneficiary in form satisfactory to Beneficiary. Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with an
original policy of all policies ofrequired insurance. In lieu of the actual policy, the issuing company may
provide to Beneficiary a copy certified as follows: "This is a true and certified copy of the policy prepared
for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC." If Beneficiary consents to Gran tor providing any of the required insurance
through blanket policies carried by Grantor and covering more than one location, the Grantor shall furnish
Beneficiary with a Certificate of Insurance for each such policy setting forth the coverage, the limits of
liability, the name of the carrier, the policy number, and the expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior
to the expiration of each such policy, Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with evidence satisfactory to
Beneficiary of the payment of the premium and the re-issuance of a policy continuing insurance in force as
required by this Deed of Trust. All such policies shall contain a provision that such policies will not be
canceled or materially amended, which shall include any reduction in the scope or limits of coverage, without
at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Beneficiary.
1.6.2 In the event Grantor fails to provide, maintain, keep in force or deliver and furnish
to Beneficiary, the policies of insurance required by this Section, Beneficiary may procure such insurance
or single-interest insurance for such risks covering Beneficiary's interest, and Grantor will pay all premiums
thereon promptly upon demand by Beneficiary, and until such payment is made by Grantor, the amount of
all such premiums together with interest thereon at the tate as set forth in the Note shall be secured by this
Deed of Trust. At the request of Beneficiary, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments,
an amount equal to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance premiums on all policies of
insurance required by this Deed of Trust. Grantor further agrees, upon Beneficiary's request, to cause all
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bills, statements or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance premiums to be sent or mailed
directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills, statements or other documents, and providing Grantor
has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6, Beneficiary shall pay such
amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any
reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or
subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify Grantorand Grantor shall immediately deposit an amount equal
to such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause
Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the
amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1. 6. Beneficiary may commingle said
reserve with its own funds and Grantor shall not be entitled to any interest thereon.
1.7

INSURANCE PROCEEDS.

1.7.1 Following the occurrence of any casualty to the Property or Improvements, or any
part thereof, Grantor shall give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary, and Beneficiary may make proof
ofloss ifnot made promptly by Grantor. In the event of such loss or damage, all proceeds of insurance shall
be payable to Beneficiary, and Grantor hereby authorizes and directs any affected insurance company to
make payment of such proceed directly to Beneficiary. Beneficiary is hereby authorized and empowered by
Grantor to settle, adjust or compromise any claims ofloss, damage or destruction under any policy or policies
of insurance.
1.7.2 In the event of any damage or destruction of the Improvements, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole discretion, to apply all or part of the insurance proceeds (i) to any indebtedness
secured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, (ii) to the restoration of the Improvements,
or (iii) to Grantor. Notwithstanding the preceding, Beneficiary agrees to permit Grantor to utilize any such
insurance proceeds to repair and restore the Improvements provided and on the condition that:
(a)
all insurance proceeds shall be paid to and received by Beneficiary and held
by Beneficiary in a non-interest bearing account (the "Restoration Account"); and
(b)
Grantor shall not be in default hereunder, under the Note or under any other
instrument or document securing the Note; and

1.7.3 Upon the satisfaction ofthe preceding conditions (a) and (b ), Grantor, at its expense,
shall promptly prepare all plans and specifications necessary for the restoration or repair of the damaged
Improvements and submit the same to Beneficiary together with evidence acceptable to Beneficiary setting
forth the total expenditure needed for such restoration or repair based upon a fixed price contract with a
reputable builder and covered by performance and labor and material payment bonds. The plans and
specifications and all other aspects of the proposed restoration orrepair shall be subject to Beneficiary's prior
approval which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event the insurance proceeds held by
Beneficiary in the Restoration Account are insufficient to complete the repair and restoration, prior to
commencement ofrestoration or repair, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
an amount equal to the difference between the amount then held by Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
and the total contract price for the restoration or repair. Grantor may commence restoration or repair to the
damaged property only when authorized in writing by Beneficiary to do so and shall thereafter proceed
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diligently with the restoration or repair until completed. Disbursements shall be made from the Restoration
Account for the restoration andrepairin accordance with a disbursement schedule, and subject to other terms
and conditions acceptable to Beneficiary. Disbursements from the Restoration Account shall be charged first
against funds deposited in that account by Grantor, and second, after such funds are exhausted, against the
insurance proceeds deposited therein. In the event the amounts held by Beneficiary in the Restoration
Account exceed the cost of the restoration and repair of the damaged Improvements, the excess funds shall
be disbursed to Grantor to the extent of any amounts deposited therein by Grantor. Any funds remaining
after such disbursements may, at Beneficiary's option, be applied by Beneficiary to the payment of interest
due on the Note, the reduction of the principal balance thereof, the payment of any other obligations secured
by this Deed of Trust, or may be disbursed by Beneficiary to Gran tor. All funds held by Beneficiary in the
Restoration Account are hereby assigned to Beneficiary as further security for the indebtedness and
obligations secured by this Deed of Trust. Beneficiary may, at any time, apply all or any part of the funds
held in the Restoration Account to the curing of any default under the Note, this Deed of Trust, or any other
instrument or document securing the Note.

1.7.4 In all other cases in the event of damage or loss to the Improvements, Beneficiary
in its sole discretion, may apply any insurance proceeds to the payment of interest due on the indebtedness
secured hereby, the reduction of the principal amount of said indebtedness, the payment of any other
obligation hereby secured, or the restoration or the repair of the Improvements, in such order and in such
amounts as Beneficiary shall determine.
1. 7.5 Application ofinsurance proceeds by Beneficiary shall not cure or waive any default
hereunder or invalidate any act done hereunder because of any such default.
1.8
ASSIGNMENT OF POLICIES UPON FORECLOSURE. In the event of foreclosure
of this Deed of Trust or other transfer of title or assignment of the Trust Estate in satisfaction, in whole or
in part, of the debt secured hereby, all right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all policies of insurance
required by this Section shall inure to the benefit of and pass to the successor in interest to Grantor or the
purchaser or grantee of the Trust Estate.
1.9

INDEMNIFICATION; SUBROGATION; WAIVER OF OFFSET.

1.9.1 If Beneficiary is made a party defendant to any litigation concerning this Deed of
Trust or the Trust Estate or any part thereof or interest therein, or the occupancy thereof by Grantor, then
Grantor shall indemnify, defend and hold Beneficiary harmless from all liability by reason of said litigation,
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether or
not any such litigation is prosecuted to judgment. If Beneficiary commences an action against Grantor to
enforce any of the terms hereof or because of the breach by Gran tor of any of the terms hereof, or for the
recovery of any sum secured hereby, Beneficiary may employ an attorney or attorneys to protect its rights
hereunder, and Grantor shall pay Beneficiary reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by
Beneficiary. The right to such attorneys' fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on the
commencement of such action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to
judgment.
1.9.2

Grantorwaives any and allrightto claim or recover against Beneficiary, its officers,
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employees, agents and representatives, for loss of or damage to Grantor, the Trust Estate, Grantor's property
or the property of others under Grantor's control from any cause insured against or required to be insured
against by the provisions of this Deed of Trust.

1.9.3 All sums payable by Grantor hereunder shall be paid without notice, demand,
counterclaim, setoff, deduction or defense and without abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Grantor hereunder shall in no way be released, discharged
or otherwise affected (except as expressly provided herein) by reason of: (i) any damage to or destruction
of or any condemnation or similar taking of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (ii) any restriction or
prevention of or interference with any use of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (iii) any title defect or
encumbrance or any eviction from the Property or the hnprovements or any part thereof by title paramount
or otherwise; (iv) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolution,
liquidation or other like proceeding relating to Beneficiary, or any action taken with respect to this Deed of
Trust by any trustee or receiver of Beneficiary, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim which
Grantor has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any default or failure on the part of Beneficiary to
perform or comply with any of the terms hereof or of any other agreement with Gran tor; or (vii) any other
occurrence whatsoever, whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing; whether or not Gran tor shall have
notice or knowledge ofany of the foregoing. Except as expressly provided herein, Grantor waives all rights
now or hereafter conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction of any sum secured hereby and payable by Grantor.
1.10

TAXES AND IMPOSITIONS.

1.10.1 Grantor agrees to pay, prior to delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments,
general and special, and all other taxes and assessments of any kind or nature whatsoever, including without
limitation non-governmental levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner association dues or
charges or fees, levies or charges resulting from covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Trust
Estate, which are assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate or become due and payable, and which create,
may create or appear to create a lien upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof, or upon any Personal
Property, equipment or other facility used in the operation or maintenance thereof (all of which taxes,
assessments and other governmental charges of like nature are hereinafter referred to as "hnpositions");
provided, however, that if, by law, any such hnposition is payable, or may at the option to the taxpayer be
paid, in installments, Grantor may pay the same together with any accrued interest on the unpaid balance of
such Imposition in installments as the same become due and before any fine, penalty, interest or cost may
be added thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest.
1.10.2 If at any time after the date thereof there shall be assessed or imposed (i) a tax or
assessment on the Trust Estate in lieu of or in addition to the hnpositions payable by Grantor pursuant to
Section 1.10.1, or (ii) a license fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or based in
whole or in part upon the amount of the outstanding obligations secured hereby, then all such taxes,
assessments or fees shall be deemed to be included within the Impositions and Grantor shall pay and
discharge the same as herein provided with respect to the payment of the Impositions or, at the option of
Beneficiary, all obligations secured hereby together with all accrued interest thereon, shall immediately
become due and payable. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, Grantor shall have no obligation to pay
any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on the
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obligations secured hereby.
1.10.3 Grantor shall have the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or object to
the amount or validity of any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this shall not be deemed
or construed in any way as relieving, modifying or extending Grantor's covenant to pay any such Imposition
at the time and in the manner provided in this Section 1.10 unless Grantor has given prior written notice to
Beneficiary of Grantor's intent to so contest or object to an Imposition, and unless, at Beneficiary's sole
option, (i) Grantor shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or surety as requested by and satisfactory to
Beneficiary; or (ii) Grantor shall have provided a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or
permitted by law to accomplish a stay of such proceedings.
1.10.4 At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor shall pay to Beneficiary on the day monthly
installments of interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, an amount equal to
one-twelfth (1/12) of the annual Impositions reasonably estimated by Beneficiary to pay the installment of
taxes next due on the Trust Estate. In such event, Grantor further agrees to cause all bills, statements or other
documents relating to Impositions to be sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills,
statements or other documents, and providing Grantor has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds
so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are
or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify
Grantor and Grantor shall immediately deposit such an amount equal to such deficiency with Beneficiary.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of
said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10. Beneficiary shall not be obliged to pay or allow any interest on any sums held
by Beneficiary pending disbursement or application hereunder, and Beneficiary may impound orreserve for
future payment of Impositions such portion of such payments as Beneficiary may in its absolute discretion
deem proper, applying the balance on the principal of or interest on the obligations secured hereby. Should
Grantor fail to deposit with Beneficiary (exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been applied
by Beneficiary on the principal of or interest on the indebtedness secured by the Loan Documents) sums
sufficient to fully pay such Impositions at least thirty(30) days before delinquency thereof, Beneficiary may,
at Beneficiary's election, but without any obligation to do so, advance any amounts required to make up the
deficiency, which advances, if any, shall be secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as herein
elsewhere provided, or at the option of Beneficiary the latter may, without making any advance whatever,
apply any sums held by it upon any obligation of the Grantor secured hereby. Should any default occur or
exist on the part of the Grantor in the payment or performance of any obligations of Grantor and/or any
guarantor under the terms of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary may, at any time at Beneficiary's option, apply
any sums or amounts in its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or income of the Trust Estate or
otherwise, upon any indebtedness or obligation of the Grantor secured hereby in such manner and order as
Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any such sums paid by Grantor to Beneficiary
hereunder shall not be construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust or
any of the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee under the terms of the Loan Documents or any of the
obligations of Grantor and/or any guarantor under the Loan Documents.
1.10.5 Grantor covenants and agrees not to suffer, permit or initiate the joint assessment
of the real and personal property, or any other procedure whereby the lien of the real property taxes and the
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lien of the personal property taxes shall be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single lien.

1.10.6 If requested by Beneficiary, Grantor shall cause to be furnished to Beneficiary a tax
reporting service covering the Trust Estate of the type, duration and with a company satisfactory to
Beneficiary.
1.11
UTILITIES. Grantor agrees to pay when due all utility charges which are incurred by
Grantor for the benefit of the Trust Estate or which may become a charge or lien against the Trust Estate for
gas, electricity, water or sewer services furnished to the Trust Estate and all other assessments or charges of
a similar nature, whether public or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any portion thereof, whether or not
such taxes, assessments or charges are liens thereon.
1.12
ACTIONS AFFECTING TRUST ESTATE. Grantor agrees to appear in and contest any
action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee
and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees, in any such action
or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear.
1.13
ACTIONS BY TRUSTEE AND/OR BENEFICIARY TO PRESERVE TRUST
ESTATE. Should Grantor fail to make any payment or to do any act as and in the manner provided in any
of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary and/ or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without obligation so to do
and without notice to or demand upon Grantor and without releasing Grantor from any ob ligation, may make
or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof.
In connection therewith (without limiting their general powers), Beneficiary and/or Trustee shall have and
are hereby given the right, but not the obligation: (i) to enter upon and take possession of the Trust Estate;
(ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improvements to the Trust Estate which they or either of them
may consider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good condition and repair; (iii) to appear and
participate in any action or proceeding affecting or which may affect or appears to affect the security of this
Deed of Trust or be prior or superior hereto; and (iv) in exercising such powers, to pay necessary expenses,
including employment of counsel or other necessary or desirable consultants. Grantor shall, immediately
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in connection with
the exercise by Beneficiary of the foregoing rights, including without limitation costs of evidence of title,
court costs, appraisals, surveys and attorneys' fees together with interest thereon accruing during the loan
period at the rate, terms, and conditions specified in the Note.
1.14
SURVIVAL OF WARRANTIES. Grantor shall fully and faithfully satisfy and perform
the obligations of Grantor contained in Grantor's loan application and Loan Commitment issued by
Beneficiary and signed by or on behalf of Grantor, and any such application and commitment between
Grantor and any assignee of Beneficiary, and any modification or amendment thereof. All representations,
warranties and covenants ofGrantor contained therein shall survive the close of escrow and funding of the
loan evidenced by the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and representations of
Grantor during any time when any portion of the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain
outstanding.
1.15
EMINENT DOMAIN. Should the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein, be
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding, whether actual or
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threatened, or in any other manner ("Condemnation"), or should Grantor receive any notice or other
information regarding such proceeding, Grantor shall give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary.

1.15.1 Beneficiary shall be entitled to all compensation, awards and other payments or
relief therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name any
action or proceedings. Beneficiary shall also be entitled to make any compromise or settlement in connection
with such taking or damage. All such compensation, awards, damages, rights of action and proceeds awarded
to Grantor (the "Proceeds") are hereby assigned to Beneficiary and Grantor agrees to execute such further
assignments of the Proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require.
1.15.2 In the event any portion of the Trust Estate is so taken or damaged, Beneficiary shall
have the option, jn its sole and absolute discretion, to apply all such Proceeds, after deducting therefrom all
costs and expenses (regardless of the particular nature thereof and whether incurred with or without suit),
including attorneys' fees, incurred by it in connection with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured
hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, or to apply all such Proceeds, after such deductions,
to the restoration of the Trust Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may determine. Such application
or release shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done
pursuant to such notice.
1.16
APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may, from time to time, by
a written instrument executed and acknowledged by Beneficiary, mailed to Grantor and recorded in the office
of the County Recorder of each county in which the Trust Estate or any part thereof is located and by
otherwise complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State of Idaho, substitute a successor
or successors to the Trustee named herein or acting hereunder.
1.17
SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. This Deed of Trust applies to, inures to the benefit of and
binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, devisees, administrators, executors, successors and assigns. The
term "Beneficiary" shall mean the owner and holder of the Note, whether or not named as Beneficiary herein.
1.18
INSPECTIONS. Beneficiary, or its agents, representatives or workmen, are authorized to
enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the Trust Estate for the purpose of performing any of the
acts it is authorized to perform under the terms of any of the Loan Documents.
1.19
LIENS. Grantor shall pay and promptly discharge, at Grantor's sole cost and expense, all
liens, encumbrances and charges upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein; provided that
the existence of any mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not
constitute a violation of this Section if payment is not yet due under the contract which is the foundation
thereof and if such contract does not postpone payment for more than sixty (60) days after the performance
thereof. Grantor shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity of any such lien, encumbrance or
charge, provided Grantor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or other security satisfactory to
Beneficiary in such amounts as Beneficiary shall reasonably require, but not more than one and one-half(l Yi)
times the amount of the claim, and provided further that Grantor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause
such lien, encumbrance or charge to be removed and discharged. If Grantor fails to discharge any such lien,
encumbrance or charge, then, in addition to any other right or remedy of Beneficiary, Beneficiary may, but
shall not be obligated to, discharge the same, either by paying the amount claimed to be due, or by procuring
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the discharge of such lien by depositing in court a bond or the amount claimed or otherwise giving security
for such claim, or in such manner as is or may be prescribed by law. In the event Beneficiary discharges said
lien, encumbrance or other charge, Grantor shall immediately reimburse Beneficiary for such amount
expended, however expended, together with any and all costs, fees or charges incurred by Beneficiary of
whatever nature or kind when discharging the subject obligations.

1.20
TRUSTEE'S POWERS. At any time, or from time to time, without liability therefor and
without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and the Note
secured hereby for endorsement, and without affecting the personal liability of any person for payment of
the indebtedness secured hereby or the effect of this Deed of Trust upon the remainder of said Trust Estate,
Trustee may (i) reconvey any part of said Trust Estate, (ii) consent in writing to the making of any map or
plat thereof; (iii) join in granting any easement or creating any restriction affecting this Deed of Trust or any
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof.
1.21
BENEFICIARY'S POWERS. Without affecting the liability of any other person liable
for the payment of any obligation herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of this Deed of
Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or theretofore released as security for the full amount of all
unpaid obligations, Beneficiary may, from time to time and without notice (i) release any person so liable,
(ii) extend the maturity or alter any of the terms of any such obligation, (iii) grant other indulgences, (iv)
release or reconvey, or cause to be released or reconveyed at any time at Beneficiary's option any parcel,
portion or all of the Trust Estate, (v) take or release any other or additional security for any obligation herein
mentioned, or (vi) make compositions or other arrangements with debtors in relation thereto.
1.22
TRADE NAMES. At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor shall execute a certificate in form
satisfactory to Beneficiary listing the trade names under which Grantor intends to operate the Trust Estate,
and representing and warranting that Grantor business under no other trade names with respect to the Trust
Estate. Grantor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in said trade names and will,
upon request of Beneficiary, execute any additional financing statements and other certificates revised to
reflect the change in trade name.

ARTICLE 2
SECURITY AGREEMENT
2.1
CREATION OF SECURITY INTEREST. Grantor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security
interest in the Personal Property for the purpose of securing all obligations of Grantor contained in any of
the Loan Documents. This Deed ofTrust shall be deemed the Security Agreement as defined in the Uniform
Commercial Code ofldaho and the remedies for any violation of the covenants, terms and conditions of the
agreements herein contained shall be (i) as prescribed herein, or (ii) by general law, or (iii) as to such part
of the security which is also reflected in any financing statement or statements (the "Financing Statement")
by the specific statutory consequences now or hereafter enacted and specified in the Uniform Commercial
Code of Idaho, all at Beneficiary's sole election. Grantor and Beneficiary agree that the filing of such a
Financing Statement in the records normally having to do with personal property shall never be construed
as in any manner or way derogating from or impairing this declaration and hereby stated intention of the
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parties hereto, that everything used in connection with the production of income from the Trust Estate and/or
adapted for use therein and/or which is described or reflected in this Deed of Trust is, and at all times and
for all purposes and in all proceedings both legal and equitable shall be regarded as part of the Property
irrespective of whether (A) any such item is physically attached to the hnprovements, (B) serial numbers are
used for the better identification of certain equipment items capable of being identified in such manner in
a recital contained herein or in any list filed with the Beneficiary, (C) any such item is referred to or reflected
in any such Financing Statement so filed at any time. Similarly, the mention in any such Financing Statement
of (1) the rights in or the proceeds of any fire and/or hazard insurance policy, (2) any award in eminent
domain proceedings for a taking or for loss of value, or (3) the debtor's interest as lessor in any present or
future lease or rights to income growing out of the use and/or occupancy of the premises, whether pursuant
to lease or otherwise, shall never be construed as in any manner or way altering any of the rights of
Beneficiary as determined by this Deed of Trust or impugning the priority of the Beneficiary's lien granted
hereby or by any other recorded document, but such mention in the Financing Statement is declared to be
for the protection of the Beneficiary in the event any court or judge shall determine at any time with respect
to (1 ), (2) and (3) that notice of Beneficiary's priority of interest, to be effective against a particular class of
persons, divisions or entity of the Federal Government, must be filed in the Uniform Commercial Code
records.

2.2
WARRANTIES.REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS OF GRANTOR. Grantor
warrants, represents and covenants as follows:
2.2.1 Except for the security interest granted hereby, Grantor is, and as to portions of the
Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof will be, the sole owner of the , free from any adverse
lien, security interest, encumbrance or adverse claims thereon of any kind whatsoever except the Permitted
Exception ofRBC Builder Finance. Grantor will notify Beneficiary of, and will defend the Personal Property
against, all claims and demands of all persons at any time claiming the same or any interest therein.
2.2.2 Grantor will not lease, sell, convey or in any manner transfer the Personal Property
without the prior written consent of Beneficiary.
2.2.3

The Personal Property is not used or brought for personal, family or household

purposes.

2.2.4 The Personal Property will be kept on or at the Property and Grantor will not remove
the Personal Property from the Property without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, except such
portions or items of Personal Property which are consumed or worn out in ordinary usage, all of which shall
be promptly replaced by Grantor.
2.2.5 Grantor maintains a place of business in the State of Idaho and Grantor will
immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in it place of business as set forth in the beginning
of this Deed of Trust.
2.2.6 At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor will join Beneficiary in executing one or more
financing statements, continuation statements and renewals and amendments thereof pursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code of Idaho in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and will pay the cost of filing the same in all
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public offices wherever filing is deemed by Beneficiary to be necessary or desirable.
2.2. 7 All covenants and obligations ofGrantor contained herein relating to the Trust Estate
shall be deemed to apply to the Personal Property whether or not expressly referred to herein.
ARTICLE3
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT
3.1
hereunder:

EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Anyofthe following events shall be deemedaneventofdefault

3.1.1 Default shall be made in the payment ofany installment ofprincipal orinterest under
the Note or any other sum secured hereby when due;
3.1.2 Default shall be made in the payment of any installment of principal or interest due
upon the RBC Loan (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement) when due;
3.1.3 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the Note (other than a default under Sections 3.1.1 or 3 .1.2 above), this Deed of Trust, the Loan
Documents, or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and delivered by Grantor in
connection with the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust, and the failure to cure such default within
the applicable cure period, if any;
3.1.4 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the deed of trust or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and
delivered by Grantor in connection with the RBC Loan, and the failure to cure such default within the
applicable cure period, if any;
3.1.5 Grantor shall file a petition in bankruptcy or shall be adjudicated a bankrupt or
insolvent, or shall file any petition or answer seeking or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief for itselfunder any federal, state or other
statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or shall seek or
consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all of any
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, or shall
make any general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts
generally as they become due;
3.1.6 A petition shall be filed against Grantor seeking any reorganization, dissolution or
similar relief under any federal, state or other statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency
or other relief for debtors; or any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all or any part of the Trust
Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, shall be appointed;
3.1. 7 The filing of any foreclosure proceeding or the recording of any notice of trustee's
sale with respect to any other lien on the Trust Estate, whether junior or senior to this Deed of Trust, which
foreclosure proceeding or recording ofnotice is not dismissed or released within thirty (30) days;
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3.1.8 A writ or execution or attachment or any similar process shall be issued or levied
against all or any part of or interest in the Trust Estate, of any judgment involving monetary damages shall
be entered against Grantor which shall become a lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied,
vacated or stayed within thirty (30) days after its entry or levy;
3.1.9

The abandonment of all or any part of the Trust Estate;

3.1.10 The breach of any warranty, representation or certification given in connection
herewith, the loan application submitted by Grantor, the loan commitment issued by Beneficiary, or any
document executed by Grantor in connection with securing the loan evidenced by the Note;
3.1.11 The occurrence of a default in the performance of Grantor's obligations as lessor
under any lease affecting all or any portion of the Trust Estate, and the expiration of any applicable cure
period; or
3.1.12 The transfer of any portion of the Trust Estate, voluntarily or involuntarily, in
violation of the terms of the Note or this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's consent, which consent may
be withheld in Beneficiary's absolute discretion.
3.2
REMEDIES UPON DEF AULT. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary may
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable without notice or demand Beneficiary may
also thereupon, at its option and as may be more fully described elsewhere herein, without notice and without
affecting the lien of this Deed of Trust, do any one or more of the following:
3.2.1 Enter upon the Trust Estate and inspect, repair, improve and maintain the same, rent
or lease all or any portion thereof as Beneficiary shall see fit, and perform such other acts thereon as
Beneficiary may deem necessary or desirable;
3.2.2 Sue for all or any part of the indebtedness owing from Grantor to Beneficiary
without affecting or losing the security of this Deed of Trust;
3.2.3

Exercise the power of sale granted herein;

3.2.4

Foreclose this Deed of Trust as a mortgage in the manner provided by law;

3.2.5 Exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho
Uniform Commercial Code;
3.2.6

Bring an action for damages; or

3.2. 7 Exercise such other remedies or combination of remedies Beneficiary may have
under this Deed of Trust, the Loan Documents, or as otherwise provided under law or in equity.
3.3

POWER OF SALE.
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3.3.1 Upon default by Gran tor hereunder, Beneficiary, ifit desires Trustee to exercise the
power of sale granted hereunder, shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trust, the Note, and all documents
evidencing expenditures secured hereby, together with such other documents as Trustee shall require.
Trustee shall record and give such notices ofTrustee's sale in the manner required by law, and after the lapse
of time such as then may be required by law, Trustee, without demand on Grantor, under the power of sale
contained herein, shall sell the Trust Estate at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of Trustee's sale,
either as a whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, subject to any
statutory right which Gran tor may have to direct such order, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash
in lawful money of the United States, payable at the time of sale. Trustee may postpone the sale as provided
by law. Following sale, Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed conveying the Trust Estate so sold,
but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.
3.3.2 After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Deed of Trust,
including costs to insure or obtain evidence of title in connection with such sale, Trustee shall apply the
proceeds of sale to payment of (i) all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued
interest at the Default Rate specified under the Note from the date such expenditures were made, (ii) all other
sums secured hereby, and (iii) the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
3.3.3 Beneficiary may at any time request cancellation of the Trustee's notice of sale,
whereupon Trustee shall execute and record, or cause to be recorded, a cancellation of notice of sale in the
same county in which the notice of sale was recorded. The exercise by Beneficiary of this right shall not
constitute a waiver of any default then existing or subsequently occurring. If this Deed of Trust and the
indebtedness and obligations secured hereby are reinstated in the manner provided by law, Beneficiary shall
forthwith notify Trustee thereof. Upon such notification, Trustee shall record or cause to be recorded a
cancellation of notice of sale in the same county in which the notice of sale was recorded within the period
then required by law.
3.3.4 If Grantor fails or refuses to surrender possession of the Trust Estate after any
trustee's sale, Grantor shall be deemed a tenant at sufferance, subject to eviction by means of forcible entry
and detainer proceedings. This remedy is not exclusive or in derogation of any other right or remedy
available to Beneficiary.
3.4
FORECLOSURE AS MORTGAGE. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, in lieu of sale
pursuant to the power of sale conferred hereby, at the option of Beneficiary, this Deed of Trust may be
foreclosed in the same manner provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property.
Beneficiary shall also have all other rights and remedies available to it. All rights and remedies shall be
cumulative, may be sought and exercised concurrently or consecutively and in inconsistent proceedings.
3.5
FORECLOSURE AS A UNIT. Grantor agrees that all of the Trust Estate, whether real
or personal, covered by this Deed of Trust, is encumbered as one unit, and that upon default by Grantor under
the Note secured hereby or this Deed of Trust, or any security instrument given pursuant hereto, this Deed
of Trust and such security interests, at Beneficiary's option, may be foreclosed or sold in the same
proceeding, and all of the Trust Estate (both realty and personalty) may, at Beneficiary's option, be sold as
such in one unit.
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3.6

POSSESSION OF TRUST ESTATE, LEASES AND RENTS ON DEFAULT.

3.6.1 Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary shall be entitled at any time without
further notice, in its sole discretion, either by its agents, attorneys, or employees, to enter upon and take
possession of the Trust Estate or any part thereof, and Grantor shall, upon demand, peaceably surrender
possession thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary may, at its option, send notifications to any and all lessees
and tenants of the Trust Estate that future payments under or relating to said leases shall be made to
Beneficiary, in accordance with Section 2.2 hereof. Beneficiary, in its name and/or in the name ofGrantor,
may operate and maintain all or any portion of the Trust Estate to such extent as Beneficiary deems
advisable, and Grantor agrees that Beneficiary shall be entitled to do and perform any acts that Beneficiary
may deem necessary or proper to conserve the value of the Trust Estate, and to sue for and otherwise collect
and receive all rents, issues and profits thereof, including those past due and unpaid as well as those accruing
thereafter, and may rent or lease the Trust Estate or any portion thereof to such person or persons and for
such periods of time and on such terms and conditions as Beneficiary in its sole discretion may determine.
3.6.2 The expense (including compensation to any agent appointed by Beneficiary,
attorneys' fees and costs and disbursements) incurred in taking possession and effecting collection or
attempting to take possession and effect collection, shall be deemed an expense of this Deed of Trust to be
paid by Grantor and secured hereby. Neither the entering upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate nor
the collection of such rents, issues and profits and the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shall cure
or waive any default ornotice of sale hereunderor invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. In dealing
with the Trust Estate as a beneficiary in possession, Beneficiary shall be without any liability, charge or
obligation therefor to Grantor, and Beneficiary shall be entitled to operate any business then being conducted
thereon or therewith at the expense of and for the account of Gran tor, and all net losses, costs and expenses
thereby incurred shall be advancements governed by Section 1.14 hereof.
3.6.3 For purposes hereof, Beneficiary is expressly authorized to deal with the TrustEstate
as Grantor's attorney-in-fact subsequent to Grantor's default hereunder, i.e., to enter into leases of all or a
portion of the Trust Estate, to terminate leases of all or portions of the Trust Estate as may be necessary in
Beneficiary's discretion, enter into management agreements regarding the Trust Estate on terms and
conditions approved by Beneficiary in its discretion, and otherwise operate the Trust Estate. None of the
foregoing activities by Beneficiary with respect to the Trust Estate shall serve to waive any rights of
Beneficiary against Grantor or impose any additional burdens or any liability on Beneficiary therefor.
3.7
APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary
shall be entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the Trust Estate, collect the rents, issues
and profits therefrom, care for and repair the same, improve the same when necessary or desirable, lease and
rent the Trust Estate or portions thereof (including leases existing beyond the term ofreceivership), and
otherwise use and utilize the Trust Estate, and to have such other duties as may be fixed by the court.
Grantor specifically agrees that the court may appoint a receiver without reference to the adequacy or
inadequacy of the security, or the solvency or insolvency ofGrantor or any guarantor, the commission of
actual waste or damage to the Property, and without reference to other matters normally taken into account
by courts in the discretionary appointment of receivers, it being the intention ofGrantor to hereby authorize
the appointment of a receiver when Grantor is in default and Beneficiary has requested the appointment of
a receiver. Grantor hereby agrees and consents to the appointment of the particular person or firm(including
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an officer or employee of Beneficiary) designated by Beneficiary as receiver. Such receiver shall have the
power to borrow money from any person, including Beneficiary, for reasonable expenses of operating,
preserving, maintaining, completing and caring for the Trust Estate, or completing the construction of any
improvements or structures in progress in or upon the Trust Estate, and all such borrowed sums together with
interest thereon at the Default Rate set forth in the Note shall be added to the indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Trust. The acceptance and/or application of such rents, issues and profits shall not cure any default
hereunder nor constitute a waiver of or adversely affect any other right which Beneficiary may enjoy under
this Deed of Trust or under the laws of Idaho by virtue of the default of Grantor hereunder. For purposes
of appointment of such a receiver, it is agreed that any of the following actions brought by Beneficiary shall
be actions which "affect" the Trust Estate and support the appointment of a receiver by the Superior Court
for the county in which the Trust Estate is located:

3.7.1

Damages for waste or failure to maintain the Trust Estate; or

3.7.2 Damages for failure to perform any of Grantor's obligations set forth in this Deed
of Trust which relate directly or indirectly to the ownership or operation of the Trust Estate.
3.8
FORECLOSURE OF SECURITY INTEREST. Upon default by Grantor hereunder,
Beneficiary may exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code, including, but not limited to:
3.8.1 Either personally or by means of a court appointed receiver, take possession of all
or any of the Personal Property and exclude therefrom Grantor and all others claiming under Grantor, and
thereafter hold, store, use, operate, manage, maintain and control, make repairs, replacements, alterations,
additional and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers of Grantor in respect to the Personal
Property or any part thereof. In the event Beneficiary demands or attempts to take possession of the Personal
Property in the exercise of any rights under any of the Loan Documents, Grantor promises and agrees to
promptly turn over and deliver complete possession thereof to Beneficiary;
3.8.2 Without notice to or demand upon Grantor, make such payments and do such acts
as Beneficiary may deem necessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Property, including without
limitation, paying, purchasing, contesting or compromising any encumbrance, charge or lien which is prior
to or superior to the security interest granted hereunder, and in exercising any such powers or authority to
pay all expenses incurred in connection therewith;
3.8.3 Require Grantor to assemble the Personal Property or any portion thereof, at a place
designated by Beneficiary and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to deliver such Personal
Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or representative designated by it. Beneficiary, and its agents and
representatives shall have the right to enter upon any or all of Grantor's premises and property to exercise
Beneficiary's rights hereunder;
3.8.4 Sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the Personal Property at public sale, with or
without having the Personal Property at the place of sale, and upon such tenns and in such manner as
Beneficiary may determine. Beneficiary may be a purchaser at any such sale;
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3.8.5 Unless the Personal Property is perishable or threatens to decline speedily in value
or is of a type customarily sold on a recognized market, any requirement under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code for giving notice of a proposed sale or other disposition of the Personal Property shall be
met if such notice is mailed to Grantor, postage prepaid, at least five (5) days before the scheduled sale or
disposition. Such notice may be mailed to Grantor at the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of
Trust.
3.9
REMEDIES NOT EXCLUSIVE. Trustee and Beneficiary and each of them, shall be
entitled to enforce payment and performance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed ofTrust or under any Loan Instrument or another agreement
or any laws now or hereafter in force, notwithstanding some or all of the said indebtedness and obligations
secured hereby may now or hereafter be otherwise secured, whether by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, lien,
assignment or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this Deed of Trust nor its enforcement, whether by court
action or pursuant to the power of sale or other powers herein contained, shall prejudice or in any manner
affect Trustee's or Beneficiary's right to realize upon or enforce any other security now or hereafter held by
Trustee or Beneficiary, its being agreed that Trustee and Beneficiary, and each of then, shall be entitled to
enforce this Deed of Trust and any other security now or hereafter held by Beneficiary or Trustee in such
order and manner as they or either of them in their absolute discretion determine. No remedy herein
conferred upon or reserved to Trustee or Beneficiary is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy herein
or by law provided or permitted, but each shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy
given hereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. Every power or remedy given
by any of the Loan Documents to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may be otherwise
entitled, may be exercised, concurrently or independently, from time to time and as often as may be deemed
expedient by Trustee or Beneficiary and either of them may pursue inconsistent remedies.
3.10
REQUEST FOR NOTICE. Grantor hereby requests a copy of any Notice of Default and
that any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to it at the address set forth in the first paragraph of this Deed
of Trust.
ARTICLE4
MISCELLANEOUS
4.1
GOVERNING LAW. This Deed of Trust shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho. In the event that any provision of any of the Loan Documents conflicts with applicable laws, such
conflicts shall not affect other provisions of such Loan Documents which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan Documents are declared to be severable.
This instrument cannot be waived, changed, discharged or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or termination is
sought.
4.2
GRANTOR WAIVER OF RIGHTS. Grantor waives the benefit of all laws now existing
or that hereafter may be enacted providing for (i) any appraisement before sale of any portion of the Trust
Estate, and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in any way extending the time for the
enforcement of the collection of the Note or the debt evidenced thereby or creating or extending a period of
redemption from any sale made in collecting said debt. To the full extent Grantor may do so, Grantor agrees
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that Grantor will not at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advantage of any law now
or hereafter in force providing for any appraisement, valuation, stay, extension or redemption, and Grantor,
for Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives, successors and assigns, and for any and all persons ever
claiming any interest in the Trust Estate, to the extent permitted by law, hereby waives and releases all rights
of redemption, valuation, appraisement, stay of execution, notice of election to mature or declare due the
whole of the secured indebtedness and marshaling in the event of foreclosure of the liens hereby created.
If any law referred to in this Section and now in force, of which Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives,
successors and assigns or other person might take advantage despite this Section, shall hereafter be repealed
or cease to be in force, such law shall not thereafter be deemed to preclude the application of this Section.
Grantor expressly waives and relinquishes any and all rights and remedies which Grantor may have or be
able to assert by reason of the laws of the State ofidaho pertaining to the rights and remedies of sureties.
Any provision of this Section 4.2 which is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to violate a statute of
the State ofldaho shall not be enforceable, but any such holding shall not otherwise affect the enforcement
of any of the other provisions of this Section.

4.3
LIMITATION OF INTEREST. It is the intent ofGrantor and Beneficiary in the execution
of this Deed of Trust and the Note and all other instruments securing the Note to contract in strict compliance
with the usury laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. In furtherance thereof,
Beneficiary and Grantor stipulate and agree that none of the terms and provisions contained in the Loan
Documents shall ever be construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money
requiring payment of interest at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by the
laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. Grantor or any guarantor, endorser or
other party now or hereafter becoming liable for the payment of the Note shall never be required to pay
interest on the Note at a rate in excess of the maximum interest that may be lawfully charged under the laws
of the State ofldaho, and the provisions of this Section shall control over all other provisions of the Note and
any other instrument executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In the
event any holder of the Note shall collect monies which are deemed to constitute interest which would
otherwise increase the effective interest rate on the Note to a rate in excess of that permitted to be charged
by the laws of the State of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum
permissible rate shall be considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby
shall be reduced by such amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional
interest and other charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State
ofldaho in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Beneficiary.
4.4
STATEMENTS BY GRANTOR. Grantor shall within ten (10) days after receiving a
written request from Beneficiary confirm in writing any statement provided by Beneficiary which states the
unpaid principal and any interest on the Note, and any other amounts secured by this Deed of Trust, and that
no offsets or defenses exist against such principal and interest.
4.5
RE CONVEYANCE BY TRUSTEE. Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all
sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon surrender of this Deed of Trust and the Note to Trustee for
cancellation and retention and upon payment by Grantor and the Note to Trustee for cancellation and
retention and upon payment by Grantor of Trustee's fees, Trustee shall reconvey to Grantor, or the person
or persons legally entitled thereto, without warranty, any portion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder.
The recitals in such reconveyance ofany matter or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof
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The grantee in any reconveyance may be described as "the person or persons legally entitled thereto."

4.6
NOTICES. Whenever Beneficiary, Grantor or Trustee shall desire to give or serve any
notice, demand, request or other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such notice,
demand, request or other communication shall be in writing and shall be effective only if the same is
delivered by personal service or mailed by registered mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested,
addressed to the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of Trust. Any party may at any time change
its address for such notices by delivering or mailing to the other parties hereto, as aforesaid, a notice of such
change.
4.7
ACCEPTANCE BY TRUSTEE; FEES. Trustee accepts this Trust when this Deed of
Trust, duly executed and acknowledged, is made a public record as provided by law. The Trust created
hereby is irrevocable by Grantor. Trustee holds title under this Deed of Trust for the benefit of Beneficiary.
Trustee shall be paid for all acts performed by it hereunder or in connection herewith in accordance with its
established fees and charges. All such fees and charges shall be paid by Grantor and if Beneficiary shall
advance any such fees or charges, Grantor shall reimburse Beneficiary for same on demand. Payment thereof
is secured by this Deed of Trust.

4.8
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee in the manner
prescribed by law. Trustee herein may resign by mailing or delivering notice thereof to Beneficiary and to
Grantor. Upon such resignation, Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee, which appointment shall
constitute a substitution of trustee upon the mailing and recording of written notice thereofby Beneficiary
in the manner prescribed by law for the substitution of a trustee of a Deed of Trust. A successor trustee
herein shall, without conveyance from the predecessor trustee, succeed to all the predecessor's title, estate,
rights, powers and duties.
4.9
CAPTIONS. The captions or headings at the beginning of each Section hereof are for
convenience of the parties and are not a part of this Deed of Trust.
4.10
INVALIDITY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS. If the lien of this Deed of Trust is invalid
or unenforceable as to any part of the debt, or if the lien is invalid or unenforceable as to any part of the Trust
Estate, the unsecured or partially secured portion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment
of the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the debt, and all payments made on the debt,
whether voluntary or under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall be considered to have
been first paid on and applied to the full payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully
secured by the lien of this Deed of Trust.
4.11
SUBROGATION. To the extent that proceeds of the Note are owed to pay any outstanding
lien, charge or prior encumbrance against the Trust Estate, such proceeds have been or will be advanced by
Beneficiary at Grantor's request and Beneficiary shall be subrogated to any and all rights and liens owed by
any owner or holder of such outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances, irrespective of whether said
liens, charges or encumbrances are released.
4.12
NO MERGER. If both the Lessor's and Lessee's estates under any lease or any portion
thereto which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed
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of Trust and the lien created hereby shall not be destroyed or tenninated by application of the doctrine of
merger and, in such event, Beneficiary shall continue to have and enjoy all of the rights and privileges of
Beneficiary as to the separate estates. In addition, upon the foreclosure of the lien created by this Deed of
Trust on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any leases or subleases then existing and created
by Grantor shall not be destroyed or terminated by application of the law of merger or as a matter of law or
as a result of such foreclosure unless Beneficiary or any purchaser at any such foreclosure sale shall so elect.
No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any such purchaser shall constitute a termination of any lease or
sublease unless Beneficiary or such purchaser shall give written notice thereof to such tenant or subtenant.

4.13
TRANSFER OF TRUST ESTATE BY GRANTOR. Grantor hereby acknowledges that
the financial stability and managerial and operational ability of Grantor is a substantial and material
consideration to Beneficiary in its agreement to make the loan to Grantor evidenced by the Loan Documents.
The sale, assignment, trade, or other transfer or further encumbrance of the Trust Estate or change in the
entity operating or managing the Trust Estate may significantly and materially alter and reduce Beneficiary's
security for the indebtedness secured hereby. As an inducement to Beneficiary to make the loan evidenced
by the Note, and subject to the Partial Release Provisions of Section 4.14 of this Deed of Trust, Grantor
covenants and agrees that Grantor shall not modify the existing plat of record or zoning of the Property, sell,
contract to sell, dedicate, transfer, further encumber, restrict the use, assign, convey, grant an option, lease
for a term in excess of five (5) years, or in any other manner dispose of the Property, or any part thereof,
substantially modify the plan of development of the Property or any part thereof, turn over the management
or operation of the Trust Estate to any person, firm or entity, make a voluntary transfer of control of the Trust
Estate, or permit any of the foregoing to be accomplished involuntarily, by operation of law, or otherwise
(collectively a "Transfer of the Trust Estate"), without Beneficiary's written consent. If at any time Grantor
shall Transfer all of any part of the Trust Estate or any interest therein without the prior written consent of
Beneficiary, the indebtedness secured hereby shall, at the option of Beneficiary, become immediately due
and payable. A transfer of more than 25% of the voting control or economic rights in the Grantor shall be
considered a Transfer of the Trust Estate for purposes of this Section 4.13. Consent to any one transaction
shall not be deemed to be consent to any other. Upon a Transfer of the Trust Estate, Beneficiary may charge
Grantor a reasonable fee for processing a request for approval and the rate of interest on the unpaid balance
of the indebtedness may be increased to a current market rate with appropriate adjustment in the monthly
payment so that the loan will amortize on the same schedule as originally contemplated.
4.14. PARTIAL RELEASES. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 4.13 of this Deed of
Trust, Beneficiary will allow sale by the Grantor of individual parcels comprising the real property
encumbered by the Deed of Trust without acceleration of the Note, subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in the Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith.
4.15 NO JUNIOR LIENS. Grantor shall grant no deed of trust, lien or mortgage on the Trust
Estate junior to this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's prior written consent which may be given or
withheld by Beneficiary in its sole discretion. Any junior deed of trust, lien or mortgage granted by Grantor
to which Beneficiary gives its consent shall be subordinate to all leases affecting the Trust Estate and subject
to all renewals, extensions modifications or increases of the Note and modifications, releases, changes or
exchanges of this Deed of Trust or the Trust Estate without the consent of such junior beneficiary, lien holder
or mortgage holder, and without any obligation of Beneficiary or Trustee to give notice of any kind thereof.
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4.16 ATTORNEYS' FEES. The tenns and provisions of the Note with respectto attorneys' fees
and costs shall be equally applicable with respect to this Deed of Trust, and Grantor agrees to pay all such
attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Beneficiary or Trustee in connection with interpretation or enforcement
of this Deed of Trust or to protect the security of this Deed of Trust. All such attorneys' fees and costs so
incurred shall be deemed to be secured by this Deed of Trust and collectible out of the Trust Estate in any
manner permitted by law or by this Deed of Trust.
4.17 TAXATION ON LIEN OR DEBT. In the event of the passage after the date of this Deed
of Trust of any Federal, State or local law, deducting from the value of real property for the purposes of
taxation any lien thereon or changing in any way the laws for the taxation of the mortgages or debts secured
by mortgage for Federal, State or local purposes or the manner of the collection of any such taxes, or
imposing a tax, either directly or indirectly, on this Deed of Trust or the Note, the holder of this Deed of
Trust and of the debt which it secures shall have the right to declare the principal sum and interest due on
a date to be specified by not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to be given to the Grantor by the
Beneficiary; provided, however, that such election shall be ineffective if (a) the Grantor is permitted by law
to pay the whole of such tax in addition to all other payments required hereunder, (b) such payment is not
usurious, and (c) if the Grantor, prior to such specified date, pays any such tax when due and agrees to pay
such taxes then or thereafter levied or assessed against the premises.
4.18 OFFSETS. No offset or claim that Grantor now or may in the future have against
Beneficiary shall relieve Grantor from duly and timely paying installments or performing any other
obligation herein or secured hereby.
4.19 BUSINESS LOAN. The debt secured hereby is acknowledged to have been undertaken·as
a business loan for business purposes and is in no respect a consumer loan or debt.
4.20
COUNTERPARTS. This document may be executed in counterparts and shall have the
same force and effect as if all signing parties executed one document.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this Deed of Trust as of the day and year first above
written.
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GRANTOR:

Galiano, LLC {/
By: Edward J. Mason
Its: Manager

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
).

County of Ada

On this 't>"i\. day o f O - ~ ~ Notary Public, personally appeared Edward J. Mason,
known or identified to me to be an authorized Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
Company, and the person who executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of said company, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same for and on behalf of said Limited Liability Company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year
in this certificate first written above.
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Order No.: 5000634118DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT 'A'
EXHIBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Ha If of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particularly described as follows:
COMl\fENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
Nort.h 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a ·point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31'40'' West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Recorcl North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
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Nmih 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose central angle is 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" \Vest (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50'' West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence along the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OJ:i'
BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range 1 \Vest, Boise l\'leridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more
particularly
described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04'' West 1406.81 feet to a point, ·which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53 '50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 feet;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF .BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
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South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22 '20" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02' 16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" \Vest and a long chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT ffF BEGINNING.
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EXHIBIT "B"
Permitted Exceptions

Special Exception Item Nos. C-1 through C-13, as the same appear on Schedule B, Part 2 of the Title
Commitment, issued by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., as Order No. 5000634118DBD, and, a deed of trust
in favor ofRBC Builder Finance securing a note in the principal sum of $3,413,300.00.
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

0

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION
FORSUMMARYJUDGMENT

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and moves this Court for an entry of summary
\

\.

judgment on all claims asserted by Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC against DAS.
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 9(b) and 56(b) and is
supported by the pleadings and documents previously filed with the Court as well as the
following documents being filed concurrently with this Motion: Memorandum in Support of
DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Declaration of Chad M. Nicholson
in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, Declaration of Timothy

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
I:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Motion) 140407.docx
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•
W. Eck in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, Declaration of
Scott Tschirgi in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, and
Declaration of Travis J. Stroud in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED.
DATED thisl

if- day of April, 2014.

Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
1:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Motion) 140407.docx
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the \tl.?~ay of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the methbclindicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for Title One Corporation

[

]

[
[
[

]
]
]

[ y]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

[
[
[
[

[ ;<]

ted@givenspursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[ ,X]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

>r

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dpenny@cosholaw.com

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[>1

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

mollerup@lawidaho.com

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
J:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Motion) 140407.docx
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[)<J

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[
[
[
[

[y

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
] Electronic Mail

ms12ink@s12inkbutler.com
clamer@s12inkbutler.com

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
1:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Motion) 140407.docx
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
:MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336~9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicl10lson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, CU,rk
By JAMIE MAATIN
OePUTV

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,

DECLARATION OF SCOTT TSCHIRGI
IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.

SCOTT TSCHIRGl, declares and states as follows:
1.

I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am currently licensed by the Idaho State Bar Association and have been since

December 21, 1990.

II
DECLARATION OF SCOTT TSCHIRGI IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I

Internet
Files\Content.Outlook\PV3HPHVO\MSJ (Tschirgi Deel) 140408 (2).docx

C:\Uscrs\stschit~i\AppData\Local\Microsol\.1Windows\Temporary
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3.

I served as an authorized agent for EAMI, LLC ("EAMI") during the time EAMI

was in negotiations for the purchase of lots located in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, aka
Walnut Creek Subdivisio~ located in Kuna, Idaho ("Property") from Galiano, LLC.
4.

During the negotiations for the purchase of the Property, l was informed that

James L Jewett C"Jewett") was acting as an "agent" for Galiano in the transaction.

I had

multiple discussions with Jewett regarding the potential purchase of the Property by EAMI,
LLC. To my knowledge, at no point during these discussions did Jewett mention, discuss or
refer in any way to Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. Likewise, Jewett did not ever indicate that the
Property was subject to a second mortgage held by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. Based upon my
discussions with Jewett, it was my understanding that the only mortgage on the Property was

held by RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC").
5.

During this transaction I also communicated with Jewett through e-mail. A true

and correct copy of all e-mail correspondence I have been able to locate that I had with Jewett
about the Property and EAMI's potential purchase of the Property is attached hereto as Exhibit

''A." In none of these e-mail communications was Eagle Equity Fund, LLC or a second
mortgage held by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC on the Property mentioned, discussed or referenced in
any way.
6.

As the parties worked to close this transaction, I became aware that a Notice of

Vendor's Lien ("Vendor's Lien") had been filed and recorded against the Property by Dan and
Jana Lee Zillner. Upon becoming aware of this Vendor's Lien, EAMI decided that it would buy
out the Vendor's Lien and continued with the transaction by listing the Vendor's Lien as a

Permitted Exception in the General Warranty Deed.
7.

At no point during my participation in this transaction did any one or any entity

DECLARATION OF SCOTT TSCHIRGI IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
C:\Usm\slschirgi\AppData\Local\M.icrosomWindows\!emporary

Internet

Files\Content.Outlook\PV3HPHVO\MSJ (Tschirgi Decl)l40408 (2).docx
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inform me that Eagle Equity Fund, LLC had a claim to or was asserting a secured interest in the
Property. Nor was I provided with any documentation or information in any form that expressly
stated or in any way suggested that Eagle Equity Fund, LLC had a claim to or was asserting a
secured interest in the Property.
8.

If I had received any information that would have lead me to believe that Eagle

Equity Fund, LLC had a claim to or was asserting a secured interest in the Property 1 I would
have stopped the transaction until such claim and/or secured interest had been identified and
addressed.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the

4

foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this

/\

!

day of April, 2014.

/
:,

/;

I

j

/"

l I /

'

l

/

/)~[
Scottlfschirgi /

OECLARA TION OF SCOTT TSCHJRGI IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LL.CS MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
C:\lJsers\stschirgi\App[>ata\Local\Microsoll\ Windows\Temporary

Internet

Files\Content.Outlook\PV3HPHVO\MSJ (Tschirgi Decl)140408 (2).docx
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thef:t_day of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg

Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys/or TitleOne Corporation

[

J

[
[
[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail

U.S. Mail
[ )( ] Hand Delivered
[
1 Facsimile
(
] Overnight Mail
[
] Electronic Mail

[ x' ]

Electronic Mail
.Ci\lT}

Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 9810 l
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company

[
[
[
[

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd .• Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneysfor RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

[
[

Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

cx1

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail
\

I '

[

[

]
]
]
]

[)( ]

l

'

,,, ~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

U.S. Mail

J Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail

ex l

Electronic Mail

OECLARA TION OF SCOTT TSCHIRGI IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4

C:\Userslstschirgi\AppData\Local\MicrosomWindows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Outlook\PV3HPHVO\MSJ (Tschirgi Decl)I40408 (2).docx
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
. ] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
Cxl Electronic Mail

[
[
[
[

Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

Michael T. Spink

[

U.S. Mail

[

Hand Delivered

]
]
[ ]
[ ]
[>(]

Chad Lamer

Spink Butler. LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 388-100 I

Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Electronic Mail

Attorneys for £award J. Mason and Galiano,
LLC

DECLARATION OF SCOTT TSCHIRGI IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 5
C:\Users'\stschirgi\AppI>ata\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary

Internet

Files\Content.Outlook\PV3HPHVO\MSJ (Tschirgi Deel) 140408 (2).docx
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

•

Jim Jewett <jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com>
Monday, May 07, 2012 2:17 PM
Scott Tschirgi
FW: Received this today
20120507134053739.pdf

Please call me

From: Ted Mason [mailto:ted@tedmason.com]
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 2:07 PM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Received this today

For your information. Do I need to do anything?
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ted Mason <Ted@tedmason.com>
Date: Mon, May 7, 2012 at 6:20 PM
Subject:
To: Ted Mason <Ted@tedmason.com>

This E-mail was sent from "RNPDD74D2" (MP C2000/LD420c).
Scan Date: 05.07.2012 13:40:53 (-1040)
Queries to: scanner@cableone.net

Ted
Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc.
Office (208) 338-0420
Cell
(208) 371-6132
Email Ted@TedMason.com
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A.N°QSTMAN JOHNSON
AssOClATES

ATI'ORNEYS &COUNSELORS

MBMBBRS

THOM/IS J. ANGSTMAN
WYAIT B, JOHNSON

MAT111BW j_ RYDEN
BRJANL. WEBB

3649 N. l..AIO!HARBQR J..Am
- BOISE, 1DAµCl 83703

MA'ITHJ!WT. CH!Um!NS&N

NATASHAN. HAZI.J.rr
JOHN C. B.ooUIRA
MICHAELC. MCCLURE

Tl!LEPIIONB (208) ·384-8588
FACSl/1111.E (208) 853-oit7_

w,vw .ANO:STMAN, 0031

MATillEW',T, nYDHN, BSQ.
E-MAIL: MATr@ANGSn!AN.COM

May 3, 2012
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VIA FAc::'Silv.ULE: (208) 287"'.8202
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott Tschirgi, Chtd.
401 W. Front Street, Ste. 401
Boise, ID 83702
RE:

Galiano, LLC/Eck/Zillner Transaction

Dear Scott:

As a follow-up to our recent conversations, enclosed as Exhibit A is a copy of a
Notice of Vendor's Lien filed by my clients, Dan and Jana Zi1lner, to protect their
recovery of outstanding consideration owed to them from their sale of real property now
known as the Galiano Estates Subdivision to Galiano, LLC. As noted in the Notice and
my April 20, 2012 letter to Galiano, LLC (see Exhibit B), a portion of the consideration
Galiano agreed to pay the Zillners for such property remains outstanding.
I understand that your client, Tim Eck (or an entity managed by him), intends to
purchase certain lots within the Subdivision from <3aHano, LLC. The Zillners are
certainly willing to agree to your client's assumption ofGaliano's outstanding obligations
·
·
· upqn reasonable tenns'..
Very truly yours,

m~

Matthew J. Ryden

MR:SL
.EncloslU'e
cc;. Clien.t

-.• Galiano,..LLC
','.

\
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher 0. Rich
BOISE IDAHO 05/02/12 01:05 PM
1
oF
JI
Angslman Johnson

~:~:bei ~~e~t~Kr

AMOUNT 16.00

11111 III I112041308
II Ill III IIJll/ 111111111111

NOTICE OF VENDOR'S LIEN
The undersigned hereby gives notice that they are the holders of a Vendor's Lien
encumbering the property commonly known as the Galiano Estates Subdivision in Ada County,
Idaho, and more particularly described in the attached Exhibit A, pursuant to Idaho Code § 45801.

Part of the consideration for which the undersigned sold such property to Galiano, LC
remains unpaid. specifically, pursuant to a Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement dated July 8,
2006, Galiano agreed to pl'ovide sewer and water connections to certain property retained by the
undersigned, Such services have not been provided and have an estimated value of $15,000.00.

''\',<k-

2S2.,

D~LNER

.

VEiUFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

DAN ZILLNER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I have read the foregoing NOTICE OF VENDOR'S LIEN, know the contents thereof,
believe the facts therein to be true, and believe said NOTICE OF VENDOR'S LIEN to be true

---z.>S

'"t~

andju~.

DANZILLNER

'"·"'""'''
,1"(~
SUB~O
~~WORN to this J_ day of Ptpri112012.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

•

)
) ss.
)

JANA LEE ZJLLNER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I have read the foregoing NOTICE OF VENDOR'S LIEN, know the contents thereof,
believe the facts therein to be true, and believe said NOTICE OF VENDOR'S LIEN to be true
and just.

c~~Ua~~h_w
~ E E ZILLNER
c::::;7'

,.............u.r ,,.
~~\~~······...., ,.......
I~....

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to this
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Notary Public for Idaho
/
My Commission expires:
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Exhibit A
Legal Description of Property
Lots 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 and 18 of Block 1, Lots 2 and 3 of Block 4, Lots 3, 4, 5, 6,
7 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 of Block 5, Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and
15 of Block 6, Lots 1, 2 and 3 of Block 7, Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Block 8 of Galiano Estates
Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s)
12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

NOTICE OF VENDOR'S LIEN - Page 3
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ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
A'ITORNEYS & COUNSELORS

MBMBBRS
THOMAS J. ANGSn.fAN
WYAlTB.JOHNSON

3649 N. LAKEHARBOR LAMB
BOISE, IDAHO 83703
T1!LBPHONE(208)384•8588
FACSIMILE (208) 853-0117
WWW,ANOSTMAN,COJ\f

MATilll!\\'J,RYDEN,l!SQ,
B•W,11.: MA'IT@ANomwl,COM

AssOCIATl!S
MA'ITiil!W J, RYDEN
BRIAN L. WBBB

MA'ITill!WT, CHRIST!!NSEN
NATASHA N. HAzl.sTr

JOHH C. BAIUIERA
M!CHAl!I, C. McCLIJRB

April 20, 2012

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83713

RE:

Provision of Water and Sewer to Zillner Property

Dear Mr. Mason:
This law office represents Dan and Jana Zillner with respect to their real property
commonly known as 1245 W. Oak Tree Drive in Kuna, Idaho (the "Zillner Property"). I
have reviewed the July 8, 2006 Agreement to Provide Services between Galiano, LLC
and the Zillners concerning such property (the "Services Agreement"). I am advised that
Dan Zillner has contacted you on a few occasions over the past several months to request
that Galiano provide water and sewer services to the Zillner Property under the Services
Agreement. Galiano has failed to provide water and sewer services to the Zillner
Property and, recently, Dan's inquiries about the matter have gone unanswered.
This letter is written to fonnally demand that Galiano provide water and sewer
services to the Zillner Property as required under the Services Agreement not later than
May 25, 2012. The agreement permits the Zillners to choose the subcontractor who will
attach the services to the home on the Zillner Property. However, given your recent
experience in extending water and sewer to neighboring lots, the Zillners request that you
propose your preferred subcontractor.
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Galiano, LLC

Attn: Edward J. Mason
April 20, 2011
Page2

I respectfully request that you let me know, not later than April 27, 2012, whether
Galiano intends to perform in accordance with this demand. Alternatively, please let me
know if the company believes it has no obligation to perform in accordance with this
demand and set forth any facts supporting such belief. I am certainly available to discuss
the matter with you at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

(Vljd;:~
Matthew J. Ryden
MR:SL
cc: Client
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Haley Shepard

Attachments:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:50 PM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
Addendum and Verification of Funds
0653_001.pdf

Categories:

Purple Category

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

sul:iJect:

Jim, attached is a signed Addendum dated today, April 19th, 2011, to the April 16th PSA, which I understand has been
signed by the Seller, and a verification of funds for EAMI LLC. Please provide to me the executed PSA. Thanks.
Scott
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient{s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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Haley Shepard

Subject:
Attachments:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 26, 2012 11 :36 AM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
Draft Agreement and Assignment of CCR
0690_001.pdf

Categories:

Purple Category

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Jim, for your review.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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Haley Shepard
From:
To:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 26, 2012 11:34 AM
'Tim W. Eck'

Subject:

FW:

Sent:

Did you see this?
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue SeNice or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:jimj@jljenterprlseslnc.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:49 AM
To: 'TRAVIS STROUD'; Scott Tschirgi
Subject:
I received this from the Zillners Attorney
Jim: This proposal is acceptable to the Zillners, provided the water and sewer connection work is completed by May 25,
2012, as requested in my letter. Please let me know if you foresee any difficulty in completing such work by this date.
Acceptance of this proposal is not intended as a waiver of any rights the Zillners may have under the Services
Agreement.
Thanks again for your attention to this matter.
Matt Ryden

1
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
subject:
Attachments:

Scott Tschirgi
Saturday, April 14, 2012 5:15 PM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
FW: Attached Image
0606_001.pdf; PSA Galiano-EAMI 041412 redline .docx

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim, in response to your email, EAMI LLC responds as follows.
For the purposes of this reply the term "SELLER" shall be the same definition as embodied in
the PSA and the term "BUYER" shall be the same definition as embodied in the PSA.
Most of
the following will have to be by separate agreement however some can be embodied in the PSA.
My response to each of your items are in CAPS below.
I have made the changes to PSA that I
can and am sending you a redline version so you can see the changes as well as a clean
version in PDF which I have signed.
1)

The ACC guidelines cannot be changed ACCEPTABLE, WILL ADD LANGUAGE TO THE PSA

2)
There are now only 43 lots IDENTIFY WHICH LOT OF THE 44 LOTS IS TO BE DELETED AND PSA
WILL BE REDUCED BY 1/44
3)
We reserve the right to either withhold 10 additional lot at the per lot value or
within the next 12 months can repurchase up to 10 lots back at30,000.00 per lot. BUYER WILL
CLOSE ON 43 LOTS. AFTER CLOSING AND FOR A MAXIMUM PERIOD OF 12 CALENDAR MONTHS FROM THE DATE
OF CLOSING, SELLER SHALL HAVE THE OPTION TO PURCHASE FROM BUYER A MAXIMUM OF 10 (ten) LOTS AT
A FIXED PRICE OF $30,000.00 PER LOT PLUS ALL COSTS INCURRED BY BUYER FOR MAINTENANCE, TAXES,
INSURANCE, ETC. DURING BUYERS OWNERSHIP. THE LOTS AVAILABLE TO SELLER TO PURCHASE BACK FROM
BUYER SHALL BE LIMITED TO ALL LOTS THAT BUYER HAS NOT COMMENCED CONSTRUCTION ON OR SOLD AND
CLOSED. COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE TAKEN PLACE UPON SUBMITTAL OF
CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS TO THE A.C.C. OR SUBMITTAL OF CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS TO THE CITY OF KUNA
FOR BUILDING PERMIT. ANY LOTS THAT HAVE COMMENCED CONSTRUCTION OR OTHERWISE BEEN SOLD AND
CLOSED WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR SELLER TO BUY BACK.
4)
No commissions paid THE SALE OF LOTS FROM BUYER BACK TO SELLER SHALL BE WITHOUT
REALTOR PARTICIPATION OR COMPENSATION
5)
LID paid by buyer or accepted as an exception to closing. BUYER HAS SPECIFICALLY
ADDRESSED IN THE PSA THE EXISTENCE OF THE LID AND THE ACCEPTANCE OF EXCEPTION IN THE TITLE
REPORT. SHOULD BUYER RETIRE ANY OR ALL OF THE LID ASSESSMENTS AND THE SELLER WISHES TO BUY
BACK ANY LOT WHERE THE BUYER HAS RETIRED THE LID ASSESSMENT THE PRICE THE SELLER PAYS TO
BUYER TO BUY BACK THE LOT IN ADDITION TO THE PRICE DEFINED IN SECTION 3 ABOVE SHALL BE
INCREASED BY THE LID ASSESSMENT FOR THE LOT BEING PURCHASED
6)
Fully signed contract by Monday and closing no later than 5/7/2012 ASSUMING YOU MEAN
MONDAY 4-16-12 AND CLOSING ON OR BEFORE 5-7-12 IS ACCEPTABLE
7)

Due diligence for review of Title only ACCEPTABLE

Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
1
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209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations. unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 14, 2012 3:09 PM

To: Scott Tschirgi
Subject: Attached Image

2
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Scott Tschirgi
Sunday, April 15, 2012 11:36 AM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
FW: Attached Image
0607_001.pdf

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim, as an authorized representative of EAMI LLC, I am sending you the attached Purchase and Sale Agreement and l't
Addendum thereto, both dated April 16th, 2012, for the purchase of that certain real property from Galiano, LLC.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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Haley Shepard

Attachments:

Jim Jewett LJimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Monday, May 07, 2012 2:17 PM
Scott Tschirgi
FW: Received this today
201205071340537 39. pdf

Categories:

Red Category

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Please call me

From: Ted Mason [mailto:ted@tedmason.com]

Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 2:07 PM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Received this today

For your information. Do I need to do anything?
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ted Mason <Ted@tedmason.com>
Date: Mon, May 7, 2012 at 6:20 PM
Subject:
To: Ted Mason <Ted@.tedmason.com>

This E-mail was sent from "RNPDD74D2" (MP C2000/LD420c).
Scan Date: 05.07.2012 13:40:53 (-1040)
Queries to: scanner@cableone.net

Ted
Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc.
Office (208) 338-0420
Cell
(208) 371-6132
Email Ted(@,TedMason.com
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:33 AM
'Tim W. Eck'
FW: Wire

See below from Jim.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

Th is email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherw·1se,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
2012 8:32 AM
To: 'TRAVIS STROUD'; Scott Tschirgi
Subject: RE: Wire

Sent: Thursday, April 26,

RBC has indicated that they should have their approval by Friday the 41h of May. Since the effective date of the contract
is yesterday we will need to grant the seller the additional 10 days per the contract for lender approval.

Jim

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]
26, 2012 8:25 AM
To: Jim Jewett

Sent: Thursday, April

Subject: Fwd: Wire

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

1
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From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 26, 2012 8:24:00 AM MDT
To: Judy Kandler <judy.kandler@westerncapitalbank.com>, Stroud Travis
<trja8871@msn.com>
Subject: Wire

Judy
Please process the 1Ok wire to Pioneer
TE
Sent from my iPhone

2
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, May 03, 2012 11:15 AM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
Kuna LID

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim,
As the authorized representative and legal counsel for EAMI LLC, a Delaware lfmited liability company ("EAMI"), I have
reviewed the Purchase and Sale Agreement between EAMI and Galiano, LLC dated April 16, 2012, and specifically have
reviewed Section 9 of that Agreement as it concerns the Kuna Local Improvement District (LID). EAMI understand the
LID and its effect on the property being purchased from Galiano. From EAMl's perspective, section 9 adequately states
that the property being purchased is subject to the LID. EAMI understand that the property is being purchased subject
to the LID and recognize that the title commitment will show the LID as an encumbrance on the property being
purchased. EAMI is ready to close on the purchase of the property from Galiano.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cel I: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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Haley Shepard

Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Monday, May 07, 2012 11:04 AM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow; 'Steve Bradbury'
PSA and Assignment Agreement

Categories:

Purple Category

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Jim, paragraph 5 specifically states:

ASSIGNMENT OF DECLARANT'S RIGHTS. Seller shall assign to Buyer all Declarant's rights as
defined under the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND RESTRICTIONS FOR
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision) and upon written notification
by Buyer, Buyer shall have produce an agreement for assignment of Declarant's rights that shall be
executed by Seller and recorded at closing.
Would you please get in touch with Steve Bradbury and have him contact me.

Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient{s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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Haley Shepard

To:

Jim Jewett Uimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Saturday, April 14, 2012 3:13 PM
Scott Tschirgi

Subject:

RE:

Categories:

Red Category

From:
Sent:

Scott,
Here are a few conditions that need to be meet;
l)
The ACC guidelines cannot be changed
2)
There are now only 43 lots
3)
We reserve the right to either withhold 10 additional lot at the per
lot value or within the next 12 months can repurchase up to 10 lots back at
30,000.00 per lot.
4)
No commissions paid
LID paid by buyer or accepted as an exception to closing.
5)
,..{;a~--1.JUJ..1~~~~..i.~~;J;;..,l;l,\l,..JlW~~~w;i..,l;;.L~ ing no later than 5/7/2012

Jim
-----Original Message----From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgi@satchartered.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 6:48 PM
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Cc: Scott Tschirgi
Subject: FW:
Jim, as an authorized representative of EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited lialbity company, I am
presenting the attached offer to purchase that certain real property as described in the
attached, from Galiano, LLC.
Scott A. Tschirgi
209 W. Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jim Jewett Oimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:25 PM
Scott Tschirgi
RE: Addendum and Verification of Funds

Categories:

Red Category

No fund verification

From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgi@satchartered.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:50 PM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Addendum and Verification of Funds
Jim, attached is a signed Addendum dated today, April 191h, 2011, to the April 161h PSA, which I understand has been
signed by the Seller, and a verification of funds for EAMI LLC. Please provide to me the executed PSA. Thanks.
Scott
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Jewett LJimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:25 PM
Scott Tschirgi
RE: Addendum and Verification of Funds

Categories:

Red Category

No fund verification

From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirqi@satchartered.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:50 PM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Addendum and Verification of Funds
Jim, attached is a signed Addendum dated today, April 191h, 2011, to the April 16th PSA, which I understand has been
signed by the Seller, and a verification of funds for EAMI LLC. Please provide to me the executed PSA. Thanks.
Scott
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Jewett Oimj@jijenterprisesinc.com]
Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:32 PM
Scott Tschirgi
RE: Addendum and Verification of Funds

Categories:

Red Category

$ in escrow, bank Letter just proof that there is funds to close

From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschjrgi@satchartered.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:27 PM
To: 'Jim Jewett'

Subject: RE: Addendum and Verification of Funds
What specifically is needed for verification offunds?
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:iimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:25 PM
To: Scott Tschirgi

Subject: RE: Addendum and Verification of Funds
No fund verification

From: Scott Tschirgl [maUto;stschlrgj@satchartered.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:50 PM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Addendum and Verification of Funds

001221

•

e

Jim, attached is a signed Addendum dated today, April 19111, 2011, to the April 161h PSA, which I understand has been
signed by the Seller, and a verification of funds for EAMI LLC. Please provide to me the executed PSA. Thanks.
Scott

Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

Th is email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

2
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:31 PM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
RE: Attached Image

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim, upon my receipt of the fully executed April 16th PSA, Addendum, and written notification of RBC's consent to the
sale, I can provide to you in one (1) business day, proof of funds.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

Th is email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
.
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:42 PM
To: Scott Tschirgi

Subject: RE: Attached Image
Scott,
Your offer is still in play as of a few moments ago, can I get a proof of funds?
Jim

From: Scott Tschlrgl [maHto:stschjrgf@satchartered.com]

Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2012 11:36 AM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow
Subject: FW: Attached Image
Jim, as an authorized representative of EAMI LLC, I am sending you the attached Purchase and Sale Agreement and 111
Addendum thereto, both dated April 16 1\ 2012, for the purchase of that certain real property from Galiano, LLC.
l
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Scott A. Tschirgi

Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: {208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facslmlle: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

2
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:31 PM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
RE: Attached Image

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim, upon my receipt of the fully executed April 16th PSA, Addendum, and written notification of RBC's consent to the
sale, I can provide to you in one (1) business day, proof of funds.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i} avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:jjmj@jljenterprisesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:42 PM
To: Scott Tschlrgl

Subject: RE: Attached Image
Scott,
Your offer is still in play as of a few moments ago, can I get a proof of funds?
Jim

From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgl@satchartered.com]

Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2012 11:36 AM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow
Subject: FW: Attached Image
Jim, as an authorized representative of EAM I LLC, I am sending you the attached Purchase and Sale Agreement and 1' 1
Addendum thereto, both dated April 161\ 2012, for the purchase of that certain real property from Galiano, LLC.

001225

Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

2
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Haley Shepard

Subject:

Jim Jewett [jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com)
Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:42 PM
Scott Tschirgi
RE: Attached Image

Categories:

Red Category

From:

Sent:
To:

Scott,
Your offer is still in play as of a few moments ago, can I get a proof of funds?
Jim

From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgi@satchartered.com]

Sent:

Sunday, April 15, 2012 11:36 AM

To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow
Subject: FW: Attached Image
Jim, as an authorized representative of EAMI LLC, I am sending you the attached Purchase and Sale Agreement and 151
Addendum thereto, both dated April 16th, 2012, for the purchase of that certain real property from Galiano, LLC.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:33 PM
Scott Tschirgi
Re: Attached Image

Categories:

Red Category

REC needs proof of funds to move foward
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

From: Scott Tschirgi <stschirgi@satchartered.com>
Date: Thu, 19 Apr 2012 14:30:59 -0600
To: 'Jim Jewett'<iimi@jljenterprisesinc.com>
Cc: Gretchen Schow<gschow@satchartered.com>
Subject: RE: Attached Image
Jim, upon my receipt of the fully executed April 16th PSA, Addendum, and written notification of RBC's consent to the
sale, I can provide to you in one (1) business day, proof of funds.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202

Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s} and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [manto:Jlm1@JUenterprjsesinc.comJ
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:42 PM
To: Scott Tschlrgi
Subject: RE: Attached Image
Scott,
Your offer is still in play as of a few moments ago, can I get a proof of funds?
Jim
1
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From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgi@satchartered.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2012 11:36 AM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow
Subject: FW: Attached Image
Jim, as an authorized representative of EAMI LLC, I am sending you the attached Purchase and Sale Agreement and l't
Addendum thereto, both dated April 16111, 2012, for the purchase of that certain real property from Galiano, LLC.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

2
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Haley Shepard

Subject:

Jim Jewett Uimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Wednesday, April 18, 2012 12:33 PM
Scott Tschlrgl
RE: Attached Image

Categories:

Red Category

From:
Sent:
To:

Scott,
Ted appreciates the interest you showed in Galiano but has decided to accept an offer from a different buyer.
Thanks Again for the offer

From: Scott Tschlrgl [mailto:stschlrgi@satchartered.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2012 11:36 AM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow
Subject: FW: Attached Image
Jim, as an authorized representative of EAMI LLC, I am sending you the attached Purchase and Sale Agreement and 1•t
Addendum thereto, both dated April 15th, 2012, for the purchase of that certain real property from Galiano, LLC.
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554

Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

1
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•

•

Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jim Jewett LJimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Wednesday, April 25, 2012 1:53 PM
Scott Tschirgi
'TRAVIS STROUD'
RE: signed PSA
20120425133352080.pdf; 20120425134343884.pdf; 20120425134425451.pdf

Categories:

Red Category

Signed offer
-- ---Original Message----From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgi@satchartered.com]
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 6:08 PM
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Cc: Gretchen Schow
Subject: signed PSA

Jim, I understand that you told Travis that the EAMI/Galiano Purchase Agreement had been
executed by the Seller. Please send me a fully executed copy of that contract. If the
Seller has not signed the contract, then please inform me if that is case.

Thanks Jim.
Scott Tschirgi

1
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•

•

Haley Shepard

Subject:

Jim Jewett LJimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:35 PM
Scott Tschirgi
RE: Verification of funds

Categories:

Red Category

From:
Sent:
To:

thanks

From: Scott Tschirgi [mailto:stschirgi@satchartered.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:34 PM
To: 'Jim Jewett'
Cc: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Verification of funds
Jim, see attached. I thought this was attached to the Addendum I sent you earlier.

Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]

Sent: Thursday, April
To: Scott Tschlrgl

19, 2012 2:36 PM

Subject: Attached Image

001232

Haley Shepard

Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 26, 2012 1:04 PM
'Jim Jewett'; 'TRAVIS STROUD'
Gretchen Schow
RE: Wire

Categories:

Purple Category

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Jim, this email serves as notice that pursuant to Section 3 of the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated April 161h, 2012
between Galiano, LLC and EAMI LLC, EAMI LLC is granting Galiano, LLC an additional ten (10) days from April 26, 2012,
to procure the consent and acceptance of RBC to the sale.
Scott Tschirgi
Authorized Representative
EAMI LLC
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Te le phone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:32 AM
To: 'TRAVIS STROUD'; Scott Tschirgi

Subject: RE: Wire
RBC has indicated that they should have their approval by Friday the 4th of May. Since the effective date of the contract
is yesterday we will need to grant the seller the additional 10 days per the contract for lender approval.
Jim
.................... ....._....,,.."''"' ..... '""' •' ..................... ~. ,~---· .. ··~ ......- ., .,.. ·-····· ..... -. , ... , ......... ·-· ........... ··~··· ··- ... ,, ......................... -...
From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:25 AM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Fwd: Wire
~

..

"""

''

~

'"

.................................... ................... ,,,..,._......._............................ .........,
~

•'

.
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•
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 26, 2012 8:24:00 AM MDT
To: Judy Kandler <judy.kandler@westerncapitalbank.com>, Stroud Travis
<tria8871@msn.com>
Subject: Wire

Judy
Please process the I Ok wire to Pioneer

TE
Sent from my iPhone

2
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•

•

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 26, 2012 8:24:00 AM MDT
To: Judy Kandler <judy.kandler@westemcapitalbank.com>, Stroud Travis
<trja887l@msn.com>
Subject: Wire

Judy
Please process the 1Ok wire to Pioneer
TE

Sent from my iPhone

2
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•

Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jim Jewett Uimj@jijenterprisesinc.com]
Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:32 AM
'TRAVIS STROUD'; Scott Tschirgi
RE: Wire

Categories:

Red Category

RBC has indicated that they should have their approval by Friday the 4th of May. Since the effective date of the contract
is yesterday we will need to grant the seller the additional 10 days per the contract for lender approval.
Jim

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:25 AM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Fwd: Wire

Sent from

my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises<@yahoo.com>
Date: April 26, 2012 8:24:00 AM MDT
To: Judy Kandler <judy.kandler@westemcapitalbank.com>, Stroud Travis
<trja887l@msn.com>
Subject: Wire

Judy
Please process the 1Ok wire to Pioneer
TE

Sent from my iPhone

1
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•

•

Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 26, 2012 1:04 PM
'Jim Jewett'; 'TRAVIS STROUD'
Gretchen Schow
RE: Wire

Jim, this email serves as notice that pursuant to Section 3 of the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated April 16th, 2012
between Galiano, LLC and EAMI LLC, EAMI LLC is granting Galiano, LLC an additional ten (10) days from April 26, 2012,
to procure the consent and acceptance of RBC to the sale.
Scott Tschirgi
Authorized Representative
EAMI LLC
Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient. please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise.
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Jim Jewett [mailto:jimj@jlienterprisesinc.com]
April 26, 2012 8:32 AM
To: 'TRAVIS STROUD'; Scott Tschirgi

Sent: Thursday,

Subject:

RE: Wire

RBC has indicated that they should have their approval by Friday the 4th of May. Since the effective date of the contract
is yesterday we will need to grant the seller the additional 10 days per the contract for lender approval.
Jim

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
April 26, 2012 8:25 AM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Fwd: Wire

Sent: Thursday,

1
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•

•

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 26, 2012 8:24:00 AM MDT
To: Judy Kandler <iudy.kandler@westemcapitalbank.com>, Stroud Travis
<tria8871@msn.com>
Subject: Wire

Judy
Please process the 1Ok wire to Pioneer
TE
Sent from my iPhone

2
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•

.,

•

Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scott Tschirgi
Friday, April 20, 2012 6:08 PM
jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Gretchen Schow
signed PSA

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim, I understand that you told Travis that the EAMI/Galiano Purchase Agreement had been
executed by the Seller. Please send me a fully executed copy of that contract. If the
Seller has not signed the contract, then please inform me if that is case.
Thanks Jim.
Scott Tschirgi

1
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•
Haley Shepard
Sent:
To:

Jim Jewett Uimj@jljenterprisesinc.com]
Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:49 AM
'TRAVIS STROUD'; Scott Tschirgi

Categories:

Red Category

From:

I received this from the Zillners Attorney
Jim: This proposal is acceptable to the Zillners, provided the water and sewer connection work is completed by May 25,
2012, as requested in my letter. Please let me know if you foresee any difficulty in completing such work by this date.
Acceptance of this proposal is not intended as a waiver of any rights the Zillners may have under the Services
Agreement.
Thanks again for your attention to this matter.
Matt Ryden

1
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•

....

•

Haley Shepard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Scott Tschirgi
Thursday, April 19, 2012 4:34 PM
'Jim Jewett'
Gretchen Schow
Verification of funds
0660_001.pdf

Categories:

Purple Category

Jim, see attached. I thought this was attached to the Addendum I sent you earlier.

Scott A. Tschirgi
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208)287-8200
Direct Line: (208) 287-5554
Facsimile: (208)287-8202
Cell: (208) 861-2959

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.

Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschlrgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]
April 19, 2012 2:36 PM
To: Scott Tschirgi
Subject: Attached Image

Sent: Thursday,
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

CHRIITOP.Hl!!R D, RICH, Clerk
9y JM'llf MAffflN
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112'

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK
IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
TIMOTHY W. ECK, declares and states as follows:
1.

I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am currently the manager of DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS") and have held this

position since the creation of DAS on December 4, 2008.
3.

At the time DAS was formed, I was the sole member of DAS and continued to be

the sole member until September 3, 2010 at which time E4 Partners LLLP became the sole
member. In December of 2013 the Eck Children's Trust A and Eck Children's Trust B also
DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I
1:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Eck Deel) (Final).docx
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became members of DAS.
4.

At no point in time have I personally communicated with Eagle Equity Fund,

LLC ("EEF"). Nor I have personally communicated with anyone or any entity who has indicated
that they/it were an agent, representative, employee, manager or the like of EEF.
5.

As the manager of DAS, I am aware of any communications that are made on

behalf of DAS. At no point in time has DAS communicated with EEF or with anyone or any
entity who has indicated that they/it were an agent, representative, employee, manager, or the
like ofEEF.
6.

DAS is in the business of purchasing and selling real estate for development

purposes. At no point in time has DAS provided investment advice for compensation. Nor does
DAS provide investment advice for free.
7.

On March 3, 2012 and March 30, 2012 DAS produced written offers that were

transmitted to Travis Stroud for submittal to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") for the purchase of lots in
the Galiano Estates Subdivision, aka Walnut Creek Subdivision, located in Kuna, Idaho
("Galiano Estates"). Both offers were considered to have been rejected by Galiano since no form
of reply from Galiano was ever received by DAS.
8.

I am the manager of EAMI, LLC ("EAMI") and have been since its formation on

December 9, 2011. Subsequent to the rejected DAS offers, EAMI asked Mr. Stroud and later
Scott Tschirgi to begin negotiations with ("Galiano") for the purchase of lots in Galiano Estates.
9.

The negotiations with Galiano were conducted by either Mr. Stroud or Mr.

Tschirgi on behalf of EAMI. EAMI did not communicate directly with Galiano or its agents
during this process. DAS did not participate in the negotiation process.

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
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10.

On or about April 16, 2012, EAMI entered into a Real Estate Purchase and Sale

Agreement ("PSA") with Galiano. The PSA had two addendums. Attached hereto as Exhibit A
is a true and correct copy of the PSA and addendums. Following the execution of the PSA,
EAMI assigned the PSA to DAS.
11.

A true and correct copy of the title commitment obtained as required by the PSA,

and approved by DAS, is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
12.

A true and correct copy of the standard coverage title insurance policy issued for

this purchase is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
13.

The Galiano to DAS sale closed on May 8, 2012 at which time DAS paid a

purchase price of $860,000.00 to Galiano for forty three (43) lots in the Galiano Estates
Subdivision, aka Walnut Creek Subdivision, in Kuna, Idaho ("Property").
14.

A true and correct copy of the General Warranty Deed provided at closing by

Galiano to DAS is attached hereto as Exhibit D.
15.

On May 7, 2012, DAS and Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH") executed fifteen

purchase and sale agreements ("CBH PSAs"). True and correct copies of the CBH PSAs are
attached hereto as Exhibit E.
16.

Prior to and through May 8, 2012, DAS had no knowledge that EEF had a claim

to or was asserting that it had a secured interest in the Property purchased from Galiano.
Additionally, prior to and through May 8, 2012, DAS did not know that EEF had ever had a
Deed of Trust on the Property or that that Deed of Trust had been reconveyed by TitleOne
Corporation on February 11, 2010. DAS first became aware that EEF had had a Deed of Trust
on the Property and that there was a "forced reconveyance" of the Property several months after
DAS had recorded the General Warranty Deed provided by Galiano. Likewise, DAS had no

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 3
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knowledge or information that Galiano had executed a Promissory Note in favor ofEEF.
17.

On June 28, 2012, DAS conveyed one lot to Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc.

("TMSH"), pursuant to the Buy Back Option in Addendum No. 1 to the PSA. At the time of this
conveyance, DAS still had no knowledge of the EEF Deed of Trust or that it had been
reconveyed in 2010.
18.

Between May 7, 2012 and June 24, 2013, DAS conveyed all forty three (43) lots

to CBH and TMSH through fifteen (15) different conveyances. True and correct copies of the
deeds for these conveyances are attached hereto as Exhibit F.
19.

Prior to and through May 8, 2012, DAS had no knowledge that EEF had a claim

to or was asserting that it had a secured interest in the Property purchased from Galiano.
Additionally, prior to and through May 8, 2012, DAS did not know that EEF had ever had a
Deed of Trust on the Property or that that Deed of Trust had been reconveyed by TitleOne
Corporation on February 11, 2010. DAS first became aware that EEF had had a Deed of Trust
on the Property and that there was a "forced reconveyance" of the Property several months after
DAS had recorded the General Warranty Deed provided by Galiano.
20.

DAS had no part in the creation of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed that was

recorded by the Ada County Recorders Office as Instrument No. 110012858 on February 11,
2010 ("Reconveyance").

Likewise DAS did not have any part in the recording of the

Reconveyance. DAS did not ask any person or entity to create or record the Reconveyance.
21.

If DAS had known of that EEF was claiming that it had a mortgage on the

Property, DAS would not have purchased the Property unless EEFs claims had been addressed.
22.

DAS had no involvement in the creation of or recording of the Reconveyance.

23.

DAS and EEF have never been in a debtor-creditor relationship.

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 4
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24.

DAS has never offered to sell or purchase, purchased or sold anything to or from

EEF.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this i 2th day of April, 2014.

Timothy W. Eck

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- S
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11._day of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

[,(,]
[ l
[ J
[ ]
[ ]

Facsimile: (208) 938-9504

David@EagleLawCenter.com

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile

Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Attorneys for Plaintiff

Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[
[
[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
'] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

LxJ

ted@givensnursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ ']
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ J
[ ]
[:x]

U.S. Mail

Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

duenn:y(wcosho law .com

[
[
[
[

]

U.S. Mail

] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail

[Xl

Electronic Mail

mollemg@,lawidaho.com

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
[
[
[
[X

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk(~fisherpusch.com
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[X ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutler.com

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
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REALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT
THIS REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is
made and entered into effective as of the 16th day of April, 2012 (the "Effective Date·i. by and
between Galiano LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Seller"), and EAMI LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company and/or it assigns (the _.Buyer").
·

RECITALS
A. Seller is the owner of that certain real property located in Ada County, Idaho, as

legally described on Exhibit A, attached hea·eto, together with all easements, rights of
way, development rights, air rights, water rights, hereditaments and appurtenances
thereto (collectively, the "Property").
'B. The Property is subject .to a deed of trust aated November 17, 2006, recorded on
November 17, 2006 as Instrument No. 106181858, Official Records of Ada County,
Idaho, wherein Seller is grantor and RBC Centura Bank ("RBC") is beneficiary
("Deed of Trust").
C. Buyer desires to purchase the Property and Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey

the Property, according to the provisions hereinafter set forth.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which the parties agree are
true and correct, the mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:

1. AGREEMENT OF SALE AND PURCHASE, Seller agrees to sell, transfer and
convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase and accept title to the Prope1ty, in accordance with the
terms and conditions set forth hel'ein.
2. PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS. Buyer shall pay Seller the sum of
Eight Hundred Sixty Thousand and 00/100 D01lai·s 1 ($860,000.00) (the "Purchase Price,,) as
consideration for the Property. Buyer agrees to pay the Purchase Price in cash at Closing
(defined below) as follows:
2.1.
Deposit. Upon the execution of this Agreement by Buyer and Seller, Buyer shal1
deposit in escrow earnest money in the amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) to be held
by Title Company, as defined below (the "Deposit"). If Buyer elects not to close the transaction
contemplated hereby for any reason set forth herein, the entire Deposit shall be returned by the
Title Company to the Buyer.

REALESTATBPURCHASEANDSALEAOREEMENT-1
BUYER INITIAL

SELLER INITJAL
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2.2.
Cash Payment. The balance of the Purchase Price (Purchase Price less the
Deposit) in the amount of Eight Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($850,000.00) shall be paid by
Buyer in immediately available funds delivered at Closing to the Title Company.
Buyer and Seller
acknowledge that the Property is currently encumbered by the Deed of Trust and that the
Purchase Price is not sufficient to fully and completely pay the obligations secured by said
instrument. Seller shall have five (5) days from the effective date of this Agreement ("Consent
Period") to negotiate and obtain, on terms acceptable to Seller, RBC's written acceptance and
consent to this Agreement, which acceptance and consent shall include an obligation to release
any and all encumbrances created by the Deed of Trust against the Property upon RBC's receipt
of the Closing proceeds net of dosing costs, outstanding homeowner's fees/due, taxes and any
liens having priority to those of the Deed of Trost. Seller shall take all reasonable steps to
procure the acceptance and consent of RBC within the allotted time. The foregoing is a
condition to Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property, and can be waived only by Buyer. If
the foregoing condition is not met, Buyer'may, within five (5) days from the expiration of the
Consent Period, grant Seller an extension period not to exceed an additional ten (10) days
("Extended Consent Period") to procure the acceptance and consent of RBC. If the Extended
Consent Period is not granted by Buyer, the Deposit shall be promptly delivered by the Title
Company to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further rights or remedies hereunder. If Seller is
unable to produce RBC's written acceptance and consent within the Extended Consent Period,
the Deposit shall be refunded by the Title Company to Buyer, Buyer's obligations under this
Agreement shall be deemed satisfied, and Buyer shall have no further obligations to Seller
hereunder.
3. SHORT SALE CONDITION AND DUE DILIGENCE.

4. TITLE AND TITLE INSURANCE.

4.1.
Title to Proru;rty. Seller warrants that it is the fee simple owner of the Property.
Within five (5) business days after the Effective Date, Buyer, at Seller's sole cost and expense,
shall obtain a commitment for owner's title insurance policy, issued by Pioneer Title Company
(Carrie Homburg), located at 5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 150, Nampa, ID 83687 (the "Tit1e
Company") for the Property (the 0 Title Commitment,.), showing insurable title to the Property in
the Seller.
4.2. Title Defects. Buyer shall have five (5) calendar days after the date Buyer
receives the Title Commitment, and RBC's written acceptance and consent as provided in
Section 3 above, to object to any matters contained in the Title Commitment (such objections,
the "Title Objections", and such five (5) day period, the "Title Review Period"). Buyer's failure
to provide notice of any Title Objections within such Title Review Period will be deemed
approval by Buyer of the condition of title to the Property. Seller shall have five (S) calendar
days after receipt of the Title Objections to notify Buyer that Seller (a) will cause the Title
Objections to be removed or insured over by the Title Company, or (b) elects not to cause any or
all Title Objections disclosed therein to be removed or insured over by the Title Company. If
Seller elects not to cause any or all Title Objections to be removed or insured over by the Title
Company, Buyer shall notify Seller within five (5) business days of the date Buyer is so
informed whether Buyel' elects to accept title without removal of the Title Objections or whether
Buyer elects to terminate this Agreement. Upon such termination, the Deposit shall be returned
REAL ESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAOREEMENT-2
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to Buyer, and neither party shall have any further obligations hereunder. All exceptions set forth
on the Title Commitment approved and accepted by Buyer pursuant to this Section 4.2 shall be
referred to as the "Permitted Exceptions." Notwithstanding the foregoing, Seller shall be
required to remove (a) any and all monetary liens, claims and encumbrances from the Property
whether or not Buyer objects thereto, and no such lien, claim or encumbrance shall be deemed a
Permitted Exception for any purpose; (b) any property taxes other than those for the current
calendar year not yet due and payable; and, (c) any outstanding or unpaid homeowner's
assessments, obligations or liens;
4.3.
Title Insurance. Following the Closing, Seller, at Seller's cost, will provide to
Buyer a standard coverage title insurance policy pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of
the Closing and insuring Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Plice against loss or damage by
reason of defect in Buyer's title to the Property subject only to the general exceptions shown on
the Title Commitment and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). Buyer shall be responsible
for ~11 costs associated with, any extended coverage, title insurance or endor~ements desired by
Buyer.
4.4
Conveyance of Title. At Closing, SeJler shall execute and deliver to Buyer a
general warranty deed in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B, conveying good and marketable
title to the Property free and clear of any liens, defects or encumbrances, except any matter
created or allowed by Buyer and the Permitted Exceptions (the "Deed'').

5. ASSIGNMENT OF DECLARANT,S RIGHTS. Seller shall assign a11 Declarant's
rights as defined under the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and upon written notification by Buyer, Buyer shall have produce an agreement for
assignment of Declarant's rights that shall be executed by Seller and recorded at closing. Buyer
accepts the ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL COMMITTEE (ACC) BUILDING DESIGN
GUIDELINES as they currently exist in the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS,
CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (AK.A.
Galiano Estates Subdivision) recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho under
instrument #108129452 and hereby waives any rights provided as assignee grantor to amend or
revise the recorded guidelines.
6. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT OF BUYER. Buyer's obligation to consummate the
transaction contemplated herein is expressly conditioned upon the occurrence of each of the
following:

6.1.
Condition of Title. Buyer's satisfaction and approval of the condition of title to
the Property and Sellet·'s delivery of title in the condition set forth in Section 4.4.

6.2.

Deliveries at Closing. The delivery at Closing to Buyer of the items set forth in

Section 7.2.
6.3.
Seller's Representations. Seller's representations and wa11anties set forth in
Section 10 being true and correct in all matel'ial respects as of the Effective Date and at Closing.
REALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT-3
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7, CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.
7.1.
Closing. The Closing fol' the purchase of the Property shall take place on or
befol'e May 71 2012, or if earlie1·, the date on which Buyer notifies Seller that the conditions
precedent set forth in Section 6 have been satisfied or waived (the "Closing"), If Closing is to be
earlier than ten (IO) calendar days after expiration of the General Review Period, Buyer shall
provide Seller with no less than five (5) calendar days priol' written notice of the date of Closing.
7.2.
Escrow Closing. The Closing shall take place at the office of the Title
Company. Buyer and Seller shall deposit In escrow with the Title Company all instruments,
documents and monies (payable in cash by wire funds or official bank check to Seller), as
necessary to complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement, including without limitation
the Deed.
7.3.
Closing Costs; Prorations. The cost of the Title Company's escrow closing fees
relating to the transactions contemplated he1·ein shall be equally divided between' Setler and
Buyer. Seller shall pay the cost for the standard form Title Policy and any endorsement
necessary to insure over any matter objected to by Buyer in accordance with Section 4. Buyer
shall pay for all recording fees and any extended title insurance or any endorsements desired by
Buyer not necessary to cure a titJe defect objected to by Buyer in accordance with Section 4. Ad
valoremt real prope11y and simi1ar taxes with respect to the Property, utility charges and other
expenses and rents with respect to the Property shall be prorated as of the Closing date. All other
expenses not specifically referenced in this Agreement and incurl'ed by Seller or Buyer with
respect to this transaction shall be borne and paid exclusively by the pat1y incurring the samei
without reimbursement from the other party.
7.4.
Closing date.

Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the

7.5.
Risk of Loss. Risk of loss of or damage to the Property shall be borne by Seller
until the Closing. From and after the Closing, loss of or damage to the Prope1ty shall be borne
by Buyer.
7.6.
Condemnation. If any matel'ial portion of the Prope11y is or becomes the subject
of any condemnation proceeding pl'ior to the Closing, Buyer may, at its option, tenninate this
Agreement by giving notice of such termination to Seller within ten (I 0) business days following
the date Buyer learns about the condemnation proceeding, and upon such termination this
Agreement shall be of no further force or effect. Buyer's good faith determination of whether a
material portion of the Property is or has become the subject of any condemnation proceeding
shall be binding. Provided, however, Buyer may elect to purchase the Prope1iy, in which case the
total Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award received by Seller
at or prior to the Closing. On Closing, Selle1· shall assign to Buyer all Selle1"s rights in and to
any future condemnation awards or othe1· proceeds payable or to become payable by reason of
any taking of the Property. Seller agrees to notify Buye1· of eminent domain or condemnation
proceedings and any changes to the zoning of the Property within three (3) calendar days after
SeJler learns of such proceedings.
RBALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAOREBMENT-4
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8. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.
The matters set forth in this Article 8 constitute representations and warranties by Buyer
which are now and sha11 at the Closing be true and correct:
8.1.
Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company validly created and existing in
the state of Delaware. Buyer, and each person executing this Agreement and all other documents
to be executed hereunder on behalf of Buyer have the necessary authority to enter into this
Agreement and to execute such documents. and the signatures of such person and/or entity are
binding upon and enforceable against the Buyer.
8.2.
Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by Buyer
and is enforceable against Buyer in accordance with the terms hereof, except as enforceability
may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganization laws or applicable principles of
equity.
8.3.
Contravention. Buyer is not prohibited from consummating the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement by any law, regulation, agreement, instrument, restriction, order
or judgment.
8.4.
Investigation of Property. Buyer has been or will be permitted access to the
Real Property and will have actually inspected the Real Property pl'ior to Closing. Buyer's
consummation of the Transaction is based upon such inspection and not on any representations
or warranties of Seller, except those expressly set forth in this Agreement. Buyer agrees to
accept the Real Property in an "AS IS, WHERE IS" condition, subject only to the express
warranties of Seller set forth in this Agreement.
9. DISCLOSURES AND POST-CLOSING CONTINGENCIES. Notwithstanding
anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the Prope1ty is currently
within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID''), which subjects the Property to
certain tenns and conditions as required by the Kuna LID and the Property is annexed into the
recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (AK.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer accepts
the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that Buyer wilJ receive copies of
the appropriate recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS1 AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and the LID Assessment as an exception in the Title Commitment.

10. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF SELLER.
The matters set fo1ih in this At1icle l Oconstitute representations and warranties by Seller
which are now and shall at the Closing be true and correct:
10.1.
Authority. Seller is a limited liability company validly created and existing in
the state of Idaho. Seller. and each person executing this Agreement and all other documents to
be executed hereunder on behalf of Seller have the necessary authority to enter into this
Agl'eement and to execute such documents, and the signatures of such person(s) and/ol' entity are

!:1._
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binding upon and enforceable against the Seller.
10.2.
Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by SeHer
and is enforceable against Seller in accordance with the terms hereof, except as enforceability
may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency 01· reorganization laws or applicable p1incip]es of
equity.

10.3.
Proceeding~. There are no pending or threatened condemnations or similar
proceedings affecting any part of the Prope1ty.
10.4.
Contravention. Seller is not prohibited from consummating the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement by any law, regulation, agreement, instrnment, restriction, order
or judgment.
10.5.
Compliance. Seller has not received any written notice from any governmental
authority that the Property is not in compliance with any applicable laws.
10.6.
Litigation. There is no litigation pending affecting Seller or the Property and to
Seller's knowledge, no such litigation has been threatened.
10.7.
Liens and Assessments. There have been no labor or materials furnished to the
Prope11y by or on behalf of Seller fo1· which payment in full has not been made or will not be
made prior to Closing.
10.8.
Defects. To the best of Seller's knowledge, and except as discJosed in writing
to Buyer, there are no latent defects or deficiencies in or to the land, fixtures, improvements,
walls, paving, rno~ and structure situated or constructed upon the Properly.

l 0.9.
No Hazardous Substances. Neither Seller nor, any tenant 01· occupant during
Seller's ownership of the Propet1y, nor any previous owner of the Property or any other person
or entity, to the Seller's knowledge, has ever used, generated, processed, stored, disposed of,
released, or discharged any Hazardous Substance on, under or about the Prope11y or transported
it to or from the P1·operty, nor to the Se11er's knowledge, has any patty ever alleged that any such
activities have occurred. Seller has not received notification of any kind from any agency
suggesting that the Prope1ty is or may be targeted for a "SuperfundH cleanup under any
applicable environmental law, nor to Seller's knowledge, is it subject to any lien related to any
environmental matter. 1n the eve11t Seller has breached the representations and wa11anties in this
Section I 0.9, Selle1· shall indemnify, defend and hold Buyer and its successors and assigns
harmless from and against any and all loss, damage, claims, penalties, liability, suits, costs and
expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attomeys 1 fees and also including, without
limitation, costs of remedlaJ action or cleanup) suffered 01· Incurred by Buyer arising out of or
related to any such use of the Property, or portion thereof, occurring prior to the co1weyance to
Buyer. For purposes of this Agreement, "Hazardous Substance" means any substance, material
or waste which is (a) defined as a 0 hazardous waste," ''hazardous material:• "hazardous
substance," "extremely hazardous waste,»' or "restricted hazardous waste" under any provision of
federal or state Jaw; (b) petroleum; (c) asbestos; (d) polychlorinated biphenyls; (e) radioactive
materials; (t) designated as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to the Clean Water Act; (g) defined
as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to Resource Conse1vatlon Recovery Act; (h) defined as a
REALESTATEPURCI-IASEANDSALBAOREEMENT-6
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''hawdous substance" pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act; or determined by federal, state or local governmental authority to be capable
of posing a risk of injury to heath, safety or property, including underground storage tanks.
I 0.10. AS IS, WHERE IS. SeUer has made no oral warranties or expl'ess warranties
except for those warranties specifically expressed in this Agreement. SeUer expressly disclaims
all implied warranties and is selling the Real Property to Buyer in an "AS IS. WHERE JS"
condition.

11. COVENANTS OF SELLER.
11.1.
No Further Agreements. Seller agrees that from the Effective Date and until
Closing or earlier termination of this Agreement, Se1Ier shall not list, offer for sale, sell, contract
to sell, negotiate the sale of, nor enter into any offer for purchase or sale, or a letter of intent to
negotiate for the purchase or sale of the Property and wiJI accept no back-up offe,·s for the
Property. Seller further agrees that from the Effective Date and until Closing' or earlier
termination of this Agreement, Seller shal1 not enter Into or grant any contract, lease, easement,
deed oftt'Ust, mortgage, lien or encumbrance affecting or burdening the Property.
11.2.
Insurance. Through Closing, Seller shall maintain or cause to be maintained in
full force and effect the current comprehensive genel'al liability, casualty and other insurance
policies on the Prnperty.
11.3.
Satisfaction of Obligations, Seller will timely satisfy, discharge and pay when
due all claims, liens, security interests, obligations and encumbrances due and payable with
respect to the Property.

11.4.
Cooperation with Buyer. Seller shall fully cooperate with Buyer and shall
promptly provide Buye1· with copies of such information, to the extent the same is in Seller's
possession or otherwise available to Seller, which Buyer requests as part of its due diligence.
12, NOTICES. Any notice under this Agreement shall be in wdting and be delivered ju
person or by public or private courier service (so long as such services provide written
confirmation of delivery) (including U.S. Postal Service Express Mail) or certified mail, return
receipt requested, or by facsimile. Ar1y notice given by registered or certified mail shall be sent
with return receipt requested. Any notice given by facsimile shall be verified by confirmation.
All notices shall be addressed to the parties at the addresses contained herein or at such other
addresses as the parties may from time to time direct in writing. Any notice sha11 be deemed to
have been given on (a) actual delivery or refusal, (b) three (3) business days after mailing by
registered or ce1tified mail, or (c) the day facsimile delivery is verified.

~
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If to Seller:

•'

I

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave
Eagle, Idaho 83616

If to Buyer:

EAMI LLC
Attn: Scott A. Tschirgi
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

13. BINDING EFFECT. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto, and their respective heirs, persona] representatives, successors and
assigns.

14. COUNTERPARTS. This Agreement may be executed in counterpaits, each of
which shall constitute an original, but all together shall constitute one and the same Agreement.
15. SURVIVAL OF TERMS. Except as specifically provided herein, the te1ms,
provisions, wal1'anties, covenants and indemnities shall survive the Closing and delivery of the
Deed, and this Agreement shall not be merged therein, but shall remain binding upon and for the
parties hereto until fully observed, kept or performed for a period of two (2) years.

16. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement embodies the entire agreement between
the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification
or amendment to or of this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or claimed by
Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification or amendment made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer shaJl have any force or effect whatsoever unless the same shall be
endorsed in writing and be signed by the party against which the enforcement of such extension,
change, modification or amendment is sought, and then only to the extent set forth in such
instrument.

17. CAPTIONS. The captions at the beginning of the several sections, respectively, are
for convenience in locating the context, but are not part of the text.
18. SEVERABILITY. In the event any non-material team or provision of this
Agreement shall be held illegal, invalid or unenforceable 01· inoperative as a matter of law, the
remaining te1n1s and provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, but each such
term and provision shall be valid and shall remain in full force and effect.

19, GOVERNING LAW, This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho, as an agreement entered into and to be performed in the State of Idaho.

20. REMEDIES AND ATTORNEYS' FEES. If Seller breaches this Agreement, Buyer
may elect to treat this Agreement as tcnninated or, in the alternative, Buyer may elect to treat
this Agreement as being in full force and effect and Buyer shall have the right to an action for

..!t/_
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specific performance, In addition to the other remedies set forth in this paragraph, Buyer shall
have the right to recover such damages as may be p1·oper. Should Buyer fail, 01· neglect to
perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall only be entitled to the
Deposit.
In any suit, action or appeal thel'efrom to enfol'ce or interpret this Agreement 01· in any
way relating to this Agreement of the Property, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover
its costs incurred therein, including reasonable attorneys• fees and disbursements, and also
including reasonable attomeys' fees and costs associated with any appeal of a judgment. The
prevailing party will be that party who was awarded a judgment as a result of trial or arbitration,
or who receives a payment of money fi:om the other party in settlement of claims asserted by that
party.
21. ASSIGNMENT. Buyer may assign this Agreement to any entity owned, controlled
or managed by Buyer and/or Buyers Members or Managers, or in which Buyer and/or Buyers
Men\bers or Managers owns'any interest, and this Aareement will be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties, their successors, and assigns. Buyer may not otherwise assign this
Agreement without Sellcrts prior written consent, which consent may not be unreasonably
withheld, conditioned or delayed. Seller shall not assign thJs Agreement to any party without the
written consent of the Buyer.
22. WAIVER, Waiver of performance of any provision of this Agreement shall not be a

waiver of, nor prejudice the party's rights otherwise to require performance of the same provision
or any other provision.
23. LIKE KIND EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller shalJ have the right to effect an
exchange which shall qualify for tax deferral under Section 1031 and, in such eve11t, both Buyer
and Seller agree to cooperate with such exchanges, provided that such exchanges shall not delay
the Closing and that no additional costs shall be incurred by either party toward the othel' in
effecting such exchange.
24. FURTHER ACTS. In addition to the acts recited herein and contemplated to be
performed, the parties hereby agree to perform, execute and/or deliver or cause to be performed,
executed and/or delive1·ed any and all such further acts, deeds and assurances as any party hereto
may reasonably require to consummate the transaction contemplated hereunder.
2S. NO RECORDING. Neither this Agreement nor any memorandum of understanding,
letter of intent, or any other document related to this Agreement, shall be recorded prior to the
Closing.

26. TIME OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the essence in this Agreement.
27. CONSTRUCTION. The pa11ies acknowledge that each party, and, if they should so
choose, their attorneys, have reviewed this Agreeme11t and that the nonnal rule of construction to
the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not be employed
in the interp1·etation of this Agreement or any amendments 01· exhibits hereto, and this
Agreement shall be construed according to its fair meaning and not strictly for or against either
party.
RF.ALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMBNT-9
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28. EXHIBITS. All exhibits referred to herein and attached hereto are a part hereof.
[end of text]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF) the undersigned have du]y executed this Agreement effective
as of the day and year first set forth above.

SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

By:

~"'-

Name: E d ~ f o n
Its:

Manager

BUYER:

Exhibits
Exhibit A-Legal Description of Property
Exhibit B- Form of Deed

i1_
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description
Lots 2, 6 through 11, 15 and 18 in Block 1, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and 14
through 18, in Block 5, Lots 3 through 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6, and Lots 1, 2, 3, and 5
in Block 7, and Lots 3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the
official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada
County, Idaho.
. .· .·

Lot
2

· ....

..

Block

6
7
8

9
10

11
15

1
1
1
1
1
1 ...
1
1

·:.

:.·.'.. ·

-

.

·.···:·· ·.·

..~

Lot

Block·

15

5
5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

16
17 '

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

· Subdivision

· ·· ·· ·.

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

',

. Subdivision

18

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

·6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

4

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5
6
10

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

18

1

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

2

4

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

3

4

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

11

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

13

6
6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3
4

5

14

6

GALIANO EST ATES SUB

5

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

15

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

1

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

2

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

7

5

8

5

9

5

GALIANO ESTAI£~J3UB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

10
11

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3
5
3

8

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

4

8

12

6

8

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

14

6

8

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
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EX8IB1TB

FormofDeed
[attached]
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When recorded. Qlease return to:
Scott A. Tschirgi

209 W. Main Street
Boise. Idaho 83702

GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged.
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantor"), hereby gl'ants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, whose current address is 209
W. Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83702 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantee") all of Grantor's right
title and interest in and to the real property legally described on Exhibit A, attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference (hereinafter referred to as the "Premises,,).
TOGETHER WITH all water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
l'ights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and apput1enances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the l'eversion and reversions, remainder and
remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successors, heil's and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and will be prorated
between Granter and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit B. attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (alt such matters are
referred to herein collectively as "Permitted Exceptions").
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AND Granter does hereby covenant to and with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Orantor is owner in fee simple of the Premises; that Grantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Pel'mitted Exceptions; that Grantor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Pa·emises by Grantee, and its su~essors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee or its heirs or assigns, execute any instmment necessary for the
fwther assurance of the title to the Premises that may be reasonably required.

DATED effective as of the __ day of May, 2012.
GRANTOR;

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
By:

·•

Name: Edward-f. Mason
Its:

Manager

State ofldaho

)
) S.S.
County of _ _ __,)

On this __ day of May, in the year of 2012, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward G. Mason, known or identified to me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. who subscribed his name to the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission expires----------
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description

Lots 2, 6 through 11, 15 and 18 in Block l, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and 14
through 18, in Block 5, Lots 3 through 6, I0, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6, and Lots 1, 2, 3, and 5
in Block 7, and Lots 3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the
official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada
County, Idaho.

Lot

'

2

Block -.-........................ Subdivision
1
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

Lot

Block

Subdivision

15

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

,16

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

17

GAU~NO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

18

- 55

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

e

1
1
1
1
1

7
8
9

10
.. 11
15
18

2

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

1

GALIANO ESI_~TES SUB

4

6
6

1

GAL!~_NO ESTATES SUB

5

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

1

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

·-_§_-

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

-GALIANO ESTATES SUB

··--4
- GALIANO ESTA.TE~ SUB
4 GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

GALIANO ESTATE§ SUB

10
11
13
14
16
1

7

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

2

8

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

9

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

3
3

-

-

4
5

_§__

-

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES sue

5

GALIANO ESTATES sue

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

6
6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

----

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES sue
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

7
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
7
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
7
7 --...-GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
8

4

8

,...... GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

8

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

8

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

10

6

11
12

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

14

5

·-·

-

.

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

.
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ADDENDUM #1 TO
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM #1 TO THE REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT dated the 19 111 day of April, 2012, is made by and between Galiano LLC, an
Jdaho limited liability company (the "Seller''), and EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company and/or it assigns (the "Buyer").

RECITALS
A. Buyer and Seller enteied into that ce11ain REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE

AGREEMENT dated the 161h day of April, 2012 (the "Agreement").
B. Buyer and Seller wish to amend the Agreement as provided in this Addendum #1 to

the Agreement as set forth below.
C. Unless otherwise provided, al1 defined terms contained herein shall have the san1e
meaning as in the Agreement.

ADDENDUM
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which the parties agree are
true and conect, the mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the pa11ies agree as
follows:

I. SELLERS BUY BACK OPTION ("Option").
1.1 Option Term. After Closing, Seller shall retain unto itself and/or unto its Manager,
Edward G. Mason, the right to exercise the option to purchase a maximum often (IO)
lots, subject to availability. The term of this Option shall be for one (1) year from

Closing (the "Option Tenn'').

Upon exercise of any of the ten (10) lot options, the

Seller shall have a maximum of thirty (30) days to close on that lot. Failure to close
on any optioned lot within the thit1y (30) day period shall terminate the Seller's
option for that lot and shall also reduce the Seller's lot option by one (1) lot. Seller
must exercise his option, and must close on all lots subject to this option, within the
Option Term. At the end of the Option Term, the option granted herein shall expire
and Seller shall have no furlher rights to acquire any lots.

-4
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I.2 Option Pl'ice. The price Seller shall pay for each lot optioned pursuant to this
Addendum shall be Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00), plus all costs incmred by
Buyer during its ownership of the optioned lot, including but not limited to
maintenance, taxes, irrigation, and insurance (the "Optioned Lot Price"). Seller shall
assume and be responsible for the Kuna LID assessment on any lot optioned by
Seller. If at any time during Buyer's ownership, Buyer should decide to retire the
Kuna LID assessment on any lot or lots included within this Agreement, at full
assessment amount or any discounted assessment Buyer can negotiate, and Seller
selects a lot with the LID assessment retired as a lot to option, Seller shall pay to
Buyer in addition to the Optioned Lot Price an amount equal to the LID assessment
amount that would be due on the lot being optioned as of the date Seller closes on the
lot with Buyer, as if no payment on the LID assessment had been made.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective
as of the day and year first set forth above.

SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability com1>any

-~Jt-o.,,~_--

By:
Name: Edward G. M on
Its:
Manager

BUYER:
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ADDENDUM #2 TO

REALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM #2 TO THE REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE

AGREEMENT dated the 161h day of April, 2012, is made by and between Galiano LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company (the "Seller"), and EAMI LLC, a Delaware lhnited liability
company and/or ft assigns (the "Buyer").
IIBCITALS
A. Buyer and Seller entered into that certain REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMBNT dated the 161h day of April, 2012 (the "Agreement").

B. Buyer and Setler wish to amend the Agreement as provided in this Addendum #2 to
the Agreement as set forth below.

C. Unless othe1wise provided, all de.fined terms contained herein sha11 have the same
meaning as in the Agreement.

I

I
l
i

I

ADDENDUM
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which the parties agl'ee are
true and correct, the mutual covenants contained here.in and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as

I
I

follows:
l. LIMITED ASSUMPTION OF "AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE SERVICES".

1.1 Limitation of Obligations Assumed. After Closing, Buyer shall assume certain
limited obligatious of Se1ler as defined under that certain "AGREEMENT TO
PROVIDE SERVICES,, attached hereto as Exhibit (A). The Obligations in Exhibit A
11ssumed by Buyer, shall be limited to sewer and domestic water connection
payments to (Zillner) as defined in Exhibit A "for aU reasonable costs incurred by
seller (Zillner) in having such services connected to the premises reserved by seller
(Zillner)''. Alternately, Buyer reserves the right install or have installed the sewer and
domestic water connections from sewer and domestic water services installed by
Seller to the premises resetved by seller (Zillner) at Buyers Expense.

Buyer lnlllal TWI:'.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective as of
the day and year first set forth above.
SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

ld~~~OA .

By;

Name: EdwardG.Masp
Its:

BUYER:

Manager

EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability company

'

'

TJ·m W Eck

By:
'
Name: Timothy W. Eck
Its;
Manager

Buyer lnlUal TYVE
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EXHIBIT 11A11

ORIGINAL
AGfU!f:!Mf:!NT TO PROVIDE SERVICl!S

t THIS AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE SERVICES (hereinafter •Agreemenr) Is entered Into
this _l:. day of .T
2006, by and between DAN ZILLNER and JANA LEE .ZILLNER,
whose address Is 9640. Amity, Boise, Idaho 83709 (heretnarter "Seller") and GALIANO, lLC,
an Idaho llmlted llabllny company. whOse address Is 1771 N. WlldWood, Sulla 200, Boise, Idaho
83718 (herelnarter•auyer•).

~W,

,

WHEREAS the parties have entered Into a Purchase and sale Agreement (PSA} executed
ooncur,ent wllh this ~,eement, wherein Seller Is seUfng and Buyer Is buying aertaln property
conslsUng-of approximately 32,331 acres (see Exhibit A allaohed hereto), and Buyer Is reserving
from thahala approximately 0.46 sores (see Exhibit B attached heteto); and
WHEREAS the patties contemplated In said PSA that Buyer would provide to the property
reserved by Seller any ~nd all uUlllles or other amenllfe& Which WIii be made available to other
developed lots on the properly at no addlllonal expense to the Seller; and
WHEREAS, the parties contemplated- In said PSA that Buyer woU/d provide ullUUes and other
amenities, lnoludlng without llmllatfon sell'ler, water, efeotrlo servklea, telephone Jlnee, cable fines,
gas and pressurized Irrigation to the property reselV&d by Seller and that Buyer would provide
said services to aald property, but would allow Seifer to select the Pttrson(s) to acrually connect
said services at Buyer's expense; and

WHEREAS, 13uyer also agreed to provide a concrete driveway on the property reserved by Seller;
ancl
WHl::REAS, the terms recited above were material Inducements for the Seller to enter Into the
PSA and this Agreement.wllh the auyer.

NOW THEREFORE, based on the above reoJtals, mu1ua1 promises, and other good and valuable
oonsldeml/on, tha suff!olency of whloh Is hereby aormowledged, the parties agree as follows:
1, Buyer shall provide to the premises reserved by Seller (described fully rn Exhlblt a attached
hereto and Incorporated herein by reference) any and all ulllllles or other amenities whloh wlll be
made avallable to other developed lole In the development (desorlbed fully In Exhibit A attached
hereto Emd Incorporated herein by reference) at no addlllonal expense to the Seller, lnoludlng
Without llmltaHon sewer, water, elsolrlo servlc:es, telephone llnes, cable lines, gas and preasur/zed
lrrlgaHon. Buyer shall provide said services to the premises merved by Seller, but win allow
Seller to eeleot the perspn(s) who WIii actually connect said eeiv{ces, Buyer shall pay for all
reasonable costs lnourred by Seller In having such eervlces connected to the premises reserved
by Seller, and shall make such paymenls no rater than fifteen {16) days af!er receipt of Seller's
written request.
2. Seifer ahall efrow Buyer access to the property (except the property reserved by Seller) for the
drllllng of test hQles prior to t1loslng, Test holes, Which shqll be drilled In a manner as to minimize
disruption to the property, uhall be fllted as soon posalble after being .drilled, Test holes Vlhloh
might adversely afreot or olherwlse diminish the value of the properly will not b& allowed. The
dlgglng of test holes and/or the resulls obtained therefrom, Whloh was requested by Saller, ahan
not In any way be considered a condlllon to or oontrngenoy of closlng under the PSA1 but are
being allowed by Seller only as a convenience to Buyer,
3. Buyer agrees (o provide a concrete driveway on the premises reserved by Seller bulll to
Seller's reasonable expectations and Which shall extend the fines of th& exlaUng driveway to the
nearest street (SE1fd work to be completed by Buyer no later than thirty (30) days from the date
eald street Is paved),

AGREEMENT TO PROVJDli 61:RVIOfiS
Page 1 of.of
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4. So long aa Seller or Seller's parents (Paul B. 2111Rer and OraGay zmner) or any one of them
reside on the premises reserved by Iha Seller, they wlll be specltloally exempt from any
Covenants, conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs} which wlll be created ~nd Implemented as to
the property descrlbed on Exhibit A e>ecept for thoae CC&Ra that are necessary to allow Buyer to
obtain any necessary governmental approvals for the development of said properly, Seller
agrees lo maintain the property rese!\led by Seller In good repair and so as to be vJsually
Inoffensive In comparison to the aurroundlng properties (I.e., Seller will not allow any unsfghtly
conditions to exist on the properly reserved by Seller). once Seller or Ute last of Seller's parents
vacate or sell the properly reserved by Seifer, then this exempUon shall expire. A sale, lran11fer or
other conveyance by and between Seiter and/or Seller's parents {or elther one of them) shall not
be an event terminating said exemption.
6. This Agreement ah1;11I not be merged Into the Warranly Deed or eny other document by
operation ol law, but fs Intended by the parties to etend along as a legally binding agreement.

6, All disputes arising between Iha Buyer and the Seller based on lhe terms contained In this
Agreement shall be finally determined by arbllratron pursuant to lhe applicable rules of lhe
Amerloan ATbltrallon AssoclaUon. 'Arbflratlon may b& commenced by either party by ftllng a
demand for arbllrellon with the American Arbltralfon Assoolatlon. Judgment upon the award
rendered by the arbitrator In any arbitration In which the Buyer and Seifer are among the parHes,
shall be final and binding and may be entered In any court having Jurladlotlon thereof. The
axcruslve venue for all proceedings conducted under lhls sec!lon shall be Ada County, Idaho.

7. In the event the parlles become Involved In arbllralfon or Bt!gaUon (Including any proceedings
In bankruploy), the prevalffng parly shall be entllled to recover Its reasonable auorney fees, costs
and expenses from the other party.

a.

This Agreement shall be construed, Interpreted and applled, and the right and obligations
hereunder determined In accordance wllh 1he fawe of the stale of Idaho.

9, This Agreement may not be amended, modlned or changed In any way, except by written

document signed bY each pf the parties hereto.
10. In the case that any one or more of the provisions contained In this Agreement, or any
eppl!oallon thereof, shall be Invalid, Illegal or unenforceable In any respect, the valldrty1 legallty or
enforceabllfty of the remaining provisions s I not In ,ny way be affeoted or Impaired thereby.
\

SELLER:

~~......&,"-""";._---,r1~--

Dale:.
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES Bf:JNG DEVELOPED

AORE&Ml:NTTOPROIJIDB SERVIC!S
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EXHfBIT 11A"

nglneers, Inc.

englneors & surveyors

anklln Rd. aolso, Id, as 705

·338 1 Pax 2os,a4:N;17g2

B0m1da1•y DescrJptlon for GaUano Estates Suhdivlsloll

A pnrcel of lmd being loca(ed Jn lho south baJf of Iha uorthwo.,t quarter of Section 14, 'l'ownshlp 2 Nol'lb, Rqngo 1
West, Boise Merldian, Ada County, Idaho, befog more pm·UenJndy d!l,!lt!Jibed ns follows:
Conune110Jng at a bross cap mnrldng thtt nortbWMl corner of said Seotlon 14; tbe11co nlong tho westerly boundary of
the northwest quarter r;,f snld Section 14, wl1loh fs nlso thl.l centerline of Ten Mlle Road, South 00'0010411 West,
1.406.81 fed to a point thnt Is located South 00°00'04" Wost, 75,00 feet froin 11n Jron pln marking tho northwest
corner ol lho south Jinlf of the northwost quarter of sldd Seollon 14, whloh point is t1!110 the POINT OF

BBOINNING:
Tbcneo along a llne that Is 75,00 feet so\1U1 of and pru'altel to lho northe11y boundary of tho soul It l1nlf of the
northwest qunrtor ofsald Section 14, South 89"51'09" Bnst, 1,731.19 feel;
Tl1enco South 01°0411211 West, sn.os feeti
TbencoN01Ul 8!>"45133" West, 91.47 feolj
Thence S0ull101"04' 12" WBSt, 662.27 feet to the east-west centerline of suli.! Sccllon 14;
Thence South 89<>5612811 Weal, 584.98 feet to the centerllne of the Teed Lnte.ral;
Thence nlong the eentedlue of lhe Teed Lntel'al 1he followlng courses and dlsranc.es:
North 33"24,1011 We.st, 126.67 feel IO u 1K>Jnt of CUl:Yll(Ul'G;
49,70 feet along a tangent «:urve deflecting to the light wlth II radius of7S,OO feet, a cenlrnl angle of
37"57'5?1', n long chord of 48,79 feet and II chord hearing of North 14"2S' 14" Wesr:
North 04°33'4i''BRst, 1?0,53 foot;
North 03°S3 141 11 Bnst, 122.30 feet to a pol111 of cutvntw·e;
79.10 feet along a tangont curvo defleeU11g to lho left with a mdh1s of75.00 foe.I, 11 centrnl angle of
60~'34", alorig chord of7S.48 foot and II chord berufog of North 26"19'06" West;
No11h SCi"3l' S3" West, 57,69 feet;
North 67°25'06" West1 96,23 feoli
Nodh 65°ao•ss11 West1 151.58feeU
North 61 °53' 14" Wost, 58,19 feet;
NorUt 59°40,01'' West, 303.91 feetco II point of ourY11tur&i
89.28 feet olong t ta11g1mt curvo doflectJng to th& Jen wlth II tQdiua of 12Q.00 feet, a control nnglo of
42"37'50'', n long chord of 87,24 feat nnd u ohord belll'Jn,g of Notth 80°58'43" Wosc;
Soulh 77°42109" W~t, 99,73 feet;
South 73°14'40" Wed, '18,87 feet;
South (54°36'09 11 West, 40.90 fee1;
Soutb 58"41'44'' WO$~ 37,75 fce(I
South 89°53'5011 We.t, 20.43 fett lo tho we~terty buundlll)' of old Seo~on 14;
Thonoo leaving the oenterllnc ottho Teed Lateral, North 00°0010411 Bast, 497,81 along tho wosterly boundcuy of

~a!d Section 14 to lhe POINT OF BBOINNINO,
Co.mprlslns S2.33 acr0$, lllOl'e or Jess.

euyer lnlllal l\VE
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EXHIBITB
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES RESERVE!D BY SELLER

i
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·'

lneers Inc.
[!{ Bnl!lnoers & surveyors
ranklln Rd, Boise, Jd. 83706
,ssa 1 Pax :aoa·a42•5792

B0unda1·y Descl'Jptfon of Existing Iiome
fn the Proposed Galiano Estates Subdlvls!on
May 31, 200Ci

A pnrcel of land be.Ing Iooattd In the south half of dto norlhwest quarter of SC(ltlon 14, Township 2 N01'lh,
Rang" l West, Bolse Mel'ldlan, Ada County, Idaho, bolng more particularly desorlbed 11s follows:

Collllllenoing at a brass cap marking the northwest comer of snld Sec!lon 14; thence ntong the wooterly
boundary of the northwest qum·te1· of said Section 141 which ls also the centerline of Ten Mile Ro11d,
South 00~00•04,.West, 1,406.81 feet to a poJnt, whlch fs located South 00°00'04" West, 75.00 feet from
an h'Qn pin mal'ldng the northw~t comel' of the south half Qf tha northwest qua1te1· of ~aid SeoUon 14;
thenco contlnuJng S00°00'0411W. 497.81 feet 11long the westedy boundary of lhe northwest qunrte1• of' said
Section 14; rhence N89°53 150''.B, 20.43 feet to tho centerline of the Teed Lateral; tltenco the foUowlng
course, and dlst11nces along said centcrllno of tho Teed Lateral: N58°41 14411B, 37.7S feet; N64°36'0911E,
40.90 feet: N73°14'40"B1 78.87 feet; N77°42'09"B, 99,13 feeli 89.29 feet 11long u tangent cm:va
deflecting to tho r!gbt wlth a ra.dlus of 120.00 feet1 a centrnl angle of 42°37'50", a chord bcadng of
S80°S8'56"E, and nJong chord distanceof87.24 feet; S59°40'0l 11B, 303.91 feet; 861°53'14".B, 58,?9
feet; S6S0 30'5811E, 151,58 feet; S67°25'06"B> 96.23 feet; S56°31 '53nE, 57.69 feet, !hence lenv1ng the
c_onterllue of the Teed Lateral, N88°50'2611Bj 70,06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING:
ThencoN27°28'27"E, 177.01 feet;
Thence N84°57' 44uB, 72.83 feet;

Thence 1.')l fqet along a 11on-tangent curve. deflecting to the light with a radius of 20.00 feet, a
central angle of22°40'0611 , a chord bearlng of S83°42' 13".E, and a long chord distance of7,86
fcet1

ThenceSS0°02'16"E, 1S.20 feet;
Thence 7.91 feet along a non-tansent curve deflecting to the rlght wllh n ro.dlus of 20.00 feet, 11
central angle of22,,40'06'1, a chord beadng of Sl6°22'20"E, and a long chord dlstance of?.86
feet;
Thence SOS0 02 1 l 611E, 9. 20 feet;
Thence S17°02'47"W, 79.48 feet;
Thence 57.82 feet along a tangent cutvo deflecting to the rJgbt wllh n radius of 150.00 feot, a
cenlml nnglo of 22°05 103", a ohord beal'lng of S06°00' 15"W, and a Jons chord dlslanco of 57 .46

feet;
Thence 888°50'26"W, 147,42 feel to the POIN'l' OF BEGINNING,
Comprl.sing 0.46 ac1-es mo1"0 01· less.

Buyer ln!Uel 1V\IE
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Issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Minnesota corporation ("Company"), for a valuable
consideration, commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the proposed
Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest in the land described or referred to in Schedule
A, upon payment of the premiums and charges and compliance with the Requirements; all subject to the provisions of
Schedules A and B and to the Conditions of this Commitment.
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the policy or policies
committed for have been inserted in Schedule A by the Company.
All liability and obligation under this commitment shall cease and terminate six (6) months after the Effective Date or when the
policy or policies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue the policy or policies is not
the fault of the Company.
The Company will provide a sample of the policy form upon request.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Old Republic National Title Insurance Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be
affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown in Schedule A This Commitment shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned by a validating officer or other authorized signatory.

Issued By:

Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
8151 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, ID 83704
Authorized Agent for Old Republic National
Title Insurance Company

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY
A Stock Company
400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55401
(512) 371-1111
By

President

Attest

mJ!l/)J-

Secretary

Authorized Signatory

EXHIBIT

I s
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CONDITIONS
1.

The term mortgage, when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument.

2.

If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other
matter affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in
Schedule B hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be
relieved from liability for any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is
prejudiced by failure of the proposed Insured to so disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall disclose
such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien,
encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company at its option, may amend Schedule B of this Commitment
accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company from liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph
3 of these Conditions and Stipulations.

3.

Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties
included under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed for and only for actual loss incurred
in reliance hereon in undertaking in good faith (a) to comply with the requirements hereof or (b) to eliminate
exceptions shown in Schedule B, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
Commitment. In no event shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A for the policy or policies
committed for and such liability is subject to the insuring provisions and the Conditions and Stipulations and the
Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy or policies committed for in favor of the proposed Insured which are
hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of this Commitment except as expressly modified herein.

4.

This Commitment is a contract to issue one or more title insurance policies and is not an abstract of title or a report of the
condition of title. Any action or actions or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against
the Company arising out of the status of the title to the estate of interest or the status of the mortgage thereon covered by
this Commitment must be based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment.

5.

The policy to be issued contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is
$2,000,000 00 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company of the Insured as the exclusive remedy of
the parties.

You may review a copy of the arbitration rules at: http://www.alta.org/

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Title Insurance Commitment
Fourth Amended Report
Policy Issuing Agent For:

File No.: 501056
Reference No.:

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule A
I. Effective Date: March 2, 2012 8:00AM
2. Policy or Policies to be issued:

A.

ALTA Owner's Policy- Standard

Liability

Premium

$860,000.00

$2,465.00

Proposed Insured: EAMI, LLC

B.

Endorsements:

$0.00

ALTA Lender's Policy-

$0.00

Proposed Insured:
Endorsements:

$0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is:
FEE SIMPLE
4. Title to the estate or interest in the land is at the Effective Date vested in:
Galiano, LLC., an Idaho Limited Liability Company
5. The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows:
See Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof.

AL TA Commitment Form 2006
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File No.: 501056

Reference No.:

Schedule B - Part I
The following Requirements must be met:
1. Pay the agreed amounts for the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured.
2. Pay us the premiums, fees, and charges for the policy.
3. Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured must be
signed, delivered, and recorded.
4. You must tell us in writing the name of anyone not referred to in this Commitment who will get an interest in
the land or who will make a loan on the land. We may then make additional requirements or exceptions.
5. Documents satisfactory to us releasing any encumbrances shown on Schedule B Part II herein not to be
shown on the forthcoming policy or policies must be provided.

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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· File No.: 501056

Reference No.:

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.
2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
Special Exceptions:
7. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R30233107IO
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R30233I0710
Affects: Lot 6 in Block 8
8. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418. 76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310700
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.04R3023310700
Affects: Lot 5 in Block 8

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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9. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310690
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310690
Affects Lot 4 in Block 8
10. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310680
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310680
Affects Lot 3 in Block 8
11. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310640
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012
Parcel No.: 04R3023310640
Affects Lot 5 in Block 7
12. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310620
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310620
Affects Lot 3 in Block 7
13. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310610
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310610
Affects Lot 2 in Block 7

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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14. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$445.82, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310600
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$463.52, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310600
Affects Lot 1 in Block 7
15. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $350.96, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310580
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $350.02, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310580
Affects Lot 15 in Block 6
16. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$445.82, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310560
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $463.52, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310560
Affects Lot 13 in Block 6
17. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $445.82, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310570
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $463 .52, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310570
Affects Lot 14 in Block 6
18. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310540
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310540
Affects Lot 11 in Block 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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19. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310530
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310530
Affects Lot IO in Block 6
20. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $396.14, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310490
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R30233 l 0490
Affects Lot 6 in Block 6
21. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $396.14, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310480
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $3 86. 78, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310480
Affects Lot 5 in Block 6
22. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$125.00, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310470
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R30233 l 04 70
Affects Lot 4 in Block 6
23. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $396.14, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310460
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $386.78, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310460
Affects Lot 3 in Block 6
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24. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $396.14, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310450
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $386. 78, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310450
Affects Lot 2 in Block 6
25. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418. 76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310430
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310430
Affects Lot 18 in Block 5
26. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310420
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310420
Affects Lot 17 in Block 5
27. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310410
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310410
Affects Lot 16 in Block 5
28. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310400
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310400
Affects Lot 15 in Block 5
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29. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310390
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310390
Affects Lot 14 in Block 5
30. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310370
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310370
Affects Lot 12 in Block 5
31. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310360
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310360
Affects Lot 11 in Block 5
32. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418. 76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310350
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310350
Affects Lot 10 in Block 5
33. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310340
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310340
Affects Lot 9 in Block 5
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34. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310330
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310330
Affects Lot 8 in Block 5
35. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310320
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310320
Affects Lot 7 in Block 5
36. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310310
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310310
Affects Lot 6 in Block 5
37. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310300
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310300
Affects Lot 5 in Block 5
38. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310290
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310290
Affects Lot 4 in Block 5
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39. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310290
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310290
Affects Lot 4 in Block 5
40. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310280
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310280
Affects Lot 3 in Block 5
41. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310240
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310240
Affects Lot 3 in Block 4
42. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$445.82, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310180
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$463.52, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310180
Affects Lot 18 in Block 1
43. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310230
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310230
Affects Lot 2 in Block 4
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44. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$463.94, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310150
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $501.84, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310150
Affects Lot 15 in Block 1
45. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310110
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310110
Affects Lot 11 in Block 1
46. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310100
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310100
Affects Lot 10 in Block 1
47. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310090
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of$425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310090
Affects Lot 9 in Block 1
48. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of $418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310080
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425 .14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310080
Affects Lot 8 in Block 1
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49. General taxes for the year 20 l 0, which are liens, in the original sum of $418. 76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310070
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310070
Affects Lot 7 in Block 1
50. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310060
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310060
Affects Lot 6 in Block 1
51. General taxes for the year 2010, which are liens, in the original sum of$418.76, are now delinquent, plus
penalty and interest.
Parcel No.:
04R3023310020
General taxes for the year 2011, which are liens, in the original sum of $425.14, of which the first half
became delinquent on December 20th, plus penalty and interest, and the second half of which will not become
delinquent until June 20, 2012.
Parcel No.: 04R3023310020
Affects Lot 2 in Block 1
52. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
53. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.
54. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989
55. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System
56. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
57. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6
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58. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
Ada County Highway District
In Favor of:
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
Rerecorded:
June 1, 2004
Instrument No.:
104068411
59. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Name of Plat:
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
60. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
61. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4
62. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4
63. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
64. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
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65. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19, 2012
Instrument No.:
110032002

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004519
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004520
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004521
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004523
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004526
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004527
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Lot 18 in Block 1

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004534
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004535
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004536
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 5
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004537
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004538
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004540
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004541
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:
Lot 17 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004545
Affects:
Lot 18 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
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Instrument No.:
Affects:
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January 17, 2012
112004546
Lot 2 in Block 6

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004549
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004551
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004553
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004554
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004555
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Lotl 1 in Block 6

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004560
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004562
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004564
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 8
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004566
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8
66. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $2,650,000.00, and any other amounts as therein provided,
payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof.
Dated:
November 17, 2006
Grantor:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Trustee:
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp
Beneficiary:
RBC Centura Bank, a North Carolina banking corporation
Recorded:
November 17, 2006
Instrument No.:
106181858
Affects: Plat except Lot 8 in Block 6
An Appointment of Successor Trustee under said Deed of Trust which names the following:
Successor Trustee: TitleOne Corporation
Recorded:
December 9, 2011
Instrument No.:
111100759
Assignment of beneficial interest under said Deed of Trust by the following Instrument
To:
RBC Real Estate Finance Inc., a Delaware corporation
Recorded:
October 22, 2008
Instrument No.:
108116767
End of Exceptions

NOTE: We have searched for tax liens and judgments against EAMI, LLC and find the following in the
public records:
NONE

NOTE: There is no notice of record and therefore no search has been made for any unpaid assessments,
charges, or fees for sewer, water, garbage, irrigation, or other possible utility services.
NOTE: If the proposed insured under the Policy to issue has any questions concerning the coverage or
exclusions from coverage, the Company will be pleased to provide an explanation.
NOTE: Pursuant to the State of Idaho insurance regulations, a cancellation fee is to be charged on all
cancelled orders. Unless otherwise advised, orders will be considered cancelled six months after the effective
date on the Commitment. The amount of the fee assessed shall be in accordance with our rate filing with the
Idaho Department of Insurance.
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EXHIBIT A
Lots 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 and 18 in Block l; Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in Block 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lots 1, 2, 3
and 5 in Block 7; Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 8 of, Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the plat
thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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Any notice of claim and any other notice or statement in writing required to be given to the Company under this
Policy must be given to the Company at the address shown in Section 18 of the Conditions.
COVERED RISKS
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE CONTAINED IN
SCHEDULE B, AND THE CONDITIONS, OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Minnesota corporation (the "Company") insures, as of Date of Policy and, to the extent stated in Covered Risks 9 and 10,
after Date of Policy, against loss or damage, not exceeding the Amount of Insurance, sustained or incurred by the Insured by
reason of:
I. Title being vested other than as stated in Schedule A.
2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the Title. This Covered Risk includes but is not limited to insurance against
loss from:
(a) A defect in the Title caused by
(i) forgery, fraud, undue influence, duress, incompetency, incapacity, or impersonation;
(ii) failure of any person or Entity to have authorized a transfer or conveyance;
(iii) a document affecting Title not properly created, executed, witnessed, sealed, acknowledged, notarized, or
delivered;
(iv) failure to perform those acts necessary to create a document by electronic means authorized by law;
(v) a document executed under a falsified, expired, or otherwise invalid power of attorney;
(vi) a document not properly filed, recorded, or indexed in the Public Records including failure to perform those acts
by electronic means authorized by law; or
(vii) a defective judicial or administrative proceeding.
(b) The lien of real estate taxes or assessments imposed on the Title by a governmental authority due or payable, but
unpaid.
(c) Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse circumstance affecting the Title that would be
disclosed by an accurate and complete land survey of the Land. The term "encroachment" includes encroachments
of existing improvements located on the Land onto adjoining land, and encroachments onto the Land of existing
improvements located on adjoining land.
3. Unmarketable Title.
4. No right of access to and from the Land.
5. The violation or enforcement of any law, ordinance, permit, or governmental regulation (including those relating to
building and zoning) restricting, regulating, prohibiting, or relating to(a) the occupancy, use, or enjoyment of the Land;
(b) the character, dimensions, or location of any improvement erected on the Land;
(c) the subdivision ofland; or
(d) environmental protection
if a notice, describing any part of the Land, is recorded in the Public Records setting forth the violation or intention to
enforce, but only to the extent of the violation or enforcement referred to in that notice.

Issued By:
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
8151 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, ID 83704
An authorized Agent of:
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

mU/a-

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
A Stock Company
400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
(512) 371-111

President

Secretary

Authorized Signatory
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6.
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9.

COVERED RISKS Continued
An enforcement action based on the exercise of a governmental police power not covered by Covered Risk 5 if a notice
of the enforcement action, describing any part of the Land, is recorded in the Public Records, but only to the extent of the
enforcement referred to in that notice.
The exercise of the rights of eminent domain if a notice of the exercise, describing any part of the Land, is recorded in
the Public Records.
Any taking by a governmental body that has occurred and is binding on the rights of a purchaser for value without
Knowledge.
Title being vested other than as stated in Schedule A or being defective

(a) as a result of the avoidance in whole or in part, or from a court order providing an alternative remedy, of a transfer of
all or any part of the title to or any interest in the Land occurring prior to the transaction vesting Title as shown in
Schedule A because that prior transfer constituted a fraudulent or preferential transfer under federal bankruptcy,
state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws; or
(b) because the instrument of transfer vesting Title as shown in Schedule A constitutes a preferential transfer under
federal bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws by reason of the failure of its recording in the
Public Records
(i) to be timely, or
(ii) to impart notice of its existence to a purchaser for value or to a judgment or lien creditor.
10. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the Title or other matter included in Covered Risks I through 9 that has been
created or attached or has been filed or recorded in the Public Records subsequent to Date of Policy and prior to the
recording of the deed or other instrument of transfer in the Public Records that vests Title as shown in Schedule A.
The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses incurred in defense of any matter insured against by this
Policy, but only to the extent provided in the Conditions.
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE

The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy, and the Company will not pay loss or damage,
costs, attorneys' fees, or expenses that arise by reason of:
I. (a) Any law, ordinance, permit, or governmental regulation (including those relating to building and zoning) restricting,
regulating, prohibiting, or relating to
(i) the occupancy, use, or enjoyment of the Land;
(ii) the character, dimensions, or location of any improvement erected on the Land;
(iii) the subdivision of land; or
(iv) environmental protection;
or the effect of any violation of these laws, ordinances, or governmental regulations. This Exclusion l(a) does not
modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 5.
(b) Any governmental police power. This Exclusion l(b) does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered
Risk 6.
2. Rights of eminent domain. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 7 or 8.
3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims, or other matters
(a) created, suffered, assumed, or agreed to by the Insured Claimant;
(b) not Known to the Company, not recorded in the Public Records at Date of Policy, but Known to the Insured Claimant
and not disclosed in writing to the Company by the Insured Claimant prior to the date the Insured Claimant became
an Insured under this policy;
(c) resulting in no loss or damage to the Insured Claimant;
( d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (however, this does not modify or limit the coverage provided
under Covered Risk 9 and IO); or
(e) resulting in loss or damage that would not have been sustained if the Insured Claimant had paid value for the Title.
4. Any claim, by reason of the operation of federal bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws, that the
transaction vesting the Title as shown in Schedule A, is
(a) a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer; or
(b) a preferential transfer for any reason not stated in Covered Risk 9 of this policy.
5. Any lien on the Title for real estate taxes or assessments imposed by governmental authority and created or attaching
between Date of Policy and the date of recording of the deed or other instrument of transfer in the Public Records that
vests Title as shown in Schedule A.
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms when used in this policy mean:
(a) "Amount oflnsurance": The amount stated in Schedule A, as may be increased or decreased by endorsement to this
policy, increased by Section 8(b), or decreased by Sections 10 and 11 of these Conditions.
(b) "Date of Policy": The date designated as "Date of Policy" in Schedule A.
(c) "Entity": A corporation, partnership, trust, limited liability company, or other similar legal entity.
(d) "Insured": The Insured named in Schedule A.
(i) The term "Insured" also includes
(A) successors to the Title of the Insured by operation of law as distinguished from purchase, including heirs,
devisees, survivors, personal representatives, or next of kin;
(B) successors to an Insured by dissolution, merger, consolidation, distribution, or reorganization;
(C) successors to an Insured by its conversion to another kind of Entity;
(D) a grantee of an Insured under a deed delivered without payment of actual valuable consideration conveying
the Title
(1) if the stock, shares, memberships, or other equity interests of the grantee are wholly-owned by the
named Insured,
(2) if the grantee wholly owns the named Insured,
(3) if the grantee is wholly-owned by an affiliated Entity of the named Insured, provided the affiliated
Entity and the named Insured are both wholly-owned by the same person or Entity, or
(4) if the grantee is a trustee or beneficiary of a trust created by a written instrument established by the
Insured named in Schedule A for estate planning purposes.
(ii) With regard to (A), (B), (C), and (D) reserving, however, all rights and defenses as to any successor that the
Company would have had against any predecessor Insured.
(e) "Insured Claimant": An Insured claiming loss or damage.
(f) "Knowledge" or "Known": Actual knowledge, not constructive knowledge or notice that may be imputed to an
Insured by reason of the Public Records or any other records that impart constructive notice of matters affecting the
Title.
(g) "Land": The land described in Schedule A, and affixed improvements that by law constitute real property. The term
"Land" does not include any property beyond the lines of the area described in Schedule A, nor any right, title,
interest, estate, or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways, or waterways, but this does not
modify or limit the extent that a right of access to and from the Land is insured by this policy.
(h) "Mortgage": Mortgage, deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument, including one evidenced by electronic
means authorized by law.
(i) "Public Records": Records established under state statutes at Date of Policy for the purpose of imparting constructive
notice of matters relating to real property to purchasers for value and without Knowledge. With respect to Covered
Risk S(d), "Public Records" shall also include environmental protection liens filed in the records of the clerk of the
United States District Court for the district where the Land is located.
G) "Title": The estate or interest described in Schedule A.
(k) "Unmarketable Title": Title affected by an alleged or apparent matter that would permit a prospective purchaser or
lessee of the Title or lender on the Title to be released from the obligation to purchase, lease, or lend if there is a
contractual condition requiring the delivery of marketable title.-

2.

CONTINUATION OF INSURANCE
The coverage of this policy shall continue in force as of Date of Policy in favor of an Insured, but only so long as the
Insured retains an estate or interest in the Land, or holds an obligation secured by a purchase money Mortgage given by a
purchaser from the Insured, or only so long as the Insured shall have liability by reason of warranties in any transfer or
conveyance of the Title. This policy shall not continue in force in favor of any purchaser from the Insured of either (i) an
estate or interest in the Land, or (ii) an obligation secured by a purchase money Mortgage given to the Insured.

3.

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO BE GIVEN BY INSURED CLAIMANT
The Insured shall notify the Company promptly in writing (i) in case of any litigation as set forth in Section S(a) of these
Conditions, (ii) in case Knowledge shall come to an Insured hereunder of any claim of title or interest that is adverse to
the Title, as insured, and that might cause loss or damage for which the Company may be liable by virtue of this policy,
or (iii) if the Title, as insured, is rejected as Unmarketable Title. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the
Insured Claimant to provide prompt notice, the Company's liability to the Insured Claimant under the policy shall be
reduced to the extent of the prejudice.
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS Continued
4.

PROOF OF LOSS
In the event the Company is unable to determine the amount of loss or damage, the Company may, at its option, require
as a condition of payment that the Insured Claimant furnish a signed proof of loss. The proof of Joss must describe the
defect, lien, encumbrance, or other matter insured against by this policy that constitutes the basis of loss or damage and
shall state, to the extent possible, the basis of calculating the amount of the loss or damage.

5.

DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION OF ACTIONS
(a) Upon written request by the Insured, and subject to the options contained in Section 7 of these Conditions, the
Company, at its own cost and without unreasonable delay, shall provide for the defense of an Insured in litigation in
which any third party asserts a claim covered by this policy adverse to the Insured. This obligation is limited to only
those stated causes of action alleging matters insured against by this policy. The Company shall have the right to
select counsel of its choice (subject to the right of the Insured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Insured
as to those stated causes of action. It shall not be liable for and will not pay the fees of any other counsel. The
Company will not pay any fees, costs, or expenses incurred by the Insured in the defense of those causes of action
that allege matters not insured against by this policy.
(b) The Company shall have the right, in addition to the options contained in Section 7 of these Conditions, at its own
cost, to institute and prosecute any action or proceeding or to do any other act that in its opinion may be necessary or
desirable to establish the Title, as insured, or to prevent or reduce loss or damage to the Insured. The Company may
take any appropriate action under the terms of this policy, whether or not it shall be liable to the Insured. The
exercise of these rights shall not be an admission of liability or waiver of any provision of this policy. If the
Company exercises its rights under this subsection, it must do so diligently.
(c) Whenever the Company brings an action or asserts a defense as required or permitted by this policy, the Company
may pursue the litigation to a final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and it expressly reserves the
right, in its sole discretion, to appeal any adverse judgment or order.

6.

DUTY OF INSURED CLAIMANT TO COOPERATE
(a) In all cases where this policy permits or requires the Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any action
or proceeding and any appeals, the Insured shall secure to the Company the right to so prosecute or provide defense
in the action or proceeding, including the right to use, at its option, the name of the Insured for this purpose.
Whenever requested by the Company, the Insured, at the Company's expense, shall give the Company all reasonable
aid (i) in securing evidence, obtaining witnesses, prosecuting or defending the action or proceeding, or effecting
settlement, and (ii) in any other lawful act that in the opinion of the Company may be necessary or desirable to
establish the Title or any other matter as insured. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the Insured to
furnish the required cooperation, the Company's obligations to the Insured under the policy shall terminate,
including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation, with regard to the matter or
matters requiring such cooperation.
(b) The Company may reasonably require the Insured Claimant to submit to examination under oath by any authorized
representative of the Company and to produce for examination, inspection, and copying, at such reasonable times
and places as may be designated by the authorized representative of the Company, all records, in whatever medium
maintained, including books, ledgers, checks, memoranda, correspondence, reports, e-mails, disks, tapes, and videos
whether bearing a date before or after Date of Policy, that reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, if
requested by any authorized representative of the Company, the Insured Claimant shall grant its permission, in
writing, for any authorized representative of the Company to examine, inspect, and copy all of these records in the
custody or control of a third party that reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. All information designated as
confidential by the Insured Claimant provided to the Company pursuant to this Section shall not be disclosed to
others unless, in the reasonable judgment ofthe Company, it is necessary in the administration ofthe claim. Failure
of the Insured Claimant to submit for examination under oath, produce any reasonably requested information, or
grant permission to secure reasonably necessary information from third parties as required in this subsection, unless
prohibited by law or governmental regulation, shall terminate any liability of the Company under this policy as to
that claim.

7.

OPTIONS TO PAY OR OTHERWISE SETTLE CLAIMS; TERMINATION OF LIABILITY
In case of a claim under this policy, the Company shall have the following additional options:
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment of the Amount oflnsurance.
To pay or tender payment of the Amount of Insurance under this policy together with any costs, attorneys' fees, and
expenses incurred by the Insured Claimant that were authorized by the Company up to the time of payment or tender
of payment and that the Company is obligated to pay.
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS Continued
Upon the exercise by the Company of this option, all liability and obligations of the Company to the Insured under
this policy, other than to make the payment required in this subsection, shall terminate, including any liability or
obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation.
(b) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other Than the Insured or With the Insured Claimant.
(i) To pay or otherwise settle with other parties for or in the name of an Insured Claimant any claim insured against
under this policy. In addition, the Company will pay any costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses incurred by the
Insured Claimant that were authorized by the Company up to the time of payment and that the Company is
obligated to pay; or
(ii) To pay or otherwise settle with the Insured Claimant the loss or damage provided for under this policy, together
with any costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses incurred by the Insured Claimant that were authorized by the
Company up to the time of payment and that the Company is obligated to pay.
Upon the exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for in subsections (b )(i) or (ii), the Company's
obligations to the Insured under this policy for the claimed loss or damage, other than the payments required to be
made, shall terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute, or continue any litigation.

8.

DETERMINATION AND EXTENT OF LIABILITY
This policy is a contract of indemnity against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or incurred by the Insured
Claimant who has suffered loss or damage by reason of matters insured against by this policy.
(a) The extent ofliability of the Company for loss or damage under this policy shall not exceed the lesser of
(i) the Amount oflnsurance; or
(ii) the difference between the value of the Title as insured and the value of the Title subject to the risk insured
against by this policy.
(b) If the Company pursues its rights under Section 5 of these Conditions and is unsuccessful in establishing the Title, as
insured,
(i) the Amount oflnsurance shall be increased by 10%, and
(ii) the Insured Claimant shall have the right to have the loss or damage determined either as of the date the claim
was made by the Insured Claimant or as of the date it is settled and paid.
(c) In addition to the extent of liability under (a) and (b), the Company will also pay those costs, attorneys' fees, and
expenses incurred in accordance with Sections 5 and 7 of these Conditions.

9.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
(a) If the Company establishes the Title, or removes the alleged defect, lien, or encumbrance, or cures the lack ofa right
of access to or from the Land, or cures the claim of Unmarketable Title, all as insured, in a reasonably diligent
manner by any method, including litigation and the completion of any appeals, it shall have fully performed its
obligations with respect to that matter and shall not be liable for any loss or damage caused to the Insured.
(b) In the event of any litigation, including litigation by the Company or with the Company's consent, the Company shall
have no liability for loss or damage until there has been a final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction,
and disposition of all appeals, adverse to the Title, as insured.
(c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to the Insured for liability voluntarily assumed by the Insured in
settling any claim or suit without the prior written consent of the Company.

10. REDUCTION OF INSURANCE; REDUCTION OR TERMINATION OF LIABILITY
All payments under this policy, except payments made for costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses, shall reduce the Amount
oflnsurance by the amount of the payment.
11. LIABILITY NONCUMULATIVE
The Amount of Insurance shall be reduced by any amount the Company pays under any policy insuring a Mortgage to
which exception is taken in Schedule B or to which the Insured has agreed, assumed, or taken subject, or which is
executed by an Insured after Date of Policy and which is a charge or lien on the Title, and the amount so paid shall be
deemed a payment to the Insured under this policy.
12. PAYMENT OF LOSS
When liability and the extent of loss or damage have been definitely fixed in accordance with these Conditions, the
payment shall be made within 30 days.
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS Continued
13. RIGHTS OF RECOVERY UPON PAYMENT OR SETTLEMENT
(a) Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this policy, it shall be subrogated and entitled to the
rights of the Insured Claimant in the Title and all other rights and remedies in respect to the claim that the Insured
Claimant has against any person or property, to the extent of the amount of any loss, costs, attorneys' fees, and
expenses paid by the Company. If requested by the Company, the Insured Claimant shall execute documents to
evidence the transfer to the Company of these rights and remedies. The Insured Claimant shall permit the Company
to sue, compromise, or settle in the name of the Insured Claimant and to use the name of the Insured Claimant in any
transaction or litigation involving these rights and remedies.
If a payment on account of a claim does not fully cover the loss of the Insured Claimant, the Company shall defer
the exercise of its right to recover until after the Insured Claimant shall have recovered its loss.
(b) The Company's right of subrogation includes the rights of the Insured to indemnities, guaranties, other policies of
insurance, or bonds, notwithstanding any terms or conditions contained in those instruments that address subrogation
rights.

14. ARBITRATION
Either the Company or the Insured may demand that the claim or controversy shall be submitted to arbitration pursuant
to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules of the American Land Title Association ("Rules"). Except as provided in the
Rules, there shall be no joinder or consolidation with claims or controversies of other persons. Arbitrable matters may
include, but are not limited to, any controversy or claim between the Company and the Insured arising out of or relating
to this policy, any service in connection with its issuance or the breach of a policy provision, or to any other controversy
or claim arising out of the transaction giving rise to this policy. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is
$2,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Insured. All arbitrable matters when the
Amount of Insurance is in excess of $2,000,000 shall be arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company and the
Insured. Arbitration pursuant to this policy and under the Rules shall be binding upon the parties. Judgment upon the
award rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.

15. LIABILITY LIMITED TO THIS POLICY; POLICY ENTIRE CONTRACT
(a) This policy together with all endorsements, if any, attached to it by the Company is the entire policy and contract
between the Insured and the Company. In interpreting any provision of this policy, this policy shall be construed as
a whole.
(b) Any claim of loss or damage that arises out of the status of the Title or by any action asserting such claim shall be
restricted to this policy.
(c) Any amendment of or endorsement to this policy must be in writing and authenticated by an authorized person, or
expressly incorporated by Schedule A of this policy.
(d) Each endorsement to this policy issued at any time is made a part of this policy and is subject to all of its terms and
provisions. Except as the endorsement expressly states, it does not (i) modify any of the terms and provisions of the
policy, (ii) modify any prior endorsement, (iii) extend the Date of Policy, or (iv) increase the Amount oflnsurance.

16. SEVERABILITY
In the event any provision of this policy, in whole or in part, is held invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, the
policy shall be deemed not to include that provision or such part held to be invalid, but all other provisions shall remain
in full force and effect.

17. CHOICE OF LAW; FORUM
(a) Choice of Law: The Insured acknowledges the Company has underwritten the risks covered by this policy and
determined the premium charged therefore in reliance upon the law affecting interests in real property and applicable
to the interpretation, rights, remedies, or enforcement of policies of title insurance of the jurisdiction where the Land
is located.
Therefore, the court or an arbitrator shall apply the law of the jurisdiction where the Land is located to determine the
validity of claims against the Title that are adverse to the Insured and to interpret and enforce the terms of this
policy. In neither case shall the court or arbitrator apply its conflicts of law principles to determine the applicable
law.
(b) Choice of Porum: Any litigation or other proceeding brought by the Insured against the Company must be filed only
in a state or federal court within the United States of America or its territories having appropriate jurisdiction.

18. NOTICES, WHERE SENT
Any notice of claim and any other notice or statement in writing required to be given to the Company under this policy
must be given to the Company at 400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401-2499.
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Owner's Policy
Policy Issuing Agent For:

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
400 Second Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Policy No.: OX-8560705
Address Reference: 0 Galiano Estates Subdivision
Lots, Kuna, ID 83634

File No.: 501056

Date of Policy: May 8, 2012 at 11 :OlAM
Amount oflnsurance: $860,000.00
Premium: $2,465.00

Schedule A
1.

Name oflnsured:
DAS Investments, LLC

2. The estate or interest in the Land that is insured by this policy is:
FEE SIMPLE
3. Title is vested in:
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
4. The land referred to in the Policy is described as follows:
See Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof.

j ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056

Schedule B
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE
This policy does not insure against loss or damage, and the Company will not pay costs, attorneys' fees,
or expenses that arise by reason of:
1.

Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.

2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by
an accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired
access or matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed
by law and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the
issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under
(a), (b) or (c) are shown by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing
authority that levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a
public agency which may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or
not shown by the records of such agency or by the public records.

Special Exceptions:
1. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
2. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy
roll with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular
assessment roll, which are not yet due and payable.
3. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989
PAID CURRENT
4. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System
PAID CURRENT
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Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
5. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises
and for the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
6. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises
and for the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6
7. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises
and for the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
104062668
June I, 2004
Rerecorded:
104068411
Instrument No.:
8. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
Galiano Estates Subdivision
Book/Page:
99/12780-12783
9. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
10. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana
Lee Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
108129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the
extent such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4

11. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore
attached pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon
said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4
PAID CURRENT
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e
Owner's Policy

e
Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
12. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
13. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau
of Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 200 I
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

I ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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e
Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
14. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19, 2012
Instrument No.:
110032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004519
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004520
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004521
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004523
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 1

l ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004526
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004527
Affects:
Lot 18 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot I in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 5

i ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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e
Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004534
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004535
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004536
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004537
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004538
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004540
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004541
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5

1
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Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:
Lot 17 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004545
Affects:
Lot 18 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004546
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004549
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 6

I ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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Owner's Policy
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e
Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004551
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004553
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004554
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004555
Affects:
Lotl 1 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 6

I ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004560
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004562
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004564
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8

I ALTA Owners Policy of Title Insurance (2006)
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Owner's Policy

Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004566
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8
15. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner
Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
Instrument No.: 112041308
16. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness $866,832.50 as therein provided, payable under the terms,
conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof.
Dated:
May 7, 2012
Grantor:
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Trustee:
Pioneer Title Company
Beneficiary:
Western Capital Bank
Recorded:
May 8, 2012
Instrument No.:
112043196
17. Declarant's Assignment
Dated: May 7, 2012
Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Grantee: DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company and or its assignees
Recorded: May 8, 2012
Instrument No.: 112043197
re: Declaration of Covenants Conditions and Restrictions recorded December 3, 2008 as Instrument
No. 108129452

END OF EXCEPTIONS
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Owner's Policy
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e
Policy No.: OX-8560705

File No.: 501056

EXHIBIT A

Lots 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 and 18 in Block I; Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in Block 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lots I, 2, 3 and 5 in
Block 7; Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 8 of, Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed
in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantor"), hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose current
address is 6152 W. Half Moon Ln. Eagle, ID 83616, (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantee") all
of Grantor's right title and interest in and to the real property legally described on Exhibit A,
attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (hereinafter referred to as the "Premises").
TOGETHER WITH all water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
rights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, remainder and
remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successors, heirs and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and will be prorated
between Grantor and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit B, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (all such matters are
referred to herein collectively as "Permitted Exceptions").

EXHIBIT
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AND Grantor does hereby covenant to and with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grantor is owner in fee simple of the Premises; that Grantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions; that Grantor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee or its heirs or assigns, execute any instrument necessary for the
further assurance of the title to the Premises that may be reasonably required.

DATED effective as of the7TJ>. day of May, 2012.
GRANTOR:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

By:

Name:

Its:
State of Idaho

Jt ]L

County o{,(:1lll«1

&~-

Edward% son

Manager.5 · ~

)
) S.S.

)

On this1~ay of May, in the year of 2012, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward~ Mason, known or identified to me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, who subscribed his name to the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano. LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.

DAS000369
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EXHIBIT A
Lots 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 and 18 in Block l; Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in
Block 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lots 1, 2, 3 and 5 in Block 7; Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 8 of, Galiano
Estates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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EXHIBITB
Permitted Exceptions

001319

File No.: 501056

-

Reference No.:

Schedule B - Part II

Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.
2. Encroachments. overlaps. boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an

accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.
3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law

and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are

shown by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that

levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
7.

Special Exceptions:
53. General taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due and payable.
54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment

roll, which are not yet due and payable.
55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.
Fax:
(208) 922-5989

56. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System
57. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
58. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lots 8, 9, 10, 11. 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6
ALT A Commitment Form 2006
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59. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Master perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
Recorded:
May 20, 2004
Instrument No.:
l 04062668
Rerecorded:
June I, 2004
Instrument No.:
l 0406841 I

60. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
Book/Page:

Galiano Estates Subdivision
99/l 2780-12783

61. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions thereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, 2007
Instrument No.:
107150336
62. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
!08129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such covenant'!, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot I in Block l and Lot 1 in Block 4
63. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants. conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot l in Block 1 and Lot l in Block 4
64. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
65. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19, 2012
Instrument No.:
110032002

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3.233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004519
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004520
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004521
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
l 12004523
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 1
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block l
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004525
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block l
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 20 t 2
Instrument No.:
112004526
Affects:
Lot l 5 in Block l
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004527

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lot 18 in Block l

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot J in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Lot 2 in Block 4
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Lot 4 in Block 5
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Lot 5 in Block 5
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004534
Lot 6 in Block 5
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004535
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004536
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block S

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004537
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004538
Lot IO in Block 5
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004540
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004541
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January l7, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004543
Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:
Lot 17 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004545
Lot 18 in Block 5
Affects:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Recorded:

January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:

I 12004546
Lot 2 in Block 6

Affects:

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6

Amount

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:

Affects:

$3,233.75

January 17, 2012
l 12004548
Lot 4 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75

January 17, 2012
l l 2004549
Lot 5 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004550
Lot 6 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004551
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
I 12004552
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004553
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004554
Affects:
Lot l Oin Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004555
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Affects:

•

Lotl 1 in Block 6

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:

$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004557
Lot 14 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12004558
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004559
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:

$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004560
Lot 2 in Block 7

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:

$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004561
Lot 3 in Block 7

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
l 12004562
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:

$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004564
Lot 4 in Block 8

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8

•

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004566
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8
68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner
Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
InstrumentNo.: 112041308
End of Exceptions

•

DAS000379
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 1
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Se11er from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,

EXHIBIT
_ _ _ _ _ Real Estate Puae and Sale Agreement Page 1
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.

b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in fu1l force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.

_ _ _ _ _ Real Estate Purch~nd Sale Agreement Page 2
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
1)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.

g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.

Real Estate Pur" and Sale Agreement Page 3
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
CONTINGENCIES.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSING
AND
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.

Real Estate Pur,t and Sale Agreement Page 4
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before May 23rd, 2012, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W .
.Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes ofthis Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

•

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.

c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

rporation dba CBH Homes

By:

Name: ~·~r-~
Title: President of Corey Barton

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC

~

By:
~tt:::.i::;..·- - - - - Name:~_:

. Real Estate Purc~and Sale Agreement Page 8
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWNl

Lots 2 and 6 in Block 1 and Lot 3 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUTCREEKTAKED0WN2

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS

A
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner' s dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,

Real Estate l'ur<~e and Sale Agreement Page 1
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
\\Titing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's \\,Titten objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if SelJer fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermittcd Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Tit1e. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.

4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
b)
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
d)
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATTONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
CONTINGENCIES.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LTD"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before June 22"d, 2012,
or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the tem1s and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. AH other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. lf due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss. Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or ot: this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

t)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane

Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

mes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC

B y : ~

Nam~thy.EciCManager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN2
Lots 7 and 8 in Block l and Lot 4 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK T AKEDOWN 3

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
suiliciency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents ofrecord (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpennitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
perfonnance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.

g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(t) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State of Idaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns,, and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
CONTINGENCIES.
AND
POST-CLOSING
7.
DISCLOSURES
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID''), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before July 23rd, 2012, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed ha<; been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 4, 5, 6,
7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

:I)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC

By:~?--~
Name:TimothyW.Eck.Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWN3
Lot 9 in Block 1 and Lots 5 and 6 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREJ:K TAKEDOWN 4
This real estate pt1rchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012. by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc .. an klaho
corporation dba CBH Homes. an<l/or its pe1mittcd assigns ('·Buyer"') and DAS
Investments. LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ('·Seller'}

RECITALS
A
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit '·A". vvhich is made a part hereof (collectively the
''Prope11y'"): and
ll
Buyer desires to purchase the Property: and
C.
Seller desires to sclL lransfor and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinaner set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE. for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
suffickncy of which are hereby acknowledged. Seller and Buyer represent, covenant.
undertake and agree as follows:
L

AGREEMENT OF PURCJk\SE AND SA LE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey. and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCIIASE PRICE AND.PAYivIENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Sellcr by Buyer for the Property shall be

$75.277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement throLJgh the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes. homeowner's dues. homeowners set up fees. I,egal Fees,
irrigation/vvater/sewer clrnrges. maintenance, closing costs and insurance ('"Pmchase
Price''}. The Purchase Price shall be paid as f'bllows:

a)

$ l ,000 in cash as Earnest l'vfoncy to be paid immediately upon

execution of this Agreement: and

b)

The remaining balance of $74.277.68 plus all costs im.:m1,xl hy
Selkr from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including hut not necessarily lirnited to. ,vithout
limitation. real property taxes, homcowner·s dues, homeowners set
up tees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges. maintenance.
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to

Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
]2t1f:1!11l~!JtS EvidencingJjtJ£. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents ofrecord (the
"Title Commitment'') issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau). located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200. Boise, ID· 83 704 ("'Escrow Agent"). in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements. restrictions and encmnbnmccs ofrecord.

h)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses Hens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer (''Unpennil:ted Exceptions.. ) and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buycr·s receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted E.xceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpcnnitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpcrmiued Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermittcd Exceptions ,vithin tl1e lime p0riod above, Buyc!r may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to tenninate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
aud all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not oltjccted to, or
waived. by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may he paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title htsurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy fonn and the Pcnnitted Exceptions e·Title Po1icy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at dosing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)

Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed''), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.

In addition to other
Rl:.PRESENIL\TIONS AND WARRANTIES.
4.
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date herco( and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
A.uthoritv. The execution. delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance v;ith their respective terms.
b)
No ContlicL To the ScHer's actual knowledge the execution. delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease. statute. Imv, rule or
regulation. or any judgrnent, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person. entity or
governmental authority is required for the performanct' by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any ()!her agreement contemplated hereby.

c)
-ritlc: Ir.ill:lsfer: Lien§. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests. mortgages, pledges. liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
blrL!:i~ation or Adver-;e Event~. To Seller's actual knmvlcdgc. there are
no threatened investigations. actions suits. proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
0

c)
Environmental Condition of Propertv. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on. under, in or about the Property.
f)
Cm1i~1nnation. Seller !ms no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings aflccting the
Property.
g)

N-1m-Forcign Person.

Seller is not a ·'.lordgn person" as such tcrn1 is

defined .in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as ,uncm.led, and .is not
subject to withholding under the Jaws of the State of Idaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and \Varranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing,. the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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REPRESEi::ffATIONS AND. j¥'AisJs.1\NTIES Of:'.J~!IY~R. In addition lo

other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of 1he date hereof:
and as of the Closing Date. that:
a)
Authority. The execution, dclin~ry and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have heen duly and valid]) authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid und binding obligutions of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer m
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
NQJ:~rnflict Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
perfi:mrnmce by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreem,·nt and all other agreements
contemplated hereby \.Vi!l conflict with any contract, lease. statute, law. mle or regulation.
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer. and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approvaL
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or gm ernmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of i1s obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
FXCI lANGE. Buyer and Seiler acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this tmmmction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each pm1y agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchm1gc, provided. hmvevcr, that (i) the
cooperating party shalt not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
,vhatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, Hs successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effoctuating
party shall give the cooperating pai1y at least live {5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to cflcct such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
7.
DISCLOSURES ..... AND
. YOST-CLOSING
. . . CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision). and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
r~ceivc copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception i.n the Title Commitment. Buyer acknovlledgcs that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District (''LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID. and
Buyer acce.pts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Tit.le Commitment
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CLOSING AND RELATED . MAlTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before August 23rd, 2012.
or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, ''closing" sh.al] be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorde<l; in
the official records of Ada County. Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PtJRCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 5, 6, 7.
8, 9. lO. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Pruration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrO\v with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agenf s
closing tees shalJ be equally divided between SeJler and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers tees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utiJity charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)

Posse~sion, Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the

Closing Date_
d)
Risk of Loss., Condemnation. Risk ofloss or damage to the Property shaH
be home by Seller until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer aml this Agreement shall be of no further force
nr effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be rt.>eeived, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings \'vithin :five (5) days after seller foams thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest. Money and all other rights m1d remedies as are available at la-vv or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perforrn in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights aud remedies as are availabJc at Jaw or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto. and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement bet\vcen the parties hereto
,vith r,~spect to the subject matter hereof.
No extension, change, rnodification,
amendment or waiver to, or ot~ this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shaH he made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or ,vaiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.

c}

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shaH he entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys· fees and costs of
suit, induding any bankruptcy and1or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute. acknovdedge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments. and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably nc,ccssary. to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement
g)
This Agreement, induding. without limitation, the post~closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given ,vith respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in ,vriting. and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follmvs:
If lO Buyer:

CBlJ I lomes
Aun: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, L.LC
Tim Eck

6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, I.D 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight. courier, in which ca,;;e it shall be deemed delivered one
(l) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other parly; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
i)

against his entity in accordance with its terms .

.D
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel. or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so r~1,rcscntcd. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WlIEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above \'\Titten.
BUYER:

Corey Barton Homes. Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH I lomes
By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barto
SELLER:
DAS Investments. LLC

. .
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN4

Lot 10 in Block 1, Lot 3 in Block 4 and Lot 7 in BJock 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision
according to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through
127 83, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 5
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
A.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner' s dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the eftective date
hereof, Seller shall de]iver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unperrnitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer sha11 be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and a11 other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict vvith any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will contlict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section I 031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
7.
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before September 24th,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the oflice of Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall he delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.

_
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' foes and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

B y : ~
Name4'imyW.Eck,Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"

TAKED0WN5
Lot 15 in Block 1 and Lots 8 and 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 6

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS

A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subje<.1: to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer wTitten assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpennitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrwnent delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qua)ification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES
CONTINGENCIES.
AND
POST-CLOSING
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before October 23 1d,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in -writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits. Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be home by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
d)
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing paity shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

AH notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
h)
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
lfto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requeste~ in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton o

nc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC
By: ~ ? , , c..----Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN6
Lot 18 in Block 1 and Lots 10 and 11 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision
according to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through
12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 7
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homcowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten ( 10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(±) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
5.
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
b)
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section I 031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSING
AND
CONTINGENCIES.
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision). and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before November 21st,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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l\fISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.

c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

If To Seller:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642
DAS Investments, LLC

Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mai], return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel. or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement

as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton Hom

Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC
B-·:

~~-=-~ -

N~~~
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN7
Lots 1 and 2 in Block 7 and Lot 3 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the otiicial plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 8

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the J1h day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC. an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.

2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner' s dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALT A standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate tax.es for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all tax.es, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Abrreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section l 445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person. entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.

7.

DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

e

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before December 21 51,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

.
a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereo£ No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence ofthis Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:

Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho co

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton Ho

ration dba CBH Homes

, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

By:~-Name:'fiyW.Eck.Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN8
Lot 3 in Block 7 and Lots 4 and 5 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 9
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ?1h day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
In addition to other
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and perfom1ance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(£) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 103 l of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
7.
DISCLOSURES
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take p1ace on or before January 23rd,
2013, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, :Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instrwnents, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the fmal purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Se1ler on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer sha11 be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as arc available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey B

n Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

Dy:

-

~

,,__--

Name:~
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN9

Lots 14 and 15 in Block 6 and Lot 6 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 10

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ih day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS

A
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining ba]ance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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e
closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
AL TA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("'Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"). have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent comm.it to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpen:nitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Sel1er's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
b)
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to stmcture this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate "'ith the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
AND
CONTINGENCIES.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSING
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before February 21st,
2013, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDJES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
d)
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence ofthis Agreement.

:f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Ba

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

B y : ~
Name:~r
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EXHIBIT "A"

TAKED0WN10
Lots 11 and 13 in Block 6 and Lot 5 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at pagc(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 11

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
I.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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dosing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents ofrecord (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters oftitle not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ('"Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property. '
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instnunent delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES
7.
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
su~jects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before March 22nd, 2013,
or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 12, 13,
14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five 05) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
ln the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in v.Titing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey B

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

By:
Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"

TAKEDOWNll
Lots 12 and 14 in Block 5 and Lot 10 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision
according to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through
12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 12

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section I445(t) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of tqe date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
7.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
AND
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before April 23rd, 2013,
or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 13, 14
and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits. Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)

This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of· any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.

with respect to the subject matter hereof.

c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknow]edge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to conswnmate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in "'Ti.ting, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit \vith such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho co oration dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barto

omes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN12

Lots 15 and 16 in Block 5 and Lot 6 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 13

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the i 11 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner' s dues, homeO\vners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLEMATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances ofrecord.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten ( 10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effoct and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premiwn.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. SeJler's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of aJl security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENfATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
b)
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
AND
7.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RES1RICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDNISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATIERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before May 23rd, 2013, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 14 and
15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
d)
retain legal counsel to enforce any tenn, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
IftoBuyer:

If To Se11er:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642
DAS Investments, LLC

Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.

BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

~~.:_

By:
Na~mothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN13
Lots 17 and 18 in Block 5 and Lot 5 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 14

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ih day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its pennitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.

2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property truces, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner' s dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions (''Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, deJivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and SeJler has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Tide: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
d)
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 144S(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and a11 other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.

7.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before June 24th, 2013, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83 704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar tax.es, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at Jaw or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

±)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Hornes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

s, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC
By: - ~ ('._c__--Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager

Real Estate
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EXHIBIT "A"

TAKED0WN14
Lot 2 in Block 4 and Lots 3 and 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 15

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ih day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its pennitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$25,092.56 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $24,092.56 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set

up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. lfthe Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpennitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy fonn and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shal I be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shal I have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed''), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
fu addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such tenn is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and perfonnance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and va]idly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective tenns.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section l 031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.

7.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATTON OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before July 23rd, 2013, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss. Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
Tf the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the tenns of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
10.

MISCELLANEOUS
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a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

i)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post;-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Jfto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616

Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
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deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.

BUYER:

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey B

n Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

B ~
Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager

~
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EXHIBIT "A"

TAKED0WN15
Lot 3 in Block 4 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the official plat thereof filed
in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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(Space above this line for Recorder's use)

SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments,, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the ''Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, seU and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, J:nc. dba CBH Homes
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 197'7 E Qverl and Rqad, Meridian., TD 83642
the following descn"bed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 1 of Galiano. Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page~s} 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, witho.ut limitation, the .existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability ofthe property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy ofanyinfonnation provided by Gtantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing.the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or .otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects·.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises .and has not conveyed the
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
, whose address
Corey ·Barton Homes, .Inc. dba CBH Homes
, (the "Grantee"),
is J 97"7 E Qverl and. Road, Meridian., rn B3642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER- WITII all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express. or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, witho.ut limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy ofany information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Gr-antee is purchasing the Property in "AS JS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all.faults (whether theybe physical·, environmental or,oth~ise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with r~spect-to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises .and has not conveyed the

DAS000405

001464

•

•

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free fronten~rances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
'\
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ _7&---....;.'J..'---3_.. .:. .\c ) - - ~ - -

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the 7~'1 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000406

001465

•

•
Homes

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

J~

On this~ day of
in the year of d{)l-d:: , before me, the
·
for said State; personally appeared Corey Barton known or
undersigned, a Notary
identified to me to be the Pr.esident oftlie corporation .that ex:~ted the instrument or the person
acknowledged to me that such
who executed the :instrument on behalfof sirid corporation,
corporation executed the same.

P-ubfadnaJ1c

and

DAS000407
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes. Inc. dba GBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland R8ad. Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records ofAda County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOW the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence: of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee'sintended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gnmtor, its
agents, employees or attomeys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000408

001467

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by exe.cution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof an&agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_7_·-~~,3_._{~----

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the 1-r ,..., ~y of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Pub · fr . State ofldaho
Residing at-.....,,...----~-----Commission expires:
Residlngat:.Nampa, Idaho
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017

DAS000409

001468

:-· .,:: ....

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

i~

On thi~ l
day of . -=!l~..1~
. . in the year of a{)~)- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and fbr said: State, personally appeared·Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President Qfthe C(IIpOration that e:x;eo.ufed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf.of said corporation, and acknowledged to ine that such
corporation executed the same.

0

Notary Public
Residing at: N~,
My Commission Expires:

~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 6 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates S:ubdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783·, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETIIER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys· are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wru.Tanties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use; Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they he physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran.tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000411

001470

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_....,_7_·-=--~-'----3'-•_._/a_ _ __
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~C-----

_. y: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t, 11 day of May, 20.12, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000412

001471

•

e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

Ju...~

On this Jitt- day of
in the year. of dO\ d- , before me, the
under.signed, a Notary Public in~d fut said State, pemonallyappeared Cor.ey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President -0fthe ootp0ration that -exeputed :the instrunrent or the person
who executed the instrument on behalfof said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: tJ CJ.. """-flt! 1 7C)
My Commission Expires: ~-OS-( C.:,
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. SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Inves1ments, LLC, an Idah.o limited·Jiability company, whose adclr~ss is .6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 {the 11Grantor11), does hereby grant, barga:in, sell and co.nvey unto
Corey Barton Homes. Inc •• db:a CBH Homes
, whose~dress
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian. ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following describedpremises (the "Premises"):

Lot 2 in Block 1 ofGaliano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats atPage(s) 12780 through 12783~ records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOJ .n
its successors and .a~
0 ;~.

TOGETHl
thereon and: there1
remainders, rents, i.
whatsoever of the (
with· said nnprovemt

,.1-

-

es, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

•

\

improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
appertain.in~, arid the reversion or reversions,
11 of the estate; .title, intereSt, claim and demand
ity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
1ances.

Grantee isrelJuig solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition ofthe Property.
Gtantor and Grantor's agents, -employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express otimplied, with respect to any
- aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without lunitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, orthe suitability of the property for Grantee's intended. use. Grantee shall
independently verify all fafonnation re.garding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not..guaranty the accuracy of any inforn;ration provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees.or attorneys. Grant~eJs,purchasingthe Propettyfo "ASJS," ''WHERE IS"
oondition, subject to all faults· (whether .fr.tey b¢ physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both. latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respe.ct .to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran:tor is;the owner G>fthe Premi'ses and bas npt conveyed the

DAS000414

001473

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

5._·_.:)_3_!/_;;)
_ __

Effective Date: ___

DAS- Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the ..,, .., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally app~ed TIM W. ECK, known or identified to.me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the withfu;.instrwnent as the Manager of DAS Investnients, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hav
above written.

Not
blic for State ofldaho .
·
, - , 1n Meridian,•
R .d.
. eSI l~g :11
.
~ .Coi!l!I., eiqires: 1112-2011
Connmss1on exprres:
· ··
· .

DAS000415

001474

•

e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

On this ~ day of .Mc,\.,~
. in the year of J-01 )- . before.me, the
undersigned, a Notary P.ublic in and for said S~ate, personalJy;a.ppeared <Jor.ey B:arton known or
identified to me to be the President,ofthe:corporation that executed the instrument or the person
wbo ex·ecuted the instrwnent on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

t-JAMpo , Tu

~-OS- Ho
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SPECIAL WARRANTY.DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability compally, whose address is 6152 W; Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the 1'Grantor1'), does hereby ,grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Romes., Inc. 1 dba CJm .Homefl
, whose address
is 1977 E Ov.erland Road, Meridian. ID 836'42
, (the "Grantee11 ),
the following described premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783~ records ofAda County,Jdaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH aH and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and. appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining;, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee'.s inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim anyrepresentations: or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition. of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee1 s intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding: any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided' by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing. the Property in "AS IS'' "\VHERE IS"
condition, subject.to all faults (whether they be physi¢al, en:vitozµnentaJ or .otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect :to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is. the owner of the Premises and has .not .conveyed the

DAS000417

001476

•

•

sam.e estate to any person .other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the

restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date:

_......,.5
___·a_·3_·/_~--

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~

L.-L,.- - - -

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the '] "" day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
~

WITNESS WHEREOF, I
above written.

otary ublic for State ofldaho
Residing at
8t@l9 II Meridien, k.lahO
Commission expires:
--. . . . . ~\\.1N.l1t

DAS000418
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•
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•

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this.dJ.w! day of

~

in the year of

~.d-

before.me, the

und~igped, a Not.ary .Public in Slld for said State, personatly.fq>peared Corey ll$'.ton .=known or
identffi~ to me to he. the. Pr.esiden.t ,oftb.e: Potporation that ~-x.~uted the instr:um-ent or the person
who ~ecut~ the instrumcm.t on ,behalf of said corporation, .and aclcn:ow1edged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
• • •• " .....

• '~.~·~Q,t~.

•~
"f·A. h" :o<.:>...•
."r-.,,.
0 ;.~j..'~f.PO.
·~"''
~
" ,,...
'
\

a

Notary Public
Residing at:

Nil~,

I

I

•• :l

Th

•
..

'

•

My Commission Expires: ~-4:>S-l l.o

•

\

.
•

I ••
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I
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idah9 limited liability c~mpa11.y, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Gr.antor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Ho!Des, Inc. , db-a CBH Homes
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
the following described premises (the i•i>rernises"):

Lot 6 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto be1onging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have.not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property) including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does . not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental. or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
·
Gran.tor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000420

001479

•

•

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.

Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

/_;t.___

Effective Date: __,S_,_~_3_·

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~----By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the t'}~, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said

state, personally appeared TilvI W. ECK, known or identified·.to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged

to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I

al

above written.

·a
Residing at
Commission expires:

&

and year first

o

ffnjcilg in Meridian, Idaho
.. _
MY~.-:11-12-201&

DAS000421

001480

•

•

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this ~wi day of

M..t.u.A

in the year of c:}o14::: , before.me, the
under:signed, a Notary .Public ini:n-d .for said: State, personally ap_pcar-ed •.Cotey:~:itrtonJrn.own or
identified .to me to be fhe· P,resi<'l'ent-0fthe·COtporation- th!rt·exet:u:t~d the instrument ot the person

who executed.the instrument ,on behalfofsaitl:corporation, ,_and acknowledged to m.e that such
corporation executed the same.

DAS000422
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS lnvestm_ents, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Horoes, Jue , dba CBB BSmes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 7 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-desctibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS''
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000423
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•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grant or and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t? +:, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS lnvestments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
/,,.-,..,\
above written.
(
)
~~Pl,! lie

a

Residing a -===-----------Commission expires: Residing at: Nampa, Idaho
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017
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•
/.)
GRANTEE

STATE OF !DA.HO

~Inc. dba CBH Homes

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

\I

On this JO~ day of
U,,.Nz.....
in the year of &-Cl~ , before me. the
lmdersigned, a Notary Publi7: in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton k:J.1ow11 or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrnment or the person
'vVho executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed ilie same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
Narvy.y::i I ':I[)
:\1y Commission Expires: (o-b'S

-I lo
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SPECIAL WARRA.l\l'TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. , dba CBH Homes
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
the fol!O\ving described premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to a.riy
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, v1ithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the propeiiy provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000426

001485

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
_ __
Effective Date: _ _,,(o'---,~-~___,·(c....;..1-'

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~------

---=-------------By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '7.;., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

tate 0
Residing at· Nampa. Idaho
Commission l;xpires: 08/30/2017
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•
GR.c\.NTEE

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. db C~omes
I

STATE OF rDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

J~

On this ~>ir- day of
in the year of dCl d-- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporati\,n that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
co1110ration executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc, , dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Gran tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grant or is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000429

001488

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofreqg,:-d.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date: _

_.,.W.__·~d----~~-f_-;J-_ __
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~ - £ 7 " i------By: Tim W. Eck
lts: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '1;; day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

DAS000430

001489

•
-es;~c. dba CBH Homes

GRANTEE

/

---·-----·

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
On this d(Jh day o f ~ ~
in the year of ~ ~ , before me, the
undersigned, a Kolary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said co1voration, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

·····--~~---·Notary Public
f\JCl..1"-'-f"l I
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:
l.p-oS-/b

Th
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Order No. 107!?358-jrl

QUITCLAIM DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho iimited liability company
do(es) hereby convey, release and forever quitclaim unto: Ted Mason Signature Homes,
Inc, an Idaho Corporation
whose current address is: 1883 Wildwood Street, Boise ID 83713
the following described premises, to-wit:
Lot 11 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

Date: June 28, 2012

DAS I n v ~ : ~ ~

-----------~---~~-------...

.---:_-""____.-:·-~·

By: Tim W Eck
Its: Manager

State of Idaho

DAS000432
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Jnyestments, LLC, an Idaho .limited Ii.ability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 8361-6 {the "-C'rrantor"), does hereby:grant, harga:in:,.sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes. Inc. dba CBH Homes
, \Vhose address
·s
,
l'the
"Gr·antee"),J
1
1977 E Gverlrrnd Road~;· Me;ri <liaVi. ID _83642
,
the following. described premises . .(the "Premises"):

Lot 10 in Block l of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the offidal plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records. of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grnntee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETIIER WITH all and singulru: the improvements, hered.itame.o.ts, and· appmtenanccs
. thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise ~ppertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and aJl of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-des.cribed Premises
with said improvements. hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have.not made and
expressly disclaim any r~presentations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, fe;ature or condition oftb.e property, including, without limitation, th_e existence of
hazardous waste, or the-suitability of the property for Grantee~s intended use-.. ,Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature .ofthe. ·property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information,provided by Grantor, its
~ents> employees. or attorneys. Granteeis:purchasing the Prpperty in "AS IS" "vVHERE IS"

condition, subject to all faults (whe.ther they be.physical, environmental or o:fuerwise), including
both latent aud patent:defects.

Grantor makes no covenants. or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly sta.te4 herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

-........._______
DAS000433

001492

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance

of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restiictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

_,_i.,_...;c__~-,3_.\_~--DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '7 .J') day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsc1ibed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above vvritten.
---,.,

u,.

~te o
Residing at: Nampa, Idaho
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017
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SPECLU, WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED} the receipt and s:ufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho. limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grautor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corev Bartpn Homes. Inc. dba CBH H-omess
, whose address
·
•
·
~
d ±an,
· ID
83642
, (.tl1e "Grar1tee,..),
IS
19.7.7
E ·Overland
Road • L;_.eri.
.
·
the :rollm¥ing described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 4 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according_ to the official plat thereof, filed in Book

99 of Plats at Page(-s) 12780 th.rough 12783, records ofAda County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, 1-vith their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and fue reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
Vvith said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee 1s inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the propeny, includin~, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitabHity of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently ve,rify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any inforn1ation provided by G:rantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (:whether they be physical, environmental or otheriv.ise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Granter makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the o-wner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000435

001494

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution

of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grautor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

i_:~_?_·_\~---

Effective Date: _ _

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~--By: Tim W. Eck

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t"'/ ~; day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared Til\,f W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Jnvestrnents, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000436
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DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig
Simplififo Electronic Reco.rding
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SPECIAL ·wARRAI\TTYDEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is ]1ereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho liinjted liabiijty company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Home.s, Inc. dba GBR Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian. ID 83642
, (the "Grantee11),
the follovving described premises (the 11Premises 11):

Lot 7 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the-official plat thereof, filed in Book
·99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, ,vith their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER "\'VJ.TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances

thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and prqfits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity; of, in and to the above-dese,iibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including1 without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability o.f the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gr.antor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "\VHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental .or othern-·ise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Granter makes no covenants or wari;anties witb. respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gra11tor is the o~·ner of the Premises and has not .conveyed the

DAS000437

001496

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: --~""'--·:_')._~_....;..\_;;..____

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

Ou the '"Zr"'.~ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notaiy public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS ·wHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

.....:;::=:;::::;;»::-~:r.~~:;,,o-"-~~:?""~=~;;;;::,,!,~~-

for St e o I
o
Residing at: Nampa, Idaho
Commission E~pires: 08/30120i 7
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SPECIAL WARRANT¥ DEED
FOR VA.LUE RECENED, !he receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowJedged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho .limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
.Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES D:BA CW HOMES!;.
is 1977 E OWIRI,AND RD MERIIIDIAN m 836h!2
the folio-wing described premises (the "Premises"):

___, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),

Lot 15 il1 Block I of Gafomo Estates Subdivision, according to tl1e official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Pa.ge(s) 1278D th.rough 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and app1.Utenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anyv,,ise appertaining, and tb.e reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in la-w or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.

C-.rantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Gran.tor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wan-anti es, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the-accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, empioyees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "\X/HERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental. or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or waJ.Tanties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than. as expressly stated herein. Granter is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000439
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA coo HOMES!-·
' whose address
1S
1977 E OWlRLAND RD MERJIIDIAN m; 8361'.iJ;l
, (the "Grantee"),
the fol10\ving described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 15 in Block l of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER ·w1TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-desC1ibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not 1,rua.ranty the accuracy of any inf01mation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Prope1ty in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and pa.tent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wmTanties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Granter is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000440

001499

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

~,4...._-_\_?__

q...._-_..'d___
Effective Date: _ _

-

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF ID_.t\HO )
): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the ri,. ') day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that be executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Public for State ofidaho
Residing a t - - - - - - - - - . - - Commission expires:
Residing in Soi~e. Idaho
Commission Expires 07/30/2015

OAS000441

001500

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
Ou this c:}{ ~ day of
~¢e\-.
in the year of dDl &-- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation., and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: NA~, J1:>
My Commission Expires: b-tf5-/ fo

DAS000442

001501
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(Space above this line for Recorders use)

S.PECIAL WARRA.t~TY DE:ED

FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and suf:ficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC. an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane~ Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the 11 Grantor11), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COll!EX BIARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMEpf;
• vvhose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIIlDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
Jthefollo\:vmg described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to fue official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER 'WITH all and singillar the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anyvvise appertainu1g, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the C'r.rantor, either m law or in equhy, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, bereditaments and appurtenances.

Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee1s inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grant.or and Grantor's agent~, employees and attorneys are not maldng, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warrn11ties, express or implied. with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including~ without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently ve1ify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accm-acy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agt:.'l1ts, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Properly in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physicaJ, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, otlwr
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000443

001502

(Space above this line for Recorder's use)

SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
CO~ BIARTON HOMES D:BA CBH HOMES!:
IS
1977 E OVWU,AND RD MERIIIDIAN ID 83642

, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),

the follovving described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1ty.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othervrise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wru.Tanties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000444

001503

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Wairnnty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out h(')rn.
,
Effective Date:

\./\,-gll -\~

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

------

~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

Z:--Z..--·- - -

)
): ss.
)

On the r7 ,; ~ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsclibed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

lN WITNESS 'WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
,.,...---~~
'.
,,..,.··
.// / /,,:
//. .,..,/
..

;)

.

(

Not~yP~~i~~~

/~---·

Residing a t - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - Commission expires:
Residing in Boise. Idaho
Commission Expires 07/30/2015

DAS000445

001504

•
GRANTEE·

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this

di~

day of

Seet.

in the year of

dO}c)- ' before me, the

undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: Nt,~, ~
My Commission Expires: ~-t>"S.-1(::,

DAS000446
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of ,i,;hich is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half

Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the '1Grantor'')~ does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
is

COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CRH 11:IDHEJ:!I,
1977 E OVERLAND RID. MERJllfIAN Ill 83642

' whose address
,

(t11e 11 G:rantee"),

the following described premises {the ''Premises 11):
Lot 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise apperta1.'1ing. and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law 01; in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
Virith said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee1s inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, ,.,jfo respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the pl'Operty, including, ,vithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the propertyproyjded by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gra:ntor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is pw·chasing the Property in "AS IS" "Wl-IERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
boih latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or im.plied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grant.or is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000447

001506

(Space above this line for Recorder1s use)

SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the nGrantorn), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH IEIOMESI:
, whose address
IS
1977 E OVERLAND ~- MERIDIIAN IJ.)I; 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above~described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.

Granter an.ct Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is pm-chasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherw1se), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wananties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000448

001507

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Granter and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

9___. .

Effective Date: _ _

-_r_q1d_·
_·_--_\_,'_::?_1 _ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~-W.Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the r, ,.., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TlM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

L"J\I' WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

L.
Notary Public for...State ofldaho ,
Residing at
Commission expires:

~-·

Resi.EliA~ iA'Boise, felaho
Cnmmissico Expires 07/30/2015

DAS000449

001508

e
.GRANTEE

Corey Barton Hom
By:

Corey Bruton,

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
On this~ day of
in the year of dci ~ , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton kno,vn or
identified to me to be the President of the co1poration that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Sept.

DAS000450
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(Space above this line for Recorder's use)
SPECIAL WARR.Ai~TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby aclmowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBB. HOMES:
whose address
1~

1977 E OVERLAND I{D MERIDIAN ID 83642

-----

·-·---' (the "Grantee"),

the follmving described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot l I in Block 5 of Galfa.no Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO H..A.v'E AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER V{ITH all and ::.'ingular the improvements, bereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertainii1g, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in Jaw or in equity, of, in and to the above-desc.ribed Premises
with said improvements, he.reditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are. not making, have not made and
expressiy disclaim any representations or warranties, e>~press or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prnperty for Grantee's intended use, Grantee shall
independently verii)! all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any informa.tion provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS JS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, enviromnenta1 or othern·ise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Granter is the owner of the Premises

and has not conveyed the

DAS000451

001510

•

•

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

2=--,..____

Effective Date: _....._j["""'._),._-_.._.d.....Q=-"--__,_l

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

_ - : ~ ~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STA TE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada

)

9

e-,

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned nota1y public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK. known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
On the

IN WITNESS '''HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Public fi.r S
Residing at
Residing at· Nampa, Idaho
Commission expil08mmission Expires:. 08/30/2017

DAS000452

001511

•
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

DAS000453

001512

•

•
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(Space above this line for Recorder's use)
SPECIAL WARR.\NTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 \V. Half
Moon fane1 Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Gran.tor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON ROMES DBA CBH RO.MES
. vvhose address
is _ _
l~?.2..! OVE~~ RD MERI.DIA!~ ID 83642
-:--(the "Grantee"),
the following described premjses (the "Premises"):

Lot 18 in Block 1 of Galiano Estate.'> Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, bereditaments, and appurtena..'l.ces
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders~ rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in 1aw or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appUi"i.enances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wammties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect; feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or foai.ure of the property provided by
Granter. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Gra11tee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "·WHERE IS"

condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), inc.:luding
both late11t and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, ot11er
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000454

001513

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Wan-anty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_.,...,,10. . .-. .a.-o
. . . . --l~r---DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~--z:;r..._c_.,-

B~:._
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the _'J..t.~ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000455

001514

•
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

()J.D,Qe ¥:::

2... ,

On this 2..1JB..day of
in the year of 1f_J\
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
~fied to me to be the Preside·n· t of the. corporation that executed the instrument or the person
;wno e\ecuted the instrument on q~b!l:l'i~fr~~id corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
1 corporation
the sam~\,,t.'.zi,, f>... LAMp}'t.1~ .

exectd

~"' "¥

~ ~ -e/joa

lloc~o:.;,c,~o-

..-J.~·'.11~

•·o~._:;I,, ~

."\....§_/~OTA.Ry\ \
_N_ruy.,._P_u_b_li~..

Residing

i*i
i t

··-

f\Ull3L1C

:*i
%

/

at:\JJt'JJ-\e-b~ \~lj, ..., / jif
l -~~,~'ocfJ#I\\\~~~
®11hhffit~\l\\\\

My Commission Expires:

DAS000456
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\ Q'tto L\(.Q ~ e,\c_ lo+'
-------------------(Space above this line for Recorder's use)
SPECIAL WARRANIY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half

Moon Lane, Eagle, ld.aho 83616 (the "Gran.tor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey uJ1to
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN! m: 8364-2

1s

------------·--

' whose address
, (the "Grantee"),

the follow.ing described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 10 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, recqrds of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AN"D TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmit.'Dances unto tbe Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular ihe improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances

thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the est.ate, title, interest, claim and demand
\.Vhatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of,. in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any repn-sentations or wan-anti es, express or implied, with. respect to any
aspect; featute or c-ondition of the property, including, 'Nithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the prope1ty provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS'' "vVHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects_

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties v-rith respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein_ Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000457

001516

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~~--By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

'J,,,

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary pubHc in and for said
On the
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsc1ibed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

/--~~

u

DAS000458

001517

e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

DAS000459

001518
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMEl3I. DBA CBH HOMES!;
, whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND RD MElUDIAN m; 83642
(the "Grantee"),
the follovving described premises (the 11 Premises"):
Lot 1 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1iy.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee1s intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherniise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000460

001519

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

___.l~\..-11-\.-+\-+-\2.--<---

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~q_-------

~
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the l7 "'" day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
(~
above written.

DAS000461

001520

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this

.d:Q"!:. day of

NOV~

in the year of

d-0):}- , before me, the

undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation th.at executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public

Residing at:

f'J a._ Y'-t-fl&v,

My Commission Expires:

--rl\
d.-1J

lp -OS --l lo
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMEfi!. DBA CBH HOMES
, whose address
is
1977 E OVERLAND RU, MEml>IAN Ill 83642
. (the "Grantee"),
the following descnoed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 2 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents: issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Granter's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prope1ty for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000463

001522

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instru1nent free from encumbrances done or made directly by Granter and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

--1~\/_.2.._l_[

GRANTOR

----?-=~--

_,__1

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada
On the q..,., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000464

001523

•
GRANTEE

Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

By:

c=.>

Corey Barton, Presid

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

tJ

bu-

dD )·:)-

On t h i s ~ day of
OY'lo
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged. to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public

Residingat:
Ntt~,
My Commission Expires:

Tl'\

'Tu

h-OS-l ~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby a.cknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby 1:,>rant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH l:IIOMESI; .
' whose address
is
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN IIJO- 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
---------------------------·
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

of

Lot 3 in Block 8 Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the officfal plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all ofthe estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wrurnnties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner offue Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000466

001525

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

--l..-1.-+-/_2-_l~l_l_2__

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~By: Tim W. Eck

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the I].;\ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

DAS000467

001526

•

•
/~

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. d~/CBH)fomes

GRANTEE

By:

C~----

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

~J

r ,

On this d01"4ciay of
OV'ec,. bu in the year of dO}
before me, the
undersigned, a Notmy Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notm:y Public
Residing at: l\)t?L ~ ,
My Commission Expires:

'"T'i'\
J..."-'

b--cG., I~
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SPECL'\.L WARRA.Nnr DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt ru1d sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Granter"), does hereby ~'Tailt, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES!,
whose address
·~~- 19~I.._-~~~ RDl. MERIDIAN ID 83642

-·-··----·--"-

, (tl1e "Grantee"),

the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision. according to the official plat thereof filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE ANTI TO HOLD the Premises, with their appu1tenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER W1TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of: in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agent<;, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, ,,,~.th respect to ar1y
aspect, feature or condition of the property, induding, w·ithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Granror, its
agents, employees or attomeys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in ''AS IS" ''ViiHERE JS"
condition, subject to all faults (v.,hether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wananties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grautor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000469

001528

•

•

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

/

2-· 2, / · /2-.

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~ 4 - - - - - - . W. Eck
By: Tim
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the il .;t,., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, knovm or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

No
Pu li:' or fate o
Residing at \=>.Residing at: Nampa. Idaho
Commission expCemmission Expires: QB/30/2017

DAS000470

001529

•

•

GRANTEE

a CBHHomes

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

£

De

On this
day of
l :e o,, 6-er
in the year of d-01 ;}... , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: NlllVl.pa
My Commission Expires:

In
~JJS-1 (,o

DAS000471
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SPECIAL WARRANTY D.EED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of \Yh.ich is hereby acknovvledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ,vhose address is 6151 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle;)daho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does herebv 2:nmt. bargain. sell and convev unto
COREY RAR.TuN HOMES DBA CBH HOMES .
- .
~
.
, whose address
-i5----.lr-7<9....,7..,7e-,,,E,-..,OVERLANU......,.
..._r-_n
__
""_
....,..,_~
....._.-_...,_~"'."'R""I""D'""IAN7""-..-mrv-i.8"'3..,.,6,....,~,,..-=,-·--···--·--···--···------····-···--···----------,-(the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the offi c.ial plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH aU and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and t..lJ.e reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits tl1ereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, clain1 and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Propeny.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
e-.li.pressly disclaim any representations or wan-an ties, express or implied, ,,...ith respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provide.cl by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attomeys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "vVHERE iS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othe,rwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covemmts or wan-anti es with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herefo. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000472

001531

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

/2> r:':.-1 · I)_.

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~~-----By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the !) .I"\ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notaiypublic in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose naine is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
( " -'\) ,...\
\ . I. 4
I
\

t

Ii

/

I

_ll lC,c----·

DAS000473

001532

-

•
CBii Homes

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this :Jot,., day of --1:k._~1'.'.l'V\.bc:r
in the year of d-01.}- before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed. the same.

DAS000474

001533
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the recejpt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho Umited liability c.ompany, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon La11e, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Granton, does hereby grant~ bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOME:_ DBA CBH HOMES
·' whose address
1977 E OVEJRLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
is
the follo-wing described premises (the "Premises"):

·-··-··-·-·····-······ ····------' (the "Grantee"),

Lot 5 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdi\·ision, according to the off.icial plat thereof. filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGEIBER VV1TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appmtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and ihe reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-desc1ibed Premises
'With said improvements, hereditarnents and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or \\'arranties, express or in1plied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "'i,l'\FHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physi.cal, environ.mental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or ·wan-an.ties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Granier is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000475

001534

•

-

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

j,

-, J

11.> ;;',,.- f

GRANTOR

•

/ 1

L---

DAS Investments, LLC

~
_·
. . .~c::.-..~------.· By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t"\ '( \ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the san1e as such Manager.

·. ing at: Nampa, ld~ho
mm,ss,on Expires: 08/30/2017

DAS000476

001535

•
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

:D-ec:eo,IQ:er

On this~'t'i. day of
in the year of ~& , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
ti r... po. Tu
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:; b-oS-lip

rJ
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SP.ECIAL WARRANTY-DEED
. .
FOR.VALUE RECEiv'ED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments~ LLC, an Idaho limited liability .company, whose address is ·6152 W. Half
Moon Lane~ Eagle., Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain} sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOKES DBA CBH HOMES
, whose address
IS

1977 E ovtkr.Aiffi RD MERIDIAN

rn

, (the "Grantee"),

83642

the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 13 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 ofPlats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE

AND

TO HOW the Premises, with their apPurtena:oces unto the Grantee; and
·· ·

its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER· WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto· belonging or in anywise appe1iaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders; re.nts; issues and i:,rofits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either i:i:t law or in equity, ot~ in ~nd to the above-described Premises
with said improvements~ hereditaments and appuitenances.

as

Gian.tee is relying-solely upon Grantee's inspections to the condition of the Property.
Gran tor and_ Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are .not making, have not made and .
exp1:essly disclaim any repn,'Sentations or wammties, express or-implied,·w-ith respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
-independently verify all information regarding any aspect or fea.i.'ure oftbe property provided by
Granter. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in °'AS IS" ··Vv'HERE IS''
condition, subject to all faults {wllethe.r they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
· both latent and patent d~fects.
·

Grantor n;iakes D;O covepants or warranties· with re::.-pect to title, express or implied, other
than .as expres~ly
of the Premises and ·has
not conveyed the· ·
. . .stated herein. Grantor is the.ow11er
.
.
'

DAS000478.

001537

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of reoord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
(!IIJ.A-

Effective Date: _ _.kt_-.:..:au..X:.-..&..l~ - - - -

GRANTOR

DAS Inv~ents, LLC

~~:::::::======By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada
On the T'Jt, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand. and seal the day and year first
above written.
,...--·--..,
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•
GRANTEE

c. dba CBH Homes
By:

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

Sovtiu.ct.V.~

011 this 2.~day of
in the year of ·'Z...()t'2;) -·-' before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and fbr said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identined to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
ecuted the instrument on behalf of.sa,d ~o...rporation, and acknowledged to me that such
. executed th e same.
.
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(S,pace above this line for ~ecorders use).
..· SPECIAL WARRA.'NTY DEED
~

...

.

. _.

. . . . .. .

fORVALUE RECEJVEI?;· ~ receipt ffll:d sufficiency. ~f which is- bereby:aclmowledged,
DAS investments, LLC, an Idaho· Uinited liability company, whose addre..~ is 6152 W .. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey·unt<_i
CORF.Jr: BARTON HOMES »BA·

cn:a

whose address

HOMES;:

is._ 19.77. E OVERLAND RID. ~~ m 83642
the follov..ring described premises _(~e ''Pi::em1ses"):

• (the "Grantee"),

Lot 14. m: Block 6. of Galiano·· Estates Subdivisi~ according to the official plat thereof, :6.led in.
Book 99 of Plats at Pag~(s) 12780 through 12783, re.cords of Ada. County; Idaho.
.

.

..

TO HAVE AN-0 TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its su~sors and assigns forever. '
'
· · TOGETBER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and ,thereunto belonging. or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversjons, .
remainders, rents. issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, .title, interest.: claim and demand
or in equity; of,_ in and .to the above-described Premises
·whatsoever. of the Grantor, either in
said ~~oyements, heredita~1ents and appurtenances. · · · ·
··
·

wit1:1

_law

.. Grantee is relying solely ~pan Grant~e's_ inspections as to the condi~ion of the Property.
Grantor and.Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly .disclaim any representations or"warranties, express o~ implied., v.1.ith respect to any
aspect, feature-.or c011ditimi ofthe property, including, v\-1.thout lnrutation; the existence of
. hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
.' independently verify all information regarding any aspect ~r featur~ .cjf the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor·does not guaranty:the accuracy of any information pro"ided by Grautor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. ·Grantee is purchasing ~he Property fr1 "AS IS" «w!IBRE IS"
·condition, subject 1n a11 fau:lts .(whether they be physical,. environmental ?f otherwise)", including.
both _latent and patent .defects. ·
·
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties swj.th respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly st~ted herein. Grantor is the owner ·of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000,481

001540

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

I _-d'6
__-__l_3___

Effective Date: _ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

r, /',

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIJ\1 W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Jnvestments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
On the

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Residing at
.
Commission exp"&mmissio~ Expira§: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

~rton Homes,
By:

aCBHHomes

Corey Barton,

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

DAS000483
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.. . . SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED·.

. FOR.VALUE RECElVED, the receipt and sufficiency of \Vhich is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC; ~n Id.a.ho limitedUabilify
vi•hose address is ·6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle,. Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''),. does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey· unto

company,

COREY BARTON HOMES

UM CBH HOMES.

is
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN· ID 83642
the follo~ing desc1ibed premises (fue "Premises11):·

'

whose address

, {the 11 Grantee 11),

Lot -15 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, acc01~ding to the. official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats atPage(s).12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO. HAVE AND TO HOLD the P.remises, ,~,ith their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever. ·
·
TOGETHER WITH all and singulaT the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto. belonging or in any\l:ise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
· remainders, rents, issues and profit<; thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gl--antor, either in law or in equity, 0£ in .and to the above-descdbed Premises
v.ith said improvements, hered.itaments and appurtenances: ·
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee1s inspections as to the condition. of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, cm.ployees and attorneys are not making1 have not made and
expressly dfaclaim any represenui.tions or warranties, express _or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or conditio11-of the property~ including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the.property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently.yerify all information regarding &nY aspect-or feature of the property provide<i by
Grantor. Granter does not.guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees. or attomeys, Grantee is purchasing the Property in "'AS IS" "WHERE IS"
conditionj subject to all. faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects .• ··
·Grantor rha:kes.na·covenants or warranties with respect to title; express or implied, other
·.. than as expressly stated l,terein.: ·.Grant.or is the owner of tlie Premises and·has not conveyed'.the

DAS000484

001543

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed. acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the convey;µice herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

_,_)_-_J.._~_-_\.3
_ __

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
)

County of Ada

"''°'

On the 11
day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS '\\'HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000485
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'r--·

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this ~ d a y of ~V\\ 1~
in the year of 1/J\?) , before me. the
undersigned, a Notary Public
for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
·
· ed to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who ex cuted the instrument on
coworation, and acknowledged to me that such
ted the sa:me ~·~£;;',1\,., •• ,.,-, ,;:.,, · .·
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SPEGIAL WARR.ANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECElVBD., the. receipt and suffi~ency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS ln~estments,. LLC~· an. I<htho Jiinited liability company, whose. address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle,: Idaho 83616 (the 1'Grantor"), does here.by grant, bargaitl, sell and convey unto
OOREJ. ~N:,:..-s ~- CJ3H:-11mm.s·
·
whose address
is
'f97l .E· , ~ 1W HKRIJ)UN' ID .83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following .descnbed premises {the ":Premises"};

Lot 11 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates. Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, r ~ ofAda County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the in:Jprovements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto. belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the rev~sion or reversions,
re.mainder:.s, rents,. issues and profits Jhereof; and all of the estate; title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of tb.e Grantor~ either fu. law or in equity, of: fu and. to the above--described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon. Grantee's inspections as to the condition of.the Property.
Gran.tor and Grantor:'s agents·, employees and -attorneys are-not.making, have .not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or. warranties, express or implied, with r.espect to any
aspect, feature or con:d:ition. oftht} p~perty, including, without iun:itation, the•-existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability the,property for Gr~tee's "mtended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all irrformatfon .regardin_g any aspect or feature of.the property provided by
Grantor. Grantordoes not guaranty-the accur.acy of any information provided by Grantor, its
ag~ts, employees·.orattorueys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all. faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both. latent and- patent defects.

of

Gran.tor makes no covenants .or warranties with .re~ect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly .stated herein. Gran.tor is the owner ofthe. Premises and has not conveyed the ·

DAS000487

001546

saine estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free. from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms ·hereof and agrees to he bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-~&-·--bl__,\....--_\2)___
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~·
. _!'.'.'.b::::::z=z::~· =====--.....-=::...........-

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the 11 ~, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the sarpe as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000488
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GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.

Col.Ulty of Ada)

On this

l.t)-\1\Jay of. {:°e.k)vu~ .

L11 the year of LOI;

, before me, the

undersigned, a Notary Public Ill an~r said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
w
e~ted the instrument on behat~ftfi~ffit~rporation, and acknowledged to me that such
rpora n executed the same. ~"~!'.''~t,-/1.. LA/vtp~·lt,.:~
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(Space-above this line for R~der's use)

SPECIAL WARRMfTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an. Idaho limitedjiabllity company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle,' Idaho 83616 (th<:: "Gran.tor''), does hereby
bargain,. sell and convey unto
IS

COREY.~,: ~~~'DIIA:f!BII ·.~
1977 a,,oVJ]RtiNO.,Rb /MEltti)tAN ·m 83642

grant,

, whose address
(the "Grantee"),

the following descn'bed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 oft>lats. at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular: the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the rev~ion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the (3rantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee'.s inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gran.tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with.respect to any
aspect, featw:e or·condition of.the.prop~, including, witho11t limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the. suitability of the property for Grantee's intend«l use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any .aspect :Or feature ofthe property provided by
Granter. Gran.tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided: by Grantor, its
agents, employees -0r attorneys. Grantee .is purchasing the Pmperty .in "A:S IS" '"'WHERE IS"
condition, subject ·to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants.or warranties with respect to title, express or in1plied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran.tor is the owner ofthe ·Premises $id has not conveyed the

DAS000490

001549

•
same .estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution ofthis Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of t4e conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out .herein.

-_q_\___-_\;),. . .___

Effective Date: _ _
ff\,,_...

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

n

J- \ day of May, 2012, before me; the undersigned notary public in and for said
On the
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of'DAS Investi:nents, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000491

001550

CBHHomes

GRANTEE

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
Co:unty of Ada)

On this ~ d a y of

(eJDVuo..~

in the year of

Zor2>

'before me, the

undersigned, a Notary Public in a~ for said State, personally appeared Co.rey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that exect:Lted. the instrument or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
tion executed\J_Jthe
same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY:DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and_ sufficiency of which is he.reby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, .IJLC, ,an; lda:h(J limited- llabillty :CPJ)l.pany, whos.e' address is 6152 w. Haff
Moon Lane, Eagle~Jclaho 8361'6 (the.J'Gtantor"), does hereby grant,_ bargafu, sell and convey unto
60).EY ~!i ' ~ -'~~,!Cli(_-~S
·· ·
, whose address
is 19.lJ )!! -OVKRI.JtNL.l..IU> ~ - IO -836.42
(the "Grantee''),
the following described premises (the "Premises;');

Lot 6 .in Block 8 of Galiano Estates. Subdivision, according to .the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(~} 127SO through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises,
its successors and .assigns forever.

with theu: appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, here.ditamen~, ap.d appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging. or in an}'wise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, r~nts,. i$s~es and :profits thereof; and all of the- ~s.tii:te, title, interes:4 :claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gran.tor, either in law or in equity, .of, in and to the above-descn'bed Premises
with said.improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grap.tee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the.condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's,,ag~nts, employees and attorneys are.not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations -or warranties, express or implied, with r.espect to any
aspec4 feature or .condition-ofthe property, including, without limitation, the exist~nce .of
hazardous waste, .or the-suitability ·Of·the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify. all information regarding any aspect or foature,cifthe property ;provided by
Grantor. Gran.tor does _not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided byGrantor~ its
agents> employees ,or-attorneys. Grantee is purchasing tbe Prope.rtym "AS !8" ''WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all.faults (whether they be physical, enviromnentai or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects-.
Grantor makes. no covenants- or warranties with r.espect to .title, expr.ess .or implied, other
than as expressly stated,-berein. Grantoris .the Qwner.,of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000493

001552

same .estate to any person othc:;r than Grantee and that .such ..estate i~ at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done ormade·directlyby Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
ofthe conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out ·herein.

2=---

Effective Date: _ _8'_.-_a_.-'-1-_.......l
GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada
On the ? -''1 day ofMay, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or .identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

•

DAS000494
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton Homes,

By:

Corey Barton, P

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss·.
County of Ada)

On this ~Tu.day of ~~
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary PubllcTi; ~r said State, personally appeared Corey Barton k.novvn or
identified to me to be the President ofthe corporation that executed the instrument or the person

1..ol? ,

who executed the instrument on behalf ofsaid corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
o tion executed the same. ·!.'f,·,ml\/Ul;fi.~11
i$-"~"';.'\~I\.
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.§fECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBB HOMES
, whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND JID HERIDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 12 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
. remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Gran tor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditrunents and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not ma.king, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Granter. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Granter makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

-·

DAS000496

001555

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of-record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ __...,;,......j ......
~~
.......,_-_\·~=----

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the !Jr, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrnment as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have he

to set my hand and seal the day and year first

above wiitten.

DAS000497
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e
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)
On this
day of
in the year of ZiJi ~ , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Cor~y Barton known or
identifi to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
the instrum ton behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
wh ~oou

di~

J..~.d.lt.\

ecuted' the s
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
.
' whose address
is
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
(the nGranteen),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 14 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and therew1to belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gran.tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, wi~out limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorueys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" ··wHERE IS"
condition. subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes 110 covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000499

001558

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _ ___.::>.....--~---~----\.....~....__ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

-a~----lts: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the F'7 .ii~ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, Imown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and aclmowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have bereW1to set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
-

DAS000500

001559

•

e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

~

~

On this ut}day of
1U,,
in the year of 2"1
, bofore me, the
undersigned, a Notary ~bliq in and f9r said State, personally appeared: Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the ,President of the corporation that executed the·instrument or the person
who executed the instrument.on be~W~:~t~f.ij~~rp~ration, and·acknowl'edged·to me that such
rpor ·on executed· the same. ,::;~~~••. """'•:'Aft,·.;~,
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, ·an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half

Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
' whose address
is
1977 E ovEWNb RD M!lUDW ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 10 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and therewito belonging or in auywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is pw-chasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000502

001561

•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Graotor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date: _....;~"'----'d<'--~...;..:....-""'...x.:V3>=----

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~
--By. Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the ? t"- day of May, 2012, before me, the w1dersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to m.e that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS ,vHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000503

001562

•
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

f\,\t1. rt. l..,
in the year of df D. )
before me, the
On this ~ day of
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: NCl M.~, :It>
My Commission Expires: h-,o"'S~I~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho llinited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the nGrantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA. CBll HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee11), the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 15 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at P~e(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, o~ in and to the above-descn'bed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or im.plied,. with respect to any .
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of.the.Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Gran.tor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000505

001564

•
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be lunited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Gran.tor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyan.ce herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: --~__.··_,.Q\"'""'·.-.?r_\......,"~._·_ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By.· Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

-19,_

)
): ss.
)

Q~

,

On the
day of
2013, before me, the undersigned notmy public in
and for said state, personally app~ed TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000506

001565

•
Corey Barton Home_s-;·l'.n~:·d~a CBH Homes

GRANTEE
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By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

2,3~y

~

2/J/.

On this
of
·,
in the year of
2; , before me, the
undersigned., a Notary P
and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified. to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who ex
_e instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
coxp ation exe ed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
;Moon Lane, Eagle~ Idaho 83616 (the "Granter"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES ·oBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee''), the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 16 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official ·plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Promises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon. Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, ,vithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in «As IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, su~ject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties w:ith respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000508

001567

•
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of an liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_Lf--"'......
·-_d--_~='--"_-_.,I__~---

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

J__q__

i~

,

On the
day of ~ ) \
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally apJ)Ced TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
d sea] the day and year first
'·

Residing at
.
Commission ex~missio~ Expires: 08/30/2017

DAS000509
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•
GRANTEE

aCBHHomes

By;

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

Z3~ay

nor

2ot:, ,

year

1

On this
of
1/
in the
of
before me, the
.
undersigned, a Notary ~ n and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
ecuted the instrument on behalf of s~i<l.co.rppration, and acknowledged to me that such
rpora. on executeche
same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is her:eby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose addre$s is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Jdaho 8361.6 (the "Grant.or"), does hereby·grant; bargain, sdll and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 197;7 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "~tee"), the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 6 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, aGCQrding to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(.s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unio the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments,; and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the rev~ion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest,! claim and demand ·
whatsoever of'the Grantor, either in law or in equity, ot: iil and to the above-descnbed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition iof the Premises.
Grantor .and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are no.t making, have n9t made and
expressly disclaim any representation,s or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee'.s intended use. yrantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor .does not guaranty the accuracy ofany information provided.by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the ·Premises in "AS IS" ;"WHERE IS"
condition, subjectto all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or oth~se), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express :or implied, other
than as expressly stated.hereinafter. (mm.tor is the owner o.fthe Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000511

001570

execution of this instrwnent free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs ofpursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_Lf_·_-..._lJ_._-__,1....,.2;>=---DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

...

~ . ~ -

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

.

On the
day of
~
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state; personally a p p e ~ W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

1-5

O

,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton Homes,

By:

STATEOFIDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

{¥/, I

lS""'

On this
day of
in the year of ~3. , before me., the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and aclmowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
fl;-pq 1
Residing a~: .
My Comm1ss1on Expires:

NC(

-;rh

lp-CfS-1 b
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Gran.tor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC, an Idaho CQrporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee''), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot l 7 in Block 5. of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereo~ filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 127.83, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits. thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above'-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Gran tor and Granter's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations ·or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition, of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other

than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the own.er of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Granter.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts r~ved by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
.sttc]rpolicy· of title insurance shall be borne oy Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.

Gran.tee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_Q_.

:)=----

f/L..--'.:.Q:::;.:....=.3_---'--"l

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

rW.Eck
ts: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

'l

~

On the I
day of
, 2013, befure me, the underaigned notary public in
and for said state, personally a p p ~ W. ECK, lmown or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
aclmowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first

above written.
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GRANTEE

on Home

•
BHHomes

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability .company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address

is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian IP 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following descn'bed premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 18 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, \Vi.th their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor..Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condi{ion, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner ofthe Premises and'·has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than. Grantee and that such estate is at the time. of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be home by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises ifany. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

';y r-d-:3 ~ {~

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
)

County of Ada

Ill

.
~

On the
day of
, 2013, before me, the Wldersigned nolmypublic in
and for said state, personally app ~ I M W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

otaryPub c
Residing ae...._iEI··le$idm,g..aJt.NamPQ...illli1112-~
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GRANTEE

CBHHomes

STATEOFIDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

thisf'DVJ

\lJriu

year "1013 ,

On
day of
L
in the
of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary ~ d for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to meto be the Preside)Jt of the corporation that- executed the instrument or the person
wh ·
the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
ec.u t
the
: same.
·
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or m· anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" ''WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter, Grantor is the owner of.the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000520
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•
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor war.rants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

5. . .

....... -_,_q_6r=,1---""""!3"""'--_ _

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

-~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Ada

): ss.
)

On the

19.

day of

~

, 2013, before me, the undersigned notmy public in

an~ for said state, personally app~ TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person

whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS hi vestments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
-
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By:
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Gran.tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environrn ental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000523
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances .. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the poHcy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound bythe
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

___,{Jr=c-~__._-_\._~---

GRANfOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~~-·

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
County of Ada

): ss.
)
'

On the
day of ~
, 2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally appearTlMW. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

_j!J_

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h
above written.

to set my hand and seal the day and year first
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·GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

>)LlY)e...

On this L.4~ay of
in the year of L.0\'~ , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the co ration that executed the instrument or the person
tion, and acknowledged to me that such
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 2 in Block 4 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances W1to the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereW1to belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Gran tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee'.s intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000526
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e
execution of this instrwnent free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free· and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in.this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Prentises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

___.l....,Q_-.~--......
. . . . 13,_.._ _

Effective Date:

1

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~~

~ · ·

By:

Tim W. Eck

Its: Manger
STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)

County of Ada

~

q

On the t
day of
, 2013, befure me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally app~1Th1W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have her unto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 6 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE 1S"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
.and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upo~ acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

U)-ciY,-\ ~

Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~

; p ~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

l-9

~_J

,

On the
day of
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally appeed TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h
above written.
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Notary Publi o
Residing at ---:;__-RasidiM.ai.;..u5:~~~
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o set my hand and seal the day and year first

Commission expires: -t5BffllJUII-.O"-'-';;...
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GRANTEE

Homes

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On thlsL.4

tv\iay of jl,,v'\I\J

in the year of20 \'~

, before me, the

undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
o executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
oration executed the same.

..·-~...._

~
,..

•I

. -',
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited. liability compai:iy, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 8-3642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

Lot 5 in Block t6of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official r~ords of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in· anywise: appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are net making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition ofthe Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Gran.tor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, .environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Granter makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other

than as expressly stated hereinaft(;l". Grantor is the owner of the Premises and.has not conveyed
the sam.e estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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•
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_.....,5. . .-.~-3,_-_..l
. 3,_.,__ _
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

-~

By:imW.Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada

On the

[

q

day of

.uJ ,

~

2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in

and for said state, personally app; TTh-1 W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

TN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,

DECLARATION OF CHAD M.
NICHOLSON IN SUPPORT OF DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

CHAD M. NICHOLSON, declares and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney of record for DAS Investments, LLC make this declaration based

upon my personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the

30(b)(6) Deposition of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC and selected exhibits to such deposition.
DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
1:\10188.011 \PLD\MSJ (Nicholson Decl)l40407 .docx
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the

deposition of Amy Ann Cobine without exhibits.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this \~~-day of April, 2014.

DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
I:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Nicholson Decl)I40407.docx
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the)'--\ day of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[
[ )l
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ ]
[ ]
[
]
]
[
[ X]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens2ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[ ]
]
[
[
]
[ ]
[ X]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[
[
[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[ X l Electronic Mail

d2enny@cosholaw.com

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[ _x]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

molleru2@lawidaho.com

DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
1:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Nicholson Decl)l40407.docx
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
[
[
[

[:x'

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
] Electronic Mail

dtk@fisherpusch.com
[
[
[
[
[ )(

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutler.com

DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
1:\10188.011\PLD\MSJ (Nicholson Decl)140407.docx
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title
Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho corporation),
GALIANO, LLC (an Idaho limited
liability company), EDWARD J. MASON,
an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.
CV OC 13-10112

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC
TESTIMONY OF
DAN THOMPSON
MARCH 19, 2014

)
)
)

REPORTED BY:
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR
Notary Public
EXHIBIT

I Ai
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~Page 2 (Pages 2-5)

Dan Thompson - 30 (b) (6)

3/19/2014
Page 4

Page 2
I

THE 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF EAGLE EQUITY FUND,

2 LLC, TESTIMONY OF DAN THOMPSON, was taken on behalf of
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

the Defendant TitleOne Corporation at the offices of
Givens Pursley, 601 West Bannock Street, Boise, Boise,
Idaho, commencing at 9:40 a.m. on March 19, 2014, before
Beverly A. Benjamin, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public within and for the State of Idaho, in the
above-entitled matter.
APP E AR AN CE S:
For the Plaintiff:
Eagle Law Center, LLC
BY MR. AARON J. TRIBBLE
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
For the Defendant TitleOne Corporation:
Givens Pursley, LLP
BY MR. THOMAS E. DVORAK
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
-andMR. CAMERON D. McFADDAN
In-house counsel, TitleOne Corporation
I IOI W. River, Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83704

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13

INDEX
TESTIMONY OF DAN THOMPSON
Examination by Mr. Dvorak
Examination by Mr. Penny
Examination by Mr. Mollerup
Examination by Ms. Stines
Examination by Mr. Nicholson
Further Examination by Mr. Dvorak
Further Examination by Mr. Penny
Further Examination by Mr. Mollerup
Further Examination by Mr. Nicholson
Examination by Mr. Tribble
Further Examination by Mr. Nicholson

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

15
16
17

NO.
10

18
19
20
21

II
12

22
23
24

13

EXHIBITS
PAGE
DESCRIPTION
14
- Second Amended Notice of30(b)(6)
Deposition Duces Tecum of Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC
- Special Warranty Deeds
16
51
- Copy of Dan Thompson's Linkedin
profile
- Certified Resolution of Limited
68
Liability Company to Borrow

25

(Appearances continued)
For the Defendant Fidelity National Title Company:
Fidelity National Law Group
BY MS. ERIN M. STINES
1200 6th A venue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
For the Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.:
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
BY MR. RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
For the Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
BY MR. DAVID M. PENNY
Washington Group Plaza #4
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
For the Defendant DAS Investments, LLC:
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
BY MR. CHAD M. NICHOLSON
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
ALSO PRESENT: Tim Eck - manager, DAS Investments
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2
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10
II

12
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16
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23

24

24

25

25

208-345-9611
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9
147
158
173
190
212
226
231
236
237
245

14

Page 3
I

PAGE

69
14 - Plaintiffs Response to Defendant
TitleOne Corporation's First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for
Production of Documents
75
15 - Revised Second Amended Complaint
77
16 - Galiano Estates Subdivision plat
17 - Letter from David E. Wishney to
80
Nikkole Hoge, Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp., 11/14/2006
18 - Promissory Note
84
91
19 - Deed of Trust, and Security
Agreement
20 - UCC Financing Statement
94
21 - Subordination Agreement
95
22 - Subordination Agreement
96
23 - Unconditional Guaranty
97
24 - Unconditional Guaranty
97
25 - Master Credit Agreement
98
26 - Request for Partial Reconveyance
115
117
27 - UCC Financing Statement Amendment
118
28 - Request for Partial Reconveyance
119
29 - Request for Partial Reconveyance
30 - Request for Partial Reconveyance
120
31 - Substitution of Trustee
121
32 - General Warranty Deed
131

M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

800-234-9611
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tti,age 3 (Pages 6-9)

Dan Thompson - 30 (b) (6)

3/19/2014
Page 8

Page 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

135
33 - E-mails from Desiree Johnson to Dan
Thompson
136
34 - UCC Financing Statement Amendment
136
35 - UCC Financing Statement Amendment
136
36 - UCC Financing Statement Amendment
145
37 - Plaintiffs Response to Defendant
TitleOne Corporation's Requests for
Admissions to Plaintiff
162
38 - Partial Reconveyance
162
39 - Partial Reconveyance
163
Policy
of
Title
Insurance
40 217
41 - Deed of Trust
218
42 - Subordination Agreement
219
43 - Deed ofReconveyance
44 - Transmittal from Alliance Title &
235
Escrow Corp. to Eagle Equity Fund,
December 1, 2006, with enclosed
Policy of Title Insurance and
Original, Recorded Deed of Trust

DAN THOMPSON,
1
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said
3 cause, testified as follows:
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

20

21

21

22

22

23

23

24

24

25

25

MR. DVORAK: Let the record reflect this is
the time and place set for the taking of the deposition
of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC pursuant to notice and the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
My name is Tom Dvorak. I'm an attorney
representing TitleOne. With me I have Cameron McFaddan,
who is in-house counsel for TitleOne.
At this point I would like to go around the
table and ask all the parties to identify themselves for
the record.
MR. PENNY: Dave Penny representing RBC.
MR. MOLLERUP: Richard Mollerup representing
Alliance Title Company.
MR. ECK: Tim Eck, manager DAS Investments.
MR. NICHOLSON: Chad Nicholson on behalf of
DAS.
MR. TRIBBLE: Aaron Tribble representing Eagle
Equity Fund.
THE WITNESS: Dan Thompson.
MR. DVORAK: The deponent.
Additionally for the record, I would note Erin
Page 9

Page 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SPECIAL REQUESTS
REQUESTS TO MARK TRANSCRIPT
Document requested by Mr. Dvorak
Document requested by Mr. Dvorak
Document requested by Mr. Dvorak
Document requested by Mr. Dvorak
Document Requested by Mr. Dvorak

PAGE

1 Stines is an attorney representing Fidelity in this
2 case, communicated with me earlier and indicated that we

31
32
36

3 could start without her, but she anticipates arriving

45

6

116

7

4 within the next half hour or so.
5

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

14

15

15

16

16

17

17

18

18

19

19

20

20

21

21

22

22

23

23

24

24

25

25

208-345-9611
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EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. DVORAK:
Q. Good morning, Mr. Thompson.
A. Good morning.
Q. Just a couple of rules. I'm just trying to
find out the facts here. I'm not going to trick you in
any way. Ifl say something you don't like or you need
me to repeat, would you please ask me to rephrase.
A. Yes.
Q. A written record is being made of these
proceedings. It's essentially a book. Persons reading
it won't be able to make sense of it unless we speak
clearly and you answer "yes" or "no" to my questions.
"Uh-huh" or "huh-uh" or nodding or shaking your head
doesn't register.
A. Okay.
Q. If you understand my questions will you answer
them?
A. Yes.
Q. If you do not understand my questions will you

M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

800-234-9611
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Page 10

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

tell me you don't understand them?
A. Yes.
Q. Would you please state and spell your full
name for the record, sir.
A. Daniel Richard Thompson, D-a-n-i-e-1,
R-i-c-h-a-r-d, T-h-o-m-p-s-o-n.
Q. Just for identification purposes, could you
put on the record the last four numbers of your Social
Security number.
A.
Q. What is your date of birth, sir?
A.
Q. Have you ever had your deposition taken
previously?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever been involved in any lawsuits
previously either as a litigant, as a party or as a
witness?
A. No.
Q. But prior to today's deposition, and certainly
without revealing the content of any such discussions,
did you have an opportunity to speak with your attorney
Mr. Tribble and gain an understanding of the procedure
and process today?
A. A little bit.

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. So that would take us back to 1991. Prior to
1991 where did you reside?
A. We spent about 18 months in Pocatello and then
I came from California.
Q. Do you recall your address in Pocatello?
A. Ridgeway Court. Numbers escape me, sorry.
Q. So 1990, 1989 you moved to Idaho from
California?
A. Actually, right after my mom passed away. So
we moved to Idaho about '86, and ultimately to Boise
about '87.
Q. Where did you reside from '86 to 1990 or 1989?
(Erin Stines entered the proceedings.)
THE WITNESS: Like I say, we started in
Pocatello about 18 months and then we moved over here
off Garrity and State Street area.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) So you would have moved to
Boise in approximately '87, '88?
A. '87, yeah. I could be way off on some of
those years. I'm getting old, sorry.
Q. Where was it in California that you moved to
Idaho from; where did you reside?
A. I grew up in Modesto.
Q. So the time prior to 1986 was spent in
Modesto, that is where you resided?
Page 13

Page 11
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24

25

Q. Do you feel that you are ready to proceed at
this time or is there anything else you would like to
have a minute to have your attorney explain to you?
A. I think we are good.
Q. Are you on any medication or is there any
other fact or circumstance which might impact or impair
your ability to understand my questions and answer them
truthfully and to the best of your ability?
A. No.
Q. Where do you currently reside?
A. In Eagle, Idaho.
Q. What address?
A. 2502 North Constance Place.
Q. How long have you resided there?
A. I think we moved there in 1996.
Q. Where did you reside prior to 1996?
A. Up off of Cloverdale.
Q. In Meridian or Boise?
A. Technically Boise.
Q. Do you recall your address at that time?
A. Highwater. Highwater Court, I can't remember
the numbers.
Q. How long did you reside prior to 1996 at this
Highwater Court address?
A. Probably about five years.

208-345-9611

M

&

A. Actually, spent a little time in the Bay Area

1

2 too, but I mainly grew up in Modesto, yes.

Q. What period of time were you in the Bay Area?
A. It would have been probably '83, '84.
Q. Is that where you went to high school and grew

3
4

5
6

up?

7

A. No, in Modesto.
Q. Okay. And let's talk about your current
residence. Who resides with you at your current
residence?
A. Right now just my wife and daughter.
Q. What is your wife's name?
A. Sharon.
Q. What is your daughter's name?
A.
Q. Is she over 18?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any other children besides
A. Yes; four.
Q. What are their names and ages and where do
they reside?
A. Joshua, he must be 30, he lives in Michigan
right now; Jake is probably 28, he lives in Meridian;
and then Jessica, she is -- this is going to look bad, I
can't remember my kids ages -- but she's probably 25,
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1 and she Jives in Meridian; and Jordan, he's 21 and he
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1

lives in Meridian.
Q. Is this your first marriage?
A. Yes.
Q. I want to talk a little about the notice duces
tecum. I believe we reached a stipulation during the
deposition previously taken of Amy Cobine to continue
marking exhibits sequentially. So I think the next
number is Exhibit 10. At this time we would mark the
notice of deposition duces tecum as Exhibit I 0.
(Exhibit IO marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I'll represent for the record
that this is the Second Amended Notice of 30(b)(6)
Deposition Duces Tecum of Eagle Equity Fund LLC and that
it requested that a person be designated to attend on
behalfofEagle Equity Fund and to testify as to certain
subjects. Those subjects are listed on pages 2 and 3 of
that deposition.
I take it from your presence here today, sir,
that you are the person who has been designated to
testify behalf of Eagle Equity Fund; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. You had a chance to review this Exhibit 10,
deposition duces tecum notice, prior to today's
deposition?
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provided or produced in this case?
A. Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: I noticed that you brought a
number of documents with you. At this time I'll mark
the whole stack as another exhibit. We will mark this
as Exhibit is 11.)
(Exhibit 11 marked.)
MR. TRIBBLE: I would like to go on the record
and say this is subject to some of the -- some of this
is requesting the exact same stuff in your recent
discovery request and we made objections about certain
communications. And so I'd like to say it is subject to
that. But I think probably most of what you are asking
for is in there, without waiving objections, of course.
(Discussion off the record.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) So I'm going to ask you this
question, but maybe it might be easier for your counsel
to stipulate to it. Between Exhibit 11 and the
responses in discovery made to this point in this case,
other than specific objections that have been raised in
discovery, is it fair to say that this represents all
the documents that would be responsive to the request in
Exhibit 1O?
MR. TRIBBLE: I think at this point it's fair
to say that that represents what we have gotten going
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A. No.
Q. Your attorney did not ask you to review that?
A. Possibly.
THE WITNESS: Did you send this to me then?
MR. TRIBBLE: I would have to go back and
check with Linda.
MR. DVORAK: What I'd like to do, and we can
go off the record for a second, but I would like you to
take a minute to review that because in a second I'm
going to ask you about a variety of documents that Eagle
Equity Fund has that would be responsive to that
subpoena and see if you brought any of those with you or
if you need to do some additional efforts to find those
documents.
So Jet's go off the record, take a minute to
review that, sir.
(Off the record.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) So while we were off the
record, sir, did you have a chance to review Exhibit 10
with your attorney?
A. Yes.
Q. And you saw the documents that that requested
from Eagle Equity Fund?
A. Yes.
Q. To your knowledge, have those documents been
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through the records right now. Doesn't mean we won't

2 discover something in the future. He's still going
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through old records. So there is kind of a constant
search that is ongoing here. So I know there was stuff
where we had gone back and forth on e-mail, and you said
well -- I think you were asking for an original of
something, and I think we have -MR. DVORAK: An original deed of trust?
MR. TRIBBLE: No. You were asking for I think
an original of the promissory note.
MR. DVORAK: And deed of trust.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay, and deed of trust.
So it's still ongoing. Maybe he'll discover a
box going through his garage someday, but at this point
this represents the best of our knowledge at this point.
I'd just like to say it's kind of an ongoing search.
MR. DVORAK: Just for clarification, it
doesn't include, because it hasn't been discovered yet,
the original of the promissory note evidencing the loan
by Eagle Equity Fund or the associated deed of trust
that is at issue in this case.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I've been asking that from
a Alliance for many months.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Sir, when you say you've been
asking that for many months, did that start in 2013 when
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you began those requests?
A. Date-wise -- well, when all this started to
come out, yes.
Q. I'll represent that I read in your discovery
responses, please correct me if I'm wrong, but that you
put that as about March or April of 2013. Would that
refresh your recollection; is that correct?
A. It's probably close to that, yes.
Q. So since about that time is when you've been
asking Alliance for the original of that note and deed
oftrust.
A. Yes.
Q. Now, there was some discussion by your counsel
a second ago about these ongoing efforts to find
documents. Please describe what your efforts have been,
giving me an idea of where the documents are located
where you're looking, where you've looked so far, where
you might look in the future.
A. That's exactly right. Alliance, just going
back to the title company that closed the original
transaction, and then also Ted Mason, that is really the
extent.
Q. So these were the other people's records that
you are attempting to find.
A. No. I would like Alliance's original records
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A. Yeah, yeah. I have them by, usually by
project.
Q. Is there a particular name that this project
is assigned in those records?
A. Yeah, I called it Ted Mason/Galiano.
Q. Have you reviewed all of the records that
Eagle Equity Fund has in its possession for Ted
Mason/Galiano project?
A. Yes.
Q. And are you confident that from that review of
those records you have produced all the documents?
A. Yes. I've produced everything I have, yes.
Q. Would there be any other place that you need
to look within the documents in your possession?
A. No.
Q. And do you have any plans to go look any other
place for any documents within Eagle Equity Fund's
possession?
A. I certainly can, but I don't have any plans.
I know my attorney has all those things. The only thing
I'm waiting for is all Alliance's documentation for me.
Q. Well, a second ago your attorney indicated you
might find some more documents in a box in your garage
or whatever, but that doesn't sound like that is the
case here.
Page 21
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that should be mine.
Q. And what I'm talking about would be within the
records of Eagle Equity Fund, where are those records
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maintained?
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A. In my office.
Q. Your office is located?

6

A. 2502 North Constance Place.
Q. So that is your residence?
A. Well, actually, I have a separate office. I
have a separate building as my office.
Q. And describe that building for me, if you
would. Is it a single-room building or -A. No, it's actually an office and a three-car
garage and an upstairs.
Q. The office being on the main level with the
three-car garage?
A. Yes.
Q. Where are the records within that building?
A. In file cabinets.
Q. Is there any particular organization to those
file cabinets?
A. Sure.
Q. What is the organization, can you describe it?
A. Alphabetical.
Q. Alphabetical by loan, by project or --
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A. I don't think that is the case, no.
Q. Because, as you understand it, it's fair to
say that the records of Eagle Equity Fund are organized
alphabetically within those files by project and you've
searched the files for this project.
A. Yes, I've given everything I've got to my
attorneys.
I will say that Ted Mason could produce
something. He has got his own set of records, and how
he does that I don't know, but he certainly could
produce something.
Q. Do you expect him to produce something based
on any specific discussion with him?
A. Well, I have discussion with him, just telling
him kind of what is going on and he's more than happy to
give me whatever I need. So it could happen, but I
don't know exactly what. I haven't asked him for
anything specific.
Q. When was the last such discussion you had with
Mr. Mason?
A. Maybe a month ago.
Q. Who was present for that discussion besides
you and Mr. Mason?
A. That's it.
Q. Was it by phone or in person?
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A. He came to my office.
Q. Was that the purpose of his coming to your
3 office, to discuss this matter?
4
A. Yeah. For the most part, yes.
5
Q. Why else did he come to your office at that
6 time?
7
A. Well, we have been friends a long time and our
8 kids know each other.
9
Q. But you don't remember any other purpose?
10
A. No. That is what I'm saying, he pretty much
11 came to just talk about documents and if there is
12 anything he had.
13
Q. I'll get back to that here in a minute. I
14 want to talk about, again, Exhibit 10, and the documents
J5 responsive to this. So we've marked Exhibit 11. Did
16 you put Exhibit 11 together?
17
A. No, I didn't.
18
Q. Do you know who put Exhibit 11 together?
19
A. Aaron and his staff there.
20
Q. Do you recognize the documents that comprise
21 Exhibit 11?
22
A. For the most part, yes.
23
Q. Do you recognize at least the ones that don't
24 have a Bates stamp? By "Bates stamp" I'm referring, for
25 instance, one of them has a Bates stamp of TitleOne 0211
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Exhibit 11?
A. Yes.
Q. Those UCC financing statements, did those come
from the records, to your recollection, of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC?
A. Yes. I don't know if these specific ones that
I have are the same ones. I'm sure other title
companies have them too. I can't say this is the exact
one I produced, but I have them, so yes.
Q. And I'll just note that your initials appear,
for instance, on the third page of those UCCs, there is
a "read and approved, DT" initial. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that your initials on there?
A. Yes.
Q. So you signed that, you initialed that?
A. Yes.
Q. And then immediately prior to that there is an
operating agreement for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. Do you
see that? That is that blue tab in the stack moving
back into the stack.
A. Okay.
Q. Was that from the records of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC?
A. Yes.
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on the right-hand side. Do you recognize the ones that
don't have a Bates stamp as coming from your files as
the source of those documents?
A. Well, give me an example. There is a lot of
docs in here.
Q. Let's go with the first one. The one that is
called -- let's go to the first one that doesn't have a
Bates number. There is a special warranty deed that
immediately follows the document TitleOne 015, a special
warranty deed that was recorded May 23, 2012 at 4:06,
instrument No. 112048883. And it's from DAS
Investments, LLC as grantor to Corey Barton Homes. Do
you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Was that among your original records?
A. No.
Q. So you don't know what the source of that
document was?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Just out of curiosity, do you see how there is
blue pages separating these?
A. Yes.
Q. Let's use those blue pages here for a minute,
and let's start with the very last blue page, it says
UCC Financing Statements. Do you see that within
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Q. This might be a good time to ask you a few
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A. What is it?
Q. Yes.
A. I mean, it's an LLC.
Q. What is the business purpose of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC?
A. Real estate transactions.
Q. When was Eagle Equity Fund, LLC formed?
A. How about August 15, 2006.
Q. You are reading from the second page of that
document?
A. Well, the first page -- well, yes. Uh-huh.
Q. Who were the organizing members of Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC?
A. Myself and my wife.
Q. Have those -- were there any other members at
that time besides yourself and your wife?
A. No.
Q. Have those remained the members to today's
date?
A. Yes.
Q. No other members have been admitted?
A. Correct.
Q. What position within Eagle Equity Fund do you
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hold today?
A. Managing member.
3
Q. What position does your wife hold within Eagle
4 Equity Fund?
5
A. Member.
6
Q. Have you ever held or you or your wife ever
7 held any other positions within Eagle Equity Fund?
8
A. No.
9
Q. Was there a particular type ofreal estate
1o investment that Eagle Equity Fund was formed to
11 undertake?
12
A. No.
13
Q. Why in 2006 did you and your wife determine to
14 form Eagle Equity Fund?
15
A. Liked real estate and the market was very
16 positive.
11
Q. Was it formed for any particular transaction?
18
A. No.
19
Q. Was it capitalized at the time of its
20 formation?
21
A. Yeah.
22
Q. What was the nature of its capitalization at
23 the time of its formation?
24
A. Give me -25
Q. I'll strike that, ask it a different way.
1
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investors funds were used for this?
MR. TRIBBLE: Unless you can articulate some
type of a calculated -- I don't know where this is
going.
MR. DVORAK: How about standing?
MR. TRIBBLE: Standing for?
MR. DVORAK: That he has someone else's money
that is loaned and that he's claiming in this case.
MR. TRIBBLE: All the documents show the
transaction was between Eagle Equity Fund and Galiano.
MR. DVORAK: He's just admitted it's
investors' money that he's using.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, but -MR. DVORAK: Are you instructing him not to
answer? We can take this up with the court. Are you
instructing him not to answer at this time?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'd like to know what your
reason is.
MR. DVORAK: I have just given you a reason.
I don't necessarily have to do it. I'm asking if you
are instructing him not to answer.
MR. TRIBBLE: I want to know more about what
the question is, what it is that you are getting at
before I give him an instruction.
MR. DVORAK: I want the identify of the
Page 29
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How was it capitalized; with cash or in-kind
services?
A. Yes, cash.
Q. What amount of cash was it capitalized with at
the time of its formation?
A. 3 million.
Q. What was the source of those funds?
A. Investor funds.
Q. Who were the investors?
A. Well, I really don't want to get into that.
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll object to relevancy.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Okay.
A. I don't think that really has anything to do
with this.
Q. But these investors are not the same as the
members of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC?
MR. TRIBBLE: That's fine to answer that.
THE WITNESS: No, that's correct.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) And these investors funds,
this 3 million, was a portion of that used to fund the
alleged $750,000 loan that was later made in 2006 to
Galiano?
A. Yes.
MR. DVORAK: Are you instructing the witness
not to answer my questions for the identity of whose
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investors who put the $3 million, some of which was used
for this loan, into Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
Are you instructing him not to answer,
Mr. Tribble?
MR. TRIBBLE: What is the -- I'm asking, what
is the purpose of the identity? How is that relevant?
MR. DVORAK: I think I'm not required to even
give you that information, but I think it speaks for
itself and I have given you the relevance of it in terms
of a potential standing argument that we may have.
MR. TRIBBLE: A standing argument. Okay.
MR. DVORAK: So the decision for you is
whether you are instructing him not to answer or not.
MS. STINES: I think it's ridiculous. You are
either instructing him not to answer or you're
responding to the question. This is a discovery
deposition. We are here to discover the facts relevant
to your case.
MR. MOLLERUP: Relevance has no issue.
MS. STINES: Exactly. That is for trial.
For purposes of discovery today at this
deposition, unless you are seeking, have filed in
advance of this deposition some motion to protect that
information and that has been ruled on, but that is not
the case, and this is our shot at your client.
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MR. TRIBBLE: I'm thinking overall relevance,

A. Sure.
(Document requested.)
3
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Have you communicated with
4 Erin Cullen since the inception of this lawsuit?
5
A. Oh, yes.
6
Q. Tell me about those communications. What have
7 you told her?
8
A. I told her that we were in a second position
9 on a piece of property and a title company, TitleOne,
10 took us off that and then sold the property out from
11 under us and that we are in a lawsuit to get that money
12 back.
13
Q. What has been her response?
14
A. Irritated, How does a title company do that?
15 I said, I don't know how a title company does that
16 either. I thought they were there to be the trust, so
17 to speak. And it didn't dawn on me that I needed to
18 call the County every two weeks to make sure I was still
19 on title. And I just assumed that once a title company
20 put you in a position, that you had to release that
21 title at some point. And so I just conveyed to her that
22 kind of stuff.
23
Q. I take it going back to 2006 when you set this
24 up, did you speak to her prior to Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
25 making this loan originally to Galiano?
1

2

2 calculated to lead to the discovery --

MS. STINES: You don't get -MR. DVORAK: Let's go off the record here for
5 a second.
6
(Discussion held off the record.)
1
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I'll put the question again
8 and just ask if you are going to answer it, sir, which
9 is: What is the identity of these investors who
10 provided you the $3 million?
11
A. It was one family friend.
12
Q. Who was that?
13
A. Her name is Erin Cullen.
14
Q. Spell it for the record.
15
A. E-r-i-n, C-u-1-1-e-n.
16
Q. Where does Ms. Cullen reside?
17
A. Boston.
18
Q. Is this the first such money that she provided
19 to you as an investment?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Is there a written investment agreement?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Has that been produced in discovery?
24
A. No.
25
Q. Do you have a copy of that within the records
3

4
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of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC?
A. Yes.
Q. At this time I'd ask you to provide a copy of
that to your counsel and produce it accordingly.
MR. DVORAK: Can we so stipulate?
MR. TRIBBLE: We can do that.
(Document requested.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) There is no other investment
or money that was provided for this.
A. That's correct.
Q. How do you know Ms. Cullen?
A. Family friend.
Q. What were the circumstances of her becoming a
friend of your family?
A. My brother actually, my older brother.
Q. What is his name?
A. Eric.
Q. Is Erin Cullen an accredited investor?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you have paperwork in association with this
investment agreement that documents her qualifying for
an exemption of the Securities Act of the United States?
A. Yes.
Q. Will you provide that to your counsel along
with that document?
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A. No.
Q. So you made that loan without discussing it

with her?
A. Yeah. The Fund made those decisions, yes.
5
Q. In terms of your investor agreement with her
6 going back to 2006, is there any kind of return that was
7 anticipated or promised in that investor agreement?
8
A. No.
Q. For the use of her $3 million over time, she
9
10 was just getting paid back dollar for dollar?
A. No, she was going to get -- she was going to
11
12 get all the return up to 13 percent and then at that
13 point we would share.
Q. I see. Share 50/50?
14
A. Yes. No, sorry, 70/30.
15
Q. 70/30 in her favor?
16
A. Her favor, yes.
17
Q. And so with respect to the $3 million, a
18
19 certain amount of which was used for this Galiano loan,
20 was the rest of it then put into other projects by Eagle
21 Equity Fund, LLC?
A. Yes.
22
Q. All ofit?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. By which time had all of that investor's
25
3

4
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$3 million been utilized?
A. Maybe -- well, there has always been cash, so
I can't say 100 percent invested, but probably over the
course of a year. And then, of course, projects
complete and so it wasn't just a constant same
investments.
Q. I see.
And do you recall what kind of return has been
realized by this investor on that investment over time?
A. Well, because of this, there hasn't been.
Q. Ever a return?
A. No. Well, there has been returns on
properties, but when this is taken into account, then
there isn't a return.
Q. I see. So essentially from the inception this
loan to Galiano has, to put it a different way, been a
drag on the investor's return?
A. Only since the point in time where we've lost
it because TitleOne took us off title.
Q. For the record, I believe you are referring to
the forced reconveyance that was done February of2010;
is that accurate?
A. Yes. Of which I was never notified or never
knew about.
Q. Prior to that time you and this investor had
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your records and then can we stipulate that you'll give
it to your counsel and he'll produce it to us.
A. Yes.
MR. DVORAK: Is that acceptable, Counsel?
MR. TRIBBLE: Sure.
(Document requested.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) So this pro forma was a
document produced by Mr. Mason showing the anticipated
sales price and return from each lot?
A. Correct.
Q. And that would have been given to you around
the time of this loan, say, late November of2006?
A. Well, prior to the loan, yes.
Q. How long prior to the loan, a month?
A. Yeah, maybe two or three weeks.
Q. This proforma, to your knowledge, was
prepared solely by Mr. Mason?
A. I'll have to recall, but it seems like there
was an accountant in there as well. But yes, Ted Mason
and/or his CPA.
Q. Do you have any personal knowledge of any
appraiser being involved in this pro forma?
A. I don't personally myself, but Ted had it
appraised or he could have never got the money.
Q. But you in making your loan, in your
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not discussed this note?
A. Yeah, we discussed everything that was in
there. But there was nothing to discuss other than,
yeah, the builder is selling lots and I'm signing off on
those lots as they are being sold, and those last 10,
12, 15 lots as they get down there, that is when we get
our money back.
Q. You mentioned this in your answer before, you
knew all along there was a first position, you were
second behind the first position.
A. Sure, yeah.
Q. Why did you believe what you just said to me,
that there would be money left after the first position
was paid off to pay your second position?
A. Well, just based on the pro forma.
Q. When you say "based on the proforma," is that
a document you have produced in discovery today?
A. It's been produced. I don't know if you have
it. It's the proforma from Ted Mason originally.
MR. DVORAK: Let's go off the record for a
second.
(Discussion held off the record.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) While we were off the record
I think we established that no one recalls seeing such a
document produced in discovery. Will you please search
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determination never saw that connection or heard or
don't recall specifically what it was?
A. Just the numbers that Ted showed me, that's
right.
Q. Did you ever see any subsequent pro formas?
A. No.
Q. You are familiar with the real estate market,
I take it, and have been for some time.
A. Sure.
Q. The real estate market locally here in Idaho?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there a dramatic change in that real
estate market after you made this loan?
A. There was.
Q. Can you describe the nature of that change for
us, to your understanding.
A. It was a pretty significant drop in all real
estate, yeah.
Q. Including demand for residential lots, the
type that this Galiano Subdivision was putting together?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever make any effort when that
occurred to determine how that might have affected the
proforma?
A. All the time.
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Q. Please describe those efforts for me.
A. Just constantly talking to Ted: What do you
think the future is going to be? What does it look
like? Yeah, just constantly talking about it.
Q. Did any of those talks reduce themselves to a
writing?
A. No.
Q. What did Mr. Mason tell you in those talks,
say, starting in 2007?
A. Lots were slowing down, lot sales were slowing
down. I mean, I think anybody who lived here could see
that the market was struggling a bit.
Q. Did he tell you he had to reduce the prices in
order to sell lots?
A. He did not tell me exactly in those terms, but
I kind of assumed that he was going to be losing some of
his profit to sell those lots, yeah.
Q. Did you have any concern that the prices of
those lots at that time might drop to a point where
there would not even be enough to pay off the first
position loan?
A. We had discussed that, but he indicated that
he had some sort of a plan with the first to get them
satisfied somehow and then satisfy me.
Q. When did he have that conversation with you?

A. He never told me, I'm not making payments to
Galiano -- or to RBC. The only thing he told me, that
3 they were working with him.
4
MR. TRIBBLE: I think I'll object to that in
5 terms of it kind of mischaracterizes what was happening,
6 as far as the terms of the payment of the first note.
7 Because I don't think we have established what the
8 payments were supposed to be.
9
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Well, I'll represent for the
10 record that the complaint, even as it's amended to date
11 that has been filed in this matter by your counsel,
12 represents a fact, it sounds like it's your knowledge
13 that there came a point in 2011, 2012 where Galiano
14 could no longer make its payments on the RBC first
15 position loan.
16
A. Yeah, it might have been, it might have been
17 assumed by me that that was the case. Ted never said, I
18 can't make the payments. He did say many times he was
19 negotiating with them and they were working with him.
20 But again, that is when I pointed out to Ted, I said,
21 Ted, if it gets to that point, I want to talk to these
22 RBC people.
23
So yeah, I had no intent of letting RBC just
24 take the whole thing away without at least talking to me
25 and trying to figure something out.
1

2

Page 41

Page 39

A. Just kind of constantly throughout the
conversations over the next couple years.
3
Q. When was the last such time you recall him
4 making those alleged representations?
5
A. Well, like I say, it was pretty much constant.
6 There was a time in probably 2011 where he said he was
7 in negotiation with RBC, and that the fellow, the
8 gentleman he was talking with, was trying to -- Ted
9 indicated to me that they were trying to work with him,
10 Hey, Ted, we are not going to throw you under the bus,
11 we are going to work with you.
12
So that was good to hear, but then there was a
13 time where he said that they were in negotiation and
14 that he -- and that at some point I might want to jump
15 in to see ifl wanted to buy out that first.
16
And I said, Well, I will tell you what, I
11 can't let this property go. So hopefully they'll work
18 with me and we can negotiate some kind of a price so
19 that we can just take over the whole subdivision.
20
Q. At the point you had discussion, I take it
21 that Galiano was not making its payments to its first
22 position lender?
23
A. I can't answer that. I have no idea.
24
Q. So you really don't recall when that
25 discussion was.
1

2
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And then when I found out that TitleOne had
already took me off title, kind of cut me off at the
3 knees and took all my options away.
4
Q. Let's use that as a point. I think we
5 established earlier that that would have been
6 approximately March or April of 2013 that you came to
7 that knowledge.
8
A. Yes, that's right.
9
Q. Up to that point in March or April of2013 had
10 you done anything to try to determine that the value of
11 the property was such that it would exceed the amount
12 owed to RBC Bank, the first position on the property?
13
A. No, because Ted had indicated that RBC would
14 be likely willing to negotiate their position down
15 because they were selling stuff all over the country.
16 There is no knowledge that they would have done that,
17 but that was my intent was to talk to them at some
18 point.
19
Q. So it's fair to say you took Ted's word on
20 that?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. Didn't seek to independently verify it by any
23 means yourself.
24
A. Well, RBC is not going to talk to me. I don't
25 have -- that's not my note. I can't call them up say
1

2
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and say, Tell me about Ted Mason's note, can I buy it
from you? I have to -- I was waiting for the proper
course of being notified that Ted was potentially being
foreclosed on and then I could step in and say, Hey,
don't I have -- let's talk about this, let's see if we
can come to some kind of conclusion, because that is
exactly what they did anyway.
Q. So it's fair to say you took no independent
action to attempt to verify that because you didn't know
what those actions would be at that point.
A. Probably fair to say. Of course, I'm all the
time assuming that I'm still on title and that they
can't do anything unless I at least sign off or know
this stuff is happening, of which I was never notified
nor signed off.
Q. But you do know that a deed of trust or
mortgage or other lien on property can be foreclosed,
don't you?
A. Sure.
Q. And you do understand that if a higher
priority lien is foreclosed, that it has the effect of
stripping off lower priority liens, don't you?
A. I do. But I also know those lower priority
loans have to be notified and have the option to
actually take over and pay off that first.
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investor?
A. We talked about it just briefly that the one
piece of property is way slowed down, don't know what is
going to -- how that is going to transpire, but I'd
definitely keep her informed as we went along.
Q. When did this conversation occur?
A. It happened throughout the whole kind of
market drop, if you will, just talking about each of the
different investments that we had.
Q. And when you say one piece of property had
slowed down -A. Just the market.
Q. But when you said one piece of property had
slowed down in your conversation with the investor, you
were referring to the Galiano project?
A. I'm trying to think of how I would have
explained Galiano at the time. And I would have
probably just said where he was selling quite a few lots
pretty quickly, they have slowed down, so that would
have been more or less the conversation.
Q. Okay. Then I take it that you are sort of
filling in at this point as to what you think the
conversation would have been. You don't recall
precisely the date or the exact words that were used in
these conversations?
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Q. I see.

1

If you had been notified, "you" being Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC, to pay off the first, would Eagle
Equity Fund have had the capital to do that?
A. Well, I don't know. It would have certainly
negotiated and hopefully got a price that made sense and
then yes, could have had the money.
Q. Let me ask you this. I want to clear up a
point too earlier. When we talked about $3 million that
was put in as the capitalization of Eagle Equity Fund
initially by this investor from Boston in 2006,
subsequent to 2006 and to the present date has Eagle
Equity Fund received any other moneys from any other
investors?
A. No.
Q. Has Eagle Equity Fund retained any other
profits or any other source of money that could have
been used to service an agreement if it had been reached
in these negotiations?
A. At the time, no. Could it have? Yes.
Q. When you say it "could" have, how would that
have been accomplished?
A. My investor would have not let that happen,
and they have got pretty deep pockets.
Q. Did you have that discussion with your
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A. No.
Q. Was there anything in writing that you sent to
your investor?
A. Just at tax time when I sent the K-ls.
Q. Did you communicate with her by e-mail?
A. Yes.
Q. Over the whole course of this?
A. No, most of it was phone, just conversations.
Like I say, when I sent K-1, that was more or less when,
and e-mails.
Q. Have you saved your e-mails with your
investor?
A. Oh, gosh, I don't know. That is a couple
computers ago.
Q. I would ask that you search your e-mails for
any with your investor that mentioned Galiano or Ted
Mason or how that particular asset is doing and produce
those to your counsel and produce those to us.
MR. DVORAK: Is that acceptable, Counsel?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
(Document requested.)
THE WITNESS: Can I get a glass of water real
quick.
MR. DVORAK: Let's take break for a second.
(Off the record.)
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Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Back on the record here.
I'm going to go back to the topic that we have
3 just been talking about, but right now I want to back
4 off a little bit and approach this from a different way.
5 Do you have any, are you members of any other LLCs
6 besides Eagle Equity Fund, you individually?
1
A. Yes.
8
Q. Tell me what other LLCs of which you are a
9 member individually.
10
A. I have got Eagle Capital Management. And I've
11 got the -- actually, I don't know if that is still
12 around, but there might be one out there called The
13 Financial Coach, but I think we let that expire. I've
14 got Shortline Water Sports. And I think that's it.
15
Q. Now, I asked the question in terms ofLLCs.
16 Are all three of those LLCs, limited liability
17 companies?
18
A. I believe so. You're talking to a
19 non-attorney, but, yes.
20
Q. If I broadened my question out not just to
21 which you are members currently, but of which you have
22 been a member within the last ten years, would that
23 expand the list?
24
A. Yes, there was one called -- well, no -- The
25 Chop Shop. That is probably the extent of the list.
1
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Financial Coach, LLC?
A. I kind of created some software to help people
get out of debt, but we went a different direction so we
never really even used that. It's probably dissolved.
Q. So this was to be the business vehicle for
this software?
A. For software, yes.
Q. Are these all Idaho LLCs?
A. Correct.
Q. Shortline Water Sports, what was the purpose
of that business?
A. I'm a water skier and we wanted to put our
boat in an LLC, so that was its purpose.
Q. Was it a liability limitation or -A. Well, I've got a partner on the boat, we just
wanted to own it together in an LLC. And yes, a little
bit of liability.
Q. Who is that partner?
A. Chad Hess.
Q. The Chop Shop, LLC.
A. I built custom choppers for a while,
motorcycles.
Q. Where did you build those?
A. Well, I wish I could say I had the talent to
build it, but I farmed it out; I had a guy in Boise do
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Q. Just to make sure I covered everything within
the last ten years, I asked for LLCs. Let's expand it
out to any kind of organization, be it a partnership,
corporation -A. That would be it.
Q. Is there a trust?
A. No trusts.
Q. What is or was Eagle Capital Management, LLC?
A. It actually was my -- so I'm a, I had a
financial advisory company. It's just kind of
transitioned now to just -- it's where my, part of my,
so I sell insurance, so part ofmy insurance commissions
go in there.
Q. Do you sell insurance through Eagle Capital
Management, LLC?
A. No, not technically. It's not a broker -- or
an agency. I'm just a broker and I deposit my
commission checks in there just for tracking purposes.
Q. What other business purpose did Eagle Capital
Management, LLC have or have today?
A. That's it.
Q. Just to receive a portion of your checks from
this insurance brokerage?
A. Yes.
Q. What was or is the business purpose of
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some of it and a guy in California do some of it.
Q. Was there any other purpose for the Chop Shop,
LLC?
A. Yeah, I was trying to build and sell choppers.
Q. Is that still in business?
A. No.
Q. We talked a little about Shortline, but as to
the others, The Chop Shop, Financial Coach, and Eagle
Capital Management, are there any other members of those
besides you and your wife?
A. Well, Chad on Shortline. And by the way, I'm
just renewing Shortline, and there will be another
partner, Mark Munson is his name. But no, the others
were just -- no, actually, the Debt Coach had another
partner in there. No, it didn't, sorry. Just me and my
wife.
You are making me really search my brain, so I
might not be a thousand percent accurate on that.
Q. Like I said, if you need a break at any time,
you can as long as there is not a question pending.
Of these LLCs, the five that we have
discussed, I take it the only one whose primary purpose
was investing in real estate was Eagle Equity Fund?
A. That's correct.
Q. So then I take it your sole investor for real
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estate investments would have been this woman from
Boston?
A. Correct.
Q. You mentioned an insurance, that you sell
insurance. What types of insurance do you sell?
A. Pretty much just life and annuity.
Q. Is that whole life or term life or -A. I try to do as much whole life as possible,
but yeah, I do term every once in awhile.
Q. And what brokerage or organization do you sell
whole life insurance through?
A. I just go directly with the companies.
Q. Do you have any licensures or certifications
to sell life insurance?
A. Sure.
Q. Would you please describe that for us.
A. Insurance license, life, and annuity.
Q. ls that from the State of Idaho?
A. Yes.
Q. How long have you had that license?
A. Since like 1986.
Q. What sort of training did you undertake to get
that license, training, testing, I guess?
A. Testing. Just study for the exam, take the
test.
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That's right.
Did you attend any college?
No.
There is two websites listed, one is Becoming
Your Own Bank and Discovering Ways to Wealth. What are
those?
A. Becoming Your Own Bank is a way we use
insurance so that people capitalize their policy and
then they use it like a bank. When they want to buy a
car they borrow against that policy and then pay their
policy back rather than the bank.
Q. What about Discovering Ways to Wealth?
A. Where are you looking at that?
Q. Under "Website" designation immediately
beneath Becoming Your Own Bank.
A. Yeah, that -- I can't tell you where that came
from. I don't know that site at all.
Q. Then under your summary it says: "Began
career in 1986 with large Wall Street firm."
A. I started with IDS/American Express.
Q. Where was that at?
A. Right here in Boise.
Q. What did you do for IDS/American Express?
A. Just a financial planner.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
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Q. What other professional licenses or
certifications do you hold?
A. Nothing.
(Exhibit 12 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked as Exhibit 12. This was a document obtained off
the Internet, I believe from a site called Linkedln. Do
you recognize that, sir?
A. I believe so, yes.
Q. Are you member ofLinkedln?
A. Yes.
Q. And did you prepare this information contained
in this document in connection with your being a member?
A. Most likely, yes.
Q. Take a second to read it, if there is any
confusion about whether you prepared it or not.
A. No.
Q. So you did prepare it.
A. Yes.
Q. So just running down through this, on your
education, Fred C. Beyer, is that the high school you
attended?
A. Correct.
Q. And I take it from the fact there is no
college listed there that you don't have a college
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A. Everything that they had in-house; securities,
licenses, all that stuff.
Q. Did you obtain any certifications as a
financial planner?
A. Are you talking about like a CFP or -Q. Whatever certification there may be for that.
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. I went through the CFP course, I think there
is seven tests, and I took five of them, and I realized
it was just kind of a joke. So I was almost embarrassed
to have it, so I quit doing it.
Q. Why did you think it was a joke?
A. Because I think it was just a way to persuade
people to invest in the Wall Street money machine.
Q. When did you prepare this profile?
A. I can't tell you.
Q. How long have you been a member of Linkedln?
A. Probably several years.
Q. Have you changed this profile over time?
A. No. I don't even get on the -- I rarely even
see it.
Q. Is anything inaccurate in this profile?
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1

1 pro forma; correct?

2

2

A. Yeah, that Discovering Ways to Wealth. That
could have been something one of my boys was putting
3 together at the time and we just didn't finish it out.
4 Other than that it looks pretty good.
5
Q. Talking in terms of your summary, the next
6 sentence says: "Our focus is on those who are
7 interested in creating wealth, without all the risk
8 associated with growth." Do you see that there?
9
A. Yeah.
10
Q. Turning your attention to this particular loan
11 to Galiano that you did based on this pro forma, at the
12 time you made this loan did you anticipate any risk
13 associated with it?
14
A. This has nothing to do with Eagle Equity,
15 absolutely nothing. Eagle Equity is run separately on
16 its own. I don't mix the two at all. Erin Cullen isn't
17 a client of this side of the table, so to speak, so
18 absolutely no correlation at all.
19
Q. Actually, I don't think you're, with all due
20 respect, listening to my question.
21
Let me ask it a different way. You wrote
22 those words in here on this document, Exhibit 12,
23 "without all the risk normally associated with growth."
24 Do you see that?
25
A. Yes.
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A. No, it was on the pro forma.

Q. But one of the risks were that the lot prices
those lots ended up selling for would not ultimately
match what was on the pro forma in 2006; correct?
A. I would say so, sure.
Q. One of the risks was that even if they matched
the values in 2006 for those lots, that the prices and
the real estate market might drop, was it not?
A. Yes.
Q. Moving down here, it talks about a book
"Discovering Hidden Treasures," then you have a website.
Tell us what that is.
A. Yeah, I wrote a book called "Discovering
Hidden Treasures" on how to fund an insurance policy.
Q. Is it solely about insurance?
A. Yes.
Q. When did you write that book?
A. My goodness, three years ago.
Q. Then you've got Specialties down below. Do
you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. One of the specialties is private banking
systems?
A. Same thing, yeah.
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Q. When you wrote that what were you meaning by
"risk"?
A. I meant put your money in a life insurance
policy.
Q. Okay.
A. And part of that, by the way, has come from my
experience with Eagle Equity. Does that make sense?
The experience that I had with Eagle Equity and the fact
that things like title companies taking you off title,
those kind of things has actually persuaded me more to
be more conservative.
Q. I see.
But you wrote "risk normally associated with
growth." Putting yourself back in the time frame of
2006, did you believe when you were considering this
loan requested by Mr. Mason for Galiano, did you assume
that that loan had the risk normally associated with
growth with it?
A. It did.
Q. You knew that at the time.
A. Oh, sure. You learn and you grow and you
realize, you know what, you don't have to take all that
risk.
Q. One of the risks was that the value of the
property was not, even at the time, as reflected on the
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Q. This is using the whole life insurance?
A. Yes.
3
Q. Then you talk about business strategies and
4 wealth creation?
5
A. Uh-huh.
6
Q. When you profess those were some of your
7 specialties on here, what were you trying to convey?
8
A. So we've got what I would call strategic
9 partners. So when we are talking to somebody about
10 overall wealth concepts, it makes sense sometimes to
11 bring in everything from an estate planning attorney, a
12 CPA, a money manager, a business structure professional.
13 So we kind of surround ourselves with all those
14 different professionals.
15
Q. I see. But you are not saying that you have
16 those specialties?
17
A. No. I certainly understand them. I certainly
18 can speak to them, but I don't do those things. I mean,
19 I'm not out there as an estate planning attorney, so to
20 speak.
21
Q. What about leveraged retirement planning, is
22 that a specialty you profess to have?
23
A. I understand it, yes.
24
Q. But you are not saying it's a specialty?
25
A. Well, no, I use the specialists when it comes
1

2
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Page 58

to that stuff. He's an attorney out of Colorado.
Q. Are there any of these items that are listed
under "Dan Thompson's Summary, Specialities" that you
profess to have a specialty in, not just a limited
understanding?
A. Well, it depends on how you look at it. I
certainly understand and can speak to it.
Q. But my question was, again: Are any of these
items as they are represented on this Exhibit 12 under
Dan Thompson's summary of specialties items in which you
indeed have a specialty in?
A. Yes, I can create these insurance policies.
Q. That would fall under private banking systems?
A. Yes. And I can set you up with one of our
strategic partners for the other things.
Q. What about public speaking?
A. Yeah, I do that. And I do a lot ofwebinars.
Q. On what topics?
A. Financial wellness for the most part.
Q. Were you doing these in 2006?
A. Yes.
Q. You have done them up to the present date?
A. Yes.
Q. When was the last such webinar you did?
A. Last night.

time?
A. Yeah.
3
Q. With whom?
4
A. With the Investment Company of America.
5
Q. How long were you with the Investment Company
6 of America?
7
A. Several years. And then I -- so that is a
s broker dealer, and then I went to Financial Network as a
9 broker-dealer.
JO
Q. You have been a broker-dealer ever since?
11
A. No.
12
Q. When did you cease being a broker-dealer with
13 Financial Network?
14
A. It's probably been five years.
15
Q. Did you obtain any series licensing when you
16 were a broker-dealer?
11
A. Yes.
18
Q. What series license did you obtain?
19
A. 7, 63, 24. Those are the ones I remember.
20 Maybe there is one other.
21
Q. I take it those are not current at this time?
22
A. No.
23
Q. When did those cease being?
24
A. About five years ago.
25
Q. So I take it you haven't sold securities since
1

2
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Q. Is that accessible to the public?
A. Yeah, if you are invited. Do you want to join
one?
Q. Do you do any public speaking outside the
Internet?
A. Yeah, I have done it in the past, yes,
conferences, that kind of stuff.
Q. Have you ever publicly spoken on real estate
investment?
A. No.
Q. What about the training aspect of that there?
It says training under "Specialties," third item.
A. We train other agents.
Q. For insurance purposes?
A. Yes.
Q. So you mentioned some work for IDS. What was
that?
A. American Express.
Q. American Express in 1986. How long were you
in that position?
A. About 18 months.
Q. Why did you leave that position?
A. Because I felt like there were better ways to
go about financial planning.
Q. And did you take another position at that
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that time?
A. That's correct. Never will ever again.
Q. Why is that?
A. I just don't think they work.
Q. When you say you "don't think they work"?
A. I've watched too many people with 40l(k)s and
mutual funds, they just never seem to get where they
were promised they were going to get.
Q. Would it be fair to say you think the
fluctuation in value is too hard to predict?
A. Well, it's not so much, it's not so much that,
it's just I don't think it ever performs.
Q. Performs relative to what?
A. Well, performs, period.
Q. So the value doesn't increase?
A. I think it does and then I think it loses,
then I think it does, then I think it loses. By the
time it's said and done, you are lucky if you come out
with your dough.
Q. So the fluctuation in value is too hard to
predict.
A. Yeah.
Q. I'm sort of trying to get a picture of what
you've been doing, say, in the last ten years in terms
of your training and experience. Have we covered that?
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A. Yes.
2
Q. There is nothing else that occupied a
3 substantial portion of your time that you were doing for
4 economic gain within that time period?
5
A. None that we haven't discussed.
6
Q. With respect to Eagle Equity Fund, we
7 mentioned you and your wife and the roles you play
8 within it. Are there any employees of Eagle Equity Fund
9 or have there been since its inception?
1

10
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A. No.

Q. Have you had any training relevant to real
12 estate?
A. Just the experience. No. Just real
13
14 experience, yes.
Q. We talked about your residence. Do you own
15
any
other real properties at the present time?
16
A. No.
17
Q. Have you owned any other real properties other
18
19 than the prior residence that we talked about within the
20 last ten years?
A. No.
21
Q. In terms of setting up private banks using
22
23 whole life insurance policies that you discussed, does
24 that involve, I'm assuming, some kind of a debt
25 instrument like a promissory note?
II

1 was working through, who he was working through at the
2 time.
3

Q. I see.

Amy Cobine's deposition was taken previously
in this case. Have you ever had any conversations with
6 her?
7
A. Have I? I don't know that I know that name.
8
Q. She's with post closing department.
9
A. No.
10
Q. So you don't know of any particular knowledge
11 she would have about this case?
12
A. No idea.
13
Q. I want to talk to you, you touched on this a
14 little before. But how do you know Mr. Edward J. Mason?
15
A. He's actually around the corner from me,
16 neighbor.
17
Q. Was that the first occasion that you met him?
18
A. When he became my neighbor, yes.
19
Q. After you met him tell me how your
20 relationship with him progressed.
21
A. Just neighbors for many years. No real -- our
22 kids went to school together. That is about it. We
23 didn't hang out.
24
Q. So that would have been about 1996 you met
25 him?
4

5
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A. No.
Q. How do you document the loan from the whole
3 life insurance proceeds?
4
A. That is the insurance company. You are
5 actually borrowing from your policy. So they manage all
6 that.
7
Q. So you just sort of point the person in the
8 right direction?
9
A. Yes. By the way -- well, no.
10
Q. Go ahead. What were you going to say?
11
A. It's nothing. I don't think you want an
12 education on that. So ...
13
Q. Go ahead. What were you going to say right
14 there?
15
A. I was going to say we work with just large
16 companies. They set them up. They do all the managing
11 of loans and so forth.
18
Q. I want to talk to you a little bit right now
J9 about the relationship with some of the different
20 parties in this case. Alliance Title, I believe, closed
21 this original loan; is that correct?
22
A. That's correct.
23
Q. Do you know why Alliance Title was selected to
24 do that?
25
A. I don't. Other than that is where Ted Mason
I

1

2

2
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A. No, I think they were four or five years after
us. I can't tell you exactly when they moved there.
Q. So early 2000s.
A. You are really stretching my memory now, but
probably so.
Q. But at some point the relationship with him
transitioned from purely a social one to business?
A. Yeah, that was kind of the -- the idea of the
fund was to work with people that I knew that had been
successful, and because I knew a lot of guys who were
doing real estate. That was kind of the purpose was to
get involved with those kind of guys, yes. And Ted had
a very good track record.
Q. Was this Galiano loan the first time you
actually got involved in business with him?
A. Yes.
Q. Prior to that time you were putting together
the idea for Eagle Equity Fund to make these type of
investments, what was your knowledge or awareness of his
track record?
A. At that time none. I mean, other than I knew
he was my neighbor, I knew he was doing well. But we
didn't have any conversations specifically toward that.
The Fund had been around for quite some time before Ted
and I started talking about business relationship.
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Q. When you say "the Fund had been around," you
are talking about Eagle Equity Fund?
A. Yes.
Q. Didn't you just show me an operating agreement
as part of Exhibit 11 that says it was formed in August
of2006?
A. Yes.
Q. For the record, wasn't the deed of trust in
favor of Eagle Equity Fund that is at issue in this case
was signed November 17, 2006; right?
A. Yeah.
Q. So that's only about a four-month difference,
three-month difference?
A. I can't tell you. Yes, sounds good. I don't
know the answer to that.
Q. Was that being around a long time? Was the
fund formed before that?
A. Sorry. It had been around. It had been
organized. I don't know what word -Q. For three months?
A. Yes.
Q. So how did the idea of investing in Galiano
come up?
A. Ted approached me.
Q. Tell me everything you recall about that

1

thing.

2

Q. I'll go back to that in a second. I'll pick
up with that, but I want to continue asking you what
other people know about this case. Let's talk about
Steven Schrader. Does that ring a bell?
A. No. Ted had a development partner at one
point. Is that him?
Q. I believe so.
A. If that is him, I might have met him once.
(Exhibit 13 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked for identification as Exhibit No. 13. I'll
represent this is among the documents that were produced
by your counsel in this case.
Referring your attention to the first line of
that Certified Resolution of Limited Liability Company
to Borrow, it says: "We, Edward J. Mason and Steven
Schrader." Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Does that refresh your recollection?
A. No, but -Q. So what was his involvement in Galiano, to
your understanding?
A. I believe he was the developer. Like I said,
I think I met him once. I think that is how he was
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approach. Was it in person?
A. Probably yeah, probably.
Q. Had you asked him to bring business ideas to
you previously?
A. No.
Q. Tell me everything you recall about him
approaching you. What did he tell you?
A. Hey, Dan, we have a subdivision out in Kuna,
it looks pretty good. We are looking for some extra, we
are looking for some other money. Would you be
interested in looking at it? I said, Sure, we'll take a
look.
Q. And you did that?
A. And did that.
Q. What did you find was the state of the
subdivision at that point; had it been built?
A. No.
Q. So it was just vacant dirt?
A. Yes.
Q. What else did you do in terms of looking into
it?
A. He had all the contracts set up ready to go,
he had RBC's commitment ready to go. He had obviously
the pro forma that we've talked about. How we would get
paid out, when we would get paid out, kind of the whole
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introduced to me, but...
Q. Did he remain involved?
A. I have no idea. I imagine he developed it.
Q. When you say "he was the developer," how did
you distinguish that from Mr. Mason's role?
A. Kind of the guy who actually gets his hands in
the dirt, gets out there and makes sure that utility
lines are in and streets are in.
Q. So more of a hands-on project manager?
A. You know, I can't really define how their
relationship was, but that is how I would view him.
Q. That is what I'm asking, your impression.
A. My impression is he actually got the job done.
Am I right? Is that who Steve Schrader is?
Q. You are here to answer the questions, sir, not
me.
Have you ever heard the names Dan Zillner or
Jana Lee Zillner?
A. No.
(Exhibit 14 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Sir, I'm going to hand you
what has been marked for identification purposes as
Deposition Exhibit 14. I'll represent that this was
your response to discovery that was sent out by my
client, TitleOne, in this case. Do you have that in
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Page 70

front of you?
A. Yes.
3
Q. There are a number of folks that are listed in
4 response to Interrogatory No. 1 as persons who have
5 knowledge about the facts or circumstance giving rise to
6 the allegations in the complaint, and I wanted to run
7 down through there. It looks like the answer "no" to
8 "a." underneath that means you have had no conversations
9 with those people; is that correct?
10
A. That would be correct. Are you talking about
11 Zillner?
12
Q. Yes.
13
A. I don't see their name listed on here.
14
Q. I'm not talking about them. I'm going to
J 5 different people now at this point.
16
A. Which people then?
17
Q. Let's start going down the list here. Do you
18 have that in front of you, page 2?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Sherry Mason, have you spoken to her about the
21 facts and circumstance of this case?
22
A. No.
23
Q. How about Heidi Emery?
24
A. Is she TitleOne, the one who signed off?
25
Q. Yes.
1

2

A. Oh, yeah.
Q. Can you specify for the record.
3
A. I said, Why did you guys take me off title?
4 He said, I don't know. I said, Did you take me off
5 title? He said, Yes we did, but we don't know why. I
6 said, Well, I'd like some money then.
7
Q. Do you recall anything else about the
8 conversation?
9
A. He said, I would advise you to seek counsel.
10 And I said, Why do I need to seek counsel? You guys
11 took me off title. Come on, man, do the right thing
12 here. Then we subsequently had another meeting with, I
13 can't remember your boss's name or your owner's name,
14 and Ted Mason and basically had the same conversation,
15 that they admitted they took me off title. They said
16 they took me off title, but they didn't know why.
17
Q. Do you recall anything else that was said
J 8 during that meeting?
19
A. Yeah; you better go get counsel.
20
Q. Anything else?
21
A. We don't owe you any money.
22
Q. Anything else?
23
A. That is about it.
24
Q. Did you have any other subsequent
25 conversations other than what we've talked about with
1

2
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A. Yes, I did talk to her first.
Q. That would have been after March or April?
3
A. The second I knew.
4
And Fidelity, by the way, Fidelity Title
5 helped me research that. They were very cooperative in
6 helping me try to find out what the heck happened. They
7 are the ones who produced the document that had Heidi's
8 signature on it.
9
Q. Tell me everything you recall about your
10 conversations at that point with Heidi Emery.
11
A. I said, Heidi, why am I off this title? She
12 says, I don't know. I said, Well, let's find out
13 because this isn't right. I never signed off or
14 released anything on this piece of property. And she
15 said, Well, let me see what I can find out. And the
16 next time I heard from her is she said, Yes, we did
17 release you on title, and you'll have to talk to
18 Mr. McFaddan from here on.
19
Q. That is all you recall about your
20 conversations with her?
21
A. Right.
22
Q. Did you talk to Mr. McFaddan after that time?
23
A. Yes, I called him immediately. We talked. We
24 set up a meeting. I went in and we talked.
25
Q. Do you recall what you talked about?
1

2
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either Mr. McFaddan or Ms. Emery?
A. I don't think we talked after that.
3
Q. The next page you list Lynn Darling. Have you
4 spoken with Ms. Darling?
5
A. I don't believe so.
6
Q. Do you know of any statements that have been
7 obtained from Ms. Darling by your counsel or anything?
8
A. No, I don't.
9
Q. Nikkole Hoge, any conversations with her?
10
A. If she was the clerk at Alliance that I
11 requested the closing documents from, yes.
12
Q. But you don't know that for sure?
13
A. That's right.
14
Q. If she was that clerk, what were those
15 discussions?
16
A. I said, I need a copy ofmy closing documents
17 for this particular loan and so forth. And they said
18 they would get those. They would probably on -- I can't
J9 remember the term she used, but they weren't right
20 readily accessible, but she could get them.
21
Q. Just to save some time here, maybe leave it to
22 some other folks. Are there any other employees of
23 TitleOne listed on this list here that you recall having
24 any conversations personally with?
25
A. No. I only talked to Heidi and Mr. McFaddan
1

2
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at TitleOne. I would say that part of that conversation
with Mr. McFaddan was, Why am I still signing release
documents on a piece of property you took me off title?
Because I was still signing those UCC lot releases after
they had already theoretically taken me off title and no
one could seem to come up with the answer.
Q. Do you recall anything else about the
conversation?
A. Maybe. I'll let you know if I do. But right
now, no.
Q. If you think about it before the end of the
deposition I'd ask you make a record ofit, again,
because my client is entitled to discover what facts and
circumstances you know. This is our opportunity to do
so.
A. Yes.
Q. Now, I want to go back to what you were
starting to tell me about Mr. Mason coming forward to
you with this idea and request for a loan. So obviously
this would have been the time frame when you received
the proforma we've been talking about?
A. Correct.
Q. Did you retain counsel at this time, an
attorney to represent you?
A. Yes.
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A.
Q.
before
A.

I'm not sure.
Did you take a look at the original complaint
it was filed in this matter?
I believe so, yes.
Q. Do you recall signing a verification for that
original complaint?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall in that verification that it
said that you were swearing and affirming that all the
documents contained and all the statements contained
therein were true and accurate or words to that effect?
A. Sure.
Q. So I take it you wouldn't have signed or
executed it if you didn't believe that was the case?
A. That's right.
Q. So from that would it be fair to say that if
any of the statements that are made in this second
amended complaint were identical or substantially
identical to what was stated in that verified complaint
that you signed, that they would be truthful and correct
too?
A. Yeah.
Q. Has anything changed since that time that
would render any of these statements inaccurate, to your
knowledge?
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Q. Who did you retain?
A. David Wishney.
Q. What instructions did you give to Mr. Wishney
about this transaction?
A. Say that again.
Q. What instructions did you give him about this
transaction?
A. I said, Will you look over all these
documents, make sure they are in order, make sure
everything is -- so he did. In fact, he rewrote some of
the documents. He subsequently retired. He was the
first one I called when all this came about, but he had
retired.
(Exhibit 15 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Referring your attention to
what has been marked Exhibit 15, specifically page 4,
paragraph 20. Do you see that in there?
A. Yes.
Q. You understand this is the current version of
the complaint that has been filed in this matter. It's
the Revised Second Amended Complaint. Do you see that
at the beginning?
A. Sure.
Q. Did you have a chance to review this complaint
before it was filed?
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Q. Looking now at page 4, it indicates that you
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were approached regarding the development of a
29.63-acre parcel. Do you recall, was that the size?
A. I don't recall, but yes, it's probably right
because that was in the original documents I'm sure.
Q. It was being platted to accommodate 60
individual lots?
A. Yes.
Q. To be known as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna,
Idaho?
A. Yes.
Q. So at that point it was just, I think we
established vacant dirt; right?
A. Yes.
Q. When was it ultimately built out?
A. I want to say it took them about eight or nine
months. I would know for sure based on that first UCC
document that I signed when they started selling the
property.
(Exhibit 16 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Sir, I'm handing you what has
been marked for identification as Exhibit No. 16. I'll
represent this was among documents that we received
through discovery requests to Pioneer Title Company in
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Q. But to the extent that Mr. Schrader signed the

1 this matter. And referring your attention -- I'll also

1

2 represent it appears to be the approved plat for Galiano

2 guarantee, he has not been sued?

3 Estate Subdivision as filed in the real property records
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of Ada County, Idaho.
Referring your attention to the last page. It
looks like the certificate of and approval of City
Council, dated October 16, 2007. Do you see that on
that page there in the upper right-hand side?
A. I see that.
Q. And that this actually was recorded on
November 5th, 2007, as indicated by the certificate of
the County Recorder in the bottom right-hand side. Do
you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. I'll represent for the record that you are
technically not supposed to be able to sell lots until
they have been completed and a plat has been finalized
and approved. Does that refresh your recollection?
Would this, basically November of 2007, be about the
time the Galiano lots were finished?
A. Yeah. Like I say, ifwe looked for the UCC
lot things, we could probably tell pretty quick when
they started selling them.
Q. We'll talk about those in a minute here.
Let's go back here to the loan for a second.
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A. I don't know the answer to that. Is he part
ofthat?
Q. The answer is you don't know.
A. Yeah. I don't know. I didn't know I could
answer that way.
Q. Again, going back to the original loan here.
(Exhibit 17 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I'll represent this is among
the documents you produced. It appears to be a letter
from Mr. Wishney to Nikkole Hoge at Alliance Title. Do
you recall Mr. Wishney sending this letter on your
behalf and cc'ing you?
A. Yes.
Q. To your recollection, was this Mr. Wishney
fulfilling and carrying out the instructions you gave
him?
A. Yes.
Q. So let's talk about this. He drafted an
original promissory note in the original principal sum
of $725,500. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that the amount of the loan that you ended
up funding?
Page 81

Page 79

The next paragraph on your complaint, Exhibit 15,

I

2 alleges that Mason was a guarantor. Do you see that?

2

1

3

A. Yes.

3

4

Q. Do you have a guarantee document signed by
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Mr. Mason?
A. Yes.
Q. And do you have one signed by his partner?
A. I would have to look. I don't know if it's on
the same document.
Q. I'll represent that among the unsigned
documents you produced there was an unsigned guarantee
by Mr. Mason, there was an unsigned guarantee by his
partner. What is that gentleman's name? Schrader.
A. Okay.
Q. But you don't recall and haven't produced
signed guarantees by those gentlemen?
A. I believe those are the ones that I just sent
over to you guys and also waiting for them from
Alliance, yes.
Q. As you sit here today, are you aware of any
steps that you've taken to enforce either of those
guarantees?
A. Yes.
Q. What steps?
A. Ted Mason has been part of this whole lawsuit.
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A. Yes.
Q. Were there any subsequent amounts that were
ever loaned?
A. No.
Q. He also references an original deed of trust
and security agreement that should be recorded with the
county recorder's. Do you recall him drafting that?
A. This is what he sent over; right?
Q. Right.
A. So yes.
Q. Then he also separately mentions the Uniform
Commercial Code financing statements. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. At this time did you have an understanding
what a Uniform Commercial Code financial statement was?
A. To my knowledge, it was that each lot sold
would have to be released and that would have to be
released by me.
Q. You didn't understand that it was a separate
means of securing whatever aspect of this real estate
may be characterized as personal property?
A. Rephrase that. I don't understand that.
Q. You didn't understand it was doing something
separate from the deed of trust?
A. No. I understood it was part of.
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If I was going to go buy a lot out there, I

1

2 had to get both RBC and Eagle Equity signed off to own

2
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3

that lot without any lien. So I understood that my part

4 in releasing that lot was the UCC.
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Q. You also signed at times in addition to the

5

UCCs, you also signed requests for partial reconveyances
at the same time, did you not?
A. I think so.
Q. Did you ever give any thought to why you had
to sign two separate documents?
A. I asked Fidelity one time. They just said
that is how you have to do it.
Q. You didn't ask Mr. Wishney about that.
A. No, I didn't.
Q. Do you see going over starting on the bottom
of page 2 and going onto page 3 where it says, "You are
further instructed as follows"; do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Point No. 3 on the next page of those further
instructions indicates: "The original policy, together
with the original note, deed of trust, master credit
agreement, UCC-1 s, unconditional guarantys, and
resolution, should be delivered to Eagle Capital
Management, LLC, attention Daniel Thompson, 2502 North
Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho, as soon as practicable"
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Q. But you produced this letter from your files;
right?
A. Yes.
Q. And at the bottom of page 3 of this file it's
cc'd to you as client without enclosures; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So you had this information at the time that
it was sent?
A. Sure. Which is why I went to Alliance
immediately and said, Hey, you guys have never given me
my closing docs fully executed. Can I get a copy of
them.
Q. When you say "immediately" -A. Immediately when I found out I was took off,
when they took me off title.
(Exhibit 18 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Do you have that document in
front of you, do you have 18?
A. I do.
Q. And do you recognize that to be the promissory
note that was referred to in Exhibit 17?
A. Yes.
Q. What was the interest rate that was to be paid
on this outstanding amount due?
A. 25 percent. And the reason, it was supposed
Page 85
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after the closing. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. That is your address?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you have any reason to believe this wasn't
followed?
A. It wasn't followed. I never got them.
Q. Did you ever report that to your attorney?
A. No.
Q. You didn't report it to -A. David, no.
Q. Or to Alliance at the time?
A. No.
Q. That didn't concern you?
A. I assumed, maybe incorrectly, that a title
company was a neutral party looking out for just as much
my interest as everyone else's and that they would
properly file the deed according to these documents.
And I had no reason to think that it wouldn't happen
that way, because there was no -- Alliance made no bones
about doing this. There was nothing back to David
saying, We can't do this, or, We won't do this.
Everything that David instructed them to do
they apparently agreed with or didn't argue with, and I
maybe incorrectly assumed that they did it.
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Q. When you say "pretty quickly," what time frame
are you talking about?
A. He thought he could do it in a year.
Q. Get the lots sold, get the first paid off,
then pay you off.
A. Yeah.
Q. So this is dated November 13, 2006. So he
thought he would be done by November of 2007?
A. Yeah.
Q. Of course, that is about when the real estate
market came down?
A. Probably pretty close, yes.
Q. So is that why you selected this maturity date
in item 3 of December 31st, 2008 for the loan to be paid
in full?
A. Yes. That gave him a little bit of room.
Q. How was this 25 percent per annum rate agreed
upon?
A. It was Ted's suggestion. He said this should
be a very profitable subdivision, and because we are
both developer and builder, it's a reasonable amount for
us to pay.
Q. Were you -- a couple things. In those
conversations with Ted leading up to this, why couldn't
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he get all the money he needed from the bank; did he
ever explain that to you?
A. Banks don't loan 100 percent is what he told
me, and I obviously know that too.
Q. In terms of the other real estate investments
that were made by, these other projects that were made
by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, because essentially if I
understand you correct, the other 2 million
approximately 275,000 dollars, any of which was left
over beyond expenses of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, was
invested in other real estate projects; correct?
A. Yeah.
Q. How many other real estate projects
approximately?
A. Half a dozen maybe.
Q. So six?
A. Yeah.
Q. And I take it from your testimony earlier that
none of those projects, even if they made money, were
able to pay a return to the investor just because of the
drag of Galiano on it?
A. That is fair to say.
Q. And of those six, were those in the form of
loans on those projects?
A. Most were first deed of trusts. There was one

on any of the other property?
A. Yeah, we have a couple pieces still.
3
Q. Ownership?
4
A. Uh-huh.
5
Q. Any deed of trust loan situations?
6
A. Yes. No.
7
Q. When you had deed of trust loan situations,
8 what were the interest rates on those?
9
A. Pretty close to this.
10
Q. 25 percent?
11
A. Yeah, some paid points, for the most part they
12 paid points and then a little bit of interest rate.
13
Q. All those met your performance expectations?
14
A. Yeah. But they were really quick, some were
15 90 days, some were -- so, you didn't necessarily get
16 25 percent because you weren't there the whole year.
J7 Does that make sense?
1s
Q. 25 percent of whatever period you were there.
19
A. Broken up by 12.
20
Q. Right. So what happened on December 31st,
21 2008?
22
A. What happened December 31st, 2008?
23
Q. Did it get paid by that date?
24
A. No.
25
Q. Has it been paid since?
1

2

Page 87

other loan, but yeah, we owned the property for the most
part.
3
Q. I'm confused because typically a deed of trust
4 is associated with a loan, as security for a loan. You
5 understand that, don't you?
6
A. Yes. You are talking about like in Ted's
7 situation?
s
Q. Yes.
9
A. Yes. No, we would actually buy the property
10 for the most part, so we didn't have a first or second
11 position, we owned it.
12
Q. Owned it outright.
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. So they wouldn't have been deeds of trust,
1s they would have been fee simple deeds or just a deed of
16 the property.
17
A. Yeah. I'm not sure of the terminology, but
18 yes, we would own it free and clear.
19
Q. So you only think one of them would have been
20 a deed of trust loan situation.
21
A. No, we had a couple of them. But for the most
22 part we tried to buy the entire project or the entire
23 piece of property.
24
Q. Have all those investments run their course or
2s do you still either own property or have a deed of trust
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A. $2,000.
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Q. When was that payment made?
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A. Ted has made two $1,000 payments over the
course of the last eight months.
Q. What were the circumstances of those payments?
A. They just showed up in the mail.
Q. You didn't talk to him about them?
A. I asked him after. He said, I'm doing
everything I can to get this thing done.
Q. Were there any discussions or anything that
was had on December 31, 2008 regarding this?
A. Just that they were dealing with RBC and that
RBC was being very cooperative and they weren't trying
to foreclose and just be patient, we are going to knock
this out, hopefully the market will rebound, and you'll
be in good shape.
Q. Did you put anything in writing to that
effect?
A. No.
Q. Besides this loan with Mr. Mason have you had
any other business dealings with him?
A. No.
Q. So he doesn't have any interest in any of your
companies or business ventures?
A. No.
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1
2

A. Church.
Q. How are you involved within the church?
A. I see him.
Q. Are you on any committees or anything
together?
A. No.
Q. Any other capacities?
A. No.
Q. You at one point were named as a plaintiff in
this lawsuit. Have you ever had any ownership interest
in this Exhibit 18 promissory note personally?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any personal understanding as to
why you were a plaintiff in this lawsuit?
A. No.
Q. Your attorney at one point represented in
court files that you were the alter ego of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC. Does that ring a bell? Have you ever taken
that position, you are the alter ego of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC?
A. I'm not sure what that really entails. I'm
the manager of Eagle Equity.
Q. Did you ever authorize your attorney to make
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marked for identification as Exhibit 19. I'll represent
that this is a copy of the Eagle Equity Fund deed of
trust in this case. Do you recognize it?
A. Yes.
Q. There was actually some kind of -- maybe it
isn't a typo. If you look at the second page in the
footnote it says "deed of trust 2." Do you see that?
A. Deed of trust 2, yes, second page.
Q. Do you know why it has that 2 on it?
A. Down here at the bottom?
Q. Yes, and it continues as 2 all throughout.
A. Well, the next page is 3.
Q. So you have no idea why that is there?
A. No.
Q. Going back to the first page. This was a
document, I understand, that was drafted by Mr. Wishney;
is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Even though the actual beneficiary is listed
in the first paragraph as Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, up top
it lists Eagle Capital Management as "when recorded
return to." Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. That has got your address down there?
A. Uh-huh.
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the statement that you were the alter ego of Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC?
A. I don't recall. I don't know if that was
actually a point of conversation.
Q. If you had authorized him to do that, is that
something you would recall?
A. We've had so many discussions; possibly.
Q. Going back to the promissory note, Exhibit 18,
and the time that it was due. Did you ever make formal
demand for this to be paid at any time?
A. Not until I met with the attorneys.
Q. Specifically on the borrower or the
guarantors.
A. No.
Q. So you still haven't to date made formal
demand that it be paid in full?
A. Just from this whole lawsuit, yeah.
Q. When you say "just from this whole lawsuit,"
it can be inferred from the fact that you sued for the
amount.
A. Yes.
MR. DVORAK: We previously marked this, but I
think I'll mark it again.
(Exhibit 19 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
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Q. Your name at the bottom?
A. Yes.
Q. But it's your testimony you didn't get an
original copy of this?
A. That's correct. You mean a signed and
executed copy?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes.
Q. There is some language that is in all caps.
Can you read that for the record in the very top of the
first page, starts with "This deed."
A. "This deed of trust is junior and subordinate
to said deed of trust recording concurrently herewith."
Q. Do you understand what that language meant?
A. In layman's term for me it's second position.
Q. Behind RBC Bank.
A. Yes.
Q. Again, this is the deed of trust that went
along with your promissory note; is that correct? If
you look on page 3 at the top where it says, "For the
purposes of securing," subsection A. You agree that
seems to describe the promissory note we've just been
discussing which has been marked as Exhibit 18?
A. Yes.
Q. You understood at this time, did you not,
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there was a separate UCC document that was also signed?
A. At the time of this?
3
Q. Yes.
4
A. I do not recall that, but it's possible.
5
Q. Well, going back to the letter that your
6 counsel sent at your direction Exhibit 17. Do you have
7 that in front of you?
8
A. Uh-huh.
Q. I think we established that you had received
9
10 that. Look on the first page of that document, do you
JI see that item 3, Uniform Commercial Code financing
12 statements?
A. Yes. Okay, yes, I do.
13
(Exhibit 20 marked.)
14
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
15
16 marked for identification as Exhibit No. 20. I'll note
17 for the record this is the Uniform Commercial Code
18 Financing Statement recorded November 17, 2006,
19 instrument number ending in 861, which sequentially is
20 only a few numbers after the Exhibit 19, the EEF deed of
21 trust ending in 859 recorded the same date. Do you see
22 that?
A. Yes.
23
Q. So does this refresh your recollection? Did
24
25 you know there was a separate UCC that was being
1

2

1 subordinated your interest?

A. No.
(Exhibit 22 marked.)
4
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Let me see if I can refresh
5 your recollection. Let's hand you Exhibit 22. If you
6 look on the Bates No. TitleOne 0024 on Exhibit 22. Are
7 you on that page?
8
A. Yes.
Q. Is that your signature on that page under
9
JO Eagle Equity Fund, LLC?
MR. TRIBBLE: What number?
II
MR. DVORAK: Title 0024.
12
THE WITNESS: Page 7 of 10?
13
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Yes.
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Does that refresh your recollection, you can
16
17 now recall signing a subordination agreement?
A. Well, you mean subordinated meaning a second
18
19 position?
Q. Yes.
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Which had the effect of subordinating your
22
23 deed of trust to be behind RBC Bank's deed of trust?
A. Yes.
24
Q. Do you know why the Zillners' subordination
25
2

3

Page 95

1 recorded that same day?

1 agreement was signed at the same time?

A. Well, I don't know how title companies do
3 everything and how it all gets done, but I do know I was
4 signing these with each lot sold, if that is what you
s mean.
6
Q. Signing UCC terminations.
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. As you sit here today, you can see that there
9 are two separate documents, the deed of trust, Exhibit
10 19, and the UCC, Exhibit 20.
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. And just as it was referenced as two separate
13 documents in the November 14, 2006 letter that was
14 copied to you by your counsel, Exhibit 17.
15
A. Yes.
16
(Exhibit 21 marked.)
17
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
18 marked for identification as Exhibit 21. Do you have
19 that?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Turning to the last page of that document, or
22 not the last page but close to it -- actually, this is
23 the wrong one. This is one where Dan Zillner and Jana
24 Lee Zillner subordinated their interest. But do you
25 recall signing a subordination agreement where you
2
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A. I do not.
Q. Do you know who the Zillners are?
A. I do not.
(Exhibit 23 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked for identification as Exhibit 23. I'll represent
this is the unconditional guaranty that was set up for
Steve Schrader's signature that I referred to earlier,
but I'm not aware of a signed one in the record. Do you
have one that is signed in your records?
A. No, I don't. This would have probably been
part of the package that Alliance was gathering for the
closing; is that right?
Q. I can't answer any questions, sir, that is why
you are here.
A. Okay. Well, then I'll say if this was part of
the package that Alliance was supposed to get based on
my attorney's, what do they call that -- this is what
you should do at this closing, then yes, I should have
that, or they should have that.
Q. All right.
(Exhibit 24 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked for identification as Exhibit 24. Another
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unconditional guaranty, this one by Ted Mason Signature
Homes. Do you have a signed copy of this document?
A. No, not that -- no. Again, those were the
documents that I requested from Alliance.
(Exhibit 25 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) This is a document here
called a Master Credit Agreement. It's been marked as
Exhibit 25. Do you have that in front of you?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recognize that document?
MR. TRIBBLE: You don't have to say if you
don't know.
THE WITNESS: I don't recognize it. I don't
live this stuff day in and day out, but I have it in
front ofme, yes.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) That one is signed by
Mr. Mason on page 27. Do you see that, do you recognize
his signature?
A. I do. I don't know his signature off the top
of my head, but I assume that is him.
Q. Referring your attention to the first page.
This is an agreement between Eagle Equity Fund, LLC and
Galiano, LLC. Do you see that?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. If you look back at your attorney's letter,
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A. Not quite. It's not the one that I have got,
but it could be the same numbers, I don't know.
Q. Then you have got a defmition at the top of
the next page, "Development Loan." Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. That is referring to the RBC loan, the first
position; correct?
A. I would guess. I don't know the answer to
that, but yeah.
Q. Take a second and read it.
A. (Reviewing document.) Okay. That looks like
a development loan, yes.
Q. Referring your attention to page 9 of 27, look
at 7.1.6, take a second to read that, I'm going to ask
you some questions about that.
A. The release for price list?
Q. The Release Fee Schedule, 7.1.6?
A. Yep.
(Reviewing document.) Okay.
Q. So does that indeed describe that you were
going to release lots to RBC and not take any money
until the RBC loan had been paid in full?
A. Yes.
Q. Then following the retirement of the RBC loan,
what was the agreement at that point between Eagle
Page 101
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which is Exhibit 17, do you have that?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you see item No. 6 at the top of the second
page references a master credit agreement?

3
4

s

A. Yes.
Q. Do you understand this to be the master credit
agreement that was so referenced?
A. It appears to be.
Q. Going down through the master credit agreement
on the first page, it talks about a completion date of
June 30, 2007 or such other date that lender and
borrower may set by mutual agreement for the completion
of the project. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Does that refresh your recollection as to when
you thought the project would be done?
A. About a year? So what was the -Q. So about nine months, eight months?
A. Yeah.
Q. The next one says "Cost Projection," then it
references Exhibit No. 1. Do you see that Exhibit No. I
and the addenda on the back?
A. Yes.
Q. Was that the proforma to which you referred
earlier?
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A. We would be paid back plus interest.
Q. That isn't what it says there, is it?
A. Are you talking about, you want me to read it?
"Following retirement of the RBC loan, an amount equal
to 81 percent of the net proceeds of sale of the lot to
be released, but not less than $90,000, shall be paid to
lender."
Q. So you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Your loan was more than 90,000, wasn't it?
A. Yes.
Q. So wasn't this contemplating that if the
81 percent of the net proceeds after RBC had been paid
off in full, if those net proceeds, that they could be
less than 90,000 and you were guaranteed at least
90,000?
MR. TRIBBLE: Object; mischaracterizes.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) How do you understand this?
A. Well, how I understood it personally was I
didn't have to release any lot. When I got down to
those last IO or 15 lots, ifl did not want to release
them I didn't have to. And I could then work with RBC
to figure out how we were going to get this thing
satisfied so that we could either potentially take the
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entire project or figure something out.
Q. I'm having trouble following your answer
3 because you said: When I got down to the last 10 lots,
4 which by definition of this or so would be the
5 retirement of the RBC loan at that point; correct?
6
A. Yes, the way that I understood this is by the
7 time Ted had 15 lots left maybe, somewhere around there,
8 that that would then be what paid us off. So I could
9 essentially release all but 15 lots, and then work out
10 how we were going to get paid from there.
11
Q. I see. And that is based on what you and
12 Mr. Mason had discussed initially?
13
A. No, that is based on what I had thought in my
14 mind.
15
Q. Thought in your mind based on what?
16
A. Based on the value of those last 15 lots.
17
Q. Based on the proforma that was shown to you
18 initially?
19
A. Correct.
20
Q. Was there anything from your seeing that pro
21 forma initially that changed or affected that opinion of
22 yours?
23
A. As far as?
24
Q. Value fluctuations, for instance.
25
A. It never changed my opinion on making sure
1

2

course of this loan you didn't take any steps to
determine what the ongoing balance was or if additional
3 amounts had been advanced by RBC?
4
A. Right.
5
Q. Wouldn't that have been an important piece of
6 information to try to determine if there was going to be
1 value in those last 10 to 15 lots over and above what
8 was owed to RBC?
9
A. We knew what the numbers were even though
10 there might be language to that effect, the numbers were
11 in front of me, I knew what RBC had loaned them.
12
Q. How did you know that?
13
A. We have the numbers in one of these massive
14 amounts of documents.
15
Q. But you don't recall, as you are sitting here,
16 what numbers were in front of you at that time?
11
A. No. Not exactly, no. I think there was
18 3 1/2 million, something to that effect, from RBC.
19
Q. Let's use that 3 1/2 million.
20
A. Well, I'm not saying that is the number.
21
Q. Let's just use it because I think it's fair to
22 say as this was ongoing until you became aware of this
23 issue in March or April of 2013 you weren't really
24 paying a lot of attention or trying to find out what the
25 exact amount was that was owed to RBC; is that fair?
1

2
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that we were going to be made whole. It didn't matter.
I would sit for the next two or three or four years,
3 whatever I needed, to make sure those values got up
4 there. I wasn't interested in either losing them or
5 selling them at a fire sale, because we could have
6 waited the market out. And I assumed at some point I
7 would be talking to RBC about this, when lo and behold,
8 I was already taken off title.
9
Q. Well, a couple of things about that. One, how
10 did you know how much was loaned to RBC at any given
11 time or loaned by RBC?
12
A. Just the original amount.
13
Q. Well -14
A. But I don't know what his balance was at any
15 given time, no.
16
Q. You understand that loans can be increased;
17 correct?
18
A. I'm sure they can. I'm sure anything is
19 possible.
20
Q. And that usually the language that is written
21 into promissory notes or deeds of trust allows for
22 additional amounts to be loaned and still remain
23 secured; correct?
24
A. I would think that is possible.
25
Q. So is it fair to say that during the whole
1

2
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A. Well, it wouldn't have any, it only would have
bearing if I had to go negotiate with them, as far as if
3 Ted was going to be foreclosed on or lose the property.
4
Q. Let's talk about the other variables in this.
5
A. Assuming Ted went out and got more money, that
6 doesn't make RBC any more or less first position.
1
Q. Would it increase the amount secured by their
8 fist position?
9
A. Yeah, but it doesn't change the fact they were
10 in first position. And when they ultimately negotiated
11 with whoever they negotiated with, they took a deep
12 discount for that, as they were with properties all over
13 the country.
14
Q. So you are assuming that if you had been in
15 that position that deep discount would have gone to you.
16
A. I'm assuming that would have been at least an
17 option and a choice, rather than having the choice taken
18 from me.
19
Q. But you are speculating that would have
20 happened, you can't prove that would have happened.
21
A. No. I can't prove it wouldn't have happened
22 either. At the time RBC probably would have worked with
23 me just as easy as anybody else.
24
Q. I think we established earlier you were also
25 assuming that your investor from Boston would bring that
1

2
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money to the table.
A. Either that or another part of their family,
yes. Understanding the entire circumstances and
obviously we would want to weigh out the financial costs
and make a good sound financial decision.
Q. Making a good sound financial decision,
wouldn't it have been necessary to get current appraisal
or like information on the value of the property to see
if there was any amount of equity over and above what
was owed to RBC such as to make that a sound decision in
terms of trying to save or preserve some equity to pay
off the second position loan?
A. At the time we would have been faced with
that, absolutely. But I have no control over RBC's
position at all. All I can do is work with Ted; right?
And the fact is, none of this would have been, this
thing all came to a head because TitleOne takes me off
title. I never got anything from RBC. RBC never one
time said, Ted is in trouble, we are going to foreclose.
Nothing. Because as far as they are concerned, I'm not
even on the title.
So yeah, at the time that we had to make those
decisions, you bet, an appraisal and all those things.
But to go out and get an appraisal to see if I still
have a second position didn't make any sense.

you would, Partial Releases. Take a second to read
through that paragraph, if you would. I'm going ask you
3 a few questions about it. You can read it silently.
4
A. The whole page 8?
5
Q. Yes. Partial Releases.
6
A. Okay.
7
(Reviewing document.) Okay.
8
Q. Now, I want to explore something with you. It
9 relates to your testimony that you thought if you got
1o down to the last 10 or 15 lots and RBC hadn't been paid
11 off in full that you could refuse to release your lot at
12 that point; correct?
13
A. Yes.
Q. Doesn't the first part of this say: "At any
14
15 time prior to the maturity date of the loan, lender,"
16 that being you, "shall, at borrower's request, execute a
17 partial release that releases lender's lien against one
18 or more lots; provided, however, that prior to or
19 simultaneously with each such parcel release all of the
20 following conditions shall be satisfied." Do you see
21 that?
A. Yes.
22
Q. Then we talked about 7.1.6.1 on the next page,
23
24 which basically requires that until RBC is paid in full,
25 the entire net proceeds of each lot sale shall be paid
1

2
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Q. Let's walk forward in time, let's say, since
you are speculating as to how this could have shaped up
3 had my client not done what it allegedly did here.
4 Let's walk forward in time, let's say that had happened.
5 Let's say RBC hadn't been paid in 2011 and 2012 and the
6 foreclosure proceeding started and you got that notice?
7
A. Those are now my choices and my investor
8 working together, we make the choice. Do we want to let
9 them foreclose and take the property, do we want to
10 negotiate with them, do we want -- I mean, I've got
11 choices at that point. They took every choice away from
12 me.
13
Q. Would you have made the choice to go ahead
14 with foreclosure on the property if you had received
15 information from an appraiser that the property wasn't
16 even worth what was owed to RBC?
17
A. It would totally depend on what RBC would
18 negotiate out ofit.
19
Q. But that would have been a factor in terms of
20 what the property was worth in making that choice or
21 decision?
22
A. Sure. I just wanted that choice. I just
23 wanted that opportunity.
24
Q. Going back to this master credit agreement
25 here, on this master credit agreement, go to page 8 if
1

2
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to RBC.
So if that is one of the conditions underneath
3 there and you are required as a lender by this contract
4 to release your interest in a particular lot, how could
5 you have legally held out? I note for the record your
6 counsel has just pointed something out to you in that
1 document.
8
A. Yeah, it's pretty obvious. He had defaulted
9 on me, so there was already default.
10
Q. But you never took that position in practice
11 when you were asked to sign UCCs or other requests for
12 partial reconveyance, did you?
13
A. I did not up until we got to that point, but
14 we never got to that point.
15
Q. But he had defaulted on you from 2008.
16
A. Technically, no. He isn't required to pay me
17 until RBC is paid. I don't know if he's going to have
18 the ability through other funds to pay offRBC, I don't
19 know if he's got, if the markets are going to tum
20 tomorrow and he's going to make all kinds of money on
21 this thing. I don't know everything about Ted.
22
Q. Now, your counsel is showing you -23
MR. DVORAK: Counsel, I'm going to object to
24 you showing the witness while I'm questioning.
25
MR. TRIBBLE: I would just like to remind him
I

2
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of the previous exhibit, ifwe are talking about the
promissory note here.
MR. DVORAK: You don't get to remind him while
he's being deposed.
THE WITNESS: Can we take a break.
MR. DVORAK: I don't think there is a question
pending, so yes, we can take a break for a few minutes.
(Recess taken.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Let's move off that master
credit agreement we've been talking about, and I want to
talk to you a little bit about how this -- make sure we
covered all of this, we touched on it, but how the
transaction progressed forward. So put yourself back
into 2006 after this was signed. You indicated there
were only two cash payments that were ever made on this
loan and those were fairly recently. Was this after the
lawsuit was filed?
A. One might have been before and one after.
Q. And was there anything else given, was there
any kind of agreement for credit for any kind of in-kind
service or anything like that?
A. No.
Q. Is there any other kind of agreement that you
have of any sort whatsoever with Mr. Mason or any of his
companies with respect to this loan other than what

1
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A. I knew I wasn't.
Q. When did you expect to start getting proceeds?
A. Like I say, about the last 15-plus lots.
Q. So this proceeded forward in that fashion, I
understand there were a couple lot sales.
A. Several.
Q. But you had some discussions you testified
earlier with Mr. Mason to the effect that based on the
economy or whatever it wasn't progressing at the speed
he would like?
A. Yes. I would say, Hey, Ted, I haven't signed
a UCC, whatever I called it, UCC doc in a while. And
then he would, Yeah, things are really slow, nothing is
selling. Of course, I mean, I knew that as well, just
from living here.
Q. Did he give you any estimate when RBC would be
paid off at any point in this?
A. No, he said RBC was working with him. They
weren't trying to pressure him. They knew that things
weren't selling that fast, so they were just working
with him.
Q. While this was ongoing did you have any
conversations with your investor from Boston regarding
when the expectation was that you would be paid off?
A. Just overall that, and obviously they knew
Page 113
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we've discussed so far?
A. No.
3
Q. So at some point I believe your testimony was
4 that you had to come in and sign requests for
5 reconveyance and UCCs for particular lot sales; correct?
6
A. That's correct.
1
Q. Who do you recall notifying you about that?
s
A. Fidelity for the most part.
9
Q. Is there any one particular person within
10 Fidelity you communicated with?
11
A. No, I think it was different people almost
12 every time. I think for a couple it was the same gal.
13
Q. What do you recall about the first such
14 conversation you were asked to do that?
15
A. Hey, they sold a lot and they need you to sign
16 off on the lot. And I said okay.
11
Q. You didn't ask any questions or anything else?
18
A. Well, they told me exactly what it was, they
19 said: Lot this, subdivision that, they can't close on
20 it until you sign this. So they kind of gave me an
21 explanation of what it was.
22
Q. Did you ask if you were getting any proceeds
23 out of that?
24
A. No.
25
Q. Why not?
1

1

2

2
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too, the economy was slow and things aren't selling like
hot cakes, but we'll hang in there.
Q. Did there come a time where you had any
particular concerns about Mr. Mason or his company's
financial condition and their ability to pay you back?
A. Well, sure.
Q. When did that point come?
A. As soon as the market started slowing down.
You always worry about that.
Q. Were you aware if he ever filed a bankruptcy?
A. He didn't tell me that he did. He said he
wasn't going to. And to my knowledge he hasn't.
Q. Do you know if any of his companies filed a
bankruptcy?
A. I don't.
Q. Have you had any conversations at any time
since 2006 to the present with Mr. Mason in which he
indicated he would file bankruptcy if you attempted to
collect this from him?
A. No. Actually just the opposite, he said, I'm
doing everything I can to not file bankruptcy.
Q. He didn't discuss with you what a judgment
against him for the full amount of this debt might do?
A. I didn't know.
Q. If you get a judgment against him for the full
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amount of this debt do you expect to collect it from
him?
A. I can't speak to his business abilities, but
ifhe has business abilities and makes money, I would
think he would do everything he could.
Q. Do you intend to, for instance, record a
judgment against his house and sell his house?
A. We've talked about it.
Q. Do you intend to do that?
A. No intention yet. I mean, it's certainly an
option. Always keep in mind that he's not the one that
took me off the title, he's not the one that cut me off
at the knees.
Q. He is the one that signed the original
obligation to you; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. He's the one who didn't pay in 2008.
A. Correct. But that is all, even that moves
forward. So we could have let that go for the next ten
years. That was totally part of what we could have
done.
Q. Just so I understand your answer, if Mr. Mason
owes you money it's okay to let that ride?
A. I'm talking about this actual document. It
indicates that it can move forward. It doesn't have to

and see if she's okay with that.
(Document requested.)
3
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Second question was, you were
4 referring to in your answers just a second ago -- could
5 you get Exhibit 18 in front of you. You said the
6 documents allow us to extend the time for payment. Do
7 you recall that testimony here? When you say "the
8 documents," we are referring to Exhibit 18?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Where in Exhibit 18 does it say that you can
11 do this, that you can extend? Take a second, go off the
12 record and look at it.
13
A. (Reviewing document.)
14
Q. Exhibit 18, have you had a chance to review
15 that?
16
A. I said the wrong word, not being -17
Q. What word did you mean to say?
18
A. I meant it automatically accelerates and that
19 I don't necessarily have to come down with a lawsuit day
20 one, that we can work out arrangements I guess is the
21 best way I can explain it.
22
Q. Going back to Exhibit 26, which you should
23 have in front of you, is that your signature upon that
24 document, sir?
25
A. Yes.
1

2
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be collected upon in '08.
(Exhibit 26 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Before I get to 26, which I
just marked, I want to clarify something in your prior
answers, two points. One, with respect to your investor
in Boston, did I understand you correctly to testify
that you are sending her a K-1?
A. Yeah.
Q. A K-1 tax document.
A. Right.
Q. Which would be an appropriate document for a
partner?
A. Sure. A limited partner or whatever you call
them.
Q. I would ask you to provide copies of the K-ls
that you have sent to your investor since 2006 to your
counsel so those could be produced in discovery.
MR. DVORAK: Is that acceptable, Counsel?
THE WITNESS: I don't know ifl want to give
that stuff, but we'll talk about it. That is kind of
her business, not all of ours.
MR. TRIBBLE: We'll have to discuss it offline
and get back to you.
MR. DVORAK: All right.
THE WITNESS: I would have to talk with her
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Q. I'll represent for the record it's a request
for partial reconveyance. It was produced from your
record. Do you recall signing that on or about
September 25, 2009?
A. Yes.
Q. Was that pretty typical of the requests for
partial reconveyance that you signed along the way for
particular lots?
A. No.
Q. When you say "no" -A. Most of them looked like this.
Q. Can you refer to that?
A. Exhibit No. 20, first page.
Q. Which for the record was the original UCC
filing in this case we talked about earlier.
(Exhibit 27 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked for identification as Exhibit 27. Do you have
that, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, I just note for the record if you look at
Exhibit 26, if you look at the actual legal description
it refers to Lot 2 in Block 2, it's a request for
partial reconveyance.
A. Yes.
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Q. Do you see where that ties to Lot 2 in Block 5

2 on this particular UCC?

Q. Do you recall if you signed a UCC at this
time?
3
A. I don't recall.
4
(Exhibit 30 marked.)
5
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
6 marked for identification as Exhibit No. 30. There is a
7 request for partial reconveyance, a Fidelity stamp up at
8 the top. Do you recall signing that on or about
9 March 26, 2010?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Does this refresh your recollection that you
12 were signing requests for partial reconveyance in
13 addition to UCC documents?
14
A. Not knowing the difference between the two,
15 but yes. I was also, in fact, I remember asking
16 Fidelity one time, Why am I getting some from Fidelity,
17 some from this company, some from that? And they didn't
18 know the answer, but I was curious as to why I was
19 getting them from different title companies.
20
Q. You know that a particular deed of trust has a
21 trustee, correct; do you understand that?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. And if you look at Exhibit 19, would you agree
24 with me that the original trustee under the Eagle Equity
25 Fund deed of trust was Alliance Title & Escrow
1

2

A. Yes.
Q. And I guess so we have the complete story.
5
(Exhibit 28 marked.)
6
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
7 marked for identification as Exhibit 28. If you look at
8 Exhibit 27, do you see where it also references Lot 2,
9 Block 8 on that exhibit as well as Lot 2, Block 5?
10
A. I do.
11
Q. I just handed you Exhibit 28, which appears to
12 be a second request for partial reconveyance, again
13 signed by you on September 25, 2009. Do you see that?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Do you see how you signed this one for Lot 2
16 in Block 8?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. There doesn't appear to be a signature from
19 you on Exhibit 27, but it does say the organization's
20 name authorizing it at the bottom, Eagle Equity Fund.
21 Do you see that?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Does this refresh your recollection, are these
24 the three documents that you signed, at least Exhibit 26
25 and 28, two documents you signed September 25 for a
3

4
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partial reconveyance of those two lots we've been
discussing?
A. It appears that is correct.
Q. So in this instance, at least, there were both
a UCC financing statement that actually had it checked
as deleting collateral as an amendment on Block 8. Do
you see that on 27?
A. Yes.
Q. And two requests for partial reconveyance is
associated with that.
A. Yes.
(Exhibit 29 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked for identification as Exhibit 29. Do you have
that?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that your signature?
A. Yes.
Q. Here's a request for partial reconveyance, it
looks like you signed on March 7, 2008. Do you see
that?
A. Yes.
Q. With respect to Lots 3 and 4 in Block I of
Galiano Estate Subdivision?
A. Yes.
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Corporation? Do you see that?
A. Yes.
3
Q. Did there come a time where you decided you
4 wanted to change the trustee underneath that?
5
A. No.
6
(Exhibit 31 marked.)
7
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
8 marked for identification as Exhibit 31. Is that your
9 signature on that document, sir?
A. Yes.
10
Q. You signed that on or about March 10, 2010?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. And it looks like it was recorded on May 7,
13
2010.
Do you see that?
14
A. Right there.
15
Q. I'll represent for the record, this is a
16
17 substitution of trustee that substitutes in place of the
18 original trustee Alliance, it substitutes Fidelity
19 National Title as the trustee. Do you see that in
20 there?
A. Where exactly are you looking?
21
22
Q. The paragraph that begins "Now, therefore."
A. Yes, it says that.
23
24
Q. And do you have any recollection while you
25 signed this document in March of2010 requesting or
1
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actually decreeing that a new trustee, Fidelity, was
being appointed under your deed of trust?
3
A. No.
4
Q. One of the allegations that was made in your
5 complaint was that my client, TitleOne, was at some
6 point a trustee under your Eagle Equity Fund deed of
7 trust we've been talking about. Do you recall that
8 allegation?
9
A. I don't know the wording, but yeah, at some
10 point TitleOne took me off title.
11
Q. What I'm trying to figure out is, do you know
12 of any written document or anything similar to the
13 substitution of trustee that you would have signed that
14 would have appointed my client and was accepted by my
15 client as trustee under your deed of trust?
16
A. Not that I'm aware of, no. But I could have.
17 You are asking me to remember a lot of documents here.
18 It's possible.
19
Q. I don't want you to speculate. I'm trying to
20 find out what your personal knowledge is here, but
21 again, I don't want to mischaracterize your answer.
22 Would it be a fair characterization that the basis for
23 your belief that my client is trustee under your deed of
24 trust or was at one point trustee under your deed of
25 trust is solely that forced reconveyance that occurred
1

2

Did you do anything else to monitor the status of
development on this property, the Galiano property?
3
A. Just through Ted.
4
Q. You didn't drive by the property?
5
A. Yeah.
6
Q. How often would you drive by the property?
7
A. I don't know, maybe every quarter.
8
Q. Quarter year?
9
A. Yeah, every three months.
10
Q. So beginning what, early 2007?
11
A. All the time. Yeah, just any time I was out
12 near there just drive by.
13
Q. Physically where is this property located?
14
A. On -- I could drive there, but I don't know
15 the name of the street. It's called Walnut Creek, by
16 the way. Somewhere they changed. You know that?
17
Q. As you go forward in time on your drive-bys,
18 what changed in terms of the character of the property?
19 The initial drive-by must have been vacant land.
20
A. Yeah, just mud, then obviously lots, and then
21 houses.
22
Q. Roads went in?
23
A. Roads, yes, sure.
24
Q. When did houses start being built?
25
A. As soon as I started signing these they
1

2
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on or about February of2010?
MR. TRIBBLE: Object. I don't understand the
3 question.
4
THE WITNESS: I'm confused.
5
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I'll rephrase the question
6 again.
7
In your prior answer, if you recall this, in
8 your prior answer you said to me that they acted as
9 trustee. They did a reconveyance ofmy title.
10
A. You mean TitleOne.
11
Q. Yes.
12
A. Yes. Well, I don't know technically the term,
13 but that is the document I've got, it says reconveyance,
14 and TitleOne signature.
15
Q. Other than that document, is there any other
16 basis that you in your personal knowledge have to
17 believe that my client ever served as trustee under your
18 deed of trust?
19
A. Not personal knowledge, no.
20
Q. Thank you.
21
So I want to talk some more about the efforts
22 on the property. Did you do anything going forward in
23 2006 to the present, you have talked about some
24 communications you had with your neighbor Mr. Mason
25 about the status of the development of this property.
1

2
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started putting up the stick and stones.
Q. For the record, one of the ones we show that
3 you signed was in 2008. Do you recall that?
4
A. Sure.
5
Q. So by 2008 were you seeing houses being built
6 there?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. How many houses in 2008?
9
A. I don't know, a few.
10
Q. "Few" means?
11
A. Three or four. I don't know, two.
12
Q. How many more in 2009?
13
A. I don't know. You are asking a tough question
14 for me to answer. I don't know how many times I've
15 driven by there. It's hard for me, at what point was it
16 this stage and this stage. The last time I drove by
17 there was probably 20 houses in there.
18
Q. When was the last time you drove by there?
19
A. I took pictures of the empty lots about three
20 months, maybe a little longer than that, three or four
21 months ago.
22
Q. Why three or four months ago did you decide to
23 take pictures of the empty lots?
24
A. Because they were still selling them and I was
25 taken off title, I wanted to show that these lots were
1

2
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empty and I should have been on title for those.
Q. Going back in time and your conversations witil
Mr. Mason as this went forward, you mentioned some of
the discussions that he said to the effect that the RBC
Bank was working with him. Do you recall that
testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there any mention of him negotiating sort
of a wholesale sale of all the remaining lots in the
subdivision?
A. Well, he couldn't have bought them. He didn't
have tile financial ability to do that, but he certainly
thought that would be something we could do.
Q. "We" being?
A. Eagle Equity.
Q. Tell me about those discussions.
A. That was about it. If RBC is not doing
anytliing, they are not working with me, and at some
point if it gets to that point where they want to
foreclose or something, you should jump in and see what
you can do.
Q. So that is the extent of what you remember
about those discussions?
A. Yeah.
Q. Did Mr. Mason ever tell you at any time that
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April of2013?
A. Exactly.
Q. What prompted you to call Mr. Mason on that
occasion?
A. Just updates. Just are you selling anything,
what is RBC doing? Just getting an update.
Q. When was the last time you saw an update from
him prior to that?
A. The day I called Fidelity and asked them what
is going on.
Q. Prior to this conversation that prompted you
to call Fidelity.
A. Probably every three to four months.
Q. So that was March and April of 2013, that
would take us back to fall, maybe winter of2012?
A. Probably so.
Q. So you hadn't noticed anything at that point?
A. Understand every time I saw Ted I didn't run
up to him, and give me a minute-by-minute play-by-play.
He was open in trying to tell me what was going on, but
obviously all this happened. Him thinking I knew
because he told me that he kept telling these other
companies, Hey, I've got a guy over here who is in
second position, and they said, Don't worry, we'll take
care of that.
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he was potentially going to negotiate with a third party
to sell a bulk sale of lots?
A. No.
Q. But you know that a bulk sale oflots
occurred?
A. I do. Well, yes.
Q. You know that that bulk sale of lots occurred
in approximately May of2012?
A. Yes. I don't know the date that happened, no,
but that is probably right.
Q. When did you first learn about this bulk sale
of lots?
A. When I called Ted and said, Hey, so give me an
update, what is going on? He said, Don't you know tilat
they took tilose lots? I said, No, I don't know. I
didn't get a notice, a letter, notiling.
So I quickly called Fidelity, said, Fidelity,
what is going on here? And tiley helped me do tile
research and found that TitleOne took me off title
literally two years earlier. And I said, What is going
on here? Don't I have any -- isn't that what title
companies are for, to make sure things are cleared up
before you just get taken off title?
Q. So that is what prompted you to start making
tile calls that we discussed previously in March and
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Q. Tell me about what you understood he was
telling third parties.
A. That I'm in on tilis thing, that I've got a
second position on this subdivision, and I've got to be
taken care of.
Q. I thought you said that he wasn't discussing
with third parties and the first you found out he was
discussing with third parties -A. This is later, this is even after I went to
counsel, I said, Ted, what -- he said, Dan, I thought
you knew all this stuff. I thought they were sending
you letters telling you what is going on. And he was
just as shocked as I was that I didn't know anything.
And then tilat is why he came over witil me -- well, I
guess he didn't come with me, but he was at TitleOne
tilat first time tilat I met with Mr. McFaddan. He was
just as surprised they took me off title as I was.
Q. Subsequent to tilis March, April 2013
conversation tilat you had with him, as it developed and
you had more conversations witil him, what did he tell
you in those conversations specifically he had told to
tilese buyers?
A. Notiling previous. This is all post.
Q. Right.
A. He just said every time we talked about tile
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1

negotiation, how this was going to play out, he kept

2 saying, Don't forget about I've got this Dan over here

and Eagle, they have a second position. And his
comments to me was they said, We'll take care of that.
5
Q. "They" being?
6
A. And they did.
7
Q. "They" being who?
s
A. I don't know who "they" is. I never knew who
9 bought it. I never knew, this came later as we had to
10 find out what happened.
11
Q. So you didn't see fit to ask Mr. Mason
12 specifically who said what?
13
A. He said it. He told me he said it
14 specifically.
Q. But then he told you someone said, We'll take
15
16 care of it.
A. I'm assuming that is RBC because I don't know
17
18 any other people involved, so I'm assuming he's talking
19 to RBC during all this negotiation or whatever you want
20 to call it. The only ones who have control over this
21 whole situation is RBC as far as whether they are going
22 to let Ted out, let somebody else buy it. It's
23 completely up to them. I just wanted to be in on that.
Q. So other than it being brought up in an update
24
25 call that you were making, was that in-person contact or
3

4

1

lot of building going on. Not so much alerted me what

2 was going on behind the scenes.

Q. Interrogatory No. 19, this is Exhibit 14 if
you want to pull it up. After the objections it says:
5 "Plaintiffs complaint" -- the question is: "Please set
6 forth the steps you took from and after to ensure that
7 your interest in the property was protected." And in
s addition to citing what happens in the complaint, you
9 say: "Including but not limited to procuring a deed of
10 trust and security agreement, an ALTA extended coverage
11 loan policy of title insurance and visually checking on
12 the property." Do you see that?
13
A. Yes.
Q. What did you mean when you said "checking,"
14
15 what were you checking for?
A. I like to see if it's growing, if things are
16
17 being built.
Q. Well, what would you have seen that would have
18
19 caused you to have concern about your loan and its risk?
A. Not a thing.
20
Q. I'm not talking about what you actually saw,
21
22 but what were you looking for that might have caused you
23 concern?
A. Hey, we have interest in this property, let's
24
25 see how it's looking. Are they mowing the lawns? I
3

4

Page 133
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telephone call to Mason?
A. That was probably a telephone.
3
Q. There was nothing else that prompted you to
4 worry about your position or what was going on?
5
A. No, I didn't get any letters.
6
(Exhibit 32 marked.)
7
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I mentioned the timing of
s this bulk sale before. I just wanted to make sure it
9 was in the record that it's May 8, 2012.
10
I'll represent that I understand this to be
11 the general warranty deed by which that bulk sale was
12 accomplished for the most part. Do you have that in
13 front of you, sir?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. I take it you have not seen this or heard of
16 this sale at the time until you talked to Mr. Mason in
17 March or April of2013?
1s
A. That would be correct.
19
Q. In answer to an Interrogatory 19 in this, we
20 can go back to the interrogatories, you said something
21 about visually checking on the property, and that that
22 somehow alerted you what was going on. Do you recall
23 that statement?
24
A. Well, not necessarily alerted me as to what
25 was going on, but just alerted me that there wasn't a
1

2
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don't know, just seeing what we have invested.
Q. So it's fair to say you were just taking a
3 look, you didn't have any specific criteria?
4
A. Right. I wanted to see if lots are being sold
5 and houses are being built.
6
Q. So prior to this call in March or April of
7 2013 with Mr. Mason, would it be fair to say that you
8 didn't really have a worry about when you were going to
9 get paid on this?
10
A. Always have a worry. I have a worry from day
11 one.
12
Q. Would it be fair to say you hadn't set a
13 specific deadline at that point for being paid?
14
A. No. That would be fair to say, yeah. We
15 didn't have a deadline because we were still trying to
16 see how everything was going to shake out with the
17 market and things, is it going to come back, all that
18 stuff. My hope of all hopes was that Ted could sit on
19 the property, RBC would be satisfied with a lot sale
20 here and there and markets could come back and we would
21 be on our way again.
22
MR. DVORAK: Let's take a break off the
23 record.
24
(Luncheon recess taken.)
25
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I think you have still got
1

2
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1 those interrogatory answers in front of you. Do you

1

2 have those in front of you, sir?

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15

16
11

18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25

A. Yes.

3

Q. While I dig through my stack, what is the -Exhibit 14; is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Referring your attention then to Interrogatory
No. 7, which specifically asks you to: "Identify each
and every person Plaintiff or its representatives
communicated with at TitleOne relating to the property."
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. I'll represent for the record your response on
the next page, two of the people in there, Cameron
McFaddan and Heidi Emery you mention there, we talked
about those previously. Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. At that time you didn't mention Desiree
Johnson, but you mention it in the answer here. I take
it you're just referring to some e-mails that you
received from Ms. Johnson; is that correct?
A. She might have been the one that directed me
to Heidi who signed it.
Q. Well, I'll represent for the record that I
asked your counsel for those e-mails because it appears

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

Q. Anything you could look at or otherwise
refresh your recollection and suddenly make you recall
another conversation?
A. No, because my recollection when I started
talking to TitleOne was based on the fact that they took
me off title.
Q. Now, in that e-mail, let's look at the first
page of Exhibit 33. Do you see that?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. That is dated October 20, 201 l. It's talking
about a UCC amendment to remove 5/1 Galiano. Do you see
that?
A. Yes.
Q. In fact, you signed this UCC amendment and
several UCC amendments at Johnson's request; correct?
A. It appears so.
(Exhibits 34, 35, and 36 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) If you look at Exhibit 34, is
that your signature on that document?
A. Yes.
Q. OnoraboutApril27,2011?
A. Yes. Which is why you could see why I'm so
perplexed as to why I was still signing these when I was
taken off title in 2010.
Q. Right. These other two documents, they appear
Page 137
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1
2
3

4

s
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

13

14

1s
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

2s

that the e-mails you were referring to were attached at
the end of your discovery response, they are attached as
Exhibit 14, at least the e-mails from Heidi Emery and
Cameron McFaddan.
A. I would have called on the phone if I talked
to Desiree -- is that her name, Desiree? It would have
been on the phone.
Q. Now, you didn't produce e-mail with this
response from Desiree Johnson. You didn't produce those
two e-mails, but I'll have this marked for the record.
(Exhibit 33 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) I'll represent for the record
I pointed out to your counsel, and just yesterday he
provided me with what I have now marked as Exhibit 33,
which purports to be those e-mails from Desiree Johnson.
Does that refresh your recollection?
A. No, but it looks like it. Yeah, I mean, what
do you want me to answer?
Q. Well, did you have any other communications
with Desiree Johnson beside these e-mails?
A. Not that I can recall.
Q. Did you have any other communications with any
other TitleOne employees that you can recall at this
time other than what we have talked about so far?
A. No.
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to be authorized by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. Does that
fit with your recollection that you were asked to
approve these?
A. Yeah, I probably produced these.
Q. Well, in fact, if you look at the first page
of Exhibit 33, it references removing 5/1 Galiano, for
instance, asks you to come in and do that. Then if you
look at 35 that was actually recorded, it shows it's a
UCC amendment deleting Lot 5, Block 1. Do you see the
tie between those two?
A. Yes. How come these aren't signed, by the

12

way?

1
2
3
4

s
6

7
8
9

10

13

Q. It's not a requirement that they be signed,

14 just that they be authorized.
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24
25

A. How do they know they are authorized? I'm
just curious.
Q. Do you have grounds to believe these weren't
authorized?
A. I'm just curious how anybody looks at that and
says yes, that is authorized.
Q. Again, I'm not here to answer questions.
Let's go back to the question I had. Didn't
it strike you as odd that you weren't being asked to
sign one of the requests for partial reconveyance like
you had been asked to sign in the past?
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A. No, didn't even strike me.
Q. But you had signed partial reconveyances in
the past?
A. Yes, I kind of -- for good, bad, indifferent,
I pretty much did what the title company told me to do.
I trusted them. Aren't we all supposed to? Wait, you
can't answer that.
Q. Between what we've talked about so far in the
conversations with TitleOne employees, have you, A, told
me all of the TitleOne employees that you talked to
about this transaction or the allegations in the
lawsuit; and B, what you can recall was said in those
conversations?
A. As far as I can recollect, yes.
Q. Okay.
A. I think I talked to a secretary up front, who
ultimately sent me to Heidi, who ultimately sent me to
Mr. McFaddan.
Q. When you were investigating this in March and
April of20I3?
A. Evidently I must have seen Desiree. It says:
"Long time no see." I must have seen her once.
Q. Do you have any awareness if she ever worked
for any other title company?
A. I don't have any awareness. She could have

1

Q. So I take it you didn't know that at the time

2 then either.
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
J3
14
15

J6
17

I8
19
20

21

22
23
24

25

A. I didn't know any of this happened until
Fidelity helped me track it down.
Q. There have been approximately $2 million worth
of damages claimed in the complaint that was filed in
this matter. Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. What comprises your damages on this?
A. I think we, looking at the documents, it's
about a $6 million total potential and we figured that
the property value probably dropped about 30 percent.
And had I been able to retain the whole thing and work
out some kind of negotiated deal with RBC or just waited
until property values came back, that I probably could
have got about $2 million out of it.
Q. Couple things in there. You say "we." Are
you referring to Eagle Equity Fund?
A. Me and counsel.
Q. When you say there is $6 million total value
in the property, at what point in time?
A. When it started it had a potential of a
$6 million profit.
Q. Over and above what was owed to RBC?
A. You know, I have to look at those numbers
Page 141
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worked for ten as far as I know.
Q. You don't know if she worked for Fidelity?
A. I have no idea.
Q. These are the only, what is in writing here is
the only communications you recall having with Desiree?
A. Yeah. Actually, I didn't even recall that
until you showed them to me.
Q. Just for the record, this was introduced in
the prior litigation, but the reconveyance of trust deed
that is at issue here occurred on, it was recorded on
February 11, 2010. Do you have any idea of what the
value of the property that was the subject of your deed
of trust was worth on that date?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any idea of how much money was
owed to the first position deed of trust to RBC on that
date?
A. No.
Q. You don't have those today?
A. "Those"?
Q. Those notions today as to what they were worth
or what was owed?
A. It's all speculative and what somebody is
willing to pay. I don't know what the guy ended up
paying on RBC.
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again. I don't want to say something out of line, but

2 we figured that with the discount of a 30 percent market
3
4

5
6

7
8
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value that the property still should have been able to
pay me about 2 million bucks.
Q. You say you have to "look at those numbers
again." Are you referring to that pro forma?
A. Part of the pro forma.
Q. What else would you look at again?
A. The note, what he owed RBC.
Q. Well, you are only entitled what is owed under
that note; correct?
A. Sure.
Q. So it wouldn't be a matter of profit.
A. But the note got taken away from me, and I
mean, the property got taken away from me, so when
asking what value that is, I mean, certainly the
potential is worth that easily.
Q. You understand the note and the amount
documented by the note is a separate obligation secured
by the property, but it's owed by whoever signed the
note; right?
A. Sure.
Q. So that person, Mason or his company, is still
in a lawsuit; correct?
A. Yes.
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Q. But you are talking about how much would it
have been worth had you sold the property.
3
A. Right.
4
Q. Again, I'm trying to understand that
5 $6 million you came up with.
6
A. I'm going off memory, I could be a little bit
7 offthere.
8
Q. Well, I would ask you to provide as soon as
9 possible any documentation you have of your damages to
1o your counsel. I believe that has fairly been requested
11 to this point. And to the extent it materially changes
12 what has been produced or shown in this lawsuit
13 previously I would reserve the right to reopen the
14 deposition and examine you.
15
A. As far as what we used to calculate what we
16 thought that was?
11
Q. Yeah, we as Defendants are entitled to know
18 how you came to demand $2 million in this lawsuit.
19
A. I thought David explained that, but maybe he
20 didn't.
21
Q. You mean David Fogg?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. So your understanding, no portion of that
24 $2 million is outside of what is due under the note.
25
A. Say that again.
1

2

A. No, I said I could have waited for this market
to come back, could have waited ten years, there was no
3 time frame for me or my investor that said we have to
4 wait -- if the market doesn't correct in two months we
5 are out of this thing. We would have waited it out had
6 we had the opportunity.
7
Q. Of course, you would have had costs of holding
8 that property for that period of time.
9
A. It's opportunity cost, but there is really no
10 cost.
Q. If you had to take out RBC?
II
A. Possibly.
12
Q. And own that property?
13
A. We didn't get to that point.
14
Q. But you are speculating that you lost that
15
16 opportunity.
A. I did lose that opportunity.
17
Q. That is how you come to your -- how you
18
19 calculated your damages; correct?
A. I'd say so.
20
Q. So what I'm trying to figure out is in your
21
22 figuring out what, at least in your words, should have
23 happened here, that you were denied that opportunity,
24 I'm trying to figure out how that opportunity would have
25 played out.
1

2
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Q. That $2 million makes up amounts that would be
due under the promissory note we've been discussing,
3 which is Exhibit 18.
4
A. Say that again.
5
Q. That $2 million that is referenced in your
6 complaint as the damages that you have allegedly
7 suffered in this, that $2 million consists of amounts
8 that you believe are due under Exhibit 18, the
9 promissory note, for which there is value in the
10 property or would have been value in the property to pay
11 these.
12
A. I believe that after we ran through the
13 calculations that that property had at least a
14 $2 million value to me.
15
Q. Over and above what was necessary to pay off
1

1

2

2

16

RBC?

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A. Yeah, sure.
Q. Would that statement that you just made have
19 been true in February of2010 or would you have to wait
20 for the market to come back?
21
A. I can't answer that. I don't know exactly
22 where things were in 2010.
23
Q. But I thought I understood in your answer that
24 you said once the market came back you believed there
25 would be that much value there.
11

11

18

18
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A. It would have looked very good. I would been
able to negotiate with RBC, even strike the same deal
that the company that bought it, turned around sold
those to Corey Barton myself, it could have turned out
very well.
Q. So that is the model that you are trying to
use?
A. That is the only model that occurred. So I
have to plug myself into that model. What other model
could I use?
Q. But you haven't calculated in your model, for
instance, the carrying cost of the ownership of that
property once you obtained it from RBC.
A. It's opportunity cost. Ifl own it free and
clear, I've got taxes and insurance, but that's it.
Q. Have you calculated those into your damages?
A. No. Should we? You can't answer that.
Q. Have we talked about all the -- strike that.
(Exhibit 37 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
marked for identification as Exhibit 37. I'll represent
for the record these were responses that were made on
your behalf by your counsel to certain questions for
admission. Do you see those in front of you?
A. Yes.
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Q. Requests for Admission No. 2: "Please admit
that at the time that EEF's deed of trust was reconveyed
3 by TitleOne, that it was junior, i.e., in second
4 position in priority, behind the RBC deed of trust." Do
5 you see that?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. The response was: "Plaintiff currently does
8 not possess enough information to be able to admit or
9 deny the request as it is currently written. Therefore,
10 deny."
11
A. Yes.
Q. Do you still take the position now you don't
12
13 have enough information to know if you were behind RBC's
14 deed of trust in February of2010?
15
A. Yes. Once TitleOne took me off the title I
16 have got no idea what they did at that point. I don't
17 know if they put me in first position, ninth position,
18 second position, they could have done anything. So how
19 am I supposed to know? I guess I could call the title
20 company every two weeks, Am I still on, am I still on?
21 But I assumed that they are doing what they are supposed
22 to do.
23
So yeah, I don't know. I mean, I only know
24 from the reconveyance that Heidi sent me they took me
25 off title, but what they did with me from that point I
1

1 that you filed. Okay?

2

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

A. Okay.
Q. I have pulled out of the documents that have
been exhibits there, Exhibits 22, 32, and 25, just so
hopefully we can go through my questions as efficiently
as possible.
At any point in time did you have any contact
with an individual who was representing RBC?
A. No.
Q. Did at any time RBC contact you for any
reason?
A. No.
Q. By "contact" I include -- would I be correct
there is no correspondence in the form of e-mails or
letters?
A. Correct; no mail, no e-mail, no phone call.
Q. If you look at Exhibit 22, which is the
subordination agreement between Eagle Equity and RBC, if
we look at page 7 of 10, is that your signature?
A. No.
Q. Page 7 of 10 is not your signature?
A. That is Ted's.
Q. Are there multiple 7s of 10s? Go to the one
that says TitleOne 0024 at the bottom.
A. Yes. That is my signature, yes.
Page 149

Page 147

don't know.
Q. But you aren't contending that up until the
3 point that, as you put it, they took you off title, to
4 use your words, that you were in second position behind
5 RBC at all times.
6
A. Am I contending that?
7
Q. Are you contending that you were in first
8 position on this at any time?
9
A. No. I just don't know what position I'm in
10 based on what TitleOne did.
11
Q. Have you ever been convicted of a felony?
12
A. No.
13
MR. DVORAK: At that point I think I may have
14 a couple more questions, but rather than collecting them
15 all up, I'm going to turn it over to other counsel who
16 are eagerly waiting.
17
MR. TRIBBLE: Can we take a quick break so I
18 can talk with Dan out in the hall?
19
MR. DVORAK: That's fine.
20
(Recess taken.)

20

21

21

EXAMINATION
23 QUESTIONS BY MR. PENNY:
24
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is David Penny. I'm an
2s attorney here in Boise. I represent RBC in the lawsuit

22

1

1

2

2

22
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Q. When you executed the subordination agreement

was Mr. Wishney representing you at that time?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you review this document with him?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there any negotiation over this document
between Eagle Equity and RBC?
A. I don't know the answer to that. I don't know
what Mr. Wishney would have done, so I don't know for
sure.
Q. So you don't know whether there was or there
wasn't?
A. Exactly.
Q. Do you have any recollection of there being
changes made to the document before you executed it?
A. No recollection.
Q. But after consulting with Mr. Wishney, you
signed the document to bind Eagle Equity to the
subordination agreement; correct?
A. It looks, yes.
Q. Now, ifwe look at Exhibit 32, which is the
warranty deed that is between Galiano and an entity
known as DAS Investments; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware that it was Mr. Mason that
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negotiated the sale of Galiano Estates' property to DAS?
A. No. I am now. I wasn't at that time, but
yes, I am.
Q. But it was Mr. Mason who negotiated that
transaction, not RBC; are you aware of that?
A. I'm not. I don't know that. I mean, I don't
know that firsthand.
Q. Are you aware that Mr. Mason negotiated the
transaction and then just went to RBC and asked RBC if
they would approve it?
A. I'm not aware of that.
Q. I believe in your testimony you did indicate
you are aware that RBC received proceeds from the sale
of Galiano to DAS in an amount significantly less than
the RBC secured loan; correct?
A. Yeah, I don't know to -- I don't know
anything. That is my, that is what I was told.
Q. Is any part of your lawsuit to contest RBC's
right to receive those proceeds?
A. I don't think so. I think the only issue I
have with RBC is they didn't tell me and at least talk
to me and hopefully negotiate with me.
Q. But talk to you at the time that -A. This was all going on.
Q. Let me finish my question.

A. Only from the standpoint that I did not know
that TitleOne took me off title, so I have legal rights
3 and the first position has legal right or legal
4 obligation to tell me that, Hey, we are busting this
5 transaction, we are going to go sell it over here, good
6 luck to you, or whatever those words are, and I never
1 got anything like that.
8
Q. What is the basis for your position that
9 someone in first position such as RBC owes the
10 obligation to you as you just described?
11
A. My basis is just that is how I assumed the law
12 to be. You probably can't answer it.
13
Q. You can't point me to anything else other than
14 your assumption.
15
A. Well, and assumption that counsel agrees with
16 me that I should have been. When I sought legal advice
11 that was the first thing I said, Don't I have to be
18 notified? And of course, they agreed that yes, you
19 should have been notified.
20
Q. Should have been notified if you had the
21 status of being in second position.
22
A. Correct.
23
Q. But that wasn't the status of title at the
24 time of the transaction, was it?
25
A. That's correct. Yeah, I had been taken off
1

2
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They didn't talk to you at the time that
Mr. Mason had arranged the sale of the Galiano Estates
3 property to DAS?
4
A. I think more so that they did it or were going
5 to do it and not notify me as a second lienholder.
6
Q. But at that time, I believe consistent with
1 your testimony today, you weren't a second lienholder at
8 the time that Mr. Mason negotiated the sale to DAS;
9 correct?
1o
A. Yeah, they had taken me off, TitleOne had
11 taken me off title.
Q. And as you sit here today, would I also be
12
13 correct you have no knowledge of any facts that would
14 tie RBC at all to Eagle Equity's removal as a secured
15 party off the Galiano Estates property.
16
A. I have no recollection or any idea that you
17 could even do that. I would think you would have to
J 8 have a title company do that.
Q. But you have no facts that tie RBC to that
19
20 occurrence; correct?
A. No, I don't.
21
Q. What do you base your position that RBC had
22
23 any duty or obligation to you at all to notify you of a
24 transaction that Mr. Mason was putting together to sell
25 the Galiano Estates property?
1

2
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1

title.

Q. Mr. Dvorak asked you some questions about some
conversations you had with Ted Mason. I don't know that
4 I wrote this down correctly, but Ted had told you that
5 he had told someone that, Hey, I've got this guy over
6 here. And you didn't recall who Ted had said that to.
7
A. Well, I didn't know until after the fact who
8 RBC sold to. So that name wasn't familiar to me at all
9 and I never had heard it. So I assumed Ted was telling
10 RBC and that new subsequent owner, Hey, I've got a
11 subordinate here.
12
Q. You just said RBC sold to somebody. What is
13 your basis for saying RBC sold to somebody?
14
A. You owned the note, I assume you had to sell
15 it to somebody.
16
Q. Sold what?
17
A. The note, the property, the deed, the -- I may
18 be saying the wrong word, but you owned the place.
19
Q. We didn't. If you look at Exhibit 32, that is
20 a warranty deed between Mr. Mason's company Galiano and
21 DAS, isn't it?
22
A. Well, yes. So he didn't owe you any money?
23
Q. No, I didn't say that, and I'm not answering
24 the questions.
25
I'm asking you -- sir, you filed a complaint
2
3
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against the Defendants in this case, and to do that you
have to have a certain knowledge of facts to support
3 your allegations. What I'm trying to get down to an
4 understanding, when you sue RBC, what the basis is for
5 that from a factual standpoint.
6
So when you say that RBC sold something and
7 the deed, Exhibit 32, doesn't involve RBC, it's my time
8 to ask you questions what you base that upon. Okay.
9
A. Okay.
10
Q. So that is my question.
11
A. Yeah, I base that on that my original
12 documentation and agreements with Ted had RBC, as the
13 lead lender, and that he owed you money. Done. The
14 rest ofit, I didn't even know about until it was over.
15 So I have to assume you knew something, that you did
16 something to make this work. Ted couldn't have done
11 this without your permission.
18
Q. But as far as, you used the word "sold," is
19 that an assumption on your part that RBC had to sell
20 anything to make this transaction occur?
21
A. Yeah, I might not be using the right word or
22 terminology, but you had to give up your lien, your
23 rights, your everything. Help me, attorneys. What is
24 the word? I mean, you had to give up something for this
25 to happen.
1

2

A. Yes, at least been involved, and if you didn't
want to negotiate, then that is a decision that I can
3 make. Do I want to pay off the whole thing, do I want
4 to -- but from what Ted was telling me, you guys were
5 selling property all over the country at a pretty deep
6 discount and I said, Hey, ifl can make these numbers
7 work and even ifwe get the property, then have to build
8 houses to make up for everything, it would be certainly
1

2

9
10

worth exploring.
And I just said, I'll look. Ifit gets down

to that point and RBC contacts me, hopefully they'll be
at least open to talk to me. I just wanted that
13 opportunity. All this just got taken away from me.
14
Q. But here again, as far as you know, sitting
15 right here today, the contention that RBC should have
16 been the one to tell you is your assumption as to how
11 this should work.
18
A. Yeah, I don't know how the legal stuff works.
J9 I don't know if it's you that is supposed to tell me,
20 the title company that is going to close the deal is
21 supposed to tell me, the new investor is supposed to
22 tell me. I don't know who legally is obligated to tell
23 me. All I know is that you guys were the ones that
24 ultimately negotiated a deal with somebody.
25
Q. Why do you believe that we negotiated, that
11

12
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Q. And based upon the subordination agreement and
also the terms of your master credit agreement, Exhibit
3 25, RBC had the absolute right to give up its rights and
4 accept payment for less than the full amount, didn't it?
5
A. I would think so. All I'm contending is that
6 RBC also, maybe not RBC directly, but through some sort
1 of a title exchange or giving up that right, that the
8 subordinate guy would have to be at least notified,
9 whether that comes from you or the attorneys working it,
10 or the TitleOne company that is going to make this
11 exchange, I don't know. But somebody should have told
12 me.
13
Q. And that someone should have told you and you
14 say that someone may have been RBC. We've come full
15 circle back to your assumption as to the way it would
16 work.
11
A. Yes. And of course, my counsel, because
18 somehow you guys were involved. It was your original
19 note.
20
Q. Okay. As far as RBC negotiating with you,
21 would you agree that RBC was not required to negotiate?
22
A. Sure.
23
Q. So you are assuming that if you had been on
24 title, then you would have been able to play some role
25 in the ultimate transaction.
1

1 RBC negotiated a deal with somebody?

2

2
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A. I only know from Ted.
Q. What has Ted told you on that?
A. I don't know the exact numbers to tell you the

3
4

s

truth. He just said there was a deal done.
Q. But it seems in your responses to my questions
7 that you laid the negotiating of this deal at the feet
8 ofRBC as opposed to Ted; is that what he's told you?
9
A. No, I don't know. I don't know how it came
10 down.
11
Q. But Ted didn't tell you he was the one who
12 negotiated the deal and basically proposed it to RBC and
13 RBC went with it?
14
A. All Ted told me was that -- he didn't give me
15 any specifics. He said during all this he kept
16 reminding everybody that I was on there. And evidently
17 I wasn't.
18
Q. You weren't "on there" meaning?
19
A. Meaning as a subordinate, second mortgage,
20 whatever you call it.
21
MR. PENNY: All right. That is all the
22 questions I have.
6

23

24
25

Ill
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EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. MOLLERUP:
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is Richard Mollerup. I
represent Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation. I just
have a few questions.
I want to come to, in broad strokes I want to
do a couple of things. I want to come to an
understanding with you of what Alliance did or didn't
do. And then much the same as Mr. Penny, I'm not going
to ask you for legal conclusions, but I want to ask you
for your factual basis for some of the allegations you
have made. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. Now, Alliance Title acted as the escrow agent
when closing the original loan; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. You previously testified that you said you
probably didn't get any documents.
A. I didn't get the finalized documents.
Q. Finalized documents.
Setting that aside, other than that, do you
have any -- are you making any claims that Alliance
caused you any damage as a result of that closing?
A. Only to the extent that because I don't have
closed documents with stamps and all of that, I still
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have them.
Q. Well, you had them before they were signed;
correct?
A. Yes. I have what David Wishney sent to you
guys to make sure you did, yes.
Q. You got a title policy ensuring that it was in
first lien position -- or second lien position, sorry.
A. I think we do. I can't imagine -Q. You testified earlier that you are an
insurance agent or broker?
A. Correct.
Q. For primarily life insurance?
A. Yes.
Q. Any other kind of insurance?
A. Annuities. I can sell health and disability,
but I don't.
Q. You've obviously purchased insurance, you have
a homeowner's policy?
A. Yeah.
Q. Car policies?
A. Yes.
Q. Probably your own life policy?
A. Yes.
Q. Through that I assume -- tell me, do you have
a working knowledge of the difference between the
Page 161
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can't say to this day with 100 percent conclusion that
the deed and everything was recorded properly.
Q. There is a copy of the record deed of trust in
the record, is there not?
A. There probably is, yes. That is -- yes.
Q. So if I can rephrase your answer for you just
so I understand. Your only issue with the closing and
not receiving documents is a verification that your lien
was not recorded or was recorded?
A. Yeah, that and obviously what we have already
discussed, that is when I went to go ask for the copies
of the closing docs, I still haven't got them.
Q. I'm going to ask you again. Are you claiming
that your lack of having those copies has caused you
damage in this lawsuit, you're claiming in this lawsuit?
A. I won't know that until -- well, I guess I
don't know quite how to answer that. No, but yes, if
they are not documented properly.
Q. Do you have any information that any of your
loan documents were not documented or recorded properly?
A. I don't.
Q. So you have no factual basis to make
allegations in this lawsuit that the closing caused you
damages by virtue of not getting those documents.
A. I won't know that until we see the -- until I
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company or the insurer of your policy and the agent or
the authorized signer of the policy?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you tell me what you think that difference
is.
A. Well, a duly authorized agent binds the
company.
Q. So when the duly authorized agent binds the
company, for example, if you are a life agent and one of
your clients dies, tlley don't come and ask you for the
money, do they?
A. No, they usually tell me, but we go to the
company for the money.
Q. So is it your understanding from your
experience as an insurance agent that the company has
the obligation to pay any obligations under the policy,
not the agent?
A. Yes.
Q. And then Alliance also was tlle original
trustee in your deed of trust; correct?
A. That is my understanding.
Q. It's in tlle deed of trust and it's in the
record.
Also in the record as Exhibit No. 31 was your
substitution of trustee where you named Fidelity
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1 National Title as trustee in March of 2010.
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A. I recall seeing that, yes.
Q. In between the date of your deed of trust and
when you substituted Fidelity when Alliance was no
longer the trustee, Alliance issued two reconveyances.
MR. PENNY: I apologize, I don't think they
made enough copies for me.
(Off the record.)
(Exhibits 38 and 39 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Mr. Johnson, you have been
handed two exhibits, 38 and 39, one of which is a deed
of partial reconveyance by Alliance Title for Lot 2,
Block 8, and one of which is a deed of partial
reconveyance for Lots 3 and 4, Block; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall you executed requests for
partial reconveyances for those lots that were
previously admitted by Mr. Dvorak as Exhibits 28 and 29?
A. And so you are asking me ifl requested these?
Q. No. I'm asking you if you executed requests
for partial reconveyances for those three lots and they
are previously admitted as Exhibits 28 and 29?
A. Yes, looks like those are the, they match with
the same lot and block.
Q. Yes. Okay. That is all that Alliance did as

I got from you in the request for production of

2 documents. Either that or it was with the exhibits. Do
3
4
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you recognize that?
A. I've seen those before, yes.
Q. Would you look on the first page and first
column, do you see where it says about the last line of
the all caps: "TICOR Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation, herein called the company,
insures as of date of policy," and the authorized signer
is Alliance, issued by Alliance?
A. Yes.
Q. In your experience as an agent, which one is
the insurer and which one is the agent?
A. TICOR is the insurer and Alliance is the
agent.
Q. So based on our previous discussions then, it
would be TICOR that had any liability to you under the
policy, not Alliance; correct?
MS. STINES: Objection; calls for ...
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) If there were liability
under the policy, if there was any liability to you
under this policy, that liability would fall onto TICOR,
not Alliance; is that correct?
A. It appears so, yes.
(Reporter clarification.)
Page 165
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I trustee; is that correct?
2
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A. Yeah, it appears so.
Q. So I'm asking you, is there anything that you
can recall that Alliance did as trustee of the deed of
trust until March of2010 when they were substituted
that caused any damages that you are alleging in this
lawsuit?
A. The only thing I can say to that is until I
get copies of the actual executed documents, it's hard
to say.
Q. I'm trying to -- let me -A. Assuming we have them and assuming everything,
then I would say that -- I would say no, but I don't
know that.
Q. Let me see if I can break this down for you.
You are going back and talking about escrow documents.
My question now is solely in the capacity as trustee,
and for those you have all the documents.
A. So you are talking about these?
Q. Correct. So did those documents create any
damage?
A. No.
(Exhibit 40 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Mr. Thompson, you have been
given a copy of Exhibit 40, the policy in which actually
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MS. STINES: It was conclusory, I guess, but
we sorted it out.
MR. MOLLERUP: For the record, I wasn't trying
to infer there was liability under the policy, just
whose liability it is, if there is any liability.
MS. STINES: Okay. I appreciate that.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Given what we just talked
about, see if I can summarize for a minute. So if
Alliance was the trustee and issued two reconveyances,
Alliance was the escrow officer at the original closing
and there was no liability there with the possible
exception you didn't receive copies of all the
documents; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Both statements; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And then Alliance issued the policy of title
insurance insuring your deed of trust and second lien
position as an agent and not the insurer; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. In Count I you have alleged that Alliance is
in breach of contract for failing to pay any amount
under the policy. Can you explain to me why you were
claiming Alliance is in breach of the title policy.
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A. I personally can't.
Q. Why can't you personally?
A. That would be more how counsel worded things.
Q. Let me ask you this then: Was it your
decision to sue Alliance or was it your counsel's?
A. It was my decision to make sure that anybody
who could possibly have affected this thing be involved
until such time that it wasn't practical or meaningful.
Q. Let me see ifwe can sort that out. Did you
specifically ask to have Alliance sued or you just tell
your counsel to sue everyone?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll object as privileged.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Okay. Was it your idea to
sue Alliance Title?
A. My original idea was to have TitleOne to do
the right thing and make good on this and leave
everybody else alone. They didn't want to do that.
Q. Who is "tlley"?
A. TitleOne. So knowing that you guys were
involved in the start and everybody here involved in
this thing, this got so cloudy and so muddled that it
didn't make sense not to bring you into this thing until
such time as we could realize -Q. Let me go back to, I need to know what your
factual basis is for making claims. So what is your
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back to the first page of the policy again.
It says that: "TICOR Title Insurance Company,
a California corporation, herein called the company,
insures, as of date of policy," then it goes on for
damages by reason of seven different paragraphs;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So -MR. TRIBBLE: Eight.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Do you understand from that
language that they are insuring the condition of title
as of the date of the policy and not subsequent to that?
A. I would agree with that.
Q. So they are not responsible for things that
may happen to the title after the policy is issued; is
that your understanding?
A. You know, I don't know that legally, but it
makes sense.
Q. You've got title policies on other
transactions.
A. Sure.
Q. And have you ever known that a title company
be liable for a condition of title that occurred after
the policy was issued?
A. Do I ever know if a title company was -- say
Page 169

Page 167

factual basis that Alliance Title is in breach of the
title policy?
3
A. Until I have the original signed documents,
4 then I don't know.
5
Q. Let's not confuse the escrow. Those are the
6 documents you say you don't have. You have the policy.
7
A. Okay.
8
Q. Again, what is your factual basis tllat
9 Alliance has any liability to you under that policy?
10
A. I don't have any.
11
Q. In Count II you have sued Alliance for bad
12 faith for intentionally withholding policy benefits. Do
13 you have any factual basis for that allegation?
14
A. Only to the extent that like an agent like
15 myself, I mean, I would go to the company I sold the
16 insurance from and say, Hey, let's get this going, let's
17 make good on this title policy. To the extent that you
18 guys haven't done that tllen, or at least to my knowledge
19 haven't, that would be -20
Q. Do you have any factual basis that Alliance
21 Title withheld or denied liability under the policy?
22
A. No.
23
Q. Thank you.
24
Let me ask you your understanding of a title
25 insurance policy. And before I do that I want you to go
1

2
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that again.
Sure. Title companies or title insurance
3 companies via a mistake or something that they did
4 would, yes, certainly be liable. Is that what you were
5 asking?
6
Q. No, it wasn't, but I'll withdraw it.
7
In Count III you are alleging Alliance Title
8 is negligent, and it has certain duties. It has duties
9 to ensure that the interest of the title was satisfied
10 prior to a conveyance. Is that a duty under a policy?
11
A. Yeah. Again, you are asking me something that
12 I don't know the legal answer to.
13
Q. Then did you have a factual basis in order to
14 make the allegations that Alliance Title was negligent
15 under the policy?
16
A. Personally, no, but counsel probably did.
17
Q. You have alleged that Alliance Title violated
J 8 the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Do you have a
19 factual basis for that?
20
A. I do not have a factual basis in my head.
21
Q. Do you know what the Consumer Protection Act
22 is?
23
A. I cannot quote it, no. I would just imagine
24 it just protects the consumer.
25
Q. In the complaint it says things like passing
1

2
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off goods or services of another. Do you know if
Alliance Title did that?
A. Only this title insurance policy.
Q. Is it your statement that you think that is
passing off the goods of another?
A. It is. It's their goods. It's TICOR's goods
and you passed that through.
Q. Let's go through your experience as an agent.
If they are an authorized agent, then they have
authority to do that; correct?
A. Sure. I'm not saying you don't have
authority. I'm saying you did.
Q. Advertising goods that it didn't intend to
sell. Did Alliance do that?
A. I don't think so, no.
Q. Act or practice which is otherwise misleading
or deceptive. Do you know if Alliance did that?
A. I don't know that yet. I won't know that
until we get the docs.
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll raise a general objection
inasmuch as a lot of these questions do ask for legal
conclusions.
MR. MOLLERUP: I'm asking for his factual
basis.
MR. TRIBBLE: I know, but he needs to have an

Q. You know the deed of trust was recorded.
Isn't that the only document that needed to be recorded?
3
A. Well, not according to -- maybe recorded, but
4 David Wishney, my attorney's laundry list of things,
5 that is what needed all be done.
6
Q. Count X of your complaint you are alleging
7 that Alliance has several fiduciary duties to you. Do
8 you have a factual basis of why Alliance would have a
9 duty to ensure that your interest is recognized and
1o protected after the date of the policy?
11
A. I would say to a certain extent it seems like
12 you would.
13
Q. What do you base that on?
14
A. Just the fact that you are recording a deed
15 for me, and I mean, part of -- and maybe again not
16 understanding exactly what happens inside title
11 companies -- but part of what should happen is that
18 should be protected, until such time as I release it.
19
Q. Are you telling me that you think they have
20 duties that go past the date of the policy to protect
21 your lien?
22
A. I would say so, yes.
23
Q. Do have any basis for that?
24
A. Isn't that what a title company does is
25 protect the interests of the people they are closing
1

2
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understanding of the legal basis in order to be able to
tell you what facts are supporting the complaint.
3
MR. MOLLERUP: What I want from him is when he
4 runs into your office and says, I want to sue Alliance
5 Title, I want to know why he's saying that before you
6 ever utter a legal basis. Okay?
7
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
8
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Do you have any factual
9 basis to claim that Alliance Title committed fraud in
10 anyway?
11
A. At this point, no.
12
Q. You've also claimed that Alliance Title is
13 guilty of conversion. Do you know what it is?
14
A. No.
15
Q. Conversion is another word for theft.
16
You have cited criminal statutes in the
17 complaint. Do you have any basis to believe that
18 Alliance committed any kind of theft?
19
A. Not yet, not with the documents I have.
20
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that Alliance
21 interfered with your prospective economic advantage, any
22 kind of economic advantages you may have; did Alliance
23 interfere with those?
24
A. Again, until we see exactly how the documents
25 were recorded and so forth I can't answer.
1

2
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transactions for?
Q. Title companies issue policies. You are a
3 life agent. Is it your duty to protect their life?
4
A. No, I wouldn't sell a policy that I didn't
5 think the company was going to back.
6
Q. I just have a couple more questions. Go back
7 to the policy, read through quickly the seven ensuring
8 provisions as of the date of the policy. Let me know if
9 you have any factual basis if any of those have been
10 violated.
11
A. Just the seven of them, not the eight?
12
Q. Okay, eight.
13
A. (Reviewing document.) Okay.
14
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that any of
15 those have been violated?
16
A. Personally the lien and the encumbrances that
17 I lost.
1s
Q. That was after the policy; is that correct?
19
A. Yes.
20
MR. MOLLERUP: I don't have any further
21 questions.
1

2
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EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MS. STINES:
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is Erin Stines and I'm
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an attorney for Chicago Title Insurance Company and
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company. I don't have
too many questions, but I would like to back up a little
bit about your background.
Can you tell me what is Wealthycity, all one
word?
A. Wealthycity, that is my boys' company that I'm
a part of. It's still the whole thing we were talking
about, that banking process, life insurance, and so
forth.
Q. So is your son also a licensed insurance
agent?
A. Yes.
Q. Does he work for you?
A. No, not technically. I mean, the way every
company works is you work, you only sell for the
company, they don't sell for me. So technically no.
Q. So you are an agent. Does your agency have a
name?
A. No, I don't have an agency. I'm just an
agent.
Q. So when you sell an insurance product under
what name are you selling it under? For that insurance
company?
A. Yeah, just the insurance company.
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A. Jake.
Q. And so are you a team of sorts?
A. Yeah, sorts. They like to do their own thing.
Q. And Wealthycity is one of their creations?
A. Correct.
Q. You were talking about the webinar you did
last night. Was that for Financial Wellness 102 -A. No.
Q. What is Financial Wellness 102?
A. So I teach financial wellness classes for a
foundation and those go to large corporations and we
have several classes.
Q. So are you also a certified financial wellness
educator?
A. Yes.
Q. I didn't understand earlier that you had
mentioned that certification.
A. Sorry about that. Part of that is because
it's a foundation that is really struggling. I don't do
a ton with it much, but sorry about that.
I am a certified -- I mean, it's only issued
by this foundation so that you can teach the classes.
Q. So you pay for the certification?
A. Yes.
Q. Is part of that business model to market other
Page 177
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Q. Those checks you were describing you are
receiving as a result of the commissions are deposited
into the Eagle Capital Management, LLC account?
A. Right; but they are made to me.
Q. They are to you personally?
A. Yes.
Q. So when you are marketing these other insurer
products, you are doing that as Dan Thompson.
A. Correct.
Q. And how many of your kids sell insurance?
A. All of them. Yeah, my two boys. And my -actually, my two boys and my son-in-law.
Q. You have five kids; is that right?
A. Correct.
Q. What about your daughters, do they also sell?
A. No.
Q. Do they sell insurance here locally?
A. No.
Q. The two boys?
A. The boys?
Q. Right.
A. For the most part we do most of our business
outside ofldaho, but that is just because it's more
Internet based, but yes.
Q. That is Josh and?
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folks to pay to get certified?
A. No.
Q. You were saying what you did last night, the
webinar, if that wasn't for the Financial Wellness 102,
what was that for?
A. That would have probably been through
becomingyourownbank.com.
Q. ls becomingyourownbank.com, is that its own
legal entity?
A. Yes. Well, yeah, I think so.
Q. What is it?
A. Actually, you know what, come to think ofit,
I don't think, I think it's just a website. I don't
think it's even a legal entity. The legal entity is
Wealthycity.
Q. So who were the members ofWealthycity?
A. Just Jake and my son-in-law Nick and I think
that's it.
Q. What is Nick's last name?
A. Drzayich.
Q. I've heard you mention a number of times that
you think Alliance has some documents and that you have
requested and you haven't received. So I'm just, I want
to probe a little bit as to those documents.
Look at Exhibit 19, which is the deed of trust
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and security agreement. In the upper left comer it
says: "When recorded return to: Eagle Capital
Management, LLC." That is your entity; right?
A. Yes.
Q. That is your home address where you have your
office?
A. Yes.
Q. So after this was recorded, didn't the
original come back to you?
A. No.
Q. Where else do you receive, I mean, you or any
Eagle or Wealthycity, where do you all get mail?
A. Just there.
Q. What about Nick, Jake, Josh for business
purposes, do they get mail someplace else?
A. In the last couple months they have, yes.
Q. Where do they get mail?
A. They have got another office over by the YMCA.
I can't remember the name or the street.
Q. They have a space they lease?
A. Actually, one of the companies we sell for
gave them space because it's closer to their houses.
Q. I see. So what company is that?
A. It's called National Brokerage.
Q. So they get mail there too?
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Q. But you never received back this -A. No. Keep in mind, they weren't in the
business way back then, they have only been in the
business a couple years.
Q. But as far as receiving this original
document -A. I would have got it.
Q. You would have got it?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Who prepared this deed of trust again? Maybe
I missed that.
A. David, well, it's probably David Wishney the
attorney.
Q. Do you recall a conversation with him saying
like, Hey, where do you want these recorded instruments
to come back to, my office or to you? Does that ring a
bell?
A. I don't recall that conversation, no.
Q. Are there other types of mail you think over
the course of the year that you think you should have
gotten and didn't show up? Have you had problems with
collecting your mail?
A. No.
Q. As to Erin Cullen, you said she lives in
Boston?
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A. Yes, I think they do. At least that is my
assumption.
Q. How does it work; do they all come around your
house to get mail otherwise?
A. We just put it aside, they come over
regularly.
Q. Was it like off the kitchen or is it like a
business area in the back or is there an assistant,
what?
A. I built a separate office. It's on my
property, but it's a separate building.
Q. So when your mail comes in does it come into a
residential mailbox?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that a locked box?
A. No.
Q. And who collects the mail every day?
A. I do for the most part. My wife does.
Q. And then what is the system for mail to break
it out among everyone?
A. I put the boys' stuff in a box and I take the
rest.
Q. But if it's at Eagle Capital Management would
that have been the boys' stuff or would that be yours?
A. That would be mine.
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A. Yes.
Q. I've heard you refer to "we" and "us" and
"their" kind of. I don't know, is Erin, is she married
or their folks?
A. No; just her and her mom.
Q. Her and her mom. And is she like a working
professional type?
A. No, she's -- I don't know what this has to do
with anything, but she's independently wealthy.
Q. Well, if you've been having conversation with
her, then she has personal knowledge as to what
transpired here, so I'm trying to understand.
A. She wouldn't know all the details like this.
She just knows the title company took us off title, that
we have got to fight for our rights.
Q. So how did she develop her independent wealth?
A. From her family, from her grandpa to her
mother and father, and then to her.
Q. Did she come to you asking you to invest her
money?
A. In a roundabout way. She's very good friends
with my brother and my brother said that I do this stuff
and then she came to me, yes.
Q. What kind of stuff do you do that interested
her?
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A. Well, all she wanted to do is find somebody
she could, that she knew that she could trust.
3
Q. To do what, trust to do what?
4
A. In this particular case, to just buy real
5 estate.
6
Q. So she had an interest in buying real estate?
7
A. Yeah, she had an interest in just getting her
s money a little bit spread out. It was all in one stock
9 at the time.
10
Q. So she was looking to diversify.
A. Yes.
II
Q. And she contacted your brother.
12
13
A. Well, she didn't contact him. Over the course
14 of their friendship she knew what I did and I had been
15 down to visit my brother many times, met her and -16
Q. I mean, I understood that you were selling
17 insurance, so I'm trying to figure out what you did that
18 she thought could help her diversify.
19
A. Probably most of it is just my contacts, that
20 is why Ted Mason is a good example. I knew people who
21 had done very well in real estate, and I associated
22 myself with those kinds of people.
23
Q. What do you mean by that?
24
A. Successful real estate guys.
25
Q. So you perceive yourself as a successful real
1
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months later.
Q. I see. So how many other properties had you
invested in with Erin before Ted came to you?
A. Probably two or three.
Q. What are the addresses of the properties that
Eagle Equity Fund still owns?
A. I don't have those in the top of my head.
Q. Where are they?
A. Some are in Idaho, some are in Atlanta, some
are somewhere else. We have them mostly Idaho right
now.
Q. How many in Idaho?
A. Probably two or three, three or four.
Q. What are they, houses or -A. Yes.
Q. Two or three houses?
A. Well, yeah. And we are doing some
construction stuff as well.
Q. So these are single-family residences?
A. Yes.
Q. Three single-family -A. Yes.
Q. In Idaho?
A. Yes.
Q. In Boise?
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estate guy?
A. I perceive myself as a pretty good money guy,
and the partners that I would partner with very
successful real estate guys.
Q. So ifl hear you correctly, you knew some guys
that made money in real estate and you thought if you
could partner with them you might help her be able to
diversify.
A. Yeah. And just coming from the financial
world I knew money, I understood money. Yeah, so ...
Q. So before or after you hatched a plan with
Erin Cullen did you talk to Ted Mason about this?
A. Ted Mason about what?
Q. Investing in some property.
A. No.
Q. No? When in the conversation with Erin Cullen
was Ted Mason introduced?
A. When we decided to do something with Ted.
Q. So you went to Ted?
A. No, Ted came to me.
Q. So it just kind of all happened about the same
time?
A. No. Ted came months after we had started.
Q. Started what?
A. That Erin and I started doing this. Ted came
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A. Yes.
Q. And what is the street name?
A. One is on Mansfield, the others I don't know
offhand.
Q. And who owns title to the property?
A. Eagle Equity.
Q. Where is Eagle Equity constructing, involved
in new development?
A. In Boise, Meridian.
Q. Is Eagle Equity partnering with any developers
in the Meridian endeavor?
A. Right.
Q. Who? Is it partnering with someone?
A. Just another professional, yeah.
Q. Another person?
A. Yes.
Q. Another person like an investor like Erin?
A. No, another developer-builder.
Q. How many properties does Eagle Equity have an
interest in in Atlanta?
A. I misspoke there. We don't have that any
longer.
Q. What was it?
A. A house.
Q. Anyplace else?
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A. No.
Q. So is it fair to say once Ted Mason understood
you had some money to invest in the real estate market
he came to you?
A. Yes.
Q. And you had shared with him your plan; right?
A. No.
Q. How did he find out that you were investing in
real estate?
A. I can't tell you. I don't know.
Q. How long have you been friends with Ted
precisely? I know he's your neighbor.
A. Whenever they moved there. What did we
decide, 2000-ish?
Q. All these conversations that you were having
with TitleOne after you learned of the reconveyance, did
it come up in any of these conversations, a question of
whether or not you would receive notice of an intention
to reconvey? Did anyone say, Dan, we gave you notice,
why didn't you do anything?
A. No.
Q. Has that been brought to your attention that
you received a notice?
A. No. I never received a notice.
Q. Have you reviewed Amy Cobine's deposition?

I didn't get them.
Q. Well, for the record I did not say, I wasn't
3 asking you questions about Alliance sending you the
4 original deed of trust. I was simply reflecting on this
5 document with my own personal knowledge that a
6 recorder's office once recording, will as a matter of
7 course, return the document that has been recorded to
8 the party in the upper left-hand comer. So that is not
9 a reflection on Alliance's processes, that is -10
A. I'm very good at keeping everything that comes
11 in, so I know that didn't come in.
12
Q. Okay. Have you checked with the County at all
13 to verify that it, in fact, was or was not mailed out?
14
A. I didn't, but one of the attorneys did.
I5
Q. I just have a couple more questions. So
16 through motion practice, some of the claims against my
17 clients have been dismissed. The amended complaint
18 reflects four remaining claims against my clients:
19 Fraud, collusion, conversion, and tortious interference.
20 Help me understand what facts you have to support those
21 claims against Fidelity.
22
A. Actually, Fidelity was instrumental, like I
23 said earlier, in helping me locate what had happened and
24 the actual reconveyance document that was signed by
25 TitleOne. So the only thing that I can pinpoint from
1

2
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A. No.
Q. So Amy Cobine, just to let you know, testified
3 that she sent notice, post closing department did, of an
4 intention to reconvey. And it would have been sent, I
5 don't have the exhibit in front ofme, but it's my
6 recollection it has this same Eagle, Idaho address.
7
A. She is wrong.
8
Q. She's wrong why?
9
A. Because I didn't get it.
10
Q. Okay. So now there is two pieces of mail that
11 seems to have come to your house but you are testifying
12 you didn't get.
13
A. Evidently. Well, I didn't say-14
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll object.
15
THE WITNESS: Alliance never said they sent
16 it.
17
MR. TRIBBLE: I was going to say you are kind
18 of stating an assumption on the part of the record's
19 office.
20
THE WITNESS: I didn't say I didn't get
21 anything.
22
Q. (BY MS. STINES) I'm not asking you about
23 everything. I'm just asking you about a couple things.
24
A. I didn't say -- I didn't say they were ever,
25 they have never been mailed to me, so how can I say that
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there is I kept signing UCC documents after that
happened, after they had taken me off title I kept
signing UCC documents, and that makes absolutely no
sense to me. Fidelity was involved in that, that is the
extent that I can, why am I still signing UCC documents
if they have taken me off title.
Q. In that process were you instructing Fidelity
or Chicago to prepare a title product?
A. No. I had no communication with them oilier
than tliey sent me the UCC documents.
Q. But the arrangement for the lot release
program, did that contemplate title research in advance
of each lot being released?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. You don't know?
A. That would be a title question that, are
you -- you probably can't answer, but is tlie title
company obligated to do tliat? Is that tlieir job?
Before they send me a UCC, to make sure I'm still on,
I'm the one that is supposed to sign, it's still liened?
You would know the answer to that better than me.
I assume tliey were sending me this because I
was still on title and still had a legal right to it.
Q. Do you have any facts to support what appears
to be the allegation that my clients were somehow
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1 colluding with TitleOne or any of the other Defendants

1

to defraud you, other than the allegation that -3
A. Only the reality of what happened. Somebody
4 knew something, somebody gave up something to one
5 another. The reality is I got taken off the title, and
6 then for two years was still signing UCC documents, and
7 so there had to be something there.
8
MS. STINES: I don't have any more questions.
9
MR. NICHOLSON: Let's take a real quick break.
10
(Recess taken.)
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EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. NICHOLSON:
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is Chad Nicholson. I
represent DAS Investment in this matter. I get the
pleasure of going last, which means I may be sporadic.
I apologize for that.
I want to go back to some of your other
companies. Have you ever been involved in a company IDT
Properties, LLC?
A. No.
Q. How about Simply Trading, LLC?
A. Yes.
Q. What is Simply Trading, LLC?
A. We designed some software for trading, but it
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A. Yes.
Q. So as part of this lawsuit have you looked
through all of your filing systems for each company?
A. Yeah, actually, I did. But you have to
realize, like Chop Shop, Shortline, there isn't really
anything in there. We didn't do any transactions, any
business. Even Eagle Capital only gets a bank
statement. So it's not like it has a lot of mail.
Q. So these UCC financing statements that you
have produced, correct, did you find this in the Eagle
Equity Fund files or in the Eagle Capital Management
files?
A. Both, Eagle Equity. Most of them I either
went down to sign or they brought them to me, or later
they were just e-mailing them.
Q. Why were those being sent to Eagle Capital
Management, the UCC statements?
A. I don't know.
Q. Here today on behalfofDAS is Tim Eck. Have
you ever met Mr. Eck before?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever had any conversations with
Mr. Eck before?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever had any conversation with any
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never really got off the ground, so it didn't last very
long.
Q. And have you ever been involved in a company
by the name of Thompson Engineers, Inc.?
A. No.
Q. So Mr. Thompson, at some point in time, ifl
understand this correctly, at the same address, tell me
ifl'm wrong, at the same address you are receiving mail
for The Chop Shop, Eagle Capital Management, LLC, Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC, Financial Coach, LLC, Shortline Water
Sports, LLC, Simply Trading, LLC; is that correct?
A. Well, not at the same time, but over the
course of time, yes.
Q. At any one time what is the -- back in, let's
go from 2006 to the present, of those entities at any
one time what is the most you were receiving mail for?
A. Eagle Capital and Eagle Equity and probably a
bank statement from Chop Shop.
Q. So then you commented earlier you have a very
good system of mail. What is that system of mail for
sorting amongst these various entities?
A. I get all the mail and file them as I open
them.
Q. Do you have different filing systems for each
entity?
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A. No.
Q. Have you ever had any communication with DAS
Investments?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever had communications with E4
Partners?
A. No.
Q. Any communications with Eck Children's
Trust A?
A. No.
Q. Any communications with Eck Children's
Trust B?
A. No.
Q. Any communications with an entity by the name
ofEMAI?
A. No.
Q. Of all those entities that I just rattled off,
has anybody ever conveyed to you that they are providing
a message or communication on behalf of those entities?
A. No.
Q. Let me back up for clarity of the record.
EAMI?
A. No.
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Q. So is it fair to say as we sit here today, you

1

2 have never had any communication whatsoever with DAS

2

A. No.
Q. Have you ever offered to sell anything to DAS?

3

3

A. No.

4

4

Q. To your knowledge, has DAS attempted to buy

Investments?
A. Yes. Correct.
5
Q. And DAS Investments has never reached out to
6 you to make any sort of communication?
1
A. No.
8
Q. You have not got any sort of pamphlets or
9 anything of that sort from them?
10

6

7
8

9

A. No.

10

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

11

You authored a couple books?
12
Yes.
13
"Discover Hidden Treasures"?
14
Yes.
15
Q. And "The Banking Effect"?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Any other books that you have authored?
18
A. Not that is out. I'm working on some, yes.
19
Q. I believe it's your bio in "Discovering Hidden
20 Treasures," you indicate that you have received national
21 recognition for your work in innovative financial
22 strategies. What national recognitions have you
23 received?
24
A. Mostly the insurance companies we do business
25 with.
11

5 something from you through an intermediary?
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A. No.
Q. Have you tried to sell something to DAS
through an intermediary?
A. No.
Q. Ifl understand correctly you have a
background in securities; correct?
A. Back in the day, yes.
Q. And at some point in time you had a securities
license.
A. Yes.
Q. I think you said you took several tests;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So you are familiar with various types of
securities?
A. Yes. Sure.
Q. Do you feel like you are?
A. Yeah.
Q. Are you aware that in this case you've alleged
that DAS has committed securities fraud?
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Q. But have you gotten an award?
A. Yeah.
3
Q. So who has given you that?
4
A. Mutual Trust, Lafayette Life, Mass Mutual.
5
Q. But nothing related to real estate investment?
6
A. No. Is there such an award?
7
Q. I just want to know if you have received
8 anything.
9
A. Okay.
10
Q. I think this may be on your Linkedln profile.
11 It indicated a business owner advisor. Do you recall
12 that?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. As part of being a business owner advisor are
15 you compensated for your advice?
16
A. No.
17
Q. Has DAS Investments ever given you investment
18 advice?
19
A. No.
20
Q. To be clear here, when I say "you" I mean
21 Eagle Equity Fund.
22
A. Right. No.
23
Q. Have you ever paid any compensation to DAS?
24
A. No.
25
Q. Has it ever offered to buy anything from you?
1

2
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A. I'm not aware of that.
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that DAS has
committed securities fraud?
A. No.
Q. If you would go ahead and locate Exhibit 15.
This is the Revised Second Amended Complaint. I'll turn
your attention to page 4, paragraph 21. I just want to
clarify the record. Here it indicates that Mr. Mason is
a guarantor of your promissory note; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Any other individuals or entities that were
guarantors of the promissory note?
A. Evidently this Steve Schrader.
Q. Any other guarantors you're aware of!
A. No.
Q. I'm aware that you've named Edward Mason in
this lawsuit. Have you ever taken any steps whatsoever
to collect against Schrader?
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. I don't know.
Q. The loan from Eagle Equity to Galiano matured
on December 31st of 2008; correct?
A. I'm not sure matured, but that was the due
date. But it could be rolled forward, or whatever that
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terminology is.
Q. Okay. But in between the maturity date or the
due date, to use your term, December 31st, 2008, up
until you filed this lawsuit, did you take any steps to
try to collect under the promissory note?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever make any sort of a demand from
any of the guarantors for payment?
A. No. I felt like I didn't need to because I
still was on title. And at some point I knew it was
going to come, or didn't know, but it could have
potentially come to a head and I could have said, Hey,
guys, I'm still on title here, we have to figure
something out.
Q. You did understand though that you had the
option at least to pursue legal action against Galiano
on the note; correct?
A. Yeah.
Q. You could have pursued legal action against
the guarantors; correct?
A. Sure.
Q. But you waited four and a half years to begin
any steps; correct?
A. Yeah. I would rather have it turn out
positive and let things work its way through than to --
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your own as to how DAS got involved.
A. That is what I pay them to do.
Q. Outside of counsel.
A. No.
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any -strike that.
Have any other Defendants in this lawsuit
indicated to you that they are acting on behalf of DAS?
A. No.
Q. Has DAS ever indicated they are acting on
behalf of any other Defendant?
A. No.
Q. You have alleged that DAS has committed fraud
against Eagle Equity. How has DAS committed fraud
against Eagle?
A. I don't know.
Q. You don't have any factual basis to support
your claim that they attempted to defraud Eagle Equity.
A. No. Only the facts of what happened, somehow
title companies took me off title to let Ted Mason or
whoever make a deal without ever disclosing that I was,
that I was part of this whole thing. So not knowing
exactly how those conversations went, who convinced who
to do what, that is my only basis. I don't know. I
don't know because I don't know. I'm not suggesting
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I mean, I hate this stuff You think I want to sit
around and go through a lawsuit? If the debtors are
still working with me and still trying to do their best
to make good on it, that would be stupid to file a
lawsuit.
Q. So you knowingly chose to wait that entire
time.
A. I knowingly chose to wait to see how it would
turn out and what steps I would have to take as it went
along.
Q. DAS didn't do anything to encourage you or
suggest that you wait that four and a half years;
correct?
A. No.
Q. In your complaint, I believe this is paragraph
28 you write, on "further investigation it was
discovered that DAS Investments," et cetera. Who
conducted that investigation?
A. Their other partner Mitch -THE WITNESS: What is Mitch's last?
MR. TRIBBLE: Mick.
Q. (BY MR. NICHOLSON) So it was conducted by
counsel.
A. Yes.
Q. You haven't taken any sort of investigation on
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that they did or they didn't, but somebody has.
Q. You are suggesting that they did, you filed a
lawsuit; correct?
A. Well, I'm suggesting that they are certainly
involved.
Q. But as you sit here today, other than the fact
that DAS is simply in the chain of title you don't have
any evidence they have attempted to defraud Eagle
Equity; correct?
A. Only the results.
Q. How did they bring about those results?
A. I do not know.
Q. And you referred today to being taken off
title. You don't have any evidence to show that DAS in
any way was a part of that reconveyance in February of
2010; correct?
A. No, I have no evidence.
Q. You have indicated there was an apparent, you
believe there is an obligation to disclose to you there
may have been a sale; correct?
A. I believe that is true, yes.
Q. What obligation did DAS have to disclose that
potential sale to you?
A. I don't think DAS, that was their
responsibility.
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Q. What obligation did any Defendant have to
disclose to you that that sale was potentially -A. I think every title company involved had an
obligation.
Q. But DAS isn't responsible at all for the work
of the title company.
A. I don't see them as a title company.
Q. DAS hasn't taken any sort of action to make
EEF, or Eagle Equity Fund, act in a manner detrimental
to its interest; correct?
A. So you are asking me what I don't know. I
don't know how all this transaction came about. Inside,
my heart, I mean, I would say no. But I don't know.
Q. But what I want to know though is, can you
point to a single action or conduct of DAS that
contributed to anything that Eagle Equity has done that
has harmed Eagle Equity?
A. Only the result of a transaction that I knew
nothing about. And I don't know how that came about.
Q. The transaction we are talking about is a
forced reconveyance that occurred in February of 2010.
A. Yeah, being taken off title, then subsequently
losing my rights to that piece of property.
Q. I believe you testified that you don't have
any evidence that DAS was in any way involved in that
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nobody seemed to do enough research or check it out to
make sure that was all cleared up.
Q. Let's talk about that conversation with Ted.
In those conversations with Ted did Ted ever mention the
name Tim Eck?
A. No.
Q. Did he ever mention the entity DAS
Investments?
A. No. None of those, so you can just scratch
all those off the list.
Q. You weren't present for any of these
conversations that Mason claims he had?
A. That's correct.
Q. And likewise you are aware of the fact that
Mason signed a contract that indicated there was no
agreements that prohibited him selling to DAS?
A. No, I'm not aware of that.
Q. And likewise you are not aware that Ted Mason
signed a purchase and sale agreement that said there is
no instruments that prohibits him from selling to DAS,
are you?
A. No.
Q. Do you think that would be a little
inconsistent for him to put that in writing and then say
that he orally claimed that he made those
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transaction; correct?
A. I don't have any evidence; that is correct.
3
Q. So other than that, can you point to anything
4 else that DAS has done that has caused Eagle Equity Fund
5 to act in a way that harmed Eagle Equity?
6
A Well, I can only say this so many times. I
7 don't know because I don't know. I don't know if -- I
8 don't know anybody's relationships here. I would hope
9 not. I would hope they are just an innocent investment
10 group, but I don't know if they colluded with TitleOne
11 and said, Hey, we can figure this out. I don't know any
12 ofthat.
13
I know the result. I lost title. They own
14 the property.
15
Q. DAS owns the property?
16
A Whoever owns it. Someone owns the property.
17 Now I think it's Corey Barton.
18
Q. Your complaint alleges that the Defendants,
19 all of them, so that would include DAS, represented that
20 Eagle Equity's lien was satisfied. When did DAS do
21 that?
22
A Specifically I can't tell you. I don't think
23 they did. I might note just because of the fact that
24 this is what was told to me from Ted that all those
25 parties involved, that he told them about me. And
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representations?
A. I could see that.
Q. You have talked a lot about this opportunity
that you lost, ifl understand correctly, to negotiate
with RBC; correct?
A Yeah. That is fair enough.
Q. From the date of maturity of the loan or the
due date December, 31, 2008 up until the filing of this
lawsuit, did you ever approach RBC?
A. No.
Q. Nothing prevented you from contacting RBC;
correct?
A. Probably not.
Q. Did you ever go to Ted Mason and say, Hey, why
don't you let RBC know that I am willing to try to talk
with them?
A. I did.
Q. What was Ted's response?
A. Great. When the time comes, I'll hook you up.
Q. You claim that DAS knew that Eagle Equity had
a secured position in the property. How did DAS know
that?
A. Only from what Ted told me that he made sure
that everybody involved knew.
Q. You don't have any information to demonstrate
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I when Ted was having those alleged conversations he was
2 even talking with DAS; correct?
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A. No.
Q. Mr. Thompson, I would like to go back, I want
to understand your damages claim a little better here.
I guess the first is, I'll represent to you that DAS
purchased the property from Galiano, LLC for $860,000.
I'll also represent to you that RBC has obtained a
stipulated judgment against Galiano and other guarantors
of approximately $2.6 million. So between the two, we
are at roughly $3.4 million.
So is it your position that as we sit here
today that property is worth in excess of$I0 million?
A. No. I don't know. I haven't had it
appraised, so I don't know.
Q. Is it your position at the time that you made
the loan to Galiano that that property was worth in
excess of$10 million?
A. No. I want to say -- I can't tell you exactly
that number.
Q. In May of 2013, in just Eagle Equity itself,
we'll get to the investors, how much cash on hand did
Eagle Equity have on hand in May of2013?
A. I can't tell you.
Q. Did they have any?

I are out.
Q. And that lost opportunity that you claim, let
2
3 me make sure I'm clear, you lost that opportunity
4 sheerly because of the forced reconveyance; correct?
5
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A. Correct.
Q. How old is Erin Cullen?
A. I don't know. 40s.
Q. Eagle Equity Fund hasn't ever invested money
with DAS; correct?
A. No.
Q. Would you consider Eagle Equity Fund a
customer of DAS?
A. No.
Q. Would you consider it a client of DAS?
A. No. If it makes it any easier, Eagle Equity
knows nothing about, has no association with DAS or any
of those other entities you named.
Q. Thank you.
And a good follow-up on that is DAS has never
been a debtor of Eagle Equity Fund.
A. No, no association in any way, shape or form.
Q. What benefit, if any, has Eagle Equity Fund
conveyed to DAS?
A. What benefit?
Q. Yes.
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A. Sure.
Q. Howmuch?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did they have $10 million?
A. No.
Q. Did they have $3 million?
A. Well, yeah.
Q. Cash on hand?
A. No.
Q. Did they have a million dollars cash on hand?
A. No. But what does that matter?
Q. Well, you have made representations that Eagle
Equity Fund would have gone out and bought the property.
A. I would have, absolutely -- or, well, let's
say this, ifRBC would have sold it to me for 800, yes,
I would have. And could have I got the investor to do
that? Absolutely.
Q. You had four and a half years to try and make
that happen; correct?
A. No. I mean, I don't know if I could. Ted was
still working the whole property.
Q. So that is fair, you don't know if you could
have gotten that.
A. I don't know. But I would have liked that
opportunity versus just being told, You are done, you
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A. I don't quite follow.
1
Q. If you look back at your complaint, one of the
2
3 counts that you had, it's called Unjust Enrichment,
4 starts on page 12. And you indicate that the
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"Defendants," that includes DAS, "have been unjustly
enriched through its conversion of Plaintiffs
property." So I want to know what property of Eagle
Equity Fund DAS has taken?
A. Well, "taken" is probably the wrong word.
They ended up with a property that I probably should
have had a right to. I'm not saying it's -- look, let's
be real clear here. I hate this. I hate the fact that
these guys are even sitting here. All I know is they
ended up with it. I don't know what they knew, if
anything. I don't know if the title companies, Hey,
want a sweet deal here? I don't know any of that.
I wish this never even had to happen. All I
wanted to do is have an opportunity for my legal right
to talk with RBC at some point and do exactly what DAS
did. I did not get that right. I don't blame DAS. I
blame the fact that I was taken off title, and all this
stuff that you guys do to try to make me look like a bad
businessman, whatever, doesn't even matter. What
matters is I got taken off title, these guys end up with
it, and all I want to do is figure out a way how I can
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be made whole.
Q. But DAS didn't do anything that you are aware
3 of -4
A. That I'm aware of.
5
Q. You are not aware of anything that DAS did
6 that was illegal that led it to getting the property.
7
A. I'm not aware of that, no.
8
Q. Can you point to anything that Eagle Equity
9 Fund has done that resulted in any sort of what's called
10 a windfall to DAS?
11
A. No.
12
Q. I believe some of the attorneys here have
13 talked a bit about this to you, but you've got this
14 tortious interference with prospective economic
15 advantage claim. It's Count IX. Ifl understand
16 correctly, the only prospective economic benefit that
11 you are going to obtain or had was from the promissory
18 note with Galiano; correct?
19
A. Well, until all this started to come about,
20 then the economic gain could have been just very similar
21 to what you guys were able to do, that is get the
22 property at a discount. I could have built out those
23 lots. There is so many things I could have done that I
24 didn't have the opportunity to do.
25
Q. But all of those "could haves," are you are
1

2

Ms. Cullen. I won't get into it too much, but in your
files right now you have copies of those K-1 s; correct?
3
A. Sure.
4
MR. NICHOLSON: That is all I have. Thank
5 you.
6
MR. DVORAK: I just have a couple questions
7 suggested by other counsel, and I'm looking at other
8 people and they may have follow-up questions too.
1

2

9

FURTHER EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. DVORAK:
12
Q. Tom Dvorak again for TitleOne.
13
There was some discussion earlier in the
14 questions about the deposition of Amy Cobine, which you
15 represented you hadn't read; is that right?
16
A. Right.
17
Q. I'll represent for the record that Ms. Cobine
18 took the position that she had received sometime shortly
19 before October 12, 2009, I believe, the original of the
20 Eagle Equity Fund deed of trust. Do you have any
21 personal knowledge as to whether to refute that claim
22 she got the original?
23
A. I have no idea. I don't know how she would
24 get the original.
25
Q. But your testimony, ifl understand it
10

11
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I speculating what you could have done?
2

A. Sure. But the reality is that is what

happened.
Q. Well, and the reality is you don't know if you
5 could have pulled it off?
6
A. I don't know that, but I don't see any reason
7 why RBC at the time wouldn't have worked with me just as
8 well as DAS.
9
Q. But you didn't have, there is no other sort of
10 contracts or deals out there that you had actually in
11 place.
12
A. No. I had a title. I was on title. And that
13 was my negotiating card that got taken away from me.
14
Q. And you still have a promissory note between
15 your company and Galiano, LLC; correct?
16
A. Yes.
Q. That is the basis for some claims you have in
17
18 this lawsuit; correct?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. And DAS has never done anything to encourage
21 or induce Galiano not to pay you; correct?
22
A. No. Well, I would think not, but I don't
23 know.
24
Q. It sounds like there will be discussions
25 amongst counsel about these K-ls that you sent to
3

4
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correctly, tell me if I'm wrong, it's fair to say you
believe you never had the original?
3
A. That is true. Yes, that is correct.
4
Q. So you wouldn't know -5
A. I wouldn't know who has it, exactly.
6
Q. Going back to some testimony, ifl understand
7 you correctly, you were confident when you talked to
8 Mr. Mason back in 2006 negotiating this deal, that you
9 were going to get paid off because based on the pro
10 forma he had shown you there was enough money to pay off
11 the RBC position by the time it got to the last 10 or 15
12 lots. Is that a fair summary of your testimony?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. When you were discussing things with
15 Mr. Mason, did he tell you that someone else was going
16 to put in excess of $600,000 in as an investor in this
17 subdivision?
18
A. No.
19
Q. So there was no mention of that whatsoever?
20
A. Not to my recollection.
21
Q. Did he tell you they had a deed of trust on
22 the property too and a promissory note?
23
A. No.
24
Q. So he didn't mention the Zillners?
25
A. No.
1

2
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Q. When did you first hear about the Zillners?
A. Today.
Q. Did he ever mention to you that he was going
to pay the Zillners off before he paid you off?
A. No.
Q. Or even before he paid off RBC?
A. I didn't know them, so no way he could tell me
that.
Q. You did receive a title commitment for the
property, did you not; do you recall receiving a title
commitment?
A. I don't recall exactly.
Q. Mr. Mollerup had gone over Exhibit 40 with
you.
A. Okay.
Q. I just want to clarify this. Do you recall
receiving that commitment or that policy of title
insurance?
A. Oh, that. Not physically got it, no, I don't
recall having it.
Q. So you don't recall seeing that before today.
A. Right.
Q. But you understand this was the policy of
title insurance that TICOR Title Insurance Company
issued to ensure Eagle Equity Fund as a lender on its
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something listed as exception 15, after all the
exceptions. Do you have any understanding, sir, how
exceptions work on a title insurance policy?
A. Not specifically, no. I understand exceptions
to a certain extent. Give me your example and I'll tell
you if I understand it.
Q. Let just start with the exception No. 1.
These appear to be a list of items and, I mean, you are
familiar with insurance generally. So go up where it
says "Exceptions From Coverage" right above Special
Exceptions 1. Do you see where it says: "This policy
does not insure against loss or damage ... which arise by
reason of'; do you see that?
A. I'm looking. Yes.
Q. Then you understand there are things that are
excepted out from the coverage of the policy.
A. Yes, sure.
Q. Ifyou go down to No. 15, November 17, 2006,
that was the same day your deed of trust was recorded,
was it not?
A. That is the day it should have been, yes.
Don't know if it was, but yes.
Q. We can resolve that, let's look at your deed
of trust, Exhibit 19.
A. What I mean is I didn't get a copy. It
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loan on this property; correct?
A. Yes. That is the way I understand it.
Q. Do you recall if your attorney at that time,
Mr. Wishney, was instructed by you to exercise due
diligence for Eagle Equity Fund and review any title
insurance commitments?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll object to privilege.
MR. DVORAK: I think he's testified he was
instructed already.
MR. TRIBBLE: You are asking him ifhe was
telling his attorney something.
MR. DVORAK: He talked already about the
directions he gave to his attorney with respect to this,
so I think he's waived and opened the door on that

privilege, Counsel.
MR. TRIBBLE: Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: That is why I had Mr. Wishney,
to review all those documents.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) So it would be fair to say
you were relying on him to review that title commitment
and make sure that it comported with your understanding
of the transaction as represented to you by Mr. Mason.
A. Yes.
Q. Turning your attention then to the end of
Schedule B 1 on that title insurance policy there is
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appears that I did.

Q. But we can tell after the fact, to
2
3 Mr. Mollerup's point, that the exhibit in the record was
4 recorded on that date; correct?
5

A. Yes.

Q. Exhibit 19 shows it was recorded on
6
7 November 17, 2006?
8
9

A. Right.
Q. It looks like -- in fact, let's look at

10 Exhibit 19 here for a second. We talked a little about
11 this language when we looked at it first, but it says in
12 all caps on the top with a couple asterisks, three of
13
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them: "This deed of trust is junior and subordinate to
said deed of trust recording concurrently herewith." Do
you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. It looks like on your title insurance policy
it references a deed of trust that was recorded on
November 17 in the amount of$640,000 in favor of Dan
and Jana Zillner. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
(Exhibit 41 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Let me hand you what has been
marked for identification purposes as Exhibit 41. If
you turn to the second page of that and match the
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2 a copy I just obtained of that deed of trust in favor of

the Zillners. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. In fact, there is identical language at the
top of the Zillners' deed of trust saying on Exhibit 41:
"This deed of trust is junior and subordinate to said
deed of trust recorded concurrently herewith." Can you
tell me if that language that is typed on Exhibit 19,
your deed of trust, and the language on the Zillners'
deed of trust are referring to each other's deeds of
trust?
A. I don't know. That is a legal question. It
appears that -- I don't know. I don't know how this all
works.
Q. But Mr. Mason didn't disclose to you at the
time that he was basically doing two second position
loans, not just one.
A. That's correct, he didn't. So what happened
to theirs? Did they get taken off like I did?
Q. Let's move a little bit forward.
(Exhibit 42 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) We discussed earlier that you
signed a subordination agreement, did you not?
A. Yes.

A. No.
Q. In fact, until today's deposition you had no
3 idea that even occurred.
4
A. Correct. Maybe you can't answer this. Were
5 they signing UCC docs with -6
Q. I can't answer that.
7
A. Can you answer it off the record?
8
Q. Some of the other attorneys have asked you
9 questions regarding counts that are alleged between
10 their clients, and there is fundamentally, I believe,
11 three counts that are left that are still valid against
12 my client that haven't been dismissed by the court yet.
13 I want to explore the basis for all of them.
One is, I'm going to call it a -- let's look
14
15 at the complaint here, Revised Second Amended Complaint.
16 One is for fraud and fraudulent conveyance. Can you
17 please set forth for me what your personal knowledge is
18 of what the factual basis for making a claim of fraud
19 against my client is.
A. Yeah, I don't know the legal ins and outs of
20
fraud,
but my comment on that would be somehow I was
21
22 taken off title, somehow it ended up in somebody else's
23 hand, nobody knows what happened. It appears that there
24 was something going on behind the scenes that none ofus
25 either know or I certainly don't know. And I lost total
I

2
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1

Q. I'm going to hand you what has been marked for

2 identification purposes as Exhibit 42. I'll represent

for the record this is a similar or appears to be on its
face a similar subordination agreement to the one that
5 you signed, this one being recorded on November 17,
6 2006. Do you see that?
7
A. Yes.
s
Q. But your testimony was you knew nothing about
9 this at the time?
10
A. That's correct.
11
Q. No arrangement to pay this $640,956 to
12 Zillners was disclosed to you by Mr. Mason.
13
A. No.
14
(Exhibit 43 marked.)
15
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
16 marked for identification purposes as Deposition
17 Exhibit 43. I'll represent for the record I obtained
18 that from the records of the Ada County Recorder's
19 office, and it is a deed ofreconveyance of this Zillner
20 deed of trust we've been discussing, dated November 29,
21 2007.
22
Do you have any -- again, just so we are clear
23 for the record, you had no discussions with Mr. Mason
24 that he would be paying off the 600,000-some-odd dollars
25 owed to the Zillners at or around this time, did you?
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title. I lost everything in that transaction.
Q. Sir, what you shared with me, correct me if
I'm wrong, what you shared with me has been what you
have learned since you looked into this matter since
March or April of2013; is that fair?
A. Yes, because it happened in 2010 that I didn't
know about.
Q. What I'm looking for specifically is what
kind of misrepresentation was made to you in 2010, as
you put it, that you are saying was fraud.
A. Well, again, I'm not trying to say I got the
legal terminology of fraud, but isn't being ripped off
somewhat ofa fraud? You can't answer that, I know.
But I mean, how else do you put it if you've been ripped
off?
Q. What I'm asking you specifically is, is there
some specific misrepresentation, a lie for lack of a
better word, that was told to you by my client that you
believe caused fraud upon you in 2010?
A. Not any statement; just action, just the
result.
Q. When you say "action" you are referring to the
action of the document we've been talking about as the
forced reconveyance in February of2010?
A. Right.
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Q. Any other actions you are referring to?
A. No.
Q. Let's talk about -A. It's one of those things again. I don't know
what I don't know.
Q. Let's talk about the counts for tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage.
That's a mouthful. In that count you allege that:
"Defendants," which I take it includes my client, "took
specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs
economic relationship, rights, and remedies regarding
its secured interest with Galiano and the property and
actually disrupted the economic relationship."
With respect to TitleOne, besides the forced
reconveyance that we have been talking about in February
of 2010, what actions are you referring to?
A. I think that is everything. Had that not
happened, that started the domino effect. Had that not
happened, probably none of this other stuff would have
happened.
Q. Again, the other count, the remaining count
that is against my client, is violation of Idaho Code
Section 45-1205, which basically talks about a title
insurer or a title agent's failure to substantially
comply with the forced reconveyance act or acted with
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Do you, as you sit here, have any personal knowledge why
that wasn't transformed into a partial reconveyance
ever?
A. No.
Q. Did you do anything to follow up to see if
those partial reconveyances were ever filed after you
signed a request for them?
A. No, I didn't. Again, I trust the title
companies that they are having me sign the things I need
to sign and not trying to pull something, pull a fast
one on me, so to speak. So when they call me up and
say, They sold a couple more lots, will you sign this, I
do.
Q. Whether it refreshes your recollection or not,
it looks like Desiree Johnson was an employee of
Fidelity National at this time, from the top of
Exhibit 26. Do you recall going to the Fidelity office?
A. Yes, I think I went right to their office.
Q. Was there often that you signed for more than
one lot at a time?
A. No, most were one lot at a time.
Q. Does that clue your recollection of anything
unique or specific about this occasion where you signed
for two lots and signed Exhibits 26 and 28?
A. No, I just assumed they had a good week and
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negligence or in bad faith.
Is there any other action that you are
3 contending violated that particular code provision
4 besides my client engaging and undertaking the forced
5 reconveyance in February of2010?
6
A. No. I would say that, again, started the
7 whole thing.
8
Q. We talked before about Exhibit 26, which you
9 had signed earlier. Do you have that in front of you,
JO sir?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. According to the notary Desiree Johnson on
13 that, it looks like you signed that on September 25,
14 2009?
15
A. Looks like it.
16
Q. You signed another one on September 25, 2009,
17 another one we put in the record as Exhibit 28. Do you
18 see that?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. I'll represent for the record that there
21 actually is a reconveyance reflected later for the
22 request for partial reconveyance of Lot 2, Block 8, but
23 I'll also represent for the record there doesn't appear
24 to be any public record of a partial reconveyance done
25 with respect to Lot 2, Block 5 pursuant to Exhibit 26.
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sold two lots.
Q. At any point in time did you make any inquiry
as to when RBC might be paid off?
A. No. Because it was kind ofin the back ofmy
head about when that would be. I figured I needed to
see about 40 of these things before we got close.
Q. Do you recall how many you had signed at that
point?
A. We were about a dozen.
Q. Did you keep a list of how many of these
requests for partial reconveyance you signed with the
idea then you would know how close you were to 40?
A. Just the file I was keeping with all of them
in there.
Q. Have you produced that entire file in this
litigation?
A. Yes.
Q. You gave it to your counsel?
A. Yes.
MR. DVORAK: Counsel, has that been produced?
MR. TRIBBLE: As far as I know.
THE WITNESS: It's all these, we have the same
ones. All these.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Well, I'll represent for the
record I don't think there is anywhere near 40 that have
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1 also be true that you don't have any facts today that

A. Not even close, that is why I say I wasn't

2

concerned because we weren't even getting close to 40.
MR. DVORAK: No further questions.

3
4

5

5

1
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Page 226

1 been produced or even 10.
2

FURTHER EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. PENNY:
Q. Mr. Thompson, I have to make sure the record
is clear on this point because of some of the answers
you gave in response to other counsel. Would it be
accurate that to the best of your knowledge, at the time
that Galiano granted Eagle Equity its deed of trust
Galiano was entitled to the property? "The property"
being Galiano Estates.
A. So at the time Galiano deeded the trust to
Galiano?
Q. To you, to Eagle Equity, Galiano was entitled
to the property.
A. Yes.
Q. And we looked at Exhibit 32, which was the
general warranty deed from Galiano to DAS, do you
remember that? Exhibit 32, the warranty deed recorded
May 8, 2012.
A. Yes. Say that again.
Q. That we looked at Exhibit 32 and that is a

6
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RBC worked at all with DAS, do you?
A. Only to the extent that you guys gave up your
first position to them, so you had to do something.
Didn't you have first -- I mean, didn't RBC have first
position on this property?
Q. That is one question I'll answer. You are
absolutely right, because you have said they have all
throughout your deposition.
But my question is this -- let me ask you a
question. Did Ted Mason ever come to you and offer to
sell you the property as he obviously did with DAS?
A. No. He came to me and said, Hey, at some
point if this -- right now RBC is working with me and
all that, but if at whatever point that might be if you
want to jump in and talk with them and negotiate, great.
But in answer to your question though, RBC
would have had to give up their lien. You would have to
give up your lien or they wouldn't be able to buy the
property.
Q. So you're assuming that because RBC accepted
payment and released its security interest that it was
somehow involved in negotiations with DAS; is that your
assumption?
A. Yeah, that is my assumption. I don't know

Page 227

Page 229

I warranty deed from Galiano, LLC to DAS recorded May 8,

1

2012; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So based upon your working in real estate
looking at warranty deeds, would you believe that
Galiano was in title at the time of the conveyance to
DAS?
A. I believe that, but I also believe that
because TitleOne took me off title, had they not taken
me off title, then no, this would not be valid.
Q. That wasn't my question. My question
though-A. But, yes.
Q. Under the facts as they played out, Galiano as
of May 8, 2012 was the owner of the property in order to
sell it to DAS; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So in your answer to some questions asked by
other counsel you said that if RBC had sold Galiano
Estates to you for $800,000 you would have bought it.
In truth, RBC was not the owner and couldn't have sold
you the property; correct?
A. Yes, probably true.
Q. You also said that RBC, that you were hoping
that RBC would work with you the same as DAS. Would it

2
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that.

Q. You have no facts.
A. No, I just assume that you would have had to
have known something.
Q. Let me just ask you a question. You have no
facts that any representative ofRBC at any time had any
contact with DAS; correct?
A. I do not have any facts, no.
Q. You have no knowledge of what Ted Mason did as
far as trying to work a transaction whereby he would
sell the property through Galiano to another buyer;
correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. All you know is that Ted Mason never came to
you and offered you a deal to be the buyer; correct?
A. Well, yes, that and but more importantly,
never was, that part is one side of the equation. The
equation that I'm having trouble with is why I was never
notified that the property was going to be taken out of
my name anyway, or that is my issue. Now, how that
happened is what we are here for, I guess.
Q. That happened in 2010.
A. 2010. And I'm still signing UCC releases even
after you sold it to them. No, sorry. Even after they
took over and you released your lien, I'm still signing
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UCC forms. So you guys are out of the picture; right?
Q. Right.
A. You did whatever with Ted but you released
your lien.
Q. Right.
A. These guys picked it up and I'm still signing
UCC forms, as if I've got some kind of right, which has
been taken away from me in 2010.
Q. But RBC isn't the one having you sign
anything.
A. No.
Q. So what you just described, what is wrong as
far as RBC?
A. I just don't know how that all came about.
That is it.
Q. So ifl went through the second amended
complaint with you count by count or sentence by
sentence, as far as RBC is concerned, you would not be
able to tell me anything more other than what you have
already told me today so far?
A. That's right.
MR. PENNY: Okay.
MR. MOLLERUP: I just have a few.

24
25
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A. No, I don't know the legal ramifications of
what you guys are supposed to do, no, I just -3
Q. I'm not asking for legal ramifications. I'm
4 asking for some factual basis on which you are making
5 those assumptions.
6
A. Well, I've closed enough pieces of property to
1 know that when I close a piece of property those who
8 were on title are notified of they are no longer on
9 title, they have sold it. That is what happens. Isn't
10 that what happens in the closing?
11
Q. Let me ask another question. Do you have any
12 basis to believe that Alliance Title was involved in the
13 transaction in which Galiano sold to DAS?
14
A. No.
15
Q. So do you have any basis to believe that
16 Alliance Title had any duty to disclose that to you?
11
A. No.
18
Q. Do you have any basis to believe that any
19 title company not involved in the transaction has a duty
20 to disclose anything to you?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Do you remember the title policy?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Do you remember that it only insures to title
25 defects on that date and before, not afterwards?
1

2
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FURTHER EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. MOLLERUP:
3
Q. You testified in response to Mr. Nicholson's
4 questions, I believe, that all of the title companies
5 had a duty to disclose to you. Do you remember that?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. Now, when you said that, I'm assuming you were
8 talking about a duty to disclose the transaction to DAS.
9 Is that what you were referring to?
1o
A. No, just a duty that if you were involved in
11 taking me off title -- no, not necessarily Alliance, but
12 any title company that takes me off title, they should
13 have a duty to disclose to me that they are going to do
14 that.
15
Q. If I remember correctly, Chad's question had
16 to do with the acquisition by DAS and you said all title
11 companies had a duty to disclose to you.
18
A. Well, all title companies involved. If they
19 are going to end up with the property somebody has got
20 to let them know I am either there or take me off, which
21 is what happened.
22
Q. Do you have any basis for that assumption that
23 all title companies had a duty to disclose to you, even
24 title companies that were not involved in the
25 transaction?
1

2
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A. Yes.
Q. So under the title policy Alliance Title
3 wouldn't have any duty to disclose the transaction to
4 DAS to you; correct?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. You refer in your complaint on page 89, if you
1 want to look at it, that all of the Defendants are
8 unjustly enriched through conversion of your property.
9 Do you have any factual basis that Alliance Title was
1o guilty of conversion of your property?
11
A. I don't.
12
Q. Can you explain why you are alleging they did?
13
A. I said it several times, I absolutely don't
14 know what happened here. I don't know what -- don't
15 know. I don't know who talked to who. I don't know, I
16 don't know that.
11
Q. Do you have any factual basis that Alliance
18 Title wrongfully asserted, exercised dominion or control
19 of your property as you alleged in Count VII?
20
A. No. But I don't have anything that says they
21 weren't involved somehow.
22
Q. So is this just an issue of shoot them all and
23 let God sort them out?
24
A. I don't know what happened. I don't know what
25 happened. How did I get taken off a title, still be
1

2
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signing with Fidelity, still be -Q. Let me interrupt you. You keep saying you
just got taken off the title. Is that really your
only issue in this lawsuit? You also said, I believe,
if it had not been for that none of this stuff would
have happened.
A. I believe that is true, I think that is where
it all started. Because if you walk down the path, I
get notified that RBC is going to foreclose on Ted,
okay, I'm just saying if that was the path.
MR. PENNY: This is a theoretical.
THE WITNESS: Yes. Theoretical that ifl
wasn't taken off title and RBC was going to foreclose on
Ted, RBC would, or a title company would let me know RBC
is going to foreclose on Ted.
Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Let me ask you, if Alliance
Title didn't, quote, unquote, "take you off title,"
Alliance Title had nothing to do with the transaction to
DAS, Alliance Title didn't have any obligation under the
title policy, why did you sue them?
A. Because I don't have the documents that I went
to go get them and I never could get them. I still
don't have them.
Q. Did you ever get the title policy?
A. No.
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deed of trust.
A. I'm not talking about -- well, you are showing
me the deed of trust, but what about all the other
documents that David Wishney sent over? That is what
I'm talking about.
Q. Well, I'm just focusing on what I've given you
there. You said you didn't receive the commitment -- or
you didn't receive the title policy and you didn't
receive a deed of trust, I'm giving you a transmittal
that it was sent to you. So let's leave it at that.
A. Okay.
MR. MOLLERUP: I don't think I have any more
questions.
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FURTHER EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. NICHOLSON:
Q. I just hopefully have one.
I want to clarify, the Galiano to DAS
Investment sale was in May of 2012. Did I hear you
testify correctly, are you saying you signed UCC
statements after that date?
A. No, after 2010, when I was taken off title.
I'll have to look. Ifl signed some after May, I'll
have to look. But they would probably be in here.
Q. To clarify, if you signed some they would be
Page 237
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(Exhibit 44 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. NICHOLSON) In response to your
previous question I e-mailed Alliance Title and this was
just sent to me. I'll represent to you that they tell
me this is out of their business records that they sent
to me today. It's a transmittal addressed to Eagle
Equity Fund. Is that your correct address?
A. Yes.
Q. It's transmitting both the title insurance
policy and the original deed of trust. And it's your
testimony you didn't receive this?
A. That's correct. Let me look at it, because
are these executed, me and Ted and whoever else?
Q. Well, take a look at it.
A. Yes, that is what I'm doing, looking to see if
my signature is on here. (Reviewing documents.)
So Ted is on that. Yeah, unless I'm missing
something, that's what I'm saying, I don't have anything
that I've signed.
Q. But you didn't sign any of these documents.
A. Okay.
Q. There is no signature lines for you.
A. Hence the wondering where the executed
documents ever resided that I signed.
Q. You are the lender; the borrower signs the
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(Pages 234-237)

in that file that you testified earlier that you gave to
your counsel.
3
A. Exactly.
4
MR. NICHOLSON: I don't have anything further.
5
MR. DVORAK: Nothing further.
6
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, I have a few follow-ups.
7
MR. DVORAK: Can we take a break?
s
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
9
(Recess taken.)
1

2

10

EX.AMINA TION
QUESTIONS BY MR. TRIBBLE:
13
Q. Dan, I just want to, this is Aaron Tribble
14 representing Eagle Equity Fund. I just want to ask you
I 5 a couple quick questions and just kind of clear up some
16 of the stuff.
17
What was your understanding of the payoff
18 agreement between you and Galiano?
19
A. That essentially we would come on the last
20 number of lots, let's say 15 lots, that he would develop
21 the property, sell them, pay RBC as he went along, and
22 that we would get, we would get fully paid off after
23 that.
24
Q. So when you say developed, he would be selling
25 those lots with houses on them?
II

12
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Page 238

A. He was doing both, yes.
Q. You were expecting a certain amount of money
per lot to be given to you on those last 15.
A. Right.
Q. How much were you expecting to get per lot?
A. Well, because RBC in theory would have been
paid off, about 90,000, somewhere between 80 and 90,000
a lot.
Q. What was in of the -A. What was in the schematic.
Q. In one of the, I can't even remember the
exhibit number. We've gone through probably 30
different documents now. But it was one of those;
right?
A. Right.
Q. It was your understanding then that if Galiano
was defaulting and RBC was going to foreclose on the
property, it was your understanding that you would be
able to come up with the capital from your investor to
be able to buy out the first position lien?
MR. PENNY: Object to the form of the
question, leading, lack of foundation to how he would
know.
MR. NICHOLSON: Join.
MR. DVORAK: Join.
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A. No.
Q. Your education and background, where did you
go to school exactly?
A. Fred C. Beyer High.
Q. Where is that?
A. Modesto, California.
Q. So your highest level of education you've
achieved is high school?
A. Correct.
Q. Have you taken any community college classes?

12

A. No.
Q. Any type oflaw-related classes?

13

A. No.

14

Q. Were you relying on your attorney -- what is

II

15 his name?
16

A. David Wishney.

17

Q. Were you relying on Wishney and the title

18 company to create and record the proper documents at the

closing in 2006?
MR. MOLLERUP: Objection; the title company
21 didn't create documents.
22
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I was relying on David to
23 create the documents and the title company to close
24 them, yes.
25
MR. TRIBBLE: Sorry, I apologize.
19

20
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MR. MOLLERUP: Join.

1

Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) We were talking about the
hypothetical a while back about how if RBC was to have
taken action you would have had to be informed as a
second position, or we don't even know what position
lienholder, if you were still on title. Is it your
understanding that you would have been able to come up
with the capital to buy out the liens in front of you?
MR. NICHOLSON: Same objection.
MR. PENNY: Same objection.
MR. MOLLERUP: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: Let me say it like this: Had we
been proposed the opportunity to get the entire project
or walk away from the money we invested, we would have
figured out a way working with, hopefully working with
RBC to make the numbers work.
Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) Based on your knowledge of
your investor's assets you believe that she would have
had the money to be able to do that?
A. Oh, yeah.
MR. NICHOLSON: Objection; foundation.
Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) Have you ever met Amy
Cobine?
A. No.
Q. Do you know her at all?
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Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) There was some discussion
about this proforma that you were given by, is it true
that Mason was the one that gave you the pro forma on
the Galiano Estates Subdivision?
A. Yes.
Q. You were relying on that proforma to tell you
how much money you were going to get per lot?
A. Right, in the end. And of course, I had my
finger on the pulse of the market as well, things were
selling pretty rapidly and at those prices.
Q. Did the pro forma give you an idea of about
how much money was going to be borrowed at any given
time during that process?
A. No.
Q. How did you have any understanding of how much
money was going to be borrowed at any given time?
A. Just the original amount that was on the note
from RBC.
Q. You talked a while back about how you had
talked about Mason on a regular basis, I think you had
used the time frame of how you would talk with him about
every three to four months or so to get updates on the
development of the property. What were you discussing
with Mason every three or four months?
A. Well, I mean, I saw him all the time, so it
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wasn't like every time we saw each other we were talking
about the property, but when I wanted to get a more
formal update, he would come over, he would tell me how
the lot sales were going and the prices they were
selling them at, and then, of course, as the market
changed and so forth, then he was talking about how if
the time came he'd introduce me with RBC.
Q. So now, it's been represented here that, and I
think the documents reflect it as well, that there was
this conveyance that went from Galiano to DAS in May
2012 and you represented then that you became aware of
this in February 2013, somewhere around there, I think
February 2013. During that gap in time from May 2012 to
early 2013, did you have any conversations with Mason
and what was the content of those conversations?
A. Yeah, we would talk, but he assumed, and
obviously incorrectly, that I was being informed about
all this stuff that was going on. And then he was,
again, just as shocked as I was when he found out they
had taken me off title in 2010.
Q. Concerning the, I can't remember the document
number, the TICOR title insurance policy.
MR. PENNY: 40.
MR. DVORAK: I believe 40.
Q. (BY MR. TRIBBLE) Concerning that document, up

I

Q. Breach of fiduciary duty?

2

A. No.
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Q. Collusion?
A. No.
Q. Do you know what the elements are of a Title
45-1201 et seq. violation are?
A. No.
Q. So is there any way that you can give facts
that support a claim for fraud when you don't know what
the elements of fraud are?

A. No.
Q. Have you relied on your attorneys to make
claims upon the information you gave them?
A. Yes.
Q. Did Mr. Mason tell you that he informed DAS
about your interest in the property?
A. He told me that he informed everybody
involved, yes.
Q. So it was your understanding then that that
would have included DAS?
A. Yes.
MR. TRIBBLE: That is all my questions.
MR. DVORAK: Any other questions? Hearing
none.

25
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FURTHER EXAMINATION

1

until the date of the closing did Alliance or anybody at

1

2

Alliance, did they represent to you that anybody other
than themselves was providing the title insurance?
A. No.
Q. So you believe that you were buying title
insurance from Alliance?
A. Right.
Q. You said you haven't had any type of legal
education; right?
A. Right.
Q. Do you know what the elements of fraud are
legally?
A. No. I was trying to say that earlier.
Q. Consumer Protection?
A. Not really.
Q. Bad faith?
A. No.
Q. Negligence?
A. No.
Q. Tortious interference?
A. No.
Q. Unjust enrichment?
A. No.
Q. Conversion?
A. No.

2 QUESTIONS BY MR. NICHOLSON:
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Q. These meetings you had with Ted Mason, did you
take any notes of those?
A. No.
MR. NICHOLSON: That's it.
MR. DVORAK: Before we go off the record too,
there was certain documents that the record will show
you were obligated to provide to your counsel. Like I
said, I do believe that we have reasonably requested or
put in discovery requests that would seek, the K-1 s
included, I think they are very important to this
litigation because those are not the kind of documents
that someone who just was merely an investor would have,
but someone who actually was a partner in the deal would
have.
THE WITNESS: A limited partner. No
responsibility, no decision, no vote, I don't think they
at all have anything to do with whether or not I got
taken off title.
MR. DVORAK: Your counsel has just spent about
five minutes of questions establishing that you don't
have a legal background, sir. So, again, this is
between your counsel and I. We make another formal
request for those and probably will serve additional
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discovery for them.
MR. TRIBBLE: I've been trying to keep a list
here. The pro forma, you want a copy of that; the
investor agreement; there were some documents for
compliance that were provided to the investor.
MR. DVORAK: Any e-mails going back and forth
mentioning the project with the investor.
MR. TRIBBLE: E-mails to the investor and then
we are calling them K-ls.
MR. DVORAK: That is what he called them, a
tax document.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. So it's got to be some
type of tax document, I don't know if it's going to say
K-1 on it. I have my doubts, but Jet's see what it
says.
MR. DVORAK: It does say that.
THE WITNESS: No, I do know that.
MR. TRIBBLE: All right.
MR. DVORAK: In terms of e-mails, I think I
broadened that out, I had asked for the other e-mails
too on any other project, because I think we are
entitled to see what kind of role this investor has, and
if this is truly a partnership, you may have the wrong
party here.
THE WITNESS: There is no partnership.
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MR. DVORAK: That is a legal conclusion, sir,

1

2

again.

3

THE WITNESS: I know -- I know.
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll get you those.
MR. DVORAK: Including the K-ls?
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, we need to talk about
those. I think we had said I would speak with him
offiine about that.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. Will you consider those as
having been requested and not require us to go through
an additional discovery request at this point?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: And then you are going to respond
to that request one way or the other, which will drive
whether we file a motion to compel one way or the other.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
MR. DVORAK: That being said, I assume you
want him to read and sign.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
(Deposition adjourned at 4:21 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
I, BEVERLY BENJAMIN CSR No. 710, Certified
3 Shorthand Reporter, certify: That the foregoing
4 proceedings were taken before me at the time and place
5 therein set forth, at which time the witness was put
6 under oath by me;
7
That the testimony and all objections made were
8 recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or
9 under my direction;
10
That the foregoing is a true and correct record
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability;
12
I further certify that I am not a relative or
13 employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially
14 interested in the action.
15
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this
16 25th day of March 2014.
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My commission expires May 28, 2019
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PROMISSORY NOTE

$725,500.00

,a
November ~. 2006
Eagle, Idaho

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, (''Borrower"),
promises to pay EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Lender") or order, c/o
Eagle Capital Management, LLC at 2502 N. Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616, or such other place as
Lender may designate in writing, in lawful money ofthe United States of America, the original principal sum
of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and Noll 00 Dollars ($725,500.00), together with
interest which shall accrue and other amounts which may become due in accordance with the following
provisions of this Promissory Note (the "Note"):
1.

Interest Rate.

1.1
Rate. From the date of disbursement and until either (i) the occurrence ofa default
hereunder, or (ii) this Note is paid in full, interest shall accrue and be earned on the outstanding balance of
all amounts distmsed under this Note at an annual rate (the "Loan Rate") of twenty-five percent (25%) per
annum.
1.2
In calculating interest, each year shall be deemed to have three hundred sixty-five
(365) days. For purposes of calculating interest for part ofa month: (a) the applicable interest rate shall be
multiplied by the outstanding principal balance then existing during the period for which the calculation is
being made; then (b) the product determined in clause (a) above shall be divided by three hundred sixty
(365); then (c) the result obtained in clause (b) above shall be multiplied by the actual number of days in the
period for which the calculation is being made.
1.3
Minimum Interest Obligation. Notwithstanding payment of all or any portion of
the outstanding balance owing under this Note prior to the Maturity Date, or any other provision ofthis Note,
Borrower's minimum interest obligation hereunder shall be equal to ninety (90) days interest calculated at
the above-stated annual rate upon all amounts disbursed under this Note.

2.
Apglicatiop of Payments. Payments shall, at the option of the Lender, be applied in the
following order of priority: (i) to reimburse Lender for authorized advances made and expenses incurred,
including interest which has accrued on such advances or expenses, pursuant to the documents securing this
Note, (ii) to accrued Late Charges (as defined below), (iii) to accrue\! and unpaid interest, and (iv) to the
outstanding principal balance. Monies received by Lender after I :00 p.m. local time at Eagle, Idaho, shall
be credited on the next business day.
3.
Maturity Date. Unless the Note shall be accelerated under the terms of this Note or the
Deed ofTrust, the principal sum hereof, together with all accrued and unpaid interest, and any other amounts
which may become due and payable hereunder or under the Loan Documents (as defined below) shall be due
and payable without notice or demand in full on December 31, 2008, (the "Maturity Date").
4.
Extension. The tenn of this Note may not be extended without the express prior written
consent of Lender, which consent may or may not be given in Lender's sole and absolute discretion.
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5.
Prepayment. Subject to the provisions of Section 1.3 hereof, Borrower may prepay the
principal amount outstanding in whole or in part at any time. Any partial prepayment shall be applied first
to interest accrued to the date of such prepayment, and then against the principal amount outstanding and
shall not postpone the due date of any subsequent monthly installments or change the amount of such
installments.

6.

Late Char1:es; Refusal of Payments.

6.1
If any payioont provided for in this Note shall be received by Lender more than ten
(10) days after the due date thereof. a late charge of five percent (5%) of the amount of such payment (the
"Late Charge") shall be immediately due to Lender and shall accompany any such payment when made.
Lender may refuse to accept any payment which is not accompanied by the a.wlicable Late Charge. Upon
default, Lender may, at its option, refuse to accept any payment, whether or not said payment is accompanied
· by a Late Charge. or any other payment which, when applied to amounts owing under this Note will leave
other payments delinquent, or when this Note or the Loan Documents are, at that time, otherwise in default

6.2
Lender's acceptance of any swn after the date the same is due shall not constitute
a waiver of the right either to require prompt payment when due of all other sums hereby secured or to
declare a default, as herein provided. Lender's acceptance of any partial payment shall be on account only
and upon the condition that it shall not constitute a waiver of the obligationofBorrower to pay the entire sum
then due. The failure of Borrower to pay the entire sum then due shall be and continue to be a default
notwithstanding Lender's acceptance of any amount on account. Until Borrower pays the entire sum then
due, and notwithstanding Lender's acceptance thereafter of further sums on account or otherwise, upon the
occurrence of an Event of Default Lender shall be entitled to exercise all rights and remedies conferred upon
it in this Note or the other Loan Documents. Lender's rights to pursue its remedies shall in no way be
impaired, whether any of such amounts are received prior or subsequent to Lender's pursuing such remedies.
7.
Security. This Note is secured by a Deed of Trust and Security Agreement (the "Deed of
Trust") of even date herewith, encumbering certain real and personal property (the "Property") located in Ada
County, Idaho, as more particularly described therein. This Note shall also be secured by any other
instruments now or hereafter executed by Borrower or any third party in favor of Lender, which in any
manner evidence the indebtedness represented by this Note or which constitute additional security for this
Note. All of the instrutrents and documents described in this Section 7, including but not limited to the Deed
of Trust and Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith. are referred to collectively as the "Loan
Documents."
8.
Total Disbursements. It is expressly understood that this Note is a non-revolving loan and
therefore the total disbursements made to Borrower shall not, in the aggregate, exceed Seven Hundred
Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00), excluding costs and expenses
which may be disbursed by Lender on behalf of Borrower.

9.
Limitations on Sale or Encumbrance. Except as provided in Section 4.14 of the Deed of
Trust and the Master Credit Agreement, this Note may be accelerated upon a sale, encwnbrance or other
transfer of any of the real or personal property encumbered by the Deed of Trust, as provided in Section 3
of the Deed ofTrust. In such event, Lender shall have the right to declare the entire unpaid principal balance
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under this Note, together with all unpaid interest accrued thereon, to be immediately due and payable without
regard to the Maturity Date and without prior demand or notice to Borrower.

Default; Notice of Default to Borrower. The occurrence of any one or more of the
10.
following events shall constitute an "Event of Default" under this Note:
10.1
Borrower fails to pay on or before the Maturity Date (whether due on the date
provided herein, by acceleration or otherwise) all amounts due and payable under this Note, it being
expressly understood that Lender shall not be required to give any notice ofsuch nonpaymentnor shall there
be any ~ period in which to cure any such failure.
l 0.2
There shall occur an "Event ofDefault", as that term is defined under the provisions
of the Deed of Trust or any of the other Loan Documents, or Borrower fails to perform any of the other
terms, covenants, conditions or obligations required to be performed by Borrower under the terms of this
Note, any Loan Document or any other document executed in connection herewith (a "non-monetary
defaultj which is not remedied within the time period specified in the Loan Documents relative to such
performance, or if no time period is specified for such performance, within thirty (30) days after written
notice thereof to Borrower.

Acceleration Upon Default Upon the occurrence of any Event ofDefault under this Note
11.
or the Loan Documents, then the entire principal balance and accrued interest, irrespective of the Maturity
Date specified herein, shall become immediately due and payable at the option of Lender, after and subject
only to the giving of notice required prior to the declaration of such Event of De:fault, if any right to notice
shall be provided, and to the rights of cure as set forth in the Note, if any such right to cure shall be provided.
12.
Cumulative Remedies. The rights or remedies of the Lender as provided in this Note and
the Loan Documents shall be cunrulative and concurrent, and may be pursued singly, successively, or
together against Borrower, the property described in the Deed of Trust, any guarantor hereof and any other
funds, property or security held by the Lender for the payment hereof or otherwise at the sole discretion of
the Lender. The failure to exercise any such right or remedy shall in no event be construed as a waiver of
release of said rights or remedies or a waiver of the right to exerqise them at any later time. Consent by
Lender to any transaction ofBorrower which is subject to consent or approval of Lender hereunder shall not
be deemed a waiver of the right to require such consent or approval to future or successive transactions or
actions.

13.
Bankruptcy of Borrower. Borrower agrees that should Lender's right to enforce its
remedies under the Deed ofTrust be restricted by any bankruptcy proceedings involving Borrower, Lender's
right, title and interest under the Deed of Trust shall be deemed not adequately protected unless and so long
as, in addition to any other security or protection that may be appropriate to protect the interests of Lender,
all payments, interest, costs and expenses due and payable hereunder are paid to Lender.
14.
Recourse Obli&ation. This Note is a recourse obligation and all assets whatsoever of
Borrower and each person executing this Note are committed for the payment ofthis Note, including, without
limitation, separate assets, community assets, and assets held in partnership, joint tenancy, tenancy in
conunon, or other form of whole or partial ownership.
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15.
Waivers and Cousents. Borrower and all makers, endorsers, guarantors, sureties,
accommodation parties hereof and all other persons liable or to become liable for all or any part of this
indebtedness, jointly and severally waive diligence, presentment, protest and demand, and also notice of
protest, of demand, of nonpayment, of dishonor and of maturity and also recourse to suretyship defenses
generally; and they also jointly and severally hereby consent to any and all renewals, extensions or
modifications of the terms hereof, including time for payment, and further agree that any such renewal,
extension or modification of the terms hereof or the release or substitution of any security for the
indebtedness evidenced hereby or any other indulgences shall not affect the liability of said parties for the
indebtedness evidenced by this Note.
16.
Payment of Costs of Collection. Borrower and all endorsers, guarantors, sureties,
accommodation pl!fties hereof and all other persons liable or to become liable on this Note, agree jointly and
severally, to pay all costs of collection, including reasonable attorneys' fees, and all costs of suit and appeal
(the "Costs"), in the event that (a) there shall occur an Event of Default under this Note or the Loan
Documents; (b) it becomes necessary to protect the security for the indebtedness evidenced hereby, or for
the foreclosure by the Lender of the Deed of Trust or other Loan Documents; (c) the Lender is made party
to any litigation merely because of the existence of the Loan Documents; or (d) it becomes necessary by
reason of the acts or omissions of Borrower for the Lender to seek the advice of counsel with respect to the
Loan Documents. Costs shall be paid whether suit be brought or not, and whether they are incurred through
courts of original jurisdiction, through courts of appellate jurisdiction, or through a bankruptcy court or
through other legal proceedings.

Limitation oflnterest. It is the intent ofBorrower and Lender in the execution ofthis Note
17.
and all other instruments securing this Note to contract in strict compliance with the usury laws of the State
ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by this Note. In furtherance thereof, Lender and Borrower stipulate
and agree that none of the terms and provisions contained in this Note or the Loan Documents shall ever be
construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money requiring payment of interest
at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by the laws of the State of Idaho
governing the loan evidenced by this Note. Borrower and any guarantor, endorser or other party now or
hereafter becoming liable for the payment of this Note shall never be required to pay interest on this Note
at a rate in excess of the maximum interest that may be lawfully charged under the laws ofthe State ofldaho,
and the provisions ofthis Section shall control over all other provisions of this Note and any other instrument
executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In the event any holder ofthis
Note shall collect monies which are deemed to constitute interest which would otherwise increase the
effective interest rate on this Note to a rate in excess of that permitted to be charged by the laws of the State
of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum pennissible rate shall be
considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby shall be reduced by such
amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional interest and other charges
shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State ofldaho in compliance
with the desires of the Lender and the Borrower.
18.
Assipmeot by Lender. All right, title and interest of Holder in and to this Note and all
rights of Holder arising from this Note against Borrower and any endorsers, guarantors or sureties are
transferable and assignable, and may be exercised or enforced by any holder of this.Note.
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19.
Amendments. This Note may not be amended, modified or changed, nor shall any waiver
of any provision hereof be effective, except only by an instrument in writing and signed by the party against
whom enforcement of any waiver, amendment, change, modification or discharge is sought.
20.
Joint and Several Liability. The liability of Borrower and each and every party who has
signed this Note and all other parties who are or who may become liable under this Note shall be joint and
several.

Severability. If any provision of this Note shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable, the
21.
rest of the Note shall be enforced without the invalid or the unenforceable provision.
ll.
Documents.

~ - Notices which are given pursuant to this Note shall be given as set forth in the Loan

References. Whenever used herein, the words "Borrower" and "Lender" shall be deemed
23.
to include their respective heirs, devisees, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
24.
Governina Law. This Note shall be construed according to and governed by the laws of
the State ofldaho.

Counterparts. This document may be executed in counterparts and shall have the same
25.
force and effect as if all signing parties executed one document.

"BORROWER":

B;::;:
Its: Manager
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***.THIS DEED OF TRUST IS JUNIOR AND SUBORDINATE
TO SAID DEED OF TRUST RECORDING CONCURRENTLY
HEREWITH***

DEED OF TRUS1',
AND
SECUlUTY AGREEMENT

Till$ DEED OF TRUST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT, ("Deed ofTrust11), is made as of the

__ j~ day ofNovern~r. 2006, by and mnong Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ( Grantor i
11

11

whose address is 1883 Wildwood Avc!llte, :aoise, Idaho 83713, Eagle, whose address is 2545 N. Constance
Place, Eagle, Idaho &3616; Alliance Title & Escrow Coip, {"Trustee"), whose address is 7914 Rifleman,
Bosie, Idaho 83704; andE:J.gJeEquity Fund, LLC, a.uldaholirnltedlisbilitycompany, ("Beneficiary"), whose
address is 2502 North Constance l>lace, Eagle, Ida.Ito 83616.
WITNRSS.BTII:

FOR GOOD A.'l\,1D VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, inciuding the indebted.-iess acknowledged,
Grnntor hereby irrevocably grants, transfers, conveys and assigns :o Trustee, IN TRUST, WITH POWER
OF SALE, for the benefit and security of Beneficiary, under and subject to the tenns and conditions
hereinafter set fm1h, the real prope1ty, located in the County of Ada, State oildaho, described in Exhibit "A''
~ttached hereto and by this reference incorponue herein, (the "Property");
(For purposes of compliance with ld&ho Codt §45-1502(5), Grnntor acknowledges lhat the
Property is located within the incorpornted city limits of lhe City ofKrms., Idaho).
TOGETHER WITH, ali leuseholrl estate, right, title and interest of Gnmtor in and to all leases or
su!>leuses covering the Property or any portion thereofnow or hereafter existing or entered into, and all right,
title and inter~:it ofGrnn!or llmeunder, including, without limitation, all cash or security deposits, advance
rentals, and deposits or paymtnt of similar nature;
TOGEiflER WITH, all right, title and interest of Gnmtor in and to all options to purchase or lease
the Property or any portion thereof or intexest therein, and any greater estate in the Property owned or
hereafter &cquired;

TOGETIIER 'i\'liH, all i:nterests, estate or other clai~. both in law and in equity, which Grnntor
now has or mny h~reafter acquire in the .Property;
TOGETHER WITH, all easements, rights-of-way and rights used in connection therewith or ai1 a
means of avcess thereto, and all tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereof and thereto, and ail
water rights and sharc,s of stock evidencing the same;
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TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest of Grantor, now owned or hereafter acquired, in and
to any land lying within the right-of-way ofany street, open or proposed, adjoining the l'roperty, and any and
all sidewalks, alleys and other lBI1d adjacent to or used in connection with the Propetty;
TOGETIIER WITII, any and all buildings and improvements now or hereafter erected thereon,
including, but not limited to, the fixtures, attachments, appliimces, equipment, machinery, and other articles
attached to said buildings and improvements (the "lmprovementa'1;
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all tangible personal property
· owned by Granto.r and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the Property or \!Sed in connection
therewith, including, but not limited to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance ptoceeds, and equipment,
and all building materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted by, given by,
or obtained fi'om any governmental entity with respect to the Property, (collectively "Pennits"), (iv) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to utility companies by Borrower with respect
to the Properly; and all advance payments of i.rururance premiums made by Bonow er with respect to the
Property, and (v), all insurance proceeds; (the foregoing items (i) through (vi) are collectively referred to as
the "PersonalProperty''); tm4
TOGETHER WDH, all tho estate, interest, right, title, other claim or demand, including claims or
demands with respect to the proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, which Grantor now bas or
may hereafter acquire in the Property, and any and all awards made for the taking by eminent domain, or by
any proceeding or purchase in lieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Trust Estate, including without
limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of streets and awards for severance damages; and
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title, and interest ofOrantor in and to all e)ttensions, impl'ovements,
betterments, renewals, substitutes and replacements of, and all additions and appurtenances to, any of the
property described herein above, hereafter acquired by, or released to Gi:antor or constructed, assembled or
placed by Grantor on the above described real property, and 1111 conversions of the security constituted
thereby, immediately upon such acquisition, release, construction, assembling, placement or conversion, as
the case may be, and in each such case, without any further grant, conveyance, assignment or other act by
Grantor, the same shall become part of the :Property and Improvements seemed by this Deed ofTrust as fully
and completely Md with the same effect as though now owned by Orantor and specifically described in the
granting clause hereof, to have and to hold the same to Trustee and the successors, heirs, executors,
administrators or assigns of Trustee forever;
The entire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to Trustee may hereafter be referred
to as the, "Trust Estate}'
To the extent that the Tn\St Estate consists of fixtures, personal property or other property in which
a se<:urity interest may be granted under the Idaho Uniform Commercial Code, this Deed of Trust shall
constitute a Security Agreement, and Grantor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security interest in such
property, In the event of a default hereunder, Beneficiary may exercise its rights and remedies under the
Idaho Uniform Commercial Code or any rights and remedies hereunder with respect to such property.
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECURING:
A.
The payment of the indebtedness evidenced by that cei'tain promissory note of even date
herewith in the original principal amoimt of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and
No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00), executed by Grantol' in favor of Beneficiary, with final payment due
December 31, 2008, and any extensions, renewals or modifications thereof(the "Note0 ), together with the
inte.est thereon and any othel" charges as provided by the Note.
)3,
Payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect the Trust Estate, with interest
thereon during the loan period at the rate, teJms and conditions specified in the Note.

C.
Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon, which may hereafter be loaned co Grantor,
or its successors or assigns, by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a note or notes reciting that they are secured
by this Deed of Trust.
D.
Perfonnance of Granto1~s obligations and agreements contained in the Master Credit
Agreement executed by Grantor, ("Master Credit Agreement"), or any other Loan Documents.
This Deed of Trust, the Note, the Master Credit Agreement, and any other instrument given to
evidence or further secure the payment and performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be
refened to as the PLoan Documents."

TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, Grantor HEREBY COVENANTS
AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE!
COVENANTSANDAGREEMENTSOFGRANTOR

1.1
:WARRANTY OF TITLE. Granter warrants that Gnmtor holds good and marketable titlo
in fee simple to the Property and that the title to all the T1ust Estate is clear, free and imencumbered, and
Grantorshall foreverw;inantand defend the same to Beneficiary, against all claims whatsoever, except only
as to those matters shown on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Grantor
agrees that any greater title to the Trust Estate hereafter acquired by Gl'antor during the term hereof shall be
subject to the lien of this Deed of Trust. In addition, Grantor warrants that Grantor has the right to ~ecute
and deliver this Peed of Tmst and has the right, power and authority to grant the security interest and to
make the covenaxtts rnade by Grantor herein.
1.2
PEFENSE OF TITLE. Grantor agrees to protect, preserve and defend its interest in tho
Trust Estate and title thereto; to defend this Deed ofTmst in any action or proceeding affecting or pmporting
to affect the Trust Estate, the lien of this Deed of Trust thereon, and any of the rights of either Trustee or
Beneficiary hereunder, and to pay all costs and expenses incurred by either Tmstee or Beneficiary in
connection with any such action o.r proceeding, including cost of evidence of title and reasonable 11ttomeys'
fees, whether any action or proceeding progresses lo judgxnent and whether brought by or against Trustee
or Beneficiary.
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1.3
PAYMENT OF SECURED OBLIGATIONS. Grantor agrees to pay when due the
principal of, and the interest on, the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, charges, fees and all other stuns
as provided in the Master Credit Agreement, and the principal of, and interest on, any future advances
secured by this Deed of Trust.
1,4
MAINTENANCE, 'REPAIR. ALTERAIIQ~. Grantor shall keep the Trust Estate in
good condition and repair !llld shall not remove, demolish or substantially alter (except such alterations as
may be required by laws, ordinances or regulations) any of the Improvements. Grantor shall complete
promptly and in a good and workmanlike manner any building or other improvement which :may be
constmcted on the Property and shall promptly restore in like manner any Improvements which may be
damaged or destroyed theteon and shall pay when dtle all claims for laborperfo.rmed andmaterials furnished
in connection therewith. O:rantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances, regnJations, covenants, conditions
and restrictions now or hereafter affecting the Tmst Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations
or improvements. Grnntor shaJI not commit or permit any waste or deterioration of the Trust Estate, nor
commit, suffer 01 pennit any act to be done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation of any law, ordinance or
regulation. Grantor shall keep andmaintain abutting grounds, sidewalks, roads, parking and landscape areas
in good and neat order and repair and shall comply with the provisions of any lease, if this Deed of Trust is
on a leasehold.
1.5
REQUIRED INSURANCE. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep in force
the following policies of insurance:

1.5.1. Public Liability Insurance upon the Property, naming Beneficiary, and any other
lending institutions identified by Beneficiary, as additional insured(s), with such limits as may from ti.me to
time be required by Beneficiary, but in any event such limits shall be not less than$1,000,000.00 for personal
injury and death, and $500,000.00 for property damage;
1.5.2 Insurance against loss or damage to all Improvements and the Personal Property,
now e~isting or hereafter constntcted, by fire ond any of the risks covered by instlrance of the type now
known as "fire and extended coverage" in 11n amount not less than the original ftmount of the Note or the full
replacement cost of the Improvements (exclusive ofthe cost of excaYation, foundations, and footings below
the lowest basement floor) and the Personal Property, whichever is greater; and with not more than
$10,000.00 deductible from the loss payable for any casualty. The policies of insurruice carried in
accordance with this Section 1.5.l shall contain the "Replacement Cost &.dorsement";
1.5.3 Puring the course of any construction or repair oflmprovements on the Property,
comprehensive public liability insurance(including coverage for elevators and escalators, ifany, on theTmst
Estate and, if any construction ofnew hnprovements occuis after execution of this Deed ofTrust, compJeted
operations coverage for two years after constmction of the Improvements has been completed) on an
"occurrence basis" against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage occurring on, in or about the
Trust Estate and the adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to afford immediate
minimum protection to a limit of not less than that required by Beneficiary with respect to personal injury
or death to any one or more persons or damage to property;
1.5.4

During the course of any construction or repair of hnprovements on the Property,
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workmen's compensation insurance (including employer's liability insurance, if requested by Beneficiary)
for all employees of Grantor engaged on or with respect to the Trust Estate in such amolltlt as is reasonably
satisfactory to Beneficiary, or, if such limits are established by law, in such amounts;

1,5.5 Puring the course of any construction or repair of lmprovements on the Property,
builder's completed value risk insurance against "all risks of physical loss,'' including collapse and transit
coverage, during construction of such Improvements, with deductibles not to exceed $10,000.00, in nonreporting form, covering the total value of work performed and equipment, supplies and materials furnished.
Said policy of insurance shall contain the "permission to occupy upon completion of work or occupancy"
endorsement;
1.5.6 Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may from time to time be required
by Beneficia\)' against the same or other hazards.

All policies of insurance required by the tenns of this Deed of Trust shall contain an endorsement or
agreement by .the insurer that any loss shall be payable in accordance with the tenns of such policy,
notwithstanding any act or negligence ofGrantor which might otherwise resttlt in forfeiture ofsaid insurance,
and the further agreement of the insmer waiving all rights of setoff, counterclaim or deductions against
Grantor.
1.6

DELIVERY OF POLICIES.PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.

1.6.1 All policies of insurance shall be issued by companies and in am01mts satisfactory
to Beneficiary. All policies ofinsnrance shall have attached thereto a Lender's Joss payable endorsement for
the benefit of Beneficiary in form satisfactory to Beneficiary. OrantoJ.· shall furnish Beneficiary with an
original policy of all policies of required insurance. In lieu of the act\lal policy, the issuing company may
provide to Beneficiary a copy certified as follows: "This is a true and certified copy of the policy prepared
fot· Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. If Beneficiary consents to Gnmtor providing any of the required insurance
through blanket policies carried by Grantor and covering mote than one location, the Grantor shall furnish
Beneficiary with a Certificate of Insurance for each such policy setting forth the coverage, the limits of
liability, the name of the can·ier, the policy number, and the expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior
to the expiration of each such policy, Orantoi: shall furnish Beneficiary with evidence satisfactory to
Beneficiary of the payment of the premium and the re-issuance of a policy continuing insurance in force as
required by this Deed of Trust. All such policies shall contain a provision that such policies will not be
canceled or materially amended, which shall include any reduction in the scope or limits of coverage, without
at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Beneficiary.
11

1.6.2 In the event Grantor fails to provide, maintain, keep in force or deliver and furnish
to Beneficiary, the policies of insurance required by this Section, Beneficiary may procure such insurance
or single-interest insurance for such risks covering Beneficiary's interest, and Granter will pay all premiums
thereon promptly upon demand by Beneficiary, and until such payment is made by Orantor, the amount of
all such premiums together with interest thereon at the rate as set forth in the Nole shall be secured by this
Deed ofTrust. At the request of Beneficiary, Granter shall deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments,
an amount equal to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance prernh1ms on all policies of
insurance required by this Deed of Trust. Orantor further agrees, \lpon Beneficiarys request, to cause all
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bills, statements or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance premiwlu to be sent or mailed
directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills, statements or other documents, and providing Grantor
has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6, Beneficiary shall pay such
amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any
reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or
subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify Grantorand Grantor shall h:nm~diately deposit an amount equal
to such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause
Beneficiary to be deemed a tnuitee of said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the
amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6. Beneficiary may commingle said
reserve with its own funds and Orantor shall not be entitled to any interest thereon.

1.7

INSURAJS:CE PROCEEDS.

1.7.1 Following the occurrence of any C8$Ualty to the Property or Impl"OVements, or any
part thereof; Grantor shall give prompt writtennotice lhereofto Beneficiary, andBeneficia.t'ymay make proof
ofloss if not made promptly by Grantor. ln the event of such loss or damage, all proceeds of instu-ance shall
be payable to Beneficiary, and Gnntor htteby authorimi and directs iuty affected insurance company to
make payment ofsuch proceed directly to Benefieiacy. Beneficiary is hereby autho1izl.'ldand empowered by
Grantorto settle, adj ustorcompromise any claims ofloss, damage or destruction under any policy or policies

of iDsurance.
1,7,2 In the event of any damage or dcslruction of the Improvement.,, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole discretion, to apply all or part of the insurance proceeds (i) to any indebtedness
secured hereby and in such order a.s Beneficiary may determine, (ii) to the restoration of the Improvements,
or (iii) to Grantof. Notwithstanding the preceding, Beneficiary agrees to permit Granto1· to utilize any such
insurance proceeds to repair and restore the Improvements provided and on the condition that:

(a)

all insurance proceeds shall be paid to andreceivedbyBeneficiatyandheld

by Beneficiary in a non-inte1-est bearing account (the 11R.cstoution Account"); and
(b)
Grantorshallnotbeindcfaulthereimder, undertheNoteorunderanyother
instmment 0t document securing the Note; and

1.7.3 Upon the satisfaction ofthe preceding conditions (a) and (b), Gran tor, at its expense,
shall promptly prepare all plans and specifications necessary for the restoration or repair of the damaged
Improvements and submit the same to Beneficiary together with evidence acceptable to Beneficiary setting
forth the total expenditure needed for such restoratlon or repair based upon a fixed price contract with a
reputable builder and covered by performance and labo,; and material payment bonds. The plans and
specifications and all other aspects ofth& proposed restoration o,;repair shall be subject to BeneficiaJy's prior
approval which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event the insurance proceeds held by
Beneficiary in the R.estoiation Account are jnsufficient to complete the repair and restoration, prlo,; to
commencement of restoration or repair, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
an amount equal to the difference between the amount thet\ held by Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
11nd the total contract price for the restoration or repair. Grantor may commence restoration or repair to the
damaged property only when authorized in writing by Beneficiary to do so and shaJl thereafter proceed
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diligently with tho restoration or repair until completed. Disbursements shall be made from the Restoration
Account for the restoration and repair in accordance with adisbursement schedule, and subject to other temis
and conditions acceptable to Beneficiary. Disbursements from the Restoration Accountsball be charged first
against funds deposited in that 11ccount by Grantor, and second, after such funds are exhausted, against the
insurance proceeds deposited therein. In the event the amounts held by Bonefici11ry in the Restoration
Account exceed the cost of the restoration and repair oftbe damaged Inµovements, the excess funds shall
be disbursed to Gnmtor to the extent of any amounts deposited therein by Grantor. Any ftmds remaining
after such disbursements may, at BeneficillI}''s option, be applied by Beneficiary to the payment of interest
due on the Note, the reduction of the principal balance thereof, the payment of 1myother obligations secured
by this Deed of Trust, or may be disbursed by Beneficiary to Grantor. All funds held by Be.neficiary in the
Resto111tion Account are hereby assi~ed to Beneficiaty as further security for the indebtedness and
obligations secured by this Peed of Trust. Beneficial'y may, at any time, apply all or any part of the funds
held in the Restoration Account to the curing ofany default under the Note. this Deed of Trust, or any other
instrument or doctUnent securing the Note.
1.7.4 In all other cases in the event of damage or loss to the Improvements, Beneficiary
in its sole discretion, may apply any in91.II'ance proceeds to the payment ofinterest due on the indebtedness
secured heteby, the reduction of the principal amount of said indebtedness, the payment of any other
obligation hereby secured, or !lie restoration or the repair of the Improvements, in such order and in such
amounts as Beneficiary shall determine.
1.7.5 Application ofinsurance proceeds by Beneficiary-shall not cure or wa.i ve any default
hereunder or invalidate any act done hereunder because of any such default.
1.8
ASSIGNMENT OF l'Ol,ICIES UPON FORECLOSURE. In the event of foreclosure
of this Deed of Trusi or other transfer of title or assignment of the Trust Estate in satisfaction, in whole or
jn part, of the debt secured hereby, all right, title and interest of Gnmtor in and to all policies of insurance
required by this Section shall inure to the benefit of and pass to the successor in interest to Grautor or the
purchaser or grantee of the trust Estate.

1.9

INDEMNIFICATION; SUBROGATION; WAIVER OF OFFSE'.[.

1.9.l If Beneficiary is made a party defendant to any litigation concerning this Peed of
Tntst or the Trust Estate or an:;> part thereofor interest therein, or the occupancy thereof by Otantor, then
Grantor shall hldemnify, defend and hold Beneficiary harmless from all liability by reason of said litigation,
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether or
not any such litigation is prosecuted to judgment. If Beneficiary commences an action against Grantor to
enforce any of the tenns hereof or because of the breach by Grantor of any of the terms hereof, or for the
reco-very of any sum secured hereby, Beneficiary may employ an atton1ey or attorneys to protect its rights
herellnder, and Grantor shall pay Beneficiary reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incUITed by
Beneficiary. The right to such attorneys' fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on the
commencement of such action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to
judgment.

1.9.l

Grantorwaives any and all right to clai.rnorrecover against Beneficiary, its officers,
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employees, agents and representatives, for loss of or damage to Grantor, the trust Estate, Granto.r1s property
or the property of others under Grantor1s control from llllY cause insured against or required to be insured
against by the provisions of this Deed of Trust.
1.9.3 All sums payable by Gtantor hereunder shall be paid without notice, demand,
counterclaim, setoff, deduction or defense and without abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Orantor hereunder shall in no way be released, discharged
or otherwise affected (except as expressly providedherein) by reason of; (i) any damage 10 or destruction
of or any condemnation or similar taking of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (ii) any restriction or
prevention of or interference with any use of the Trust Estate or any piut thereof; (iii) any title (lefect or
encumbrance or imy eviction from the Property or the ImprovelllCnts or any part thereof by title paramount
or otherwise; (iv) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolntion,
liquidation or other like proceeding relating to Ben.eficiary, or any action taken with respect to this Deed of
Trust by any trustee or receiver ofBeneficiary, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim which
Grantor has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any default or faihn·e on the part of Beneficiary to
pe1fonn or comply with any of the teims hereof or of any other agrecmellt with Grantor; or (vii) any other
occu1Tence whatsoever, whether similar ot dissimilar to the foregoing; whether or not Grantor shall have
notice or knowledge of any of the foregoing. Except as expressly provided herein, Grantor waives all rights
now or hereafter conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatemen~ suspension, defennent, diminution or
reduction of any sum secured hereby and payable by Granter.

1.10

TAXES AND IMPOSITIONS.

U 0,1 Orantor agrees to pay, prior to delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments,
general and special, and all other taxes and assessments of any kind or nature whatsoever, including without
limitation non-governmental levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner association dues or
charges or fees, levies or charges resulting from covenants, conditions and restrictionS affecting the Trust
Estate, which are assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate or become due and payable, and which create,
may create or appear to create a lien upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof, or l.lpOn any Personal
Property, equipment or other facility used in the operation or maintenance thereof (all of which taxes,
assessments and other governmental charges of like nature are hereinafter referred to as "Impositions");
provided, however, that if, by law, any such Imposition is payable, or may at the option to the taxpayer be
paid, in installments, Grantor may pay the sam.e together with any accrued interest on the unpaid balance of
such Imposition in irlstallments as the same become due and before any fine, penalty, interest or cost may
be added thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest.
1.10.2 If at any rune after the date thereof there shaU be assessed or imposed (i) a tax or
assessment on the Trust Estate in lieu of or in addition to the Impositions payable by Grantor pursuant to
Section 1.10.l, or (ii) a license fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or based in
whole or in part upon the 81llO\\nt of the outstanding obligations secured hereby, then all such taxes,
assessments or fees shall be deemed to be included within the Impositions and Grantor shall pay and
discharge the same as herein provided with respect to the payment of the Impositions or, at the option of
Beneficiary, all obligations secured hereby together with all accrued interest thereon, shall immediately
become due and payable. Anythlng to the c~ntrary notwithstanding, Grantor shall have no obligation to pay
any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on the
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obligations secured hereby.
1.10.3 Grantor shall have the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or object to
the amount or validity of any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this shall not be deemed
or construed in any WftY ftS relieving, modifying or extending Grantor's covenant to pay any such Imposition
at the time and in the manner provided in this Section l .lOunless Grantor has given prior written notice to
Beneficiary of Grantor's intent to so contest or object to an Imposition, and unless, at Beneficiary's sole
option, (i) Grantor shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or surety as requested by and satisfactory to
Beneficiary; or (ii) Grantor shall have provided a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or
pennitted by law to accomplish a stay of such proceedings.
1.10.4 At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor shall pay to Beneficiary on the day monthly
installments of interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, an amount equal to
one-twelfth (l/12) of the annual hnpositions reasonably estimated by Bcnefici111y to pay the installment of
taxes next due on the Trust Estate. lnsuch event, Grantor further agrees to cause all bills, statements or other
documents relating to Impositions to be sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills,
statements or other documents, and providing Grantor has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due thereunder ont of the funds
so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any reason the funds deposited with :Beneficiary are
or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify
Orantor and Grantor shall immediately deposit such an amount equal to such deficiency with Beneficiary.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of
said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the amount of fonds deposited with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10. Beneficiary shall not be obliged to pay or allow any interest on any sums held
by Beneficiary pending disbursement Of application hereunde.r, and Beneficiary may impound or reserve for
future payment of Impositions such portion of such payment$ as Beneficiary may in its absolute discretion
deem proper, applying the balance on the principal of or interest on the obligations secured he.reby. Should
Grantor fail to deposit with Beneficiary (exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been applied
by Beneficiary on the pMCipal of or interest on the indebtedness secured by the Loan Documents) sutns
sufficient to fully pay such Impositions at least thirty (30) days before delinquency thereof, Beneficimy may,
at Beneficiary's election, but without any obligation. to do so, advance any amo\Uits required to make up the
deficiency, which advances, if any, shall be secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as hereJn
elsewhece provided, or at the option ofBeneficiary the latter may, without making any advance whatever,
apply any sums held by it upon any obligation of the Grantor secured hereby. Should any default occur or
exist on the part of the Gnmtor in the payment or performance of any obligations of Grantor and/or any
guarantor under the tenl1$ of the Loan Documents, Benefici11rym1ty, at anytime at Beneficiary's option, apply
any sums or amounts in its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or income of the Trust Estate or
othenvise, upon any indebtedness or obligation of the Grantor secured hereby in such manner and order as
Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any such sums paid by Grantor to Benefici!lry
hereunder shall not be construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust or
any of the rights or p0wers of Beneficiruy or Trustee under the terms of the Loan Documents or any of the
obligations of Gran tor axi.d/or any guarantor UD.der the Loan Documents.
1.10.5 Gtantor covenants and agrees not to suffer, permit or initiate the joint assessmenl
of the real and personal property, or any other procedure whereby the lien of the real property taxes and the
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lien of the personal property taxes shall be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single lien.
1.10.6 If requested by Beneficiary, Grantor shall cause to be furnished to Beneficiary a tax
reporting seIVice covering the Trust Estate of the type, duration and with a company satisfactory to
Beneficiary.

1.11 UTILITIES. Gr11I1tor agrees to pay when ch.le all utility charges which are incurred by
Grantor for the benefit of the Trust ~tate or which may become a charge or lien against the Trust Estate for
gas, electricity, water or sewer services furnished to the Trust Estate and·all other aSSC$ments or charges of
a similar nature, whether pt1blio or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any portion thereof, whether or not
such taxes, assessments or charges are Hens thereon.
1.12 ACTlONS AFFECTING TRUSI ESTATE. Grantor agrees to appear in and contest any
action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers ofBeneficiary or Trustee
and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees, in any such action
or proceedin~ in which l3eneficiary or Trustee may appear.
1.13

ACTIONS BY TRUSTEE AND/OR :BENEFICIARY TO PRESERVE tRUSt

ESTATE. Should Grantor fail to make any payment or to do any act as and in the manner provided in any
of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary and/or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without obligation so to do
and without notice to or demand upon Grantor and without releasing Grantor from any obligation, may make
or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof.
In connection therewith (without limiting their general powers), Beneficiary and/or Trnstee shall have and
are hereby given the right, but not the obligation: (i) to enter upon and talce possession of the Trust Estate;
(ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improvements to the Trust Estate which they or either of them
may consider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good condition and rep1tiri (ill) to appear and
participate in any action or proceeding affecting or which may affect or appears to affect the security of this
Deed ofTmst or be priOJ or superior hereto; and (iv) in exercising such powers, to pay necessal'y expenses,
including employment of counsel or other necessary or desirable consultants. Grantor shall, inunediately
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in connection with
the exercise by Beneficiary of the foregoing rights, including without limitation costs of evidence of title,
court costs, appraisals, surveys and attorneys' fees together with interest thereon accruing during the loan
period at the rate, terms, and conditions specified jn the Note.
l.14 S!mYIVAL OF WARRANTIES. Granter shall fully and faithfully satisfy and perform
the obligations of Grantor contained in Grantor's loan application and Loan Commitment issued by
Beneficiary and signed by or on behalf of Orantor, and any such application and commitment between
Grantor and any assignee of Beneficiary, and any modification or amendment thereof. All representations,
warranties and covenants of Grantof contained therein shall survive the close of escrow and funding of the
loan evidenced by the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and representations of
Gfantor dui·ing any time when any portion of the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain
outstanding.
1.15 EMlNENT D()MAJN. Should the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein, be
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding, whether actual or
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threatened, or in any other manner (''Con~mnation"), or should Grantor receive any notice or other
information regarding such proceeding, Grantor shal I give prompt written notice thereof to BCJ'leficiary.
1.15,l Beneficiary shall be entitled to aU compensation, awards and other payments or
relief therefor, and shalt be entitled at its option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name any
action or proceedings. Beneficiary shall also be entitled to make any compromise or settlementin connection
withsllcl1 taking or damage. All such compensation, awards. dmnages,rights ofaction and proceeds awMded
to Orantor (the ·Proceeds'') are hereby assigned to Beneficiary and Grantor agrees to execute such further
assignments of the Proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require.

l,15,2 In the event any portion of the Tl.ust&tatc is so taken or damaged, Beneficiary shall
have the option, jn its sole and absolute discretion, to apply all such Proceeds, after deducting therefrom all
costs and expenses (regardless of the particular nature thereof and whether inciured with or without suit),
including attomeys 1 fees, incurred by it in connection with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured
hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may detennine1 or to apply all such Proceeds, after such dcdlictions,
to the restoration of the Trust Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may detennine. Such application
or release shall not cure Ol' waive any default or llOtice of default hereunder or invalidate any act dono
pursuant to S\1Ch notice.
1.16

APPOINTMENT QI SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may, from time to time, by

ft written bistrumentexccuttd aodacknowledged by Beneficiary.mailed to Grantor anchccordedin the office

of the County Recorder of each CO\lllty in which the Trust Bstate or any part tben:of is located and by
otherwise complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State of Idaho, substitute a successor
or successors to the Trustee named herein or acting hereunder.
1.17 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. This Deed ofTru.st applies to, inures to the benefit ofand
binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, devisees, administrators, executors, successors and assigns. The
tenn "Beneticillij"' shall mean the owner and holder ofthe Note, whether or not named as Beneflciaty herein.
1.18 INSPECTIONS. Beneficiary, or its agents, representatives or workmen, arc author~ed to
enter at any reasonable time upon or in any p8tt of the Tn,st Estate for the p\lq>OSC of performing any of the
acts it is authorized to perfonn under the terms of any of the Loan Documents.
1.19 ~ . Gtantor shall pay and promptly discharge, at Grantor's sole cost and expense, all
liens, encumbrances and charges upon the Trust Estate1 or any part thereof or interest therein; provided that
the existence of any mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not
constitute a violation of this Section if payment is not yet due Ullder the contract which is the foundation
thereof and if such contract does not postpone payment for more than sixty (60) days after the performance
thereof. Grantor shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity of any such lien, eno\lmbrance or
charge, provided Grantor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or other security satisfactory to
Beneficiary in such amounts as Beneficiary shall reasonably req1.lirc, but not more than one and one-half(l ~)
times the amount of the claim. and provided further that Grantor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause
such lien, mcllmbnmce or charge to be removed and discharged. If Orantor fails to discharge any such lien,
encumbrance or chargo. then, in addition to any other right or remedy ofBeneficiary, Beneficiary may, but
shall not be obligated to, discharge the same, either by paying the amount claimed to be due, or by procuring
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the discharge of such lien by depositing in court a bond or the amount claimed or othttwisc giving security
for .such claim, or in such manner as is or may be prescribed by law. In the event Beneficiary discharges said
lien, encumbrance or other charge, Grantor shall immediately reimb'Utse Beneficimy for such amount
expended, however eitpended, together with any and all costs, fees or charges incurred by Beneficiary of
whatever nature or kind when discharging the subject obligations.
1.20 TRUSTEE'S POWERS. At any time, or from time to time, without liability therefor and
without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed ofTn\St and the Note
secured hereby for endorsement, and withoot affecting tho personal liability of any person for paymenr of
the indebtedness secured hereby or the effect of this Deed of Trust upon the remainder of said Trust Estate,
Trosree may (i) reconvey any part of eaid Tntst Estate, (ii) CODSent in writing to the making of any map or
plat thereof; (iii) joii1 in granting any easement or creating any restriction affecting this Deed ofTrnst or any
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof.
1.21 BENEFICIARY'S POWERS. Without affecting the liability of any other person liable
for the payment of any obligation herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of this Deed of
Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or theretofore released as security foJ tho full am.omt of all
unpaid obligatiOJIS, Beneficiary may, front time to time and without notice (i) release any person so liable,
(ii) extend the maturity or alter any of the terms of any such obligation, (iii) grant other indulgences, (iv)
release or reconvey, or cause to be released OT reconveyed at any time at Beneficiary's option any parcel,
po1tion or all of the TIUstEstate, (v) take orrclease any other or additional security for any obligation herein
mentioned, or (vi) make compositions or other atrangcmcnts wjth debtors in relation thereto.

1.22 IltADE NAMES. At the request ofBencficiacy, Grantar shall execute a certificate in fonn
satisfactory to :aenefieiacy listing the trade names under whioh Orantot intends to operate the Trust Estate,
and representing and watrl\llting that Grantor business under no other trade names with respect to. the Trust
Estate. Grantor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change jn said trade names and will,
upon request of Benoflciary, aecute any additional :financing statements and other certificates revised to
reflect the change in trade name.

ARTICLE2
SECURITY AGREEMENT
2.1
CREATION OF SECURITY INTEREST. Grantor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security
interest in the Personal I'ropcxty for the pmpose of securing all obligations of Grantor contained in any of
the Loan Documents. This Deed of1'rust shall be deemed the Security Agreement as defined ill the Uniform
Commercial Code of Ida.ho and the remedies for any violation of the covenants, tetm!I and conditions of the
agreements herein contained shall be (i) as pieScribed herein, or (ii) by general law, or Oii) as to such part
of the secvrity which is also reflected in any financing statement o:r statements (the "Financing Statement")
by the specific statutory consequences now or he1:eafter enacted and specified in the Unifonn Commercial
Code of Idaho, all at Beneficiary's sole election. Grantor and Benefici!IJ)' agree that the filing of such a
Financing Statement in the records normally having to do with personal property shall never be construed
as in any manner or way derogating from or impairing this declaration and hereby stated intention of the
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parties hereto, that everything used in connection with the production of income from the Trust Estate ancl/or
adapted for use therein and/or which is described or reflected in this Deed of Trust is, and at all times and
for all purposes and in all proceedings both legal and equitable shall be regarded as part of the Property
inespective of whether (A) any such item is pl1ysically attached to the Imptovements, (B) se1·ial numbers are
used for the better identification of certain equipment items capable of being identified in such manner in
a recital contained herein or in any list filed with the Beneficiary, (C) any such item is referred to or reflected
in any such Financing Statement so filed at any time. Similarly, the mention in any such Financing Statement
of (1) the rights in or the proceeds of any fire and/or hazard insurance policy, (2) any award in eminent
domain proceedings for a taking or for loss of value, or (3) the debtols interest as lessor in any present or
future liOot or righto to inoomo gPOWing out oi tke w~ ea/~, i.w.1~11li.!.) ~f tl,i 1,.i.~~-• .,,.J,.,ll,.,, p,.. ., ......,l
to lease or othel'wisc, shall never be construed as in any manner or way altering any of the rights of
Beneficiary as determined by this Deed of Trust or impugning the priority of the Beneficiary's lien granted
hereby or by any other recorded document, but such mention in the Financing Statement is declared to be
for the protection of the Beneficiary in the event any court or judge shall detennine at any time with respect
to (l), (2) and (3) that notice ofBen.eficiary's priority of interest, to be effective against a particular class of
persons, divisions or entity of the Federal Government, must be flied in the Uniform Commercial Code
records.
2,2

WARRANTIES.REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS OF GRANTOR. Grantor

warrants, represents and covenants as follows:
2,2,l Except for the security interest granted hereby, Granter is, and as to portions of the
Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof will be, the sole owner of the , free from any adverse
lien, security interest, encwnbrance or adverse claims thereon of any kind whatsoever except the Permitted
Exception ofRBC Builder Finance. Grantor will notify Beneficiary of. and will defend the Personal Property
against, all claims and demands of all persons at any time claiming the same or any interest therein.

2.2.2 Grantotwill not lease, sell, convey or in any manner transfer the Personal Property
without the prior written consent of Beneficiary.
2.2.3

The Personal Property is not used or brought for personal, family or household

purposes.
2.2.4 The Personal Property wil Ibe kept on or at the Prope1ty and Gtantor will not remove
the Personal Property from the Property without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, except such
portions or items of P~onal Property which are consumed or wom out in ordinary usage, all of which shall
L.:. v~,:,.u't'll.Y 1ovla\,,OJ l,y <hw1lv1.
2,2,5 Granter maintains a place of business in the State of Idaho and Grantor will
immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in it place of business as set forth in the beginning
of this Deed of Trust.

2.2.6 At the requ~t ofBeneficiary, Grantor willjoinBeneficiary in executing one or more
financing statements, continuation statements and renewals and amendments thereofptU'suant to the Unifonn
CoJnlllercial Code ofldaho in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and wi 11 pay the cost of filing the same in all
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public offices where\ter filing is deemed by Beneficial'y to be 11ecessary or desirable.
2.2.7 All covenants and obligations ofGrantor contained hereinrelatingto the Trust Estate
shall be deemed to apply to the Personal Property whether or not expressly referred to herein.
ARTICLE3

REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT

3.1
hereunder:

EVENTfil)FDEFAUL'.f. Any of the following events shall be deemed an event of default

3.1.1 Defaultshallbemadei:othepaymentofanyinstallmentofprincipalorinterestunder
the Note or any othct sum secured hereby when dne;
3.1.2 Default shall be made in the payment of any installment ofprincipal or interest due
upon the RBC Loan (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement) when due;
3.1.3 Default in the due and timely performance of any tenn, condition, or covenant
contained in the Note (other tl1an a default under Sections 3.1. l or 3.1.2 above), this Deed ofTrust, the Loan
Documents, or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and delivered by Grantor in
connection with the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust, and the failure to cure such default within
the applicable cure pedod, if any;

3.1.4 Default in the due and timely performance of any tenn, condition, or covenant
contained in the deed of trust or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and
delivered by Grantor in connection with the RBC Loan, and the failure to cute such default within the
applicable cure period, if any;
3.1.5 Grantor shall file a petition in bankruptcy or shall be adjudicated a bankrupt or
insolvent, or shall file any petition cir answer seeking or acquiescing in any reorganization, an-angement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissobltion or siniilar relief for itselfunder any federal, state or other
statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or shall seek or
consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all of any
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, or shall
make any general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or shall admitin writing its inability to pay its debts
generally as they become due;

3.1.6 A petition shall bo filed against Granter seeking any reorganization, dissolution or
similar relief under any federal, state or other statute, law or regulation relating to banla.uptcy, insolvency
or other relief for debtors; or any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all or any part of the Trust
Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, shall be appointed;
3.1.7 The filing of any foreclosure proceeding or the recording of any notice of trustee's
sale with respect to any othe.i· lien on the Trust Estate, whether junior or senior to this Deed of Trust, which
foreclosure proceeding or recording of notice is not dismissed or released within thirty (30) days;
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3,1,8 A writ or execution or attachment or any similar process shall be issued or levied
against all or any part of or interest in the Trust Estate, of any judgment involving monetary damages shall
be entered against Grantor which shall become a lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied,
vacated or stayed within thirty (30) days after its entry or levy;
3.1.9

The abandonment of all or any part of the Trust Estate;

3.1.10 The breach of any warranty, representation or certification given in connection
herewith, the loan application submitted by Grantor, the loan commitment issued by Beneficiaty, or any
document executed by Grantor in connection with securing the loan evidenced by the Note;
3.1.11 The occurrence of a default in the perfomumce of Grantor's obligations as lessor
under any lease affecting all or any portion of the Trost Estate, and the expiration of any applicable cure
period; or

3.1.12 The transfer of any portion of the Trust Estate, voluntarily or involuntarily, in
violation of the terms of the Note or this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's consent, which consent may
be withheld in Beneficiary's absolute discretion.
3.2
REMll:DlES UPON DEFAULT. Upon default by Gl11ntor hereunder, Beneficiary may
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable withom notice or demand. Beneficiary may
also thereupon, at its option and as tnay be more fully described elsewhere herein, without notjce and without
affecting the lien of this Deed of Trust, do any one or more of the following:

3.2.1 Bnten1pon the Trust Estate !Ind inspect, repair, improve and maintain the same, rent
or lease all or any portion thereof as Beneficil'lry shall see fit, and perfmm such other acts thereon as
Beneficiary may deem necessary or desirable;

3.2.2 Sue for all or any part of the indebtedness owing from Grantor to Beneficiary
without affecting or losing the security of this Deed of Trust;
3.2.3

Exercise the power of sale granted herein;

3.2.4

Foreclose this Deed of Trust as a mortgage in the manner provided by law;

3.2.5

Exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho

Unifonn Conunercial Code;
3.2.6

Bring an action for damages; or

3,2,7 Exercise such other remedies or combination ofremedies Beneficiary may have
under this Deed of Trust, the Lo1m Documents, or as otherwise provided under law or in equity.

3.3

POWER OF SALE.
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3.3 .l Upon default by Gtantor hereunder, Beneficiary, ifit desires Trustee to exercise the
power of sale granted herellllder, shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trust, the Note, and all documents
evidencing expenditures secured hereby, together with such other documents as Tmstee shall require.
Trustee shall record and give $UCh notices of Trustee's sale in the manner required by law, and after the lapse
of ti.mo such as then may be required by law, Trustee, without demand on Grantor, under the power of sale
conta.ined herein, shall sell the Trust Estate at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of Trustee's sale,
either as a whole 01 in separate parcels, and in such order as Beneficia.t"y may detennine, subject to any
statutory right which Grantor may have to du-ect such order, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash
in lawful money of the United States, payable at the time of sale. Trustee may postpone the sale as provided
by law. Following sale, Tnistee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed conveying the Trust Estale so sold,
but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. Any person, including Orantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.
3.3.2 After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee Md of this Peed of Trnst,
including costs to insure or obtain evidence of title in connection with such sale, Trustee shall apply the
proceeds of sale to payment of (i) all s-ums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued
interest at the Default Rate specified tmder the Note from the date such ex.penditures were made, (ii) all other
sums secured hereby, and (iii) the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
3.3.3 Beneficiary may at any time request cancellation of the Trustee's notice of sale,
whereupon Trustee shall execute and record, or cause to be recorded, a cancellation of notice of sale in the
same county in which the notice of sale was recorded. The exercise by Beneficiary of this right shall not
constitute a waiver of any default then existing or subseqilently occurring. If this Deed of Tmst and the
indebtedness and obligations secured hereby are reinstated in the manner provided by law, Beneficiary shall
forthwith notify Trustee thereof. Upon such notification, Trustee shall record or cause to be recorded a
cancellation of notice of sale in the same county in which the notice of sale was recorded within the period
then requu-ed by law.

3.3.4 If Grantor fails or refuses to surrender possession of the Trust Estate aftC.t" any
trustee's sale, Gi:antor shall be deemed a tenant at sufferance, snbject to eviction by means of forcible entry
and detainer pr0ceedings. This remedy is not exclusive or in derogation of any other right or remedy
available to Beneficiary.

3.4
FORECLOSURE AS MORTGAGE. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, in lieu of sale
purnuant to the power of sale conferred hereby, at the option of Beneficiary, this Deed of Trust may be
foreclosed in the same manner provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property.
Beneficiary shall also have all other rights and remedies available to it. All rights and remedies shall be
Cllmulative, may be sought and exercised concurrently or consecutively and in inconsistent proceedings.
3.5
FORECLOSURE AS A UNIT. Gran tor agrees that all of the Trust Estate, whether real
or personal, coveted by this Deed ofTrust, is encumbered as one unit, and wit upon default by Grantor unde.t"
the Note scoured hereby or this Deed of Trust, or any security instrument given p\ll"suant hereto, this Deed
of Trust and such security interests, at Beneficiary's option, may be foreclosed or sold in the same
proceeding, and all of the Trust Estate (both realty and personalty) may, at Beneficiary's option, be sold as
such in one unit.
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POSSESSION OF TRUST ESTATE, LEASES AND RENTS ON DEFAULT.

3.6.1 Upon default by Grantor hereUI1der, Beneficiary shall be entitled at anytime without
further notice, in its sole discretion, either by its agents, attorneys, or employees, to enter upon and take
possession of the Trust Estate or any part thereof, and Grantor shall, upon demand, peaceably surrender
possession thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary may, at its option, send notifications to any and all lessees
and tenants of the Trust Estate that future payments under or relating to said leases shall be made to
Beneficiary, in accordance with Section 2.2 hereo£ Beneficiary, in its name and/or in the name of Orantor,
may operate and maintain all or any portion of the Trust Estate to such extent as Beneficiary deems
advisable, and Grantor agrees that Beneficiary shall be entitled to do and perfonn any acts that Beneficiary
may deem necessary proper to conserve the value of the Trust Estate, and to sue for and otherwise collect
and teceive all rents, issues and profits thereof: including those past due and unpaid as well as those accruing
thereafter, and may rent or lease the Tmst Estate or any portioll thereof to such person or persons and for
such periods of time and on such terms and conditions as Beneficiary in its sole discretioQ may determine.

or

3.6.2 The expense (inchlding compensation to any agent appointed by Beneficiary,
attomeys' fees and costs and disbursements) incurred in taking possession and effecting collection or
attempting to talce possession and effect collection, shall be deemed an expense of this Deed of Trust to be
paid by Grantor and secured hereby. Neither the entering upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate nor
the collection of such rents, issues and profits and the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shaU cure
or waive any default or notice of sale hereunder ot invalidate any act done purS'Uan.t to such notice. In dealing
with the Trust Estate as a beneficiary ill possession, Beneficiary shall be without any liability, charge or
obligntion therefor to Gran tor, 11J1d Beneficiary shall be entitled to operate any business then being conducted
thereon or therewith at the expense of and for the account of Orantor, and all net losses, costs and expenses
thereby incurred shall be advancements governed by Section 1.14 hereof.
3.6.3 For purposes hereof, Beneficiary is expressly authorized to delll with the TrustEstate
as Grantor's attorney-in-fact suhsequent to Grantor's default hereunder, i.e., to enter into leases of all or a
portion of the Trust Estate, to teaninate leases of all or portions of the Trust Estate as may be necessary in
Beneficiary's discretion, enter into management agreements regarding the Trust Estate on tenns and
conditions approved by Beneficiary in its discretion, and otherwise operate the Trust Estate. None of the
foregoing activities by Beneficiary with respect to the trust Estate shall servo to waive any rights of
Beneficiary against Grantor or impose any additional burdens or any liability o.n Beneficiary therefor.

3.7
Al'f0INTMENT O)l A RECEIVER. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary
shall be entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the Trust Estate, collect the rents, issues
and profits therefrom, care for and repair the same, improve the same when necessary or desirable, lease and
rent the Trust Estate or portions thereof (including leases existing beyond the term ofreceivership), and
otherwise use and utilize the Trust Estate, and to have such other duties as may be fixed by the court.
Grantor specifically agrees that the court may appoint a receiver without reference to the adequacy or
inadequacy of the security, or the solvency or insolvency of Grantor or any guarantor, the commission of
act\.lal waste or damage to the Property, and without reference to other matters normally taken into account
by courts in the discretionary appointment of receivers, it being the intention of Grantor to hereby authorize
the appojntment of a receiver when Orantor is in default and Beneficiary has requested the appointment of
a receiver. Grantor heJ'eby agrees and consents to the appojntment of the particttlarperson or firm (including
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an officer or employee of Beneficiary) designated by Beneficiary as receiver. Such receiver shall have the
power to bonow money from any person, including Beneficiary, for reasonable expenses of operating,
preserving, maintaining, completing and caring for the Trust Estate, or completing the construction of any
improvements or stiuctures in progress in or upon the Trust Estate, and all such borrowed s1nns together with
inteiest thereon at the Default Rate set forth in the Note shall be added to the indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Tmst. The acceptance and/or application ofsuch rents, issues and profits shall not cure any default
hereUJ1der nor constitute a waiver of or adversely affect any other right which Beneficiary may enjoy under
this Deed of Trust or under the laws of Idaho by virtue of the default of Grantor hereunder. For purposes
of appointment of such a receiver, it is agreed that any of the following actions brought by Beneficiary shall
be actions which "affect" the Tiust Estate and support the appointment of a receiyer by the Superior Court
for the county in which the Trust Estate is localed:
3.7.1

Damages for waste or failure to maintain the Trust Estate; or

3.1,2 Damages for failure to perforni any of Grantor's obligations set forth in this Deed
ofTrnst which relate directly or indirectly to the ownership or operation of the Trust Estate.
3.8
I.ORECLOSURE OF SECURITY INTEREST, Upon default by Granter hereunder,
Beneficia.ry may exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho Unifo1m
Commercial Code, including. but not limited to:
3.8.l Either personally or by means of a court appointed receiver, take possession of all
or any of the Personal Property and exclude therefrom Grantor and all others claiming under Gran tor, and
thereafter hold, store, use, operate, manage, maintain and control, make repairs, replacements, alterations,
additional and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers of Grantor in respect to the Personal
Properly or any part thereof. In the event Beneficiary demands or attempts to take possession of the Personal
Properly in the e;!lercise of any rights imder any of the Loan Documents, Granter promises and agrees to
promptly tum over and deliver complete possession thereof to Beneficiary;

3,8.2 Without notice to or demand upon Grantor, make such payments and do S\1Ch acts
as Beneficiary may cleemnecessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Property, including withont
limitation, paying, purchasing, contesting or compromising any encumbrance, charge or lien which is prior
to or superior to the security interest gr8..llted hereunder, and in exercising any such powers or authority to
pay all expenses incurred in connection thetewith;
3.8.3 RequireGrantor to assemble the Personal Property or any portion thereof, at a place
designated by :Seneficia.ry and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to deliver such Personal
Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or rep~entative designated by it. Beneficiary, and its agents and
representatives shall have the right to enter upon axiy or all of Grantor's premises and property to exercise
Beneficiary's rights hereunder;

3.8.4 Sell, lease or otheraise dispose of the Personal Property at public sale, with or
without having the Pemonal Property at the place of sale, and upon such te1ms and in such manner as
Beneficiary may determine. Beneficiary may be a purchaser at any such sale;
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3.8.5 Unless the Personal Property is perishable or threatens to decline speedily in value
or is of·a type customarily sold on a recognized market, any requirement under the Idaho Uniform
Conunercial Code for giving notice of a proposed sale OJ.' other disposition of the Personal Property shall be
met if such notice is mailed to Granlor, postage prepaid, at least five (5) days before the scheduled sale or
disposition. Such notice may be mailed to Grantor at the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of
Tmst.

3.9
REMEDIES NOT EXCLUSIVE. Trustee and Beneficiary and each of them, shall be
entitled to enforce payment and pe1forrnance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed ofTrost or under any Loan Instrument or another agreement
or any laws now or hereafter in force, notwithstanding some or all of the said indebtedness and obligations
secured hereby may now or hereafter be otherwise secured, whether by mortgage, deed oftmst, pledge, lien,
assignment or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this Deed ofT1"USt nor its enforcement, whether by court
action or pursuant to the power of sale or other powexs herein contained, shall prejudice or in any manner
affect Tmstee's or Beneficiary's right to realize upon or enforce any other security now or hereafter held by
Trustee or Beneficiary, its being agreed that Tmstee and Beneficiary, and each of then, shall be entitled to
enforce this Deed of Trust and any other security now or hereafter held by Beneficiary or Trustee in such
order and manner as they or either of them in their absolute discretion detennine. No remedy herein
conferred upon or reserved to Trnstee or Beneficiacy is intended to be exclwive of any other remedy hel'ein
or by law provided or permitted, but each shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy
given hereunder or JlOW or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. Every power or remedy given
by any of the Loan Documents to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may be otherwise
entitled, may be exercised, concurrently or independently, from time to time and as often as may be deemed
expedient by Trustee or Beneficiary and either of them may pursue inconsistent remedies.

3.10 REQUEST FOR NOTICE. Grantor hereby requests a copy ofany Notice of Default and
that any Notice of Sale heretmder be mailed to it at the address set forth in the first paragraph of this Deed
ofTrust.

AR'l'XCLE4
MISCELLANEOUS

4.1
GOVERNING LAW. This Deed of Trust shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho. In the event that any provision of any of the Loan Documents conflicts with applicable laws, such
conflicts shall not affect other provisions of such Loan Documents which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan Documents are declared to be severable.
This instrument cannot be waived, changed, discharged or tenninated orally, but only by an in.stmment in
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or termination is
sought.
4.2
GRANTOR WAJVER OF RIGHTS. Grll.D.tor waives the benefit of all laws now existing
or that hereafter .may be enacted providing for (i) any appraisement before sale of any portion of the Trust
Estate, and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in any way extending the time for the
enfot'Ccment of the colleotion of the Note or the debt evidenced thereby or creating or extending a period of
redernption from any sale made in collecting said debt. To the full extent Grantor may do so, Grantor agrees
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that Grantor will not at any time insist \lpon, plead, claim or taky the benefit or advantage of any law now
or hereafter in force providing for any appraisement, valuation, stay, extension or redemption, and Grantor,
for Granter, its heirs, devisees, i-epresentatives, successors and assigns, and for any and all persons ever
claiming any interest in the Trost Estate, to tbe extent pennitted by law, hereby waives and releases all rights
of Jedemption, valuation, appraisement, stay of e.xec\1tion, notice of election to mature or declare due the
whole of the secured indebtedness and marshaling in the event of foreclosure of the liens hereby created.
If any Jaw referred to in this Section and now in force, ofwhich Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives,
successors and assigns or other person might take advantage despite this Section, shall hereafter be repealed
or cease to be in force, such law shall not thereafter be deemed to preclude the application of this Section.
Grantor expressly waives and reHnquishe.ii any and all rights and remedies which Grantor may have or be
able to assert by reason of the laws of the State of Idaho pertaining to the rights and xemedies of sureties.
Any provision of this Section 4.2 which is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to violate a statute of
the State ofldaho shall not be enforceable, but any such holding shall not otherwise affect the enforcement
of any of the other provisions of this Section.
4.3
!,IMITATION OF INTEREST. Itis rhe intent ofGrantor and Beneficiary in the execution
of this Deed ofTrust and the Note and all other instruments secrrring the Note to contract in strict compliance
with the usury laws of the State ofidabo governing the loan evidenced by the Note. In :furtherance thereof,
Beneficiary and Gran tor stipulate and agree that none of the terms· and provisions contained in the Loan
Documents shaJI ever be coruitrued to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detentipn of money
requiring payment of interest at arate in excess of the maximuni interest rate permitted to-be-charged by the
laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. Grantor or any guai-antor, endorser or
other party now or hereafter becoming liable for the payment of the Note shall never be required to pay
interest on the Note at a rate in excess of the maximum interest that maybe lawfully charged under the laws
of the State ofldaho, and the provisions of this Section shall control over all other provisions of the Note and
any other instrument executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In the
event any holder of the Note shall collect monies which arc deemed to constitute interest which would
otherwise increase the effective interest rato on the Note to a rate in excess of that permitted to be charged
by the laws of the State of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum
permissible rate shall be considered payment ofprincipal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby
shall be reduced by such amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional
interest and other charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State
ofldaho in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Beneficiary.

4.4
STATEMENTS BY GRANI'OR Grantor shall within ten (10) days after .receiving a
written request from Beneficiary confirm in writing 11ny statement provided by Beneficiary which states the
unpaid principal and any interest on the Note, and any other amounts secured by this Deed ofTmst, and that
no offsets or defenses exist agamst such pl'incipal and interest.
4.5
RE CONVEYANCE BY TRUsrn_E. Upon written request ofBeneflciary stating that all
sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon S\ltrender of this Deed of Trnst and the Note to Trustee for
cancellation. and retention and npon payment by Gtantor and the Note to Trustee for cancellation and
retention and upon payment by Grantor of Tmstee's fees, Trustee shall reconvey to Grantor, or the person
or persons legally entitled thereto, without wananty, any pOrtion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder.
The recitals in such reconveyance ofany matter or facts shall be conclusive proof oftbe tnithfulness thereof.
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The grantee in any reconveyance may be described as ''the person or persoos legally entitled lhereto."
4.6
NOTICES. Whenever Beneficiary, Grantor or Trustee shaH desire to give or serve any
notice, demand, request or other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such notice,
demand, request or other communication shall be in writing and shall be effecti-ve only if the same is
delivered by personal service or mailed by registered mail, postage prepaid, retUm receipt requested,
addressed to the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed ofTnist. Any party may at any time change
its address for such notices by delivering or mailing to the other parties hereto, as aforesaid, a notice of such
change. ·
4.7
ACCEPTANCE BY TRUSTEE; FEES. Tmstee accepts this Trust when this Peed of
Trust, duly executed and aclmowledged, is made a public :i:ecord as provided by law. The Trust.created
hereby is irrevocable by Gnmtor. Trustee holds title under this Deed ofTrust for the benefit ofBeneficia.ty.
Trustee shall be paid for all acts performed by it hereunder or in COJUlection herewith in 11ccordance with its
established fees and charges. All such fees and charges shall be paid by Grantor and if Beneficiary shall
advance any such fees or charges, Grantor shall reimburse Beneficiary for same on demand. Payment thereof
is secured by this Deed ofTnist.
4.8
SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may appoint II successor trl\Stee in the manner
prescribed by law. Trustee herein may resign by mailing or delivering notice thereof to Beneficiary and to
Grantor. Upon such resignation, Beneficiary may appoint a-sucoessof trustee, whieh--appointrnent-shall
constitute a substitution of trustee 1,pon the mailing and recording of written notice thereofby Beneficiary
in the manner prescribed by law for the substitution of a trustee of a Deed of Trust. A successor trustee
herein shall, without conveyance from the predecessor tmstee, succeed to all the predecessor's title, estate,
1ights, powers and d1ities.
4.9
CAPTIONS. The captions or headings at the beginning of each Section hereof a.re for
convenience of the parties and are not a part of this Deed of Trust.

4.10 lNYALlDITY OF CERTAIN PROVlSlONS. If the lien of this Deed of Trust is invalid
or unenforceable as to any part of the debt, or if the lien is invalid or \lnenforceable as to any part of the Trust
Estate, the unsecured or partially secured portion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment
of the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the debt, and all payments made on the debt,
whether-voluntary or under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall be considered to have
been first paid on and applied to the full payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully
secured by the lien of this Deed ofTni.st.

4.11 SUBROGATION. To the extent that proceeds ofthe Note are owed to pay any outstanding
lien, charge or prior encumbrance against the Trust Estate, such proceeds have been or will be advanced by
Beneficiary at Grantor's request and Beneficiary shall be subrogated to any and all rights and liens owed by
any owner or holder of such outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances, irrespective ofwhether said
liens, charges or encumbrances 8l'e .t"eleased.
4.12 NO MEBGER. Ifboth the Lessor's and Lessee's estates under any le~se or any portion
thereto which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed
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of Trnst and the lien created hereby shall not be destroyed or terminated by application of the doctrine of
merger and, in such event, Beneficiary shall continue to have and enjoy all of the rights and privileges of
Beneficiary as to the separate estates. maddition, upon the foreclosure of the lien created by this Deed of
Trnst on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any leases or subleases then existing and created
by Grantor shall not be destroyed or temunated by application of the law of merger or as a maner of law or
as a result of such foreclosure unless Beneficiary or any purchaser at any such foreclosure sale shall so elect.
No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any such purchaser shall constitute a termination of any lease or
sublease unless Beneficiary or such purchaser shall give written notice thereof to such tenant or subtenant.
4.13 TRANSFER OF TRUST ESTATE BY G~TOR. Grantor hereby aclmowledges that
the financial stability and managtrial and operational ability of Grantor is a substantial and materlal
consideration to Beneficiary in its agreement to make the loan to Grantor evidenced by the Loan Documents.
The sale, assignment, trade, or other transfer or further enc\Ullbrance of the Trust Estate or change in the
entity operating ormanagjng the Trust Estate may significanUy and materially alter and reduce Beneficiary's
security for the indebtedness secured hereby. As an inducement ro Beneficiary to make the loan evidenced
by the Note, and subject to the Partial Release Provisions of Section 4.14 of this Deed of Trust, Grantor
covenants and agrees that Grantor shall not modify the existing plat of record or zoning of the Prope1iy, sell,
contract to sell, dedicate, trftllSfer, further encmnber, restrict the use, assign, convey, grant an option, lease
fol' a term in excess of five (5) years, or in any other manner dispose of the Property, or any part thereof;
substantially modify the plan of development of the Property or any part thereof, hun over the management
or operation of the Tiust Estate. to any person~firm or entity,make a voluntary transfer ofcontrol of the T!llst
Estate, or pennit any of the foregoing to be accomplished involuntarily, by operation of law, or otherwise
(collectively a "Transfex of the Trust Estate 11 ), without Beneficiary's written consent. If at any time Grantor
shall Transfer all of any ptul of the Trust Estate or any interest therein without the prior written consent of
Beneficiary, the indebtedness secured hereby shall, at the option of Beneficiary, become immediately due
and payable. A transfer of more than 25% of the voting control or economic rights in the Granter shall be
considered a Transfer of the Trust Estate for purposes of this Section 4.13. Consent to any one transaction
shnll not be deemed to be consent to any other. Upon a Transfer of the Trust Estate, Beneficiary may charge
Grantor a reasonable fee for processing a request for approval and the rate of interest on the unpaid balance
of the indebtedness may be increased to a current market rate with appropriate adjustment in the monthly
payment so that the loan will amortize on the same schedule as originally contemplated.

4.14. PARUAL RELEASES. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 4.13 of this Deed of
Trnst, Beneficiary will allow sale by the Grantor of individual parcels comprising the real property
encumbered by the Deed of Trust without acceleration of the Note, subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in the Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith.
4.15 l'iO JUNIOR LIEN$. Grantor shall grant no deed of trust, lien or mortgage on the Trost
Estate junior to this Deed of Tmst without Beneficiary's prior written consent which may be given or
withheld by Beneficiary in its sole discretion. Any junior deed of llust, lien or mortgage granted by Grantor
to which Beneficiary gives its consent shall be subordinate to all leases affecting the Trust Estate and subject
to all renewals, extensions modifications or increases of the Note and modifications, releases, changes or
exchanges of this Deed ofTrnst or the Trust Estate withoi1t the consent of snch j'Onior beneficiary, lien holder
or mortgage holder, and without any obligation of Beneficiary or Trustee to give notice of any kind thereo£
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ATTORNEYS'FEE.§.. lbetennsandprovisionsoftheNotewithrespecttoattomeys'fees

and costs shall be equally applicable with respect to this Deed of trust, and Granter agrees to pay all such

anomeys' fees and costs incuned by Beneficiary or Trustee in connection with interpretation or enforcement
of this Deed of Trust or to pi:olect the security of this Deed of Trust. All such attomoys1 fees and costs so
incurred shall be deemed to be secured by this Deed of Trust and collectible out of the Trust Estate in any
manner pennitted by law or by this Deed of Trust.
4.17 TAXATION ON l.IEN OR DEBT. ln the event of the passage niter the date of this Deed
of Trust of any Federal, State or local law, deducting froin the value of real pxoperty for the purposes of
taxation any lien thereon or changing in any way the Jaws for tho taxation of the mortgages or debts secured
by mortgage for Federal, State or local purposes or the mmner of the collection of llll)' such taxes, or
imposing a tax, either directly or indirectly, on this Deed of Trust or the Note, the holder of this Deed of
Trust and of the debt which it secures shall h11ve the right to declare the princjpal sum and interest d\le on
a date to be specified by not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to be given to the Grantor by the
Beneficiary; provided, however, that such election shall be lneffecUve if(a) tho Grantor is permitted by law
to pay the whole of such tax in addition to all other payments required hereunder, (b) such payment js not
\ISUrious, and (c) if the Otantor,prior to such specified date, paya any such tax when due and agrees to pay
such taxes then or thereafter h:ivied or assessed against lhe premises.

4.18 OFli'SEll, No offset or claim that Orantor now or may in the :tutu.re have against
Beneficiary shall relieve Grantor from duly and timely paying instaUments or performing any other
obligation heJcin or secured Jic.rcby.
·
4.19 BUSINESS LQ~. The debt secured hereby ia acknowledged to have been undertaken·as
a business loan for business purposes iUld is in no respect a consumer loan or debt.
4.20 COUNTERPARTS. This document may be executed in counte1parts and shall have the
same force and offcct as if all signing parties executed one document.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this Deed ofTrust as ofthe day and year first above
written.
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GRANTOR:

Galiano, LLC (,/
By: Edward J. Mason
ITS: Manager

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

On this f',"it.- day of0 ~ Notary Public, personally appeared Edward J. Mason,
known or identified t.o me to be an authorized Manager of Galiano, LLC, an ldaho Limited Liability
Company, and the pcrso.tt who executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of said company, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same for ao.d on behalf of said Limited Liability Company.

Residing a.t
Commission Expkes:

{.p.....Jry

(l;;f pi-i-,-=--+--------

EX.HmlT"A"
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Order No.: 5000634118DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT'A'
EXJ-lmIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the S011tb Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Rnnge I West, Boise Meridiau,Ada County, Idaho, rnore
p11rtkulnrly described as follows:
COMMENCING at n Brass Cap mnrkiug the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence nlong the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quattcr of Section 14, which
is also tbe Cente1·1iue of Ten Mile .Roa cl
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
SO\tth 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17'' West) 7S.OO feet from an iron pin
marking th_e__Nort~~V.~ ~rner__of the S9uth__Half of the Northw~tQnarter.of.sa.id .
SectJoo 14, also said point beiug the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence aloug a line- that
is 75.00 feet South of and parnllel to the Northerly boundnry of the S0,1th Half of the
Northwest Quiu:ter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09'' Enst (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an iron pill; thence
leaving $aid parallel line
South 01"04'12" West (Record South 01°04'2S" West}592.05 feet to a point n111rked by
nn fron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West (Record North 89°45'20'' West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by

an iron pini thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25° West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
Enst-Wcst Cente1· of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by nn iron pin; thence
aJong rhe East-West Center of Section lhlC of said Section 14
Sooth 89°56 128~' West (Recol"d South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to II point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following

courses and distances:

North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33"23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
tlirvatnre; thence alon& a curve to the l'ight whose nldius is 75.00 feet, whose length i!
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
No11h 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01 n West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
Nol1h 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'5S" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
No11h 03°53'4r' East (Record North 03°53'54" Eil-St) 122.30 feet to a lJOint of
curvn.ture; then~e along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose Jengtli is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
Nortb 26°19'06" West (Rccorcl North 26°l8'S3" West) 75.48 feet to A point; thence
Nortl1 56°31 '53" West (R.ecorcl North 56°31'40'1 West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06'' West (Recorcl No11h 67°l4'53" West) 96.l.1 feet ton. point; thence
North 65°30'58,, West {Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
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North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48,, West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvntnre; thence along a curve to the left whose radilts in 120.00 foet, whose length is
89,28 feet, whose central angle is 4Z0 37'50" and whose long cl1ord bears
North 80"58 143'' West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09'' West (Record South 77°42'22» West) 99.73 feet to a point; thcuce
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet ton point; tllence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South (W:'36 1 22" West) 40.90 feet to a polut; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (lfocoi-d South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 foet to a poiut; thence
South 89°53'50'' West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 feet to a point on tl1e We.st
Une of said section l4i thence along the West line of snid Section 14
North 00°00'04)) East (Record North 00"'00 11711 East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
A parcel of hmd being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North~ Range 1 West. Boise Meridian, Ada Count)\ f rlaho, being more
ptlrticuhtrly

described as folJows:
Cominencing nt a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Sectiou 14; the1.1ce
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of snid Section-I 4, which- is also the
centerline of
Ten MUe Road,
S0t1th 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to~ point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest cornel· of the
Soutb
Half of tb.e Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
Sonth 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along tbe Westedy boundary of the Nc.rthwest
Qnarter of
sitid Section 14; thence
Noi-th 89°53 '50 1' East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral: thence the
following
conrses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41 )44" East 37.75 feeti
North 64°36 109 11 East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" East 78,87 feet;
North 77°42'09,, East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent cune deflecting to the right
witll a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50'', a chord bearing of
Soutb 80°58 156'' East, and a long cbord distallce of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'0t>' East 303.91 feet;
South 61(>53 114'' East S8.79 feet;
South 65°30'58 11 East 151.58 feeti
South 67°25'06n East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31 '53" East 57.6.9 feet; thc11ce lea-ving the centerline of the Teed Laterltl,
North 88°50'26° East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGlNNJNGi thence
North 27"'28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44'' East 72.83 feet; thence 7,91 feet a.long a non-tangent cllrve deflecting
to the
riaht with a radilts of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06'', n cbord bearing of
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South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°02'16', East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-fRl1gent curve deflecting
to the

right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a centnl angle of 22"40'06,,, a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20" East and a long chord cUstftocc of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02•16» East 9.20 feet; thence

South 17°02'4T' West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82 feet 11.Jong a tRngcnt curve deflecting to
the light
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angJe of 22°05'03", A chord bearing of
So\lth 06"00'15'' West a11d n long cltord distance of 51.46 feet; thence
South 88°50,26" West 147.42 feet to the 'POINT OF BEGINNING.
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EXJUBIT"B"

Permitted Exceptions
Special Exception Item Nos. C~l through C-13, as the same appear on Schedule B, Patt 2 of the Title
Commitment, issued by Alliance Title & Escrow Coi-p., as Order No. 5000634 l l 8DBD, and, a deed of trust
in favor ofRBC Builder Finance securing a note in the principal sum of $3,413,300.00.
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MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT
TIIlS MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made effective upon
execution, by and among Eagle Equity Fund, L.LC., an Idaho limited liability company
("Lender"), and Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Borrower").

RECITALS:
A.

Borrower owns and/or will acquire certain parcels of real property located in Ada County,
Idaho, real property upon which Borrower intends to develop as a residential and
commercial subdivision, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision; and

B.

Borrower has applied to Lender for a loan to finance (i) Borrower's acquisition of portions
of said real property, and (ii) the construction of related improvements on the said real
property; and

C.

Borrower has or will obtain financing from a third party lender, the proceeds of which will
also be utilized by Borrower to acquire portions of the real property and construct related
improvements thereon; and

D.

Lender is willing to provide such loan,-all upon the terms and subject to the conditions set
forth in this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:

1.

Definitions and Miscellaneous Provisions.

1,1
Defined Terms. As used in this Agreement, the following
capitalized terms shall have the meanings defined below. Terms defined in the singular shall
have the same meaning when used in the plural and vice versa. Certain other capitalized terms
used only in specific sections of this Agreement are defined in such sections.
"Borrower" means, Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
"Closing Date" means the day on which the Deed of Trost is recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho.
"Commitment" means that certain Commitment for title insurance dated
September 22, 2006, issued by Title Company under Order No. 5000634118DBD.
· "Completion Date" means June 30, 2007, ·or such other date that Lender
and Borrower may set by mutual written agreement for the a>mpletion of the Project.

"Cost Projection" means the budget for construction of the Project
attached as Exhibit No. I hereto.

Exh.No.
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"Deed Of Trust" means the Deed Of Trust and Security Agreement of
even date, describing the Real Property, which was executed, acknowledged, and delivered by
Borrower to secure Borrower's obligations under the Loan Documents.
"Development Loan" means, with the loan obtained by Borrower from
RBC for the purposes of acquiring the Real Property and completing construction of all
improvements comprising the Project, including, but not limited to, all grading, paving,
roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, utility services, and common areas, to the extent necessary to
enable the purchaser of each Lot therein to obtain a building permit for the construction of a
residential on such Lot.

"Engineer" means, individually or collectively, ac; appropriate, such
engineer(s) selected by Borrower to perform design and/or engineering services with respect to
the Project.
"Event(s) of Default" has the meaning given to such term in Section 10.1
hereof.

"Governmental Authority" means the United States of America, the State
of Idaho, the County of Ada, the City of Kuna, and any political subdivision, agency, department,
commission, district, board, bureau or instnnnentality of any of the foregoing, which now or
hereafter has jurisdiction over Borrower or all or any portion of the Real Property, including but
riot limited to the construction or use of all or any portion of the Project
"Idaho Power Rebates" means all rebates, refunds, reimbursements, and
rights to receive payments of any nature from Idaho Power Company as a result of Borrower's
installation of electrical service lines and related equipment to the Project, and subsequent sale of
Lots therein.
"Legal Requirements" means all laws, ordinances, rules, regulations,
building restrictions, recorded covenants and restrictions, and any other requirements of all
Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over_ the Project.
"Lender" means Eagle Equity Fund, L.L.C., an Idaho limited liability
company, and its successors and assigns.
"Loan" means the loan provided by Lender to Borrower by, and subjecrto
the terms and conditions of, this Agreement.
"Loan Documents" means this Agreement, the Deed of Trust and Security
Agreement, the Note, the Security Documents, and all other documents or instnunents
evidencing, securing, guaranteeing or otherwise pertaining to the Loan, all as may hereafter be
amended, supplemented or modified from time to time.
"Lot(s)" means, a tract that has been or will be developed for the
subsequent construction thereon of a single family residence.
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"Maturity Date" means December 31, 2008, or such other date as Lender
and Borrower may agree upon in writing from time to time.
"Note" has the meaning given to such term in Section 2.2.
"Obligations" means all indebtedness, liabilities, covenants, duties, and
obligations of Borrower now or hereafter existing under any other Loan Docmnent.
"Permits" means all permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations
and other rights granted by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to
the Real Property and Project.
"Permitted Liens" means (i) real estate taxes and assessments not yet due
and payable and possible supplemental assessments for improvements constructed on the Real
Property; (ii) exceptions to title that are approved by Lender and do not adversely affect the value
of the Real Property, the marketability of title to the Real Properly, or the use to which the Real
Property is intended to be put, and (iii) prior encumbrances set forth in the Title Insurance Policy
that are approved by Lender.
"Person" means any natural person, any unincorporated association, any
corporation, any partnership, any joint venture, any limited liability company, any trust, any other
legal entity, or any Governmental Authority.
~Plans" m·eans the construction plans, working drawings, and
specifications for the Project, as may, from time to time, be approved by the Governmental
Authority, as prepared by Engineer, including, but not limited to any other surveys, engineering,
designs, and/or plan. Borrower represents and warrants that the Plans, when completed and prior
to use in constructing the Project, will comply with all applicable Legal Requirements.
"Project" means the scope of development work generally described in the
Cost Projection to be performed on or with respect to the Real Property (including, without
limitation, all grading, paving, roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, utility services, and common
area· improvements, to the extent necessary to enable the purchaser of each Lot therein to obtain a
building permit for the construction of a structure on such Lot, all of which work and construction
shall be oompleted by or on behalf of Borrower in accordance with the Plans.
"Property" means all property (whether real, personal or mixed) serving
as collateral for the Loan at any given time, including, but not limited to the Real Property.

"RBC Loan" means the loan, in the sum of Three Million Two Hundred
Thousand and No/100 Dollars ($3,413,300.00), to be acquired by Borrower from RBC Builder
Finance, for the purposes of (i) acquiring the Real Property ~d (ii) construction of the Project.
''Real Property" means all real property serving as collateral for the Loan
at any given time, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Borrower, more particularly
described in the Commitment.
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"Security Documents" means the Deed of Trust and Security Agreement,
UCC-1 Financing Statement(s1 and any or all writings now or hereafter executed to create,
evidence and/or perfect any lien or encumbrance of any kind to secure the Obligations or any
portion thereof.
"Title Company" means Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation.
"Title Insurance Policy" means a title insurance policy in the fonn of an
American Land Title Association Loan Policy-1992 extended coverage (without revision,
modification or amendment) issued by the Title Company in the amount of the Loan, in form and
substance satisfactory to Lender and containing such endorsements as Lender may require (m
form and substance satisfactory to Lender).

1.2
Accounting Terms. All accounting terms not specifically defined
in this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with GAAP consistent with those applied in
the preparation of the financial statements referred to in Section 9, and all financial data
submitted pursuant to this Agreement shall be prepared in accordance with GAAP.
2.

Basic Terms.

2.1
Agreement to Borrow and Lend. Subject to terms and conditions
set forth in this Agreement and the Loan Documents, Lender shall advance to or for the benefit of
Borrower, and Borrower shall borrow from Lender, the sum of Seven Hundred Twenty Five
Thousand Five Hundred and No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00). It is specifically understood and
agreed that the Loan is not a revolving line of credit, and no payments or credits by Borrower
shall increase the maximum amount of advances available from the Loan.
2.2
Note. The Loan shall be evidenced by a promissory note of the
Borrower in the stated principal amount of the maximum amount of the Loan executed by
Borrower, in form satisfactory to Lender, (the "Note"). The Loan shall bear interest at the rate of
twenty five percent (25%) per annum. The Loan shall be due and payable in full on or before the
Maturity Date, and shall include a minimum interest obligation equal to ninety days interest
calculated at the above-state rate upon all amount disbursed to Borrower. Subject to the
minimum interest obligation, Borrower may prepay ,all or any portion of the loan balance without
penalty.
2.3
Collateral Security For Loan. As collateral security for the full
and faithful performance of each and every term, covenant, obligation and provision of the Loan
Documents, Borrower shall covey to Lender the following collateral: (i) a Deed of Trust upon the
Real Property, (the relative priority of which is hereinafter defined), (ii) all goods, machinery,
tools, insurance proceeds, and building materials and supplies, (iii) the Plans, (iv) Permits, (v) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to the utility companies by
Borrower with respect to the Real Property, including, but not limited to the Idaho Power
Rebates, (vi) all insurance deposits, and (vii) all insurance proceeds.
Security Documents. Borrower, or its successors and assigns,
2.5
shall execute and deliver to Lender (or, where appropriate, shall cause to be executed and
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accepted and delivered to Lender and/or to be filed, recorded and/or accepted by third parties)
such security documents as Lender shall, in its sole and absolute discretion, determine from time
to time are necessary to create, further define and perfect appropriate security interests or other
liens on or in all of the Property and assure collection and payment of the proceeds thereof.

2.6

Application Of Proceeds Of Certain Collateral Security. All

Idaho Power Rebates shall be applied to the Loan.
2.7
Guarantors. The full and faithful performance of each of
Borrower's obligation under the Loan Docmnents shall be individually guarantee by the
following, each of whom shall execute and deliver an Unconditional Guaranty, in form and
substance satisfactory to Lender, to wit: Edward J. Mason, Steven Schrader, and Ted Mason
Signature Homes, Inc.

3.

Conditions Precedent.

3.1
Conditions to Making Loan and Advances. The obligation of
Lender to make the Loan, and each and every advance under the Loan, is expressly subject to
completion of the following conditions precedent to the satisfaction of Lender:
3.1.1 Borrower shall have executed and delivered (or caused to be
executed and delivered) to Lender, in form satisfactory to Lender this Agreement, the Loan
Documents, including this Master Credit Agreement, and such other documents, agreements and
· instruments that Lender may require of Borrower from time to time in Lender's sole and absolute
discretion.
3.1.2 Borrower, at its expense, shall have obtained and delivered
to Lender, in form and content acceptable to Lender and subject to approval in writing by Lender,
the following items:
3.1.2.1
A copy of (i) all action taken by Borrower
authorizing its respective execution and delivery of the Loan Documents and the performance of
its agreements thereunder, and (ii) such other documents as Lender may require relating to the
existence and good standing of Borrower and the authority of any person executing documents on
behalf thereof.
3.1.2.2
A copy of (i) all action taken by Borrower's
member entities, if any, authorizing the actions of Borrower, and (ii) such other documents as
Lender may require relating to the existence and good standing of each member entity and the
authority of any person executing documents on behalf thereof, all certified by a duly authorized
agent to be true and correct.
3.1.2 The Title Company is irrevocably and unconditionally
committed to issue one or more policies of Title Insurance to Lender, insuring the Deed of Trust
on the Real Property with such priority as herein defined, with. such endorsements as Lender may
require, and with no exceptions, conditions or exclusions other than the Permitted Liens.
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3.1.3 No work of any kind shall have been perfonned on the Real
Property, no equipment or material shall have been delivered to the Real Property for any
purpose, and no performance under any contract for the supply of labor, materials or services for
the construction of the Project or other work on the Real Property shall have commenced prior to
the recording of the Deed of Trust, or if work has commenced or equipment or materials have
been delivered, the legal effect of possible mechanics', materialmen's, or other statutory liens has
been negated by title insurance or surety bonds satisfactory to Lender.

3.1.4 Evidence whether the Real Property, or any part thereof, lies
within a ~special flood hazard area" as designated on maps prepared by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
3.1.5 All representations and warranties by Borrower shall remain
true and correct, and all agreements that Borrower is to have performed or complied with by the
Closing Date shall have been performed or complied with, as of the Closing Date.
3.1.6 No Event of Default exists and no event has occurred or
condition exists that, after notice or lapse of time or both. would constitute an Event of Default
3.1.7 Lender receives evidence that RBC has, or is irrevocably
committed to making and funding the RBC Loan.

3.2
Loan Funding. If all of the conditions precedent descnbed above
shall have been satisfied and upon reconling of the Deed of Trust and any other Security
Documents required by Lender, I.ender shall direct Title Company to disburse on the Closing
Date, the sum of Eight Hundred Thousand and No/100 Dollars.
4.

Additional Deposits and Construction of Project.

4.1
Additional Deposits. If, during the course of development,
. construction, and marketing of the Project, Lender should determine, in lender's sole discretion
acting in good faith, that the unpaid costs of construction, development, planning, zoning, and
marketing of the Project, including accruing interest. together with all related expenses required
for the timely completion of such Project, will be greater than the sum of the Loan and the RBC
Loan, or will become due and payable prior to the time at which funds will become available
under the RBC Loan, Borrower will, within five (5) business days after receipt of written demand
from Lender, deposit with Lender such additional amounts as Lender requires in order to assure
that Lender may at all times have in its possession (or may reasonably anticipate having in its
possession) sufficient funds to pay the total estimated unpaid costs of such construction,
develoPJllCllt, planning, zoning, leasing and marketing, interest and all related costs and expenses
of the project. Lender's good faith estimate of such required deposits shall be binding on
Borrower. All such deposits shall be held by Lender in a non-interest-bearing account, and shall
be, so long as no Event of Default exists, and no event has occurred. or condition exists that, with
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of Default, disbursed by Lender
for the immediately succeeding costs and expenses of the project, until such deposits are

exhausted.
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4.2
Revisions of Cost Projection. Borrower may, from time to time,
submit to Lender for its written approval proposed revisions of the Cost Projection. Lender shall
be entitled to give or withhold its approval of any such revisions in its sole and absolute
discretion. Without limiting the generality of Lender's rights under the preceding sentence,
Lender may withhold its approval if, in Lenders's opinion, Borrower has insufficient funds
available to complete the Project. As a condition of Lender's approval, Lender may require
Borrower to make an additional deposit in accordance with Section 4.1 hereo[ Any revised Cost
Projection that is approved in writing by Lender shall thereafter constitute the Cost Projection, as
appropriate, for purposes of this Agreement, until subsequently revised.
4.3
Plan Revisions and Change Orders. All changes in and revisions
of the Plans other than minor changes involving no extra cost or extension of time for completion
of the Project, must be in writing and signed by Borrower and Engineer, and complete copies
thereof shall be delivered to Lender as soon as practicable after execution. Borrower shall not
permit the performance of any work pursuant to any change order that will result in an increase or
decrease in the price of construction of the Project in excess of$10,000 per change, or $50,000 in
the aggregate, unless Borrower shall have received the prior approval of Lender. Each of the
foregoing computations will be made without considering any cost savings in such change order.
Borrower will not direct or permit the performance of any work pursuant to any change order, or
enter into any change order that would result in an ex.tension of time for completion of the Project
in excess of an aggregate of 15 days, without (i) Lender's prior written approval, and (ii) the
written consent to any extension from all persons who would be entitled to enforce any penalty or
to collect any liquidated or other damages from Borrower as a result of the failure to complete the
Project by any date prior to the extended date for completion. If any permits or authorizations are
necessitated by any Legal Requirements or required by any Governmental Authorities having
jurisdiction over any work described in such change order, Borrower shall obtain all such pennits
and authorizations prior to directing or permitting any such work. Borrower will submit true and
correct copies of all change orders to Lender within five (5) days after Borrower's execution of
the same, regardless of the nature or size of the change(s) set forth therein or whether Lender's
prior approval is required under this Section 4.3. Lender shall have a reasonable time to evaluate
any request for its approval of any changes referred to in this Section 43, and shall not be
required to consider approval of any changes unless all other approvals that are required from
other parties have been obtained. Lender may approve or disapprove changes in its sole
discretion. If Lender believes in good faith that any change may increase the total costs of
completing the Project, Lender may require Borrower to deposit additional funds with Lender in
accordance with Section 4.1. hereof as a condition to giving its approval. All contracts and
subcontracts relating to the construction of the Project must contain provisions satisfactory to
Lender implementing the provisions of this Section 4.3

4.4. Construction of Project.
Borrower shall cause the construction
of the Project to be implemented with diligence and continuity and in substantial accordance with
the Plans. The Project shall be substantially completed on or before the Completion Date,
provided; however, that the time within which the Project shall be completed may be extended for
the time of any delays beyond the control of Borrowers, except the obligation of the Borrowers to
make an additional deposit in accordance with Section 4.1 hereof. As used herein, the phrase
"substantially complete" shall mean the date upon which the Governmental Authority bas given
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final approval to all improvements, and building permits are available for the construction .of
structures on individual Lots within the Project.

5.
Priority of Deed of Trust and Other Security Interests. Upon recording
of the Security Documents, Lender's Deed of Trust shall only be subordinate to the Permitted
Liens.
6.

RBCLoan.

6.1.
Subordination. Subject to all of the conditions precedent set forth
in Section 3 hereof, and those contained in Section 6.2 hereof, I.ender shall, upon written requ~t
of RBC, execute and deliver to Title Company, a Subordination Agreement, acknowledging the
priority of the deed of trust securing the RBC Loan over1he Deed of Trust.

6.2
Condition Precedent To Lender's Obligation To Subordinate.
The RBC Loan, (except as to the amount thereof), shall be made upon terms and conditions
materially identical to those contained in the Term Sheet dated September 25, 2006.
7.

Partial Releases.

7.1
Lots. At any time prior to the Maturity Date of the Loan, Lender
shall, at Borrower's request, execute a partial release that releases I.ender's lien agai.nst one or
more Lots; provide~ however, that prior to or simultaneously with each such partial release all of
the following conditions shall be satisfied:
7.1.1 There shall exist no Default as defined in this Agreement or
any of the other Loan Documents or any event, omission or failure of condition that would
constitute a Default after notice or lapse of time, or both.
7.1.2 Lender shall have received any and all sums then due and
owing under the Loan Documents together with all escrow, closing and recording costs, the costs
of preparing and delivering such partial release and the cost of any title insurance endorsements
required by Lender.
7.1.3

Lender shall have received evidence satisfactory to Lender

that: (a) each Lot to be released is a legal parcel lawfully created in compliance with all
subdivision laws and ordinances and, at Borrowers sole cost, Lender shall have received any title
insurance endorsements to that effect requested by Lender; and (b) the portion of the Real
Property that shall remain encumbered by the Deed of Trust does not and will not rely upon the
released Lot for any utilities, easements, public and/or private streets, covenants, conditions and
restrictions as may be necessary, in Lender's sole opinion, for the anticipated development and
improvement thereof.
7.1.4 Lender shall .have received ·evidence satisfactory to Lender
that any tax, bond or assessment that constitutes a lien against the Real Property has been
properly allocated between the portion of the Real Property to be released and the portion of the
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Real Property that shall remain encumbered by the Deed of Trust. Neither the acceptance of any
payment or request for any partial release by Lender shall affect Borrowers obligation to repay
all amounts owing under the Loan Documents or under the lien of the Deed of Trust on the
remainder of the Real Property that is not released.

7.1.5 For each Lot to be released, Lender shall have received a
release payment of the Release Fee, calculated in accordance with Section 7.1.6 below, to be
applied as a reduction of the outstanding principal and interest balance of the Loan, together with
such pre-payment fee as may be applicable thereto.

7.1.6 Release Fee Schedule. The ·Release Price for each Lot
comprising the Project shall be as follows:

7.1.6.1. Until such time as the RBC Loan bas been paid in
full, the entire net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be released shall be paid to RBC.

7.1.6.2. Following retirement of the RBC Loan, an amount
equal to 81 % of the net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be released, but not less than $90,000.00,
·
shall be paid to Lender.
7.2
Right of Ways. In order to accommodate the recording of a
plat for the Project, Lender shall, without further consideration, release the right of ways to be
dedicated to the public from the Deed of Trust. Such release shall be delivered to Borrower upon
final approval of the respective plat by all Governmental Authority.

7.3
Release of Security Interest In Materials And Supplies.
Lender's security interest in construction materials and supplies, shall be deemed released,
without :further action of Lender, upon incorporation of the same into the Project.
8.

Representations and Warranties

Borrower represents and warrants to Lender as follows:

8.1
Status of Borrower. Borrower is a limited liability company duly
organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and is in good standing and
qualified to transact business under the laws of the State of Idaho. Borrower has full power and
authority to own its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted.
8.2

Authority of Borrower; Valld and Binding Obligation.

Borrower has authorized the execution and delivery of the Loan Documents, and the performance
of its agreements thereunder by all necessary action under the Iqaho limited Liability Act. The
execution and delivery of the Loan Documents by Borrower and the performance of its
obligations thereunder will not (i) require any consent or approval of the membeIS, or of entities
or shareholders of any Borrower entity that has not been obtained; (ii) contravene Borrower's
Operating Agreement; (iii) violate any provision of any law, rule, regulation, order, writ,
judgment, injunction, decree, determination, or award presently in effect having applicability to
Borrower; (iv) result in a breach of or constitute a default under any indenture or loan or credit
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agreement or any other agreement, lease, or instnunent to which Borrower is a party or by which
it or its properties may be bound or affected; or (v) cause Borrower to violate any such law, rule,
regulation, order, writ, judgment, injunction, decree, determination, or award or be in default
under any such indenture, agreement, lease, or instrument.

8.3
Valid and Binding Obligation. This Agreement is, and each of
the other Loan Documents when delivered under this Agreement will be, legal, valid, and binding
obligations of the Borrower, enforceable against the Borrower, in accordance with their
respective tenns, except to the extent that such enforcement may be limited by applicable
bankruptcy, insolvency, and other similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.
8.4
Financial Condition. All financial statements, profit and loss
statements, statements as to ownership and other statements or reports previously or hereafter
given to Lender by or on behalf of Borrower are and shall be accurate and complete in all
material respects, and do and shall fairly present the financial condition and results of operations
of such party, as of the date(s) thereof. Borrower bas no material contingent liabilities, liabilities
for taxes, material forward or long-term commitments or unrealized or anticipated losses from
any unfavorable commitments not reflected in those financial statements. No material adverse
change has occurred in the business, properties or condition (financial or otherwise) of such party
since the date of the latest financial statements given to Lender.
8.5
Licenses, Permits and Approvals. Borrower has obtained, and
will maintain, in full force and effect, or will obtain prior to construction of the Project, all
licenses, pennits, consents, approvals and authorizations necessary or appropriate for the
construction, operation and contemplated use of the Project.

8.6
Utilities. All utility services and facilities necessary for the
construction, sale, and occupancy of the Real Property and the operation thereof for its intended
purpose are either available at the boundaries of the Real Property, or, if not, all necessary steps
have been taken by Borrower and the local authority or public utility company which provides
such services to assure the complete installation and availability thereof when needed for
construction, sale, occupancy and opemtion of the Real Property.
8.7
Properties. Except as contemplated by this Agreement or as
previously disclosed in Borrower's financial statements or in writing to Lender and as accepted
by Lender, and except for property tax liens for taxes not presently due and payable, Borrower
owns and has good title to all of Borrower's properties (including the Property) free and clear of
all liens, security interests, or other encwnbrances, other than Permitted Liens and has not
executed any security documents or financing statements relating to such properties except
Permitted Liens.
8.8
Hazardous Substances.
Except as disclosed to and
acknowledged by Lender in writing, Borrower represents and warrants that: (1) During the
period of Borrower's ownership an/or use and occupancy of the Real Property, there has
been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened
release of any Hazardous Substance by any person on, under, about or from any of the
Collateral. (2) Borrower has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there bas been
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(a) any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws; (b) any use, generation,
manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous
Substance on, under, about or from the Real Property by any prior owners or occupants of
any of the Real Property; or (c) any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any kind by
any person relating to such matters. (3) Neither Borrower nor any tenant, contractor, agent
or other authorized user of any of the Real Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store,
treat, dispose of or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from any of the
Real Property; and any such activity shall be conducted in compliance with all applicable
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances, including without limitation all
Environmental Laws. Borrower authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Real
Property to make such inspections and tests as Lender may deem appropriate to determine
compliance of the Real Property with this Section of the Agreement. Any inspections or
tests made by Lender shall be at Borrower's expense and for Lender's purposes only and
shall not be construed to create any responsibility or liability on the part of Lender to
Borrower or to any other person. The representations and warranties contained herein are
based on Borrower's due diligence in investigating the Real Property for hazardous waste
and Hazardous Substances. Borrower hereby (1) releases and waives any future claims
against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the event Borrower becomes liable for
cleanup or other costs under any such laws, and (2) agrees to indemnify and hold
harmless Lender against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and
expenses that Lender may directly or indirectly sustain or suffer resulting from a breach of
this Section of the Agreement or as a consequence of any use, generation, manufacture,
storage, disposal, release or threatened release of a hazardous waste or substance on the
Real Property. The provisions of this Section of the Agreement, including the obligation
to indemnify, shall survive the payment of the Indebtedness and the termination,
expiration or satisfaction of this Agreement and shall not be affected by Lender's
acquisition of any interest in any of the Real Property, whether by foreclosure or
otherwise. The words "Environmental Laws" mean any and all state, federal and local
statutes, regulations and ordinances relating to the protection of human health or the
environment, including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq.
("CERCLA"), the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No.
99.499 ("SARA"), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801,
et seq., the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or
other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or regulations adopted pursuant thereto. The
words ..Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity,
concentration or physical, chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a
present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly used,
treated, stored, disposed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled.
The words "Hazardous Substances" are used in their very broadest sense and include
without limitation any and all hazardous or toxic substances, materials or waste as defined
by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "Hazardous Substances" also
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includes, without limitation, petroleum and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof
and asbestos.
8.9
Litigation and Claims.
No litigation; claim. investigation,
administrative proceeding or similar action (including those for unpaid taxes) against Borrower is
pending or threatened, and no other event has occurred that may materially adversely affect
Borrower's financial condition or properties, other than litigation, claims, or other events, if any,
that have been disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing.

8.10 Taxes. To the b~ of Borrower's knowledge, all of Borrower's tax
returns and reports that are or were required to be filed, have been filed or properly extended, and
all taxes, assessments and other governmental charges have been paid in full, except those
presently being or to be contested by Borrower in good faith in the ordinary course of business
and for which adequate reserves have been provided.
8.11 Lien Priority. Unless otherwise previously disclosed to Lender in
writing, Borrower has not entered into or granted any Security Agreements, or permitted the
filing or attachment of any Security Interests on or affecting any of the Property directly or
indirectly securing repayment of Borrower's Loan and Note, that would be prior or that may in
any way be superior to Lender's Secwity Interests and rights in and to such Property.
8.12 Commercial Purposes. Borrower intends to use the Loan proceeds
solely for business or commercially related purposes.
8.13 Investment Company Act. Borrower is not an "investment
company" or a company "controlled" by an "investment company", within the meaning of the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended.

8.14 Public Utility Holding Company Act. Borrower is not a "holding
company", or a "subsidiary company'' of a ..holding company'', or an "affiliate.. of a "holding
company'' or of a "subsidiary company'' of a "holding company", within the meaning of the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, as amended.
8.15 Information. All information previously furnished or that is now
being furnished by Borrower to Lender for the purposes of or in connection with this Agreement
or any transaction contemplated by this Agreement is, and all information furnished by or on
behalf of Borrower to Lender in the future will be, true and accurate in every material respect on
the date as of which such information is dated or certified; and no such information is or will be
incomplete by omitting to state any material fact the omission of which would cause the
information to be mis leading.
8.16 Claims and Defenses. There are no defenses or counterclaims,
offsets or other adverse claims, demands or actions of any kind, personal or otherwise, that
B.9rrower, or any Grantor, could assert with respect to the Note, Loan, this Agreement, the Deed
of Trust, or any other Loan Document.
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8.17 Access to Property. All roads, streets, traffic tum lanes. and
access ways necessary for the full utilization of the Real Property for its intended purpose have
either been completed or the necessary rights of way have either been acquired by the appropriate
Governmental Authority or have been dedicated to public use and accepted by the appropriate
Governmental Authority, and all necessary steps have been taken or will be taken by Borrower
and the appropriate Governmental Authority to assure the complete construction and installation
thereof by the time needed for construction and/or occupancy and operation of the Real Property.
8.18 Non-Foreign Status. Borrower is not a "foreign corporation,"
"foreign partnership," "foreign trust," or "foreign estate," as those terms are defined in the
Internal Revenue Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
8.19 Adequacy of Loan. The aggregate amount of the proceeds of the
Loan, together with the equity funds of the Borrower in the amount set forth in the Cost
Projection, is sufficient to pay all costs of the Project in accordance with the Plans given the
anticipated sales activity with respect to the Lots.

9.

Covenants.

So long as any Obligation is outstanding or Borrower bas any obligation under any
Loan Document, Borrower, upon request of Lender, shall comply with the following provisions:

9.1
Financial Information.
furnished to Lender the following:

Borrower shall furnish or cause to be

9.1.1 Within 45 days following the end of each calendar quarter,
the following compiled financial statements reflecting the financial condition of Borrower at the
end of each accounting period and the results of its operations for such accounting period: (i) a
balance sheet; (ii) a profit and loss statement; and (iii) a cash flow statement. The foregoing
statements shall: (a) include a statement of amounts due to or from any persons affiliated with
Borrower; (b) reflect all contingent liabilities of Borrower; and (c) be certified by Borrower (or a
responsible financial representative thereof acceptable to Lender); that certification shall also
state that, to the best of his/her knowledge, no Event of Default exists, or event bas occurred or
condition exists that, with notice or the passage of time, or both,· would constitute an Event of
Default, or shall specify the nature and period of the existence of any Event of Default or event or
condition and the action Borrower has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto.

9.1.2 Within (i) 45 days following the end of each calendar
quarter, and (ii) 90 days following the end of each fiscal year of Borrower, ~e following
compiled financial statements reflecting the financial condition· of Borrower at the end of each
accounting period and the results of its operations for such accounting period: (i) a balance sheet;
(ii) a profit and loss statement; and (iii) a cash flow statement The foregoing statements shall:
(a) include a statement of amounts due to or from any persons affiliated with Borrower; (b) reflect
all contingent liabilities of Borrower; and (c) be certified by Borrower (or a responsible financial
representative thereof acceptable to Lender); that certification shall also state that, to the best of
his/her knowledge, no Event of Default exists, or event has occun-ed or condition exists that, with
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of Default, or shall specify the
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nature and period of the existence of any Event of Default or event or condition and the action
Borrower has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto.

9.1.3 Within fifteen (15) days after filing, copies of the timely
filed (as properly extended, if applicable) federal income tax returns (together with all schedules
and amended returns relating thereto) of Borrower and requests for extensions with respect
thereto.
9.1.4 All financial reports which Borrower is required to furnish
Lender pursuant to this Section 9 .1 and 9.2 shall be prepared by a Certified Public Accountant
9.1.5 Upon Lender's request, such other information regarding the
financial condition and operation of Borrower as Lender may reasonably request from time to
time. If the foregoing imancial information is not timely provided, Lender may, after ten days
written notice to Borrower, begin to accrue interest on the Loan at the Default Rate without
accelerating the Loan or declaring the Loan in default. If the required financial infonnation is
thereafter provided and no other Event of Default then exists, the interest rate on the Loan will
revert back to the non-Default Rate described in the Note.

9.2
Indemnification of Lender. Borrower shall indemnify and hold
Lender harmless from any and all claims asserted against Lender or the Property by any person,
entity, or governmental body, or arising out of or in connection with the Property or Project.
Lender sbal1 be entitled to appear in any proceedings to defend itself against such claims, and all
costs and expenses attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with such defense shall be
paid by Borrower to Lender. Lender shall, in its sole discretion, be entitled to settle or
compromise any asserted claims against it, and such settlement shall be binding upon Borrower
for purposes of this indemnification. All amounts paid by Lender under this Section shall be
secured by Lender's security agreement or Deed of Trust, if any, on the Property, shall be deemed
an additional principal Advance under the Loan, payable upon demand, and shall bear interest at
the rate applicable to the Loan. The agreements contained in this Section shall survive repayment
of the Loan and the termination of any other portions of this Agreement

9.3
Lender's co·sts. Borrower shall pay (and authorizes Lender to
advance from the proceeds of the Loan): (a) all out-of-pocket costs paid or incurred by Lender in
connection with the Loan, including recording and filing fees, title examination and lien search
fees, title insurance premiums, escrow fees, appraisal and appraisal review fees, survey fees,
release and termination fees, engineering or environmental assessment fees or report review fees
and similar costs; (b) the reasonable fees and expenses of Lender's legal counsel (i) incurred in
connection with preparation of the Loan Documents, and otherwise in connection with the Loan,
(ii) incurred in connection with any work relating to the Loan that Lender refers to legal counsel
after the Closing Date, and (iii) incurred in enforcing any right or remedy of Lender under the
Loan Documents; and (c) the fees and expenses of any architects, engineers, inspectors or other
consultants retained by Lender in connection with administering the Loan and the project to be
developed with the proceeds of the Loan.
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9.4
Further Assignment, Transfer or Encumbrance. Except as
herein specifically provided for the sale and release of individual lots, without the prior written
consent of Lender, Borrower shall not: (a) assign, transfer or convey any of its right, title or
interest in any of the Property; (b) create or suffer to be created any mortgage, pledge, security
interest, encumbrance or other lien on any of the Property; or (c) create or suffer to be created any
mortgage, pledge, security interest, encumbrance or other lien on any other property or assets now
owned or hereafter acquired by Borrower except in consideration of the contemporaneous receipt
by such party of benefits of equal or greater value other than customary utility easements required
in the construction of the Project.
·
9.5
Notices of Claims and Litigation. Borrower shall promptly
inform Lender in writing of (a) all material adverse changes in Borrower's financial condition,
and (b) all existing and all threatened litigation, claims, investigations, administrative proceedings
or similar actions affecting Borrower that could materially affect the financial condition of
Borrower. In addition, Borrower shall provide Lender with written notice of the occurrence of
any Event of Default, the occurrence of any unfunded liability under, or the institution of steps by
Borrower to withdraw from, or the institution of any steps to terminate, any employee benefit
plan as to which Borrower may have aey liability.
9.6
Records. Borrower shall maintain its books and records in
accordance with G..AAP, applied on a consistent basis, and permit Lender to examine and audit
Borrower's books and records at all reasonable times.
9.7
Additional Information. Borrower shall furnish such additional
information and statements, as Lender may reasonably request from time to time.
9.8
Insurance. Borrower shall maintain all-risk insurance, public
liability insurance, flood insurance (if the Real Property or any part thereof is located within a
special flood hazard area as designed on the applicable maps prepared by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development) and such other insurance as Lender may require with respect
to Borrower's properties and operations, in form, amounts, coverages and with insurance
companies acceptable to Lender. The minimum limits of public liability insurance afforded by
any such policy shall be $1,000,000.00. Borrower, upon request of Lender, will deliver to Lender
from time to time the policies or certificates of insurance in form satisfactory to Lender, including
stipulations that coverages will not be canceled or diminished without at least thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Lender. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing
that coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default
of Borrower or any other person. In connection with all policies covering assets in which Lender
holds or is offered a security interest for the Loans, Borrower will provide Lendfl" with such
lender's loss payable or other endorsements as Lender may require. Within two weeks after the
date of this Agreement, Borrower shall deliver to Lender evidence of the insurance required by
this Agreement and any other Loan Document.
9.9
Insurance Reports. Borrower shall furnish to Lender, upon
request of Lender, reports on each existing insurance policy showing such infonnation as Lender
may reasonably request, including without limitation the following: (a) the name of the insurer;
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(b) the risks insured; (c) the amount of the policy; (d) the properties insured; ( e) the then current
property values on the basis of which insurance has been obtained, and the manner of determining
those values; and ( f) the expiration date ofthe policy.

9.10 Use Of Loan Proceeds. Borrower shall use all Loan proceeds
solely to complete the Project. The Borrower shall not, directly or indirectly, use any part of such
proceeds for the purpose of purchasing or carrying any margin stock within the meaning of
Regulation U of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or to extend credit to any
person for the purpose of purchasing or carrying any such margin stock, or for any purpose that
violates, or is inconsistent with, Regulation X of such Board of Governors.
9.11 Taxes, Charges and Liens. Borrower shall pay and discharge
when due all of its indebtedness and obligations, including without limitation all assessments,
tax.es, governmental charges, levies and liens, of every kind and nature, imposed upon Borrower
or its properties, income, or profits, prior to the date on which penalties would attach, and all
lawful claims that, if unpaid, might become a lien or charge upon any of Borrower's properties,
income, or profits. Borrower may contest any such obligations in good faith in the ordinary
course of business as long as Borrower has provided adequate reserves for such obligation to the
reasonable satisfaction of Lender.
9.12 Performance. Borrower shall perform and comply, in a timely
manner, with all terms, conditions, and provisions set forth in this Agreement, in the Related
Documents, and in all other instruments and agreements between Borrower and Lender, and in all
other loan agreements now or in the future existing between Borrower and any other party.
Borrower shall notify Lender immediately in writing of any default in connection with any
agreement.
9.13 Operations. Borrower shall maintain executive and management
personnel with substantially the same qualifications and experience as the present executive and
management personnel; provide written notice to Lender of any change in executive and
management personnel; conduct its business affairs in a reasonable and prudent manner.
9.14 Environmental Studies. Borrower shall promptly conduct and
complete, at Borrower's expense, all such investigations, studies, samplings and testings as may
be requested by Lender or any Governmental Authority relative to any substance, or any waste or
by-product of any substance defined as toxic or a hazardous substance under applicable federal,
state, or local law, rule, regulation, order or directive, at or affecting any property or any facility
owned, leased or used by Borrower.
9.15 Compliance with Governmental Requirements. Borrower shall
comply with all laws, ordinances, and regulations, now or hereafter in effect, of all governmental
authorities applicable to the conduct of Borrower's properties, businesses and operations, and to
the use or occupancy of the Property, including without limitation, the provisions of approval of
the Project by the Governmental Authorities, and the Americans With Disabilities Act. Borrower
may contest in good faith any such provision, law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold
compliance during any proceeding, including appropriate appeals, so long as Borrower has
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notified Lender in writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's sole opinion, Lender's
interests in the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Borrower to post adequate
security or a surety bond, reasonably satisfactory to Lender, to protect Lender's interest.

9.16 Access Laws. (a) Borrower agrees that Borrower and the Project
shall at all times strictly comply with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990; the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988; and other federal, state, or local laws or
ordinances related to disabled access; or any statute, rule, regulation, ordinance, order of
governmental bodies and regulatory agencies, or order or decree or'any court adopted or enacted
with respect thereto, as now existing or hereafter amended or adopted (collectively, the ··Access
Laws"). At any time, Lender may require a certificate of compliance with the Access Laws and
indemnification agreement in a fonn reasonably acceptable to Lender. Lender may also require a
certificate of compliance with the Access Laws from an architect. engineer, or other third party
acceptable to Lender. (b) Notwithstanding any provisions set forth herein or in any other
document, Borrower shall not alter or permit any tenant or other person to alter the Property in
any manner that would increase Borrower's responsibilities for compliance with the Access Laws
without the prior written approval of Lender. In connection with such approval, Lender may
require a certificate of compliance with the Access Laws from an architect, engineer, or other
person acceptable to Lender. (c) Borrower agrees to give prompt written notice to Lender of the
receipt by Borrower of .any claims of violation of any of the Access Laws and of the
commencement of any proceedings or investigations that relate to compliance with any of the
Access Laws. (d) Borrower shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Lender from and against
any and all claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses, losses, liabilities, penalties, fines, and
other proqeedings including without limitation reasonable attorneys fees and expenses arising
directly or indirectly from or out of or in any way connected with any failure of the Property to
comply with any of the Access Laws. The obligations and liabilities of Borrower under this
Section shall survive any tennination, satisfaction, assignment, judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure
proceeding, or delivery of a deed in lieu of foreclosure.
9.17 Inspection. Borrower shall permit employees or agents of Lender
at any reasonable time to inspect any and all Property for the Loan or Loans and Borrower's other
properties and to examine or audit Borrower's books, accounts, and records and to make copies
and memoranda of Borrower's books, accounts, and records. If Borrower now or at any time
hereafter maintains any records (including without limitation computer. generated reco:rds and
computer software programs for the generation of such records) in the possession of a third party,
Borrower, upon request of Lender, shall notify such party to permit Lender free access to such
records at all reasonable times and to provide Lender with copies of any records it may request,
all at Borrower's expense.
9.18 Notice of Default and Litigation. Forthwith upon learning of the
occurrence of any of the following, Borrower shall provide Lender with written notice thereof,
descnbing the same and the steps being taken by Borrower with respect thereto: (1) the
occurrence of any Event of Default, or (2) the institution of, or any adverse determination in, any
litigation, arbitration proceeding or governmental proceeding.
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9.19 Compliance Certificates. Upon the written request of Lender,
Borrower shall provide Lender at least annually, with a certificate executed by Borrower's chief
financial officer, or other officer or person acceptable to Lender, certifying that the
representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement are true and correct as of the date of the
certificate and further certifying that, as of the date of the certificate, no Event of Default exists
under this Agreement.
9.20 Environmental Compliance and Reports. Borrower shall comply
in all respects with any and all Environmental Laws; not cause or permit to exist, as a result of an
intentional or unintentional action or omission on Borrower's part or on the part of any third
party, on property owned anc;l/or occupied by Borrower, any environmental activity where
damage may result to the environment, unless such environmental activity is pursuant to and in
compliance with the conditions of a permit issued by th~ appropriate federal, state or local
governmental authorities; shall furnish to Lender promptly and in any event within thirty (30)
days after receipt thereof a copy of any notice, summons, lien, citation, directive, letter or other
communication from any governmental agency or instrumentality concerning any intentional or
unintentional action or omission on Borrower's part in connection with any environmental
activity whether or not there is damage to the environment and/or other natural resources.
9.21 Enforcement of Construction Contracts. Borrower shall enforce
all construction contracts executed in connection with the construction of the Project to ensure
that the respective contractors promptly and diligently perform all of their respective obligations
thereunder in substantial compliance. with the Plans and in such a manner as to preserve the
security of Lender in the Property. No change, amendment or modification shall be made to any
construction contract except in compliance with Section 4.3.
9.22 Inspection.
Borrower shall allow Lender, its agents and
representatives, at any reasonable time, to enter the Property and inspect the work of construction
and all materials, plans, specifications and other matters relating to the construction; and allow
Lender to examine, copy and audit the books, records, accounting data and other documents of
Borrower and the contracts relating to the Property or construction of the Project. Lender is under
no duty to supervise or inspect construction or examine any books and records. Any inspection or
examination by Lender, whether or not paid for by Borrower, is for the sole purpose of protecting
Lender's security and preserving Lender's rights under this Agreement. No default of Borrower
will be waived by any inspection by Lender. In no event will any inspection by Lender or its
agent or representative constitute a representation that the construction complies or will comply
with the Pl.ans or applicable Legal Requirements or that the construction is free of defective
materials or workmanship.

9.23 Maintain Property. Borrower shall maintain, preserve, and keep
all Property and equipment in good repair, working order, and condition.
9.24 Additional Assurances. Borrower shall make, execute and deliver
to Lender such promissory notes, mortgages, deeds of trust, security agreements, assignments,
financing statements, instruments, documents and other agreements as Lender or its attorneys
may reasonably request to evidence and secure the Loans and to perfect all Security Interests.
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9.25 Negative Covenants. In the absence of consent of the Lender,
Borrower shall not do any of the following, except as otherwise expressly permitted in the Loan
Documents: (1) except for trade debt incurred in the nonnal course of business and indebtedness
to Lender contemplated by this Agreement, create, incur or assume indebtedness for borrowed
money, (2) sell, transfer, mortgage, assign, pledge, lease, grant a security interest in, or encumber
any of Borrower's assets, (3) engage in any business activities substantially different than those in
which Borrower is presently engaged, (4) cease operations, liquidate,·merge, transfer, acquire or
consolidate with any other entity, change its name, dissolve or transfer or sell any Property out of
the ordinary comse of business, (5) make any distribution with respect to any capital account,
whether by reduction of capital or otherwise, (6) loan, invest in or advance money or assets,
(7) purchase, create or acquire any interest in any other enterprise or entity, or (8) incur any
obligation as surety or guarantor other than in the ordinary course of business, (9) create or allow
to be created any lien or charge upon any of the Property, or (10) enter into any agreement
containing any provisions that would be violated or breached by the performance of Borrower's
obligations under the Loan DOClllllents.
10.

Default and Remedies.

10.1 Events of Default. Occurrence of one or more of the following
· events shall constitute an Event of Default under this Agreement:
10.1.1 Any failure to pay any principal or interest or any other
amount due wider the Note; this Agreement, or of the Loan Documents, as and when the same
becomes due and payable.
10.1.2 Any failure to pay any principal or interest or any other
amount due under the RBC Loan, as and when the same becomes due and payable.
10.1.3 Any failure or neglect to perfonn or obseive any material
term, provision, condition or covenant of this Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other
document or instrument executed or delivered in connection with the Loan, whether or not such
failure or neglect is expressly defined therein as an "event of default."
10.1.4 Any failure or neglect to perfonn or observe any material
tenn, provision, condition or covenant of any instrument or docwnent executed or delivered in
connection with the RBC Loan, whether or not such failure or neglect is expressly defined therein
as an ••event of default"
10.1.5 Any warranty, representation or statement contained in this
Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other document or instrument executed or
delivered in connection with the Loan (including Borrower's application for the Loan), or made
or furnished to Lender by or on behalf of Borrower, shall be or shall prove to have been false,
inaccurate or misleading in any material respect when made or furnished.
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10.1.6 The manager of Borrower dies, or Borrower is dissolved,
liquidated or terminated, or otherwise ceases to exist. Notwithstanding this subparagraph, the
death of any natural person constituting such a party shall not be deemed to constitute an Event of
Default under this subparagraph unless and until: (i) 60 days have elapsed after the last day for
tiling a claim in such pCISon's estate; and (ii) prior to that 60th day, the court administering the
estate has not both accepted the claim of I.ender and approved a plan satisfactory to Lender to
ensure that sufficient assets will be available to pay that claim as and when it becomes payable.
~otbing in this Agreement shall prevent Lender from timely filing a claim and such supporting
documentation as may be required in such person's estate. If such person's assets are held in trust
at the time of his or her death, an Event of Default shall be deemed to exist under this
subparagraph if the trustee of that trust at any time fails to maintain in the trust unencumbered
liquid assets in an amount sufficient to provide for the orderly liquidation of the Loan. If the
trustee fails to maintain such assets, Lender shall, among its other rights and remedies, be entitled
to recover payments from the trust and/or any persons who have received distributions from the
trust to the extent of distributions ieceived.
10.1.7 Bonower makes or furnishes Lender with any financial or
other stat~ent or certificate rcquiml or provided for under this Agreement or any other Loan
Document or otherwise that is false, inaccurate or misleading in any material respect. whether or
not Lender has actual knowledge of any such falsity, inaccuracy or misleading nature.
10.1.8 Abandonment or discontinuation of the construction of the
Project or failure to diligently prosecute construction of the Project.

10.1.9 Borrower shall become insolvent; shall make an assignment
for the benefit creditors; shall fail genemlly to pay its debts as they become due; shall have a
receiver. trustee, custodian or conservator appointed with respect to all or part of its assets; or a
petition for relief under any chapter of the federal Bankruptcy Code (or any similar debtor relief
laws to which the parties may be subject) is filed by or against Borrower, and, if an involuntary
petition, such petition is not dismissed within sixty (60) days of service.

of

10.1.10 Any mechanics' or materiabnen's lien, attachment,
garnishment, repletion, execution, or othec statutory or judicial lien is filed, levied or claimed
against all or any portion of or interest in the Property or any undisbursed deposits or committed

Loan proceeds under this Agreement, and such claim or lien is not discharged, satisfied or bonded
over to Lenda-'s satisfaction within five (5) business days after Borrower has notice thereof, and
in any event not later than the fifth (Sth) business day prior to any sale or seizure of any portion of
or interest in the Property or undisbursed deposit or committed loan proceeds pursuant thereto; or
if any bonded stop notice is filed or served that affects any undisbursed deposit or loan proceeds
under this Agreement, if Borrower fails to obtain a release bond with respect to the bonded stop
notice within ten (10) days after Lender's request therefor.
10.1.11 The institution of any legal action or proceedings to
enforce a·mortgage, deed of trust or other lien upon the Property or any part thereof.
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10.1.12 The suspension, revocation or termination of, or the failure
to obtain and maintain in full force and effect, any governmental approval, right or license that is
necessary for Borrower, or a major contractor to conduct its business or to complete the
construction of the Project in a timely manner.
10.1.13 Any Loan Document shall, at any time, and for any reason
(except as may be approved by Lender), cease to be in full force and effect or shall be declared
null and void, or the validity or enforceability thereof shall be contested by Borrower, or
Borrower shall deny that it has any further liability or obligation thereunder.
10,1.14 The occurrence of any other default under any Loan
Docwnent, or any other document or instrument executed or delivered in connection with the
Loan, whether or not such default is expressly defined therein as an "event of default."

10.2 Cure Period. If any Event of Default, (other than a payment
default as descnbed in Subsections 10.1.1 and 10. l.2, or an Event of Default described in
Subsection 10.1.9), is curable, it may be cured (and no Event of Pefault will have occurred) if
Borrower, after receiving written notice from Lender demanding cure of such default: (a) cures
the default within fifteen (15) days; or (b) if the cure requires more than fifteen (15) days,
immediately initiates steps that Lender deems in Lender's reasonable discretion to be sufficient to
cure the default and thereafter continues and rompletes all reasonable and necessary steps
sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. Lender at its sole discretion
may elect to give Botrower additional cure opportunities.
10.3

Exercise of Remedies by Lender.

10.3.1 If an Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section l 0.2 hereof or not reasonably capable of cure, Lender shall have the right, at
its sole option, to declare the whole principal sum of the Obligations then outstanding
immediately due and payable, together with all accrued and unpaid interest thereon, and all other
costs, charges and indebtednesses desaibed in this Agreement, the Note, the Security Documents
or any other document executed in connection with this Agreement, and all such sums shall
thereafter bear interest at the Default Rate until paid. The same shall be collectible by one or
more suits at law and/or trustee's sale proceedings under, or judicial foreclosure of, the Deed of
Trust in the same manner as if the entire Obligations then owing had been made payable at the
time of Lender's election to declare the Obligations then due and payable, and with all of the
rights and remedies provided in and by this Agreement, the Note, and the Security Documents,
and with any other rellef to which Lender may be legally or equitably entitled under the Loan
Documents, or applicable law. Any sums advanced or costs or expenses incurred by Lender
hereunder shall be immediately payable by Borrower upon Lender's demand, shall bear interest at
the l;)efa.ult Rate and shall be secured by the Security Documents. The foregoing sentence shall
be equally applicable to costs and expenses incurred by Lender in any proceeding under the
federal Bankruptcy Code and the rights described therein shall be in addition to any rights Lender
may have to collect attorneys' fees under applicable law.
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10.3.2 If any Event of Default or event that, with the giving of
notice or the passage of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default exists that has not
been cured (whether or not any period for cure has elapsed), Lender may, at its option, withhold
any further advances under this Agreement and/or take any other actions that Lender detennines
in good faith are necessary to preserve and protect the Property and to otherwise protect its
security for the Obligations. In the event an involuntary petition is filed against Borrower under
any chapter of the federal Bankruptcy Code, lender may, at its option, withhold any advances
under this Agreement until such petition is dismissed or the bankruptcy court enters an
appropriate order con.finning that Lender's liens on any then-owned or after-acquired property of
Borrower shall remain in full force and ~ffect with respect to any indebtedness then or thereafter
evidenced by the Note.
10.3.3 If any Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof or not reasonably capable of cure, Lender may, at its sole option,
enter into possession of the Real Property and perform any and all work and labor necessary to
complete the Project substantially in acconlance with the Plans, and employ watchmen to protect
the Property from damage. All sums so expended by Lender shall constitute advances to or for
the account of Borrower and shall be added to the Obligatiohs, evidenced by the Note and secured
by the Security Documents, and interest shall accrue thereon at the Default Rate until paid.
10.3.4 Borrower hereby constitutes and appoints Lender its true
and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substitution in the premises to complete any
construction in the name of Borrower, and hereby empowers said attorney, upon the occurrence
of an Event of Default and the failure to cure: (i) to use any funds of Borrower in the possession
of Lender, including any funds that may remain unadvanced under the Loan (including any
retainage) and any deposits made pursuant to Section 4.1 hereof, for the purpose of completing
the Project; (ii) to make such additions and changes and corrections in the contract documents as
may be necessary or desirable to complete the work in substantially the manner contemplated by
the Plans; (iii) to employ such contractors, subcontractors, agents, architects, engineers and
inspectors as shall be required for such purposes; (iv) to pay, settle, or compromise existing bills
and claims that may be or become liens against any of the Property, or as may be necessary or
desirable for the completion of the work or for the clearance of title; (v) to execute all
applications and certificates in the name of Borrower that may reasonably be required to
accomplish the foregoing; and (vi) to perform every related act that Borrower might perform on
Borrower's own behalf The foregoing power of attorney is an irrevocable power coupled with an
interest, given as security to prosecute and defend all actions or proceedings in connection with
the construction of the Project, and will be unaffected by the disability of the principal.
10.3.5 Borrower hereby assigns and quitclaims to Lender all swns
unadvanced hereunder for the completion of the Project, such assignment to be exercised only
upon the occurrence of an Event of Default Lender shall also be entitled to collect any insumnce
proceeds to apply on the Obligations or to complete the project as provided above.
10.3.6 Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, Lender may
make, enforce, modify, assign, accept or terminate any contracts or agreements included within
the description of the Property ("Agreements") and may do any and all other acts that Lender may
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then consider to be necessary or appropriate to protect Lender's security interest in the
Agreements and succeed to the fullest extent possible to all right, title and interest of Borrower
under the Agreements and any renewals, modifications or extensions thereof. Lender may
exercise its rights under this Section as often and whenever an Event of Default may occur or
continue to exist. Lender shall not be obligated to perform, nor does Lender undertake to
perform, any obligation, duty or liability of Borrower under the Agreements, and Borrower
hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Lender harmless for, from and against any and all liability,
loss or damage,. including reasonable attorneys' fees, that Lender may incur under the
Agreements or the assignment thereof prior to the time Lender succeeds to the rights of Borrower
under the Agreements and from any and all claims and demands that may be asserted against
Lender by reason of an alleged obligation claimed to have been undertaken on Lender's part to
perform any of the terms, covenants or agreements contained in the Agreements by reason of the
assignment of the Agreements to Lender ( except for damages, claims and demands that arise
solely out ofl,ender's gross negligence or willful misconduct).

10.3.7 If any Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof, and Lender elects to foreclose its security interest in the Property
and other security for the Loan, in conducting any foreclosure sale thereof, Lender, at its option,
may cause all property securing the loan, (both real and personal), to be sold in one Jot. Borrower
waives any requirement that Lender separately dispose of personal property under the provisions
of the Uniform Commercial Code.
10.3.8 The rights and remedies provided to Lender by the Loan
Documents and the other docmnents executed and delivered in connection with the Loan are fur
Lender's sole and exclusive benefit, shall be cmnulative and shall not preclude the exercise of
rights and remedies that may otherwise be available. Lender may exercise any such right, power
or remedy, at its option and in its sole and absolute discretion, without any obligation to do so.

11.

General and Miscdlaneous.

11.1 Lender's Right to Assign. Lender may assign, negotiate, pledge
or otherwise hypothecate_its rights under this Agreement, the Note, and the Security Documents
or any of its security hereunder or thereunder, and may assign and delegate any or all of its
primary supervisory and disbursing functions. In case of such assignment, Borrower will accord
full recognition thereto and hereby agrees that all rights and remedies of Lender in connection
with the interest so assigned shall be enforceable against Borrower by Lender's assignee.
Borrower specifically consents to a sale or assignment of the Loan by Lender to any financial
institution selected by Lender. Lender may furnish to any prospective buyer or assignee of the
Loan, or to any governmental or regulatory authority, any information or documentation that
Lender may have regarding the Loan, Borrower.

11.2 Prohibition On Assignment by Borrower. Borrower may not
assign this Agreement, nor any of its rights accruing under this Agreement, and no purported
assignment thereof shall not be finding upon Lender.
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11.3 Participations. Borrower acknowledges that Lender may, at its
sole option, from time to time, sell or transfer to other financial institutions beneficial or
participatory interests in the Loan provided by this Agreement. Borrower acknowledges and
agrees that in any such event: (a) Lender shall remain the sole legal owner of all rights of Lender
under this Agreement, the other Loan Documents, and all other documents described or provided
for this Agreement; (b) Lender shall be the sole named party on all such documents; and (c) no
such other :financial institution is or shall be a necessary, proper or indispensable party to any
private or judicial or other action of any kind commenced or taken to enforce any right. of Lender
under this Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other document described or provided
for herein or therein. Lender may furnish to any participant or prospective participant any
information or documentation that Lender may have regarding the Loan and Borrower.
11.4 Amendments. No amendment, modification, termination, or
waiver of any provision of any Loan Document to which the Borrower is a party, nor consent to
any departme by the Borrower from any Loan Document to which it is a party, shall in any event
be effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the Lender, and then such waiver or
consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific pmpose for which
given.

11.5 Notices. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, All notices
and other communications provided for under this Agreement and under the other Loan
Documents to which the Borrower is party shall be in writing and either personally served or
sent by facsimile transmission, overnight delivery service, or regular United States mail, postage
prepaid, to Borrower or to Lender as the case may be at the addresses set forth below:

a

If to Borrower:

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83713
Fax: 208/343-0876

If to Lender:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
Attn: Eagle Capital Management, L.L.C.
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Fax: 208/939-2947

The parties may change the address at which they are to receive notices and other
communications hereunder by notice in writing in the foregoing manner given to the other. All
notices or demands sent in accordance with this Section shall be deemed received on the earlier of
the date of confinned actual receipt or three (3) Business Days after the deposit thereof in the
mail.

11.6 No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part of the Lender in
exercising any right, power, or remedy hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof; nor shall any
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single or partial exercise of any such right, power, or remedy preclude any other or further
exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power, or remedy hereunder.
11.7 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall be binding upon
and inure to the benefit of the Borrower and the Lender and their respective successors and
assigns, except that the Borrower may not assign or· transfer any of its rights under any Loan
Document to which the Borrower is a party without the prior written consent of the Lender.
11.8 Integration. This Agreement and the Loan Documents contain the
entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersede all oral
statements and prior writings with respect thereto. If there is any conflict between the Note and
any other Loan Document, the Note shall control. If there is any conflict between this Agreement
and any other Loan Document other than the Note, this Agreement shaJl control.

11.9 Continuing Warranties, Representations and Covenants. Each
warranty, representation, and covenant contained in this Agreement shall continue until the
Agreement is tenninated and all Obligations have been paid or satisfied in full and shall be
conclusively presumed to have been relied upon by Lender regardless of any investigation made
or information possessed by Lender. The warranties, representations, and covenants set forth
herein shall be cumulative and in addition to any and all other warranties, representations, and
covenants that Borrower shall give or cause to be given to Lender, either now or hereafter.
11.10 Indemnity. The Borrower shall defend, indemnify, and hold the
Lender harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, judgments, penalties, costs, and
expenses (including attorney fees and court costs now or hereafter arising from the aforesaid
enforcement of this clause) arising directly or indirectly from the activities of the Borrower and
its Subsidiaries, its predecessors in interest, or third parties with whom it has a contractual
relationship, or arising directly or indirectly from the violation of any environmental protection,
health, or safety law, whether such claims are asserted by any governmental agency or any other
person. This indemnity shall survive termination of this Agreement.
11.11 Choice of Law and Venue. This Agreement is made in the state of
Idaho, which state the parties agree bas a substantial relationship to the parties and to the
underlying transaction embodied hereby. Accordingly, in all respects, this Agreement and the
Loan Documents and the obligations arising hereunde.r and thereunder shall be governed by, and
construed in accordance with, the laws of the state of Idaho applicable to contracts made and
performed in such state and any applicable law of the United States of America. Each party
unconditionally and irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent penn.itted·by law, any claim to assert
that the law of any jurisdiction other than the state of Idaho governs this Agreement. All disputes,
controversies, or claims arising out of, or in connection with, this Agreement or any Loan
Document shall be litigated in any court of competent jurisdiction within the state of Idaho. Each
party accepts jurisdiction of such state and agrees to accept service of process as if it were
personally served within such state. Each party irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted
by law, any objection that the party may now or hereafter have to the jurisdiction of the courts of
such state and any claim that any such litigation brought in any such court bas been brought in an
inconvenient forum.
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11.12 Severability of Provisions. Any provision of any loan Document
that is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective
to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions
of such Loan Document or affecting the validity or enforceability of such provision in any other
jurisdiction.
11.13 Headings. Article and Section headings in the Loan Documents
are included in such Loan Documents for the convenience of reference only and shall not
constitute a part of the applicable Loan Docwnents for any other purpose.
11.14 Jury Trial Waiver. THE LENDER AND THE BORROWER
HEREBY WANE TRIAL BY JURY 1N ANY ACTION, PROCEEDING, CLAIM, OR
COUNTERCIAIM, WHETHER lN· CONTRACT OR TORT, AT LAW OR IN EQUITY,
. ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO TIIlS AGREEMENT OR THE LOAN
DOCUMENTS.
11.15 Waivers by Borrower. Borrower waives presentment, demand,
protest and notices of protest, nonpayment, partial payment and all other notices and fonnalities
except as expressly called for in this Agreement. Borrower further consents to, and waives notice
of (a) the granting of indulgences or extensions of time of payment, (b) the taking or releasing of
security, and (c) the addition or release of persons who may be or become primarily or
secondarily liable for the Obligations or any part thereof, all in such a manner and at such time as
Lender may deem advi$8.ble.
11.16 Time of the Essence. Time is of1he essence of this Agreement, the
other Loan Documents, and of each term, provision and condition thereof.
11.17 Standard of Approval When the approval of Lender is required
or permitted, or Lender's consent may be granted or withheld, under this Agreement or any other
Loan Document, and no standard for the exercise of Lender's discretion is otherwise specified,
Lender may grant or withhold its approval or consent in Lender's sole and absolute discretion.
11.18 Effective Date. This Agreement shall be binding and deemed
effective as of the date first written above when executed by Borrower and accepted and executed
by Lender.
11.19 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts and delivered by facsimile transmission. Each counte:rpart when so executed shall
be deemed to be an original and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
Agreement.
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BORROWER

By: Edward J. Mason
Its: Authorized Manager
Dated: Oeteber -13_. 2006.

No~
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Cost Projection
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EXIDBIT NO. 1
ATTACHMENT TO SECURITY AGREEMENT
ANDUCC-1
All right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all tangible personal property owned
by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the real property described in
Exhibit No. 2 hereto, ("Property"), or used in connection therewith, including, but not limited
to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds, and equipment, and all building
materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted
by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property,
(collectively "Permits"), (iv) all deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or
given to utility companies by Borrower with respect to the Property; and all advance
payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the Property, and (v),
all insurance proceeds.
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Amy Cobine

ST. GEORGE COURT REPORTERS, INC.
P.O. Box 2097
St. George, Utah 84771
stgeorgecourtreporters.com

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, )
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an
)
Idaho limited liability company,)
)
PLAINTIFFS,
)

Case No. CV OC 1310112

)

vs.

)
)
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho )
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL )
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America)
Transnation, aka Transnation
)
Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
)
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE )
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
)
Delaware corporation, RBC BANK )
(fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC )
Bank), a North Carolina
)
corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
)
COMPANY, A Nebraska or Florida )
corporation (fka Ticor Title
)
Insurance Company, a California)
corporation), and John Does I-X,)
unknown individuals and/or
)
companies,
)

Deposition of:
AMY COBINE

)

Defendants.

-----------------

)
)

Taken at:
HOST BUSINESS SERVICES
321 North Mall Drive, Building R
St. George, Utah 84790
On Friday,
February 28, 2014
At 9:00 a.m.

EXHIBIT
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837
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Amy Cobine

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

APPEARANCES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

For 1111, Plainliff!
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
TRIBBLE LAW FIRM
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr., Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
208.938.9500 • Fax 208.938.9504
For the Defendant TitleOne Corporation:

8
9

10
11
12
13

Thomas E. Dvorak
Cameron McFadden (via telephone)
Angela M Reed (via telephone)
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock Street

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
208.388.1200 • Fax 208.388.1300

For DAS InvestmenlB, U.C:
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Chad M. Nicholson (via telephone)
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
For the FIDELITY NATIONAL TifLE COMPANY OF IDAHO:
Erin M. Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200. Sixlh Ava., Suim 620
Seattle, WA 9810 l
206.224.6005

FOR TIIE RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE:

David M Penny (via telephone)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83712
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PROCEEDINGS
MR. DVORAK: So, we are on the record in the
deposition of Amy Cobine. At this point we would be
swearing the witness, except she's not here. So, let the
record reflect this is the time and place set for the taking
of the deposition of Amy Cobine pursuant to notice and the
Idaho and Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Could I have all persons present identify
themselves and the parties they are representing? I am Tom
Dvorak. And I am representing TitleOne.
MR. TRIBBLE: I am Aaron Tribble. I am
representing Eagle Equity Fund.
MR. DVORAK: And these are the only two parties
who are actually physically present here at the deposition
in St. George. There are a number of parties present by
phone who will now identify themselves.
MR. NICHOLSON: This is Chad Nicholson appearing
on behalf of DAS Investments. And Richard Mollerup was
present as well on behalf of Alliance Title and Escrow.
Also, just for the record, it's my understanding that David
Crick is not planning on attending this deposition. And
I'll go ahead and let the other people identify themselves
that are on the line.
MS. REED: This is Angela Reed on behalf of
TitleOne Corporation.
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MR. PENNY: David Penny, representing RBC.
MR. MCFADDEN: This is Cameron McFadden of
TitleOne Corporation.
MR. DVORAK: Is that all the persons on the phone?
MR. NICHOLSON: It is.
MR. DVORAK: All right. Then, just in terms of
other persons who were supposed to attend, Erin Stines
indicated an intention to appear here. She sent me an email
last night that she was traveling to St. George. She has
not yet arrived this morning. We delayed starting the
deposition ten minutes to accommodate her, but she's still
not here, so we are going to proceed forward.
At this time, on my cell phone, I am going to
place a call to a cell phone number I have for Amy Cobine.
That cell phone number being (360)-609-4983.
For the record, I spoke with Miss Cobine at that
number on Wednesday of this week, which would make it
February 26th, 2014. And she indicated to me that she was
gathering documents and intended to appear at today's
deposition and was aware of her duty to appear at today's
deposition.
I am calling her on my cell phone now. Hopefully,
we can make the little speakerphone on this cell phone
project. Miss Cobine, this is Tom Dvorak I am calling from
the deposition that was set in this matter. It is now 9:11,
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with you all here shortly. Bye.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
MR. DVORAK: We are back on the record in the
deposition of Amy Cobine. Miss Cobine has arrived.
Miss Cobine, could I have you be sworn please.
AMY COBINE,
called by Defendant TitleOne having been duly
sworn, was examined and testifies as follows:
EXAMINATION
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q And I have said this before, but just so we don't
have an issue, you weren't in the room, but this is the time
and place set for the taking of the deposition of Amy Cobine
pursuant to the notice in the Idaho and Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure.
Just a couple of rules, Miss Cobine. I am just
trying to find out the facts here. I am not going to trick
you in any way. If there is a question that you don't like
or you don't understand. would you please ask me to rephrase
the question?
A Sure.
Q Okay. A written record is being made of these
proceedings. It's, essentially, a book. And persons
reading it won't be able to make sense of it unless we speak
clearly and you answer yes or no to my questions. Please
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and you have not appeared. Would you please contact me at
(208)-866-2072 as soon as possible. There are about seven
attorneys waiting on you. Thank you.
MR. NICHOLSON: That will encourage her to call.
MR. DVORAK: Yes. Just for the record too, that
business number, when we tried calling that business number
before, that was listed on the voice mail, it always
registers as disconnected. So, I don't think there is any
point in trying to call that business number now. Let's go
off the record.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
MR. DVORAK: We are back on the record now. Miss
Cobine has not called in. While we were off the record,
counsel all agreed by stipulation to continue this
deposition. It will be continued to a point today. If Miss
Cobine calls in, I will contact Chad Nicholson, and he will
get everybody reconvened on the conference call, and they
will call back in. Ifwe cannot get Amy Cobine within a
reasonable time today, we will send that information to
everybody else and, probably, the next proceeding will be a
contempt proceeding. Is that acceptable to everybody as a
stipulation?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
MR. NICHOLSON: It is.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. Well, I hope to be in contact
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try to let me get out a question before you give an answer,
otherwise it gets really choppy. And I will try to work
with you on that too. We also need to focus on speaking
somewhat slowly, especially for me. And we also need to
remember that nodding and shaking our head doesn't register.
We need to say yes or no. Do you understand that?
A Yes.
Q Okay. If you understand my questions, will you
answer them?
A Yes.
Q And if you do not understand my questions, will
you tell me you don't understand them?
A Yes.
Q Would you please state and spell your full name
for the record.
A Amy Ann Cobine. A-m-y, A-n-n, C-o-b-i-n-e.
Q Are there any other names you've ever gone by?
A Amy Ann Crabtree.
Q Will you spell that for the record?
A A-m-y, A-n-n, C-r-a-b-t-r-e-e.
Q Any other names that you have gone by?
A No.
Q Have you ever had your deposition taken
previously?
A Yes.
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Q How many times?
A I don't know. A lot.
Q Okay. When was the last time you had your
deposition taken?
A In the last few years, I have no idea. Probably
not in the last year.
Q Okay. Let me ask you this. And the reason I was
asking you the questions, do you feel you understand this
process today?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, you don't have any questions or
concerns that you need to address right now?
A No.
Q Okay. Are you on any medication, or is there any
other reason or fact or circumstance that would impact your
ability to answer my questions truthfully today?
A No.
Q Prior to this deposition, you were served with a
subpoena that compelled your attendance here today?
A Yes.
(Exhibit No. 1 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to mark that as Deposition Exhibit No.
1, just so we have it in the record here. You were also
served with a couple of other subpoenas that asks you to get
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previously?
A Yes.
Q Please identify what those documents are, ma'am.
A One will be a deed of trust received by my office
that is believed to be an original and is marked so in our
system. But it is a scanned copy now. It's no longer an
original, because we scan everything.
Q Okay. And we'll go over the details of these
documents here in a bit. Right now I am just trying to get
a feel for what you brought with you.
A Yeah.
Q So, you said -- what are the circumstances of why
you don't have that document with you?
A We had a system crash this morning as I was trying
to print it out.
Q Have you given instructions to someone else to get
that down here?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, the plan is for that person to email it
to you and will have it printed later?
A Yes.
Q Were there any other documents that you are aware
of that would be responsive to the subpoena that was served
on you other than what we have talked about so far?
A What else -- I don't recall that whole subpoena.
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documents. Do you recall those that ask you to get
documents of your business?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And, in the course of, did you attempt to
gather documents from your business in response to those?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And did you bring what documents you could
to today's deposition?
A I brought what I could, yes.
Q Okay. And I take it from what you brought -- I
would like to mark those. It looks like you brought two
pieces of paper with you; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Going to mark these here for a second.
(Exhibit No. 2 and 3 were marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q Okay. I have marked the two documents that you
have brought with you as, first one's Exhibit 2. It's
entitled Reconveyance of Trust Deed at the top. The second
one is Exhibit 3. It's entitled Notice oflntent to
Reconvey. Is that accurate? That's the total of what you
brought with you today?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Now, is there any additional documents that
would be responsive to that subpoena that we served on you
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So, what else is required? I just thought it was stuff that
was related to this. Did you need anything else?
Q When you say related to this, I'm talking -A To this deed of trust. Is there anything else
that you might need? I'm not sure. I don't have a copy of
that subpoena.
Q Well, and let's just be clear about this. Hang on
one second here. When you said this deed of trust, I think
that's probably accurate.
(Exhibit No. 4 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what is marked as
Deposition Exhibit No. 4. I'll represent for the record
that this is a Deed of Trust, instrument number 106181859.
Galiano, LLC is the grantor. Alliance Title & Equity is the
trustee. Eagle Equity Fund, LLC is the beneficiary. And it
was recorded on November 17th, 2006. Do you have that
document in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Is that the deed of trust to which you were
referring a second ago in your answer?
A Yes.
Q And so, is it fair to say you have attempted to
find all the records that you have relating to that deed of
trust be it for reconveyance or otherwise?
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A Yes.
Q I want to talk to you a little bit about some
different areas. And I'm just going to give you the general
outline of what I am going to talk to you today about, then
these other attorneys may have some other follow-up
questions too. The way I want to go, I want to talk a
little bit about the background history of what your
companies were doing, especially in 2009, 2010, in sort of a
broad sense. Then I want to talk about how you do a
standard reconveyance for a customer during that time
period.
I also want to talk about something called a
forced or statutory reconveyance during that time period and
how you just did it in general. Then I am going to move and
talk about your relationship with TitleOne. Then, finally,
we are going to talk about this particular situation and
that deed of trust and the reconveyance.
A Okay.
Q So, just so you have an idea of where we are going
and how we are going to get there. And, hopefully, I have
one too. So, in 2009, 2010, you were involved with a number
of reconveyance companies?
A No. Well, let's define --what do you mean by
involved?
Q Okay. Did you have a role? Let's start out more
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Q You have never heard that name before?
A No. I mean, we might have a d/b/a on the east
coast for that, but I have no idea.
Q Okay. When you say we might have a d/b/a, are you
referring to the Post Closing Department?
A The corporation, yeah. Or the board.
Q Okay. What about something called Reconveyance,
Inc.?
A Yes. We --yeah, we have ownership in that
corporation too.
Q What's the difference between Reconveyance, Inc.
and the Post Closing Department corporation?
A Not much. They are separate corporations.
Q Okay.
A And they have similar boards. The ownership's
very similar. Maybe not in its entirety, but it's similar.
Q What was the ownership of those two corporations?
2009, 2010?
A I'm not sure.
Q Okay. What is it today?
A I believe I am sole owner of both, but that's in
dispute at the current time.
Q And are you in a divorce proceeding?
A I am in the middle of a divorce, yeah.
Q In the time period 2009, 2010, were there any
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basic. Do you know what a reconveyance is?
A Yes, of course.
Q What is a reconveyance?
A A conveyance is a release of a trust deed on to a
public record.
Q Okay. And you have been involved in the past in
businesses that engaged in reconveyances?
A Yes.
Q In 2009, 2010 were you involved in any such
business?
A Yes.
Q What businesses were you involved in 2009, 2010
that were involved in the reconveyance business?
A Post Closing Department.
Q Okay. What is the Post Closing Department?
A It is a reconveyance tracking and processing
company.
Q And it's a corporation?
A Yes.
Q All right. I also have some names of some
companies that you were involved in that time period of Post
Closing Services? Does that ring a bell?
A No.
Q What is Post Closing Services?
A I don't know.
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other corporations or d/b/a's other than what we have talked
about that you were doing this reconveyance business under?
A I don't believe so. But there could have been. I
have no idea.
Q Okay. And, in 2009, 2010, what was your role
within each of these two businesses? What did you do with
them? Let me break that down a little bit. You were an
owner, correct?
A Yeah. I was a stockholder, yes.
Q Were you -- did you have any officer title or -A I'm not sure. In 2009, I just don't recall. They
have changed titles. I was probably listed as a division
president on some level for both of them.
Q And what division do you think you were listed as?
A It probably just said division president. But it
would have been over tracking and processing.
Q Any other roles you would have had in the 2009,
2010 time period within these companies?
A I don't think so.
Q Where were these two companies doing work in that ·
2009, 2010 time period?
A Nationwide.
Q Nationwide. Okay. Was there any particular Idaho
work they were doing?
A Yes.
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Q
A

Can you recall?
We had several clients out of Idaho.
Q Okay. Was Alliance Title one of your clients?
A No.
Q Are they currently one of your clients?
A No.
Q What about Fidelity?
A Yes.
Q And during that time period?
A Yes, I believe so.
Q Let's make it clear. I am going to sort of turn
the rules upside down a little bit. Ifl don't say what
time period I am talking about, everything that we are
really concerned about in this case that I am asking about
is in 2009, 2010.
A Okay.
Q So, that's sort of the default. Ifl am just
asking you when something happened, I really want to focus
in on that time period. Most people, when they don't put a
time period on it, they mean now. But let's just change the
rules for now, because that's the time period I am focused
in on. Does it make sense?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And I'll tell you ifl am looking some
place else. But, really, we want that focus on 2009, 2010.
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office building that you use where you have employees, or
does everybody work out of their house?
A Well, the main office is usually Portland.
Q I see. And whoever is trying to fulfill the
direction that you gave earlier to get the deed of trust
here, where is that person located?
A Well, that person, actually, is here out of St.
George.
Q Okay.
A And in 2009, I believe we have probably had staff
in Nevada that was doing this, because, well, that's where
this is listed from. And we had an office here in St.
George.
Q Okay. In 2009, 2010, how many staff, how many
employees do you think you had between the two companies?
A Of actual employees?
Q Yes.
A Or people who work for us?
Q How about both?
A Actual employees, probably zero. We contract out.
Q Okay.
A We use contractors. At the time, we had probably
15 or 20 in-state contractors. And I have no idea what out
of, offshore was at that time.
Q Okay. Did you need, for the way you conducted
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What about TitleOne? Were they one of your customers during
2009, 2010?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Any other title insurers that you recall in
Idaho during that time period? Pioneer?
A No. We had a small handful, so I'm not sure.
Q Okay. And Post Closing Department, Post Closing
Services, are they headquartered anywhere? Any particular
c~
A I think we are incorporated out of Nevada state.
But in 2009, we probably -- well, everything was probably
out of the Portland office.
Q Okay. The documents that you looked at and the
server, wherever the crash is earlier today, where did you
go to get those?
A Oh, I just accessed those from my home office.
Q From a remote terminal?
A Yeah.
Q Physically, where was the server you were
accessing?
A I believe it's out of California, because we use
Yahoo servers.
Q I see. So, you have a virtual server?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Is there any particular office that you,
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business through Post Reconveyance, Inc. and the Post
Closing Department, did it require having a contractor in
each state?
A No, not in each state.
Q Okay. What are the circumstances that required
you to have a contractor out-of-state?
A Out-of-state, some of them would have been sales
staff, commissioned sales staff. Some of them would have
been searchers, processors,just hard to say.
Q Okay. And I am trying to understand, and I am
going to go through here in a minute, how these two
companies worked in terms of the reconveyance business.
Okay? But first, I want to understand, is that a fair
characterization of what they were doing? Were they doing
anything else besides the reconveyance business?
A Well, we kind of consider ourselves a data company
too. We were supplying data. We are a trustee in some
states.
Q But not in Idaho?
A No.
Q So, you weren't supplying data or serving as a
trustee function in that?
A Well, we may have been supplying data, but we
don't qualify as a trustee in the state ofldaho.
Q Go off the record for one second.
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(Whereupon, a discussion took place off the record.)
MR. DVORAK: Go ahead and say that again.
MR. NICHOLSON: Just for the record, Dick Mollerup
on behalf of the Alliance Title has appeared and has been
present for virtually the entire deposition.
MS. STINES: I also came in late, Erin Stines, on
behalf of Fidelity National Title Insurance Company.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. We are off the record again.
(Whereupon, a discussion took place off the record.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q What was this data information business function
that these two companies were doing in the 2009 and 2010, to
the best of your recollection?
A We supplied limited title reports or liens, lien
information to various lenders or whoever was requesting it.
Q I see. Do you recall doing that in Idaho at all?
A I wasn't really in charge of that department,
so-Q So, you don't know?
A Yeah.
Q So, let's talk about the reconveyance business. I
would like to walk through how your business was structured
and what it could do for your customer as a title company or
a title insurer in 2009, 2010. Could you help us sort of
get an overview of that?
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Q Okay. Would you process a request for
reconveyance in that scenario?
A No, not if the lender does their obligation and
releases.
Q Okay. So, sort ofin the general sense of what
Reconveyance, Inc., these two companies were doing this in
this time period, just so I have a fair understanding of it,
a closing would occur?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And, out of that closing, the lender would
fund, the new lender maybe would fund the old loan, the
payoff of the old loan?
A Correct.
Q And the deed of trust associated with the old loan
would then be the subject of a request for reconveyance by
that old lender who is paid off? Out of the closing, the
lender who had just been paid off -A Yes.
Q -- would execute a request for reconveyance at
that time?
A They could. Maybe not to us. It depends on
their, how they are set up.
Q And I am talking about the standard. I am trying
to get a better idea of how the standard one works. So, in
a closing, that lender who had just been paid off, by
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A In general, for most clients, not necessarily for
TitleOne, but in general, our function is to track all deeds
that have been paid off, either in full or partial payoffs,
and make sure that the lender provides a reconveyance either
to the insurer, to the title company that paid off, or puts
one on record. If they don't, it is our job to go and
request one from them.
Q I see. And you referred to deeds paid off. You
are referring to deeds of trust?
A Deeds of trust, yes.
Q Okay. And you say it's your job, typically, to
track all of them. Tell me how that works just in a
standard sense.
A Tracking means that once title provides us with
the deed of trust number that has been paid off, we
continuously check public records to make sure that a
reconveyance is recorded and that deed of trust is released.
Q I see. So, in that scenario, you would be
checking to see if someone else, the trustee actually
reconveys?
A Yes. Or if a new trustee is named, then a
reconveyance is done, yes.
Q I see. And, in that scenario, you wouldn't
prepare any kind of reconveyance document?
A Correct.
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whatever means, would execute a request for reconveyance,
let's say, to the trustee under the -A Correct.
Q Okay. How did your company then pick up the
tracking of that that you just described?
A Well, normally the title company, a client would
send over the information, usually a title report, copy of
the payoff to us so that we would know what to track that
that deed of trust had been paid off. And then, again, we
have data in public record. And we would wait an
appropriate amount of time to see if that lender then
executed or if the trustee executed a deed of reconveyance
and reported what -- and then we provide that information
back to the client.
Q I see.
A So that they know the obligation they paid off in
closing has been properly released.
Q And, conversely, if your tracking of it found that
it hadn't been paid off, what would you do?
A Depending on the type of file, and if no original
documents had been received by our office or by the client's
office, and, again, if there is no deed of reconveyance on
record, we would then send a notice of intent out to the
lender, notifying them that we had received information in
our office on behalf of our client that the deed of trust
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had been paid off in full.
And, in the case ofldaho, that's a notice of
intent. So, it just notifies them that per state law they
have X amount of time to get a deed ofreconveyance onto
public record or get us the original documents. If they
cannot do so, we will release their interest for them.
Q Okay. And you made it specific to Idaho. Is the
procedure you are referring to sometimes called the
Statutory Reconveyance or Forced Reconveyance, to your
knowledge?
A It is in some states. Some states do not. And
the time period and everything changes per state.
Q Okay. But focusing on Idaho -A Yeah.
Q -- that procedure existed, and you were aware of
it?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Again, I think you said earlier you can't
serve as a trustee in Idaho?
A That's correct.
Q Okay. So, with respect to, in that general
situation, still talking about general situation where you
prepared a statutory or forced reconveyance for the state of
Idaho, generally, what would you do in that circumstance?
A Well, again, we would send the notice of intent.
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Q Who do you send it to?
A We send it to the escrow company or title insurer
who issued the payoff, generally. That's not the case in
this deed of trust.
Q That's right. And again, I am talking general.
We'll get to this specific one, but I want to understand the
general process here.
A Yeah. Normally, let's say First American Title
paid off a, if they were a client and they paid off a deed
of trust in full, no reconveyance showed up from the lender,
we get the letter at least 60 days from the time of payoff
If one still didn't show up, we would send them a notice of
intent. We at least wait another 60 days and then prepare a
statutory release, and then allow our client to sign off on
that and record that onto public records.
Q Okay. And when you said allow your client to sign
off on that and record it on public record, would the client
record it?
A No. Generally we would record it.
Q So, the client would sign and send it back to you
and then you record it?
A Correct. Yeah. And, at the time, I believe
everything was done and still is done electronically.
Q Okay. And you mentioned this tracking function.
What do you use to track? What kind of software or what
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We would wait the statutory period. We would, generally,
wait longer than the statutory period. A forced
reconveyance or a statutory reconveyance, generally, our
company policy is that it's not as good as one that the
lender should have just fulfilled on their own. We don't
like forcing them.
Q Okay.
A They leave question for liability, kind of like
this.
Q So, and again, my question is, so you prepared the
notice of intent, you just testified. I am assuming, then,
that you prepare a actual forced reconveyance document in
Idaho?
A We do. And then the client signs off on that.
But that's not done until later on, after the statutory
limit has exceeded.
Q Do you recall what the time period was, is, was in
Idaho?
A I think it's 60 days. Yes, it is.
Q Okay. And so, you prepare that forced
reconveyance document, statutory reconveyance document and
send it to the client, the actual trustee to sign. What
happens next to that?
A No, we don't send it to the trustee. They are not
the ones who can sign off on that.
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kind of methodology do you use to track these during that
time period?
A We have an in-house service, and we use data from
several service providers.
Q Okay. Is there a calendaring system?
A A what?
Q A calendaring? Did you calendar it or put it on a
calendar?
A No. No. Everything is kind of a proprietary
system. It triggers us to do certain functions. Well, some
of the system is running constantly, looking for data. And
depending on the area and where we are getting our data, it
may be downloading daily. It may be downloading weekly or
monthly. It kind of is a proprietary thing.
Q Is it something that, software that was developed
specifically by either of your two companies, or is it, was
it purchased on the open market?
A No. It's something that we kind of developed
ourselves.
Q Do you know what went into it or does it have a
name?
A No. We have never named it.
Q Okay.
A And it's functioning differently for every area.
And again, it depends on the data and where we are getting
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data sources. So, it's complicated.
Q Okay. Does it use any, does it build on any
smaller systems or smaller applications like Excel or
anything like that?
A We do translate it into Excel.
Q Okay. Before it's translated, what is the code?
Do you know?
A No.
Q Now, we sort of talked about your standard
business practice for customers during 2009, 2010. But, you
would do, occasionally you would vary from this or do
different things for different customers?
A Yes.
Q Tell us a little about that if you would, the
different kinds of things you might do in the reconveyance
context.
A We would customize our service to what the client
wants. So it, that's all, depends on what the client's
requested of us.
Q Can you give me an example or two off the top of
your head?
A Well, TitleOne is an example. So, TitleOne did
not have this tracking. Every item they paid off. Instead,
they only wanted us to work on items that were received by
their office, reconveyance documents received by their
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Q Ten years?
A But I know the original, the original company of
which kind of started these companies, has been, I think 12
years.
Q When you say the original company, what company
was that?
A I started a company called Cobine Consulting &
Associates about 12 years ago.
Q Okay. And that's what's sort of grown and morphed
or changed into what we have today?
A Correct.
Q We talked, just about the state of Idaho, in terms
of some of the underwriters and insurers that you, the title
agencies that you work with there. Throughout the whole
country and all 50 states, what other, besides the ones we
have mentioned, title insurers or title agents do you work
with?
A We have worked with or do work for all major
insurers and tons of agents. I have no idea what our client
list is.
Q Do you have any idea of the volume of work that
you do? Or give us, at least during that period, 2009,
2010, nationwide?
A No, I have no idea. I didn't pull any kind of
stats from that time.
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office, that they were not the trustee on.
Q I see. Did you understand that to be for the
reason that if they were the trustee they could handle the
reconveyance themselves?
A Correct.
Q Okay. But, I take it within the realm of items
for which they were not the trustee on, that would include,
what we have been talking about, statutory or forced
reconveyances?
A Correct. And they, it wasn't just items that they
weren't trustee on. They also sent us documents, I believe,
that were, like, if they got in a request for reconveyance
and maybe they got the request and the original deed of
trust but the lender forgot to send the note, they would
forward those on to us too. They, the only thing they, they
basically sent us all the more difficult, high liability
items that were reconveyance related. And tracked, I assume
they tracked their own recons and did the easier work that
they were trustee on in-house.
Q I see. I am going to sidestep for a minute here
and back up. But I'll get back on the path that I was on
here before. But how long was, has your company been in
existence; your two companies?
A I don't know the exact incorporation date of the
two.
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Q Okay. Now, I want to go back and talk sort of
about your process for a particular customer. Both your
standard process and the process of sort of maybe handling,
like we talked about, here as an example with TitleOne,
where they wanted you to handle the ones for which they
weren't trustee. And maybe, let's focus in a little bit
more about the TitleOne process, or that type of process.
If you are handling ones where they are not the trustee, how
do you become involved in that process? How does either of
your two companies, during that time period, 2009, 2010,
know that they need to do something with a particular paid
off deed of trust or deed of trust situation?
A They would -- I can only answer to how we
received. I don't know their exact process at TitleOne.
But they would forward on documents that they received in
their office to us.
Q Um-hmm.
A That's how we knew to be involved in the
situation. Once in a while we would get an email and them
telling us to send an intent. But generally, and I believe
those were usually on items that they were asked to
indemnify. But in general, they would forward us what they
had received in their office and that would start our
process.
Q Did you have something called a work queue?
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A Yes.
Q What is a work queue?
A It's basically a way for clients to communicate
with us. They are like secured email in-boxes, but when an
item is received into that, it goes into our system.
Q And when you say an item is received into that,
would that be by email?
A Yes. It means they could be faxed too, but it was
pretty rare for a client to fax a work queue.
Q Okay. I see. But the work queue refers to the
email, the electronic storage?
A Yes.
Q Okay. What other methods of intake did you have
besides the work queue?
A There is work queue in courier or mail.
Q Okay. When you say courier or mail, did you set
up couriers to pick up things at a particular date?
A Generally, yes.
Q Okay. Did that vary between clients?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall what the arrangement was with
TitleOne?
A No.
Q What's the standard process if something was
either received, either through the work queue or through
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wasn't just processed into this computer system for
tracking, this was an actual, physical human review of it?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Who would undertake that review?
A Staff. Contractors.
. Q Okay. And, with respect to TitleOne, was there
any particular persons who were undertaking that review?
A I have no idea at that time.
Q Okay. And what would happen next in this process
we have been discussing?
A For TitleOne, it would be reviewed, it would be
decided what form or how to proceed, and either a notice of
intent would be issued or if a notice of intent couldn't be
issued, because statutory maybe didn't fall within the
statutory guidelines of being a forced reconveyance, then we
have another form where we basically demand from the lender
what is needed. So, in the case of a partial, we would
demand a partial reconveyance from them. We can't force a
partial reconveyance.
Q I see. So, there was a step in the process where
you made sure you had everything in order?
A Correct.
Q Okay. Once you made sure that you had everything
in order, what was the next step?
A We would send out notices or demands. There is
Page 37
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other intake, what would happen at that point in your
office?
A Well, it depends on how it was received. So, if
it came through a work queue, it generally loaded right into
the system and the process began. And are we talking for
TitleOne or just in general?
Q Just in general. But let's use, as an example,
information that you decided needed a statutory or forced
reconveyance on or notice of intent.
A Well, if it came in the work queue and it wasn't
for a client that wasn't under general, or wasn't something
like TitleOne's arrangement with us, then we would, it would
just go into the system and the tracking would begin. And
depending on the state, we may do nothing. We would give
the lender time. And we would allow the system to download
data in hoping a reconveyance would occur. If then, in the
case of like, TitleOne, it came into one of their work
queues, theirs were triggered to immediately look at them,
because, chances are, we needed to issue a notice of intent.
Q Okay. And when you say triggered for us to
immediately look at them, what would happen in that
instance?
A We would review the information they sent over and
decide how to proceed from there.
Q Okay. And when you say we, you are talking, it
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also a chance, depending on the lender, like, if it was Bank
of America, for instance, we wouldn't send Bank of America a
demand in general. We would normally just email a
designated employee within certain banks that were just
that -- it basically just handled our request every day or
month or whenever we sent them our requests. And then they
would retrieve the documents we needed or record a
reconveyance per our request.
Q I see. And you mentioned notices. Those would
include notices of intent?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall, in Idaho, on those notices of
intent, if there was any requirement that they be sent in a
certain manner?
A Yes.
Q What do you recall about that?
A I believe they have to be sent return receipt,
certified return receipt.
Q Okay. And so, speaking of your company's
procedures and practices in 2009, 2010, was it the procedure
and practice to send any such notice of intent by that means
in Idaho?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Once that notice of intent was sent out in
Idaho, during that time period in general, how would you
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keep track of that?
A Everything was scanned into our system.
Q Oh, so it goes back to the system track at that
point?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. In the intake process for this, if you
receive an original document, what was the procedure?
A If we received an original document -- prior or
after our notice?
Q As part of the initiation of it.
A Okay. Originals would be reviewed for
completeness, originality or, so they would have to be
originals, they can't be copies. And if they are copies, an
appropriate indemnification has to be attached. So, they
have to, the lender has to be indemnifying, saying, we have
lost the originals or we don't have them, we are releasing
you from liability. Ifwe find them, we are going to
forward them on. There is a general form that most lenders
use for that.
Q Some people refer to as a lost document affidavit?
A Yeah, lost dock affidavits. So, they either have
to sign that. There was one bank at the time that we
allowed to, they basically had a stamp that says they have
lost it, and just indemnify, release it. This is what we've
got. So, there was one bank in Idaho that we were approved
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the original, what would happen in your office? What would
that person do at that point?
A If it was a complete package?
Q Yeah, sure. A complete package.
A Okay. Ifit was a complete package, and the
client was a trustee, the original trustee, and a
substitution of trustee -- well, ifit was either, the
client was a trustee or a substitution of trustee,
accompanied the package, then we would just prepare a deed
of reconveyance and have the client sign off. And we would
record it.
Q Okay. Just so we are clear and we are
communicating, when you say that if the client was a trustee
or a substitute trustee -A Was the original trustee?
Q -- what you are referring to is, was named in that
particular deed of trust as the original trustee or by a
substitution signed by the beneficiary to appoint him as a
substitute trustee; is that correct?
A Correct.
Q Were there circumstances where you would receive
an original not from the original trustee or substitute
trustee?
A Can you re -Q Yeah. Were there circumstances where on intake
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to allow to use their stamp. But, in general, it would have
to come with either the originals or the original note,
original deed of trust and a request for reconveyance. If
it didn't have one of those three items it was to have the
lost note and deed affidavit or an indemnification,
depending on how the bank worded it. And if it didn't have
one of those items, then it wasn't considered a complete
package.
Q And what's your understanding of the significance
of having the original deed of trust, for example?
A Generally, deed of trust is what is foreclosable.
That's what a lot of people take to an attorney and say, I
wasn't paid in full, here's my deed of trust. I want to
foreclose on these people.
Q I see. So, your understanding is you need the
original to do that?
A Correct.
Q And, so I take it, you mentioned there are
procedures to verify the authenticity of an original you
received in the intake process?
A Correct.
Q And you described some of those?
A Yes.
Q Okay. If someone, after going through those
procedures to authenticate the original, determined it was
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you received an original deed of trust that didn't come from
the original trustee or substitute trustee?
A Well, the documents don't come from the trustee.
They come from the lender most of the time.
Q Most of the time.
A But I am trying to clarify here. So, is there a
situation where we would receive that packet, at the
non-trustee's office, basically? Like, at a client's
office?
Q Yes.
A Yes.
Q And how would the intake procedure differ in that
event, if at all?
A Well, in general, most of the time, if that
occurred, it's not because -- it's because the title company
that closed the deal, they closed the deal. They are not
the trustee but they are the ones that paid it off. And, a
lot of times, lenders just, whoever sent them the final
payoff check, they just mail everything over to whoever sent
them the check.
Q I see. So, there were occasions where you would
receive the original documents -A There's lots of occasions, yes.
Q -- not from the original trustee?
A Yeah, it happens quite often.
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Q Okay. In fact, it probably approaches ordinary
course of business?
A It does, yes.
(Exhibit No. 5 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Exhibit No. 5. I'll represent
for the record that this was produced by TitleOne as TOC012
through TOCO 18, I believe, in response to a subpoena from
Mr. Tribble's office for the plaintiff. Do you have that
document in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Just a couple questions based on that first
page in that document. Looks like that's an email from you
to, it says, to self. Do you see that on the first page?
A Yes.
Q Is that a means that you used to send that email
to a number of people, like a distribution list?
A I have no idea.
Q Okay.
A It was a long time ago.
Q Do you recall sending this email to TitleOne by a
BCC or some other means?
A I may have. It appears I did.
Q Okay. What were you trying to convey with this
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little bit then -- oh, is there, if someone determines that
a deed of trust, during 2009, 2010, was an original,
someone, one of your contractors, someone working for you,
was there a policy or procedural practice as to what they
were supposed to do to indicate that fact?
A No. They were only supposed to indicate ifit was
not an original.
Q I see. And how would they indicate that?
A We have stamps or they would just sign off and
just put, "not an original received". Or we have a stamp
that says, "copy".
Q I see. But the -- so I take it, the policy of
your office would be the converse, that if it didn't have
such a stamp or handwriting to that effect, then from that
point forward it was to be treated as an original?
A Correct.
Q And, I take it, in order to use these documents,
you scanned them into your system?
A Correct.
Q Did you have any policy regarding general saving
originals?
A We generally save them up to a year, but after
that they are destroyed. An original can stick around the
office from a year to seven years, depending on the client,
depending on storage at that time.
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email? Take a second and read through it.
A Okay. Restate your question.
Q Yeah. When you were sending this email to
yourself here, eventually it got in TitleOne's record, what
were you trying to convey by sending that email around?
A Looks like I was trying to tell them that Alliance
Title had, was trying to be named trustee on more documents
and provide a reconveyance service to banks.
Q Okay. It mentions in there a
www.tracttracker.com.
A Yes.
Q Is that your software you are describing?
A It's one of our corporations.
Q Okay. When you say one of your corporations,
which one?
A I believe it's incorporated separately as Tract
Tracker, Inc.
Q So, that corporation existed during that time
period too?
A Yes.
Q But it was related to the reconveyance business?
A Correct. And it worked off the same software and
the same, basically the same platform as the other system.
It's more of a lender driven product.
Q All right. Well, I think I want to focus in a
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Q I see. Okay. Do you have any idea how a year
long period was derived?
A Generally, a year is how long it takes us to get
everything into the system. To get-- depending on volume
at the time, it can take us up to a year to get originals
scanned into the system.
Q All right. Now, I want to talk a little bit about
the TitleOne and how your relationship came about with them.
I'll mark something here to see ifl can refresh your
recollection.
A Actually, I misspoke a second ago. It didn't take
a year to get the original into the records, into our
system. That's done fairly quickly, but it might take a
year up to have the document destroyed.
Q The physical document?
A Yes.
Q Obviously, the scanned copy would stay in your
system?
A Yeah. But they get scanned in fairly quickly.
Like, sometimes within days of receipt. Especially, to get
it into our system and for the system to go to the next
step, we have to have those documents in our system. But,
files often hang out a year because we are behind on
shredding and destroying of documents.
Q But in the time period we have been talking about
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it would have been your office's policy and practice to get
the determination made as to whether it was an original or
if not an original, a stamp put on the same or a notation in
handwriting put in the same saying it was not an original,
before it was scanned?
A Yes. And that's done within the day or days of
receipt.
(Exhibit No. 6 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q Okay. I am going to hand you what's been marked
for identification purposes as Exhibit 6. I'll represent
for the record that it was among the documents that were
produced in response to the subpoena referred to before. It
is marked in that production Bates number TOC008. Do you
have that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Why don't you take a second and read that, because
I am going to ask you in a second when the relationship
between TitleOne and the Post Closing Department first came
about.
A Okay.
Q Let me know when you are done reading that.
A Oh, yeah, I am done.
Q So, when did that relationship between TitleOne
and Post Closing first come about?
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one if there is one in our system. If it's in my email, I
can probably recover one based on this date.
Q Can I ask you, if you can recover one, to send it
to me and I will forward it to other counsel here?
A Yes.
Q Thank you. And I will represent for the record we
have not been able to find one.
A Okay.
Q A couple of things up here. So, that welcome
letter, is that Exhibit 5 or Exhibit 6 we were just
referring to?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Let's talk about on Exhibit 7, where it
says, please find a welcome letter. Now, it looks like
there is a sentence here that says, "Most rush file requests
are filed that need notices of intent come from the title
department. And any backlog of recons that you need help
with may be sent with our courier on Friday." Do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q Does that refresh your recollection? Was there a
courier for TitleOne that came every Friday?
A There must have been.
Q Okay. How would you handle that courier service?
Was that an independent contractor?
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A It looks like May of 2009.
Q Okay. Does that fit with your recollection?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. Do you recall doing work for TitleOne prior
to this time?
A No. I don't think so. But I'm not sure.
Q Okay. And how did that relationship come about?
A We solicited them for business, I believe.
Q Do you recall how that was done?
A Probably via email.
Q Okay.
(Exhibit No. 7 was marked for identification.)

BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Deposition Exhibit No. 7, it's
again, from that same batch of documents, Bates number
TOC006. It appears on the bottom to be an email from Vicki
White to you, dated May 5th, 2009, referencing an executed
contract. And then a response email from you, dated
May 7th, 2009. Do you see those?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Did you find a copy of the contract with
TitleOne in your files? Do you have an executed contract?
A I did not find one. But it's not to say that -seeing these emails will actually probably help me recover
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A Yes.
Q Who, typically, did you use as a courier?
A It varies for region and state and city. We don't
have a contract like a national contract.
Q Is there a, like, typically, a delivery service,
or would you contract with somebody out of their house? I
mean, what would the criteria be for you to fill the role of
a delivery or a courier?
A Generally, it's a courier service.
Q Okay. Like a speedy dispatch or somebody like
that?
A Something like that, yes.
Q Okay. Do you have any records who show, who would
show who you were using in Idaho in 2009, 2010, with respect
to TitleOne?
A No.
Q You wouldn't have any records, any bills that have
been paid?
A Maybe if I had someone in accounting pull all the
records for credit cards at the time.
Q Okay.
A It would be difficult though. Because, depending
on how it was paid for, depending on how it was invoiced to
us, you know, even ifwe pull bank records, we have so many
couriers, it might not say, you know, this one's for Idaho
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and this is for TitleOne. Like, it wouldn't say those
details on it.
Q But could you find your couriers for Idaho, for
instance, Boise area?
A I know who we use now. But I don't know if that's
who we used in 2009.
Q Who do you use now?
A We use Fleet Street.
Q Okay. Again, if you find out who you used, I
would ask you to forward that information to me.
A Sure.
Q Thank you. And I'll represent -- I'll distribute
whatever I get from this witness to the other counsel.
A Okay.
Q Going through then, back to Exhibit 7, you say to
Vicki White at TitleOne, "I need to verify just a few things
from you. Do you want your logo on your docs?" Do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q Okay. What were you asking about there?
A If they wanted their company logo displayed on the
deeds that we produced for them.
Q I see. So, some companies don't?
A In general, they do. But sometimes they will just
say, no, don't worry about it.
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would be whoever had the right to sign statutory
reconveyances?
A Correct.
Q Then you say, I am heading out later today for our
East Coast operations.
A Yes.
Q What East Coast operations did you have at this
time?
A I believe we had a Tennessee operations. Pretty
sure.
Q Okay. Do you recall what that entailed you doing?
A No, not back in 2009.
Q Okay. Who did you -- beginning in May of 2009,
who were you working with at TitleOne? Who was your company
working with?
A I believed it was Heidi. But it may have been
Vicki.
Q Do you recall anyone else?
A No. In general, it was those two.
Q Okay. Who were they working with within your
company?
A I spoke to them once in a while. But I have no
idea what staff they spoke to.
Q Okay. We talked a little bit about your, the
process in general. And I think we used TitleOne as an
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Q And if they say, no, don't worry about it, do you
display a logo at all?
A In general, I think our logo appears.
Q Okay. So, even if a company wants their logo on
there, something like Post Closing Department would appear
there too?
A No. Generally, we don't include both of them.
Q Oh, I see. But, nevertheless, if a client tells
you they want the logo on from that point forward, you start
putting their logo on there?
A Correct.
Q And I take it they provide you some kind of
electronic means of doing that so you can generate it?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Do you recall if that happened in
TitleOne's case?
A I believe they did, yes.
Q Okay. And then you asked who the signer was for
your recons; obviously?
A Correct.
Q So, you're asking who actually signs for the
trustee?
A Correct. I am asking which officer of their
company will be signing off on the reconveyance.
Q I guess it wouldn't just be a trustee, it also
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example once or twice. But, let's specify now with
TitleOne. So, and maybe, let's go back to Exhibit 6 if we
could. Do you have that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, there was a courier bag that was being
provided on Fridays for anything to be placed, to take to
your office?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, I take it, that would be for original
documents?
A Yes.
Q Otherwise, they probably would use the work queue
that's referred to in the prior paragraph; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, is that a fair characterization to say
if it was something they could email to you they would send
it to the work queue, but if it was an original document
that had to be sent to you it would come through the courier
service?
A Yes.
Q And it says that courier services will begin this
Friday, May 8th, 2009. It will be every Friday. Do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q Does that refresh your recollection? Is that what
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happened?
A Yes.
Q Did you cease working for TitleOne at some point?
A I believe so.
Q But do you recall when?
A No.
Q Then it goes on to say, "Documents forwarded to
our office that are" -- I think it's a typo, but it should
say -- "are incomplete or inaccurate will be taken care of
by us. Escrow and title do not need to perform any
reconveyance functions." What were you saying there?
A Generally, prior to having service such as ours,
most clients allow their title and escrow officers to do
this work. And so, we are just trying to say, anything
reconveyance related, forward it to us. Don't do it on your
own.
Q I see. Now, you reference that. Down below you
say, you may also begin transferring all reconveyance
related calls to us at our customer service department toll
free number. And then you give the number there. What were
you saying there?
A That if someone called about a reconveyance
matter, that they could send us the call and we would take
it.
Q Okay. So, say that the new bank who had paid off
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Trust Deed. It was, in fact, a reconveyance of what we
marked earlier as Exhibit No. 4. That particular Deed of
Trust. Recorded February 11, 2010 as instrument number
110-01-2858. Do you see that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Do you have any other reason to believe
that's anything other than what I represent it to be?
A No.
Q Okay. So, going back to what we are talking about
on Exhibit 6, a detailed invoice, I take it your office -do you recall your office preparing this document?
A Well, I don't recall this, but -Q Do you believe your office prepared this document?
A Yes.
Q Okay. It appears to have a TitleOne logo on the
upper left-hand comer; do you see that?
A Yes.
Q Is that the logo that was provided to your office
that we discussed earlier for your use in preparing
documents?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And then, it actually, do you see the
recorder's stamp part of it there?
A Yes.
Q Do you see where it says, recorded at the request
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the prior deed of trust was calling, would that be one such
call?
A Yes.
Q And then you could report the status to them?
A Correct.
Q It goes down below to say, our fee is charged in a
detailed invoice, and our fee includes recording; do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q When you say, detailed invoice, what were you
describing?
A Well, the way that they appear for clients is an
Excel sheet with details as far as deed of trust number, day
we received it, if it's related to a file that they have
given us a reference for such as, a closing number or a
title number, and then the amount that we have charged for
it, if the reconveyance is complete, or ifwe have sent out
a notice of intent. And sometimes they'll even include
notes from our staff.
Q Okay.
(Exhibit No. 8 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I'm handing you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Deposition Exhibit No. 8. I'll
represent for the record that this is a Reconveyance of
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ofReconveyance Inc. on Exhibit 8?
A Yes.
Q What does that mean to you?
A It means that it went out with a batch of our
recons that were filed in Ada County that week.
Q Okay. And then going over to, After recording
return to, what does it say there?
A The Post Closing Department.
Q And it's got a slash/North Idaho?
A Yes.
Q What does that mean?
A I have no idea. I don't know why it says North
Idaho, but it means return it back to our office.
Q Okay. Your office in Nevada?
A Correct.
Q Do you have any reason to believe that that was
not the procedure that was followed with respect to this
particular reconveyance of trust deed in or about February
of2010?
A No.
Q Okay. Going back to that Exhibit 6 where it was
talking about a detailed invoice, would you be able to
locate the detailed invoice that was sent to TitleOne with
respect to your billing for the service of preparing and
recording this Reconveyance of Trust Deed?
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Could I ask you to do so?
A Yes.
Q And forward it on to me?
A Yes, I will. Can you take a note of everything
that you want forwarded over?
Q I haven't been taking notes on those things, but
he's making a record, so we'll pick them out and get them to
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A Okay. All right. Yeah, if you'll just shoot me a
quick email with everything.
Q And I'm sure that maybe someone else here, I could
impose on them?
MS. STINES: Yeah, I have been keeping track of a
bunch of questions, but I think I have it in here, but -MR. DVORAK: Let's go off the record for a second.
(Whereupon, a discussion took place off the record.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q All right. I think while we were off the record
we went over what we believe this witness is going to try to
locate and provide. One thing being the detailed invoice
associated with the Reconveyance of Trust Deed, February
2010, that's marked as Exhibit 8. Another being the
executed contract with TitleOne, if it can be located, and
then the third item being some information or some record of
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particular Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed; correct?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And you have undertaken investigation
within your office to try to figure out the sequence of
events that led to this Reconveyance of Trust Deed,
Exhibit 8, being recorded?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Will you please tell us everything you have
determined from your investigation?
A I don't think I can answer that educated, in an
educated way, at this point.
Q To the best of your belief, and certainly qualify
it if you are speculating or guessing.
A Oh, hold on real quick. Can we stop?
Q Yeah, let's go off the record for a second. This
is a good time to take a break.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q So, I have just asked you, before we went off the
record, what you determined happened here with respect in
your office, resulting in Exhibit 8 being sent to Heidi
Emery to sign and then being recorded by your office. What
led up to that?
A We received a deed of trust in the office, an
original deed of trust in the office. No other documents.
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who this courier was who was doing the Friday night, Friday
pickups from TitleOne during the period 2009, 2010 in Boise,
Idaho.
A Correct.
Q Going on to say, in Exhibit 6, that the fee
includes recording. Do you see that?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall what the fee would have been around
thattime?
A I believe it was $3 a page.
Q All right. And that was it?
A Yes.
Q And it goes on to say the fee is the same no
matter what the type of file or situation, including rush
files; is that correct?
A Correct.
Q Going back to this document, I believe I asked
this question on Exhibit 8, but I want to make sure the
record is clear, do you believe that before Heidi Emery
signed Exhibit 8, that it was prepared by your office?
A I believe so, yes.
Q Okay. And then sent to Heidi Emery to sign?
A Correct.
Q Obviously, for sometime you have been aware that
TitleOne has been trying to seek information about this
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And, so, we proceeded with the notice of intent.
Q Okay. And when you say you received an original
deed of trust, I refer your attention to Exhibit 4. Are you
stating that you believe you received the original of
Exhibit 4?
A Yes.
Q And then thereafter proceeded with a notice of
intent?
A Yes.
Q Was there any other communication that accompanied
the original of Exhibit 4 that you are aware of?
A No.
Q Okay. And you are attempting to locate the
scanned copy of this original that you received and
forwarded?
A Yes.
Q I take it you have reviewed that document?
A Yes.
Q Does it have the stamp or signature -- sorry,
strike that. Does it have the copy stamp or hand written
notation that it's not an original on it?
A No. It doesn't have any such thing on it.
Q Okay. Do you still have the original of the deed
of trust that's been marked a copy, which has been marked as
Exhibit 4, in your records?
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A No, I do not.
Q And why not?
A It was scanned and destroyed.
Q And destroyed immediately?
A It was probably destroyed within the year after it
was scanned.
Q All right. Would it have been destroyed before
the Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed was recorded in
February of2010?
A I'm unsure.
Q Okay. You brought some documents with you. And
they are the only copies of them I have. Can I see those
two documents that have been marked as Exhibits here?
A Exhibits 2 and 3?
Q Two and three, I believe. All right. You
mentioned a notice of intent that was sent in this case. I
am going to hand you what's been marked Exhibit 3. Is that
that Notice of Intent?
A Yes.
Q What is the date on the top of that document?
A October 12th, 2009.
Q Okay. I take it that that was sent after you
received the original of the Deed of Trust that's been
marked as Exhibit 4?
A Yes.
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to be?
A Yes.
Q So, would that have been the copy you kept of what
was sent to Heidi Emery to sign?
A It would have been one of those scanned copies in
our office, yes.
Q When you say, one of the scanned copies in our
office, what do you mean by that?
A We would have scanned what we sent her, and then
we would also scan and have scanned the recorded
reconveyance trust deed.
Q I see. Were there any other communications or
anything that you found in the files from that time
regarding this Exhibit 8 that was recorded in February of
2010?
A No, there was not.
Q And again, among the documents you are going to
provide, you are hoping to provide today, but you are going
to try to find the scanned copy of that original deed of
trust, a copy which we marked as Exhibit 4 here and get that
tome?
A Yes.
Q Is there anything else that your investigation
determined that we haven't talked about so far as to how
this Exhibit 8 came to be signed by Heidi Emery and
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Q Would it have been sent on or around that
October 12, 2009 date?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And would it have been sent in accordance
with your practice by certified mail and return receipt
requested?
A Yes.
Q To what address was that sent?
A It appears we sent it Eagle Equity Fund, 2502
North Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616.
Q And that is indeed the same address that appears
on the top of Exhibit 4, the Deed of Trust?
A Yes.
Q Do your records show if you received any response
to that Notice of Intent, the Exhibit 3?
A We do not show a response received.
Q Okay. Handing you what's been marked for
identification purposes, the other document you brought with
you, Exhibit 2, do you have that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q And I'll represent for the record that that
appears to be an unsigned, unsigned by Heidi Emery, an
unrecorded prior draft of what ultimately was recorded as
Exhibit 8 on February 11, 2010, the Reconveyance of Trust
Deed. Is my summary accurate of what that document appears
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recorded?
A I'm sorry, say that again.
Q Anything else we haven't talked about so far, that
your investigation that you undertook revealed, as to how
this reconveyance of deed of trust, what's been marked here
as Exhibit 8, came to be recorded?
A No.
Q Did you attempt to find a return, a certified mail
return receipt requested that accompanied the Notice of
Intent, Exhibit 3, when it was sent?
A Yes.
Q Have you found such documents?
A No.
Q Okay. If you find such a document, can I ask you
to forward it and send it on to me?
A Yes.
Q Was your office in the habit of, during 2009,
2010, of sending any notices of intent in the state ofldaho
without sending them certified mail return receipt
requested?
A No.
Q Is the manner in which you found the copy of that
document that you brought, that Exhibit 3, the Notice of
Intent, consistent with other records in your document or
consistent with other copies of notices of intent that have
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been sent out within the state ofldaho for other matters?
A Yes.
Q Let me go off the record. I think I am done and I
usually take about five minutes or so at this point to put
my thoughts together. But ifI can reserve the chance to do
that later, I'll turn it over to someone else to ask you
some questions.
EXAMINATION
BY MS. STINES:
Q I'll go ahead. Amy, my name is Erin Stines. And
I am appearing today on behalf ofFidelity National Title
Insurance Company in Chicago, Title Insurance Company, both
defendants in this action brought by Eagle Equity. I have
kind of tried to keep track of the items that may reflect
information about this particular reconveyance, so I'll try
not to ask you. I think we have covered the invoices. You
are going to look potentially for an invoice to TitleOne; is
that right?
A Correct.
Q So, what about email, the email that goes into
your, the queue system? Does the queue system have an email
address?
A Yes.
Q What is the email address for work queue?
A For TitleOne's, it was
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queue?
A Correct.
Q And, so, as part of that search within that work
queue system, you searched for the recording number of the
reconveyance; is that right?
A No. The recording number of the document of the
original deed of trust.
Q Okay. And did you run a search then, well, I
understood you to say that you tracked then that recording
number of the instrument that you had prepared in response
to a request. So, you would have entered the recording
number for this reconveyance of trust deed in your work
queue?
A That's been searched also, yes.
Q That's also been searched?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Then you searched for Eagle Equity?
A Correct.
Q And you searched for Heidi?
A Yes.
Q And did you search for Vicki?
A No.
Q And what was generated out of that work queue
search?
A Mostly the documents you see in front of you as
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title 1id@postclosingdepartment.com.
Q So, that was unique to TitleOne?
A Correct.
Q Is there a way to run a system search in your work
queue for email, with TitleOne, during a certain period of
time?
A Yes.
Q And is that a search that you have done as part of
this investigation?
A I believe so.
Q And did you come up with any emails in that period
of time?
A For this particular item, we didn't run it for a
time period. We ran it more for -- our system is set so we
can trigger other things to search by and specify. So, the
search for this was done not only under the document number,
which is the recording number of the original deed of trust
106181859, but it was also done in reference to both names
of Eagle Equity Fund and, most recently, was also searched
with Heidi's name.
Q So, would that have searched, for example, not
just since it's a work queue, it can search beyond just
emails, it can search faxes; right?
A Correct.
Q It can search anything that's entered the work
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exhibits. So, Exhibit 8 came over. Exhibit 2, Exhibit 3.
And there is an item that is not here because of our system
crashed this morning. So, that includes the original deed
of trust that we received.
Q But no emails were generated as a result of that
work queue search; is that right?
A No. There were emails, and I believe those have
been forwarded.
Tom, did you receive those today?
MR. DVORAK: Actually, yeah, I think I have that
at the bottom of an email.
A Yes.
BY MS. STINES:
Q How many emails did you advance to Mr. Dvorak in
advance of this deposition today?
A I believe just one, but I believe it's a string,
like, its an ongoing conversation that's occurred. And I
forwarded in one email, but it's really a combination of
several emails.
:MR. DVORAK: And, it didn't even occur to me. I
don't think it has anything to do with this, but I'll read
it into the record in a bit.
BY MS. STINES:
Q Well, if you could produce that to the other
defendants, that would be appreciated.
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And when was that, Amy, produced to Mr. Dvorak in
response to the subpoena?
A That was produced this morning.
Q What other documents enter your queue besides -do invoices enter the queue?
A No.
Q Do credit cards used to pay for processes that
relate to a particular client, are any of that kind of
information picked up in a queue or entered into the queue?
A No. We don't accept credit cards.
Q No, but you use a credit card, right, to pay for
courier services and the like?
A Yeah, I guess so, but they are not entered in the
system,no.
Q Okay. So, what about mailing records? Anything
associated with mailing, is that entered into the queue?
A Yes.
Q What kind of mailing records enter into your
queue?
A Everything from, well, they don't enter the queue,
but we upload them into our system, anything from mail.
Like actual postage. Like copies of envelopes come in. Or
we'll upload an envelope or return receipt. A Fedex, a
Fedex bill, if we have an actual bill like a Fedex - you
know, their little invoice slip that go on the packages,
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Q I see. So, next to a note is there a person's
name that's working that file or that note entry?
A Yes.
Q And is that on the note? In this case whose name
appears?
A Paris Hall.
Q Parasol?
A Paris Hall.
Q Paris Hall. As in the city of Paris?
A The city of Paris. That's her first name.
Q So, have you talked to Paris Hall about this
reconveyance of trust deed?
A No.
Q Where is Paris Hall?
A I have no idea.
Q Does she work for you anymore?
A No.
Q When did she stop working for you?
A I want to say 2009 or 2010.
Q Was she let go or did she leave on her own?
A I believe she was let go.
Q Why was she let go?
A I'm unsure.
Q Can you find that out or is that A I can look through records. Yeah, I can check.
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those go on there too.
Q So, but would envelopes out, go into the work
queue?
A No. Only the return receipts or certified mail.
Q And, so I understand, you send these notices of
full reconveyance, you send those via certified return
receipt requested?
A Yes.
Q And in this case, what is -- do you have a record
of that being mailed certified return receipt requested?
A Our system indicates that's how we sent it. But
we are unable at this time to locate the actual return
receipt.
Q How then is the indication reflected within; is it
the work queue that it's reflected?
A Yeah. There is a note that it was sent out that
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Q And are there initials next to notes? Or how are
notes entered?
A We just know who was working the file at the time.
Q How do you know that?
A It's indicated within the file within our system.
Q And each time a new person goes into the file, is
it indicated in a different way?
A Yeah, if there is work performed on that file.
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Q Did you fire her?
A I believe I let her go. We wouldn't have stated a
cause.
Q You didn't state a cause?
A No.
Q But you had a cause?
A I don't know. It's been a while, I can't recall.
Q Did she have a history of creating problems on
files?
A I can't really recall.
Q So, in the notation, what exactly does the note
say about the certified mailing of this notice on the recon
that we are talking about today?
A It says that she produced the notice of intent.
And it says that she produced a certified receipt.
Q In the type of certified receipt that I am
familiar with it requires a signature when it's received on
the other end and then the signature is sent back.
A Correct.
Q Is that what happened here?
A We are unsure. We don't always get them back.
Sometimes they just never come back, period. I can't tell
you that. We do not show that the mail was returned at all.
Q So, there is two things that the work queue would
have tracked in that situation. You would have tracked if
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you did not receive anything back?
A Correct.
Q And you would have tracked if something did come
back?
A Correct.
Q And, so, what does the work queue say about this
notice?
A It says, nothing received.
Q Nothing received?
A Yes.
Q How long do you wait before you -- well, do you
have any evidence in the work queue that it was -- but when
you say nothing received, excuse me, that means nothing
received back?
A Yeah. At all. Like, we didn't receive -- a lot
of times if we send a notice of intent, return receipt to a
lender, sometimes the whole letter will come back because of
they have moved or whatever the case may be.
Q Undeliverable?
A Yeah. That item will come back, and we will scan
that item actually back in with the stamp as undeliverable.
So, we didn't receive that back. We don't show that we
received the signed notice, or the little registration,
green card back. We don't show that we received that back.
Q Would that have been a part of Paris' process to
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just procedure to have a scanned copy, assuming that you
could read all the numbers and you could get that from it at
that time.
Q So, in your system is there a scanned copy in a
work queue of the green card that went out?
A No. No. We -- from what we can determine,
someone within that department at that time scanned them in
batches, and we have found it very difficult to go through
every item in a batch.
Q So, how large were the batches that were getting
scanned?
A Hundreds.
Q Do you still have those batches?
A I believe so.
MR. DVORAK: Actually, I need to take a personal
break here for a second.
(Whereupon, a briefrecess was taken.)
BY MS. STINES:
Q Okay. So I think we were talking about the
batches. Did the work queue have scan folders within it?
A I'm sorry?
Q Does the work queue have -- the scans that are in
there, are they like scans that are just connected to the
work queue? Is that what -A Yes.
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track those green cards coming back?
A Yes. Well, maybe not her's. She would have been
part of that department. But there would have been other
people at that time.
Q But then, is it part of your process then that as
long as you get the certified mailing out, it doesn't, you
can proceed, is it your understanding, with a full
reconveyance, regardless of whether you get a signature back
on the green card?
A Correct. Unless we receive it as undeliverable.
We want to make sure if -- we want to make sure a letter was
received by someone. But we have just learned in the past
that the US Post Office doesn't always send back those green
cards.
Q So, you have kind of chased that before?
A Yes.
Q Is there any system or possible way to search
within the US Post Office system for missing green cards
that have been signed?
A You know, I don't know. I think there is, but I'm
not sure.
Q Do you have in the note system the tracking number
of the certified mail that goes out?
A Not on this one. That is procedure at this time.
But I don't believe it was procedure at that time. It was
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Q And are they in -- so, what exactly would have
been scanned? I think we touched on the drafts, and then
they were recorded instruments when they came back.
Anything else?
A Any originals, any mail. Anything related to that
item.
Q What about the Tract Tracker; would you have
tracked anything in the work queue through the Tract
Tracker? Screen shots or anything like that?
A No. Tract Tracker is a corporation. It's just
a -- it's just a website that, more or less, is more for our
lenders. And it's built on the same platform as the rest of
the corporations.
Q So, what would you have used Tract Tracker for in
this case?
A We wouldn't have.
Q You wouldn't have?
A No.
Q So, what exactly is it then if you wouldn't -wouldn't it have tracked deeds of trust or recording
numbers?
A Tract Tracker is a corporation and a website.
It's not a system.
Q So, how is it used then in your processes?
A It's not a system. It's just a company or a
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website. And it's for lenders. It would not have been used
at all for this deed of trust.
Q Okay. Because TitleOne isn't a lender?
A Correct.
Q Right? And for what other reasons wouldn't you
have used Tract Tracker?
A It is a website and a company set up to do
services for a lender.
Q Okay. So, because this was a title company doing
a different kind of process, they are not used?
A And they are not a client of Tract Tracker, and
Tract Tracker has nothing to do with this.
Q Okay. So, and then what about the Excel
spreadsheets that translate the, collects the information
from the work queue? Is that right; you said you can
collect information in an Excel spreadsheet?
A We can export it into Excel for our clients to
read, yes.
Q And what information is typically exported from
·the queue for clients?
A I'm sorry. Say that again.
Q What information do you put in the Excel
spreadsheet when you extract from the work queue?
A Generally, the Excel worksheets includes a client
reference number. If they have a reference number, the day
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information, and we don't export all that information into
an Excel spreadsheet.
Q Do you always provide spreadsheets, the Excel
spreadsheet from the work queue?
A For accounting and invoicing purposes.
Q Oh. For accounting and invoicing purposes. I
see.
A Um-hmm.
Q So, that's how you invoice?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And then is there some pre-arrangement
regarding payment for that invoice or do you get a check in
response to an Excel spreadsheet?
A We normally receive a check.
Q Do the notations in the work queue, in this
instance, indicate what direction Post Closing Department
received to proceed with their full reconveyance?
A Fromwho?
:MR. DVORAK: Object to form.
BY MS. STINES:
Q What does the notation or what does the work queue
indicate how this file was opened?
A It was received in -- it was received via courier,
scanned into the system, determined that it needed a notice
of intent.
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the item was received, the deed of trust that we are
tracking, if we have sent a notice of intent, the date of
reconveyance, if it's been recorded, the date of recording
of the reconveyance. Some of them include the lender's
name. Some of them may include our personal notes. That
depends on the client.
Q Okay. And do you know specifically what sort of
spreadsheet TitleOne would have been provided in this
timeframe of the reconveyance of trust deed at issue in this
case?
A Not for this particular one. And it would have
been an invoice, and it would have included several other
deeds of trust
Q Okay. So, there would have been an invoice with
whatever-A Correct.
Q -- other work you have done for that, in that
maybe month or time period?
A Yes. And it wouldn't have been in the work queue.
That's just something from the, that's just part of an
accounting function and reporting function.
Q So, an Excel spreadsheet generated by an
accounting function as opposed to the work queue would have
had different information?
A Well, the work queue will have additional
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What was received from the courier?
An original deed of trust.
Was there a letter or something? Or just because
you received an original deed of trust automatically means
Post Closing Department is requested to prepare a full
reconveyance? Or how does that work?
A Yeah, in most cases.
Q In this case?
A In this case, that's what was determined.
Q Well, how do you know if a partial reconveyance is
requested by the client? Would they send an original deed
of trust?
A No.
Q What would they send?
A A request for partial. You do not send a whole
deed of trust for a partial.
Q Okay. But is there typically, like, a cover
letter or a transmittal memo or anything accompanying the
documents?
A Not necessarily. Depends on the lender.
Q Or the title company in this case?
A I don't know about TitleOne. But, no, sometimes
we just get deeds of trust.
Q And do you know from your research or just off the
top of your head, the entire complement of services you were
Q
A
Q
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providing for TitleOne at that time?
A I believe this was the only service we were
providing for them.
Q Okay. So, that would have made more sense; you
get the original deed of trust and that was the process,
right -A Yes.
Q -- to proceed? And did you get the original note?
A No.
Q What next did the notation indicate?
A To send out a notice of intent.
Q Does the notation -- can you get a screen shot of
what the actual work queue looks like where it indicates
that it's received by courier? Does it do that? Does it
give like a screen shot?

A

No.

17

Q And is that a printable -- is the work queue a
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printable program?
A No.
Q Would it have the date that the original deed of
trust would have been received?
A I believe so.
Q Do you recall what date you observed in your
notation system in the work queue?
A No, I do not.
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the courier and then that recording number or scanned
document is posted into the work queue, you are telling me
that then you can't generate, for example, a notice for full
reconveyance or reconveyance on somebody else's letterhead?
A Correct.
Q What sorts of fields then, do you, are left to
fill in? For example, the deed of trust or recording
number. What fields are, or is it like five or a hundred?
A There is quite a few. There is -- so there is the
lender's information. There is loan information if we have
it, like, their loan number. Sometimes we get it, sometimes
we don't. There is property information as far as legal
descriptions, county, state. Escrow or title reference.
The actual physical address. There can be a book and
document, depending on the county. What else can be in
there? Address of lenders, depending on the state, we also
have fields for trustee notices. Some states require us to
notify a trustee if we are moving forward with a statutory
release. Some states require us to notify the actual
borrower. So, we have to have their information.
Q And, to your knowledge, does Idaho require that
you notice a trustee in advance of doing that?
A No, it does not.
Q And what about the borrower?
A No, it does not.
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Q As far as the generation of the notice of intent,
would that have been Paris Hall?
A I'm sorry. Say that again.
Q Who generated the notice of intent?
A Yes. Our records show Paris Hall did.
Q And was that a function she was assigned to,
regularly performing full reconveyances?
A I believe so.
Q The system that you have to create a document,
explain that to me. Is it entry into fields and then it
generates a document or are you generating a document, like,
in a Word format? How does that work?
A It pulls from the system and puts it into a Word
document, then it's just kind of reviewed to make sure it
pre-filled correctly and print.
Q And is the same, is there a function within that
template to say this is TitleOne as opposed to Fidelity or
Chicago Title?
A No. Every work queue is within it's own, like,
TitleOn_e stuff only goes into TitleOne. So you can't, like,
switch them back and forth. Does that make sense?
Q Yes.
A Like, you can't pull a Fidelity form into
TitleOne's system. It's not there.
Q So, once you get the original deeds of trust from
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Q So, the auto fill or the template is customized to
each jurisdiction?
A Yes, per state.
Q Are there any other fields that are unique, that
come to mind, with regard to Idaho that would have been
filled as part of that generation of the documents in this
case?
A No.
Q Is a copy of the notice also provided to the title
client in these types of instances?
A No.
Q Do some title clients ask for a copy of those
notices?
A No.
Q After the document is prepared, the reconveyance
of trust deed, after the 90 day window or 60 day, let's say,
90 day window has expired and the reconveyance of trust deed
is returned to the client for execution, are any documents
returned to the client along with the reconveyance?
A No.
Q Do some title clients want to see the notice?
A No.

Q You have never had a title client ask to see the
notice before executing their reconveyance?
A Before executing, no.
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Q In this case, did you get a call from Heidi Emery
to ask, or anyone at TitleOne to say, okay, did you get that
certified copy or certified green card back with somebody's
signature at Eagle on it?
A No.
Q But that doesn't probably happen very often?
A Yeah.
Q Ever?
A Yeah. I don't recall it's ever happened.
Q Earlier, you explained that it was your
understanding that TitleOne was sending all the high
liability work. I don't want to recapture your previous
testimony, but I just, I am wondering what you meant by all
ofthat.
A Well, if it was an easy, what we would consider in
our office as a cut and dry reconveyance, you got the
original note, you got the original deed of trust, your
client is trustee, there is a request for reconveyance,
full, a complete package is there, they wouldn't send us the
complete, easy, just prepared reconveyance and sign off on
it package. They would send us items either they were not
trustee on or that was missing part of the packet.
Q So, you could chase around the pieces?
A Correct.
Q What other title companies -- oh, I'm just trying
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Q But that's not something you heard someone at
TitleOne say to you, hey, Amy, we are going to send you all
our high liability work?
A No. That's a term we use within our company.
Q Yeah. That's a characterization that you have
developed?
A Correct. Yeah.
Q Was this the only type of work you have provided
for TitleOne, historically?
A I believe so.
Q Did you build the relationship with TitleOne? Did
you go out to an office or -A Yes, I believe it was me.
Q Did you have a contact there that you developed to
get in the door at TitleOne?
A I believe so. I believe it was Vicki White.
Q How did you know Vicki White?
A Oh, I probably just solicited her for business.
Or I may have met her at a conference. It's hard to say.
Q Would you have done any other kind of -- or Paris
or someone else working in the recon department, would they
have done any other investigation, like, look at a title
report or Google the lender or anything else when you get a
full reconveyance in? Is there any other kind ofresearch?
A When we get in a full reconveyance, like a
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to -- was that a unique service you were providing to
TitleOne, just to do more complicated ones, or is that kind
of the standard offering you make to title companies?
A That's not a standard. We don't like them in
general. We, they are not as profitable as other work that
we do. And they are high liability. So, we take more of a
risk on them too. They are just more time consuming. So,
we have other clients who do function in this way, but it is
not the norm.
Q Other customers not functioning in this way, would
receive what type of service from you with regard to
reconveyance processes?
A They would do more of the traditional tracking and
processing. And we would, we would receive all reconveyance
related matters no matter if it was an easy cut and dry deal
or we needed to chase down an item.
Q And that makes you more money because it's -A Yeah. We are a volume based company and work that
is easier to do, obviously, takes less time, and we can make
more money on it.
Q So, but the term "high liability", is that a word
you use?
A Yeah. Well, we use it with our clients. You
know, they take more risk. There is more potential for a
claim, obviously.
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complete package or a non-complete package?
Q A complete package.
A When we do get a complete package, no, there would
be nothing else to do if it was complete and ready to go.
Q Did it come in -- I didn't mean to cut you off.
But did this come in as a complete package?
A No, it did not.
Q And what was missing from the package initially?
A There was no original note with it. There was no
request for reconveyance. And the only other thing that we
have noted, now, after the fact is, you know, there was no
envelope showing receipt from TitleOne. Like, it wasn't
mailed TitleOne, from what we can tell, because there was
no -- there was no envelope from someone.
Q No envelope that would have come from a courier?
A Well, no. Like, we don't know how TitleOne
received it. We don't know how TitleOne came to possess
this deed of trust. All we know is that it's been like -- I
noted after the fact, when Heidi Emery first inquired about
this from us, I noted that there was no envelope to TitleOne
from the lender.
Q Was that something you ask your title clients, how
did you come to possess this deed of trust?

MR. DVORAK: When? At the time?
A

Yeah, at the time we didn't, unless there was some
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other red flag. There are certain things that come in that
we consider, flag it, there is a reason. Some things cause
us to question how a client has came into receipt.
BY MS. STINES:
Q But there is nothing in your notation system that
would have red flagged this then?
A No. There was nothing at the time. After the
fact when Heidi asked for some documents, including the
notice of intent, we did at that time say, how did you come
to possess this deed of trust? And we noted there was no
envelope in the original package.
Q The envelopes that you are talking about though,
tell me, like, what kind of envelopes?
A Like, the deed of trust would have came in an
envelope from the lender. They would have mailed it over,
generally.
Q And your title clients generally send you the
envelopes the lender uses to mail you the deeds of trust?
A They do. The envelope that, not that they mail to
us, that they received from the lender. Does that make
sense?
Q Yes. Like, the lender sends it to them in the
envelope, and then they send you the envelope?
A Yeah. Alotofthemjuststapletheenvelopeto
it too, so we have a return address, and we know what date
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you requesting in addition to the -A We request a, request for reconveyance; a
substitution of trustee, if our client is not trustee;
original note. Original deed of trust. It's a blanket
form. So, it just kind of says, hey, send us anything
related to this item, including up to these items. It also
requests that if they have an objection to us filing a
reconveyance that they should send us back notice about that
too. But we also take phone calls. You know, if someone,
if a lender gets a letter and says, hey, wait, we don't want
you to proceed, then they are welcome to call us. And the
letter indicates that also.
Q Are phone calls tracked in the work queue?
A They are.
Q Are there any phone calls in the work queue for
this?
A No, there is not.
Q Did you tell TitleOne that, well, I mean, is there
any notification to TitleOne that the notice went out?
A Yes, it's part of their invoice.
Q Oh. So, it's not invoiced as a package at the end
of the process? It's invoiced as the process proceeds; is
that right?
A Well, it's in their tracking. So, their invoice
includes a report. And the report includes anything that's
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they received it in their office or the roundabout date that
they received it in their office. Sometimes they have their
stamps on them too. And we scan those if -- well, we always
scan the envelope if there is one attached.
Q What follow-up work did Post Closing Department do
then, in advance of sending out the notice? If the package
wasn't complete when it came in?
A We sent out the notice.
Q So, there was no -- so, to the extent that you
could proceed without the note and the request for
reconveyance under the statute, it was complete to some
extent, right, because you had a deed of trust?
A Well, we had a deed of trust, but we didn't have a
note or a request. So, we assumed the lender may have made
a mistake as far as didn't send the other required documents
to proceed. And we sent them a notice of intent. And part
of our notice of intent requests additional documentation.
Q But the additional documentation wasn't returned
to you?
A Nothing was received from, no.
Q So, even without the documents responsive to the
request for additional documents, you went ahead with the
full reconveyance?
A Correct.
Q What documents, and looking at that notice, were
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been invoiced at that time. It also includes anything
that's prior been invoiced just so that they have record of
it.
Then, in case someone calls, in case something
else happens. So, in this case, they would know that a
notice of intent had been issued on this file.
Q Because you would have been billing for that
notice of intent service as part of that invoicing, that
invoicing period?
A Well, the invoice and the tracking piece of the
report would have said, hey, there was a notice.
Q Right. And that would have been part of the
invoice?
A Yeah.
Q For that period?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. So then, as part of the invoice though,
would it have reflected to TitleOne that you didn't get any
response or follow-up requested documentation? Like, the
note, DOT, or anything along that?
A No. The procedure would have been, ifwe had
gotten a, let's say we had gotten back an objection or a
phone call, even a phone call, we would have immediately put
the entire file on hold, discussed with the lender what they
actually intended to do, because lenders make mistakes and
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sometimes they ask for partial reconveyances when they want
full. And sometimes they ask for fulls when they want
partials. And sometimes they accidentally just send you
documents that they shouldn't have sent you. We have had
lenders do that before. So, we would have spoken to the
lender. And it would have, in this case, ifwe had had any
contact from them it would have stopped the process
immediately. We just never would have issued a reconveyance
at all. And we would have -- that would just have been
that. It would have never happened. But we didn't receive
anything back. Now, ifby chance we had -- we have had
cases where the lender has notified us after the
reconveyance has recorded. They say, you know, like, you
get a really big bank who doesn't open their mail for six
months, we have already proceeded with a reconveyance, so
once in a while we'll get a call back and they'll say, no,
no, we didn't mean to reconvey that. In that case, we work
with the lender and our client to reverse the reconveyance
as necessary. Well, and sometimes we get calls too.
They'll say, well, we didn't give you documents because we
haven't been paid off in full. If it is our client that
filed the, or paid off the loan, we then kind of go into
what we consider claims mode, and then we contact our
client, and we say, hey, we just got a call from XYZ, the
lender, they say they weren't paid off in full. They were
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Q rm sorry, I missed the first part of your
deposition. But is St. George your headquarters?
A No.
Q Where is the headquarters?
A We have Mesquite and Portland are our main
locations.
Q Mesquite, is that -A Nevada.
Q Oh. So, what's here in St. George?
A Me. This is where I prefer to live, yes.
Q And you called Heidi back?
A Yes.
Q Do you remember what she was asking you for?
A Just documentation for this file.
Q Did you send her anything?
A Yes, I believe the office did.
Q What did you send her?
A I believe they sent her a copy of the notice of
intent and a copy of the deed of trust that we received.
MR. DVORAK: And just for the record, we have no
record of getting those documents at TitleOne.
BY MS. STINES:
Q How would you've sent those documents?
A I believe the office would have emailed them.
Q Would that email have been posted to the work
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shorted a hundred bucks. How would you like to proceed? We
do stuff like that.
Q Before the reconveyance was fully recorded or
before the full reconveyance was recorded, did you have any
phone communication with anyone at TitleOne?
A No. Not on this file.
Q Okay. And when I say you, I don't mean Amy
Cobine, I mean Post Closing Department.
A I didn't see any, no.
Q Okay. Does the work queue, well, have you had any
conversations with TitleOne since the full reconveyance was
recorded, regarding the full reconveyance?
A Yes, I believe so.
Q Tell me when, about that first call that you got
about this full reconveyance.
A I can't tell you a date. I can tell you it was
probably with Heidi. And she was probably just requesting
information.
Q And did she make that call to you?
A She probably made it into customer service. And I
returned her call.
Q Where is your customer service at?
A Utah.
Q It's here in St. George or -A Yeah. At the time it was, yeah.

1

queue?

2

A No. But it may have been in an employee's email
system.
Q An employee here in St. George?
A Not necessarily. It could be someone from
Portland.
Q Oh. So, did you have any follow-up conversation
with Heidi after sending that email?
A I am not sure.
Q There is just one call you remember?
A Yeah. I know I talked to her at least once. But
it's been years. So, rm unsure.
Q Well, what year was that call in, do you think?
A Maybe 2011. 2012. I have no idea. Could have
been this year. I have no idea.
Q Have you talked to anyone else at TitleOne about
this situation?
A I believe I spoke to Mark Tidd one time.
Q Markwho?
A Tidd.
Q Do you know who Mark Tidd is?
A I believe, at the time, he was president of
TitleOne.
Q He called you?
A Yes.
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Q He called you directly or customer service?
A He probably called customer service, and I
returned his call.
Q What did he ask you?
A He just asked for documentation and what I knew
about the file.
Q And what did you give him in response?
A The same thing we gave Heidi or I asked the office
to forward him that stuff. And I read him the notes off the
file. We went over different scenarios of what this file
was and how they came to possess this file.
Q And tell me about those scenarios.
A Well, he indicated that they had not closed the
transaction on this. And that he's not sure how they came
to have possession of the deed of trust, let alone forward
it to us. So, we talked about how that, you know, did
someone walk it in? Did someone mail it to them? That's
why I know about there was no envelope with their item, is
because we looked for that. So, I told him, hey, there is
no envelope with this deed of trust. Did someone drop it
off? He said, we are not sure. I asked if anyone knew
anyone over at Eagle Equity or if there was a courier that
ran to them? You know, could they have accidentally sent it
to them? Did someone bring it in to them? Was there
anything else going on with Eagle Equity? And so, we just
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A No.
Q -- system? Is that a product you can buy?
A No.
Q So, who built work queue for you?
A It was something that we kind of made up. And we
had -- we've had various contractors work on it.
Q And that's what you call it, work queue?
A No.
Q What do you call it?
A Work queue is really just an email to go into our
system. We don't call it anything.
Q So, you just call it your system?
A Yeah.
Q One question I had, and I am really close to being
done, was your system, which kind of includes the work
queue, now I understand, right?
A Yup.
Q Is looking for -- I'm just repeating my, reading
into the record my own notes so we kind of jump back to your
prior testimony, but I'm not trying to restate what you have
said, so ifI have said it wrong just let me know. But I
understand this proprietary system can look for data, it's
downloading daily. And then it's going out to various
sources with, what I am understanding, to collect
information that's relative, relevant to your work streams,
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kind of ran through all that.
Q Did you come to any conclusions?
A No, we did not.
Q Did you have any other follow-up calls with Mark
TI~
A I don't believe so.
Q So, besides one call to Heidi and one call with
Mark, did you have any other calls with TitleOne?
A I don't believe so.
Q Any follow-up emails?
A No email communication about this. When I ran the
system this morning, it looks like that there was
communication about it and then it stopped. As far as on my
end. I only ran it through my portion. I did not check
with other staff to see if they had any additional
follow-up. And I saw nothing noted in the system.
Q When did the work queue stop on this, the date?
A I think it was 2013, but I can't be sure about
that.
Q How can you give us access to view the work queue?
A I can't.
Q Well, could I come to your office and look over
your shoulder? I mean, is that, like, a way to do it?
A I guess that could be a possibility.
Q Do you have a patent on the work queue --
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right?
A Yes.
Q So what data is it pulling?
A Recording information.
Q From where are you getting that recorded
information from?
A Public record.
Q And are those in counties that make their
recording numbers available?
A All counties make their public records available.
Q I mean, online, you are getting it through the
internet, right?
A Well, we are getting it electronically, but no, we
are not getting it directly from the county. In some cases
we are getting it from other data sources.
Q And other data sources, do you have runners
collecting, recording information at counties?
A Only in rural areas.
Q But in rural areas you do have runners getting -A Yeah. Once in a while, yeah, in rural areas, but
it has to be pretty rural for us to have a county. And it
has to have a volume for us to even send someone to be worth
it, to go out and get it.
Q Otherwise, you just wait for it?
A Well, no. We can abstract it other ways, in most
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cases.
Q You can?
A Yes.
Q But, otherwise, these alternative sources for
information, besides runners and just through the internet,
how are they, who are these data folks or -A We buy from other title companies and other data
sources.
Q Okay. So, you are obtaining data from other title
companies?
A Yeah. Just depends on who owns access to the
plant or who has built a system in certain states and
certain platforms that we can receive data from.
Q And, do you subscribe to any data source, like,
from TitleOne; do they give you data?
A No. TitleOne, no.
Q Would you have needed through your system to
access any kind of recorded information as part of this
process? Like, I know you have received an original
recorded deed of trust, but would you have then verified
that through your system that that isn't really recorded
someplace?
A No. We wouldn't have verified that.
Q Okay. So, you wouldn't have used that other part
of the system for this process?
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No. They come in huge batches.
I see. So they come, you get them once every so
often; they come back in batches?
A Yeah.
Q And how did you make TitleOne aware that this
reconveyance of trust deed had been recorded?
A It would have been placed on their report.
Q And that's the only way they would have known?
A Correct.
Q Would you have sent a copy under any circumstance?
A No.
Q To any title company, do they get copies of those?
A I don't know anyone who requests them back. They
can have them back if they want them, but I don't know
anyone who would have requested them back.
Q Okay. I'm just going to check. Are those Excel
spreadsheets -- I know that's part of your invoicing, but it
sounds like it has other information. But are they
maintained -- like, what is your retention policy for those
Excel spreadsheets?
A Yes. We retain those always.
Q Forever?
A Yeah. I have never known one to be destroyed.
Q And within your invoicing system then, are
invoices saved by client name?
A
Q
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A No. There would have been nothing to indicate
that we needed to do that.
Q But what about once this reconveyance of trust
deed recorded; you would have received the recording number?
A Yeah. Yeah, we would have received it back in our
office though.
Q How did -- and that's because you have a courier
that's sending the original recorded reconveyance of trust
deed to you?
A No. The recorder themselves would have mailed it
back to us.
Q The original?
A Yes.
Q And you keep the original reconveyance of trust
deeds?
A No. We scan them and destroy them.
Q Then you destroy them?
A It's all public record. There is no reason to
keep an original.
Q Yeah. No, I am not criticizing. I would do the
same thing. I'm just -- okay, so you then destroy all the
originals that come back after you have made a scan. Do you
scan the envelope from the recorder -A No.
Q -- that comes back in?
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Yes.
So, Fidelity would have invoices under a file?
TitleOne would have invoices under a file?
A Yes.
Q And then for title companies with lots of offices,
are the invoices then saved per office?
A No. They're -- it's per contract. So, let's say
First American Title has a client. Maybe First American
Title Nevada is a client, and they have six offices. They
would all be saved under one file. But they may be allotted
their -- depending on how they asked to have that set up, it
would be all under one file name, but then each branch would
be indicated for allocation purposes of their invoice.
Q So, there is a way, there is a system within the
main contract that divides it up by office, like, version?
A Yeah.
Q So, there is a way to go back and say, it's this
office on Main and that office on whatever?
A Correct. If that's how they give it to us.
Q Oh-A If they have some satellite offices, like, I know
we do have at least one client that has satellite offices.
Their system -- they don't have a way of notating it in
their system. They don't care ifwe notate it in our
system, so it's just all under one deal.
A
Q
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Q Okay.
A Yeah.
Q When did you perform your investigation in
response to this subpoena?
A When we originally got the first -- when was that
first one served? Well, our initial investigation came when
Heidi emailed us. But, or, that's what my staff -- when she
sent an email, I don't even know if it was directly to me.
It might have been to someone else, but I was made aware of
it, that they were looking for documents. And then,
whenever that first subpoena was issued, I sent out an email
to someone saying, to get you documents, I don't think that
occurred. So then, as I prepared for my deposition this
morning, or yeah, that started this morning, I prepared and
looked for stuff throughout this week.
Q And lastly, after hanging up with Mark Tidd, were
you the one that -- you said you emailed him the same stuff,
I want to make sure I got that right, that the same stuff
you had sent to Heidi when you talked to her previously?
A I don't know if I emailed it, but I know I
requested it of staff. I might not have been the one that
directly emailed it.
Q But you don't know that it actually was emailed,
right, if you requested it from some other -A When I sent out the request, it was, staff said,
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low-hanging fruit here. If your -- you said you spoke with
Mark Tidd. How do you spell his last name?
A I think it's T-i-d-d.
Q Okay. What's the -- is Post Closing Department
still an active corporation doing business in several
states?
A You know what? I'm not sure of the current status
of that.
Q Okay.
A I am in the middle of a divorce, and so, there is
some -- there is some dispute over stock at Post Closing
Department and ownership. So, I kind of leave that up to
other people at this point.
Q Oh, okay. But it sounds like there are still
people answering the phones in some cases, right?
A Oh,yeah.
Q So, you had talked about -- I am going to bounce
around a little bit because I want to try to keep things in
line. But, okay. You had talked about how the initiation
of a reconvey starts when you receive the deed of trust.
And I think that's been marked as Exhibit -A For TitleOne, that's the case.
Q Yeah. So, in this case, you would have received a
deed of trust similar to, well, I mean, like what's here. I
don't know if this is the exact one you received, Exhibit 4,
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yeah, they had done it. In fact, they said they did it
every time Heidi requested it, because it sounds like Heidi
requested it more than a few times.
Q Through customer service?
A Yes. And every time everyone confrrmed, like,
yeah, I have sent her what she requested. And I looked in
the system and, yup, it looked like they had sent it. And I
told her the same. I think that's as part of the email that
Tom has. He'll see that I said we have sent it to you.
Q So, the note kept track of each of those emails?
A Yes. And I will forward those.
MS. STINES: I don't have any more questions.
EXAMINATION
BY :MR. TRIBBLE:
Q Okay. Thanks for your time today. I'm sorry that
we have gone kind of long, but I think Erin covered a lot of
what I wanted to. So -:MR. DVORAK: Just for the record, Aaron Tribble is
starting examination.
BY :MR. TRIBBLE:
Q Oh, yes, I'm sorry, yeah, Aaron Tribble here. And
we've got Erin Stines spelled differently. E-r-i-n. I am
with Eagle Law Center. I represent Eagle Equity Fund.
A Okay. Thankyou.
Q Well, let me just kind of get some of the
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but you would have received something like this?
A The one that we received looks, from what I can
tell, looks exactly like Exhibit 4.
Q Okay. And then, when you get that deed of trust,
you had said, I think if I am characterizing what you had
said previously, you understood that to be a request for a
full reconvey, right?
A Well, we, yeah, we just figured the lender hadn't
sent the whole package over.
Q Okay. But, and your understanding ofit, being a
request for a full reconvey, is it true that you had said
that TitleOne never asked any partial reconveys be done by
your company?
A For this deed of trust in question?
Q Just in general.
A Oh, no, they would ask for a partial.
Q Oh, they did. Okay. So, how did you know that
this was their request for a full reconvey?
A Because a full deed of trust, you never, you don't
send over a full deed of trust for a partial. A complete
package for a partial reconveyance is only a request,
nothing else.
Q Okay.
A There is no note. There is no deed. You don't
send those.
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Q And how do you know that TitleOne would have
understood that to be the case?
A Well, I assume they have been practicing title
insurance long enough that they would know that. That's
pretty common knowledge among title and escrow staff.
Q Okay.
MR. DVORAK: And objection, that's speculation to
form.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: In the question, the form of the
question.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q Yeah. So, if my understanding is correct, I mean,
there is just a general assumption, then, that you guys make
that when you receive a bare deed of trust they are
requesting the full reconveyance?
A They aren't requesting anything. If they are
doing as our contract indicates, they have received
something. They know it's not a complete package of any
type, they forward it on to us.
Q Okay. And that's because of the understanding
that was given in, I guess, other emails that, between you
and TitleOne -A Well, even their welcome letter, which is
Exhibit 5 or 6 -- hold on. Exhibit 6.
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BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q The request for -- or you sent the notice of
intent?
A We sent the notice of intent, which also asks that
ifthere are any additional documents to send them, to
forward those to us immediately.
Q Oh, okay. So, okay. So, you didn't request that
TitleOne produce a promissory note?
A No.
Q Okay.
A No. We assume, though, that if they had it they
would have sent it to us.
Q Okay. So, was there any -- after you received
just the bare deed of trust with the blank envelope was
there any -A No envelope.
Q Yeah, no envelope. Was there any type of
communication with TitleOne then?
A No.
Q It was just -- okay.
A We just sent the notice to the lender.
Q Yeah, you just proceeded with your process then to
do the reconvey?
A Correct.
Q Okay. I have just got to make sure that I am, you
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Q The May 6, 2009 letter?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. So, when you received that deed of trust
for the Eagle Equity Fund reconvey, you said it didn't come
in an envelope that was from a lender, right?
A Correct. We didn't see any one, any such thing.
Q Okay. Has TitleOne given you other deeds of trust
that were in lender envelopes?
A Yes. But they have also given us ones that don't
have any envelope at all. And, in general, that's usually
because someone has brought it in to them.
Q Okay. And then you expected to see, I think,
other documents? You said you expected to see a promissory
note and a letter of intent?
A Our request in, preferably in this case, if this
had been a complete package, it would have included a note,
a request for reconveyance, and preferably a substitution of
trustee.
Q Okay. And then you made that request, or it's
your understanding that your company made that request to
TitleOne and didn't receive a response?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
A No. No, we didn't send that request to TitleOne.
We sent that request to Equity, Eagle Equity Fund.
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know, getting this straight in my head, because I know we
have covered a lot of ground. So, and you had stated before
that PCD's policy is to go ahead and file a reconveyance of
trust deed even if you don't receive the proof of service of
that notice of intent?
A Correct. As long as we don't receive any -- if we
don't receive proof of receipt and we don't receive any kind
of objection at all, or have any communication with the
lender, a phone call or something from them saying not to
proceed, we don't, we just proceed.
Q And is it your understanding that TitleOne was
aware that that would happen?
A Yes.
Q How, what do you base your understanding on?
A I believe it's outlined in the contracts and
it's -- our contracts, in general, and again, I don't have a
copy of their contract, I believe that one can be found now
that we have a proper date to find one with. Most of our
contracts say we will proceed with the state statute.
Q Okay. And you'll be providing that to Tom, and
Tom can get us copies?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Just, in general, is there -- these forced
reconveyances that happen, generally speaking, does it
usually happen when there has been some type of land
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transaction, a lender has been paid off or something, and
then you are basically curing what is an old deed of trust
and cleaning up the title for the new deed of trust? Is
that usually what happens in a reconveyance situation;
there's been a transaction and you are, more or less,
filling the gaps in the title?
A Well, no. Well, your, a deed ofreconveyance is
basically, yeah, clearing up the old loan. But, generally,
that's because a new transaction has occurred.
Q Yeah.
A And it's just making clean public records. And
its, in most states, it's actually part of the lender's
obligation to, if they have been paid, to then clear their
item from public record.
Q Okay. But then, PCD doesn't ever request to see
or even need to see any type of a, any type of evidence that
shows that there even was a transaction, right?
A No. Unless that, there is some kind ofred flag
that -- there is red flag indicators that sometimes we'll
say, hey, why are you guys asking for this? And again, it
depends on the state too. Some states require us to have
proof of something more, within our file, and in that case
we do that.
Q In this case, were there red flags?
A No. At the time, there was nothing other than --
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A This would be the first one, in this case, yes.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I don't have any further
questions.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. Listening audience?
MR. PENNY: Dave Penny, no questions.
MR. NICHOLSON: Chad Nicholson, no questions.
MR. MOLLERUP: Richard Mollerup, no questions.
MR. DVORAK: I think that's all of our listening
audience.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I had a couple questions that I came up with and
then we suggested from some of the other questions here.
I'll start with, well, we have two Aarons here, so I'll
start with Mr. Aaron Tribble's questions that he just
finished asking you. I only have a couple on that. Do you
recall him asking you a few questions about why you reacted
the way you did to what you perceived to be an original deed
of trust, why you didn't think that was for a partial
reconveyance? Do you recall those questions?
A Yes.
Q Isn't it true that in 2009, and probably still
today, but at least in 2009, you held the opinion that under
Idaho statutory reconveyance, forced reconveyance statute,
it didn't have room for a partial reconveyance? It only
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there is nothing.
Q So, the fact that, the fact that TitleOne wasn't
listed on the deed of trust as a trustee, and you didn't see
a successor trustee form, that's not a red flag?
A It's not a red flag for TitleOne's situation
because of the way they were using us. They sent us these
kind of documents often, at that time.
Q Okay. Way, way back in the beginning you had
testified that there had been other depositions, lots of
them, you had said you couldn't even recall how many. Any
of these other depositions, did they concern forced
reconveyances?
A They do, but I probably should clarify. I'm an
expert witness for some lenders. I have been called in, so

-Q Do any of the other depositions concern forced
reconveyances made by PCD?
A Like, as, where we may be part -- kind of like
this situation where -Q Yes.
A -- where we are kind of defending our process and
stuff?
Q Yeah.
A No. Never.
Q This would be the first one?
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allowed for a total reconveyance as a forced or statutory
reconveyance; is that true?
A That is correct, yes.
Q In fact, referring your attention to Exhibit 5 -A Yes.
Q -- isn't that the comment that you are making in
there to the effect, on the first page of Exhibit 5, which
is Bates number POC012? Maybe I have the wrong page here.
Yes. Actually, it's Bates number TOC013. Isn't that a
fact, what you were saying in the sentence on the second
page where you say, I have double checked the statutes and I
do not see a forced recon law for partial recons. Do you
see that?
A Correct.
Q Okay. So, you believe that if you got an original
deed of trust and you were, or just in any event, if you
were doing a forced reconveyance it had to be of the entire
deed of trust or nothing, correct?
A In the State of Idaho, yes.
Q Do you stilJ hold that belief today?
A Yes.
Q All right. I want to talk about how you obtained
this deed of trust, originally, that's been marked in this
proceeding, I believe as Exhibit 4. And I'm talking about
your receiving the original of that shortly before, I
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1
believe we established the notice of intent that's been
2
marked as Exhibit 2, was sent out. I believe Exhibit 2 says
3
October 12th? I'm going by memory here. Can you confirm
4th~
5
A Exhibit 2?
6
Q Yes.
7
A You mean Exhibit 3?
8
Q Exhibit 3.
9
A October 12th.
10
Q Okay. So, that was sent out October 12th of 2009?
A Or around that date, yes.
11
12
Q Or around that day.
13
A It was generated that day, yeah.
14
Q As a consequence of the determination having
15
received the, you perceived, received the original deed of
16 trust-17
A Correct.
18
Q -- that was the action that was taken in response?
19
A Yes.
20
Q Okay. So, do you have any idea how long before
21
that notice of intent was sent out on October 12th, 2009,
22
that you would have received that deed of trust?
23
A Probably anywhere a week or two weeks prior.
24
Q Okay. So, a week or two weeks prior?
25
A Yes.
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discussing, Exhibit 4?
A I think, during a systems check, we did see that
there was partials for this deed of trust.
Q Around that time?
A I don't know about around that time, but I did
notice that we had partials for Fidelity.
Q Okay.
(Exhibit No. 9 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Exhibit 9. I'm going to
represent for the record this is a document that I received
informally from Fidelity's counsel. It is a request for
reconveyance. Could you read the date of that request for
reconveyance?
A September 25th, 2009.
Q Okay. And that reconveyance is addressed to whom?
A Well, it's got Fidelity National Title's address
on it. The Emerald office in Boise. But it's to Alliance
Title Escrow.
Q Okay. But it's within a two week period of your
receiving this deed of trust, correct?
A It looks like it, yeah.
Q Yeah. And I have no idea whether your office
received that or not, would you have any records that would
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Q And you would have received it, I take it, in one
of these packets that came from the Friday deliveries that
were picked up from TitleOne that we discussed before, that
were then sent by whatever courier you were using at that
time on to your office?
A Yes.
Q And I am guessing that you have other companies,
other title insurers or title agents that you do work for in
Boise, Idaho, or did work for at that time in 2009, 201 O?
A I would say so, yes.
Q And, but I am assuming that, for purposes of
economy, you used the same courier; correct?
A Yes.
Q And I am guessing that courier sent their stuff
down too?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Probably at the same time?
A Probably.
Q Okay. Was one of those other companies you were
doing work for at that time, approximate to getting this
package about two weeks before October 12th, 2009, Fidelity?
A I believe they were our client at that time.
Q Okay. Do you recall if you received any requests
from Fidelity for partial or total reconveyance on or about
that time relative to this deed of trust that we have been
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tell you whether your office received that Exhibit 9 on or
around this time?
A I can look.
Q Could you do that and please follow up among the
information that you provide to us?
A Yeah.
Q Thank you. But you do recall receiving something
from the work you were doing for Fidelity on or around this
time?
A Well, I don't know if it was on or around that
time, but-Q Can you check that as well?
A Yes, of course.
Q Thankyou.
MR. NICHOLSON: Tom, this is Chad. I apologize to
interrupt. What was the exhibit or the Bates numbers on
Exhibit 9 again?
MR. DVORAK: Exhibit 9 has no Bates numbers. It
was informally produced. It's a request for partial
reconveyance. It's from, it relates to this deed of trust.
And it is specifically for lot 2 in block 8. It's signed by
Eagle Equity, by its manager. It's addressed to Alliance
Title. It's dated September 25th, 2009.
MR. NICHOLSON: Okay. Thank you, Tom.
MR. DVORAK: And so we are clear on the record, I
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have no idea if this ever went to Post Closing Services.
That's why we want to check that. I have every reason to
believe it went directly to Alliance Title, who was
competing at that time.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MS. STINES: Objection. Relevance.
MR. DVORAK: I thought we were reserving those
kind of objections for -- I thought we were just objecting
to form.
MS. STINES: I didn't know that. I missed the
first part of the deposition.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. That's fine.
MR. TRIBBLE: I don't think we ever said.
MR. DVORAK: I thought, I just assumed unless you
said otherwise. We are just operating differently. Yeah.
Okay.
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q And, by the way, in terms of documents, how much
time do you think you need to make these checks and get
these documents to us?
A Just a few days.
Q Okay. So, a week? Would that be enough?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. And I think. I am going to ask all counsel
for a stipulation here. But, can we stipulate that at the
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BY MR. DVORAK:
Q The standard service, as you recall, and I am
going on questions that Erin Stines asked you now, but she
talked to you about the standard service, and you talked
about how the particular task you were doing for TitleOne,
which ifI understood it, was following up on sort of the
hard situations where there may be documents missing or
something else; correct?
A Correct. Or they weren't trustee.
Q Or they weren't trustee. Okay. That's something
that you do, can you describe part of your service as using
your computer system you put together, sort of track what's
going on, when the reconveyances occur, correct?
A Yes.
Q And you described how for some clients that's just
a service where you notify them, hey, that hasn't happened;
right?
A Well, no. Ifwe notify them, hey, it hasn't
happened, we then, it is our job to go forward and make it
happen.
Q Okay. Which is what you were doing for TitleOne?
A Correct. So, they kind of just had the end part
ofit, and we didn't get the beginning. We didn't get to
track everything that we did.
Q Right. And the way you work is on a flat fee?
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end of this deposition we will hold this deposition open for
a week, and if we don't get the documents we may have to
reconvene it? Is that agreeable to everybody?
MR. TRIBBLE: Sure.
MR. NICHOLSON: Yes.
MS. STINES: And for the record, Tom, when are we
going to get the emails from you and Amy Cobine emailed?
MR. DVORAK: I will, as soon as I get done with
this deposition, get those printed and get out. I just
received the same this morning about an hour before this
deposition as I was trying to get down here. In fact, when
I read them, I hadn't even realized that they were related
to this. I thought it was the attachments that were
important.
MS. STINES: Well, so there were other things
besides in that email, some attachments?
MR. DVORAK: You will get everything that I got.
And my recollection is that there were three attachments
that I was sent. Two attachments have been marked as
Exhibits 2 and 3. The third attachment was explained by the
witness to me to be a deed of trust, copy of this EEF deed
of trust that she obtained from another source, more
recently, for this deposition today. So, I deemed that not
to have relevance since we already have a copy we are
marking as Exhibit 4.
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A Correct.
Q Okay. So, it's easier for you to make your flat
fee if you are just using your computer system and tracking
it instead of having to follow up on stuff?
A Well, it's easier and it's more profit because, I
mean, if you close a hundred files this month, and I only
have to work on ten of them, that's a good day for me.
Q Right. So, it's both a volume, in terms of
numbers of files, but also a quality kind of thing, because
in terms of the intensity of the work that you have to do,
if you are just checking dates or triggers on a computer?
A Yeah. If it's just downloading data, that's easy.
There is not a lot of work involved there.
Q As opposed to having to follow-up to try to get
documents?
A Where TitleOne's documents are all follow-up.
That's all they gave us.
Q Right. But for typical clients, you could have
that follow-up too for some of the matters that warrant
active track and were found not to have been recorded and
taken care of?
A Correct. I think our numbers are 10 percent of
files that we actually have to do additional work on. And
it's only like, depending on the client, 2 to 5 percent that
actually need work beyond just a notice.
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Q Okay. And, in terms of going back in time to the
two week time period when you believe you received this deed
of trust in the courier package that came from the Boise,
Idaho courier, how is that courier package broken out? I
mean, is there a different -- how is that typically? During
that time period, what did it look like?
A I believe it would have been each client, and it's
still this way for every area, is each client has their own
bag or item that their stuff comes in, and then it's all
packaged into one box and sent to us, usually.
Q Okay. And it's all packaged into one box and sent
to you by the courier, I take it?
A Generally, yes.
Q And then un-packaged by whoever in your office
receives that?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And is the Friday pick-up for TitleOne, is
it pretty typical to have couriers do a pick-up on one day
and send all the stuff at once?
A Yeah, generally.
Q So, there could be a lot of stuff coming in that
package?
A There could be.
Q Now, there was some discussion that you had with
Ms. Stines about this not being a complete package, correct?
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did on any such document, whether, even if there is a logo
on it, that says it was recorded at the request of
Reconveyance Inc. or Post Closing Department or something
like that -A Correct.
Q -- and a return address just like the one we saw
here?
A Correct. We have everything returned to one of
our offices.
Q You have to wait for me to finish my question or
the record is not going to read right.
A Oh, sorry.
Q And so, we established you are going to check your
records around this time period to see what was causing you
to think that Fidelity might have been doing work around
this time period through you?
A Well, not through us, but something had happened
where we thought Fidelity had closed maybe what had been a
short sale on this property.
Q Okay. But if you could check for any such records
we would appreciate that.
A Sure.
Q Provide them to me. And if you don't get a
response, like, in this case, to the notice of intent to
reconvey within 60 days, what impression do you take away
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A Correct.
Q But it wasn't so incomplete that you called
TitleOne and sought documents from them, correct?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And, in fact, in your notice of intent,
which was, I believe, marked as Exhibit 3 -A Yes.
Q -- do you not tell the person in there that if
they don't take the lender, Eagle Equity Fund, to whom that
was addressed, that if they don't take action that you are
going to do a statutory reconveyance and reconvey their deed
oftrust?
A Correct.
Q Do your records reflect any response from Eagle
Equity Fund whatsoever to that notice that was sent out,
Exhibit 3?
A No, we do not.
Q Okay. Is it common for your customers to ask that
their logos be used on the documents, the notices of intent
that you send out and the reconveyances?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Is Fidelity one that likes to use those
logos on there?
A Yes.
Q But still, there should be some indication, if you
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from that?
A It's a lender that just expects us to do our
notice of intent.
Q And expect you to do it and expects it to be
reconveyed?
A Correct. They don't have any objection to it.
Just, maybe I'll clarify on that. We have some lenders who,
that's kind of how they process their reconveyances. They
don't want to pay for them. They don't want to send out
loan documents. It's just easier to allow the title
companies who send out notices to reconvey them and pay for
the whole deal.
Q Okay. Always interesting to learn about different
businesses. Okay. Going back to the courier bag, I had
another question about this. This would have been the bag
that came down, you know, from the Friday pick-up at
TitleOne, whatever else was contained with the pick-ups in
Boise to your office, is there any independent record that's
kept of the contents of those bags when they come in or
would there have been in the 2009, 2010 time period we are
talking about?
A Independent within our office?
Q Yes. Is there some kind of procedure where the
contents of the bag are sort of inventoried before people
move on to do what you described before, like, with respect
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to this deed of trust? Take a look at it and see if it's an
original or a copy or anything else.
A No.
Q Is it a possibility that whoever got that bag and
sorted it out thought this deed of trust came from TitleOne,
but it in fact came from another one of your clients?
A I don't think so. But anything's possible.
Q Okay. And that started the whole sequence of
events, the belief that this deed of trust came from
TitleOne, and that it was the original deed of trust is what
set this whole chain of events in motion that ended up with
the February 2010 recording of the forced statutory
reconveyance; correct?
A Correct.
Q And since that chain of events started, i.e.,
based on a belief that it came in this courier box with
these other documents from Boise, from the pick-up, there
was no, subsequent to that time by your office, check with
TitleOne to confirm that that was indeed from TitleOne or
TitleOne's intent, correct?
A Correct.
MR. DVORAK: No further questions.
MS. STINES: I guess I have one follow-up.
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communicated to TitleOne?
A Email. Everything's email.
Q Is there like a drop box email or is it a
particular person's email that -A It would have been sent directly to a person.
Q So, you probably have a record of those?
A Correct.
Q That who those would go to?
A Correct.
Q And over the course of a typical period of time to
do a full reconveyance, ifwe have 90 days and then, you
know, this work queue has been opened since 2010, you are
telling me it just, well, 2009, and then it just closed in
2013. But I realize that's an unusual amount of time for a
process, to keep a work queue open. But the regular
process, how long would it typically take?
A Well, no. The work queue is just the, like a
system platform. And the work queue is open today for
TitleOne. I mean, they don't use our services any longer
from what I know. But we could receive an order from them
today if they would like to send one. It's open. We don't
close those.
Q So, in the course of completing a full
reconveyance process after receiving an original deed of
trust, how many times would you have sent an update through
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FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MS. STINES:
Q So, these Excel spreadsheets that were produced to
your title clients, you continued to produce those today,
right, that's how you do it?
A Yes.
Q And that was in that timeframe that we were
talking about of this full reconveyance, right?
A Yes.
Q So, do you get calls? Like, how does that work?
Do people, when they get those Excel spreadsheets from
TitleOne, and they have questions about the status or the
billing, who do they call?
A Customer service.
Q And would those calls on an invoice like that,
those would have been tracked through your work queue or
whatever?
A Correct.
Q So, in your experience with TitleOne, is there
someone in particular reviewing those Excel spreadsheets?
A I'm not sure who receives the reports or who
received them at that time. I'm not sure. I kind of assume
it was Heidi Emery. But I don't show any phone calls in
relation to that.
Q How are those reports, those Excel reports
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an Excel spreadsheet?
A Over a course of a normal item, first of all, once
they are received and they are put on an invoice and a
report, they don't come off, period. They are always on
there to be referenced back to. They are just under a
different tab for them. So, it's no longer under invoice
detail. It just falls into either a completed tab or a
tracking tab. It never falls off. It's always there and
present for them. But over a course of an item, you know, a
file itself may take anywhere from 60 to 120 days to be
complete, just depending on the file. Now, there are
exceptions to that, of course. But generally, most files
take 60 to 120 days before they end up under a completed
tab.
Q So, in the language of Post Closing Department,
this process would be called an item of full reconveyance?
A It would just be a file, yeah.
Q It would be a file?
A Yeah, it would just be a file.
Q And nothing ever falls off these spreadsheets? It
continues to track all of the work?
A It continues unless an item is removed for, and
it's rare to happen, but maybe a duplication. You know, if
the client accidentally submitted the same file to our work
queue twice or something like that. And, usually, that's
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only found during an audit and manually removed.
Q And these Excel spreadsheets are mailed how often?
A They are emailed monthly.
Q What is the file reference on the Excel
spreadsheet? How would this file have been referenced?
A It's either referenced by an escrow number, if it
comes over with an escrow number, or a title number, if it
comes over with a title number. If it comes over with
neither, it is referenced by the deed of trust itself. The
original recording number. Sorry. I should clarify that.
Q Do you know for a fact that the file number for
this reconveyance was referenced by the deed of trust, the
original deed of trust?
A I haven't reviewed that, no.
Q But would you assume understanding -A I would assume it would be, yes.
MS. STINES: I don't have any more questions.
MR. TRIBBLE: I just have a couple.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q You talked about the courier process and stuff.
And back in 2009, 2010, I think you mentioned this, I just
want to know for sure, was Fidelity a client at that time?
A Yes, I believe they were.
Q And they were using the courier process?
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Q
A
file.

What's that amount?
Like $500 or the amount of the fee paid for the

MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. All right. I don't have
anything else.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MS. STINES:
Q I guess I just can't resist. So, to be clear, you
haven't found a contract with TitleOne?
A No. But I am pretty confident now that we know
the date, what I'll do is, now I know that Vicki signed it,
because I looked for the original hard copy is what I looked
for. I couldn't find one. But now that we have a date off
of Exhibit, I want to say 6, yeah, Exhibit 6, I'll search my
system. Because that, and we have Exhibit 7, I can probably
reference it out, yeah. It will be pretty easy.
Q Are all your contracts saved in one area of your
business?
A Well, so our email system doesn't delete. Well,
it can delete. But we have company policy that says you do
not delete email ever. So, as long as I have a date range
and a name, I can usually go in and search the system, the
email system, to produce whatever happened at that time.
So, as long as she emailed me, which is what she indicates
on this exhibit, I can probably reference it and pull a copy
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A Yes. They would have had separate bags and they
would have had probably even separate colored bags. We
don't give any client in one area the same color of bags.
Q Okay. So, just so I'm clear, so, the courier goes
to say Fidelity and picks up a colored bag. And then the
courier will go to several places picking up these bags at
various places like TitleOne, Fidelity, maybe Pioneer, I
don't know where else. Then they take them, they put all
these bags, they don't unbundle them, they put them all into
a box and mail it off to PCD?
A Correct. Yeah.
Q So, what do you think the chances are of any of
those files getting commingled would be?
A We have never had a case. No one's ever said
anything. We have never had a case of such a thing
happening.
Q So, in your opinion, that would be a pretty slim
chance?
A That would be a pretty slim chance.
Q Okay. Now, you had mentioned earlier about the
TitleOne work being high liability work. Does PCD insure
itself against making a mistake in high liability cases?
A Well, I believe we have E & 0. We have different
insurance. But our contracts also limit us to amount of
liability for the corporation.
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ofit.
Q Have you run into other instances with clients
where contracts didn't get signed at the outset of the
relationship?
A Yeah.
Q So, it's possible?
A It's possible.
Q Have you put your E & 0 on notice of this
situation?
A No.
MS. STINES: Okay. I am done. Thank you.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q One question. Who was your E & 0 in that time
period?
A I have no idea. I would have to look it up.
Q Okay. But you had liability insurance?
A I believe so. Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: I'm done too.
MR. NlCHOLSON: No questions.
MR. MOLLERUP: No questions.
MR. PENNY: No questions.
MR. DVORAK: All right. We are not actually
concluding. We will continue this deposition in accordance
with our agreement. And it remains open.
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(Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded at 12:35 p.m.)
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,

DECLARATION OF TRAVIS J.
STROUD IN SUPPORT OF DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
TRAVIS J. STROUD, declares and states as follows:
1.

I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am currently licensed by the State of Idaho as a real estate agent and have been

since 2002.
3.

I have previously served as the real estate agent for Timothy W. Eck and/or DAS

Investments, LLC ("DAS").

DECLARATION OF TRAVIS J. STROUD IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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4.

· In early 2012, I was providing real estate agent services to DAS as it was

exploring the possibility of purchasing lots located in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, aka
Walnut Creek Subdivision, located in Kuna, Idaho ("Property").
5.

As part of this process, I determined that the property DAS was considering

purchasing was owned by Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") and that Edward "Ted" Mason ("Mason")
was the managing member of Galiano.
6.

I spoke with Mason on multiple occasions regarding the potential purchase of the

Property by DAS. At no point during these discussions did Mason mention, discuss or refer in
any way to Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. Likewise, Mason did not ever indicate that the Property
was subject to a second mortgage held by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC. Based upon my discussions
with Mason, it was my understanding that the only mortgage on the Property was held by RBC
Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC").
7.

During the negotiations for the purchase of the Property, I was informed that

James L. Jewett ("Jewett") was acting as an "agent" for Galiano in this transaction.

I had

multiple discussions with Jewett regarding the potential purchase of the Property by DAS. At no
point during these discussions did Jewett mention, discuss or refer in any way to Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC. Likewise, Jewett did not ever indicate that the Property was subject to a second
mortgage. Based upon my discussions with Jewett, it was my understanding that the only
mortgage on the Property was held by RBC.
8.

I also had e-mail correspondence with both Mason and Jewett regarding this

transaction. A true and correct copy of all e-mail correspondence I had with either Mason or
Jewett about the Property and DAS's potential purchase of the Property is attached hereto as
Exhibit "A." In none of these e-mail communications was Eagle Equity Fund, LLC or a second

DECLARATION OF TRAVIS J. STROUD IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
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mortgage on the Property mentioned, discussed or referenced in any way.
9.

At no point during my participation in this transaction was I ever aware that Eagle

Equity Fund, LLC was asserting a claim to the Property. Likewise, at no point during my
participation in this transaction was I ever aware that Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was asserting that
it had a secured interest in the Property.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED thisJ<1

t

I

day of April, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the \~ay of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):

[[ 1 ]]

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attomeys for Plaintiff

[
[
[

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagieLawCenter.com

[
[
[
[

Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

]
]
]
]

[ :,(l

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givenspursle}'..com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attomeys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company

[
[

r
[
[ .Y]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

David M. Penny
Cos ho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attomeys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

]
]
]
]

[
]
[
]
·1
[
[
]
[ )\ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

.I

I
Ii,,
I

Iii(
Ji
1,

I:

dpenn}'.@cosholaw.com
[
'

[
I

]

U.S. Mail

[ '] Hand Delivered
[

]
]

[ )(]

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

I'
I.i

I
I
i

molleru12@lawidaho.com
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•
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano,

LLC

[
[
[
[

[j

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
] Electronic Mail

dtk@fisher:pusch.com
[
[
[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

[X ]

mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutier.com
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•
TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 20148:45 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Docs

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

Subject: Re: Docs
From: trja8871@msn.com
Date: Fri, 20 Apr 2012 17:54:20 -0600
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Did you get everything over to Scott?
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 20, 2012, at 5:07 PM, "Jim Jewett" <jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com> wrote:
Phone died

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tna887l@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 4: 11 PM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Fwd: Docs

See below
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 20, 2012 4:06:20 PM MDT
1
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•,

To: Stroud Travis <tr.871@msn.com>
Subject: Docs

Getting late
We going to get Walnut creek docs
Sent from my iPhone

2
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:45 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Docs

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: RE: Docs
Date: Fri, 20 Apr 2012 17:07:49 -0600
Phone died

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]

Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 4:11 PM
To: Jim Jewett
Subject: Fwd: Docs

See below
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 20, 2012 4:06:20 PM MDT
To: Stroud Travis <trja8871@msn.com>
Subject: Docs
Getting late
We going to get Walnut creek docs
Sent from my iPhone
1
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:45 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Docs

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

Subject: Fwd: Docs
From: trja8871@msn.com
Date: Fri, 20 Apr 2012 16:11:05 -0600
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
See below
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tim Eck <tweenterprises@yahoo.com>
Date: April 20, 2012 4:06:20 PM MDT
To: Stroud Travis <trja8871@msn.com>
Subject: Docs

Getting late
We going to get Walnut creek docs
Sent from my iPhone

1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja887l@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:46 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Docs

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> Subject: Docs
> From: tweenterprises@yahoo.com
> Date: Fri, 20 Apr 2012 15:06:20-0700
> To: trja8871@msn.com
>
> Getting late
> We going to get Walnut creek docs
>
> Sent from my iPhone

1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:46 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208} 412-1329 Cell
{208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: timeck@clearwire.net
To: ted@tedmason.com
Subject: Walnut Creek
Date: Wed, 18 Apr 2012 19:46:10 -0600
Ted
I am disappointed that you were unable to accept my offer from EAMI for the purchase of Walnut Creek. I felt
it was a fair offer and at Jim's request I was willing to agree that the ACC guidelines would not be changed and
was more than willing to provide you the opportunity to take down 10 lots over 12 months at $30,000.00 per
lot. I just could not accept the request to allow 10 lots be taken down at closing for my purchase price. If that
was your request it would have put me in a situation with the Bank where I would have just been facilitating a
short sale on the lots for you. That would have pissed off the bank and could have possibly given them
recourse as the transaction would no longer be arms length and could be considered fraudulent. That is unless
you were completely transparent with the bank and they knew you were buying lots back at the short sale
price. I just had reservation that the request to buy 10 lots at closing was not your request and I was not
interested in facilitating this transaction for someone else to get a free ride.
I wish you good luck with Lee Senters and hope all goes well. If for any reason the deal should fall apart please
feel free to contact me directly. I am still interested but would prefer that we could just work together and
eliminate all of the unnecessary Drama resulting from Jim's involvement and commission demands.
Sincerely
Tim W Eck
1
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•,

To:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:46 AM
Chad Nicholson

Subject:

FW:

From:

Sent:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: tweenterprises@yahoo.com
Subject:
Date: Wed, 11 Apr 2012 15:46:02 -0600
Call me when your finished with Dennis regarding Walnut Creek
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

1
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To:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:46 AM
Chad Nicholson

Subject:

FW: ISG

From:

Sent:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> Subject: Fwd: ISG
> From: trja8871@msn.com
> Date: Wed, 11 Apr 2012 07:41:55 -0600
> To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
>
>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>>Jim,
>>>As we have discussed, if Walnut Creek closes with Tim Eck, or any of his related companies
>>>our commission portion can be used to pay Idaho sand and gravel
>>>should Tim Eck not pay them at closing. This does not apply to any
>>>other buyer on Walnut Creek except Mr.Eck or any of Tim Eck's related companies
> >>
> >> Sent from my iPhone
> >>
>>

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:46 AM
Chad Nicholson

FW: ISG

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> From: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
> To: trja8871@msn.com
> Subject: RE: ISG
> Date: Wed, 11 Apr 2012 07:25:34 -0600

>
>And/or all related companies

>
> -----Original Message----> From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 4:51 PM
> To: Jim Jewett
> Subject: Fwd: ISG

>
>

>
>
>>

>>
>>
>>
> >Jim,
> > As we have discussed, if Walnut Creek closes with Tim Eck, or his
> > assign our commission portion can be used to pay Idaho sand and gravel
> > should Tim Eck not pay them at closing. This does not apply to any
> > other buyer on Walnut Creek except Mr.Eck or his assign.
>>
1
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> .;:: Sent from my iPhone
>>

>

•

2
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:47 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: ISG

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> Subject: Fwd: ISG
> From: trja8871@msn.com
> Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2012 16:50:57 -0600
> To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
>

>
>
>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>Jim,
>>As we have discussed, if Walnut Creek closes with Tim Eck, or his assign our commission
>>portion can be used to pay Idaho sand and gravel should Tim Eck not pay them
>>at closing. This does not apply to any other buyer on Walnut Creek except
> > Mr.Eck or his assign.

>>
> > Sent from my iPhone
>>

1
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To:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:47 AM
Chad Nicholson

Subject:

FW: ISG

From:

Sent:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

> From: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
> To: trja8871@msn.com
> Subject: RE: ISG
> Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2012 16:21:51 -0600
>
> Change that to eek or related companies
>
> -----Original Message----> From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 4:17 PM
> To: Jim Jewett
> Subject: ISG
>
>Jim,
> As we have discussed, if Walnut Creek closes with Tim Eck, our commission
> portion can be used to pay Idaho sand and gravel should Tim Eck not pay them
> at closing. This does not apply to any other buyer on Walnut Creek except
> Mr.Eck.
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>

1
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:47 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: ISG

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> Subject: ISG
> From: trja8871@msn.com
> Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2012 16:17:07 -0600
> To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
>
>Jim,
> As we have discussed, if Walnut Creek closes with Tim Eck, our commission portion can be used to pay Idaho
sand and gravel should Tim Eck not pay them at closing. This does not apply to any other buyer on Walnut
Creek except Mr.Eck.
>
> Sent from my iPhone

1
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From:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>

Sent:

Monday, April 14, 2014 8:47 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Just landed in FL

To:

Subject:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> Subject: Just landed in FL
> From: tweenterprises@yahoo.com
> Date: Wed, 4 Apr 2012 16:53:16 -0400
> To: trja8871@msn.com
>
> Any word on Walnut Creek PSA?
>
> Sent from my iPhone

1
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•
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja887l@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:47 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: LID

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
{208) 412-1329 Cell
{208) 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Subject: FW: LID
Date: Wed, 4 Apr 2012 08:47:28 -0600

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
{208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: ryan@icbre.com
CC: beck1ey5245@msn.com
Subject: LID
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 23:25:38 -0600
1
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Ryan,

•

The LID assessment for Walnut Creek as of 3/31/12 is about $169,617.84. This is a senior Lien that takes
priority and is in front of all other liens including RBC. It cannot be foreclosed out. Walnut Creek failed to join
the LID appellant group and cannot join now. Walnut Creek failed to pay their annual installment in March of
2011. Failure to pay the first installment resulted in a default under the LID. Therefore Walnut Creek is in
default and the entire assessment plus penalties and interest are due. There is a 2 year period to cure. This
expires in March of 2013. If the assessment is not paid in full including all penalties and interest within the
cure period the lots, which are the security on the loan for the LID will be taken by the bank. Retiring the LID
requires payment in full of the original assessment of $142,285.00 plus penalties and interest of about
$27,332.84. In addition there is continuing interest accruing from 3-31-12 and I believe the interest rate is 7%.
If the LID assessment is fully retired only the original assessment amount of $3,233.75 per lot or $142,285.00
applies to sewer connection fees. The remaining $621.20 per lot or $27,332.84 is penalties and accrued
interest.
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

2
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To:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:48 AM
Chad Nicholson

Subject:

FW:UD

From:

Sent:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: ryan@icbre.com
CC: beckley5245@msn.com
Subject: LID
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 23:25:38 -0600

Ryan,
The LID assessment for Walnut Creek as of 3/31/12 is about $169,617.84. This is a senior Lien that takes
priority and is in front of all other liens including RBC. It cannot be foreclosed out. Walnut Creek failed to join
the LID appellant group and cannot join now. Walnut Creek failed to pay their annual installment in March of
2011. Failure to pay the first installment resulted in a default under the LID. Therefore Walnut Creek is in
default and the entire assessment plus penalties and interest are due. There is a 2 year period to cure. This
expires in March of 2013. If the assessment is not paid in full including all penalties and interest within the
cure period the lots, which are the security on the loan for the LID will be taken by the bank. Retiring the LID
requires payment in full of the original assessment of $142,285.00 plus penalties and interest of about
$27,332.84. In addition there is continuing interest accruing from 3-31-12 and I believe the interest rate is 7%.
If the LID assessment is fully retired only the original assessment amount of $3,233.75 per lot or $142,285.00
applies to sewer connection fees. The remaining $621.20 per lot or $27,332.84 is penalties and accrued
interest.
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
1
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Coldwell ij'anker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

e

2
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:48 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:13:27 +0000

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 3: 10 PM
To: Carrie Homburg

Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
TBD will work
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

1
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From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:07:56 +0000

Certainly.

Do you want any Purchaser shown or a TBD?

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 3:07 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Can you please remove DAS Investments as purchaser
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208} 412-1329 Cell
(208} 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:03:56 +0000

Travis,
Revised Estimated numbers. Let me know when the offer is accepted and I will check assessments
etc.
Carrie Homburg
Escrow Officer
Pioneer Title Company
208-442-4807

PLEASE NOTE: My email has changed to: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com

2
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:48 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 15:10:22 -0600
TBD will work
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:07:56 +0000

1
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Fr.om: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto,8871@msn.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:45 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: gschow@satchartered.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
CC: timeck@clearwire.net; stschirgi@satchartered.com
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 14:31:01 -0600
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Dear Travis,
Attached is the Purchase and Sale Agreement- 44 Residential Lots in Galiano Estates Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek - which has been initialed by Scott Tschirgi on all 11 pages.
Thank you,
Gretchen Schow
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
gschow@satchartered.com
Telephone (208) 287.8200
Facsimile (208) 287.8202
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/ or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.
Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
3
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C~rtainly;

Do you want any Pl,aser shown or a TBD?

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 3:07 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Can you please remove DAS Investments as purchaser
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208} 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:03:56 +0000

Travis,
Revised Estimated numbers. Let me know when the offer is accepted and I will check assessments
etc.
Carrie Homburg
Escrow Officer
Pioneer Title Company

208-442-4807
PLEASE NOTE: My email has changed to: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:45 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Thanks,

2
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Trqvis Strqud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

e

From: gschow@satchartered.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
CC: timeck@clearwire.net; stschirgi@satchartered.com
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 14:31:01-0600
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Dear Travis,
Attached is the Purchase and Sale Agreement - 44 Residential Lots in Galiano Estates Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek - which has been initialed by Scott Tschirgi on all 11 pages.
Thank you,
Gretchen Schow
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
gschow@satchartered.com
Telephone (208) 287.8200
Facsimile (208) 287.8202
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/ or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.
Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:33 PM
To: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Attached Image
3
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From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:33 PM
To: Gretchen Schow
Subject: Attached Image

4
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:48 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:07:56 +0000

Certainly.

Do you want any Purchaser shown or a TBD?

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 3:07 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Can you please remove DAS Investments as purchaser
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

1
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From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:03:56 +0000

Travis,
Revised Estimated numbers. Let me know when the offer is accepted and I will check assessments
etc.
Carrie Homburg
Escrow Officer
Pioneer Title Company
208-442-4807
PLEASE NOTE: My email has changed to: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:45 PM
To: Carrie Homburg

Subject: FW: Attached Image

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
{208) 412-1329 Cell
{208) 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

---- - - - - - - - - ,

From: gschow@satchartered.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
CC: timeck@clearwire.net; stschirgi@satchartered.com
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 14:31:01 -0600
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Dear Travis,

2
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Attached,'is the Purchase and Sal,Agreement - 44 Residential Lots in lliano Estates Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek - which has been initialed by Scott Tschirgi on all 11 pages.
Thank you,
Gretchen Schow
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
gschow@satchartered.com
Telephone (208) 287.8200
Facsimile (208) 287.8202
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/ or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.
Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:33 PM
To: Gretchen Schow
Subject: Attached Image

3
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:48 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 15:06:42 -0600
Can you please remove DAS Investments as purchaser
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:03:56 +0000
1
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Travis,
Revised Estimated numbers. Let me know when the offer is accepted and I will check assessments
etc.
Carrie Homburg
Escrow Officer
Pioneer Title Company
208-442-4807

PLEASE NOTE: My email has changed to: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:45 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: gschow@satchartered.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
CC: timeck@clearwire.net; stschirgi@satchartered.com
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 14:31:01 -0600
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Dear Travis,
Attached is the Purchase and Sale Agreement - 44 Residential Lots in Galiano Estates Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek - which has been initialed by Scott Tschirgi on all 11 pages.
Thank you,
Gretchen Schow
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
gschow@satchartered.com
Telephone (208) 287.8200
Facsimile (208) 287.8202
2
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209. West N,Iain Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/ or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.
Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:33 PM
To: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Attached Image
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:49 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek
Galiano Estimated numbers.pdf

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: Walnut Creek
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 21:03:56 +0000

Travis,
Revised Estimated numbers. Let me know when the offer is accepted and I will check assessments
etc.
Carrie Homburg
Escrow Officer
Pioneer Title Company
208-442-4807
PLEASE NOTE: My email has changed to: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:45 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Thanks,
1
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Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: gschow@satchartered.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
CC: timeck@clearwire.net; stschirgi@satchartered.com
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 14:31:01 -0600
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Dear Travis,
Attached is the Purchase and Sale Agreement - 44 Residential Lots in Galiano Estates Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek - which has been initialed by Scott Tschirgi on all 11 pages.
Thank you,
Gretchen Schow
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
gschow@satchartered.com
Telephone (208) 287.8200
Facsimile (208) 287.8202
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/ or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.
Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:33 PM
To: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Attached Image
2
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Piooeer Title Cal1>anY cl Qmyon CoU1ty

PioneerTitieCo.

5680 E Frai<lin Rd., Ste. 100, Narrpa, ID 83387 (203)
465-6655

File l\l.rrber:
501056
Sales Price:
$880,000.00
OetBfale3nt D:ie: 5'3/2012

SA I ER(S) Cl...CSN3 STATENENT
Type:

Purchase: Cash

A'q:lerty:

0 GAI.JCN6. SlBlVISION LOTS
KLM, ID 83634 ( ~

Eilyer(s):

llt\S IN\IESTNENTS, U..C

Seller(s):

GAUAN) ESTATES,

U..C

tacri~on

Del:it

Depo&ils, Qecits, Debits

.

..

Ccrtract saes p;ce
2010 ltYU 2011 J)"ql:f1y talel (48 JBCSis) to Pde Cou1y Treasuer

:•

Qecit

;

$800,0CO.OO
$40,719.35

Proration&

..
•.'

Cou1y taxes 1/1/2012 to 5'l'2012 @$21,925.a&'Year

·...

$7,3138.72

\

Cormisslons

.;"'

$35,200.00 to Cddt.ell Elaie" Tarlirmi Otq)

,

''.:<<··

Carrrissioo pEid at Setttareri

..

lltle(lwges

C».re's a,.e.ge $800,0CO.OO Preriun $2,510.00 to Plcmer Title O:rrpsr)' rJ Pde Cou1y

. .•.

..

·,

$35,200.00
$2,510.00

Settlerrenl a dcsirg fee to Plcmer litle O:rrpsr)' rJ Qnycn Carty

~50

~ Fee to Plcmer Trtle O:rrpsr)' rJ Pde Carty

.•

Addtional Settlern!nt awges
Couia' fee to Plcmer Title O:rrpsr)' rJ Qnycn Carty S8:).00

;

.

Sffi.00
S8:).00
$86,436.57

Totals
•, ·'

$800,000.00

~

Balance DJe TO Seller:

$793,564.43

APPROVED AND ACCEPTED
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•
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:49 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Attached Image

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: CHomburg@pioneertitleco.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: RE: Attached Image
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 20:46:38 +0000

received

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:trja8871@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:45 PM
To: Carrie Homburg
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:49 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: LID

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: timeck@clearwire.net
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: LID
Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2012 18:59:19 -0600
The LID assessment for Walnut Creek as of 3/31/12 is about $169,617.84. This is a senior Lien that takes
priority and is in front of all other liens including RBC. It cannot be foreclosed out. Walnut Creek failed to join
the LID appellant group and cannot join now. Walnut Creek failed to pay their annual installment in March of
2011. Failure to pay the first installment resulted in a default under the LID. Therefore Walnut Creek is in
default and the entire assessment plus penalties and interest are due. There is a 2 year period to cure. This
expires in March of 2013. If the assessment is not paid in full including all penalties and interest within the
cure period the lots, which are the security on the loan for the LID will be taken by the bank. Retiring the LID
requires payment in full of the original assessment of $142,285.00 plus penalties and interest of about
$27,332.84. In addition there is continuing interest accruing from 3-31-12 and I believe the interest rate is 7%.
If the LID assessment is fully retired only the original assessment amount of $3,233.75 per lot or $142,285.00
applies to sewer connection fees. The remaining $621.20 per lot or $27,332.84 is wasted on penalties and
accrued interest. So you have to figure in the damages and the time value of money to pay $169,617.84 to
receive $142,285.00 in sewer credits that you will get to use over years as you build through the sub.

1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:50 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: 501056: 0 Galiona Subdivision Lots, Kuna, ID 83634: Galiano/Walnut Creek
HU DFinalClosingStatement_4-2-2012_15-21.pdf

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
{208} 412-1329 Cell
{208} 433-7824 Direct
{208) 433-7825 Fax

> From: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com
> To: tstroud@coldwellbankertg.com
> Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2012 15:22:38 -0600
> Subject: 501056: 0 Galiona Subdivision Lots, Kuna, ID 83634: Galiano/Walnut Creek
>
> Estimated Seller's closing statement without LID, city or irrigation assessments
>
> Carrie Homburg
> Escrow Officer (Commercial and Residential)
> 22 years experience
> Pioneer Title Company
> 5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 150
> Nampa, ID 83687
> USA
> 208-442-4807 (direct line)
> 208-465-6556 (fax)
> 208-465-6655 (main office line)

1
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Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County

5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste. 150, Nampa, ID 83687 (208)
465-6655

e
File Number:
501056
Sales Price:
$792,000.00
Dlallert'alaent Date: 3/16/2012

SELLER(S) CLOSING STATEMENT
Type:

Purchase: Cash

Property:

0 GALIONA SUBDIVISION LOTS
KUNA, ID 83634 (ADA)

Buyer(s):

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC OR ASSIGNS

Seller(s):

GALIANO ESTATES, LLC
WALNUT CREEK HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
DANIEL B ZILLNER AND JANA LEE ZILLNER

Description

Credit

Deposits, Credits, Debits
Contract sales price

$792,000.00

2010 thru 2011 property taxes (48 parcels) to Ada County Treasurer

$42,953.63

Prorations
County taxes 1/1/2012 to 3/16/2012@ $24,655.12/Year

$5,066.12

Commissions
$15,840.00 to Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
Commission paid at Settlement

$15,840.00

Title Charges
Reconveyance Fee to Pioneer Title Company of Ada County

$65.00

Owne(s coverage $792,000.00 Premium $2,312.00 to Pioneer Title Company of Ada County

$2,312.00

Settlement or closing fee to Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County

$492.50

$66,729.25

Totals

Balance Due TO Seller:

$792,000.00

$725,270.75

";UANO ESTATES, LLC

WALNUT CREEK HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION. INC.

DANIEL B ZILLNER

JANA LEE ZILLNER

File Number: 501056

1 of 1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:50 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: 501056: 0 Galiona Subdivision Lots, Kuna, ID 83634: Galiano/Walnut Creek
HUDFinalClosingStatement_4-2-2012_15-21.pdf

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

> From: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com
> To: tstroud@coldwellbankertg.com
> Date: Mon, 2 Apr 2012 15:22:38 -0600
> Subject: 501056: 0 Galiona Subdivision Lots, Kuna, ID 83634: Galiano/Walnut Creek
>
> Estimated Seller's closing statement without LID, city or irrigation assessments

>
> Carrie Homburg
> Escrow Officer (Commercial and Residential)
> 22 years experience
> Pioneer Title Company
> 5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste 150
> Nampa, ID 83687
> USA
> 208-442-4807 (direct line)
> 208-465-6556 (fax)
> 208-465-6655 (main office line)

1
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Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County

File Number:
501056
Sales Price:
$792,000.00
Dlseartalllent Date: 3/16/2012

5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste. 150, Nampa, ID 83687 (208)
465-6655

SELLER(S) CLOSING STATEMENT
Type:

Purchase: Cash

Property:

0 GALIONA SUBDIVISION LOTS
KUNA, ID 83634 (ADA)

Buyer(s):

COLEMAN HOMES, LLC OR ASSIGNS

Seller(s):

GALIANO ESTATES, LLC
WALNUT CREEK HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

DANIEL B ZILLNER AND JANA LEE ZILLNER

.,

Debit

Description

i:'il:£.

Deposits, Credits, Debits

···,U

Contract sales price
2010 thru 2011 property taxes (48 parcels) to Ada County Treasurer

$792,000.00
$42,953.63

...
ii'·

County taxes 1/1/2012 to 3/16/2012@ $24,655.12/Year

i'.

$5,066.12

. .f\ ...

Commissions
$15,840.00 to Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group

.

Commission paid at Settlement

$15,840.00

'"

.·,.;p:.,.i,

Tltle Charges

''''l'tjf,i(,;

JC.

Owne(s coverage $792,000.00 Premium $2,312.00 to Pioneer Title Company of Ada County :.:.···

·,

$65.00

.i

..., ..

Settlement or closing fee to Pioneer Title Company of Canyon County
Totals

.
'·L(.,b

Prorations

Reconveyance Fee to Pioneer Title Company of Ada County

Credit

,.,.,:

ii

.,

$2,312.00

·•,

$492.50

$66,729.25

:.·;;, ..
.. .I

Balance Due TO Seller:

$792,000.00

$725,270.75

+OVED. ANDi'AC.CEPTED
...
, . · · · 9tiR{S)

!.lA!lANO ESTATES, LLC

WALNUT CREEK HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

DANIEL B ZILLNER

JANA LEE ZILLNER

File Number: 501056

1 of 1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:49 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Attached Image
0508_001.pdf

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: chomburg@pioneertitleco.com
Subject: FW: Attached Image
Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2012 14:44:33 -0600

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: gschow@satchartered.com
To: trja8871@msn.com
CC: timeck@clearwire.net; stschirgi@satchartered.com

1
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Date: Tue,13 Apr 2012 14:31:01 -0600
Subject: FW: Attached Image

Dear Travis,
Attached is the Purchase and Sale Agreement - 44 Residential Lots in Galiano Estates Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek - which has been initialed by Scott Tschirgi on all 11 pages.
Thank you,
Gretchen Schow
Scott A. Tschirgi, Chartered
gschow@satchartered.com
Telephone (208) 287.8200
Facsimile (208) 287.8202
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain confidential and/ or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message and any attachments.
Circular 230 Notice: In order for us to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any U.S. federal tax advice that may be contained in this written or electronic communication, including any attachments,
is not intended or written to
be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed by the
Internal Revenue Service or any other U.S. federal taxing authority or agency or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

From: Scott A. Tschirgi, Cha [mailto:copier@satchartered.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:33 PM
To: Gretchen Schow

Subject: Attached Image

2
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
44 RESIDENTIAL LOTS IN GALIANO ESTATES SUBDIVISION PHASE 1
(aka) WALNUT CREEK

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 3rd day of April, 2012, by and between EAMI, LLC, a Delaware Limited
Liability Company, and/or its assigns ("Buyer") and Galiano LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, ("Seller").
RECITALS

A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property;
C.
The Property is subject to a deed of trust dated November 17, 2006,
recorded on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No. 106181858, Official Records of Ada
County, Idaho, wherein Seller is grantor and RBC Centura Bank is beneficiary ("Deed of
Trust");
D.
RBC Centura Bank, its successors and assigns, is referred to hereafter as
"RBC"; and
E.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
unde11ake and agree as follows:

I.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Prope11y, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
Eight Hundred Eighty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars, $880,000.00, ("Purchase Price").
The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$ I 0,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be deposited into escrow at

Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704, immediately upon execution
of this Agreement; and

..... Real Rstate Pu.ch7 and Sale Agreement Page 1
BUYER INITIAL "7J
SELLER INITIAL._ __
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b)

3.

The remaining balance of $870,000.00 shall be paid in cash from
Buyer to Seller due at closing.

SHORT SALE CONDITION.AND. DUE"DILIGENCE

Buyer and Seller acknowledge that the Property is currently encumbered
by the Deed of Trust and that the Purchase Price is not sufficient to fully and completely
pay the obligations secured by said instrument. Seller shall have ten ( 10) days from the
effective date of this Agreement ("Consent Period") to negotiate and obtain RBC's
written acceptance and consent to this Agreement, which acceptance and consent shall
include an obligation to release any and all encumbrances created by the Deed of Trust
against the Property upon RBC's receipt of the Closing proceeds net of closing costs.
outstanding homeowner's fees/due, taxes and any liens having priority to those of the
Deed of Trust. Seller shall take all reasonable steps to procure the acceptance and
consent of RBC within the allotted time. The foregoing is a condition to Buyer's
obligation to purchase the Property, and can be waived only by Buyer. If the foregoing
condition is not met, Buyer may, within five (5) days from the expiration of the Consent
Period, grant Seller an extension period not to exceed an additional 20 days ("Extended
Consent Period") to procure the acceptance and consent of RBC. If the Extended
Consent Period is not granted by Buyer, the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered
to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further rights or remedies hereunder. If Seller is unable
to produce RBC's written acceptance and consent within the Extended Consent Period,
the Earnest Money shall be refunded to Buyer, Buyer's obligations under this Agreement
shall be deemed satisfied, and Buyer shall have no further obligations to Seller hereunder.

4.

TITLE MA'n'ERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof: Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALT A standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (I 0) days from the later of Buyer's receipt of the Title
Commitment or RBC's written acceptance and consent as provided in Section 3, Seller
shall, within five (5) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide

Real Estate P u , , and Sale Agmment Page 2
BUYER INITIAL
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acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpennitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may tenninate this
Agreement within ten ( 10) days from the expiration of the Objection Period, at which
time, the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no
further rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpennitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within ten (] 0) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date. Those exceptions in the Title Commitment not objected to by
Buyer and those that the Seller causes the Escrow Agent to insure over within the time
period above arc referred to below as the "Permitted Exceptions." Notwithstanding
anything herein to the contrary. or failure by Buyer to provide subsequent written notice
of objection, the following shall be deemed Unpermittcd Exceptions that Seller has
agreed to discharge by the Closing Date: (a) any property taxes other than those for the
current calendar year not yet due and payable, and (b) any outstanding or unpaid
homeowner's assessements, obligations or liens, and (c) any deed of trust or other lien
encumbering the Property.
c)

Title Insurance. As soon as it is available after the Closing Date, Seller

will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title insurance pursuant to the Title
Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring Buyer in the amount of the
Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions appearing in the policy form and
the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium for Title Insurance shall be paid
by Seller at closing. Buyer shall have the right to upgrade the Title Policy to an extended
coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the additional premium.
d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by warranty deed ("Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Pcnnittcd Exceptions.
Said Warranty Deed shall specifically include all appurtenances including but not limited
to water rights not previously transferred to the City of Kuna.
5.

ASSIGNMENT OF DECLARANT'S RIGHTS.

Buyer reserves the right to request the assignment of all Declarant's rights as
defined under the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and upon written notification by Buyer, Buyer shall have produced an
agreement for assignment of Declarant's rights that shall be executed and recorded at
closing.
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REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.

In addition to other representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer
as of the date hereof: and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)

Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby have
been duly and validly authorized by all necessary action of Seller
and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby
are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against
Seller in accordance with their respective terms.

b)

No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution.
delivery and performance by Seller of its obligations under the
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby will not
conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation, or
any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or
court having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and
Seller has no knowledge that any consent, approval, authorization
or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its
obligations under this Agreement or any other agreement
contemplated hereby.

c)

Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to
Buyer the Prope11y free and clear of all security interests,
mortgages, pledges, liens, encumbrances, taxes, claims and
equities other than the Permitted Exceptions.

d)

No ,!.,itigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge,
there are no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or
claims against or affecting Seller or the Property.

e)

Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual
knowledge of any hazardous materials being present on, under, in
or about the Property.

t)

Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such
proceedings affecting the Property.

g)

Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term
is defined in Section l445(t) of the Internal Revenue Code of
l 986, as amended, and is not subject to withholding under the laws
of the State of Idaho.

Real Estate Purc,.s and Sale Agreement Page 4
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h)

7.

Other than the Seller's express written representations and
warranties contained in this Agreement and those contained in any
written instrument delivered to the Buyer at closing, the Buyer
acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.

In addition to other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller
as of the date hereof, and as of the Closing Date, that:

8.

a)

Authoritx. The execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby have
been duly and validly authorized by all necessary action of Buyer
and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby
are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against
Buyer in accordance with their respective terms.

b)

~o Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery
and perfonnance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby will conflict with
any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation, or any
judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or cou11
having jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge
that any consent, approval, authorization or order of or
qualification with any person, entity or governmental authority is
required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under
this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

DISCLOSURES AND POST-CLOSING CONTINGENCIES...

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer
acknowledges that the Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local
Improvement District ("LID"), which subjects the Property to certain terms and
conditions as required by the Kuna LID and the Property is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that Buyer will
receive copies of the appropriate recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS,
CONDITIONS, AND RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION
(A.K.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision) and the L.ID Assessment as an exception in the
Title Commitment.
9.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before May 3rd, 2012, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
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place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, ''closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in the
official records of Canyon County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller and buyer, shall be considered a default under the
tenns and remedies of this agreement.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer. All other expenses not
specifically referenced in this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this
transaction shall be the responsibility of Seller. Real prope1ty and similar taxes, utility
charges, homeowner's assessments and other customary expenses if not due shall be prorated as of the date of Closing.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Prope1ty shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no fu1ther force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within two (2) days after seller learns thereof
10.

DEFAULT AND REMEDIES.

Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the Earnest Money and all other rights
and remedies as are available at law or in equity including the termination of this
Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perforn1 in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement, Seller shall only be entitled to the Earnest Money.

11.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
Buyer shall have the right to freely assign its rights and interests under this Agreement to
a third party with or without the prior consent of Seller.
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b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies and obligations of Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction
contemplated herein.
h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:

If to Buyer:

EAMl, LLC
Attn: Scott A. Tschirgi
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

If To Seller:

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave
Eagle, Idaho 83616

Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certifi.ed mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
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changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity, hereby
represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the execution of
this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable against his
entity in accordance with its terms.

Both patties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate legal
counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
j)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

EAMI, LLC, a Delaw~J

#

/v

Liability Company

By:
_
Name: Scott A. Tschirgi
Title: Authorized Agent

SELLER:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
By:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title:
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Exhibit "A"
QTY Lot I Block
Subdivision
1
2
1
~LIANO ESTATES SUB
·- 6 -4-- 1 ___
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
1
-GALIANO ESTATES SUB
1
7 . 1
8
1
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
-1--9
1
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
m~---1--10
1
GALIANO ESTATES"'SUB
30233
1
11
1
. GALIANO ESTATES SUB -··
1 1 15 -- 1
······ GALIANO ESTATES SUB·-·J-ibo233
_1 __ _!§__
1
GALIANO ESTATE
101
1
2 ' 4 ·-- ··--GALIANO ESTATES
30233102
1
3
GALIANO ESTATES
R30233102
1- 3
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310280
1
4
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310290
1
5 I 5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310300
1
6 i 5 ...• __GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R302331031
1 . . . -f. . r-·--···5·GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R302331032
1
8
GALIANO ESTATES~---- R302331033Q.__

-t-_§_- __

OWNER1
GALIANO LLC

GALIANO LLC

$ 20,000.0Q._
$ 20,000.00
$ 20,000.00 .
$ 20,000.00
$ 20,000.00

GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIAN5-[[c
$ 20,000.00
GALIANO LLC
$ 20:·6'60.00
GALIANO LLC -·$ 20,000.00
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00
$ 20,000.00
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
20,000.00
GALIANO LLC
$ 20]00.oo·.
..... $ 20,000.00
$ 20,000.00
LIANO LLC
20,000.00~---~--

··r

--~~!:!~~Q L~C ____f2ifoo6j}6~~

-+-- ·1~j----~---- ----~~*~~+~~-~-~~---- ~;g~;;~g;~g ii ~~t:~~g ttg- i--;g:ggg_g~ 1

-GALiANO LLC .. $20,000.oo ···
GAtJAFf6IC
$ 20,066.00
s
GALIANO
--GALIANO LL
$ ·20:ooo"ffo .. GALIANO
-GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000 00 16
-GALIANO
GADA1,ro LLc · ·$ 20.000.00
,______......,
GALIANO
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00
18 · 5
.. GALIANO
GALIANO LLC
f 20,000 OO-t-···--···--··-····+·-2J_6_ --- GALIANO
-- GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.0<f"
3
6
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310460
GALIAN
$ 20,000.00
GALIANO L
$ 20,000.00
4
GALIANO ESTATES SUB ... --·R36"23310470
5
6
GALIANO ESTATES SUB ......___ R3023310480 .. GALIANO LL
_$_20,000.00
1---.:.__+..---:6:......+___;;
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310490
GALIANO L_hg
$ 20,000.00
1
10 I 6
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310530
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00
-1- ·-f1
6
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310540
GALIANO LLC___ .. _..$ 20,000.00
GALIANO ESTATES
R3023310566-- .GALIANOLLC
$ 20,000.00
1 13 , 6
R3023310570
GALIANO L[c-·""" $ 20,000.00
-1·-·-·"·14·1-·-e'""""'-'"'e3pfiAt~f6"ffiATES. SUB
1
15 i 6
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310580
GALIANO LLC
20,000.00
J R3023310600
GALIANO LLC
20,000.00
1
1
7
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
1
7
GALIANO ESTATES slJs · · 1 R3023310610
GALIANO LLC
20,006.00 .
1
7
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
i R3023310620 : GALIANO LLC
20,000.00
. ·1
1 · · ·· ·a!iIIANo···esrAtEs"-smf ....... R302331 oe4o I GALIANO LCc......
...... 1··
3
8
GALIANO ESTATES SUB ...... R3023310680···+·· GALIANO LLC ... $ 20,000.00···
-·
.
1-·-···""4"""r-·-a.
GALiANO.ESTATES
SUB
R3023310690
GALIANO LLC___ $ 20.,L.,.,,.,,0,0,,,,.,,,H
000.00
""-"·----M """"""""... ' ' ~ r - - · " .. _"""'H'
1
5 I 8
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310700
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00
1
6
8
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310710
GALIANO LLC
$ 20,000.00

1

-11 !
12 '.
14

5-

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

i R3023310360.
R3023310370 ESTATES SUB---~ ..R302331039Cf"
ESTATES SUB
· R3023310400···
ESTATEs suB
; R3ofa3·104·fo
ESTATES SUB
: R3023310420
ESTATES SUB·--r R3023310430.
ESTATEs·-soif
R3023:H0450

s·

..GALiA-N6ESTATESsOs···1

- ·-:rs··

L.

fio:o'6o:oo . .

t"
!"

m"

44

---

_ _ ............ -

.· - -

.. ,_, .."·"--"'~''"'" , .... _ . . , _ _ _ _ _ _

.

- - - " " " ' _,, ..- ,....... ,,,, ..

$880,000.00
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Lots 2, 6 through 11, 15 and 18 in Block I, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and l 4 through 18,
in Block 5, Lots 2 through 6, 10, l 1, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6, and Lots I, 2, 3, and 5 in Block 7, and Lots
3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the official plat thereof filed in Book
99 of Plats at page(S:l 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, ldaho.
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From:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:50 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek Kuna

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
{208} 412-1329 Cell
{208} 433-7824 Direct
(208} 433-7825 Fax

Subject: Fwd: Walnut Creek Kuna
From: trja8871@msn.com
Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2012 12:29:16 -0600
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
See below
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Ryan Cantlon <ryan@icbre.com>
Date: March 19, 2012 10:46:41 AM MDT
To: Travis Stroud <trja8871@msn.com>
Subject: Fwd: Walnut Creek Kuna

Ryan Cantlon
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Thomas Coleman <thomas@mycolemanhome.com>
Date: March 19, 2012 10:36:10 AM MDT
1
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To: Ryan Cantlon <ryan@icbre.com>
Subject: RE: Walnut Creek Kuna

What do we need to do here? I'll look at it with my dad tomorrow but I'm pretty sure
I'm good to go.
Thomas Coleman
Coleman Homes
1859 S. Topaz Way, Suite 200
Meridian, Idaho 83642
P: (208) 424 - 0020
E: Thomas@mycolemanhome.com

From: Ryan Cantlon [mailto:ryan@icbre.com]

Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:29 AM
To: Thomas Coleman
Subject: FW: Walnut Creek Kuna

Ryan Cantlon
Idaho Commercial Brokerage
121 N. 9th St., Suite 402
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 343-9300 office
(208) 426-0456 fax
(208) 867-3751 mobile
ryan@icbre.com
www.icbre.com

From: TRAVIS STROUD [mailto:tda8871@msn.com]

Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 9:33 AM
To: Ryan Cantlon
Subject: Walnut Creek Kuna
Lot 2 Blk 1 needs to be included.
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: tda8871@msn.com
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Subject: FW: Attached File
Date: Fri, 9 Mar 2012 13:36:32 -0700
2
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Thanks,

•

Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

3
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

•

•

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>
Monday, April 14, 2014 8:50 AM
Chad Nicholson
FW: See if this will fly
Walnut Creek Term Letter 03-28-12 -w- Exhibit 1.pdf

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: timeck@clearwire.net
To: trja8871@msn.com
Subject: See if this will fly
Date: Wed, 28 Mar 2012 19:23:44 -0600

1
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Ted Mason
Ted Mason Signature Homes
Re:

. Non Binding Term Letter. Preliminary terms, formal offer to follow

DAS or assigns proposes to acquire the 44 remaining residential lots in Galiano Subdivision
Phase 1 (aka) Walnut Creek. DAS will offer a maximum price to Seller not to exceed
$792,000.00.
The terms and conditions of the Purchase and Sale agreement are defined on the Draft Purchase
and Sale Agreement attached hereto as exhibit 1.

Sincerely
.
k :.':~;:ti.11~,: ~,.
Tim W. Ee :::-:.~.:;:;';';,'s:":.:.-,~·

Tim W. Eck
DAS Investments, LLC
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EXHIBIT "1"

b)

3.

The remaining balance of $791,000.00 shall be paid in cash from
Buyer to Seller due at closing.

SHORT SALE CONDITION AND DUE DILIGENCE

Buyer and Seller acknowledge that the Property is currently encumbered
by the Deed of Trust and that the Purchase Price is not sufficient to fully and completely
pay the obligations secured by said instrument. Seller shall have ten (I 0) days from the
effective date of this Agreement ("Consent Period") to negotiate and obtain RBC's
written acceptance and consent to this Agreement, which acceptance and consent shall
include an obligation to release any and all encumbrances created by the Deed of Trust
against the Property upon RBC's receipt of the Closing proceeds net of closing costs,
outstanding homeowner's fees/due, taxes and any liens having priority to those of the
Deed of Trust. Seller shall take all reasonable steps to procure the acceptance and
consent of RBC within the allotted time. The foregoing is a condition to Buyer's
obligation to purchase the Property, and can be waived only by Buyer. If the foregoing
condition is not met, Buyer may, within five (5) days
the expiration of the Consent
Period, grant Seller an extension period not to exce
additional 20 days ("Extended
Consent Period") to procure the acceptance an
ons
of RBC. If the Extended
Consent Period is not granted by Buyer, the E est one
all be promptly delivered
to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further right
edies hereunder. If Seller is unable
to produce RBC's written acceptance an~nse ithin the Extended Consent Period,
the Earnest Money shall be refunded to B
,
e obligations under this Agreement
11
no rther obligations to Seller hereunder.
shall be deemed satisfied, and Buye
4.

TITLE MATIE

a)
Docume
n itle. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deli
se to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALT A standard owners title
ce policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued y Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (I 0) days from the later of Buyer's receipt of the Title
Commitment or RBC's written acceptance and consent as provided in Section 3, Seller
shall, within five (5) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
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EXHIBIT "1"

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.

In addition to other representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer
as of the date hereof, and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)

Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby have
been duly and validly authorized by all necessary action of Seller
and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby
are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against
Seller in accordance with their respective terms.

b)

No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution,
delivery and performance by Seller of its obligations under the
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby will not
conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation, or
any judgment, order or decree
ny governmental authority or
court having jurisdiction over
eller and/or the Property, and
ent, approval, authorization
Seller has no knowled~gy
i any p
n, entity or governmental
or order of or qualificati
authority is required
performance by the Seller of its
obligations under
is
ement or any other agreement
contemplated hereb

c)

n the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to
ee and clear of all security interests,
dges, liens, encumbrances, taxes, claims and
t
the Permitted Exceptions.

d)

or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge,
there ar o threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or
claims against or affecting Seller or the Property.

e)

Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual
knowledge of any hazardous materials being present on, under, in
or about the Property.

t)

Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such
proceedings affecting the Property.

g)

Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term
is defined in Section 1445(:t) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended, and is not subject to withholding under the laws
of the State of Idaho.
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7.

EXHIBIT "1"

Other than the Seller's express written representations and
warranties contained in this Agreement and those contained in any
written instrument delivered to the Buyer at closing, the Buyer
acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.

In addition to other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller
as of the date hereof, and as of the Closing Date, that:

8.

a)

Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby have
been duly and validly authorized by all necessary action of Buyer
and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated hereby
are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against
Buyer in accordance with their respective terms.

b)

ge that the execution, delivery
No Conflict. Buyer has no
and performance by Buyer
ts o · ations under the Agreement
and all other agreement on mplat hereby will conflict with
any contract, lease,
t
aw, rule or regulation, or any
judgment, order or
ny governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction
er, and Buyer has no knowledge
ro , authorization or order of or
that any c
qualificati
erson, entity or governmental authority is
required
ance by the Buyer of its obligations under
this
or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

DISCLO

POST-CLOSING CONTINGENCIES.

in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer
Notwithstanding
acknowledges that the Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local
Improvement District ("LID"), which subjects the Property to certain terms and
conditions as required by the Kuna LID and the Property is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that Buyer will
receive copies of the appropriate recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS,
CONDITIONS, AND RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION
(A.K.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment.

9.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before May 31 si, 2012, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
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Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in the
official records of Canyon County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller and buyer, shall be considered a default under the
terms and remedies of this agreement.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer. All other expenses not
specifically referenced in this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this
transaction shall be the responsibility of Seller. Real property and similar taxes, utility
charges, homeowner's assessments and other customary expenses if not due shall be prorated as of the date of Closing.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation.
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.

amage to the Property shall

If the Property is or becomes the
y condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, termi
eement by giving notice of such
g ate, and upon such termination the
termination to Seller on or before
this Agreement shall be of no further force
Earnest Money shall be returned
or effect; provided, however, t
elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price
by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be receiv
r. eller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within two
r seller learns thereof.

10.

DEFAULT A

Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the Earnest Money and all other rights
and remedies as are available at law or in equity including the termination of this
Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement, Seller shall only be entitled to the Earnest Money.
11.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
Buyer shall have the right to freely assign its rights and interests under this Agreement to
a third party with or without the prior consent of Seller.

... .
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b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowl
other documents and instruments, and take such oth
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to co
in this Agreement.

e and deliver to the other such
ions, as either shall reasonably
he transaction contemplated

ommunications given with respect to the subject
'ting, and shall be served on the parties addressed

If To Seller:

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave
Eagle, Idaho 83616

Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
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changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity, hereby
represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the execution of
this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable against his
entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate legal
counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company

By:
Name: Timothy W. Eck
Title: Manager

SELLER:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company

By:
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title:
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Exhibit "A"
QTY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Lot
2
6
7
8
9
10
11
15
18
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
2
3
4
5
6
10
11
13
14
15
1
2
3
5
3
4
5
6

Block
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8

Subdivision
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES
GALIANO ESTATES

SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB

GALIANOESTATESSUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

PARCEL
R3023310020
R3023310060

R3023310070
R3023310080
R3023310090
R3023310100
R3023310110
R3023310150
R3023310180
R3023310230
R3023310240
R3023310280

•r
R

2

310300
0310

GALIANO ESTATES S U B . 3 3

0

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
23310 0
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
023310340
GALIANO EST ATES...li.LlB
023310350
23310360
GALIANO ESTATES.
GALIANO EST AIES
""""""'3023310370
GALIANO E..-.-, I ~ Sl111
R3023310390
GALIANO
AT. l~UII
R3023310400
t::,~1
GALIANO
R3023310410
SSUB
GAL
R3023310420
G
NO
A
SUB
R3023310430
GA
OE~TESSUB
R3023310450
GALI
ATES SUB
R3023310460
GALIAN
STATES SUB
R3023310470
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310480
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310490
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310530
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310540
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310560
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310570
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310580
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310600
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
R3023310610

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

R3023310620
R3023310640

GALIANO
GALIANO
GALIANO
GALIANO

R3023310680
R3023310690
R3023310700
R3023310710

ESTATES
ESTATES
ESTATES
ESTATES

SUB
SUB
SUB
SUB

OWNeR1
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC
GALIANO LLC

44

$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 18,000.00
$792,000.00
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EXHIBIT "A"
Lots 2, 6 through 11, 15 and 18 in Block 1, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and 14 through 18,
in Block 5, Lots 2 through 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6, and Lots 1, 2, 3, and 5 in Block 7, and Lots
3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the official plat thereof filed in Book
99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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From:

TRAVIS STROUD <trja8871@msn.com>

Sent:

Monday, April 14, 2014 8:51 AM

To:

Chad Nicholson
FW: Walnut Creek Kuna

Subject:
Attachments:

3194_001.pdf

Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: ryan@icbre.com
Subject: Walnut Creek Kuna
Date: Mon, 19 Mar 2012 09:33:07 -0600
Lot 2 Blk 1 needs to be included.
Thanks,
Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
(208) 412-1329 Cell
(208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

From: trja8871@msn.com
To: jimj@jljenterprisesinc.com
Subject: FW: Attached File
Date: Fri, 9 Mar 2012 13:36:32 -0700
1

001861

Thanks,

•

Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
{208) 412-1329 Cell
{208) 433-7824 Direct
(208) 433-7825 Fax

2
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

APR 14 2014
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By JAMIE MARTIN
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,

v.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its

attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and files this Memorandum in Support of its
Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.
INTRODUCTION

On February 11, 2014 Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") filed its Revised
Second Amended Complaint. With respect to DAS, EEF has asserted claims it has entitled as
Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance, Collusion to Defraud, Unjust Enrichment, and Tortious

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION .FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-I
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Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage. The Revised Second Amended Complaint,
when considered in its entirety, alleges a vast conspiracy involving four title companies, one
finance company, three real estate developers, one named individual and eight unknown
individuals or companies. Notably, the Revised Second Amended Complaint is void of any facts
which indicate specifically what DAS allegedly did to further this alleged conspiracy or to
defraud EEF. DAS has been named in this suit for one simple reason: DAS appears in the chain
of title. EEF filed suit against DAS despite having no facts to support its claims and despite the
fact that EEF does not "blame DAS. [It] blame[s] the fact that [EEF] was taken off title."
30(b)(6) Deposition of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF Depo.") at 209:20-21 attached as Exhibit

"A" to the Declaration of Chad M Nicholson in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for
Summary Judgment ("Nicholson Deel.") filed concurrently herewith.

DAS now moves this Court for an order granting summary judgment in DAS' favor on
all claims asserted by EEF against DAS.
II.

LEGALSTANDARDFORSUMMARYJUDGMENT
A motion for summary judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). See also Heath v. Idaho State Tax Commission, 134 Idaho 407,408, 3
P.3d 532, 533 (Ct. App. 2000). In a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party's case
must be anchored in something more than speculation, and a mere scintilla of evidence is not
enough to create a genuine issue of fact. Pena v. Minidoka County, 133 Idaho 222, 225, 984
P.2d 710, 713 (1999) citing R.G. Nelson, A.IA. v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409,410, 797 P.2d 117, 118

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-2
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(1990); West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 137-138, 968 P.2d 228, 232-233 (1998) quoting
Zimmerman v. Volkswagen ofAm., Inc., 128 Idaho 851,854,920 P.2d 67, 70 (1996).
The moving party is entitled to judgment when the non-moving party fails to make a
sufficient showing as to the essential elements to which that party will bear the burden of proof
at trial. Smith v. Meridian Joint School District No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 719, 918 P.2d 583, 588
(1996); Dekker v. Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, 115 Idaho 332, 333, 766 P.2d 1213,
1214 (1988).

The non-moving party "must respond to the summary judgment motion with

specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125
Idaho 145, 150, 868 P.2d 473, 478 (1994) (citations omitted). The trial court is to consider only
that material contained in affidavits and depositions which is based on personal knowledge and
which would be admissible at trial. Harris v. State, Dep 't of Health & Welfare, 123 Idaho 295,
298, 847 P.2d 1156, 1159 (1992) (citations omitted).

III.
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
1.

DAS was formed on December 4, 2008.

Declaration of Timothy W Eck in

Support of DAS Investments, LLC 's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Eck Deel.") at

1 2,

filed

concurrently herewith. From the creation of DAS through the present, Timothy W. Eck ("Eck")
has been the manager of DAS. Id. Eck was originally the sole member of DAS. Id. at 1 3. On
September 3, 2010, E4 Partners LLLP ("E4") replaced Eck as the sole member of DAS. Id. In
December of 2013, the Eck Children's Trust A and Eck Children's Trust B became members of
DAS in addition to E4. Id. At no point in time has DAS engaged in the practice of providing
investment advice for compensation. Id. at 1 6.
2.

On or before November 17, 2006, Galiano obtained an Acquisition and

Development loan for the principal amount of $3,413,300.00 and line of credit of $2,650,000.00
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-3
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..
from RBC Centura Bank. (collectively "RBC Loan"). See Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Cameron
McFaddan in Support ofTitleOne Corporation's Motion for Summary Judgment ("McFaddan SJ
Deel."), filed on January 2, 2014. The RBC Loan was secured by a Deed of Trust for the benefit

of RBC Centura Bank which was recorded 1 on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No.
106181858 ("RBC DOT"). Id.
3.

At or about the time that Defendant Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") obtained the RBC

Loan, executed a Promissory Note in favor of EEF in the amount of $725,500.00 ("EEF Note").
EEF Depo. at 84:17-22 and Exhibit 18 thereto. On this same day, Galiano executed the "Master

Credit Agreement" in favor of EEF. Id. at 98:6 - 99:8 and Exhibit 25 thereto. The EEF Note
was secured by a Deed of Trust for the benefit of EEF which was recorded on November 17,
2006 as Instrument No. 106181859 ("EEF DOT"). Id. at 91 :25 - 93 :24 and Exhibit 19 thereto.
4.

EEF, Galiano and RBC clearly understood that the RBC Loan was to have first

priority and that RBC was to be repaid in full prior to EEF receiving payment on the EEF Note.
As such, EEF, Galiano and RBC executed a Subordination Agreement that was recorded on
November 17, 2006 as Instrument No. 106181860 ("Subordination Agreement"). EEF Depo. at
95:24 - 96:24 and Exhibit 22 thereto. Under the terms of the Subordination Agreement, the
RBC Loan had first priority while the EEF Loan was no better than a second priority position.
Id. Additionally, Master Credit Agreement between EEF and Galiano provided that, "[u]ntil

such time as the RBC Loan has been paid in full, the entire net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be
released shall be paid to RBC." Exhibit 25 to the EEF Depo. at§ 7.1.6.1.
5.

On February 11, 2010, a Reconveyance of Trust Deed executed by Defendant

TitleOne Corporation was recorded, as Instrument No. 110012858 ("Reconveyance."). Affidavit
of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion for Summary Judgment
1 All

references to a recorded document refer to a document recorded by the Ada County Recorder's Office.
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•
("McFaddan Affid.") at ,i 6-7 and Exhibit C thereto, filed on January 2, 2014.

The

Reconveyance reconveyed all property subject to the EEF DOT. Exhibit C to the McFaddan
Affid. Since the recording of the Reconveyance, there has been nothing in the real property

recording to indicate that the EEF DOT continued to be a valid and/or existing encumbrance.
6.

Prior to and at the time the Reconveyance was created and recorded, DAS had no

involvement in or knowledge of the Reconveyance. EEF Depa. 200:13 - 201:17, 202:14 203:2, and 209:17-21; Eck Deel. at ,i,i 20-22, filed concurrently herewith. See also generally
Deposition ofAmy Ann Cobine, attached as Exhibit B to the Nicholson Deel.

7.

During 2011 and 2012 Galiano was unable to maintain mortgage payments to

Defendant RBC and began to market the real property which secured both the RBC DOT and the
EEF DOT. Revised Second Amended Complaint at ,i 24, filed on February 11, 2014. 3
8.

More than two (2) years after the Reconveyance was recorded and thereby

released the EEF DOT, on or about April 16, 2012 Galiano and EAMI, LLC ("EAMI") executed
a Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement ("PSA") through which EAMI was to purchase forty
three (43) lots in the Galiano Estates Subdivison, aka Walnut Creek subdivision (the "Property"),
for the sum of $860,000.00. Eck Deel. at ,i,i 10 and 13 and Exhibit A thereto. The Property had
been subject to the EEF DOT until the Reconveyance was recorded on February 11, 2010.
Following the execution of the PSA, EAMI assigned the PSA to DAS. Id. at ,i 10.
9.

Within the PSA, Galiano represented that it was "not prohibited from

consummating the transactions contemplated by this Agreement by any law, regulation,
agreement, instrument, restriction, order or judgment." PSA at§ 10.4, attached as Exhibit A to

the Eck Deel. (emphasis added). Additionally, the PSA obligated Galiano to execute and deliver

For the purposes of this Motion only, DAS accepts as true EEF's allegations set forth in ~ 24 of the Second
Amended Complaint.

3
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to DAS a general warranty deed which "convey[ed] good and marketable title to the Property
free and clear of any liens, defects or encumbrances, except any matter created or allowed by
[DAS] and the Permitted Exceptions[.]" Id. at § 4.4. The list of Permitted Exceptions, i.e. the
exceptions listed in the title commitment approved by DAS, did not include any reference to the
EEFDOT.
10.

The PSA required that Galiano obtain a title commitment for the Property

showing insurable title to the Property in Galiano. Id at § 4.1. Likewise, following closing,
Galiano was to obtain and provide DAS with a standard coverage title insurance policy issued
pursuant to the title commitment. Id. at § 4.3. A title commitment was obtained and did not
reveal the EEF DOT. Exhibit B to the Eck Deel. Likewise, the title insurance policy purchased
by Galiano for the benefit of DAS did not reveal the EEF DOT. Exhibit C to the Eck Deel.
11.

DAS's purchase of the Property from Galiano closed on May 8, 2012. Eck Deel.

at, 13. At that time Galiano delivered to DAS a General Warranty Deed by which Galiano
warranted that the Property was "free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or other
defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions[.]" Exhibit D to the Eck Deel. The Permitted
Exceptions set forth in did not include any reference to the EEF DOT. Id.
12.

On May 7, 2012, DAS and Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH") entered

into multiple Purchase and Sale Agreements under which CBH bought forty two (42) lots DAS
was purchasing from Galiano ("CBH PSAs"). Eck Deel. at , 15 and Exhibit E thereto. At the
time of the CBH PSAs, neither DAS nor CBH were aware that EEF was asserting any claim to
or security interest in the Property. Eck Deel. at, 16; Affidavit of Corey Barton in Support of
Title One Corporation 's Motion to Quash Lis Pendens ("Barton Affid. ") at ,, 4-6.
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Between May 7, 2012 and June 24, 2013, DAS conveyed forty two (42) lots to

CBH and one (1) lot to Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc. ("TMSH") through multiple deeds.
Exhibit F to the Eck Deel.
14.

On June 5, 2013, EEF filed the instance lawsuit, but did not name DAS as a

defendant. DAS was not served with the original Complaint.
15.

Over three and a half (3 Yz) years after the Reconveyance was recorded and nearly

two (2) months after DAS had reconveyed all of the Property purchased from Galiano, EEF
recorded a Notice of Lis Pendens on August 20, 2013. Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Cameron
McFaddan in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion to Dismiss and Motion to Quash, filed

on September 6, 2013.
16.

EEF filed its First Amended Complaint on December 10, 2013 which named DAS

as a defendant. DAS was served with a copy of the Amended Complaint and a Summons on
December 11, 2013 - nearly six (6) months after DAS had conveyed all of the Property to either
CBH or TMSH and nearly four (4) years after the Reconveyance had been recorded.
IV.
ARGUMENT

The "wrong" for which EEF seeks redress is the recording of the Reconveyance. In
EEF's search for a culpable party (assuming one exists), EEF has searched the chain of title and
sued any entity that appears or was involved in conveyances of the Property. The need for
causes of action based upon fact has been disregarded in favor of asserting a plethora of causes
of action against DAS which are grounded in nothing other than speculation. Proof of this
strategy is demonstrated by the fact EEF itself admits it has no evidence to support its claims
against DAS and does not "blame" DAS.
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The lack of evidence to support EEF's claims aside, EEF's Revised Second Amended
Complaint fails to appreciate the legal effect of the Reconveyance. Idaho Code § 45-1203(4)
provides that "[a] reconveyance of a trust deed, ... , when recorded shall constitute a
reconveyance of the trust deed identified therein[.]" (Emphasis added.) A reconveyance is
"[t]he restoration or return of something (esp. an estate or title) to the former owner or holder."
BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1301 (8 1h Ed. 2004). Thus, upon the recording of the Reconveyance
on February 11, 2010, the Property was restored to Galiano free and clear of the EEF DOT. Put
simply, as of and since February 11, 2010, EEF has had no secured interest in the Property.
Instead, EEF had a unsecured promissory note from Galiano on which it was free to attempt to
collect. LC. § 45-1203(4) ("The reconveyance of a trust deed pursuant to this chapter shall not
itself discharge any personal obligation that was secured by the trust deed at the time of its
reconveyance."). Since EEF's secured interest in the Property had been terminated over two (2)
years before DAS purchased the Property, DAS did not commit any wrong or violate any duty
when it purchased and sold the Property.
A. The undisputed evidence demonstrates that DAS did not commit fraud and was not a party
to a fraudulent conveyance.
Count V of the Second Amended Complaint, entitled "Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance
(As to All Defendants)" asserts that DAS violated Idaho Code §§ 18-2403(2)(d), 18-3002, 3014-5015 and 55-901 through 55-921. It also appears to assert a claim of common law fraud.
These are frivolous claim.

II
II

Paragraph 65 of the Second Amended Complaint actually references "Idaho Code §30-140501[.]" Given that no
such code section exists, DAS has assumed that EEF's claim is brought under the Uniform Securities Act set forth at
Idaho Code§ 30-14-501 et seq.

5
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1. DAS has not committed common law fraud.
The Revised Second Amended Complaint falls woefully short of the particularity
pleading requirement for fraud set forth by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b). EEF has failed to
allege specific facts as to the time, place and/or manner of the alleged fraudulent activity. As
such, EEF's common law fraud claim could (and should) be dismissed on that basis alone.
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239-240, 108 P.3d 380, 386-387 (2005). This

pleading failure aside, DAS is entitled to a grant of summary judgment because EEF can identify
no facts to support a claim of fraud against DAS.
To establish a claim of fraud, EEF must demonstrate:
"( 1) a statement of fact; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the
speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) the speaker's intent to
induce reliance; (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the
statement; (7) reliance by the hearer; (8) the hearer's right to rely;
and (9) consequent and proximate injury .... Failure to support one
of the nine elements of a fraud claim will result in a dismissal of
the entire claim."
Quemada v. Arizmendez, 153 Idaho 609, 615, 288 P.3d 826, 832 (2012) quoting Country Cove
Dev., Inc. v. May, 143 Idaho 595,600, 150 P.3d 288,293 (2006).

Despite alleging that DAS has defrauded EEF, EEF itself does not know how DAS
committed fraud against EEF:
Q. . .. How has DAS committed fraud against Eagle?
A. I don't know.

EEF Depa. 200: 14-16 (emphasis added). Testimony provided by EEF demonstrates that its

allegations of fraud rest solely on rampant speculation and conjecture, not on evidence as
required in courts of law and equity. See Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Admin, 155
Idaho 55,305 P.3d 499, 510 (2013) ("Suspicion is not a substitute for facts.")
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EEF has had absolutely no communication, direct or indirect, with DAS, its manager or
its members. EEF Depo. 192:20 - 194:7. No other defendant has communicated with EEF on
DAS' behalf. Id. at 200:7-9. The lack of any communication between EEF and DAS eliminates
any possibility that DAS knowingly made a false statement to EEF with the intent that EEF rely
upon such statement. Put differently, since DAS has made no statements to EEF, it is impossible
for DAS to have made a false statement to EEF. Furthermore, since DAS had not made a false
statement to EEF, it is impossible for EEF to have relied to its detriment upon a false statement
attributable to DAS.
Furthermore, DAS has not taken any action, much less a fraudulent action, that resulted
in injury to EEF:
Q. DAS hasn't taken any sort of action to make EEF, or Eagle
Equity Fund, act in a manner detrimental to its interest; correct?
A. So you are asking me what I don't know. I don't know how all
this transaction came about. Inside, my heart, I mean, I would say
no. But I don't know.

Q. . .. [C]an you point to a single action or conduct of DAS that
contributed to anything that Eagle Equity has done that has harmed
Eagle Equity?
A. Only the result of a transaction that I knew nothing about. And
I don't know how that came about.
Q. The transaction we are talking about is a forced reconveyance
that occurred in February of 2010.
A. Yeah, being taken off title, then subsequently losing my rights
to that piece of property.

Q. I believe you testified that you don't have any evidence that
DAS was in any way involved in that transaction; correct?
A. I don't have any evidence; that is correct.
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Q. So other than that, can you point to anything else that DAS has
done that has caused Eagle Equity Fund to act in a way that
harmed Eagle Equity?
A. Well, I can only say this so many times. I don't know because
I don't know ....

EEF Depa. at 202:8-203:13.
The fraud EEF claims to have been the victim of was the recording of the Reconveyance.
Assuming that the Reconveyance constituted a fraud upon EEF, DAS is not liable for such fraud
as it had no role whatsoever in the creation and/or recording of the Reconveyance.
EEF must support its claims with evidence, not mere speculation, to survive summary
judgment. EEF has no evidence that DAS committed the alleged fraud. Summary judgment
should be granted in DAS's favor on Count V to the extent that it alleges a common law fraud
claim against DAS.
2. DAS was a bona fide purchaser for value at the time it purchased the Property from
Galiano and therefore did not violate Idaho Code §§ 55-901 to 55-909.
EEF has alleged that DAS violated Idaho Code §§ 55-901 to 55-909 ("Uniform Transfer
Act.")

This claim is wholly without merit because DAS was a bona fide purchaser for value

without notice of any fraudulent intent of Galiano, LLC. 6
The operative sections of the Uniform Transfer Act are Idaho Code§§ 55-901, 55-902,
55-906 and 55-909.
Idaho Code§ 55-901, Fraudulent Conveyances of Land, provides:
Every instrument, other than a will, affecting an estate in real property, including
every charge upon real property, or upon its rents or profits, made with intent to
defraud prior or subsequent purchasers thereof, or encumbrancers thereon, is void
as against every purchaser or encumbrancer, for value, of the same property, or
the rents or profits thereof.

6

DAS is not presently contending that Galiano, LLC sold the Property to DAS in an attempt to defraud EEF.
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§ 902 substantially limits the scope of§ 901: "No instrument is to be avoided under the last
section, in favor of a subsequent purchaser or encumbrancer having notice thereof at the time his
purchase was made, or his lien acquired, unless the person in whose favor the instrument was
made was privy to the fraud intended."
Idaho Code § 55-906, Transfers in Fraud of Creditors, provides:
Every transfer of property, or charge thereon made, every obligation incurred, and
every judicial proceeding taken, with intent to delay or defraud any creditor or
other person of his demands, is void against all creditors of the debtor and their
successors in interest, and against any person upon whom the estate of the debtor
devolves in trust for the benefit of others than the debtor.
The ability to use § 901 or § 906 to avoid a conveyance is limited by § 909 which provides that
"[t]he provisions of this chapter do not in any manner affect or impair the title of a purchaser for
a valuable consideration, unless it appears that such purchaser had previous notice of the
fraudulent intent of his immediate grantor, or of the fraud rendering void the title of such
grantor." Kerns v. Washington Power Co., et al., 24 Idaho 525, 135 P. 70, 74 (1913); Harkness
v. Hartwick, 49 Idaho 794, 292 P. 592, 593 (1930).

"When determining whether a party is a bona fide purchaser, (i.e., one who purchases in
good faith and for valuable consideration), the Court must look at what notice the party had
before and up to the time the party recorded its interest." Sun Valley Hot Springs Ranch, Inc. v.
Kelsey, 131 Idaho 657, 661, 962, P.2d 1041, 1045 (1998) (emphasis added). DAS recorded its

interest in the Property on May 8, 2012. Before and up to May 8, 2012, DAS had no knowledge,
either actual or constructive, of EEF's claim or alleged security interest in the Property. Prior to
the recording of its interest, entered into the PSA in which Galiano affirmatively represented that
there was no "agreement, instrument, [or] restriction" that would prevent the sale of the Property
to DAS. Exhibit A to the Eck Deel. In addition to this representation, DAS had obtained a title
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commitment and a title insurance policy. Eck Deel. at 1111 & 12. Neither of these documents
revealed the EEF DOT. Exhibits Band C to the Eck Deel. Upon discovery that a vendor's lien
had been recorded against the Property, DAS took steps to buy out the lien and allowed the lien
to be noted as a Permitted Exception to the General Warranty Deed.

Declaration of Scott

Tschirgi in Support of DAS Investments, LLC 's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Tschirgi
Deel.") at

1 6, filed concurrently herewith. At closing, Galiano gave DAS a deed which

warranted that the Property was free and clear of any "liens, claims, encumbrances or other
defects of title" except those disclosed by the title commitment. Exhibit D to the Eck Deel. In
sum, DAS acted as a reasonably prudent purchaser.
The evidence before this Court demonstrates that DAS did not have actual or
constructive notice of the EEF DOT.

The evidence demonstrates that DAS gave valuable

consideration for the Property by paying Galiano $860,000.00. Eck Deel. at 113. The evidence
demonstrates that at the time DAS purchased the Property, the Reconveyance had been recorded
over two (2) years earlier and the EEF DOT was not of record. In sum, the only, and undisputed,
evidence before this Court demonstrates that DAS was a BFP at the time it recorded its interest
in the Property on May 8, 2012. As a BFP, § 909 of the Uniform Transfer Act prohibits the
application of either § 901 or§ 906 to DAS. Therefore, DAS is entitled to summary judgment
on EEF's claim under the Uniform Transfer Act, Idaho Code§§ 55-901 through 55-909.
With respect to the DAS Deed and the CBH Deeds, § 909 precludes an avoidance of
these transfers because in both transactions, the grantee gave valuable consideration for the
transfer and had no knowledge of a fraudulent intent of the grantor, assuming such intent existed,
or of fraud which voided the title of the grantor.
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Assuming for the purposes of the present Motion only that Galiano intended to defraud
EEF through the DAS Deed, the undisputed evidence demonstrates that DAS had no notice,
either actual or constructive, of such intent. Eck Deel. at 119, 16, 19-22; Tschirgi Deel. at 11 4,
5, 7, & 8, and Declaration of Travis J. Stroud in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for
Summary Judgment ("Stroud Deel.") at 116-9, filed concurrently herewith. Nor was DAS aware
of any claim that the Reconveyance had been erroneously recorded. Id. Furthermore, when
purchasing the Property from Galiano, DAS obtained a title commitment and title insurance
policy that did not disclose that EEF had a secured interest in the property. Exhibits B & C to
the Eck Deel .. DAS is entitled to rely upon the information contained in the recording system.
3. EEF does not have standing to allege a violation of the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act
against DAS because EEF is not a creditor of DAS.
EEF has alleged that DAS violated Idaho's Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act ("UFTA")
set forth at Idaho Code § 55-910 through § 55-921. This allegation is without merit because
DAS and EEF have never been in a debtor-creditor relationship.
To have standing to assert a UFTA claim, a party must be a creditor of the person or
entity against whom the UFTA claim is asserted. Estate of Collins v. Geist, 143 Idaho 821, 829,
153 P.3d 1167, 1175 (2007). 8 In Geist, the Estate of E.A. Collins ("Estate") and Kanaka Rapids
Ranch, LLC ("Kanaka Rapids") (collectively "plaintiffs") sought to use the UFTA to avoid
conveyances of real property previously owned by Kanaka Rapids. 143 Idaho at 823, 153 P .3d
at 1169. The district court entered summary judgment on this claim based upon a lack of
evidence that the purchasers failed to pay valuable consideration or had previous notice of a
fraudulent intent. Id. at 828, 153 P.3d at 1174. The Supreme Court upheld the grant of summary

The Court's February 26, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions ("Memo. Decision") is in
accord. Memo. Decision at 18 (" ... Idaho Code§§ 55-913 and 55-914 do contemplate transfers made or obligations
incurred by a debtor." (emphasis in original).
8
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judgment on different grounds. The Court stated that it need not address the sufficiency of the
evidence argument because the plaintiffs did not have standing to assert the claim. Id. at 828829, 153 P.3d at 1174-1175. As stated by the Court, "[s]ince neither of the [plaintiffs] are
creditors of Kanaka Rapids, neither of them can bring an action alleging that Kanaka Rapids
transferred any property with the intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any of its creditors." Id.
(emphasis added).
It is undisputed that EEF is not, and never has been, a creditor of DAS. EEF Depo. at

208:19-21; Eck Deel. at

1

23.

Therefore, EEF cannot bring an action alleging that DAS

transferred the Property with the intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any of DAS's creditors.
Summary judgment must be entered in DAS' favor on Count V of the Second Amended
Complaint to the extent that EEF seeks to recover from DAS under the UFTA, Idaho Code §§
55-910 through 55-921.
Assuming that EEF has standing to assert a UFTA claim against DAS, such a claim fails
because DAS was a bona fide purchaser for value of the Property, as previously demonstrated.
1.C. § 55-917.
4. EEF has admitted that DAS has not violated the Uniform Securities Act.
Count V appears to allege that DAS has also violated the Uniform Securities Act set forth
at Idaho Code§ 30-14-501 et seq. This claim is wholly without merit.
The operative sections of the Uniform Securities Act are§§ 501, 502, and 509. § 509 of
the Uniform Securities Act creates civil liability for a seller who violates § 501 when selling
securities. Silver Valley Partners, LLC v. De Motte, 2007 WL 2802315 at *8 (D. Idaho 2007).
Likewise, § 509 creates civil liability for a buyer who violates § 501 when buying securities.
I.C. §§ 30-14-501 & 30-14-509. Thus, a threshold requirement for a§ 501 claim is the existence
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of an offer to buy or sell, a sale or a purchase of a security. EEF has admitted that DAS has
never, directly or indirectly offered, sold, or purchased anything, much less a security, to or from
EEF. See EEF Depo. at 194:1-10, 195:25 - 196:9, and 208:11-17. See also Eck Deel. at ,24.
As such, DAS is entitled to summary judgment on EEF's Uniform Securities Act claim to the
extent it relies upon§ 501 and§ 509.
Likewise, DAS is entitled to summary judgment on any claim made pursuant to § 502,
Prohibited Conduct in Providing Investment Advice. § 502 makes it unlawful for a person who,
for compensation, advises others regarding securities,
(1) [t]o employ a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud another person; (2) [t]o
engage in an act, practice or course of business that operates or would operate as a
fraud or deceit upon another person; or (3) [t]o divert investor money to the
person use of the issuer, offeror or seller, or to pay prior investors without
specifically disclosing that use before receiving the investor's money."
DAS does not provide investment advice. Eck Deel. at , 6. DAS has never provided EEF with
investment advice. EEF Depo. at 195:17-19. EEF has not paid any compensation to DAS for
investment advice. Id. at 195:23-24. Therefore, EEF's § 502 claim fails.
The testimony of EEF shows the frivolousness of this claim. EEF's manager, Daniel
Thompson, who has held a securities license, testified that EEF was not even aware that EEF had
asserted a claim under the Uniform Securities Act.

EEF Depo. at 196:24 - 197:1. More

importantly, Thompson testified that EEF did not have any basis to believe that DAS has
committed securities fraud. EEF Depo. at 196:10-197:4.
DAS is entitled to summary judgment in its favor on Count V to the extent is alleges a
violation of the Uniform Security Act, Idaho Code§ 30-14-501, et seq.
II
II
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5. DAS is not liable to EEF under Idaho Code §§ 18-2403(2)(d) or 18-3002 as those laws
do not give rise to a civil cause o(action.
In the Court's December 2, 2013 Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions
("Dec. 2013 Order"), the Court held that Idaho Code § 18-2403(2)(d) and§ 18-3002 are part of
the criminal code and do not create a private cause of action. See Dec. 2013 Order at pp. 14-15.
Despite this unequivocal ruling by the Court, EEF's Second Amended Complaint, filed more
than two months after the Court's ruling, continues to assert a private cause of action under
Idaho Code§ 18-2403(2)(d) and§ 18-3002. No such private cause of action exists. See Yoakum

v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171,176,923 P.2d 416,421 (1996). The continued pursuit
of a cause of action that does not exist is frivolous. DAS is entitled to summary judgment on
Count V to the extent that EEF asserts a private cause of action based upon Idaho Code § 182403(2)(d) and/or§ 18-3002.

B. The undisputed evidence demonstrates that DAS did not collude with any other defendant
to defraud EEF.
In the Court's Dec. 2013 Order, the Court recognized that "'[t]he essence of a cause of
action for civil conspiracy is the civil wrong committed as the object of the conspiracy, not the
conspiracy itself."' Dec. 2013 Order at 15 quoting Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 844,
243 P.3d 642,660 (2010). Moreover, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that civil conspiracy "is
not, by itself, a claim for relief." 138 Idaho 391,394, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2002).
As discussed previously, the fraud alleged to have been committed by EEF is the
recording of the Reconveyance. There is no evidence that DAS was in any way involved with
the creation and/or recording of the Reconveyance. Additionally, as demonstrated above, DAS
has not participated in a fraudulent transfer. Given that EEF's claims of fraud and fraudulent
conveyance against DAS fail, its claim of conspiracy likewise fails.
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Furthermore, EEF can produce no evidence demonstrating that DAS had any
communication with any other defendant at or near the time the Reconveyance was created and
recorded in late 2009 and early 2010. EEF its has recognized that there is no evidence that DAS
was in any way involved in the Reconveyance. EEF Depo. 200:13 - 201:17, 202:20 - 203:2,
and 209:17-21. Nor can EEF produce evidence that multiple defendants conspired to bring about
some unlawful result or utilized unlawful means to obtain a lawful result. EEF Depo. at 210:5-7.
The only activity that DAS was involved in with other defendants was DAS's purchase and sale
of the Property- a perfectly legal transaction. As noted previously, DAS purchased the property
for value without actual or constructive knowledge of EEF's claim to the Property. Thus, the
purchase was accomplished through legal means.

Moreover, as the legal effect of the

Reconveyance was to eliminate any secured interest EEF had in the Property, obtaining fee
simple title to the Property was a perfectly legal result as it did not unlawfully impair or infringe
upon any right of EEF. Therefore, DAS is entitled to summary judgment on EEF's claim of
Collusion to Defraud set forth in Count VI.
C. EEF has not provided a benefit to DAS.

EEF has alleged that DAS has been unjustly enriched by DAS' alleged conversion of
EEF's property. Second Amended Complaint at ,i,i 88-91. This claim is wholly without merit.
Unjust enrichment occurs where (1) a plaintiff confers a benefit on the defendant, (2) the
defendant accepts the benefit and (3) it is inequitable for the defendant to accept and retain the
benefit without compensating the plaintiff for the value of the benefit conferred. Indian Springs,
L.L.C. v. Andersen, 154 Idaho 708, 712, 302 P.3d 333, 337 (2012). EEF has admitted that it

conferred no benefit to DAS. EEF Depo. at 210:8-11. Given this admission, EEF's claim for
unjust enrichment fails and DAS is entitled to summary judgment on Count VIII of the Revised
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Second Amended Complaint. Additionally, DAS has not been unjustly enriched because it gave
valuable consideration for the Property. Galiano was paid $860,000.00 for the Property. Eck
Deel. at ,i 13. This is not a situation where DAS has simply received a windfall and gave nothing

for the benefit conferred. Put simply, DAS paid fair value for the Property and therefore was not
unjustly enriched.
D. DAS did not tortiously interfere with a prospective economic advantage of EEF.

EEF claims that DAS tortiously interfered with its prospective economic advantage. This
claim is without merit.
A party seeking to recover on a claim of tortious interference with prospective economic
advantage (the "Tort") must establish: (1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy, (2) that
the interfering party had knowledge of the expectancy, (3) that the interference induced a
termination of the expectancy, (4) that the interference was wrongful by some measure other
than the fact of the interference itself, and (5) damage.

Bank of Commerce v. Jefferson

Enterprises, LLC, 154 Idaho 824,832,303 P.3d 183, 191 (2013).
1. Economic Expectancy in the Galiano Note.

The Revised Second Amended Complaint alleges that DAS unlawfully interfered with
the economic relationship with Galiano. For the purposes of this Motion only, DAS concedes
that EEF has a valid economic expectancy under the EEF Note for payment according to the
terms of that note. Even assuming this expectancy existed, EEF cannot establish the DAS
committed the Tort.
Actual knowledge of the EEF Note, or knowledge of facts that would lead a reasonable
person to believe that an interest such as the EEF Note existed, are required to establish the Tort.
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 894, 243 P.3d 1069, 1082 (2010). DAS
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had no such knowledge. Eck Deel. at,, 9, 16, & 19-22; Tschirgi Deel. at,, 4-8; and Stroud

Deel. at ,, 6-9.

Moreover, the economic expectancy under the EEF Note has not been

terminated. In fact, EEF is attempting to collect on the EEF Note in this lawsuit. EEF Depo. at
211:14-19.

This reality aside, even if the economic expectancy of the EEF Note has been

terminated, EEF has admitted that DAS did nothing to induce the termination of this expectancy.

Id. at 211:20-23.
Furthermore, if DAS' s acts of purchasing and selling the Property is somehow viewed as
an interference with EEF's economic expectancy, EEF's claims still fail. DAS is in the business
of buying and selling real estate for development purposes.

In purchasing and selling the

Property, DAS was merely pursuing its business purpose and such activity does not support a
claim that DAS was attempting to harm EEF. Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Admin.,
155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499, 509 ("The mere pursuit of one's own business purposes is not
sufficient to support an inference of an improper motive to harm the plaintiff.").
2. Economic Expectancy as a Secured Lien Holder.

EEF contends that it had a valid economic expectancy, or "right," to negotiate with RBC
and enter a transaction similar to the transaction between Galiano and DAS that led to the DAS
Deed. See EEF Depo. at 210:12-24. EEF then contends that this expectancy was terminated by
virtue of the Reconveyance. Id. at 209:17-211:8.
As discussed previously, DAS did not have the required knowledge of EEF's expectancy
as a secured lien holder to establish the Tort. Even if DAS had had such knowledge, DAS did
not induce termination of the expectation.
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EEF has admitted that the termination of this expectancy was solely due to the
Reconveyance. EEF Depo. 207:14 - 208:5. EEF has admitted that DAS had no part in bring
about or recording the Reconveyance:
Q.... You don't have any evidence to show that DAS in any way
was a part of that reconveyance in February of 201 O; correct?
A. No, I have no evidence.

Q. The transaction we are talking about is a forced reconveyance
that occurred in February of 2010.
A. Yeah, being taken off title, then subsequently losing my rights
to that piece of property.

Q. I believe you testified that you don't have any evidence that
DAS was in any way involved in that transaction; correct?
A. I don't have any evidence; that is correct.

A. ... All I wanted to do is have an opportunity for my legal right
to talk with RBC at some point and do exactly what DAS did. I
did not get that right. I don't blame DAS. I blame the fact that I
was taken off title[.]

EEF Depo. 200:13 - 201 :17, 202:20 - 203:2, and 209:17-21 (emphasis added). Given that the
economic expectancy of being able to negotiate was terminated by the Reconveyance, and DAS
had no role in the creation or recording of the Reconveyance, EEF cannot establish that DAS
committed the Tort. I.C. § 45-1203(4).
DAS is entitled to an entry of summary judgment in its favor on Count IX of the Revised
Second Amended Complaint.
II
II
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V.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC respectfully requests that
summary judgment be entered in its favor and against Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC on all
causes of actions alleged by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC against DAS Investments, LLC.
DATED this /\,\ day of April, 2014.

By:

Chad M. Nicholso'ii:
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Nf~~y

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ )(]
[ ]
]
[
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[Kl

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[
[
[

]
]
]

[[ Xl]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[
[
[
[

[X

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
l Electronic Mail

d12enny@cosholaw.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

[[ x l]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

mollerup@lawidaho.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
[
[
[
[}

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fisherpusch.com
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[X ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutler.com
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CHFUSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By DAYSHAOSBORN
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, !SB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBIN ABERASTURI
IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (flea RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMP ANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

COUNTY OF ADA

I, Robin Aberasturi, being duly sworn, depose and say:
I am an employed by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. as Assistant Vice President

1.

and Regional Escrow Services Manager and Compliance Officer. In that capacity I am fully
aware of escrow closing policies and procedures of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
When a buyer, seller or lender personally attends an escrow closing, it is the

2.

policy of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. to hand deliver copies of all relevant closing documents
to such party at the conclusion of the closing and to send by mail originals of any recorded
documents subsequent to their recording.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT
DATED this J{Q~ay of April 2 0 ~ ~

v1 _

-~±s---4=-'-~..:...-;....__._Cl----=-~L.......;;;·
;.;_..,,a"""""""su~:...........
Robin Aberasturi
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t h i s ~ day of April 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,I]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,I]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givensgursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BLVD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83 712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,I]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,/]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

c lamer@sQinkbutler.com
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APR 1 7 2014
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By OAYSHA OSBORN
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 13-10112

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT
OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN
SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
) ss.
)

I, Richard W. Mollerup, being duly sworn, depose and say:
1.

I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all the Courts in the state

of Idaho and a partner in the law firm of Meuleman Mollerup LLP, attorneys of record for
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"). The statements made herein are of my
own personal knowledge and, if called to testify, I could and would competently testify as to the
truth thereof.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A-1" is a true and correct copy the transmittal letter

addressed to Eagle Equity Fund transmitting the policy of title insurance insuring Eagle Equity
Fund and the original Deed of Trust recorded as Instrument No. 106181859 which is Exhibit 44
to the Deposition of Dan Thompson.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A-2" are true and correct copies of the pages 160 and

161 of the transcript of the Deposition of Dan Thompson dated March 19, 2014.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A-3" are true and correct copies of pages 60, 61 and

62 of the transcript of the Deposition of Amy Cobine dated February 28, 2014.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT
DATED this 17th day of April 202:--

ri;J?~

Richard W. Mollerup
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 17th day of April 2014.

~,ll~
Notary Public in and for Ida,llo
My Commission Expires: U

/ ~

{Le l
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givensQursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BLVD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ~]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

clamer@s12inkbutler.com

-1~
Richard\V.Mollerup
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7941 W. Rifleman Boise, ID 83704, (208) 378-1666 Fax No. (208) 375-6323

To:

Eagle Equity Fund
2502 North Constance Place
EagJe, ID 83616

Order No.:
Date:
Reference:
Loan No.:

5000634118DBD
December l, 2006
5000634 l 18SL

Attention: Daniel Thompson
Deliver By_ _ _ _ _. __. ___

In connection with the above transaction, we enclose:

X
X

Policy of Title lllsurance
Original, Recorded Deed of Trust (Instrument #106181859)

Thank you for giving us the opportunity of serving you.

:a•~DauldB.:
EXHIBIT

I

A-::/-
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!!ij TICOR TITLE IN.SURANCE'"
~,,ty

-

-

"...... ___ ,..:, _______ .......- ~ ~ - · - - ·

Policy No. 74107~

66 8 7 34

Policy of Title ln~urance
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM
COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM
COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B
AND THE CONDITIONS ANO STIPULATIONS,
· TJCOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
California corporation, herein called the
Company, insures, as of Date of Policy shown in

American Land .
Title Association
Loan Policy
(10-17•92)

Schedule A, against loss or damage, not

exceeding the amount of insurance stated· in ·
Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured
by reason of:
1.

ntte

to the estate or interest described in
Schedule A being vested other than as stated
therein;

(a} arising from an improvement or work
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced prior to Date of Policy; or
(b) arising from an improvement or work
related to the land which is contracted for
or commenced subsequent to Date of
Policy and which is financed in whole or
in part by proceeds of the indebtedness
secured by the insured mortgage which at
Date of Policy the insured has advanced

or is obligated to advance;
8. The invalidity or uneriforceabillty of any
assignment of the insured mortgage, provided
the assignment is shown in Schedule A, or the
failure of the assignment shown in Schedule
A to vest title to the insured mortgage in the
named insured assignee free and clear of all

2. Any detect in or lien or encumbrance on the
title;

3. Unmarketabillty of the title.

liens.

4. Lack of a right of access to and from the land;

5. The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of
the insured mortgage upon the title;
· .6. The priority of any lien or encumbrance over
the lien of the insured mortgage;
7. Lack of priority of the lien of the insured

mortgage over any statutory lien for servi<:es,
labor or material;

· The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys'

fees and expenses incurred in defense of the title
or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured,
but only ro the extent provided in the Conditions
and Stipulations,
. This policy shall not be valid or binding until
countersigned below by an authorized signatory
of the Company.

Issued by:
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.
7941 W. RIFLEMAN ST.REST
BOISE. ID 83704
(208) 378-1666
TJCOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
By

Attest

- · n'zed
~
Signutozy
""--

(f<t,,t) 1~~ L
fa\t!?:.',iv:/,./•._·
'.:·-

Secretary

_.,....,...,

l!iJ @s f!!I@@ filfilllil 1!!11!!1 llfil flllfill!!I® ffill!!I® f!il rt, l1il /l!J a1M a!iii®® a11/J !ill!!I s
Reorder Form No. CR<l'.16 (Re,rin~ 12/00)

President

~~~ ~~\ ~
·

A1:rA1/J~n~(I~'
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ALTA LOAN P01.,ICY
SCHEDULE A
Order Number

Policy Number

S000634118DBD . 74107-668734

Date of Policy
··.November 17, 2006
At4:51PM

Amonntof
Insurance
$725~500.00
,,

Premium
Amount
$763.00

1. Name of Insured:
Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

2. · The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this policy is:
. FeeSimp)e

3. Title to the estate or interest in the land is vested in:
Galiano, LLC, an Ida}io limited liability company
4.

The insured mortgage and assignments thereof, if any, are described as follows:

A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below:
· i J '··'
Amount: S725~00.00.
Trustor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an IdahoU~ited liability company.
.Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp. ·,
·Beneficiary: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, a11 Idalao limited liability company.
Dated: November 13, 2006. ·
Recorded: November 17, 2006~
,
Instrument No.: 106181859, of Official Records•
. 5.

The land referred to in this pqlicy is descn"bed as fo11ows:
See attached EXHIBIT A.

I .
Il~I.·' M
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EXIllBITA
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Hair of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Township 2 North, Rllllge 1 West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
particufarly described as follows:
· COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking the Nortl1west Corner of the said Section 14;
· thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
.. is located
·
South 00°00'04,, West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
: marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Qunrtcr .of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet So nth of nnd parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarte.r of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" Ea.tt (Record South 89°56,56" East) ·1731.19 feet to an iron pJn; thence
. leaving said parallel tine
.
·
. · · South 01°04'12" West {Record South 01 °04'2$" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
.· an iron pin; thence
. · . North 89°4S'JJ•' West (Record North 89°45'20" West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
., an iron pin; thence
·
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 662.27
to a poi.nt on the
East-West Center of SectJon Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Cente.r of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56',28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
. North 33°2•Pl0" West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the rightwh~ radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is.
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 3T'57'52" and whose long chord bears
,North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01,, West) 48.79 feet to a point; thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) l 70.53 feet to a point; thence
· North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" Enst) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radins is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.10 feet, whose central angle is 60°25'34" arid whose Jong chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31 YS3" West (Record North 56°31 '40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25>06" West (Record North 67°24'~" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65"30'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
· North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature; tl1euce along a curve to the left whose radius in 120.00 feet> whose length is
89.28 feet, whose central angle ls 42°37'50" and whose Jong chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
.
South 77c42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
, South 73°14'40'' West (Record South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41'44" West (Record South S8°41'57"West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence

feet
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South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03'' West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
line said section 14; thence along the West line ofsaid Settion 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OJ.<'
BEGINNING.

or

EXCEPT
A parccl of land being located in the South Hair of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Boise Meridian,Ada County, Idaho, being more

particularly
described as foJiows:
_ Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thence

·~~

.

.

,

- Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14~ which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
.
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" West 7S.OO feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the
Soutb
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
South 00°00'04" West 497.81 feet along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
,
'said Section 14; thence
_North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerliue of the Teed Lateral;
- North 58°41'44,, East 37.75 feet;
,,
North 64°36'09" Eas4 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" E~i 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
·
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37,50", a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" East, and a long chord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61 °53'14" East 58.79 feet;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
Soutll 56°31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Latera~
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence
North 27°28'27'' East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44n East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40 '06',, a chord bearing of
South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; tbence
South 50°02'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting

.

~·

.
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of
22°40'06", a chord bearing or
South 16°22'20" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
Sooth 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
' ·
South 17°02'47"-West 79.48 feet; thence 57.82,feet along a tangent curve detlectlng to
the right -
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with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" West and along chord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West .147.42 feet to the POINT OJ' BEGINNING•
. END OF SCHEDULJi: A

FiLI,.g\·~11:
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LOAN POLICY

. Order No.: 5000634118DBD
PolicyNo.: 74107-668734

._SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE

This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs,
attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise by reason of:

PARTI
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:
l. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing
the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters
excepted tmder (a), (b), or (c) are shown by the public records.
2. Levies and assessments of the Boise Kuna Irrigation District, and the rights, powers and
easements of said district as by 1aw provided, which are paid current at this time .
. 3. Ditch, road and public utility easements as the same may exist over said premises.

4. Right-of-way for Tweed Lateral, and the rights of access thereto for maintenance of said
lateral.
5. Right of the public in and to that portion of the premises lying within the right--0f~way of Ten
Mile Road.
·
- 6. Exceptions and reservations 1yontained in the deed from the State of!daho
Recorded: April 18, 1921.
Book: 143, Page 8, of Official Records.
Records of: Ada County
7. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in

document:
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
RC(:orded: March 26, 1948.
Book: 20, of Miscellaneous.
Page: 536, of Official Records.
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8. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set.forth in
document:
.
Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Purpose: Public Utilities.
Recorded: August 28, 1974.
Instrument No.: 897722 and 897723, of Official Records.
.

.

9. · An easement

for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth-in a

· document:
Purpose: Ingress and Egress.
:Recorded: July 19, 1975. ·
Instrument No.: 7516016, of Official Records.10. An easement for the purpose shown below an~ rights incidental thereto as set forth in
· · document:
.Granted to: Idaho Power· Company.

Purpose: Public Utilities.
·. Recorded: October'I2, 1978.
Instrument No.: 7854417, of Official Records.
11. Agreement. and the terms and conditions contained therein:
Recorded: January 19, 1996.
·
Instrument No.: 96005486, of Official Records.
12. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a
document:

·

. Granted to: Idaho Power Company.
Recorded: May 24, 1996.
Instrument No.: 96043996; of Official Records.
13. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amollllt shown below:
Amount: $3,413,300.00.

.

.

Tnistor/Grantor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title. and Escrow Corp.
Beneficiary: RBC Centura Bank, a North Carolina banking corporation.
D~ted: November 13) 2006. '
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181858, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181853.
And Instrument No.: 106181858.
Recorded: November 17. 2006.

Instrument No.: 106181860, of Official Records.
14. A Financing Statement filed in the Office of the County Recorder showing:
Debtor: Galiano, LLC.
Secured Party: Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181861, of Official Records.

~

lj ~-- ,; ;
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15. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below and any other
obligations secured thereby:
Amount: $640,956.00.
Dated: November 13, 2006.
Trustor/Gran,tor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
Trustee: Alliance Title and Escrow Corp., an Idaho corporation.
Beneficiary: Dan and Jana Lee Zillner, husband and wife.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181862, of Official Records.
Subordination Agreement
Referencing Instrument No.: 106181862.
And Instrument No.; 106181858.
Recorded: November 17, 2006.
Instrument No.: 106181863, of Official Records.
END OF SCHEDULE B-1
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LOAN POLICY
Order No.: 5000634118DBD
Policy No.: 74107-668734

SCHEDULEB
EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE

In addition to the matters set forth on PART I of this Schedule, the title to the estate or interest in
the land described or referred to in Schedule A is subject to the following matters, if any be
shown, but the Company insures that these matters are subordinate to the lien or charge of the
insured mortgage upon the estate or interest:

PART II
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:

NONE

End of Schedule B·II

END OF SCHEDULE B
Countersigned:
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Endorsement
Lssued by

Ticor Title Insurance Company
File No.: S000634118DBD

Attached to Policy No.: 74107-668734 ·
Date: 11/17/2006
Premium: $40.00
Issued by: Alliance Title & Escrow Corp..

The Company hereby insures against loss which said insured shall sustain by reason of any of the following matters:
I.

Any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company hereby gives:
A. That _there are no present violations on said land of any enforceable Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions;
· B. That, except as shown in Schedule B, there al'e no present encroachments onto the land of buildings,
structures, or improvements located on adjoining lands.

2.

Unmarketability of the title to said estate or interest by reason of any violations on said land, occurring prior to
acquisition of title to said estate or interest by the insured, of any Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions.

Wherever in this Endorsement any or all the words "Covenants, Conditions, or Restrictions" appear, they shall not
be deemed to refer to or include the tenns covenants and conditions contained in any Lease referred to in Schedule
A.
No coverage is provided under this endotsement as to any Coverum.t, Condition, Restriction or other provision

relating to environmental protection. .
The total liability of the Company under said Policy and any Endorsements therein shall not exceed, in the
aggrngate, the face amount of said Policy and costs which the Coq:ipany is obligated under the conditions and
stipulations thereof to pay.
l

This Endorsement is made a part of said Policy and is subject to the Schedules, Conditions, and Stipulations therein,
except as modified by the provisions hereof.
. , i,.

' '".

\•

Endorsement 100 - Modified
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ENDORS.El\/IENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part of Policy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
. The Company assures the insured tl:µlt at Date of policy there is located on the land a
Bare Ground
known as 2604 N. Ten Mile Road, Kuna, ID 83634 and that

The Company hereby insures the insured against Joss which the insured shall sustain in the event
that the assurance herein shall prove to be incorrect.
The total liability of the Company under said policy and any endorsements therein shall not
exceed, in the aggregate, the face amount of said policy and costs which the Company is
,
obligated under the conditfons and stipulations thereof to pay.
This endorsement, when countersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of said
policy and is subject to the schedules, conditions, and stipulations therein, except as modified by
the provisions hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto
affixed by its duly authorizeq officers.

Date: 11/17/2006
I

Ticor Title Insurance Company

ENJ)()QSEMENT
Cl.TA Form 116 (R,.-v. 9-lo-93)
Reorder Form No. 7748
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ENDORSEMENT
Issued by

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
File No.: 5000634118DBD
Attached to and forming a part ofI>oJicy of Title Insurance No. 74107-668734
The insurance afforded by this endorsement is Qnly effective if the land is used or is to be used
primarily for residential purposes.

·The Company insures the insured against loss or damage sustained by reason of lack of priority of
the lien of the insured mortgage over:
·
(a) any environmental protection lien which, at Date of Policy, is recorded in

those records established under state statutes at Date of Policy for the ·
purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real property
to purchasers for value and without knowledge, or filed in the records of the
clerk
the United States district court for the district in which the land is
located, except as set forth in Schedule B;

of

or

(b) any environmental protection lien provided for by any state statute in effect
at Date of Policy, except environmental protection liens provided for by the

following state statutes:

NONE
This endorsement, when colUltersigned below by an authorized signatory, is made a part of the
policy and is subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof and of any prior endorsements
thereto. Except to the extent expressly stated. it neither modifies any of the terms and provisions
of the policy and any prior endorsements, nor does it extend the effective date of the policy and
any prior endorsements, nor does, it increase the face amount thereof. .

ENY.IRONMENTAL PROTECTION LIEN
ALTA ENDORSEMEN;f - Form 8.1 (J..27-87)
CLTA Fonn I IM (3-13·87)
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AMOUNT 84.00

ADA COUNTY RECOI\OER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE lOAHO 11117/06 04:S1 PM

OEP\ITT Vlckl Allen

RECOI\OEO-ftEQUEST OF
Alliance Tide

Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle. ID 83616
ATTN: Daniel Thompson

28

1\1 lllllllm\HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJI III\I
106181859

***THIS DEED OF TRUST IS JUNIOR AND SUBORDINATE
TO SAID DEED OF 'rRUST RECORDING CONCURRENTLY
HEREWITH***

DEED OF TRUST,
AND
SECURITY AGREEMENT

HHS DEED OF TRUS f AND SECURITY AGREEMENT, ("Deed of Trust"), is made as of the
_~day ofNovem~r. 2006, by and ::,mong Galiano. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Grantor"),
whose acidress is 1R83 Wildwt,od Avenue. Boise, Idaho 83713, Eagle. whose address is 2545 N. Constance
Piucc, Engh:, ld1t'10 836\6: Alliance Tille & Escrow Corp, (''Trustee"), whose address is 7914 Rifleman,
Bosie, Idaho 83 704; and E:igle r~uity Fund. LLC, an Idaho limi1ed lisbility company, ("Beneficinryn), whose
add~ss is 2502 North Constance Pface, Eagle, Ida.lio 83616.
WITNESSETII:
FOR GOOD A~D VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, including the indebted.,css acknowledged,
Grontor hcr-.:by irrc•Jocah!y granL<i, transfers. conveys and assigns to Trustee, IN TRUST, WJTH POWER
OF SA.LE, for the benefit and security of Beneficiary. under and subject to the tenns and conditions
hircinafkr set fo11h, the rc:il property, located in the County of Ada, State ofldaho, described in E.xhibit "A..
zttached hereto and by tilis n::furence incorporate herein, (the "Property");

(For purp1.,scs .>f compliance with Idabo Code §45-1502(5), Gran tor acknowledges that the
Property is loc:i.tecl within the incorporated city limits of the City of Kuna, Idaho).
rOGETHER WITH. all leaschokl estate, right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all leases or
.subleases covering tht: Property or any portion thereof now or hereafter existing or entered into. and all right,
title ar.<l in,.~r~:;t ofGnmtor thereund.er, ir.chiding, without limitation, all cash or security deposiL,;, advance
rentals, and <leP':isiLG or paymtnt of similar nature;
TOGETHER WrTH, all right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to al! options to purchase or lease
the Property or any portion thereof or i:iterest therein, and any greater estate in the Property owned or
hereafter c:cquired;
TOGETHER ',\'ITH, all interests, estate or other claim;, both in law and in equity, which Grnnlor
now !ia:i or mey h~'reafter acquire in the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, al! casements, rights-of-way and rights used in connection therewith or as a
means of ai:ces!I thereto. and all tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereof and thereto, and ail
waler rights and shan;;s of stock evidencing the same;

DEED OF TRUST • lDAIIO
t'.,>vem~r 2, '.!OU!$
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TOGETHER WJTII, all right, title and intcrestofGrantor, now owned or hereafter acquired, in and
to any land lying within the right-of-way of any street, open or proposed, adjoining the Property, and any and
all sidewalks, alleys and other land adjacent to or used in connection with the Property;
TOGETHER WITII, any and all buildings and improvements now or hereafter erected thereon,
including. but not limited to, the fixtures, attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery, and other articles
attached to said buildings and improvements (the nlmprovements");
TOGETIIER WlTH, all right. title and interest of Grantor in and to all tangible personal property
owned by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the Property or used in coMection
therewith, including, but not limited to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds, and equipment,
and all building materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted by, given by,
or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property, (collectively .. Pennits"), (iv) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to utility companies by Borrower with respect
to the Property; and all advance payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the
Property, and (v), all insurance proceeds; (the foregoing items (i) through (vi) are collectively referred to as
the "Personal Property"); and
TOGETHER WITH, all the estate. interest, right, title, other claim or demand, including claims or
demands with respect to the proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, which Grantor now has or
may hereafter acquire in the Property, and any and all awards made for the taking by eminent domain, or by
any proct.-cding or purchase in lieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Tnisl Estate, including without
limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of streets and awards for severance damages; and
TOGETHER WITII, all right, title, and interest ofGrantor in and to all extensions, improvements,
betterments, renewals, substitutes and replacements of, and all additions and appurtenances to, any of the
property described herein above, hereafter acquired by, or released to Grnntor or constructed, assembled or
placed by Grantor on the above described real property, and all conversions of the security constituted
thereby, immediately upon such acquisition, release, construction, assembling. placement or conversion, as
the case may be, and in each such case, without any further grant, conveyance, assignment or other act by
Grantor, the sam: shall become part of the Property and Improvements secured by this Deed ofTrust as fully
and completely and with the same effect as though now owned by Grantor and specifically described in the
granting clause hereof, to have and to hold the same to Truslee and the successors, heirs, executors,
administratms or assigns of Trustee forever;
The en lire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to Trustee may hereafter be referred
to as the "Trust Estate."

To the extent that the Trust Estate consists of fixtures, personal property or other property in which
a security interest may be granted under the Idaho Unifonn Commercial Code, this Deed of Trust shall
constitute a Security Agreement, and Gramor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security interest in such
property. In the event of a default hereunder, Beneficiary may exercise its rights and remedies under the
Idaho Unifonn Conunercial Code or any rights and remedies hereunder with respect to such property.

DEED OF TRUST 2 ·· IOAHO
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECURING:
A.
The payment of the indebtedness evidenced by that certain promissory note of even date
herewith in the original principal amount of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and
No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00), executed by Grantor in favor of Beneficiary, with final payment due
December 31, 2008, and any extensions, renewals or modifications thercof(the "Note"), together with the
interest thereon and any other charges as provided by the Note.
B.
Payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect lhe Trust Estate, with interest
thereon during the loan period at the rate, terms and conditions specified in the Note.

C.
Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon. which may hereafter be loaned to Grantor,
or its succe..'11iors or assigns, by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a note or notes reciting that they are secured
by this Deed of Trust
D.
Performance of Grantor's obligations and agreements contained in the M~ter Credit
Agreement executed by Granter, ("Master Credit Agreement"). or any other Loan Documents.
This Deed of Trust. 1he Note, the Master Credit Agreement, and any other i.nslrUment given to
evidence or further secure the payment and performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be
referred to as the "Loan Documents.''
TO PROTEC..'T THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, Granter HEREBY COVENANTS
AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1

COVENANTSANDAGREEMENTSOFGRANTOR
I.I

WARRANTY OF TITLE. Grantor warrants that Grantor holds good and marketable title

in fee simple to the Property and that the title to all the Trust Estate is clear, free and unencwnbered, and
Gran tor shall forever warrant and defend the same to Beneficiary, against all claims what.soever, except only
as to those matters shown Oil Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Grantor
agrees that any greater title to the Trust Estate hereafter acquired by Grantor during the term hereof shall be
subject to the lien of this Deed ofTrust. In addition, Orantor warrants that Granter has the right to execute

and deliver this Deed of Trust and has the right, power and authority to grant the security interest and to
make lhe covenants made by Granter herein.

1.2
DEFF..NSE OF TIT:!tE. Grantor agrees to protect, preserve and defend its interest in the
Trust Estate and title thereto; to defend this Deed ofrrust in any action or proceeding affecting or purporting
to affect the Trust Estate, the lien of this Deed of Trust thereon, and any of the rights of either Trustee or
Beneficiary hereunder, and to pay all costs and expenses incurred by either Trustee or Beneficiary ill
connection with any such action or proceeding, including cost ofevidence of title and reasonable auorneys'
fees, whether any action or proceeding progresses to judgment and whether brought by or against Trustee

or Beneficiary.

DEED OF TR UST 2 • ![)AHO
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1.3
fA YMEN'f OF SECURED O)!LlGATIQNS. Grantor agrees 10 pay when due the
principal of, and the interest on, the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, charges., fees and all other swns
as provided in the Master Credit Agreement, and lhc principal of, and interest on, any future advances
secured by this Deed of Trust.
1.4
MAltfiENANCE, REPAIR. ALTERAIJONS. Grantor shall keep the Trust Estate in
good condition and repair and shall not remove, demolish or substantially alter (except such alterations as
may be required by laws, ordinances or regulations) any of the hnprovements. Grantor shall complete
promptly and in a good and workmanlike manner any building or other improvement which may be
constructed on the Property and shall promptly restore in like manner any fmprovemcnts which may be
damaged or destroyed thereon and shall pay when due all claims for laborperfonncd and materials furnished
in connection therewith. Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances., regulations, covenants, conditions
and restriction..,; now or hereafter affecting the Trust Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations
or improvements. Grantor shall not commit or pennit any waste or deterioration of the Trost Estate, nor
commit, suffer or permit any act to be done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation of any law, ordinance or
regulation. Grantor shall keep and maintain abutting grounds, sidewalks, roads, parking and landscape areas
in good and neat order and repair and shall corrq,ly with the provisions of any lease, if this Deed ofTrust is
on a leasehold.

1.5
J!.EQUIREQ INSURANCE. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep in force
the following policies of insurance:
J.5.1. Public Liability Insurance upon the Property, naming Beneficiary, and any other
lending institutions identified by Beneficiary, as additional insured(s), with such limits as may from time to
time be required by Beneficiary, but in any event such limits shall be not less than $1,000,000.00 for personal
injury and death, and $500,000.00 for property damage;
1.5.2 Insurance against loss or damage to all Improvements and the Personal Property,
now existing or hereafter constructed, by fire and any of the risks covered by insurance of the type now
known as "fire and extended coverage" in an amount not less than the original amount of the Note or the full
replacement cost ofthe Jmprovements (exclusive of the cost of excavation, foundations. and footings below
the lowest basement floor) and the Personal Property, whichever is greater; and with not more than
$I0,000.00 deductible from the loss payable for any casualty. The policies of insurance carried in
accordance with this Section LS. I shall contain the "Replacement Cost Endorsement";
1.5.3 During the course of any construction or repair ofhnprovements on the Property,
comprehensive public liability insurance(includingcoverage for elevators and escalators, ifany, on the Trust
Estate and, ifany construction ofnew Improvements occuis after execution oftl1is Deed ofTrust, completed
operations coverage for two years after construction of the Improvements has been completed) on an
"occurrence basis" against claims for bodily injury, death or propeny damage occurring on, in or about the
Trust Estate and the adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to afford immediate
minimum protection to a limit of not less tl~n that required by Beneficiary with respect to personal injury
or death to any one or more persons or damage to property;
J.5.4

During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,

DE.ED OFTRUST2 • IDAHO
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workmen's compensation insurance (including employer's liability insurance, if requested by Beneficiary)
for all employees ofGrantor engaged on or with respect to the Trust Estate in such amount as is reasonably
sa1.isfaclory to Beneficiary, or, if such limits are established by law, in such amounts;
t.S.5 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
builder's completed value risk insurance against •an risks of physical loss," including collapse and transit
coverage, during construction of such Jn-.,rovements. with deductibles not to exceed $10,000.00, in nonreporting fonn, covering the total value of work performed and equipment, supplies and materials furnished.
Said policy of iJ1SUTance shall contain the "permission to OCCllpy upon completion of work or occupancy"
endorsement:
1.5.6 Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may from time to time be required
by Beneficiary against the same or other hazards.
All policies of insurance required by the terms of this Deed of Trust shall contain an endorsement or
agreement by the insurer that any loss shaJI be payable in accordance with the tenns of such policy,
notwithstanding any act or negligence ofGrantorwhich might otherwise result in forfeiture ofsaid insurance,
and tbc further agreement of the insurer waiving all rights of setoff, counlcrclaim or deductions against
Grantor.
1.6

DELIVERY OF POI.JCIES. PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.

1.6.l All policies of insurance shall be issued by companies and in amounls sat$factory
to Beneficiary. All policies of insurance shall have atlached thereto a Lenders loss payable endorsement for
the benefit of Beneficiary in form satisfactory to Beneficiary. Crantor shall furnish Beneficiary with an
original policy of all policies of required insurance. In lieu of the actual policy, the issuing company may
provide to Beneficiary a copy certified as follows: "This is a true and certified copy of the policy prepared
for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC." If Beneru:iary consents lo Grantor providing any of the required insurance
through blanket policies canied by Grantor and covering more than one location. the Grantor shall furnish
Beneficiary with a Certificate of Jnsurance for each stKh policy setting forth the coverage, the limits or
liability, the name of the carrier, the policy number, and the expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior
to the expiration of each such policy, Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with evidence satisfactory to
Beneficiary oflhe payment of the prcmiwn and the re--issuance of a policy continuing insurance in force as
required by this Deed Trus1. All such policies shall contain a provision that such policies will not be
canceled or materially amended, which shall include any reduction in the scope or limits ofcoverage, without
at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Beneficiary.

or

1.6.2 ln the event Orantor fails to provide, maintain. keep in force or deliver and furnish
to Beneficiary, the policies of insurance required by this Section, Beneficiary may procure such insurance
or single-interest insurance for such risks covering Beneficiary's interest, and Grantor will pay all premiwns
thereon promptly upon demand by Beneficiary, and until such payment is made by Grantor, the amount or
all such premiums together with interest thereon at lhe rate as set forth in the Note shaU be secured by this
Deed ofTrust. At the request of Beneficiary, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments,
an amount equal to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance premiums on all policies of
insurance required by this Deed of Trust. Grantor further agrees. upoo Beneficiary's request. to cause all
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bills, statements or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance premimm to be sent or mailed
directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt ofsuch bills, statements or other documents, and providing Grantor
has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6, Beneficiary shall pay such
amowits as may be due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any
reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay .such amounts as may then or
subsequentlybedue,BeneficjaryshaUnotifyGrantorandGrantorshallimmcdiatelydepositanamountcqual
to such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause
Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee oC said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the
amount of funds deposited with Bcncfttiary pursuant to this Section 1.6. Beneficiary may commingle said
reserve with its own funds and Orantor shall not be entitled to any interest thereon.
J,7

INSURANCE PROCEEDS,

1.7.1 Following the occurrence of any casualty to the Property or Improvements, or any
part thereof: Gmntorshall give prompt written notice thereofto Beneficiary, and Beneficiary may make proof
of loss if not made promptly by Orantor. In the event ofsuch loss or damage, all proceeds ofinsurancc shall
be payable to Beneficiary, and Onmtor hereby authorizes and directs any affected insurance company to
make payment ofsuch proceed directly to Beneficiary. Beneficiary is hereby authorized and empowered by
Grantor10settle.adjustorcompromiseanyclaimsofloss,damagcordestructionwideranypolicyorpolicics
of insurance.
1.7.2 In the event of any damage or destruclion of the Improvements, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in iL'> sole discretion, to apply all or part of the insurance proceeds (i} to any indebtedness
secured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may detennine, (ii} to the restoration of the Improvements,
or (iii) to Orantor. Notwithstanding the preceding, Beneficiary agrees to permit Grantor to utilize any such
insurance proceeds 10 repair and restore 1he Improvements provided and on the condition that:
(a)
all insurance proceeds shall be paid to and received by Beneficiary and held
by Beneficiary in a non-interest bearing account (lhe "Restoration Account•); and

Grantorshall not be in default hereunder, under the Note or under any other
(b)
instrument or docmnent securing the Nole; and
1.7.3 Upon the satisfaction oft.he precedingconditions (a)and (b), Grantor,at its expense,
shall promptly prepare all plans and specifications necessary for the restoration or repair of the damaged
Improvements and submit the same to Beneficiary together with evidence acceptable to Beneficiary setting
forth the total expenditure needed for such restoration or repair based upon a fixed price contract with a
reputable builder and covered by perfonnance and labor and material payment bonds. The plans and
specifications and all other aspects of I.he proposed restoration or repair shall be subject to Beneficiary's prior
approval which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event the insurance proceeds held by
Beneficiary in the Restoration Account arc insufficient to complete the repair and i:estoration, prior to
commencement of reStoration or repair. Grantor shall deposit with Benef,ciary in the Restoration Account
an amount equal to the diff~ between the amount then held by Beneficiary. in the Restoration Account
and the total contract price for the restoration or repair. Grantor may commence restoration or repair to the
damaged property only when authorized in writing by Beneficiary to do so and shall thereafter proceed
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diligently with the restonrtion or repair until completed. Disbursements shall be made from the Restoration
Account for the rr.storation andrcpair in accordance wi!.h a disbursement schedule, and subject to other tenns
and conditions acceptable to Beneficiary. Disbursements from the Restoration Account shall be charged first
against funds deposited in that account by Grantor, and second, after such funds are exhausted, against the
insurance proceeds deposited therein. rn the event the amounts held by Beneficiary in the Restoration
Account exceed the cost of the restoration and repair of the damaged Improvements, the excess funds shall
be disbursed to Grantor lo the extent of any amounts deposited therein by Grantor. Any funds remaining
after such disbursements may, at Beneficiary's option, be applied by Beneficiary lo the payment ofinterest
due on the Note, the reduction of the principal balance thereof, the payment of any other obligations secured
by this Deed of Trust, or may be disbursed by Beneficiary to Grantor. All funds held by Beneficiary in the
Restoration Account are hereby assigned to Beneficiary as further security for the indebtedness and
obligations secured by this Deed of Trust. Beneficiary may, at any time, apply all or any part of the funds
held in the Restoration Account to the curing of any default under the Note, this Deed of Trust, or any other
instrument or docwnent securing the Note.
1.7.4 In all other cases in the event of damage or loss to the Improvements, Beneficiary
in its sole discretion, may apply any insurance proceeds to the payment of interest due on the indebtedness
secured hereby, the rcd\lction of the principal amount of said indebtedness, the payment of any other
obligation hereby secured, or the restoration or the repair of the Improvements. in such order and in such
amounts as Beneficiary shall determine.
1.7.5 Application ofinsurance proceeds by BeneficiaryshaU not cure or waive any default
hereunder or invalidate any act done hereunder because of any such default.

l.8
ASSIGNM&NI OF PQLICIES UPON FORECLQSURE. In the event of foreclosure
of this Deed of Trust or other transfer of title or assignment of the Trust Estate in satisfaction, in whole or
in part, ofthe debt secured hereby, all right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all policies of insurance
required by this Section shall inure to the benefit of and pass to 1he successor in interest to Granlor or the
purchaser or grantee of the Trust Estate.
1.9

ffillEMNIFICATION; SUBROOATION; WAlYER OF Of<'FSE'I.

1.9.l If Beneficiary is made a party defendant to any litigation concerning this Deed of
Trust or the Trust Estate or any part thereof or interest therein, or the occupancy thereof by Grantor, then
Gmntor shall indemnify, defend and hold Beneficiary harmless from all liability by reason of said litigation,
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether or
not any such litigation is prosecuted to judgment. If Beneficiary commences an action against Grantor to
enforce any of the terms hereof or because of the breach by Gran tor of any of the terms hereof, or for the
recovery of any sum secured hereby, Beneficiary may employ an attorney or attorneys to protect its rights
hereunder, and Grantor shall pay Beneficiary reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by
Beneficiary. The right to such attorneys' fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on the
commencement of such action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is prosecuted to
judgment.

1.9.2

Gmntor waives any and all rightto claim or recover against Beneficiary, its officers,
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employees, agents and representatives, for loss of or damage 10 Grantor, the Trust Estate, Grantor's property
or the property of othcra under Grantor's control from any cause insured against or required lo be insured
against by the provisions of this Deed ofTrust.
l.9.3 All sums payable by Grantor hereunder shall be paid without notice, demand,
counterclaim. sctoff, deduction or defense and without abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution or
reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Grantor hereunder shall in no way be released, discharged
or otherwise affected (except as expressly provided herein) by reason of (i) any damage to or destruction
of or any condemnation or similar taking of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (ii) any restriction or
prevention of or interference with any use of the Trust Estate or any part lhereof; (iii) a·ny title defect or
encumbrance or any eviction from the Property or the Improvements or any part lhereofby title paramount

or otherwise; (iv) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolution,
liquidation or other like proceeding relating to Beneficiary, or any action taken with respect to this Deed of
Trust by any trustee or receiver of Beneficiary, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim which
Grantor has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any default or failure on the part of Beneficiary to
petfonn or comply with any of the terms hereof or of any other agreement with Grantor; or (vii) any other
occurrence whatsoever, whether similar or dis.."iimilar to lhe foregoing; whether or not Grantor shall have
notice or knowledge of any of the foregoing. Except as expressly provided herein, Grantor waives all rights
now or hereafter conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatement, suspension, deferment. diminution or
reduction of any sum se<.-ured hereby and payable by Grantor.

1.10

TAXF,S AND IMPOSJTIQNS.
,

.

t.10.l Grantor agrees to pay, prior to delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments,
general and special, and all other taxes and assessments ofany kind or nature whatsoever, including without
limitation non-governmental levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner association d~ or
charges or fees, levies or charges resulting from covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Trust
Estate, which are assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate or become due and payable, and which create,
may create or appear to create a lien upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof, or upon any Personal
Property, equipment or other facility used in the operation or maintenance thereof (all of which taxes,
assessments and other governmental charges of like nature are hereinafter referred to as "Impositions");
provided, however, that if, by law, any such Imposition is payable, or may at the option to the taxpayer be
paid, in installments, Grantor may pay the same together with any accrued inlerest on the unpaid balance of
such Imposition in installments as the same become due and before any fine, penalty, interest or cost may
be added thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest.

1.10.2 lf at any time after the date thereof there shall be assessed or imposed (i) a tax or
assessmt..'lll on the Trust Estate in lieu of or in addition to the Impositions payable by Grantor pursuant to
Section l. l 0.1, or (ii) a license fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or based in
whole or in part upon the amount of the outstanding obligations secured hereby, then all such taxes,
assessments or fees shall be deemed to be included within the IrttJOSitions and Grantor shall pay and
discharge the same as herein provided with respect to the payment of the Impositions or, al the option of
Beneficiary, all obligations secured hereby together with all accrued interest thereon, shall immediately
become due and payable. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding. Orantor shall have no obligation to pay
any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on the
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obligations secured hereby.
1.10.3 Grantor shall have the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or object to
the amount or validity of any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this shall not be deemed
or construed in any way as relieving, modifying or extending Grantor's covenant to pay any such lmposition
at the time and in the manner provided in this Section l. l O uiiless Grantor ha.,; given prior written notice to
Beneficiary of Grantor's intent to so contest or oiject to an Imposition, and unless, at Beneficiary's sole
option, (i) Grantor shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or surety as requested by and satisfactory to
Beneficiary; or (ii) Grantor shall have provided a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or
permitted by law to accomplish a stay of such proceedings.

1.10.4 At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor shall pay to Beneficiary on the day monthly
installments of interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, an amount equal to
one-twelfth (l/12) of the annual fmpositions reasonably estimated by Beneficiary to pay the installment of
taxes next due on the Trust Estate. In such event, Grantor further agrees to cause all bills, statements or other
documents relating to Impositions to t>e sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills,
slatemcnls or other documents, and providing Grantor bas deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiaiy
pursuant to this Section 1.10, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds
so deposited with Beneficiary. Jfat any time and fOT any reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are
or will t>e insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or subsequently t>e due, Beneficiary shall notify
Grantor and Gran tor shall immediately deposit such an amount equal ro such deficiency with Beneficiary.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of
said funds or to be obliga!Cd to pay any amounts in excess of the amount offunds deposited with Beneficiary
pursuant to this Section 1.10. Beneficiary shall not be obliged to pay or allow any interest on any sums held
by Beneficiary pending disbursement or application hereunder, and Beneficiary may impound orreserve for
future payment of Impositions such portion of such payments as Beneficiary may in its absol utc discretion
deem proper, applying the balance on the principal of or interest on the obligations secured hereby. Should
Grantor fail lo deposit with Beneficiary (exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been applied
by Beneficiary on the principal of or interest on the indebtedness secured by the Loan Documents) sums
sufficient to fully pay such Impositions at least lhirty(30) days before delinquency thereof, Beneficiary may,
at Beneficiary's election, but without any obligation to do so, advance any amounts required to make up the
deficiency, which advances, if any, shall be secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as herein
elsewhere provided, or at the option of Beneficiary the latter may, without making any advance whatever,
apply any sums held by it upon any obligation of the Grantor secured hereby. Should any default occur or
exist on the part of the Grantor in the payment or perfonnance of any obligations of Grantor and/or any
guarantor under the tenns ofthe Loan Documents, Beneficiary may, at any ti me at Beneficiary's option. apply
any sums or amounts in its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or income of the Trust Estate or
otherwise, upon any indebtedness or obligation of the Grantor secured hereby in such manner and order as
Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any such sums paid by Grantor to Beneficiary
hereunder shall not be construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by this Deed ofTrust or
any of the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee under the terms oflhe Loan Documents or any of the
obligations of Grantor and/or any guarantor under the Loan Documents.
l.Ht.5 Grantor covenants and agrees not to suffer, pcnnit or initiate the joint assessment
of the real and personal property, or any other procedure whereby the lien of the real property taxes and the
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lien of the personal property taxes shall be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single lien.
1.10.6 Ifrequested by Beneficiary, Grantor shall cause to be furnished to Beneficiary a tax
reporting service covering the Trust Estate of the type, duration and with a company satisfactory to
Beneficiary.

1.11 UTILITIES. Grantor agrees to pay when due all utility charges which are incurred by
Grantor for the benefit of the Trust Estate or which may become a charge or lien against the Trust Estate for
gas, electricity, water or sewer services furnished to the Trust Estate and all other assessments or charges of
a similar nature, whether public or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any portion thereof: whether or not
such taxes, assessments or charges are liens thereon.
1.1 :2
AOIONS AFFECTING TRUST ESTATE;. Gnmtor agrees to appear in and contest any
action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereofor the rights or powers ofBeneficiary or Trustee
and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees. in any such action
or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear.

1.13
ACTIONS BY TRUSTEE AND/OR BENEFICIARY TO PRESERVE TRIJST
ESTATE. Should Gran tor fail to make any payment or to do any act as and in the manner provided in any
of the Loan Documents, .Beneficiary and/or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without obligation so to do
and without notice to or demand upon Grant or and without releasing Orantor from any ob ligation, may make
or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof.
In coMection therewith (without limiting their general powers), Beneficiary and/or Trustee shall have and
are hereby given the right, but not the obligation: (i) to enter upon and take possession of the Trust Estate;
(ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improvements to the Trust Estate which they or either of them
may consider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good condition and repair; (iii) to appear and
participate in any action or proceeding affecting or which may affect or appears to affect the security of this
Deed of Trust or be prior or superior hereto; and (iv) in exercising such powers, to pay necessary expenses,
including employment of counsel or other necessary or desirable consultants. Grantor shall, immediately
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses incutTed by Beneficiary in connection with
the exercise by Beneficiary of the foregoing rights, including without limita1ion costs of evidence of title,
court costs. appraisals, surveys and attorneys' fees togethCT with interest thereon accruing during the loan
period at the rate, terms, and conditions specified in the Note.

1.14 SURVIVAL OF WARMNTIES. Grantor shall fully and faithfully satisfy and perform
the obligations of Grantor contained in Grantor's loan application and Loan Commitment issued by
Beneficiary and signed by or on behalf of Grantor, and any such application and commirment between
Grantor and any assignee of Beneficiary, and any modification or amendment thereof. All representations,
warranties and covenants of Gran tor contained therein shall survive the close of escrow and funding of the
loan evidenced by the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and representations of
Grantor during any time when any portion of the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain
outstanding.
1.J 5 .t;MINRNT DOMAIN. Should the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein, be
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding. whether actual or
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threatened, or in any other manner rcondemnalion"). or should Grantor receive any notice or other
information regarding such proceeding, Gmntor shall give prompt written not ice thereof to Beneficiary.

t.15.l Benefidary shall be entitled to all colf4)ensation, awards and other payments or
relief therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name any
action or proceedings. Beneficiary shall also be entitled to make any compromise or settlement in connc,;tion
with such taking or damage. All such compensation, awards, damages, rights ofaction and proceeds awarded
lo Grantor (the "Proceeds") are hereby assigned to Beneficiary and Grantor agrees to execute such further
assignments of the Proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require.
l.15.2 In the event any portion of the Trust Estate is so taken or damaged, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole and absolute discretion, to apply all such Proceeds, after deducting therefrom all
costs and expenses (regardless of the particular nature thereof and whether incurred with or without suit),
including attorneys' fees, incurred by it in cormcction with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured
hereby and in such order a.<1 Beneficiary may determine, or to apply a II such Proceeds, after such deductions,
to the restoration of the Trust Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may determine. Such application
or release shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done
pursuant to such notice.

APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSQRTRUSTEE. Beneficiary may, from time to lime, by
t.16
a written instrument executed and acknowledged by Beneficiary, mailed to Grantor and recorded in the office
of the County Recorder of each county in which the Trust Estate or any part thereof is located and by
otherwise complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State of Idaho, substitute a successor
or successors to the Trustee named herein or acting hereunder.
1.17 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. This Deed ofTrust applies to, inures to the benefit ofand
binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, dcvisees, administrators, executors, successors and assigns. The
term "Beneficiary" shall meant.he owner and holder of the Note, whether or not named as Beneficiary herein.
1.18 INSl'ECTIQ!S'.S. Beneficiary, or its agents, representatives or workmen, are authorized to
enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the Trust Estate for the purpose of performing any oflhe
acts it is authorized to perform under the tenns of any of the Loan Documents.
1.19
LIENS,. Grantor shall pay and promptly discharge, at Grantor's sole cost and expense, all
liens, encumbrances and charges upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein; provided that
the existence of any mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not
constitute a violation of this Section ifpaymenl is not yet due under the contract which is the foundation
thereof and if such contract does not postpone payment for more than sixty (60) days after the performance
thereof. Grantor shall have the right to contest in gooo faith the validity of any such lien, encumbrance or
charge, provided Grantor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or other security satisfactory to
Beneficiary in such amounts as Beneficiary shall reasonably require, but not more than one and one-half (1\l'.i)
times the amount of the claim, and provided further that Grantor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause
such lien, encumbrance or charge to be removed and discharged. IfGrantor fails to discharge any such lien,
encumbrance or charge, then, in addition to any other righ.t or remedy of Beneficiary, Beneficiary may, but
shall oot be obligated to, discharge the same, either by paying the amount claimed to be due, or by procuring
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the discharge of such lien by depositing in court a bond or the amount claimed or otherwise giving security
for such claim, or in such manner as is or may be prescribed by law. In the event Beneficiary discharges said
Hen, encwnbrance or other charge, Grantor shall immediately reimburse Beneficiary for such amount
expended, however expended, together with any and all costs, fees or charges incurred by Beneficiary of
whatever nature or kind when discharging the subject obligations.
1.20
TRUSTEE'S PQlYERS. At any time, or from time to time, without liability therefor and
without notice, upon wri1ten request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and the Note
secured hereby for endorsement, and without affecting the personal liability of any person for payment of
the indebtedness secured hereby or the effect of this Deed of Trust upon the remainder of said Trust Estate,
Trustee may (i) rcconvey any part of said Trust Estate, (ii) consent in writing to the making of any map or
plat thereof; (iii) join in granting any easement or creating any restriction affecting this Deed ofTrnst or any
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof.

1.21 DENEFICIARrnQ.WERS. Without affecting the liability of any other person liable
for the payment of any obligation herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of this Deed of
Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or theretofore released as security for the full amount of all
unpaid obligations, Beneficiary may, from time to time and without notice (i) release any person so liable,
(ii) extend the maturity or alter any of the terms of any such obligation, (iii) grant other indulgences, (iv)
release or reronvey, or cause to be released or reconveyed al any time at Beneficiary's option any parcel,
portion or all of the Trust Estate, ( v) take orrelease any other or additional security for any obligation herein
mentioned, or (vi) make compositions or other arrangements with debt-Ors in relation therel-0.
1.22
IB.AnE NAMES. At the request ofBencficiary. Grantor shall execute a certificate in form
satisfactory to Beneficiary listing the trade names under which Grantor intends to operate the Trust Estate,
and representing and warranting that Grantor business under no other trade names with respect to the Trust
Estate. Grantor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in said trade names and will,
upon request of Beneficiary. execute any additional financing statements and other certificates revised to
reflect the change in trade name.

ARTICLE?

SECURITY AGREEMENT
2.1
CREATION Of SECURITY INTEREST. Grantor he~by grants to Beneficiary a security
interest in the Personal Property for the purpose of securing all obligations of Grantor contained in any of
the Loan Documents. This DeedofTrustshaU be deemed the Security Agreementasdefinedin the Unifonn
Commercial Code of Idaho and the remedies for any violation of the covenants, temlS and conditions of the
agreements herein contained shall be (i) as prescribed herein, or (ii) by general law, or (iii) as to such part
of the security which is also re.fleeted in any financing statement or statements (the "Financing Statement")
by the specific statutory consequences now or hereafter enacted and specified in the Unifonn Commercial
Code of Idaho, all at Beneficiary's sole election. Grant-Or and Beneficiary agree that the filing of such a
Financing Statement in the records nonnally having 10 do with personal property shall never be construed
as in any manner or way derogating from or impairing this declaration and hereby stated intention of the
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parties hereto, that everything used in connection with the production of income from the Trust Estate and/or
adapted for use therein and/or which is described or reflected in this Deed of Trust is., and at all times and
for all purposes and in all proceedings both legal and equitable shall be regarded as part of the Property
irrespective ofwhether(A) any such item is physically auached to the Improvements. (B) serial numbers are
used for the better identification of certain equipment items capable of being identified in such manner in
a recital contained herein or in any list filed with the Beneficiary, (C) any such item is rcfened toor reflected
in any such Financing Statement so filed at any time. Similarly, the mention in any such Financing Statement
of (l) the right.-; in or the proceeds of any fire and/or hazard insurance policy. (2) any award in eminent
domain proceedings for a taking or for loss of value. or (3) the debto(s interest as lessor in any present or
future lease or rights to income growing out of the use and/or occupancy of the premises, whether pursuant
to lease or otherwise, shall never be construed as in any manner or way altering any of the rights of
Beneficiary as determined by this Deed ofTrust or impugning the priority of the Beneficiary's lien granted
hereby or by any other recorded document, but such mention in the Financing Statement is declared to be
for the protection of the Beneficiary in the event any court or judge shall detennine at any time with respect
to (I), (2) and (3) that notice of Beneficiary's priority of interest, to be effective against a particular class of
persons, divisions or entity of the Federal Government, must be filed in the Uniform Commercial Code
reconis.

2.2

WARRANTIES,REPRF..8,ENTATIONSANDCQVENANTSOFGRANfQR. Grantor

warrants, represents and covenants as follows:

2.2.l facept for the security iQterest granted hereby, Grantor is, and as to portions of the
Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof will be, the sole owner of the , free from any adverse
lien. security interest, encumbrance or adverse claims thereon of any kind whatsoever except the Penniucd
ExceptionofRBC Builder Finance. Gra!}tor will notify Beneficiary of, and will defend the Personal Property
against. all claims and demands of alt persons at any time claiming the sanv: or any interest thercin.
2.2.2 Grantor will not lease, sell, convey or in any manner transfer the Personal Property
without the prior written consent of Beneficiary.
2.2..3

The Personal Property is not used or brought for personal, family or household

purposes.
2.2.4 The Personal Property will be kept on oratthe Property and Gran tor will not remove
the Personal Property from the Property without the prior written conSCJ1t of Beneficiary, except such
portions or items of Personal Property which arc consumed or worn out in ordinary usage, all of w hicb shall
be promptly replaced by Grantor.

2.2.5 Grantor maintains a place of business in the State of Idaho and Grantor will
immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in it place ofbusiness as set forth in the beginning
of this Deed of Trust.
2.2.6 At the request ofBeneficiary, Grantor will join Beneficiary in executing one or more
financingstalemcnts, continuation statements and renewals and amendments thereofpursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code of Idaho in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and will pay the cost of tiling the same in all
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public offices wherever filing is deemed by Beneficiary to be neces.<mry or desirable.
2.2.7 All covenants and obligations ofGrantorcontained herein relating to the Trust Estate
shall be deemed to apply to the Personal Property whether or not expressly referred to herein.
ARTICLE3

REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT
3.1
hen:wxfcr:

EVENTS OFDEfAVLT. Any of the fi>llowingevcnts shall be deemed an event ofdefault

3.1.1 Dcfaultshal I be made in the payment ofany installment of principal or inlerestunder
the Note or any other sum secured hereby when due;
3.1.2 Default shall be made in the payment of any installment of principal or interest due
upon the RBC Loan (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement) when due;
3.1.J Default in the due and timely performance of any term. condition, or covenant
contained in the Note (other than a default under Sections 3.1.l orl.1.2 above), this DeedofTrust. the Loan
Documents. or any other agreement. instrument onecurily agreement executed and delivered by Grantor in
connection with the indebtedness sected by this Deed ofTrust. and the failure to cure such default within
die applicable cure period, ifany;
3.1.4 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the deed of trust or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and
delivered by Grantor in connection with the RBC Loan, and the failure to cure such default within the
applicable cure period, if any;

3.1.5 Grantor shall file a petition in bankruptcy or shall be adjudicated a bankrupt or
insolvent, or shall file any petition or answer seeking or acquieseing in any reorganization, arrangement.
composition,readjustment,liquidation,dissolutionorsimilarreliefforitsclfunderanyfedcral,statcorother
statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or shall seek or
consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Orantor or of all of any
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or. all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits th~reof, or shall
make any general assigmnent for the benefit ofcreditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts
generally as they become due;
3.1.6 A petition shall be filed against Grantor seeking any reorganization, dissolution or
similar relief under any federal, state or other statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency
or other relief for debtors; or any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all or any part of the Trust
Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues. rents, issues or profits thereof, shall be appointed;
3.1.7 The filing of any foreclosure proceeding or the recording of any notice of trustee's
sale with respecl to any other lien on the Trust Estate, whether junior or senior to this Deed of Trust, which
foreclosure proceeding or recording of notice is not dismissed or released within thirty (30) days;
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3.1.8 A writ or execution or auachmcnt or any similar process shall be issued or levied
against. all or any part of or interest in the Trust Estate, of any judgment involving monetary damages sball
be entered against C',rantor which shall become a lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied,
vacated or stayed within thirty (30) days after its entry or levy;

3.1.9

The abandonment of all or any part of the Trust Estate;

3.1.10 The breach of any warranty, representation or certification given in connection
herewith, the Joan application submitted by Grantor, the loan commitment ismted by Beneficiary, or any
document executed by Grantor in connection with securing the loan evidenced by the Note~
3.1.1 l The occurrence of a default in the perfonnance of Grantor's obligations as lessor
under any lease affecting alt or any portion oft.he Trust Estate. and the expiration of any applicable cure
period; or
3.1.12 The transfer of any portion of the Trust Estate, voluntarily or involuntarily, in
violation of the terms of the Note or this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's consent, which consenl may
be withheld in Beneficiary's absolute discretion.
·

REMEDlf:$ UP-Q.N DEFAULT. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary may
3.2
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable without notice or demand Beneficiary may
also thereupon, at its option and as may be more fully described elsewhere herein, without notice and without
affecting the lien of this Deed of Trust, do any one or more of the following:

3.2.J Enter upon the Trust Estate and inspect, repair, improve and maintain the same, rent
or lease all or any portion thereof as Beneficiary shall see fit, and perfonn such other acts thereon as
Beneficiary may deem necessary or desirable;
3.2.2 Sue for all or any part of the indebtedness owing from Grantoc to Beneficiary
without affecting or losing the security of this Deed of Trust;
3.2.3

Exercise the power of sale granted herein;

3.2.4

Foreclose this Deed ofTmst as a mortgage in the manner provided by law;

3.2.S Exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho
Uniform Commercial Code;
3.2.6

Bring an action for damages; or

3.2.7

Exercise such other remedies or combination of remedies Beneficiary may have

under this Deed of Trust, the Loan Documents, or as otherwise provided W'lder law or in equity.
3.3

POWER OF SALE.
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3.3.1 Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary, ifit desires Trustee to exercise !he
power of sale granted hereunder, shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trust, the Note, and all documents
evidencing expenditures secured hereby, together with such other documents as Trustee shall require.
Tmstee shall record and give such notices ofTrostee's sale in the manner required by law, and after the lapse
of time such as then may be required by law, Trustee, without demand on Orantor, under the power of sale
contained herein, shall sell the Trust Estate at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of Trustee's sale,
either as a whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as Beneficjary may determine, subject to any
statutory right which Gran tor may have to direct such order, at public auction to the highest bidd« for cash
in lawful money ofthe United States, payable at the time of sale. Trustee may postpone the sale as provided
by law. following sale, Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed conveying the Trust Estate so sold,
but without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.

3.3.2

After deducting all costs, fees and expenses ofTrustee and of this Deed ofTmi.1,

including costs to insure or obtain evidence of title in connection with such sale, Trustee shall apply the
proceeds of sale to paynx:nt of (i) all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued
interest at the Default Rate specified under lhe Note from the date such expenditures were made, (ii) all other
sums secure.J hereby, and (iii) the remainder, if any, to ilie person or persons legally entillcd thereto.
3.3.3 Beneficiary may at any time request cancellation of the Trustee's notice of sale,
whereupon Trustee shall execute and record, or cause to be recorded, a cancellation of notice of sale in the
same county in which the notice of sale was recorded. The exercise by Beneficiary of this right shall not
constitute a waiver of any default then existing or subsequently occurring, If this Deed of Trust and the
indebtedness and obligations secured hereby are reinstated in the manner provided by law, Beneficiary shall
forthwith notify Trustee thereof. Upon such notification, Trustee shall record or cause to be recorded a
cancellation of notice of sale in the same county in which the notice of sale was recorded within the period
Uren require4 by law.
3.3.4 If Grantor fails or refuses to surrender possession of the Trust Estate after any
trustee's sale, Granter shall be deemed a tenant at sufferance, subject to eviction by means of forcible entry
and detainer proceedings. This remedy is not exclusive or in derogation of any other right or remedy
available to Beneficiary.
3,4
FOID:CLOSURE AS MORTGAGF« Upon default byGrantor hereunder, in lieu of sale
pursuant to the power of sale conferred hereby, at the oprion of Beneficiary, this Deed of Trust may be
foreclosed in the same manner provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property.
Beneficiary shall also have all other rights and remedies available to it. All rights and remedies shall be
cumulative, may be sought and exercised concurrently or con.<recutively and in inconsistent proceedings.
3.S
FORECLOSURE AS A UNIT. Gmntor agrees that all of the Trust Estate, whether real
or personal, covered by this Deed ofTrust, is encumbered as one unit, and that upon default byGrantor under
the Note secured hereby or this Deed of Trost, or any security instrument given pursuant hereto, this Deed
of Trust and such security interests, at Beneficiary's option, may be foreclosed or sold in the same
proceeding, and all of the Trost Estate (both realty and personalty) may, at Beneficiary's option, be sold as
such in one unit.
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3.6

POSSl!:SSION O.F TRUST ESTATE, LE{\S.fiS AND RENTS ON DEFAULT.

3.6.1
Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary shall be entitled at any time without
further notice, in its sole discretion, either by its agents, attorneys, or employees.. to enter upon and take
possession of the Trust F..state or any part thereof, and Gnmtor shall, upon demand, peaceably surrender
possession thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary may, at its option, send notifications to any and all lessees
and tenants of the Trust Estate that future payments undct er relating to said leases shall be made to
Beneficiary, in accordance with Section 2.2 hereof. Beneficiary, in its name and/or in the name of Grantor,
may operate and maintain all er any portion of the Trust Estnfc to such extent as Beneficiary deems
advisable, and Grantor agrees that Beneficiary shall be entitled to do and perform any acts that Beneficiary
may deem necessary or proper to conserve the value of the Trust Estate, and to sue for and otherwise collect
and receive all rents, issues and profits thereof, including those past due and unpaid as well as those accruing
thereafter, and· may rent or lease the Trust Estate or any portion thereof to such person or persons and for
such periods of time and on such tenns and conditions as Beneficiary in its sole discretion may determine.
3.6.2 The expense (including compensation to any agent appointed by Beneficiary,
attorneys' fees and costs and disbursements) incurred in taking possession and effecting collection or
attempting to take possession and effect collection. shall be deemed an expense of this Deed of Trust to be
paid by Grantor and secured hereby. Neither the entering upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate nor
the collect.ion of such rents, issues and profits and the application or release thereof as aforesaid, shall cure
or waive any default or notice of sale hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. In dealing
with the Trust Estate as a beneficiary in possession, Benetkiaty shall be without any liability, charge or
obligation therefor to Gran tor, and Beneficiary shall be entitled to operate any business then being conducted
thereon or therewith at the expense of and for tlle account of Gran tor, and all net losses, costs and expenses
thereby incurred shall be advancements governed by Section 1.14 hereof.

3.6.3 For purposes hereof, Beneficiary is expressly authorized to deal with the Trust Estate
as Grantor's attorney-in-fact subsequent to Gmntor's default hereunder, i.e., to enter into leases of all or a
portion of the Trust Estate, to tenninate leases of all or portions of the Trust Estate as may be necessary in
Beneficiary's discretion. enter into management agreements regarding the Trust Estate on tenns and
conditions approved by Beneficiary in its discretion, and otherwise operate the Trust Estate. None of the
foregoing activities by Beneficiary with respect to the Trust Estate shall serve to waive any rights of
Beneficiary against Grantor or impose any additional burdens or any liability on Beneficiary therefor.
3.7
APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER. Upon default by Grantor hereunder, Beneficiary
shall be entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the Trust Estate, collect the rents, issues
and profits therefrom, care for and repair the same, improve th.e same when necessary or desirable, lease and
rent the Tnist Estate or ponions thereof (including leases existing beyond the tenn of receivership), and
otherwise use and utili:re the Trust Estate, and to have such other duties as may be fixed by the court.
Grantor specifically agrees that the court may appoint a receiver without reference to the adequacy or
inadequacy of the security, or the solvency or insolvency of Grantor or any guarantor, the commission of
actual waste or damage to the Property, and without reference to other matters normally taken into account
by courts in the discretionary appointment of receivers, it being the intentk>n of Grant or to hereby authorize
the appointment of a receiver when Grantor is in default and Beneficiary has requested the appointment of
a receiver. Grantor hereby agrees and consents to the appointment of the particular person or firm (including
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an officer or employee of Beneficiary) designated by Beneficiary as receiver. Such receiver shall have the
power to borrow iooney from any person, including Beneficiary, for reasonable expenses of operating,
preserving, maintaining, completing and caring for the Trust Estate. or completing lhe construction of any
improvements or structures in progress in or upon the Trust Estate, and all such borrowed sums together with
interest thereon at the Default Rate set forth in the Note shall be added to the indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Trust. The 11cc<..-ptance and/onpplication ofsuch rents, issues and profits shall not cure any default
hereunder nor constitute a waiver of or adversely affect any other right which Beneficiary may enjoy under
this Deed of Trust or under the laws of Idaho by virtue of the default of Grantor hereunder. For purposes
of appointment of such a receiver, it is agreed that any of the following actions brought by Beneficiary shall
be actions which "affect" the Trust Estate and support the appointment of a receiver by the Superior Court
for the county in which the Trust Estate is located:

3.7.1

Damages for waste or failure to maintain the Trust Estate; or

3. 7.2 , Damages for failure to perform any of Grantor's obligations set forth in this Deed
of Trust which relate directly or indirectly to the ownership or operation of the Trust Estate.
3.8
FORECLOSURE OF SECURITY INTEREST. Upon default by Grantor hereunder,
Beneficiary may exercise any or all oftbe remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code, including. but not limited to:
3.8.l Either personaJ!y or by means of a court apJX)inted receiver, talce possession of all
or any of the Personal Property and exclude therefrom Grantor and all others claiming wtder Grantor, and
thereafter hold, store, use, operate, manage, maintain and control, make repairs, replacements. alterations,
additional and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers of Grantor in respect to the Personal
Property or any part thereof. In the event Beneficiary demands or attempts to lake possession of the Personal
Property in the exercise of any rights under any of the Loan Documents, Grantor promises and agrees to
promptly tum over and deliver complete possession thereof to Beneficiary;
3.8.2 Without notice to or demand upon Gra:ntor, make such payments and do such acts
as Beneficiary may deem necessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Properry, including without
limitation, paying, purchasing, contesting or compromising any encumbrance, charge or lien which is prior
to or superior to the security interest granted hereunder, and in exercising any such powers or authority to
pay all expenses incurred in connection therewith; ,

3.8.3 RcquireGmntor to assemble the Personal Property or any portion thereof. at a place
designated by Beneficiary and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to deliver such Personal
Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or representative designated by it. Beneficiary, and its agents and
representatives shall have the right to enter upon any or all of Grantor's premises and property to exercise
Beneficiary's rights hereunder;
J.8.4 Sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the Personal Property at public sale, with or
without having the Personal Property at the place of sale, and upon such telmS and in such maimer as
Beneficiary may detennine. Beneficiary may be a purchaser at any such sale;
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3.8.S Unless the Personal Property is perishable or threatens lo decline speedily in value
or is of a type customarily sold on a recognized market. any requirement under the Idaho Unifonn
Commercial Code for giving notice ofa proposed sale or other disposition of the Personal Property shall be
met if such notice is mailed to Grantor, postage prepaid, at least five (5) days before the scheduled sale or
disposition. Such notice may be mailed to Grantor at the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of
Trust.

3.9
REMEDIF..S NOT EXCLUSIVE. Truslcc and Beneficiary and each of them, shall be
cntitlc..-d to enforce payrrent and performance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed ofTrust or under any Loan Instrument or another agreement
or any laws now or hereafter in force, notwithstanding some or all of the said indebtedness and obligations
secured hereby may now or hereafter be otherwise secured, whether by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, lien,
assigmnent or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this Deed of Trust nor its enforcement, whether by court
action or pursuant to the power of sale or other powers herein contained, shall prejudice or in any manner
affect Tnu,tee's or Beneficiury's right to realize upon or enforce any other security now or hereafter held by
Trustee or Beneficiary, its being agreed that Trustee and Beneficiary, and each of then, shall be entitled to
enforce this Deed of Trust and any other security now or hereafter held by Beneficiary or Trustee in such
order and manner as they or either of them in their absolute discretion determine. No remedy herein
conferred upon or reserved to Trustee or Beneficiary is intended to be exclmive of any other remedy herein
or by law provided or permitted, but each shall be cumulative and shaU be in addition to every other remedy
given hereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. Every power or remedy given
by any of the Loan Documents to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may be otherwise
entitled, may be exercised, concurrently or independently, from time lo time and as often as may be deemed
expedient by Trustee or Beneficiary and either of them may pursue inconsistent remedies.

3.10 REQUEST FOR NOTICE. Grantor hereby requests a copy of any Notice of Default and
that any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to it al the address set forth in the first paragraph of lhis Deed
of Trust.
ARTICLE4

MISCELLANEOUS
4.1
GOVERNING LAW. This Deed of Trust shall be governed by the laws oftbe State of
Idaho. In the event lhal any provision of any of the Loan Documents conflicts with applicable laws, such
conflicts shall not affect other provisions of such Loan Documents which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan Documents are declared to be severable.
This instrument cannot be waived. changed, discharged or tenninated orally, but only by an instrument in
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or termination is
sought
4.2
GRANJOR WAJVER OF RIGHTS. Grantor waives the benefit of all laws now existing
or that hereafter may be enacted providing for (i) any appraisement before sale of any portion of the Trust
Estate, and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in any way extending the time for the
enforcement of the collection of the Note or the debt evidenced thereby or creating or extending a period of
redemption from any sale made in collecting said debt. To the full extent Gran tor may do so, Grantor agrees
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that Grantor will not at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advantage of any law now
or hereafter in force providing for any appraisemcnt. valuation, stay, extension or redemption, and Grantor,
for Grantor, its heirs, devisecs, representatives, successors and assigm, and for any and all persons ever
daiming any interest in the Trust Estate. to the extent pcmlilted by law, hereby waives and releases all rights
of redemption, valuation, appraisemcnt, stay of execution, notice of election to mature or declare due the
whole of the secured indebtedness and marshaling in the event of foreclosure of the liens hereby created.
If any law referred to in this Section and now in force. of which Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives,
successors and assigns or other person might take advantage despite this Section. shall hereafter be repealed
or cease to be in force, such law sball not thereafter be deemed to preclude the application of this Section.
Grantor expressly waives and relinquishes any and all rights and remedies which Grantor may have or be
able to assert by reason of the laws of the State of Idaho pertaining to the rights and remedies of sureties.
Any provision of this Section 42 which is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to violate a statute of
the State of Idaho shall not be enforceable, but any such holding shall not otherwise affect the enforcement
of any of the other provisions of Ibis Section.
4.3
LIMIT All ON OF INTEREST. It is the intent ofGrantor and Beneficiary in the execution
of this Deed of Trust and the Note and all other instruments securing the Note to contract in strict compliance
with the usury laws of the State ofidaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. In furtherance thereof,
Beneficiary and Grantor stipulate and agree that none of the terms and provisions contained in the Loan
Documents shall ever be construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money
requiring payment of interest at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permiued to be charged by the
laws of the State of Idaho governing the loan evidenced by lhe Note. Grantor or any guarantor, endorser or
other party now or hereafter becoming liable for the payment of the Note shall never be required lo pay
interest on the Note at a rate in excess of the maximum interest that may be lawfully charged under the laws
of the State ofldabo, and the provisions ofthis Section shall control over all other provisions of the Note and
any. other instrument executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In tbe
event any holder of the Note shall collect monies which are deemed to constitute interest which would
otherwise increase the effective interest rate on the Note to a rate in excess of that permitted lo be charged
by the laws of the State of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum
permissible rate shall bc considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby
shall be reduced by such amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional
interest and other charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State
ofldaho in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Beneficiary.

4.4
STATEMENT& l!Y GRANIQR, Granlor shall within ten (10) days after receiving a
written request from Beneficiary confinn in writing any statement provided by Beneficiary which states the
unpaid principal and any interest on the Note, and any other amounts secured by this Deed of Trust, and that
no offsets or defenses exist against such principal and interest.
4.5
REC:QNYEXANC.E 13:X TRJJ.SIEE. Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all
sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon surrender of this Deed of Trust and the Note to Trustee for
cancellation and retention and upon payment by Grantor and the Note to Trustee for cancellation and
retention and upon payment by Grantor of Trustee's foes, Trustee shall reconvey to Grantor, or the person
or persons legally entitled thereto, without warranty, any portion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder.
The recitals in such reconveyanc_e of any matter or facts shall be conclusive proofofthc truthfulness thereof.
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The grantee in any reconveyance may be described ns "the person or persons legally entitled thereto."
4.6

J:iOUCF..S. Whenever Beneficiary, Grant.or or Trustee shall desire to give or serve any

notice, demand, request or other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such notice,
demand, request or other communication shall be in writing and shall be effective only if the same is
delivcn::d by personal service or mailed by registered mail, postage prepaid. return receipt requested,
addressed to the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of Trust. Any patty may at any time change
its address for such notices by delivering or mailing to the other parties hereto, as aforesaid. a notice of such

change.

4.7
ACCEPTANCE BY TRUSTEE; FEES, Trustee accepts this Trust when this Deed of
Trust, duly executed and acknowledged, is made a public record as provided by law. The Trust created
hereby is irrevocable by Grantor. Trustee bolds title under this Deed ofTrust for the benefit of.Beneficiary.
Trustee shall be paid for all acts perfonned by it hereunder or in connection herewith in accordance with its
established fees and charges. All such fees and charges shall be paid by Grantor and if Beneficiary shall
advance any such fees or charges, Orantor shall reimburse Beneficiary for same on demand. Payment thereof
is secured by this Deed of Trust.
4.8
SUCCESSOR TRUUEE. Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee in the manner
prescribed by law. Trustee herein may resign by mailing or delivering notice thereof to Beneficiary and to
Grantor. Upon such resignation, Beneficiary may appoint a su~essor trustee. which appointment shall
constitute a substitution of trustee upon the mailing and recording of written notice thereof by Beneficiary
in I.he manner prescribed by law for the substitution ofa trustee ofa Deed of Trust. A successor trustee
herein shall, without conveyance from the predecessor trustee, succeed to all the predecessor's title, estate,
rights, powers and duties.
4.9
CAPTIONS. The captions or headings at the beginning of each Section hereof a.re for
convenience of the parties and are not a part of this Deed of Trust.
4.10
INVALIDITY OF CERTAIN PROVISJONS. If the lien of this Deed of Trust is invalid
or unenforceable as to any part of the debt, or if the lien is invalid or unentbrceable as to any part of the Trust
Estate, the unsecured or partially secured portion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment
of the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the debt, and all payments made on the debt,
whether voluntary or under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall be considered to have
been first paid on and applied to the full payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully
secured by the lien oftbis Deed of Trust.
4.11
SUBRQGADQN, To the extcntthat proceeds of the Note are owed to pay any outstanding
lien, charge or prior encumbrance agajnst !he Trust Estate, such proceeds have been or will be advanced by
Beneficiary al Grantor's request and BeneticiaryshalJ be subrogated to any and all righls and liens owed by
any owner or bolder ofsuch outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances. irrespective of whether said
liens. charges or enewnbranc:cs are released.
·

4.12 NO MRRGER. if both the Lessor's and Lessee's estates under any lease or any portion
thereto which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed
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of Trust and the lien created hereby shall not be destroyed or tenninated by application of the doctrine of
merger and. in such event. Beneficiary shall continue lo have and enjoy all of the rights and privileges of
Beneficiary as lo the separate estates. In addition, upon the foreclosure oftbe lien created by this Deed of
Trust on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any leases or sublca.'les then existing and created
by Granter shall not be destroyed or tenninatcd by application ofthe law of merger oras a matter of law or
as a result ofsuch foreclosmc unless Beneficiary or anypurchaser at any such foreclosure sale shall so elect.
No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any such purchaser shall constitute a termination ofany lease or
sublease unless Beneficiary or.such purchaser shall give written notice thereof to such tenant or subtenant
4.13
JRANSfER QF TRUST ESTATE BY GRANTQR. Gnmtor hereby acknowledges thal
the financial stabilil}' and managerial and operational ability of Grantor is a substantial and material
consideration t.o Beneficiary in its agreement to make the loan 10 Orantor evidenced by the Loan Documents.
The sale, assignment. trade. or other transfer or further encumbrance of the Trust Estate or change in the
entity operating or managing the Trust Estate may significanely and materially alter and reduce Beneficiary's
security for the indebtedness secured hereby. As an inducemem to Beneficiary to make the loan evidenced

by the Note. and subject to the Partial Release Provisions of Section 4.14 of this Deed of Trust, Grantor
covenants and agrees that Gramor shall not modify the existing plat ofn:cml or :zoning of the Property, sell,
contract to sell, dedicate, transfer, further encumber, restrict the use, assign. convey, grant an option, lease
for a term in excess of five (5) years, or in any other manner dispose of lbe Property, or any part therco(
substantially modify the plan of development ofthe Property or any part thereof, tum over the management
oroperationoftheTrustEstatetoanyperson,tinnorentily,mak.eavolonlarytransferofcontroloftheTrust
Estate, or permit any of the foregoing to be accomplished involuntarily, by operation of law, or otherwise
(collectively a "Transfer of lhe Trust Estate"), without Beneficiary's written consent. If at any time Orantor
shall Transfer all of any part of the Trust Estate or any interest therein without the prior written oonsent of
Beneficiary, the indebledne.'ls secured hereby shall, at the option of Beneficiary, become immediately due
and payable. A transfer of more than 25% of the voting control or CCOI\OmiC rights in tbe Grantor shaJI be
considered a Transfer of the Trust F..state for purposes of this Section 4. J3. Consent to any one transaction
shall not be deemed 10 be consent to any other. Upon a Transfer of the Trust Estate, Beneficiary may charge
Grantor a ~nable fee for processing a request for approval and lhe rate ofinterest on the unpaid balance
of tpe indebtedness may be increased to a cuJTent market rate with appropriate adjustment in the monthly
payment so that the loan will amortize on the same schedule as originally contemplated.
4.14. PARTIAL RELEASES. Notwlthstanding the provisions ofSection 4.13 of this Deed of
Trust. Beneficiary will allow sale by the Grantor of individual pan:ds comprising the real property
encumbered by the Deed of Trust without acceleration of the Note, subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in the Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith.

4.15 NQ JUNIOR LIENS. Grantor shall grant no deed of trust, lien or mortgage on the Trust
Estate junior to this Deed of Tl'llSt without Beneficiary's prior written consent which may be given or
withheld by Beneficiary in its sole discretion. Any junior deed of trust. lien or mort~ge granted by Grantor
to which Beneficiary gives its consent shall be subordinate to all leases affecting the Trust Estate and subject
to all renewals, extensions modifications or increases of lhe Note and modifications, releases, changes or
exchangesofthisDeedofTrustorthcTrustEstatcwithouttheconscntofsuchjuniocbencficiary,lienbolder
or mortgat,: holder, and without any obligation of Beneficiary or Trustee to give notice of any kind thereot
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4.16 ATIORNEYS' FEE~. Thetenns and provisions of the Note with respect to attorneys' fees
and costs shall be equally applicable with respect to this Deed of Trust. and Grantor agrees to pay all such
attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Beneficiary or Trustee in connection with interprc..1ation or enforcement
of this Deed of Trust orto protect the security of this Deed ofTrust. All such attorneys' fees and costs so
incurred shall be deemed to be secured by this Deed of Trust and collectible out of the Trust Estate in any
manner pennittcd by law or by this Deed of Trust.
4.17 ]'AXATION ON LIEN QR DJJIT. In the event of the passage after the date of this Deed
of Trust of any Federal, State or local law. deducting from the value of real property fur the purposes of
taxation any lien thereon or changing in any way the laws for the taxation of the mortgages or debts secured
by mortgage for Federal, State or locaJ purposes or the manner of the coJlection of any such taxes, or
imposing a tax, either directly or indirectly, on this Deed of Trust or the Note, the holder of this Deed of
Trust and of the debt which it secures shall have the right to declare the principal sum and interest due on
a date to be specified by not less than thirty (30) days' writte.n notice to be given to the Grantor by the
Beneficiary; provided. however. that such election shall be ineffective if (a) the Grantor is pennittcd by law
to pay the whole of such tax in ftddition to all other payments required hereunder, (b) such payment is not
usurious, and (c) if the Orantor. prior to such specified date, pays any such tax when due and agrees to pay
such taxes then or thereafter levied or assessed a1'linst the premises.
4.18
OFFSETS. No offset or claim that Grantor now or may in the future have against
Beneficiary shall relieve Grantor from duly and timely paying installments or performing any other
· obligation herein or secured hereby.
4.19
BUSINE~ L:QAN. The debt secured hereby is acknowledged to have been undertaken as
a business loan for business purposes. and is in no respect a consumer loan or debt.
4.20
COUNfERPARTS. This document may be executed in counterparts and shall have the
same force aoo effect as if all sigrung parties executed one document.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this Deed ofTrust asoflhe day and year first above
written.
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GRANTOR:

By: Edward J. Mason
Its; Manager

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
)ss.
)

On this 't>'C\.. day o f O ~ Notary Public, personally appeared Edward J. Mason,
known or identified to me to be an authorized Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
Company, and the person who eKCCUted the foregoing instrument on behalf of said company, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same for and on behalf of said Limited Liability Company.

Residing at
Ce:::::J_
Commission Expires:"_~_
....

1&
______

EXlllBIT"A"
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Order No.: 50006341 l 8DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT'A,
F.XJUBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of thl' Northwest Quarter of Section
14. Township 2 North. Range I West, Boise Mericlfan, Ada County. ldallo, more
particularly described as follows:

COl\rJI\U:NCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14:
thence nlong the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Quat·ter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17'' We-so 1406.81 feet to a point, said J>Oint
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00000'17" \Vest) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner or thc.- South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING: thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and 1>arallel to the Nortltertr boundary oftbe South llalf of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" Enst (Record South 89°56'56" l':llst) 17.31.19 fret to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
South 01°04'12'' West (Record South 01°04'25'' West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" \Vest (Record North 89°-t5'20'' West) 91.47 feet to u point mnrked by
an iron pin; thence
South OI 0 04'U" West (Record South 01°04'25'' West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
Ema-Weit Center ofSeetion Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thenc<'
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feetto a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral rhe
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Record North 33°23'57'' West) I 26.67 feet to a point of
curnture: thence along a clfn'e to the right wholle radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central anglt is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Rtcord North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point: thence
North 04°33'42" East {Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'4 l '' East (Record North 0.3°53'54" East) 122.JO feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.JO feet, whose cc.>ntrnl angle is 60°25'34'' and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" Wi.>st {Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31'40'' West) 57.69 feet to a point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65"30.58" \Vest (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; tht11cc
North 61°53'14" Wesl (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet ton point; thence
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Norlh 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48·' West) JO.l.91 feet to a point of
curvature: thence along a cur\'c to the left whose radios in J20.00 feet, wh~c length ii;
89.28 foet, who-.e central angk is 42..,37'50" and whosc long chord bears
Nortb 80°58'43'' West 87.24 foct to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'22'' West) 99.73 feet to a point: thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 foet to a point; tliencr
South 64°36'09" West (Rec-ord South 64°36'22" West) 40.91} feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03" West) 20.43 fe.et to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence along the West line of snid Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POIN'f OF
BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
A parcel of land h<'ing located in the South llalf of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Towusbip 2 North. Range l West. lloise Ml'ridiau, Ada Counry, Idaho, being more
partkulllrlr
descaibed as follows:
Commencing at a brass cnp marking the Notihwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary oftht> Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, whkb is also tJ1e
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04'' West 1406.81 fttt to a point, which is located
Soutb 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwrst corner of the
South
Jlalf of the .Northwe11t Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
South ()0°00'04" West 497.81 fC<'t along the Wt'sferl}' boundary of the Not·thw<'st
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50'' East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral: thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Tet"d l.ateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 foet;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" F.ast 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to thr right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50". a chord ,bearing of
South 80°58'56" lfast, and a long cbord distance of 87.24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 30J.91 feet;
South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet:
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 fed;

South 67°25'06" 1.<:ast 96.23 feet;
South S6°3J '5.1" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving tbe centerline of the Teed L:iteral,
North 88°S0'26'' F.ast 70.06 feet to tht POINT OF' BEGJNNJNG: thence
North 27°28'27" Enst 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44'' East 72,8.3 ffft: thence 7.91 feet along a non.tangent cun•e deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of:22°40'06'\ a t'l,ord beiu·ing of
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South 83°42'13" East and a long d,ord distance of 7.86 feet; tbcncc
South 50°02'1(," F:11st 15.20 fect: thence 7.91 fctt along a non-tangl.'nt cu.-vc deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet. a cl'ntral an~lt> of 22°40'06'", a chord bt-ating of
South 16°22'20.. F.ast and a long chord distance of 7.86 f~t; thcnct
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 fcct~ thence
South 17°0r47" \Vest 79.48 fcl't: thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of22"05•oy1, a chord bearing of
Sooth 06°00'] 5•· West and a long chord dishutce of $7.46 feet; thence
South 83°50'26" West 147.42 feel to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
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EXHJBIT"B"
Permittect Excg,tions

Special Exception Item Nos. C-1 through C-13, as the same appear on Schedule B, Part 2 of the Title
Commitment, issued by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., as Order No. 5000634 l l 8DBO, and, a deed of trust
in favor ofRBC Builder Finance securing a note in the principal sum of$3,413,300.00.
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EXHIBIT NO. 1
ATTACHMENT TO SF:CURITY AGREEMENT
AND UCC~J

All right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all tangible personal property owned
by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the real property described in
Exhibit No. 2 hereto, ("Property"), or used in connection therewith, including, but not limited
to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds. and equipment, and all building
materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted
by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property,
(collectively "Permits"). (iv) all deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or
given to utility companies by Borrower with respect to the Property; and all advance
payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the Property, and (v),
nil insurance proceeds.
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Order No.: 50006341 lSDBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT 'A'
EXIIJBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of the Nortl1wcst Quarter of Sedion
14. Township 2 North. Range I West, Boise Meridian. Ada County, Idaho, more
pnrtic11l11rly dCKribed as follows:

COMM t:NCING llt a Bran Cap marking the Northwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thrnce along the Weitcrly boundary of the said Northwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also th.: Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17'' West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is l«ated.
South 00°00'04" West (RC?Cord South 00°00·1r w~o 7S.OO feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwesr corner of the South Half of the ~ot·thwcst Quarter of said
Section 14. also said point being the POINT OF BF.GJNl'ilNG; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and 1,arallcl to the Northerly bound11r}· of the South Half of tht'
Northwest Quarter of ,ajd Srctio11 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" East) 1731.19 feet to an il·on pin; thence
lea\o·ing said paralld line

South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25., \\'es() 592.05 feet fo a point marked bl'
an iron pin; thence
North 8')0 45'.33 .. \Vest (Record North 89°45'20•· West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record Sonth 01°04'25.,. West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
t:ast-Wcst Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the F..ast-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28"' West (Retord South 89°56'41"' West) S84.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed I .ateral; then"'"' along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
ronowing courses and dlstanccs:
North 33°24'10'' West (Record North 33°23'57" West) 126.67 feet to a point of
cur\'ature: thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 7S.00 feet, whose lengtb hi
49.70 feet, whose ccntrnl angle is 37°57'52"' and whose long d1ord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01"" Wes1) 48.79 feet to a poiut: thence
North 04°33 '42" F.ut (Record North 04°33'55'' Eau) 170.53 feet to a point. tbence
North 03°53'4r' East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 fc-ct, wh0$e length is
79.10 feet. whost- central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North ?6°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53'' West) 75.48 feet to a point; tlaence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31 '40'' \Ve!>t) 57.69 fcrt ton point: t11cncc
North 67°:?S,06" West (Record North 67°24'$3'' West) 96.23 feet to a point; tJ1encc
North 65°30'58" West (Record Nolib 65°30'45'' West) 151,58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet ton point; thence
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North 59°40'01..., \Vest (Record North 59°39'48"' W<'sf) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvatur<': thc.'nce nlong :t em·w to the left whost' radius in J 20.00 feel, whose length is
89.28 feet, whos<' central angll' is 42°.17'50'' and whose long chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record South 77°42'Z2" West) 99.73 foct ro a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" \Vest) 78.87 foct to II point; thence
South 64°36'09'' West (Record South 64°36 1 22" West} 40.90 feet to a poi11t; th<'ncc
South 58°4 I '-14" West (Record South 58°41 '5T' \'Vest) 37 .75 foet to a point; !hence
South 89°53'50" West (J~ecord South 89°54'03'' West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
lin<' of said section 14; thence nlong the West line of said Scclion 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17" East) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF

BEGINNING.
EXCEPT
A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Set'tion 14,
Township 2 North. Range I West. Roise Mt>ridfan, Ada County, Idaho, bring more
particularIr
described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Nonhwcst corner of said Section 14; thence
aJong the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 1-t, which i~ also the
centerline of
Ten Mile H.oad,
South 00°00'04" Wl'St 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00"00'04'' West 75.00 feet from an iron pin mark.ing the Northwest corne,· of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14: thence continuing
South 00°00'04'' West 497.SJ foct along the Wt>Stcrly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed l.atcral: thence the
following
cou~CJ and distances along said centerline of tlu: Teed Lateral;
North 58°41 '44" East 37.75 foct;
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 f«'t;
North 73"14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius or 120.00 feet, a central angl<' of 4Z 0 37'50''. a chord bca1ing of
South 80°58'S6" East, and a long chord distance of87.24 feet:
South 59°40'01" J<:ast 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14" East 58.79 fl'ct;
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 foet:
South 67°25'06" .t:ast 96.23 feet;
South S<, 0 31 '53" East 57.69 feet; thence leaving the ccntc1·Jinc of the Teed l.ate>ral,
Nortb 88°S0'26'' f..ast 70.06 feet to thf' POINT OF BEOJNNJNO: thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.0t feet; tbencC'
North 84°57'44'' f.ast 7?.83 foct; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with :1 radius of l0.00 fe-et, a central angle of 22°40'06''. a chord bearing of
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South 83°42'13" East and a long chord dist:mcc of 7.8(> feet; thence
South 50°01' J6" East 15.20 foct; thence 7.9 J feet along a non-tangent cun•c dctfo,·ting ·
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a ccutrnl angk of 22"40'06", a chord bl.'aring of
South 16°22'20'' f:ast and a Joaig chord distance of 7.86 feet; thcntc
South 05°02'16" East 9.ZO foet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet: thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve dcOcding to
the right
with a radius or 150.00 feet~ a central angle of22°05'03''. a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15" West and a long chord distance of57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" \\'esl 147.42 feet to the POINT OJ• BEGINNING.
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Dan Thompson - 30(b) (6) 3/19~4
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EXAMINATION
2 QUESTIONS BY MR. MOLLERUP:
3
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is Richard Mollerup. I
4 represent Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation. I just
5 have a few questions.
6
I want to come to, in broad strokes I want to
7 do a couplefof things. I want to come to an
s understanding with you of what Alliance did or didn't
9 do. And then much the same as Mr. Penny, I'm not going
10 to ask you for legal conclusions, but I want to ask you
11 for your factual basis for some of the allegations you
12 have made. Okay?
13
A. Okay.
14
Q. Now, Alliance Title acted as the escrow agent
15 when closing the original loan; correct?
16
A. That's correct.
11
Q. You previously testified that you said you
1s probably didn't get any documents.
19
A. I didn't get the finalized documents.
20
Q. Finalized documents.
21
Setting that aside, other than that, do you
22 have any -- are you making any claims that Alliance
23 caused you any damage as a result of that closing?
24
A. Only to the extent that because I don't have
25 closed documents with stamps and all of that, I still
1

have them.
2
Q. Well, you had them before they were signed;
3 correct?
4
A. Yes. I have what David Wishney sent to you
5 guys to make sure you did, yes.
6
Q. You got a title policy ensuring that it was in
7 first lien position -- or second lien position, sorry.
A. I think we do. I can't imagine -s
9
Q. You testified earlier that you are an
10 insurance agent or broker?
A. Correct.
11
Q. For primarily life insurance?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. Any other kind of insurance?
14
A. Annuities. I can sell health and disability,
15
16 but I don't.
Q. You've obviously purchased insurance, you have
17
a
homeowner's
policy?
18
A. Yeah.
19
Q. Car policies?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Probably your own life policy?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Through that I assume -- tell me, do you have
24
25 a working knowledge of the difference between the
1
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can't say to this day with 100 percent conclusion that
the deed and everything was recorded properly.
3
Q. There is a copy of the record deed of trust in
4 the record, is there not?
5
A. There probably is, yes. That is -- yes.
6
Q. So ifl can rephrase your answer for you just
7 so I understand. Your only issue with the closing and
8 not receiving documents is a verification that your lien
9 was not recorded or was recorded?
10
A. Yeah, that and obviously what we have already
11 discussed, that is when I went to go ask for the copies
12 of the closing docs, I still haven't got them.
13
Q. I'm going to ask you again. Are you claiming
14 that your lack of having those copies has caused you
15 damage in this lawsuit, you're claiming in this lawsuit?
16
A. I won't know that until-- well, I guess I
17 don't know quite how to answer that. No, but yes, if
18 they are not documented properly.
19
Q. Do you have any information that any of your
20 loan documents were not documented or recorded properly?
21
A. I don't.
22
Q. So you have no factual basis to make
23 allegations in this lawsuit that the closing caused you
24 damages by virtue of not getting those documents.
25
A. I won't know that until we see the -- until I

company or the insurer of your policy and the agent or

l

1

2

2 the authorized signer of the policy?

A. Yes.
Q. Can you tell me what you think that difference

3

4
5

lS.

6

A. Well, a duly authorized agent binds the
company.
Q. So when the duly authorized agent binds the
company, for example, if you are a life agent and one of
your clients dies, they don't come and ask you for the
money, do they?
A. No, they usually tell me, but we go to the
company for the money.
,,,
Q. So is it your understanding from your
experience as an insurance agent that the company has
the obligation to pay any obligations under the policy,
not the agent?
A. Yes.
Q. And then Alliance also was the original
trustee in your deed of trust; correct?
A. That is my understanding.
Q. It's in the deed of trust and it's in the
record.
EXHIBIT
Also in the record as Exh
substitution of trustee where yo

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

11
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2s

~~~~~~~-L-~~~--"'"n

".>Ac:

nc,,

I A-~
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A

correct.

17

Q

Going back to this document, I believe I asked

18

this question on Exhibit 8, but I want to make sure the

19

record is clear, do you believe that before Heidi Emery

20

signed Exhibit 8, that it was prepared by your office?

21

A

I believe so, yes.

22

Q

okay.

23

A

correct.

24

Q

obviously, for sometime you have been aware that

25

And then sent to Heidi Emery to sign?

Titleone has been trying to seek information about this
St. George court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837

59

Amy Cobine 2.28.14
1

particular Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed; correct?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

okay.

And you have undertaken investigation

4

within your office to try to figure out the sequence of

5

events that led to this Reconveyance of Trust Deed,

6

Exhibit 8, being recorded?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

okay.

9
10

11
12
13

will you please tell us everything you have

determined from your investigation?
A

I don't think I can answer that educated, in an

educated way, at this point.
Q

To the best of your belief, and certainly qualify

it if you are speculating or guessing.

14

A

oh, hold on real quick.

15

Q

Yeah, let's go off the record for a second.

16
17
18

can we stop?
This

is a good time to take a break.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
BY MR. DVORAK:

EXHIBIT

I

A-3
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19

so, I have just asked you, before we went off the

Q

20

record, what you determined happened here with respect in

21

your office, resulting in Exhibit 8 being sent to Heidi

22

Emery to sign and then being recorded by your office.

23

led up to that?

24
25

what

we received a deed of trust in the office, an

A

original deed of trust in the office.

No other documents.

St. George court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837

60

Amy Cobine 2.28.14
1
2

And, so, we proceeded with the notice of intent.
okay.

Q

And when you say you received an original

3

deed of trust, I refer your attention to Exhibit 4.

4

stating that you believe you received the original of

5

Exhibit 4?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And then thereafter proceeded with a notice of

8

Are you

intent?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

was there any other communication that accompanied

11

the original of Exhibit 4 that you are aware of?

12

A

No.

13

Q

okay.

And you are attempting to locate the

14

scanned copy of this original that you received and

15

forwarded?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

I take it you have reviewed that document?

18

A

Yes.

Q

Does it have the stamp or signature -- sorry,

~

strike that.

Does it have the copy stamp or hand written

notation that it's not an original on it?
p~
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A

No.

23

Q

okay.

•

It doesn't have any such thing on it.
Do you still have the original of the deed

24

of trust that's been marked a copy, which has been marked as

25

Exhibit 4, in your records?
St. George court Reporters, Inc.

61

(888)978-1837

Amy Cobine 2.28.14
1

A

No,

2

Q

And why not?

3

A

It was scanned and destroyed.

4

Q

And destroyed immediately?

5

A

It was probably destroyed within the year after it

6

was scanned.

7

Q

I do not.

All right.

would it have been destroyed before

8

the Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed was recorded in

9

February of 2010?

10

A

I'm unsure.

11

Q

okay.

You brought some documents with you.

12

they are the only copies of them I have.

13

two documents that have been marked as Exhibits here?

14

A

Exhibits 2 and 3?

15

Q

Two and three, I believe.

And

can I see those

All right.

You

16

mentioned a notice of intent that was sent in this case.

17

am going to hand you what's been marked Exhibit 3.

18

that Notice of Intent?

I

Is that

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

What is the date on the top of that document?

21

A

October 12th, 2009.

22

Q

okay.

I take it that that was sent after you

23

received the original of the Deed of Trust that's been

24

marked as Exhibit 4?
Rage 56
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Yes.

A

St. George court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837

62

Cobine 2.28.14
1

would it have been sent on or around that

Q

12, 2009 date?

2

Yes.

3

And would it have been sent in accordance

4

5

with

6

requested?

7

A

8

Q

To

9

A

It

10

address was that sent?
we sent it Eagle Equity Fund, 2502

North constance Place

11

12

ractice by certified mail and return receipt

Q

Eagle, Idaho 83616.

And that is

the same address that appears

on the top of Exhibit 4,

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Do your records

15

e Deed of Trust?

to that Notice of Intent,

16

A

we do not show

17

Q

okay.

received any response
3?

received.

Handing you what's

18

identification purposes, the

19

you, Exhibit 2, do you have that in front

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And I'll represent for the record th t

for

brought with

22

appears to be an unsigned, unsigned by Heidi Erne

, an

23

unrecorded prior draft of what ultimately was reco

24

Exhibit 8 on February 11, 2010, the Reconveyance of

25

Deed.

as

Is my summary accurate of what that document
st. George court Reporters, Inc.
(888)978-1837
f'age 57
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By DAVSHA OSBORN
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 13-10112

Plaintiffs,
v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, ( fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
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Comes now, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through their attorneys
of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP and files this Reply Memorandum in Support for Motion for
Summary Judgment.

I.

ARGUMENT

A. Alliance Has Not Committed Negligence as an Escrow Company.

1.

In Section A of Plaintiffs Response to Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment

("Plaintiffs Response"), Plaintiff claims that "Alliance was negligent in performing their duties
as escrow officer in the Galiano Estates purchase". Plaintiff seems to base its argument on
allegation that Alliance failed to return Plaintiff "the original copies of the promissory note or
deed of trust". See Page 4 of Plaintiffs Response. For the following reasons, there exists no
basis in law or fact for Plaintiffs claim.
2.

Paragraph 5 of the Affidavit of Daniel Thompson In Support of Plaintiffs

Response in Opposition to Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary
Judgment dated April 14, 2014 (the "Thompson Aff. '') states "I attended the closing and signed
the original documents involved in the loan between Galiano and Eagle Equity Fund". See
Paragraph 5 of Thompson Aff. Mr. Thompson further states that "Exhibit Dis a true and correct
copy of the Buyer/Borrower Statement of closing costs I received from Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp". See Paragraph 4 of Thompson Aff. It is the company policy of Alliance to provide to a
party who is present at the closing copies of all their closing documents except documents that
require recording, which are delivered after recording.

("Aberasturi Aff.)

See Affidavit of Robin Aberasturi

Mr. Thompson's statement that "After recording I never received back any

photocopies or originals of any of the closing documents involved in the loan agreement
including the Deed of Trust" is inconsistent with Mr. Thompson's statement that a "true and

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
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correct copy of the Buyer/Borrower Statement of closing costs that I received from Alliance
Title". See paragraphs 5 and 7 of Thompson Alf.
3.

In perverse attenuated logic, Plaintiff also argues that Alliance must have

delivered the original Deed of Trust to TitleOne solely on the basis that Alliance was in
possession of the Deed of Trust at closing and afterward for the purpose of recording. Exhibit 44
to Mr. Thompson's deposition is a copy of the transmittal letter from Alliance dated December 1,
2006 under which the original recorded Deed of Trust and original Policy of Title Insurance
were sent to Mr. Thompson as Manager of Plaintiff.

See Exhibit A-1 to Second Supplemental

Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup In Support of Alliance Title and Escrow Corp's Motion for
Summary Judgment ("2nd Supp. Mollerup Aff) There is no other evidence of delivery of the
Deed of Trust other than the transmittal letter from Alliance to Mr. Thompson; only a wild
speculation by Plaintiff seven and one half (7 'h ) years after the closing that it was never
received by Plaintiff and therefore must have been delivered to TitleOne by Alliance based on
the deposition of Amy Cobine. Ms. Cobine testified in her deposition that she investigated the
sequence of events surrounding the reconveyance of the Deed of Trust but could not tell
everything determined from that investigation in an educated way and that she believed she
received the original Deed of Trust based on the fact that the copy she obtained from her records
did not have a copy stamp or an written notation that it was not the original. See pp 60-62 of the
Deposition Transcript of Amy Cobine ("Cobine Depo.) attached as Exhibit A-3 to Mollerup Alf.
Ms. Cobine also testified that she received the Deed of Trust and no other documents. See
p60:24, 25 of Cobine Depo attached as Exhibit A-3 to 2nd Supp. Mollerup Alf. However, nothing
in Idaho Code §45-1201 requires the original Deed of Trust to issue a Deed of Reconveyance
under that statute.
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4.

To follow the logic of Plaintiff, (a) Alliance would have not included it in the

transmittal letter dated December 1, 2006 and held the Deed of Trust for almost three (3) years,
(b) sent it to TitleOne in 2009 with no evidence of any request to do so, (c) TitleOne would have
to have sent it to Post Closing Closing Department in order to obtain a reconveyance under Idaho
Code §45-1201 when there is no requirement in that statute to be in possession of the Deed of
Trust and (d) Plaintiff did not notice that it did not have the Deed of Trust or other closing
documents for approximately seven and one -half (7 Yz ) years.
5.

Finally, there are absolutely no claims or allegations in Plaintiffs Complaint,

First Amended Complaint, Second Amended Complaint or Revised Second Amended Complaint
that Plaintiff is claiming any damages against Alliance for failure to deliver closing documents.
The issue was first raised in Mr. Thompson's deposition, seven and one-half years after the
closing.

B.

Alliance Did Not Collude With Other Defendants.

1.

Plaintiff alleges that Alliance "colluded in the fraudulent reconveyance of

Plaintiffs real property interest when they caused the Deed of Trust to fall into the hands of
TitleOne.

There are several flaws to Plaintiffs allegation. First, as set forth above, there is

absolutely no evidence that Alliance delivered the Deed of Trust to TitleOne or let it fall into
their hands. There is evidence that it was delivered to Plaintiff at its correct address in December
of 2006. Further, there is absolutely no evidence that Alliance had anything at all to do with the
reconveyance of the Deed of Trust by TitleOne which was purported to be pursuant to Idaho
Code 45-1201 et seq. That statute authorizes a title insurer or title agent who is not the trustee to
reconvey a Deed of Trust by following the procedure set forth in Idaho Code 45-1203. It is
undisputed that Alliance Title did not execute any reconveyance of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 4
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•
under either Idaho Code 45-1502 et seq. or Idaho Code 45-1201 et se.

Plaintiffs logic is

extremely strained. As previously stated, Alliance had possession of the Deed of Trust for
approximately three (3) years and then delivered it to TitleOne who must have delivered it to
Post Closing Department who testified that the original was the only authorization they needed to
reconvey and Plaintiff was not aware that it had not received the Deed of Trust or any other loan
documents for 7 Y2 years after closing. The argument is a little like the nursery rhyme "For want
of an nail the kingdom was lost". Further, there is nothing in Idaho Code 45-1201 et seq that
requires the original Deed of Trust to reconvey under that statute.

C.

Alliance Did Not Tortuously Interfere with Plaintiff's Economic Advantage.

1.

Plaintiffs Response contains allegations that Alliance Tortuously Interferes with

Plaintiffs Economic Advantage again hinges on the unsubstantiated claim that Alliance
delivered the original Deed of Trust to TitleOne who then delivered it to Post Closing
Department despite the complete lack of evidence that that occurred and despite the evidence
that it was delivered to Plaintiff in 2006 in the form of the transmittal letter from Alliance.

D.

Alliance Did Not Violate the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

1.

Plaintiffs argument that Alliance violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act is

based on the completely unsubstantiated claim that Alliance is guilty of a "bait and switch".
Plaintiff argues that "by switching the title policy company to Ticor, confusion and
misunderstanding as to the affiliation, connection and association by another." See page 9 of

Plaintiff's Response. The policy of title insurance states in bold print that Ticor Title Insurance
Company is the insurer and clearly shows that Alliance issued the policy as agent or authorized
signatory. Mr. Thompson testified in his deposition in relative part as follows:
Q.
A.

You testified earlier that you are an insurance agent or Broker?
Correct.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 5
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Q.
A.
Q.
A.

For primarily life insurance?
Yes.
Any other kind of insurance?
Annuities. I can sell health and disability but I don't.

****

Q.
Through that I assume-tell me, do you have a working knowledge of the
difference between the company or the insurer and the agent or authorized signer
of the policy?
A.
Yes.
Q.
Can you tell me what you think the difference is?
A.
Well, a duly authorized agent binds the company.

****

Q.
So is it your understanding from your experience as an insurance agent
that the company has the obligation to pay any obligations under the policy, not
the agent?
A.
Yes.
See pp. 160:18-25, 160:11-18 of Thompson Depo attached as Exhibit A-2 to 2nd Supp. Mollerup

Aff.
2.

Alliance did not "switch" the policy to Ticor. Alliance is not a title insurance

company, it is a licensed title agent authorized to issue policies of title insurers with which it has
a contractual right to do so. Mr. Thompson as a licensed insurance agent fully understands the
rolls of insurance agent and insurer and could hardly be confused.

II.

CONCLUSION

It is abundantly clear from Plaintiffs Response that the allegations against Alliance are
frivolous without any basis in law or fact and Alliance should be dismissed with prejudice.
DATED this 17th day of April 2014.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

~~
By:

Richard W. Mollerup

Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of April 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BLVD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83 712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com
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e
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

clamer@sQinkbutler.com

~c2~
Richard W. Mollen1p
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does IIIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -1-
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COMES NOW Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., by and through its counsel of
record, David M. Penny of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, and hereby move this Court for summary
judgment pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( c) on the grounds that there is no
genuine issue of material fact and therefore Defendant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law
dismissing Plaintiffs Complaint in its entirety.
This Motion is based upon the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, the Affidavit of Daniel Reid, and the Affidavit of counsel David M. Penny filed
concurrently herewith, as well as the pleadings and record before the Court.
DATEDthi~dayof

d.fr; /

,2014.

COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

~~~=
DAVID M. PENN\

.............._
Attorney for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the olC':_ day of

1fr1')

, 20_!/_, a true and

correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was';rved upon:
DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[\11Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[ ~lectronic Delivery

THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation

[ ~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
[ v.(Electronic Delivery

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th A venue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

[v1 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (877) 655-5287
[ j/Electronic Delivery

[v(

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ~Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

[.('u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1001
[,}"Electronic Delivery

[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ~lectronic Delivery
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DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

w( U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[ ~lectronic Delivery

~~
DAVID M.J>ENN~
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

CHAIS'f'OPH!A D. RICH, Clerk
ly JAMIi MAl'ITIN
DePUTV

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (flea Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
EST ATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (flea Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and .l.)hn Does 111X, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. PENNY IN
SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. PENNY IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - P -1DMP/tls - 23594-001/1081419
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•
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
DAVID M. PENNY, after first being duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and says as
follows:
1.

I am the attorney representing Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., in the

above-entitled matter, and I make this Affidavit of my own personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of excerpts of the

Deposition of Dan Thompson taken March 19, 2014.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Reconveyance

of Trust Deed that reconveyed the Trust Deed of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, dated January 25,
2010, and recorded in the records of Ada County on February 11, 2010, as Instrument No.
110012858.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of a Stipulated

Judgment Against Defendants entered by the court on November 1, 2012, in the case of RBC
Real Estate Finance, Inc., v. Galiano, LLC, et al., Ada County Case No. CV OC 1214378.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.

~ :---s. :;: :::.=:--DAVID M. PENNY _/

Residing at Nampa, Idaho
Commission expires: 12/7/2019
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

!t.< L

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on t h e ~day of
i
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was s~ed upon:
DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation

, 20f!±,

a true and

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

[v1 Hand-Delivered

[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504

[ 0"' Electronic Delivery
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[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
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ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th A venue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

[/U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (877) 655-5287
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RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
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CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
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Counsel for DAS Investments LLC
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[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
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[ LJ' Electronic Delivery
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SPINK BUTLER, LLP
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Counsel for Edward J Mason and Galiano
DAVID T. KRUECK
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101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
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Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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Q. So he's your neighbor. Do you know him in any
other capacities?
A. Church.
Q. How are you involved within the church?
A. I see him.
Q. Are you on any committees or anything
together?
A. No.
Q. Any other capacities?
A. No.
Q. You at one point were named as a plaintiff in
this lawsuit. Have you ever had any ownership interest
in this Exhibit 18 promissory note personally?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any personal understanding as to
why you were a plaintiff in this lawsuit?
A. No.
Q. Your attorney at one point represented in
court files that you were the alter ego of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC. Does that ring a bell? Have you ever taken
that position, you are the alter ego of Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC?
A. I'm not sure what that really entails. I'm
the manager of Eagle Equity.
Q. Did you ever authorize your attorney to make

Page 92

marked for identification as Exhibit 19. I'll represent
that this is a copy of the Eagle Equity Fund deed of
3 trust in this case. Do you recognize it?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. There was actually some kind of -- maybe it
6 isn't a typo. If you look at the second page in the
7 footnote it says "deed of trust 2." Do you see that?
8
A. Deed of trust 2, yes, second page.
9
Q. Do you know why it has that 2 on it?
lO
A. · Down here at the bottom?
11
Q. Yes, and it continues as 2 all throughout.
12
A. Well, the next page is 3.
l3
Q. So you have no idea why that is there?
14
A. No.
15
Q. Going back to the first page. This was a
16 document, I understand, that was drafted by Mr. Wishney;
l 7 is that correct?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. Even though the actual beneficiary is listed
20 in the first paragraph as Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, up top
21 it lists Eagle Capital Management as "when recorded
22 return to." Do you see that?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. That has got your address down there?
25
A. Uh-huh.
1

2
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the statement that you were the alter ego of Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC?
A. I don't recall. I don't know if that was
actually a point of conversation.
Q. If you had authorized him to do that, is that
something you would recall?
A. We've had so many discussions; possibly.
Q. Going back to the promissory note, Exhibit 18,
and the time that it was due. Did you ever make formal
demand for this to be paid at any time?
A. Not until I met with the attorneys.
Q. Specifically on the borrower or the
guarantors.
A. No.
Q. So you still haven't to date made formal
demand that it be paid in full?
A Just from this whole lawsuit, yeah.
Q. When you say "just from this whole lawsuit,"
it can be inferred from the fact that you sued for the
amount.
A. Yes.
MR. DVORAK: We previously marked this, but I
think I'll mark it again.
(Exhibit 19 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) Handing you what has been
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Q. Your name at the bottom?
A. Yes.
Q. But it's your testimony you didn't get an

original copy of this?
A. That's correct. You niean a signed and
6 executed copy?
7
Q. Yes.
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. There is some language that is in all caps.
10 Can you read that for the record in the very top of the
11 first page, starts with "This deed."
12
A. "This deed of trust is junior and subordinate
13 to said deed of trust recording concurrently herewith."
14
Q. Do you understand what that language meant?
15
A. In layman's term for me it's second position.
16
Q. Behind RBC Banlc.
4

5

11

18

A. Yes.
Q. Again, this is the deed of trust that went

19 along with your promissory note; is that correct?
20 you look on page

If

3 at the top where it says, "For the

21 purposes of securing," subsection A. You agree that
22

seems to describe the promissory note we've just been

23 discussing which has been marked as Exhibit 18?
24

25

A. Yes.
Q. You understood at this time, did you not,
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unconditional guaranty, this one by Ted Mason Signature
Homes. Do you have a signed copy of this document?
A. No, not that -- no. Again, those were the
documents that I requested from Alliance.
(Exhibit 25 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) This is a document here
called a Master Credit Agreement. It's been marked as
Exhibit 25. Do you have that in front of you?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recognize that document?
MR. TRIBBLE: You don't have to say if you
don't know.
THE WITNESS: I don't recognize it. I don't
live this stuff day in and day out, but I have it in
front of me, yes.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) That one is signed by
Mr. Mason on page 27. Do you see that, do you recognize
his signature?
A. I do. I don't know his signature off the top
of my head, but I assume that is him.
Q. Referring your attention to the first page.
This is an agreement between Eagle Equity Fund, LLC and
Galiano, LLC. Do you see that?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. If you look back at your attorney's letter,
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A. Not quite. It's not the one that I have got,
but it could be the same numbers, I don't know.
Q. Then you have got a definition at the top of
the next page, "Development Loan." Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. That is referring to the RBC loan, the first
position; correct?
A. I would guess. I don't know the answer to
that, but yeah.
Q. Take a second and read it.
A. (Reviewing document.) Okay. That looks like
a development loan, yes.
Q. Referring your attention to page 9 of 27, look
at 7 .1.6, take a second to read that, I'm going to ask
you some questions about that.
A. The release for price list?
Q. The Release Fee Schedule, 7.1.6?

A. Yep.
(Reviewing document.) Okay.
Q. So does that indeed describe that you were
going to release lots to RBC and not take any money
until the RBC loan had been paid in full?
A. Yes.
Q. Then following the retirement of the RBC loan,
what was the agreement at that point between Eagle
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which is Exhibit 17, do you have that?
2
A Yes.
3
Q. Do you see item No. 6 at the top of the second
4 page references a master credit agreement?
s
A. Yes.
6
Q. Do you understand this to be the master credit
7 agreement that was so referenced?
8
A. It appears to be.
9
Q. Going down through the master credit agreement
10 on the first page, it talks about a completion date of
11 June 30, 2007 or such other date that lender and
12 borrower may set by mutual agreement for the completion
13 of the project. Do you see that?
1

14

1s
16
17
18

19
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21
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'A Yes.
Q. Does that refresh your recollection as to when
you thought the project would be done?
A. About a year? So what was the Q. So about nine months, eight months?
A. Yeah.
Q. The next one says "Cost Projection," then it
references Exhibit No. 1. Do you see that Exhibit No. 1
and the addenda on the back?

A Yes.
Q. Was that the proforma to which you ref~

25 earlier?
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A. We would be paid back plus interest.
Q. That isn't what it says there, is it?
A. Are you talking about, you want me to read it?
"Following retirement of the RBC loan, an amount equal
to 81 percent of the net proceeds of sale of the lot to
be released, but not less than $90,000, shall be paid to
lender."
Q. So you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Your loan was more than 90,000, wasn't it?
A. Yes.
Q. So wasn't this contemplating that if the
81 percent of the net !'roceeds after RBC had been paid
off in full, if those net proceeds, that they could be
less than 90,000 and you were guaranteed at least
90,000?
MR. TRIBBLE: Object; mischaracterizes.
Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) How do you understand this?
A. Well, how I understood it personally was I
didn't have to release any lot. When I got down to
those last 10 or 15 lots, if I did not want to release
them I didn't have to. And I could then work with RBC
to figure out how we were going to get this thing
satisfied so that we could either potentially take the
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1 entire project or fig;:ire something out.
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course of this loan you didn't take any steps to

Q. I'm having trouble following your answer
because
said: When I got down to the last 10 lots,
which by definition of this or so would be the
retirement of the RBC loan at that point; correct?

2 determine what the ongoing balance was or if additional

A. Yes, the way that I understood this is by the
time Ted had 15 lots left maybe, somewhere around there,
that that would then be whatpaid us off. So I could
essentially release all but 15 lots, and then work out
how we were going to get paid from there.
Q. I see. And that is based on what you and
Mr. Mason had discussed initially?
A. No, that is based on what I had thought in my
mind.
Q. Thought in your mind based on what?
A. Based on the value of those last 15 lots.
Q. Based on the proforma that was shown to you
initially?
A. Correct.
Q. Was there anything from your seeing that pro
forma initially that changed or affected that opinion of
yours?
A. As far as?
Q. Value fluctuations, for instance.
A. It never changed my opinion on making sure

6
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amounts had been advanced by RBC?
A Right.
Q. Wouldn't that have been an important piece of
information to try to detennine if there was going to be
value in those last 10 to 15 lots over and above what
was owed to RBC?
A. We knew what the numbers were even though
there might be language to that effect, the numbers were
in front of me, I knew what RBC had loaned them.
Q. How did you know that?
A We have the numbers in one of these massive
amounts of documents.
Q. But you don't recall, as you are sitting here,
what numbers were in front of you at that time?
A. No. Not exactly, no. I think there was
3 1/2 million, something to that effect, from RBC.
Q. Let's use that 3 1/2 million.
A Well, I'm not saying that is the number.
Q. Let's just use it because I think it's fair to
say as this was ongoing until you became aware of this
issue in March or April of2013 you weren't really
paying a lot of attention or trying to find out what the
exact amount was that was owed to RBC; is that fair?
Page 105

1

A. Well, it wouldn't have any, it only would have

2

2 bearing if I had to go negotiate with them, as far as if

that we were going to be made whole. It didn't matter.
I would sit for the next two or three or four years,
3 whatever I needed, to make sure those values got up
4 there. I wasn't interested in either losing them or
5 selling them at a fire sale, because we could have
6 waited the market out. And I assumed at some point I
7 would be talking to RBC about this, when lo and behold,
8 I was already taken off title.
9
Q. Well, a couple of things about that. One, how
10 did you know how much was loaned to RBC at any given
11 time or loaned by RBC?
12
A. Just the original amount.
13
Q. Well-14
A. But I don't know what his balance was at any
15 given time, no.
16
Q. You understand that loans can be increased;
17 correct?
18
A. I'm sure they·can. I'm sure anything is
19 possible.
20
Q. And that usually the language that is written
21 into promissory notes or deeds of trust allows for
22 additional amounts to be loaned and still remain
23 secured; correct?
24
A. I would think that is possible.
25
Q. So is it fair to say that during the whole
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Ted was going to be foreclosed on or lose the property.
Q. Let's talk about the other variables in this.
A. Assuming Ted went out and got more money, that
doesn't make RBC any more or less first position.
Q. Would it increase the amount secured by their
fist position?
A. Yeah, but it doesn't change the fact they were
in first position. And when they ultimately negotiated
with whoever they negotiated with, they took a deep
discount for that, as they were with properties all over
the country.
Q. So you are assuming that if you had been in
that position that deep discount would have gone to you.
A. I'm assuming that would have been at least an
option and a choice, rather than having the choice taken
fromme.
Q. But you are speculating that would have
happened, you can't prove that would have happened.
A. No. I can't prove it wouldn't have happened
either. At the time RBC probably would have worked with
me just as easy as anybody else.
Q. I think we established earlier you were also
assuming that your investor from Boston would bring that
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1

I

Q. Requests for Admission No. 2: "Please admit
that at the time that EEF's deed of trust was reconveyed
by TitleOne, that it was junior, i.e., in second
position in priority, behind the RBC deed of trust." Do
you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. The response was: "Plaintiff currently does
not possess enough information to be able to admit or
deny the request as it is currently written. Therefore,
deny."
A. Yes.
Q. Do you still take the position now you don't
have enough information to know if you were behind RB C's
deed of trust in February of2010?
A. Yes. Once TitleOne took me off the title I
have got no idea what they did at that point. I don't
know if they put me in first position, ninth position,
second position, they could have done anything. So how
am I supposed to know? I guess I could call the title
company every two weeks, Am I still on, am I still on?
But I assumed that they are doing what they are supposed
todo.
So yeah, I don't know. I mean, I only know
from the reconveyance that Heidi sent me they took me
off title, but what they did with me from that point I
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don't know.
Q. But you aren't contending that up until the
point that, as you put it, they took you off title, to
use your words, that you were in second position behind
RBC at all times.
A. Am I contending that?
Q. ·Are you contending that you were in first
position on this at any time?
A. No. I just don't know what position I'm in
based on what TitleOne did.
Q. Have you ever been convicted of a felony?
A. No.
MR. DVORAK: At that point I think I may have
a couple more questions, but rather than collecting them
all up, I'm going to turn it over to other counsel who
are eagerly waiting.
MR. TRIBBLE: Can we take a quick break so I
can talk with Dan out in the hall?
MR. DVORAK: That's fine.
(Recess taken.)
EXAMINATION

23 QUESTIONS BY MR. PENNY:
24
Q. Mr. Thompson, my name is David Penny. I'm an
25 attorney here in Boise. I represent RBC jn the lawsuit

that you filed. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. I have pulled out of the documents that have
been exhibits there, Exhibits 22, 32, and 25, just so
hopefully we can go through my questions as efficiently
as possible.
At any point in time did you have any contact
with an individual who was representing RBC?
A. No.
Q. Did at any time RBC contact you for any
reason?
A. No.
Q. By "contact" I include -- would I be correct
there is no correspondence in the form of e-mails or
letters?
A. Correct; no mail, no e-mail, no phone call.
Q. If you look at Exhibit 22, which is the
subordination agreement between Eagle Equity and RBC, if
we look at page 7 of 10, is that your signature?
A. No.
Q. Page 7 of 10 is not your signature?
A. That is Ted's.
Q. Are there multiple 7s of 10s? Go to the one
that says TitleOne 0024 at the bottom.
A. Yes. That is my signature, yes.
Page 149
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Q. When you executed the subordination agreement
was Mr. Wishney representing you at that time?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you review this document with him?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there any negotiation over this document
between Eagle Equity and RBC?
A. I don't know the answer to that. I don't know
what Mr. Wishney would have done, so I don't know for
sure.
Q. So you don't know whether there was or there
wasn't?
A. Exactly.
Q. Do you have any recollection of there being
changes made to the document before you executed it?
A. No recollection.
Q. But after consulting with Mr. Wishney, you
'Signed the document to bind Eagle Equity to the
subordination agreement; correct?
A. It looks, yes.
Q. Now, ifwe look at Exhibit 32, which is the
warranty deed that is between Galiano and an entity
known as DAS Investments; correct?
A Yes.
Q. Are you aware that it was Mr. Mason that
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negotiated the sale of Galiano Estates' property to DAS?
A. No. I am now. I wasn't at that time, but
yes, I am.
Q. But it was Mr. Mason who negotiated that
transaction, not RBC; are you aware of that?
A. I'm not. I don't know that. I mean, I don't
know that firsthand.
Q. Are you aware that Mr. Ma~on negotiated the
transaction and then just went to RBC and asked RBC if
they would approve it?
A. I'm not aware of that.
Q. I believe in your testimony you did indicate
you are aware that RBC received proceeds from the sale
of Galiano to DAS in an amount significantly less than
the RBC secured loan; correct?
A. Yeah, I don't know to -- I don't know
anything. That is my, that is what I was told.
Q. Is any part of your lawsuit to contest RBC's
right to receive those proceeds?
A. I don't think so. I think the only issue I
have with RBC is they didn't tell me and at least talk
to me and hopefully negotiate with me.
Q. But talk to you at the time that -A. This was all going on.
Q. Let me finish my question.
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A. Only from the standpoint that I did not know
that TitleOne took me off title, so I have legal rights
and the first position has legal right or legal
obligation to tell me that, Hey, we are busting this
transaction, we are going to go sell it over here, good
luck to you, or whatever those words are, and I never
got anything like that.
Q. What is the basis for your position that
someone in first position such as RBC owes the
obligation to you as you just described?
A. My basis is just that is how I assumed the law
to be. You probably can't answer it.
Q. You can't point me to anything else other than
your assumption.
A. Well, and assumption that counsel agrees with
me that I should have been. When I sought legal advice
that was the first thing I said, Don't I have to be
notified? And of course, they agreed that yes, you
should have been notified.
Q. Should have been notified if you had the
status of being in second position.
A. Correct.
Q. But that wasn't the status of title at the
time of the transaction, was it?
A. That's correct. Yeah, I had been taken off
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They didn't talk to you at the time that
2 Mr. Mason had arranged the sale of the Galiano Estates
3 property to DAS?
4
A. I think more so that they did it or were going
5 to do it and not notify me as a second lienholder.
6
Q. But at that time, I believe consistent with
1 your testimony today, you weren't a second lienholder at
8 the time that Mr. Mason negotiated the sale to DAS;
9 correct?
10
A. Yeah, they had taken me off, TitleOne had
11 taken me off title.
12
Q. And as you sit here today, would I also be
13 correct you have no knowledge of any facts that would
14 tie RBC at all to Eagle Equity's removal as a secured
15 party off the Galiano Estates property.
16
A. I have no recollection or any idea that you
11 could even do that. I would think you would have to
18 have a title company do that.
19
Q. But you have no facts that tie RBC to that
20 occurrence; correct?
21
A. No, I don't.
22
Q. What do you base your position that RBC had
23 any duty or obligation to you at all to notify you of a
24 transaction that Mr. Mason was putting together to sell
25 the Galiano Estates property?
1
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Q. Mr. Dvorak asked you some questions about some
conversations you had with Ted Mason. I don't know that
4 I wrote this down correctly, but Ted had told you that
5 he had told someone that, Hey, I've got this guy over
6 here. And you didn't recall who Ted had said that to.
7
A. Well, I didn't know until after the fact who
s RBC sold to. So that name wasn't familiar to me at all
9 and I never had heard it. So I assumed Ted was telling
10 RBC and that new subsequent owner, Hey, I've got a
11 subordinate here.
12
Q. You just said RBC sold to somebody. What is
13 your basis for saying RBC sold to somebody?
14
A. You owned the note, I assume you had to sell
15 it to somebody.
16
Q. Sold what?
17
A. The note, the property, the deed, the -- I may
18 be saying the wrong word, but you owned the place.
19
Q. We didn't. If you look at Exhibit 32, that is
20 a warranty deed between Mr. Mason's company Galiano and
21 DAS, isn't it?
22
A. Well, yes. So he didn't owe you any money?
23
Q. No, I didn't say that, and I'm not answering
24 the questions.
25
I'm asking you -- sir, you filed a complaint
2
3
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1 against the Defendants in this case, and to do that you
2
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have to have a certain knowledge of facts to support
your allegations. What I'm trying to get down to an
understanding, when you sue RBC, what the basis is for
that from a factual standpoint.
So when you say that RBC sold something and
the deed, Exhibit 32, doesn't involve RBC, it's my time
to ask you questions what you base that upon. Okay.
A. Okay.
Q. So that is my question.
A. Yeah, I base that on that my original
documentation and agreements with Ted had RBC, as the
lead lender, and that he owed you money. Done. The
rest of it, I didn't even know about until it was over.
So I have to assume you knew something, that you did
something to make this work. Ted couldn't have done
this without your permission.
Q. But as far as, you used the word "sold," is
that an assumption on your part that RBC had to sell
anything to make this transaction occur?
A. Yeah, I might not be using the right word or
terminology, but you had to give up your lien, your
rights, your everything. Help me, attorneys. What is
the word? I mean, you had to give up something for this
to happen.
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A. Yes, at least been involved, and if you didn't

2

want to negotiate, then that is a decision that I can
make. Do I want to pay off the whole thing, do I want
to -- but from what Ted was telling me, you guys were
selling property all over the country at a pretty deep
discount and I said, Hey, if I can make these numbers
work and even if we get the property, then have to build
houses to make up for everything, it would be certainly
worth t?Xploring.
And I just said, I'll look. If it gets down
to that point and RBC contacts me, hopefully they'll be
at least open to talk to me. I just wanted that
opportunity. All this just got taken away from me.
Q. But here again, as far as you know, sitting
right here today, the contention that RBC should have
been the one to tell you is your assumption as to how
this should work.
A. Yeah, I don'tknow how the legal stuff works.
I don't know if it's you that is supposed to tell me,
the title company that is going to close the deal is
supposed to tell me, the new investor is supposed to
tell me. I don't know who legally is obligated to tell
me. All I know is that you guys were the ones that
ultimately negotiated a deal with somebody.
Q. Why do you believe that we negotiated, that
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Q. And based upon the subordination agreement and
also the terms of your master credit agreement, Exhibit
25, RBC had the absolute right to give up its rights and
accept payment for less than the full amount, didn't it?
A. I would think so. All I'm contending is that
RBC also, maybe not RBC directly, but through some sort
of a title exchange or giving up that right, that the
subordinate guy would have to be at least notified,
whether that comes from you or the attorneys working it,
or the TitleOne company that is going to make this
exchange, I don't know. But somebody should have told
me.
Q. And that someone should have told you and you
say that someone may have been RBC. We've come full
circle back to your assumption as to the way it would
work.
A Yes. And of course, my counsel, because
somehow you guys were involved. It was your original
note.
Q. Okay. As far as RBC negotiating with you,
would you agree that RBC was not required to negotiate?

22

A Sure.

23

Q. So you are assuming that if you had been on

24 title, then you would have been able to play some role
25 in the ultimate transaction.
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RBC negotiated a deal with somebody?
A. I only know from Ted.
Q. What has Ted told you on that?
A. I don't know the exact numbers to tell you the
truth. He just said there was a deal done.
Q. But it seems in your responses to my questions
that you laid the negotiating of this deal at the feet
ofRBC as opposed to Ted; is that what he's told you?
A. No, I don't know. I don't know how it came
down.
Q. But Ted didn't tell you he was the one who
negotiated the deal and basically proposed it to RBC and
RBC went with it?
A. All Ted told me was that -- he didn't give me
any specifics; He said during all this he kept
reminding everybody that I was on there. And evidently
I wasn't.
Q. You weren't "on there" meaning?
A. Meaning as a subordinate, second mortgage,
whatever you call it.
MR. PENNY: All right. That is all the
questions I have.

23

24
25
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BOISE IDAHO 02111110 11:27 AM

After Recording Retum To:
The Post Closing Department / Nonh Idaho
355 W Mesquite Blvd D-30-113
Mesquite NV 89027

DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig

RECORDED-REQUEST OF

Reconvey11nc11 Inc.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111
110012858

RECONVEYANCE OF TRUST DEED
Reference #:

TitleOne Cmporation, a Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State of
Idaho does hereby, pursuant to Chapter 27, Title 41, Idaho Code, ceconvey without warranty, to the person or
persons legally entitled thereto, the following trust property covered by a Trust Deed naming Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company, as trustor, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liabi}ity Company
beneficiary, which was recorded on November 17, 2006 in Book
and Page
as Instrument No.
106181859 in Ada County, Idaho. Property as described in said Deed of Trust.

Jas

The undersigned title insurer/ title agent herby certifies as follows:
I. The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full
of the obligation secured by said Trust Deed.
2. Not less than thirty (30) days following the payment in full of said Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered
or mailed by certified mail, refum receipt requested, to the record beneficiary or a servicer for the record
beneficiary under said Trust Deed at its record address a notice as required in section 45-1203(1), Idaho Code.
3. In excess of sixty (60) days elapsed after the mailing of said notice and no objection to said reconveyance has
been received by the undersigned.
The corporate name subscribed by it's A.V.P is pursuant to a resolution authorizing the execution of this
reconveyance duly adopted by its Board of Directors.

Dated:

Title One

;JP¢/)

By:

~
. .

.

iteiimery-uooiei
State of Idaho, County of

AJr.

.• ss.

EXHIBIT

6

TITLEONE0112
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NOV O1 2012
CHRISTOPH!.:Fl D. RiCH, Clerk

. Kimbal L. Gowland, ISB #3250
Jason G. Dykstra, !SB #6662
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702 ·
Telephone: (208) 342-6066
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712
gowland@lawidaho.com

By MIBEN OLSON
DEPUTY

I:\7396.070\PLD\STIPULATED JUDGMENT 121025.DOC

Attorneys For Plaintiff RBC Real Estate Fina.nee Inc.

IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC., a
Delaware corporation,

Case No. CV OC 1214378
Plaintiff,

STIPULATED JUDGMENT
AGAINST DEFENDANTS

vs.
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; TED MASON SIGNATURE
HOMES, INC., an Idaho coqJOration; and
EDWARD J. MASON and SHERRYL.
MASON, husband and wife,
Defendants.

THIS COURT HAVING CONSIDERED the Stipulation to Judgment and Covenant Not to
Execute Against Defendants ("Stipulation") entered into by and between Plaintiff REC Real Estate
Finance Inc. ("Plaintiff') and Defendants Galiano, LLC, Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc., and
Edwai'd J. Mason and Sherry L. Mason, husband and wife (collectively, the 11Defe11da11ts''), and good
cause appeal.'ing therefor:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that judgment be entered in favor of Plaintiff against the

EXHIBIT

STIPULATED JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT_S · Page I

I

Q;

001972

e
Defendants in the principal amount of $2,601,541.27, plus accrued interest from August 11, 2012
through October 26, 2012, in the amount of $45,952.49, and the attorneys' fees and costs Plaintiff
has incurred in prosecuting this action in the amom1t of $6,471.25, for a total judgment in the amom1t
of $2,653,956.01, together with post-judgment interest thereon at the legal rate specified in Idaho
Code§ 28-22-104(2), which is 5.25% per annmn, from and after the date of this judgment.
Plaintiff shall not record, execute upon or othe1wise enforce its judgment against the
Defendants unless or until there is a default under the Stipulation. Further, Plaintiffs enforcement of
its judgment against Defendant Sherry L. Mason shall be subject to the limitations set forth in
paragraph 5 of the Stipulation.

DATED this

r:/'

~/Yday of CJ t:,«ib,uv , 2012.
By:

\S \

TIMOTHY HANSEN
Timothy Hansen, District Court Judge

STIPULATED JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANTS - Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

01 · ,

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of I\}
2012, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following
parties:
Richard H. Andrus
Spink Butler LLP
251 E. Front Street, Ste. 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: (208) 388-1000
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Defendants .

f U.S. Mail

D Hand Delivered

D Overnight Mail

D Facsimile

Kimbal L. Gowland
Jason G. Dykstra
. Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 342-6066
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for Plaintiff

f

U.S. Mail

D Hand Delivered

D Overnight Mail
,<'

t',

~·

.,.@

Facsimile

STIPULATED JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANTS - Page 3
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

CNAIITOPHIA 0. flllCH 0111k

-~AflN'

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does IIIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN
SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -1DMP/tls 23594-001/1064192
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•
STATE OF TEXAS )
)ss.
)
County of Harris
DANIEL REID, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1.

I am a resident of the State of Texas. I am an individual over the age of eighteen

and I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

When I became a Vice President of RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., the Galiano

loan had already been assigned to our company. Management of the loan to Galiano, LLC,
including the security for that loan, was an asset that I supervised for RBC Real Estate Finance,
Inc. ("RBC"). As an individual supervising the management of the Galiano loan, I became
familiar with the loan transaction from its inception in November 2006 through May 2012
when a Deed of Partial Reconveyance was recorded in the records of Ada County, Idaho,
releasing RBC's security interest in the Galiano Estates property. Based upon my work, I have
personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Affidavit.
3.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a Note

between Galiano, LLC, and RBC Centura Bank dated November 17, 2006, in the amount of
$3,413,300.00. At times, this Note was amended by agreement between the parties. This is the
transaction that I refer to in my Affidavit as the "Galiano loan."
4.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Deed of

Trust whereby Galiano, LLC, secured the Note owed to RBC Centura Bank. This Deed of
Trust is dated November 16, 2006, and was recorded in the records of Ada County, Idaho, on
November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181858.

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -2DMP/tls 23594-001/1064192
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•
5.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the

Subordination Agreement between Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, and RBC Centura Bank. This
Subordination Agreement was executed on November 16, 2006, and was recorded on
November 17, 2006, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 106181860.
6.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the

Assignment of Deed of Trust from RBC Bank (formerly RBC Centura Bank) to RBC Real
Estate Finance, Inc. This Assignment was executed September 19, 2008, and recorded on
October 22, 2008, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 108116767.
7.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the letter

agreement between RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc, Galiano, LLC, and the guarantors
consenting to the terms of the agreement for the short sale of the Galiano Estates property on
May 7, 2012. At no time did RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., serve or deliver a notice of default
to Galiano, LLC. At no time was a nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding or a judicial foreclosure
action commenced against Galiano, LLC.
8.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of the General

Warranty Deed from Galiano, LLC, to DAS Investments, LLC, conveying the Galiano Estates
property pursuant to the short sale. This General Warranty Deed was executed on May 7,
2012, and recorded on May 8, 2012, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No.
112043195. RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., did not negotiate the sale of Galiano Estates to
DAS Investments. Galiano, LLC, negotiated the transaction and then presented it to RBC Real
Estate Finance, Inc.

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -3DMP/tls 23594-001/1064192
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9.

Date: 4/21/201412:29PM

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of Deed of

Partial Reconvcyancc recorded in the records of Ada County on May 17, 2012, as Instmment
No. 112046791.
10.

RBC Century Bank and RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., are not title insurance

companies and did not issue policies of title insw-ance to Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
11.

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., had no involvement in the reconveyance of the

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, Trust Deed in February 20 I 0.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisc;;u,e,\- day of April, 2014.

ROBYN DAVIS
Notary Public
STATE OF TEXAS
My Comm. Elq,. Jun. 23, 2016 ·

NOT

YPUBLIC for Texas
Residing
t\te, Texas
Commission expires: \,"'~'o- tS-

ata,31S2Jd1.,mmd
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
5f
II
·j
,,/
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on t h e ~ day of .....N-+-t<~-'-r_,_1,_____ _, 201J..., a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ vf Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[J' Electronic Delivery

THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Title one Corporation

[ "U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
~ }'Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
VJ Electronic Delivery

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 9810 I
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

[~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (877) 655-5287
[ .,r"Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

[v(U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[yf'Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

[&1"'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
ITT1ectronic Delivery

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -5DMP/tls 23594-001/1064192
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MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano
DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

[y{U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1001
Electronic Delivery

[vf

[v{ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
Electronic Delivery

[J'
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NOTE

Novemhcr 17, 2006

$3,413,300 00

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho lnmted hubthty comp.my (h1:rcmofler 1elerred 11, J, "Miam '), prrnm'l:, 111 pay lo the or<k.'1'
of RBC CENTURA BANK, a North Carolina hankmg corpor,11ton.1t~ ~uct.ci.~ors and a"111n., (hcrcmafter referred to Jl, "f,i)'.~!:"), at the office of Payee or
1ti. .igcn1, dcs1gncc, or u~,1gncc ot 11011 R1elunond Avenue. Suite X50. Houston, Texas 77042, Attenuon Loun Sen1c111g. or at ,ut.h place us Payee Cir u,
.1ge11t, dcs1gnce. or .a,Mgn1.-c may ftom tune lo tune dcs1gna1e m wnung, the pn11c1p.d ~um of THREE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN
THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND N0/100 DOLLARS (SJ,41.:1,JOO.OO). m I.awful money of the Umtcd St,ite, of Amene11, with 1ntcrc~11hcreon to

be computed on the unJY.iicl pnnc,pal hulunce Imm tune to tune ou1,t,111dmg di the Contr,K.t R.alt..: (hcremaflcr dl.lim..-d) .al .all ume, pr mr 1111he oceurrcm.e nt
,m Event of Default (u, delincd 111 the Mortg,1ge), ,md to be p,ud 111111,t.ilhm:nb as follow-.

Interest on lhe unpaid principal balance that has 1m:rued through the lnl day of each calendar month shall be due and
payable monthly in arrears, on the fifth (5 111) day of lhe ne,t calendar month. The first monthly mlcrest pa)ment uill be due
and payable on December 5, 2006, and month I) intcre,1 pa) ments "ill lhcreafter be due and pa) able on the nrth ($ 11') da) of
each calendar month throughoul the term oftlii, Note, and on the Maturlt) Date
,ind the balance of ~11d pnncrpal ..um, tngcth1:r with aet.rucd Jnd unJlJtd mt~t and any othet .imount, due unde1 tlm Note ~hall hL due ,and payahlc 011
November 17, 2008, or up<m c.irher matunty hereof whether hy uu:eleruuon or othcrw1..c (the 'Maturity D,ue'') lntcrc,t on the pm11.rp,1I ,um of th1" Note

,hall be calculdted on the bJ~1, of the detual numlll..T of days clap'lCcl rn thc applicable calendar month muluphL-d by a daily rJtc bJ,1.'tl upon ,1 J(JO <Lty yc.,r,
und m any event tnlL'1'C\I c.ikul.ited with rclcr1.-ncc 10 the maximum rate pcnmued by .tpphcnblc law ~hall be t.:1lculatL'<l by muluply111g the Jt.tu.il number ol
day" elapsed m such pcnod by a d.ttly rate haM-'ll on a year of 365/3(>(> ddys (as applicable) Monthly paymL'llh under 1111~ Note ,-h,111 he npphcd fir..t tn the
paymL'llt of interest and other co~ and charge~ due m connection wuh this Note or the Debt (hcrem.iftcr dcfim..'d), a, P.iyec 11i.1y <k.1l'1111lnc m 11~ ,olc
d1-.crct1on, and the b.11.ince ~hall be applied tow,ml the rcducuon ul the pnnc1pal sum All amount~ due under th,, Note shall he rmyuhlc without ~ctoll.
count1,,'t'Cla1m or any otht.'1' dcdueuon what"x:vcr The tenn · MI" mcan'I, collecllvely, (1) the unpaKI pn11t.r11.1I b.11.tnt.e ot Jnd the .au.rued but unpard
mlt.'1'<...,t on this Note Jm.l ,my Other Note, (11) ,tll other sum, due. J)dydblc or rcunhur,ahlc 10 Pay1.-c under the Loan Documenh (111Lludmg. w1th11ul
hrmlalton, a.urns due or p.tydhlc by Maka tor deposit mto any tax and 111,urance escrow tund as defined m the Mortgage, and .any other e,crow, or dLjKN1t,
e,tabhshed or rcqutl\.-d under the Loan Documents), and (111) any und all other hab1hUt..., ,111d obltgdlton,- uf M.il-cr undCJ thr,; Nute or the other Lo,m
D<x.uments or under any Other Note or any Rdatcd loan
The tcnn ''Contl'Ul.1 Rate" mean, from 1he date of th1~ Note through ,md mcludlJ'lg the Matunty Dale. a pc..-r annum interest rate th111 ,h.ill from month tu
month be equal to the lci.,t.T nt (.i) the H1ght.')t L.iwful Rate, or (b) un ,1d1ustahlc rate calculutcd each month ,1, the ,ua11 of
(1)

Thl\.'C ,md torty/hundr1,,'1h, pc..-rccnt (3 40".4,) per nnnwn (the ..Ad1u,t11hle lntcrC'U Rate Sp1e,1tr'), 12W.)

(11)

11,e London Interbank Oflcn.."ll Rate for nn1,,'-month (the "30..Duy LIBOR") (the "lode~ Rate ·i 1,.,1cd m llli.
puhh~hed on the fir,;t Bu,mc-.s Day(~ ddinL-d m the Loan Agreement) 111 each month

~

Street 1mlm.ll

TI1c dcterrmndtton hy P.iyee of the Index Role ~hall be hmdang upon Maker ab,enl manafc'II error on the p.irt of Payee m ~,, dctmmnmg tlldt rdtc ·1 he
lode~ RJte used m caleul,11mg the tir;t monlhly mlercst payment on the Lo.in !ohall be ba~'<I on the lode" R.ite h,ted an~ Yii!l] Stn.'CI JoumJ) publi~h1.'tl
on the fir.;t Busmcs, D.ay of the calendar month dunng which thti- Note "executed SubJL't.l to the hm1tat1on" of ,ubp,,r.igr.aph:; (1) ,111d ( 11) ol 1hc pTC1.1.'tl111g
paragraph, the ContrJ1.t Rutc ,h.ill be adJu~tcd .i:. ol the first d:iy of each calendar momh dunng the tem1 nt the Loan ("lntcrc..1 R.1te Ad1u,tmcnt D.ilc~"},
and the Index Rate 11,tcd m Ifil; W.ill ~ ~ pubhshed on the first Busmc,;~ Duy 111 each calcndur month ,hall be u'l:d 111 detcnnmc the Contra\.l
R,rte for that calendar month
If~ YiAJ.l Stn.'Ct Journal ceases 10 pubhsh or display the 30-D.ay LIBOR, P<iye<: ,h.all select a t.t>mp.ir.ihlc pubhcauon or ~ervrc.c to dc1cnn111c the 30day LIBOR and shall provide notice thc:n:of to Maker If Payee at any ttmc detcrmmcs, 111 the sole but rca,on.ablc e~1:rc1sc ot 1h dt"-ret,on. that n ha,
m1!1Calculated the amount of the monthly payment of mlcrcst (whether because of a m1i;calculatton of the Contr.ict Rate or otherw1'C), PJyL'C shall give
notice to Maker of the corrected amount of such monthly paymc.'111 (and the corrected Index Rate, ti apphcnble) and (a) tf the com'l:t1.'d amount of ~uch
monthly payment rcpt'l,,",1,,'llb "'1 mcrca,;c thCl'l..'Of, then Maker shall, w1thm ten (10) cal1.'lldar day, thereafter. pay tu P,1yec any ~um, M,1kcr would h.avc
othcrwtSe been obl1g.tlcd to p<1y to Payee hJd the ,1mo11nt of such monthly payment not hcen 1m..c.ilculatt.-d, or (h) 11 1he t.om:ct1.'ll ,unount of such monthly
payment represents a clccrcasc thereof and Maker 1s not othctW1sc 111 breach or dc:f.iult undcr any of the tcnm and pmv1s10ns ot th" Note or other Loon
Documents (hcremafter dt."fined) then Maker shall wtthm ten ( I0) calt.,1dar days thcrcafkr receive a cretlll .ig,1111~, the Loan m an amoun1 L'<jual to the ~um,
tbJt Maker would not have olherwt'IC been obhgatcd to pay to P.iyL-c h.id the amount of <iuch monthly payment not been m1scalculat1.'tl
11us Note is secured by, and Payee 1s enutled to the benefit$ ot~ the Loan Agrccm1:nt, the Mortgage, and the other Loan Documents (hereinafter
defined) The tcnn "Loan Agreement" mc.sns the Loan Agreement dated November 17, 2006, executed by Maker, as borrower, and Pc1yt.'C, J~ lender The
term "MQrtBage" mcani. any Mortgage, Dwd of Trust, Constnn.hon Docd ofTru~t or other s1mdarly titled doc..-umenl e.'ltabhvnng .a hen agam~t rcnl
propc,1)' given by Mdker for the use and bcnelit of Payee IIS ,ecunty for thts Note or any other Note given by Maker as providetl m the Loan Agreement
("O!bsr Note"), or of 11ny of the Loon Docutnents covcnna the estate of Maker m ccrtam preimses as more p•rt11.ularly del.r:nbed th"-rcm (the ''Mon gaged
~ · · ) The tcnn ··Loan Documents" rcfcn1 colleet,vely to the Loan Documents as defined m the Loan Agrcemcn1, this Note, any Other Note, the Loon
AgR.'lllllent, the Mortgage, ancl any and all other documents cxocutcd m connection wtth this Note or any Other Note now eit1stmg or hereafter cxecutccl by
Maker and/or others and by or m favor of Payee, which wholly or pamally secure or gu.irantee payment of this Note or any Oth1.T Note or penams to
mdcbtedness CV1dcnc1,,'d by this Note or any Other Note or any Lo.in mdde under the Lo.an Agreement (mt.ludmg any loan documents related to or
'-«mccmmg any Rcl11t1.'d L,1110 [as defined 111 the LoJn Agreement]) U'dl of the tenns "MortgJge" ,md/or "Mortgaged Property" m this Nott: .ind many ol
the other Loan Document, 1~ ,1 genenc tcnn ut1h.rcd for ease of rLfcn:m.,:.. and shall not 11nr,ly thdl any cl~-d to ~-cure debt. deed of tru,1 or tru'lt deed 1, .i
mortgage or hds the leg,11 c.onscqucnce<, of .a mortg.igt!
If any mstalhncnt p.1yablc under this Note (tncludmg the final m..iallmcnt due on the Motunty Date)

1, not n..-cctvcd by P11y1.'C wnhm lil\ccn (15) days
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uflcr the d.ttc on which 1t 11, due (without regdrd to ,my Jpphc.iblc cun: ,11uV111 noucc pcnod), M.ikcr ~hall pay to r,1ycc upon dcnmnd nn amount equal to the
k..~cr of(a) tivc percent (5%) ol ,uch unpaid i.um 01 (h) the mc1x1111um ,nnount pcnn1t1cu hy ,1pphcablc luw to d1.fray the 1.-xpcn-.cli mcuncd hy Pay1.-c m
handling and prm.cssmg such llchnquent p.iyment and to 1.ompensate P:1y1.'C for the lo" nl the use of such delinquent payment, and i.uch ,nnount ,hnll he
~ccurcd by the Loan Docum1."llt~ TI1e l.ite 1.hJtge hereunder ,~ an ,1grL-..d amount wlm.h the panics agn.-c t~ an appmpn,1t~ and rcai.onJhle sum to
compcn,ate P.iy1.'C for handlmg lute paymen~ under th1i. Note
An Event ot Dt..-fault under the Mortgngc, the Loan Agreement, Jny Other Note 01 ,my other Loan m,1dc under the Lu.in Agreement or any Related
L<i.in i.h,lll be nn Ewnt ofDcfault l11.'l'\.'Undcr
So long a., an Event of Default e"1~t~, Payt-c nldy, nt 11~ option, wnhout 110111.e or demand to Maker, declare the Debt 1mm1.,h.itcly due and payable All
remedies hercund1.T, under the Loan Document,; .ind ,It l.iw or m equny ,h,tll be 1.umulauvc If n i.hould become 111.-ccssary 10 w1pJ()y 1.ouMel to eolk'1.."t the
Debt or to prot1.'CI or forcclo~e the ,,:eunty for the Debt or to defend ng.im,t ,my t.li11m~ a~,1,.,tc:d by Maker ar1i.mg &um or rdatc.'d to the Loan Documents, or
11 J suit or actton shall be mst1tut1.'d tn any coun (mul, appellate or oll11.TW1i.e) by Payee to 1.()llt-'C.t dny sum due or wmmg due under this Note, then Maker
al,o agree~ 10 pay to rayee on demand all co,t, ot cc,Jlcc..uon or dcfi.'11sc 111cu1n.-<l by Payl.'C, 1111.!udmg court co,t, Jncl reasonable i11tomcys' Ice:. mcurrcd by
P.iycc whether nr not .,u,t be brought
Upon the c11.cum:nce of an Event c)f Default, Makc.-r ,hall p.iy 111tcr1.,1 on the enllre unp,ud pnnc1p,1l ,um ,1nd ,1ny c)th1.r ,nnuunti, due under the Lo,m
DocumenN at th1. rote equal 10 the lc...,,cr of (a) the m.i"<unum rate pcm11tt1.'II by appheohle l.iw. or (b) five p1.-r1.-cntage pomh (5%) per annum ahnvc the
Contract Rate m effect at the tune of the l.l'-"Cum:ncc ol the Event of Default (the Dcfouh RJtc) l"hc D.:fault Rate i,h,tll he computed fmm the ocwrr.:nce
of the Event of Default unul thc 01.tu,11 receipt ,1nd Lollc.'1.11011 ot a ~um ol money dctcnn1111.'tl by Payee 10 be ,ul1ic11.,11 to cun: the Ev1.i11 ot Dcf,1ul1 Amounts
of mtcl'e'!t JC.t.ru1.xl ut the Default R,1tc ~h.ill con~Ulutc ,1 pon1on of the Debt, and ,hall be de1.'lncd secun.-d hy the Loan Dowment, This cl,1u,c, however,
,hall not be con,trucd as an agreement or pnvilcgc to extend the date ol thc p.iyment of the Debt, nor as d w,nvcr ot ,my othc1 nght or remedy J<..1.rumg to
Payee by re.i.~on ufthe occurrence of ,my Event of Dcfauh
It ts C'l(pres,ly ,;ttpulated and agn.'t.'<.l to be the mtcnl of Maker and P.iycc at all 11m1."'I to comply w11h ,1pphCJble ~tdte l,m· ,,r Jpph1.,1ble UmlL'll StJIC:)
li:dcral law (to the extent that 1t pcnn1t, Payee to contm1.t tor, charge, 111kc, reserve or l'Cl.c1vc a greater nmoun1 ot mtcrc-.t th,111 Ultllcr Mate l.iw) nnd that this
paragraph shall eonlrol every otht.T 1.ov1.'llant and agreement in this Note and the other Loan Document~ It lhe apphcahlc lnw (,;iatc or fodcml} 1, ever
1u1hc1c1Jly mtcrprctcd so as to render usurious any amount culled for under 1)11~ Note or und1.-r any of the 11th1.-r Lonn Documenh. or u>ntrdUed for, <.hJrgcd,
t.ikcn, reserved or received with n.-...pcct 10 the mdcbtcdnC'lS ev1denc1.'d by 1h1, Note ,1nd the other Lodll Documenh, or ti P,1yL'C', C'tL'r1.1sc of the.. opuon lo
ac1.cleratc the matunty of th•~ Nore, or 1f any prepayment by Maker n~ult, 111 Maker havmg p.i1d ,1ny mteri...;t m e,1.ci,., of ch.it penmttc..'d by c1pphc..,1hlc l.iw,
then 111s Maker', and Payee's e,prci.., mtenl that oll c,e1."lS amnunt~ thcn.1ofore colh:etL-d hy Payee be 1.Tlld111.-d on 1he pnnup,il h,1l,1nu: of !111~ Nute or .in
Other Note (or, 1f this Note and all Other Note:, hJve been or would thereby be paid m lull, refunded to M.ikcr), und the prcl\NClll) of th,~ No11. und the
uth1.T Loan DocurncnL~ 1mmcd1111ely be deemed reformed ond the: c1mount, 1h1.-reafter collcchblc hereuollcr ond thereunder rcduL~-cl "'llhout the nc.-..c~,,ty of
the execution ol c1ny n1.-w document, .,o a~ to comply wllh the apph1.11ble law, but so JS to pcnmt the n.'C.overy ot the tullc,t .11111,unt othc..rw1,c 1..illcu tor
h1.-rcunder and lh1.TCunder All ~um ... paid or agrct.'<l to be paid to PJycc 1111 the u.,e, torbcamncc mid detention of the mdc:btedne" c\'l(k"flc..cd hc.'rehy ,md by
the other Loan D<>Cuments shall, to the extent pcnmttc..'d by apphLable l.iw, be amort1a:d, promted, allocat1.'I.I Jnd spread th1uughout the full term ut i.uch
111dehtcd11c1,~ unul p.iyment m full ,o that lhe rate or amount of mtcrc,t on aceounl of such mdebtcdness doc..._ not exceed the n1."1111um rate pc11111tted under
,1pphc,1blc law (the "Highest Lawful Rate") fmm time to nme m eficct dnd applicable to the mdcbt1.'llnc,~ e,1denccd h1.-rd,y lor ~o long '" such
indebtedness rcmums outstandmg Notwithstand111g nnyth,ng to the uintrary contamc:d hc.'rcm or m dlly oftllC other Lo,m D111.umcnt:.. 111s nut the mlc..Til1on
of Payee to ac.cclerale the mdtunty of ,my mt~t lhal h11., not accrued ,11 the time of ,;uch J1.1.derahon or to colk·ct uncamL'll 111tere,1 at the tun.. ,,I ,uch
.s1.1.-clc..-rcltton
Except di ,pcc1tically prov1d1.'II m lhc: Loan Documents, Mnker and any endor...crs, sureties or gu11ran1ors hereof' Jo1111Jy and ..cver:1lly wn1,-e
pn.-.;cntmenr and demand for p.1ym1."lll, not11.-e of mtcn1 to accelerate mutunty, nottcc of accelcrauon of matunty, protest ,md notice ot pmtcst and
non-payment, .ill opphcable exempuon nghL~. valunnon and appram.,ncnt, nottce of demand, and all oihcr notices III ennn1.'Ct1on \11th the dd,vcry,
.11.'Ccptance, pcrf<mnnnce, default or enforcement of the payment of th1' Nute and the bnngmg of suit and d1hgcnee m takmg any Jctmn to eolle1.t JOY sums
owmg hcrcund1.T or m proceedmg agaum any of thu nght~ and wllatcr.il i.ccunng payment hereof Make,.,- ,md ,1ny ~urcty. cn,k,r-cr or guJr.mtor hereof
,1gl'cc (1) that the lime for any payment, hereunder may he extended trcm1 lime to time without notice and con,c.'ltt. (11) to the occcptJn~ offutthcr u1llatcrJI,
(111) 1he release of any ex1stmg coll11t1.ul for the payment ofth1s Note, (1v) to any and all renewals, WBJ\'cr$ or mod1fica11on, that may be grantc..'ll by Payee
wuh rcc;pect to the payment or other prov1s1on1, of thl\ Note, .!ndlor (v) that addmonal make......,, endorsers, guJrantor., or ~ur1.·11c, mJy become p,1rt1c,, hereto
JII without nouec to them and without m any mamK.'f affc.'Ctmg thcir hab1hty under or with rci,p4..'Ct to this Nole No extension of tune for the p.tyment of this
Note or any m~talhnenl hcreuf shall aft't:t.t the habtlny ol Mdker under tin~ Note or any endo=,- or guarantor h,.-rcof even though MJkr..-r or such cndor..cr or
guarantor 1~ not a puny to such ,3grccmcnt
Fmlure of ruy1.'C to exercise nny of the options granted herem to r,1ycc upon lhc happ1.·111ng of one or more of the evenl1 g1vmg me to su1.h opllons
:,hall not constitute a waiver of the nght to exercise the same or any other option at any i.ubsequent time m re~-pect to the '!Dille or any other event The
.icccplclnce by Payee of any payment hereunder that 1s less than payment III full of all amounts due and payable at the tune ul ~uch payment ~hJIJ not
eonsutute a w,11ver of the nght to exercise any of the options granted hen;m to Payee at that ume or at any l>ubsequent time or nullify nny pnor exL-re1~c of
,1ny such option without the express wntten acknowledgment of Payee
Nothing h1.'!\.,n ,h.ill be deemed to be 11 waiver of any nght which Payoe may have under Ses;tlQQS S06lq}, S06(b), J}I j Ib) or any other prt,v1,10n:; of
1hc B.snkruptcy Code 10 file a claim for the full amount of the Debt secw,;d by the Loa11 Documents or to require that all collateral shall eontmuc 1,1 ,~'Un:
oil of the Dehl owmg to Payee m accordance with this Note and the ocher Lo.tn Dcx:uments
Maker (and the undersigned rcprc:.enta11ve of M11k1.'I', tf any) represents that Maker hos full power, authllnty and legal right to cxet.ute, dchvcr and
pctfonn 11~ obhgotton~ pursuant to tins Note and the other Loc1n Document, and that thts Note and the oth1.-r Loan Document, c.1,n.,lltute legal, v.ilKI .md
bmdmg obhgalt<lll' of M.!ker Maker further reprc1,cnt, that the loc1n cv1d1."llced by the Lo,m 1)(11.umcnt~ w,ts mode tar busmc-., or c.11mmert.tJI purpcN:..,; and
not for pet"'IOnal, t,11mly or household u,c
All not11.-cs or 11ther commun1Lot1an~ required or pcnmned to be gwen pursuant hereto ~hall be given

111

the manner and ,h.ill be effective :1' ,pc..'C1fied
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m the Loan Agn.'Cment, drrcctcd to the parties cit their n.~JX.'CIIVt. J(kln....,c, a, pmvrdcd therein
Reference., to panrcul11r secuons of the Loan Document, i.hall he d1.'t.'mcd refcrcncc:i. to su1.h seu,onl> ,11, ,tfh.-ctcd hy other pmv1s1lms of !he Loan
Document, rcloung thereto
P11ycc ,;h,,11 hJvc the unrc,;tncted nght at any llmc or fmm umc lo umc tu sell this Note and the loan C\1denecd hy tlu,; Nore ,md the Lo.in D0t."Umen1~
or part1c1pu11on mtem.ll> thcn.'ln M.iker ~hall e"tecute, at.knowk.-dgc ond dchve1 ,my ,md all m~trumenb rc'l111...,tcd by PayL'C to ,.i11,fy l,UCh purchasers or
part1c1pant,; th.at the unpaid sndcbtcdncs~ cvrdcoccd by 1h1,; Note ,, uuN.ind111g upon the tenns ond pm,•1,;mnl, ,er our m 1hr, Note ond 1he other LOcln
D0t.-ument,; fo the extent, 1f ony specified m ,;uch c1.,;s1gnmt.'lll or p.1rl1e1p.111011, ,uch a~1gnCl:{s) or parl1c1p.111t(,) oJ1.1II h.a,•e 1hc right, and hL'llefits w11h
l"CSJ)\."CI to 1h1, Note and the other Lo,m Document,"~ ,ut.h ,l!>,1gm.."\.'(\) or pttnr<.rpum(,) would hove 1f1hey were the P,1y1.'C lu..'Tl!undcr
MJkcr (and the un<k..,..,1gned rcprcsentahvu of MJkt.,, 11 .iny) 11.rr1....c111, 1hot Maker ho,; full power, .iuthoncy ,md leg,tl ngln

10

c\ccurc, dehver and

pcrfonn rt., ohhgauon, puN.1.1111 to tin, Note and the 111h1,.,- Lo,m Dncume,11, Jnd ch.it du, Note .ind the other Lil.In Drn.. umcnr, um,t1tu1e lcgJI, vahd and
bmdmg ohhgauon, ol Mokcr M.iker further represents lhJt the loan cvrdenLcd by the lo.m D01.ument~ w.i, m,,dc for hu,1ne" or comm1..-rc1ul purpoc;c, and

not for p...'N11111I. fanuly or houl,1,.-hold Ul,C

All 00111.1." or utl11..'I' commumcauons requtrcd or pcnmttcd to he given JlU•~uant hereto shall be given m the 111,mncr mid ,h,111 be cfT1.'(..1Jvc .i, l,pec,fied
m the ui.in Agn"l..,ncnt,
..
directed to the parties at their n."Spcct1vc ,rddn."\C' .,~ pnw1dcd thcrem
RcfcrcnC'-" to part1cular sections of the Loan Document\ ,h,111 he dc1.,ncd relcrcnccs to such section~ n, afl1."\.t1..-d hy other pmv1i.1on, of the Loon
Document, rclJtmg rlx."TCto
PJy1.'C i.hall tiavc the unrc'llncted nglit at any time or fmm tune to tune to ,ell th,~ Note and the loan cV1dem:cd hy tl11, Nute .ind the I.nan Dtx.uments
or pa"1c1JMt1on mt1..T1....,tl> therein Maker shall execute, acknowledge .ind dchver any and all instrument~ rcquest1.'ll hy P.aycc to :.,ursty ,ui..h puit.ha~r.. or
part1cipan1i. that the unpmd indebtedness evidenced by thi.. Note ,, ou"1.indmg upon the tcnn\ and prov1S1on~ ..cl ,,ut 111 tin~ Note and chc other Loan
Docurncnl'I ro the extent, 1f any specified m such assignment or p.irl1e1p.il11l!l, ~111..h dss1gnee(s) or parl11..1p.int(,) ,h,111 h.ivc the 11ghh .ind hl..'11etit~ with
rci.pccl to 1h1, Note Jnd the other loan Documents a, ~uch aNJ!llL"I..'{,) or p.irlrupant(,;) would have if they \\'l."TC the Pay1.'C hc1cundcr
Makt.'T r1.'Prc,1.'lll\ and warrants to Payee as follow,, and JLknowlcdgc-: that such rcprcscntaltlln, und warr,mt1c~ ,h.ill be wntmumg
rcpre,cnlJllon~ and warranhe,; from Maker to Payee
(,)
Maker " and i.hall remam m comph,mce wrth the TrJdmg wtth the Enemy Act, as amcndL-d, and c.1d1 <11 the lo11:1gn ,1"et,
umtrol regulation, of the Umted State~ TrcJ~ury Dep,1rtmcnt (31 CFR, Subutle B, Chapter V, a, Jmcmlcd) ,md ,my other cnJbhng
lcgl\lutmn, 1cgulat1onb or executive order~ rcl.r11ng therein, nnd the Umtmg and Strcngthcnmg Ament..i Uy Pmv1dmg Approp11Jle Tools
RL"<tum.:d T<l Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA P,llnot Act of 2001), as amended, and any other en.ihhng lcg1,l1111011 rcgulauon~
or cx1.'Cutivc ordcrl, rclatmg thereto,
(n)
Maker 1s mid shall remam m comphancc with 31 USC, Se1.110n 5313, a<1 amendcd, 31 CF R S1.'I.Uon IU3 22, ,1, ,un1..'lldt.'ll, and any
,un,lur laws or regulations mvolvmg eurrem.y trJn,netron rt."J)<)n, or d1\t.lo,u~ relating to tmnlwlctmn, m curr1.'llcy nl more than \IO 000 IJll. or
nf more th.in any other mm,mum amount spcctlicd by 11ny lawi, ur rcgul.ittons, and

(111)
Maker (I) rs not a person whose property or m1er1."1 m properly 1s blocked or subJcct to block mg puNmnt to SL'l.llun I ot Exccuu,•c
Order 13224 of September 23, 200 I Blocking Property and Proh1b111ng TnmSJcllOl!l, Wrth Person~ Who Comnut. Thrc,11cn ttl Co1nm11. (1r
Supporl Tcrrorn,m (66 Fed Reg 49079 (200 I)), (2) do"" nol engage rn any dcalmgs or transaction, proh1h1ted by S1..>c11on 2 of ~ueh e,ccuuvc
cmler, or 11, otherw1<;e assocmtcd with any ,;uch pcr,011 m Jny m.inncr vrolatrve of Sccuon 2, or (3) ,~ not a per~1111 on the hst of 5pccrally
Dc.~1gnatcd Nauonals and Blocked Persons or subJL"l..'I ll1 1hc hmnauons or proh1b111ons under any oth~'T U S Dcpunm~~ll ol TrcJ,u1y ~ Otlicc
of l"orcrgn Ai;scts Control regulation or execut1 vc order

Maker add1t1onally covenants and agrccb with Payee that no part of any loan proceeds or advances evidenced by or rcfcrcm,-cd m thrs Nole, and
no pdrt ,,t any other nmoun1s or sums denved from any properly which ..ccurc,; repayment of ,;uch loan pmi.ccd, or adv:mcci,, mcludmg, without
lumtdhon, any accounb, payment mtdng1blei, 1 money, rent,, "'ue, or profits, will be used, drrcclly or 111d1rec1ly, for 11ny payment~ to any
govemmental ollic1al or employee, pohtrcal party, otlictal ol II pohl1CJI party, candrd.ite for pohhc.il ofti1.e, or Jnyone eh,c aelmg m .in ottictdl
capacity, m order to obtam, rctam or direct busmcss or obtam Jny improper advantage, m v10lat1on of the Unrted State,; Foreign Corrupt Prachcelo
Ael of 1977, a, amendcd
TO TUE EXTENT PERMITIED BY LAW MAKER HEREBY AGREES NOT TO ELECT A TRIAL BY JURY OF AN\' ISSUE
TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY FULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH RIGHT
SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS NOTE OR THE OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS, OR ANY CLAIM,
COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH INCLUDJNG, BUT NOT LIMITED TO THOSE
RELATING TO (A)ALLEGATIONS THAT A PARTNERSHIP EXISTS BETWEEN PAYEE AND MAKER; (B) USURY OR PENALTIES
OR DAMAGES THEREFOR; (qALLEGATIONS OF UNCONSCIONABLE /\CTS, DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICE, LACK OF GOOD
FAITH OR FAIR DEALING, LACK OF COMMERCIAL REASONABLENESS, OR SPECIAL RELATIONSHIPS (SUCH AS FIDUCIARY,
TRUST OR CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONSHIP); (D) ALLEGATIONS OF DOMINION, CONTROL, ALTER EGO, INSTRUMENTALITY,
FRAUD, REAL ESTATE FRAUD. MISREPRESENTATION, DURESS, COERCION, UNDUE INFLUENCE, INTERFERENCE OR
NEGLIGENCE; ([)ALLEGATIONS OF TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PRESENT OR PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS
RELATIONSHIPS OR OF ANTITRUST; OR (F)SLANDER, LIBEL OR DAMAGE TO REPUTATION THIS WAIVER OF RIGHT TO
TRIAL BY JURY JS GIVEN KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY MAKER, AND IS INTENDED TO ENCOMPASS INDIVIDUALLY
EACH INSTANCE AND EACH ISSUE AS TO WHICH THE RIGIIT TO A TRIAL BY JURY WOULD OTHERWISE ACCRUE. PAYEE IS
HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A COPY OF THIS PARAGRAPH IN ANY PROCEEDING AS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THIS
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WAIVER BV MAKER.

l\.tal2:t:1tlal1:
THIS NOTE SHALL BE GOVERNED B\' AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 1.AWS Ot" THE STATE IN WHICH
THE REAL PROPERTY ENCUMBERF.D HY THE MORTGAGE JS LOCUED (Wll'IIOUT REGARD 1'0 ANY CONFI.ICT OF LAWS
PRINCIPLES) AND THE APPLICABLE LA ws OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMF.RICA. I\IAKER HEREBY IRREVOCABl. y SUBMI rs
TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANV COURT OF COMPEl t:Nl JURISDICTION LOCATED IN I IIF. STATE IN WHICH THE
MORTGAGED PROPERTY IS LOCATED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROCEEDING OUT OF OR REl,ATING TO THIS NOTE.

THE PROVISIONS OF THIS NOTt: AND THE LOAN DOCUMENTS MAY BE AMEND~:D OR REVISED ONLY BY AN
INSfRUMENT IN WRITING SIGNED BY MAKER AND PAV.:E. THIS NOTF. AND ALL TIIE OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS EMBODY
THE FINAL. ENTIRE AGREEMENT OF' MAKER AND PAYEE AND SUPERSEDE ANY AND AI.L PRIOR COMMITMENTS,
AGREEMENTS, REPRESENTATIONS AND UNDERSTANDINGS, WHETHER WRITIEN OR ORAL, RELATING TO THE SUBJECT
MATTER HEREOF AND THEREOF AND MAY NOT BE CONfRADICTED OR VARIED B\' EVIDENCE OF PRIOR,
CONTEMPORANEOUS OR SUBSEQUENl ORAL AGREEMEN1 S OR DISCUSSIONS OF MAKER AND PAYEE. THERt: ARE NO
ORAL AGREEMENTS BE fWEEN MAKER AND PAYEE.

PAYMENT IN FULL OF ALL AMOUNfS OWED UNDER rHIS NOTE WIU. NOT ENTITLE MAKER TO A RELEASE OF THE
I.JEN!> AND SECURITY INTERESTS SEC.URINC THIS NOTE EXCEPr UPON IHE CONDUIONS STATED IN TIIE LOAN

AGRF.EMENT.
E,1..-cu11..-d a~ of the d.i1c -.ct forth above
MAKER:

l'~p. 4ol4
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AMOUNT ~5.00
ADA COUNTY RECOftDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 11/17/06 Ot51 PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
1111111111111111111111n III m11111111
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
106181858
Alllence Title

(Space above this line is reserved for use by the County Recorder's Office)

DEED OF TRUST, SECURITY AGREEMENT
AND FIXTURE FILING
AND ASSIGNMENT OF LEASES AND RENTS
Lender
Address

RBC CENTURA BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation
11011 Richmond Ave., Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042

Granter

GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
1883 North Wildwood A venue
Boise, Idaho 83 713

Trustee

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP
7941 West Rifleman
Boise, Idaho 83704

I.
Grant Grantor hereby grants, assigns and conveys to Trustee, identified
above, in trust for Lender, identified above, and with the power of sale, the real property
described in the Legal Description set forth on EXHIBIT "A" incorporated herein and is
either located within an incorporated city or village at the date hereof, or contains not
more than forty (40) acres, together with all future and present buildings, structures and
other improvements and fixtures, privileges, hereditaments, and appurtenances, leases,
licenses and other agreements, rents, issues and profits, water, well, ditch, reservoir and
mineral rights and stock, and standing timber and crops pertaining to the real property
(cumulatively "Property").
2.

Obligations This Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing

and Assignment of Leases and Rents ("Deed of Trust") shall secure the payment and
perfonnance of all present and future indebtedness, liabilities, obligations and covenants
of Borrower or Grantor (cumulatively "Obligations") to Lender pursuant to

(a)

this Deed of Trust,

EXHIBIT

I g
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(b)
that certain Note {herein the "A&D Note'') wherein the Grantor, as
Borrower promises to pay to the order of Lender the principal sum of $3,413,300.00,
together with interest thereon. The maturity date of the A&D Note, if not sooner paid,
is as more fully provided in the A&D Note, as amended from time to time, which, as
of the date of this Deed of Trust is November
2008.

ff,

(c)
that certain Note (Letter of Credit) (herein the "LOC Note")
wherein the Grantor, as Borrower promises to pay to the order of Lender the principal
sum of $2,650,000.00, together with interest thereon. The maturity date of the LOC
Note, if not sooner paid, is as more fully provJded in the LOC Note, as amended
from time to time, which, as of the date of this Deed of Trust is November 17, 2007.
The tenns "A&D Note" and ''LOC Note" shall collectively herein be termed the "Note."
(d)
That certain Loan Agreement dated November 17, 2006, between
the Borrower and the Lender and each of the Loan Documents, as defined therein.

(e)
All
amendments,
extensions,
replacements or substitutions to any of the foregoing.

renewals,

modifications,

3.
Future Advances and Expenses This Deed of Trust shall secure not only
existing indebtedness, but also such future advances, whether such advances are
obligatory or made at the option of Lender or otherwise, to the same extent as if such
future advances were made on the date of the execution of this Deed of Trust, but such
secured indebtedness shall not exceed at any time the maximum principal amount of
$6,063,300.00, plus interest thereon, and any disbursements made for the payment of
taxes, levies or insurance on the Property, or any other properties in which Grantor has
given Lender a security interest. Any such future advances, whether obligatory or made
at the option of Lender or otherwise, may be made either prior to or after the due dates of
the promissory notes or any other agreements secured by or described in this Deed of
Trust. All covenants and agreements contained in this Deed of Trust shall be applicable
to all future advances made by Lender to Grantor under this future advance clause.

4.
Compliance with Laws. Ordinances and Agreements. Grantor represents,
warrants and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Grantor is in compliance in all respects with all applicable federal,
state and local laws and regulations, including, without limitation, those relating to
"Hazardous Materials," as defined herein, and other environmental matters (the
"Environmental Laws"), and neither the federal govermnent nor any other government or
quasi-governmental entity has filed a lien on the Property, nor are there any
govenunental, judicial or administrative actions with respect to environmental matters
pending, or to the best of the Grantor's knowledge, threatened, which involve the
Property. Neither Grantor nor, to the best of Grantor's knowledge, any other party has
used, generated, released, discharged, stored, or disposed, of any "Hazardous Materials,"
as defined herein, in, on, over, under or in connection with the Property or transported
any Hazardous Materials to or from the Property. Grantor shall not commit or permit
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such actions to be taken in the future. The tenn "Hazardous Materials," shall mean any
hazardous waste, toxic substance or waste which is or becomes regulated by any
governmental authority including, but not limited to, (i) petroleum, (ii) asbestos, (iii)
polychlorinated biphenyls, (iv) those substances, materials or wastes designated as a
"hazardous substance" pursuant to Section 311 of the Clean Water Act or listed pursuant
to Section 307 of the Clean Water or any amendments or replacements to these statutes,
(v) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to
Section 1004 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act or any amendments or
replacements to that statute, (vi) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a
"hazardous substance' pursuant to Section 101 of the comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act, or any amendments or replacements to that
statute, rule, regulation or ordinance. Grantor shall not lease or pennit the sublease of the
Property to a tenant, whose operations may result in contamination of the Property with
Hazardous Materials or toxic substances,
(b)
Grantor has the right and is duly authorized to execute and perform
the Obligations under this Deed of Trust and these actions do not and shall not conflict
with the provisions of any statute, regulation, ordinance, and rule of law, contract or other
agreement which may be binding on Grantor at any time
{c)
No action or proceeding is or shall be pending or threatened which
might materialJy affect the Property,

(d)
Grantor has not violated and shall not violate any statute,
regulation, ordinance, rule of law, contract or other agreement which might materially
affect the Property (including, but not limited to, those governing Hazardous Materials),
or the Americans with Disability Act of 1990, or Lender's rights or interest in the
Property pursuant to this Deed of Trust.
The Property and improvements do, and shall at all times, comply
(e)
with the applicable zoning ordinance, and all applicable land use pennits and approvals.

5.

Title and Defense of Title, Grantor represents, warrants and covenants to Lender

that

(a)
Grantor is the absolute legal and equitable owner of, and has good
and marketable title to, the Property, free of all liens, claims, security interests,
encumbrances, easements or restrictions whatsoever. Granlor has full power and
authority to grant, bargain, sell, and convey the Property in the manner and fonn herein
done or intended hereafter to be done. This Deed of Trust is and shall remain a valid and
enforceable first mortgage lien on the Property and any improvements. Grantor and its
successor and assigns shall warrant and defend such title forever against all claims and
shall promptly perform all of the obligations to be perfonned hereunder.
(b)
Without limiting Grantor's obligations pursuant to any other
agreement executed in favor of Lender, Grantor shall pay, when due, all obligations,
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lawful claims or demands of any person which, if unpaid, might result in, or pennit the
creation of, a lien or encumbrance on the Property or any portion thereof, whether such
lien would be senior or subordinate hereto, including without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, all claims of mechanics, material men, laborers and others for work or labor
performed or materials or supplies furnished or rented in connection with any work,
alteration, improvement ofor construction upon the Property.
(c)
Grantor shall not have the right to place liens and encumbrances on
the Property whether or not the same are subordinate to the lien of this Deed of Trust.

6.

~11:aosfer§ gf the J'ropertY or Beneficial Interests in Qnmtors or Borrgwers.

A sale, conveyance, lease, contract for deed or transfer to any person without the prior
written approval of Lender of all or any part of the Property described in the Legal
Description above, or any interest therein, or of all or any beneficial interest in Grantor,
shall be a default under this Deed of Trust and Lender may invoke any remedies
pennitted by the promissory note or other agreement or by this Deed of Trust, unless
otherwise prohibited by federal law. At Lender's request, Grantor shall furnish a
complete statement setting forth all of its stockholders or partners, as appropriate, and the
extent of their respective stock ownership or partnership interests.
7.
Assignment of Rents.
To the extent not inconsistent with other
assignments to Lender, Grantor hereby assigns to Lender the rents under each tenancy of
the Property as security for the payment of the Obligations and grants to Lender the right
to collect such rents and to apply the same to the Obligations. This right shall continue
until the Obligations are paid in full provided that Lender waives the enforcement of this
right until an event of default occurs. Grantor agrees to timely perfonn all of Grantor's
obligations on all such tenancies. Grantor agrees that it will not assign or conditionally
assign any of the rents or profits from the Property. Grantor agrees that all tenancies and
renewals thereof entered into in the future shall be subject to the approval of Lender.

8.
Payment and Performance of Obligations. Grantor warrants, covenants
and agrees as follows:
(a)
Payment of Obligations. Grantor shall cause to be paid, and
perform as and when due, all of the Obligations without set off and without prior notice
or demand.
Grantor shall pay when due, and before
(b)
Payment of Taxes,
delinquency, all Taxes (as defined below) with respect to the Property. Orantor shall
hove the right to pay any Taxes in installments pursuant to and subject to any statute or
ordinance allowing such method of payment. Upon demand, Grantor shaJI provide
Lender with evidence, satisfactory to Lender of all such payments. "Taxes" shall mean
and include, without limitation, all personal and real property taxes and assessments, both
general and special, and all other taxes or impositions, whether public or private, of any
kind and nature, levied, assessed or imposed upon the Property or any portion thereof.
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(c)
Maintenance Repair. Grantor shall, at Grantor's sole cost and
expense, take all actions and make any repairs needed to maintain the Property in good
condition, including, but not limited to, any remedial action required pursuant to any
Environmental Law, ordinance, rule, Teb'lllation or government action. Grantor shall not
commit or pennit any waste to be committed with respect to the Property. Grantor shall
use the Property solely in compliance with applicable law and insurance policies.
Grantor shall not make any alternations, additions or improvements to the Property
without Lender's prior written consent. Without limiting the foregoing, all alterations,
additions and improvements made to the Property shall be subject to the beneficial
interest belonging to Lender, shall not be removed without Lender's prior written
consent, and shall be made at Grantor's sole expense.
9.
Obligation to Insure. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep
in force, at its own cost and expense, the following policies of insurance and such other
insurance as Lender may require from time to time.
(a)
All Risks. If there are now or hereafter buildings or other
structures on the Property, insurance against loss or damage to the Property (together
with the improvements and the personal property) by fire and any and all of the risks
covered by insurance of the type known as of the date hereof as "fire and extended
coverage". During the course of construction of any improvements the policy or
endorsement shall be "builders risk" physical hazard insurance of the type known as of
the date hereof as .. fire and extended coverage". Such policies shall be in an amount not
less than one hundred percent ( I 00 %) of the full replacement cost of the improvements
and personal property, as detennined from time to time by Lender, without deduction for
depreciation. The amount of deductible from the loss payable for any casualty shall not
exceed one thousand ($1,000.00) dollars for any casualty and such deductible shall be the
obligation of Grantor. Such policy of insurance shall contain (a) the "replacement cost
endorsement", (b) a Joss payable endorsement in favor of Lender in a form reasonably
acceptable to Lender, and (c) an endorsement waving any breach of warranty by Grantor.
(b)
Public Liability. Comprehensive public liability insurance, on an
"occurrence basis'' insuring against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage
occurring in, on or about the Property and adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways
arising out of or in any way connected with the use, occupancy, possession, ownership or
condition (whether or not now existing) of the same. The limits of such coverage shall be
no less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. Such policy shall insure performance of
Grantor's indemnity obligations hereunder and shall name Lender as an additional
insured, providing coverage for Lender regardless of whether the asserted claim is also
asserted against Grantor.
(c)
Other. All olher policies or types of insurance that may be
required by the Lender pursuant to any of the Loan Documents.
I 0.
Condemnation. Orantor shall immediately provide Lender with written
notice of any actual or threatened condemnation or eminent domain proceeding
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pertaining to the Property. All monies payable to Grantor from such condemnation or
taking are hereby assigned to Lender and shall be applied first to the payment of Lender's
attorneys' fees, legal expenses and other costs (including appraisal fees) in connection
with the condemnation or eminent domain proceedings and then, at the option of Lender,
to the payment of the Obligations or the restoration or repair of the Property.
Construction. In connection with the construction of the improvements on
l l.
the Property, Grantor warrants and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Unless otherwise agreed by Lender in writing, Grantor shall
commence construction of the improvements within thirty (30) days following the earlier
of the date of execution of the Loan Documents or the date of recording of the Deed of
Trust and thereafter to diligently pursue such construction to completion or, at the sole
option of Lender, Lender may declare a default and accelerate the balance due under the
Note. Grantor shall cause the improvements on the Property to be constructed with
diligence and continuity in accordance with the plans and specifications, provided by the
Grantor and reviewed and accepted by Lender ("Plans").
(b)
No materials, equipment, or fixtures, incorporated by Grantor in
the construction of the improvements shall be purchased or installed under any security
agreement, conditional sales contract, or other arrangement wherein the seller reserves or
purports to reserve title or any interest in such items or the right to remove or repossess
such items or to consider them personal property after their incorporation in the Property,
unless previously authorized by Lender in writing.
(c)
Lender, through its officers, agents, or employees, shall, at all
reasonable times during construction, upon reasonable prior notice to Grantor, have the
right of entry and free access to the Property and the right to inspect the work of
construction and to examine (and to make extracts therefrom or copies thereof) the plans
and specifications and all detailed plans and shop drawings which are or may be kept at
lhe construction site, and all books, records, contracts, accounting data, and other
documents of Grantor. The right to inspect the work of construction or any books and
records shall be for the purpose of protecting the security of Lender and shall not impose
upon Lender any duty to supervise or inspect the work of construction or the books and
records. A failure to inspect the work shall not constitute a waiver of any of Lender's
rights hereunder, and inspection not followed by a notice of default shall not constitute a
waiver of any default then existing, nor shall it constitute a representation that there has
been or will be compliance with the Plans or that the construction is free from defective
materials or workmanship.
(d)
Grantor agrees that the improvements shall be constructed strictly
in accordance with all applicable government requirements. Orantor further agrees that
said improvements shall be constructed entirely on the Property and will not encroach
upon any easement, right of way, or land of others, and that the improvements when
erected shall be wholly within the building restriction lines, however established, and will
not violate any govenunental requirements or rights of other.
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(e)
Borrower shall coordinate the construction and see that all work
and materials shall be in accordance with good building practices and in confonnity with
all govenuncntal requirements and in strict accordance with the Plans. If any one of the
work, in the opinion of Lender is not being done in accordance with the Plans, or it is
otherwise unsatisfactory, Lender shall have the right to stop said work and order its
replacement or correction, whether or not said unsatisfactory work has theretofore been
incorporated in the improvements, and shall be entitled, in addition to all other remedies
Lender may have, to withhold all further disbursements until said unsatisfactory work has
been corrected.

(t)
Grantor shall comply with all Jaws, ordinances, regulations,
easement agreements, covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Property or the
operation thereof. Granter shall not cause, permit nor suffer any violation of any of the
foregoing and shall pay all fees or charges of any kind in connection therewith.
12.
Indemnification. Lender shall not assume or be responsible for the
performance of any of Grantor's obligations with respect to the Property under any
circumstances. Grantor shall immediately provide Lender with written notice of and
indemnify and hold Lender harmless from all claims, damages, liabilities (including, but
not limited to, those involving Hazardous Materials). Grantor, upon the request of
Lender, shaU hire legal counsel to defend Lender for such claims, and pay the attorneys'
fees, legal expenses (to the extent pennitted by applicable law) and other costs incurred
in connection therewith. In the alternative. Lender shall be entitled to employ its own
legal counsel to defend such claims at Grantor's costs. Grantor's obligation to indemnify
Lender under this paragraph shall survive the termination, reconveyance or foreclosure of
this Deed of Trust.
13.
Advances. If Granlor shall fail to perform any of the covenants contained
herein, in the Note and/or in any document evidencing or securing any of the Obligations,
Lender may, but without obligation to do so, make advances to perfonn same in its
behalf, and all sums so advanced shall be secured by this Deed of Trust. Grantor shall
repay on demand all sums so advanced in its behalf with interest at the rate of eighteen
percent ( 18%) per annum ("Advance Rate") from the date of expenditure until the date
repaid. Nothing herein contained shall prevent any such failure to perform on the part of
Grantor from constituting an event of default and no exercise by Lender of any right
hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such event of default.
14.
Additional Security Agreement Provisions. Grantor hereby grants to
Lender a security interest in the personal property and any other portion of the Property
which is deemed to be personal property (''Personal Property"). In addition to the
warranties, covenants and agreements contained elsewhere herein which also apply to the
Personal Property, Orantor warrants, and covenants and agrees as follows:
(a)
Orantor shall not voluntarily, involuntarily or by operation of law
sell, assign, encumber, transfer, lease, grant a security interest in, or otherwise dispose of
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any portion of the Personal Property or any interest therein and shall not otherwise do or
pennit anything to be done or occur that may impair the same as security hereunder.
Grantor shall not purchase any Personal Property nor incorporate any Personal Property
into the Property which is subject to a security interest in favor of the seller thereof or any
third party.
(b)
The Personal Property shall not be removed from the Property
without the prior written consent of Lender.
(c)
Grantor shall, upon request, execute and deliver such financing
statements and other documents and agreements as Lender may request to perfect and
continue Lender's security interest in the Personal Property. A carbon, photographic, or
other reproduction of this Deed of Trust may be filled and suffice as a financing
statement.
15.
Inspections. Lender, and its agents, representations and workmen, are
authorized, but not obligated, to enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the
Property for the purpose of inspecting the same, and for the purpose of performing any of
the acts it or Gran tor is authorized to perform under the terms of this Deed of Trust or any
other document evidencing and/or securing any of the Obligations.
16.
Default. Grantor shall be in default under this Deed of Trust in the event
that Grantor or any guarantor of any Obligation:
(a}

fails to pay any Obligation to Lender, when due,

(b)
fails to perform any Obligation or breaches any warranty or
covenant to Lender contained in this Deed of Trust or any other present or future, written
or oral, agreement,
(c)

allows the Property to be damaged or destroyed in any material

respect,
(d)
seeks to revoke, terminate or otherwise limit its liability under any
debt instrument or guaranty to Lender,
(e)
becomes insolvent, makes an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, files a petition under the federal bankruptcy laws, has an involuntary petition in
bankruptcy filed in which Grantor or any guarantor is named or has property taken under
any writ or process of court,

(f)
Grantor abandons the Property prior to completion of the
improvements thereon, or ceases work thereon for a period of more than thirty (30)
calendar days.
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(g)
causes Lender to deem itself insecure due to a significant decline
in the value of the Property

17.
Rights of Lender on Default If there is a default under this Deed of Trust,
Lender shall be entitled (except as required by law) to exercise one or more of the
following remedies without notice or demand (except as required by law):
(a)

to declare the obligations immediately due and payable in full,

(b)
to require Grantor to deliver and make available to Lender any
Personal Property at a place reasonably convenient to Grantor and Lender,
(c)
to collect all of the rents, issues and profits of the Property from
the date of default and thereafter,
(d)
to take immediate possession, management and control of the
Property rrom the date of default and thereafter,
(e)
to complete any construction in progress and in that connection
pay bills, borrow funds, employ contractors and make any changes in Plans as it deems
appropriate,
(f)
to apply for and obtain the appointment of a receiver for the
Property without regard to Grantor's financial condition or solvency, the adequacy of the
Property to secure the payment and performance of the Obligations, or the existence of
waste to the Property,
(g)

to foreclose this Deed of Trust,

(h)
to execute or cause Trustee to execute a written notice of default
and of its election to cause to be sold the herein described Property to satisfy the
Obligations hereof, and shall cause such notice to be recorded in the office of the record
of each county wherein said Property or some part thereof as situated. Notice of sale
having been given as then required by law, and not Jess than the time then required by
law having elapsed, Trustee, without demand on Grantor, shall sell said Property at the
time and place fixed by it in said notice of sale, either as a whole or in separate parcels
and in such order as it may detennine, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States, payable at time of sale::. Trustee shall deliver to the
purchaser its deed conveying the Property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty
express or implied. The recitals in such deed of any matters or facts shall be conclusive
proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Gran tor, Trustee or Lender may
purchase at such sale,

(i)
to set-off Grantor's Obligations against any amounts owed Grantor
by Lender including, but not limited to, monies, instruments, and deposit accounts
maintained with Lender, and
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(i)
to exercise all other rights available to Lender under any other
written agreement or applicable law.
18.
Ynffonn Commercial C_~ Lender shalJ also have all of the remedies of
a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code of the State of Idaho and any other
applicable Jaw. To the extent permitted by law, Grantor expressly waives any notice of
sale or other disposition and any other right or remedy of Lender existing after an event
of default hereunder, and to the extent any such notice is required and cannot be waived,
Grantor agrees that as it relates to this paragraph only if such notice is marked, postage
prepaid, to Grantor at the above address at least five (5) days before the time of the sale
or disposition, such notice shall be deemed reasonable and shall fully satisfy any
requirement for giving of said notice.

19.
Rmiegies Nol Exclusive. No remedy granted herein is intended to be
exclusive of any other remedy provided herein or in law or equity, but each shall be
cumulative. Each such remedy may be exercised singly, collectively or seriatim, and as
often as may be deemed expedient by Trustee or Lender. If there exists additional
security for the performance of the obligations secured hereby, Lender, at its sole option
and without limiting or affecting any rights or remedies hereunder, may exercise any of
the rights and remedies to which it may be entitled hereunder either concurrently with
whatever other rights it may have in connection with such other security or in such order
as it may determine.
20.
Ap_pJication of Foreclosure Proceeds, After deducting all costs, fees and
expenses of Trustee and of this Trust, including costs of evidence of title and reasonable
counsel fees in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment
of all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued interest at the
highest lawful rate pennissible under Idaho law, alJ other sums then secured hereby, and
the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
21.

Power of Attorney. Grantor hereby appoints Lender as its attorney-in-fact

to endorse Grantor's name on all instruments and other documents pertaining to the
Obligations or indebtedness. In addition, Lender shall be entitled, but not required, to
perform any action or execute any document required to be taken or executed by Grantor
under this Deed of Trost. Lender's performance of such action or execution of such
documents shall not relieve Grantor from any Obligation or cure any default under this
Deed of Trust. The powers of attorney described in this Deed of Trust are coupled with
an interest and are irrevocable.
22.
Subrogation of Lender. Lender shall be subrogated to the rights of the
holder of any previous lien, security interest or encumbrance discharged with funds
advanced by Lender regardless of whether these liens, security interests or other
encumbrances have been released of record.
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23.
Collection Costs. Grantor agrees to pay to Lender, to the extent pennittcd
by law, all costs and expenses incurred in collecting any amount due or enforcing any
right or remedy under this Deed of Trust, including reasonable attorneys fees (including
representation in any bankruptcy proceedings), and collection costs.

24.
Modification and Waiver. The modification or waiver of any of Grantor's
Obligations or Lender's rights under this Deed of Trust must be contained in a writing
signed by Lender. Lender may perform any of Grantor's Obligations, delay or fail to
exercise any of its rights or accept payments from Grantor or anyone other than Grantor
without causing a waiver of those Obligations or rights. A waiver on one occasion shall
not constitute a waiver on any other occasion. Grantor's Obligations under this Deed of
Trust shall not be affected if Lender amends, compromises, exchanges, fails to exercise,
impairs or releases any of the Obligations belonging to any Grantor or third party or any
of its rights against any Grantor of third party or any of the Property.
25.
Successors and Assigns. This Deed of Trust shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of Grantor and Lender and their respective successors, assigns,
trustees, receivers, administrators, personal representatives, legatees and devises.
Notwithstanding any other provision of the Deed of Trust, Lender shall have the absolute
right to assign any or all of its rights to any party whatsoever.

26.
Time. Grantor agrees that time is of the essence hereof in connection with
all of Grantor's Obligations.
27.
Sub§titution of Trustee. From time to time, by a writing signed and
acknowledged by Lender and filed for record in the Office of the Recorder of the County
in which the Property is situated, Lender may appoint another trustee to act in the place
and stead of Trustee or any successor.
28.
Notices. Any notice or other communication to be provided under this
Deed of Trust shall be in writing and sent to the parties at the addresses described in this
Deed of Trust or such other address as the parties may designate in writing from time to
time. Any such notice so given and sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, shall be
deemed given three (3) days after such notice is sent and, in the case of any other means
of delivery, such notice shall be deemed given when received by the person to whom
such notice is being given.

29.
Severability. If any provision of this Deed of Trust violates the law or is
unenforceable, the rest of the Deed of Trust shall continue to be valid and enforceable.
30.
Miscellaneous. Grantor waives presentment, demand for payment, notice
of dishonor and protest except as required by law. All references to Orantor in this Deed
of Trust shall include alJ persons signing below. If there is more than one Grantor, their
obligations shall be joint and several. This Deed of Trust and any related documents
represent the complete integrated understanding between Grantor and Lender pertaining
to the tenns and conditions of those documents.
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3 l.
AdditionaLTerrns....Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-50(5), a promise or
commitment to lend money or to grant or extend credit in an original principal amount of
$50,000 or more must be in a signed writing or the agreement is invalid
represents
32.
AML G_Qv£lnants. Representations and Warranties. Grantor
and warrants to Lender as follows, and acknowledges that such representations and
warranties shall be continuing representations and warranties from Grantor to Lender:
(i)
Grantor is and shall remain in compliance with the Trading with the
Enemy Act, as amended, and each of the foreign assets control regulations of the
United Stales Treasury Department (31 CFR, Subtitle B, Chapter V1 as amended)
and any other enabling legislation, regulations or executive orders relating thereto,
and the Uniting and Strengthening America By Providing Appropriate Tools
Required To Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA Patriot Act of 200 I), as
amended, and any other enabling legislation, regulations or executive orders
relating thereto;
(ii)
Grantor is and shall remain in compliance with 31 U.S.C., Section 5313, as
amended, 31 C.F.R. Section 103.22, as amended, and any similar laws or
regulations involving currency transaction reports or disclosures relating to
transactions in currency of more than $10,000.00, or of more than any other
minimum amount specified by any laws or regulations; and
(iii)
Gran tor (I) is not a person whose property or interest in property is blocked
or subject to blocking pursuant to Section J of Executive Order I 3224 of
September 23, 2001 Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions With Persons
Who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism (66 Fed. Reg. 49079
(2001 )), (2) does not engage in any dealings or transactions prohibited by Section 2
of such executive order, or is otherwise associated with any such person in any
manner violative of Section 2, or (3) is not a person on the list of Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons or subject to the limitations or
prohibitions under any other U.S. Department of Treasury's Office of Foreign
Assets Control regulation or executive order.

(iv)
Grantor additionally covenants and agrees with Lender that no part of any
loan proceeds or advances evidenced by or referenced in this Note, and no part of
any other amounts or sums derived from any property which secures repayment of
such loan proceeds or advances, including, without limitation., any accounts,
payment intangibles, money, rents, issues or profits, will be used, directly or
indirectly, for any payments to any governmental official or employee, political
party, official of a political party, candidate for political office, or anyone else
acting in an official capacity, in order to obtain., retain or direct business or obtain
any improper advantage, in violation of the United States Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act of 1977, as amended.
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..
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor acknowledges that Grantor has read,
understands, and agrees to the terms and conditions of this Deed of Trust this 17th day of
November, 2006.

GALIANO, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company

GRANTOR:

THE STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF

.(>rof,t

lU' "'

.
On this
day of November, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for said State, personally appeared Edward J. Mason, known and identified
to me to be the Manager of GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and
that (s)he executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of the limited liability company
and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company exoou~d·the same.

IT WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set me hand dpd affixed my ,official
·
·
seal the day and year in this certificate first abov written.

[SEAL]
--"":...:...""""'~d...--,•

My commission expires:

Idaho

W!i'5i5J
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[END OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION./
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO

BOISE IDAHO 11/17106 04:51 PM

DEPUfY Vlc\1 Allen

RECORDED-REQUEST OF

RECORDED AT TilE REQUEST OF
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

Alliance Tille

AMOUNT 45.00

15
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RBC Centura Bank

11011 Richmond Avenue, Suile 8.50
Houston, Tcxas 77042

SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT

NOTICE:

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT RESULTS IN YOUR SECURITY INTEREST IN 11-IE
PROPERTY BECOMJNG SUBJECT TO AND OF LOWER PRIORITY lHAN lHE LIEN OF
SOME OTHER OR LATER SECURITY INSTRUMENT.

16

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT (thi~ "Agreement") is made as of November ll 2006, by EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limi1e.d liaoility company ("Subordinate Lender") in favor of RBC CENTURA
BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation ("Senior Lender"), with reference to the following facL'-.
RECITALS
GALIANO, LLC, 11 an Jdaho limited liability company ("Borrower'') is 1he owner of certain real property and
all improvements now Qr hereafter located or con!ltructed thereon (collectively, the "Property"), which is more
particularly described in 5xbibit A attaehed hereto and incorporaled by this reference.
Pursuant to that certain Loan Agreement (..Senior Loan Agreemeol") dated November 17. 2006, relating to
loans from Lender to Borrower in the aggregate principal sum of $6,063,300.00, of even dale herewith relating 10 an
acquisition and development loan in the amount of $3,413,J00.00 and a leucr of credit line of credit loan in the amount
of $2,650,000.00 (collectively, the "Senior Lolll)s"). All or substantially all of the proceed~ of the Senior Loan.<1 are 10
be used in connection with acquisition. development, consl.J'Uction, ownership, improvemenl and sale of the property
described on Exhibit A anached hereto (the"~"). The Senior Loan5 arc evidenced by, among other things, I.he
Senior Loan Agreement and the Notes referred to therein, and are secured by, among other things, a Deed of Trust,
Security Agreement and Fixtun: Filing and Assignmen1 of leases and Rents (the "Senior Deed of Trust"), executed by
Borrower in favor of Senior Lender, dated November 17, 2006, and filed for record under Clerk's File No.
-:------·--l....u_.~<--_I_B_]__<o.....=-5...-~ , , , ___ of the Official Public Records of Real Propeny of Ada Cowity,
Idaho. The Loan Agreements, Notes and Senior Deed of Trust, as they may be supplemented, amended or modified
from time lo time, and any Deed ofTru.~t hereafter filed to secure any of the Senior Loans and covering any part of the
Property are collectively referred to as the "Senior Loan Documents."
Pursuant to that certain Promissory Note dated November 13, 2006 (tllc "Subordinate Note"), between
Subordinate Lender and Borrower, Subordinate Lender is making or has made a loan (the "fu,mQ_rdinate Loan'') lo
Borrower for the purpose of financing a portion of lhe purchase price of the Property. The Subordina1e Loan is secured
by, among other lllings, chat cer1ain Deed ofTru:11 lllld Security Agreement (the "Subordil}llte Deed ofTrus1"), executed
by Borrower In favor of Subordinate Lender, dated Noverober 13, 2006, and filed for record under Clerk's File No.
of the Official Public Records of Real Property of Ada County,
_
Idaho. The Subordinate Nole, Subordinate Deed of Trust and any and all other documents evidencing or securing the
Subordinate Loan, as they may be supplemen1ed, amended or modified from lime to time, are collectively referred to as
the "Subordinate Lopn DocumenLS."

It is a condition precedent to Borrower's obtaining the Senior Loan that the Senior Dee.d ofTrus1 and Senior
Loan Documents shall be and remain at all times a lien or charge upon the Property prior and superior to the lien or
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charge of the Subordinate Loan and Subordinate Loan Documc::nts and that the Senior Loan be prior and superior to I.he
Subordinate Loan and the Subordinate Loan Documents.
NOW, THEREFORE, in order to induce Senior Lender to enter into the Senior Loan~ and the Senior Loan
Documents and to make advances as therein provided, Subordinate Lender agrees that the indebtedness evidenced by,
and the lien and charge of, the Subordinate Loan DocumenlS shall be subject and subordinale to the indebtednei.s
evidenced by, and the lien and charge of, the Senior Loan Documents. Without limiting the ~cnerality of the foregoing,
Subordinate Lender agrees as follows:

I.
Subordination. The Subordinate Loan Documents and the indebtednes~ and the lien created
thereunder are and shall continue to be expressly subject and subordinate to (a) the lien created by the Senior Deed of
Trust; (b) all the 1enns, covenants and conditions contained in the Senior Loan Documents and any extensions,
replacements, consolidations, modifications and supplcmd)tl; lht:relo, including wllhout limiunion any and alt advances
(whether or not obligatory), in whatever amounL~ and whenever made, with interest thereon, and to any expctlSCS,
charges and fees incurred thereby, including any and all of advance.,, int<:rest, expense$, elwgcs and lees which may
increase the indebtedness secured by the Senior Loan Documents above the original principal amooot thereof {provided
the increases are advanced or incurred under any of the express provision1, of the Senior Loan Documents or any
extension, replacement, consolidation, modification or supplement thereto to the extent provided below) and any postpetition interest accrued after the eonunencement of any ca.~e under the Bankruptcy Code; and (c) any amounts
advanced or incurred, in the sole judgment of Senior Lender, for the benefit of the Property or for cost..~ and expenses
associated with the Senior Loan Notwith.~tanding the foregoing, Senior Lender shall not enter into any modification,
consolidalion, replacement or supplement to the Senior Loan or the Senior Loan Documents (other than those made to
insure, secure, perfect or protect the security or priority of the Senior Deed of Trust and the collateral thereunder) which
(a) expands the rights of the holder of the Senior Deed of Trust and Senior Loan Agreement, or (b) increases (i) the
indebtedness secured by the Senior Loan Documents. or (ii) the interest rate charged on the Senior Loan Documents
(other than as provided in lhe Senior t.oa.n Documcn~). or (iii) the release price at whk:h Senior Lender has agreccl to
reconvey from lhe lien of the Senior Deed of Trust portion~ of the Pmperty, or any other modifications, wnsolidations,
replacemcnlS and ~upplemenll:< if lhc 1111mc: materially advc:rsely niter Subordinate Lender's right.<1 and obligatioflll
hereunder (other than those made to insure, secure, perfect or protect the security or priority of lhe Senior Deed of Trust
and the collateral thereunder).
2.
Subrogation. Subordinate Lender, and its successors and assigns, shall not acquire by subrogation,
contract or othe!Wise any lien upon any other estate, right or interest in the Property (including without limitation any
which may arise in respect to real estate taxes, assessments or other governmental charges) which is or may be prior in
right to the Senior Deed of Trust or the other Senior Loan Documents, or any extension, consolidation, modification or
supplement thereto.
3.
Reliance. Subordinate Lender intentionally and unconditionally waives Wld relinquishes, subjects and
subordinates the Subordinate Loan Documents in favor of the lien and al I tenns and provisions of the Senior Deed of
Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents, and acknowledge~ that, in reliance upon end in consideration of this
waiver, relinquishment, subjection and subordination. the Senior Loan is being made by Senior Lender to Borrower and
would not be made but for this waiver, relinquishment, subjection and subordination.
4.
Assignment. Subordinate Lender, its successors or assigns or any other legal holder of the
Subordinate Loan Documents hereby assign and release to the legal holder of the Senior loan DocumenL~:
(11)
All of its right, title, interest or claim, if any, in and to the proceeds of all policies of insurance
covering the Property for application upon the indebledness secured by, or other disposition thereof in
accordance with the provisions o~ the Senior Deed of Tn.tSI and the other Senior loan Documents; and

(b)
All of its right, title, interest or claim, if any, in and 10 all awards or other compensation made for any
raking of any pan of the Property to be applied upon the indebtedness secured by, or dh1posed of in
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accordance wilh the provi~ions of, the Senior Deed of Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents. In the
event I.hat, following any such application and disposition of the insurance proceeds, condemnation award or
other compensation, resulling in full repayment of all indebtedness secured by the Senior Deed of Trust and
the other Senior Loan Documents, any balance remains, and Senior Lender ha.c; no further obligation to
disburse any portion of the Senior Loan, then such excess shall be made payable jointly to Borrower and
Subordinate Lender.
5.
Resloration. If the legal holder of the Senior Loan DocumenL, shall at any time relea.~e to Borrower
any such insurance proceeds or condemnalion award for the purpose of restoration of the Property, such releases shall
not be deemed to be an additional advance under the Senior Loan Documents nor shall they otherwise be deemed to be
in violation of any restriction upon any omount permitted to be secured by the Senior Deed of Trust.

6.
Furthi.t Assuooces. So long as the Senior Deed of Trust shall remain a lien upon the Property or any
pan thereof, Subordinate Lender, its successors or assigns or any other holder oflhe Subordinate Loan DocumenL~ shall
execute, acknowledge and deliver, upon Senior Lender's demand, at any time or times, any and all further
subordinations, agreements or other instruments, in recordable form, that Senior Lender, its successors or assigns may
hereafter reasonably require for carrying out the purpose and intent of this Agreement.
7.
Entire Agreement Regarding Subordination. The parties hereto agree !hat this Agreement shall be the
entire agreement with regard to the subordination of the Subordinate Loan lo the Senior Loan and of lhe lien or charge
of the Subordinate Loan Documents to the lien or charge of the Senior Loan DocumenL~- This Agreement shall
supersede and cancel, but only with respect to such priority, any prior agreements as to such subordination, including,
without limitation, those provisions, if any, contained in the Subordinalc Loan Documents which provide for the
11ubordination of the indebtedness, lien or charge thereof to other debt or security in.~truments.
8.
Confirmation. Subject to the temlS and provi$ions of this Agreement, Senior Lender hereby;
(i) consent~ to the Subordinate Loan and the execution and delivery by Borrower lo Subordinate Lender of the
Subordina1e Loan DocumenL,;, and (ii) con.'ICllts 10 and approves all provision~ of the Subordina1c: Loan Documcnt8, a
true and complete copy of which has been delivered lo Senior Lender. Subordinate Lender hereby continns to and
agrees with Senior Lender as to the following:

(a)
Subordinate Lender hall delivered to Senior Lender rrue and complete: copies of the Subordinate Loan
Docume111s, and such documents have not been amended, modified or supplemented in any way. As of the
date of this Agreement the outstanding principal balance of the Subordinate Note is Seven Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Five Hundred and No/I 00 Oollan; ($725,500.00) and interest is paid through
December 31, 2008.
(b)
There are no defaults (or conditions or events which, with notice of the passage of time or both,
would constitute a default), known to Subordinate Lender as of the date hereof, by Borrower under its
obligations set fonh in lhe Subordinate Loan Documents.
(c)
Subordinate: Lender hereby consent!\ to the Senior Loan and the execution ond delivery by Borrower
to Senior Lender of the Senior Loan Documents and consents to and approves all provisions of the Senior
Lollll Documents, a lrUe and complete copy of which has been delivered to Subordinate Lender.
(d)
Subordinate Lender shall not enter into any agreement to amend or modify any of the Subordinate:
Loan Documents wilhoul notice to and the prior consent of Senior Lender.
(e)
Subordinate Lender shall deliver to Senior Lender, at the address indicated in Section 9 below and at
the same time that copies thereof are delivered to Borrower, copies of any norices of default delivered to
Bonower in COMCCtion with the Subordinate Loan Doeumenis.
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(f)
Neither Subordinate Lender, nor any purchaser at foreclosure under lhe Subordinale, nor anyone
claiming by, through or under any of them shall succeed to any of Borrower's rights under the Senior Loan.

9.
Mm~- AU oolices of any kind which any party hereby may be required or may desire to seive on
the other pursuant to this Agreement ,hall be (a) hanil-dclivercd, effective upon rei:1.'ipt, (b) sent by United Stales
Cllpre!IS Mail or by private ovt.'lmght courier, effective upon ri.~eipt, or (e) sent hy certified mnil, u::tum rceeipl
te(!uested.. deposin:d in the \Jniled S1.1111.1s Mail, with po~age 1hercon fully prepaid, effoe1ivc oo 1hc dlly of 11etual
delivery as shown by lhe addl'CSS!.>e ':I' re111m receipt or the ei;;piratlon of three (3) busin®s days aflcr tire: <late of tlll!liling,
whichever is earlier. All tirn;.h l'IOtiees llhllll be. nddrelll!Cd lo lhe llpPropriate acldrl:ss JiCI fon.h in this stctl<m, or at such
other place as Subordinate Lender, Senior Lender or Borrower. !IS the case may be, may from time to time designate in
writing by ten (10) days prior wrillcn notice.

If to Senior Lender.

RBC Centura Bank
11011 Richmond A venue, Suite 850
Houston, Teus 77042
Attn: Ken Shaw

lfto Subordinate Lender:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
c/o Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2S02 Nonh Constance Place
Eagle, Idaho 83616

lfto Borrower:

Galiano, LLC
1883 North Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83713
Attn: Edward J. Mason, Manager

10.
Application. In making disbursements pursuant to the Senior Loan Agreement, Senior Lender is
Wider no obtigation ar duty to, not l:uis Senior Lender represented that jt will, see to the applicalion of 1111ch pr(JIZCed.'I by
the per.,on or persons to whom Senior Lender disburses such proceeds, and any application or w;e of such proceed3 for
purposes other than tl1osc provided for in lhe Senior Loan Agreement shall not defeat the subordination herein ma<k:, in
whole or in par1.
11.
Modification and Release. Senior Lender may, without affecting the subordination of the
Subordinate Loan Documents: (a) release or compromise any obligation of w1y nature with respect lo the Senior Loan
Documents; (b) relelllle its security inlerest in, or surrender, release or pennit any substirution or exchange of all or any
pal1 of any properties scwnng ~mg of !ht Nt1te; (c) ret.nin or obtain a security interest in any property to secure
paymt:rU of the Note; or (d) modify. nmcnd, defer. extend. con.'IOlidnte or supplemenl any of the original or subsequem
Senior LOlltl Documenti;, llllhji:N:\t 11:l tl'lt! provisions of.the final sentence of Sg;.oon.1 bcrcof.

12.
Notice of Default on Senior Loan. Senior Lender shall deliver to Subordinate Lender copies of any
notice of default delivered to Borrower pursuant to Section 24 of the Senior Deed of Trust al the same time as notice
thereof is delivered to Borrower. lhe failure by Senior lender to deliver such notice 10 Subordinate Lender shall in no
event affect the priority of the Senior Deed of Trust; however, Senior Lender shall not be entilled to commence
nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings or file a judicial foreclosure action with respect to the Senior Loan unless and until
Subordinate Lender has been provided with such notice. Upon the occurrence of a default under the Senior Loan,
Senior Lender agrees to accept performance by Subordinate Lender of all obligations necesslll)' 10 cure such default as
fully as if such perfonnance had been 1enttcn,d by Borrower; NmwiU)!WUJding the foregoing. nothing contained in this
Agreement shall requite SUbordinarc Lender to cure any default by ~OTTOwer under the Senior Loan Documents or to
perform 11ny obligations of Borrower undet the Senior Loan Documents, but Subordinolc I.ender shall, in its discretion,
have the option to do so.
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13.
Subordination of !)ebt. Anything in the Subordinate Loan DocumenL~ to the contrary
notwithstanding, the indeb1ednes..~ created under, and evidenced by, 1he Subordinate Loan DocumenL~, including
principal, interest and other amounts due I.hereunder (including without limitation, posl-pelition inlerest accrued after
the commencement of a case undtr the Bankruptcy Code), no holder of the Subordinate Loan Documenis shall be
entitled lo receive or retain any paymenl from any source on, or in respecl of, !he Subordinate loan Documents except
as pennincd by, and in accordance with the limi&atio1111 conlained in, this Agreement. Until Senior Lender has given
Borrower notice of the existence of an Event of Default under the Senior loan Documents, Subordinate Lender shall be
entitled 10 receive and re1ain regularly scheduled payments of principal and in1ercst (including Subordinate Lender's
"parlicipating interest") under the Subordinate Loan Document, and prepayments of all indebtedness thereunder. Upon
wriuen notice from Senior Lender to Borrower of the occu11TCnce of an Event of Default and so long as such default
continues, whether or not Senior Lender ha." elected to exercise any remedies against Borrower, no payment shall be
made under the Subordinate Loan Instruments, and Subordinate Lender shall not be entitled to receive or rclain any
payment from any source, on or in respect of the Subordinate Loan Documents.
14.
Reconvcyance of Lots. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Subordinate Loan
Documents, upon the closing of each sale of a residential unit con.,tructed by Borrower on the Property, Subordinate
Lender shall release the ponion of its security interest in the Property under the Subordinate Deed ofTrust applicable to
such unit whether or not sufficient proceeds from such sale are available to Subordinate Lender to ,;atisfy the
requirements of the Subordinate Loan Documents with respect to a release of such security by Subordinate Lender.
Subordinate Lender's release of the Subordinate Deed of Trust as to any such residence upon close of the
purchase thereof shall be a condition precedent to Senior Lender's obligation lo reconvey the Senior Deed of Trulli as 10
any such residence. Subordinate Lender's failure to timely effect such reconveyance, regnrd.less of the availability of
proceeds of such sale lo satisfy any portion of the Subordinate Loan, shall be a default by Subordim1te Lender under
this Agreement.
Subordinate Lender acknowledges and agrees 1ha1 (i) a derault under the Subordinnte Loan shall, at rhe sole
elec1ion of Senior Lender, constitute an Evenl of Default under I.he Senior loan Documents, and (ii) the failure of
Subordinate Lender to reconvcy lhe lien of the Subordinate Deed of Trust upon request, whether or nol sufficient
proceeds are available to satisfy any portion of the Subordinate Loan shall, at the sole election of Senior Lender,
constitute an Event or Default under the Senior Loan Document,;. In either event, Senior Lender may commence
foreclosure proceedings in Senior Lender's sole discretion.
15.
Priority of Payments. In the event of any judicial or nonjudicial sale of the Property or any of I.he
collateral securing the Senior Loan, or any portion thereof, pursuant to the Senior Loan Documents, or of any
liquidation or dissolution of Borrower, or of any execution sale, receivership, insolvency, bankruptcy, liquida1ion,
readjustment, reorganization, or similar proceeding relating to Borrower or any portion of its property, all amounts due
under lhe Senior Loan Documents (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued afier the conuncncement
of a case under the Bankruptcy Code) shall first be paid in full before any payment is made upon or in respect of the
obligations under the Subordinate Loan Oocumenl.~ (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued after
the commencement of a case under lhc Bankruptcy Code). If Subordinate Lender ha.~ not made and presented
appropriate proofs of claim in connection with any reotgani.i:ation, liquidation, dissolution, banlauptcy or similar
proceeding with respect to Borrower within thirty (30) da)'$ roUow!ng {temand by Senior Lender, then Senior Lender
shall hereby be authorized and empowered (but with no obligation) to make and present such proofs of claim against
Borrower on account of the Subordinate Loan as Senior Lender may decin advisable. In any event. any payment or
distribution of any kind, whether in CIISh, property or securities, shall be paid over to Senior Lender for application in
payment of the obligations created under, or evidenced by, the Senior Loan DocumenlS, in such order as Senior Lender
shall determine in its sole discretion, until alt such obligations have been paid in full.

16.
Payments in Trust. Any payment of, or on account of, any obligation under the Subordinate Loan
Documents which shall be received by Subordinate Lender or any other party on behalf of Subordinate Lender at a time
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when such paymenl is not penniucd to be made or retained under the terms of this Agreemeo1 shall not constiiute
propeny ofSubordinat1: Lender or such recipient, bul shall be received and held in trust by such recipient for the benefit
of Senior Lender and promptly paid over 10 Senior Lender.
17.
Applicaljon of Sections. The provisions of Sections 13, 14. 15 and 16 aoove are solely for the
purpose of defining the relative rights or lhe holder of the Senior Loan Document.~ on the one hand, and the
Subordinate Loan Documents on the other hand, against Bonower and its property and nothing herein shall impair, as
between Borrower and holder of the Senior Loan Documents or Borrower; and the holder of the Subordinace Loan
Documents, the obligations of Borrower Wldcr such documents.
18.
Event of Default. The partiC$ acknowledge that any default under the Subordinate Loan Documents
con~titutes an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documents and an Event of Defauh under the Senior Loan
Documents constitules a default under the Subordinale Loan Documents.

19.
Q2v~ming Lew. This Agreement will be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance
with, lhe laws of the State of Idaho, except to the extent preemp1ed by federal laws. Subordinate Lender, its agents and
all other panics lo this Agreement hereby conscnl to the jurisdiction of any federal or state court within the S1a1e of
Idaho, and also consent 10 service of process by any means authorized by the State ofldaho or federal law.
I
20.
WAIVER OF ,!URY TRJAL TO FACILITATE EACH PARTY'S DESIRE TO RESOLVE
DISPUTES JN AN EFFICJENT AND ECONOMICAL MANNER, EACH PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT
HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTJON OR
CAUSE OF ACTION (A) ARISING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT, OR
(B) IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH OR RELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO THE DEALINGS OF THE
PARTIES HERETO OR ANY OF THEM WITII RESPECT TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN
INSTRUMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED HERETO OR TIIERETO, JN EACH CASE WHETHER
NOW EXISTING OR HEREAFTER ARISING, AND WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR
OTHERWfSE. EACH PARTY HEREBY AGREES AND CONSENTS THAT ANY SUCH CLAIM, DEMAND,
ACTJON OR CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL BE DECIDED BY COURT TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY, AND THAT
ANY PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAY FILE AN ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF THIS
SECTION WITH ANY COURT AS WRIITEN EVIDENCE OF lllE CONSENT Of THE PARTIES HERETO TO
TIIE WAIVER OF TIIEIR RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY. EACH PARTY CONFIRMS THAT THE FOREGOING
WAIVERS ARE INFORMED AND FREELY MADE.
21.
Attorneys' Fees. If Senior Lender or Subordinate Lender commences any proceedings or actions to
enforce the provisions of this Agreement, the court or body before which lhe same shall be brought shall awBid to the
prevailing party therein all of its costs and expenses in prosecuting such proceedings and aclions, including reasonable
attorneys' fees (which includes the allocable cost of in-house counsel), the usual and customary and lawfully
recoverable court costs, and all the expenses in connection therewith.
22.
Interpretation. Each party to this Agreement has substantial experience with the subject mauer of thi.,;
Agreement and has each fully participated in the negotiation and drafting of this Agreement and has been advised by
counsel of its choice with respect to the subject matter hereof. Accordingly, this Agreement shall be construed without
regard to the rule that ambiguities in a document are to be construed against lhe dtafler.
23.

~ - The Recital,; to thi.'I Agreement are incorporated as a part of this Agreement.

24.
Headings. The captions and headings of various seclions of this Agreemenl are for convenience only
and are not to be considered as defining or limiting in any way the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement.
25.
Countemarts. This Agreement may be signed in multiple counterparts with the same effect as if all
signatories had executed the same insuument.
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NOTICE:

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAJNS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE PERSON
OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OHiER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT Of TilE LAND.

This subordination agreement is executed in multiple coWllerparts and it is nol required that all partie..~ execute
the same document.

Executed and dated for reference purpose.• a., of November 17, 2006.
Subordinate Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,

an Idaho limited liability company

By:
Name:
Title:

Borrower:

Senior Lender:

RBC CENTURA BANK,
a North Carolina blinking corporation

By:

..,,-----·-·"·'""''"--·

Name:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Title: Vice President
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NOTICE:

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE PERSON
OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTHER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF THE LANO.

This subordination agreement is executed in multiple counterparts and 11 is not required that all parties execute
the same document.

Executed and dated for reference purposes as of November 17, 2006.
Subordinale Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company

By:

Name:
Title:

Borrower:

GALIANO, LLC,

an Idaho limited liability company
By:
Edward J, Mason, Manager

Senior Lender:
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NOTICE:

THJS AOREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS TIIE PERSON
OBUGATED ON YOUR REAL PR.OPER"fY SECURIIY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OrnER PURPOSES THAN
IMl'ROVEMENT OF nre LAND.

This subordination agreement i, executed in multiple counterparts and it is not required that all parties execute
the same document.
Executed and dated for r d ~ purposes as ofNovcm
Subordinate Lender.

By:
Name:
Tille:
Borrower:

GALIANO, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company
By:

l:dward J, Mason, Manager
Senior Lender.

RBC CENTURA BANK.
a North Carolina banking corporation

By;

Nam~'--------------

Title: Vice President
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STA TE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF-.--·----·-····- ···-··-··-···-·~--··-

!, a Notary Public for the County and Stale aforesaid, do hereby certify lJ1at
personally came before me this day and acknowledged that he is the - - - - __
of EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and that (a)he, as ___
__, being
authorized to do so, executed the foregoing on behalf of !he limited liability company. Witness my hand and official
seal, this the _ _ day of November, 2006.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

·----········--

-

-

(Affix Notary Seal)

Notnry u ~
My Commission Expires:

. . . . ii Eigfl,

kfll

iO

UycarmiiUIDn ......; a.ff<#
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,DAlfD
t>A

STATEOF~
COUNTY OF !+JtrRRtS A

I,

County
and
State aforesaid, do
hereby certify
thal
perso11ally came before me this day and acknowledged that
he/she Is the Vice President ofRBC CENTURA 8ANK, a North Carolina banking corporation and that he/she, as
the Vice President, being authorize~do ;" executed the fbregolng on behalf of the banking corporation. Witness
my hand and official seal, this the
ay of November, 2006.
a

Natl!)' 1"ublic

for

J'\')Q. ft£., _J.J_(Q kl l\

lhe

~~~i~·-·-•
My Commis.~ion Expires: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Affix Notary Seal)

RESIDING AT:
BOISE, IDAHO
COMMISSION EXPIRES:

2/4/2010
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTYOF__.~~-·
-....,!':\..........._ _ _ _.

My Commission Expires:_.- - - - - - - - - · -

STATE Of IDAfIO

COUNTY OF
[, a Notary Public for lhe County and Stale aforesaid, do hereby certify that EDWARD J. MASON personally
came before me this day und acknowledged that he is the Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limiled liability
company and that he, as Manager, being authorized to do so, executed lhe foregoing on behalf of the limited
liability company. Witness my hand and official seal, this the _ _ day of November, 2006.

Notary Public
My Commission Expires: _ _ _ _ _

(Affix Nol.!lry Seal)
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Order No.: 50006341 I 8DBD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

EXHIBIT 'A'
EXHIBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Jlalf' 01· thr Northwest Quarter of Section
14, Towni;hip l North. Range I West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more
p11rticularly described as follows:
COMMENCING l\t a Brass Cap m1nkir1g the Northwest Cornrr of the said Section 14;
thence along the Wc!lterly boundary of the !laid !lilorfhwest Quarter of Section 14, ,, hkh
is also the Centerline of T<-n Mile lloud
South 00°00'04" West (Rcco1·d South 00°00'17'' West) 1406.81 feet ton 1>oint, said J>oint
is located
Sonth 00°00'0-1" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 feel from an iron pin
marking the Northwl'lit corner of the South llnlf of the ~orthwesr Qua rte,· of said
Sectim1 14. also said point being the POINT OJ," Bi,:GINNIN(;; thl.'ncc along II linc that
is 75.(10 feet South of and parallel to the Northerly boumlar)· of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter ofsaid Sectio11 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" E11st) 1731.19 feet to an b·on pin; thence
le11ving said parallel line
South 01°04'12'' West (Record South 01°04'25'' \\'csl) 592.05 feet lo a point marked by
1111 iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33'' West (Record North 89°45'20'' West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" \\'e~t (Record South 01°04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of said Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of ~aid Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Reeot·d South 89°56'41'' West) 584.98 feet 10 a point on the
Centerline the Teed Lateral; tbence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24'10" West (Recol'd Nortlt 33°23'57'' West) 126.67 feet to a point of
cunature: thence along a cun·e to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose ceotral angle is 37°57'52" and whose Ion~ chord bears
Norlh 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point: thence
North 04°33'42" East (R~ord North 04°33'55'' East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Rl.'Cord North 03°53'54" Eftllt) 1 Zl.30 feet to a point of
cun·aturc: thence along II curye to the left whose radim is 75.00 feet, ·whose length is
79.IO feet, whose ccntr11I angle is 60°2S'34" and whose long chord hears
North ?6°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53" West) 75.48 feet to a point; tbcm<'c
North 56°31'53" West (Record No11h 56°31 '40'' West) 57.69 feet to II point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record No11h 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record No1th 6S0 30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" Wesl (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to I\ point; thence

or
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Nor-lb 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feel to a poiot of
curvaturc: rhcncc along a cun•r to the lef1 whose radius in 120.00 f'cet, whose length is
89.?R feet. whose l'entnl angk is 42°37'50" and whose long chord hears
North 80°58'43'' Wl.'st 87.24 feet lo a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Hccord South 77°42'22" \Vest) 99.73 fel't to a point; the11cc
South 7.3°14'40" West (Rcco1·d Soutll 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 feet to a 1>oint; thcncc
South b4°J6'1.19'' West (Record South 64°36'22" \\'est) 40.90 feet to II point; thence
South 5S 0 41 '44" West (Hecorrl South 58°41 '57'' West} 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°5..':1'$0" \Vest (Record South 89°54'03'' West) 20.43 fc.>ct to a poi11t on the West
lin<' of said section 14: thence nlong the West line ofsaid Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 00°00'17"' East) 497.81 frcl ro the POINT OJ'
BF.Gll'iNING.

EXCEPT
A parcel of hrnd hl'ing located in the South Half of the Nortbwc.~t Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, RRngc 1 \\'est, noise Meddiim, Ada County. Idaho, being more
pa rtic11larl~·
described as follo,,,s:
Conimencin2 at a brass cap marking the No11hwest corner of said Srction 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary of thl' Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South fJ0°00'04" West 1406.81 fol't to a point, which is located
South 00°00'04" Wcsl 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the No11hwE.'~t corner of the
~outb
I lalf of tile Northwest Quarter of said Section 14: thence continuinj!
South 0() 0 00'04"' West 497.81 fret along the \Vester1,, ho1111da1·y of the No1"thwl'st
Quarter of
s11id Se<'tion 14; thence
North 89°53 '50" East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the
following
cours~ and distances along 1mid centerline oftbc Teed Lateral;
North 58°41 '44" East 37.75 fret:
No1·th 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40'' East 78.87 feet;
North 77°.J2'09" Eut 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tungent cun·t• dcOecting to th<:> right
with a
radius of 120.00 foet, a central anglt> of 42°37'50'', a chord bt>aring of
S011tb 80°58'56" East, and a long cbord distance of 87.24 feet~
South 59°40'01" Enst 3UJ.9J feet;
South 61°53'14.. Ea5t 58.79 feet~
South 65°30'58" East lSJ.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
Soulh 56°31 '.53" F.11st S7.69 fcl't; thence lcn"iug the centerline or thl.' Teed l.atcriil,
North 88°SO'l6" F.ast 70.06 feel to the POINT OF BEGINNING: thtnce
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44'' East 72.83 feet; thc11cc 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with II radins of 20.00 feet, a central angle of 22°40'06", 11 tbord bearfna of
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Sottth 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 50°01'16" f.11st 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 ktl along a non-ta11gcnt curve dencrting
to the
right with a rndiu~ of 21).00 feet, a central angk of 22°40'06'', o chord bearing of
South 16°22'20'' •:11st and a long chord di~tance or 7.86 feel; thence
South 05°02' I 6" East 9.20 feel; thence
South 17°02'47" \Ve~, 79.48 fttt: thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 fttt, a central angle of 22°05'03", ll chord bcari11g of
South 06°00'15'' Wl'st and a long chord dislnnce or 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26'' West 147.42 feet to the rOINT Olo' rrnGINNING.
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Loan Number 4707..029S72 001
ASSIGNMENT OF DEED OF TRUST

s-2..~<-Pr

RBC BANK (USA), a North Carolina bankIDJ corporation {formerly known as RBC CENTURA RANK)
("Assignor"), havmg an address of llOll Richmond Avenue, Suite 8SO, Houston, Tex.as n042, the holder of the
beneficiary's interests under that certain Deed of Trust, Secunty Agree.ment and Futture filing and Assignment of
Leues and Rents from GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho lmuted ltabthty company, m favor of Assignor recorded on
November 17. 2006, as Instrument Na/106181858, m the official records of Ada County, Idaho and descnbed on
Exlublt "A" attadaed hereto and a part hereof for an purposes (together with any amendments, renewals, extensions,
or mod1fic:at1ons thereto, the "Deed of Trust"). hereby assigns its interests under the Deed of Trust, and lbe notes and
clauns secured thereby, to RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.. a Oelawart> corpo,Jt1on {"Assignee") with an
address of) 1011 Richmond Avenue, Suite 850, Houston, lexas 77042 This .anagrunent 1s made w11hout rec®tSe,
reprcsentauons or warranties of any kmd

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, Asugnor has duly eA«uted thu Assignment as of April 29, 2008
RBC BANK (USA), a North Caroltm1 bank.mg corporation

By

~----

Vice President

EXHIBIT

I J
Papi
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Notary AcknowltdetmmJ
THESTATEOFTEXAS

:

COUNTY OF HARRIS

§

$ -'2-~

Ji_

TfUS INSTRUMENT was acknowledged before me this
day of September, 2008 by Deborah Meche the
Vice President of RSC Bank (USA), a North Carol ma banking corporatron on behalf of sa,d corporatlon

- -------

Notary PubUc )11 and for
TbtStau o(T EX As
...._;:,,..-.,

-~.,-QUHN·N sWHJCES~. -·
Nottry PubM, Stare of Te:icu
MV Col1lfl'!t1Ston cxpmts
June 03, 20l2

-- .

.,,

-· -{2'-(~--~e.M--- -·--Pn,uecl Name or Notary

My COfflDIJ$fl08 Exp,res:

RSC Rd! Au1pmcnt

hp2
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Exhibit "A"'
A ruarcel 0na11d bei111 o1 pornoa oft lit Soucb Jl:atrur th,• ~ortb11tt"\t Quam•r uf Se<"tlc.n
14. Towu\hip Z "for1b, Range l w ... t, U<tis" M,•r1dun, >.d,1 <.:nt1nt\', ld.lh11, tmtr\'
fti&ru~ularly dN.nb,•d J\ rnlloft\.!
(.(JJ.tA1£tt.CJf\G at • Ira" Cap mat l.11lJ rlk No1 tlluN <.orn,1 ot titt- \llfd ~'dlon l.f;
Ull'nte aloa& tile \\'nterh bulllld.lry of tin. 'Wd Nm tfane,,1 Qa.lrlw ul ~h1•n 14,,. h" h
H .tho tfw C"ca1erl1ae un ... Al1llr Mt11ul
"MMltll 110-00*04'" Wcte (Raord Sctuth VO'"OO'l1.. \\N) 14UUI fft'f to .t peun, ~id pGtlll

... ltl,lllftl
~11utb OO"W'04" W,~t (l(eeord !w11th ~Olt'l 7" \\ 1.'l>t) 7$ 00 rwt· rrum a• mm pm
rmu k1nx the ~rth"'-"'t "'"'"'" .., the South ff,dfoflbe l~u.1rtllMl!\I QuJrter oh111d
!tN.tlH 14. ahe \ll*d fM)hlC btl1t1 the
OI Hf(;sNNl1'fG; fbfflCl' along u lbu: lb.it
1.. ,s 110 Itel So11t11 or .uad paralkhu tlae ~1.11 Hitrly but1nd.ar) ofllM !,,cunb Hall at th41'

ro,,,.

----~lnttlrwestQu•rtv1 bt~ldSectlm1.l4;----. - - ..- . - , -. . . . ..-

--

=•= • ·-

Souttl 89'"!7•oir •.11.;f (Kff'Ol'd Svulb 19"56·S6" F.a,t} 17.'U t9 f&'l't tu H 1rN11iin; Uttmu•
lff d1lg 1a1d paralk.i 111111
Su111a tl 0 84'U"WnteRnorlt~t• 1t1•04·2~··,,-.,0~2~ ti'd tel .a
mar1.~b,

=

IN'•••

•• 1rvh pin. tffttt.t:'
NoUh 19"45'33" \\'~ (llt1.ord North 19"45.20" \\'ftt) 91 47 feoet ,., • pOIRI man.cid It\'
H uoo pin; thence

,nuth Ol-N'll" " ""' (ltenrd So•d1. 01 oew•15.. \\ nt) bGJ l7 rut ht a point 011 the
l,.a,t•WC\t Cntcr ot Sceooa Unt of ~:ud Scdttu• l4 m.ar!Ml b)' an 1,011 put. dn•nff
11lu•111u t:a•t•\\'~r Cemer of Stdl(m limr or 1'ald SfftlDD 14
\oullt 89°56'28'" Wnr (Rll'Cord S'uutll WS6.4l '* We;t) flM,98 ft« 10 n pmue on the
('~ 11Ctrlme ur IIM Tn-d J.r.Htral; thatc alcu111 the C:n;terllne oC the Tftd L11tt.•r.ti Uu:
llilll.l"n 11.tg C'fHlf'W\ and dl\hUH,I.'..
,cmh :l'\0 24'10" Wl'\t (RHVrd Nontt 33•2..vsr· Wt..,t} 126Ji'1 fvet tn II p1mu or

run.uun: thcac" ar.n,c • curn lo lhl' right "lto\c rad,... a, 75 00 t,d. ,d,ow tcn,.th J\
,19 711 r«1. "llo..r tfJltral ••tie w l1°57'Sl" aitd u IHi\l t.11 chord l,e,.n
N,•nh 14•z5• 14" Wn& (Ricord Nanh 14•25·11" \\nt) .&I 7' r.1 ta I po,ar, Um1«
i\unb 114°Jl'4l" tlftf (Record .:Vorth 04°JJ'SS" F.ulf) 170 SJ feel co II pomt: tbrrttt
NMCh 13-53 141 .. £a"' (Kft:iunl lliiiONII U 0 5J'S4.. t:.m) UZ.30 · - 10 11 pulnt ur
'""iitartj tMnc:c along 11,urv, to tht ltl't \\l1ow r:ul1u\ b, 75,00 feet. \\how lc11gtb r.
19,lO teer. wbow c~ntnal aagk! Iii Wl:5'34" arnl woo~ l••K rlwrd bettn.
N1N1h 26•1,·06.. \V\..,,, (Record Nonb l6"Ul'5.1.. wnc, 15 -IH ffft ro 11 ,,oho. Uu.11u•
N«lh W)rSltt Wtsl (Rfford Nortb S6"3t •4r \\ nt) 51,69 tnt tu • Jrut11l, Uur1n·I!
Hr,rtr. 67°1!'06" Wot (&cco,d Nur1h 67!24'53,.. Wnc) 96,23 feet to • JM)hll; 1lu:oce
i'orlb f>$"3''5rl!I" Wat lRffurd l'orrl• u-i".:to•,a,;" \\ e,t) J!'I $k h.•..-1 lu ,11,mu1t 1hr11u•
i\orlh 61-sl'J.r" \Vnt (Jh;.vnl North 411°S.l OJ"\\ r,() SI 79 rut h• • vu•••· 1hmu
i\orth W40'0r \\'ftt(Rtterd ~onll 5,-39•,1r \\nO 303.91 fn-1 tti a pouatut
\tlrU(Uft'j 1klt\e .aluq • t.lif\C lO thl lill \\lio"i: radtU\ IO ll9.G0 f"'-'I, •b1tw lea1tb J.
t•> 2H Im, wll..,. ualr.1t •nglt I\ ,42•J7'S0" aad ..-110.e l':o11g d1enl 1,nn
~ .., th W58'4J.. Wi:.1 17.24 fett to• poua1; ,a.c,
Son1h 77"4l"tr Wet (Reeurd South n-G'22.. W..,t) 99.73 rm tu a poiel; 11toa,.e
~1rntb 73°14i,W"t \Ve.,t (l,-cord Sollth 7)'14'531• \\'~C} 78117 frd to a 11i0l1tr; dK-11.:.
South 64'36~9" \Vi"\t (RC!tt>rd South 64°)6'21" \\'.isl) 4tUO rw1 10 .a penal; 1he1t~...Su111 h W4 J....... \Yl.'\I ( R«41rd SoVCb 58•41 'S?" Wv11t} 37,7:; r«i to a JM)iltt: I~..u

RBC R~ ti /u111pmc111
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South 89°SJ'50.. Wi"\I (Rtoord South H9"'54'0Y' w,,o ?ll .SJ fu•t to a 1mmt on ti.le We,,
haw of -.aid ,ecriu11 14. Utence alnn& tlae \\ '-"• lbni i>f saul ~chem 1-1
Nu, th OV"'OO'CM"
(Rec11rd l\or01 OO"IMl' 11'. L.,,f) -197 HI fut u, 1111: l'Oll\!i I <W

•·:a,t

IU-;<;fNNlNU.

E~Ct:Yr

••t

A pJru~I of 111ml behtg k1tated an tho ~•th H,1U du Nurtl:nH"\f Qu.1rrt-r vf Stttlun 14.
1 ov. '"hlf, l Nurtb, Range I Wt\l, Boht• i\h-nd1.in, Ad:t ( mmf>, hl:&lto, tx.1nc ttturo
1,nrucul1u1y
,,, ,crlbod ... folhJ\h!
Cnmtnl.'ttclng al a hr!h\ tap niarkitt& the North\\ ~t corn« uf ,.atd ~hon 14: rlu.•11u•
almtt,t flu:
wl...h·th ho1u1da,y or flu: "iorthv.l!"tt QuJrhir nt ,aid ~i:1.uun 14, wluclt ,, 111~1 tile
ci:utt rh•H.• of
( t•n \hlt Kuad,
~fmth 00"00'()4., \\nl 1-100,lU fttt lo J JNJU1f1 n'IU\'tl I\ h.11.dtl.'d
____. .,. ,___, ___ ~i.mtrtl0"00'04" Wc\11S.OO feet lrom-au irl,n pin marking d1.i Ninfhwr,t i:omr: nrthe-- - - - - -

--

South

11:llf ot the Northnnc Quarter oh:ud \«tnu, 14, thenu 1.oatin111ng
NJU&h 00"00'04" Wac 491.81 fl'd along the We'lttrf)' bouudaty of the ;\0101nc\f

Qwnrter of
,uni ~u:-uon U.

t~lltl:'

Nurrh s,•5J'!W" F.a'II 2U 43 h:er llt the- u•11teri1111: nftht' I eed l,:u... ral! dumu:- the
1nu11~\tng
t•;unt, and dbcanee. atloug uld anterlb1c of llu: Teed l.att:t .ti~
Nun It :lolt41 '44" Ea~, .;t7,75 ft.Tl;
l\orth c.4"J6'09,.. I:uf, 40.90 f1.'t't:
Nurth 73°14'40" £11,t 78.87 (eet,
~ .... th 77'"4?'09.. J:n~ '9.73 f,'Ct: HC).Z«I h•t'f along a t:lngt"nC cun•e detl&'ctlng to (ht' n~III
n nfl ,1
1:id Oil ol UCUO ffff, 1 tt.>fllrld angle of 41• 37•$0'', J chonf b1.-armg ot
South tm"S8'56" Ean. and II luna chord dl-.tui:c of 87 2.f foes:

Siutth ~t,•40•01" F.a,1 JOJ.91 rec1;
South f, 1•53•14.. Eai.t 58.7~ feet;
~.11.1tl• 6S"ltl'51" t:.a,t 151.511 re..1.

South t,1•2s·~" East 96,13 rett;
S.,u1l1 5b0 .'II 'SJ" Ea\t 57.69 rm; tb.enu h:,nlns: tbe cenh:rlim: orthe Teed laterul.
Nurtb MlrS0'l6.. Ea!.f 70-06 fttt fo t!M POJNT OF BEGINNING, 1het1c-1t
North 27°28'17" East 177.01 feet. tbeac,
l"ir.u th tt.t•S'1!44" F.a<1t "I? 8~ f~; thePese-191 fet"t 1110",: n l\t'ft•fllnft"'*t M)rvf' t1f'ne,.,•,•s:
tu th<'

right \\ttb a radius ofl0.00 feet, a eeatral angle ofll"40'06.'. a churd burin1 of
Scmtb &.l0 42•1J" East 11nd a long thord dl«uce of1,16 tHt; d1mce

s~u,1, ~()902'16.. F.asf IS.l0 feet; tllentt '191 feet ;douc a UUQ-C.a111;ent curve '1.:neeun,

co llw

riath• "1lll • ndiu, or 20.N feet, a ceatral anl,le or n•40·8',''. a ,hord h<'llnt11 ot
~ulh J c,"22'20" lat and a lont: chord dl1t11u1n of 7116 feet, thct1tt
~mrh os-02·161• Ea,t ,.10 fft't; thtllft
~11111 l 7"0r4?., Wtt!iit 19 41 twn thtnC'v 57 82 h:r11to11tt II r.uiJ111:At 1111r," denttnng '"
the nglu
Wlfh u radlv'll of J50.t0

rn1, a ccnetial .angh: or ll"«~·u.r• .a ,1,ord h1:,1rm14; ul

s;outb U6~'1S'" W~t alld a bm: dmrd di,11•c1: uf S?.46 f&iet; thl'titt'
South Mlr'$0'261 ' w ..~t 147..12 te,'1: to tht t•OIN1' OJo' Uf.OINNII\G.

hgc4
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PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA C

112043195

When recorded, please return to:
Scott A. Tschirgi
209 W. Main Street.
Boise. Idaho 8370'.2
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GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED. the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 83616 {hereinafter referred to as the "Granto~'). hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto DAS Investments, ILC. an Idaho limited liability company, whose current
address is 6152 W. Half Moon Ln. Eagle, ID 83616, (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantee") all
of Grantor's right title and interest in and to the real property legally d~ibed on Exhibit A,
attached hereto and incoxporated herein by this reference (hereinafter referred to as the "Premises").
TOGETHER WITH all water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares.
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
rights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining. the reversion and reversions, remainder and
remmnders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, tit1e, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in Jaw as in equity.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successors, heirs and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and will be prorated
between Grantor and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit B, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (all such matters are
referred to herein collectively al! "Permitted Exceptions").

EXHIBIT

I F
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AND Grantor does hereby covenant to
with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grantor is owner in fee simple of the Premises; that Grantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions; that Grantor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee or its heirs or assigns, execute any instrument necessary for the
further assurance of the title to the Premises that may be reasonably required.

;f;.

I

DATED effective as of thej__ day of May. 2012.

GRANTOR:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
By:
Name:
Its:

State of Idaho

_ut . L

)

Countyo~

~

··:,-·... · · · · ' = . ~

i,n.
~n~giP°"' c;..-,Ed¥arct:g' .·

)·

)

S.S.

)

On this1~ay of May, in the year of 2012, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward$ Mason, known or identified to me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, who subscribed his name to the foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.
iJ.,iml"lttu
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EXHIBIT A
Lot,;; 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, JO, I I, 15 and 18 in Block l;Lots 2and 3 in Bloclc 4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, IO, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and J&in
Block 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 1O. 11. 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lots J, 2, 3 and 5 in Block 7; Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 8 of, Galiano
Esll1tcs Subdivision, according lO the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

)

·,._)
)
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EXHIBITB
Permitted Exceptions

)
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File No.: 501056

Reference No.:

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.
2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes. and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate sUJVey or inspection of the premises including. but not limited to. insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.

3. .Easements, or claims of easements. not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services. labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.

5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authormng the issuance
thereof; (c) water rights, claims to title to water, whether ornot the matters excepted under (a). (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.
6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authorily that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or assessments, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.

)

7.
Special Exceptions:

53. General taxes for the year 2012. which are liens and are not yet due llJld payable.
54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment OD the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.

55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Xuna.
Fax:
(208)922-5989
· 56..Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers theceof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal Irrigation System

57. An easement containing certain temlS, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises llJld for
the pmposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instrument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
58. An easement containing certain tennS, conditions ~d provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lou·s, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16inBlock6
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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59. An easement containing certain tenns, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For.
Master perperual storm water drainage easement
Tn Favor of:
Ada Courity Highway District
May 20. 2004
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
104062668
June l, 2004
Rerecorded:
Instrument No.:
1040684 l J

60. Covenants, conditions. restrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
Book/Page:

Galiano Estates Subdivision
99/12780-12783

6 J. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and provisions Lhereof
Dated:
June 11, 2007
Recorded:
November 5, ']l)flT
Instrument No.:
107150336
62. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
l;xecuted by:
Galiano,LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillncr and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
108129452
Instrument No.:
Deleting oc omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a prefurence, limitation or
discrimination based on race. color, religion, se,c, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent
such co.venants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
Affects: Entire Plat except l.ol l in Block J and Lot 1 in Block 4
63. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Wabrut Creek Homeownen Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot 1 in Block I and Lot 1 in Block 4

64. Master Pathway Agreements upon the tenns, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrument Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

65. Right. title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Party:
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:
101071951
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recorded:
February 19. 2012
Instrument No.:
J 10032002
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Am.ount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
J J.2004519
Lot 2 in Block l
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January.17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004520
Lot 6 in Block 1
Affects:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

)

January 17, 2012
112004521
Lot 7 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004522
Lot 8 in Block l
Affects:

)

/

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

Recorded:

January 17. 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004523
Lot 9 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004524
Affects:
Lot IO in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004525
Lot 11 in Block l
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

Recorded:

Januaxy 17, 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004526
Lot 15 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount
Recorded:
Instrument No.:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
I 12004527

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lot 18 in Block 1

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233:75
Recorded:
January l7. 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot 1 in BJock 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17.2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recotded:

Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17. 2012
112004530
Lot 3 in Block 4

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
InsuumenLNo.:
112004531
Affects:
Lot 3 in BJock 5
..

)

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot S in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded!
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004534
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3.233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

····~)

January 17. 2012
112004535
Lot 7 in Block S

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004536
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 5
ALTA ConunitmentFonn 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:

$3,233.75

Recorded:
instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012

112004537
Lot 9 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:
Recorded:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004538
Lot JO in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004539
,
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:

112004540

Affects:

Lot 12 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID

\

j

Amount:
Recorded:

$3,233.75
Januaxy 17, 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

Lot 14 in Block 5

112004541

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
Januaxy 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12004543
Affects:
Lot 16 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004544
Lot 17 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:
Recorded:

Instrument No.:
Affects:
\

',.~

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
l 12004S45
Lot 18 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:

$3,233.75

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Recorded:

Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
l.12004546
Lot 2 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004547
Lot 3 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004548
Instrument No.:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Affects:

Amount:
Recorded:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January l:7, 2012
Recorded:
112004549
Instrument No.:
Lot 5 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of siud LID
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004550
Lot-6 in Block 6
Affects:

Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
.....
....

)

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004551
Instrument No.:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:

Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004552
Lot 8 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.7~
Januacy 17, 2012
112004553
Instrument No.:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Affects:

Amount:
Recorded:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
1)2004554
lnstnunent No.:
Lot 10 in Block6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
,

__)

Recorded:

January 17, 2012

Jnstroment No.:

112004555

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lotll in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
l 12004556
Lot J3 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amo1Dlt:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Lot 15 in Block 6
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot 1 in Block 7

)

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17. 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
l 12004560
Affects:
· Lot 2 in Block 7

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.;
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004562
Lot 5 in Block 7

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
l 12004563
Lot 3 in Block 8

Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:
Recorded:

Instrurnent:N"o.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
1~2004564
Lot 4 in Block 8
Page20of23
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:

$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004565
Lot 5 in Block 8

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,.233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:

Instrument No.:

Affects:

112004566
Lot 6 in Block 8

68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: DanZi~nerandJanaLeeZillner
. Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision

Amount: $15,000;00 ·
Recorded! May 2. 2012

Instrument N0-: 112041308

:End ofExccptions'

,.)
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DEPUTY Vicky Balley
RECORDED-REQUEST OF

RECORDING REQUESTED BY

Pioneer Lender Trustee Services

AMOUNT 10.00

Ill lHllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1111

Pioneer

112046791

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
8151 W. Rifleman St.
Boise, ID 83704
SPACE ABOVE THIS UNE l'OR RECOIIDlill'S USE

Ref: 106181858a
DEED OF PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE

WHEREAS, Pioneer Title Company of Ada County, whose address is 8 IS I W. Rifleman Street, Boise, Idaho 83704, is
the present Trustee of record under the following described Deed of Trust:
Trustor: Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Original Beneficiary: RBC Centura Bank, a North Carolina banking corporation
/
Current Beneficiary: RBC Real Estate Finance Inc., a Delaware corporation
Dated: 11/16106, Recorded: 11/17106, Book/Reel/Liber: NIA, Page/Folio: NIA as Instrument No.: 106181858 in the
County of Ada, State of Idaho

NOW THEREFORE, the present Trustee having received from the present owner of the beneficial interest under said
Deed of Trust and the obligations secured thereby a written request to reconvey by reason of the obligations secured by
said Deed of Trust, DOES HEREBY RECONVEY, without warranty, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto, the
estate, and interest derived to the Trustee under said Deed of Trust in that portion of the lands therein described situated
in Ada County, Idaho, described as follows:
Lots 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 and 18 in Block 1; Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17
and 18 in Block 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6; Lou 1, 2, 3, and 5 in Block 7; Lou 3, 4, 5 and 6 in
Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 1278012783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

Said Deed of Trust is and will remain in full force and effect as to the remainder of the real property therein described.
y of Ada County dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services

State of Idaho } ss.
County of Ada }
On 05/17/ I2 before me, Cathy LR Luckinbill, a Notary Public in and for Ada County in the State ofldaho, personally appeared Ronald
W. Jantzen, Vice President/Trustee Manager, personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the
penon(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
his/her/their authorized capacity, and that by his/her/their signature on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which
the person(s) acted, executed this instrument.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

S'-:

f.dd'!!Jl'R/iudttt~~)

NoraryComm

CATHY LR LUCKINIILL
Notary Public

State of Idaho

Expna. 2/07/2013

EXHIBIT
--- .

_..

_______
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

APlfl 1 2D1~
OHAIITOPMl,t D. fltlQlil. C11fk
l,"1lfMIN

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (flea Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (flea Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111X, unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -1DMP/tls 23594-001/1064035

002036
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I. INTRODUCTION
Eagle Equity Fund, LLC's Second Amended Complaint identifies the counts alleged
against RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. (hereinafter "RBC"). An examination of Plaintiffs'
pleading shows that Eagle Equity Fund, LLC (hereinafter "Eagle Equity") filed against RBC
without conducting an investigation into whether the facts and applicable law would support
these allegations. Eagle Equity has had the opportunity, both at the beginning of the case and
during subsequent amendments to its complaint, to reconsider the claims made against RBC
and whether there is any basis at all for pursing them. As demonstrated in this Memorandum,
there is no fact pattern or legal analysis to support the counts alleged against RBC and RBC
must be dismissed from this litigation.
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS
In November 2006, Galiano, LLC (hereinafter "Galiano") borrowed funds from RBC
Centura Bank for the acquisition and development of land and the construction of a subdivision
in Ada County, Idaho, to be known as Galiano Estates. The loan was memorialized by a
promissory note and secured by a deed of trust in the amount of $3,413,300.00 with Galiano, as
grantor, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp, as trustee, and RBC Centura Bank, as beneficiary. A
true and correct copy of the Note is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Daniel Reid filed
concurrently herewith. The deed of trust dated November 13, 2006, was recorded November
17, 2006, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 106181858. A true and

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
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correct copy of the deed of trust recorded November 17, 2006, is attached as Exhibit B to the
Affidavit of Daniel Reid. 1
At approximately the same time, Galiano, LLC, borrowed additional funds from Eagle
Equity memorialized with a promissory note and secured by a deed of trust in the amount of
$725,500.00.

The trust deed with Galiano, as grantor, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp, as

trustee, and Eagle Equity, as beneficiary, dated November 13, 2006, was recorded November
17, 2006, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 106181859. (Plaintiffs
Second Amended Complaint, Paragraph 21.) RBC Centura Bank and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,
entered into a Subordination Agreement whereby Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, agreed that its
security interest in the Galiano Estates property and its deed of trust were subordinate to, and
secondary to, the security interest and deed of trust of RBC Centura Bank. The Subordination
Agreement was recorded November 17, 2006, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as
Instrument No. 106181860.

A true and correct copy of the Subordination Agreement is

attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Affidavit of Daniel Reid.
In October 2008, RBC Centura Bank made an assignment of the Galiano debt and the
deed of trust to RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. The assignment of the beneficial interest under
the deed of trust to RBC from RBC Centura Bank was recorded on October 22, 2008, in the
records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 10116767. A true and correct copy of the
Assignment of Deed of Trust recorded on October 22, 2008, is attached as Exhibit D to the
Affidavit of Daniel Reid.

1 The

loan packet also included a letter of credit in the amount of $2,650,000.00 that was secured by the same deed
of trust.
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In January 2010, a Reconveyance of Trust Deed was executed, reconveying the Eagle
Equity deed of trust. This reconveyance removed the Eagle Equity security interest in the
Galiano Estates property. (Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, Paragraphs 27, 28.)

The

Reconveyance was recorded on February 11, 2010, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as
Instrument No. 110012858. A true and correct copy of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed is
Exhibit B to the Affidavit of David M. Penny filed concurrently herewith. RBC played no role

in that transaction. (See Paragraph 11 to the Affidavit of Daniel Reid.) After the reconveyance
of Eagle Equity's deed of trust, Eagle Equity was no longer a "Subordinate Lender" under the
terms of the Subordination Agreement and the Subordination Agreement terminated.
Thereafter, Galiano was unable to meet its obligations under the loan with RBC.
(Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, Paragraph 24.) Galiano arranged for a short sale of
the Galiano Estates lots to an entity known as DAS Investments, LLC (hereinafter "DAS
Investments"). On or about May 7, 2012, RBC approved of the proposed short sale from
Galiano to DAS Investments. At the time of the short sale, Galiano owed to RBC the amount
of $3,260,656.14. The sale of the Galiano Estates property by Galiano to DAS Investments
yielded approximately $773,559.22. RBC agreed to defer the payment of $2,487,096.92. A
true and correct copy of RBC's correspondence approving the short sale is attached as Exhibit

E to the Affidavit of Daniel Reid.
On May 7, 2012, Galiano executed a General Warranty Deed conveying the Galiano
Estates property to DAS Investments, which Warranty Deed was recorded on May 8, 2012, in
the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 112043195. A true and correct copy of
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the General Warranty Deed recorded on May 8, 2012, is attached as Exhibit F to the Affidavit
of Daniel Reid.
As part of the short sale, a Deed of Partial Reconveyance was recorded in the records of
Ada County, Idaho, so that RBC released its second position in certain lots in Galiano Estates.
A true and correct copy of the Deed of Partial Reconveyance recorded in the records of Ada
County on May 17, 2012, as Instrument Number 112046791 is attached to the Affidavit of
Daniel Reid as Exhibit G.

Subsequently, RBC obtained a Judgment against Galiano and

certain guarantors for the unpaid principal and interest, together with attorney's fees and costs
in the total amount of $2,653,965.01. A true and correct copy of the Stipulated Judgment
Against Defendants entered by the court on November 1, 2012, in the case of RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc., v. Galiano, LLC, et al., Ada County Case No. CV OC 1214378, is attached as
Exhibit C to the Affidavit of David M. Penny.

At all times relevant to this case, Dan Thompson was the manager and operator of Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC.

He understood that the Eagle Equity deed of trust was junior and

subordinate to RBC. (Thompson Deposition, Page 93, Lines 9 - 16.) Under the Eagle Equity
loan to Galiano, Eagle Equity was going to release lots for sale and not take any money in
payment on the loan until the RBC loan was paid in full. (Thompson Deposition, Page 100,
Lines 19-23.) Once the RBC loan had been paid in full, then Galiano would sell lots and pay
Eagle Equity. (Thompson Deposition, Page 100, Line 24 through Page 101, Line 2.)
At no point in time did Mr. Thompson have contact with any individual from an RBC
entity. (Thompson Deposition, Page 148, Lines 7 - 16.) After consulting his attorney, he
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executed the Subordination Agreement between Eagle Equity and RBC Centura Bank.
(Thompson Deposition, Page 148, Lines 17 - 25, and Page 149, Lines 17 - 20.)
Mr. Thompson testified that he had no knowledge of any facts that would tie RBC to
the event when Eagle Equity's deed of trust was reconveyed in February 2010. (Thompson
Deposition, Page 151, Lines 6 - 21.)
Mr. Thompson testified that his only issue with RBC in the case is that RBC did not tell
him about the Galiano sale to DAS Investments so that he could negotiate.

(Thompson

Deposition, Page 150, Lines 18 - 22.) His position that RBC was required to notify Eagle
Equity is based only on his assumption about the law. (Thompson Deposition, Page 152, Lines
8 - 19.) Mr. Thompson admitted that at the time that Galiano sold Galiano Estates to DAS
Investments, his deed of trust had been reconveyed and he did not have a secured second
position on the property. (Thompson Deposition, Page 152, Line 23 through Page 153, Line 1.)
Mr. Thompson agreed that RBC had the absolute right to give up its secured position
and accept payment for less than the full amount. (Thompson Deposition, Page 155, Lines 1 12.) Mr. Thompson agreed that even if provided with notice, RBC had no obligation to
negotiate with him. (Thompson Deposition, Page 155, Lines 20 - 22.)

III. ARGUMENT
A.

The Rules Applicable to Summary Judgment Proceedings and Applicable Case
Law Require that the Court Grant RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment.
Summary judgment is appropriate where the pleadings, depositions, admissions, and

affidavits on file show there is no genuine issue of material fact, and the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c); Northwest Bee-Corp v. Home Living
Serv., 136 Idaho 835, 838, 41 P.3d 263,266 (2002); City of Idaho Falls v. Home Indemnity Co.,
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126 Idaho 604, 606, 888 P.2d 383, 386 (1995). Through the summary judgment technique,
then, courts view all facts and inferences from the record in favor of the non-moving party.
Read v. Harvey, 141 Idaho 497, 499, 112 P.3d 785, 787 (2005), reh'g denied. This means the
moving party has the burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact.
I.R.C.P. 56(e); Orthman v. Idaho Power, 130 Idaho 597,600,944 P.2d 1360, 1363 (1997). See
also, G&M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 517, 808 P.2d 851, 854 (1991).
Nevertheless, while the court must liberally construe the facts and inferences contained
in the existing record in favor of the party opposing the motion to withstand a motion for
summary judgment, the non-moving party must anchor its case in something beyond
speculation. A mere scintilla of evidence does not create a genuine issue. Samuel v. Hepworth,
Nungester, & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87, 966 P.2d 303, 306 (2000); Edwards v.
Conchemco Inc., 111 Idaho 851, 853, 727 P.2d 1279, 1281 (Ct. App. 1986). Accordingly, the
party opposing the motion for summary judgment may not simply rest on allegations contained
in the pleadings; rather, the non-moving party must produce evidence by way of affidavit or
deposition in order to contradict the assertions of the moving party. Herman Ex. Rel. Herman v.
Herman, 136 Idaho 781, 784, 41 P.3d 209, 212 (2002); D.A.R. Inc. v. Sheffer, 134 Idaho 141,
144, 997 P.2d 602, 605 (2000); Ambrose v. Buhl School Dist. #412, 126 Idaho 581, 584, 887
P.2d 1088, 1091 (Ct. App. 1994). "Bare assertions that an issue of fact exists, in the face of
particular facts alleged by a movant, are not sufficient to create a genuine issue of fact. 11 Cates
v. Albertson's Inc., 126 Idaho 1030, 1033, 895 P.2d 1223, 1226 (1995); Farm Credit Bank of
Spokane v. Stevenson, 125 Idaho 270, 274, 869 P.2d 1365, 1369 (1994). In other words, the
nonmovant's response "must set forth specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. 11
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Id. In the case at hand, Plaintiff will be unable to present facts or law to support the claims
alleged against RBC.
B.

RBC Cannot be Liable Under Count I for Breach of the Title Insurance Contract.
Eagle Equity's breach of contract claim against RBC is set forth in Count I of its Second

Amended Complaint. In Count I, Paragraphs 40 through 45, allege that "Defendants" breached
the terms and duties "of the title insurance contracts." RBC had no role with regard to any title
insurance obtained by Eagle Equity. RBC is not a title insurance company and does not issue
title insurance contracts. (See Paragraph 10 to the Affidavit of Daniel Reid.) It is basic contract
law that an entity which is not a party to the contract cannot be liable for breach of a contract.
17 CJS CONTRACTS § 29. It is impossible for Eagle Equity to produce any evidence of a

contract for title insurance with RBC, much less a breach. For the foregoing reasons, Count I of
Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint must be dismissed against RBC.
C.

Count II of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint Must be Dismissed Against
RBC.
Count II of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint alleges "bad faith" against

RBC. Paragraphs 47 through 53 are entirely based upon allegations that "Defendants" denied
benefits to Eagle Equity under the title insurance policies. As previously stated, RBC had
absolutely nothing to do with Eagle Equity's title insurance. There is absolutely no set of facts
or law that Eagle Equity can rely upon to bring RBC within the allegations of this Count and
therefore Count II of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint must be dismissed against
RBC.
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D.

RBC Owed No Duty to Eagle Equity and Therefore Cannot be Liable for
Negligence Under Count III.
Count III of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint alleges that RBC and the title

companies owed duties to Eagle Equity as follows:
55.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants

owed legal recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:
(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and
c)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Eagle Equity alleges that the duties were breached because "the Defendants allowed the
reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest without authorization .... "
The elements for a negligence cause of action are well-established under Idaho law. A
cause of action for negligence includes proof of: (1) A duty, recognized by law, requiring the
defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) A breach of duty; (3) A causal
connection between the defendant's conduct and the resulting injuries; and (4) Actual loss or
damage. Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388,399,987 P.2d 300,311 (1999).
RBC is entitled to summary judgment on this negligence claim because RBC owed no
duties to Eagle Equity. First, due to the reconveyance of the Eagle Equity deed of trust in
February 2010, Eagle Equity had no security interest in the Galiano Estates property to protect
and the Subordination Agreement terminated. There was nothing left to subordinate to RBC's
senior lien. Second, Idaho law simply does not impose an obligation on a party secured in first
position by a deed of trust, to protect a party secured by a second deed of trust on the same
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property.
While RBC played no role in the reconveyance of Eagle Equity's deed of trust in
February 2010, that event changed the relationship between RBC and Eagle Equity since Eagle
Equity no longer had a second or subordinate loan. Mr. Thompson testified on behalf of Eagle
Equity that he was aware of no facts linking RBC to the reconveyance of Eagle Equity's deed of
trust. (Thompson Deposition, Page 151, Lines 6 - 21.) The Affidavit of Daniel Reid establishes
that RBC played no role in the reconveyance. (See Paragraph 11 to the Affidavit of Daniel
Reid.) Certainly, RBC secured in first position with its deed of trust did not owe any duty or
obligation to Eagle Equity once Eagle Equity's second position deed of trust had been
reconveyed.

Without a security interest in the property, Eagle Equity was no longer a

"Subordinate Lender" under the Subordination Agreement. Without a second position security
interest in the Galiano Estates property, there was nothing left to subordinate, thus discharging
the duties under the Subordination Agreement. Twin Harbors Lumber Co. v. Carrico, 92 Idaho
343, 348-349, 442 P.2d 753, 758 - 759 (1968). "There being no second loan deed any longer in
existence, there is no subject matter on which the subordination agreement, itself a simple
contract, can operate." Commercial Bank v. Stafford, 149 Ga.App. 736,256 S.E.2d 69 (1979).
Idaho law does not impose on RBC the duties alleged in Eagle Equity's Second
Amended Complaint. Idaho does not recognize those duties and Idaho caselaw confirms the
absolute right of the party secured in first position to assert its priority rights. As the senior
creditor, RBC had the right to be paid in accordance with its priority, i.e. the right to be paid in
full ahead of an inferior creditor. Blickenstaff v. Clegg, 104 Idaho 572, 580, 97 P.3d 439, 447
(2004); Culp v. Tri-County Tractor, Inc., 112 Idaho 894, 897, 736 P.2d 1348, 1351 (Ct.App.
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1987). Because RBC's deed of trust was recorded first, RBC had the right to be paid before
Eagle Equity regardless of the impact from the Eagle Equity deed of trust having been
reconveyed in February 2010. There can be no dispute that under Idaho law, the deed of trust
recorded first has priority over any subsequent security interest in the collateral.

Idaho

Development, LLC v. Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, 152 Idaho 401, 409, 272 P.3d 373, 381

(2011). The deed of trust recorded first has priority. New Phase Investments, LLC v. Jarvis,
153 Idaho 207,280 P.3d 710, 714-715 (2012). There being no legal basis to impose the alleged
duties on RBC, the negligence claim must be dismissed.
Finally, Plaintiff fails to realize that a negligence claim cannot be pursued to recover
purely economic damage. It is well established under Idaho law that a plaintiff cannot recover
damages in a negligence action when the damages are based upon economic loss. Clark v.
International Harvester Co., 99 Idaho 326, 336, 581 P.2 784, 794 (1978); Tusch Enterprises v.
Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 41, 740 P.2 1022, 1026 (1987). The economic loss doctrine prohibits a

claim for pure economic damages in a negligence claim because there is no duty to prevent
economic loss to another. Blahd v. Richard B. Smith, Inc., 141 Idaho 296, 300, 108 P.3 996,
1000 (2005). With no facts to support a negligence claim for personal injury or property
damage, Eagle Equity cannot maintain a negligence claim against RBC in this case. There
being no "special relationship" between RBC and Eagle Equity, there is no exception to the
economic loss doctrine and RBC is entitled to summary judgment on this claim. Duffin v. Idaho
Crop Improvement Assoc., 126 Idaho 1002, 1008, 895 P.2 1195, 1201 (1995).
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E.

Count IV Must be Dismissed because the Idaho Consumer Protection Act Does Not
Apply to the Relationship Between RBC and Eagle Equity.
The only relationship between Eagle Equity and RBC is that RBC was fully secured in

first position on the Galiano Estates property and Eagle Equity was secured in second position
by a deed of trust until it was reconveyed in February 2010.
RBC has never sold or provided goods or services of any kind to Eagle Equity. Eagle
Equity's Second Amended Complaint provides no explanation of any act by RBC that could
conceivably come within the definition of unfair methods and practices set forth in Idaho Code
§ 48-603.
The only act by RBC was to approve a short sale of the Galino Estates property by
Galiano, LLC, in May 2012, which RBC was fully entitled to do. At that time, Eagle Equity
was no longer secured by the property, its deed of trust having been reconveyed in February
2010.

F.

Counts V and VI of the Second Amended Complaint Must be Dismissed because
RBC Could Not Have Committed Fraud With Regard to Eagle Equity's Security
Interest.
Idaho law defines the nine (9) elements that must be proved by clear and convincing

evidence to establish a cause of action for fraud: (1) A statement or a representation of fact; (2)
Its falsity; (3) It's materiality; (4) The speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) The speaker's
intent that there be reliance; (6) The hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the statement; (7)
Reliance by the hearer; (8) Justifiable reliance; and (9) resultant injury. Lindberg v. Roseth,
137 Idaho 222,226, 46 P.3d 518, 522 (2002); Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 851, 934 P.2d 20,
24 (1997). Where on summary judgment a Plaintiff does not establish the elements of fraud, it
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is proper for the District Court to dismiss the claim. Chavez v. Barrus, 192 P.3d 1036 (Idaho
2008).
RBC had no contact with Eagle Equity and played no role in any conduct that was
adverse to Eagle Equity, and therefore it is impossible for RBC to have committed any
fraudulent act. (Thompson Deposition, Page 148, Lines 7 - 16.) It was not until May 2012 that
RBC approved a short sale of the Galiano Estates property. By that time, Eagle Equity's deed
of trust had been reconveyed and Eagle Equity no longer had a security interest in the Galiano
Estates property. RBC played absolutely no role in the reconveyance of Eagle Equity's deed of
trust in February 2010. The short sale that RBC approved was requested by borrower Galiano
based upon a transaction that it negotiated with purchaser DAS Investments.
For the foregoing reasons, Counts IV and VI of Eagle Equity's Second Amended
Complaint must be dismissed against RBC.

G.

Count VII of the Second Amended Complaint Must be Dismissed Because RBC
Has Done Nothing Adverse to Eagle Equity's Security Interest in the Galiano
Estates Property.
In Idaho, a claim for conversion has three elements: (1) That the charged party

wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) That property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at
the time of possession; and (3) The property in question is personal. Taylor v. McNichols, 149
Idaho 826,846,243 P.3d 642,662 (2010).
Clearly, the tort of conversion would not apply to any allegation by Eagle Equity that
the company lost its collateral. The Galiano Estates property is real property, not personal
property, and therefore inapplicable since the third element of conversion cannot be established
under Idaho law.
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The first and second elements of conversion cannot be established against RBC because
RBC has never had "dominion" over any property or property interest of Eagle Equity. Since
RBC played no role in the reconveyance of Eagle Equity's deed of trust and since at the time of
the short sale in May 2012, Eagle Equity had no security interest in the Galiano Estates
property, it is impossible for RBC to have converted any property rights of Eagle Equity.
Further, the approval of a short sale is well within the rights of RBC under Idaho law.
RBC did not deed or convey away any rights that Eagle Equity may claim to that property. At
the time of the short sale, RBC did agree to a reconveyance of its first position deed of trust so
that Galiano, LLC could sell to DAS Investments, Inc., free of RBC's security interest,
however, that step could hardly be adverse or detrimental to Eagle Equity.

H.

Count VII of the Second Amended Complaint Must be Dismissed because Eagle
Equity Cannot Prove the Elements of Unjust Enrichment as to RBC.
To establish a claim for unjust enrichment, Eagle Equity would have to prove: (1) A

benefit conferred upon RBC by Eagle Equity; (2) Appreciation by RBC of such benefit; and (3)
Acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for RBC to retain the
benefit without payment to Eagle Equity of the value. Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Co. v.

Peiper, 133 Idaho 82, 88,982 P.2d 917,923 (1999).
Eagle Equity cannot establish any of the elements of unjust enrichment as to RBC.
Eagle Equity did not confer a benefit upon RBC. As the party secured by a first position deed
of trust, RBC was entitled to be paid. At the time that RBC approved the short sale, Eagle
Equity was not secured by the property. If Eagle Equity had a security interest in the Galiano
Estates property, it was second to RBC. RBC's right to be paid in full ahead of Eagle Equity
was due to its secured position and not a "benefit" conferred by Eagle Equity. By definition,
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the second and third elements must also fail because no benefit was conferred by Eagle Equity
on RBC. In addition, there is nothing inequitable about RBC receiving payment from the short
sale of the Galiano Estates property since RBC was entitled to that payment by virtue of its first
position deed of trust.
Eagle Equity claims that "Defendants have been unjustly enriched through its
conversion of Plaintiffs property." As set forth above, there is no set of facts to establish
conversion against RBC. In May 2012, RBC agreed to a short sale of the property for less than
the debt that Galiano owed to RBC. Since RBC was in first position secured by the property
and was entitled to be paid in full before Eagle Equity recovered any funds, it is impossible for
RBC to have been unjustly enriched.

I.

Count IX of the Second Amended Complaint Must be Dismissed because RBC Has
Not Committed a Tort and Has Not Interfered With Any Economic Interest of
Eagle Equity.

The tort of interference with prospective economic advantage requires Eagle Equity to
prove: (1) The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) Knowledge of the expectancy on
the part of the interferer; (3) Intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy;
(4) The interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself
(i.e. that the defendant interfered for an improper purpose or improper means); and (5)
Resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. Highlands Enterprises,

Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).
There is simply no conduct by RBC that would support this claim by Eagle Equity.
Eagle Equity lost any interest in the Galiano Estates property back in February 2010 when its
deed of trust was reconveyed. RBC played no role whatsoever in that event. At the time of the
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short sale in May 2012, Eagle Equity had no security interest in the property and therefore no
economic interest. Further, the only conduct by RBC was the approval of a short sale at the
request of Galiano, LLC. RBC had every right under Idaho law to allow a short sale to recover
a partial payment on the loan secured by the Galiano Estates property.

IV. CONCLUSION
This Motion for Summary Judgment demonstrates that there are no legal theories and
no set of facts to support the claims against RBC.

For the reasons set forth in this

Memorandum, it is appropriate for the court to enter judgment dismissing Plaintiffs Second
Amended Complaint against RBC.

DATED this t)/

~i day of_/}.....,.f_r_,'~____
/
, 2014.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

~

Attorney for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law·Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

5
6
7

10

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH 1UDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,

vs.

RESPONSE TO DAS INVESTMENTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a Califor11ia corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho

Limited Liability Company)i EDWARD J.
MASON. an individual, and John Does III~X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

28
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Defendants.

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, Eagle Equity Fund (''EEF"), the Plaintiff,
provides the following memorandum in response to DAS Investments' Motion for Summary
Judgment:

I.

9

10
11

12
13

INTRODUCTION
Eagle Equity Fund is forced to defend yet another premature motion for summary

judgment on all claims for relief. In this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Various

Motions dated Febmary 26, 2014, the Court already withheld summary judgment on counts 5,6,
and 9 pursuant to I.R.C.P, 56(£). Given that DAS is a link in the chain of title on the Galiano
property, DAS is an essential part of any fraudulent conveyance claim or collusion claim. Thus,

14

dismissing DAS without allowing further discovery is to reconsider and set aside the Court's
15
16

17
18

previous decision concerning the fraudulent conveyance and collusion claims. DAS cm1·ently
claims no involvement in the reconveyance ofEEF's trust deed, however, EEF should be allowed
to investigate fmther into the tortious interference claim due to the comments made to counsel by

Mr. Ted Mason himself.

19

III.

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

STANDARD OF REVIEW
I.R.C.P. 56(c), specifies that a motion for summary judgment should only be granted if the

"pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits. if any, show that
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact, and that the moving party is e11titled to a
judgment as a matter of law," The Idaho Supreme Court in Cuevas v. B(fl'taia reminded courts
that disputed facts and reasonable inferences should be liberally construed in favor of the nonmoving party Cuevas v. Ban·aza, 277 P.3d 337, 341. If the record contains conflicting inferences
or reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, a summary judgment must be denied.

Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 542, 808 P.2d 876,878 (1991). A court must not grant a

28
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1

motion for summary judgment if the pleadings, depositions. and admissions on file, together with

2

the affidavits, if any, show that there is a genuine issue as to any material fact. McCoy v. Lyons,

3

120 Idaho 765, 820 P.2d 360 (1991); Bonz v. Sudwe-eks, 119 Idaho 539, 808 P,2d 876 (1991).

4

IV.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS INAPPROPRIATE AT Tms TIME BECAUSE

5

DISCOVERY IS STILL ONGOING CONCERNING MANY CRITICAL ISSUES

6

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedw-e 56(f) weighs in favor of further discovery. As 56(f)

7

8

cwTently states,

10

Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the 1notion that the party
cannot for l'easons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
conti11uance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.

11

Discovery in this case has been ongoing for several months, and there are still numerous

12

avenues and aspects of this case that need to be explored. The Defendants however have formed

13

a veritable conga line in front of the Cowt asking for full dismissals on every claim before th.ere

14

has even been a fair chance for Eagle Equity Fund to conduct a full discovery. In fact, the Court

15

has yet to even enter a scheduling order in this case.

9

16

So far. the evidence at hand shows that DAS could well have defrauded EEF in violation

17

of Idaho Code § 55-901, conspired with other, Defendants to defraud EEF in violation of Idaho

18

Code§ 55-901. or tortiously interfered with EEF's prospective economic advantage. For starters,

19

DAS's own affidavits show that DAS likely conspired with Edward Mason and Galiano against

20

RBC when DAS purchased 43 of the subject lots in a sh01t sale and gave one of these lots back to

21

Ted Mason Signatul'e Homes as a kickback. (Deel. Of Tim Eck, Ex, F), Next. DAS had already

22

signed contracts to sell the subject properties to Corey Barton Homes, Inc. before closing the deal

23

with Galiano. (Aff. of Aaron Tribble, Ex. A and B). Edward Mason himself stated to counsel

24

that he was approached by Mr. Eck, manager of DAS, more than a yea1· before the closing of the

25

sho1t sale and he inf01med Mr. Bek that EEF had a secured interest in the property. (Aff. of

26

Aaron Tribble ,r,1 10-12). DAS then made about $270,000 on these prope11ies before they had

27

even closed the deal with Galiano. (Aff. of Aaron Tribble ff 4-6). These are not just badges of

28

fraud but a clear indication that there is much more information that needs to be discovered from
~
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1

the Defendants before the Court can make a true ruling on the merits concerning summary

2

judgment. Although two years had elapsed between the Wl'Ongful reconveyance of EEF' s trust

3

deed and Galiano's short sale of the subject prope11y, the behavior that occurred in 2012 wa1nnts

4

further investigation into the DAS's acts prior to 2012. At this time, it is simply unknown how

5

far back DAS's involvement goes.

6

It also beats mentioning that this Cowi, as part of TitleOne's motion for summary

7

judgment, has already granted EEF relief under 1·ule 56(£) in order to allow more discovery on the

8

fraudulent conveyance, collusion, and tortious inte1ference claims. This same discovery also

9

includes DAS's involvement in the wrongful reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust. Given that

10

both the 55-901 et seq claim and the collusion claim hinge on the BFP status of DAS, it is

11

certainly premature to grant summary judgment to DAS before EEF has deposed Tim Eck, DAS's

12

manager, and because the Court already withheld summary judgment for TitleOne's claims. The

13

Deposition of Tim Eck is currently scheduled for May 22°d.

14

Much discovery remains to be done concerning EEF's I.C. § 55~901 et seq clajm and

15

collusion claim against DAS, whose summary judgment request is vastly premature. Because of

16

the speed of the transaction, and the immediate profit, the possibility exists that DAS was just

17

acting as a strawman for Corey Baiton. Edward Mason's statement that he told Tim Eck about

18

EEF's secured interest certainly calls into doubt DAS's status as a BFP. Without a chance to

19

conduct discovery concerning these possibilities, it makes no sense for the Court to rule on this

20

motion at this time. Therefore. the Plaintiff respectfully requests that summary judgment on the

21

I.C. § 55-901 et seq claim and the collusion claim be denied pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f), because

22

EEF is entitled to conduct discove1:y concerning these issues of material fact and the Court has

23

already extended discovery on these claims as a result ofTitleOne's motion.

24

VII.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR COUNT IX, TORTIOUS

25

INTERFERENCE

26

Because Mr. Mason has stated that he notified Mr. Eck about the existence of EEF's

27

secu1·ed interest in the property, questions still remah1 concerning when Mr. Eck was notified and

28

what if any involvement Mr. Eck had in the creation of the Reconveyance of Tmst Deed at issue
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1

in this case. Cow1Sel for EEF intends to probe Mr. Eck via deposition about his jnteractions with

2

Mr, Mason and TitleOne. Also, counsel requests more time to either obtain swom statements

3

from Mr. Mason or have him deposed. Without a chance to conduct this discovery, it makes no

4

sense for the Court to rule on this motion at this time as it concerns tortious interference.

S

Therefore, the Plaintjff respectfully requests that summary judgment on the to11ious interference

6

claim and the collusion claim be denied pwsuant to LR.C.P. 56(f), because EEF is entitled to

7

conduct discovery concerning these issues of material fact and the Court has already extended

8

discovery on these claims as a result ofTitleOne's motion.

9

CONCLUSIONS
I

10

As a whole, DAS's motion for summary judgment is a premature waste of time for both

11

this Court and EEF. DAS is fully aware that there has not yet even been a scheduling conference

12

for this case, and they are fully aware that there has not yet been a deadline set for discovery. Yet

13

DAS believes that their version of events is to be taken as fact and that EEF has no need for

14

further discovery and cross-examination of the evidence, This ridiculous position does nothing

15

more than add legal costs to EEF, and wastes valuable time by having EEF defend such a motion.

16

And for the reasons above, EEF respectfully requests that the Court delay ruling on DAS's

17

motion until such time as EEF has had a full and fair opportunity to conduct discovery.

18

19

20

Dated: April

zg;c., ,2014

21

22

Respectfully Submitted,

23

24
25

Aaron J. Tribble

26

Attorney for Plaintiff

27
28
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1

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3
4

5

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

2£'1~day of /4r;/ ,2014, I caused a true and

6

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

7

addressed to the following:

8

9

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP

10

P0Box2720

11

Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

12
13

14

15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

Erin Stines
Fidelity._National Law Group
1200-6'" Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: 206-223-4527
John Ward
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields
Chtd
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOtlt Floor
Boise, ID
Fax: 208-385-5384
Richard Mollerup
Chad Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712
Michael T, Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-3 88-100 l
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemig_ht Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsimile

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

28
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1
2

3

4

Aaron J. Tribble

5

Attorney for Plaintiff

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22

23
24
25

26
27
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLER UP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD J. MASON

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,
Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
) ss.
)

I, EDWARD J. MASON, being duly sworn, depose and say:
1.

I am a named defendant in the above-entitled matter and make this affidavit based

upon my own personal knowledge. If called to testify in this matter, I could and would
competently testify to the truth of the matters set forth herein.

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD J. MASON - 1
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.
2.

I am also known as Ted Mason.

3.

Since the organization of Defendant Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") on June 13, 2006,

I have been and continue to be the manager of Galiano.
4.

On behalf of Galiano, I signed the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement

("PSA"), a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A, under which Galiano
contracted to sell forty three (43) lots in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, aka Walnut Creek
Subdivision, located in Kuna, Idaho ("Property").
5.

On behalf of Galiano, I signed the General Warranty Deed attached hereto as

Exhibit B.
6.

The sale of the Property closed on May 8, 2012 ("Closing").

7.

At no point prior to the Closing did I communicate to, or indicate in any way to,

Timothy W. Eck, Travis Stroud, Scott A. Tschirgi, EAMI, LLC ("EAMI"), or DAS Investments,
LLC ("DAS") that the Property was subject to a secured interest of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
("EEF").
8.

At no point prior to the Closing did I communicate to, or indicate in any way to,

Timothy W. Eck, Travis Stroud, Scott A. Tschirgi, EAMI or DAS that the Property was subject
to a deed of trust in favor of EEF.
9.

At no point prior to the Closing did I communicate to, or indicate in any way to,

Timothy W. Eck, Travis Stroud, Scott A. Tschirgi, EAMI or DAS that EEF was claiming an
interest in the Property.
10.

At no point prior to the Closing did I discuss in any way with Timothy W. Eck,

Travis Stroud, Scott A. Tschirgi, EAMI or DAS that the Property had been subject to a deed of
trust in favor of EEF or that such deed of trust had been reconveyed.

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD J, MASON - 2
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11.

At no point prior to the Closing did I discuss in any way with Timothy W. Eck,

Travis Stroud, Scott A. Tschirgi, EAMI or DAS that Galiano had executed a promissory note in
favor of EEF.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
DATED this

'(; day of May 2014.

BY:
Edward J. Masoty'
~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this S day of
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
fl-_
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the £day of May 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[
]
[
]
[ v"']
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
]
[
]
[ v"']
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[
]
[
]
[ v"']
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[
]
[
]
[ v"']
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dQenny@cosholaw.com
[
]
v"']
[
[
]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

molleruQ@lawidaho.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad W. Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano,
LLC

]
[
[
]
[ v"]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com
[

]
[
]
[ v"]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ms12ink@s12inkbutler.com
clamer@s12inkbutler.com

Chad M. Nicliolson
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e.
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
THIS REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is
made and entered Into effective as of the 16th day of April, 2012 (the "Effective Date"), by and
between Galiano LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Seller"), and EAMI LLC, n
Delaware limited liability company and/or it assigns (the "Buyer").
·
RECITALS
A. Selle1· is the owner of that certain real propc1ty located in Ada County, Idaho, as

legally descdbed on Exhibit A, attuchcd hc1·cto, together with all easements, rights of
way, development rights, air dghts, watol' rights, hcreditmncnts and appmtenances
thereto (collectively, the "Property").
'B. The Property is suoject .to a deed of trust elated November 17, 2006, recorded on

November 17, 2006 us Instrument No. 106181858, Official Records of Ada County,
Idaho, wherein Seller is grantor and RBC Centura Bank ("RBC") is beneficiary
(°Deed of Tmst").
C. Buye1· desires to purchase the Property and Seller desires to sell, transfor and convey
the Property, according to the provisions hereinafter set fo1·th.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which the parties agree are
true and correct, the mutual covenants contained herein and othe1· good and val~1abJe
considerntion, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:
l, AGREJi~MENT OF SALE AND PURCHASE. Seller agrees to seJI, transfer and
convey, uncl Buyer agrees to purchase and accept title to the Property, in accordance with the
terms and conditions set fmih herein.
2. PURCHASE PRICI~ AND PAYMENT TERMS. Buyer shall pay Seller the sum of
Eight Hundred Sixty Thousnnd and 00/100 Dollal's, ($860,000.00) (the "Purchase Price") as
considcratlort fol' the Property. Buyer agrees to pay the Pmchase Price in cash at Closing
(defined below) as follows:
2.1.
llimosit, Upon tho execution of this Agl'eemcnt by Buyer nnd Seller, Buyer shall
deposit in escrow earnest money in the amount of Ten Thousand Dollat's ($10,000.00) to be held
by Title Company) as defined below (the "Deposit"). If Buyer elects not to close the transaction
contomplated hereby fol' any reason set forth herein, the entire Deposit shall be retumed by the
Title Co11tp1my to the Buyer.
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2.2.
Cash Payment. The balance of the Purchase Price (P~11·ch11se Price less the
Deposit) in the amount of Eight Hundred Fifty Thousand Dolhu-s ($850,000.00) shall be paid by
Buyer in immediately available funds delivered at Closing to the Title Company.

3. SHORT SALE CONl>ITION AND DUE DILIGENCE. Buyer and Seller
acknowledge that the Property is currently encumbered by the Deed of Trust and that the
Purchase Price is not sufficient to fully and completely pay the obligations secured by said
instrument. Seller shall have five (5) days from the effective date of this Agreement (°Consent
Period") to negotiate and obtain, on terms acceptable to Seller, RBC's written acceptance and
consent to this Agreement, which acceptance and consent shall include an obligation to release
any and all encumbrances Cl'eated by the Deed of Trust against the Property upon RBC's receipt
of the Closing proceeds net of closing costs, outstanding homeowncr's fees/due, taxes and any
liens having priority to those of the Deed of T1ust. Seller shall take all reasonable steps to
ptocure the acceptance and consent of RBC within the atlotted time. The foregoing is a
condition to Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property, and can be waived only by Buyer. If
the foregoing conclition is not met, Buyer' may, within five (5) days from the expiration the
Consent Pc1'iod, grant Seller M extension period not to exceed an additional ten (10) days
("Extended Consent Pel'iod") to procure the acceptance and consent of RBC. If the Extended
Consent Period is not granted by Buyer, the Deposit shall be promptly delivered by the Title
Company to Buyer and Bttyer shull have no further rights or remedies hereunder. If Seller is
unable to produce RBC's written acceptance and consent within the Extended Consent Pel'iod,
the Deposit shall be refunded by the Title Company to Buyer. Buyer's obligations under this
Agreement shall be deemed satisfied, and Buyer shall have no futthcr obligations to Seller
hereunder.

of

4. TITLE AND TITLE INSURANCE.
4.1.
Title to Prone11y. Seller warrnnts that it is the fee simple owner of the Property.
Within five (5) business days after the Effective Date, Buye1·, at Seller's sole cost and expense,
shall obtain a commitment for owner's title insurance policy, issued by Pioneer Title Company
(Carrie Homburg), located at 5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 150, Nampa, ID 83687 (the "Title
Company") for the Property (the untie Commitment"), showing iusurable title to the Properly in
the Seller.
4.2. Title_Pefects. Buyer shall have five (5) calendm· days after the date Buyer
receives the Title Commitment, and RBC's written acceptance and consent as provided in
Section 3 above, to object to any matters contained in the Title Commitment (such objections,
the "Title Objections", and such five (5) day period, the "Title Review Period"). Buyer's failure
to provide notlco of any Title Objections within such Title Review Pel'iod will be deemed
approval by Buyer of the condition of title to the Property. Seller shall have five (5) calendar
days after receipt of the Title Objections to notify Buyer that Seller (a) will cause the Title
Objections to be removed or insured over by the Title Com1mny1 or (b) elects not to cause any or
all Title Objections disclosed therein to be removed or insured over by the Title Conlpany. If
Sellet· elects not to cause any 01· all Title Objections to be removed or Insured over by the Title
Company, Buyer shall notify Seller within five (5) business days of the date Buyer is so
iltformed whether Buyer elects to accept title without removal of the Title Objections or whether
Buyel' elects to terminate this Agreement. Upon such termination, the Deposit shall be retumed
REALESTATBPURCHASEANDSALEAORl:mMf:lNT-2
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to Buyer, and neither pnrty shall have any furthe1· obligations hereunder. All exceptions set fol'lh
on the Title Commitment approved a11d accepted by Buyer pm.rnant to this Section 4,2 shall be
refen·ed to as the "Pem1itted Exceptions. u Notwithstm1ding the foregoing, SelJer shall be
required to 1·emove (a) any and all monetary liens, ohlhns und encumbrnnces from the Property
whether 01· not Buyer objects thel'eto, and no such lien, claim or encumbrance shall be deemed a
Permitted Exception for any purpose; (b) any property taxes other th11n those for the current
calendar year not yet due and payable; and, (c) any outstanding or unpaid homeowner's
assessments, obligations or lieus;
4.3.
Title Insurance. Following the Closing, Seller, nt Seller's cost, will pr'Ovlde to
Buyer a standard coverage title insurance policy pursuant to the Title Commitment, duted ns of
the Closing and insuring Buyer In the amount of the Purchase Pl'ice against loss or damage by
reason of defect in Buyer's dtle to the Property subject only to the gene1·at exceptions shown on
tho Title Commitment and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). Buyei· shall be responsible
fo1· ~II costs associated wlth, any extended covernge, title insurance 01· endor~ements desh'ed by
Buyer.
4.4
Conveyance of Title. At Closing, Seller shall execute and deliver lo Buyc1· a
general warranty deed In the form attached hereto as Exhibit B, conveying good and mat·ketablc
title to the Property free and clear of any liens, defects or encumbrances, except any matter
created or allowed by Buyer and the Pcnnitted Exceptions {the "Deed").

5, ASSIGNMENT OF DECLARANT'S RIGHTS, Soller shall assign all Declarant's
rights as defined under the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and upon wl'itten notJfication by Buyer, Buyc1· sha11 have produce an agreement for
assignment of Declarant's l'ights that shall be executed by Seller and recorded at closing. Buyer
accepts the ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL COMMITIBB (ACC) BUILDING DESIGN
GUIDELINES as they currently exist in the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS,
CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A.
Galiano Estates Subdivision) recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho under
instrument #108129452 and hereby waives any rights pl'ovldcd as assignee grantol' to amend or
revise the recorded guidelines.
6. CONDITIONS PRICCE})ENT OJ? BUYER, Buye1· 1s obligation to consummate the
tl'ansaction contemplated herein is expressly conditioned upon the occurrence of each of the
following:

6.1.
Condition of Title. Buyer's satisfaction and approval of the condillon oftltlo to
the Propel'ty and Seller's delivery of title in the condition set fol'lh in ~ection 4,4.

6.2.

P.~l!veries at Closing. The delivery at Closing to Buyer of the items set forth in

Section 7.2.
6.3.
Seller's Ronrosentati~. S0l101•'s rep1·esentntions and wal'rantles set forth in
Section 10 being true and col'rcct in all matedal respects as of the Effective Date and at Closing.
REALESTATEPURCHASBANDSALllAOJU!BMENT-3
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7, CLOSJNG AND RELATED MATTERS.
7.1.
Closing. The Closing for the purchase of the Pl'operty shall take J>lace ot\ or
befo1·e May 7, 2012, or if earliet·, the date on which Buyer notifies Seller that the conditions
precedent set forth in Section 6 hiwe been satisfied or waived (the "Closing''), If Closing is to be
earlier than ten (IO) calendar days after expiration of the General Review Period, Buyer shall
provide Seller with no less than five (5) calendar days pl'iol' written notice of the date of Closing.
7.2.
Escrow Closing. The Closing shall take place at the office of the Title
Company. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in escrow with the Title Company all instl'uments,
documents and monies (payable in cash by wfrc funds or official bank check to Seller), as
necessary to complete the sale in accordance with this Agrcoment, including without limitation
the Deed.
7.3.
~losing Costs; Prorntions. '!'he cost of the Title Com1>any 1s eso1·ow closing fees
relating to the transactions contemplated he1·ein shall be equally divided between'Seller and
Buyer. Seller shall pay the cost for the standard form Title Policy and any e11dotsen1ent
necessary to insure over any matter objected to by Duyer in accordance with Section 4. Buyer
shall pay for all recording foes and any extended title insurance 01· any endorsements desired by
Buyer not necessaty to cme n title defeot objected to by Buyer in accordance with Section 4. Ad
valorem, real properly and similar taxes with respect to the Property, utility charges and other
expenses and rents with respect to the Property shall be pl'orntcd as of the Closing date. All other
expenses not speciftcn!ly l'eferenced in this Agreement and incurred by Seller or Buyer with
respect to this transaction sha.U be borne and paid exclusively by the pa11y incurring the same,
without reimbursement from the other party.

7.4.
Closing date.

Possession. Possession of the P1·operty shall be delivered to Buyet·

011

the

7.5.
Risk of Loss. Risk of loss of 01· damage to the Property shall be borne by Seller
until the Closing. From and after the Closing, loss of or dnmage to the Prope1ty shaH be borne
by Buyer.
7.6.
Co.ndemnution. If any matel'ial portion of the Prope11y is or becomes the subject
of any condemnation p1·oceeding prior to the Closing, B\1ye1· may, at its option, tenninate this
Ag1·eemenl by giving notke of such termination to Seller within ten ( I0) business clays fol lowing
the date Buyet· lenrns about the condemnation proceeding, and upon such termination this
Ag1·eemcnt shall be of no ful'ther force or effect. Bllyer's good faith determination of whether n
mate1·ial pol'lion of the Ptoperty i& or hM become the :mhjeet of any condemnation proceeding
shall be binding. Prnvided, however, Buyer may elect to pul'chase the Prope1iy 1 in which case the
total Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award received by S~ller
at or pJ·ior to the Closing. On Closing, Selle1· shall assign to Buyer all Sellel''s rights ln and to
any futul'c condemnation awards or other proceeds payable 01· to become payable by reason of
any taking of the Property. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of eminent domain or condemnation
proceedings and flny changes to the zoning of the Prope11y within three (3) cnlcnda1· days after
Seller learns of such proceedings.
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8. REPRESENTATIO NS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.
The matters set forth in this Article 8 conslltute representations and warrnnties by Buyer
which arc now and shall at the Closing be trnc and correct:
8. I.
b_uthority. Buyel' is a limited liability company validly created and existing in
the state of Dclawal'e. Buyer, and each person executing this Agl'eement and all other documents
to be executed hereunder on behalf of Buyer have the necessal'y authority to enter into this
Agreement and to execute snch documents~ and the signatures of such person and/or entity are
binding upon and enforceable against the Buyer.
8.2.
Enforceability_. This Agl'eement has been duly executed and delivered by Buyer
~nd is enforceable against Buyer in accordance with the terms hereof, except as enforceability
may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency 01· !'eorganization laws or applicable principles of
equity.
8.3.
Contrnvention. Buyer is not prohibited from consummating the tmnsactions
contemplated by this Agreement by any law, regulation, agreement, h1stmme11t, restriction, order
01· judgment.
8.4.
Investigation of Pron.mx, Buyer has been or will be permitted access to the
Real Property and will have actually inspected the Real Pt'ope11y prior to Closing. Buyel''s
consummation of the Transaction is based upon such inspection and not on uny l'epresentations
or warranties of Seller, except those expressly set forth in this Agreement. Buyer ug1·ees to
accept the Real Property in an "AS IS, WHERE IS" condition, subject only to the express
warranties of Seller set forth in this Agreement.
9. DISCLOSURES AND POST"CLOSING CONTINGENCIES. Notwithstanding
anything in this Agreement to the contl'ary, Iluyer acknowledges that the Property is currently
within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID0 ), which subjects the Property to
certain tel'ms and conditions as requit'ed by the Kuna LID and the Properly is annexed into the
recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer accepts
the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that Buyer will receive copies of
the appl'oprinte recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND
RES'I'RlCTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and the LID Assessment M m1 exception In the Title Commitment.

10, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRAN'rmS OF SELLER,
The matters set forth in this A11icle 10 constit\lte representations and wall'anties by Seller
whioh are now nnd shall at the Closing bo true and con-ect:

10.1.
Authority. Seller Is a limited liability company validly created nnd existing in
the state of Idaho, Scllo1·, and each person executing this Agreement and all othea· documents to
be executed hereunder on behalf of Seller have the necessary authority to enter into this
Agl'eement and to execute such documents, and the signatul'es of such pel'son{s) and/or entity al'c
RRAl,BSTATEPURCHASEANDSALRAOIU!HMBNT-5
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binding upon and enforceable against the Seller.
10.2.
E11forceability. This Agreement J1as been duly executed and delivered by Selie!'
and is enforceable against Selle!' In accol'dance with the terms he!'eof, except as enforceability
may be limited by bankruptcy. insolvency or reo1·ganizatio11 laws Ol' applicable p1'i11ciples of
equity.
10.3.
Proceedi!\&.~· There are no pending or threatened condemnations or similar
proceedings affecting any part of the Prope1ty.

10.4,
Contrnvcntion. Selle1' is not prohibited from consummating the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement by any law, regulation, agreement, instrument, restriction, order
or judgment.
10.5.
Comnliance. Seller has not received any written notice from any governmental
authority that the Property is not in compliance with any applicable laws.
l 0.6.
Litigrui.Ql!. There is no litigation pending affecting Seller or the Propel'ty and to
Seller's knowledge, no such litigation has been threatened.
10.7.
Liens and A§~essnwnts. There have been no labor or materinls furnished to the
Prnpel'ly by or on behalf of Seiter fol' which payment in foll has 1101 been made 01· will not be
made priol' to Closing.
10.8.
D~fects. To the best of Seller's knowledge, and except as disclosed in writing
to Buyer, there t\re 110 latent defocls or deficiencies in or to the land, fixtures, improvements,
walls, paving, mof, and strncturc situated 01· constrncted ltpon the Properly.
10.9.
No ijQZJ1t9Q\1S Substances. Neither Seller nor. at1y tenant 01· occupant during
Seller's ownership of the Propc1·ty, nor any previous owner of the Propei-ty 01· any other person
or entity, to the Seller's knowledge, has ever used, generated, pl'Ocessed 1 stored, disposed of,
released, or discharged any Ha7..at'dous Substance on, under or about the Prope1ty or transported
it to or from the Prope1iy, nor to the Seller's knowledge, has any pmty ever alleged that any such
activities have occuri-ed. Selle1· has not received notification of any kind fi'om any agency
suggesting that tho Property is or may be targeted for a nsupe1fund11 cleanup under any
applicable environmental Jaw, nor to Seller's knowledge, is it snbject to any lien related to any
environmental matter. ln the event Selle1· has breached the representatio1'.ls and wal'rnnties in this
Section 10.9, Sellei· shall indemnify. defend and hold Buyer and Its successors and assigns
Jumnless from and against any and all loss, damage, claints, penalties, liabllity, suits, costs and
expenses (Including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys 1 fees and also including, without
limitatio11, costs of l'emedial action or cleanup) suffered 01· incul'l'ed by Bu)'el' arising out of or
related to nny such use of the Property, 01· portlon thereof, occurring prloi· to the co1weyance to
B\lyer. For purposes of this Agreement, 111-lazardous Substance'' means any si1bstance, material
or waste wbich is (a) defined as a uhaz~wd<ms waste," 1'111.'lztu·dous materlnl,11 ''hazardous
substance/' 11o>etremely hazat'dous waste/' 01· 11l'estricted hazardous waste" u11de1· any provision of
federal or state faw; (b) petroleum; (c) asbestos; (d) polychlorlnated biphcnyhi; (e) radioactive
matcrialsi (f) designated as a 1'hazardous subshmce11 pursuant lo the Clea11 Water Act; (g) defined
as a 11 hazardous substance" pul'suant to Resource Conservation Recovery Act; (h) defined as a
RBI\LllSTATBPURCI-IASE ANDSAl,BAOREEMENT,·-6
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"hazardous substance" pursuant to the Comprehensive Envil'onmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act; 01· determined by federal, state or local govemmental authority to be capable
of posing a risk ofhtjmy to heath, safety or property, including underground storage tanks.
10.10. ~ , . WHERE IS. Seller has made no oral warranties or expl'ess wan·anties
except for those wat'rnnties !!pecifically expressed in this Agreement. Seller expressly disclaims
all implied warranties and is selli11g the Real Property to Buye1· h1 an "AS 18, WHERE JS 91
condition.
I 1. COVENANTS OF SELLER,

11. 1.
No Further Agreements. Soller ag1·ees that from the Effective Date and until
Closing or earlier termination of this AgreementJ Seller shall not list, offer for sale, sell, contract
to sell, negotiate the sale of, nor enter into any offe1· fo1· purchase or sale, or a letter of intent to
negotiate for the purchase or sale of the Prope1·ty and will accept no back-up offers for the
Property. Sel!e1· further agrees that from tho Effective Date and until Closing' or earlier
termination of this Agt·cement, Seller shall not enter Into or grant any contract, lease, easement,
deed of trust, mortgage1 lie!\ or encumbrance affecting 01· burdening the Property.
11.2.
Insurru1c~. Thl'Ough Closing, Seller shall maintain 01· cause to be maintained ln
full force and effect the cmrent comprehensive gcneml liabilityJ casualty and other insurance
policies on the Prnpol'ly.
11.3.
fu\tisfaction of Obligations. Seller will timely satisfy, discharge and pay when
due all claims, liens, security interests, obligations and encumbrances due and payable with
respect to the Property.
11.4.
~oop.£.tation .with Buyer. Seller shall fully cooperate with Buyel' and shall
pl'omptly provide Buyel' with copies of such information, to the extent the same is in Seller's
possession 01· otherwise available to Seller, which Buyer requests as pa1t oflts due diligence.

12, NOTICES, Any notice under this Agreement shall be in w1·iting and be delivered In
person or by public or private com'iet· service (so long as such service::1 provide written
confirmation of delivery) {Including U.S. Postal Service Express Mail) or certified mail, retum
receipt requested, or by facsitulle. Any notice given by registered or certified mail shall be sent
with retum receipt requested. Any notice given by facsimile shall be verified by confirmation.
All notices shall be addressed to the parties at the addresses contained herein or at such other
addresses as the pal'tics may from time to time direct in writing. Any notice shall be deemed to
have been given on (a) actual dellve1·y 01· refusal, (b) three (3) business days after mailing by
l'cgistered 01· ce1tifled mail, or (c) the day fac.<:imile delivery is vel'ificd.
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If to Seller:

•'

I

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave
Eagle, Idnho 83616

Ifto Buyer:

EAMI LLC
Attn: Scott A. Tschirgi
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

13. BINDING EFFECT. This Agreement sholl be bind! ng upon and shall inure to the
benefit of the parties I1ereto, and their respective heirs, personal rep1·esentatlvcs, successors and
, assigns.
14, COUNTERPARTS. This Ag1·cemcnt may be executed in counterpai1s, each of
which shall constitute an original, but all together shall constitute one and the same Agreement.
15. SURVIVAL OF TERMS, Except as specifically provided herein, the te11ns,
provisions, warrunties, covenants and indemnities shall survive the Closing and delivery of the
Deed, and this Agreement shall not be merged therein, but shall remain binding upon and for the
parties hereto until fully observed, kept or performed for a period of two (2) years.

16. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement embodies the entire agreement between
the pnt1ies hereto with res1>ect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, cl!lmge, modification
or amendment to 01· of thls Agl'eemcnt of any kind whatsoever shall be made or claimed by
Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification or amendment made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force 01· effect wliatsoever unless the same shall be
endorsed in writing and be signed by the party against which the enforcement of such extension,
change1 modification or amendment is sought, nnd then only to the extent sel forth in such
instrnment.
17. CAPTIONS. The captions at the beginning of the several sections, respectively, arc
fot' convenience in localing the context, but are not pt,rl of the text,
18. SEVERABILITY. In the event any non-material term or provlslo11 of this
Agreement shall be held illegal, invalid or unenfol'ceable 01· inoperative as a matter of law, the
remaining tc1ms and provisions of tbis Agreement shall not be affected thereby, but each such
term and provision shall be valid and shall remain in f\111 force and effect.

19. GOVERNING LAW, This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho, as a11 agreement entered into and to be pcl'fo1med in the State ofldaho,
20, REMEl>rnS AND ATTORNEYS' FEl~S. If Seller b1·caches this Agreement, Buye1·
may eleot to treat this Agreemc11t as tormh~uted or, in the alternative, Buyer may elect to treat
this Agreement as being 1n full force and effect and Buye1· shall have the right lo an action for
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specific performance. Jn addition to the other remedies set fo11h In this paragraph, Buyer shall
hnve tl1e right to recover such damages as may be proper. Should Buyer fail, 01· neglect to
perfol'm in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Selle1· shall only be entitled to the

Deposit.
In any suit, action or appeal therefrom to enforce 01· interpret this Agreement or in any
way relating to this Ag1·eement of the Property, the prevailing pa11y shall be entitled to recover

its costs incurred the1·ein, h1cluding reasonable attorneys' fees and disbursements, and also
including reasonable attomeys' fees and costs associated with any appeal of a judgment. The
prevailing party will be !hnt party who was awarded a judgment as a result of trial or arbitration,
or who receives a payment of money n·on1 the other pa11y in settlement of claims asserted by that
party.
21. ASSIGNMENT. Buyer may assign this Agreement to any entity owned, controlled
or managed by Buyer and/or Buyers Members or Managers, or in which Buyer and/or Buyel's
Men\be1·s or Manage1·s owns'any interest, and this A~1·eeme11t will be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties, their successors, and assigns. Duyer may not otherwise assign this
Agreement without Seller~s priol' written consent, wJiich consent may not be unreasonably
withheld, conditioned or delayed. Selle1· shall not assign this Agreement to any patty without the
written consent of the Buyer.

2:2. WAIVER, Waiver of perfonnance of any pl'ovision of this Agl'eement shall not be a
waiver ot; no1· pt·ejudlcc the party's rights otherwise to require performance of the same provision
or any other provision,

23. LIKE KIND EXCHANGE, Buyer and Seller shall have the right to effect an
exchange which shall qua1lfy fol' tax deferral under Section 1031 and, in such event, both Buyer
nnd Seller agree to cooperate with such exchanges, pl'Ovided that such exchanges shall not delay
the Closing and that no additional costs shall be incul1'ed by either party toward the other In
effecting such exchange.

24, I•'URTHER ACTS. In addition to the acts recited herein and contemplated to be
performed, the parties hereby agree to perform, execute and/or deliver or cause to be performed,
executed and/or delivered any and all such flH'lhet· acts, deeds and assurances as any party hereto
may reasonably 1·equire to consummate the trausaction contemplated hereunder.
25. NO RECORDING. Neither this Agreement nor any memorandum of understanding,
lettel' of Intent, or any othea· document related to this Agreement, shall be l'ecorded prior to the
Closing.

26. TIME OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the esscnco in this Agreement.

27. CONSTRUCTION. The p1u-tles acknowledge that each p111·ty, Md, If they should so
choose, their attomeys, have l'evlewed this Agroeino11t and that the normal rule of co1tstructlon to
the offeot that any ambigilltles al'e to be 1·esolved against the drafting party shall not be employed
in the intcrp1·ctatlon of this Agl'cement or any amendments 01· exhibits hereto, and this
Agl'eement shall be construed nccording to its fail' meaning and not stdcUy for or against either
party.
l~BALESTATBPURCHASEANDSALBAOREfiMBNT~9
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28. EXHIBITS. All exhibits referred to herein a11d attached hereto are a part hereof.
[end of text]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective
as of the day and year first set fol'th above.

SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an ldnho limited Uabillty company

By: ~~fh/1A11,.c....::........er-===---Name: Hdward G.

J\1Jlfu:;-=

lts:

Manager

BUYER:

lte,d liability com1umy

By:
Name: Scott . Tschir ,j
Its:
Authorized Agent

Exhibits
Exhibit A- Legal Description of Property
Exhibit B - Form of Deed
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EXH1Rl1' A
Legal Description
Lots 2, 6 through 11, 15 and 18 in Block 1, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and 14

through 18, in Block 5, Lots 3 thl'Ough 6, 10, t 1, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6, and Lots 1, 2, 3, mtd 5
in Block 7, and Lots 3 thl'ough 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Sltbdivision according to the
official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada
County, Idaho.

· Lot
2

e
·-···--

..... •.•.,.

Block

9
10
11

__J~.-

_JS

.. .... Subdivision

:•.

:·.

..

....

1 __ ,., -- GALIANO ESTATES SUB
1
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

7 . ··- ----· 1
8

·:·,.

-··-

1
1 ···-·
1
1
1
1

2

4

3

4

GALIANO E1STATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SU~L.
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

Qf.!blANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
-··
3
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
4
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
6
..... 5. ___
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
____L_ -----.-,
6
.. GALIANO ESTATES SUB
5--·-·· - . __§ALIANO ESTATES SUB
7
8
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB6
9
GALIANO ESTATES SUB ......_.
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
........10 ····6 ---- --·-- GALIANO ESTATES SUB
11
12
6 ...... GALIANO. ESTATES SUB
6
14
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

Ldt · ai6tk.

.......... _.,_ .

3

·6

4

6

5

6

6

6

10

6

-- ----·· ·-·GALIANO ESTATES
SUB
. -... --..·-----·-·-GALIANO ESTATES SUB

_-11 .... ·-·-~-13

6

14

6

16

6

1 ...._7 __ ..
2 - 7
:

···'

--·--·
15 - ..... 5_. _ __G~!J~NO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
__w__, 6
I
17
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
5
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
18

..

~·

'..'• '·:su'bd'lvlslon

3

7

5

7

3

8

4
6

8
8

6

8

··-

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO.ESTATES SUB --··
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES sua
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

--

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB ....

.._

GALIANO ESTATES SL!~GALIANO ESTATES SUB
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EXHlBITB
Form of Deed
[attached]
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When recorded._nlease 1·etum to:
Scott .A. Tschir,gi

m.w. Main Street

B~. Idaho 83702

GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which js hereby acknowledged,
Galiano, LLC, an fdaho limited liability company, whose mailing address Is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (hereinafter refened to as the "Gm11tol",), hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto RAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, whose current address is 209
W. Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83702 (hereinafter l'efel'!'ed to as lhe "Gra11tee') all ofOrantor,s l'lght
title and interest in and to the real property legally described on Exhibit A, attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference (J1ereinafter refel'!'ed to as the "Premise.,").
TOGETHER WITH all water and wate1· rights, ditch 01· irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of wuy adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
rights appurtenant thereto, i:111<l ull and singulal' the tenements, hereclitaments; and appmtcnances
thereunto belo11ging or in anywise appertaining, the t·evcrsion and 1·eversions, remainder and
remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity,
TO I-IA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appmtenunces, unto Grnntee, its
successors, heirs and assigns, forever.

SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which a1·0 not yet due and payable, and wiJI be prorated
between Grantor und Orantee as of the date of cxecutio11 of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on pxhlbit B, attached hereto and incorporated hereln by this reference (all such matters are
referred to herein collectively as "Permitted Exceptions").
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AND Grantor does hereby covenant to and with Grantee. and its successo1·s and assigns
forever. that Oranto1· is owner in fee slmple of the Premises; that Granto1· has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any nnd all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions; that Granier shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whats()eve1'i and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee 01· its heirs 01· assigns, execute any instrument necessa1·y for the
further assurance of the tltlo to the PJ'emises that may be reasonably required.
DATED effective as of the_ day of May, 2012.
GHANTOR:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
·--~~~~

By;

Name: Edward·~. Mason

Its:
State ofldaho

Manager

)

) S.S.
County of _ _._)
On this __ day of May, in the year of 2012, before me> a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward 0. Mason, known or identified to me to be tho Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, who subscl'ibed his name to the foregoing
instrnment, and acknowledged u, me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at ____
My Commission expires-------·-··········---
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Legal Description

Lots 2, 6 through 11, 1S and 18 In Block 1, Lots 2 nnd 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, 1md J4
through 18, 111 Block S, Lots 3 tht'ongh 6, I0, 11, 13, 14 and 15 In Block 6, and Lots 1, 2, 3, and 5
in Block 7, and Lots 3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Subdivision ae<:ording to the
officfal plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 th1·ough 12783, records of Ada
County, Idaho.
__1ot
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ADllENDJJM #1 TO
REAL ESTATI~ PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM #1 TO THE REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT dated the 19111 day of April, 2012, is made by nnd between Galiano LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company (the uscllcr'\ and EAMI LLC, a Delawnre limited liability
company m1d/or it assigns (the "Buyer").
UECITALS

A. Buyer and Seller entered into that cmiain REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT dated the 16111 day of April, 2012 (the "Agreement,,).
B. Buye1· and Seller wish to amend the Agreement
the Agreement as set forth below.

m;

pt·ovided in this Addendum #1 to

C. Unless otherwise provided, all defined terms contained herein shall have the sa111e
meaning as in the Ag1·eeme11t.

ADDENDUM
NOW, TH~REFORl~. in consideration of the above l'eeitals, which the parties agree are
tnic and col'rect, the mutual covenants contained herein and othe1· good and valuable
consideration, the rcccip~ nnd sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the pal'lies ag1·ce as
follows:

I. SELLERS BUY BACK OPTION ("Option").

I. 1 Option Term. Afte1· Closing, Seller shall retain unto ltseJf and/or unto its Manager,
Edward 0. MasCln, the right to exercise the option to pt1rchase a maximum of ten (I 0)
lots, subject to availability. The term of this Option 1>hall be for one (1) year from
Closing (the "Option Term''). Upon exercise of any of the ten (10) lot options, the
Seller shall have a maximum of thhty (30) days to close 011 that lot. Failure to close
on any optioned lot within the thh1y (30) day period shall te1minatc the Scllct"s
optkm for that lot and shall also reduce the Selle,·'s l<>t option by one (I) lot. Sell el'
must exercise his option, and must close on all lots subject to this optiou, within the
Option Term. At the end of the Option Tel'm, the option granted herein shall expire

and Seller shall have no further rights t<> acquire any lots.

ADDENDUM# I TO RBAL HSTATB PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT~ I

n,.
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I.?. Option Pl'ice. The price Selic!' shall pay for each lot optioned pursuant to this
Addendum shall be Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00), plus all costs incmred by
Buyer dming its ownership of the optioned lot, including but not limited to
maintenance, taxes, il"l'igation, and insurnnce (the "Optioned Lot Price"). Seller shall
assume and be responsible fo1· the Kuna LID assessment on any lot optioned by
Seller. If at any time during Buyer's ownership, Buyer should decide to retire the
Kuna LID assessment on any lot or lots included within this Agreement, at full
assessment amount or any discounted assessment Buyer can negotiate, and Seller
selects a lot with the LID assessment retired as a lot to option, Seller shall pay to
Buyer in addition to the Optioned Lot Price an amount equal to the LJD assessment
amount that would be due on the lot being optioned as of the date Seller closes on the
lot with Buyer, as if no payment on the LID assessment had been made.
IN WITNESS WIIEREOF 1 the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective
as of the day and year fast set forth above.

SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability com1>any

By:

-~/~VM~(.A..,.._,~--~-··- -

Name: Edward G. MpZ;-~lts:

Manager

BUYER:

By:

Name: Scott A. schirgi
lls:
Authorized Agent

7-
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ADDENDUM #2 TO

REALESTATEPURCHASEA,NDSALEAGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM t/2 TO TIIE REAL ESTATli PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT d11ted the 161h dny of AprfJ, 2012, is made by and between Galiano Ll.C, an
Idaho limited liability company (the "Seller"), and EAMI LLC, a Dehnvare limited liubility
compnny and/or ft assigns (the "Buyer").

RECITALS
A. Bnyer 1111d Seller entered into that ce1tau1 REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT dated the 161b day of AJH'il, 2012 (the "Agreement'').

B, Buyer and Seller wislt to ame11d the Agreement as provided in tl1is Addendum #2 to
the Agreement as set forth below.

C. Unle.c;s othe1wise provided, till defined terms contained heroin shall have the same
me11ning as in the Agreement.

ADI>ENDUM
NOW, THEUEFORE, 1n consideration of the above recitals, which tile 1>arlies agree ore
true and correct, tl1c mllhml covenants contained herejn and other good and vnluable
consideration, the receipt ond sufficiency of whic11 are hereby acknowledged, the pmties agree as
follows:
l, LIMITED ASSUMPTION OF "AGREEMENT TO PROVIDH SERVICES".

L1 Limit11tio11 of Obligations Assumed. After Closing, Buyer shall misumc cerlain
limited obligations of Seller as defined under t1u1t cettain "AGREEMENT TO
PROVIDE SERVICESn attached hareto as Exhibit (A). T110 ObJigntions in flxhihit A
assumed by Buyer, shalt be limited to sow-0r nud cloincsffo wntel' conuectfon
1>ayments to (Zillnor) as defined in Exhibit A "fo1· all rcaso11able costs iucumid by
seller (Zillner) in having such sorvices connected to the promise.~ i:tise1ved by seller
(Zillne1r. Alternately, Bnyer reserves tho right in.shill or have installed tl10 sewer and
domestio water com1eetio11s .from sower and domestic wnter services fastllllecl by
Seller to the promis~s reserved by soller (Zill11er) flt Buyern Expimse,

D11yer ln\Ual TWE
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, t11e u.udersigned havo duly executed this Agreement effective as of
tho day and year first sci forth itbove.
SELLER;

Galiano, LLC, au Idaho lhuitetf liAbiUty compnuy

By:
Name; Edwnrd G. Masp
lls:
Mnuager

BUYE.R:

.

EAMI LLC, 11 Delnw1nc llmlted liflbHity comp1my '
\

I

I
!

I
I

?

I
l
I
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EXHIBIT"A11

ORIGINAL
AGRl?E!Mr:!NT TO PROVIDE: BERVIO~S

t THIS AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE $ERVIOE:8 (herelnitfler "Agreement') Is entered Info
this~ day of .Tt,..0...1-·
, 2006, by and between DAN ZILLNl:R and JANA U~I:: ZILLN!:R,
whose addro8s le Sti40 W, Amlly, 13olst11 Idaho 83709 (horelnaner "Saller") and GALIANO, LLC,
en Idaho limited IIRbll/ly company, whose address Is 1771 N. WIidwood, Sulla 200, Boise, Idaho
89718 (herslnafler"Buyer•).
WHEREAS tha parties haVi entered Into a Puroh1,1sa and Sale Agreement (PSA) executed
conour,ent \Vllh this Ag,eement, wheroln Saller Is sailing and Buyer Is buylna tlerta)n properly
otlnslaUng- o# epproxlmalely 32,331 acres (nee l!xhlb/t A alfaohed hereto), and Buyor Is rose,vlng
from lh'lhale epproxlmntely 0.46 aores (sea 1:xhlblt B attached hsteto); and

WHERE:AS lhe patties C()l'tlamplatecl In eald P8A th~l Buyer would provide to lhe prop11,1y
reso,ve<f by Saller any Pnd all uUllllee or other ame111U1:1E1 wh!Qf1 WIii be made avalf«bla to olhar
developed lots on tile properly Elf no nrldlUonal e)Q)enee to !he Sellen and
WHERl!AS, Iha patties contemplated· In said PSA that Buyer would provide ulllllles and olller
amenllles, JnoJudlllg wllhout llmUatron sewer, waler, ciloolrfo eerv1oa111 t0fepho11e llmH1, cable llnos,
gas and pressurized Irrigation to fhe propo,ty reeeNed by Seller and that Buyer would prov/do
sold services to aald property, but would allow S0lf1;1r h> se18QI the Ptll'l!On(s) to aolually oonneot
said services at Buyor'a axpansijj and

WHEREAS, auyer also agree cl to p1ovlde a concrete driveway on the lltoperly reserved by Sellar;
and
WHE:REAS, tfle farms recited above were matarlal lnducemenle for the Seller to enter fnlo !he
PSA and thrs Agreement.with Iha auyet.
NOW THERl:FORI:, based on the above recltals, mutual promlscii,, and other 900d and valuable
oonstaerallon, tha sumolenoy ofwhloh Is hereby aormowledged, th& parties ngrca as fOJ/owa:
1. Buyer shall provide to lllo pramlsos reeo,ved by Seller (described fully rn 1::l{hfblt .1:3 alfachad
herolo and lncorporaled heroin by f'Qferenca) any and all ufllltles or other amenities whloh WIii be
made avallable lo othor developed Iola lo tho development (desorlbad fully In EXhfblt A attached
hereto Elnd Incorporated herein by rererence) at no addltkmal exponsa lo the Seller, lnoludlng
w/lhout llmflallon sewor, watar, eleolrfo services, teJaphone llnes, oeble line&, QEl8 and pre11111r/ied
lrrlgallon. Buyer shall i;,rovl<fe said eervlce11 lo !he premises reeerved bY Soller, but wfll nllow
Saller lo eeleol the perspn(s) 1Vho WIii aot11ally connaot &aid eeivtoee, Buyer ehall pay for all
reasonable costs /nourred by Seirer In having euch tiervloea connecle<l lo lho 1>rem1ses reserved
by Soller, and shall mnl<e such paymAn(s no later than fifteen (16) days af!er receipt of Sallar's
written re11uest.
l!. Seller ahall eJrow Buyer acce1u1 ro the properly (exoopt 1110 property reserved by Seller) tor lha

d111llng of te1st holes prior to cloelng. Teal hofea, which al111II bo dtllled In a manner

"s lo tnlnlmlza

dlarurllon !o the property, ohall be flllad as 80011 poselbla artar being ,drlltocl, 'fest holes Whloh

mlgh adversely arreot or olharwlse diminish lh8 value of the prop&rly wl/1 nol ba allowed. The
digging of teat llolea and/or the results oblalried therefrom, Which was requa9fed by Saller, shall
not In any way be cons/dared a oondlllon to or contlngenoy or closlng under lb& PSA, but are
being allowed by sol/et only ae a convenience (o 13uyer.
3. Duyer agrees to provide a concrete driveway on tho premises reeervod by Seller buUI fo
Seller's reasonable expeclallons amt whfl)h shall extantf the lltt&b of lha existing driveway to the
,u~aree! street (e~rd work to be completed by Buyer no later than 1hlrly (30) days from lho date

said elreet Is puved).

AGREEMENT TO PROVIOij 61.;RVIOi;S
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4, So long aa Sellar or Seller's parents (Paul B. 21111\er ehd oraGay zmner) or any one of them
reelde on the premises reserved by thi, aoller, lhey wlfl be &peolnoalfy exempt from any
Covenan1&1 oondltlm1a and Reatrlollons (CO&Rs) wliroh WIii be oreatad and lrnplementad as lo
the property dosorlbed on Exhibit A except for lhoae CCS.RB lhat are 11ec;elleary to allow Buyer to
obtain any neceasary governmental approvals for Iha development of said properly. Seller
HQreei:, lo maintain Iha property reseNed by Seller In gooci repair and so as to be vlsu~lly
lnot(enelva In comparison to the uurroundr11g properties (I.a,, Seller w!II not allow any unsfghtly
oond!Uona to exist on the pro/)erly rese,ved by Seifer). once Seller or fhe last of Seller's 1>arants
vacate or sell the t>roper[y rose,ved by Seiter, then this exempUon shall expire, A sale, 1,e.n8fer or
other oorweyance by and between s~lfar and/or Sel!ar'a parentll {or either one of lhem) shall t10l
be an event tarmlnallng aald exemptton.

5. Thie Agrooment eh~II not be merged Into the Warmnly Deed or any other document by
operation of law, but le Intended by the par lies to atend along as a legally binding agreement.
6, Alf dlaputee atlslng betwacm the Buyer and the Sellar based on Iha terms contained In (hie
Agreement shall be fln!llly determln11d by arbllralron pursuant to lhe ap1>Hoable rules of the
Arnerloan ArbHrallon Association. 'ArbltraUon may be comm~nood by either parly by tlllng a
demand for arbllratron with the American Arbltral1011 Aa11oo!aUon, Judgment upon the award
rendered by thB itrbllrator In emy arbllra11on In whloh thei auyor and Soffer are among tilt> parries,
ahall l>e flnal and binding and may be antered In any coutt having Jurladietfon thereof. The
exclusive venue for all proC6edlnga conducted under lhla eeoUon shall be Ada county, Idaho.

7. In the event the parllos beool'tla Involved In ari>Urntlon or /IUgallon (lnoludlng any proceedlnt,s
In bankrup!oy), the prevailing party allall bo enllllocl to reoover Ila reasonable attorn(ly feea, coats
and expenses from the other party.

o. This Agraan1enl shall be conetrued, fnlerpreted and applied, and the right and obllgalfona
hereunder determined In accordance Wllh Iha laws of lhe stale of !daho.
1>, This Agreement may not ba amended, modlllsd or ohanged In any way, exoept l>y wrltlen
document sl{Jrled by 'Jaoh .of the parties horeto.

10. In tile case that any ono or more of the provisions contained In this Aoteamenl, or any
applloal!on thareof1 shall ba Invalid, lllagal or unanforooable In any rospeot, the valldl!y, lagallly or

enforcetiblllly of the remalnl119 t>rovlelon1:1 s I nol In <1ny way be 11.ffaofed or Impaired thereby.
\

SE!LLUA:

BUYER:
Dale;~
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6XHll:31r A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF P/1EMISES BEING DEW:I.OPED
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EXHIBIT 11/:i:

Jneers Jnc.

Eng neors &. surveyors
nklln Rd. Bois!.'), Id, aa 105
•3381 Pax 2oa,a,i.:,H~7g2

Dom1dal'Y Descl'lptlon fo1· GnUano Estatos Subdivision
M'ny 31, 2006

A 1111rcol of Jnnd bolng looft!ed Jn lho so11th Jialf of \luJ northw~t quarter of SeoUou 14, 'l'ownshlp 2 Nol'llt, RqJJge l
West, Bolso Moddlon, Ada Couuty, Idnho, befog more pm·llcut111'ly desolibcd 11s follows!
Coll1llle110Jng al II brnss cn1> 111nrld11g thi., northwest comor ofsnld Seollon 14; lho11co 1tlong tho wes1e1·.ly boundary of
the northwest qua1·tor ,;,f snld St1otlon M, wliloh ls 11foo th\! c;enlorlln~ otTe11 Mlle Road, South OOQ00'0411 Wwf,
MOli,81 feet ton 1>ol11t lh11t ls loonted Soullt 00°00'04° Wost, 75.00 feet fioin 11n Iron pin m111·kl11g the 11orU1we5t
corner ot tho south l1nlf of the nortbwost qnnrler of 8Rld Seo1ton 14, whloh point ls also tlte POINT OF

ll1JGINNJNG1

1~tonco nlong II lino tbat la 75,00 feel SO\llh of 11nd p111\'lllel to tho 110:lhedy boundnry of lho south half of tho
»orlfiwost q11nrlor ofsnld Scotlon 14, South 89°5'/10911 Bnst, 1,731.19 feel;
'l'I1C1tc11 South 01 °04' U 0 Wost, 59.2,05 f~t;
'fhe11coN01U1 B!> 45'33" WMl, 91.47 feo11
Thenoc Soulh 01°04' 12'' WDS11 662,27 fll6t to tho onst•wost oe111orJJ110 of rmlu Seel.Ion 14;
'l'honco South 89°56'28" Wo.~11 S84.98 fett to tho contorHuo of lb6 TeedLnte111l;
Thence nlo11g lho centol'llne of tho 'recd Lntornl the following oou1·s11t n11d dls1m1ces:
Nt'lrfh 83°24'10'' we.~t.129,67 f~t lo Uj)Ofol of cmvatum;
49.70 feel nlo11g a t11naont ourl'e doflecllng lo the dght with I\ l'ildius of7S,OO feet, it cenlrot PlllJIO of
37°57'52", n tong ohorc.l of 48,791c{it and II chol'd benrlug of .Nortlt 14°2.5' 14" We.,r:
Norlh 04Q33'42'' DRel, 170,S3 feet;
North 03°53'41" Bnst, 122,30 feet to Rpohll of ~ut-Vnlll1'oi
19.lO fool along o (ongtlntourvo dofleetli1g lo lho k;ftwllh n md(us of75.00 fool, ncentrnla1)Jllo of
<i0°2.S'94'', 11 lo1ig cltord of75.48 fool nnd n ohol'd beru"h1g of North 26°19'06" West:
No11h SGQ3P,3"We.qt, 57,69 fC()t;
No.rtf1 ((/ 025'06" West, 96,23 f~tl
Nodh 65°30'.$811 \Vest, !51,58 feoll
North 61 °53 1W' We.gt, S8,79 teer1
NorUtS9°40'0J'' West, 303.91 feet Co 11poln1 of 011rvU1ure;
89.28 feot along II tm1gont curve dofleo~ng lo Ille laf! wllh II tndlue of 12Q,00 feet, n cont,(11 ru1gli., of
42"37'501', 1do11g chonl of 87,24 foot nod II ohom bonrlng ofN01'lh 80°58143'' Wo~II
80111b 77°42'09" \Vo.I, 99,73 feet;
South 73°14'40" Wm11 '/8,87 feot;
South {W36'0911 West, 40.90 feel;
80111ft 58"4N411 Wost, 37,75 fooli
South 8!) 053'S0° Wost, 2o.43 feet co tho we~tel'ly buundnty ohnld 81:cl.lon 14;
Tho11co lc11vJ11g llKl oentedlno oft ho Te~d Lotorol, Nol:lh 00°00'04" Hnat, 497,81111011g Uio wostorly bonnd,uy of
3nfd Sectfon 14 la lho POINT OF BBGINNlNG,
0

Comprlslns 32,33 acre-,, mo1"0 or Joss,

auyor lolllal l\\Je

/>aneo ore

i
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nli! noers ~ s1.irvoyc1ts
nnklln HcJ, Bolao, Id, 63706

•liStl I ~l:IK ;a 08•a,t,a•G'79B

Boundm·3 Descl'Jptlon of Exfstlug Homo
fu the l'1·01,osed Gaila110 Estates SubdMsfon
Mny3:t,2GOCi

A parcel of Jt1nd beJng Jooattd Jn tl1a south Judf of Ibo norlhwesl (JlllUter of Scollon 14. 'i'ownablp 2 Norllt.

Rango l West, Boise Me.i'ldlnn, Adn County, Jdnho, bolng more pn1•Uculn1·ly dosol'lbed 1111 followa:

ConmlonoJr,g at a bross oap 1tl!lfklug flu, 11ol'1J1wes1 corner of sold Sacflon 14; then~ nlo11s lhu woatorly
boundary of lho no.td1west guorter ofsntd Sootlon 14, which la olao d10 COJ11orllne of '1'011 MUo kond,
South 00900'04" We.st, 1,406.81 feet ton poJnt, which Js located South 00°00'0411 Wul, 7S.OO feet fro1n
nn Jl'lln pJn mal'ldns Ibo notthw~I com el' of the 1iouth half Qf tho nol'lhwest qua1to1• of paid Beollon 14;
!hello~ conllnulug S00°00'04"W. 497.81 feet nlong lho wos10.dy ho1111dnl'y of the norlbwest c1unrle1• of 11111d
Sectlo1114; tltouQo N89°53'50"B, 2o.43 feet lo rho cenlo1'1f nc oft he Teed Lalct'nti thence mo foJlowll>g
cou11® nnd dlsr111\cos atoJtg s1tld cenrorllno of tho 'l'ccd 1atei·nl: N58°,u •44•1B, 37,7~ fecr; N1W36 109..I!,
40,90tee1: .N73°24'40"J3, 78,87 te111; N77°42'0911B, 99,73 feeti 89.29 feet itlong a tangent curvo
dofleccin,g to lho rlght wJth a radlus of 120.00 feet, a contrnl onslo of 42°37'S0'', 11 chord boadng of
8801>58'56''lli Rnd nJong olaord dJatnnco of 87.?A feet; S59°40'01. ".B, 303.91 feel: 861 °S3' 14"B, 58, 79
feel; 86S0 30' 5811E, 151,58 fbol; S67°25'06".B, 96.23 feol; S56°3l '53"B, 57.69 foot, thenco lenvJng tho
G.Ontcdlue of the Toed Lnterat, N88°50'2G''.B, 70,06 fuel to the l'OINT ot•' lJEG/11/NlNGJ
ThanooN27°28'27"B, l'/7.01 feet;

Thonoo .N84°S7'4411B, 72.83 feet;
Thouce 1,91 f~et nlons a no1Hnngout ourvo dofleo!lnB to lh& 1'1ght wlth I\ t111JJus of 20.00 faut, n
conll'a1 nngltl of22°40'06", 11 cl1ord bcnrfog ofS83°42 1l3 11B, and a Jong cJwrd dlstat1co of7,8G

fce11

TJ1e1100850°01116".S, 1,.20 feel!

Tho11co 'l.91 /eot 111011g u 1101M11nse11t ourvo de.fleeting to 1t1e l'lslll wlth n rndluis of20,00 foot, n
conlrat ruigto of 22•4cro611, n chord be11rI11s of Sl<S1122 20"E, amt n long chord dfsrimce of7,8G
1

f~IJ

'Iltenoo SOS0 02' 16118, 9.20 feoti
'l'hcnco S17°02'47"W, '19.48 feel:
Thonco 57,82 &et along 1111111,:ont cut·vo deflecting Co t!1e dgbt wJ(h o tadlus of 1SO,OO feet, n
cenlrol nnttlo of22°05'0S", a oho.cd boqi·Jng of S06°00' 15"W, and n Jung cJiord dlslQneo of 57.46

feot,

'J'honco B88°50'2CS'1W, 147,42 feet to thcPO/N'J' OP lJEGJ.NNlNG,
Comprlldug 0,46 f!m'Os m.01'0 01· less.

BUyer lnlllol 11/Vle
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PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA C

112043195

When recorded, .12Iease return to:
Scott A. Tschirgi
209 W. Main Stt·eet
Boise, Idaho 83702

GENERAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Engle, Idaho 83616 (hereinafter refel'l'ed to as the "Grautor"), hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose ctment
address is 6152 W, Half Moon Ln. Eagle, ID 83616, (hereinafter refen-ed to as the "Grantee") all
of Grantor's dght title and interest in and to the real property legally described on Exhibit A,
aLtached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (hereinafter refemid to as the "Premises").
TOGETHER WITH all water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
l'ights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, remaindel' and
remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successors, heirs and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments, including utility
assessments for the current year, which arc not yet due and poynble, and will be prornted
between Grantor and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit .B, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this refe!'ence (all such matters nl'e
refe1Ted to herein collectively as "Permitted Exceptions").

EXHIBIT

I B
DAS000368

002093

AND Grantor does hereby covenant to and with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grnnto1· is owner in fee simple of the Pl'emises; that Grantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the P1·emises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions; that Granlor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee or its heirs or assigns, execute any instmment necessary for the
further assurance of the title to the Premises that may be reasonably required.

--rt}j.

DATED effective as of the_
/day of May, 2012.

GRANTOR:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

DAS000369

002094
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EXHIBIT A
Lots 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, l l, 15 and 18 in Block l; Lois 2 and 3 in B1ock4; Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, (2, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in
Block 5; Lois 3. 4, 5, 6, IO, I I, 13, 14 nnd 15 in Block 6; Lots I, 2, 3 and 5 in Block 7; Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 8 of. Galiano
E.~tates Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of Pints at Page(s) 12780-12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

002095
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EXHIBITB
Permitted Exceptions

002096

File No.: 501056

Reference No.:

Schedule B - Part II
Schedule B of lhe policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same
are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company.
General Exceptions:
1. Rights or claims of parties on possession not shown by the public records.
2. Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, and any other matters which would be disclosed by an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises including, but not limited to, insufficient or impaired access or
matter contradictory to any survey plat shown by the public records.

3. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law
and not shown by the public records.
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance

thereof; (c) watel' rights, claims to title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are
shown by the public records.

6. Taxes or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing a\ithority that
levies taxes 01· assessments on real property or by the public records. Proceedings by a public agency which
may result in taxes or 11ssessmei1ts, or notices to such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of
such agency or by the public records.
7.

Special Exceptions:
53. Genernl taxes for the year 2012, which are liens and are not yet due und payable.
54. Real property taxes which may be assessed, levied and extended on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with respect to improvements completed during the year which escaped assessment on the regular assessment
roll, which are not yet due and payable.
55. Sewer charges and special assessments, if any, for the City of Kuna.

Fax:

(208} 922·5989

56. Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by law.
District: Kuna Municipal In·igation System

57. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a pmtion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
March 26, 1948
Instl'Ument No.:
273687 in Book 20 of Misc at Page 536
58. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the pur1,oses stated herein
For:
Power Lines
In Favor of:
Idaho Power Company
Recorded:
May 24, 1996
Instrument No.:
96043996
Affects:
Lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 16 in Block 6
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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59. An easement containing certain terms, conditions and provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purposes stated herein
For:
Mastel' perpetual storm water drainage easement
In Favor of:
Ada County Highway District
May 20, 2004
Recorded:
Instrumenl No.:
!04062668
Rerecorded:
June I, 2004
I040684 l I
Instrument No.:

60. Covenants, conditions, rnstrictions and easements as set forth on the face of the plat.
Name of Plat:
Book!Page:

Galiano Estates Subdivision
99/12780-12783

61. Letter from Central District Health Department upon the terms and pmvisions thereof

Dated:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:

June 11, 2007
November 5, 2007
107150336

62. Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Easements
Dated:
November 21, 2008
Executed by:
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and Daniel B. Zillner and Jana Lee
Zillner, husband and wife
Recorded:
December 3, 2008
Instrument No.:
l 08129452
Deleting or omitting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or
discrirninatlon based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial stntus, or national origin to the extent
such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).
·
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot l in Block I and Lot I in Block 4
63. Liens, dues and/or assessments owing the association herein named which may hnve heretofore attached
pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants, conditions and restrictions imposed upon said premises.
Association:
Walnut Creek Homeowners Association, Inc., a non-profit corporation
Affects: Entire Plat except Lot I in Block 1 and Lot I in Block 4
64. Master Pathway Agreements upon the terms, provisions and consequences arising therefrom.
Between: Nampa Meridian Irrigation District, the City of Meridian, the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Instrnment Nos.: 100102999, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocks 4 and 6
65. Right, title and interest of the party herein named.
Disclosed by:
Quitclaim Deed executed by the United States Depattment of the Interior Bureau of
Reclamation
Nampa Meridian Irrigation District
Party:
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
Instrument No.:

101071951

Affects: Blocks 4 and 6

ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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66. Notice of an assessment to be levied by City of Kuna under Lil) No. 2006-1
Recorded:
Febrnary 19, 2012
110032002
Instrument No.:
Supplement Lo Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
t 12004519
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 1

Supplemenl to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004520
Instrument No.:
Affects:
LoL 6 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
112004521
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LTD
Amount:
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
I 12004522
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block J
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
l 12004523
Instrument No.:
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004524
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded;
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
1.12004525
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block I
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004526
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block J
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004527
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Lot 18 in Block I

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004528
Affects:
Lot J in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004529
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 4
Supplement lo Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded;
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12004530
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 4
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
11200453 l
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004532
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004533
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
Jnnunry 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004534
Affecls:
Lot 6 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of snid LID
Amount:
$3,233.75

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

January 17, 2012
112004535
Lot 7 in Block 5

Supplement 10 Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004536
Affects:
Lot 8 in Block 5
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded;
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
I 12004537
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LfD
Amount:
$3,233.75
January I 7, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
112004538
Affects:
Lot 10 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004539
Affects:
Lot 11 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004540
Affects:
Lot 12 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
J12004541
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004542
Affects:
Lot 15 in Block 5
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:

I 12004543

Affects:

Lot 16 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.7.5
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004544
Affects:
Lot l 7 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004545
Lot 18 in Block 5

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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Recorded:

January 17, 20l2

Instrument No.:
Affects:

Lot 2 in Block 6

1.12004546

Supplerilent to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January l 7, 2012
Instnnnent No.:
112004547
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
Janua!'y 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004548
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:
Recorded:

Instrument No.:
Affects:

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
t l 2004549
Lot 5 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004550
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004551
Affects:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75

Amount:
Recorded:

January 17, 2012

Instrument No.:
Affects:

112004552
Lot 8 in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recol'ded:
January 17, 2012
Jnstl'ument No.:
112004553
Affects:
Lot 9 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004554
Affects:
Lot JO in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004555
AJ:fA Commitment Form 2006
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Affects:

Loll I in Block 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004556
Affects:
Lot 13 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004557
Affects:
Lot 14 in Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004558
Affects:
Lot IS In Block 6
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004559
Affects:
Lot I in Block 7
Supplement lo Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004560
Affects:
Lot 2 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January l?, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
.112004562
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 7
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Janumy 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:
I 12004563
Affects:
Lot 3 in Block 8
Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004564
Affects:
Lot 4 in Block 8
ALTA Commitment Form 2006
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•
Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004565
Affects:
Lot 5 in Block 8
Amount:

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
112004.566
Affects:
Lot 6 in Block 8
68. Notice of Vendor's Lien
By: Dan Zillner and Jana Lee Zillner

Against: Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00
Recorded: May 2, 2012
Instrument No.: 112041308
End of Exceptions
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By STEPHANIE VIOAK
DEPUTY

Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,

DECLARATION OF CHAD M.
NICHOLSON IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(t) REQUEST
FOR CONTINUANCE

Defendants.

CHAD M. NICHOLSON, declares and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney of record for DAS Investments, LLC make this declaration based

upon my personal knowledge.
2.

The following individuals/entities have provided deposition testimony in this

matter:
a. Amy Ann Cobine of Post-Closing Department, February 28, 2014;
DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(F)
REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE - 1
C:\Users\hambleton\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\KP03FUFG\MSJ (Nicholson Deel Opp
56(f)) 140407. docx
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b. Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"), March 19, 2014; and
c. Heidi Howsden, f.k.a. Heidi Emery, April 16, 2014.
3.

In or about October, 2013, TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") produced

approximately 957 pages of documents in response to a Subpoena Duces Tecum to the Custodian
of Records of TitleOne Corporation served by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
4.

On February 19, 2014, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS") produced 75 pages of

documents in response to a Subpoena Duces Tecum served by EEF.
5.

On February 19, 2014, TitleOne produced 42 pages of documents in response to a

Subpoena Duces Tecum served by EEF.

On April 8, 2014, TitleOne supplemented this

production by producing approximately 1117 additional pages of documents.
6.

On March 21, 2014, DAS answered written discovery propounded by EEF, a true

and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A", less the documents produced
therewith. DAS produced approximately 324 pages of documents on this same date.
7.

On April 17, 2014, Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation produced approximately

538 pages of documents in response to discovery requests served by EEF.
8.

I received a Notice of Deposition [Tim Eck] ("Depo. Notice") by facsimile on

April 28, 2014. Prior to receiving this fax, I had received no communication from EEF's counsel
regarding scheduling this deposition. The only time prior to receipt of the Depo. Notice that I
was made aware that EEF wanted to take Mr. Eck's deposition was during Mr. Tribble's oral
argument on EEF's Motion for Preliminary Injunction on April 21, 2014.
9.

I have reviewed our files related to discovery in this matter and have found no

documentation indicating that EEF has propounded discovery to Fidelity National Title

DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(F)
REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE - 2
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56(f)) 140407. docx
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Company, RBC Bank, Chicago Title Insurance Company, Galiano, LLC and/or Edward J.
Mason, all of whom are defendants in this matter.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.

--+r

DATED this:)
__ day of May, 2014.

DECLARATION OF CHAD M. NICHOLSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(F)
REQUEST FOR CONTINUANCE - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on therJ_ of May, 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for Title One Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ :1-]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
[
[ 'X

[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
] Electronic Mail

ted@givensRursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877}'655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 83712
Boise, Idaho 83 712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[
[
[
[
[

)(

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
[ I- ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Electronic Mail
d2enny@cosholaw.com

[
[ )(
[,
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

molleru2@lawidaho.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
]
[
]
[A]
[
]
[
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fisherpusch.com
[
[
[
[
[

~

]
]
]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutler.com
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Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
· EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
. limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
: V.

. TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
• Corporation, et al.,

CASE NO. CVOC 1310112
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO DAS
INVESTMENTS

Defendants.

~---------------~-------------··-COMES NOW, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS" or "Defendant") by and through its
attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and, pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby provides the following answers/responses to Plaintiffs First Set
of Discovery to DAS Investments (the "Interrogatories" and "Requests," respectively).
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Defendant, based upon its current understanding and belief of the facts and the
information presently known to it, answers/responds and objects as follows to the Interrogatories

ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO DA
INVESTMENTS - Page 1 of 23
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•
and Requests.

The following answers/responses are based upon diligent exploration by

Defendant and its counsel, but reflect only the current state of Defendant's understanding and
belief regarding the matters about which inquiry was made.

It is anticipated that further

discovery, independent investigation and consultation with experts may supply additional facts,
add meaning to known facts, and establish entirely new factual conclusions and legal
contentions, all of which may lead to substantial additions to, modifications of and variations
from the answers/responses herein set forth. The following answers/responses are, therefore,
made without prejudice to Defendant's right to produce evidence of subsequently discovered
documents or facts upon which Defendant may then have available to it.
Defendant makes certain continuing objections (hereafter referred to as "Continuing
Objections") to each Interrogatory and Request.

Defendant's answer to each individual

Interrogatory and response to each individual Request is submitted without prejudice to and
without in any respect waiving any Continuing Objections not expressly set forth in that answer/response. Accordingly, the inclusion of any objection to the Interrogatories and Requests
and any answer/response below is neither intended as, nor shall in any way be deemed a waiver
of any Continuing Objection or of any other specific objection made herein.
CONTINUING OBJECTIONS

Nothing herein contained is intended to be nor should be construed as a waiver of any
attorney/client privilege, work-product protection or the right of privacy, and to the extent the
Interrogatories and/or Requests may be construed as calling for the disclosure of information
protected by such privilege and/or doctrine, a Continuing Objection to each and every
Interrogatory and Request is hereby imposed.
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Without waiving any of the foregoing Continuing Objections, Defendant submits the
following answers to Plaintiffs First Set of Discovery Requests to DAS Investments.

ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.I: Please identify all persons who may have knowledge of

facts related in any way to the allegations alleged against DAS Investments, LLC, and, with
respect to each such person, state the substance of his or her knowledge.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

1. Tim Eck
clo Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
Mr. Eck at all relevant times was, and continues to be, the Manager of DAS and has
knowledge regarding DAS' purchase of certain real property from Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") by
General Warranty Deed dated May 7, 2012 and recorded by the Ada County Recorder's Office
("Recorder") on May 8, 2012 as Inst. No. 112043195 (the "Property") and subsequent sale of the
Property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH") and Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc.
("TMSH"). Mr. Eck also has knowledge of the interaction, or lack thereof, between DAS and
other defendants in this matter regarding the Property.
2. Scott A. Tschirgi
209 W. Main St.
Boise, Idaho 83702
Mr. Tschirgi was DAS' legal counsel and agent for the sale of the Property from Galiano
to DAS. Mr. Tschirgi has knowledge regarding the negotiations leading up to the sale of the
Property by Galiano to DAS.
II
II
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3. Edward Mason
c/o Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83701
Upon information and belief, Edward Mason ("Mason") was the manager of Galiano at
the time Galiano obtained loans from Plaintiff and RBC Centura Bank, at the time that Plaintiff
subordinated its loan and accompanying Deed of Trust to that of RBC Centura Bank, and during
the sale of the Property to DAS. Mason was also a Director of TMSH at the time DAS sold a
single parcel within the Property to TMSH.
4. Various employees of Pioneer Title Company
Pioneer Title Company ("PTC") was the title company utilized to close the sale of the
Property from Galiano to DAS. Therefore, it is assumed that one or more employees of PTC has
knowledge regarding such sale.
5. Employees of Fidelity National Title Co.
c/o Erin Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 61h Avenue, Ste. 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Fidelity National Title Co. ("FNTC") was the title company utilized to close the sales of
the Property from DAS to CBH and TMSH.

Therefore, it is assumed that one or more

employees of FNTC has knowledge regarding such sales.
6. Employees of RBC Real Estate Finance Inc.
c/o David Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Ste. 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. ("RBC") is believed to have authorized PTC to record the
Deed of Partial Reconveyance dated May 17, 2012 and recorded by the Recorder on May 17,
2012 as Inst. No. 112046791. RBC is also believed to have agreed to the sale between DAS and
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS TO DAS
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Galiano. Therefore, it is assumed that one or more employees of RBC has knowledge regarding
such reconveyance.
7. Daniel and Sharon Thompson
c/o Eagle Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr., Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Based upon discovery responses provided by Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("Plaintiff')
Daniel and Sharon Thompson (''Thompsons") are believed to be the sole members and/or
managers of Plaintiff. Therefore, it is assumed that the Thompsons have knowledge regarding
the claims asserted in this lawsuit.
8. Employees of Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
c/o David Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Various employees of CBH were involved in the sale of parcels of the Property by DAS
to CBH and are believed to have knowledge regarding those transactions.
9. Amy Ann Cobine
Reconveyance, Inc.
See deposition of Amy Ann Cobine ("Cobine") for the knowledge of Cobine regarding
this lawsuit.
I 0. Employees of TitleOne Corporation
c/o Thomas Dvorak
Givens Pursley, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83 70 l
Employees of TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") have knowledge of the lack of
interaction between DAS and TitleOne regarding the transactions at issue in this suit and the
alleged collusive activity of defendants.
II
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11. Employees of Alliance Title & Escrow Company
c/o Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83701
Employees of Alliance Title & Escrow Company ("ATEC") have knowledge of the lack
of interaction between DAS and A TEC regarding the transactions at issue in this suit and the
alleged collusive activity of defendants.
12. Employees of Chicago Title Insurance Company
c/o Erin Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 61h Avenue, Ste. 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Employees of Chicago Title Insurance Company ("CTIC") have knowledge of the lack of
interaction between DAS and CTIC regarding the transactions at issue in this suit and the alleged
collusive activity of defendants.
13. Travis Stroud
Coldwell Banker Tomlinson Group
6933 W. Emerald St.
Boise, Idaho 83704
208.336.3393
Mr. Stroud is a real estate agent who initially represented DAS for a period of time during
the negotiations which ultimately lead to DAS' purchase of the Property from Galiano.
14. James L. Jewett
Mr. Jewett purported to act as Galiano's agent for the sale of the Property by Galiano to
DAS.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name and address of each person who you intend
to call as a witness at the trial of this matter, and state the general matter(s) on which each
witness is expected to testify.
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2:

DAS has yet to determine which

individual(s) it will call as a witness at trial of this matter and will seasonably supplement this
Answer as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any Order of the Court.
However, DAS expressly reserves the right to call any individual idenified by any party in
written discovery and/or by any deponent as having knowledge regarding the claims against
DAS.

INTERROGATORY NO. 3: State the name, address and educational background of
each person you intend to call as an expert witness at trial of this matter and state the subject
matter on which each expert is expected to testify; the substance of facts to which each expert
may testify; and the substance of the opinions to which each expert may testify.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

DAS has yet to determine which

individual(s), it will call as an expert witness at trial of this matter and will seasonably
supplement this Answer as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any Order of
the Court.

INTERROGATORY N0.4: Identify by title, date and description each and every
exhibit you may offer or introduce into evidence at the trial of this matter, and identify the
current custodian of each such exhibit.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: DAS objects to Interrogatory No. 4 as
unduly burdensome. Subject to and without waiving this objection, DAS has yet to determine
what exhibit(s) it will offer or introduce into evidence at trial of this matter and will seasonably
supplement this Answer as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any Order of
the Court. However, DAS expressly reserves the right to offer or introduce as an exhibit any
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tangible thing identified by any party in written discovery and/or by any deponent as relating to
the claims made against DAS.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please identify in complete and full detail each and every
statement, oral or written, made by the Plaintiff, other than given in discovery proceedings, that
relates to any of the issues involved in this action.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: With regard to oral statements made by
EEF, DAS is not aware of any oral statements other than those made in discovery proceedings
since no member or manager of DAS has ever spoken to a member, manager, or agent of EEF.
With regard to written statements made by EEF, DAS identifies the statements made by EEF in
documents produced in discovery.

DAS also identifies the non-verbal conduct of EEF failing

to respond to the Notice of Intent to Reconvey sent to EEF by Post-Closing Department on
behalf ofTitleOne Corporation as a statement.
INTERROGATORY N0.6: For the last 10 years, please list every conveyance or
transfer of a property interest concerning any parcel in the Galiano subdivision in which DAS
participated as a transferor, transferee, lienholder, or in any other way. In responding to this
interrogatory please give the date and parcel number, transferor, and transferee.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6: DAS objects to Interrogatory No. 6 on the
basis and to the extent that it is overbroad given that DAS was organized on December 4, 2008, a
fact known to EEF's counsel, and therefore it is impossible for DAS to have participated in any
conveyance or transfer of any property interest in the Galiano subdivision prior to that date.
DAS also objects on the basis and to the extent that this Interrogatory is unduly burdensome as
the information sought is publicly available. Subject to and without waiving these objections,
DAS Answers as follows:
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DAS was involved in the following conveyances or transfer of a property interest in the
Galiano subdivision:
a. May 8, 2012 General Warranty Deed from Galiano, LLC to DAS. This Warranty
Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne Corporation as TitleOneO 181-192;
b. May 23, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as TitleOneO 193-201;
c. June 22, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0203-211;
d. June 28, 2012 Quitclaim Deed from DAS to Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc. This
Quitclaim Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne Corporation as
Title0ne0212;
e. July 23, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0213-221;
f.

August 23, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0224-232;

g. September 24, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0233-24 l;
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h. October 23, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0243-251;
1.

November 21, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0252-260;

J.

December 21, 2012 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0261-275;

k. January 23, 2013 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0276-285;

I.

February 21, 2013 Special Wairnnty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0290-298;

m. February 22, 2013 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0299-307;
n. April 17, 2013 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne03 l 0-318;
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o. May 23, 2013 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0321-329 & 0341-343; and
p. June 24, 2013 Special Warranty Deed from DAS to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
("CBH"). This Special Warranty Deed has been previously produced by TitleOne
Corporation as Title0ne0332-340.
INTERROGATORY N0.7: Please identify each and every employee, interest holder,
agent, or officer of DAS who is in any way related to any employee, interest holder, agent, or
officer of Corey Barton Homes, Inc. or TitleOne.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: DAS objects to Interrogatory No. 7 on the
basis that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous, compound and is not
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without
waiving these objections, DAS answers as follows:

No member or manager of DAS has a

familial relationship with any employee, interest holder, agent or officer of CBH or TitleOne.
INTERROGATORY N0.8: Please identify each and every employee, interest holder,
agent, or officer of DAS, who has any type of personal or professional relationship with any
employee, interest holder, agent, or officer of Corey Barton Homes, Inc. or TitleOne.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8: DAS objects to Interrogatory No. 8 on the
basis that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous, compound and is not
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without
waiving these objections, DAS answers as follows: Any "relationship" a DAS member and/or
manager has/have with any employee, interest holder, agent or officer of CBH or TitleOne is/are
professional relationships necessary for transacting the purchase and sale of real estate.
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INTERROGATORY N0.9: If you denied any allegations in the latest version of the

Complaint (qualified or unqualified denials), please list all reasons for your denials and describe
all facts you would use to support your denials.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: DAS objects to Interrogatory No. 9 on the

basis and to the extent that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and exceeds the number of
interrogatories permitted by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 33(a)(3). Subject to and without
waiving these objections, DAS answers as follows:
a. Paragraphs 7, 11-15, 20-27, 30-31, 33-34, 36: As set forth in DAS' Answer, DAS
does not have sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations set forth and
therefore has denied the allegations of such paragraph as permitted by Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 8(b ).
b. Paragraph 28: Galiano, not RBC, conveyed property to DAS. All of the property
conveyed to DAS by Galiano was then conveyed by DAS to either CBH or TMSH.
c. Paragraph 29: EEF has not had a secured position in the Property since February 11,
2010. DAS had no knowledge that EEF had, or was asserting, a secured position in
the Property at the time it purchased the Property. DAS obtained a title report for the
Property prior to purchasing the Property from Galiano. The title report obtained did
not reveal that EEF had any secured interest in the Property. Nor did any individual
or entity advise DAS, prior to its purchase of the Property, that EEF was asserting
that it had a secured interest in the Property. DAS owed no duty to advise EEF of
DAS' purchase of the Property. Nor was DAS required to obtain EEF's agreement to
such purchase. Assuming arguendo that the Reconveyance of Trust Deed, recorded
by the Recorder on February I I, 2010 as Inst. No. 110012858 was not properly
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recorded, DAS had no knowledge that such Reconveyance was unauthorized or in
any way improper and therefore purchased the Property for valuable consideration
and in good faith. Finally, no action of DAS prevented EEF "from taking steps to
secure its investment."

EEF prevented itself from taking steps to secure its

investment by entering into a Subordination Agreement that allowed the Senior Lien
Holder to convey all property securing EEF's Promissory Note/Deed of Trust without
any payment to EEF. Moreover, DAS is not responsible for the downturn in the real
estate market which resulted in the value of the collateral securing both the RBC loan
and EEF loan to Galiano being insufficient to satisfy both liens.
d. Paragraph 32: The Reconveyance recorded by the Recorder on February 11, 2010 as
Inst. No. 110012858 released any secured interest EEF had in the real property.
e. Paragraph 35: DAS did not act as an agent or principal for any other defendant in this
lawsuit.
f.

Paragraph 37: DAS was not provided with a Notice of Claim via letter on or about
May 2013.

g. Paragraph 38: See response to Paragraph 38 set forth in DAS' Answer.
h. Paragraphs 64-75, 78-80: The Revised Second Amended Complaint does not plead
allegations of fraud with particularity as required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
9(b) and Idaho Supreme Court caselaw. Given EEF's violation of the Rule 9(b) and
precedent, DAS will seasonably supplement this Answer upon EEF's compliance
with such rule and precedent.
The foregoing notwithstanding, as acknowledged by EEF during its March 19,
2014 deposition, DAS did not make any representations to EEF, much less a false
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statement or false representation of fact. No other individual or entity, including but
not limited to the other defendants in this lawsuit, has made a false statement or a
false representation of fact to EEF on behalf of DAS. Furthermore, if any other
individual or entity, including but not limited to the other defendants in this lawsuit,
made a false statement or false representation of fact to EEF, DAS had no knowledge
of such statement or representation, DAS did not authorize the making of such
statement or representation, and DAS is no way responsible for any such statement or
representation. DAS made no statement and took no action upon which EEF was
intended or expected to rely.

Likewise, EEF has not relied upon any statement,

representation or action made/taken by DAS. No statement made by or act taken by
DAS has caused injury to EEF.
As acknowledged by EEF in its March 19, 2014 deposition, DAS did not offer to
sell or buy any security from EEF and therefore did not violate the Uniform Securities
Act (2004).

Moreover, DAS has not provided investment advice to EEF and

therefore did not violate the Uniform Securities Act (2004).
As the Court as previously held, Idaho Code§§ 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002 do not
provide a civil cause of action and therefore cannot provide the basis for any claims
against DAS.
DAS purchased and then sold the Property for valuable consideration and without
notice of any (alleged) secured interest of EEF in such Property. As acknowledged
by EEF during its March 19, 2014 deposition, DAS's purchase and sale of the
Property was for a lawful purpose which was accomplished through lawful means As
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such, it did not commit fraud upon EEF, did not effect a fraudulent conveyance and
did not collude to do the aforementioned acts.
As acknowledged by EEF during its March 19, 2014 deposition, DAS is not a
debtor ofEEF.
DAS was not a beneficiary of EEF's interests.
As acknowledged by EEF during its March 19, 2014 deposition, DAS has not
represented that EEF's lien was satisfied.
1.

Paragraphs 89-91: As acknowledged by EEF during its March 19, 2014 deposition,
EEF has not conferred a benefit to DAS and therefore has not unjustly enriched DAS.

j.

Paragraphs 93-96: DAS was not aware of any economic relationship between EEF
and Galiano. If any other defendant had knowledge of such economic relationship,
such knowledge cannot be imputed to DAS. Moreover, as acknowledged by EEF
during its March 19, 2014 deposition, DAS has not taken any act which induced
Galiano to not pay EEF under the terms of the Promissory Note between Galiano and
EEF. If any defendant acted in a manner that induced Galiano to not pay EEF under
the terms of the Promissory Note, such act cannot be imputed to DAS.

DAS'

purchase and sale of the Property was merely in pursuit of DAS' own business
purposes and was not motivated by improper purposes. DAS's purchase and sale of
the Property was in accordance with applicable statutes, regulations, and common
law.
Assuming that EEF has in fact been damaged, no act taken by DAS is the
proximate cause of such damage.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please identify and describe all reasons and facts that

you may use to support your affirmative defenses.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: DAS objects to Interrogatory No. 10 on

the basis and to the extent that it seeks the work product and mental impressions of DAS'
counsel. Subject to and without waiving this objection, DAS answers as follows:
a. First Affirmative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9. Additionally, see
EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.
b. Second Affirmative Defense: By entering into the Subordination Agreement EEF
assumed the risk that all collateral securing its Promissory Note would be sold and
released prior to full repayment. Likewise, by securing its loan with real estate, EEF
assumed the risk that the value of the collateral would not be sufficient to cover the
amount of monies owed under the terms of the Promissory Note. By waiting nearly
five years to file suit against Galiano and Mason, EEF is guilty of laches.
Additionally, see EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.
c. Third Affirmative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9. Additionally, see
EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.
d. Fourth Affirmative Defense: As demonstrated by EEF's testimony provided at its
March 19, 2014 deposition, the claims filed against DAS are frivolous claims as they
are wholly without basis in law or fact. Thus, DAS, not EEF, is entitled to recover
attorneys fees and costs for this suit.
e. Fifth Affirmative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9. Additionally, if EEF
sustained any damages, such damages were the result of EEF entering into the
Subordination Agreement. Likewise, if EEF sustained any damages, such damages
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were the result of the recording the Reconveyance of Trust Deed.
involvement in the recording of such Reconveyance.

DAS had no

EEF waited for nearly five

years to file suit against Galiano and Mason. Likewise, EEF failed to file suit against
all guarantors of the Galiano Promissory Note. Finally, see EEF's testimony provided
at its March 19, 2014 deposition.

f

Sixth Affirmative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9. Additionally, see
EEF' s testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.

g. Seventh Affirmative Defense:

See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9 and the

Reconveyance of Trust Deed, recorded on February 11, 2012 by the Recorder as Inst.
No. 110012858. Additionally, see EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014
deposition.
h. Eighth Affirmative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9 and this Answer
regarding Second Affirmative Defense. Additionally, see EEF's testimony provided
at its March 19, 2014 deposition.
1.

Ninth Affirmative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 9. Additionally, see
EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.

j.

Tenth Affirmative Defense:

This defense is self-explanatory.

Additionally, see

EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.
k. Eleventh Affirmative Defense: Based upon the allegations set forth in the Revised
Second Amended Complaint, EEF was aware that Galiano was in default of Galiano's
obligations to RBC in 2010 and 2011. Pursuant to the terms of the Subrogation
Agreement, EEF had the right to, but failed to, cure the default of Galiano. Prior to
instituting this suit against DAS, EEF failed to attempt to collect amounts allegedly
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due it under the Promissory Note from Galiano and all guarantors. Additionally, see
EEF's testimony provided at its March 19, 2014 deposition.

I. Twelfth Affirmative Defense: The public policy of the Idaho recording system set
forth in Idaho Code§ 55-801 et seq. is to allow purchasers of property to rely upon
the record title. In accordance with this public policy, DAS obtained a title report
which did not contain any record of a secured interest of EEF in the Property at the
time DAS purchased the Property in good faith and for valuable consideration.
Forcing DAS to pay damages to EEF when DAS adhered to, and relied upon, the
recording system of Idaho Code § 55-801 et seq. would violate the public policy
underlying the recording system.
m. Thirteenth Affamative Defense: See Answer to Interrogatory No. 4 and the Court's
February 26, 2014 decision.

RESPONSE TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Produce all documents that support any
reasons or facts listed as a response to Interrogatory No. 9 and 10.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1:

In addition to the

documents produced herewith as Bates Nos. DAS000078-000118, 000120-000171, 000173000218, 000220-000228, and 000230-391, see documents previously produced on February 19,
2014 as Bates Nos. DASOOOOOl-000075, documents produced by TitleOne, documents produced
at the deposition of Amy Ann Cobine, and documents produced by Plaintiff.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.2: Produce all documents that may support or
relate to your responses to the interrogatories herein.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2:

In addition to the

documents produced herewith as Bates Nos. DAS000078-000118, 000120-000171, 000173000218, 000220-000228, and 000230-391, see documents previously produced on February 19,
2014 as Bates Nos. DASOOOOOl-000075, documents produced by TitleOne, documents produced
at the deposition of Amy Ann Cobine, and documents produced by Plaintiff

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.3: Produce a copy of all exhibits or other
demonstrative evidence that you may offer for introduction into evidence or utilize at the trial of
this matter.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3:

Please see Answer to

Interrogatory No. 4.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.4: Produce all notes, diaries, and journals created
or maintained by you which refer or relate in any way to any of your responses in your Answers.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: DAS did not create notes,
diaries and/or journals that refer or relate to its Answers.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.5: For each person expected to be called as an
expert witness, please produce:
a) a copy of that individual's current curriculum vitae;
b) copies of all materials reviewed by the expert; and
c) copies of all reports, draft reports, or correspondence received by or authored
by each expert in connection with this case.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5:

Please see Answer to

Interrogatory No. 3.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Produce a copy of any and all reports, notes
calculations, and documents, including drafts, prepared by any expert witness you intend to call
to testify at trial relating to the facts or substance of his or her opinions.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6:

Please see Answer to

Interrogatory No. 3.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Produce all correspondence, notes or
memoranda relating to all oral conversations or communications between you and the Plaintiff.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Responsive documents do
not exist.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Produce all documents, notes, e-mails,
records, files, bills, statements, diaries and writings, or other documents, whether stored
electronically or otherwise, which you contend support your defense in this matter, including, but
not limited to, all documents concerning your interactions with the Plaintiff.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: In addition to documents
produced herewith as Bates Nos. DAS000078-000118, 000120-000171, 000173-000218,
000220-000228, and 000230-391, see documents previously produced on February 19, 2014 as
Bates Nos. DASOOOOOl-000075, documents produced by TitleOne, documents produced at the
deposition of Amy Ann Cobine, and documents produced by Plaintiff.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.9: Produce all correspondence and emails
between any employee, interest holder, agent, or officer of DAS and any employee, interest
holder, agent, or officer of Corey Barton Homes, Inc. and TitleOne.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: DAS objects to Request for
Production No. 9 on the basis and to the extent that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not
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reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as it is not limited by time
and/or subject matter.

Subject to and without waiving these objections, DAS Responds as

follows: DAS has not been able to locate any responsive documents related to TitleOne. With
respect to CBH, in addition to the documents produced herewith as Bates Nos. DAS000078000 ll 8, 000120-000171, 000173-000218, 000220-000228, and 000230-391, see documents
previously produced by TitleOne referenced in Answer to Interrogatory No. 6.
DATED this

J./5f- day of March, 2014

By:

Chad M. Nicholson
Attorneys for DAS Jnvestme ts, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~r,h

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on th~day of
2014, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 93 8-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys.for TitleOne Corporation

[
[

]
]
[,)( ]
[
]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
[

]
]

[ >< ]
[
[

]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givenspursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys/or Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company

[
] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ y] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Electronic Mail
erin.stines@fuf.com

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790

[
[

P.O. Box 83712

[
[

P<]

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
] Electronic Mail

Boise, Idaho 83 712
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

dpenny@cosholaw.com

Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP

[
]
[)( ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
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•
755 W. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83712
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

[
[
[

] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
] Electronic Mail

mollerun@lawidaho.com
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck, LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front St., Ste. 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano,
LLC

[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivered
[ 'I ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Electronic Mail
dtk@fishemusch.com
[
[
[ .><
[
[

]
]
]

]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

msRink@sRinkbutler.com
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•
VERIFICATION

)
) ss.
)

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

TIM ECK, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as follows, to-wit:
That I (I) am an authorized representative of DAS Investments, LLC in the
above-captioned matter; (2) I have read the foregoing Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First
Set of Discovery Requests to DAS Investments and I know the contents thereof; and (3) the
statements therein made are true and correct to the best of my information, knowledge and belief.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisJ/ff

day of March 2014.
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CHRISTOPHER
By STEPHJ,~~CH, Clerk
0EPurv IDAK

Michael E. Baldner, ISB #5104
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
baldner@lawidaho.com
nicholson@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for DAS Investments, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, et al.,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its

attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and files this Reply Memorandum in Support of
its Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.
INTRODUCTION

DAS's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion") seeks summary judgment on all of
EEF's claims. In response, EEF seeks to delay the inevitable dismissal of its claims based upon
the speculative hope that defendants will provide evidence that supports its claims. EEF's Idaho
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Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 56(f) request should be denied because EEF has failed to
demonstrate how a continuance would enable it to prevent summary judgment.
DAS respectfully submits that its Motion for Summary Judgment is ripe for consideration
and summary judgment should be granted. However, if the Court disagrees and grants EEF's
Rule 56(f) request, DAS notes that EEF's Response to DAS Investments' Motion for Summary
Judgment ("Response") only seeks additional time to conduct discovery regarding fraud in
violation of Idaho Code § 55-901 et seq., collusion to defraud in violation of Idaho Code §55901, et. seq. and tortious interference. Response at 3-5. As such, even if the Court grants EEF's
Rule 56(f) request, summary judgment should be entered dismissing with prejudice the following
claims/theories asserted against DAS: (1) fraud based upon an alleged violation of the Uniform
Securities Act, Idaho Code § 30-14-501 et. seq. and collusion to commit such, (2) fraud based
upon an alleged violation of Idaho Code§ 18-2403(2)(d) or§ 18-3002 and collusion to commit
such and (3) unjust enrichment.
II.
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC'S RULE 56{f) CONTINUANCE REQUEST SHOULD BE
DENIED

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ("Rule") 56(f) permits the Court to continue a motion for
summary judgment upon a showing that the party opposing the motion "cannot for reasons stated
present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition[.]" The Idaho Supreme Court
has held that:
[A] party must articulate what additional discovery is necessary
and how it is relevant to responding to the pending motion.
I.R.C.P. 56(f).
It has been noted that a party who invokes the protection of Rule
56(f) must "do so in good faith by affirmatively demonstrating
why he cannot respond to a movant's affidavits ... and how
postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by
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discovery or other means, to rebut the movant' s showing of the
absence of a genuine issue of fact." Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone,
Inc., 81 F.3d 793, 797 (8 111 Cir.1996). Further, in order to grant a
motion for additional discovery before hearing a motion on
summary judgment, the plaintiff has the burden of setting out
"what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify
their opposition," making clear "what information is sought and
how it would preclude summary judgment." Nicholas v.
Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th Cir.2001).
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005) (ellipsis in

original; emphasis added).

The Court may consider a party's previous lack of diligence in

pursuing discovery when ruling upon a Rule 56(f) continuance request. Boise Mode, LLC v.
Donahoe Pace & Partners LTD, 154 Idaho 99, 105,294 P.3d 1111, 1117 (2013).

A. EEF's request for a Rule 56(/) continuance should be denied because EEF has not
made the required showing to justify a continuance, the request is not made in good
faith and EEF has not diligently pursued discovery.
EEF filed this suit on June 5, 2013. Several additional parties, including DAS, were
added in December of 2013. To date, there have been three (3) depositions taken in this matter.
Declaration of Chad M Nicholson in Opposition to Plaintiff's Rule 56(/) Request for
Continuance ("Nicholson Opposition Deel.") at

,r

2, filed concurrently herewith.

responded to a subpoena duces tecum.

,r

4

Id. at

DAS has

DAS has answered written discovery

propounded by EEF and produced over 400 pages of documents in this matter. Id. at ,r,r 4 & 6.
TitleOne has answered written discovery and has produced over 2000 pages of documents in this
matter. Id. at ,r,r 3 & 5. Alliance Title and Escrow Corporation has answered written discovery
and has produced over 500 pages of documents in this matter. Id. at

,r 7.

EEF has failed to

propound any discovery to defendants Galiano, LLC ("Galiano"), Edward J. Mason, Fidelity
National Title Company, Chicago Title Insurance Co. or RBC Bank. Id. at ,r 9.
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Despite the discovery completed to date, EEF admits that it identify any facts which
would preclude granting DAS's Motion. Instead, EEF seeks to take a deposition of DAS's
manager, Tim Eck, and defendant Edward J. Mason ("Mason"), or obtain an affidavit from
Mason before DAS's Motion is heard. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Plaintiff's

Response in Opposition to Defendant DAS's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Tribble Ajjid.") at

,r,r 9-13, filed on April 28, 2014.

However, EEF fails to demonstrate (1) what evidence it expects

this discovery to produce and (2) how such evidence would prevent summary judgment.

Monarch Greenback, LLC v. Monticello Ins. Co., 118 F.Supp.2d 1068, 1081 (D. Idaho 1999)
("The burden is on the party seeking additional discovery to proffer sufficient facts to show that
the evidence sought exists, ... , and that it would prevent summary judgment.") (quotation marks

omitted; emphasis added).
The Tribble Affidavit merely identifies general topics on which EEF seeks to conduct
discovery. Tribble Affid. at ,r 9. Stating that Mr. Eck's testimony will provide key evidence for
"[w]hen certain acts occurred" or "[w]hen knowledge was obtained" does not meet EEF's
burden. Id. The inability to identify what specific evidence is expected to be found, and how
such evidence would preclude summary judgment, is fatal to EEF's request.
EEF's request seems based upon the unfounded hope that upon being deposed, Mr. Eck
will disavow DAS's written discovery responses (despite the fact that he verified those answers),
reverse his declaration testimony and admit that DAS was a participant in a far reaching
conspiracy. EEF has failed to articulate any basis as to why deposing Mr. Eck will produce
evidence that directly contradicts the verification he signed and his declaration. As such, there is
no reason to believe that deposing Mr. Eck will produce evidence that will enable EEF to prevent
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summary judgment. Therefore, to the extent EEF's request is based upon a desire to depose Mr.
Eck, the request should be denied.
Filed concurrently with this Response is the Affidavit of Edward J. Mason ("Mason
Affid."). Thus, there is no need to delay DAS's Motion to allow EEF to obtain an affidavit from
Mason. If deposed, Mason will undoubtedly provide testimony consistent with his affidavit and
no evidence to prevent summary judgment will be obtained. Thus, the desire to depose Mason
does not justify a continuance ofDAS's Motion. Moreover, given that DAS was able to obtain
an affidavit from Mason in just one (1) week, EEF's assertion that it was unable to obtain an
affidavit in two (2) weeks is not made in good faith. The lack of time is not what prevented EEF
from obtaining an affidavit from Mason. What prevented EEF from obtaining an affidavit was
the fact that his testimony does not prevent summary judgment in DAS's favor. On the contrary,
Mason's testimony supports entry of summary judgment in DAS's favor.
Finally, EEF has not diligently pursued discovery. EEF filed this lawsuit on June 5,
2013. DAS was made a party in December, 2013. It took EEF over ten (10) months to conduct
its first deposition in this matter, Heidi Emery of TitleOne. Having not obtained the information
it hoped to receive from Ms. Emery, it appears that EEF will seek to depose additional TitleOne
employees. However, it has failed to schedule such depositions despite the fact that it has had
claims pending for eleven (11) months against TitleOne.

This failure to diligently pursue

discovery from TitleOne regarding DAS's involvement, or lack thereof, in the creation and
recording of the Reconveyance weighs in favor of denying EEF's Rule 56(f) request.
Nor has EEF diligently pursued scheduling the deposition of Mr. Eck. DAS filed its
Motion, and Mr. Eck's supporting declaration on April 14, 2014. In open court on April 21,
2014, EEF's counsel noted that it might seek to depose Mr. Eck. EEF made no attempt to
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schedule Mr. Eck's deposition until it served a notice of deposition on April 28, 2014 - the same
day that EEF's response to DAS's Motion was to be filed with the Court.
Furthermore, EEF has failed to utilize depositions that have been conducted to produce
evidence which might support its claims against DAS. EEF did not ask a single question about
DAS's involvement in the creation, execution or recording of the Reconveyance during the
deposition of Amy Cobine.

See generally Deposition of Amy Ann Cobine attached to the

Declaration of Chad M Nicholson in Support of DAS Investments, LLC 's Motion for Summary
Judgment ("Nicholson Deel."), filed on April 14, 2014.

EEF's failure to attempt to elicit

evidence regarding DAS's involvement, or lack thereof, in the creation and recording of the
Reconveyance is evidence that EEF has not diligently pursued discovery to support its claims
against DAS and weighs against granting EEF's Rule 56(f) request.
In sum, EEF has not established what evidence it expects to discover and how that

evidence will preclude summary judgment. EEF's request for a continuance has not been made
in good faith. EEF has not diligently pursued discovery. Accordingly, EEF's request for a
continuance pursuant to Rule 56(f) should be denied.
B. EEF has not requested additional time to conduct discovery which would demonstrate
a genuine issue of material fact regarding EEF's claims under the Uniform Transfer
Act, Idaho Code§§ 55-901 to 55-909.

EEF seeks to conduct additional discovery on its claim that DAS violated the Uniform
Transfer Act, Idaho Code§§ 55-901 to 55-909 ("UTA"). A fundamental flaw in EEF's request
is that it does not seek to conduct discovery that would demonstrate that EEF had an
encumbrance at the time DAS purchased the Property.
Idaho Code§ 45-1203(4) provides, in part:
A reconveyance of a trust deed, when executed and acknowledged
in substantially the form prescribed in subsection (3) of this section
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shall be entitled to recordation and, when recorded, shall
constitute a reconveyance of the trust deed identified therein,
irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure not
disclosed in the release or reconveyance that is recorded other than
forgery of the title insurer or title agent's signature.
(Emphasis added.) Based upon the plain language of§ 45-1203(4), the Reconveyance is a valid
conveyance unless EEF can demonstrate that the Reconveyance was not in substantial
conformance with the form prescribed by § 45-1203(3) or that Heidi Emery's signature on the
Reconveyance was forged. Discovery conducted to date demonstrates that the Reconveyance is
in substantial conformance and that Ms. Emery's signature is authentic. As such, the undisputed
evidence demonstrates that the Reconveyance was "entitled to recordation[.]" Likewise, the
undisputed evidence demonstrates that the Reconveyance was recorded on February 11, 2010.
EEF is not seeking to conduct discovery to create a genuine issue of material fact regarding these
facts.
Given these undisputed facts, as a matter of law, EEF had no encumbrance on the
Property as of February 11, 2010. This is fatal to EEF's UTA claim. Under the UTA, EEF must
establish an interest in the Property at the time of the conveyance. I.C. § 55-901. Furthermore,
as there is no basis to avoid the Reconveyance, EEF's exclusive remedy for the recording of the
Reconveyance is a damage claim against TitleOne pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-1205. 1 As the
undisputed evidence demonstrates that EEF did not have a valid encumbrance at the time DAS
purchased the Property, and given that EEF is not seeking to conduct further discovery on this
issue, further discovery would not prevent entry of summary judgment in DAS's favor and
therefore EEF's Rule 56(f) request should be denied.

II
1 DAS incorporates TitleOne's briefing on the exclusivity of damages as a remedy set forth at pages 5-9 and 11-13
ofTitleOne's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and Renewed Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens, filed January 2, 2013, as if set forth in full herein.
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II
C. EEF is not entitled to conduct discovery on fraud based claims without first meeting
the particularity requirement ofRule 9(b).

EEF's request for a 56(f) continuance puts the cart before the horse: it seeks to conduct
discovery regarding fraud before meeting the particularity pleading requirement of Rule 9(b ).
Claims based upon allegations of a fraudulent conveyance must be pled with pled with
particularity. Kerns v. Washington Water Power Co., et al., 24 Idaho 525, 135 P. 70 (1913).
In Kerns, the plaintiff filed suit alleging a violation of the UTA. Id. The trial court
sustained the defendant's demurrer to an amended complaint and entered a judgment of
dismissal. 135 P. at 70 & 72.

On appeal, the plaintiff argued that its amended complaint

sufficiently pled its cause of action. Id. at 72. In affirming the trial court's judgment, the Idaho
Supreme Court held that "the rule which should be applied to this case" is that:
"There must be alleged and proven facts out of which a
constructive fraud will arise by force of law, or facts constituting
actual or expressed fraud, and the rule is that the facts upon
which fraud is predicated must be specifically pleaded. A mere
general averment of fraud is nothing but the averment of a
conclusion, and will not suffice. It presents no issue for trial, and
is bad on demurrer."

Id. at 74 quoting Leavengood v. McGee, 50 Or. 233, 239, 91 Pac. 453, 456 (1907) (emphasis
added).
EEF's Revised Second Amended Complaint sets forth factual allegations regarding
DAS's alleged fraud in Paragraphs 26, 28, 29, 65, 66, 72, 73 and 78. Noticeably absent from
these paragraphs is any specific allegation as to when or how DAS committed fraud and/or a
fraudulent conveyance. Instead the Revised Second Amended Complaint contains only a general
averment of fraud and fails to meet the requirement of Rule 9(b ). Since EEF failed to meet the
particularity pleading requirement of Rule 9(b), EEF was not entitled to file its fraud claims
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against EEF, much less conduct discovery in an attempt to develop facts to meet its pleading
requirement. "[D]iscovery is not to be used as a fishing expedition." E.E.O.C. v. Harvey L.
Walner &Associates, 91 F.3d 963,971 (7th Cir. 1996).

The case of In re Rockefeller Center Properties and RCP Associates ("Rockefeller") is
instructive. 272 B.R. 524 (Bankr. S.D. NY 2000). In Rockefeller, the Reorganized Debtors were
former owners of the Rockefeller Center building complex that had filed bankruptcy. Id. at 529530.

The National Broadcasting Company ("NBC") filed a Proof of Claim which alleged

overpayments ofrent to the Reorganized Debtors. Id. at 529. The Reorganized Debtors objected
to the Proof of Claim and filed a motion for summary judgment. Id. The bankruptcy court
treated the motion for "summary judgment as a motion to dismiss the Proof of Claim for failure
to plead monies paid by mistake with particularity as required by Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure ('FRCP') 9(b)[.]" Id. at 531. NBC responded to the motion for summary judgment
while also seeking to delay the motion under FRCP 56(f) until it had conducted further
discovery. Id. at 551.
NBC's FRCP 56(f) request was denied. Id. at 551-552. The court noted that in order to
have an allowable bankruptcy claim, NBC was required to have a claim that it could have
established under state law. Id. at 553. As such, ''NBC would have had to comply with the
requirements ofFRCP 9 which require the pleading of fraud or mistake with particularity[.]" Id.
The court also noted that despite effectively being the plaintiff, NBC had "not shown what
efforts it made to obtain the facts necessary to support its own claim prior to filing of the Proof
of Claim." Id. at 552 (emphasis added). The court then held:
The burden of proof lies with NBC. It is a burden NBC must
meet without resorting to discovery from the Reorganized
Debtors, just as it would have had to had it commenced an action
in state or federal court against the debtors.
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NBC cannot rely on speculation that further discovery from the
Reorganized Debtors might uncover relevant evidence:
"[I]t is clear that a plaintiff cannot defeat a motion
for summary judgment by merely restating the
conclusory allegations contained in his complaint,
and amplifying them only with speculation about
what discovery might uncover. 'An opposing
party's mere hope that further evidence may
develop prior to trial is an insufficient basis upon
which to justify the denial of the motion.'

A 'bare assertion that the evidence supporting a
plaintiff's allegation is in the hands of the defendant
is insufficient to justify a denial of a motion for
summary judgment under Rule 56(f). Rule 56(f)
cannot be relied upon to defeat a summary
judgment motion 'where the result of a continuance
to obtain further information would be wholly
speculative."'

NBC would not have been able to file suit and then seek to have
discovery to uncover its case.
NBC is speculating that additional discovery will turn up
evidence of mistake or fraud, and therefore seeks to conduct an
extensive and expensive fishing expedition to substantiate a mere
hunch. NBC has actually had the benefit of some discovery and
has failed to find mistake or fraud sufficient to take its claim
outside of the barrier of the account stated doctrine.
Id. at 552-553 quoting Contemporary Mission, Inc. v. United States Postal Service, 648 F.2d 97,

107 (2"d Cir.1981) (emphasis added).
As in Rockefeller, EEF is required by Rule 9(b) and Idaho Supreme Court precedent to
have facts supporting its UTA claims prior to filing suit - prior to any opportunity to conduct
discovery. Moreover, EEF has had time to conduct discovery and has found no evidence to
support its claims. Having failed to develop a factual basis for its fraud claims prior to filing suit
and despite discovery revealing no facts supporting a fraud claim, EEF now speculates that
,
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additional discovery will reveal evidence of fraud and asks this Court to force DAS to endure a
continued fishing expedition in an attempt to substantiate an unfounded hunch.

The Court

should decline this request and enter summary judgment in favor of DAS.
D. EEF has not requested additional time to conduct discovery which would demonstrate
a genuine issue of material fact regarding EEF's claims under the Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code§§ 55-910 to 55-921.
It appears that EEF may also be requesting time to conduct additional discovery
regarding its claim under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code§§ 55-910 to 55-921
("UFTA"). This request is without merit.
EEF has not requested any discovery which is aimed an demonstrating that DAS was a
debtor of EEF. Without such evidence, EEF does not have standing to assert a UFTA claim.

Estate of Collins v. Geist, 143 Idaho 821, 829, 153 P.3d 1167, 1175 (2007). Moreover, the
undisputed evidence is that DAS was not a debtor of EEF. EEF Depo. at 208:19-21; Eck Deel.
at

~

23. For these reasons, and the reasons set forth supra, any request by EEF to conduct

discovery on claims under the UFTA should be denied.
E. EEF's request for additional time for discovery regarding its collusion claims should
be denied given that summary judgment is appropriate on the predicate claims.
The Court has recognized that there is no independent cause of action for "collusion" or
"conspiracy." Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions at 15, filed on December
2, 2013. EEF's claims of collusion are based upon its claims that DAS violated the UTA and the
UFTA. As there is no basis to continue DAS's motion for summary judgment on the predicate
claims, there is no basis to continue DAS's motion for summary judgment on EEF's Collusion
claim.
II
II
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F. EEF's request for a continuance to conduct additional discovery regarding its tortious
interference claim will not produce evidence that prevents entry of summary judgment
in favor ofDAS.
EEF seeks additional time to conduct discovery related to its tortious interference claim
based upon statements allegedly made by Edward J. Mason ("Mason") to EEF's counsel. The
Mason Affid. unequivocally states that prior to DAS's purchase of the Property, Mason did not
advise DAS or Mr. Eck that EEF had a secured interest in the Property. Mason Affid. at ,r,r 6-10.
Likewise, Mason has unequivocally testified that he did not advise DAS and/or Mr. Eck that
Galiano, LLC had executed a promissory note in favor of EEF. Id. at ,r 11. In light of the Mason
Affid., it is clear that continuing DAS's Motion to allow for a deposition of Mason will not
produce evidence that will preclude entry of summary judgment.
EEF also seeks to depose Mr. Eck to determine what if any involvement DAS had in the
creation of the Reconveyance. Deposing Mr. Eck will not produce evidence that will prevent
summary judgment.

Mr. Eck has already testified that DAS had no involvement in the

Reconveyance. Declaration of Timothy W Eck in Support of DAS Investments, LLC 's Motion

for Summary Judgment ("Eck Deel.") at ,r,r 20 & 22, filed on April 14, 2014.
In light of the foregoing, EEF's Rule 56(±) request to continue DAS's Motion to conduct
more discovery regarding EEF's tortious interference claim should be denied.

III.
REPLY ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Assuming that the Court denies EEF's Rule 56(±) request, DAS is entitled to summary
judgment. EEF's Response does not offer any facts or argument to prevent entry of summary
judgment on EEF's claims of (1) violation of the UFTA, Idaho Code §§ 55-910 to 55-921 and
collusion to commit such, (2) fraud based upon an alleged violation of the Uniform Securities
Act, Idaho Code § 30-14-501 et. seq. and collusion to commit such, (3) fraud based upon an
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alleged violation of Idaho Code § 18-2403(2)(d) or § 18-3002 and collusion to commit such and
(4) unjust enrichment. Therefore summary judgment should be entered in DAS's favor on these
claims/theories.
A. DAS is entitled to entry of summary judgment on EEF's Uniform Transfer Act Claim.

EEF argues that evidence produced by DAS precludes summary judgment. This claim is
without merit.
EEF claims that evidence demonstrates "that DAS likely conspired with Edward Mason
and Galiano against RBC when DAS purchased 43 of the subject lots in a short sale and gave
one of these lots back to Ted Mason Signature Homes as a kickback." Response at 3 (emphasis
added). This argument fails for several reasons. First, EEF is a wholly separate entity from
RBC. While DAS is fully confident that it did absolutely nothing to defraud RBC, if DAS had,
EEF has not demonstrated how this alleged fraud harmed EEF. Second, EEF has no standing to
assert a fraud claim on behalf of RBC. Third, this argument has no evidentiary support. DAS
did not "give" a lot back to Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc. ("TMSH") as a kickback. DAS
purchased the lots at a per lot price of $20,000.00.

DAS then sold one lot to TMSH for

$30,381.02 - a price in line with the per lot price at which DAS sold the other 42 lots. See
Exhibit A to the Tribble Affid. The DAS to TMSH was an arms length transaction under which
DAS received value and was not fraudulent in anyway.
EEF also notes that DAS and Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH") executed contracts for
the purchase oflots on May 7, 2012. Response at 3. However, EEF does not explain in any way
how the signing of these contracts constituted a fraudulent conveyance.
EEF claims that defendant Edward Mason advised DAS more than a year before the
Galiano to DAS sale that the Property was subject to a secured interest of EEF. Response at 3.
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This argument, based upon inadmissible hearsay within the Tribble Affid., is directly refuted by
the Mason Affid. Mr. Mason has provided this Court with testimony that he did not advise DAS
or Mr. Eck that EEF had a secured interest in the Property. Mason Affid. at

,r,r

6-10. All

evidence before the Court establishes that DAS did not have any knowledge of any interest of
EEF in the Property. Eck Deel. at ,r,r 16-17, 19-20; Declaration of Travis J. Stroud in Support of

DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment at ,r,r 6-7 & 9, filed on April 14, 2014;
Declaration of Scott A. Tschirgi in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment, at

,r,r

4-8, filing on April 14, 2014; and Mason Affid. at

,r,r

6-10.

As such, the

undisputed evidence is that DAS was a bona fide purchaser for value and therefore could have
not have violated the UTA.
Finally, EEF argues that a "badge of fraud" is that "DAS then made about $270,000 on
these properties before they had even closed the deal with Galiano." Response at 3. Again, this
argument has no evidentiary support.

Closing statements, attached to the Tribble Affid.,

demonstrate that DAS closed sales of the 43 lots between May 23, 2012 and June 24, 2013.
Exhibit A to the Tribble Affid. DAS did not make profit until a sale closed. As no sales from
DAS to CBH or TMSH closed before the Galiano to DAS sale closed, DAS could not have made
any profit before the Galiano to DAS sale closed. Furthermore, this argument ignores the fact
that each of the contracts between DAS and CBH contained clauses which stated that, if CBH
failed to close as required, all subsequent sales were rescinded. Exhibit E to the Eck Deel. Thus,
DAS not only had to bear the carrying costs of the lots until they were sold, in the event that
CBH did not close, CBH would have no right to purchase the lots. This is not a badge of fraud
or an indication that DAS was a straw man. On the contrary, all evidence before the Court
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demonstrates that the transactions between DAS and CBH were entirely legal, arms length
transactions. The same can be said for the DAS to TMSH transaction.
B. DAS is entitled to entry of summary judgment on EEF's Tortious Interference Claim.

EEF argues that summary judgment on its tortious interference claim is inappropriate
because "Mr. Mason has stated that he notified Mr. Eck about the existence of EEF's secured
interest in the property[.]" Response at 4. This argument is squarely refuted by the Mason Affid.
in which Mr. Mason testified that he did not advise DAS or Mr. Eck that EEF had a secured
interest in the Property. Mason Affid. at ,r,r 6-10. Likewise, Mr. Mason's affidavit unequivocally
states that he did not advise DAS or Mr. Eck about the promissory note Galiano had executed in
favor of EEF. Id. at ,r 11. Upon considering the Mason Affid., the declarations of Mr. Eck, Mr.
Stroud, and Mr. Tschirgi, and the testimony of EEF, the undisputed evidence demonstrates that
DAS had no knowledge of either the Reconveyance or the promissory note executed by Galiano
in favor of EEF. Therefore, summary judgment should be entered in DAS's favor on EEF's
tortious interference claim.
IV.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC respectfully requests that
the Court deny Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC's Rule 56(f) request for continuance and enter
.summary judgment in favor of DAS Investments, LLC.
DATED this

t;fJ..

day of May, 2014.
N MOLLERUP LLP

Attorneys for DAS Inves ments, LLC
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Defendants.

2

3
4
5

6
7

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"), the Plaintiff,
provides the following memorandum in response to RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment:

I.

INTRODUCTION

8
Eagle Equity Fund is forced to defend yet another premature motion for summary
9
10

11

judgment on all claims for relief. This action was oliginally filed on June 5, 2014. In the original
complaint, RBC Bank was named as a defendant. After discuss,ion between counsel about the
correct entity, EEF agreed to substitute RBC Real Estate Finance for RBC Bank on February 6,

12

2014. RBC Real Estate Finance subsequently filed an Answer to the Second Amended Complaint
13
14

on Febmary 14, 2014. Since this time, EEF has had approximately 1 Yi months of uninterrupted
time to conduct discovery before Alliance Title noticed up a hearing for summary judgment on

15
March 28, 2014. Of course, RBC currently claims no involvement in any conspiracy to defraud
16

EEF of its secured interest in the Galiano property, however, EEF should be at least be allowed to

17

investigate fulther into RBC's involvement in these transactions.
18
19

20

III.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
I.R.C.P. 56(c), specifies that a motion for summary judgment should only be granted if the

"pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that

21

there is no genuine issue as to any material fact, and that the moving party is entitled to a
22
23

24
25
26
27

judgment as a matter of law." The Idaho Supreme Court in Cuevas v. Barraza reminded courts
that disputed facts and reasonable inferences should be liberally construed in favor of the nonmoving party Cuevas v. Barraza, 277 P.3d 337, 341. If the record contains conflicting inferences
or reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, a sununary judgment must be denied.

Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 542, 808 P.2d 876,878 (1991). A court must not grant a
motion for summary judgment if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with
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1

the affidavits, if any, show that there is a genuine issue as to any material fact. McCoy v. Lyons,

2

120 Idaho 765, 820 P.2d 360 (1991); Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539,808 P.2d 876 (1991).

3

IV.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS INAPPROPRIATE AT THIS TIME BECAUSE EEF

4

BAS NOT BAD AN ADEQUATE TIME TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY WITH RBC

5

EEF should be afforded an adequate a.mount of time to conduct discovery concerning its

6

claims against RBC. Concerning summary judgment, the U.S. Supreme Court has stated "In our

7

view, the plain language of Rule 56(c) mandates the entry of summary judgment, after adequate

8

time for discovery and upon motion, against a pai-ty who fails to make a showing sufficient to

9

establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case, and on which that party will

IO

bear the burden of proof at trial." Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,322 (1986) (emphasis

11

added).

12

The instant case is extremely complex. There are nine defendants all of who have

13

allegedly colluded to defraud EEF of its secured interest in the Galiano property, Even on the

14

most basic of oases where there are only one plaintiff and one defendant, courts routinely allow 3-

15

6 months to conduct discovery, However, in this case, RBC was substituted in on February 6,

16

2014, and filed an Answer on February 14, 2014. Approximately 2 months latei·, RBC filed their

17

motion for summary judgment.

18

Clearly, EBF has not been permitted "adequate time for discovery." RBC is still young in

19

this case, and the Court cannot possibly expect that EEF will have had adequate time to conduct a

20

full and fair discovery in only two months, especially considering all of the other activity on the

21

case during this time. EEF respectfully requests that RBC's motion be denied or delayed until

22

such time as a scheduling order can be entered and discovery can be fully conducted.

23

VII.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE DELAYED BECAUSE EVIDENCE

24

REMAINS TO BE DISCOVERED

25

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(£) weighs in favor of further discovery. As 56(f)

26
27
28

currently states,
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
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6
7
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10
11
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13

16

17

18
19

20
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continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
Discovery in this case has been ongoing for several months, and there are still numerous
avenues and aspects of this case that need to be explored. As mentioned earlier, REC has only
been in this case since February 2014. EEF expects to be able to detennine from the deposition
of Tim Eck exactly who at RBC was in contact with Eck and Mason to negotiate the tenns of the
short sale that RBC accepted, Once infoJmation is obtained from Mr. Eck, EEF will have a much
better idea of how to proceed in discovery against RBC. Right now, what is known is that RBC
accepted $860,000 in a short sale for a property that had millions owed on it, See Affidavit of Tim

Eck in Support of DAS's Motion for Summary Judgment. RBC immediately filed suit against
Mason for a deficiency of millions. See Case #CV-OC-2012-14378. Given that the residential
real estate market in Ada County had only pulled back about 25% from early 2007 to 2010,

RBC's acceptance of such little money waitants investigation into the decision making process.
See http:l!www.repomandan.com/pages!marketmonitor.aspx.

14

15

No. 3698

CONCLUSIONS

RBC has only been a participant in this litigation since mid-February. Under no
reasonable standard can it be said that EEF has had an adequate amount of time to conduct
discovery concerning RBC' s role in a conspiracy to defraud EEF of its secured interest.
Additional discovery is also warranted under I.R.C.P, 56(f), EEF respectfully requests that this
Court deny this motion for summary judgment or delay ruling until such time as adequate
discovery can be made.

21

22
23
24
25

26

Dated: May

t fL

, 2014

:~~
Aaron J. Tribble

27

Attorney /or Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

vs.

l

Case No: CV OC 2013-10112

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE
) TO RBC' S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
) JUDGMENT

)

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE ~
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, )
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
)
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & )
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, )
RBC BANK (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka
)
PNC BANK), a North Carolina corporation, ))
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
~
corporation (fkaTicor Title Insurance
)
Company, a Califomia. corporation), DAS
)
INVESTMENTS, LLC an Idaho company,
)
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho )
corporation, GALIANO LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability company, EDWARD J. MASON, an ))
individual, and John Does 1-X, unknown
)
individuals and/or companies,
)
Defendants.
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STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
County of Ada
)

Aaron J. Tribble, being first duly swom upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above entitled matter.

2.

I am an individual over the age of 18 and make this affidavit based upon my own
personal knowledge.

3.

I have scheduled a deposition on May 29, 2014 for Tim Bek, manager of DAS
Investments. Among other things, I intend to question Mr, Eck about his dealings
with RBC, including the individuals he talked to at RBC.

Based on this

deposition, I intend to fommlate a discovery plan for RBC.

DATED this

61' day of May, 2014.
.

4~

Aaron J. Tribble
Attorney for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this !tl!!:day of May, 2014.

NOTARY PUBLIC for Idah
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C1&TIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the '1t day of May, 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
,t) Facsimile (208) 388-1300
~ Electronic Delivery

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 ~ Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
~ Facsimile (206) 223-4527
( ) Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel/or Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand~Delivered
p<J Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments UC

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
~ Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
(>d" Facsimile (208) 388-1001
I( ) Electronic Delivery

DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand-Delivered
6,cJ' Facsimile (208) 331-2400
I( ) Electronic Delivery

P.O. Box 1308

Boise, ID 83701
Counsel/or Corey Barton Homes. Inc.
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DAVID M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
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dpenny@cosholaw.com
Counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
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FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83 70 I
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

CHRISTOPHt:R ~;. FUGH, Clerk
By SABRINA STOKES
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Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION AGAINST DEFENDANT
COREY BARTON HOMES

Defendants.
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This matter having come on regularly for hearing before the Court on April 21, 2014,
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC appearing by and through its counsel of record Aaron Tribble,
and Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. appearing by and through its counsel of record David T.
Krueck,
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that
for the reasons stated on the record during the April 21, 2014 hearing, Plaintiffs Motion for
Preliminary Injunction Against Defendant Corey Barton Homes is DENIED.

~

DATED this _J_ day of

Mo-'{

, 2014.

Distnct Judge -
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method indicated below, addressed as follows:
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,/
David M. Fogg
_
_
Aaron Tribble
___
Eagle Law Center
___
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for PlaintiffEagle Equity Funding, LLC

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant Title One Corporation

/
__
___
___

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 388-1300
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Erin Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200-61h Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Defendants Fidelity National Title
Company and Chicago Title Insurance
Company

/
___
___
___

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (206) 223-4527
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

/
U.S.Mail
_ _ Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel/or Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

/

U.S.Mail
Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
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Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC
David T. Krueck
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
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Overnight Mail
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. has moved for summary judgment on all claims
asserted against it in the Revised Second Amended Complaint of Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC ("EEF"). The motion was argued on April 28, 2014. During the hearing, EEF conceded,
with respect to Alliance, Counts I, II, IV, V, VI (except to the extent it is premised on alleged
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fraudulent conveyance in violation ofl.C. §§ 55-901 et seq.), VII, VIII, and X. At the end of the
hearing, the Court granted summary judgment in accordance with EEF' s concession, as well as on
the balance of EEF' s claims-Count III, the rest of Count VI, and Count IX. The Court told the
parties to expect a written decision fully explaining the Court's reasoning. This is that decision.

I.

BACKGROUND
EEF and Alliance agree on most of the facts pertaining to EEF' s claims against Alliance.
In November 2006, EEF loaned money to Defendant Galiano, LLC. The loan was secured
by a junior deed of trust to real property that was to be developed into a residential subdivision (a
senior deed of trust having been granted to Defendant RBC Real Estate Corp. at the same time).
Alliance was the closing agent in the loan transaction and also the trustee named in EEF' s deed of
trust. During its stint as trustee, Alliance issued two partial reconveyances of the deed of trust,
both times acting at EEF' s request. In March 20 I 0, EEF replaced Alliance as trustee with
Defendant Fidelity National Title Company. Earlier that year, though, Defendant TitleOne
Corporation had executed and recorded a full reconveyance of EEF' s deed of trust. As a result,
the property no longer was subject to a record lien held by EEF. More than two years later, in
May 2012, Galiano sold the property to Defendant DAS Investments, LLC. DAS promptly
agreed to resell most of the property to Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc., which has been
building homes on the property and selling it lot by lot.
EEF claims the full reconveyance by TitleOne was wrongful and impairs EEF's ability to
obtain repayment of its loan to Galiano. Not knowing why TitleOne executed and recorded the
full reconveyance, EEF filed this broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013. In the absence of
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another explanation, EEF regards the full reconveyance as suggesting a fraudulent plot by the
defendants (not all of which are mentioned in this decision) to deprive EEF of its lien. Nearly a
year after filing suit, though, EEF has not been able to develop evidence of a wide-ranging fraud.
The best EEF has been able to do so far to try to implicate Alliance in TitleOne's allegedly
wrongful execution and recording of the full reconveyance is the assertion of Daniel Thompson,
its principal, that Alliance did not give EEF the original deed of trust after EEF' s loan to Galiano
closed in November 2006. EEF contends that the original deed of trust somehow came into
TitleOne's possession, that TitleOne sent it to a reconveyance agent, and that, as a result, the
reconveyance agent facilitated its full reconveyance by TitleOne. There is some evidence for this
contention in the deposition of Amy Cobine of the reconveyance agent, Post Closing Department.
There is no evidence, however, that Alliance is responsible for the original deed of trust coming
into TitleOne's possession. In fact, Alliance has placed in the record its signed cover memo to
Thompson dated December 1, 2006, which states that the original deed of trust is enclosed.
Thus, EEF and Alliance dispute whether Alliance gave EEF the original deed of trust after
the November 2006 loan closing. The issue at hand is whether that dispute amounts to a genuine
issue of material fact that precludes granting summary judgment to Alliance. Leaving aside the
claims EEF conceded during the hearing on Alliance's motion for summary judgment, EEF's
claims against Alliance are Count III for negligence, Count VI for collusion to commit fraudulent
conveyance in violation ofl.C. §§ 55-901 et seq., and Count IX for tortious interference with the
prospective economic advantage associated with having a lien against the property that is subject
to the deed of trust. EEF asks the Court either to deny summary judgment outright as to those
claims or to invoke I.R.C.P. 56(f) to give EEF more time to conduct discovery before rendering a
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ruling. In that regard, EEF suggests that additional discovery might reveal evidence that Alliance
is responsible for TitleOne coming into possession of the original deed of trust. EEF has not,
however, offered a detailed plan for discovering that information or, perhaps more important, a
reasonably convincing basis to think that information might exist in the first place.

II.

LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The movant bears
the initial burden of proving that there is no genuine issue of material fact. E.g., Boise Mode, LLC
v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103-04, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the

movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant, which must show that there is indeed a
genuine issue of material fact. Id. at 104,294 P.3d at 1116. To meet that ultimate burden, the
nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit
specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Id. (quotation marks omitted). The
record must be construed in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, with all reasonable
inferences drawn in its favor. Id. Nevertheless, "[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight
doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" to avoid summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC,
155 Idaho 159, 163, 307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013). The nonmovant's failure to prove that there is a
genuine issue of material fact "will result in an order granting summary judgment." Sprinkler
Irrigation Co. v. John Deere Ins. Co., 139 Idaho 691,698, 85 P.3d 667,675 (2004).
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III.
ANALYSIS
A.

Negligence
In Count III of its Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims Alliance negligently

allowed TitleOne to reconvey EEF' s deed of trust. EEF' s theory of negligence is that (i) Alliance
did not give EEF the original deed of trust after the loan closing, (ii) it somehow came into
TitleOne's possession, (iii) TitleOne provided it to Post Closing Department, a reconveyance
agent, (iv) without it, Post Closing Department would not have facilitated the reconveyance, and
(v) Alliance must have been responsible for its coming into TitleOne's possession and thus for
facilitating the wrongful reconveyance. Items (i) - (iv) have some evidentiary support. By
contrast, item (v) is an inference EEF wants the Court to draw.
A viable negligence claim requires, among other things, proof that the defendant owed and
breached a legal duty to the plaintiff. E.g., Gagnon v. W Bldg. Maint., Inc., 155 Idaho 112, 115,
306 P .3d 197, 200 (2013). EEF does not have the requisite proof of these elements.
"Under Idaho law, the duties of a trustee on a deed of trust have only been recognized as
those specified under either in the Idaho Trust Deeds Act [LC.§§ 45-1501 et seq.] or in the deed
of trust document itself." Sykes v. Mortg. Elec. Registration Sys., Inc., 2012 WL 914922, at *4
(D. Idaho Mar. 15, 2012). Those duties do not include continually reviewing the real property
records to detect reconveyances and then investigating their propriety. If the statutory conditions
for reconveyance are met and the statutory reconveyance procedure is followed, a deed of trust
may be reconveyed by any title insurer or title agent, without notice to or involvement by the
trustee. LC.§§ 45-1202, -1203. The trustee simply has no legal duty to police others'
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compliance with the reconveyance statutes. Alliance therefore did not owe EEF a legal duty to
detect and prevent or undo TitleOne' s allegedly wrongful reconveyance of the deed of trust.
EEF's negligence claim is not salvaged by recasting the legal duty at issue more narrowly
as a duty not to take any action that might facilitate a wrongful reconveyance by some other title
· insurer or title agent, for EEF has no evidence of a breach of any such duty. Alliance allegedly
facilitated the reconveyance by somehow allowing the original deed of trust to come into
TitleOne' s possession. But, even assuming the original deed of trust came into TitleOne' s
possession and Alliance is somehow responsible for its having done so, possession of an original
deed of trust is not necessary to reconvey it. To reconvey the deed of trust, TitleOne instead
needed to "possess satisfactory evidence of [its] payment in full." I.C. § 45-1202. There is no
reason to view Alliance's allegedly transmitting to TitleOne the original deed of trust as
equivalent to transmitting to TitleOne satisfactory evidence of its payment in full. In other words,
Alliance had no obligation to anticipate that TitleOne, once in possession of the original deed of
trust, would reconvey it in violation of the reconveyance statutes. Thus, the alleged transmission,
assuming it occurred, was not in breach of any legal duty Alliance owed to EEF not to facilitate a
wrongful reconveyance of the deed of trust.
Moreover, while EEF has offered some evidence that the original deed of trust came into
TitleOne's possession, the evidence is too slight to support EEF's desired inference that Alliance
is responsible for its having done so. EEF has no direct evidence as to how TitleOne came into
possession of the original deed of trust (assuming TitleOne actually did so), nor has EEF
articulated any credible theory that explains why Alliance might have transmitted it to TitleOne
intentionally or how Alliance might have transmitted it to TitleOne accidentally. EEF asks the
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Court to infer that Alliance intentionally or accidentally transmitted it to TitleOne simply because
Daniel Thompson of EEF denies that Alliance ever gave it to EEF. If Alliance did not give it to
EEF, the argument goes, then Alliance must be responsible for its winding up with TitleOne. The
Court cannot resolve on summary judgment the factual dispute about whether Alliance gave the
original deed of trust to EEF after the loan closing. The Court can, however, consider Alliance's
evidence on that point in evaluating the reasonableness of the inference EEF asks the Court to
draw. Alliance has offered documentary evidence that it sent the original deed of trust to
Thompson on December 1, 2006. That apparently credible evidence, in combination with the
absence of evidence that Alliance actually transmitted the original deed of trust to TitleOne and
the absence of any explanation for why or how Alliance might have done so, renders unreasonable
the inference that Alliance somehow transmitted it to TitleOne.
For these reasons, EEF's negligence claim against Alliance is not fit for trial.

B.

Collusion to Defraud
In Count VI of its Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims the allegedly

wrongful reconveyance of the deed of trust was the product of a conspiracy to divest EEF of its
lien on the property in violation ofldaho Code§§ 55-901 et seq. Even assuming arguendo that
the reconveyance is the product of such a conspiracy, there is no evidence linking Alliance to the
conspiracy. Thompson's denial that Alliance sent the original deed of trust to EEF is a far cry
from evidence that Alliance participated in a fraud, even if that denial were deemed sufficient
(despite the preceding conclusion to the contrary) to support an inference that Alliance transmitted
the original deed of trust to TitleOne. Consequently, the collusion-to-defraud claim against
Alliance also is not fit for trial.
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C.

Tortious Interference with a Prospective Economic Expectancy
In Count IX of the Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims the defendants

tortiously interfered with the prospective economic advantage associated with having a lien on the
property that is subject to the deed of trust. That claim requires proof of five elements: (1) the
existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the
interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference
was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself; and (5) resulting damage
to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. E.g., Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker, 133
Idaho 330,338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999). With respect to the fourth element, interference is
wrongful in either of two instances: "'(1) the defendant had an improper objective or purpose to
harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective
business relationship.'" Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 893, 243 P .3d
1069, 1081 (2010) (quoting Idaho First Nat'! Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,
286,824 P.2d 841,861 (1991)). "Wrongful means would include conduct in violation of a statute
or other regulation, or a recognized rule of common law.... " Idaho First, 121 Idaho at 286 n.
16, 824 P .2d 861 n. 16 (internal quotation marks omitted).
EEF's only evidence against Alliance is Thompson's denial that Alliance sent the original
deed of trust to EEF, which EEF argues is sufficient to support an inference that Alliance
transmitted it to TitleOne, facilitating the allegedly wrongful reconveyance. Even ifEEF were
given the benefit of that inference (despite the preceding conclusion that it is unreasonable), EEF
offers no evidence that Alliance intentionally interfered with the deed of trust. EEF also offers no
evidence that Alliance wanted to harm EEF or that the reconveyance of the deed of trust resulted
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from any violation of the law on Alliance's part. Because no evidence supports at least the third
and fourth elements of EEF's interference claim, that claim is not fit for trial either.

D.

I.R.C.P. 56(t) Continuance
EEF hopes to forestall the entry of summary judgment on these claims by seeking a

continuance under I.R.C.P. 56(f), which provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the
party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order
a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
I.R.C.P. 56(f). Whether to grant such a continuance is a discretionary decision. Boise Mode, 154
Idaho at 103, 294 P.3d at 1115. That said, I.R.C.P. 56(t) demands much of the party seeking a
continuance. That party must "' affirmatively demonstrat[e] ... how postponement of a ruling on
the motion will enable [it], by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's showing of the
absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Id at 104, 294 P .3d at 1116 (quoting Jenkins v. Boise
Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,239, 108 P.3d 380,386 (2005)). In other words, that party "has
the burden of setting out what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify [its]
opposition, making clear what information is sought and how it would preclude summary
judgment." Id (internal quotation marks omitted).
EEF falls short of meeting its burden under I.R.C.P. 56(f). The sole evidence against
Alliance, after nearly a year of litigation, is the denial of its principal, Thompson, that Alliance
ever sent it the original deed of trust. EEF apparently wishes to conduct more discovery aimed at
ascertaining how the original deed of trust came into TitleOne's possession (if it ever actually did
so), in hopes of establishing that Alliance transmitted it to TitleOne. Alliance has already
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produced documentary evidence that it sent the original deed of trust to Thompson on December
1, 2006. Accordingly, the prospect that further discovery from Alliance will reveal anything

different is very slim. Moreover, there is no reason to believe that further discovery on that
subject from any other defendant, or any non-party, will establish that Alliance transmitted the
original deed of trust to TitleOne. And, perhaps more importantly, even ifEEF somehow were to
discover, against apparently long odds, evidence that Alliance transmitted it to TitleOne, mere
transmission, without more, would not substantiate any ofEEF's claims against Alliance.
In sum, while Alliance has a certain proximity to the full reconveyance at issue, given its
role as closing agent in the underlying loan transaction and as trustee of the deed of trust, EEF has
given the Court no reason to believe that any amount of additional discovery would implicate
Alliance in any of the alleged wrongdoing. It would be an inappropriate exercise of discretion to
require Alliance to continue defending claims-including a fraud claim-that appear wholly
unfounded. EEF's request for an I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance is denied.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that summary judgment is granted to Alliance on all ofEEF's claims.

~h

Dated this _1_ day of May 2014.

Jaso~Jl. k=
DISTRICT JUDGE
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I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs response to RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment does not offer a
substantive argument in opposition to RBC's request for dismissal of the Second Amended
Complaint. Eagle Equity relies entirely upon the position that it needs additional time to
develop a future discovery plan in order to respond to the pending motion.
This court should reject Eagle Equity's argument for three (3) main reasons: First,
Eagle Equity does not allege viable causes of action against RBC under Idaho law. Second,
there is no set of facts in support of Eagle Equity's claims which could be reasonably expected
from further discovery. Third, Eagle Equity has had the opportunity to conduct discovery upon
the theories alleged against RBC and has done nothing.
Eagle Equity filed this lawsuit without having any legal or factual basis for the claims
against RBC. RBC should not be required to further expend resources in defense against
frivolous and unreasonable allegations.
II. ARGUMENT

A.

The Legal Theories Alleged by Eagle Equity Against RBC Are Not Viable Under
Idaho Law.

RBC's opening brief explains how none of Eagle Equity's counts against RBC are
viable. Eagle Equity has offered nothing in opposition to RBC's position to support its legal
theories or to point out where RBC is mistaken as to any fact presented in support of the
pending motion. Eagle Equity does not even offer to dismiss absurd and clearly fictitious
allegations such as Counts I and II which allege that RBC breached title insurance policies or
Count IV alleging that RBC breached the Idaho Consumer Protection Act even though it did
not offer for sale or sell any goods or services to Eagle Equity.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -2002185
DMP/tls 23594-001/1095355

As to Counts III and IV through IX, Eagle Equity tries to impose legal obligations on
RBC that do not exist under Idaho law. Eagle Equity offers no argument or legal analysis in
support of those counts. Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint acknowledges that RBC
was secured with a first position security interest in the Galiano Estates property and that Eagle
Equity was subordinated to that position. There is no factual dispute as to the status of RBC
and Eagle Equity, however Eagle Equity offers no legal analysis to support Eagle Equity's
theory that RBC owed duties to Eagle Equity as alleged in the Second Amended Complaint.
Since RBC as a first position secured party does not owe the duties alleged by Eagle Equity to a
subordinate second position secured party, those counts of the Second Amended Complaint are
properly the subject of RBC's motion and must be dismissed.
Eagle Equity has not challenged RBC's analysis of the law or called into question the
accuracy of the factual record that RBC has presented.

This court should review Eagle

Equity's legal theories under Idaho law and grant RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment on the
grounds that Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint lacks viable legal theories against
RBC.

B.

There is No Set of Facts That Would Support Plaintiff's Causes of Action Alleged
Against RBC.
Even if the court were to allow Eagle Equity time for additional discovery, it is

impossible for Eagle Equity to discover facts that simply don't exist, and it is useless to
conduct discovery into facts that would impose no liability on RBC.
In its response, Eagle Equity offers no fact based analysis in support or justification for
the causes of action alleged in its badly flawed Second Amended Complaint. What facts would
Eagle Equity possibly discover through additional efforts to support the allegations in Counts I
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.'S MOTION FOR
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and II that RBC breached title insurance contracts? What possible facts could Eagle Equity
discover to support the allegation in Count IV that RBC breached the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act?

What possible facts could Eagle Equity discover to support a claim of

negligence under Count III when RBC owed none of the alleged duties and recovery under a
negligence theory is barred by the economic loss doctrine as a matter of law? What facts could
Eagle Equity possibly discover to support the various theories in Counts V through IX when
RBC exercised its legal rights as the first position security interest in Galiano Estates at a time
when Eagle Equity had no recorded security interest in the property?
The affidavit of counsel for Eagle Equity only offers to the court that he wants to ask
questions about how the short sale was negotiated and why RBC decided to approve the short
sale between Galiano, LLC, and DAS Investments, LLC (hereinafter "DAS Investments").
(Eagle Equity Response, Page 4.) Eagle Equity wants time to pursue the irrelevant. RBC had
every right to accept partial payment and release its security interest.

The underlying

communications between parties to the legitimate and legal transaction cannot form a basis for
liability.
In support of RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment, RBC filed the Affidavit of Daniel
Reid.

Mr. Reid's affidavit explains that RBC held a first position security interest in the

Galiano Estate lots and that on May 7, 2012, Galiano, LLC proposed a short sale of that
property that generated partial payment on the RBC loan and a release of RBC's security
interest in the property. (Reid Affidavit, Paragraphs 7 - 8.)
As demonstrated in RBC's opening memorandum, RBC had every right to receive
payment and release its security interest in the collateral. Further, regardless of whether Eagle
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Equity was, or was not, in second position on the Galiano Estates property, those steps taken by
RBC were not adverse to whatever interest, if any, Eagle Equity had at the time.
C.

Eagle Equity Pursued this Case Without Any Factual Basis and Has Not Acted
With Diligence to Investigate its Claims.

Mr. Dan Thompson, as the Manager and Operator of Eagle Equity, has no facts that
support a claim against RBC. (See citation to Thompson testimony, RBC Memorandum, Page
6.)

No discovery of any kind has been initiated against RBC.

Even at the depositions

conducted to date, Plaintiffs counsel has not asked questions of the witnesses in an attempt to
develop the theories against RBC. The only explanation by Eagle Equity's counsel is that he
will take a deposition of Tim Eck of DAS Investments and then "formulate a discovery plan for
RBC." Eagle Equity counsel's affidavit merely promises to formulate a discovery plan in the
future, even though this case has been filed for almost a year. Concurrent with the filing of this
reply brief, RBC has filed the Declaration of Mr. Timothy W. Eck. Mr. Eck confirms that in no
capacity has he communicated with any RBC entity regarding the sale of the Galiano Estates
property. (Eck Declaration, Paragraph 3.) He further confirms that at no point prior to the
closing of that sale did any agent or represent of DAS Investments or his other entity, EAMI,
LLC, communicate with any RBC entity regarding that sale. (Eck Declaration, Paragraphs 4,
6.) Clearly, the affidavit of Eagle Equity's counsel does not support granting relief under
I.R.C.P. 56(f). Further, the affidavit demonstrates the lack of any evidence to support the
allegation of collusion among Defendants.
Eagle Equity has had ample time to "formulate a discovery plan" and to actually initiate
discovery. An RBC defendant has been a party to this case from the filing of the initial
complaint. In January 2014, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., was substituted in place of RBC
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC. 'S MOTION FOR
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Centura Bank because the note and deed of trust had been assigned from one RBC entity to the
other. That correction has nothing to do with the failure of Eagle Equity to collect information
and any facts in an attempt to support the allegations made against RBC. Nothing prevented
Eagle Equity from initiating discovery. Months in advance, Eagle Equity knew that the correct
RBC entity would be appearing in the case. RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., filed its Answer on
February 14, 2014. No discovery of any kind has been initiated by Eagle Equity against RBC,
and in the course of conducting discovery against other Defendants, Eagle Equity has not asked
interrogatories or conducted an inquiry at depositions for the purpose of discovering
information from third party sources that would support the claims against RBC.
What Eagle Equity's counsel offers to the court falls far short of the justification
required under I.R.C.P. 56(t). This court had the opportunity to analyze Eagle Equity's
identical argument when granting summary judgment in this case to Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp. on May 9, 2014, and DAS Investments on May 12, 2014. As held by this court in the
Alliance Title decision, Eagle Equity bears the burden of affirmatively setting forth the future
discovery requested and how that discovery is calculated to reveal information that would rebut
the motion for summary judgment by showing the existence of a genuine issue of material fact.
(Memorandum Decision, Page 9.) Since there are no facts for Eagle Equity to discover that
would make any difference, and all Eagle Equity has offered is a promise to formulate a
discovery plan in the future, the same result is required and Eagle Equity's request for relief
under I.R.C.P. 56(t) should be denied.
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III. CONCLUSION
RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment is based upon the absence of viable legal
theories in Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint. Discovery will not change the fact
that Eagle Equity's allegations are contrary to RBC's clear and undisputed legal status as the
first position deed of trust on the Galiano Estates property. The unfounded claims brought by
Eagle Equity will not improve with time or further discovery. RBC should not be required to
endure this litigation any longer.
For the foregoing reasons, RBC respectfully requests that the court proceed with RBC's
Motion for Summary Judgment and find that RBC is entitled to judgment as a matter of law
dismissing the counts of the Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint.
DATED this / j 'ft.day of

rfl ~

,2014.

SHO HUMPHREY, LLP

~

DAVID M. PENN
Attome:: ~ t e Finance, Inc.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111X, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK
IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR
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Defendants.

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
TIMOTHY W. ECK, declares and states as follows:
1.

I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am currently the manager of DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS") and have held

this position since the creation of DAS on December 4, 2008.
3.

At no point prior to the closing of the sale of the real property that is the subject

of this lawsuit (the "Sale") from Galiano, LLC to EAMI, LLC ("EAMI") did I personally
communicate with RBC Centura Bank or RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. regarding the Sale.
4.

To the best of my knowledge, at no point prior to the closing of the Sale did an

agent or representative of DAS communicate with RBC Centura Bank or RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc. regarding the Sale.
5.

I am the manager of EAMI, LLC ("EAMI") and have been since its formation

on December 9, 2011.
6.

To the best of my knowledge, at no point prior to the closing of the Sale did an

agent or representative of EAMI communicate with RBC Centura Bank or RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc. regarding the Sale.
7.

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that

the foregoing is true and correct to the best of m y ~ ·
~

~~ :;.::-----TIMOTHY W. ECK

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT· P -2DMP/tls • 23594-001/1096544
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on t h e ~ day of
,t~
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served~n:

r{)

, 20 fl, a true and

DAYID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ %Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[ ] Electronic Delivery

THOMAS E. DVORAK

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ yFacsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
[ ] Electronic Delivery

ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation
ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ YFacsimile Transmission (877) 655-5287
[ ] Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ %Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ,(Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ .(°Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1001
[ ] Electronic Delivery

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - P -3DMP/tls - 23594-001/1096544
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DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[.,f" Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[ ] Electronic Delivery

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY W. ECK IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - P -4DMP/tls -23594-001/1096544
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MAY 13 2014

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
1:\264. I 84\PLD\Motion for Fees, Costs & Sanctions 140507.docx

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

CMX: 13 -- /O 111ALLIANcE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (flea RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND
SANCTIONS - I

002197

COMES NOW Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through
its attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and move this Court, as the prevailing party in
the above-entitled matter, for an award of costs and attorneys' fees against jointly and severally
against Plaintiff, pursuant to Rules 54(d)(l), and 54(e)(l) Rules of Civil Procedure and §§
12-121 and 12-120(3) of the Idaho Code and as sanctions against Plaintiffs counsel pursuant to
Rule 1 l(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
The amount of costs and attorneys' fees claimed and the legal basis for the fees and costs
claimed are set forth in Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Memorandum filed in
Support of Alliance's Motion for Costs, Attorney's Fees and Sanctions.
This motion is supported by the Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance
Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Costs, Attorney's Fees and Sanctions, the Memorandum in
Support Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Costs, Attorney's Fees and Sanctions filed
herewith and all the records on file herein.
DATED this 13_ day of May 2014.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

~rt~
By:

Richard W ~
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND
SANCTIONS - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !:3..__day of May 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):

.

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[
]
[
]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
]
]
[
[ ]
[
]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BLVD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

]
[
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

]
[
]
[
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND
SANCTIONS - 3

002199

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
]JS Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
]
[
]
[
]
[
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

]
[
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano

]
[
[ ]
[ ]
]
[
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

clamer@s12inkbutler.com

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND
SANCTIONS - 4
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Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
1:\264.184\PLD\AffofRWM In Support of Atty Fees, Costs & Sanctions 140512.docx

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

C\J(t \3- to 111AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W.
MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP.'S MEMORANDUM OF
ATTORNEYS FEES, COSTS AND
SANCTIONS

Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S
MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS - I
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )

I, RICHARD W. MOLLERUP, being duly sworn, depose and say:
1.

I am attorney of record for Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow, Corp. in the

above-entitled and I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

I am familiar with the hourly rates charged by attorneys in this area and certify to

the Court that the following attorney time and hourly rates charged in this matter were
reasonable and necessary for this case, as were the costs incurred herein, and further certify that
the costs claimed are reasonable and necessary, and that any discretionary costs claimed were
necessary and exceptional.
3.

The following are the reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by Plaintiffs in this

action. The attorneys' fees incurred are as follows:
Attorney

Richard W. Mollerup

Hours

Rate

91.70

$300.00

Fee

$27,495.00

The rates and time expended by me are reasonable based upon their experience, the nature and
complexity of the case, and the billing rates charged in Idaho. Attached hereto is a true and
correct copy of all fees and costs from September 9, 2012 through May 12, 2013.
4.

The following are the costs which are recoverable as a matter of right pursuant to

Rule 54(d)(l )(c):
Postage
Ada County Clerk of the Court-Answer Fee
On line research (Westlaw)
Deposition Transcript Fees:
Deposition of A. Cobine
$
Deposition ofD. Thompson
$
Deposition of H. Howsden
$

$ 42.80
$ 66.00
$ 16.10
151.25
701.67
141.87
$ 994.79

TOTAL COSTS

$1.119.69

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S
MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS - 2

002202

5.

In total, Plaintiff claims costs as a matter of right and attorneys fees in the amount

of $28,614.69.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.
DATED this

IJ

day of May 2014.

r--

12£~

Richard W. Molierup

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this J.3_ day of May 2014.

~:&~~~
otary~State of Idaho
Residing at (Y\.v- '1 rA ' W\ 1 ~
My Commission Expires:
jvo

I1'--\

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S
MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the / 3 day of May 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

]
[
[
]
]
[
[ ]
[ v"' ]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

[
]
]
[
[
]
]
[
[ v"']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BL VD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to REC Bank

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[
]
[ v"']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

]
[
]
[
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S
MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS - 4
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e
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
]
[
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fi shemusch .com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivered
[
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[
[ v"] Electronic Mail
Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J Mason and Galiano

[ ] U.S. Mail
[
] Hand Delivered
[
] Facsimile
] Overnight Mail
[
[ v"] Electronic Mail
clamer@sginkbutler.com

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD W. MOLLERUP IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S
MOTION FOR COSTS, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS - 5
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Page: 1

Detail Transaction File List

Date: 05/13/2014

Meuleman Mollerup LLP

Rate

Hours
to Bill

Client ID 264.184 ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.
09/04/2013
300.00
264.184
3
300.00
264.184
09/12/2013
3

1.50
1.00

Client

Trans
Date

Atty

264.184

09/13/2013

3

300.00

2.50

264.184
264.184

09/16/2013
09/26/2013

3
3

300.00
300.00

0.50
2.00

264.184

09/27/2013

3

300.00

1.30

264.184

10/14/2013

3

300.00

0.60

264.184

10/15/2013

3

300.00

0.50

264.184

10/16/2013

3

300.00

1.50

264.184

10/17/2013

3

300.00

1.50

264.184

10/18/2013

3

300.00

1.00

264.184

10/21/2013

3

300.00

2.00

264.184

10/22/2013

3

300.00

0.50

264.184

10/23/2013

3

300.00

1.50

264.184

10/24/2013

3

300.00

0.20

264.184

10/28/2013

3

300.00

1.90

264.184

10/30/2013

325.00

1.60

264.184

10/30/2013

3

300.00

2.30

264.184
264.184

10/31/2013
11/04/2013

3
3

300.00
300.00

1.40
0.20

264.184
264.184

11/05/2013
11/06/2013

3
3

300.00
300.00

1.00
0.80

264.184
264.184
264.184
264.184
264.184

11/25/2013
12/09/2013
12/11/2013
12/12/2013
12/13/2013

3
3
3
3
3

300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00

0.20
0.20
0.50
0.50
0.50

264.184

12/16/2013

3

300.00

1.00

264.184

12/18/2013

3

300.00

2.50

Ref#

Amount

450.00 Draft Answer to Complaint
300.00 Telephone conference with J. Ward, attorney for RBC; telephone
conference with T. Dvorak, attorney for TitleOne; telephone
conference with J. Ward; review judgment in favor of RBD against
Galiano.
750.00 Review documents received from R. Davis; telephone conference with
R. Davis; draft Subpoena for Fidelity Documents; telephone
conference with T. Dvorak.
150.00 Draft Subpoena for Records to TitleOne.
600.00 Review Request for Production form TitleOne; email to R. Eboral;
review documents recorded in Galiano Estates and reconveyances of
Equity Fund DI
390.00 Review chain of title regarding Partial Recons; email to R. Eborall
regarding Request for Production; telephone conference with K. Funke
regarding same; email to R. Davis.
180.00 Telephone conference with L. Nichols at Givens Pursley regarding
response to subpoena.
150.00 Review Motion and Memorandum to Amend Complaint and Motion to
Dismiss by Fidelity and TitleOne.
450.00 Review Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint and Amended
Complaint; review Ticor's Motion to Dismiss.
450.00 Review chain of title for Galliano Sub and Pt. Recons.: telephone
conference with S. Jewett regarding chain of title; begin research and
draft of Motion for Summary Jud.9ment.
300.00 Telephone conference with N. Boslau at Fidelity Title regarding
response to Subpoena; review Request for Production from Title One;
telephone conference with T. Dvorak regarding Request for Production
600.00 Review Title One Motion to Dismiss and Amended Complaint in
preparation of hearing; attend hearing on Motion to Dismiss and
Motion to Amend.
150.00 Telephone conference with J. Hamilton regarding chain of title for
Galiano Est.; review chain of title received from Pioneer.
450.00 Prepare schedule of recorded documents in connection with Eagle
Equity DT; begin Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment.
60.00 E-mails to L. Nichols at Givens Pursley regarding discovery docs from
TitleOne
570.00 Review documents received from TitleOne; review chain of title for lots
3 & 4/1 and 2/8 regarding recording the partial recon and closing;
telephone conference with R. Eborall; email to R. Eborall; telephone
conference with K. Funke regarding any evidence or instruction for two
partial reconveyances
520.00 Evaluate potential defenses to the plaintiffs claims; analyze statute of
limitation issues
690.00 Draft Interrogatories and Request for Production; research Statute of
Limitations; review Request for Production from Title One; email to S.
Jewett.
420.00 Draft Interrogatories and Request for Production to Eagle Equity Fund.
60.00 Telephone conference with Kurtis, regarding evidence that RBC
requested recon of lots 3 & 4.
300.00 Review documents received from Alliance Title
240.00 Telephone conference with J. Ward, attorney for RBC; telephone
conference with A. Nelson at Givens Pursley regarding response to
Request for Production; email to A. Nelson.
60.00 E-mail exchange with Eagle Law Center regarding discovery.
60.00 E-mail to Eagle Law Center regarding discovery responses.
150.00 Review discovery responses from Eagle Land Co.
150.00 Review responses to Request for Production.
150.00 Telephone conference with D. Fogg regarding dismissing Alliance;
email to D. Fogg with Substitution of Trustee
300.00 Review Amended Complaint; email to A. Cindrich regarding any
Alliance files in Galiano Est.
750.00 Review Amended Complaint and draft Answer; draft Memorandum in

ARCH
ARCH

ARCH

ARCH
ARCH

ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH

ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

Support of Summary Judgment
264.184

12/19/2013

3

300.00

2.00

264.184
264.184
264.184
264.184

12/23/2013
12/26/2013
12/30/2013
01/02/2014

3
15
3

300.00
190.00
300.00
300.00

1.00
0.50
0.20
1.20

264.184

01/03/2014

3

300.00

2.00

264.184
264.184
264.184

01/09/2014
01/13/2014
02/05/2014

3
3
3

300.00
300.00
300.00

0.30
1.00
2.00

264.184

02/06/2014

3

300.00

1.00

264.184

02/14/2014

3

300.00

0.30

3

600.00 Research elements of causes of action claimed by plaintiff; continue
draft of Memo in Support of Summary Judgment
300.00 Edit memo in support of Summary Judgment; draft affidavit
95.00 Conflict waiver
60.00 E-mail to A. Cindrich regarding copies of deeds for SJ Motion.
360.00 Final Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, Motion for
Summary Judgment and Affidavit.
800.00 Final Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment; telephone
conference with R. Eborall
90.00 File Notice of Hearing for SJ Motion
300.00 Prepare outline for Summary Judgment Argument.
600.00 Outline argument for Summary Judgment; review cases on Rule 11

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

sanctions.

aw

ARCH
300.00 Research violation of Rule 11 and prepare outline for argument for
Rule 11 sanctions.
ARCH
90.00 Review Answer filed by RBC and Notice of Deposition by TitleOne.
. ·---------·-··Tuesday 0511312014 11: 28 am

002206
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Detail Transaction File List

Date: 05/13/2014

Meuleman Mollerup LLP

Client

Trans
Date

Atty

Rate

Hours
to Bill

Amount

Ref#

Client ID 264.184 ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.
264.184
264.184
264.184
264.184

02/15/2014
02/28/2014
03/03/2014
03/18/2014

3
3
3
3

300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00

1.50
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Ada County Clerk of the Court: Answer fee
Westlaw online legal research
Westlaw online legal research
St. George Court Reporters: INV#CPB22814CCN -1/2 Fees for
Deposition of A. Cobine
701.67 M&M Court Reporting Services: INV# 7039 - Deposition of D.
Thompson - Eagle Equity Fund
141.87 Tucker and Associates: INV#28188 - Deposition of H. Howsden
0.00

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

42.80
66.00
5.17
10.93
151.25

Billable

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH

32.35 Postage expense
10.45 Postage expense

3
3

Subtotal for Expenses

Draft Answer to Second Amended Complaint
Attend Deposition of M. Cobine of ReconTrust
Review Title One responses to Eagle Equity Interrogatories
Prepare exhibits and outline for Deposition of D. Thompson (Eagle
Equity); telephone conference with T. Dvorak.
Attend Deposition of Dan Thompson of Eagle Equity Fund
Telephone conference with R. Eborall
E-mail to R. Davis regarding location of escrow file.
E-mail to E. Stein at Fidelity regarding joint hearing.
E-mail to A. Tribble regarding offer to dismiss and pay fees; email to R.
Eborall; second email to A. Tribble
Review deposition transcript of D. Thompson (Eagle Equity)
Amended Notice of Hearing
Telephone conference with R. Davis; emails to R. Davis; review
deposition transcript of D. Thompson; draft Supplemental
Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment; draft Supplemental
Affidavit; review Escrow File for sale to Galiano and loans to RBC and
Eagle Equity; telephone conference with R. Eborall.
Review email from R. Davis regarding delivery of documents; review
closing documents from Alliance Title; telephone conference with R.
Eboral regarding contact info or email for N. Hoge.
Telephone conference with all counsel and Judge.
Revise Memo in Support of Summary Judgment; telephone
conference with R. Eborall regarding affidavit on escrow procedure;
telephone conference with R. Abersturi regarding affidavit; draft
Affidavit of R. Abersturi; email to R. Aberstrui.
Attend Deposition of H. Emery from TitleOne; edit and redraft Reply
Memorandum for MSJ; final Affidavit of R. Abersturi; email to R.
Abersturi.
Final Reply Memo, Affidavits and Discovery
Draft changes to Summary Judgment notes regarding Reply
Memorandum; attend hearing on motion for injunction.
Research attorney's fees under 12-121 (frivolous standard) and Rule
11 violation.
Review outline and pleadings for Summary Judgment Motion; argue
Summary Judgment Motion.
Research and Draft Memo in Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees
and Costs.
Research Rule 11 sanctions; draft Memorandum for Sanctions and
Motion for Fees and Costs; draft Affidavit in Support of Motion for Fees
and Costs.
Edit Memorandum in Support of Costs and Attorney's Fees. Draft
Memorandum in Support of Sanctions
Edit Memo in Support of Attorney Fees and Memo in Support of
Sanctions
Research standard of care for Rule 11; draft additional sections to
Memo in Support of Motion for Sanctions
Draft Memorandum in Support of Attorney's Fees, Costs and
Sanctions
Final Memorandum in Support of Attorney's Fees, Costs and
Sanctions; draft Affidavit of fees and costs.

28,614.69
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DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-6066 Telephone
(208) 336-9712 Fax
Mollerup@lawidaho.com
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
1:\264.184\PLD\Memo in Support of Fees & Costs & Sanctions 140507.docx

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

v.

~ot. \~~ lb l IL
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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Comes now, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through their attorneys
of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP and pursuant to Rules 54(d)(l) and 54(e)(l) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and §§ 12-120(3) and 12-121 of the Idaho Code, files this
Memorandum seeking an award of attorney's fees and costs as the prevailing party in the
litigation and seeking sanctions pursuant to Rule ll(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
("Rule 11"). This Memorandum is based upon and supported by Alliance's Motion for Costs,
Attorneys' Fees and Sanctions, the Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance
Title & Escrow Corp. 's Motion for Cost and Fees ("Mollerup Fee Aff.") filed herewith, the
Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.'s Motion for
Summary Judgment dated January 3, 2014 previously filed with this Court (Mollerup S.J. Aff.),
the Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp.'s Motion for Summary Judgment ("Mollerup Supp. S.J. Aff.") dated March 31, 2014
previously filed with this Court and all the records on file in the above entitled action. For the
convenience of the court, courtesy copies of the Mollerup S.J. Aff. and the Mollerup Supp. S.J.

Aff. are included herewith.

I.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

On or about November 17, 2006, Plaintiff made a loan to Galiano LLC, an Idaho

limited liability company ("Galiano") in the amount of $775,000 secured by the lien of a Deed of
Trust by and among Galiano, as Grantor, Alliance, as Trustee and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, as
Beneficiary, recorded November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181859, records of Ada
County, Idaho (the "Deed of Trust") on property described therein which was later subdivided as
Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official Plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats, at
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Pages 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho (the "Property").
2.

Upon recordation of the Deed of Trust, Alliance, as agent for Ticor Title

Insurance ("Ticor"), issued a policy of title insurance under Policy No. 74107-668734 (the "Title
Policy") a copy of which was attached as Exhibit "B" to Plaintiffs original Complaint.
3.

Attached to Plaintiffs original Complaint filed with this Court on June 5, 2013 is

a copy of the transmittal letter from Alliance dated December 1, 2006 transmitting the original
Title Policy and original Deed of Trust to Plaintiff.
4.

Alliance was designated as trustee in the Deed of Trust and, as trustee, Alliance

issued two Partial Reconveyances; one reconveying Lot 2, Block 8 of Galiano Estates recorded
December 14, 2009 as Instrument No. 109138825, records of Ada County, Idaho and one
reconveying Lots 3 and 4, Block 1 of Galiano Estates recorded March 21, 2008 as Instrument
No.

108032519, records of Ada County, Idaho (collectively, the "Alliance Partial

Reconveyances"). The Alliance Partial Reconveyances are attached as Exhibits "D" and "E" to
Mollerup S.J. A.ff. The Alliance Partial Reconveyances were issued pursuant to two written

requests for partial reconveyance executed by Eagle Equity Fund, one on September 25, 2009
and one on March 7, 2008. See Exhibits "F" and "G" to Mollerup S.J. Aff.
5.

Plaintiff executed a written Substitution of Trustee, substituting Fidelity National

Title as Trustee of the Eagle Equity Deed of Trust, which was dated March 10, 2010 and
recorded May 7, 2010, as Instrument No. 110042296, records of Ada County, Idaho (the
"Substitution"). See Exhibit "H" to Mollerup S.J. Aff.
6.

TitleOne Corporation executed a Deed of Reconveyance pursuant to Idaho Code

Title 45, Chapter 12 recorded February 11, 2010 as Instrument No. 110012858, records of Ada
County, Idaho which purported to fully reconvey and release the Deed of Trust.
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7.

Plaintiff sent a letter dated April 26, 2013, to Fidelity National Title Company of

Idaho, Title One Corporation, Alliance, Royal Bank of Canada and Edward Mason claiming
damages in which Plaintiff describes as the "Notices of Claim" as set forth in Paragraph 37 of
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint (the "April 26 Letter"). Exhibit "J" to Mollerup S.J. A.ff
8.

The April 26 Letter alleges breach of contract, negligence, fraud and conspiracy

to fraud and contains a demand for $1,150,500.00; however, nothing in the letter makes a claim
under the Title Policy or alleges any facts which constitute a claim against Alliance, either as
trustee in the Deed of Trust or in connection with issuing the Title Policy as agent for Ticor.
9.

On June 5, 2013, Plaintiff has filed suit against Alliance and other Defendants and

filed a First Amended Complaint, a Second Amended Complaint and a Revised Second
Amended Complaint.

The Revised Second Amended Complaint ("Plaintiffs Complaint")

contains ten (10) counts against Alliance including claims for Breach of Contract, Bad Faith,
Negligence, Violation of the Consumer Protection Act, Fraud or Fraudulent Conveyance,
Collusion to Defraud, Conversion, Unjust Enrichment, Torturous Interference with Prospective
Economic Advantage, Breach of Fiduciary Duty.
10.

All ten (10) counts alleged against Alliance were dismissed pursuant to Alliance's

Motion for Summary Judgment without the necessity of a trial.
II.
SUMMARY OF CLAIMS AGAINST ALLIANCE.
A.

Allegations in Plaintiff's Complaint.

1.

Plaintiff conceded Count I of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on Alliance's

Motion for summary Judgment. See p. 1 of Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.'s Motion for Summary Judgment ("Court's
Memorandum"). Count 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that Defendants (Alliance
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and RBC) materially breached the terms of the Title Policy by (i) failing to ensure that Plaintiffs
real property rights were protected and conspired in the improper conveyance of the Property
without Plaintiffs consent, (ii) when they failed to notify Plaintiff and wrongfully conveyed the
Property and (iii) when they refused to pay Plaintiff pursuant to the Title Policy. For at least
three (3) reasons there is no basis in law or fact for the allegations in Count 1. First, Alliance
issued the Title Policy as an agent for a disclosed principal and, therefore, had no liability
thereunder. General Motors Acceptance Corp.. v. Turner Insurance Agency. Inc., 96 Idaho 691,
696, 535 P.2d 664, 669 (1975). Second, Plaintiffs claims all deal with issues that occurred after Title
Policy was issued and, by its clear language, are not covered losses. Third, Alliance never conveyed
the Property or any portion thereof or any interest therein other that two partial reconveyances, both
pursuant to the written request of Plaintiff. All allegations in Count 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint
against Alliance are without any basis in fact or law.
2.

Plaintiff conceded Count II of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on

Alliance's Motion for summary Judgment. Seep. 1 of Court's Memorandum Decision. Count II
of Plaintiffs Complaint alleged bad faith against Alliance for failure to pay Plaintiffs demand
under the Title Policy. The elements of bad faith are well settled in Idaho law as (i) the insurer
intentionally or unreasonably denied or withheld payment, (ii) the claim was not fairly debatable,
(iii) denial or failure to pay was not the result of a good faith mistake and (iv) the resulting harm
is not compensable by contract damages. Dave's Inc. v Linford, 153 Idaho 744, 753, 291 P.3d
427, 436 (2012) citing Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173, 176, 45 P.3d
829, 832 (2002). Alliance, as an agent for a disclosed principal, had no obligation or authority to
pay any loss under the Title Policy. Also, none of Plaintiffs claims constitute a claim under the
title policy because they all deal with post-policy events or alleged duties that do not exist under
the Title Policy. Further, Plaintiff testified he had no factual basis to support the claim that
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Alliance withheld or denied payment under the title policy.

See p. 167, lines 20 & 21 of

Thompson Depo. attached as Exhibit 3 to Mollerup Supp. S.J. A.ff . Count II of Plaintiffs
Complaint is without any basis in law or fact as against Alliance. Finally by Stipulation dated
April 8, 2014, Plaintiff agreed to dismiss Chicago Title Insurance Company (FKA Ticor Title
Insurance Co.,) and Fidelity National Title Insurance Company, the only title insurer named as
defendants. Presumably, Plaintiff has finally acknowledged that no claim under the Title Policy
exists.
3.

Count III of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that Alliance was Negligent. Plaintiffs

Complaint states in relevant part that Alliance "owed legal and recognizable duties to:
(a)

ensure Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any conveyance;

(c)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrance prior to conveyance."

and

Plaintiff does not state from where such duties may arise and no such duties exist, either
as a result of issuing a Title Policy as agent for Ticor or as acting as trustee in a Deed of Trust.
Count 3 of Plaintiffs Complaint is without basis in fact or law. Plaintiffs Complaint states only
that "[b]ecause the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of Plaintiffs secured interest without
authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiff." See paragraph 56 of
Plaintiffs Complaint.

However, Alliance did not reconvey Plaintiffs secured interest; the

reconveyance of the Deed of Trust pursuant to Idaho Code Title 45 Chapter 12 was executed by
TitleOne, not Alliance. Alliance issued only two partial reconveyances, both at the written
request of Plaintiff. Plaintiff makes no allegations that Plaintiff did not sign the requests for
those two partial reconveyances or that they were in anyway improper. Count 3 is without any
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basis in fact or law.
4.

Plaintiff conceded Count IV of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on

Alliance's Motion for summary Judgment. See p. 2 of Court's Memorandum Decision. Count
IV of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges Alliance violated the Consumer Protection Act. Plaintiffs
Complaint alleges only that "In or about December 2010 ... Defendants [Alliance and RBC]
violated Idaho Code 48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their
trade. . .. " See p. 9 of Plaintiff's Complaint. Plaintiff cites absolutely no facts to support that
allegation and absolutely no legal basis to show that the Consumer Protection Act is applicable
in any manner whatsoever.
5.

Plaintiff conceded Count V of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on

Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment. See p. 1 of Court's Memorandum Decision. Count
V of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance against Alliance citing
Idaho Code §§30-14-501, 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002. Idaho Code §30-14-501 is the general
fraud statute, §18-2403(2)(d) is a criminal statute addressing theft by false promise and §18-3002
is the criminal statute addressing a private person stealing, mutilating or falsifying public
records. Once again, Plaintiff cites absolutely no facts and absolutely no legal basis to support
that allegation. Further, Plaintiff made no attempt to plead the fraud count with particularity.
Plaintiffs Complaint makes only a conclusory statement that "Defendants were beneficiaries of
Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations or conduct to induce Plaintiff in a manner
detrimental to Plaintiffs interests." See Paragraph 66 of Plaintiffs Complaint.

However,

Plaintiff makes no allegation or statement identifying any representations or conduct by Alliance.
Count V is without any basis in fact or law.
6.

Plaintiff conceded Count VI of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on
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Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment except to the extent it is premised on fraudulent
conveyance.

See p. 1 & 2 of Court's Memorandum Decision.

Count VI of Plaintiffs

Complaint alleges Collusion to Defraud against Alliance stating "Defendants working together
conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully divested Plaintiffs of their secured
interest in the Property in violation ofldaho Code 55 Chapter 9." Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9
is the chapter that deals with unlawful transfers including fraudulent transfers of land.

As

previously stated, the only "transfers" done by Alliance were two partial reconveyances of
Plaintiffs Deed of Trust, both pursuant to written instructions from Plaintiff. As this Court
stated the Court's Memorandum Decision, "[e]ven assuming arguendo that the reconveyance
[under 45-1201 et seq] is the product of a conspiracy, there is no evidence linking Alliance to the
conspiracy." Seep. 7 of Court's Memorandum Decision. Plaintiff cites no facts and absolutely
no legal basis to support an allegation that Alliance colluded with any of the other Defendants or
committed any act of fraud.
7.

Plaintiff conceded Count VII of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on

Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment. Seep. 2 of Court's Memorandum Decision. Count
VII of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges Conversion against Alliance and claims that "[p]ursuant to
Idaho Code §§18-2403 - 18-2407, Defendants [Alliance and RBC] have wrongfully asserted
dominion over Plaintiffs property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs rights and have
committed grand theft." See paragraph 83 of Plaintiffs Complaint (Emphasis added). Plaintiff

alleges no facts that Alliance has ever asserted any dominion over Plaintiffs property and
certainly no facts that Alliance committed grand theft under Idaho Code §§18-2403 - 18-2407,
which are criminal theft statutes. The only interest Alliance had in the Plaintiffs property was
as the original trustee in its Deed of Trust until March of 2010 when Plaintiff substituted
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Fidelity.

As trustee, the only interest conveyed by Alliance was the two (2) partial

reconveyances, both at the written direction of Plaintiff. Count VII has no basis in fact or law.
8.

Plaintiff conceded Count VIII of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on

Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment. Seep. 2 of Court's Memorandum Decision. Count
VIII of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that Alliance was "unjustly enriched through is (sic)
conversion of Plaintiffs Property". See paragraph 89 of Plaintiffs Complaint. Once again
Plaintiff cites absolutely no facts and absolutely no legal basis to support that allegation.
Alliance received nothing in connection with Plaintiffs loan other than two (2) reconveyance
fees and the agent's portion of the title insurance premium.
9.

Count IX of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that all Defendants (including Alliance)

tortuously interfered with Plaintiffs economic advantage. As stated by the Court in the Court's
Memorandum Decision, tortious interference requires proof of five elements: (1) the existence of
a valid expectancy, (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3) intentional
interference inducing the termination of expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some
measure beyond the interference itself and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff. See p. 8 of
Court's Memorandum Decision citing E.g. Highland Enter., Inc. v Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338,
986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).

Plaintiffs Complaint alleges only that Defendants knew of

Plaintiffs economic relationship with Galiano and "took specific intentional actions which
disrupted Plaintiffs economic relationship ... " See paragraphs 93 & 94 of Plaintiffs Complaint.
Plaintiff does not attempt to describe of what those actions consisted or to make any allegations
whatsoever as to the other required elements. This Court correctly stated that "the only evidence
against Alliance is Thompson's denial that Alliance sent the original Deed of Trust to
[Plaintiff]." Court's Memorandum Decision p. 8. That argument is not only insufficient, it is
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Plaintiffs Response and not in Plaintiffs Complaint. Again, Plaintiff cites absolutely no facts
and absolutely no legal basis to support its allegation in Plaintiffs Complaint.
10.

Plaintiff conceded Count X of Plaintiffs Complaint at oral argument on

Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment. Seep. 2 of Court's Memorandum Decision Count X
of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges breach of fiduciary duty against Alliance. There is no legal basis
for claiming that Alliance had a fiduciary duty to Plaintiff and Plaintiff alleges no basis for
claiming that duty. Plaintiff alleges that Alliance and TitleOne "allowed the reconveyance of the
Plaintiffs secured interest without authorization" and thereby breached those duties. Alliance
did not reconvey Plaintiffs interest in the Deed of Trust under Idaho Code § 45-1201 et seq.;
TitleOne signed that reconveyance. Alliance issued only two (2) partial reconveyances at the
written direction of Plaintiff. Again, Plaintiff cites absolutely no facts and absolutely no legal
basis to support that allegation.

B. Allegations in Plaintiff's Response To Alliance's Motion For Summary
Judgment
1.

The second paragraph under Section A of In Plaintiffs Response to Alliance's

Motion for Summary Judgment dated April 14, 2014 ("Plaintiffs Response") Plaintiff makes a
new allegation that Alliance was negligent in performing its duties as escrow officer.

The

allegation was that Alliance failed to return to Plaintiff "the original copies of the promissory
note and deed of trust". See page 4 of Plaintiff's Response.

The allegation that Alliance was

negligent in its capacity as an escrow officer in a new cause of action, raised for the first time in

Plaintiff's Response. It was not included in any of the four (4) complaints filed by Plaintiff, and
therefore, is not proper. Notwithstanding that it is not properly raised, Plaintiff has absolutely no
basis in fact or law for that allegation. This Court correctly articulated the lack of evidence that
Alliance delivered the original Deed of Trust to TitleOne as follows:
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Moreover, while [Plaintiff] has offered some evidence that the original deed of
trust came into TitleOne's possession, the evidence is too slight to support
[Plaintiffs] desired inference that Alliance is responsible for having done so.
[Plaintiff] has no direct evidence as to how TitleOne came into possession of the
original deed of trust (assume TitleOne actually did so), nor has [Plaintiff]
articulated any credible theory that explains why Alliance might have transmitted
it to TitleOne intentionally or how Alliance might have transmitted it accidentally.
Court's Memorandum Decision, pp 6 & 7 (underline original).
The failure to return the Deed of Trust is based on an attempt to combine the thinnest threads in
the hope the Court will acknowledge a cause of action. The first thread is based on the testimony
of Amy Cobine of Post Closing Services that TitleOne sent her the original Deed of Trust. That
argument ignores the fact that it is not necessary to have the Deed of Trust to issue a
reconveyance under Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq. It also ignores the fact that Ms. Cobine made
that statement based on reviewing the scanned copy of the Deed of Trust which did not have the
word "copy" written or stamped thereon. The second thread in Plaintiffs argument, with no
facts to support it, is that because Post Closing Services claimed they received the original Deed
of Trust from TitleOne, Alliance must have delivered it to TitleOne who sent it to Post Closing
Services, ignoring that there is no legal or logical basis to do so and that no necessity to possess
the Deed of Trust to issue a reconveyance. Both arguments are based on the final thread which
is the claim that Alliance failed to deliver the original Deed of Trust to Plaintiff which Plaintiff
first discovered 7 Y2 years after the closing. However, there exists credible evidence to the
contrary which was in Plaintiffs possession prior to filing the original Complaint. The original
Title Policy and the original Deed of Trust were delivered by Alliance to Plaintiff under a
transmittal letter dated December 1, 2006. A copy of that transmittal is attached to Plaintiffs
original Complaint. Plaintiff would have this court believe, without any evidence to support it,
that it did not receive the original Deed of Trust and did not notice that fact for 7 Y2 years,
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notwithstanding the December 1, 2006 transmittal letter delivering the Deed of Trust and Title
Policy.
2.

Plaintiffs Response further alleges that " ... the primary duty of the Trustee [is] to

protect/secure the interests of both parties." See

2nd

paragraph on page 5 of Plaintiffs Response.

No such duty exists under Idaho Code §45-1502 et seq. and even a cursory review that statute
would confirm that. The only duties of a trustee under that statute is to foreclose the Deed of
Trust pursuant to §45-1506 or reconvey the Deed of Trust pursuant to §45-1514, both pursuant to
the written request of the beneficiary. As this Court correctly stated in the Court's Memorandum
Decision, the duties of a trustee "do not include continually reviewing the real property records
to detect reconveyances and then investigate their propriety." Court's Memorandum Decision, p.

5.
3.

In Section B of Plaintiffs Response states, "Plaintiff contends that Alliance

colluded in the fraudulent reconveyance of Plaintiffs real property interest when they caused the
Deed of Trust to fall into the hands of TitleOne ... " See page 6 of Plaintiffs Response. As
stated above, there is no factual evidence whatsoever that Alliance delivered the Deed of Trust to
TitleOne or let it fall into their hands. To the contrary, there exists credible evidence that it was
sent via mail to Plaintiff on December 1, 2006 in the form of the transmittal letter attached to
Plaintiffs original Complaint which was in Plaintiffs possession prior to commencing this
lawsuit. Further, the claim has no legal basis as there is no requirement to be in possession of the
original Deed of Trust to issue a reconveyance under Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq.
4.

Nothing in Plaintiffs Response grounded in fact or warranted under existing law

or a good faith argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law.

III.
ALLIANCE IS ENTITLED TO FEES AND COSTS FROM DEFENDANT
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A.
1.

Alliance Is The Prevailing Party.
All ten (10) counts in Plaintiffs Complaint against Alliance were dismissed with

prejudice by granting Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment without the necessity of a trial.
In order for this Court to grant Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment, it must have found
that there were no genuine issues of any material fact and that Alliance was entitled to a
judgment dismissing Alliance with prejudice as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c). See also Heath

v. Idaho State Tax Commission, 134 Idaho 407, 3 P.3d 532 (Ct. App. 2000). As stated by this
court "In the absence of another explanation, [Plaintiffs] regards the full reconveyance [by
TitleOne] as suggesting a fraudulent plot by the defendants ... to deprive [Plaintiff] of its lien.
Nearly a year after filing suit [Plaintiff] has not been able to develop evidence of a wide-ranging
fraud." See pp. 2 & 3 Court's Memorandum Decision.
B.

Alliance Is Entitled To Fees Under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3).

1.

Idaho Code § 12-120(3) states in relevant part " ... in any commercial transaction

unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed reasonable attorney's
fees to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as cost." In determining if attorney's fees are
appropriate in a commercial transaction, the Courts apply a two-part test: (1) the commercial
transaction must be integral to the claim; and (2) the commercial transaction must provide the
actual basis for recovery. Rahas v. Ver Mett, 141 Idaho 412 (2005). Courts have also held that,
in determining whether attorney's fees awarded to the prevailing party under Idaho Code § 12120(3), the test is whether the commercial transaction is the gravamen of the lawsuit. Gunter v

Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141 Idaho 16 (2002). The statute defines "commercial transaction" as
"all transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes". Idaho Code § 12120(3).
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2.

The case at bar arose from a loan by Plaintiff to Galiano, LLC in the amount of

$775,000.00 for the purpose of developing real property as a subdivision for commercial
purposes.

The loan was secured by the Deed of Trust on real property which was later

subdivided as Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official Plat thereof filed in Book 99
of Plats, at Pages 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho (the "Property"). All
claims made against Alliance by Plaintiff arise out of (i) the loan from Plaintiff to Galiano, LLC,
(ii) Alliance's role as initial trustee in the Deed of Trust and (iii) Alliance, as the title insurance
agent for a disclosed principal, issuing the Title Policy insuring Plaintiff that the Deed of Trust
was a valid lien on the Property, all of which constitute commercial transactions. While not
alleged in any Plaintiffs Complaint, Plaintiff also argued in Plaintiffs Response to Alliances
Motion for Summary Judgment ("Plaintiffs Response") that Alliance was negligent in its
capacity as an escrow agent, which is also a commercial transaction. Nothing in Plaintiffs
Complaint alleges any facts or transactions which could be considered for personal or household
purposes. It is eminently clear that commercial transactions were the gravamen of this litigation.
3.

Because the gravamen of this litigation was a commercial transaction and

Alliance is clearly the prevailing party, Alliance is entitled to an award of attorney's fees and
costs.
C.

Alliance is Entitled to Fees And Costs Under Idaho Code§ 12-121

1.

The standard for an award of attorney's fees under Idaho Code § 12-121 is that

the suit was brought frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation. Benz v. DL Evans Bank,
152 Idaho 218, 268 P .3d 1167 (2012). If there is a legitimate, triable issue of fact or legitimate
issue oflaw, attorney's fees may not be awarded under the statute even though the losing party
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has asserted factual or legal claims that are frivolous, unreasonable or without foundation.
Brannon v City of Coeur d'Alene, 153 Idaho 843,292 P.3d 234 (2012).

2.

As set forth above, none of the claims against Alliance in any of the ten (10)

counts set forth in the Plaintiffs Complaint contained a single legitimate, triable issue of fact or
legitimate issue of law.
3.

Based on the record in this case, it is abundantly clear that Plaintiffs claims

against Alliance were brought frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation and without any
legitimate, triable issue of fact or legitimate issue of law.
D.

Alliance Is Entitled To Attorneys Fees And Costs Under Rule 54 Of Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.

1.

Pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, costs are to

be awarded to the prevailing party.

Pursuant to Rule 54(e)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil

Procedure, attorneys fees, which may include paralegal fees, are to be awarded to the prevailing
party. Alliance, as the prevailing party, is entitled to an award of attorney's fees and costs
pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
E. Costs As A Matter Of Right Are Awardable To Alliance.
1.

1.

Pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l)(C) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,

certain costs incurred during the course of the litigation are recoverable as a matter of right by
the prevailing party. In this instance, Alliance is the prevailing party and seeks an award of costs
as a matter of right for the following expenses:
In total, Alliance seeks an award of costs as a matter of right pursuant to Rule 54( d)( 1)( C)
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in the amount of $28,614.69_.

The amounts claimed as

costs as a matter of right are supported by Mollerup Fee Alf. filed concurrently herewith.
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IV.
SANCTIONS ARE APPROPRIATE AGAINST PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL

A.

Introduction.

1.

None of the allegations against Alliance in any of the four (4) Complaint's filed

by Plaintiff, none of the arguments in Plaintiffs Response nor any of the answers to
Interrogatories propounded by Alliance were grounded in fact or warranted under existing law or
any good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law as required
by Rule 1l(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("Rule 11"). It is apparent that Plaintiffs
counsel failed to conduct any inquiry whatsoever into the viability of the above pleadings before
they were signed. As stated by this Court, "[i[t would be an inappropriate exercise of discretion
to require Alliance to continue defending claims ... that appear wholly unfounded." See Court's
Memorandum, p. 10.
B.

Standard for Sanctions Under Rule 11.

1.

Rule 11 states in relevant part as follows:

The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that the
attorney or party as read the pleading, motion or other paper; that to the best of
the signers knowledge and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in
fact and is warranted under existing law or a good faith argument for the
extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not interposed
for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or
needles increase in the cost of litigation.
2.

Rule 11 was amended in 1985 to incorporate the 1983 amendment of Fed. R. Civ.

P. 11. Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v Idaho Power Company, 119 Idaho 87. 94-95, 803
P.2d. 993, 1000-1001 (1990). In its note to the amendment, the advisory committee stated:
The new language stresses the need for some prefiling inquiry into both the facts
and the law to satisfy the affirmative duty imposed by the rule. The standard is
one of reasonableness under the circumstances. This standard is more stringent
than the original good-faith formula and thus expected that a greater range of
circumstances will trigger its violation.
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Sun Valley Shopping Center, In. at 95
3.

Rule 11 applies only to the signing of a pleading, motion or other paper and its

central feature is the certification established by the signature. Landvik by Landvik v. Herbert,
130 Idaho, 54, 61, 936 P.2d 697, 704 (1997) citing Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v Idaho
Power Company, 119 Idaho at 96, 803 P.2d. at 1002 (1990) and Young v. Williams, 122 Idaho
649, 654, 837 P/2d 324, 329 (Ct. App. 1992). The central feature is the certification established
by the signature. Id An attorney is required to perform a prefiling inquiry into both the facts and
the law involved to satisfy the affirmative duty imposed by Rule 11. Landvik by Landvik at 61,
citing Riggins v. Smith, 126 Idaho 1017, 1021, 895 P.2d 1210, 1213 (1995).

Whether a

pleading, motion or other signed document is sanctionable must be based on an assessment of the
knowledge of the relevant facts and law that reasonably should have been acquired at the time
the document was submitted to the court. Id citing Young v. Williams, 122 Idaho at 653. 837
P.2d at 328.
4.

In interpreting Rule 11, federal courts have focused on "an affirmative duty on

each attorney to conduct a reasonable inquiry into the viability of a pleading before it is signed".
Sun Valley Shopping Center at 95 quoting Durrant v Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d
634, 638 (1990). (Underline Added) "[R]easonableness under the circumstances, and a duty to
make a reasonable inquiry prior to filing an action, is the appropriate standard to apply" Id
(Underline Added).
5.

In the context of responses to Interrogatories, the Idaho Supreme Court has stated

that "[u]nlike a criminal defendant, who may invoke the Fifth Amendment right to remain silent
and force the state to prove its case, a civil litigant may be compelled ... to divulge unprivileged
information that will aid his or her opponent" Lester v Salvino, 141 Idaho 937, 940, 120, P.3d
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755, 758 (2005).
6.

Alliance acknowledges that, as stated in Landvik by Landvik v. Herbert, 130

Idaho at 61, that Rule 11 is a court management tool exercised narrowly and not applied to make
compensatory attorney fee awards. However, it is Alliance's view that, based on the appropriate
standard as stated in Durrant sanctions under Rule 1 l(a) applicable to this case as to the claims
made against Alliance.
C.

None of the Allegations in Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint Or Any Of
The Three Prior Complaints Were Grounded in Fact or Supported by Law.

1.

As stated above, an attorney has an affirmative duty to make a reasonable

inquiry into the viability of a pleading before it is signed. It is apparent that Plaintiffs counsel
did not perform any inquiry into the viability of the allegations against Alliance prior to signing
any of the four (4) Complaints in this action.
2.

In order for this Court to grant Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment, it must

have found that there were no genuine issues of any material fact and that Alliance was entitled
to a judgment dismissing Alliance with prejudice as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c). See also
Heath v. Idaho State Tax Commission, 134 Idaho 407, 3 P.3d 532 (Ct. App. 2000). Further, none

of the allegations against Alliance were supported by existing law or any argument whatsoever
for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law as articulated in Section I, A above.
3.

It is apparent that Plaintiffs counsel conducted no inquiry, reasonable or

otherwise, prior to filing Plaintiffs Complaint in this action and, therefore, breach the standard
as articulated in Durrant v. Christensen, supra. Plaintiffs Complaint is an egregious example of
naming multiple defendants with no basis in fact or law in the hope that it can extort nuisance
payments from one or more of the Defendants.
D.

Plaintiff's Responses To Alliance's First Set Of Interrogatories Lacked Any
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Reasonable Inquiry Into Relevant Facts Or Legal Theories.

1.

The Idaho Supreme Court has found violations of Rule 11 based on discovery

responses. Lester v Salvino, 141, Idaho 947, 120 P.3d 755 (2005). In Lester, Lester sued Salvino
for damages arising out of an automobile accident in which Salvino was cited for driving under
the influence. The attorney for Lester served Interrogatories on Salvino, one of which asked
Salvino to identify each and every fact, witness or document that served as a basis for any
response to a request for admission other than an admission; much like the interrogatories
propounded by Alliance to Plaintiff. Salvino's attorney denied all requests for admissions and
answered the interrogatory by stating "These defendants intend to put the plaintiff to his proof,
which is a sufficient basis for the denials" The court found the answer to the interrogatories
insufficient and sua sponte granted sanctions under Rule 11. Lester at 938.
2.

Interrogatories Nos. 1 and 2 propounded by Alliance asked for the facts on which

Plaintiff relied to support its claim that Alliance was in breach of contract or guilty of bad faith.
Plaintiff responses identified no facts relied upon by Plaintiff and made essentially the same
allegations as Plaintiffs Complaint; that Alliance breached its duties under the Title Policy and
unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits. See Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's First
Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents attached as Exhibit "K" to
Mollerup S.J Aff. As previously stated herein, there is no basis in fact or law to claim that

Alliance had any liability under the Title Policy as an agent for a disclosed principal, which
would have been discovered by Plaintiffs counsel with only cursory review of the Title Policy
and relevant law.
3.

Interrogatory No. 3 from Alliance asked Plaintiff to identify facts upon which it

relied to claim Alliance committed negligence. Plaintiffs response, in relevant part' stated that
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"Idaho Code §45-1205 provides the statutory basis for Plaintiffs negligence claim".

See

Exhibit "K" to Mollerup S.J. A.ff. Idaho Code §45-1205 provides for liability "[i]n the event a
trust deed is reconveyed by a title insurer or title agent purporting to act under the provisions of
this chapter ... ". A casual glance at the reconveyance issued under Title 45, Chapter12 shows
that that reconveyance was not signed by Alliance and, therefore, §45-1205 has absolutely no
application to Alliance.
4.

Interrogatory No. 4 from Alliance asked Plaintiff to identify facts upon which it

relied to claim Alliance violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Plaintiffs Answer stated
in relevant part that "Plaintiffs believe that Defendant engaged in deceptive and unfair business
practices as such related to Plaintiffs secured interest in the real property" and again stated that
Alliance and Plaintiff were in a contractual relationship. See Exhibit "K" to Mollerup S.J. A.ff.
Plaintiffs answer did nothing more than restate the question in different words and provide
absolutely no facts.
5.

Interrogatory No. 5 from Alliance to Plaintiff asked Plaintiff to identify facts upon

which it relied to claim Alliance committed fraud or fraudulent conveyance. Plaintiffs answer
in relevant part stated that it believed "Defendants acts constitute repeated events which violate
Idaho Racketeering Statute". Plaintiff made no attempt to identify any fact or any basis in law
that constitutes a violation of the Idaho Racketeering Statute. Further, Plaintiff provided no
citation as to what Plaintiff was referring as the Idaho Racketeering Statute. Plaintiffs answer
also stated that "Idaho Code provides statutory protection against Title Companies which
participate in the improper conveyance of a secured interest" See Exhibit "K" to Mollerup S.J
A.ff. That is another reference to the reconveyance done pursuant to §45-1201 et. seq. Plaintiff

knew or should have known that the reconveyance under that statute was not executed by
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Alliance.
6.

In response to Interrogatory No. 6 which asks Plaintiff to identify facts upon

which it relied to claim Alliance colluded to commit fraud, Plaintiff responded by stating in
relevant part "Plaintiff believes that Defendants, in concerto, defrauded Plaintiff'. See Exhibit
"K" to Mollerup S.J. Aff. Again, Plaintiffs answer merely restates the question in different
words.
7.

In response to Interrogatories Nos. 8, 9 and 10 from Alliance, Plaintiff responded

in relevant part, "Defendant has copies of all document currently in Plaintiffs Possession, has
copies of the complaint and all associated pleadings".

Apparently Plaintiff is instructing

Alliance to read the pleadings for the answer. See Exhibit "K" to Mollerup S.J Aff.
8.

In Lester v Salvino, the court stated that the purpose of discovery is to provide

"discovery on both sides" and the rules did not permit Salvino to answer the interrogatory by
stating ''these defendants intend to put the plaintiff to his proof... " Lester at 939. The Court
further stated "[the interrogatory] asks you to identify facts, and if you don't have any facts, say
you don't have any facts. Do not say we intend to put the Plaintiff to his proof. I think that's
game playing." Id.

Like the response in Lester, Plaintiffs responses to the Interrogatories

propounded by Alliance were game playing. Plaintiffs Responses were either non-responsive, a
repetition of the question in different words or essentially told Alliance to read the pleadings and
documents in the record. It is readily apparent that Plaintiffs counsel performed absolutely no
inquiry in to any facts or legal theories in answering the Interrogatories and did not meet the
standard established by the Idaho Supreme Court in Durrant v Christensen, 117 Idaho at 74.
E.

Counsel For Plaintiff Should Be Sanctioned For Filing a Pleadings Not
Grounded In Fact, Warranted Under Existing Law Or A Good Faith
Argument for Extension, Modification Or Reversal Of Existing law.
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1.

The Idaho Supreme Court has stated that "an attorney is required to perform a

pre-filing inquiry into both the facts and the law involved to satisfy the affirmative duty imposed
by Rule 11". Landvik by Landvik v. Herbert, 130 Idaho 54, 61, 936 P.2d 697, 704 (Ct. App.
1997) (citation omitted).

"Reasonableness under the circumstances, and a duty to make a

reasonable inquiry prior to filing a pleading or other paper, is the appropriate standard to apply
when evaluating an attorney's conduct." Id. See also Durrant v. Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74,
785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990).

"Whether a pleading, motion or other signed document is

sanctionable must be based on an assessment of the knowledge of the relevant facts and law that

reasonably could have been acquired at the time the document was submitted to the court."
Landvik at 61, 936 P.2d 704 (emphasis added). It is clear that Plaintiffs counsel did not meet
the standard as set forth in Durrant v. Christensen or Landvik by Landvick v. Herbert, supra.
2.

Even a casual inquiry into the facts and applicable law would have easily

disclosed that (i) Alliance issued the Title Policy as agent for a disclosed principal and, therefore,
had no liability or obligation to pay any claims under that policy and (ii) Alliance issued only
two partial reconveyances as trustee, both at the written request of Plaintiff and (iii) had nothing
to do with the reconveyance issues under Idaho Code § 45-1201 et seq. Also, while not raised
in the Complaint, a reasonable inquiry would have disclosed that Alliance delivered the Deed of
Trust to Plaintiff. It is particularly telling that the transmittal letter dated December 1, 2006
showing delivery of the original Deed of Trust and Title Policy to Plaintiff is attached to its
original Complaint and, therefore, was in the possession of Plaintiff and Plaintiffs counsel prior
to filing this action.
3.

All of the allegations by Plaintiff involve issues arising after the Title Policy was

issued by Alliance and had nothing to do with the two partial reconveyances issued by Alliance
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pursuant to written direction from Plaintiff. Any investigation by Plaintiffs counsel would have
determined that Alliance had absolutely no duties to Plaintiff for the allegations in Plaintiffs
Complaint. The clear language of the Title Policy states that it only insures against title defects
as of the date of the Title Policy, not matters arising subsequently. Also, a cursory review of the
law would have disclosed that Alliance, as an agent for a disclosed principal, has no liability
under the Title Policy. Finally, if any of the allegations by Plaintiff constituted a viable claim
under the Title Policy, Alliance, as agent, has no duty or liability to pay any loss payable
thereunder. The allegations relating to the Deed of Trust are solely based on the reconveyance
purportedly done under Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq. which Alliance did not execute. None of
the allegations made by Plaintiff against Alliance related to the two partial reconveyances
executed by Alliance.
4.

Finally, Plaintiffs counsel essentially assumed all liability for failing to make a

reasonable inquiry into the facts and law prior to filing the Complaint. In his argument on
opposition to Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment, Counsel for Plaintiff stated that his
client only had a high school education and no legal training and relied on his attorney.
CONCLUSION
1.

As the prevailing party Alliance is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney's

fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), §12-121 and Rule 54 ofldaho Rules of Civil
Procedure. A complete breakdown for the award of attorneys' fees and costs is set forth in the

Mollerup Affidavit. The amount of attorneys' fees claimed is reasonable and commensurate with
the experience of the attorneys handling the case. The attorneys' fees claimed are reasonable
given the case, the issues at stake, and the time required to successfully defend the causes of
action brought by Plaintiff.

Alliance respectively requests that this Court enter an order
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e
awarding attorney's fees in the amount of $27,930.00 and costs as a matter of right in the amount
of$1,076.89 for a total award of $29,006.89.
2.

Based on the allegations in Plaintiffs Complaint and the arguments in Plaintiffs

Response, it is patently obvious that Plaintiffs attorneys made no investigation into the facts or
law, reasonable or otherwise, prior to filing any of the four (4) Complaints, prior to answering
Interrogatories propounded by Alliance or prior to filing Plaintiffs Response and sanctions in
the form of reimbursement of fees and costs incurred by Alliance are appropriate. Alliance
respectfully request this Court to enter an order sanctioning Mr. David Fogg, counsel for Plaintiff
who executed the four (4) Complaints and Plaintiffs Response to Defendants' [Alliance's] First
Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents and Mr. Aaron Trible, counsel
for Plaintiff who executed Plaintiffs Response to Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment.
3.

Alliance requests that the order and judgment in favor of Alliance for an award of

attorney's fees and costs in the amount of $29,006.89 jointly and severally against Plaintiff, Mr.
David Fogg and Mr. Aaron Tribble.
DATED this --2_ day of May 2014.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

~~

By:
RichardW.Mollp
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

fl_ day of May 2014, a true and correct copy of the

foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,/]

Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,/]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givensgursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BLVD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,/]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fnf.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,I]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com
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.

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,/]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,/]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ,I]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

clamer@si;1inkbutler.com
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

4

5

6
7
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12

13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limiLe<l liabiliLy company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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1

Defendants.

2
3
4

5
Based upon a stipulation having been filed with the Court, and good cause appearing
6
therefore, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
7
8
1.

That Defendants Fidelity National Title Company and Chicago Title Insurance

9

Company are dismissed from this matter with prejudice.
10
11
12
Dated: May

\

1

, 2014

13
14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
23
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
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day of
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, 2014, I caused a true and

25
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

26
addressed to the following:
27
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1
2
3

w.S.

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Fax: 208-388-1300

ITU.S.

4
5
6

Erin Stines
Fidelit~hNational Law Group
1200-6 Ave Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
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DA YID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

CHRISTOPHCR D. RICH,

Cler!<

By ST.':Cf:Y lAFFERn'
OEPt;T'.1

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S MOTION TO QUASH
LIS PENDENS

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW, Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc., by and through its counsel of
record, David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby respectfully
moves this Court for an order quashing the !is pendens, first amended !is pendens and second
amended !is pendens entered and recorded in this matter.
This motion is made based upon Idaho Code Section 5-505, the Memorandum in Support
of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, TitleOne Corporation's
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens and supporting pleadings and papers filed on or about September
6, 2013, the Affidavit of Corey Barton filed on or about October 18, 2013, and the Affidavit of
Cameron McFaddan filed contemporaneously herewith, as well as the pleadings and documents
previously filed and lodged in this matter and such pleadings and documents as may be filed and
lodged hereafter.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this 19th day of May, 2014.

David T. Kr ck,
the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 191h day of May, 2014, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
David M. Fogg
U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
___ Overnight Mail
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
___ Hand Delivery
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC

--/F-

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

_JJ.S.Mail

__L_ Facsimile - (208) 388-1300
Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

U.S. Mail

-~/F_Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

U.S. Mail

__LI_Facsimile-(208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

_..JJ.S.Mail
__L_ Facsimile-(208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC

_JJ.S.Mail

--? Facsimile -

(208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Dav~
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DA YID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clark
By STllCf-:Y Lt.rFERTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC BANK (f/k/a RBC Centura Bank a/k/a
PNC Bank), a North Carolina Corporation;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S MOTION TO QUASH
LIS PENDENS

Defendants.
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COMES NOW, Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH") by and through its
counsel of record, David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby
respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.' s
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens.

INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") has recorded three lis pendens against the
subject property commonly known as the Walnut Creek Subdivision ("Property"). 1 CBH owns
the majority of the lots comprising the Property. CBH acquired title to the Property in or around
May 2012 from DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS").

CBH proceeded to construct and sell

residential homes on several of the lots purchased from DAS, and CBH is actively constructing
and marketing for sale residential homes within the Property.
EEF was the beneficiary under a Deed of Trust against the Property recorded in or around
November 2006.

EEF's Deed of Trust was subsequently subordinated to a Deed of Trust

recorded in favor of RBC Bank.

EEF released lots within the Property through partial re-

conveyances, including Lots 3 and 4 of Block 1 of the Property. These two particular lots were
released through the recordation of a Partial Reconveyance on March 21, 2008. 2 EEF's junior
Deed of Trust was fully re-conveyed on or about February 11, 2010. 3
EEF has alleged in this action that it did not have prior notice of the recordation by
TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed fully releasing EEF's

1 Copies

of the Notices of Lis Pendens recorded by EEF are attached as Exhibits 'A' and 'B' to the
Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble in Support qf Motion for Preliminary Injunction Against Corey Barton Homes, filed on
or about February 28, 2014. These instruments will collectively be referred to hereinafter as "Lis Pendens."
2

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan,, 5, Exhibit 'B.'

3 Affidavit of Cameron McF addan in Support qf'TitleOne 's Motion.for Summa,y Judgment filed on January
2, 2014, Exhibit 'C.'
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remaining interest in the Property. EEF has further alleged that TitleOne and various other title
companies are liable to EEF as a result of the release of EEF's interest in the Property.
EEF has asserted causes of action directly against CBH for Fraud/Fraudulent
Conveyance, Collusion to Defraud, Unjust Enrichment and Tortious Interference with
Prospective Economic Advantage. 4 EEF asserted these same claims against CBH's predecessor
in interest to the Property, DAS. The Court recently granted summary judgment in favor of
DAS, dismissing all claims against it.

Similar to DAS, CBH did not have any notice or

knowledge that EEF may claim or assert a security interest in any portion of the Property when
CBH acquired lots within the Property from DAS in May 2012. 5
On or about September 6, 2013, TitleOne filed its Motion to Quash Lis Pendens. The
Court denied TitleOne's motion on the grounds that EEF alleged a claim for fraudulent
conveyance, and EEF was entitled to additional discovery to support this cause of action, which
could potentially provide a basis to maintain the Lis Pendens. The Court has recently granted
summary judgment to multiple Defendants, and has specifically held that EEF has not, and
cannot, support its fraudulent conveyance claim.
On or about February 28, 2014, EEF filed its Motion for Preliminary Injunction against
CBH. CBH opposed EEF's motion, and a hearing on the motion was held on April 21, 2014.
Following oral argument, the Court denied EEF's motion. The formal Order Denying Plaintiffs
Motion for Preliminary Injunction Against Defendant Corey Barton Homes was subsequently
issued on May 8, 2014.
The gravamen of EEF's claims in this case center on the alleged actions taken by
TitleOne and other Defendants to reconvey EEF's junior Deed of Trust. For the reasons set forth
4

Revised Second Amended Complaint, Counts V, YI, VIII and IX.

5

A.ffidavit qf Corey Barton in Support qfTitleOne Corporation's Motion to Quash,~~ 5 and 6.
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e
herein and in CBH' s Memorandum in Opposition to EEF' s Motion for Preliminary Injunction,
EEF's remedies in this case, to the extent EEF is entitled to a remedy, are limited to money
damages for alleged violations of Idaho Code Sections 45-1203 or 45-1204 by other Defendants.
EEF does not have any basis to claim any interest affecting the title or the right to possession of
the Property. Consequently, the Court should immediately enter its order to quash EEF's Lis
Pendens.
ARGUMENT
A.

The Causes of Action in EEF's Revised Second Amended Complaint Do Not
Affect Title to the Property.

Idaho Code Section 5-505 states, in relevant part:
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real
property, the plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint ... may
file for record with the recorder of the county in which the property
or some part thereof is situated, a notice of the pendency of the
action, containing the names of the parties, the object of the action
or defense, and a description of the property in that county affected
thereby.
(Emphasis in bold added.)
EEF's claims against CBH, and the other Defendants for that matter, do not affect the
title or the right to possession of the Property. While EEF has made a vague allegation in its
fraud claims to "avoidance of the reconveyance," EEF's remedy in this case is strictly limited to
a claim for monetary damages. EEF does not have any right to either reinstate its reconveyed
Deed of Trust or possess any portion of the Property.
EEF's attempt to seek an "avoidance of the reconveyance" in conjunction with its fraud
claims is essentially a constructive trust claim or assertion of an equitable lien against the
Property. CBH hereby incorporates by reference the arguments, cases and legal authorities cited
by TitleOne in its Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash filed on or about
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September 6, 2013. 6

In numerous reported decisions from other jurisdictions, Courts have

consistently held that a party may not maintain a lis pendens when it has alleged tort claims, such
as fraud, and only appended a claim for a constructive trust or equitable lien to the tort claims. 7
In these decisions, the Courts concluded that when a party has an adequate remedy at law for
monetary damages, the party may not also maintain a lis pendens against real property. 8
In the case at bar, EEF has asserted nine (9) separate causes of action, and EEF is seeking
money damages for each of its claims. EEF included an allegation to "avoid" the reconveyance
of its Deed of Trust in EEF's fraud claims (Count V). In the event EEF prevails at trial on its
fraud claim, EEF will only be entitled to an award of damages against the party (or parties) who
defrauded EEF. EEF will not, however, have any right to reinstate its Deed of Trust or otherwise
void the Reconveyance of Trust Deed recorded on February 11, 2010. EEF, therefore, does not
have any right to claim any interest in the Property, so its Lis Pendens does not provide notice of
any legitimate remedy it may obtain in this case.
EEF's remaining claims are primarily based on the allegations that the recordation of the
Reconveyance of Trust Deed violated Title 45, Chapter 12 of the Idaho Code. Idaho Code
Section 45-1205 contains the exclusive statutory remedy for these alleged violations, which do
not include any right to reinstate EEF's Deed of Trust or transfer title of any portion of the
Property to EEF. Therefore, the sole remedy available to EEF for the alleged wrongful or
negligent recordation of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed is for monetary damages against the
title insurer or title agent effecting the reconveyance. Idaho Code § 45-1205. Since EEF has an
6 Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash, pp. 9-13. TitleOne filed a renewed Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens on or about January 2, 2014. CBH is incorporating portions of the previous brief filed by TitleOne in an
effort to avoid simply duplicating the same legal arguments and citing to the identical authorities which are already
in the record in this case.
7

Id.

s Id.
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adequate statutory remedy for damages against the title insurer(s) or title agent(s) who
purportedly violated Idaho Code Sections 45-1203 or 45-1204, EEF does not have any right to
maintain its Lis Pendens against the Property owned by CBH or other third parties. Simply
stated, EEF's Deed of Trust was released over four (4) years ago, and there is no legal remedy
available to revive the secured interest EEF once held in the Property. Consequently, CBH is
entitled to have the Lis Pendens quashed.
B.

EEF Is Wrongfully Providing Misinformation to Property Owners Related to
EEF's Lis Pendens and CBH.

On or about May 5, 2014, counsel for EEF sent a letter to the owners of Lot 4 and a
portion of Lot 3 in Block 1 of the Property. 9 In this correspondence, EEF's attorney states that
EEF filed a "lawsuit concerning its secured interest" in the Property, including these two lots.
EEF, however, does not have a secured interest in any portion of the Property because its Deed
of Trust was released and reconveyed in February 2010. EEF's counsel further attempts to
provide information related to the pending lawsuit, along with an invitation for the property
owners to contact EEF's counsel to obtain analysis of the warranties contained in deeds issued
by CBH to other, unrelated property owners.
EEF's counsel failed to inform these property owners that EEF specifically released Lots
3 and 4 in Block 1 of the Property on March 21, 2008, almost two years prior to the recordation
of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed.

EEF voluntarily released these lots through a Partial

Reconveyance of its Deed of Trust, independent of the actions taken to record the Reconveyance
of Trust Deed in February 2010 which gave rise to this lawsuit. 10

9

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan,

10

Affidavit q/Cameron McFaddan,

112-6, Exhibit 'A.'

115 and 6, Exhibit 'B.'
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The letter sent by EEF's counsel is disingenuous, misleading and clearly intended to
intimidate third parties who own lots within the Property. The owners of lots 3 and 4 in Block 1
who received this letter did not even acquire title from CBH, yet EEF comments on the form of
Special Warranty Deed issued by CBH. The Court should also note that EEF's counsel sent this
letter after the Court denied EEF's Motion for Preliminary Injunction.

EEF's counsel

presumably sent a similar letter to other lot owners, and CBH will continue to investigate
whether this occurred. CBH reserves the right to seek sanctions for EEF's conduct with regard
to the frivolous and baseless actions recently taken. Depending on the extent of EEF' s conduct,
CBH may also assert affirmative causes of action against EEF for slander of title and tortious
interference with contract, if EEF caused a similar letter to be sent to any parties acquiring title to
the Property from CBH.
As set forth above, CBH is entitled to have the Lis Pendens quashed on the grounds that
EEF' s claims do not affect title or possession of the Property. Furthermore, in the event the
Court grants CBH' s motion, EEF will no longer have any basis to continue the reckless actions
recently undertaken to harass and threaten homeowners within the Property.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, the Court should grant CBH's motion, and order that EEF's
Lis Pendens be quashed immediately.

DATED this 19th day of May, 2014.
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP

By:_~~h_ _
David T. Krueck, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 19th day of May, 2014, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
David M. Fogg
U.S. Mail
--71-Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
Aaron Tribble
___ Overnight Mail
Eagle Law Center
___ Hand Delivery
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

- - - U.S. Mail
--~Facsimile-(208) 388-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

U.S. Mail
_____LPacsimile - (208) 338-3290
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

---

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

US. Mail
- - ~F
-acsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

U.S. Mail
==:z--facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC

- - - U.S. Mail

/-Facsimile- (208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David T. Krueck
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DA YID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

CHRISTO?HER D. R!SH, Clerh
By STACEY LAFFERTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF
CAMERON MCFADDAN

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation; RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an Idaho Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual; and JOHN DOES 111-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

COMES NOW, Cameron McFaddan, your affiant, who being first duly sworn, deposes, states
and avers as follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF CAMERO!\ MCFADDAN -
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1.

•

I am in-house counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"). I make this

affidavit based on my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief.
2.

On or about April 21, 2014, I was contacted by Sharon Fisher. She is the owner of

a residential lot described as Lot 4, Block 1 and a portion of Lot 3, Block lof Galiano Estates.
Galiano Estates is also known as Walnut Creek.
3.

Ms. Fisher was concerned that the website "Zillow" http://www.zillow.com was

reporting that her properties, as well as other properties within the subdivision, were in preforeclosure as a result of the lis pendens that was filed in this case.
4.

After that initial conversation, on May 7, 2014, Ms. Fisher forwarded to me the

attached letter that she indicated had been received in the mail from the sender indicated. A true
and correct copy of that letter that was forwarded to me by Ms. Fisher is attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
5.

The reckless misstatements as to the status of the proceedings in the letter are

causing unnecessary harm, worry and concern to all the homeowners on the mailing list. Plaintiffs
made no attempt to distinguish between lots that where Plaintiff had caused a Deed of
Reconveyance to recorded and those where there was no reconveyance. Even if Plaintiffs are
successful in this litigation there are no legal rights remaining for them against owners like Sharon
Fisher. Sharon Fisher received the letter, yet Plaintiff signed a release of the deed of trust as to her
lot in 2008. A copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
6.

On May 14, 2014, I was contacted by Rhett Smith. He is the owner of the other

portion of Lot 3, Block 1 of Galiano Estates. He received the letter, yet Plaintiff signed a release
of the Deed of Trust to his lot in 2008. It was released by the same instrument as Sharon Fisher,
a copy of which is attached as Exhibit B.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.
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1.86959

From, Cameron McFaddan T e a m

~--=------~
Cameron McFaddan
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 19th day of May, 2014, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

_.JI.S. Mail
_ L Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

U.S. Mail
-------L'Facsimile - (208) 388-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

---

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

___ U.S. Mail
/Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
----,-- Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

_.JJ.S.Mail
___L Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

US. Mail
~csimile-(208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason
and Galiano LLC

___ U.S. Mail
?Facsimile- (208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David T. Krueck
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

Telephone 208.938.9500
Fax 208.938.9504 ~ )

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

May 5, 2014

Sharon Fisher
1432 W. Heartland Dr.
Kuna, ID 83634
Re: Property Title Lawsuit Case No. CV-OC-1310112
Dear Sharon Fisher,
The Eagle Law Center has been hired by the Eagle Equity Fund in a lawsuit concerning
its secured interest in Galiano Estates Subdivision. Currently, Galiano Estates Subdivision is

known as Walnut Creek Subdivision.

It has come to our attention that various real estate websites have listed the properties as
pre-foreclosure. Although pre-foreclosure is not the nature of this action, it should be noted that
each property in the Walnut Creek Subdivision has title subject to the pending claim by Eagle
Equity Fund. The claim stems directly from the alleged unlawful Reconveyence of Trust Deed
by TitleOne Corp. and in conjunction with that claim, a Lis Pendens has been filed with the Ada
County recorder. A Lis Pendens is a written and recorded notice that a lawsuit has been filed
concerning a claim of ownership in real estate.
Furthermore, our research has indicated that the deeds passed to each homeowner from
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. by TitleOne Corp. are Special Warranty Deeds that appear to contain
language making no warranty as to title. Generally, by purchasing title insurance, a buyer is
given a General Warranty deed that ensures a clear title.
Therefore, if it is your desire to sell your property, at this time, the transfer of your title

will be subject to the Lis Pendens and Eagle Equity Fund retains any and all rights as afforded
by law in conjunction the pending court decision.
For more information on the difference in deeds, conduct a web search of "general
warranty vs special warranty deed", or contact the Eagle Law Center with any questions.
Sincerely,

Mick Ysursa, Esq.
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After Recording return to:
380 E. Park Center Blvd. Suite IOO. Boise, ID 83706

,,------·--------ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 0:1121/08 03:08 PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
Alliance Tille

AMOUNT 3.00

Ill llll llll II108032519
IIIII II 11111111111111111

For further delivery to:

Galiano Estates C/0 Ted Mason Signature Homes

1883 Wildwood Avenue
Boise, IO 83713

ALLIANCE
TITLE

&

ESCROW

CORP.

Reconveyance No: t2369RL
Reference No.:

PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE
Pursuant to a written request made by the Beneficiary, the undersigned, as Trustee in the Deed of Trust
executed by Galiano, LLCytn ldaho Limited Liability Company recorded November 17, 2006, as
Instrument No. I 06181859. records of Ada County, ID, does hereby grant and reconvey unto the parties
legally entitled thereto, without warranty, all the estate and interest derived to the Trustee under said Deed
of Trust, in that portion of the lands therein described as follows:

Lot 3 & 4 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 Through 12~83, Official Records of Ada County, Idaho.

State ofldaho
County of Ada

1

}
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}
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

Defendant DAS Investments, LLC has moved for summary judgment on all claims
asserted against it in the Revised Second Amended Complaint of Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC ("EEF"). The motion was argued on May 12, 2014. During the hearing, EEF conceded,
with respect to DAS, Count V (for fraud) and Count VIII (for unjust enrichment). At the end of
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the hearing, the Court granted summary judgment in accordance with EEF's concession, as well
as on the balance ofEEF's claims-Count VI (for collusion to defraud) and Count IX (for tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage). The Court told the parties that a written
decision may be issued more fully explaining the Court's reasoning. This is that decision.

I.

BACKGROUND
In November 2006, EEF loaned $725,500 to Defendant Galiano, LLC. The loan was
secured by a junior deed of trust to real property that was to be developed into a residential
subdivision. A senior deed of trust was granted to RBC Centura Bank at the same time in
connection with its much larger, multi-million-dollar loan to Galiano. In early 2010, Defendant
TitleOne Corporation executed and recorded a full reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust, despite
that EEF's loan had not been repaid. Consequently, the property ceased to be subject to a record
lien ofEEF. More than two years later, Galiano sold the property to Defendant DAS Investments,
LLC for $860,000. DAS promptly agreed to resell most of the property to Defendant Corey
Barton Homes, Inc., which has been building homes on the property and selling it lot by lot.
EEF claims TitleOne's reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust was wrongful and impairs its
ability to obtain repayment of its loan to Galiano. Not knowing why TitleOne executed and
recorded the reconveyance, EEF filed this broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013. DAS was
added as a defendant on December 10, 2013. EEF regards the reconveyance, in the absence of
some other explanation for it, as suggesting a fraudulent plot by the defendants to deprive EEF of
its lien. Nearly a year after filing suit, though, EEF has not been able to develop evidence of a
wide-ranging fraud.
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EEF's efforts to implicate DAS in the alleged fraud have foundered at step one: provmg
DAS knew about EEF's erstwhile deed of trust before purchasing the property. Because the deed
of trust already had been reconveyed, it was unmentioned in either the commitment for title
insurance or the policy of title insurance obtained by DAS in evaluating and making the purchase.
(Eck Deel. filed Apr. 14, 2014 Exs. B-C.) DAS's manager (Timothy Eck), lawyer (Scott
Tschirgi), and real-estate agent (Travis Stroud) all testify by affidavit to their involvement in
DAS' s negotiations with Galiano, and they all say that neither EEF nor its erstwhile deed of trust
was ever mentioned by Galiano or otherwise discovered by DAS. Furthermore, Defendant
Edward Mason, Galiano's principal, testifies by affidavit that he never told DAS about EEF or its
claimed lien on the property. These affidavits, filed in April 2014 in support ofDAS's motion for
summary judgment, were consistent with the interrogatory answers DAS had served on EEF in
March 2014, before seeking summary judgment. There, in answers verified by Eck, DAS denied
any prior knowledge ofEEF's claimed interest in the property. (Nicholson Deel. filed May 5,
2014 Ex. A.)
To date, EEF has received written discovery (including substantial document productions)
from not only DAS, but also TitleOne and Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. (the original
trustee ofEEF's deed of trust). In addition, EEF has deposed representatives ofTitleOne and
TitleOne's reconveyance agent. None of that discovery has generated evidence that DAS knew
about EEF's deed of trust before purchasing the property.
The lack of forward progress on the threshold issue of knowledge has not deterred EEF.
EEF opposes DAS's motion for summary judgment, arguing not that summary judgment can be
denied outright, but instead that a ruling should be reserved under I.R.C.P. 56(f) to allow EEF
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more time for discovery. In that regard, the only additional discovery EEF proposes undertaking
in pursuit of its claims against DAS is deposing Eck. 1 As mentioned above, however, Eck already
has denied under oath twice (in an affidavit and in verifying DAS' s interrogatory answers) that
DAS knew about EEF's claimed interest in the property before purchasing it from Galiano. And,
as also mentioned above, Mason of Galiano says Eck is right that Galiano never disclosed EEF' s
claimed interest to DAS. Eck's deposition therefore seems to have a vanishingly small prospect
of leading to evidence that DAS knew about EEF's claimed interest before making the purchase.
To bolster its case for an I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance, EEF contends DAS's purchase of the
property from Galiano bears two supposed badges of fraud: (i) before closing the purchase, DAS
had already agreed to resell the property to Corey Barton Homes for a $270,000 return on the
$860,000 purchase price; and (ii) Mason received one subdivision lot from DAS, allegedly as a
"kickback." DAS does not deny making money on the purchase, but offers evidence that its
return on investment was not immediate and that it incurred holding costs over a substantial
period. In addition, DAS offers evidence that Mason (through Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc.)
bought the lot on fair terms. DAS's evidence indicates that Ted Mason Signature Homes paid
slightly more than $30,000 for the lot-about $10,000 more than the pro rata lot price paid by
DAS for the property as a whole. During the summary-judgment hearing, EEF's counsel

I.R.C.P. 56(f) requires an affidavit regarding the discovery that would be undertaken if more
time were to be permitted. EEF did not file one. DAS's reply papers reference such an affidavit,
indicating one was served with EEF's opposition to DAS's motion, even though the served
affidavit was not filed. The Court's law clerk notified EEF's counsel by e-mail on May 8, 2014
(four days before the summary-judgment hearing) that the I.R.C.P. 56(f) affidavit apparently
served on DAS had not been filed and could not be considered by the Court unless filed. In
response to that e-mail, EEF provided a courtesy copy of the affidavit to the Court via e-mail.
EEF still did not file the affidavit, though. Accordingly, the Court cannot consider it.
1
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acknowledged that Ted Mason Signature Homes purchased the lot for a little more than $30,000
but contended the lot was worth $80,000 if its value is measured by the total amount of money
RBC loaned on the property in 2006, divided by the total number of subdivision lots.
II.

LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The movant bears
the initial burden of proving that there is no genuine issue of material fact. E.g., Boise Mode, LLC

v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103-04, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the
movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant, which must show that there is indeed a
genuine issue of material fact. Id. at 104,294 P.3d at 1116. To meet that ultimate burden, the
nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit
specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Id. (quotation marks omitted). The
record must be construed in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, with all reasonable
inferences drawn in its favor. Id. Nevertheless, "[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight
doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" to avoid summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC,
155 Idaho 159, 163, 307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013). The nonmovant's failure to prove that there is a
genuine issue of material fact "will result in an order granting summary judgment." Sprinkler

Irrigation Co. v. John Deere Ins. Co., 139 Idaho 691,698, 85 P.3d 667,675 (2004).
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III.
ANALYSIS
A.

Collusion to Defraud
In Count VI of its Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims TitleOne' s

reconveyance of EEF' s deed of trust was the product of a conspiracy to divest EEF of its lien on
the property. Even assuming arguendo that the reconveyance was fraudulent, there is no evidence
linking DAS to the alleged fraud. To link DAS to the alleged fraud, EEF needs evidence that
DAS knew ofEEF's claimed interest in the property before purchasing it from Galiano. EEF has
no such evidence.2 Indeed, EEF does not contend the record, as it now stands, contains enough
evidence to warrant a trial on the collusion-to-defraud claim against DAS. Summary judgment
therefore is appropriate unless an I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance is granted.

B.

Tortious Interference with a Prospective Economic Expectancy
In Count IX of the Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims the defendants

tortiously interfered with the prospective economic advantage associated with its having a lien on
the property that had been subject to its deed of trust. That claim requires proof of five elements:
(1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of
the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the

EEF's untiled I.R.C.P. 56(f) affidavit, referenced in footnote 1 above, offers a double-hearsay
statement that is hoped to cast doubt on DAS's and Mason's denials that Mason disclosed to DAS
EEF's claimed interest in the property before DAS purchased it. EEF's counsel, Aaron Tribble,
says Mason told him that Mason told DAS about EEF's claimed interest. The affidavit is,
however, extremely vague in that regard. Tribble does not specify when his conversation with
Mason occurred, nor does he specify when Mason's alleged disclosure to DAS occurred. Even if
the untiled affidavit could be considered, Tribble's double-hearsay statement is not admissible
evidence that DAS knew ofEEF's claimed interest in the property before purchasing it.
2
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interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself; and (5)
resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. E.g., Highland Enters.,
Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999). With respect to the fourth
element, interference is wrongful in either of two instances: "'(l) the defendant had an improper
objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means to cause
injury to the prospective business relationship.'" Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149
Idaho 881,893,243 P.3d 1069, 1081 (2010) (quoting Idaho First Nat'/ Bank v. Bliss Valley
Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,286,824 P.2d 841,861 (1991)). "Wrongful means would include
conduct in violation of a statute or other regulation, or a recognized rule of common law.... "
Idaho First, 121 Idaho at 286 n. 16, 824 P.2d 861 n. 16 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Again, EEF has no evidence that DAS knew of EEF's claimed interest in the property
before purchasing it from Galiano. Thus, the second element is not satisfied. It follows that the
third and fourth elements are not satisfied either; not having known about EEF' s claimed interest,
DAS could not have intentionally interfered with it, nor could DAS have interfered wrongfully.
Consequently, summary judgment against EEF's interference claim also is appropriate absent an
I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance.

C.

I.R.C.P. 56(f) Continuance
EEF hopes to forestall the entry of summary judgment on these claims by seeking a

continuance under I.R.C.P. 56(f), which provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the
party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
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I.R.C.P. 56(f). Whether to grant such a continuance is a discretionary decision. Boise Mode, 154
Idaho at 103,294 P.3d at 1115. That said, I.R.C.P. 56(f) demands much of the party seeking a
continuance. That party must '" affirmatively demonstrat[e] ... how postponement of a ruling on
the motion will enable [it], by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's showing of the
absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Id at 104, 294 P.3d at 1116 (quoting Jenkins v. Boise

Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,239, 108 P.3d 380,386 (2005)). In other words, that party "has
the burden of setting out what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify [its]
opposition, making clear what information is sought and how it would preclude summary
judgment." Id (internal quotation marks omitted).
As stated in footnote 1 above, EEF never filed an affidavit in support of its request for an
I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance (although it served one). The request therefore is defective and can be
denied on that basis. Even if the affidavit had been filed, the outcome would be the same. EEF' s
discovery plan, as stated in the untiled affidavit and as articulated by its counsel during the
summary-judgment hearing, is to depose Eck regarding the underlying transactions by which DAS
purchased and then resold the property that had been subject to EEF's deed of trust. The problem
EEF faces is the absence of reason to believe that deposing Eck would yield the evidence EEF
needs: evidence DAS knew about EEF's claimed interest in the property before purchasing it.
Eck has signed an affidavit saying he knew no such thing, and he has verified interrogatory
answers by DAS denying DAS knew any such thing. Moreover, his denials are corroborated by
affidavit testimony from the seller (through Mason's affidavit), from DAS's outside counsel in the
transaction (Tschirgi), and from DAS's real-estate agent in the transaction (Stroud). Thus, Eck is
highly unlikely to reverse course in a deposition and admit knowledge.
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If there were any reason to believe DAS had knowledge, despite its denials, then allowing
more time for discovery might well be warranted. But there isn't. The two alleged badges of
fraud identified by EEF do not actually suggest DAS' s participation in a fraud.
First, the Court does not consider indicative of fraud the fact DAS already had lined up a
buyer, Corey Barton Homes, before closing its purchase of the property from Galiano. Nor is the
size of DAS' s resale profit large enough to be indicative of fraud. It certainly is not indicative of
a fraud on EEF, given that RBC, the badly undersecured first-position lienholder, would have
been entitled-before EEF-to any incremental property value illicitly diverted to DAS.
Second, the Court also does not consider indicative of fraud the fact that DAS sold one
subdivision lot to Ted Mason Signature Homes. EEF characterizes that sale as a "kickback," but
it does so without offering evidence that the sale price of that lot was artificially low. EEF does
not deny that the sale price was higher than the average lot price paid by DAS for the property,
measured by dividing the total purchase price by the number of lots it contained. And the sale
price appears to be in line with the average lot price charged to Corey Barton Homes. So, if there
is any good reason to view the sale of that one lot as suspicious, EEF has not articulated it. The
Court does not find persuasive EEF's suggestion that a "kickback" inference can be drawn from
the sale price being markedly lower than the market price implied by the amount RBC loaned on
the property in 2006. It is well known that market prices for subdivision lots in the Boise area
drastically declined after 2006. Furthermore, even if the sale of that one lot to Ted Mason
Signature Homes appeared to be a "kickback," the apparent victim would not be EEF, but instead
would be RBC, which, again, was badly undersecured and in first position.
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EEF simply has failed to identify any reason to believe that further discovery will
implicate DAS in a fraud. For that reason (and not based on any notion that EEF ought to have
proceeded with discovery more rapidly), granting the requested continuance would be an
inappropriate exercise of discretion. EEF's I.R.C.P. 56(±) request is denied.
Indeed, although Judge Wilper gave EEF permission to bring DAS into this action in an
amended complaint, EEF' s pleadings unquestionably fail to set forth sufficient factual allegations
to satisfy I.R.C.P. 9(b) with respect to its collusion-to-defraud claim against DAS. A request
under I.R.C.P. 56(±) for more time to conduct discovery in pursuit of a fraud claim ought not be
granted to a plaintiff whose fraud claim lacks enough factual support to be pleaded in compliance
with I.R.C.P. 9(b).
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that summary judgment is granted to DAS on all ofEEF's claims.

*'

Dated this1-0 day of May 2014.

Jas D. Scott
DI~TJUDGE
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

q't

I hereby certify that on this

2t}__ day of May 2014, I mailed (served) a true and correct

copy of the within instrument to:

David T. Krueck
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
101 S Capitol Blvd, Ste 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 331-2400

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E Iron Eagle Dr, Ste 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Fax: (208) 938-9504

~, U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
'l ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
)(} Facsimile

( • U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

1t ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
Facsimile

P<J

Thomas E. Dvorak
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: (208) 388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-6th Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: (877) 655-5286

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83 707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile
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Richard W. Mollerup
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W Front St, Ste 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: (208) 336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
<?(Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St, Ste 200
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By:De~gML
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT~
F'

- · ~

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC") has moved for summary judgment on
all claims asserted against it in the Revised Second Amended Complaint of Plaintiff Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC ("EEF"). The motion was argued on May 20, 2014. During the hearing, EEF
conceded, with respect to RBC, Counts I - V and VII - IX. At the end of the hearing, the Court
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granted summary judgment in accordance with EEF's concession, as well as on the only claim not
conceded: Count VI (for collusion to defraud). The Court told the parties to expect a written
decision more fully explaining the Court's reasoning. This is that decision.

I.

BACKGROUND
In November 2006, EEF loaned $725,500 to Defendant Galiano, LLC. The loan was
secured by a junior deed of trust to real property that was to be developed into a residential
subdivision. A senior deed of trust was granted to RBC Centura Bank at the same time in
connection with its much larger, multi-million-dollar loan to Galiano. About two years later,
RBC Centura Bank assigned its interest in the Galiano loan to RBC, a related entity.
In early 2010, Defendant TitleOne Corporation executed and recorded a full reconveyance
of EEF's deed of trust, despite that EEF's loan had not been repaid. Consequently, the property
ceased to be subject to a record lien of EEF.
More than two years after the reconveyance, Galiano sold the property to Defendant DAS
Investments, LLC for $860,000. The parties appear to agree that EEF did not have notice of the
sale, to which RBC, as the first-position lender, had consented. (Reid Deel. Ex. E.) The sale was
a "short sale"; even after the application of the sale proceeds, nearly $2.5 million remained owing
on the RBC loan. (Id.) Interest continued accruing, and, a few months after the short sale,
Galiano stipulated to a judgment of about $2.65 million in RBC's favor. (Penny Deel. Ex. C.)
EEF regards the short-sale price as suspiciously low, but it neither offers evidence of the
property's market value at the time of the short sale nor articulates any credible theory for why
RBC would knowingly permit its collateral to be sold for a grossly inadequate price.
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The short-sale purchaser, DAS, promptly agreed to resell most of the property to
Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc., which has been building homes on the property and selling
it lot by lot.
EEF claims TitleOne's reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust was wrongful and impairs its
ability to obtain repayment of its loan to Galiano. Not knowing why TitleOne executed and
recorded the reconveyance, EEF filed this broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013. RBC
Centura Bank, by then renamed RBC Bank, was an original defendant. But, by stipulation, RBC
was substituted for RBC Bank as a defendant on January 17, 2014. The substitution apparently
was intended to reflect the fact that the Galiano loan had long since been assigned by RBC Bank
to RBC, making RBC the correct party to sue (to any extent suit was warranted).
In any event, EEF regards the reconveyance of its deed of trust, in the absence of some
other explanation for it, as suggesting a fraudulent plot by the defendants to deprive EEF of its
junior lien. EEF believes RBC might be part of the hypothesized plot, although it cannot explain
why a first-position lienholder would concern itself with scheming to defeat EEF'sjunior lien.
Nearly a year after filing suit, EEF has not been able to develop evidence of a wide-ranging fraud.
II.

LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The movant bears
the initial burden of proving that there is no genuine issue of material fact. E.g., Boise Mode, LLC
v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd, 154 Idaho 99, 103-04, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the
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movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant, which must show that there is indeed a
genuine issue of material fact. Id at 104,294 P.3d at 1116. To meet that ultimate burden, the
nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit
specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Id (quotation marks omitted). The
record must be construed in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, with all reasonable
inferences drawn in its favor. Id Nevertheless, "[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight
doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" to avoid summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC,
155 Idaho 159, 163,307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013). The nonmovant's failure to prove that there is a
genuine issue of material fact "will result in an order granting summary judgment." Sprinkler
Irrigation Co. v. John Deere Ins. Co., 139 Idaho 691,698, 85 P.3d 667,675 (2004).

III.
ANALYSIS

In Count VI of its Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims TitleOne's
reconveyance of EEF' s deed of trust was the product of a conspiracy to divest EEF of its lien on
the property. Even assuming arguendo that the reconveyance was fraudulent, there is no evidence
linking RBC to the alleged fraud. Moreover, as the first-position lienholder, RBC had no reason
to be concerned with EEF' s junior lien. EEF does not contend the record, as it now stands,
contains enough evidence to warrant a trial on the collusion-to-defraud claim against RBC.
Summary judgment therefore is appropriate unless an I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance is granted.
EEF hopes to forestall the entry of summary judgment on these claims by seeking such a
continuance. The rule provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the
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e
party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
I.R.C.P. 56(f). Whether to grant an I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance is a discretionary decision. Boise
Mode, 154 Idaho at 103,294 P.3d at 1115. That said, I.R.C.P. 56(f) demands much of the party

seeking a continuance. That party must '"affirmatively demonstrat[ e] ... how postponement of a
ruling on the motion will enable [it], by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's showing
of the absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Id. at 104, 294 P .3d at 1116 (quoting Jenkins v. Boise
Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,239, 108 P.3d 380,386 (2005)). In other words, that party "has

the burden of setting out what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify [its]
opposition, making clear what information is sought and how it would preclude summary
judgment." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
At the outset, the Court notes its disagreement with EEF' s contention that it hasn't been
afforded a fair period to conduct discovery with respect to its claims against RBC. Although
RBC itself did not become a named defendant until mid-January 2014, its predecessor in interest,
RBC Bank, was a party to this action from the outset. EEF had precisely the same discovery
motive with respect to RBC Bank as it does with respect to RBC. Accordingly, EEF has had a
significant period of time in which to conduct relevant discovery, during which it has failed to
propound any discovery at all to either RBC or RBC Bank.
More important, though, than EEF's failure to move forward with discovery targeted at
RBC is EEF's failure to identify any reason to believe it could implicate RBC in a fraud if more
time for discovery were allowed.
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In an attempt to satisfy I.R.C.P. 56(f)'s requirements, EEF offers an affidavit of its
counsel, who states that EEF intends to depose Timothy Eck. Eck is the manager of DAS, to
which Galiano sold the property with RBC's consent. EEF will inquire of Eck regarding DAS's
dealings with RBC. And, after deposing Eck, EEF will formulate further discovery plans. Seeing
that discovery plan, DAS obtained a declaration from Eck stating that DAS had absolutely no communications with RBC before the Galiano short sale. (Eck Deel. filed May 13, 2014 ~~ 3-6.)
The Eck declaration contributes, at least to some small degree, to the Court's skepticism that
deposing Eck will help EEF progress toward implicating RBC in the alleged fraudulent
conspiracy. The fundamental problem EEF faces, however, is not that Eck in particular is a
doubtful source of inculpatory evidence.
Instead, it is that EEF's claims against RBC are implausible. RBC was the first-position
lienholder. EEF was subordinate. The evidence shows that RBC was badly undersecured at the
time of the Galiano short sale. RBC approved the short sale, knowing the price fell $2.5 million
short of resulting in a loan payoff. EEF offers no evidence that the price was inadequate, despite
characterizing it as such. In fact, EEF so far has chosen not to appraise the property to test its
unsupported notion that the price was inadequate. Moreover, even assuming arguendo that the
price was inadequate, EEF offers no reason to think RBC knowingly approved an inadequate
price, to its own immediate financial detriment, in order to deprive EEF of any residual value the
property held. As the first-position lienholder, RBC was entitled to be paid in full before any
junior lienholder was paid a penny. RBC's approval of the short sale strongly suggests it believed
the property was worth far too little to satisfy its own outstanding loan, let alone begin to address
the claims of junior lienholders. Sitting in the catbird seat, RBC had no conceivable motive to
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conspire with the other defendants to try to negate EEF' s second-position lien-a lien that, even if
extant at the time of the short sale, would not appear to have had value at that time, given the
deteriorated real-estate market and the large balance of RBC's senior loan.
Under the circumstances, it is difficult to understand why Eck, or any other witness, might
reasonably be expected to offer testimony that would implicate RBC in a fraud against EEF. For
that reason, granting the requested continuance would be an inappropriate exercise of discretion.
EEF's I.R.C.P. 56(f) request is denied.
Indeed, EEF's pleadings unquestionably fail to set forth sufficient factual allegations to
satisfy I.R.C.P. 9(b) with respect to its collusion-to-defraud claim against RBC. A request under
I.R.C.P. 56(f) for more time to conduct discovery on a fraud claim ought not be granted to a
plaintiff whose fraud claim lacks enough factual support to be pleaded in compliance with
I.R.C.P. 9(b).
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that summary judgment is granted to RBC on all ofEEF's claims.

sic

Dated this

1.\

day of May 2014.

DISTRICT JUDGE
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Defendants,

I

2
3
4

The Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys, moves this Cow1 to enter a scheduling order.
5
6

7

8
9

This motion made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b) and is based upon the recol'ds
and pleadings filed herein.

According to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court "shall., .enter a scheduling
order." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b). Such order "shall be issued as soon as practical
and, unless it is totally impractical, no more than 180 days after the filing of the complaint." Id.

IO

In motion after motion, Defendants have come before this Cow-t asking for summary
11

judgment arguing that the Plaintiff is lacking facts. The Plaintiff has repeatedly asked for more

12

time to conduct discovery. Plaintiffs counsel has repeatedly brought up the fact that there is still
13

no scheduling order entered in this case. In fact, counsel for the Plaintiff has even invoked
14
15

Supreme Court precedent showing that there must be "adequate time" given to conduct discovery.
See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477U.S. 317,322 (1986).

16
It can hardly be said that the Plaintiff has had any notice of when his "adequate time" will
17
18
19

come to an end. The Comi simply is making this decision on the fly on a case by case basis by
deciding for itself whether or not there is reason to proceed with discovery, This flies in the face
of due process and plainly violates I.R.C.P. 16(b).

20

The Plaintiff can certainly claim that he has been prejudiced by this Court's failure to
21
22

23
24

25

26
27

follow I.R.C.P. 16(b), because the court has repeatedly ruled against Plaintiff for want of
evidence at summary judgment. Such evidence may have been obtained if a deadline were set
and the Plaintiff was not forced to have to spend all of its time defending fact-dependant
summary judgment motions. To be sure, these summal'y judgment motions could be scheduled in
an order from the Court, howeve1·, the chaos that has resulted from this violation of the rules of
civil procedure has taken up months of time that could have been spent conducting meaningful
discovery.
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Plaintiff now believes that Corey Barton is gearing up for their own summary judgment

2

motion, and Plaintiff has been info1med that TitleOne is planning on renewing their summary

3

judgment motion within the next few weeks. In its Memorandum Decision and Order on Various

4

Motions dated Februal'y 26, 2014, this Court very clearly gave the Plaintiff"additional time" to

5

conduct discovery on various fact-dependent elements of its claims. However, 110 specific

6

amount ofti.J.ne was stated, A scheduling order needs to be entered defining the amount of time

7

left to conduct discovery.

8
9

The Defendants are now preparing to ask this Court once again to ignore the fact that
IRCP 16(b) not been followed and use its discretion to cut off discovery without ever giving a

10

deadline. The Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court adhere to its duty under IRCP I 6(b) to

11

set a schedule in this case, giving the Plaintiff a definite cut-off date so Plaintiff can schedule

1?.

rlisr.nv~ry for tht': t':vitil".n~e ne.e<led to s:upport the fact-dependent element£ of it£: claimo.

13
14

Oral argument is desired. A hearing date will be scheduling as soon as possible.

15

16
17

18

Dated: May

2 6(( , 2014
Respectfully Submitted,

19

20

By:

21

Aaron J. Tribble

22

Attorney for Plaintiff
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26
27
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Defendants.

1

2

3
4

5
6
7

STATEOFIDAHO )
)ss.
County of Ada
)

Mick Ysursa, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:

8
1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above-entitled matter.

2.

I am an individual over the age of 18 and make this affidavit based upon my own

9

10

personal knowledge.

11
12

3.

13

homeowners in the Walnut Creek Subdivision in Kuna, ID, also known as the

14
15

Galiano Subdivision, the subject propeity of this matter.

4.

16
17

20
21

One or more of these homeowners infonned me that Zillow.com had listed their
prope1ties as "pre-foreclosure."

5.

18

19

My law fi1m has recently received several phone calls from concerned

In an effort to be proactive, I drafted a letter to the homeowners of the Galiano
subdivision explaining the situation.

6.

Subsequent to sending this letter, my law firm has not received any

communication from Corey Barton Homes, Inc. or their counsel of record
concerning or related to the contents of this letter.

22
23
24

DATED this ,J.3_ day of May, 2014.

tMr-

25

ickY rsa

26

Attorney for Plaintiff

27
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Defendants.

1
2

3

4

s
6

7
8

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"). the Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys of record,
provides the following memorandum in response to Corey Batton's Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens:

I,

9

10

11
12
13
14

15
16

INTRODUCTION
As Plaintiff's counsel has repeatedly pointed out, Defendant after Defendant have simply

been stringing motion after motion together in an obvious attempt to overwhelm Plaintiff's
counsel with WOl'k and leave no time to conduct discovery. Comes now, Corey Barton Homes,
Inc. with a motion that has already been denied by this Court two times. See this Court's

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions dated December 2, 2013, and the
Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions dated February 26, 2014. Indeed, this
motion simply repeats the same tired arguments that have already been dismissed by this Court on
two separate occasions. So, the Court needs to take note of this practice and give weight to this

17

time consuming practice because Corey Barton will next surely seek to file another premature

18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27

motion for summary judgment and try to argue that Plaintjfrs counsel has had ample time to
conduct discovery. This motion clearly shows that the Defendants' shame lmows no bounds
when it comes to wasting time and asking for the same relief over and over.

II.

HISTORY OF THE LIS PENDENS IN THIS CASE
Concun:ent with their Motion to Dismiss filed last fall, Defendant TitleOne made a Motion

to Quash Lis Pendens arguing in essence that "Plaintiffs' lawsuit does not affect title to real
property, thus Idaho Code§ 5-505 does not authorize the filing of the Its pendens in this case."
See Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, Dec. 2, 2013, pg. 36. In its decision,
this Comi denied the motion because "the plain language of Idaho Code § 55-901 and the relief
Plaintiffs seek in their complaint" clew..Iy affect the title to the subject property. Id at 38.
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1

Not to be undone. TitleOne made a Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens concurrent

2

with their Motion for Summary Judgment filed Janua1-y 2, 2014. This Court again correctly

3

denied the motion because additional time was granted under 56(f) to investigate the claim for

4

relief pursuant to Idaho Code § 55-901. See Memorandum Decision and Order on Various

5

Motions, Feb.26.2014. pg. 25.

6

III.

COREY BARTON IS SIMPLY REPEATING THE SAME ARGUMENT THAT

7

THIS COURT HAS ALREADY DISMISSED

8

In spite of what has already been argued in front of this Court, and in spite of this Court's

9

holding that the plain language of Idaho Code § 55-901 affects title in real property, and in spite

10

of this Court's holding that the Plaintiffs pleading clearly states a request to alter title to the

11

property. Corey Barton now argues that "[w]hile EEF has made a vague allegation in its fraud

12

claims to "avoidance of the reconveyance," EEF's remedy in this case is strictly limited to a claim

13

for monetary damages." See Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. 's

14

Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, pg. 4. This is essentially the same language that TitleOne used last

15

fall to make the same request for relief. At that time, the Cowt permitted an amendment to the

16

Complaint to specifically include language requesting an avoidance of the reconveyance. This

17

language still exists in the prayer for relief. It was this language that the Court used when it held

18

that the pleadings did show a potential affect on the title of the subject prope11y. The Court

19

should hold so here as well.

20

Perhaps if Corey Barton had made this motion in conjunction with a motion to dismiss or

21

a motion for summary judgment to eliminate the LC. § 55-901 claim, there would be a reason for

22

the Court to consider the request. However, Corey Barton has not brought this type of request to

23

the Cow1. Accordingly, EEF respectfully requests that this Court deny this motion because the

24

existing language in the Complaint and the plain language of LC. § 55-901 show that title to the

25

subject property is affected.

26

IV.

PART B OF COREY BARTON'S ARGUMENT IS COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT

27

AND SHOULD BE STRICKEN FROM THE RECORD

28

Corey Barton appears to argue that a letter to the homeowners of the Walnut Cl"eek
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1

Subdivision is somehow relevant to this Court's decisio11 on a Motion to Quash. Nothing could

2

be furthei· from the truth. In fact, Corey Barto11's attempt to bring this up only underscores that

3

their true pm-pose in bringing this motion

4

information, waste EEF's time and money before bringing a premature motion for summary

5

judgment, and distract the Cou11 from the actual issue at hand.

js

to smear EEF in front of this Court with irrelevant

6

As the Affidavit of Mick Ysursa shows, letters were sent to the homeowners in response

7

to a wave of phone calls concerning the "pre-foreclosure" status of Walnut Creek lots that were

8

shown on Zillow.Com. The Court can see for itself that there is no harassing tone in this letter

9

11oi- was it used to intimidate anyone, The letter was directed to homeowners who took title from

10

Corey Barton, not to homeowners who took title from Galiano, LLC.

11

So, why does Corey Barton bring this letter up in a motion to quash lis pendens? It is

12

completely irrelevant. Why did Corey Barton not even attempt to contact EEF counsel before

13

alerting the Court in such a backhanded manner? The answei· is obvious. Corey Barton simply

14

wishes to scoi-e cheap points with the Court and make EEF look bad. Corey Barton presents

15

irrelevant information to the Court that never should have been presented had Corey Barton chose

16

to simply pick up a phone and call EEF's counsel. Accordingly, EEF respectfully requests that

17

this information and the associated documents be stricken from the record and this motion denied.

18

CONCLUSIONS

19

Corey Bai1on knows that the pleadings clearly state a controversy over claims of title to

20

the property, but they choose to test the bounds of ethics by pretending that "avoidance of the

21

reconveyance" is not really in the Plaintiff's prayer for relief, ~ 6. They compound this ridiculous

22

behavior by presenting iirelevant information to the Comt in an attempt to score cheap points.

23

The Court should see this motion for what it really is: another attempt by a Defendant to delay

24

and waste more time and distract from the real issues at hand. EEF respectfully requests that this

25

Cowt deny the n1otion as it has twice before and strike the irrelevant affidavit and argument from

26

the record.

27

28
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11
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15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26

27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013p10112
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AND ATTORNEY FEES AND
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TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware c01poration,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina COl'poration,
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Defendants.

1

2
3

4

5

The Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys, pursuant to I.R.C.P 54(d)(6), objects to
Defendant Alliance's motion as follows:

6

The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide for the filing of a memorandum of costs and

7

fees "At any time after the verdict of a jury or a decision of the couit". Idaho Rule of Civil

g

Procedure 54(d)(5). However, "such memorandum of costs may not be filed later than fourteen

9

(14) days after entJ:y of judgment." Id,

IO
11

I.

ALLIANCE'S MEMORANDUM IS PREMATURE
A memorandum of costs and fees filed prior to the entry of judgment is considered

12

untimely. See Crowley v. Lafayette Life Ins. Co., 106 Idaho 818 (1984). However, it is

13

ultimately the entry of judgment that starts the running of the final time limitation for filing a

14

memorandum of costs. Id. In this case, the Court has rendered a decision concerning Alliance's

15

Motion for Summary Judgment, however, judgment has not been entered in favor of Alliance

16

against EEF. In fact, this Court specifically stated in hearing that it did not intend to issue 54(b)

17

certificates of final judgment at this time.

18

As such, EEF submits this objection to preserve its rights to object to costs, fees, and

19

sanctions pursuant to 1.R,C.P. 54(d)(6). When this Court desires to enter final judgment and/or

20

desires fui1her argument on such matters, EBF shall present fw"ther argument on such matters.

21

EEF's argument against entry of costs, fees, and sanctions consist of, but are not limited to, the

22

following:

23

1.

some or all of the claims at issue are not commercial in natul'e.

24

25

Alliance is not entitled to costs and fees pursuant to l.C. 12-120(3) because the

2.

Alliance is not entitled to costs and fees pursuant to I.C. 12~121 because the claims

26

filed against Alliance were not brought frivolouslyJ unreasonably, or without

27

foundation.

28

3.

EEF counsel should not be sanctioned pursuant to IRCP 11 because a reasonable
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1

inquiry into the facts was made, and existing law suppo1ted the filing of claims

2

against Alliance.

4.

3

Alliance has already waived any ability to recover costs or attorney fees incun·ed

4

against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson and some of Alliance's costs and attorney fees

5

may involve its Defense against Dan Thompson as a plaintiff.

5.

6

Plaintiffs.

7

6.

8
9

Alliance has not bifurcated its attorney fee request between the claims and the

II.

Alliance's costs, fees, and sanctions are not reasonable.

ALLIANCE HAS NOT YET PREVAILED IN THIS ACTION
It is not yet proper for the Court to rule on costs, fees, and sanctions because Alliance has

10
11

not yet prevailed in this action. When dete1mining who is the prevailing pruty for the purposes of

12

attorney fee awards, the court must decide examine thefmal result obtained in relation to the

13

relief sought, whether there were multiple claims oi- issues and the extent to which either party

14

prevail on each separate issue or claim. Fellowship Tabernacle, Inc. v. Baker, 125 Idaho 261

15

(Idaho App. 1994).

16

In mling on Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment. this Court did indicate that

17

Alliance could indeed be brought back into this action if evidence is discovered linking Alliance

18

to the events complained of. This Court has also made it cleai- that 54(b) certificates would not be

19

issued. At this point, a decision of the Court concerning costs, attorney fees, and sanctions

20

surrounding the reasonableness of this action completely hinge on whether or not EEF succeeds

21

in proving its claims against any or all of the Defendants. As this Couxt has done previously by

22

applying Fellowship Tabernacle. Inc. v. Baker, this Comt should defer a ruling on this matter

23

until the conclusion of this litigation.

24

ill,

25

CONCLUSIONS
Alliance's Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees and Sanctions is not l'ipe for determination

26

as this case is still ongoing, and EEF may yet prevail against one or more Defendants, including

27

Alliance. EEF requests that this Court do as it has done wjth TitleOne's request for costs and fees

28

against Daniel Thompson and delay ruling on this matter lllltil such time as prevailing and non-3-
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1

prevailing parties can conclusively be identified. EEF requests oral argument on this motion.

2

EEF will set this matter for hearing far enough out to allow for affidavits of counsel and parties to

3

be obtained. EEF also anticipates filh1g such affidavits, as well as a supplemental memorandum,

4

within the time limits specified for motion hearings.

s
6
7

Dated: May

Z 71', 2014
Respectfully Submitted,

8
9

By ·.

//--z_

· ~............~......,.:;..._;,,~
........~-~,::;..,---"'>'e,:;,__..-===:a--- -

JO

Aaron J. Tribble

11

Attomey for Plaintiff

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22

23
24

25
26
27

28
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4
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6
7

8
9
10

Thomas Dvorak

Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300
Michael T. Spink

11

Spink Butler. LLP
POBox639

12

Boise. ID 83701
Fax: 208-388~1001

13

14

15
16

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U

U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni&}lt Mail

Facsimile

Ll

!J

17
18

Boise, ID 83702
Fax; 208-336~9712

U.S. Mail) Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
Ovemiiwt Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Richard Mollerup

Meuleman MolleruJ?, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200

U.S. Mail) Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
Ovcmi~ht Mail
· Facsimile

Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
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19
20
21

22
Aaron J. Tribble
23

Attorney for Plaintiff
24
25

26
27
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

PROCEDURAL ORDER REGARDING
APPLICATIONS FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants.

In several different decisions on dispositive motions, all claims brought by Plaintiff Daniel
Thompson and all claims brought against three of the defendants (Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.,
RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., and DAS Investments, LLC) have been resolved. These decisions

PROCEDURAL ORDER REGARDING APPLICATIONS FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 1

002298

have led, in two instances, to the filing of applications for costs and attorney fees and motions to
disallow costs and attorney fees.
The first instance was in connection with the dismissal of Thompson's claims. Defendant
TitleOne Corporation filed an application for costs and attorney fees, and Plaintiff Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC ("EEF") filed a motion to disallow them. The motion to disallow was heard on
January 30, 2014, when the Court decided (as confirmed in a written ruling entered on February
26, 2014) to defer decision until this action is entirely resolved.
The second instance was in connection with the entry of summary judgment in Alliance
Title's favor. Alliance Title moved for costs and attorney fees, and EEF moved to disallow them.
Alliance Title arranged to have its motion heard on June 2, 2014, and EEF arranged to have its
motion heard on July 29, 2014.
The Court intends to continue in the Alliance Title instance, as well as in all future
instances, with the approach taken in the TitleOne instance. In other words, costs-and-fees issues
will not be decided until after all claims in this action have been resolved in a final judgment.
Accordingly, the June 2 hearing on Alliance Title's costs-and-fees motion and the July 29 hearing
on EEF's motion to disallow are vacated.
All applications for costs and attorney fees will be considered timely if filed within 14
days after the entry of final judgment (but may be filed earlier). All motions to disallow must be
filed by the later of 14 days after (i) entry of final judgment or (ii) service of the costs-and-fees
application the movant asks to be disallowed. Once these periods for filing applications for costs
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e
and attorney fees and motions to disallow have passed, a single hearing will be held on all
motions to disallow.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

l't-

Dated this

'l.°\

day of May 2014.

Jas D. Scott
DI~JUDGE
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this

~ °I

~

day of May 2014, I mailed (served) a true and correct

copy of the within instrument to:

David T. Krueck
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
101 S Capitol Blvd, Ste 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E Iron Eagle Dr, Ste 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Fax: (208) 938-9504

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
l)a Facsimile

Thomas E. Dvorak
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: (208) 388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
QQ Facsimile

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-6th Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: (877) 655-5286

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
Facsimile

XJ
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Richard W. Mollerup
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W Front St, Ste 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St, Ste 200
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
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ly ElLVSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does IIIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S ¥1\S...f,~i"'"' n n. f\
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e
COMES NOW Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC"), by and through its
counsel of record, David M. Penny of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, as the prevailing party in the
above-entitled matter, and hereby moves this Court pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, Idaho Code §§ 12-121 and 12-120 (3), and I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l) for an order
awarding RBC its costs and attorney's fees incurred in obtaining summary judgment against all
claims brought by Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
The amount of costs and attorney's fees claimed and the legal basis for the fees and
costs claimed are set forth in the Memorandum in Support of RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.' s
Motion for Award of Attoney's Fees and Costs filed concurrently herewith.
This Motion is based upon the record before the court and is supported by RBC Real
Estate Finance, Inc.'s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees, the Memorandum of Law in
Support of RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.'s Motion for Costs and Attorney's Fees, and the
Affidavit of David M. Penny filed concurrently herewith.

DATED this ~04:i-ay of

yY'.)

"j

,2014.

COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

Attorney for RBC Real Esta
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755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC
MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
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Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano
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Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
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STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
)
County of Ada
DAVID M. PENNY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1.

I am the attorney representing Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

("RBC") in the above entitled action, and I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge.
As the attorney representing RBC, I am the individual best informed regarding the attorney's
fees and costs incurred in this matter.
2.

I am an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho and was

admitted to the Idaho Bar on September 26, 1986.
3.

I maintain an office for the practice of law at 800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790,

Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
4.

I am a graduate of Boise State University and Gonzaga University School of

Law. For 28 years, I have represented a variety of clients before the State and Federal Courts
of Idaho. My practice emphasis is civil litigation.
5.

As noted in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees, to the best of my

knowledge and belief, all items of attorney's fees claimed in this matter are in compliance with
Rule 54(d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, true and correct, and were necessarily
incurred and attributable to this litigation.
6.

I am familiar with the hourly rates charged by attorneys with experience and

ability similar to mine. I am also familiar with the rates charged for associate attorneys with
less than 8 years of experience. My hourly rate of $235.00 per hour is consistent with the rates
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charged by other attorneys providing litigation services in Boise, Idaho with similar knowledge,
skill, experience, training, and education.
7.

Matt Schelstrate is an attorney with Cosho Humphrey, LLP.

He has an

undergraduate degree from Saint Louis University and graduated from the University of Idaho,
College of Law in May 2009. Subsequently, he was admitted to the practice of law in the State
of Idaho. He clerked under the Honorable Michael McLaughlin for one year. The hourly rate
of $180.00 per hour is a reasonable hourly rate for the services of Matthew Schelstrate based
upon his level of knowledge, skill, experience, training, and education.
8.

All lawyers who worked on this case maintained contemporaneous time records

to the tenth of an hour. The time entries and descriptions of work set forth in the Memorandum
of Costs and Attorney's Fees were made contemporaneously and set forth the time expended by
the attorney, the work performed, and the hourly rate. The charges for services were then
computed by multiplying the hourly rate by the actual time expended.
9.

The amount of attorney's fees requested is supported by the factors in I.R.C.P.

54(e)(3). The factors are as follows:
(a)

The Time and Labor Required.
The time and labor required is set forth in detail in the Memorandum of
Costs and Attorney's Fees.

The time and the labor expended in the

representation of RBC was all required to properly defend against the
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint.

The Motion for Summary

Judgment filed on behalf of RBC required a significant amount of research
and briefing.
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(b)

The Novelty and Difficulty of the Questions.
Primarily, the case required investigation of the underlying facts and
analysis of the facts under Idaho law, and therefore, neither novel nor
difficult questions were presented.

(c)

The Skill Requisite to Perform the Legal Services.
This case required experience and ability in civil litigation.

(d)

Prevailing Charges for Like Work.
As detailed in this Affidavit, the hourly charges of the attorneys are
consistent with the rates charged by other attorneys providing litigation
services in Boise, Idaho in the same type of case and with the same level
of knowledge, skill, and experience.

(e)

Whether the Fee is Fixed or Contingent.
The fee charged to RBC in this case is fixed and based upon the rates
identified in this Affidavit and the actual time expended.

(f)

Time Limitations Imposed by the Circumstances.
The time limitations imposed by the case are not a significant factor for the
evaluation of attorneys' fees in this case.

(g)

The Amount Involved and the Result Obtained.
Plaintiff sought damages in excess of $725,000 as the amount of its loan to
Galiano LLC. The Court found that the Plaintiff could not recover under
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the theories alleged and therefore dismissed the Plaintiffs Second
Amended Complaint. RBC prevailed in the litigation.
(h)

Undesireability of the Case.
There are no aspects of the case that were undesireable and would bear
upon the issue of determining an amount of attorneys' fees and costs to
award.

(i)

Nature and Length of the Professional Relationship with the Client.
This was my first opportunity to represent RBC.

G)

Awards in Similar Cases.
I am unfamiliar with awards in similar cases.

(k)

The Reasonable Costs of Automated Legal Research.
I have charged RBC $697.30 as the cost of automated legal research
through WestLaw Legal Research Services as shown on Exhibit B to the
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees.

The charges shown on

Exhibit B are the amounts actually incurred and are true and correctly
stated thereon. The automated legal research was reasonably necessary to
prepare and defend RBC. The use of automated legal research is more
time efficient and therefore resulted in a reduction in the amount of
attorneys' fees that would otherwise be charged.
10.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the costs set out in Exhibit C to the

Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees are true and correctly stated and the costs were
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actually and necessarily incurred, and are allowable by law in compliance with Rule 54 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.

q..cSUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~day of

yY'\~

JDVk!,,

, 2014.

~~c._,rs.......,

otary Public fo; Idaho

/J

Residing at ,J A.. "4'~ I p<.4.. l..o
My commission expires: J.J.. 7 fi:,,J,O / 'i'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ~ a y of ,./) ~
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served Ul)}n:
DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Title one Corporation

, 20~ a true and

[~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] ~land-Delivered
[ facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[vi U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

[ l Ijand-Delivered
[_ _ 'Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
[ ] Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

[ /u.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
f l }.,land-Delivered
l ~ Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Sui~e 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ l<acsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[/u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ l Hand-Delivered
[ Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1001
[ ] Electronic Delivery
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DAYID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

[/u.s.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ l J;Iand-Delivered
l _ Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[ ] Electronic Delivery

~

DAVID M. PENNY
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There must be a consequence for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC's ("Eagle Equity") persistent
prosecution of frivolous claims. It was not until the hearing on RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's
("RBC") motion for summary judgment on May 20, 2014, that Eagle Equity's counsel
abandoned all counts in the Second Amended Complaint against RBC with the exception of
Count VI alleging "Collusion to Defraud." This Court granted RBC's motion for summary
judgment as to Count VI because Eagle Equity offered no evidence whatsoever in support of
the fiction that RBC was involved in an effort with other defendants to defraud Eagle Equity
and because the whole theory was "implausible" given the relationship of RBC as first position
lienholder and Eagle Equity as subordinate. (Memorandum Decision and Order, Page 6.)
Eagle Equity made no effort to support its allegations against RBC or defend its theory
of the case, other than to file a thin request for more time under I.R.C.P. 56(f) that failed to
satisfy the legal requirements for that position.
RBC's Answer requests an award of attorney's fees under LC.§§ 12-120 and 12-121 as
well as an award of costs pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d). As set forth in this Memorandum, RBC as
the prevailing party is entitled to an award of costs as a matter of right and an award of
attorney's fees under Idaho Code § 12-121.

In addition, RBC is entitled to an award of

attorney's fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3) because Eagle Equity's allegations place a
commercial transaction at the core of the litigation. Finally, this Court should consider whether
Plaintiffs counsel should be responsible for some or all of the attorney's fees and costs as a
sanction under I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) for executing and filing the Second Amended Complaint.
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II.

A.

ARGUMENT

RBC is the prevailing party.
All counts of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint were dismissed against RBC

when this Court rendered its Memorandum Decision on May 21, 2014. Eagle Equity offered
no facts or law in support of its claims against RBC, and the Court found none. Under Idaho
law, the grant of summary judgment requires the court to find that there is no genuine issue of
material fact and that the Plaintiffs claims should be dismissed as a matter of law. 1.R.C.P.
56(c).

RBC prevailed with the grant of summary judgment against all of Eagle Equity's

claims.
B.

RBC is entitled to an award of attorney's fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121 because
Eagle Equity's claims had no basis in fact or law.
An award of attorney's fees under I.C. § 12-121 is proper when the action was pursued,

defended, or brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. C & G, Inc. v. Rule,
135 Idaho 763, 769, 25 P.3d 76, 82 (2001). When a request for an award of attorney's fees is
made under I.C. § 12-121, the only relevant inquiry is whether the party bringing the claims
had a valid legal or factual basis. Garner v. Povey, 151 Idaho 462, 467, 259 P.3d 608, 613
(2011). Claims based upon fairly debatable issues or that are simply incorrect are not a basis
for an award of fees. 151 Idaho at 468. An award of attorney's fees under I. C. § 12-121 is
appropriate when the claims are "plainly fallacious." Snipes v. Schalo, 130 Idaho 890, 893, 950
P.2d 262,265 (Ct.App. 1997).
Under I.C. § 12-121, if there is a legitimate, triable issue of fact or a legitimate issue of
law, attorney's fees may not be awarded. Kiebert v. Gross, 144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 P.3d 832,
865 (2007). In its Memorandum and Decision, this Court observed that "EEF does not contend
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the record, as it now stands, contains enough evidence to warrant a trial on the collusion to
defraud claim against RBC." (Memorandum Decision and Order, Page 4.) On the one count
that Eagle Equity refused to voluntarily dismiss, there was not a legitimate triable issue of fact
for the Court.
An RBC entity has been a defendant from the time that Eagle Equity first filed its
original complaint on June 5, 2013. Eagle Equity had the opportunity to revise the allegations
against the original RBC defendant (RBC Bank) and subsequently RBC Real Estate Finance,
Inc., however made no changes to the causes of action alleged against them. Eagle Equity's
Second Amended Complaint specifically identifies each count and the defendants that each
count is alleged against.
A review of Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint shows that Eagle Equity and
its counsel did nothing to establish a foundation of facts and/or law before filing suit against
RBC. As this Court is aware, after the filing of this suit, Eagle Equity did absolutely nothing in
an attempt to support the claims.

Eagle Equity served no interrogatories, requests for

production, or requests for admission. Eagle Equity did not inquire about RBC in written
discovery submitted to other defendants.

Eagle Equity did not question witnesses at

depositions in an attempt to establish a basis for liability against RBC. Eagle Equity did not
submit a memorandum in opposition to RBC's motion for summary judgment citing to any law
that would form a basis for the claims against RBC.
Counts I and II of the Second Amended Complaint allege that RBC issued and breached
title insurance contracts even though it is not a title insurance company and does not engage in
the business of issuing title insurance policies. Count III alleges negligence by RBC based
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upon duties alleged by Eagle Equity yet unsupported by Idaho law. Count III defies even the
most basic understanding of the relationship between a party secured with a first position deed
of trust and a subordinate security interest holder. Count IV alleges violation of the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act, even though RBC provided no goods or services to Eagle Equity.
Counts V through IX were based upon nothing more than a fictional, factless belief by Eagle
Equity's counsel that the defendants may have tried to cheat his client.

The fact that the

Second Amended Complaint does not satisfy the pleading requirements of I.R.C.P. 9(b)
demonstrates that Eagle Equity and its counsel did not investigate the claims. One could say
that Plaintiffs counsel "shot first and asked questions later," however, as to RBC, Plaintiffs
counsel never even bothered to ask the questions. As to Counts V through IX, this Court's
analysis in its Memorandum Decision is on point. Blatantly absent from Eagle Equity's case is
any evidence whatsoever that RBC participated in any wrongful conduct against Eagle Equity.
This is exactly the type of case where an award of attorney's fees is appropriate under
LC. § 12-121. It is apparent that Eagle Equity did not take the steps to establish a foundation
for its case. If those steps had been taken, it is likely that at least some of the allegations
against RBC (such as issuing and breaching title policies or violating the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act) would never have been brought. Eagle Equity did nothing to discover the true
facts, yet repeatedly amended its Complaint without vetted any of the claims. Even after RBC
brought its motion for summary judgment on April 21, 2014, Eagle Equity did nothing. Eagle
Equity did not offer to dismiss any of its claims against RBC until the hearing on RBC's
motion.
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C.

RBC should be awarded its attorney's fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3).
Under Idaho Code § 12-120(3), " ... in any commercial transaction unless otherwise

provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed reasonable attorney's fees to be set by
the court, to be taxed and collected as costs." There is a two-stage analysis to determining
whether a prevailing party can recover attorney's fees under LC. § 12-120(3). First, there must
be a commercial transaction that is integral to the claim, and second, the commercial
transaction must be the basis upon which recovery is sought. Brooks v. Gigray Ranches, 128
Idaho 72, 910 P.2d 744 (1996).
In the case at hand, Eagle Equity alleges a commercial transaction whereby RBC and
Eagle Equity both made loans to Galiano, LLC, and secured their loans with the Galiano
Estates property. That a commercial transaction existed between RBC and Eagle Equity is
established by the Subordination Agreement that the parties entered into on November 16,
2006, and was recorded in the records of Ada County, Idaho, on November 17, 2006. It was
that commercial relationship which formed the basis for Eagle Equity's misguided claims in the
Second Amended Complaint.
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that where a plaintiffs complaint alleges a commercial
transaction and the plaintiff seeks to recover attorney's fees and costs under LC.§ 12-120(3) in
that pleading, the allegations of the commercial transaction and the pleading of a right to
attorney's fees is sufficient to trigger the application of LC.§ 12-120(3). Garner v. Povey, 151
Idaho at 470.

It is of no consequence that the plaintiff is unable to prove a commercial

transaction. Since a commercial transaction established the relationship between RBC and
Eagle Equity and it is that relationship which Eagle Equity relied upon, although incorrectly,
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that commercial transaction becomes the "gravamen" of the suit and a basis for an award of
attorney's fees under LC. § 12-120(3). Gunter v. Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141 Idaho 16, 105
P.3d 676 (2005).

It is enough that the plaintiffs complaint alleges a commercial transaction

and requests an award of attorney's fees under LC. § 12-120(3). 151 Idaho at 470, 471. In
those circumstances, a successful defendant is entitled to an award of attorney's fees under LC.
§ 12-120(3). In the case at hand, Eagle Equity's Second Amended Complaint satisfies both of
the requirements for this Court to make an award of attorney's fees under LC. § 12-120(3).

D.

An award of attorney's fees under I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l) is an appropriate sanction in
this case.
This case is a perfect example of why LR.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) exists. A review of the Second

Amended Complaint in the previous sections of this Memorandum demonstrates that there was
absolutely no investigation by Plaintiffs counsel into the facts or law prior to the filing of this
pleading. Rule 11 states in relevant part as follows:
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that
the attorney or party has read the pleading, motion or other paper; that to
the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable
inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a
good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing
law, and that it is not interposed for any improper purpose, such as to
harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of
litigation.
Rule 11 applies only to the signing of a pleading, motion or other paper and its central
feature is the certification established by the signature. Landvik by Landvik v. Herbert, 130
Idaho 54, 61,936 P.2d 697, 704 (1997) citing Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power

Company, 119 Idaho 87, 803 P.2d 993 (1991) and Young v. Williams, 122 Idaho 649, 654, 837
P.2d 324, 329 (Ct. App. 1992). The central feature is the certification established by the
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signature. Id An attorney is required to perform a prefiling inquiry into both the facts and the
law involved to satisfy the affirmative duty imposed by Rule 11. Landvik by Landvik at 61,
citing Riggins v. Smith, 126 Idaho 1017, 1021, 895 P.2d 1210, 1213 (1995). Whether a
pleading, motion or other signed document is sanctionable must be based on an assessment of
the knowledge of the relevant facts and law that reasonably should have been acquired at the
time the document was submitted to the court. Id citing Young v. Williams, 122 Idaho at 653,
837 P.2d at 328.
In interpreting Rule 11, federal courts have focused on "an affirmative duty on each
attorney to conduct a reasonable inquiry into the viability of a pleading." Sun Valley Shopping

Center at 95 quoting Durrant v Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990).
(Underline Added.) '"'[R]easonableness under the circumstances, and a duty to make a
reasonable inquiry prior to filing an action, is the appropriate standard to apply." Id.
Plaintiffs counsel made no attempt to defend the allegations and theories in the Second
Amended Complaint when challenged by RBC's motion for summary judgment. Certainly,
supporting facts and legitimate legal theories would have been presented if they existed.
Plaintiffs counsel had many opportunities to amend the Second Amended Complaint yet
maintained frivolous counts right up until the date of hearing on RBC's motion for summary
judgment.

As previously pointed out, Eagle Equity's counsel did nothing to develop its

theories through discovery or otherwise. They had nothing to offer this court other than fiction
and an implausible theory. No reasonable inquiry, no facts, and no law mean that the Second
Amended Complaint was signed in violation of l.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) and that perhaps the burden of
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reimbursing RBC for its attorney's fees and costs should not fall solely upon the shoulders of
Eagle Equity.

III.

CONCLUSION

RBC respectfully requests that the Court enter judgment against Eagle Equity and award
to RBC the amounts incurred for costs and attorney's fees in defense of this matter.

DATED this ~ y of

r,,6_,, .

1

,

2014.

OSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
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BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

RBC REAL EST ATE FINANCE, INC. 'S
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111X, unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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e
Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC") submits its memorandum of costs
and attorney's fees ("Memorandum") in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54, in accordance with the
Court's Memorandum and Order filed May 21, 2014.
1.

The undersigned makes this Memorandum to the best of his knowledge and

2.

This Memorandum is supported by the affidavit of attorney David M. Penny

belief.

filed concurrently herewith.
3.

RBC is entitled to an award of attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-121

and 12-120(3), and I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l), in the amount of $18,771.50 (see Exhibit A) and the cost
of automated legal research pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K) that was conducted in the amount
of $697 .30 (see Exhibit B).
4.

The costs identified below are submitted in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5).

5.

RBC is entitled to an award of costs as a matter of right pursuant to I.R.C.P

54(d)(l)(C) in the amount of $767.67. (See Exhibit C.)
6.

Considering the foregoing, Defendants request that the Court award attorneys'

fees and costs as follows:

Attorneys' fees
Cost of Automated Legal Research
Costs as a matter of right
Subtotal

$18,771.50
$697.30
$767.67
$20,236.47
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the _,iiL day of ti) ~
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served
n:

\ii

DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation
RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

, 20.l_g a true and

[/('U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
f l Hand-Delivered
l _· Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[%U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

[ l Hand-Delivered
I Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[%U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand-Delivered
l • Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

rl

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC

[.;{U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] ~and-Delivered
[ f<'acsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[,f U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ l Hand-Delivered
[ _· Facsimile Transmission (208) 3 88-1001
[ ] Electronic Delivery
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[.,.r1J.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ l .Hand-Delivered
[ _ Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[ ] Electronic Delivery

DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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Tran~actions Fee u!ng (Extended Value)
Matter ID

Client

Matter Description

23594-001

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

Daniel Thompson et al v. RBC Bank et al.

Units
1.60

Price
235.00

Value
376.00

606408

1.60

235.00

376.00

Review assignment of deed of trust, draft stipulation
and order dismissing RBC Bank, draft letter to
plaintiff's counsel regarding dismissal ofRBC Bank

585676

0.90

235.00

211.50

DMP

Phone conference with plaintiff's counsel regarding
dismissal of PNC (2), draft e-mail to L. Sobel regarding
plaintiff's agreement to dismiss PNC, draft e-mail to
PNC counsel J Ward regarding dismissal, draft e-mail
to all involved regarding written confirmation from
PLaintiffs counsel to dismiss PNC, begin review of
relevant pleadings on file with court

586234

1.50

235.00

352.50

11/20/2013

DMP

Phone conference with plaintiffs counsel regarding
update on case status

587622

0.30

235.00

70.50

11/25/2013

DMP

Phone conference with Title One counsel regarding
status of pending motions, draft e-mail to L Sobel
regarding status

588391

0.60

235.00

141.00

12/2/2013

DMP

Phone conference with RBC Bank counsel regarding
status of pending motions and overall case

588830

0.30

235.00

70.50

12/11/2013

DMP

Review amended complaint, phone conference with
plaintiff's counsel regarding correcting RBC party,
draft e-mail to counsel for RBC Bank regarding work in
progress to have plaintiff correct party in amended
complaint

589761

0.80

235.00

188.00

12/31/2013

DMP

Phone conference with TitleOne counsel regarding
potential motion for summary judgment, draft e-mail to
client regarding status of case and how to proceed

591543

0.50

235.00

117.50

1/3/2014

DMP

Review pleadings filed by TitleOne on summary
judgment, respond to client's e-mail regarding potential
motion to dismiss PNC, draft letter to RBC counsel
involved in the deficiency case to get their file

591731

1.70

235.00

399.50

1/6/2014

DMP

Meeting with attorney who handled deficiency suit for
RBCREFI

592062

0.50

235.00

117.50

Date
10/24/2013

Prof
DMP

Description
Trans No
Review complaint for claims against client, phone
584711
conference with counsel from TitleOne regarding case
proceedings to date, draft e-mail to J Ward regarding
substitution as counsel for RBC, phone conference
with J Ward regarding status of case, e-mail Plaintiff's
counsel regarding status of case against RBC

10/25/2013

DMP

Phone conference with plaintiffs counsel regarding
correcting defendant in complaint, phone conference
with L Sobel regarding proving correct defendant to
plaintiff's counsel, review documentation provided by
L Sobel to get up to speed on case issues, draft letter
to opposing counsel

11/4/2013

DMP

11/7/2013

Page: I
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'fra~sactions Fee Lilng (Extended Value)•
Matter ID

Client

Matter Description

23594-001

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

Daniel Thompson et al v. RBC Bank et al.

Date
1/7/2014

Prof
DMP

Description
Phone conference with prior counsel for RBCREFI
regarding short sale

Trans No
591959

Units
0.30

Price
235.00

Value
70.50

1/9/2014

DMP

Phone conference with counsel for co-defendant
TitleOne regarding plaintiffs counsel and pending
motions

592376

0.30

235.00

70.50

1/10/2014

DMP

Phone conference with opposing counsel regarding
substitution of parties, draft stipulation and order

592443

0.90

235.00

211.50

1/13/2014

DMP

E-mail plaintiffs counsel regarding stipulation and
order to get PNC out of case

592570

0.20

235.00

47.00

1/13/2014

DMP

Review file documents supplied by prior RBC counsel
suing on debt, e-mail L. Sobel regarding case status
and Korting file on short sale

592606

1.40

235.00

329.00

1/15/2014

DMP

Phone conference with opposing counsel regarding
stipulation to dismiss RBC

593009

0.30

235.00

70.50

1/16/2014

DMP

Phone conference with plaintiff's counsel regarding
stipulation to dismiss PNC and his concerns, e-mail
status to L Sobel

593147

0.80

235.00

188.00

1/23/2014

DMP

Review plaintiffs second amended complaint that
names RBCREFI

593705

0.60

235.00

141.00

1/24/2014

DMP

Review affidavits filed by Title One and attached
documents for use in anticipated motion by RBCREFI

594055

0.70

235.00

164.50

1/27/2014

DMP

Draft letter to L Soble regarding dismissal of PNC and
locating information for motion for summary judgment

594070

0.40

235.00

94.00

1/30/2014

DMP

Attend plaintiffs motion to amend complaint hearing.

606409

1.40

235.00

329.00

1/31/2014

DMP

Draft Jetter to L Sobel regarding report on court
hearings

594869

0.30

235.00

70.50

2/5/2014

DMP

Review subpoenas sent to various witnesses by
TitleOne counsel.

595305

0.20

235.00

47.00

2/10/2014

DMP

Draft answer to second amended complaint and
affirmative defenses, respond to client e-mail regarding
documents needed to defend case, begin drafting
motion, affidavit and brief for summary judgment.

606412

5.80

235.00

1,363.00

2/11/2014

DMP

Phone conference with Daniel Reid regarding
information for defense of case

595867

0.40

235.00

94.00

2/12/2014

DMP

Revise answer to respond to plaintiffs revised" second
amended complaint and finalize, continue drafting
summary judgment brief,draft e-mail to L. Sobel
regarding draft answer for filing

596034

4.40

235.00

1,034.00

2/13/2014

DMP

Begin review ofRBC file from Daniel Reid

596204

0.50

235.00

117.50

5/27/2014 2:59 PM
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Transactions Fee Li!ng (Extended Value)•
Matter ID

Client

Matter Description

23594-001

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

Daniel Thompson et al v. RBC Bank et al.

Trans No
Description
Finish review of loan file from Daniel Reid for summary 596253
judgment motion

Units
1.40

Price
235.00

Value
329.00

Review Title One deposition notice Duces Tecum of
plaintiff, review plaintiffs motion leave to appeal on
negligence claim, review answers from co-defendants,
draft e-mail to client regarding plaintiffs motion

596413

1.10

235.00

258.50

DMP

Review discovery requests plaintiff is sending to
co-defendants

596652

0.20

235.00

47.00

2/20/2014

DMP

Review RBC memorandum in opposition to plaintiffs
motion for leave to appeal, draft joinder in TitleOne's
position

596770

0.80

235.00

188.00

2/24/2014

DMP

Review DAS Investments document production for
anything RBC related

596944

0.40

235.00

94.00

2/27/2014

DMP

Review discovery issued by Title One and 30b(6)
notice to Eagle Equity

597659

0.30

235.00

70.50

2/28/2014

DMP

Attend Cobine deposition by phone conference,
review pleadings filed by plaintiff to enjoin sale of
property

597693

3.90

235.00

916.50

3/3/2014

DMP

Review Judge's decision on TitleOne motion for
summary judgment, draft e-mail to L Sobel regarding
judge

597889

0.40

235.00

94.00

3/17/2014

DMP

Review Eagle Equity discovery responses and
document production for use in Summary Judgment
motion

599219

0.70

235.00

164.50

3/18/2014

DMP

Phone conference with counsel for DAS, prepare for
depositions of Eagle Equity manager

599400

2.30

235.00

540.50

3/19/2014

DMP

Attend Eagle Equity deposition

599611

7.00

235.00

1,645.00

3/20/2014

DMP

Draft e-mail to Leslie regarding Eagle Equity
deposition

599757

0.30

235.00

70.50

4/1/2014

DMP

Revise summary judgment brief and incorporate new
sections

600819

1.70

235.00

399.50

4/2/2014

DMP

Review DAS discovery responses for use in motion for
summary judgment, review plaintiffs Master Credit
Agreement for use in summary judgment

600864

0.50

235.00

117.50

4/4/2014

DMP

Draft brief sections regarding termination of
subordination agreement

601185

1.20

235.00

282.00

4/4/2014

MBS

Research subordination agreement issue

601254

3.30

180.00

594.00

4/8/2014

DMP

Revise summary judgment pleadings, draft letter to L
Sobel regarding motion for summary judgment strategy

601528

0.80

235.00

188.00

Date
2/14/2014

Prof

2/18/2014

DMP

2/19/2014

DMP

5/27/2014 2:59 PM
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'fran~actions Fee Li!ng (Extended Value)•
Matter ID

Client

Matter Description

23594-001

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

Daniel Thompson et al v. RBC Bank et al.

Date
4/8/2014

Prof

4/10/2014

DMP

4/15/2014

Description
Research additional case law regarding frustration of
purpose and other arguments for summary judgment

Trans No
601565

Units
3.20

Price
180.00

Value
576.00

Attend court ordered phone conference for case
planning, review latest pleadings filed by
co-defendants for summary judgment, add brief
section on economic loss doctrine

601723

1.60

235.00

376.00

DMP

Review summary judgment pleadings by other
defendants and plaintiffs response to see how issues
with allegations of conspiracy and collusion are being
addressed

602115

1.10

235.00

258.50

4/16/2014

DMP

Attend deposition of Emery, phone conference with L
Sobel regarding summary judgment brief, phone
conference with Dan Reid

602234

4.10

235.00

963.50

4/18/2014

DMP

Make client's suggested changes to brief, revise Reid
affidavit, draft letter to Reid regarding completing
affidavit

602480

0.80

235.00

188.00

4/29/2014

DMP

Review pleadings filed by plaintiff, phone conference
with DAS counsel to confirm no DAS rep recalls
speaking with RBC

603802

0.70

235.00

164.50

4/30/2014

DMP

Phone conference with DAS counsel regarding his
clients testimony relevant to RBC

603931

0.30

235.00

70.50

5/7/2014

DMP

Review Eagle Equity response briefing, draft reply brief

604582

3.00

235.00

705.00

5/8/2014

DMP

Phone conference with DAS counsel, draft Tim Eck
affidavit

604749

0.90

235.00

211.50

5/9/2014

DMP

Revise reply brief and include support from court
decision for Alliance Title, finalize Tim Eck affidavit in
support of motion for summary judgment

604886

1.40

235.00

329.00

5/12/2014

DMP

Draft e-mail to L Sobel regarding briefing on summary
judgment, phone conference with DAS counsel
regarding Eck affidavit, finalize reply brief, attend DAS
summary judgment to hear plaintiffs arguments and
judge's comments

604981

2.60

235.00

611.00

5/14/2014

DMP

Exchange e-mail with opposing counsel regarding
pending summary judgment hearing

605306

0.30

235.00

70.50

5/19/2014

DMP

Begin preparation for summary judgment hearing

605660

0.70

235.00

164.50

5/20/2014

DMP

Prepare for summary judgment argument, attend
summary judgment hearing

605808

2.50

235.00

587.50

5/21/2014

DMP

Draft e-mail to client regarding results from summary
judgment hearing, review court decision, draft e-mail to

605857

1.10

235.00

258.50

MBS
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Transactions Fee Listing (Extended Value)

•

Matter ID

Client

Matter Description

23594-001

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

Daniel Thompson et al v. RBC Bank et al.

Date

Prof

Description

Trans No

Units

Price

Value

L Sobel regarding pursuing attorney fees and costs
5/21/2014

DMP

Review most recent appellate decisions to research
attorney fee claim, draft motion and affidavit in support
of request for fees and costs

605896

1.40

235.00

329.00

5/27/2014

DMP

E-mail client regarding motion for fees and costs

606228

0.20

235.00

47.00

Grand Total

5/27/2014 2:59 PM

81.40

18,771.50
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•

COST OF AUTOMATED LEGAL RESEARCH

5/6/2014

West Payment Center; WestLaw Legal Research Charges - 4/14/14

$

697.30

002336

•

'

;

•

.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT-1.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)

Court Costs
2/13/2014

Ada County Clerk of the Court; Filing Fee - Answer

66.00

Court Reporter Fees
3/25/2014

M & M court Reporting Services, Inc.;
Title One's Deposition of Dan Thompson on March 19, 2014

TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT (I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C))

701.67

$767.67
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S
MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

Defendants.

As noted in previous decisions, Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") made a loan in
November 2006 and took as collateral a junior deed of trust to property slated to be developed
into a residential subdivision. EEF's deed of trust was reconveyed in early 2010, despite that its
loan had not been repaid. Much of the property that had been subject to the deed of trust is now
owned by Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. Corey Barton Homes acquired it from Defendant

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 1 .
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DAS Investments, LLC. DAS had acquired it from EEF's borrower, Defendant Galiano LLC, in
May 2012, more than two years after EEF's deed of trust was reconveyed. EEF claims the
reconveyance was fraudulent and asks for its avoidance, thus reinstating the deed of trust.
After filing this action, EEF recorded a lis pendens (actually, three different versions of a
lis pendens) to preserve any rights it has in the property in the wake of the reconveyance and the
subsequent sales of the property. Corey Barton Homes has moved to quash the lis pendens. The
motion was argued on June 2, 2014. Two principal theories were advanced for quashing the lis
pendens, both variations on the theme that this action does not truly implicate title to the property,
as it must do for a lis pendens to be proper. See J.C. § 5-505 (authorizing a lis pendens if the
action "affect[s] the title or the right of possession of real property").
One theory is that Corey Barton Homes inevitably will defeat EEF's fraudulentreconveyance claim by invoking the "shelter rule," so that claim's pendency does not justify the
lis pendens. The "shelter rule" provides immunity against unrecorded liens to those who acquire
an interest in real property through a "bona fide purchaser": one who acquired its interest in the
property in good faith, for value, and without notice of unrecorded liens. E.g., Sun Valley Land &
Minerals, Inc. v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866-68, 853 P.2d 607, 611-13 (Ct. App. 1993). The

reconveyance of EEF's deed of trust relegated to unrecorded status any lingering lien EEF had on
the property. Corey Barton Homes contends DAS is a "bona fide purchaser," entitling it to
immunity under the "shelter rule" from EEF's claim of an unrecorded lien. DAS already has been
granted summary judgment on EEF's fraudulent-reconveyance claim, but a "bona fide purchaser"
determination was not necessary in that context.
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At the end of the hearing, the Court declined to quash the lis pendens to the extent the
Corey Barton Homes' motion is based on the "shelter rule" theory. The Court did so for two
reasons, and this decision supplements the Court's oral ruling in that regard. First, the "shelter
rule" was not raised in Corey Barton Homes' moving papers. In fact, it was not raised before the
hearing, calling into question the fairness of quashing the lis pendens on that basis. Second,
although the "shelter rule" seems likely to provide Corey Barton Homes a defense to EEF' s
fraudulent-reconveyance claim, that claim remains to be adjudicated. Whether Corey Barton
Homes can defeat it by invoking the "shelter rule" is a dispositive issue that is better addressed in
the context of a dispositive motion. For so long as that claim is pending, the prospect of its
ultimate defeat at the hands of the "shelter rule" is not a proper basis for quashing the lis pendens.
Indeed, to sustain a lis pendens against a challenge, the plaintiff need not show a likelihood of
success on the merits; the type of claim, rather than the likely outcome, is determinative. E.g.,

Pierce v. Francis, 194 P.3d 505, 510 (Colo. Ct. App. 2008); 551 W Chelsea Partners LLC v. 556
Holding LLC, 838 N.Y.S.2d 24, 40 A.D.3d 546, 548 (2007). As the Court previously ruled, the
type of claim made here-to avoid the allegedly fraudulent reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust,
thus reinstating it-authorizes a lis pendens because it implicates title to the property. (Mem.
Decision & Order dated Dec. 2, 2013, at 38; Mem. Decision & Order dated Feb. 26, 2014, at 25.)
The other theory advanced for quashing the lis pendens is that EEF's fraudulentreconveyance claim cannot possibly affect title to the property because Idaho's reconveyance
statutes (LC. §§ 45-1201 et seq.) grant a damages remedy for wrongful reconveyance, to the
exclusion of all other remedies. This "exclusive remedy" theory was advanced in Corey Barton
Homes' moving papers and argued at the hearing. At the end of the hearing, the Court took the
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issue under advisement. After evaluating the "exclusive remedy" theory further, the Court is not
persuaded by it, for two principal reasons.
First, the "exclusive remedy" theory, like the "shelter rule" theory, raises a dispositive
issue that is better addressed in the context of a dispositive motion. The "exclusive remedy"
theory argues that EEF cannot obtain a remedy sought in connection with its :fraudulentreconveyance claim-reinstatement of its deed of trust-because that remedy is precluded by
Idaho's reconveyance statutes even if otherwise allowed by its fraudulent-conveyance statutes
(LC.§§ 55-901 et seq.). Accepting that theory here would be equivalent to granting Corey Barton
Homes at least partial summary judgment against EEF's fraudulent-reconveyance claim. A
motion to quash a lis pendens is, however, an inappropriate vehicle for adjudicating claims.
Second, the Court has already declined to grant summary judgment to Defendant TitleOne
Corporation (which joins Corey Barton Homes' motion to quash) based on the "exclusive
remedy" theory. (Mem. Decision & Order dated Feb. 26, 2014, at 15.) At that time, the Court
found no legal basis to conclude that the damages remedy available for wrongful reconveyance
under Idaho's reconveyance statutes (specifically, under LC.§ 45-1205) precludes the avoidance
remedy available, in appropriate circumstances, under Idaho's fraudulent-conveyance statutes.
The showing made on that point now is no stronger than it was before.
In any event, even assuming arguendo that the damages remedy for which LC. § 45-1205
provides is exclusive, the exclusivity would not extend to Corey Barton Homes. That statute
provides a damages remedy against only the wrongfully reconveying title insurer or tide agent, as
TitleOne is alleged to be. It does not provide any remedy, damages or otherwise, against any
other participant in a wrongful reconveyance, as Corey Barton Homes is alleged to be. Not
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providing any such remedy, section 45-1205 cannot be read to displace the avoidance remedy
available, in appropriate circumstances, under the fraudulent-conveyance statutes. That is so even
though the legislature has made reconveyances effective despite deficiencies in reconveyance
procedure that are not discemable from the reconveyance instrument alone. LC. § 45-1203(4).
By merely giving effect to reconveyances that suffer from beneath-the-surface procedural defects,
the legislature did not demonstrate the intent to limit the reach of Idaho's fraudulent-conveyance
statutes so as to make fraudulent reconveyances categorically irreversible.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that Corey Barton Homes' motion to quash the lis pendens is denied.

,l
Dated this~ day of June 2014.

DISTRICT JUDGE
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The Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6), objects to
Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.'s motion as follows:
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide for the filing of a memorandutn of costs and

3

4

fees ''At any time after the verdict of a jury or a decision of the court", Idaho Rule of Civil

5

Procedure 54(d)(5). However, "such memorandum of costs may not be filed later than fourteen

6

(14) days after entry of judgment." Id,

7

I.

8

9

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IS PREMATURE
A memorandum of costs and fees filed prior to the entry of judgment is considered

untimely. See Crowley v. Lafayette Life Ins. Co., 106 Idaho 818 (1984). However, it is

10

ultimately the entry of judgment that starts the running of the final time limitation for filing a

11

memorandum of costs. Id. In this case, the Court has rendered a decision concerning RBC Real

12

Estate Finance, Inc.'s Motion/or Summary Judgment, however.judgment has not been entered in

13

favor ofRBC Real Estate Finance Inc. against EEF. In fact, this Court specifically stated in its

----L4- -l!roceduraLOrder-Regarding-Applications-for-Costs.and-Attomey-Bees-dated-May-29,-2014-it--- -··15
16

intends to continue all motions for costs and attorney fees until a final judgment is entered.
As such, EEF submits this objection to preserve its rights to object to costs, fees, and

17

sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6). When this Court desires to enter final judgment and/or

18

desires further argument on such matters, EEF shall present further argument on such matters,

19

EEF' s argument against entry of costs, fees, and sanctions consist of, hut are not limited to, the

20

following:

21

1.

120(3) because the some or all of the claims at issue are not commercial in nature.

22
23

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc, is not entitled to costs and fees pursuant to LC. 12-

2.

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. is not entitled to costs and fees pursuant to I.C. 12-

24

121 because the claims filed against RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. were not

25

brought fiivolously1 unreasonably, or without foundation.

26

3.

EEF counsel should not be sanctioned pursuant to IRCP 11 because a reasonable

27

inquiry into the facts was made, and existing law supported the filing of claims

28

against RBC Real Estate Finance Inc..
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RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. has already waived any ability to recover costs or

2

attorney fees incum~d against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson aitd some of RBC Real

3

Estate Finance Inc.' s costs and attorney fees may involve its Defense against Dan

4

Thompson as a plaintiff

5.

5

the claims and the Plaintiffs.

6
6.

7

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. was not a party to the case until Februru.y 11, 2014,

however significant costs are listed prior to that date.

8

7.

9

10

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. has not bifurcated its attorney fee request between

II.

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. 's costs, fees, and sanctions are not reasonable.

CONCLUSIONS

11

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. 's Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees and Sanctions is not

12

ripe for determination as this case is still ongoing, and EEF may yet prevail against one or more

13

Defendants, including RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. EEF requests that this Court do as it has

- - - 1 4 - -indieated-in-its-Proeedural-0rder-Regarding-Applications-For-Gosts-and-Attorney-Fees-dated-May- ----·

15

29, 2014 and delay mling on this matte1· until such time as prevailing and non~prevailing parties

16

can conclusively be identified. EEF also anticipates filing affidavits, as well as a supplemental

17

memo1·andum, within the time limits specified for motion hearings.

18
19

20

Dated: June

6.jl

, 2014
Respectfully Submitted1

21

22
23

Aaron J. Tribble

24

Attorney for Plaintiff

25

26
27

28
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4
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5
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6
7

8
9

10
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U
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U

Michael T. Spink
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Fax: 208-388-1001

li

13

David T. K.rueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
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17
18
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David Penny
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Fax: 208w3383290

U.S. MailJ Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsimile
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Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CVOC 2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (f/k/a Land America
Transnation a/k/a Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation;
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,
a Delaware Corporation; RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a
Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California Corporation); DAS
INVENTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J.
MASON, an Individual; and JOHN
DOES 111-X, unknown individuals
and/or companies,

SCHEDULING ORDER

Defendants.

A status conference to discuss litigation scheduling and planning having been
conducted on June 17, 2014, IT IS ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:
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1) TRIAL: A Jury Trial shall begin on June 1, 2015, at 9:00 a.m. and is scheduled
for 5 days. Counsel shall be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of trial. A
party's failure to appear at trial without good cause warrants entering judgment
against it.
Other civil cases may be set for trial beginning the same day. If so, the Court will
decide, at its discretion, which civil case has priority. Further, all civil trial settings
are subject to being preempted by the Court's criminal calendar.
Trial exhibits should be marked before trial begins. All approved videotape or
audiotape presentations must be cued in advance, and all presentation equipment
shall be tested before use at trial. "Dry runs" are encouraged.
Trial exhibits are to be handed to the court officer, not directly to the witness.
One of the following alternate judges could be assigned to preside at trial:
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

James Judd
G.D. Carey
Dennis Goff
Dan~IC. Hurlbutt,J~
Kathryn A. Sticklen
Darla S. Williamson
William Woodland
Ronald J. Wilper

Hon. Michael McLaughlin
Hon. Duff McKee
Hon. Gerald Schroeder
Hon. Linda Copple Trout
Hon. Renae Hoff
Hon. James Morfitt
All Senior Judges
All Sitting Fourth District Judges

Any party that has not already disqualified a judge without cause may disqualify
one alternate judge not later than 10 days after service of this Scheduling Order.
2 ) PRETRIAL CONFERENCE:

Counsel for the parties shall appear on May 14,
2015, at 4:00 p.m. for a pretrial conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss
all items set forth in I.R.C.P. 16(c) and 16(d).

If this case is set for a jury trial, the parties shall file proposed jury instructions not
later than the date of the pretrial conference. If a party proposes that any
unmodified Idaho Civil Jury Instructions (IDJI) instructions be given, the party need
only list those IDJI instructions and need not submit the text of those instructions.
If a party requests modified versions of IDJI instructions, the party should submit
one copy of those requested instructions, with the modification shown in red-line
format, and with a citation to the authority on which the party relies for the giving of
the modified instruction.
Any objections to another party's proposed jury instructions shall state the grounds
for objection and shall be filed not later than seven days before trial.
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If this case is set for a court trial, each party shall, unless otherwise ordered,
submit proposed findings of facts and conclusions of law to the Court not later
than the date of the pretrial conference.
3) DISCOVERY: Unless otherwise stipulated, all depositions shall be completed and
all written discovery shall be served so that responses come due by rule not later
than 60 days before trial.
4) MOTIONS:

A. Motions to Amend. Motions to amend the pleadings (including amendments
that add new parties) shall be filed not later than September 19, 2014.
B. Motions for Summary Judgment. All motions for summary judgment shall be
filed early enough that the usual briefing schedule established by I.R.C.P. 56(c)
can be completed and argument can be held not later than 60 days before trial.
The parties should not wait until the last minute to reserve a hearing date, as the
Court's calendar might not accommodate holding argument exactly 60 days before
trial. However, no party should reserve a hearing date unless that party already
has filed or is certain that it will file a motion for summary judgment. Separate
statements of material facts are not permitted in connection with motions for
summary judgment without prior court approval. Instead, a discussion of the facts
belongs in the supporting brief.
C. Motions to Continue Trial. Trial continuances will be granted only for good
cause, not simply because the parties have so stipulated. Any request for a trial
continuance shall be made by motion. The motion shall be supported by an
affidavit stating: (1) when the need for a continuance arose; (2) the grounds; (3)
the measures taken to avoid the need for a continuance; (4) when the parties can
be ready to proceed to trial; (5) whether the other parties agree to the continuance;
and (6) that the moving counsel's client agrees to the continuance.
D. Pretrial Motions. Motions relating to the conduct of trial, including motions in
limine, shall be filed not later than 28 days before trial. Timely motions of this
nature ordinarily will be heard at the time of the pretrial conference.
E. Courtesy Copies. Upon filing a motion or a document supporting or opposing
a motion, the filing party shall e-mail a courtesy copy to Judge Scott's legal
assistant, Shary Abbott, at dcabbosm@adaweb.net. The preferred format for
briefs is Word. The preferred format for other documents is PDF. Paper courtesy
copies shall not be submitted unless requested.
F. Unopposed Motions. A party that does not intend to oppose another party's
motion shall file a notice of non-opposition not later than a response to the motion
comes due under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
5) DISCLOSURE OF EXPERTS: Unless otherwise stipulated, expert witnesses
whose testimony supports a claim shall be disclosed not later than September
19, 2014, expert witnesses whose testimony defends against a claim shall be
SCHEDULING ORDER - Page 3
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disclosed not later than November 19, 2014, and expert witnesses whose
testimony rebuts expert testimony disclosed by a defending party shall be
disclosed not later than December 19, 2014. Expert disclosures shall contain the
items identified as discoverable in I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i).
6) ATTORNEYS' CONFERENCE: Counsel for the plaintiff(s) shall convene an
attorneys' conference not later than 14 days before the pretrial conference for
the purposes of exchanging and marking exhibits, exchanging witness lists,
identifying any foundational objections to exhibits or witnesses, stipulating to
uncontested facts, exploring settlement possibilities, and preparing a pretrial
stipulation pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(e) for presentation to this Court at the pretrial
conference, along with the parties' respective exhibit and trial witness lists.
7) ADR: Counsel shall inform their clients early in the litigation process about
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) options, including negotiation, mediation, and
arbitration. The parties shall jointly report to the Court in writing not later than 60
days before trial with respect to whether ADR has been tried and, if so, whether it
was successful. If ADR was not tried, the joint report shall state the reason it was
not tried. Participation in ADR shall be a factor in deciding trial priority among civil
cases set for trial on the same date.
8) SANCTIONS: This Scheduling Order shall only be modified for good cause.
Failure to comply with it subjects a party or its counsel to appropriate sanctions.

~

Dated this

2:0

day of June 2014.

Q.k
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this _;;;t!day of June 2014, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:

David T. Krueck
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
101 S Capitol Blvd, Ste 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

'§6 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E Iron Eagle Dr, Ste 200
Eagle, ID 83616

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Thomas E. Dvorak
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-6th Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707

Richard W. Mollerup
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W Front St, Ste 200
Boise, ID 83702

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile

J<5 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile

J<l U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile
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•

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St, Ste 200
PO Box639
Boise, ID 83701

,M U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
( ) Facsimile

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By:~)
D ~
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Chad W. Lamer, 1SB No. 9358
SPINK BUTLER. LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 8370 I
Telephone: 208/388-1000
Facsimile: 208/388-1001
mspink@spinkbutlcr.com
clamer@spinkbutlcr.com

CHHISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Sy KATRINA THIESSEN
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Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

)
)
)

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE
& ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE INC., CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka. Ticor Title
Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited Liability
Company). EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies,

______________
Defendants.
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Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano, LLC ("Defendants''), by and through their

undersigned attorneys of record and in answer to the Revised Second Amended Complaint, admit,
deny. and allege as follows:
1.

Defendants arc without information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 9 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint
and, therefore, deny the same.
2.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 10 and 11 of the

Revised Second Amended Com.plaint.
3.

Defendants are without information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations contained in paragraphs 12 and 13 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint
and, therefore, deny the same.
4,

In response to paragraph 14 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint~

Defendants admit they were in the business of acquiring and developing properties in Idaho, but
are without information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations
contained in paragraph 14 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint and, therefore, deny the
same.
5.

Defendants are without information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations contained in paragraph 15 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint and,
therefore, deny the same.
6.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 16~ 19 of the Revised

Second Amended Complaint.

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS
7.

In response to paragraph 20 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit in part the allegations contained in paragraph 20 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint, specifically that Defendants discussed the development with Plaintiff, but
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deny there were 60 buildablc lotl'i and state there were 61 buildable lots. Defendants state the

RBC loan for acquisition and development was $3,413,300.00, and not $1,200,000.00.
8.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 21 of the Revi.\·ed

Second Amended Complaint, but states the documents referenced in paragraph 21 of the Revised
Second Amended Complaint speak for themselves.
9.

In response to paragraph 22 of the Revised Second Amended Comp/a;nr,

Defendants admit they closed the "transaction" and executed certain loan documents. which
Defendants state speak for themselves, but are without inf01mation sufficient to form a belief as
to the tmth of the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 22 of the Revi.\·etl Second

Amended Complaint and, therefore, deny the same.
10.

In response to paragraph 23, Defendants admit that reconveyancc documents were

requested from Plaintiff through December 2011; however, Defendants arc without information
sufficient to form a belief as to the tmth of the allegations contained in paragraph 23 of the

Revised Second Amended Complaint and, therefore. deny the same.
11.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 24 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint,
12.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 25 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint.
13.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 26 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint.
14,

Defendants are without information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations contained in paragraphs 27 through 38 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint
and, therefore, deny the same.
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COUNT I-BREACH OF CONTRACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)
15.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 39 through 45 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint are nol directed at Defendants and, therefore, no respom;e is required. To
the extent a response is required. Defendants deny the same.

COUNT II-BAD FAITH
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)
16.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 46 through 53 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint arc not directed at Defendants and, therefore. no response is required. To
the extent a response is required, Defendants deny the same.

COUNT Ill-NEGLIGENCE
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC AND TITLEONE)
17.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 54 through 58 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint are not directed at Defendants and, the1·eforc, no response is required. To
the extent a response is required, Defendants deny the same.

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)
18.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 59 through 62 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint are not directed at Defendants and, therefore, no response is required. To
the extent a response is required, Defendants deny the same.

COUNT V -FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
19.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 63 through 76 of the

Revised Second Amended Complaint.
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COUNT VI ... COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

20.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 77 through 80 of the

Revised Second Amended Complaint.
21.

The allegations contained in paragraph 81 of the Revised Second Amended

Complaint are not directed at Dcfcndanl.8 and. the1·efore, no response is required. To the extent a
response is required, Defendants deny the same.

COUNT VII - CONVERSION
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)
22.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 82 through 87 of the Revised Second

Amended Comp/aim arc not directed at Defendants and. therefore, no response is required. To
the extent a response is required, Defendants deny the same.

COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AS TO ALL EXCEP'f TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND CHICAGO)
23.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 88 through 91 of the

Revised Second Amended Complaint.

COUNT IX-TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC
ADVANTAGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)
24.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 92 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint, not specifically admitted to in this Answer to Revised Second Amended

Complaint (this "Answer").
25.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 93 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint.
26.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 94 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint, not specifically admitted to in thi8 Answer.
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Defendants are without information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of

the allegations contained in paragraphs 9S and 96 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint
and, therefore, deny the same.

COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE AND ALLIANCE)
28.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 97 through 101 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint arc not directed at Defendants and, therefore. no response is required. To
the extent a response is required. Defendants deny the same.

COUNT XI- VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 4S-1205
(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE)
29.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 102 through 106 of the Revised Second

Amended Complaint are not directed at Defendants and, therefore. no response is required. To

the extent a response is required. Defendants deny the same.
COUNT XII - BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY
(AS TO DEFENDANTS GALIANO AND MASON)
30.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 107 of the Revised

Second Amended Complaint, not specifically admitted to in this Answer.
31.

In response to paragraph 108 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit there is a promissory note, but state that such document speaks for itself and
deny any remaining allegations.
32.

In response to paragraph 109 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit there is a promissory noto, but state that such document speaks for itself and
deny any remaining allegations.
33.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in the two paragraphs numbered 110 of

the Revised Second Amended Complain.t.
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Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 111 of the Revised

Second Amended Complaint.
35.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 112 of the Revised

Second Amended Complaint.
36.

Defendants deny all allegations and claim for relief contained in paragraphs 1

through 10 in the Prayer for Relief of the Revised Second Amended Complaint.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
FIRST DEFENSE
The Revised Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
Defendants deny each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein.
THIRD DEFENSE

Defendants reserve the right to raise any other defenses discovered during the course of
discovery in this matter.
DATED this 271h day of June 2014.
SPINK BUTLER, LLP

By~~'-Chad W. Lamer
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and

Galiano, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 27th day of June 2014, I caused a true and correct copy
of the above ANSWER TO REVISED SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT to be served upon
the following individuals in the manner indicated below:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Facsimile: 208/938-9504
david@eaglclawcenter.com
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
Thomas E. Dvorak
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 2720
Boise. ID 83701
Facsimile: 208/388-1300
ted@givcnspursley.com
angelareed@givenspursley.com

[ ] U.S. Mail

[ l Hand-Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[X] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via E-Mail

f ] U.S. Mail

[ J Hand-Delivery
l ] Federal Express
[X] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via E-Mail

David M. PeMy
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Facsimile: 208/338-3290
dpenny@cosholaw.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: 208/336·9712
mollcrup@lawidaho.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise. ID 83702
Facsimile: 208/336-9712
nicholson ® lawidaho.com

U.S. Mail
Hand~Delivcry
Federal Express
Via Facsimile
[ l Via E-Mail

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivery
Federal Express
Via Facsimile
Via E-Mail

[ J U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Fedel'al Express
[X] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via E-Mail
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[ J U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 701
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: 208/331-2400
dtk@fisherpusch.com

[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Federal Express
[X] Via Facsimile
l ] Via E-Mail

Chad W. Lamer
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221 )
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an Idaho corporation; GALIANO LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual; and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

'

::! , "f'S=

FILED

. ·----P.M

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
SECOND MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation by and through its attorneys of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby moves this Court for entry of summary judgment in its favor on
all remaining counts of the Revised Second Amended Complaint filed against TitleOne in this

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1

002364

matter. This Motion is made and based upon Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
together with the Affidavits of Angela Reed and Edward Mason filed contemporaneously
herewith, as well as the Memorandum in Support ofTitleOne Corporation's Motion for
Summary Judgment, and such other pleadings and documents as have been filed and lodged in
this matter to date and may be filed and lodged hereafter.
DATED this 1st day of July, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~-..:::::::_
___..,,.,____....-::::=:::=---__:;""'----------Angela M. Reed
Counsel for TitleOne

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 1st day of July, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintifft

Rfuid Delivery
VF-~~simile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83 707
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_)land Delivery
__yFacsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

I-fund Delivery
-;7p-;csimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

u(nd Delivery
7Pi;~~imile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Chad W. Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

It.ind Delivery
VFacsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

~livery
Facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Angela M. Reed
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ID State Bar ID# 7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1902100_2
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NO.___
A.M.

'"'1-c'PiSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
v ' ' By KATRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

AFFIDAVIT OF ANGELA M. REED
IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S SECOND
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Ada.
)
I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF ANGELA M. REED IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1
1902100_2 [6014-56]
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1.

I am one of the attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") in the

above-captioned action. I am duly licensed as an attorney in the state of Idaho and make this
affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and belief.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the

Deposition of Heidi Howsden taken on April 16, 2014.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the

Deposition of Amy Cobine taken on February 28, 2014.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the

Deposition of Dan Thompson taken on March 19, 2014.

~~-.....::::::::_ _ _ _________/

Angela M. Reecl

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 1st day of July, 2014.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My commission expires: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby I hereby certify that on this 1st day of July, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

1'6nd Delivery
/F-a~simile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83 707
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

~dDelivery
Facsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

Kand Delivery
336-9712
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_7_FFaaccsimile:
_

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

-ADelivery
Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Chad W. Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

~Delivery
Facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

~elivery
Facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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Eagle Equity Fund v. Tit eOne 4/16/2014

Heidi Howsden
Page 2

Page 1
1 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
2
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
3

5

)
)

Plaintiff,
6

)
)

vs.

7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14

15

16
17

)Case No.
)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE )
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation, )
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), )
a Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE )
& ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, )
RBC BANK (flea RBC Centura Banlc, aka
)
PNC Bani<), a North Carolina corporation, )
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a )
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,)
LLC, an Idaho company, COREY BARTON
)
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
)
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability )
company, EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, )
and JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals )
and/or companies,
)

9

10
11

12
13
APP EA R AN C E S
14 FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
15
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
16
1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
17
208-938-9500
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
18
FOR THE DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION:
19
Thomas E. Dvorak, Esq.
20
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock
21
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
22
208-388-1200
ted@givenspursley.com

)

Defendants.
)

18

19
20
21
22

DEPOSITION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN
April 16, 2014

23

23

24

24
25

DEPOSITION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN, taken at the

3 1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200, in the City of
4 Eagle, State ofldaho, commencing at 9:40 a.m., on
5 April 16, 2014, before Christine E. Rhodes, CSR, a
6 Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, pursuant to
7 Notice, and in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil
8 Procedure.

4 EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited)

liability company,

1

2 instance of the Plaintiff, at Eagle Law Center, LLC,

REPORTED BY: CHRISTINE E. RHODES, CA CSR NO. 9887,
ID CSR NO. 991

25

Cameron Mcfadden, Esq.
TITLEONE CORPORATION
1101 River Street, Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83702

Page 4

Page 3
1 APPEARANCES CONTINUED:
2
3 FOR THE DEFENDANTS FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY AND
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY:
4
Erin M. Stines, Esq.
5
(Present via telephone)
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
6
Seattle, Washington 98101
7
801-961-1300
8 FOR THE DEFENDANT ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.:
9
Richard W. Mollerup, Esq.
and
10
Chad M. Nicholson, Esq.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
11
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
12
FOR THE DEFENDANT RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.:
13
David M. Penny, Esq.
14
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
15
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518

16
17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24

25

dpenny@cosholaw.com
*• • • •

1
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Heidi Howsden
Page 54

Page 53
1 check and see if I got that. Maybe it just got lost in
2 the mail. Let's see. Okay. I'll double check and see if
3 I got that.
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Okay. Let's move on to another exhibit. I guess
we'll mark this Exhibit 46.
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 46 was marked for
identification.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. You can go ahead and just take a minute and look
that over.
MR. DVORAK: Are there any material differences
from Exhibit 46 and what's already been introduced in the
record of this?
MR. TRIBBLE: Oh, you know, I don't believe so.
I guess it's a duplicate.
MR. DVORAK: I think it's a duplicate of
Exhibit 2.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
MR. DVORAK: No. I guess Exhibit 2 is blank.
MR. TRIBBLE: 8?
MR. DVORAK: Yes, ofExhibit 8.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Are you ready, Heidi?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What is this document?

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. This is a reconveyance of trust deed.
Q. Okay. About two-thirds of the way down, right
above where it says "Heidi Emery - Authorized Signer," is
that your signature on that line?
A. Yes, it is.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, would you
have signed this on or around January 25th, 2010?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you know if this document was signed as
part of your job duties at TitleOne?
A. Yes.
Q. Was it signed as part of your job duties?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. It's got three numbers there, 1, 2 and 3.
It says: "The undersigned title insurer/ title agent
hereby certifies as follows." And it says: "1. The
undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or
received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full of
the obligation secured by said Deed of Trust"; is that
what it says?
A. Yes.
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to
believe that that statement is incorrect?
A. Are you speaking specifically to this
reconveyance?

Page 55
1
Q. Yes.
2
A. No.
3
Q. Okay. On Number 2, where it says "Not less than
4 thirty (30) days following the payment in full of said
5 Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered or mailed by
6 certified mail, return receipt requested, to the record
7 beneficiary or a servicer for the record beneficiary under
8 said Trust Deed at its record address a notice as required
9 in section 45-1203(1), Idaho Code"; is that what it says?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to
12 believe that this statement is incorrect?
13
A. Okay. Let's back up. Because you're asking me
14 as I sit here today. So with knowledge of what I have
15 today of this particular reconveyance, that's where you're
16 asking these questions, not what I knew in 2010.
17
Q. Yes. I'll ask you that one later, if you don't
18 feel confident today. I'm just asking about right now.
19
Do you have any reason to believe that that's
20 incorrect?
21
MR. DVORAK: Other than the existence of the
22 lawsuit and this deposition, Counsel?
23
THE WITNESS: Yes. So, back to Number 1 and now
24 Number 2, as I sit here today, I have reason to question
25 whether Post Closing fulfilled the processes necessary to

Page 56
1 create this reconveyance of trust deed.
2 BY MR. TRIBBLE:

3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Whether Post Closing did?
A. Correct.
Q. So at the time you signed this document, did you
have any reason to believe that Number 1 or Number 2 were
incorrect?
A. Not at that time.
Q. Okay. And Number 3, it says: "In excess of
sixty (60) days elapsed after the mailing of said notice
and no objection to said reconveyance has been received by
the undersigned"; is that what it says on Number 3?
A. Yes.
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to
believe that that statement is incorrect?
A. As I sit here today, I have reason to question
whether Post Closing complied with that at that time.
Q. Okay. But at the time when you signed this in
2010, did you have reason back then to believe that it was
incorrect?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So your reasons today, does it all
surround the fact that this lawsuit was filed?
And by reasons, I mean your reasons for believing
that this information might be incorrect.

14 (Pages 53 to 56)
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1
A. That's my reason for believing this information
2 may not be correct.
3
Q. Okay. In signing this document, then, is it fair
4 to say that you signed this on your own direction or was
5 there somebody directing your activity in this matter back
6 in 2010?
7
A. I signed this in my capacity for TitleOne. So I
8 was acting on behalf ofTitleOne when I signed this
9 document.
10
Q. Okay. But was anybody at TitleOne directing you
11 to sign this particular document or did you do it out of
12 your own volition in your duties as title officer?
13
A. Signing reconveyances was one ofmy duties as a
14 team member at TitleOne, an employee at TitleOne.
15
Q. Okay. But nobody at TitleOne was directing you
16 to sign this particular document in this instance to the
1 7 best of your recollection?
18
A. No one at TitleOne said -- directed me to sign
19 this particular document. It was part of my duties at
20 TitleOne to sign this type of document.
21
MR. DVORAK: The witness made a gesture referring
22 to Exhibit 46.
23 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
24
Q. Okay. So in this document, it says: "Title
25 insurer/title agent has fully paid or received
Page 59
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

starting to get suspicious of some of the things they were
doing?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. So this particular document, in referring
to 46, do you believe that this was a document prepared by
PCD?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. At the time when you signed this, did you
have any reason to believe that PCD did not do their job
as advertised?
A. No.
Q. How about today?
A. Yes.
Q. And what do you base that on?
MR. DVORAK: Asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: I'm sorry?
MR. DVORAK: Objection: Asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: I didn't understand what he said.
I'm sorry.
MR. DVORAK: I'm saying he's asked you that
question before and you've answered it.
I'll let you answer it this time, although in the
future ifhe continues to do it I may instruct you not to
answer.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:

•

Heidi Howsden
Page 58

1 satisfactory evidence of payment in full."

2

Are you personally aware of any evidence of

3 payment in full that was provided to PCD?

4

A. No, I'm not.

5

Q. Okay. Did you assume at the time of signing this

6 document that PCD had been provided with such evidence?

A. Yes.
8
Q. And would the same go for Number 2 and Number 3?
9
A. My understanding was that Post Closing would have
10 caused Number 2 and Number 3 to occur.
11
Q. Oh, that's true. You're right.
12
But then did Post Closing provide you with any
13 documentary evidence showing that Number 2 and Number 3
14 were satisfied?
15
A. I don't recall if they did for this specific
16 reconveyance.
17
Q. Okay. Had they ever provided you with
18 documentation proving Number 2 and Number 3 on any forced
19 reconveyance documents like this?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. They had? Okay.
22
A. I specifically requested it. It wasn't their
23 normal course of business.
24
Q. Okay. And would it be fair to say that that was
25 occurring after, I think you'd said, 2011, when you were
7

Page 60
1
Q. I'm actually asking something that's a little bit
2 different. I mean, before I was asking about verifying
3 the accuracy of the statements. And at this point, I just
4 want to know whether or not you believe PCD had done
5 everything that they were supposed to do as far as
6 drafting. And I mean, everything, including verifying the
7 authenticity of the documents, everything within the scope
8 of their contract.
9
Did you have any reason to believe that they had
10 not fully performed their duties in generating this
11 document?
12
MR. DVORAK: Well, Counsel, not to dicker with
13 you, but I have notes that I think your question was that
14 broad previously and she testified that the only reason
15 she had was based on this lawsuit being filed.
16
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. That's fine then.
17
MR. DVORAK: I'm letting her answer the question
18 if she understands it.
19
THE WITNESS: I believed that Post Closing had
20 done what they were supposed to do to create the document
21 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
22
Q. Okay.
23
A. Or I wouldn't have signed it.
24
MR. TRIBBLE: I don't have any further questions.
25
So, I will open it up to the floor.
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1

exanple once or twice.
TitleOne.

So, and rraybe, let's go back to Exhibit 6 if we

2

A

Yes.

3

could.

you have that in front of you?

3

Q

Did you cease working for TitleOne at sare point?

4

A

Yes.

4

A

I believe so.

5

Q

Okay.

5

Q

But do you recall when?

Do

But, let's specify now with

happened?

1
2

So, there was a courier bag that was being

6

provided on Fridays for anything to be placed, to take to

6

A

No.

7

your office?

7

Q

Then it goes on to say, "D:X:uments forwarded to

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

Okay.

So, I take it, that would be for original

8

our office that are" -

9

say -- "are inccnplete or inaccurate will be taken care of

I think it• s a typo, but it should

10

by us.

11

A

Yes.

11

reconveyance functions."

12

Q

Otherwise, they probably would use the work queue

12

that• s referred to in the prior paragraph; is that correct?

13

nnst clients allow their title and escrow officers to do

14

this work.

So, is that a fair characterization to say

15

reconveyanoe related, forward it to us.

16

if it was sarething they could arail to you they would send

16

own.

17

it to the work queue, but if it was an original docunent

17

18

that had to be sent to you it would ccne through the courier

18

say, you nay also begin transferring all reconveyance

19

service?

19

related calls to us at our custarer service department toll

10

13

14
15

docullents?

A

Yes.

Q

Okay.

Escrow and title do not need to perform any

And

so, we are just trying to say, anything ·

I see.

Q

lb,,

20

A

Yes.

20

free nunber.

21

Q

And it says that courier services will begin this

21

you saying there?

22

Friday, May 8th, 2009.

23

that?

It will be every Friday.

Do you

see

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Does that refresh your recollection?

Is that what

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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22

A

What were you saying there?

Generally, prior to having service such as ours,

A

you reference that.

And then you give the llllll'l:ler there.

That if sareone called about a reconveyance

24

it.

25

Q

Okay.

So, say that the new bank who had paid off

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888) 978-1837

It was, in fact, a reconveyance of what we

the prior deed of trust was calling, would that be one such

1

Trust Deed.

call?

2

narked earlier as Exhibit No. 4.

3

Trust.

Yes.

4

Q

And then you could report the status to them?

4

110-01-2858.

5

A

Correct.

5

A

Yes.

Q

Q

Okay.

Do you see that in front of you?

It goes down below to say, our fee is charged in a

6

7

detailed invoice, and our fee includes recording; do you see

7

8

that?

8

A

No.

9

Q

Okay.

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

When you say, detailed invoice, what were you

11

describing?

12

A

Well, the way that t h e y ~ for clients is an

as far as deed of trust nurroer, day

11

do you recall your office preparing this document?

12

A

Well, I oon't recall this, but Do you believe your office prepared this document?

13

14

we received it, if it's related to a file that they have

14

A

Yes.

15

given us a reference for such as, a closing nllllber or a

15

Q

Okay.

16

title llllll'l:ler, and then the anount that

17

it, if the reconveyance is catplete, or if we have sent out

18

a notice of intent.

19

notes fron our staff.

21

22
23

16

Okay.

(Exhibit No. 8 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DI/Cru\K:
Q

I •m handing you what• s been marked for

24

identification purposes as Deposition Exhibit No. 8.

25

represent for the

I'll

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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uwer

It appears to have a TitleOne logo on the

left-hand oomer; do you see that?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Is that the logo that was provided to your office

we discussed earlier for

19

that

20

d:lcu!rents?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Okay.

23

.recoro that this is a Reconveyance of

So, going back to what we are talking about

on Exhibit 6, a detailed invoice, I take it your office --

Q

And saietines they'll even include

to believe

10

Excel sheet with details

have charged for

Do you have any other reason

that's anything other than what I represent it to be?

13

we

That particular Deed of

Reoo.rded February 11, 2010 as :inst.rumant nurroer

A

Q

54
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2

20

What were

natter, that they could send us the call and we would take

1

6

nc..m belo.., you

23

key Cobine 2.28.14

3

Don't do it on your

your

use in preparing

And then, it actually, do you

see the

recorder's stanp part of it there?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Do you see where it says, reco:o::led at the request
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888) 978-1837
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1

Yes.

Q

Could I ask you to do so?

What does t h a t ~ to you?

3

A

Yes.

It

4

Q

And forward it on to rre?

A

Yes, I will.

3

Q

4

A

6

I
I
I
I
I

A

Yes.

5

I

1
2

of Reconveyance Inc. on Exhibit 8?
A

2

7

=

that it went out with a batch of our

recons that were filed in Ada County that week.
Q

Okay.

5

And then going over to, After recording

6

return to, what does it say there?

7

9

you.

9

Q

And it's got a slash/North Idaho?

10

A

Yes.

10

11

Q

What does that~?

11

12

A

I have no idea.

12

13

Idaho, but it

=

return it back to our office.

14

Q

Okay.

15

A

Correct.

16

Q

Do you have any reason to believe that that

13

Your office in Nevada?

15

17

18

particular reconveyance of trust deed in or about February

18

19

of 2010?

19

20

A

No.

Q

Okay.

Q

20
Going back to that Exhibit 6 where it was

Okay.

All right.

Yeah, if you'll just shoot rre a

And I'm sure that rraybe sareone else here, I could

inpose on them?
MS. srINES:

Yeah, I have been keeping track of a

bunch of questions, but I think I have it in here, but -

MR. DVORAK:

16

not the procedure that was followed with respect to this

17

A

quick arail with everything.

14

was

I haven't been taking notes on those things, but

he• s rraking a record, so we' 11 pick then out and get them to

The Post Closing Departrrent.

I don't know why it says North

Q

8

A

8

Can you take a note of everything

that you want forwarded over?

Let's go off the record for a second.

(Whereupon, a disalssion took place off the record.)
BY MR. IJIIORAK:
Q

All right.

I think while we were off the record

we went over what we believe this witness is going to try to

21

locate and provide.

22

talking about a detailed invoice, would you be able to

22

associated with the Reoonveyance of Trust Deed, February

23

locate the detailed invoice that was sent to Title<A1e with

23

2010, that's marked as Exhibit 8.

24

respect to your billing for the service of preparing and

24

executed contract with Title<A1e, if it can be located, and

25

recording this Reconveyance of Trust Deed?

25

then the third item being sare information or sare record of

21

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

who this courier was who was doing the Friday night, Friday

1

pickups f:ron TitleOne during the period 2009, 2010 in Boise,

2

A

Yes.

3

Idaho.

3

Q

Okay.

6
7

8
9

A

Correct.

Q

Going on to say, in Exhibit 6, that the fee

includes recording.

4

Do you see that?

events that led to this Reoonveyance of Trust Deed,

6

Yes.

7

Q

Do you recall what the fee would have been around

8

9

A

I believe it was $3 a page.

11

Q

All right.

12

A

Yes.

12

13

Q

And it goes on to say the fee is the sarre no

13

And that

10

was it?

And you have undertaken investigation

within your office to try to figure out the sequence of
Exhibit 8, being recorded?

A

that tine?

particular Exhibit 8 Reoonveyance of Trust Deed; correct?

5

10

11

A

Yes.

Q

Okay.

Will you please tell us everything you have

determined f:ron your investigation?
A

I don• t think I can

answer that educated, in an

educated way, at this point.
Q

To the best of your belief, and certainly qualify

it if you are speculating or guessing.

14

rratter what the type of file or situation, including rush

14

A

ai, hold on real quick.

15

files; is that correct?

15

Q

Yeah, let's go off the record for a second.

16
17
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2

5

Another being the
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4

One thing being the detailed invoice

A

Correct.

16

Q

Going back to this docurrent, I believe I asked

17

Can we stop?

This

is a good tine to take a break.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

BY MR. IJIIORAK:

this question on Exhibit 8, but I want to make sure the

18

19

record is clear, do you believe that before Heidi Etcery

19

20

signed Exhibit 8, that it was prepared by your office?

20

record, what you deteIIllined lJaWened here with respect in

21

your office, resulting in Exhibit 8 being sent to Heidi

22

Etcery to sign and then being recorded by your office.

led up to that?

18

21

A

I believe so, yes.

22

Q

Okay.

23

A

Correct,

23

Q

Cbviously, for saretirre you have been aware that

24

24
25

And then sent to Heidi Etcery

to sign?

TitleOne has been trying to seek information about this
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888) 978-1837

25
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Q

A

So, I have just asked you, before we went off the

What

We received a deed of trust in the office, an

original deed of trust in the office.

No other doa.mants.

st. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

And,

2

so, we proceeded with the
Okay.

Q

of intent.

And when you say you received an original

1

A

No, I

2

Q

And why not?

ot.

3

deed of trust, I refer your attention to Exhibit 4.

3

A

It was scanned and destroyed.

4

stating that you believe you received the original of

4

Q

And destroyed irmediately?

5

Exhibit 4?

5

A

It was probably destroyed within the year after it

6

A

Yes.

6

was scanned.

Q

And then thereafter proceeded with a notice of

7

7

8

Are you

intent?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Was them any other a::mrunication that a=i:,anied

11

the original of Exhibit 4 that you am aware of?

12
13

A

No.

Q

Okay.

And you

am attaipting to locate the

Q

All right.

Would it have been destroyed before

8

the Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed was rerorded in

9

February of 2010?

10

A

I'm unsure.

11

Q

Okay.

You brought sare docurrents with you.

12

they am the only copies of than I have.

13

two docurrents that have been marked as Exhibits hem?

14

scanned copy of this original that you received and

14

A

Exhibits 2 and 3?

15

forwarded?

15

Q

Two and three,

16

A

17

Q

18

A

Does it have the starrp or signature -

Yes.
I take it you have reviewed that docurrent?

17

am going to hand you what's been marked Exhibit 3.

Yes.

18

that Notice of Intent?

Q

strike that.

21

notation that it's not an original on it?

sorry,

Does it have the copy starrp or hand written

22

A

No.

23

Q

Okay.

It doesn't have any such thing on it.
J:b you still have the original of the deed

19

A

Yes.

Q

What is the date on the tcp of that docurrent?

21

A

October 12th, 2009.

22

Q

Okay.

mceived the original of the Deed of Trust that• s been

marked as Exhibit 4?

of trust that's been marked a copy, which has been rrerked as

24

Exhibit 4, in your rerords?

25

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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Would it have been sent on or around that
Yes.

4

Q

Okay.

St. George court Reporters, Inc.
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And would it have been sent in accordance

1

to be?
A

Yes.

3

Q

So, would that have been the copy you kept of what

4

with your practice by certified nail and return receipt

5

6

requested?

6

7

A

Yes.

7

8

Q

To what acl:n:ess was that sent?

8

A

It

9

awears

we sent it Fagle Equity Fund, 2502

9

North Constance Place, Fagle, Idaho 83616.

11
12

Q

And that is indeed the sane ac1:n:ess that

awears

on the tcp of Exhibit 4, the Deed of Trust?

was sent to Heidi Eirery to sign?
A

It would have been one of those scanned copies in

our office, yes.
Q

When you say, one of the scanned copies in our

office, what do you nean by that?
A

We would have scanned what we sent her, and then

10

we would also scan and have scanned the rerorded

11

reconveyance trust deed.

12

Q

I see.

Were them any other cx:mmmications or

13

A

Yes.

13

14

Q

J:b your records show if you received any response

14

regarding this Exhibit 8 that was rerorded in February of

15

2010?

15

to that Notice of Intent, the Exhibit 3?

16

A

We do not

17

Q

Okay.

62
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5

10

Yes.
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October 12, 2009 date?

A

A
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3

I take it that that was sent after you

23

25

I

Is that

20

24

Q

You

rrentioned a notice of intent that was sent in this case.

19

1

All right.

16

20

2

I believe.

And

Can I see those

sh(M

a response received.

Handing you what's been rrerked for

18

identification ~ . the other docurrent you brought with

19

you, Exhibit 2, do you have that in f:r:ont of you?

anything that you found in the files fran that tine

16

A

No,. them was not.

17

Q

And again, arong the docurrents you

am going to

18

pxovide, you am hoping to provide today, but you am going

19

to try to find the scanned copy of that original deed of

20

A

Yes.

20

trust, a copy which we rrerked as Exhibit 4 hem and get that

21

Q

And I' 11 represent for the :ceoord that that

21

to ma?

to be an unsigned., unsigned by Heidi El:!ery, an

22

A

Yes.

Q

Is there anything else that your investigation

22

awears

23

unreoo.i:decl prior draft of what ultimately was reoon:led as

23

24

Exhibit 8 on February 11, 2010, the Reconveyance of Trust

24

detennined that we haven't talked about so far as to how

25

Deed.

25

this Exhibit 8 cane to be signed by Heidi Eirery and

Is Il\Y surmary aoo..u:ate of what that docurrent
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

krry Cobine

1

recorded?

been sent out within the state of Idaho for other matters?

2

A

I'm sorry, say that again.

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

Anything else we haven't talked about so far, that

3

Q

let ne go off the record.

I think I am done and I

your investigation that you undertook revealed, as to how

4

usually take about five minutes or so at this point to put

5

this reconveyance of deed of trust, what's been marked here

5

my thoughts together.

6

as Exhibit 8, cane to be recorded?

6

that later, I'll turn it over to sareone else to ask you

sare questions.

4

7

A

No.

7

8

Q

Did you attarpt to find a return, a certified 1!13.il

8

9

10

return receipt requested that accrnpanied the Notice of

9

Intent, Exhibit 3, when it was sent?

10

But if I can reserve the chance to do

EXAMINATICN
BY M>. STINES:
Q

I'll go ahead.

krry, my name is Erin Stjnes.

And

11

A

Yes.

11

12

Q

Have you found such clocumants?

12

Insurance Corpany in Olicago, Title Insurance Corpany, both

13

A

No.

13

defendants in this action brought by Eagle Equity.

14

Q

Okay.

14

kind of tried to keep track of the items that may reflect

If you find such a clocumant, can I ask you

I am appearing today on behalf of Fidelity National Title

I have

15

infonnation about this particular reconveyance, so I' 11 try

16

A

Yes.

16

not to ask you.

17

Q

Was your office in the habit of, during 2009,

17

are going to look potentially for an invoice to TitleOne; is

15

to forward it and send it on tone?

I think we have covered the invoices.

You

18

2010, of sending any notioes of intent in the state of Idaho

18

that right?

19

without sending them certified 1!13.il return receipt

19

A

Correct.

20

requested?

20

Q

So, what about email, the email that goes into

21

A

No.

21

your, the queue system? Does the queue system have an email

22

Q

Is the rrenner in which you found the ocpy of that

22

ad:lress?

23

clocumant that you brought, that Exhibit 3, the Notice of

23

A

Yes.

24

Intent, consistent with other records in your clocumant or

24

Q

What is the email ad:iress for work queue?

25

consistent with other ocpies of notioes of intent that have

25

A

For TitleOne's, it was

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

1

queue?

2

Q

So, that was unique to TitleOne?

2

A

Correct.

3

A

Correct.

3

Q

And, so, as part of that search within that work

Q

Is there a way to run a system search in your work

4

queue system, you searched for the recording nunber of the

5

queue for email, with TitleOne, during a certain period of

5

reconveyance; is that right?

6

time?

6

4

7
8

9

A

Yes. ,

7

Q

And is that a search that you have done as part of

8

this investigation?

9

A

The recorc:ling nunber of the clocumant of the

No.

original deed of trust.
Q

Okay.

And did you run a search then, well, I

understood you to say that you tracked then that recorc:ling

10

A

I believe so.

10

nmt:ier of the instrunent that you had prepared in response

11

Q

And did you ane up with any emails in that period

11

to a request.

12

nunber for this reconveyance of trust deed in your work

12

of time?
For this partimlar item, we didn't run it for a

So, you would have entered the recording

13

queue?

14

A

That's been searched also, yes.

15

Q

That's also been searched?

search for this was done not only under the clocumant mmier,

16

A

Yes.

17

which is the recording mmier of the original deed of trust

17

Q

Okay.

18

106181859, rut it was also done in .r:eference to both names

18

A

Correct.
And you searched for Heidi?

13

A

14

time period.

15

can trigger other things to search by and specify.

16

We

66
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titlelid@postclosingdepartnent.oan.

ran it rrore for -

our system is set so we
So, the

19

of Eagle Equity rune:! and, m:ist recently, was also searched

20

with Heidi's

21

Q

name.

So, would that have searched, for exairple, not

22

just since it's a work queue, it can search beyond just

23

emails, it can search faxes; right?

19

Q

A

Yes.

21

Q

And did you search for Vicki?

22
23

A

Correct.

24

25

Q

It can search anything that's entered the work

25

(888) 978-1837

67

Then you searched for Eagle Equity?

20

24

St. George Court Reporters, Inc.

I

2.e

A

No.

Q

And what was generated out of that work queue

search?
A

M:>stly the clocumants you see in front of you as
St. George Court Reporters, Inc.
(888) 978-1837
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

v.

Case No.
CV OC 13-10112

)
)

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title
Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho corporation),
GALIANO, LLC (an Idaho limited
liability company), EDWARD J. MASON,
an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC
TESTIMONY OF
DAN THOMPSON
MARCH 19, 2014

)

Defendants.

)
)

REPORTED BY:

BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR

Notary Public
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1

1

tell me you don't understand them?

2

A. Yes.

2

3

Q. Would you please state and spell your full

3

4
5
6

4

name for the record, sir.

A. Daniel Richard Thompson, D-a-n-i-e-1,
R-i-c-h-a-r-d, T-h-o-m-p-s-o-n.

Q. So that would take us back to 1991. Prior to
1991 where did you reside?

A. We spent about 18 months in Pocatello and then
I came from California.

5

Q. Do you recall your address in Pocatello?

6

A. Ridgeway Court. Numbers escape me, sorry.

Q. So 1990, 1989 you moved to Idaho from

7

Q. Just for identification purposes, could you

7

8

put on the record the last four numbers of your Social

8

9

Secur

9

10

A

10

we moved to Idaho about '86, and ultimately to Boise

11

Q. What is your date of birth, sir?

11

about '87.

12

A.

12

13

Q. Have you ever had your deposition taken

13

(Erin Stines entered the proceedings.)

14

1HE WilNESS: Like I say, we started in

14

15

16

.

previously?

A. No.
Q. Have you ever been involved in any lawsuits

16

off Garrity and State Street area.

17

18

witness?

18

1

A. No.
Q. But prior to today's deposition, and certainly

19
20

without revealing the content of any such discussions,

21

2

did you have an opportunity to speak with your attorney

22

3

Mr. Tribble and gain an understanding of the procedure

23

4

and process today?

24

5

A. A little bit.

Q. Where did you reside from '86 to 1990 or 1989?

Pocatello about 18 months and then we moved over here

previously either as a litigant, as a party or as a

9

A. Actually, right after my mom passed away. So

15

17

O

California?

25

Q. (BY MR. DVORAK) So you would have moved to
Boise in approximately '87, '88?

A. '87, yeah. I could be way off on some of
those years. I'm getting old, sorry.

Q. Where was it in California that you moved to
Idaho from; where did you reside?

A. I grew up in Modesto.

Q. So the time prior to 1986 was spent in
Modesto, that is where you resided?

Page 13

Page 11
1

Q. Do you feel that you are ready to proceed at

1

2

this time or is there anything else you would like to

2

3

have a minute to have your attorney explain to you?

3

4

5

A. I think we are good.

4

Q. Are you on any medication or is there any

5

6

other fact or circumstance which might impact or impair

6

7

your ability to understand my questions and answer them

7

8

truthfully and to the best of your ability?

8

A. Actually, spent a little time in the Bay Area
too, but I mainly grew up in Modesto, yes.

Q. What period of time were you in the Bay Area?
A. It would have been probably '83, '84.

Q.

Is that where you went to high school and grew

up?

A. No, in Modesto.
Q. Okay. And let's talk about your current

9

A. No.

O

Q. Where do you currently reside?

1O

residence?

A. In Eagle, Idaho.

11

Q. Whataddress?

12

A. 2502 North Constance Place.

13

14

Q. How long have you resided there?

14

15

A. I think we moved there in 1996.

15

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A

16

Q. Where did you reside prior to 1996?

16

Q.

Is she over 18?

A. Up off of Cloverdale.

17

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

No.

Q.
0
1
2
3
4
5

9

1B

In Meridian or Boise?

A. Technically Boise.
Q. Do you recall your address at that time?
A. Highwater. Highwater Court, I can't remember
the numbers.

A. Probably about five years.

20
21
22

Q. How long did you reside prior to 1996 at this
Highwater Court address?

19

residence. Who resides with you at your current
Right now just my wife and daughter.
What is your wife's name?
Sharon.
What is your daughter's name?

Do you have any other children beside
What are their names and ages and where do

they reside?

A. Joshua, he must be 30, he lives in Michigan

23

right now; Jake is probably 28, he lives in Meridian;

24

and then Jessica, she is -- this is going to look bad, I

5

?

Yes; four.

can't remember my kids ages -- but she's probably 25,

4 (Pages 10 to 13)
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Page 188
I didn't get them.

1

A. No.

1

2

Q. So is it fair to say once Ted Mason understood

2

3

you had some money to invest in the real estate market

3

asking you questions about Alliance sending you the

4

he came to you?

4

original deed of trust. I was simply reflecting on this

5

A. Yes.

5

document with my own personal knowledge that a

6

Q. And you had shared with him your plan; right?

6

recorder's office once recording, will as a matter of

7

A. No.

7

course, return the document that has been recorded to

8

Q. How did he find out that you were investing in

8

the party in the upper left-hand comer. So that is not

9

a reflection on Alliance's processes, that is --

9

real estate?

10
1
2

1O

Q. How long have you been friends with Ted

11

12

precisely? I know he's your neighbor.
A. Whenever they moved there. What did we

13

14

A. I can'ttell you. I don't know.

13

14

decide, 2000-ish?

Q. Well, for the record I did not say, I wasn't

A. I'm very good at keeping everything that comes
in, so I know that didn't come in.
Q. Okay. Have you checked with the County at all

to verify that it, in fact, was or was not mailed out?
A. I didn't, but one of the attorneys did.

15
16
17

Q. All these conversations that you were having

15

with TitleOne after you learned of the reconveyance, did

16

through motion practice, some of the claims against my

it come up in any of these conversations, a question of

17

clients have been dismissed. The amended complaint

18

whether or not you would receive notice of an intention

18

reflects four remaining claims against my clients:

19

to reconvey? Did anyone say, Dan, we gave you notice,

19

Fraud, collusion, conversion, and tortious interference.

why didn't you do anything?

2O

Help me understand what facts you have to support those

21

claims against Fidelity.

0

1

A. N~

2

Q. Has that been brought to your attention that

3

you received a notice?

2

Q. I just have a couple more questions. So

A. Actually, Fidelity was instrumental, like I

23

said earlier, in helping me locate what had happened and

4

A. No. I never received a notice.

24

the actual reconveyance document that was signed by

5

Q. Have you reviewed Amy Cobine's deposition?

25

TitleOne. So the only thing that I can pinpoint from

Page 187

Page 189

1

A. No.

1

there is I kept signing UCC documents after that

2

Q. So Amy Cobine, just to let you know, testified

2

happened, after they had taken me off title I kept

3

that she sent notice, post closing department did, of an

3

signing UCC documents, and that makes absolutely no

4

intention to reconvey. And it would have been sent, I

4

sense to me. Fidelity was involved in that, that is the

5

don't have the exhibit in front of me, but it's my

5

extent that I can, why am I still signing UCC documents

6

recollection it has this same Eagle, Idaho address.

6

if they have taken me off title.

7

A. She is wrong.

7

8

Q. She's wrong why?

8

9

A. Because I didn't get it.

9

Q. Okay. So now there is two pieces of mail that

1O

1O

Q. In that process were you instructing Fidelity
or Chicago to prepare a title product?
A. No. I had no communication with them other

than they sent me the UCC documents.

11

seems to have come to your house but you are testifying

11

12

you didn't get.

12

program, did that contemplate title research in advance

13

of each lot being released?

A. Evidently. Well, I didn't say --

13

Q. But the arrangement for the lot release

14

MR. TRIBBLE: I'll object.

14

A. I don't know the answer to that.

15
16

THE WITNESS: Alliance never said they sent

15
16

A. That would be a title question that, are

it.

17

MR. TRIBBLE: I was going to say you are kind

17

Q. Youdon'tknow?
you -- you probably can't answer, but is the title

18

of stating an assumption on the part of the record's

18

company obligated to do that? Is that their job?

19

office.

19

Before they send me a UCC, to make sure I'm still on,

O
1
2
3
4
5

THE WITNESS: I didn't say I didn't get
anything.
Q. (BY MS. STINES) I'm not asking you about
everything. I'm just asking you about a couple things.
A. I didn't say -- I didn't say they were ever,

they have never been mailed to me, so how can I say that

2O

I'm the one that is supposed to sign, it's still liened?

21

You would know the answer to that better than me.

22
23
24
5

I assume they were sending me this because I
was still on title and still had a legal right to it.
Q. Do you have any facts to support what appears
to be the allegation that my clients were somehow

48
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Page 234
1

signing with Fidelity, still be --

1

deed of trust.

2

11

MR. PENNY: This is a theoretical.

11

12

THE WITNESS: Yes. Theoretical that ifl

12

A. I'm not talking about -- well, you are showing
me the deed of trust, but what about all the other
documents that David Wishney sent over? That is what
I'm talking about.
Q. Well, I'm just focusing on what I've given you
there. You said you didn't receive the commitment - or
you didn't receive the title policy and you didn't
receive a deed of trust, I'm giving you a transmittal
that it was sent to you. So let's leave it at that.
A. Okay.
MR. MOLLERUP: I don't think I have any more

13

wasn't taken off title and RBC was going to foreclose on

13

questions.

14

Ted, RBC would, or a title company would let me know RBC

14

15

is going to foreclose on Ted.

15

2

Q. Let me interrupt you. You keep saying you

3

just got taken off the title. Is that really your

4

only issue in this lawsuit? You also said, I believe,

4

5

if it had not been for that none of this stuff would

5

6
7

have happened.
A I believe that is true, I think that is where

7

8

it all started. Because if you walk down the path, I

8

9
10

16

3

6

get notified that RBC is going to foreclose on Ted,

9
10

okay, I'm just saying if that was the path.

Q. (BY MR. MOLLERUP) Let me ask you, if Alliance

16

FURTHER EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. NICHOLSON:

17

Title didn't, quote, unquote, "take you off title,"

17

18

Alliance Title had nothing to do with the transaction to

18

19

DAS, Alliance Title didn't have any obligation under the

19

Investment sale was in May of 2012. Did I hear you

20

title policy, why did you sue them?

20

testify correctly, are you saying you signed UCC

21

statements after that date?

21

A Because I don't have the documents that I went

22

to go get them and I never could get them. I still

23

don't have them.

2

Q. I just hopefully have one.
I want to clarify, the Galiano to DAS

A. No, after 2010, when I was taken off title.

23

I'll have to look. Ifl signed some after May, I'll
have to look. But they would probably be in here.

24

Q. Did you ever get the title policy?

24

25

A No.

25

Q. To clarify, if you signed some they would be

Page 237

Page 235
1

in that file that you testified earlier that you gave to

Q. (BY MR. NICHOLSON) In response to your

2

your counsel.

3

previous question I e-mailed Alliance Title and this was

3

4

just sent to me. I'll represent to you that they tell

4

5

me this is out of their business records that they sent

5

MR. DVORAK: Nothing further.

6

MR. TRIBBLE: Well, I have a few follow-ups.

1

2

(Exhibit 44 marked.)

A. Exactly.
MR. NICHOLSON: I don't have anything further.

6

to me today. It's a transmittal addressed to Eagle

7

Equity Fund. ls that your correct address?

7

MR. DVORAK: Can we take a break?

8

A. Yes.
Q. It's transmitting both the title insurance
policy and the original deed of trust. And it's your
testimony you didn't receive this?
A. That's correct. Let me look at it, because
are these executed, me and Ted and whoever else?
Q. Well, take a look at it.
A. Yes, that is what I'm doing, looking to see if
my signature is on here. (Reviewing documents.)
So Ted is on that. Yeah, unless I'm missing
something, that's what I'm saying, I don't have anything

8

MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.

9

(Recess taken.)

9
1O
11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18

10

11
12
13
14

representing Eagle Equity Fund. I just want to ask you
a couple quick questions and just kind of clear up some

16

of the stuff.

17
18

What was your understanding of the payoff
agreement between you and Galiano?
A. That essentially we would come on the last

Q. But you didn't sign any of these documents.

number of lots, let's say 15 lots, that he would develop

A. Okay.

the property, sell them, pay RBC as he went along, and

2

Q. There is no signature lines for you.

3

A. Hence the wondering where the executed

4
5

Q. Dan, I just want to, this is Aaron Tribble

15

that I've signed.
1

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. TRIBBLE:

documents ever resided that I signed.
Q. You are the lender; the borrower signs the

that we would get, we would get fully paid off after
3

that.
Q. So when you say developed, he would be selling
those lots with houses on them?
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB # 5043)
ANGELAM. REED (ISB#7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
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Attorneys.for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IOAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC. an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No, CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
EDWARD J. MASON

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land Amel'ica Transnation, aka
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP .. a Delaware corporation, RBC BANK
(flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North
Carolina corporation. CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), OAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited
liability company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does 111-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies.
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.

County of Ada.

)

COMES NOW, Edward J. Mason, your affiant, who being first duly sworn, deposes,
states and avers as follows:
AFFIDA'VITOFEDWARDJ, MASON• I
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I am a named defend ant in the above-entitled matter and make this affidavit based

upon my own personal knowledge.

If called to testify in this matter, I could and would

competently testify to the truth of the matters set forth herein.
2.

1 am also known as Ted Mason.

3.

Since the organization of Defendant Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") on June 13. 2006.

I have been and continue to be the manage1· of Galiano.
At no point prior to the recording of Lhat certain Reconveyance recorded in the

4.

real property records of Ada County, Idaho on February 11, 2010, as Instrument No. 110012858
did I communicate, or otherwise have any discussions. with any employee or agent of TitlcOne
regarding the reconveyance of Plaintiff's second position deed of trust that was recorded against
the property commonly known as Galiano Estates Subdivision.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of July, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

J
_

.1'1and Delivery
Facsimile: 938-9504
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

___)fand Delivery
. / Facsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

~dDelivery
7F.l:~imile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

-~Delivery
~~~imile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Chad W. Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

~Delivery
=:u¥~~~imile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

~~-------___./
~

Angela M. Reed
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North Carolina
corporation, DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does 111-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation {"TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of its
Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Based on the record developed in the course of this proceeding to date, it is apparent that
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") filed this lawsuit based on a suspicion that TitleOne
and several other unrelated title companies and real estate developers were engaged in a grand

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -

1

002388

=

conspiracy to divest EEF of its security interest in the real property commonly known as Galiano
Subdivision. In the Idaho Supreme Court's recent decision in Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho
Dept. of Admin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499 (2013), Justice Eismann, writing for the Court,

noted, "Suspicion is not a substitute for facts." That statement is appropriate in the instant case.
Based on its suspicion and minimal, if any, pre-filing investigation, EEF filed this suit
nearly a year ago on June 5, 2013, which contained sweeping allegations against all of the thennamed defendants.

Since that time, the defendants, including TitleOne, have filed various

motions to clarify the nature of EEF's claims and/or otherwise extricate themselves from a
lawsuit from which they should not have been named as a defendant in the first place. To that
end, TitleOne previously filed two motions for summary judgment. In the last of those motions,
which was argued on January 30, 2014, Judge Wilper, after dismissing several counts against
TitleOne, did grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) for the purposes of
opposing TitleOne's motion for summary judgment on the following remaining counts:
Counts Five and Six (Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance):
•

The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) to
determine whether there was any intent to defraud or any privy to the fraud
intended under Idaho Code§ 55-901 and 55-902.

•

The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) to
determine whether there was any intent to defraud under Idaho Code§ 55-906.

Count Nine (Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage):
•

The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) for the
purpose of opposing TitleOne's motion for summary judgment.

Count Eleven (Violation of Idaho Code§ 45-1205):
•

The Court will grant EEF additional time for discovery under Rule 56(f) to
support its argument that the doctrine of equitable estoppel bars TitleOne from
asserting the statute of limitations defense. 1

1

See February 26, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order of Judge Wilper. Following that Decision,
EEF filed a Revised Second Amended Complaint, but Counts Five, Six, Nine, and Eleven against TitleOne in the
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Based on the series of Rule 56(f) motions EEF has filed to date, TitleOne is anticipating
that EEF will file another Rule 56(f) motion or otherwise ask the Court to postpone TitleOne's
summary judgment hearing. However, this case has been pending for nearly a year and EEF has
had ample time since then to conduct discovery in this matter.

The Court has already delayed

ruling on the remaining claims against TitleOne and TitleOne is asking the Court, for the reasons
set forth herein, to dismiss the claims remaining against TitleOne, namely Counts Five, Six, Nine
and Eleven. EEF has had sufficient time to conduct discovery on these claims and, as explained
below, there is absolutely no evidence in the record that TitleOne (1) intended to defraud EEF,
(2) was part of a conspiracy to defraud EEF, or (3) made any false representation or concealed
any material fact that bars TitleOne from asserting statute of limitations as a defense to EEF's
claim under Idaho Code § 45-1205.

Further, the record does not contain any evidence

supporting EEF' s claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.
II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND STANDARD OF REVIEW

The factual background related to this Motion is set forth in TitleOne's prior summary
judgment memoranda, the other defendants' summary judgment memoranda and related
affidavits, and the Court's prior decisions in this case. The Standard of Review is likewise set
forth in Judge Wilper's prior ruling and well known to this Court. Accordingly, they will not be
reiterated here.
III.
A.

ARGUMENT

THERE Is No EVIDENCE THAT TITLEONE COMMITTED ANY FRAUD OR WAS PRIVY TO
ANY FRAUD UNDER IDAHO CODE§§ 55-901 AND 55-902.

Idaho Code§ 55-901 provides in pertinent part "[e]very instrument ... affecting an estate
in real property . . . made with intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers thereof, or
First Amended Complaint on which Judge Wilper was ruling are the same counts against TitleOne set out in the
Revised Second Amended Complaint.
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encumbrancers thereon, is void as against every purchaser or encumbrances, for value, of the
same property ..." Idaho Code§ 55-902 provides that "[n]o instrument is to be avoided under
the last section, in favor of a subsequent purchaser or encumbrancer having notice thereof at the
time his purchase was made, or his lien acquired, unless the person in whose favor the instrument
was made was privy to the fraud intended."
The instrument EEF is seeking to avoid is that certain Reconveyance of Deed of Trust
executed by TitleOne on January 25, 2010, and recorded in the real property records of Ada
County, Idaho, on February 11, 2010, as Instrument No. 110012858 (hereinafter, the
"Reconveyance"). On May 8, 2012, over two years after recordation of the Reconveyance,
Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") sold forty-three (43) lots in the Subdivision to DAS Investments, LLC
("DAS") in a short-sale transaction that was approved by the then-first position deed of trust lien
holder RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC"). 2 DAS, in turn, sold forty-two (42) of the lots to
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"). 3 CBH has since constructed homes on several of the lots
and sold those homes to homebuyers. 4
Notwithstanding the undisputed fact that over two years had elapsed between the date of
the Reconveyance and the sale to DAS and that forty-two of the lots have changed hands at least
twice since the Reconveyance, EEF claims that the Reconveyance is void (and should therefore
presumably be reimposed on the lots in the Subdivision) because (1) TitleOne executed the
Reconveyance with the intent to defraud EEF and (2) some person in whose favor the
Reconveyance was made (which EEF has yet to identify) was privy to the fraud. For the reasons

2

Declaration of Timothy W. Eck in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment
("Eck Deel.") at ,i 11; Affidavit of Edward J. Mason ("Mason Aff.") ,i,i 4-5; Affidavit of Daniel Reid in Support of
RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Reid Aff.") ,i,i 7-8.
3

Exhibit F to Eck Deel.

4

Affidavit of Corey Barton in Support of TitleOne Corporations' Motion to Quash ("Barton Aff. ") ,i 7.
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set forth below, there is no evidence in the record to support EEF's claim that the Reconveyance
is void and its claims under Idaho Code§§ 55-901 and 55-902 should be dismissed.
To date, EEF has deposed both Heidi Howsden (formerly known as Heidi Emery), who
executed the Reconveyance on behalf of TitleOne, and Amy Cobine, the owner of Post-Closing
Department ("PCD"), which had contracted with TitleOne to provide forced reconveyance
services. There is absolutely no testimony from either of those deponents supporting any
inference that TitleOne or PCD was intending to defraud EEF in reconveying the EEF Deed of
Trust. Rather, their testimony supports the conclusion (1) that TitleOne had engaged PCD to
conduct its forced reconveyance work, (2) that PCD purportedly received the EEF Deed of Trust
from TitleOne to reconvey, (3) that EEF, in furtherance of its agreement with TitleOne and its
past practices, sent the Notice of Intent to Reconvey to Mr. Thompson, and (4) that, not having
heard any objection Mr. Thompson within the statutory period of time, EEF prepared the
Reconveyance and delivered the same to TitleOne for signature, which Mrs. Howsden signed on
behalf of TitleOne. 5 Even if these facts amount to or support an inference of negligent conduct
on the part of TitleOne, that inference is not want of intent to defraud.

EEF is substituting

speculation and conjecture for the necessary evidence it needs for an inference of intent to
defraud.
In addition to a lack of any proof on fraudulent intent, EEF has also failed to establish
that "the person in whose favor the instrument was made was privy to the alleged fraud" as is
required by statute. See Idaho Code § 55-902. EEF has not even identified the "person in whose
favor" the Reconveyance was made.

Presumably, the person that would have benefitted from

the Reconveyance would have been Galiano, who granted EEF the security interest in the
Property that was released by the Reconveyance and who still owned the Property at the time the
s See Affidavit of Angela M. Reed filed contemporaneously herewith, which contains relevant excerpts
from the depositions of Amy Howsden and Amy Cobine.
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Reconveyance was recorded. However, as set forth in the Affidavit of Edward Mason submitted
contemporaneously herewith, Mr. Mason did not have any communications with any agent or
employee at TitleOne about reconveying EEF' s Deed of Trust or otherwise suggest in any way
that the EEF Deed of Trust should be released. 6 Furthermore, it flys in the face of reason to
suggest that TitleOne would have been engaged in a conspiracy in 2010 with any of the parties
who acquired the Property two years after the Reconveyance in 2012.

When a party is

advancing a claim that on its face begs credulity, as does this claim of a long ranging a far
reaching concerted action between TitleOne and these other Defendants, there must be some fact
or interference to withstand summary judgment. Certainly, a finder of fact at trial would require
evidence upon which to ground such a finding, but this record yields not even one shred of proof
that would support such an interference.
To withstand summary judgment on its claim under § 55-901, EEF must prove that
TitleOne and Galiano (or the other person EEF believes TitleOne executed the Reconveyance
for) conspired to defraud EEF of its security interest in the Property. In doing so, EEF may not
rely on conclusory allegations or rely on facts creating a slight doubt. See Finholt v. Cresto, 143
Idaho at 894, 155 P.3d at 697-98. Rather, EEF must set forth specific facts showing there is a
genuine issue of material fact that TitleOne intended to defraud EEF and that the person in
whose favor the instrument was made was privy to the fraud. TitleOne, which merely executed
the Reconveyance in reliance on the request of PCD, did not intend to defraud EEF and did not
otherwise conspire with Galiano or any other third party to divest EEF of its security interest in
the Property. As such, EEF's claim under Idaho Code§ 55-901 should be dismissed.
B.

THERE Is No EVIDENCE THAT TITLEONE INTENDED TO DELAY OR DEFRAUD ANY
CREDITOR UNDER IDAHO CODE §§ 55-906.

6

See Affidavit of Edward J. Mason filed contemporaneously herewith.
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Idaho Code § 55-906 provides in pertinent part "[e]very transfer of property ... [made]
with intent to delay or defraud any creditor or other person of his demands, is void against all
creditors of the debtor ...." For the reasons set forth above with respect to Idaho Code § 55901, which apply with equal force to § 55-906, there is simply no evidence in the record from
which a reasonable finder of fact could infer that TitleOne intended to defraud EEF of its
security interest in the Property. Accordingly, EEF's claim under Idaho Code§ 55-901 should
likewise be dismissed.
C.

COUNT 9-TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE

In Count IX of their Complaint, Plaintiff alleges as follows:
91.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of,
(i) the economic relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which
contained the probability of future economic benefit to the Plaintiff,
[and] (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs' secured interest in
the Property and Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.

92.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted
Plaintiffs economic relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its
secured interest with Galiano and the Property and actually disrupted
the economic relationship.

93.

Had Plaintiff been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiff would
have asserted its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant
RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the Property. 7

With respect to claims for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, the Idaho
Supreme Court has followed the Restatement (Second) Torts § 766B, see Wesco Autobody
Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881,895,243 P.3d 1069, 1083 (2010). Section 755B provides:

One who intentionally and improperly interferes with another's
prospective contractual relation (except a contract to marry) is subject to
liability to the other for the pecuniary harm resulting from loss of the
benefits of the relation, whether the interference consists of:
(a)
inducing or otherwise causing a third person not to enter into or
continue the prospective relation or
7

Complaint~ 91-93.
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(b)
preventing the other from acqumng or continuing the
prospective relation.
Thus, to state a claim for tortious interference with a prospective economic advantage,
Plaintiff has the burden of proving the following five elements: (1) existence of a valid economic
expectancy, (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3) intentional
interference inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) interference was wrongful by some
measure beyond the fact of the interference itself, that is, that the defendant interfered for an
improper purpose or improper means, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy
has been disrupted.

Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 191 P.3d 205 (2008).

Additionally, as a threshold matter, the Plaintiff must also prove that TitleOne directed its actions
in some way toward a third party. See Restatement (Second) Torts§ 767, cmt. h; Zimmerman v.
Philip Morris Inc., 78 F. Supp. 2d 1191, 1193-94 (D. Kan. 1999); Libya v. Miski, 889 F. Supp.

2d 144, 103 U.S.P.Q.2d 1927 (D.D.C. 2012) (applying District of Columbia law).
1.

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT TITLEONE DIRECTED ITS ACTIONS TOWARD A
THIRD-PARTY.

The tort of interference with prospective business relationship or advantage imposes
liability for improper methods of diverting or taking business from another. See Baldwin v.
Marina City Properties, Inc., 79 Cal. App. 3d 393,406 (Cal. Ct. App. 1978). Therefore, in order

to state a claim for tortious interference, a plaintiff must prove, as a threshold matter, that a
defendant directed its actions in some way toward a third-party. See Zimmerman, 78 F. Supp.2d
at 1193. The Restatement (Second) of Torts, describes this "third-party inducement" element as
follows:
h. Inducing or otherwise causing. The word "inducing" refers to the
situations in which A causes B to choose one course of conduct rather than
another. Whether A causes the choice by persuasion or by intimidation, B
is free to choose the other course if he is willing to suffer the
consequences. Inducement operates on the mind of the person induced.
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The phrase "otherwise causing" refers to the situations in which A leaves
B no choice, as, for example, when A imprisons or commits such a battery
upon B that he cannot perform his contract with C, or when A destroys the
goods that B is about to deliver to C. This is also the case when
performance by B of his contract with C necessarily depends upon the
prior performance by A of his contract with B and A fails to perform in
order to disable B from performing for C. The rule stated in this Section
applies to any intentional causation whether by inducement or otherwise.
The essential thing is the intent to cause the result. If the actor does not
have this intent, his conduct does not subject him to liability under this
rule even if it has the unintended effect of deterring the third person from
dealing with the other.
It is well-established that a plaintiff cannot state a claim for tortious interference where there is
no evidence that a defendant made contact with or interfered with third-parties. 8 In the instant
case, Plaintiff has not alleged that TitleOne induced a third-party to not enter into a contract, or
otherwise terminate a relationship, with the Plaintiff. The gravamen of Plaintiffs complaint is
that TitleOne reconveyed EEF' s Deed of Trust. The reconveyance of EEF' s Deed of Trust did
not involve three-parties nor did it involve TitleOne acting to divert or take business away from
EEF. Because Plaintiff has not alleged that TitleOne induced a third-party to not enter into a
contract with or otherwise terminate a relationship with the Plaintiff, Plaintiff cannot satisfy the
threshold "third-party inducement" element to state a claim for tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage and this claim should be dismissed.

2.

TITLEONE DID NOT HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF EEF's ALLEGED EXPECTANCY

8 See, e.g., Stofer v. First Nat'/ Bank, 571 N.E.2d 157, 167 (Ill. Ct. App. 1991) (interference with business
interests requires action by the defendant toward a third party who causes the third party to breach a contractual
relationship with the plaintiff); State Nat'/ Bank v. Academia, Inc., 802 S.W.2d 282, 297 (Tex. Ct. App. Corpus
Christi 1990) (interpreting Illinois law and finding no tortious interference where the defendant had made no direct
contact with or interfered with relevant third parties); K & K Management v. Lee, 557 A.2d 965, 973 ( Md. Ct. App.
1989) (finding that tortious interference with business relationships arises only out of the relationship between three
parties-plaintiff, defendant, and the third party); Galinski v. Kessler, 480 N.E.2d 1176, 1180 (Ill. Ct. App. 1985)
(finding that tort of interference with plaintiff's prospective economic advantage requires action by the defendant
toward the third party); Teleflex Information Systems, Inc. v. Arnold, 132 N.C. App. 689, 513 S.E.2d 85, 90 (N.C.
Ct. App. 1999) (finding that one of the elements of a claim for tortious interference with a contract is that "the
defendant intentionally induces the third person not to perform the contract.") (emphasis added); Libya v. Miski, 889
F. Supp. 2d 144, 103 U.S.P.Q.2d 1927 (D.D.C. 2012) (applying District of Columbia law) (admission by expeditor
who provided certification services as step in Libyan Embassy's legalization process for legal and commercial
documents, that the Libyan Embassy had not contacted his clients, conflicted with a finding of tortious interference
with contract or prospective economic advantage).
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To establish tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, the defendant
must also have actual knowledge of the expectancy or "knowledge of facts that would lead a
reasonable person to understand that an expectancy existed." Highland Enters. v. Barker, 133
Idaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999). In Highland, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the
knowledge element was satisfied because the protestors had knowledge of facts that would lead a
reasonable person to understand that an expectancy existed. In support of this holding, the Court
noted:
We conclude that the knowledge element has been met by substantial
evidence. At least three appellants knew that protest activities would
economically harm the persons involved with building the road. The
appellants operated in a concerted, group effort to sabotage the road
building. It is a reasonable inference that through communication with one
another, all protesters were aware that their activities would hinder the
economic advantage of Highland. Although the appellants argue that there
was no direct evidence that all of the appellants attended any of the
consensus circles during which direct action against the road building was
discussed, our standard of review requires this Court to draw all inferences
in favor of Highland.

133 Idaho at 339, 986 P.2d at 1005.
In the instant case, at the time TitleOne executed the Reconveyance, it was operating on
the belief that the statutory forced reconveyance process had been satisfied and that EEF had
been paid in full on the underlying note (i.e. its economic expectancy with respect to the
Property):
BY MR. TRIBBLE: Q. Okay. What is this document?
BY HEIDI HOWSDEN. A. This is a reconveyance of trust deed.
Q. Okay. About two-thirds of the way down, right above where it says
"Heidi Emery - Authorized Signer," is that your signature on that line?
A. Yes, it is.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, would you have signed this on
or around January 25th, 2010?
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you know if this document was signed as part of your job
duties at TitleOne?
A. Yes.
Q. Was it signed as part of your job duties?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. It's got three numbers there, 1, 2 and 3. It says: "The
undersigned title insurer/ title agent hereby certifies as follows." And it
says: "1. The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or
received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full of the obligation
secured by said Deed of Trust"; is that what it says?
A. Yes.
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to believe that that
statement is incorrect?
A. Are you speaking specifically to this reconveyance?
Q. Yes.
A. No.
Q. Okay. On Number 2, where it says "Not less than thirty (30) days
following the payment in full of said Trust Deed, the undersigned hand
delivered or mailed by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the
record beneficiary or a servicer for the record beneficiary under said Trust
Deed at its record address a notice as required in section 45-1203(1),
Idaho Code"; is that what it says?
·
A. Yes.

Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to believe that this
statement is incorrect?
A. Okay. Let's back up. Because you're asking me as I sit here today. So
with knowledge of what I have today of this particular reconveyance,
that's where you're asking these questions, not what I knew in 2010.

Q. Yes. I'll ask you that one later, if you don't feel confident today. I'm
just asking about right now. Do you have any reason to believe that that's
incorrect?
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MR. DVORAK: Other than the existence of the lawsuit and this
deposition, Counsel?
THE WITNESS: Yes. So, back to Number 1 and now Number 2, as I sit
here today, I have reason to question whether Post Closing fulfilled the
processes necessary to create this reconveyance of trust deed.
BY MR. TRIBBLE: Q. Whether Post Closing did?
A. Correct.
Q. So at the time you signed this document, did you have any reason to
believe that Number 1 or Number 2 were incorrect?
A. Not at that time.
Q. Okay. And Number 3, it says: "In excess of sixty (60) days elapsed
after the mailing of said notice and no objection to said reconveyance has
been received by the undersigned"; is that what it says on Number 3?
A. Yes.
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to believe that that
statement is incorrect?
A. As I sit here today, I have reason to question whether Post Closing
complied with that at that time.
Q. Okay. But at the time when you signed this in 2010, did you have
reason back then to believe that it was incorrect?
A. No.

***
BY MR. TRIBBLE: Q. Okay. So in this document, it says: "Title
insurer/title agent has fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of
payment in full." Are you personally aware of any evidence of
payment in full that was provided to PCD?
A. No, I'm not.

Q. Okay. Did you assume at the time of signing this document that PCD
had been provided with such evidence?
A. Yes.
Q. And would the same go for Number 2 and Number 3?
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A. My understanding was that Post Closing would have caused Number 2
and Number 3 to occur.

***
Q. Okay. At the time when you signed this, did you have any reason to
believe that PCD did not do their job as advertised?
A. No.
Q. How about today?

***
THE WITNESS: I believed that Post Closing had done what they were
supposed to do to create the document
BY MR. TRIBBLE: Q. Okay.

A. Or I wouldn't have signed it. 9
Therefore, based on the procedural safeguards specified in the statute, 10 TitleOne was of the
belief, at the time it executed the Reconveyance, that EEF did not have any objection to the
reconveyance of its trust deed. Thus, unlike the circumstances in Highland where the defendants
had "knowledge of facts that would lead a reasonable person to understand that an expectancy
existed," there are no facts in the instant case that would have lead a reasonable person to believe
that EEF still had an economic expectancy in the Property at the time of the Reconveyance.
Based on the notice mechanism set forth in the statute, this belief was reasonable and because
TitleOne was unaware of any facts that EEF still had an alleged expectancy in the Property at the
time it executed the Reconveyance

9

See Reed Affidavit.

10

Before a forced reconveyance can be effected under Idaho Code Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq., a title
insurer must mail notice of intent to reconvey the deed of trust together with the proposed reconveyance document
to the beneficiary via certified mail on the form prescribed in § 45-1203. The title insurer must then wait 60 days to
allow the beneficiary to object to the reconveyance. If the title insurer does not receive any objection, then the title
insurer may record the reconveyance.
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3. TitleOne Did Not Intend the Consequences of its Action.
Even assuming that the "third-party interference" element is satisfied, Plaintiff still
cannot state a claim against TitleOne for tortious interference with prospective economic
advantage because TitleOne's conduct was not intentional. Intent to interfere with a business
relationship is considered the sine qua non of the tortious interference tort. Maltz v. Union
Carbide Chemicals & Plastics Co., Inc., 992 F. Supp. 286 (1998); see also Trans World Airlines,
Inc. v. American Coupon Exch., Inc., 913 F.2d 676, 690 (9th Cir.1990) (in actions for inducing
breach of contract or for intentional interference with economic advantage "it is essential that
plaintiff plead and prove that the defendant intended to induce a breach ... [or performed]
intentional acts ... designed to disrupt the relationship") (citation omitted) (applying California
law); see also W. Page Keeton, et al., Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts§§ 129 & 130, at
983 and 1009 (5th ed.1984) (discussing the fact that liability for both types of tortious
interference hinges on the defendants' purpose in causing the interference and that liability will
be found only where "the reason underlying [defendant's] interference is a purely malevolent
one, and a desire to do harm to the plaintiff for its own sake.").
Comment d to§ 766B of the Restatement (Second of Torts), by reference to §8A of the
Restatement, defines "intent" for purposes of this tort as follows:
The word "intent" is used throughout the Restatement of this Subject to
denote that the actor desires to cause consequences of his act, or that he
believes that the consequences are substantially certain to result from it.
Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 8A (1965). Comment a to Section 8A illustrates the definition
as follows:
"Intent," as it is used in the Restatement of Torts, has reference to the
consequences of an act rather than an act itself. When an actor fires a gun
in the midst of the Mojave Desert, he intends to pull the trigger; but when
the bullet hits a person who is present in the desert without the actor's
knowledge, he does not intend that result. "Intent" is limited, wherever it
is used, to the consequences of the act.
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The Idaho Supreme Court thoroughly addressed the element of ''intent" in Highland Enter., Inc.
v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,340,986 P.2d 996, 1006 (1999). In Highland, an environmental group

was protesting a road building and timber harvesting between the forest service and a private
contractor (Highland Enterprises) by, inter alia, burying people in the road and chaining people
to equipment. Id. at 335, 986 P.2d at 1001. There, the court noted that while the group only
intended to harm the forest service and preserve the area, a necessary consequence of their
actions was that the private contractor constructing the roads would suffer financially. Id. at
340-41, 986 P.2d at 1006-07. Specifically, the Court held:
Testimony and evidence at trial made clear that the purpose of the protest
was to stop the road building. And although at least one defendant,
K.reilick, testified that ''the intention was not to deprive Highland of, you
know, a major portion of their economic activities," he also stated that he
realized the Earth First! activities also affected Highland even though
Highland was not the direct target. It is reasonable to infer from the
evidence of the appellants' conduct presented at trial that the conduct was
substantially certain to interfere with an economic advantage. The
substantially certain aspect of appellants' conduct allows a finding of
intent. Even more, regardless of the assertion that Highland was not the
intended target of their activities and saving the trees was the ultimate
objective, intent can be shown even if the interference is incidental to
the actor's intended purpose and desire, but known to him to be a
necessary consequence of his action. A reasonable conclusion from the
appellants' activities is that even if they intended only to harm the Forest
Service and preserve the Cove/Mallard area, a necessary consequence of
their actions would be that those constructing the roads would suffer
financially.
Id. (emphasis added).
In 2013, the Idaho Supreme Court again specifically addressed the element of intent in

Bank of Commerce v. Jefferson Enterprises, LLC, 154 Idaho 824, 303 P.3d 183 (2013). There, a

borrower alleged that a lender for a development project tortiously interfered with the borrower's
contract with a prior lender by requiring that the borrower pay off the borrower's prior lender as
a condition to the loan transaction so that the lender would have a first position security interest
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in the underlying real property. Id. at 827, 303 P.3d at 186. The court rejected this argument,
finding that the lender's requirement that the borrower pay off the existing indebtedness did not
establish that the bank intended to interfere with the borrower's relationship with his prior
lender. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that the alleged interference "was not an act

of sabotage or mischief as in Highland .... Id. at 833, 303 P .3d at 192. The court further noted
that there was "no indication that either the bank has some nefarious intent to cause injury to
Jefferson [the plaintiff] or to cause its project to fail .... Jefferson has proposed no motive on
the part of the Bank for wishing to cause Jefferson's project to fail .... " Id.
In the instant case, the act at issue was the act of TitleOne executing the Reconveyance.
The consequence of the act was that EEF was deprived of its security interest in the Property
when EEF had not been paid in full under the promissory note that was secured by the EEF Deed
of Trust. However, as explained in comment a to the Restatement above, "intent" for purposes
of this tort is limited to intending the result - to intending the consequence of the act. There is
no evidence in the record, however, that TitleOne intended to release EEF's secured interest in
the Property before EEF had been paid in full. To the contrary, TitleOne believed, at the time it
executed the Reconveyance it did not intend to deprive the Plaintiff of its security interest in the
Property but that it was simply acting consistent with the forced reconveyance process. TitleOne
executed the Reconveyance with the belief that the statutory forced reconveyance process had
been satisfied and that EEF was not objecting to the release of the EEF Deed of Trust.
Moreover, unlike the protestors in Highland where the interference was known to be a
necessary consequence of a deliberate act of sabotage, here the interference, if any, resulted from
an action taken based on TitleOne's believing that it was simply performing the statutory
requirements for forced recoveyance. Even if TitleOne exercised less that due care in coming to
this belief, that does not matter for purposes of proving interference, as that state of mind does
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not amount to a nefarious intent to cause injury to EEF for purposes of proving Tortious
Inteference.
4. TITLEONE DID NOT ACT WITH AN IMPROPER PURPOSE

In addition to proving that TitleOne directed its actions toward a third-party and that
TitleOne intended its action to result in EEF being deprived of its security interest without
having been paid on the underlying debt, Plaintiff must also prove that TitleOne accomplished
the interference by "wrongful means." BECO Const. Co, Inc. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145
Idaho 719, 184 P.3d 844 (2008) (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766A cmt. e (1977)).
Interference may be shown to be wrongful by proof that either: (1) the interferer had an improper
motive to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the means used by the interferer to cause injury to the
prospective advantage were wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation, recognized common law
rule, or an established standard of a trade or profession. Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept.
ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499, 508-09 (2013) (citing Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co.,

129 Idaho 171, 178, 923 P.2d 416,423 (1996).
Section 767 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts enumerates certain factors a court may
consider to determine whether interference is improper. The Restatement provides:
In determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
not, consideration is given to the following factors:
(a)

the nature of the actor's conduct,

(b)

the actor's motive,

(c)

the interests of the other with which the actor's conduct
interferes,

(d)

the interest sought to be advanced by the actor,

(e)

the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the
actor and the contractual interests of the other,
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(f)

the proximity or remoteness of the actor's conduct
to the interference and

(g)

the relations between the parties.

Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 767 (1979), cited in Jensen, 115 Idaho at 1027, 772 P.2d at 234
and Beco, 145 Idaho at 723-24, 184 P.3d at 848-49. With respect to factors (a) and (b), the
Restatement explains:
The relation of the factor of motive to that of the nature of the actor's
conduct is an illustration of the interplay between factors in reaching a
determination of whether the actor's conduct was improper. If the conduct
is independently wrongful-as, for example, if it is illegal because it is in
restraint of trade or if it is tortious toward the third person whose conduct
is influenced-the desire to interfere with the other's contractual relations
may be less essential to a holding that the interference is improper. On the
other hand, if the means used by the actor are innocent or less
blameworthy, the desire to accomplish the interference may be more
essential to a holding that the interference is improper.

Id. at comment d.
Application of these factors in the instant case does not support a finding that TitleOne
used improper means to interfere with any prospective economic advantage of EEF.

The

undisputed evidence in the record establishes that TitleOne contracted its forced reconveyance
services out to PCD and that PCD, consistent with the forced reconveyance statute, sent the
notice of intent to reconvey to Thompson:
BY MR. TRIBBLE: Q. You mentioned a notice of intent that was sent in
this case. I am going to hand you what's been marked Exhibit 3. Is that
that Notice of Intent?
BY AMY COBINE: A.

Yes.

Q. What is the date on the top of that document?
A.

October 12th, 2009.

***
Q. Okay. And would it have been sent in accordance with your practice
by certified mail and return receipt requested?
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A.

Yes.

Q.

To what address was that sent?

A. It appears we sent it Eagle Equity Fund, 2502 North Constance Place,
Eagle, Idaho 83616.
Q. And that is indeed the same address that appears on the top of Exhibit
4, the Deed of Trust?
A.

Yes.

Q. Do your records show if you received any response to that Notice of
Intent, the Exhibit 3?
A.

We do not show a response received.

***
Q. Was your office in the habit of, during 2009, 2010, of sending any
notices of intent in the state of Idaho without sending them certified mail
return receipt requested?
A.

No.

Q. Is the manner in which you found the copy of that document that you
brought, that Exhibit 3, the Notice of Intent, consistent with other records
in your document or consistent with other copies of notices of intent that
have been sent out within the state of Idaho for other matters?
A.

Yes.

***
Q. And in this case, what is -- do you have a record of that being mailed
certified return receipt requested?
A. Our system indicates that's how we sent it. But we are unable at this
time to locate the actual return receipt.
Q. How then is the indication reflected within; is it the work queue that
it's reflected?
A.

Yeah. There is a note that it was sent out that way.

***
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Q. So, in the notation, what exactly does the note say about the certified
mailing of this notice on the recon that we are talking about today?
A.
It says that she produced the notice of intent. And it says that she
produced a certified receipt.

***
Q So, there is two things that the work queue would have tracked in that
situation. You would have tracked if you did not receive anything back?
A.

Correct.

Q.

And you would have tracked if something did come back?

A.

Correct.

Q.

And, so, what does the work queue say about this notice?

A. It says, nothing received.
Q. Nothing received?
A.

Yes.

Q. How long do you wait before you -- well, do you have any evidence
in the work queue that it was -- but when you say nothing received, excuse
me, that means nothing received back?
A. Yeah. At all. Like, we didn't receive -- a lot of times if we send a
notice of intent, return receipt to a lender, sometimes the whole letter will
come back because of they have moved or whatever the case may be.

Q.

Undeliverable?

A. Yeah. That item will come back, and we will scan that item actually
back in with the stamp as undeliverable. So, we didn't receive that back.
We don't show that we received the signed notice, or the little registration,
green card back. We don't show that we received that back.
Q.
Would that have been a part of Paris' process to track those green
cards corning back?
A.
Yes. Well, maybe not her's. She would have been part of that
department. But there would have been other people at that time.
But then, is it part of your process then that as long as you get the
Q.
certified mailing out, it doesn't, you can proceed, is it your understanding,
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with a full reconveyance, regardless of whether you get a signature back
on the green card?
A.
Correct. Unless we receive it as undeliverable. We want to make
sure if -- we want to make sure a letter was received by someone. But we
have just learned in the past that the US Post Office doesn't always send
back those green cards. 11
Notably, Mr. Thompson admitted during his deposition that the address where PCD sent the
notice of intent to reconvey is the correct address. 12 Mr. Thompson, however, denies having
received his title policy and the original deed of trust at that address (which were delivered
following closing of the underlying transaction) and the notice of intent to reconvey, 13 yet he
attached copies of the transmittal letter (12/1/2006) for the title policy and the policy to his
Complaint that was filed in this matter.
While it later became known to TitleOne the note secured by the EEF Deed of Trust had
not been paid, the undisputed evidence in the record establishes that TitleOne was unaware of
that fact when it executed the Reconveyance. Moreover, the actions taken by PCD and TitleOne
were consistent with the forced reconveyance statute, including the sending of notice of intent to
reconvey to Mr. Thompson. There is absolutely no evidence in the record that TitleOne's act of
executing the Reconveyance was taken with a motive to harm EEF. Furthermore, TitleOne did
not have anything to gain from the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust. It did not receive
any compensation for the Reconveyance and did not stand to gain any competitive advantage
from the alleged interference (which for the reasons explained above does not exist because
TitleOne did not induce a third-party to take some action). The weighing of the factors cited
above further supports a conclusion that TitleOne was not acting with an improper purpose.

11

See Reed Affidavit.

12

See Reed Affidavit.

13

See Reed Affidavit.
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Accordingly, Plaintiff has also failed to prove this element of its prima facie case and this claim
should be dismissed.
D. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE SUPPORTING EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL

In the Court's February 28, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order, the Court held that,
unless TitleOne is barred from asserting the statute of limitations as a defense under the doctrine
of equitable estoppel, EEF's cause of action under Idaho Code§ 45-1201 is barred under Idaho
Code § 5-218(1 ). In order to assert equitable estoppel, the plaintiff must establish four elements:
(1) a false representation or concealment of a material fact with actual or
constructive knowledge of the truth; (2) that the party asserting estoppel
did not know or could not discover the truth; (3) that the false
representation or concealment was made with the intent that it be relied
upon; and (4) that the person to whom the representation was made, or
from whom the facts were concealed, relied and acted upon the
representation or concealment to his prejudice.
Ferro v. Society of Saint Pius X, 143 Idaho 538, 540, 149 P.3d 813, 815 (2006) (quoting J.R.
Simplot Co. v. Chemetics Int'/, Inc., 126 Idaho 532, 534, 887 P.2d 1039, 1041 (1994)). There is

no evidence in the record suggesting that TitleOne made a false representation or concealed a
material fact to dissuade or otherwise lull EEF from filing its action during the three year
statutory period. Indeed, Thompson of EEF filed an affidavit indicating he only became aware
of TitleOne's reconveyance in March 2013. 14

Absent evidence that TitleOne made a false

representation or concealed a material fact, equitable estoppel does not preclude assertion of the
statute of limitations as a defense and, pursuant to the Court's February Decision, Plaintiffs
claim under Idaho Code§ 45-1201 et seq. is time-barred and should be dismissed.
E. THERE Is No EVIDENCE THAT EEF WAS DAMAGED BY THE FORCED RECONVEYANCE

Alternatively, even if the Court finds (1) there are issues of fact regarding Plaintiffs
tortious interference claim and/or (2) that Plaintiffs claim under§ 45-1201 is not barred by the
14 January 16, 2014 Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Response to TitleOne's Motion for Summary
Judgment at para. 6.
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statute of limitations, these claims nevertheless fail because there is no evidence that EEF
suffered any damages as a result of the Reconveyance. Courts routinely address damages as a
matter of law when the facts are undisputed and the court must determine how the law treats
those facts. See, e.g., Paulson v. State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co., 867 F. Supp. 911, 918 (Cal.
Dist. Ct. 1994); Romstadt v. Allstate Ins. Co., 59 F.3d 608,616 (6th Cir. 1995); Northern Illinois
Emergency Physicians et al. v. Landau, Omahana & Kopka, Ltd., 837 N.E.2d 99, 101 (Ill. 2005);
Mackie v. McKenzie, 900 S.W.2d 445, 451(Tex. Ct. App. 1995); Charter National BankHouston v. Stevens, 781 S.W.2d 368,369 (Tex. Ct. App. 1989).

In cases involving the loss of a security interest, like the instant case, the measure of
damage is the fair market of the real property as of the date of conversion less prior liens and
taxes but no more than the amount due the note. See Stephans v. Herman, 225 Cal. App. 2d 671
(Cal. D. Ct. App. 1964) (emphasis added) (applying foregoing formula where title company's
negligence had resulted in a deed of trust being wrongfully reconveyed); Howe v. City Title Ins.
Co., 255 Cal. App.2d 85, 87 (1967) (rejecting argument that face value of note fixed the amount

of damages in a case where title company's failure to record a notice of default and sale of trust
deed deprived junior lienholder of an opportunity to cure the default and holding that Stephens
formula was proper measure of damages.); Rooz v. Kimmel, 55 Cal. App.4th 573, 593 (Cal. D.
Ct. App. 1997) (applying Stephens formula and finding that judgment against title company for
failure to timely record deed of trust which should have been in second position (but was
recorded in fourth position) was equal to the fair market value of the property at the time of the
loss minus the amount due on the prior recorded deeds of trust). Each of these cases basically
treated the claim against the title company as a substitute for the security that was lost.
In order to be entitled to damages under the Stephens rule, EEF will have to prove that
there was enough value in the Property at the time of the Reconveyance in 2010 after deducting
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the amount owed under the first position RBC Deed of Trust at that time. To date, the only
evidence of value is that proffered by RBC in support of its earlier filed (and now decided)
motion for summary judgment. The evidence introduced in the record by RBC shows that, in
May of 2012, approximately two years after the Reconveyance, RBC approved of a short sale of
the Property from Galiano to DAS Investments for $773,559.22. At the time of the short sale,
Galiano owed RBC $3,260,656.14. Thus, if the Reconveyance had occurred in 2012, and the
short sale price of $773,559.22 roughly approximated the fair market value of the Property,
EEF's security interest, after deducting the amount RBC was owed under its note, would have
been worthless.
To meet its burden that EEF's secured position in the Property had sufficient value in
February 2010 over and above what is owed to RBC, EEF must come forward with something
more than speculation or conjecture to support its argument.

The Idaho Supreme Court

addressed a plaintiff's burden in opposing a motion for summary judgment on damages in Brown
v. Matthews Mortuary, Inc., 118 Idaho 830, 801 P.2d 37 (1990). In Brown, the plaintiffs' sought

damages for alleged outrageous conduct against a crematorium after the crematorium lost the
remains of a family member. 118 Idaho at 839, 801 P.2d at 46. After the plaintiffs failed to file
anything in opposition to defendants' motions for summary judgment on the issue of alleged
outrageous conduct, the trial court granted defendants' motions for summary judgment as to
punitive damages. 118 Idaho at 840, 801 P.2d at 47.
In upholding the trial court's decision, the Idaho Supreme Court noted:
The case law and the Rules of Civil Procedure clearly require more than
reliance on the allegations contained in the pleadings to withstand granting
of summary judgment on this issue. Rule 56(e) expressly states:
[W]hen a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of his pleadings, but response, by affidavits or
as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts
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•

showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If he does not so
respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against
him. (Emphasis added.)

Id. at 839, 801. P .2d at 46. 15
Accordingly, in order to withstand TitleOne's motion for summary judgment with respect
to damages, EEF must come forward with some evidence establishing a genuine issue of
material fact. If EEF fails to come forward with any such evidence and continues to rely on the
mere allegations in its pleadings, summary judgment should be entered in TitleOne' s favor.
IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, TitleOne respectfully requests that the Court grant TitleOne's
Motion to for Summary Judgment be granted on all counts remaining against TitleOne.
DATED this 1st day of July, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Angela M. Reed

15

See also Thomas Helicopters, Inc. v. San Tan Ranches, 102 Idaho 567, 633 P.2d 1145 (1981) (upholding
a directed verdict in favor of defendant and finding as a matter of law that there was no substantial evidence that
plaintiff could prove damages with any degree of reasonable certainty).
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Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
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Michael T. Spink
Chad W. Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.0. Box 1308
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Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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Overnight Courier
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26

27
28

Aaron J. Tribble, first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify.
2. I am an attorney for Eagle Law Center LLC representing the Plaintiff Eagle Equity
FundLLC.
3. As part of my duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I issued a subpoena to TitleOne
requesting all emails to and from Heidi Emery for the years 2009 and 2010. No
emails referencing the Eagle Equity Fund reconveyance were produced by TitleOne in
response to this subpoena.
4. As part of my duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I obtained from the Ada County
Recorders Office a copy of the full recoveyance of the EEF deed of trust filed in
February 2010. A true and correct copy of this instrument is attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit A.
5. While at the Ada County Recorders Office, I did a record search for the EEF deed of
trust, instrument number 106181859. My search revealed the Grantor and Grantee of
the instrument, date and time of recording, and all of the instruments that make
reference to the EEF deed of trust. I printed the results of this search. A true and
correct copy of that printout is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit B.
6. While searching the Ada County Recorders website, I did a record search for the EEF
deed of trust, instrument number 106181859. My search revealed the Grantor and
Grantee of the instrument, date and time of recording, and all of the instruments that
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make reference to the EEF deed of trust. I printed the results of this search. A true

2

and correct copy of that printout is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit C.

3

7. To the best of my knowledge and understanding, the Ada County recording system is

4

based on the names of the Grantor and Grantee, and searches are done based on those

5

names as well as based on instrument numbers. Instruments in the system may

6

reference other instruments and searches can be made through these references.

7

8. As part ofmy duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I took the deposition of Heidi

8

Howsden, flea Heidi Emery, on April 16, 2014. A true and correct copy of the

9

deposition transcript is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit D.

10

9. As part of my duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I took the deposition of Vicki White,

11

Vice President ofTitleOne, on July 3, 2014. A true and correct copy of the deposition

12

transcript is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit E.

13

10. As part of my duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I took the IRCP 30(b)(6) Qeposition

14

ofTitleOne Corporation on July 3, 2014. Cameron McFadden, general counsel for

15

TitleOne was deposed on behalf of TitleOne. A true and correct copy of the

16

deposition transcript is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit F.

17

11. As part of my duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I attended the deposition of Amy

18

Cobine on February 28, 2014. A true and correct copy of the deposition transcript is

19

attached to this affidavit as Exhibit G.

20

12. I have calculated the amount of profit DAS made from the Galiano transaction using

21

the information in Exhibits Hand J. They sold their parcels to Corey Barton for a

22

combined total of $1.13 million. They purchased the property for $860k. This means

23

DAS made a profit of $270k minus costs and transaction fees.

24

13. As part of discovery in this case, I obtained a copy of the purchase/sale agreement

25

between Galiano LLC and EAMI LLC who is a shell company managed by Tim Eck,

26

the manager of DAS. EAMI LLC subsequently transferred the property to DAS. A

27

true and correct copy of this purchase/sale agreement is attached to this affidavit as

28

ExhibitH.
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1

14. As part of discovery in this case, I obtained a copies of the purchase/sale agreement

2

sbetween DAS LLC and Corey Barton Homes Inc. True and correct copies of these

3

purchase/sale agreements are attached to this affidavit as Exhibit J.

4

15. In response to the subpoena sent to TitleOne in January 2014, TitleOne produced a

5

letter from PCD sent to Heidi Emery and the TitleOne staff. This letter states that

6

PCD will be providing monthly invoicing and reporting of their activities. Amy

7

Cobine gives further explanation of this in her deposition. A true and correct copy of

8

this letter from PCD is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit K.

9
10

11
12

13

DATED This

&,fl, day of August, 2014.
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2
3
4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

5
6

7

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

f?1l

day o f ~ 2014, I caused a true and

8

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

9

addressed to the following:

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

!1

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
F acsirmle

Fax: 208-388-1300
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

H

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

n

'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21

22
23

By: _

__,h..___,__,.-~-r.~-~-~---"Aaron J. Tribble

24

Attorney for Plaintiffs
25

26
27
28
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ADA COUNTY RECOR.DER J. DAVID NAVARRO
SOJSE JOAHO 02/11/10 11:27 AM
OfPUTY Sonnie Oberblllig

After Recording Return To:
The Post Closing Department/ North Idaho
355 W Mesquite Blvd D-30-113

Ill llllllllllllllHl/lllllllf
lllll Ill
110012858

RECORDED-REQUEST OF

f!econveyame Inc.

Mesquite NV &9027

AMOUNT 3.00

J

·I

RECONVEYANCEOFTRUSTDEED
Reference #:

TitleOne Coiporation, a Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State of
Idaho does hereby, pursuant to Chapter 27, Title 41, Idaho Code, reconvey without warranty, to the person or
persons legally entitled thereto, the following trust property covered by a Trust Deed naming Galiano, LLC, an

Idaho Limited Liability Company, as truster, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company

Jas beneficiary, which was recorded on November 17, 2006 in Book

~d Page

, as Instrument No.

106181859 in Ada County, Idaho. Property as described in said Deed of Trust
The undersigned title insurer/ title agent herby certifies as follows:
1. The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full
of the obligation secured by said Trust Deed.
2. Not less than thirty (30) days following the payment in full of said Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered
or mailed by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the record beneficiary or a servicer for the record
beneficiary under said Trust Deed at its record address a notice as required in section 45-1203(1), Idaho Code.
3. In excess of sixty (60) days elapsed after the mailing of said notice and no objection to said reconveyance has
been received by the undersigned.

The corporate name subscribed by it's A.V.P is pursuant to a resolution authorizing the execution oftllis
reconveyance duly adopted by its Board of Directors.
Title One
Dated:

;jm/;IJ

B~
y : ~ ~ - ·; .
Heidi Emery -Auoriiesi

State ofldaho, County of

A-c'4

' I

, ss.

On this 2 ~ day of ~..... try in the year of 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personaUy appeared Heldi Emery known or identified to me to be the authorized signer of the
corporation that executed the instrument or the person(s) who executed the instrument on behalf of said

& ~ s u c h , m p o r a l i o n e=utod th•""''·

~

Notary Public:
Residing at:

e{,,,

l

m1

My Commission Expires:

,p;)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC , an Idaho limited)
liability company ,
)
)

I
I
I
I
I

itl eOne

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)Case No.
)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
)
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
)
aka Transnation Title & Escrow , Inc.),
)
a Delaware corporation , ALLIANCE TITLE
)
& ESCROW CORP . , a Delaware corporation,
)
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
)
PNC Bank) , a North Carolina corporation, )
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
)
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
)
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,)
LLC, an Idaho company, COREY BARTON
)
HOMES, INC. , an Idaho corporation,
)
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability)
company , EDWARD J. MASON , an individual, )
and JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals
)
and/or companies,
)
)

Defendants .

)

______________________ )

.
C

DEPOSITION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN

ft
:;ii;

April 16 , 2014

ffl

,a
)>
(./')

(./')

0

n

REPORTED BY:

)>
'-l

CHR I STI NE E . RHODES, CA CSR NO. 9887 ,
ID CSR NO . 991

m

(./')

EXHIBIT
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DEPOSITION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN, taken at the

1

instance of the Plaintiff, at Eagle Law Center, LLC,
1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200, in the City of
Eagle, State of Idaho, corrunencing at 9:40 a.m., on
April 16, 2014, before Christine E. Rhodes, CSR, a

i!

6

Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, pursuant to

7

Notice, and in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil

8

Procedure.

"

9

11

16

117
I 18
19
I 20
I 21
22
I 23
I 24
I 25
I

A P P E A R A N C E S
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
208-938-9500
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
FOR THE DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION:
Thomas E. Dvorak, Esq.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
208-388-1200
ted@givenspursley.com
Cameron Mcfadden, Esq.
TITLEONE CORPORATION
1101 River Street, Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83702
Tucker & Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704
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1

APPEAR AN Ct S

CONT IN OED:

2
3

FOR THE DEFENDANTS FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY AND
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY:

4
5

6
7
8

9

10

11

Erin M. Stines, Esq.
(Present vt~ telephone)
FIDELil'Y N.1.\T]:ONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th AveI1ue, Suite 620
Seattlij, Wiihington 98101
206-223~4525
FOR THE DEFENDANT ALLIANCE TITLE

&

I
I.

I

I

ESCROW CORP.:

Richard W. Mollerup, Esq.
and
Chad M. Nicholson, Esq.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 West: Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, tdaho 83702

12

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~

FOR THE DEFENDANT RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.:
13
14
15
16

David M. Penny, Esq.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suit~ 790
P.O. BoK 9518
Boise, ldaho 83707-9518
dpenny@cosholaw.com

17
18
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19
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1 lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF IBE FOURIB JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

1

2
3
4

6

)
)

)Case No.
)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE )
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, )
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), )
a Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE Tl1LE )
& ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, )
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Banlc, aka )
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation, )
CfllCAGO TI'ILE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(tka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a )
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,)
LLC, an Idaho company, COREY BARTON )
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
)
GALIANO, LLC, an Idpho limited liability )
company, EDWARD J. MASON. an individual, )
and JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown individuals )
and/or companies,
)
vs.

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17

9

11

12
13
APPEARANCES
14 FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
15
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
16

17

FOR THE DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION:
19
20

Defendants.

21
22

DEPOSITION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN
April 16, 2014

Thomas E. Dvorak, Esq.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
60 I West Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
208-388-1200
ted@givenspursley.com

23
24

24
25

EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
119 l Eim Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle,ldaho 83616
208-938-9500
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

18

l

21
22
23

DEPOSlTION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN, taken at the

10

18
19

20

Page 2

3 1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200, in the City of
4 Eagle, State ofldaho, commencing at 9:40 a.m., on
5 April 16, 2014, before Christine E. Rhodes, CSR, a
6 Notary Public in and for the State ofJdaho, pursuant to
7 Notice, and in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil
8 Procedure.

}

Plaintiff,

Heidi Howsden

2 instance of the Plaintiff, at Eagle Law Center, LLC,

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited l
liability company,
)

5

--,

REPORTED BY: CHRJSTINE E. RHODES, CA CSR NO. 9887,
ID CSR NO. 991

25

Cameron Mcfadden, Esq.
TITLEONE CORPORATION
I IO I River Street, Suite 20 I
Boise, Idaho 83702
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1

2
3 FOR THE DEFENDANTS FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY AND

2
3

INDEX
WITNESS

CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY:

PAGE:

4

4

Erin M. Stines, Esq.
5

(Present via telephone)

6

FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101

HEIDI HOWSDEN
5

Examination By Mr. Tribble..................... 6
6

Examination By Mr. Nicholson................... 61

7
206-223-4525
8 FOR THE DEFENDANT ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.:
9
Richard W. Mollerup, Esq.

10

11

7

Examination By Mr. Mollerup.................... 64
8

and
Chad M. Nicholson, Esq.
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702

Further Examination By Mr. Tribble............. 65
9
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David M. Penny, Esq.
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800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
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2
3

Wednesday, April 16, 2014, 9:40 a.m.

l
EXAMINATION
2 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
3
Q. Okay. I just want to talk a little bit about

4

HEIDI HOWSDEN,
produced as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiff, having
been first duly sworn by the Court Reporter, was examined
and testified as follows:

5 anything.
6
So, you know, if you need a break, let us know.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. The time is about 9:40 on
Wednesday, April 16th. We're running a little bit behind.
But this is the time and place set for the deposition of
Heidi Emery.
My name is Aaron Tribble and I'm counsel for
Eagle Equity Fund. And present today we have Erin Stines,
counsel for Fidelity. She's on the telephone.
And I guess why don't we go around the room and
start over.
MR. NICHOLSON: Chad Nicholson on behalfof
DAS Investments.
MR. MOLLERUP: Richard Mollerup representing
Alliance Title.
MR. PENNY: Dave Penny on behalf of RBC.
MR. MCFADDEN: Cameron Mcfadden with
TitleOne Corporation.
MR. DVORAK: Tom Dvorak on behalfofTitleOne.

Page

A. Similar to what you just said, you know, that I'm

14 entitled to ask for a break. It was basically giving

7

A. Okay.

8

Q. If it starts getting too hot in here or whatever,

9

I mean, let me know. I can turn on the air conditioner or

10 whatever. We're not trying to, you know, do any water

11 boarding or anything with this. So, if you need a break,
12 you know, bathroom is out there. We've got coffee, tea,
13 water, any of that kind of stuff you might need.
14
This is under oath. So, you'll need to give, you
15 know, as accurate and truthful information as you can.
16
If you don't understand any of my questions,
1 7 please let me know; is that okay?
18
A. Okay.
19
Q. All right. If you give me an answer to a
20 question, it means that you understand the question; is
21 that okay?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Okay. Or I'll assume that you understand it.
24
If you don't know an answer for sure, please let
25 meknow.

Page 8

7

1
Otherwise, you know, I'll assume that you do know
2 the answer; okay?
3
A. Okay.
4
Q. Okay. Well, let's begin.
5
Have you ever been deposed before?
6
A. No.
7
Q. How did you prepare for the deposition today?
8
A. I watched a video that was given to me by
9 Cameron.
10
Q. Okay. What did the video talk about?
11
A. The video explained the process of being deposed.
12
Q. Okay. What sorts of stuff?

13

4 ground rules of this. This isn't meant to be an ordeal or

1 not to discuss any conversations with counsel because of
2 the attorney-client and work-product privileges and
3 doctrine.
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

15 examples of people being deposed and the process how

14
15

16 questions are asked.
17
Q. Okay. Did you talk to anyone ahead of time?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. Who did you talk to about it?
20
A. Cameron and Tom.
21
Q. And was it basically the same subject matter?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Okay. Any other types of subject matter or was
24 that it?
25
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to instruct this witness

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

16

MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
Q. Oh, I've got to back up there. I should have had
that at the top there.
lfwe could start by having you spell your last
name and state your full name for the record?
A. My name is Heidi Howsden, H-e-i-d-i, Howsden is
H-o-w-s-d-e-n, formerly Heidi Emery.
Q. Okay.
A. E-m-e-r-y.
Q. Okay. Heidi, where do you work?
A. TitleOne Corporation.
Q. Okay. How long have you worked there?
A. This is my ninth year. Since January of 2006.
Q. Okay. And what are your current job duties at
TitleOne?
A. I am currently an advisory title officer. And my
duties are title officer, responsibilities of reviewing
files, answering questions that clients have and I also
work closely with Cameron in our claims area.
Q. Okay.
A. lnhouse underwriting.
Q. Is that the job you've always had at TitleOne?
2

Tucker

&

(Pages 5 to 8)

Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704
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Page 10

1

A. No.

1 BY MR. TR18BLE:

2

Q. Okay. What other jobs have you had at TitleOne?

2

3

A. When I started in 2006, I was a title officer.
And then I became the department team leader. I did that
for a couple of years. And now I am back in the position
of title officer now as an advisory title officer.
Q. Okay. Now you said when you began in 2006 you
were a title officer.
How long did you have that position for?
A. I don't know the exact days, but about a couple
of years before I became the team leader.
Q. Okay. So maybe let's say somewhere around 2008
you became a department team leader?
A. J don't know the exact date or year, but
approximately a couple of years.
Q. Okay. And then you were department team leader
until you were moved to advisory title officer; is that
right?
A. I wasn't moved. I chose to change to advisory
title officer, correct.
Q. Okay. When did that move occur?
A. I don't recall the exact date.
Q. Like maybe within a year; can you estimate?
MR. DVORAK: Instruct the witness not to
speculate.

A. For our company, the designation as an advisory
11 title officer is a higher level position than a title
12 officer.
13
Q. Okay. I guess maybe I need to back up a little
14 bit.
15
What are the duties ofa title officer?
16
A. They include -- they can include examining real
1 7 property, preparing documentation to present to customers
18 in the form of a title commitment and answering questions
19 when clients contact us regarding that particular piece of
2 O property.
21
MR. DVORAK: AndCounsel, lwasn'tclearbyyour
22 question, but I take it you're asking about the duties of
2 3 a title officer within TitleOne.
24
MR TRIBBLE: Oh, yes.
25
Q. Any of these questions are going to concern your

Page 11

Page 12

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24
25

5 know the exact year.
6
Q. Okay. So you said you were a title officer and
7 then advisory title officer.
8
What would be the difference between those two
9 positions?

10

1 position at TitleOne.

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23

24
25

Q. I mean, I'm just looking for your best guess, you

3 know, estimate.
4
A. Right. It's been a couple of years. I don't

1

A. Okay.
Q. So, yeah, go ahead and assume that, unless I let
you know otherwise.
A. Okay.
Q. Are there any other duties of a title officer?
A. Yes.
Q. What else would there be?
A. At times speaking with clients directly when they
come into the office regarding a file that we're working
on for them.
Q. Okay.
A. It can also include working with our underwriters
for training in order to do our job better.
Q. Anything else?
A. No.
Q. So then when you moved to advisory title officer,
you said it was more of a step up; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. So are you overseeing other title officers at
that point?
A. I'm not overseeing other title officers.
However, it's more of a position of other title officers
will come and confer with me regarding situations and ask
for my opinion.

Q. Okay. And then as the title officer in 2006, who

2 did you report to?
3
A. At the time, his name was Justin Seaman.
4
Q. And what was his position at the time?

5

A. Title team department leader.

6
Q. And how would you describe his role in relation
7 to you as a title officer?
8
A. He oversaw the title department. And I was a
9 team member of the title department.

10

Q. Okay. Would he assign you tasks?

11

A. Yes.

12

Q. Were there other people at the time that would

13
14
15
16
17
18

assign you tasks or did it all just come from the title
team department leader?
A. The tasks were assigned by the team leader.
Q. Okay. And then when you moved up to advisory
title officer, did you have a similar arrangement as far
as your direction?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Who was your team leader or supervisor at
that point?
A. Justin Seaman.
Q. All right. And as advisory title officer, were
you still getting all of your tasks and direction from
Justin?

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
I

3 (Pages 9 to i2)
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1
A. Primarily, yes. At times, I would get direction
2 from other members of the leadership team at TitleOne.
3
Q. Okay. What other members of the leadership team?
4
A. Mark Tidd, Vicki White or Cameron Mcfadden.
S
Q. So in your position as department team leader,
6 what were your duties there?
7
8
9

1O
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

A. I was a manager of the title team at TitleOne.
Q. So is that basically the same job that Justin was
doing?
A. Correct.
Q. Oh, okay. Just so I'm clear, can you spell
Justin's last name?
A. S-e-a-m-a-n.
Q. Can you try to as accurately as possible describe
your duties at the department team leader?
A. I was responsible for the daily workflow for the
title department and responsible for the team members and
ensuring that they were completing their work timely and
accurately.
Q. Did you still keep any of your old tasks as title
officer?
A. Yes.
Q. As department team leader, who was supervising
your work?
A. Vicki White.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
I

19

20
21
22
23

24
2S

1 Corey Barton as a client?
A. On behalf of TitleOne, yes.
3
Q. Okay. Have any of your job duties ever involved
4 working with anyone at DAS Investments, LLC?

5

A. Yes.

6
Q. Okay. I guess I'll ask the same question then.
7
To the best of your recollection, when did that
8 occur?
9
A. I'm sorry. I don't recall when they became a
10 client ofTitleOne's.

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Okay. Has it been a consistent business?
A. No.
Q. So would you characterize it then as a singular
event?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to instruct the witness
not to speculate.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. I mean, to the best of your recollection, was it
just a single job that you did for DAS?
A. I don't recall. I'm sorry.
Q. Okay. Do you recall what the job was for DAS?
A. I recall that DAS was involved in the Galiano
project, which is a subdivision we worked in, did title
work in.
Q. Okay. Have any of your job duties ever involved

Page 14

Q. And what's her position in TitleOne?
A. At that time, she was the vice president.
Q. Okay. Do you recall about how long you were a

department team leader?
A. I don't recall exactly how long. It was a couple
ofyears.
Q. Okay. Have any of your job duties at TitleOne
ever involved working with anybody at Corey Barton Homes,
Inc.?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall about when that occurred?
A. I've worked consistently since I started with one
member or another of the Corey Barton team.
Q. What type of work were you doing for them?
A. As a title officer, I was preparing and
presenting title commitments. And I would answer
questions that they had specific to each individual file.
Q. Okay. So is it fair to say then that it's pretty
much an ongoing business then?
A. Yes.
Q. Does that still go on to this day?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So you've had three different positions,
title officer, team leader, advisory title officer.
In each of those positions, were you servicing

Page 16

Page 15

2

Heidi Howsden

1 working with anybody at RBC or an entity with a name
2 containing RBC?

3

A. I don't recall that my duties included that.

4
Q. Okay. Have any of your job duties ever involved
5 working with anybody at Galiano, LLC?

6

A. Yes.

7
Q. Do you recall the nature of those transactions?
8
A. Again, in conjunction with the Galiano
9 subdivision project.

10
Q. Okay. Doyoueverrecallanyofyourjob
11 duties being involved with a man named Edward Mason?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. And what was your job duty there?
14
A. Edward Mason is a local builder that TitleOne
15 insures real property for.
16

Q. Okay. Were you working with him in connection

17 with the Galiano?
18
A. Are you asking at the time -19
Q. Yeah.
20
A. What timeframe are you inquiring?
21
Q. Like 2006 to 2010.
22
A. I don't recall that I was working with him during
23 that timeframe.
24
Q. Okay.

25

A. On the Galiano project.
4 (Pages 13 to 16)
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been

1
Q. Okay. So it may have
after 2010; would that
2 be faifto say?
3
A. 1don't recall.
4
Q. Okay~ Well, let's back up a little bit and talk
5 abQutyoureducational background.
6
Why don't we just start with high school and work
7 our way on up.
8
A. Okay. High school education was at Twin Falls

9 High School in Twin Falls, Idaho. And then I attended CSI
1 O for a brief period of time. And then I 111oved tQ the Sun
11
started in the titilimd
business
12 and lelitrlecf
title insurance business by working in it.

Yalleyarea>and
the

escrow

13 And I've CQr!tinued to have ongoing edi.Jc:atic;,n through our
14 underwriters since that time.
15
Q. And then from the Sun Valley jc;,b yoti came here?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Okay. Tell me a little bit about CSI.
18
Did you earn a degree there?
19
A. No.
2O
Q. How long did you attend?
21
A. Offanc:i on for about a year.
22
Q. Okay. And then you went straight from there to
2 3. wc,rking at
Sun Valley title company?
24
A. No. I had a few other jobs in between for a
25 couple ofyears.

the

"'I

I

Heidi Howsden
Page 18

Okay. Anything related to title?
A. No.
·..
Q. De;, you recall the
of the title company in
3
4 Sun Valley?
5
A. Y~s.
6
Q. What was it?
7
A. Sawtooth Title, which was bought out by
8 AmeriTitle.
9
Q. What was your position at Sawtooth Title?
10
A. I started as a typist and was a receptionist at
11 one time, recorder at another time, spent little bit of
12 ti111~ iri ~ow, became a title officer and eventually was
13 a title manager.
14 . Q. So is it fair to say your highest degree that
15 youive>achieved would be a high school degree from
16 Twin Falls?
17
A. Correct.
18
Q. Okay. Do you know what a forced i'econveyance is?
19
A. Yes.
2O
Q. Can you explain it?
21
MR, DVORAK: Object to the extent it calls for a
22 legal CQr!Clµsion. She can answer to her understanding.
23 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
24
Q. Yeah. I'll just go ahead ai)d .rephrase the
25 question.
1
2

Q.

name

a

Page 19

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

i. e

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

A. Okay.
Q. Can you give me your best understanding of what a
forced reconveyance is?
A. My understanding is that it's a process that a
trustee can reconvey a deed of trust even if they are not
the trustee e>n the deed of trust by going t~ugh a
notitication process following Idaho Code 811d effectuate
the end result of a reconveyance a deed of reconveyance.
Q. Okay. So it's your understanding then that there
are laws in Idaho that govern the forced reconveyances?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you have any more specific
understanding of the laws in Idah<> as far as the
required ~ I guess do you have any understanding of any
specific requirements in the Idaho Code for a forced
reconveyance?
MR. DVORAK: Today or a particular time?
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Well, let's just start right now.
As we sit here today, are you aware of what the
specific requirements are in the Idaho Code for forced
reconveyance?
A. I am aware that there are specific guidelines.
And as I sit today; I'm not in a position to exactly
repeat what all ofthose~toyou.

Page 20
1
Q. Okay. Would it be fair to say that there is a
2 requirement that the underlying debt obligation be

3 satisfiecl before a forced reconveyance can occur?
4
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object. It misstates
5 what the law is. Secondly, it calls for a legal
6 conclusion.
7
She can answer as to the best of her
8 understanding, but I instruct her not to speculate.
9 BYMR. TRIBBLE:
10
Q. Okay. To the best of your understanding, is
11 there a requirement of that sort?
12
A. I don't recall.
13
Q. Oka,y. ls there a notice requirement, to the best
14 of your understanding?
15
MR. DVORAK: Same objectie>n.
16
THE WITNESS: I believe there is a notification
1 7 requirement.
18 BY MR. TRIBBLE:

19
Q. Okay. To the best of your understanding, can you
2 O try to describe for me what that is?
21
22

A. No~ at this time, l can't.
Q. And why is that; are you just --

23

A. l just don't recall what the specifics are and I

24 don't want to guess;
25
Q. Okay.· Thatis fair; But you do understand though
5
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Page 21
1 that there are laws in Idaho that set out a process for
2 the forced reconveyance?
3
A. Correct.
4
Q. Was that your same understanding back in 2006
5

1
2

3 forced reconveyances?
4
MR. DVORAK: This witness is here in her
5 individual capacity. She can testify to her personal
6 knowledge, not as to company policy.

when you were hired on as a title officer at TitleOne?

6
A. I don't recall what my understanding was in 2006.
7 I don't recall if I understood the forced reconveyance
8 process and I don't recall if the forced reconveyance
9 process was even in effect at that time.
10
Q. Okay. Would it be fair to say that in order for
11

7 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
8
Q. Okay. I'mjust asking for your personal
9 knowledge.
10
Do you have any or are you aware of any procedure
11 that title one has for forced reconveyance?

you to do any job involving a forced reconveyance that you

12
13

12 would have had to have knowledge of those laws?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. Okay. When was the first time you did a forced
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

A. Yes, that would be correct.
Q. Okay. Does TitleOne have a process for doing

14

A. Yes.
Q. Well, let's talk about that.

lfyou could, describe the process for me to the

15 best of your knowledge.

reconveyance?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. To the best of your recollection, did you
do any forced reconveyances at the Sawtooth Title Company?
A. I did not
Q. So your first forced reconveyance would have been
done sometime during your tenure at TitleOne; right?
A. When you asked, my first forced reconveyance or
the first time I knew about a forced reconveyance?
I'm not sure what you're asking.
Q. Yeah. The firsttime you participated in one.

16
MR. DVORAK: Today?
1 7 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
18
Q. Today, yes.
19
A. I'm not involved in that process today. I'm just
20 aware that TitleOne has a department and a process in
21 place.
22
Q. Okay. Do you have any understanding today as to

23 what that process is?
24
A. Minimal understanding, because l'm not in that
2 5 department.
l

Page 23
1

Q. Okay. Why don't you just tell me what you know.

2

A. I will send requests for reconveyances to that
department and they process them.
Q. ls that basically it then?
A. Uh-huh. That's my only involvement at this
point.
Q. Okay. Have you ever been involved in a more
intimate level with the reconveyance process while you
were at TitleOne?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Did it require you to have a better
understanding of the process at TitleOne?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you have any recollection of what that process
was?
A. What timefrarne are you asking?
Q. Right around, let's say, tum of the decade. So
beginning of2010, four years ago.
A. In 2010, I don't recall what our exact process
was in 2010.
Q. Do you have any understanding at all or
recollection?
A. We were processing reconveyances.
Q. Okay. Do you know ifTitleOne required you to
have documentary proof of satisfaction of the ol,ligation

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

!

Page 24
1 prior to signing a forced reconveyance?
2
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form of
3 the question, vague and ambiguous.
4

5
6
7

BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. If you understand the question, you can answer.

A. Can you repeat the question?
Q. To the best of your knowledge, do you know if

8 TitleOne required .you to have documentary proof of
9 satisfaction of the underlying obligation prior to signing
10 a forced reconveyance?
11
A. I don't recall.

12
Q. To the best of your knowledge, did TitleOne
13 require you to have any documentary proof of the service
14 of the statutory notice upon the beneficiary prior to
15 signing a forced reconveyance?
16
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
17 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
18
Q. You can answer if you know.
19
A. I don't recall at that time.
20
Q. Okay. Do you know what type of document gets
21 created as a result of a forced reconveyance?
22
A. A deed ofreconveyance.
23
Q. Do you know what the document will typically say
24 on it?
25
A, I don't know the exact words on it. I don't have

6 (Pages 21 to 24)
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THE WITNESS: My understanding is that the
document states that the trustee is acting in their
capacity to release the deed of trust from the public
records.
BYMR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Anything else?
A. No.
Q. Was it ever your job to sign those documents?
A. Yes.
Q. About how many of those do you think you signed
in your tenure with TitleOne?
A. It would be a guess. I don't have any idea how
many I signed.
Q. Okay. Before you would sign a document like
that, do you check to see that all the information on the
document is correct?
A. Do I now or did I at the time?
Q. At the time.
A. What timeframe?
Q. Beginning of2010 or end of 2009. I guess

Page 27

Page 28

If you're signing a document that says the sky is
blue, do you look outside and make sure that the sky is
blue or do you just sign the document?
I just want to know if you are actually reading
what it is that you're signing and making sure that it's
correct before you but your signature on it. That's what
I'm asking.
MR. DVORAK: lf she's reading it or is she
checking from an external source, Counsel?
Because I don't think your question is clear.
MR. TRIBBLE: Both. I want to make sure she's
reading this document and checking its veracity that the
contents are true.
THE WITNESS: I read the document, but I did not
review each document-- I was not comparing that document
with other -- every document with the supporting
documentation before .I signed it.
BYMR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Was that always the case at TitleOne?
A. No. I had a process that I would spot check.
So, I did not check every document, because I had a person
doing the process. Another person was responsible for
doing the process. I was responsible for signing the
document.

1
Q. And when did this spot checking start occurring?
2
A. Through the entire time that I was signing
3 reconveyances.
4
Q. Okay. So, let me just make sure I get a good
5 understanding then.
6
So, you personally would be spot checking a
7 certain percentage of the documents; right?
8
A. Not a certain percentage. Just periodically, I
9 would spot check.
10
Q. Okay. So other than your periodic spot checks,
11 you would sign the document if it came to your desk?
12
A. Correct.
13
Q. And then other than that, the only kind of
14 verification that was going on was being done by somebody
15 underneath you; is that right?
16
A. I would have an employee who was responsible for
1 7 processing reconveyances. As I was training that person,
18 I would be checking everything that they did. Then there
19 came a time where I would reach a comfort level with that
20 employee that they were trained in the position. They
21 would process and prepare the reconveyances and give the
22 reconveyance to me to sign. After that, I would
23 periodically spot check to ensure the processes were
24 continuing as trained.
25
MR. DVORAK: I want to be clear on something,

3
MR. DVORAK: Object to the extent it calls for a
4 legal conclusion.
5
She can answer as to personal understanding.

6
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Page 26

1 sometime in the 2009, 20 IO timeframe.
2
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form.
3
She can answer her understanding.
4
THE WITNESS: My understanding was that if! was
5 being presented with a deed ofreconveyance to sign that
6 the document would release that deed of trust from the
7 public record and I signed the document.
8 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
9
Q. Okay. But my question was more towards when you
10 go to sign a document like that, do you read the
11 information and check it to make sure that it's correct
12 before you sign the document?
13
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form.
14 It's vague and ambiguous as to "check."
15
Go ahead.
16
THE WITNESS: I read the document and signed it.
17 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
18
Q. Okay. But I guess I just want to get an
19 understanding of are you blindly signing these documents
20 or do you read the document, understand it and double
21 check to make sure that the information is correct?
22
MR. DVORAK: Objection: Compound.
23
THE WITNESS: I'm not understanding what you mean
24 when you say that the information the correct.
25 BY MR. TRIBBLE:

1 one in front of me.
2
Q. Do you have a general idea?

7
8
9
10
11

•

Heidi Howsden

Q. Well, I mean, speculate a little bit.

7
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1 too. You asked earlier about forced reconveyances, but

1 training of an employee, would be TitleOne was the trustee

2 we're talking just about reconveyances in general.
3 BY MR. TRIBBLE:

2

4

Q. Well, I'd like to stick with forced reconveyance.

5
A. I was speaking toward regular reconveyances.
6 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
7
Q. Okay. Yeah. I just want to stick with forced
8 reconveyances.
9
A. Okay. So then we need to back up, because I was

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

3

speaking to reconveyances, which are a different process.
Q. Okay. Well, how would you change what you've
just said for a force reconveyance?
A. I wasn't involved in the processing of forced
reconveyances.
Q. Atall?
A. I wasn't involved in training someone to do
forced reconveyances. I'm speaking of only the time that
I've been involved in reconveyances. So I wasn't involved
in training in forced reconveyances. We really weren't
doing them at that time.
Q, Okay. So what is your understanding of what a
forced reconveyance is?
I'm trying to figure out if we're talking about
the same thing right now.
A. Well, the reconveyances I was involved in, the

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
,,,,,,,,

on the deed of trust. We received the documentation from
the beneficiary stating that they wanted us -- requesting
to us do a reconveyance, TitleOne to.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. So we would process that reconveyance.
Q. Okay.
A. As long as we had the documentation and received
our fee, we would process, our company would, someone, a
team member at our company would process the reconveyance.
Q. Okay.
A. And I would sign those.
Q. Okay. So that's ifTitleOne is the trustee?
A. Correct.
Q. And then forced reconveyance would be ifTitleOne
was not listed at the trustee?
A. Correct.
Q. And you never participated in any forced
reconveyances?
A. I didn't process forced reconveyances personally.
MR. DVORAK: You used the word participate.
Maybe if you explain that word to her more?
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Well, yeah. It's kind of hard to say.
Were you ever signing off on any forced

4

MR. DVORAK: Object to the fonn.

5
When you say signing off, are you asking if she
6 executed a trustee's deed on a forced reconveyance?
7 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
8
Q. Just a deed of full reconveyance.
9
A. Where the process had been --

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Or reconveyance of trust deed. I'm sorry.
A. Did 1 sign a deed of reconveyance that had had a
process of a forced reconveyance process occur?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So that's what I was trying to direct my
questions toward.
So you have done a forced reconveyance or signed
off on a forced reconveyance, I should say?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to your
characterization of" signed off."
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Have you ever put your signature on a
forced reconveyance documertt?
A. I've put my signature on a deed of reconveyance
that was created through a forced reconveyance process.

~

I
,,,,,

,

Page 31
1 reconveyances?
2
A. During what time period?
3
Q. 2009, 2010.

'
I
j

Page 32
1
2

Q. I've got to get my terms straight.

Okay. How many of those did you do while you

3 were at TitleOne?
4
A. How many did I sign?
5
Q. Yeah. I'm sorry. How many ofthose did you sign
6 while you were there?
7
A. I don't know the number that I signed.
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

MR. DVORAK: When you say "those," you're
referring to a trustee's deed in a forced reconveyance
situation?
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q, Yes, that's what I'm referring to.
So I guess I've got to go back. I've got to back
up and then ask you some of these other questions again.
So in signing a deed of reconveyance in a forced
reconveyance situation and signing that document, did you
check to see that the information on that document was
correct before you signed it?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, vague and
ambiguous as to the term "correct.''
THE WITNESS: I read the document and signed it.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q; Okay. Would it be fair to say that your process
in signing these forced reconveyance deeds ofreconveyance
was similar to what you were doing where you would do spot
8 (Pages 29 to 32)
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2
3
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24
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checks and stuff like that?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WI1NESS: I'm sorry. I'm not understanding
really what you're asking.
BY MR TRIBBLE:
Q. Were you checking every document for its accuracy
or were you spot checking these forced reconveyance
documents before you signed them?
A. Spot checking.
Q. Okay. Did you have anybody underneath you that
you had trained to do the checking before you signed these
forced reconveyances?
A. No. The people that I had under me were not
processing forced reconveyances.
Q. Okay. So it was really up to you to make sure
that this information was correct before you signed the
forced reconveyances; correct?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WI1NESS: The people that I had working under
me were not processing forced reconveyances and r was not
signing reconveyances that resulted from a forced
reconveyance process because we were not processing forced
reconveyances.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay.

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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l7
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l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

company to verify the accuracy of the information in these

5 documents; right?

A. Correct.

7
Q. So, to the best of your understanding, why was
8 that company not signing these documents, the forced
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25

Q. Okay. But you, yourself, did sign deeds of
reconveyance in a forced reconveyance; correct?
A. Correct. But not that were produced by a team
member at TitleOne.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, who would
check the accuracy of the information on those deeds of
reconveyance for a forced reconveyance?
A. The company that we had hired to do them.
Q. Okay. Was that part of the duties and
responsibilities of the company that you had hired to do
that?
A. Yes. That was my understanding at the time.
Q. Then why were you required to be the one signing
deeds of reconveyances for these forced reconveyances?
MR. DVORAK: She can answer to her understanding.
To the extent it calls for a legal conclusion, we object
to form.
THE WITNESS: My understanding was that we were
contracting a company to process those documents and that
we were retaining our position as the trustee. And so, as
the person who was tasked with signing them on behalf of
TitleOne at that time, r signed the documents.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:

Page 36

1
Q. Okay. I guess I'm trying to wrap my head around
2 the why here.
3
So you're trying to say that it was on another

6

Page 34

l
A. TitleOne was not. An employee ofTitleOne was
2 not processing them.

Page 35

4

•

Heidi Howsden

reconveyance documents?
A. They weren't the trustee. They weren't the named
trustee.
Q. But in a forced reconveyance, you're not the
trustee; right?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. So do you have any understanding then as
to why you were the one signing these documents and not
the other company?
A. The other company is not a trustee.
Q. Is it that they are not a trustee or that they
are not a title agent or company that's able to do the
duties of a trustee?
A. My understanding was that they were a company
that we had hired to do the processing of the documents.
Q. Okay.
A. And that we retained our position as a trustee,

18

19
2o
21
22

23
24

2S

not necessarily the trustee on a particular document.
Q. Okay. Would you agree that it's reasonable that
ifTitleOne is going to be signing off on those documents
that TitleOne should verify the accuracy of the
information first?
MR. DVORAK: Objection: Hypothetical.
Objection: Calls for expertise. The deponent is
not here as an expert witness, but as a factual witness.
She can answer to her own understanding.
THE WITNESS: My understanding of the situation
was that we hired a company to process the reconveyances
and that I was in a position to sign them.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Did it ever alarm you that there was another
company doing this work and you were the one that was
signing for it?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Did you ever ask th is other company to present
you with information demonstrating the accuracy of the
information contained on these forced deeds of
reconveyance?
A. I'll sorry. Can you repeat that?
Q. It was a long question.

i
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Do you think you can reread that?
MR. DVORAK: And we've been going for a while if
you want to take a break.
MR. TRIBBLE: Sure.
(Record read.)
MR. DVORAK: At any time?
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. At any time.
A. No.
MR. TRIBBLE: We can take a break. That's cool.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. We're back on the record.
Are you still there, Erin?
MS. STINE: Yes.
THE WITNESS: When we took a break, I thought
about the- -- I don't know if it was the last question or
the question before, that I'd like to go back and address.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Which question?
A. When you had asked if I had ever asked for
documentation for backup from the company that we had
contracted.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. And the answer to that actually is yes, there
came a time period where I started to have some concerns

•
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Is there anybody at TitleOne that trained

you to do these forced reconveyances with Post Closing?
A. I didn't do forced reconveyances.
Q. Well, we've been talking about these deeds of
reconveyances on forced reconveyances where TitleOne isn't
the trustee. It's my understanding that's what we've been
talking about for the last several minutes anyway.
The last couple questions that I've just asked
you about the information, Post Closing was providing you
the document and you were relying on their fact checking
to make sure that the document was correct before you
signed it. And I'm referring to, in particular, these
forced deeds of reconveyance that were being done.
ls that all your understanding of how you
answered those questions?
A. Yes. But I don't understand what your question
is now.
Q. Oh, okay. Well, the question now is: Is there
anyone at TitleOne that trained you in this process of
using Post Closing to do the forced reconveyances?
A. No.
Q. Is it something that you started doing yourself?
A. No. lt was a company decision.
But you asked if someone had trained me.
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1

1 about some of their work and I would ask. l did ask for
2 some backup documentation on some files that they had
3 workedon.
4
Q. Okay. Do you recall about when that was?

5
A. Oh, it would have been -- I don't know the exact
6 date, but probably around 2011. Sometime in 2011.
7
Q. Okay. Now that company that you're referring to,
8 is that Post Closing Department?
9
A. Post Closing Services.
10
Q. Post Closing Services. Okay.
11
A. We referred to them as Post Closing.
12
Q. Post Closing. Okay.
13
A. Yeah.
14
Q. So up until that point in 2011 would it be fair
15 to say that you were relying on PCD to do the fact
16 checking on those documents?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. Would it be fair to say that you were assuming
19 that PCD had verified all those facts before you signed
20 the document?
21
A. I was still periodically spot checking some. And
22 so, I had - I believed they were fulfilling that
23 responsibility, yes.
24
Q. So based on the spot checks, you believed that
25 they were giving you correct information?

Page 40
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1

Heidi Howsden

1
Q. Yeah.
2
A. No one had trained me, but we, as a company, made
3 a decision.
4

5

Q. Okay. Who was involved in that decision?
A. To the best of my recollection, it was

6 Vicki White, Mark Tidd and it would have been the
7 remainder of our leadership team at that time. We made a
B decision as a leadership team.
9
Q. Okay. Now,,you had said that Vicki White was the

10 vice president; is that correct?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Was she always vice president during your tenure?
13
A. To the best ofmy recollection, yes.
14
Q. Okay. Mark Tidd, what's his position?
15
A. He was our president.
16
Q. Okay. Has he always been president while you've
1 7 been there?
18
A. Yes, until recently.
19
Q. What's happened recently?

20
A. He's now our CFO. CEO. CEO. Sorry. Just
21 happened recently. CEO.
22
Q. Okay. CEO or CFO?
23
24
25

A. CEO.
Q. CEO?
A. Yes.
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1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

1o
11
12
13

Q. Well, maybe that's not the right way to ask the
1
2 question.
So. concerning the work for forced ceconveyance,
3

Q. Okay. So was this decision made with your input?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay; Are you aware whether or not Vicki White
and Mark Tidd have knowledge ~f the forced rec:onveyance
process?
A. I'm not aware.
Q. Okay. How does forced reconveyance work find its
waytoyou?
A. My understanding is that when we, as an escrow
company, pay off a deed of trust that is reflected in a
tide comm~ent that we -- on a property we'll eventually
be insuring with title insurance.

4

20
21
22

23
24
25

so, in order to close that loop of it's now paid and it
needs to be released of record, my understanding is that
the forced reconveyance process can facilitate that so
that the title and escrow company that generally in our
area works together as one company can effectuate that
reconveyaoce· in order to issue ~ title insurance policy.
Q. Okay, Is there any particular title and e~row
company tha(you were working \ivith or was it many?
A. I worked with TitleOne. I Worked at TideOne.
not sure what you're asking.

rm

Page 43
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2

3
4

5
6
7

B
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

Q. Okay. So you could be getting this information
from a number of different sources within your company
then?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Or getting these documents, I guess.
A. Corrett.
Q. So when you get a document and you know that
there needs to be a forced reconveyance done, do you check
to see who the customer is and who this is being done for?
MR. DVORAK: That's a hypothetical. I don't
think she's ever testified that she actually got the
particular initial documents to initiate a forced
l'CIC()nVeyance,

BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. So, yeah, when the title department or whoever it
is in the department in your company that's doing these
f ~ ~onveyances, when you.get documents from a
benef1eiary like we've been discussing, are you checking
to see who the customer is and what it is that needs to be
done?
A. What timeframe are you referring to?
Q. 2009, 2010.
A, I didn't personally do that, no.
Q. Okay. Do you know who did?
A. We had a team member who would accept the

would it ty))ically come to you directly from a customer or

s would it come down through the chain of management to you?
6

7
8
9

10
1l
12
13
14
15
l6

· Q. Uh.'.huh.
14
A. When escrow pays off that deed oftru$t,. TitleOne
15 may of may not be the trustee on that deed of trust. And
16
17
18
19

Heidi Howsden

17
18
19
20
21

2~
I 23
I

I 24
I

I

25

MR. DVORAK: You're asking at the time period she
was involved in signing trustees deeds?
MR. TRIBBLE: Forced reconveyance, yes.
MR. DVORAK: In a forced reconveyance. Okay.
THE WITNESS: When our company TitleOne through
our escrow department would pay off a deed of trust, the
beneficiary lender on the deed of trust would normally
send us the documentation requesting reconveyance, even if
we weren't the trustee, because we were the company who
paid it off.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay.
A. So that documentation that you were just speaking
of would be coming from the beneficiary or the lender.
Q. It would come directly t<> you?
A. It would cane to TitleQne,
Q. Okay, Who at TitleOne'?
A. It may come to the escrow officer or the escrow
assistant who paid it off. lt may come to TitleOne in
general. It may come to the reconveyance department.
Page 44

1 documentation and process it.
2
Q. In that time period, 2009, 2010, who was the team
3 member that was doing that processing?
4
A. My recollection is that Cheryl Ruddell was one of
5 the team members.
6
Q. How do you spell that name?
A, C-h-e-r-y-1. And Ruddell, I believe, was
7
8 R-u-d-d-e-1.
9
Q. Okay. Do you know if she's still at TitleOne?
10
A. She is no longer with TitleOne.
11
Q. Okay. Do you know why she's not at TitleOne?
12
A. She left her position at TitleOne.
13
Q, Okay. Voluntarily resigned?
A. I believe so, yes.
·
1.4
15
Q. Okay.
16
A. I'm trying to recall whether she left or -- yeah,
1 7 I believe she voluntarily left.
18
Q. Okay. Well, let's start talking a little bit
19 about this company called Post Closing.
20
What do you understand to be Post Closing's area
21 ofbusiness?
A, Processing documentation for reconveyances.
22
23
Q, Okay. Do they do forced reconveyances?
24
A. My understanding is that yes they did.
· (Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
2$
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1 record.)
2 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
3
Q. Okay. So, Post Closing provides services to do
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

forced reconveyances; is that right?
A. Correct. That's my understanding.
Q. Okay. What's your understanding as far as the
working relationship between TitleOne and Post Closing?
I guess I want to get an idea of did you guys pay
them by the hour, did you pay them by the job or did
you -- I just want to get your general understanding of
how Post Closing was compensated by you guys.
A. My recollection is that we compensated them per
reconveyance processed.
Q. Okay. Just a flat fee?
A. ,Correct.
Q. Okay. And for that flat fee, what would they do?
A. My understanding was that they would receive the
documentation, they would process the reconveyance. So
they would review it, they would create the reconveyance
document. In a forced reconveyance, my understanding was
that they would comply with Idaho Statute requirements,
they would produce the reconveyance electronically to me.
Q. Okay. And then once they produced the
reconveyance, you're referring to a document; right?
A. Correct.

1
Q. Okay. So once they produced that reconveyance to
2 you, you would sign it and give it back to them?

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Right. I would print it, sign it in front of a
notary and leave it at our front desk. And they had a
courier who picked it up.
Q. Okay. But your understanding then is that once
you've signed that document and you give it back to
Post Closing, the expectation is that it's going straight
from there to a recorder's office somewhere; is that
right?
A, They would, yeah, wait any times frames that were
necessary, if any, and that they would record it.
Q. Okay. And to the best of your knowledge, does
that accurately describe what they do in a forced
reconveyance situation?
A. Yes.
Q. So is it fair to say, then, that by using this
Post Closing company, really, the only change in the
process is that -Well, you, as in TitleOne, are relying on Post
Closing to verify the accuracy of the statements that are
in that document; is that fair to say?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form. The witness is
here as an individual. She's not here to testify on
behalfofTitleOne policy.

Page 47
1
Otherwise, she can answer her individual
2 understanding.

THE WITNESS: My understanding was that we hired

3

4 Post Closing to process the reconveyances.
5 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
6
Q. So it's your understanding then that the
7 processing included the verification of the accuracy of
8 the information in the document; is that right?

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Do you know if Vicki White and Mark Tidd

were aware of that information as well?
A. I'm not aware.
MR. DVORAK: Object: It calls for speculation.
THE WITNESS: I'm not aware.
(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q, Okay. I'll represent for the record that we did
a deposition of a lady named Amy Cobine at Post Closing.
And she testified about how her company would provide
monthly invoices and/or reports to clients such as
TitleOne.
Are you aware of any of these monthly invoices or
reports being sent to TitleOne?
A, I'm aware of invoices that were sent to TitleOne.

Page 48
1

2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

Did you ever see any of these?
Yes.
What type of infonnation was in them?
My recollection is that they stated how many
reconveyances they had processed and a total for their
services.
Q. Okay.
A. Total amount due.
Q. Was there any .kind of a detailed breakdown of the
various jobs that were being done and the status of those
jobs?
A. Not that 1 recall.
Q. Okay. So, were you personally receiving these?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there anyone else at TitleOne that was
receiving these?
MR. DVORAK: If you know.
THE WITNESS: 1 don't know. 1 don't recall.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

19 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
20
Q. Okay. I'll go ahead and get a docwnent in front
21 ofyou.
22
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 45 was marked for
23 identification.)
24 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
25
Q. I'll apologize. Our printer is a little on the
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1 fritz. So the original one has the best printout, but
2 some of these are a little bit whited out in the middle
3 because of the printer.
4
Why don't you take a minute and just read over
5 that and then I'm going to ask you a couple of questions.
6 And let me know when you're ready.
7
A. Okay. I read it.
8
Q. Do you recognize the first and second page?
9
TOC020 and TOC02 I; do you recognize that?
10
A. Do I recognize it?
11
I'm looking at it, but I'm sorry, I don't know
12 what you mean by do I recognize it.
13
Q. Have you seen it before?
14
A. Well, I'm copied on the document. I don't
15 specifically remember this document.
16
Q. Okay. Does it appear to be an email that you
1 7 would have received on or about May of 2009?
18
A. It does.
19
Q. Okay. Do you have any reason to believe that
20 it's not an actual email that you received?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Okay. On the last page, TOC022, this appears to
23 me to be the attachment that is referred to on the front
24 page of the email TOC020.
25
Is my understanding correct?

MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the fonn of

1

2 that question. It calls for speculation.

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

I'll represent for the record that these
documents, Bates Numbers TOC020 through TOC022, were
produced from the records of TitleOne, but this witness
has testified that she doesn't even recall getting this
email. So...
THE WITNESS: I don't know that this is the
attachment to that email. I don't know.
BY MR 1RIBBLE:
Q. Okay. On the last page, TOC022, do you ever
recall seeing that document before?
A. I don't recall this specific document, no.
Q. Okay. Does this last page refresh your
recollection at all about the relationship between
TitleOne and PCD?
A. No, it doesn't refresh my recollection. I know
that we had a relationship with Post Closing.
Q. Okay. About halfway down, where it says "Please
forward anything reconveyance related including
correspondence from lenders and grantors, and please place
all original docs for reconveyance in your courier bag
provided by PCD," do you see where it says that?
A. Yes, l do.
Q. Okay. Based on your recollection and

Page 52
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1

2 they receive an original copy of a deed of trust in a
3 courier bag?

2 copy of a deed of trust before at any time during your
3 tenure?

4

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Q. Okay. Did you ever send PCD just an original

1 understanding, what was supposed to happen at PCD when

A. An original copy?

5
Q. Yeah.
6
A. My understanding was that when PCD received
7 documentation in the courier bag that they then processed
8 it.

4
5

6 contract." I think she meant to say executed contract,
7 but I'm not sure.
8
Do you have any idea of what contract Vicki White

9
Q. Okay. So would it be your understanding then
1 O that if PCD was to receive an original copy of a deed of

10

11 trust, that they would move to do a reconveyance on that

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

deed of trust?
A. My understanding is that they would process all
the documentation that they received.
Q. And that would be their process?
A. And if they weren't able to, for some reason,
they would notify us.
Q. Okay. But you would expect them to start doing a
full reconveyance process on that?
A. A full or a partial, depending on what the
transaction was, yes.
Q. All right. Did you ever personally send PCD any
of this documentation or did you have other people in your
department taking care of that?
A. Both.

A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. On Page 2, TOC021, it says "execute

9 is referring to in this portion?

A. I don't have a copy of that, no.
Q. But do you know what she's referring to?
A. I would be assuming. So, no. I'm not going to

12
13 assume to know what the contract was.
14
Q. Okay. Have you ever seen a copy ofa contract
15 for services between TitleOne and PCD?
16
A. Yes. Amy Cobine had sent me a copy of a contract
1 7 initially.
18
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Has that ever been produced?
19
I think we were looking for it at some point in

20 time.
21
MR. DVORAK: I thought it was produced by
22 Amy Cobine after the fact and I think I sent it on after
23 the fact with a letter.
24
MR. NICHOLSON: I think I've seen it, yeah.
25
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I'll have to go back and
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1 check and see ifI got that. Maybe it just got lost in
2 the mail. Let's see. Okay. I'll double check and see if
3 I got that.
4
Okay. Let's move on to another exhibit. I guess
5 we'll mark this Exhibit 46.
6
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 46 was marked for
7 identification.)
8 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
9
Q. You can go ahead and just take a minute and look
10 that over.
11
MR. DVORAK: Are there any material differences
12 from Exhibit 46 and what's already been introduced in the
13 record of this?
14
MR. TRIBBLE: Oh, you know, I don't believe so.
15 I guess it's a duplicate.
16
MR. DVORAK: I think it's a duplicate of
17 Exhibit 2.
18
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
19
MR. DVORAK: No. I guess Exhibit 2 is blank.
20
MR. TRIBBLE: 8?
21
MR. DVORAK: Yes, ofExhibit 8.
22 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
23
Q. Okay. Are you ready, Heidi?
24
A. Yes.
25
Q. Okay. What is this document?

l
A. This is a reconveyance of trust deed.
2
Q. Okay. About two-thirds of the way down, right
3 above where it says "Heidi Emery- Authorized Signer," is
4 that your signature on that line?
5
A. Yes, it is.
6
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, would you
7 have signed this on or around January 25th, 20 IO?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Okay. Do you know if this document was signed as
10 part of your job duties at TitleOne?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Was it signed as part of your job duties?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. Okay. It's got three numbers there, 1, 2 and 3.
15 It says: "The undersigned title insurer/ title agent
16 hereby certifies as follows." And it says: "I. The
17 undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or
18 received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full of
19 the obligation secured by said Deed of Trust"; is that
20 what it says?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to
23 believe that that statement is incorrect?
24
A. Are you speaking specifically to this
25 reconveyance?

Page 55
l
2

Heidi Howsden

Page 56

Q. Yes.

l create this reconveyance of trust deed.
2 BY MR. TRIBBLE:
3
Q. Whether Post Closing did?
4
A. Correct.
5
Q. So at the time you signed this document, did you
6 have any reason to believe that Number I or Number 2 were
7 incorrect?
8
A. Not at that time.
9
Q. Okay. And Number 3, it says: "In excess of
10 sixty (60) days elapsed after the mailing of said notice
11 and no objection to said reconveyance has been received by
12 the undersigned"; is that what it says on Number 3?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to
15 believe that that statement is incorrect?
16
A. As I sit here today, I have reason to question
17 whether Post Closing complied with that at that time.
18
Q. Okay. But at the time when you signed this in
19 201(), did you have reason back then to believe that it was
20 incorrect?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Okay. So your reasons today, does it all
23 surround the fact that this lawsuit was filed?
24
And by reasons, I mean your reasons for believing
25 that this information might be incorrect.

A. No.

3

Q. Okay. On Number 2, where it says "Not less than
4 thirty (30) days following the payment in full of said

5 Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered or mailed by
6 certified mail, return receipt requested, to the record
7 beneficiary or a servicer for the record beneficiary under
8 said Trust Deed at its record address a notice as required
9 in section 45-1203(1 ), Idaho Code"; is that what it says?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. As you sit here today, do you have any reason to
12 believe that this statement is incorrect?
13
A. Okay. Let's back up. Because you're asking me
14 as I sit here today. So with knowledge of what I have
15 today of this particular reconveyance, that's where you're
16 asking these questions, not what I knew in 20 I 0.
17
Q. Yes. I'll ask you that one later, if you don't
18 feel confident today. I'm just asking about right now.
19
Do you have any reason to believe that that's
20 incorrect?
21
MR. DVORAK: Other than the existence of the
22 lawsuit and this deposition, Counsel?
23
THE WITNESS: Yes. So, back to Number I and now
24 Number 2, as I sit here today, I have reason to question
25 whether Post Closing fulfilled the processes necessary to

I
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1

1 satisfactory evidence of payment in full."

A. That's my reason for believing this information

2 may not be correct.
3
Q. Okay. In signing this document, then, is it fair
4

2

to say that you signed this on your own direction or was

4

5 there somebody directing your activity in this matter back
6 in 2010?
7
A. I signed this in my capacity for TitleOne. So I
8 was acting on behalf ofTitleOne when I signed this
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

5
6
7

8
9
10

document.
Q. Okay. But was anybody at TitleOne directing you
to sign this particular document or did you do it out of
your own volition in your duties as title officer?
A. Signing reconveyances was one ofmy duties as a
team member at TitleOne, an employee at TitleOne.
Q. Okay. But nobody at TitleOne was directing you
to sign this particular document in this instance to the
best of your recollection?
A. No one at TitleOne said -- directed me to sign
this particular document. It was part of my duties at
TitleOne to sign this type of document.
MR. DVORAK: The witness made a gesture referring
to Exhibit 46.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So in this document, it says: "Title
insurer/title agent has fully paid or received

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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A. No, I'm not.
Q. Okay. Did you assume at the time of signing this
document that PCD had been provided with such evidence?
A. Yes.
Q. And would the same go for Number 2 and Number 3?
A. My understanding was that Post Closing would have
caused Number 2 and Number 3 to occur.
Q. Oh, that's true. You're right.
But then did Post Closing provide you with any
documentary evidence showing that Number 2 and Number 3
were satisfied?
A. I don't recall if they did for this specific
reconveyance.
Q. Okay. Had they ever provided you with
documentation proving Number 2 and Number 3 on any forced
reconveyance documents like this?
A. Yes.
Q. They had? Okay.
A. I specifically requested it. It wasn't their
normal course of business.
Q. Okay. And would it be fair to say that that was
occurring after, I think you'd said, 20 l l, when you were

Page 60

1 starting to get suspicious of some of the things they were
2 doing?

3

Are you personally aware of any evidence of

3 payment in full that was provided to PCD?

1
Q. I'm actually asking something that's a little bit
2 different. I mean, before I was asking about verifying
3 the accuracy of the statements. And at this point, I just

A. Correct.
Q. Okay. So this particular document, in referring
to 46, do you believe that this was a document prepared by
PCD?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. At the time when you signed this, did you
have any reason to believe that PCD did not do their job
as advertised?
A. No.
Q. How about today?
A. Yes.
Q. And what do you base that on?
MR. DVORAK: Asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: I'm sorry?
MR. DVORAK: Objection: Asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: I didn't understand what he said.
l'msorry.
MR. DVORAK: I'm saying he's asked you that
question before and you've answered it.
I'll let you answer it this time, although in the
future if he continues to do it I may instruct you not to
answer.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:

4

want to know whether or not you believe PCD had done

5 everything that they were supposed to do as far as
6 drafting. And I mean, everything, including verifying the
7
8
9

1O
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
2O

21
22
23
24
25

authenticity of the documents, everything within the scope
of their contract.
Did you have any reason to believe that they had
not fully performed their duties in generating this
document?
MR. DVORAK: Well, Counsel, not to dicker with
you, but I have notes that I think your question was that
broad previously and she testified that the only reason
she had was based on this lawsuit being filed.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. That's fine then.
MR. DVORAK: I'm letting her answer the question
if she understands it.
THE WITNESS: I believed that Post Closing had
done what they were supposed to do to create the document
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay.
A. Or I wouldn't have signed it.
MR. TRIBBLE: I don't have any further questions.
So, I will open it up to the floor.

i
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1
EXAMINATION
2 BY MR. NICHOLSON:
3
Q. I have a few.
4
And I apologize, but can you pronounce your last
5 name for me again?
6
A. Howsden.
7
Q. Ms. Howsden, my name's Chad Nicholson and I
8 represent DAS Investments in this lawsuit.
9
And just for me to clarify again, approximately
10 how long have you had the position of advisory title
11 officer?
12
A. It's been a couple of years.
13
Q. Okay.
14
A. With TitleOne.
15
Q. Fair enough. With TitleOne.
16
A. Uh-huh.
l7
Q. And you referenced you did have some involvement
18 or interaction with DAS as part of your job at TitleOne;
19 correct?
20
A. Correct.
21
Q. Okay. Were you in the advisory title officer
22 position when you had those interactions?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Okay. With respect to Exhibit 46 that you've
2 5 been handed, prior to signing this document had you had

l

any interactions or discussions with DAS?

2
A. No.
3
Q. At the time that you signed this document, had
4 you received any request from DAS that you execute this
5 reconveyance of trust deed?

6

A. Not that I recall.

7

Q. Did anyone else at TitleOne indicate to you that

8 DAS was requesting that this reconveyance of trust deed be
9 signed?

1O

A. I don't recall.

11
Q. Did you receive any infonnation from Post Closing
12 Department that DAS had in any way requested that this
13 reconveyance of trust deed be executed and recorded?
14
A. I don't recall that.
15
Q. Do you recall ever dealing with a company by the
16 name ofE 4 Partners?
17
A. I don't recall that name.
18
Q. Have you ever dealt with an entity by the name of
19 the Eck Children's Trust A?

20

A. I don't recall having dealt with them. I'm not

21 sure what you are referring to by deal with them.

22
23
24

Q. And that's fair.
A. Okay.
Q. Let me back up. As part of your duties with

25 TitleOne, have you ever been involved in any sort of

Page 64

Page 63
1 transactions where the Eck Children's Trust A was

1

2 involved?

2

A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. And similar question for involvement in
5 any transactions where the Eck Children's Trust B was

3 were in the position of the advisory title officer?

3

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And again, were these phone calls when you
A. Correct.

4

4

6 involved?

5
Q. Okay. So these phone calls would have happened
6 after Exhibit Number 46 had been executed and recorded?

7

A. Not that I recall.

8
Q. Okay. Have you ever been involved in any
9 transactions with a company by the name of EAMI, LLC?

And again, I'm referring to as part of your
duties with TitleOne.
A. EAMI?
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. And correct me ifl'm wrong, but did you
say that you were -- I guess your interactions or your
involvement with DAS had to do with respect to the Galiano
estate subdivision?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. To the best of your memory, what exactly
were you involved in?
A. I received some phone calls that I then referred
23 to our legal counsel.
24
Q. Were any of those phone calls from an individual
25 by the name of Tim Eck?

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

7

A. Correct.

B
Q. Okay. Do you recall any particular comments that
9 Mr. Eck made in those telephone calls?
10
A. I don't recall specific comments.
11
Q. Okay. Do you recall any specific statements that
12 you made to Mr. Eck?
13
A. I don't.
14
MR. NICHOLSON: Okay. That's all l have.
15
Thank you.
16

17

EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. MOLLERUP:
19
Q. My name's Dick Mollerup. I represent
20 Alliance Title Company.
21
I just have a couple of questions and they all

22 revolve around Exhibit 46.
23
A. Okay.
24
Q. At the time you executed Exhibit Number 46, do
2 5 you recall whether you had in your possession the original
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Page 65
1 deed of trust that was being reconveyed?
2
A. I did not.
3
Q. Okay. Is it nonnal for you to have the original
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16

deed of trust for a forced reconveyance?
A. No.
Q. If you had had the original deed of trust, would
you have forwarded it to Post Closing Department?
A. Are you referring to this timeframe?
Q. Correct.
A. No.
MR. MOLLERUP: No further questions.
MR. PENNY: I don't have any questions.
THE WITNESS: Thank you.
MR. DVORAK: No questions here.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Erin Stines?
MS. STINE: I'm going to pass.

17
18
FURTHER EXAMINATION
19 BY MR. TRIBBLE:

20
Q. l'mjust wondering: Do you have any recollection
21 of what these phone calls with Tim Eck were concerning?
22
A. My recollection is that he was asking questions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A. I apologize. I retract that. I don't recall my
specific conversations with Tim Eck. I apologize.
Q. Oh, okay.
MR. DVORAK: May I ask a question?
MR. TRIBBLE: Go ahead.
MR. DVORAK: Is it possible that you are
confusing Mr. Eck with someone else?
THE W11NESS: That's possible.
MR. DVORAK: ls it possible the person you're
confusing him with is Mr. Thompson?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. But you don't have any recollection of
what your calls with Mr. Eck were concerning?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay.
A. I referred him to Cameron Mcfadden.
Q. Okay. Do you recall if you guys did any title or
closing work for Mr. Eck?
A. I don't recall specifically, no.

24 wasn't being paid when lots were selling.

21
22
FURTHER EXAMINATION
23 BY MR. NICHOLSON:
24
Q. I have just a few.

25

25

23 about the Galiano project and expressing concern that he
Q. Tim Eck wasn't being paid or -

With respect to the person that we've referred to

Page 67
1 as Mr. Eck, I'll represent to you that Mr. Eck is the

2 manager of DAS Investments.
3
And so we're clear here, these conversations that
4 you remember, were these with someone who was calling on
5 behalf of DAS Investments or an individual who was calling
6 on behalf of Eagle Equity Fund?
7
A. I received several different phones calls from
8 several different people involved in this transaction,
9 which r referred all of them to Cameron. So, I don't
10 recall the specific conversations with specific gentlemen
11 that called. r just remember that I did receive phone
12 calls and I referred those phone calls to Cameron.
13
MR. DVORAK: When you're saying "Cameron," for
14 the record, the witness is gesturing and pointing to
15 Cameron Mcfadden.
16
MR. TRIBBLE: Can I ask a question?
17
MR. NICHOLSON: No. I'm not done.
18
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
19 BY MR. NICHOLSON:
20
Q. Do you recall or can you give me any sort of
21 timeframe on when you had a conversation with Mr. Eck?
22
A. No, I cannot.
23
Q. Okay. Would it have been in the year 2014?
24
A. I don't recall the date or the timeframe.
25
Q. Okay. Do you recall having any sort of an

Page 68
1 understanding that at the time you had these conversations

2 with Mr. Eck that DAS Investments had already purchased
3 property in the Galiano subdivision?
4
A. I don't recall that.
5
Q. Okay. ls it fair to say you just don't recall
6 one way or the other whether or not they'd purchased
7 property at that time?
8
A. Correct.
9
MR. NICHOLSON: Okay. That's all I have.
10
MR. TRIBBLE: You asked my questions. So, that's
11 all I have.
12
(Whereupon, at 11 :30 a.m., the deposition was
13 concluded.)
14
(Signature requested.)
15

16
17

*****

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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VERIFICATION

1

2

3 STATEOFIDAHO

)

)
4
5

COUNTY OF ADA

6

I, HEIDI HOWSDEN, being first duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition, taken on April 16, 2014, consisting of pages
numbered 1 to 68, inclusive;
That I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained therein
were propounded to me; that the answers to said questions
were given by me, and that the answers as contained
therein (or as corrected by me therein) are true and
correct'.

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

)

DEPONENT

20 Signed and sworn before me this __ of _ _, __.
21
22 NOTARY PUBLIC
23 Residing at

2 4 My commission expires
25 JobNo.28188

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
I, Christine E. Rhodes, a Notary Public in and
for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced into typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full, true,
and verbatim record of the said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
I WITNESS my hand and seal April 17, 2014.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23 NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Idaho;

residing at Melba, Idaho.
24

My commission expires December 2, 2017
25 CSR No. 991
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1

V E R I F I C A T I O N

2
3

STATE OF IDAHO

4

COUNTY OF ADA

5

I, HEIDI HOWSDEN, being first duly sworn on my

6

7

oath, depose and say:

8

9
10

That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition, taken on April 16, 2014, consisting of pages
numbered 1 to 68, inclusive;

11

That I have read the said deposition and know the

12

contents thereof; that the questions contained therein

13

were propounded to me; that the answers to said questions

14

were given by me, and that the answers as contained

15

therein (or as corrected by me therein) are true and

16

correct.

'

17
DEPONENT

18

19
20

Signed and sworn before me this

of

21

22

NOTARY PUBLIC

23

Residing at

24

My commission expires

25

Job No. 28188
Tucker

&

Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704

002452
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e
R E P O R T E R ' S

1

I
I

C E R T I F I C A T E

2
3

I, Christine E. Rhodes, a Notary Public in and

4

J

e

5

for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named

6
7

in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to

8

testify the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

9

truth;

10

That said deposition was taken down by me in

11

shorthand at the time and place therein named and

12

thereafter reduced into typewriting under my direction,

13

and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,

14

and verbatim record of the said deposition.

15
16
17

I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
I

WITNESS my hand and seal

18
19
20
21

true,

CHRISTINEERHO~~
Notary Pulllic

~ { /{p'f>- ,

~

2014.

( ~

State of Idaho

22

23

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Idaho;
residing at Melba, Idaho.

24
25

My commission expires December 2, 2017
CSR No. 991
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND , LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability company,
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)Case No.
)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEDNE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
)
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
)
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.),
)
}
a Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE
& ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation ,
)
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank , aka
)
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation, }
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
)
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
)
California corporation) , DAS INVESTMENTS,)
LLC , an Idaho company , COREY BARTON
}
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
)
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability)
company, EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, )
and JOHN DOES I-X , unknown individuals
)
and/or companies,
}
Defendants.

}
}

_____________________ )

f

.

C:

DEPOSITION OF VICKI WHITE

ft

~
ffl

July 3 , 2014

i

"'
~

)>

(/)
(/)

f
r

0
REPORTED BY:

n I

)>

=-j

CHRISTINE E. RHODES, - CA CSR NO. 9887,
ID CSR NO. 99

EXHIBIT

j

m

j

ft

I
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~
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Page 2
1

DEPOSITION OF VICKI WHITE, taken at the instance

2

of the Plaintiff, at Eagle Law Center, LLC,

3

1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200, in the City of

4

Eagle, State of Idaho, commencing at 9:15 a.m., on July 3,

5

2014, before Christine E. Rhodes, CSR, a Notary Public in

6

and for the State of Idaho, pursuant to Notice, and in

7

accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

8

9
10
11
A P P E A R A N C E S

12
13
14
15
16

FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
208-938-9500
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

17
FOR THE DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION:
18
19
20
21

Thomas E. Dvorak, Esq.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
208-388-1200
ted@givenspursley.com

22

23
24
25

Cameron McFaddan, Esq .
TitleOne Corporation
101 River Street, Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 93702

*

* * * *
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Page 3
1
2

I N DE X
WI T N E S S
PAGE:

3

VICKI WHITE
4

Examination By Mr. Tribble. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

E X H I B I T S

11

101

Email dated March 30, 2009,
Bates numbered TOC033 ........................ .

24

Email series,
the top one being dated May 08, 2009,
and a one-page attachment,
Bates numbered TOC019 through 22 ............. .

28

Email series,
the top one being dated April 06, 2009,
Bates numbered TOC564 through 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

43

The Post Closing Department Service Agreement,
Bates numbered TOC028 through 32 ............. .

45

Reconveyance Of Trust Deed,
dated 1/25/10,
consisting of one page ....................... .

47

12
102
13
14
15

103

16
17

104

18
105
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

* * * * *

I
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

I
I
I

I

1

2
3

VICKI WHITE
4

Plaintiff,

Exami.nation By Mr. Tribble..................... 4

)

vs.

INDEX
WITNESS
PAGE:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company,
)

)Case No.

5

)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE )
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation, )
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), )
a Delaware corporation, AIJ.IANCE TITLE )
& ESCROW CORP., aDelaware corporation, )
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka )
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,)
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(Om Ticor Title Insurance Company, a }
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,)
LLC, an Idaho company, COREY BARTON )
HOMES, INC., an Tdalto corporation,
)
GAI.IANO, LLC, 'an Idaho limited liability }
company, EDWARDJ. MASON, an individual,)
and JOHN DOES I-X. unknown individuals )
and/or companies,
)
Defendants.

6
7
8

9

10
11

EXHIBITS
IOI Email dated March 30, 2009,
Bates mnnbered TOC033 ....... .................. 24

12
13

14
15
16
17

102 Email series,
the top one being dated May 08, 2009,
and a one-page attaclunent,
Bates numbered TOCO 19 through 22.............. 28
103 Email series,
the top one being dated April 06, 2009,
Bates numbered TOC564 through 65..... ......... 43
I04 The Post Closing Department Service Agreement,
Bates numbered TOC028 through 32.............. 45

18

)

____________________ _ J

19

DEPOSITION OF VICKI WHITE
July 3, 2014

REPORTED BY: CHRISTINE E. RHODES, CA CSR NO. 9887,
IDCSR NO. 991
.

105 Re1:onveyance Of Trust Deed,
dated 1/25/10,
consisting of one page........................ 47

20
21
22
23
24
25
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1
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Page 1

7

DEPOSITION OF VICKI WHITE, taken at the instance
of the Plaintiff, at Eagle Law Center, LLC,

1191 East lronEagle Drive, Suite 200, in the City of
Eagle, State of Idaho, commencing at 9: 15 am., on July 3,
2014, before Christine E. Rhodes, CSR, a Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, pursuant to Notice, and in
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

1

EAGLE, IDAHO

2

Thursday, July3,20I4, 9:15 a.m.

3

4
5

8

6

9
10
11
12

7

13

14

15
16

8
APPEARANCES
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
EAGLE LAW CENTER, I.LC
1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
208-938-9500
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

10
11
12
13
14

FOR THE DEFENDANT TITI..EONE CORPORATION:

15

17

20

21
22

23

24
25

9

16

18
19

VICKI WHITE,
produced as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiff, having
been first duly swom by the Court Reporter, was examined
and testified as follows:

Thomas E, Dvorak, Esq.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
208-38S-l 200
ted@givenspursley;com

Cameron McFaddan, Esq.
TitleOne Corporation
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EXAMINATION
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. So, let's see. It's
9: 15 a.m. This is the time and place set for the
deposition of Vicki White. The deponent has been sworn
in.
Q. Why don't you go ahead and state your name for
the record and spell it
A. Vicki White, V-i-c-k-i W-h-i-t-e.
Q. Okay. So, this is where l kind of lay a little
bit of groundwork for the deposition.
Have you ever had your deposition taken before?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes.

Okay. When Wl:IS that?
2001.

Oh, okay. So, it's been a while. So,just to
kind of refresh your memory on things, this isn't meant to
be an ordeal or anything like that. We're just going to
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try to get some facts straight.
Any of the questions that I ask you, if you don't
understand them, you don't have to answer them. Just let
me know you don't understand and I can rephrase the
question or anything like that.
I'll assume that if you give me an answer then
you understood the question; is that fair?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And if you need a break or anything, let
me know. We've got, you know, the bathroom right around
the comer over there. You know, anything else, just let
us know. We can go off the record and take a break at any
time. So, I mean, that pretty much covers it.
Well, let's just kind of dive right in here.
Where do you currently work?
A. 'TitleOne.
Q. Okay. How long'haveyou been working there?
A. Since June of 2000.
Q. It's been a long time then.
Do you know how long TitleOne has been in
existence?
A. July of 2000.
Q. Okay. So, you're pretty much one of the founding
members or founding employees ofTitleOne?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form.
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Q. Okay. So, it was more of a
people-management position; is that what you're saying?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Your job as the manager, did it require
knowledge of the escrow process at TitleOne'?
A. No.
Q. Did you have knowledge of the escrow process at
TitleOne back then?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And was that just based on your years with
the company up to that point?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. How long were you in that initial
management position?
A. Until March of2014.
Q. Okay. So, what did you get moved into in March
of2014?
A. Senior vice president of culture and quality.
Q. So, how' are your duties different now versus in
your previous position?
A. Today, rm not as directly involved in operations
of the daily title and escrow process.
Q. Okay. You said culture and quality; is that
right?
A. Yes.
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BY MR. TRIBBLE:

3

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Well, you've got quite a bit of history
then. Let's see.
What did you start doing at TitleOne in 2000?
A. Marketing.
Q. And what did that job entail?
Or just describe it a little better for me, kind
of flesh out your job description.
A. Establishing the branding for the company as a
startup and sales calls with customers.
Q. Okay. How long were you in that position'?
A. I'm thinking. A year and a half.
Q. Okay. What did you do after that?
A. Management.
Q. What was your job title after that initial year
and a half doing marketing?
A. I managed the sales department and escrow.
Q. So, when you say you were managing the escrow
department, can you try to describe a little better for me
what all of your duties were in that position?
A. I managed personnel and just the daily operations
of -- you know, coverage, if there were vacations or
illnesses.
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Q. You can still answer.
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Q. What exactly do you mean by culture?

A. Culture for what I do with TitleOne, I'll give
you an example.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Would be on boarding an integration ofa newly
acquired company that we just purchased.
Q. So, somewhere like corporate culture; is that
right?
A. No.
Q. No?
You're saying integrating a newly acquired
company.
So, so when you're saying vice president of
culture and quality, it's the culture of your company, not
necessarily the culture as it relates to society; do you
understand that?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So, you're in charge of the culture at
TitleOne as it relates to other companies that you guys
life bringing int() the fold?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And then, the quality portion of that,
explain for me what that is.
A. There's been new regulations in our industry and
I'm responsible for the compliance of those regulations.
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Q. Okay. So, how involved are you right now with
the day-to-day operations of the business?
A. I'm not involved.
Q. Okay. So, you're making much
higher-level decisions; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. In your ,job previous to that, the one that

you had from about -- let's see.
Iff'm guessing from about maybe the end of200l
until March 2014, were you a vice president?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. How many people were at TitleOne when you
first started'!
A. 16.
Q. And how many people work there now?
A. 179. '

Q. Oh, wow. Okay. Can you talk a little bit about
your educational history, maybe start with most recent and
maybe work your way back to high school?
A. Year and a halfofcollege.
Q. Where at?
A. Boise State.
Q. What major were you?
A. Business Administration.
Q. Did you get an Associate's degree or anything ·
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like that?
A. No.
Q. And before that, what did you do for school?
A. High school graduate.
Q. Okay. Witat high school?
A. Garden Valley High.
Q. So, you did one and a half years at Boise State
with a Business Administration major.
When did your one and a half years end?
A. Let me think here. '82. 1982.
Q. And why did you decide to stop going?
A. Work full time.
Q. Okay. What year did you graduate high school?
A. 1980.
Q. Okay. Let's maybe get a little more technical
now.
Do you know what a reconveyance is?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you have knowledge ofthe policies and
procedures utilized by your company in the reconveyance
process now?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. When did you learn about those?
A. I don't recall exactly when.
Q. Do you think it would have been within the first

couple years of working at TitleOne?
A. No.
Q. Do you think it would have been maybe more than
five years ago?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Do you think you would have known about it
in the 2009, 20 IO timeframe?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Well, tell me what a reconveyance is.
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form to
the extent it calls for a legal conclusion. She can
testify as to her personal understanding of a
reconveyance.
THE WITNESS: Reconvey the Deed of Trust.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. But what does it mean to do that?
A. The Deed of Trust has been paid off and it's
reconveyed and taken 9ffrecord.
Q. qkay. So, you're saying that the Deed of Trust
gives an interest to a trustee; right?
A. I didn't say that.
Q. Well, let me see if I can walk through the
process then.
So, you're saying a reconveyance takes a Deed of
Trust off title; is that correct?
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Witat is the Deed of Trust?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: It's a secured interest in the

property.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Does that secured interest give authority
to a trustee to enforce it? ·
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. So, who has the power under a Deed of Trust to
foreclose on a piece of property?
MR. DVORAK: At this point, I'm just going to
lodge an ongoing objection to all questions that relate to
the nature and extent of the Deed of Trust. She can
answer as to her personal understanding, but she's not
going to give any legal conclusions.
MR. TRIBBLE: That's what I want. Yeah.
THE WITNESS: My personal understanding is the
individual that can execute the request for reconveyance
would be the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, it's your understanding then that it's
the beneficiary that is the one foreclosing on a property
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under a Deed ofTrust?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So, a reconveyance then is basically
giving that right to foreclose -- well, not giving it
away, but it's destroying that person's right to
foreclose; is that correct?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: A reconveyance removes the Deed of
Trust of record on a piece of property.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, a full reconveyance, when it's been
executed and recorded, is necessarily going to be
terminating a person's right to foreclose on the property?
A. I couldn't make that statement.
Q. Okay.
A. 'I know it removes it from the property and the
record. From there what happens, I would be speculating.
Q. Okay. But you did state, though, that the
Deed of Trust, though, gives somebody the right to
foreclose on a property; is that cmTect?
A. I did not state that.
Q. Okay. Does a Deed ofTrust give somebody the
right to foreclose on a property?
A. It would depend on the terms of the Deed of
Trust.
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Q. Okay. Can it?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Would that person have the right to

foreclose on the property if they had it in the Deed of
Trust but then a reconveyance had been filed afterward?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form of
the question, it calls for speculation, it's hypothetical.
She's not an expert witness.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. You can still answer.
A. I choose not to answer that.
Q. Well, J still would like an answer.
A. It would be speculation. So, I guess I'm going
to say I'm not going to answer it because it would be
speculation.
I don't believe I. have the qualifications to
answer that question.
Q. Okay. You stated earlier that you did have
knowledge of the procedures utilized by your company fol'
reconveyances; right?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And yQu were vice president ofthe company
for 12 years?
A. Yes.
Q. Oka)'. But you don't have the qualifications to

tell me what a Deed of Trust is and how it operates on a
property?
MR. DVORAK: Counsel, l'm going to interpose
another objection. She's already answered your question.
The question you're asking is hypothetical, speculative
and calls for a legal conclusion.
She says she doesn't have the expertise to answer
that. And you don't get-· if you keep asking the same
question over and over again, it becomes argumentative.
MR. TRIBBLE: I'm not asking the same question.
MR. DVORAK: You're pushing at her answer,
rejecting her answer. So, it's becoming argumentative.
MR.'TRIBBLE: She refused to answer the question,
Tom.
MR. DVORAK: No. She told you she'd be
speculating if she answered the question. And you didn't
accept that and now you're pushing on her to try to get an
answer when she says she'll be speculating.
Do you want her to speculate?
MR. TRIBBLE: I want to know what her
understanding is of the process.
MR. DVORAK: And she's given you her
understanding.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, let me encapsulate this then. I
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wasn't -- and I may have to ask a few more questions here,
which is I want to understand what the limits are of your

understanding. I mean, l really want to get at how much
of the reconveyance process you do understand. So, we've
talked about Deeds of Trust.
And you seem to be saying that it's the
beneficiary that can have the right to enforce, to force a
foreclosure of a p,roperty under aDeed of Trust; is that
right?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And a reconveyance is the way to wipe a
Deed of Trust off the record and prevent that from
happening?
A. It is a way to remove it from the record, yes.
Q. Okay. So, have you done title searches before?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any understanding of what a title
search entails?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Give me your understanding of that.
A. A title search is a process used to identify any
public records on a piece of property, create a document
called a commitment.
Q. Is that it?
A. Yes.
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Q. So, if a deed of trust comes up on that
commitment then, it means that there's a beneficiary out
there that has a secured interest in the property; is that
right?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And if you see a full reconveyance
recorded after that, that means that the Deed of Trust is
no longer enforceable; is that right?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection as before, calls for
a legal conclusion.
She can answer as to her understanding.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. What would you think ifthere was partial
reconveyances on that statement that were recorded after
the full reconveyance?
A. Then it would be my understanding that partial
portion of that property had been reconveyed from that
Deed of Trust.
Q. Even though the full reconveyance was recorded
before?
A. I need you to restate your question, because I
was under the understanding that the Deed of Trust was
there, there was a full reconveyance and if there was a
partial reconveyance after that; is that what you said?
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Q. Yes.

A. I would look at the full reconveyance, in my
opinion. And I am not the title examiner.
Q. Okay. Would it alarm you if you saw something
like that on the title report?
A. No.
Q. Do you think there would be any cause for concern
by seeing something like that on the title report?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Do you know what a substitution of trustee
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Okay. Do those get recorded on the titles too?
Yes.

Give me your understanding of what that form
means.
A. That it's a trustee acting as a substitute for
the original trustee.
Q. Okay. So, if you saw that on a title report,
what would your understanding be of that document?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form,
it's hypothetical, calls for speculation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know.
BY MR TRIBBLE:
Q. Is it your understanding that a substitution of

trustee form has to be recorded?
A. I don't know.
Q. Has TitleOne, to your knowledge, ever acted as a
substitute trustee?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. So, what do you know about TitleOne's
process for doing a reconveyance?
Kind of walk me through the process.
MR. DVORAK: Well, at this point I'm going to say
this is limited to her personal knowledge. You had a
30(b)(6) deposition ofa deponent on these issues before.
So, to the extent you're trying to get a company policy, I
think that would have been a better question for that
deposition.
But she certainly can answer as to her knowledge.
MR. TRIBBLE: Sure.
MR. DVORAK: For specific time periods of what
that process was.
MR. TRIBBLE:' Yeah.
THE WITNESS: In general knowledge, we get a
request for a reconveyance.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. And that does what?
A. That is sent to an individual in our company that
verifies the Deed of Trust is paid off Actually, let me
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rephrase that.
We don't verify the Deed of Trust is paid off.
lfwe get a request for reconveyance, then we reconvey the
Deed ofTrust.
Q. Okay. Who's the person that that request goes
to?
A. Our reconveyance department, if ~ou will, an
individual that produces fecortveyances.
Q. Who's the head of that department right now?
A. Amy Wilcoxson, W-i-1-c-o-x-s-o-n.
Q. Was that the same process back in 2009, 20 l O?
A. I don't know.
MR. DVORAK: Are you ditlerentiating between
regular reconveyances and the forced reconveyance, the
title of this case?
MR. TRIBBLE: Not yet.
MR. DVORAK: You're talking all reconveyances?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: Does that change your answer?
THE WITNESS: Any reconveyance, yes, I would say
that was the way the process was done in 20 IO.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, you said it was usually initiated by
somebody filing a request for a reconveyance; is that
right'!
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A. Yes.
Q. Who's the person that's usually filing the
request?
A. It could be anybody. In general, sometimes it's
another title company that's filing the request on behalf
of a closing that they did.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. If we did a closing, we would file the request,
if we paid off a Deed ofTru~1.
Q. Okay.
A. A beneficiary may drop it by the title company
and say: Please reconvey this.
Q. Yeah. Okay. Do you know what a forced
reconveyance is?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Do you know about the company called PCD?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Who are they?
A. It stands for Post Closing Department. And it's

a company that was referred to us from another company or
team members that actually worked at another company
previously and highly recommended that we use this company
for reconveyances, particularly for reconveyances that
are, you know, difficult to track down through other
lenders.·
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So, you have lenders that have been bought out by
other lending companies. And so, they can track those
documents through •• they know who acquired who, who
acquired who and can track those documents. So, more
difficult reconveyances.
Q. Okay. So, the difficulty being that there's a
chain of lenders, you're saying, that may have bought each
other out?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So, what exactly was PCD doing that you
guys couldn't do?
A. Reconveyances.
Q. Well, you guys had done them before,
reconveyances; right?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Was PCD just able to do it more

efficiently?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What other reasons did you guys have for
going to PCD then?
I mean, they are more efficient and they can
track, but what other reasons?
A. Just manpower that we wouldn't have had at the
time. We could have been using them because we didq't
have enough manpower to do it.

MR. DVORAK: I'm going to instruct the witness
not to speculate.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. You mentioned how some of these
reconveyances that you had to do were difficult.
The difficult reconveyances, were those the ones
where you had to send out notices to the lenders and
infonn them that you intended to reconvey?
A. Can you rephrase that question again.
Q. Have you ever done a reconveyance where you have
to send a notice to the beneficiary and let them know that
you have to do a reconvey?
MR. DVORAK: Her, personally?
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, or people under her.
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, it's
hypothetical. She can answer as to her personal
kl)owledge.
THE Wl'JNESS: Me, personally, no.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. HaVl: you directed people to do that type
of a reconveyance before?
A. I have not directed them to do it, no.
Q. Okay. And these difficult reconveyances, was
there ever a reconveyance where there was a sale and the
obligation was satisfied, but the lenders were not
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reconveying; did you ever have that problem?
A. 1, personally, no.
Q. Okay.
A. I wouldn't, no.
Q. Okay. So, these difficult reconveyances that you
were talking about, where were they coming from?
Were these customers ofTitleOne or were they
people that were ~oming from elsewhere to ask you to do
it?
A. They could come from anywhere.
Q. Okay. I'm going to throw a document in here.
MR. DVORAK: When you reach a good time, no
hurry, ifwe could take a break, I'd appreciate it.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah. Do you want to do that now?
MR. DVORAK: Yeah, sure.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Go ahead.
MR. DVORAK: If you have a document, we can do
that now.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah.
Q. While we're taking a break, you can review that
document.
(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record and Exhibit Number 101 was marked for
identification.)
MR. TRIBBLE: This will be Document 101.
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MR. DVORAK: Okay. Let's take a break.
(Whereupon, a bri.efrecess was taken.)
MR. DVORAK: Just for the record, while we were
off, we had a discussion about marking exhibits, because
we've come to the point in this deposition where we were
going to mark the first exhibit. We've been trying. in
these prior depositions, to mark exhibits sequentially in
order to keep a good record and avoid confusion.
However, we've confused ours because we don't
remember the number of the last exhibit. We know it's
less than l 00 and so we have chosen to arbitrarily mark
the next exhibit as IO I. And we'll proceed sequentially
from there.
Is that correct, Counsel?
MR. TRIBBLE: That is correct.
Q. Okay. Have you had a chance to review the
document?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you recognize this?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What is this?
A. This is an email from myself to Heidi Emery and
Mark Tidd on Post closing Services.
Q. Okay. Up at the top, it says Lisa Nicholas.
Do you know who that is?
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Laura and Nancilee that are refurenced in this document.
And they came highly recommended to us. And the tracking
mechanism that they had was something that was of interest
to us at the time.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Yeah. Okay. And as part of that tracking, was
PCD providing you guys with monthly reports telling you
what was going on?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. That third sentence there, it says:
However, today the company is offering an assignment
service that might be beneficial for us.
What is an assignment service?
A. That's a service where they would do an
assignment of trustee. For example, ifTitleOne was the
trustee on a Deed of Trust, then we would assign over our
trustee to this company, Post Closing Services, with a
document. And they .would become a trustee so that they
could teconvey the document as trustee.
Q. Okay. So, is your memory refreshed at all as far
as the role that a trustee plays on a Deed of Trust?
l\ltR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
TIIE WITNESS: Could you clarify the question.
BY MR TRIBBLE:
Q. Well, maybe we could back up a little bit.
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A. !don't
MR. DVORAK: For the record, Lisa Nicholas is a

1
2

paralegal within my office. The format in which we
printed and produced these put her name at the top of it
jm,'t from the way we produced it. We'll stipulate that
was not the original.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Got it.
Q. Okay. You said here in the second sentence of
the email: We reviewed our opportunities with this
company about a year ago and based on Coach's comments and
the services she offered, we really didn't see much
benefit.
Who is Coach that's referred to there?
A. Mark Tidd.
Q. Okay. Do you remember what your decision was
based on back at that original point?
Because it seems like you guys made a decision
not to use PCD prior to March 2009.
Do you remember why that was?
A. I believe we wanted to keep the services inhouse
at that time.
Q. Okay. And then what was it that forced you guys
to go towards using PCD?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: Since that point, we had hired
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What exactly is a trustee in a Deed of Trust?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to lodge the objection
cal.ls for a legal conclusion.
She can answer to the best of her understanding.
THE WITNESS: Yes. What I know of a trustee is
they act as the party to execute the deed of reconveyance
on a Deed of Trust.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Is there anything else that a trustee can
do under a Deed ofTmst?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
THE WI1NESS: I don't feel qualified to answer
that.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. We can put that document aside.

And I've got another document. I guess we will
call this Number 102.
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 102 was marked for
identification.)
BY MR TRIBBLE:
Q. Why don't you take a minute and read this over
and let me know when you're ready to answer some
questions.
A. Okay. I've completed the document.
Q. Okay. Do you recognize this document?

j
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A. Yes,I do.
Q. Can you tell me what it is?

A. It's an email integrating Post Closing Services
into our commercial department for reconveyance services.
Q. Okay. And did you send this email?
A. I did.
Q. Okay. Let me state if I'm understanding this
correctly.
This appears to be a train of emails coming from
several other people, it seems to be Laura Page,
Amy Cobine and it seems like it goes back to you; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Let's just start at the top page and I've
got a few questions here.
'Okay. You said here at the top of the first
page: Doug, I put Heidi down as the signatory for recons,
and Laura is on board with this as well.
Who is the Heidi that you're referring to there?
A. Heidi Emery.
Q. Okay.
A. Today known as Heidi Howsden.
Q. Okay. Why did you choose Heidi to be the
signatory on the recons?
A. I believe she was the title manager at that time.
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Q. Okay. ls it your understanding that Heidi was
then being authorized to represent TitleOne by signing
those recons?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, it calls for a
legal conclusion.
She can answer as to her personal understanding.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, then would you agree that her success
or failure at this job is TitleOne's success or failure at
this job?
A. I'm not sure what the question is there.
Q. By assigning reconveyances, is Heidi binding your
company in doing so?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Were you personally aware of Heidi's
background and experience in the area of recons?
A. Personally aware?
Q. Yes.
A. No. I would say professionally aware.
Q. Okay. What do you mean by "professionally

aware"?
A. She was qualified to understand what a deed of
reconveyance was.
Q. Okay, What training did you or your company

provide to Heidi concerning the reconveyances?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection as before as to the
30(b)(6). Of course, she can answer as to her personal
knowledge, but she's not here in a 30(b)(6) capacity.
THE WITNESS: I'm not aware of specific training.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Do you recall if she was trained at all to
do this?
A. 1 would say in Heidi's capacity as a title
officer and a title manager, she would have had the skill
set to do this.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, was Heidi
informed as to TitleOne's policies and procedures
concerning reconveyances?
A. I'm not sure how to answer that. I would be
presuming that she read the policy and procedure on
reconveyances. And at that particular point in time, I
don't know what our policies and procedures were.
Q. Okay. But you felt, though, that she was
qualified to do this?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Would you have felt qualified if you knew
that she was not aware of the policies and procedures to
do this kind of thing?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form,
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calls for a hypothetical, it assumes facts not in
evidence.
And I'm going to instruct the witness not to
speculate.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Were you in the habit of assigning people to jobs
that they were not qualified?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So, to the best of your knowledge, Heidi
was qualified to do this job?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And Heidi, to the best of your knowledge,
was aware of how to do it?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Is it TitleOne's policy to sign
reconveyances without first reading them?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object. That's a
question for the 30(b}(6) about policy ofTitleOne.
She can answer to her personal understanding and
knowledge.
THE WITNESS: I would say no.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, it's TideOne's policy to read the
reconveyances before signing them; would that be t.'OITect?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
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BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Is there any policy to inform anyone when
an error is made, anyone at the company?
MR. DVORAK: Any kind of error?
MR. TRIBBLE: In a reconveyance that we were
talking about.
MR. DVORAK: Same objection as before.
THE WITNESS: Can you be specific?
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. How much more specific do you want me to be?
A. If there's a typographical error, no.
Q. Okay. If there was a substantive error in the
document, like if the document was naming the wrong
Deed ofTrust, does Heidi tell anybody about it?
ls it the policy to just bucy it or does Heidi
have to tell a manager what happened?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form of that question,
calls for speculation as it's hypothetical, calls for a
legal conclusion as to the substantive and it's a question
of·· she's not a 30(b)(6) witness.
You can answer to the extent you understand the
question of your personal understanding.
THE WITNESS: I don't know.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Do you think in Heidi's capacio/ as the
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signatory for these recons, is she under any obligation to
rectify a problem if she sees it?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection and object to the
form.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, she's under no obligation to fix a
problem if she sees a problem?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection and object to the
form.
THE WITNESS: Agree. It's too broad for me to
give you an answer on that.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. I mean, I have to use a hypothetical here because
I need to know what it is that Heidi has been assigned to
do.
But if Heidi makes an error and she reoonveys the
wrong Deed of Trust, is she supposed to tell anybody about
it?
A. Yes.
Q. Well, who should she tell?
MR. DVORAK: Same objections.
THE WITNESS: Legal counsel.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Do you think Heidi should contact the

beneficiary or just the legal counsel?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the fonn.
TIIB Wl1NESS: Legal counsel.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Let's dig into this email a little bit
more. Let's see. Still on the first page, Okay. It
looks like Laura Page sent this.
Who is Laura Page?
A. At that time, she was the commercial escrow
officer.
Q. Okay. Let's see. Second sentence there, it
says: The attached document is a detailed description of
how to use the Post Closing Department.
Because these were sequential, the Bates stamps
were sequential here, but do you see that document
attached at the end?
A. It's the last page.
·Q. Yeah. Now, on the second page of this document
~here it says from Amy Cobine to Vicki White, it says:
Vicki, attached please find a welcome letter for your
staff.
This is Amy Cobine talking to you.
Do you think that this attachment is the welcome
letter or is that going to be what Laura refers to as a
detailed description of how to use Post Closing?
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MR. DVORAK: Well, Counsel, my client is
forwarding a thread. The witness is forwarding a thread
of emails. The attachments to which you're referring were
emails from other people within that thread. So, to the
extent that you're asking her to identify what those
people intended to include as an attachment, l'm going to
object to the extent it calls for speculation.
She can answer as to the best of her
understanding.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Yeah. I don't want you to speculate. I'm just
wondering. I just want to figure out what this document
•• at the very bottom right comer, it says TOC022.
Do you see that, the last page?
A. Yes.
Q. I'm just wondering if you recognize this document
and know what it is.
A. I know what it is. but I can't recall if it's
specific to what l received at that time.
Q. Okay. Would you have read it at that time and
understood it?
A. If I received this at that time,, yes.
Q. Okay. Anywrry, I kind of sidetracked myself
there.
So, back on the first page there, TOC019, this is
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an email that says it's addressed to you and
Commercial Team. And it says there's a detailed
description of how to use Post Closing Department.
Do you know if you would still happen to have
that email with the original attachment on it?
A. No.
Q. Do you know of any way that it could be obtained?
A. No.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I could send over a request
just to see. But I mean -MR. DVORAK: Well, let's go off the record for a
sec.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah.
( Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record.)
,
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. On Page TOC021 -MR. DVORAK: Of Exhibit 102?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
Q. Okay. There's reference to an execute. You
said: Attached is the execute contract for TitleOne.
r don't think I've actually seen a copy of the
executed contract.
Do you guys have that still?
MR. DVORAK: Counsel will stipulate for the
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record we searched for a copy of executed contract in our
files and have not been able to find the same.
(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. I had a question about that, but never mind.
Let's talk about TOC022. Let's see. So, you've
had a chance to review !his then.
Does this refresh your memory at all as far as
how Post Closing worked and how you were supposed to
interface with them?
A. No. What it says on this Jetter is about what I
have.
Q. Okay. The last full paragraph there, it says:
Reports and invoicing will be monthly.
Do you ever recall reading those reports and the
invoices?
A. No.
Q. Okay; Did you receive the reports and the
invoices?
A. I didn't. I don't know whether the company did.
Q. Okay. Do you know who would have been receiving
them at the company, at TitleOne?
A. I can speculate for you that if we received them
maybe Heidi or maybe Laura.

Q. Oh, okay. But that would be your best
understanding, not speculation?
MR. DVORAK: She just said she'd speculate,
Counsel.
THE WITNESS: Speculate.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. I don't have any other questions about
that document.
Let's do another one. We'll call this 103.
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number I03 was marked for
identification.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Take a minute and look through this and let me
know when you're ready.
A. I've read the document
Q. Okay. In the third paragraph of the first page
there, TOC564, it says: When I completed the application
for Old Republic, one of the questions that was asked was
ifwe had,a procedure iri place to track reconveyance of
Deeds of Trust that we paid at closing. We do not track
those currently. It would be a full time job for someone
to track these which is why I assume we chose not to do so
at the beginning ofTitleOne.
Can you describe what she's talking about when
she says you're not tracking these reconveyance of
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Deeds ofTrusts?
MR. DVORAK: Objection: Calls for speculation as
to the mind of a third person. She can answer as to her
personal understanding.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Yeah. What's your personal understanding of what
she's saying in this email?
A. When a request for reconveyance is submitted to
another title company or a lender, then whether we get
that back or it gets recorded with the County, that
tracking piece is what I would speculate she's referring
to.
Q. Okay. So, in general, you're helping somebody
close a deal, you do a payoff and you send the money to
that lender, but nobody's going back later on to check and
see if that lender filed a reconveyance; is that the
problem that's going on here?

MR. DVORAK: At that point in time?
MR. TRIBBLE: Just in general.
Q. l mean, it's talking about tracking the
reconveyance.
ls it just making sure that these lenders that
were paid off actually filed the reconveyances?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. When you said earlier that there was a
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manpower problem and that was why you decided to go to
PCD, is it your understanding that that's what Heidi is
talking about when she says there's great benefits to
tracking these and there's - you're not doing .it
currently, but you can realize a benefit from it?
Is it your understanding that this is the problem
that Heidi is trying to solve here in this email?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I don't know. I oould say that we
believe it would be another benefit added to it.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. In the fourth paragraph there, first page, about
middle of the paragraph, it's talking about: A Line of
Credit DT, I assume that means Deed of Trust, that did not
,get closed down when we paid it off at closing and now the
seller has reused it with current balance of$125k.
Do you recall that happening?
A. No.
Q. Okay. I don't have any more questions about that
document.
We'll call this one new Document 104.
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 104 was marked for
identification.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Why don't you take a minute to look this over.
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Q. Okay. Whatever that contract may be.
Okay. Were you or anybody else, to the best of
your knowledge, ever dissatisfied with PCD's performance
to the contract?
A. No.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge. were they
doing the tracking and the reporting satisfactorily and up
to contractual standards?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. I don't really have any other questions
about that.
This is another document we'll call 105.
(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 105 was marked for
identification.)
MR. DVORAK: Just for the record, we've marked
Exhibit 105, which as l understand is a Reconveyance Of
Trust Deed that's been previously marked to this
depositi<;in in. other depositions. But for convenience
sake, we don't have those with us, so we're marking it as
105 here.
Is that correct, Counsel?
MR. TRIBBLE: That's correct.
Q. Take a minute and just look at this and let me
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And we'll go off the record for a second, too.
(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record.)
THE WITNESS: l'm done reading.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, I guess my first question is: Do you
recognize this document?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Well, that makes this really quick then.
Well, I represent for the record that this was
produced in a subpoena. I believe it was attached to an
email that said that this was a contract from PCD to
TitleOne.
Are you aware that TitleOne had a contract with
PCD to perform these services?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. To the best of your understanding, was

TitleOne performing the services that they had contracted
to perform; were they performing those services correctly?
MR. DVORAK: TitleOne or PCD?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'm sorry. Let me withdraw the
question.
Q. To the best of your understanding, was PCD
perfonning to the contract as it was written?
A. Yes.
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know when you're ready to answer some que.stions.
A. I'mready.
Q. Okay. Well, first question: Do you recognize
this document?
A. It's a Reconveyance Of Trust Deed.
Q. Okay. Have you seen this document before today?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Do you recognize the signature in the
middle of it there?
MR. DVORAK: Heidi Emery or Tyler Gustafson?
BY MR. TRlBBLE:
Q. Well, the one that says Heidi Emery; do you
recognize that signature?
A. I don't know Heidi's signature.
Q. Oh, okay. All right. Well, I'll represent for
the record that Heidi has already identified this as her
signature. So, I guess l'm kind of just walking over
ground we've already tread on before.
Okay. So, this is the first time that you've
ever seen this particular document.
Are you aware of any of the circumstances that
have led up to the filing of this lawsuit?
A. Could you narrow that down a little bit?
Q. Well, this lawsuit was tiled because this
document was recorded in the Ada County records.
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Do you have any awareness of those circumstances?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, vague.
THE WITNESS: Other than the lawsuit was filed,
that's what I've been aware of.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Do you know anything about what the
lawsuit is alleging?
A. Vaguely.
Q. Okay. Tell me what you know then.
MR. DVORAK: At this point, I'm going to instruct
the witness not to relate any infonnation to the extent
it's based on communications she's had with any attorney,
including myself or inhouse counsel for TitleOne.
She can answer subject to those instructions as
long as it doesn't invade the attorney-client privilege.
THE WITNESS: Then I don't know anything other
than that. All my conversations have been with the
attorney.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Yeah. I don't want to know what your
conversation was.
A. AH right.
Q. ljustwanttoknowwhat-A. I know.
Q. I just want to know what you know about the
,-
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THE WJTNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Let's see. Now, bullet Number 1 there, it
says: The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully
paid or received satisfactory evidence of the payment in
full of the obligation secured by said Trust Deed.
Are you aware of any documents or other evidence
that support this statement?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Now, bullet Number 2, it says: Not less
than thirty (30) days following the payment in full of
said Trust Deed, the undersigned hand delivered or mailed
by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the record
beneficiary or a servicer for the record beneficiaty under
said Trust Deed at its recorded address a notice as
required in section 45-lf03(1 ), Idaho Code.
Are you aware of any documents or other evidence
that support this statement? ,
MR. DVORAK: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. To the best ofyour knowledge, has anybody
at TitleOne tried to contact the beneficiary to let them

situation.
MR. DVORAK: Well, Counsel, she's just told you
that the whole basis of her information is what we've told
her.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
MR. DVORAK: r think it's a fair question if she
has some knowledge based on what someone else has told
her, but you don't get to inquire as to what we've told
her.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
Q. Based on what you know now, are you aware of
whether or not anybody at TitleOne has tried to contact
the beneficiaty that's listed on this document?
A. No. I don't know.
Q. Okay. On the first line, it says: TitleOne
Corporation, a Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor
trustee auth9rized to act in the State ofidaho.
Well, I'll just stop there.
AJ'e y01.1 petSQnaUy aware of any documents or
other evidence that suppott the notion that TitleOne was a
trustee for the Deed of Trust mentioned on this document?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, calls for a
legal conclusion.
She can answer her personal understanding. It's
also vague.
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know that there were any errors in this document?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, assumes facts
not in evidence, hypothetical, calls for speculation.
She can answer to her understanding.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Does this appear to you to be a reconveyance?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection, calls for a legal
conclusion.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. But you had stated earlier you don't know
what a forced reconveyance is.
So, do you have any idea if this is a forced
reconveyance?
MR. DVORAK: Same objection, calls for a legal
conclusion.
THE WITNESS: No.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. I don't.have any more questions about
that.
I'm going to back up a little bit here.
Jn YQUr capacity as vice president, the job that
you had held up until March 2014, whose work were you
directing underneath you?
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I don't knoW if I und~tbat question.
Well, you're the vice president of what?
Operations.
Operations. So. whose wmkareyou overseeing?
A. Title, escrow, marketing.
Q. Okay. Is Heidi Emery part of the escrow team or
what was Heidi Emery's responsibility in the company
around 2009, 2010, at the time when Document l 05 was
filed?
MR. DVORAK! I'm going to object. She's not the
)O(b){6) witness.
She can answer as to her personal understanding,
l:mt f instruct her notto speculate.
THE WITNESS: She was the title manager.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
, Q. As title manager, was she reporting to you?
A. Yes.
Q. How did you prepare for the deposition today?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object: The question
calls for potentially attorney-client CQrnmUnications based
on communications between this deponent and counsel in
preparation for the dep(>Sition.
I would instruct the witness to respond to the
question as best she ~an to her personal knowledge without
revealing any such coinmunications.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
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A. I don't know,1 really don't.

mvoices

Q. Okay. And lhQse
and the reports that
PCD is supplying, you think that those might .have gone to
either Heidi or Lauri).?

A. I speculated.
Q. You were speculating.
Okay. I don't have any further questions.
MR. DVORAK: No questions at this time.
(Whereupon, at 11 :00 a.m. the deposition was

concluded.)
(Signature requested.)
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THE WITNESS: I really didn't do a lot of
preparation today. I haven't looked at any of these
documents. That's pretty much It
BY MR. TRJBBI.,g;
Q. Is all of your preparation CQlifined to just
today?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Have you reviewed any other documents in
preparation for today?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So, all of your preparation then has just
been conunun.ications with the attorneys?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Let me de> <1ne 1- ®eek here. These are
just kind of cleanup questions at this point.
Do you recall about when TitleOne stopped using
PCD?
A. No, I don't recall.
Q. Can you give me your best estitnate?
A. That would be speculation. I really don't
recall.
Q. But you are no longer using PCO; is that correct?

A. Correct
Q. Okay..Do you think that that switch QCCl!rred in
the last year?
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I, VICKI WHITI;, being fi15t duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
r
That I am the witness named In the foregoing
deposition, taken on July 3, 2014, consisting of pages
numbered l to 55, inclusive;
That I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questiQns contained therein
were propounded to me; that the answers to said questions
were given by me, and that the answers as contained
therein (or as corrected by me therein) are true and
correct.
DEPONENT
Signed and sworn before me this_ of _ _, __.

NOTARY PUBLIC
~iclingat

My commission expires
Job No. 2t407
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
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I, Christine E. Rhodes, a Notary Public in and
for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced into typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full, true,
and verbatim record of the said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
I WITNESS my hand and seal July 16, 2014.

18
19
20
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23

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Idaho;
residing at Melba, Idaho.

24
25

My commission expires December 2, 2017
CSR No. 991
··••······•·
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I, VICKI WHITE, being first duly sworn on my
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oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in t~e foregoing
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10

deposition, taken on July 3, 2014, consisting of pages
numbered 1 to 55, inclusive;
That I have read the said deposition and know the

11
12

contents thereof; that the questions contained therein

13

were propounded to me; that the answers to said questions

14

were given by me, and that the answers as contained

15

therein (or as corrected by me therein) are true and

16

correct.
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DEPONENT
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Signed and sworn before me this~~ of

21
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NOTARY PUBLIC

23

Residing at

24

My commission expires

25
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!, Christine Rhodes,
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5

a Notary Public in

and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being e,x,amined, the

6

7

witness named in the foregoing deposition was by

8

me duly sworn to testify the truth, the whole

9

truth,

and nothing but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by

10

11

me in shortha,nd at the time and place therein

12

named and thereafter reduced into typewriting

13

under my direction, and that the foregoing

14

transcript contains a full,

15

record of the said deposition.
I

16

17

true, and verbatim

further certify that I have no

interest in the event of the action.
and seal this

18
19

3rd

day of

CH~ISTIN£E.RH0DES
Notary Public
State of Idaho

20
21
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23
24

25

i'

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for tH
residing at Boise, Idaho.

My

commission expires 12/02/2017
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oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
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deposition, taken on July 3, 2014, consisting of pages
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numbered 1 to 55, inclusive;
That I have read the said deposition and know the
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contents thereof; that the questions contained therein
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were propounded to me; that the answers to said questions
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were given by me, and that the answers as contained
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correct.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

II

THE STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC , an Idaho limited)
liability company,
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

II

II
II
II
11,

vs .

)Case No.
)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEONE CORPORATION , an Idaho
)
corporation , FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
)
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
)
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.),
)
)
a Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE
& ESCROW CORP. , a Delaware corporation,
)
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
)
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation, )
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
)
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
)
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,)
)
LLC, an Idaho company , COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
)
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability)
company, EDWARD J . MASON , an individual, )
and JOHN DOES I-X , unknown individuals
)
and/or companies ,
)
)

Defendants.
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Page 2
DEPOSITION OF CAMERON MCFADDAN, taken at the

1
2

instance of the Plaintiff, at Eagle Law Center, LLC,

,1

3

1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200, in the City of

4

Eagle, State of Idaho, commencing at 11:10 a.m., on

I,

5

July 3, 2014, before Christine E. Rhodes, CSR, a

6

Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, pursuant to

7

Notice, and in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil

8

Procedure.
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A P P E A R A N C E S
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FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
208-938-9500

aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
18

FOR THE DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION:
19
20

21
22

Thomas E. Dvorak, Esq.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 West Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
208-388-1200

ted@givenspursley.com
23

24
25
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106

Notice Of Deposition (TitleOne),
dated June 10th, 2014,
consisting of three pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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quality control for the services they perform.
Wed object to that as vague and overly broad.
Provided that it's limited to forced reconveyance services
for roughly the time period that's at issue in this case,
1 don't think we have an issue.
And we've produced Mr. Cameron McFaddan, who's
currently inhouse corporate counsel for TitleOne, as the
person who probably has the best knowledge to answer the
questions posed that way as they are set forth in
Exhibit 106.
BY 'MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. So, you know how this goes, I guess. Yeah. If I
ask a question you don't understand, let me know. I can
rephrase or anything like that. If you give me an answer,
I'll assum~ that you understood the question and are
giving me the answer to the best of your knowledge. This
is a deposition of a corporation, a 30(b)(6) deposition.
So, I'm assuming, since you're here now, you've
been appointed to speak on behalf of the corporation for
the purposes of this deposition; is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So, you understand that the answers you
give me today will be binding on TitleOne, who's the
Defendant in this action?
A. Yes.
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A I do not -- I don't know where it was going, but
TitleOne wasn't doing forced reconveyances inhouse.
Q. Okay. And so, when you guys started using PCD
then, you started doing the forced reconveyance process at
TitleOne using the services of PCD?
A. Corre<.'t.
Q. Okay.
A. lfwe had one.
Q. Yeah. So, was there a need to start doing forced
reconveyances that necessitated the hiring of PCD?
A I would say no. That may have been part ofit.
I don't know what the full reasoning was why they hired
PCD. But they did a lot more than just forced
reconveyances.
Q. Yeah, okay. But it was sort of a fringe benefit
then, I guess, that PCD would provide those services in
addition to all the other stuff that they did?
A. Con-ect.
Q. Okay. So, would it be fair to say, then, that
when people like -~ well, when Heidi Emery started doing
these forced reconveyances, she had never done them in her
capacity at TitleOne prior to PCD coming along?
A. I don't know. I would speculate, again, l don't
think so, because we just weren't doing them as far as I
knew.
-,~----······=·=-",~"····"---
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Q. Okay. So, let's talk first about -- I'll just
kind of walk through the list there, but I want to start
talking first about -- well, l'll get to that in a sec.
Let's just establish, I guess, who you are first.
What is your position at TitleOne?
A. I am the general counsel at TitleOne.
Q. Okay. Arc there any other attorneys that are
working as a general counsel at TiileOne?

A. No.
Q. Okay. So, you're the man?
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A. I'm the one.
Q. Okay. Well, let's dig into that then. So, let's
talk about the policies and processes when it comes to
performing a forced reconveyance.
Okay. Before you guys hired PCD, how did
TitleOne do a forced reconveyance?
A. Now, I wasn't counsel at that time. I was with
TitleOne, so I can tell you from my knowledge at that time
how they did them. And the short answer is we did not do

11

them.

20

Q. Atall?
A. Atall.

Q.

24

Okay. Do you know if the work was being farmed
out or was it just being ¢ompletely redirected to other

25

companies?
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Q. Okay. So, do you know when PCD stopped working
with TitleOne or was it -A. I know approximately it was about two years ago
that we stopped using PCD.
Q. Do you know why that switch was made?
A. I don't. Not entirely, No, I don't.
Q. Do you kn<?w if the process has changed at all
since PCD stopped bying used by TftleOne?
A. Yes.
Q. How is it any different?
A. We have formed a department of our own. It's
called ReleaseOne. And so, all reconveyance work flows
through that department.
Q. And do they do all the same stuff that PCD was
doing with the tracking and so forth?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. When you guys hired PCD to help you out
with reconveynnces in general, including forced
reconveyances -- I think I got some of this info out of
Vicki already, although she seemed a little bit unsure of
herseu· here.
Was this -- I guess what I want to ask is: How
did this really mesh in with TitleOne's business plan?
Was it that you guys were trying to, as Vicki was
saying. trying to utilize them because you didn't have the
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Page 11

9

manpower to do this?
Maybe you could explain that?
MR. DVORAK: 01:!ject to the fonn.
THE WITNESS: So, I'm sorry. Ifl understand
your question, why did we hire Post Closing in 2009 or
whenever it was that we started with them'!
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Yeah.
A. Well, I can speak to what I know. And obviously,
the business has a number of factors coming from different
departments. But ifl recall, in 2009 we were in the
throws of the great recession. TitleOne had downsized its
labor force.
So, I know one of the driving factors was the
manpower. We did not have the manpower to track all those
things.
Q. Any other reasons you're aware of'?
A. l think convenience and efficiency.
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Q. Yeah.

A. We had two new employees at that time who came
from Fidelity who spoke highly of the service and they
used it extensively at their time with Fidelity. And so,
they were proponents of the service and the advantages of
it.
Q. Okay. Was liability ever a concern?
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complaints.
Q. Okay.
A. And yes, we had a normal escalation policy for
any kind of customer matter.
Q. Okay.
A. It starts with the team member that receives it
and goes up the •• you know, up the chain of authority
through the company.
Q. And if an employee knows of a problem, do they
elevate it?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. But is there ever -- well, let me back up
then.
So, the problem gets elevated within the company?
A. Yes.
Q. And then it's up to somebody higher up in the
company to make an outside contact, say, to a beneficiary
if they feel there's a problem that needs to be given some
notifiqation?
A. 'well, conside,ring.the reconveyance scenario, the
beneficiary is usually the complainer. They are the ones
that's come to us.
Q. Yeah.
A. Because they have said: My Deed of Trust didn't
get reconveyed and I'm being asked by another title

Page 10
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A. Liability for what?
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Q. Liability for doing the forced reconveyance,
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having somebody else take care of it versus TitleOne?
A. [t could have been certainly part of the
discussion.
Q. Yeah.
A. I mean, we're a title insurance agent. So,
liability for title curative matters is part of our
business.
Q. Okay. Does TitleOne have a policy for dealing
with errant documents that get recorded?
MR. DVORAK: Any errant document?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah. Just in general.
Q. Well, I mean, let's just say reconveyances.
Does it have a policy for dealing with an errant
reconveyance?
A. Are you asking if we have a written policy and is
the policy now or in 20 l O?
Q. Let's start in 2010.
A. 2010, I would say there probably was no written
policy.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. But we would handle that as •• it's contextual in
tenns of how would we have found Ol!t. But generally, I
would think of that is we would find out as customer
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company to reconvey it. You know, what happened?
Q. Yeah.
A. Or they are saying: My Deed of Trust got
reconveyed and wasn't supposed to be. What happened?
Q. Okay.
A. That would be the customer complaint happening.
Q. Can you see a s9enario where a complaint gets
elevated up to the management or you where you would need
to contact the beneficiary and lenhem know what had
happened'?
A. Certainly.
MR. DVORAK: Object to fonn.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Has that ever happened?
A. It has not happened that I know of in the context
that youjui-1 described where wi:ve had to reach out to
the beneficiary.
Again, the far more common scenario, if there's a
problem it's coming from the beneficiary. We don't
contact them. They are contacting us.
Q. Okay. Other than. the reconveyance that is at
issue in this case, are you aware ofTitleOne ever having

recorded an errant reconveyance?
A. \\'hat's an errant reconveyance?
Q. A r~onveyance that has an elTOr on it that

I
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shouldn't have been signed or recorded, I guess.
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, hypothetical,
vague.
THE WITNESS: There are errors that happen in
documents, yes, all the time. Not all the time, but I
mean it's part of business.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay.
A. So, yes, there have been errors in recording.
Q. What does TitleOne typically do to correct that
or you could tell me if there's just a standard policy
that you guys have ofhowyou correct it?
A. Well, the standard policy would reflect what I
described earlier, which is normal complaint resolution.
That's policy that's in place.
Q. Yeah.
A. But what we would do would depend on what is the
problem with the individual situation. ls it a problem
with the legal? Do we have the wrong signer? Is it
recorded in the wrong county? Did it not get recorded?
It's all contextual as to what was the particular
issue. We would come up with a resolution for it.
Q. Okay. Let's have a look at this Trust Deed
again. It's Exhibit 105.
So, this is a document that was used on a
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previous deposition of Vicki White. We tagged it as
Exhibit Number 105. It's a Reconveyance OfTrust Deed
signed on January 25th, 2010.
Okay. We'll just do the general foundational
questions here.
Do you recognize this document?
A. Yes.
Q. Yeah. And what do you recognize it as?
A. I recognize it as Exhibit 105. And it is a
reconveyance of a Deed of Trust.
Q. Okay. Do you recognize the signature above right
where it says Heidi Emery?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, is that
Heidi's signature?
A. Yes. According to the Notary, it certainly is.
Q. Okay. At the time when this was signed,
Ms. Emery was the authorized signer for TitleOne on
reconveyances; right?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, was this
document signed within the course and scope of her duties
as title officer?
A. To the best ofmy knowledge, yes.
Q. C>kay. So, the first line says:

TitleOne Corporation, a Title and Escrow Company,
trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State
of Idaho.
To the best of your knowledge, was TitleOne ever
the trustee or the successor trustee on the EEF Deed of
Trust?
MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the extent it
calls for a legal conclusion. He can answer to his
understanding.
THE WITNESS: Not to my knowledge.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. Has TitleOne ever been aware of any
document naming TitleOne as the trustee or successor
trustee for the EEF Deed of Trust?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Okay. So, to the best of your knowledge, when
this document was signed, TitleOne had no evidence that
they were the trustee?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Is that correct?
MR. DVORAK: Vague, calls for a legal conclusion.
He can answer to his understanding. Calls for speculation
as well.
THE WITNESS: At the time this document was
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signed, forced reconveyances were being done by
Post Closing Department, who as part of their agreement
with TitleOne was to have us appointed as successor
trustee in those matters where we weren't trustee for
which they were going to process.
So, at the time that this was signed, the
presumption would have been that. those documents would
have been held by Post Closing Department.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. But TitleOne at the time didn't have any
evidence that they were trustee, though; is that correct?
A. I don't know if they had any evidence at the
time.
Q. Okay.
A. I know what I know now.
Q. Okay. To your knowledge, does Post Ck>sing have
any evidence that TitleOne was the trustee at that time?
A. Not that I know of.
Q. To the best of your knowledge, has the obligation
secµred by the EEF Deed of Trust ever ~n paid in full as
indicated in Paragraph l of this document?
A. I have no knowledge beyond that EEF would have
been sent a Notice as part of the process.
Q. Oh, but I'm asking ifTitleOne has any knowledge
of whether or not the obligation has been paid?
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MR. DVORAK: Counsel, I think you asked about
evidence towards that. And I think the witness's response
was that that Notice includes information that the Deed of
Trust has been paid and was intended to be reconveyed if
no objection is made.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Well, I mean, it says that either TitleOne paid
it or they received satisfactory evidence of the payment.
So, I mean, if you paid it, you would have
evidence that you paid it. Or if you received evidence of
payment, then you would have evidence of payment.
I'm just wondering what evidence you're aware of.
A. Well, as you know, it's in dispute as to how the
Deed of Trust got in the hands of Post Closing Department.
But evidence of the paid Deed of Trust would be the
submission of the original document.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay.
A. So...
Q. And that's all the evidence?
A. That would be the evidence that I would assume
that Post Closing Department was relying on as sufficient
paid and as our agent were making that statement.
Q. Okay. But that right now is the only evidence
that we have, that you guys have?

Page 19
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I've seen a copy of a letter that was reportedly sent, the
Notice.
Q. Oh, okay. Have you actually seen any proof of
the mailing though'!
A. All I have is the representation that they mailed

6

it.
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a sec.
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(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. So, as far as evidence of the Notice being
mailed, PCD has produced the letter that they said they
mailed; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. But that's it; they haven't produced a return
receipt showing -A. Not that I'm aware of.
Q. ,Okay. I can just come out and ask an obvious
question then: Do y~u admit that this document was signed
in error'!
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form, vague. calls for
legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS: No. I think she signed it
intentionally.
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A. Correct.
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Q. Okay. So. other than the submission of the
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Deed ofTrust to PCD in 2010 -In 2010, other than that, there was no other
evidence that the obligation was paid in full; is that
correct?
A. Correct, hence the forced reconveyance process.
Q. Okay. To the best of your knowledge, was the
IC 45-1203 Notice ever sent or delivered to Eagle Equity
Fund pursuant to Paragraph 2 on the reconveyance document'?
A. To the best of our knowledge, it was. It wa5
represented to us by Post Closing Department that it was.
Q. Okay. And what representation did they make to
that effect?
A. They said that they did.
Q. Was there any evidence of that?
A. I t,elieve Post Closing Department produced a copy
of the letter in discovery which they represented that
they had sent Certified Mail.
Q. Okay. So, they produced a copy of the -A. The Notice to the beneficiary.
Q. But it would have been the return receipt thing.
right, for the Certified Mail; is that what you're
referring to'?
A. I don't know that I've set.'11 any return receipt.

MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. We can go off the record for
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MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Well, let's see. Let's go
off the record for a second.
(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the
record.)
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. So, I believe it was January 20th. 2014 we
served a subpoena for emails of Heidi Emery from the years
2009 and 2010. We ~~rved that subpoeha on TitleOne. And
in response to the subpoena, I originally received a stack
of emails thal was about 42 pages, which seemed
extraordinarily little for a two-year time period.
So, I just wanted you to, on the record, explain
why that was the case.
A. Certainly. We got the Request for the emails.
Our email system does not archive. We do not have an auto
archiving system. We do not archive them as a company.
So, the only archiving that is done is done at an
individual level of personnel.
$0, when we got the Request, we made a request
through our IT department to see if there was something on
a backup tape, which there was not. Again, we don't
archive. So, we sent our a request for nil employees to
search their individual archives and submit to me any
emails that fit in that time period that had been
requested.
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And that's what we found. And that was what was
produced.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I don't have any further
questions.
MR. DVORAK: Okay; No questions from me.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
MR. DVORAK: He'll read and sign his, just like
the last one.
(Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the deposition was
concluded.)
(Signature requested.)
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I, Christine E. Rhodes, a Notary Public in and
for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced into typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full, true,
and verbatim record of the said deposition.
I further certify that l have no interest in the
event of the action.
I WITNESS my hand and seal July 16, 2014.

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Idaho;
residing at Melba, Idaho.
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My commission expires December 2, 2017
CSRNo.991
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STATE OF IDAHO
)
COUNTY OF ADA
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I, CAMERON MCFADDAN, being first duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
That l am the \\itness named in the foregoing
deposition, taken on July 3, 2014, consisting of pages
numbered I to 21, inclusive;
That I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained therein
were propounded to me; that the answers to said questions
were given by me, and that the answers as contained
therein (or as corrected by me therein) are true and

correct.
DEPONENT

Signed and sworn before me this __ or _ _, _ .
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NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at
My cQmmission expires
Job No. 28408
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ST . GEORGE COURT REPORTERS , INC .
P . O. Box 2097
St . George , Utah 84771
stgeorgecourtreporters . com

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY , STATE OF IDAHO
DANIEL THOMPSON , an individual , )
EAGLE EQUITY FUND , LLC , an
)
Idaho limited liability company , )
)
PLAINTIFFS ,
)

I
!
I

Case No . CV OC 1310112

I
I

)

vs .

)
)
)
TITLEONE CORPORATION , an Idaho
corporation , FIDELITY NATIONAL )
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America)
Transnation , aka Transnation
)
Title & Escrow , Inc . ) , a
)
Delaware corporation , ALLIANCE )
TITLE & ESCROW CORP ., a
)
Delaware corporation , RBC BANK )
(fka RBC Centura Bank , aka PNC )
Bank) , a North Carolina
)
corporation , CHICAGO TITLE
)
COMPANY , A Nebraska or Florida )
corporation (fka Ticor Title
)
Insurance Company , a California)
corporation) , and John Does I - X, )
unknown individuals and/or
)
companies ,
)

Depos i tion of :
AMY COBINE

)

I

Defendants .

)
_________________ )
Taken at :
HOST BUSINESS SERVICES
321 North Mall Drive , Building R
St . George , Utah 84790
On Friday ,
February 28, 2014
At 9 : 00 a . m.
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PROCEEDINGS
MR. DVORAK: So, we are on the record in the
deposition of Amy Cobine. At this point we would be
swearing the witness, except she's not here. So, let the
record reflect this is the time and place set for the taking
of the deposition of Amy Cobine pursuant to notice and the
Idaho and Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
Could I have all persons present identify
themselves and the parties they are representing? I am Tom
Dvorak. And I am representing TitleOne.
MR. TRIBBLE: I am Aaron Tribble. I am
representing Eagle Equity Fund.
MR. DVORAK: And these are the only two parties
who are actually physically present here at the deposition
in St. George. There are a number of parties present by
phone who will now identify themselves.
MR. NICHOLSON: This is Chad Nicholson appearing
on behalf of DAS Investments. And Richard Mollerup was
present as well on behalf of Alliance Title and Escrow.
Also, just for the record, it's my understanding that David
Crick is not planning on attending this deposition. And
I'll go ahead and let the other people identify themselves
that are on the line.
MS. REED: This is Angela Reed on behalf of
TitleOne Corporation.
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l\1R. PENNY: David Penny, representing RBC.
JvlR. MCFADDEN: This is Cameron McFadden of
TitleOne Corporation.
JvlR. DVORAK: Is that all the persons on the phone?
l\1R. NICHOLSON: It is.
l\1R. DVORAK: All right. Then, just in terms of
other persons who were supposed to attend, Erin Stines
indicated an intention to appear here. She sent me an email
last night that she was traveling to St. George. She has
not yet arrived this morning. We delayed starting the
deposition ten minutes to accommodate her, but she's still
not here, so we are going to proceed forward.
At this time, on my cell phone, I am going to
place a call to a cell phone number I have for Amy Cobine.
That cell phone number being (360)-609-4983.
For the record, I spoke with Miss Cobine at that
number on Wednesday of this week, which would make it
February 26th, 2014. And she indicated to me that she was
gathering documents and intended to appear at today's
deposition and was aware of her duty to appear at today's
deposition.
I am calling her on my cell phone now. Hopefully,
we can make the little speakerphone on this cell phone
project. Miss Cobine, this is Tom Dvorak I am calling from
the deposition that was set in this matter. It is now 9:11,
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with you all here shortly. Bye.
(Whereupon, a briefrecess was taken.)
MR. DVORAK: We are back on the record in the
deposition of Amy Cobine. Miss Cobine has arrived.
Miss Cobine, could I have you be sworn please.
AMY COBINE,
called by Defendant TitleOne having been duly
sworn, was examined and testifies as follows:
EXAMINATION
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q And I have said this before, but just so we don't
have an issue, you weren't in the room, but this is the time
and place set for the taking of the deposition of Amy Cobine
pursuant to the notice in the Idaho and Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure.
Just a couple of rules, Miss Cobine. I am just
trying to find out the facts here. I am not going to trick
you in any way. If there is a question that you don't like
or you don't understand, would you please ask me to rephrase
the question?
A Sure.
Q Okay. A written record is being made of these
proceedings. It's, essentially, a book. And persons
reading it won't be able to make sense of it unless we speak
clearly and you answer yes or no to my questions. Please
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and you have not appeared. Would you please contact me at
(208)-866-2072 as soon as possible. There are about seven
attorneys waiting on you. Thank you.
MR. NICHOLSON: That will encourage her to call.
MR. DVORAK: Yes. Just for the record too, that
business number, when we tried calling that business number
before, that was listed on the voice mail, it always
registers as disconnected. So, I don't think there is any
point in trying to call that business number now. Let's go
off the record.
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
MR. DVORAK: We are back on the record now. Miss
Cobine has not called in. While we were off the record,
counsel all agreed by stipulation to continue this
deposition. It will be continued to a point today. If Miss
Cobine calls in, I will contact Chad Nicholson, and he will
get everybody reconvened on the conference call, and they
will call back in. Ifwe cannot get Amy Cobine within a
reasonable time today, we will send that information to
everybody else and, probably, the next proceeding will be a
contempt proceeding. Is that acceptable to everybody as a
stipulation?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes.
MR. NICHOLSON: It is.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. Well, I hope to be in contact
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try to let me get out a question before you give an answer,
otherwise it gets really choppy. And I will try to work
with you on that too. We also need to focus on speaking
somewhat slowly, especially for me. And we also need to
remember that nodding and shaking our head doesn't register. jj
We need to say yes or no. Do you understand that?
A Yes.
Q Okay. If you understand my questions, will you
answer them?
A Yes.
Q And if you do not understand my questions, will
you tell me you don't understand them?
A Yes.
Q Would you please state and spell your full name
I'
for the record.
A Amy Ann Cobine. A-m-y, A-n-n, C-o-b-i-n-e.

l

j

Q Are there any other names you've ever gone by?
A Amy Ann Crabtree.
Q Will you spell that for the record?
A A-m-y, A-n-n, C-r-a-b-t-r-e-e.
Q Any other names that you have gone by?
A No.
Q Have you ever had your deposition taken
previously?
A Yes.
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Q How many times?
A I don't know. A lot.
Q Okay. When was the last time you had your
deposition taken?
A In the last few years, I have no idea. Probably
not in the last year.
Q Okay. Let me ask you this. And the reason I was
asking you the questions, do you feel you understand this
process today?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, you don't have any questions or
concerns that you need to address right now?
A No.
Q Okay. Are you on any medication, or is there any
other reason or fact or circumstance that would impact your
ability to answer my questions truthfully today?
A No.
Q Prior to this deposition, you were served with a
subpoena that compelled your attendance here today?
A Yes.
(Exhibit No. 1 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to mark that as Deposition Exhibit No.
1, just so we have it in the record here. You were also
served with a couple of other subpoenas that asks you to get
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previously?
A Yes.
Q Please identify what those documents are, ma'am.
A One will be a deed of trust received by my office
that is believed to be an original and is marked so in our
system. But it is a scanned copy now. It's no longer an
original, because we scan everything.
Q Okay. And we'll go over the details of these
documents here in a bit. Right now I am just trying to get
a feel for what you brought with you.
A Yeah.
Q So, you said -- what are the circumstances of why
you don't have that document with you?
A We had a system crash this morning as I was trying
to print it out.
Q Have you given instructions to someone else to get
that down here?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, the plan is for that person to email it
to you and will have it printed later?
A Yes.
Q Were there any other documents that you are aware
of that would be responsive to the subpoena that was served
on you other than what we have talked about so far?
A What else -- I don't recall that whole subpoena.
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documents. Do you recall those that ask you to get
documents of your business?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And, in the course of, did you attempt to
gather documents from your business in response to those?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And did you bring what documents you could
to today's deposition?
A I brought what I could, yes.
Q Okay. And I take it from what you brought -- I
would like to mark those. It looks like you brought two
pieces of paper with you; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Going to mark these here for a second.
(Exhibit No. 2 and 3 were marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q Okay. I have marked the two documents that you
have brought with you as, first one's Exhibit 2. It's
entitled Reconveyance of Trust Deed at the top. The second
one is Exhibit 3. It's entitled Notice oflntent to
Reconvey. Is that accurate? That's the total of what you
brought with you today?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Now, is there any additional documents that
would be responsive to that subpoena that we served on you

.~-,-µ- "·---~- -- "- .--
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So, what else is required? I just thought it was stuff that
was related to this. Did you need anything else?
Q When you say related to this, I'm talking -A To this deed of trust. Is there anything else
that you might need? I'm not sure. I don't have a copy of
that subpoena.
Q Well, and let's just be clear about this. Hang on
one second here. When you said this deed of trust, I think
that's probably accurate.
(Exhibit No. 4 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what is marked as
Deposition Exhibit No. 4. I'll represent for the record
that this is a Deed of Trust, instrument number 106181859.
Galiano, LLC is the grantor. Alliance Title & Equity is the
trustee. Eagle Equity Fund, LLC is the beneficiary. And it
was recorded on November 17th, 2006. Do you have that
document in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Is that the deed of trust to which you were
referring a second ago in your answer?
A Yes.
Q And so, is it fair to say you have attempted to
find all the records that you have relating to that deed of
trust be it for reconveyance or otherwise?
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A

1

Q

2

Yes.
I want to talk to you a little bit about some
different areas. And I'm just going to give you the general
outline of what I am going to talk to you today about, then
these other attorneys may have some other follow-up
questions too. The way I want to go, I want to talk a
little bit about the background history of what your
companies were doing, especially in 2009, 2010, in sort of a
broad sense. Then I want to talk about how you do a
standard reconveyance for a customer during that time
period.
I also want to talk about something called a
forced or statutory reconveyance during that time period and
how you just did it in general. Then I am going to move and
talk about your relationship with TitleOne. Then, finally,
we are going to talk about this particular situation and
that deed of trust and the reconveyance.
A Okay.
Q So, just so you have an idea of where we are going
and how we are going to get there. And, hopefully, I have
one too. So, in 2009, 2010, you were involved with a number
of reconveyance companies?
A No. Well, let's define -- what do you mean by
involved?
Q Okay. Did you have a role? Let's start out more
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Q You have never heard that name before?
A No. I mean, we might have a d/b/a on the east
coast for that, but I have no idea.
Q Okay. When you say we might have a d/b/a, are you
referring to the Post Closing Department?
A The corporation, yeah. Or the board.
Q Okay. What about something called Reconveyance,
Inc.?
A Yes. We --yeah, we have ownership in that
corporation too.
Q What's the difference between Reconveyance, Inc.
and the Post Closing Department corporation?
1
A Not much. They are separate corporations.
;
Q Okay.
A And they have similar boards. The ownership's
very similar. Maybe not in its entirety, but it's similar.
Q What was the ownership of those two corporations?
2009,2010?
A I'm not sure.
Q Okay. What is it today?
A I believe I am sole owner of both, but that's in
dispute at the current time.
Q And are you in a divorce proceeding?
A I am in the middle of a divorce, yeah.
Q In the time period 2009, 2010, were there any
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basic. Do you know what a reconveyance is?
A Yes, of course.
Q What is a reconveyance?
A A conveyance is a release of a trust deed on to a
public record.
Q Okay. And you have been involved in the past in
businesses that engaged in reconveyances?
A Yes.
Q In 2009, 2010 were you involved in any such
business?
A Yes.
Q What businesses were you involved in 2009, 2010
that were involved in the reconveyance business?
A Post Closing Department.
Q Okay. What is the Post Closing Department?
A It is a reconveyance tracking and processing
company.
Q And it's a corporation?
A Yes.
Q All right. I also have some names of some
companies that you were involved in that time period of Post
Closing Services? Does that ring a bell?
A No.
Q What is Post Closing Services?
A I don't know.
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other corporations or d/b/a's other than what we have talked II
about that you were doing this reconveyance business under? iJ
A I don't believe so. But there could have been. I
I;
have no idea.
Q Okay. And, in 2009, 2010, what was your role
within each of these two businesses? What did you do with
them? Let me break that down a little bit. You were an
owner, correct?
A Yeah. I was a stockholder, yes.
Q Were you -- did you have any officer title or -A I'm not sure. In 2009, I just don't recall. They
have changed titles. I was probably listed as a division
president on some level for both of them.
Q And what division do you think you were listed as?
A It probably just said division president. But it
would have been over tracking and processing.
Q Any other roles you would have had in the 2009,
2010 time period within these companies?
A I don't think so.
Q Where were these two companies doing work in that
2009, 2010 time period?
A Nationwide.
Q Nationwide. Okay. Was there any particular Idaho
work they were doing?
A Yes.
!
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Q Can you recall?
A We had several clients out ofldaho.
Q Okay. Was Alliance Title one of your clients?
A No.
Q Are they currently one of your clients?
A No.
Q What about Fidelity?
A Yes.
Q And during that time period?
A Yes, I believe so.
Q Let's make it clear. I am going to sort of turn
the rules upside down a little bit. Ifl don't say what
time period I am talking about, everything that we are
really concerned about in this case that I am asking about
is in 2009, 2010.
A Okay.
Q So, that's sort of the default. Ifl am just
asking you when something happened, I really want to focus
in on that time period. Most people, when they don't put a
time period on it, they mean now. But let's just change the
rules for now, because that's the time period I am focused
in on. Does it make sense?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And I'll tell you ifl am looking some
place else. But, really, we want that focus on 2009, 2010.
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office building that you use where you have employees, or
does everybody work out of their house?
A Well, the main office is usually Portland.
Q I see. And whoever is trying to fulfill the
direction that you gave earlier to get the deed of trust
here, where is that person located?
A Well, that person, actually, is here out of St.
George.
Q Okay.
A And in 2009, I believe we have probably had staff
in Nevada that was doing this, because, well, that's where
this is listed from. And we had an office here in St.
),
George.
Q Okay. In 2009, 2010, how many staff, how many
j
employees do you think you had between the two companies? l
A Of actual employees?
Q Yes.
A Or people who work for us?
Q How about both?
A Actual employees, probably zero. We contract out.
11
Q Okay.
A We use contractors. At the time, we had probably
15 or 20 in-state contractors. And I have no idea what out
of, offshore was at that time.
Q Okay. Did you need, for the way you conducted

"
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What about TitleOne? Were they one of your customers during
2009, 2010?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Any other title insurers that you recall in
Idaho during that time period? Pioneer?
A No. We had a small handful, so I'm not sure.
Q Okay. And Post Closing Department, Post Closing
Services, are they headquartered anywhere? Any particular
city?
A I think we are incorporated out of Nevada state.
But in 2009, we probably -- well, everything was probably
out of the Portland office.
Q Okay. The documents that you looked at and the
server, wherever the crash is earlier today, where did you
go to get those?
A Oh, I just accessed those from my home office.
Q From a remote terminal?
A Yeah.
Q Physically, where was the server you were
accessing?
A I believe it's out of California, because we use
Yahoo servers.
Q I see. So, you have a virtual server?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Is there any particular office that you,
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business through Post Reconveyance, Inc. and the Post
Closing Department, did it require having a contractor in
each state?
A No, not in each state.
Q Okay. What are the circumstances that required
11
you to have a contractor out-of-state?
A Out-of-state, some of them would have been sales
staff, commissioned sales staff. Some of them would have
been searchers, processors, just hard to say.
Q Okay. And I am trying to understand, and I am
going to go through here in a minute, how these two
'
companies worked in terms of the reconveyance business.
Okay? But first, I want to understand, is that a fair
characterization of what they were doing? Were they doing
i
anything else besides the reconveyance business?
'
A Well, we kind of consider ourselves a data company
,I
too. We were supplying data. We are a trustee in some
ij
states.
Q But not in Idaho?
A No.
Q So, you weren't supplying data or serving as a
trustee function in that?
A Well, we may have been supplying data, but we
don't qualify as a trustee in the state ofldaho.
Q Go off the record for one second.
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(Whereupon, a discussion took place off the record.)
MR. DVORAK: Go ahead and say that again.
MR. NICHOLSON: Just for the record, Dick Mollerup
on behalf of the Alliance Title has appeared and has been
present for virtually the entire deposition.
MS. STINES: I also came in late, Erin Stines, on
behalf of Fidelity National Title Insurance Company.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. We are off the record again.
(Whereupon, a discussion took place off the record.)

BY MR. DVORAK:

Q What was this data information business function
that these two companies were doing in the 2009 and 2010, to
the best of your recollection?
A We supplied limited title reports or liens, lien
information to various lenders or whoever was requesting it.
Q I see. Do you recall doing that in Idaho at all?
A I wasn't really in charge of that department,
so -Q So, you don't know?
A Yeah.
Q So, let's talk about the reconveyance business. I
would like to walk through how your business was structured
and what it could do for your customer as a title company or
a title insurer in 2009, 2010. Could you help us sort of
get an overview of that?
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Q Okay. Would you process a request for
reconveyance in that scenario?
A No, not if the lender does their obligation and
releases.
Q Okay. So, sort ofin the general sense of what
Reconveyance, Inc., these two companies were doing this in
this time period, just so I have a fair understanding of it,
a closing would occur?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And, out of that closing, the lender would
fund, the new lender maybe would fund the old loan, the
payoff of the old loan?
A Correct.
Q And the deed of trust associated with the old loan
would then be the subject of a request for reconveyance by
that old lender who is paid off? Out of the closing, the
lender who had just been paid off -A Yes.
Q -- would execute a request for reconveyance at
that time?
A They could. Maybe not to us. It depends on
their, how they are set up.
Q And I am talking about the standard. I am trying
to get a better idea of how the standard one works. So, in
a closing, that lender who had just been paid off, by
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A In general, for most clients, not necessarily for
TitleOne, but in general, our function is to track all deeds
that have been paid off, either in full or partial payoffs,
and make sure that the lender provides a reconveyance either
to the insurer, to the title company that paid off, or puts
one on record. If they don't, it is our job to go and
request one from them.
Q I see. And you referred to deeds paid off. You
are referring to deeds of trust?
A Deeds of trust, yes.
Q Okay. And you say it's your job, typically, to
track all of them. Tell me how that works just in a
standard sense.
A Tracking means that once title provides us with
the deed of trust number that has been paid off, we
continuously check public records to make sure that a
reconveyance is recorded and that deed of trust is released.
Q I see. So, in that scenario, you would be
checking to see if someone else, the trustee actually
reconveys?
A Yes. Or if a new trustee is named, then a
reconveyance is done, yes.
Q I see. And, in that scenario, you wouldn't
prepare any kind of reconveyance document?
A Correct.

'
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whatever means, would execute a request for reconveyance,
let's say, to the trustee under the --

I,

A Correct.
:1
Q Okay. How did your company then pick up the
,
tracking of that that you just described?
j
A Well, normally the title company, a client would
[1
1,
send over the information, usually a title report, copy of
the payoff to us so that we would know what to track that
that deed of trust had been paid off. And then, again, we
have data in public record. And we would wait an
appropriate amount of time to see if that lender then
i
executed or if the trustee executed a deed of reconveyance
and reported what -- and then we provide that information
back to the client.
Q I see.
A So that they know the obligation they paid off in
closing has been properly released.
Q And, conversely, if your tracking ofit found that
it hadn't been paid off, what would you do?
A Depending on the type of file, and ifno original
documents had been received by our office or by the client's
office, and, again, if there is no deed ofreconveyance on
record, we would then send a notice of intent out to the
lender, notifying them that we had received information in
our office on behalf of our client that the deed of trust

'i
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had been paid off in full.
And, in the case ofldaho, that's a notice of
intent. So, it just notifies them that per state law they
have X amount of time to get a deed ofreconveyance onto
public record or get us the original documents. If they
cannot do so, we will release their interest for them.
Q Okay. And you made it specific to Idaho. Is the
procedure you are referring to sometimes called the
Statutory Reconveyance or Forced Reconveyance, to your
knowledge?
A It is in some states. Some states do not. And
the time period and everything changes per state.
Q Okay. But focusing on Idaho -A Yeah.
Q -- that procedure existed, and you were aware of
it?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Again, I think you said earlier you can't
serve as a trustee in Idaho?
A That's correct.
Q Okay. So, with respect to, in that general
situation, still talking about general situation where you
prepared a statutory or forced reconveyance for the state of
Idaho, generally, what would you do in that circumstance?
A Well, again, we would send the notice ofintent.
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Q Who do you send it to?
A We send it to the escrow company or title insurer
who issued the payoff, generally. That's not the case in
this deed of trust.
Q That's right. And again, I am talking general.
We'II get to this specific one, but I want to understand the
general process here.
A Yeah. Normally, let's say First American Title
paid off a, if they were a client and they paid off a deed
of trust in full, no reconveyance showed up from the lender,
we get the letter at least 60 days from the time of payoff.
If one still didn't show up, we would send them a notice of
intent. We at least wait another 60 days and then prepare a
statutory release, and then allow our client to sign off on
that and record that onto public records.
Q Okay. And when you said allow your client to sign
off on that and record it on public record, would the client
record it?
A No. Generally we would record it.
Q So, the client would sign and send it back to you
and then you record it?
A Correct. Yeah. And, at the time, I believe
everything was done and still is done electronically.
Q Okay. And you mentioned this tracking function.
What do you use to track? What kind of software or what
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We would wait the statutory period. We would, generally,
wait longer than the statutory period. A forced
reconveyance or a statutory reconveyance, generally, our
company policy is that it's not as good as one that the
lender should have just fulfilled on their own. We don't
like forcing them.
Q Okay.
A They leave question for liability, kind oflike
this.
Q So, and again, my question is, so you prepared the
notice of intent, you just testified. I am assuming, then,
that you prepare a actual forced reconveyance document in
Idaho?
A We do. And then the client signs off on that.
But that's not done until later on, after the statutory
limit has exceeded.
Q Do you recall what the time period was, is, was in
Idaho?
A I think it's 60 days. Yes, it is.
Q Okay. And so, you prepare that forced
reconveyance document, statutory reconveyance document and
send it to the client, the actual trustee to sign. What
happens next to that?
A No, we don't send it to the trustee. They are not
the ones who can sign off on that.

;
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kind of methodology do you use to track these during that
time period?
A We have an in-house service, and we use data from
several service providers.
Q Okay. Is there a calendaring system?
A A what?
Q A calendaring? Did you calendar it or put it on a
calendar?
A No. No. Everything is kind of a proprietary
system. It triggers us to do certain functions. Well, some
of the system is running constantly, looking for data. And
depending on the area and where we are getting our data, it
may be downloading daily. It may be downloading weekly or
monthly. It kind of is a proprietary thing.
Q Is it something that, software that was developed
specifically by either of your two companies, or is it, was
it purchased on the open market?
A No. It's something that we kind of developed
ourselves.
Q Do you know what went into it or does it have a
name?
A No. We have never named it.
Q Okay.
A And it's functioning differently for every area.
And again, it depends on the data and where we are getting
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data sources. So, it's complicated.
Q Okay. Does it use any, does it build on any
smaller systems or smaller applications like Excel or
anything like that?
A We do translate it into Excel.
Q Okay. Before it's translated, what is the code?
Do you know?
A No.
Q Now, we sort of talked about your standard
business practice for customers during 2009, 2010. But, you
would do, occasionally you would vary from this or do
different things for different customers?
A Yes.
Q Tell us a little about that if you would, the
different kinds of things you might do in the reconveyance
context.
A We would customize our service to what the client
wants. So it, that's all, depends on what the client's
requested of us.
Q Can you give me an example or two off the top of
your head?
A Well, TitleOne is an example. So, TitleOne did
not have this tracking. Every item they paid off. Instead,
they only wanted us to work on items that were received by
their office, reconveyance documents received by their
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Q Ten years?
A But I know the original, the original company of
which kind of started these companies, has been, I think 12
years.
Q When you say the original company, what company
was that?
A I started a company called Cobine Consulting &
Associates about 12 years ago.
Q Okay. And that's what's sort of grown and morphed
or changed into what we have today?
A Correct.
Q We talked, just about the state of Idaho, in terms
of some of the underwriters and insurers that you, the title
agencies that you work with there. Throughout the whole
country and all 50 states, what other, besides the ones we
have mentioned, title insurers or title agents do you work
with?
A We have worked with or do work for all major
insurers and tons of agents. I have no idea what our client
list is.
Q Do you have any idea of the volume of work that
you do? Or give us, at least during that period, 2009,
2010, nationwide?
A No, I have no idea. I didn't pull any kind of
stats from that time.
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office, that they were not the trustee on.
Q I see. Did you understand that to be for the
reason that if they were the trustee they could handle the
reconveyance themselves?
A Correct.
Q Okay. But, I take it within the realm of items
for which they were not the trustee on, that would include,
what we have been talking about, statutory or forced
reconveyances?
A Correct. And they, it wasn't just items that they
weren't trustee on. They also sent us documents, I believe,
that were, like, if they got in a request for reconveyance
and maybe they got the request and the original deed of
trust but the lender forgot to send the note, they would
forward those on to us too. They, the only thing they, they
basically sent us all the more difficult, high liability
items that were reconveyance related. And tracked, I assume
they tracked their own recons and did the easier work that
they were trustee on in-house.
Q I see. I am going to sidestep for a minute here
and back up. But I'll get back on the path that I was on
here before. But how long was, has your company been in
existence; your two companies?
A I don't know the exact incorporation date of the
two.
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Q Okay. Now, I want to go back and talk sort of
about your process for a particular customer. Both your
standard process and the process of sort of maybe handling,
like we talked about, here as an example with TitleOne,
where they wanted you to handle the ones for which they
weren't trustee. And maybe, let's focus in a little bit
more about the TitleOne process, or that type of process.
If you are handling ones where they are not the trustee, how
do you become involved in that process? How does either of
your two companies, during that time period, 2009, 2010,
know that they need to do something with a particular paid
off deed of trust or deed of trust situation?
A They would -- I can only answer to how we
received. I don't know their exact process at TitleOne.
But they would forward on documents that they received in
their office to us.
Q Um-hmm.
A That's how we knew to be involved in the
situation. Once in a while we would get an email and them
telling us to send an intent. But generally, and I believe
those were usually on items that ~hey were asked to
indemnify. But in general, they would forward us what they
had received in their office and that would start our
process.
Q Did you have something called a work queue?
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A Yes.
Q What is a work queue?
A It's basically a way for clients to communicate
with us. They are like secured email in-boxes, but when an
item is received into that, it goes into our system.
Q And when you say an item is received into that,
would that be by email?
A Yes. It means they could be faxed too, but it was
pretty rare for a client to fax a work queue.
Q Okay. I see. But the work queue refers to the
email, the electronic storage?
A Yes.
Q Okay. What other methods of intake did you have
besides the work queue?
A There is work queue in courier or mail.
Q Okay. When you say courier or mail, did you set
up couriers to pick up things at a particular date?
A Generally, yes.
Q Okay. Did that vary between clients?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall what the arrangement was with
TitleOne?
A No.
Q What's the standard process if something was
either received, either through the work queue or through
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wasn't just processed into this computer system for
tracking, this was an actual, physical human review of it?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Who would undertake that review?
A Staff. Contractors.
Q Okay. And, with respect to TitleOne, was there
any particular persons who were undertaking that review?
A I have no idea at that time.
Q Okay. And what would happen next in this process
we have been discussing?
A For TitleOne, it would be reviewed, it would be
l
'
decided what form or how to proceed, and either a notice of
intent would be issued or if a notice of intent couldn't be
issued, because statutory maybe didn't fall within the
;
statutory guidelines of being a forced reconveyance, then we
have another form where we basically demand from the lender ;
what is needed. So, in the case of a partial, we would
demand a partial reconveyance from them. We can't force a
)
partial reconveyance.
Q I see. So, there was a step in the process where
you made sure you had everything in order?
A Correct.
Q Okay. Once you made sure that you had everything
in order, what was the next step?
A We would send out notices or demands. There is
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other intake, what would happen at that point in your
office?
A Well, it depends on how it was received. So, if
it came through a work queue, it generally loaded right into
the system and the process began. And are we talking for
TitleOne or just in general?
Q Just in general. But let's use, as an example,
information that you decided needed a statutory or forced
reconveyance on or notice of intent.
A Well, if it came in the work queue and it wasn't
for a client that wasn't under general, or wasn't something
like TitleOne's arrangement with us, then we would, it would
just go into the system and the tracking would begin. And
depending on the state, we may do nothing. We would give
the lender time. And we would allow the system to download
data in hoping a reconveyance would occur. If then, in the
case of like, TitleOne, it came into one of their work
queues, theirs were triggered to immediately look at them,
because, chances are, we needed to issue a notice of intent.
Q Okay. And when you say triggered for us to
immediately look at them, what would happen in that
instance?
A We would review the information they sent over and
decide how to proceed from there.
Q Okay. And when you say we, you are talking, it
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also a chance, depending on the lender, like, if it was Bank
of America, for instance, we wouldn't send Bank of America a
demand in general. We would normally just email a
designated employee within certain banks that were just
that -- it basically just handled our request every day or
month or whenever we sent them our requests. And then they
would retrieve the documents we needed or record a
reconveyance per our request.
!
Q I see. And you mentioned notices. Those would
!
include notices of intent?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall, in Idaho, on those notices of
intent, if there was any requirement that they be sent in a
certain manner?
A Yes.
Q What do you recall about that?
A I believe they have to be sent return receipt,
certified return receipt.
Q Okay. And so, speaking of your company's
procedures and practices in 2009, 2010, was it the procedure
and practice to send any such notice of intent by that means
in Idaho?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Once that notice of intent was sent out in
Idaho, during that time period in general, how would you
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keep track of that?
A Everything was scanned into our system.
Q Oh, so it goes back to the system track at that
point?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. In the intake process for this, if you
receive an original document, what was the procedure?
A If we received an original document -- prior or
after our notice?
Q As part of the initiation of it.
A Okay. Originals would be reviewed for
completeness, originality or, so they would have to be
originals, they can't be copies. And if they are copies, an
appropriate indemnification has to be attached. So, they
have to, the lender has to be indemnifying, saying, we have
lost the originals or we don't have them, we are releasing
you from liability. If we find them, we are going to
forward them on. There is a general form that most lenders
use for that.
Q Some people refer to as a lost document affidavit?
A Yeah, lost dock affidavits. So, they either have
to sign that. There was one bank at the time that we
allowed to, they basically had a stamp that says they have
lost it, and just indemnify, release it. This is what we've
got. So, there was one bank in Idaho that we were approved
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the original, what would happen in your office? What would 1
that person do at that point?
A If it was a complete package?
Q Yeah, sure. A complete package.
A Okay. Ifit was a complete package, and the
client was a trustee, the original trustee, and a
substitution of trustee -- well, ifit was either, the
client was a trustee or a substitution of trustee,
l
accompanied the package, then we would just prepare a deed
of reconveyance and have the client sign off. And we would
record it.
11
Q Okay. Just so we are clear and we are
communicating, when you say that if the client was a trustee
I,
or a substitute trustee -ll
A Was the original trustee?
Q -- what you are referring to is, was named in that
particular deed of trust as the original trustee or by a
substitution signed by the beneficiary to appoint him as a
substitute trustee; is that correct?
A Correct.
Q Were there circumstances where you would receive
an original not from the original trustee or substitute
trustee?
A Can you re -Q Yeah. Were there circumstances where on intake

l

j
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to allow to use their stamp. But, in general, it would have
to come with either the originals or the original note,
original deed of trust and a request for reconveyance. If
it didn't have one of those three items it was to have the
lost note and deed affidavit or an indemnification,
depending on how the bank worded it. And if it didn't have
one of those items, then it wasn't considered a complete
package.
Q And what's your understanding of the significance
of having the original deed of trust, for example?
A Generally, deed of trust is what is foreclosable.
That's what a lot of people take to an attorney and say, I
wasn't paid in full, here's my deed of trust. I want to
foreclose on these people.
Q I see. So, your understanding is you need the
original to do that?
A Correct.
Q And, so I take it, you mentioned there are
procedures to verify the authenticity of an original you
received in the intake process?
A Correct.
Q And you described some of those?
A Yes.
Q Okay. If someone, after going through those
procedures to authenticate the original, determined it was
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l

you received an original deed of trust that didn't come from
the original trustee or substitute trustee?
A Well, the documents don't come from the trustee.
I
They come from the lender most of the time.
i'
Q Most of the time.
j
A But I am trying to clarify here. So, is there a
situation where we would receive that packet, at the
'
non-trustee's office, basically? Like, at a client's
office?
'
Q Yes.
!
A Yes.
Q And how would the intake procedure differ in that
event, if at all?
l
l
A Well, in general, most of the time, if that
occurred, it's not because -- it's because the title company
that closed the deal, they closed the deal. They are not
l
the trustee but they are the ones that paid it off. And, a
i
i
lot of times, lenders just, whoever sent them the final
payoff check, they just mail everything over to whoever sent
them the check.
I..
Q I see. So, there were occasions where you would
l
receive the original documents -j
A There's lots of occasions, yes.
Q -- not from the original trustee?
A Yeah, it happens quite often.

l

l
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Q Okay. In fact, it probably approaches ordinary
course of business?
A It does, yes.
(Exhibit No. 5 was marked for identification.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Exhibit No. 5. I'll represent
for the record that this was produced by TitleOne as TOC012
through TOC018, I believe, in response to a subpoena from
Mr. Tribble's office for the plaintiff. Do you have that
document in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Just a couple questions based on that first
page in that document. Looks like that's an email from you
to, it says, to self. Do you see that on the first page?
A Yes.
Q Is that a means that you used to send that email
to a number of people, like a distribution list?
A I have no idea.
Q Okay.
A It was a long time ago.
Q Do you recall sending this email to TitleOne by a
BCC or some other means?
A I may have. It appears I did.
Q Okay. What were you trying to convey with this
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little bit then -- oh, is there, if someone determines that
a deed of trust, during 2009, 2010, was an original,
someone, one of your contractors, someone working for you,
was there a policy or procedural practice as to what they
were supposed to do to indicate that fact?
A No. They were only supposed to indicate if it was
not an original.
Q I see. And how would they indicate that?
A We have stamps or they would just sign off and
just put, "not an original received". Or we have a stamp
that says, "copy".
Q I see. But the -- so I take it, the policy of
your office would be the converse, that if it didn't have
such a stamp or handwriting to that effect, then from that
point forward it was to be treated as an original?
A Correct.
Q And, I take it, in order to use these documents,
you scanned them into your system?
A Correct.
Q Did you have any policy regarding general saving
originals?
A We generally save them up to a year, but after
that they are destroyed. An original can stick around the
office from a year to seven years, depending on the client,
depending on storage at that time.
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email? Take a second and read through it.
A Okay. Restate your question.
Q Yeah. When you were sending this email to
yourself here, eventually it got in TitleOne's record, what
were you trying to convey by sending that email around?
A Looks like I was trying to tell them that Alliance
Title had, was trying to be named trustee on more documents
and provide a reconveyance service to banks.
Q Okay. It mentions in there a
www.tracttracker.com.
A Yes.
Q Is that your software you are describing?
A It's one of our corporations.
Q Okay. When you say one of your corporations,
which one?
A I believe it's incorporated separately as Tract
Tracker, Inc.
Q So, that corporation existed during that time
period too?
A Yes.
Q But it was related to the reconveyance business?
A Correct. And it worked off the same software and
the same, basically the same platform as the other system.
It's more of a lender driven product.
Q All right. Well, I think I want to focus in a

11

i
11

;
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;
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'
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Q I see. Okay. Do you have any idea how a year

l
;

;

long period was derived?
A Generally, a year is how long it takes us to get
everything into the system. To get-- depending on volume
at the time, it can take us up to a year to get originals
scanned into the system.
;
;
Q All right. Now, I want to talk a little bit about
the TitleOne and how your relationship came about with them. l
I'll mark something here to see ifl can refresh your
recollection.
A Actually, I misspoke a second ago. It didn't take
'
a year to get the original into the records, into our
:
system. That's done fairly quickly, but it might take a
i
year up to have the document destroyed.
Q The physical document?
'
A Yes.
Q Obviously, the scanned copy would stay in your
j
system?
I'
A Yeah. But they get scanned in fairly quickly.
Like, sometimes within days of receipt. Especially, to get
it into our system and for the system to go to the next
step, we have to have those documents in our system. But,
files often hang out a year because we are behind on
shredding and destroying of documents.
Q But in the time period we have been talking ,about
;

____
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it would have been your office's policy and practice to get
the determination made as to whether it was an original or
if not an original, a stamp put on the same or a notation in
handwriting put in the same saying it was not an original,
before it was scanned?
A Yes. And that's done within the day or days of
receipt.
(Exhibit No. 6 was marked for identification.)

BY MR. DVORAK:
Q Okay. I am going to hand you what's been marked
for identification purposes as Exhibit 6. I'll represent
for the record that it was among the documents that were
produced in response to the subpoena referred to before. It
is marked in that production Bates number TOC008. Do you
have that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Why don't you take a second and read that, because
I am going to ask you in a second when the relationship
between TitleOne and the Post Closing Department first came
about.
A Okay.
Q Let me know when you are done reading that.
A Oh, yeah, I am done.
Q So, when did that relationship between TitleOne
and Post Closing first come about?
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one if there is one in our system. If it's in my email, I
can probably recover one based on this date.
Q Can I ask you, if you can recover one, to send it
to me and I will forward it to other counsel here?
A Yes.
Q Thank you. And I will represent for the record we
have not been able to find one.
A Okay.
Q A couple of things up here. So, that welcome
letter, is that Exhibit 5 or Exhibit 6 we were just
referring to?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Let's talk about on Exhibit 7, where it
says, please find a welcome letter. Now, it looks like
there is a sentence here that says, "Most rush file requests
are filed that need notices of intent come from the title
Ii
department. And any backlog ofrecons that you need help
with may be sent with our courier on Friday." Do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q Does that refresh your recollection? Was there a
courier for TitleOne that came every Friday?
A There must have been.
Q Okay. How would you handle that courier service? 1,
Was that an independent contractor?
I'
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A It looks like May of 2009.
Q Okay. Does that fit with your recollection?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. Do you recall doing work for TitleOne prior
to this time?
A No. I don't think so. But I'm not sure.
Q Okay. And how did that relationship come about?
A We solicited them for business, I believe.
Q Do you recall how that was done?
A Probably via email.
Q Okay.
(Exhibit No. 7 was marked for identification.)
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BY MR. DVORAK:

13

Q I am going to hand you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Deposition Exhibit No. 7, it's
again, from that same batch of documents, Bates number
TOC006. It appears on the bottom to be an email from Vicki
White to you, dated May 5th, 2009, referencing an executed
contract. And then a response email from you, dated
May 7th, 2009. Do you see those?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Did you find a copy of the contract with
TitleOne in your files? Do you have an executed contract?
A I did not find one. But it's not to say that ••
seeing these emails will actually probably help me recover
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A Yes.
Q Who, typically, did you use as a courier?
A It varies for region and state and city. We don't
have a contract like a national contract.
Q Is there a, like, typically, a delivery service,
or would you contract with somebody out of their house? I
mean, what would the criteria be for you to fill the role of
a delivery or a courier?
A Generally, it's a courier service.
Q Okay. Like a speedy dispatch or somebody like
that?
A Something like that, yes.
Q Okay. Do you have any records who show, who would
show who you were using in Idaho in 2009, 2010, with respect
to TitleOne?
A No.
Q You wouldn't have any records, any bills that have
been paid?
A Maybe if I had someone in accounting pull all the
records for credit cards at the time.
Q Okay.
A It would be difficult though. Because, depending
on how it was paid for, depending on how it was invoiced to
us, you know, even ifwe pull bank records, we have so many
couriers, it might not say, you know, this one's for Idaho

I,
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and this is for TitleOne. Like, it wouldn't say those
details on it.
Q But could you find your couriers for Idaho, for
instance, Boise area?
A I know who we use now. But I don't know if that's
who we used in 2009.
Q Who do you use now?
A We use Fleet Street.
Q Okay. Again, if you find out who you used, I
would ask you to forward that information to me.
A Sure.
Q Thank you. And I'll represent -- I'll distribute
whatever I get from this witness to the other counsel.
A Okay.
Q Going through then, back to Exhibit 7, you say to
Vicki White at TitleOne, "I need to verify just a few things
from you. Do you want your logo on your docs?" Do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q Okay. What were you asking about there?
A If they wanted their company logo displayed on the
deeds that we produced for them.
Q I see. So, some companies don't?
A In general, they do. But sometimes they will just
say, no, don't worry about it.
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I

would be whoever had the right to sign statutory
reconveyances?
A Correct.
Q Then you say, I am heading out later today for our
'
East Coast operations.
I)
A Yes.
Q What East Coast operations did you have at this
time?
A I believe we had a Tennessee operations. Pretty
j
sure.
Q Okay. Do you recall what that entailed you doing?
lj
A No, not back in 2009.
1
Q Okay. Who did you -- beginning in May of 2009,
who were you working with at TitleOne? Who was your company
working with?
[,;
A I believed it was Heidi. But it may have been
1:
Vicki.
11
Q Do you recall anyone else?
A No. In general, it was those two.
Q Okay. Who were they working with within your
'.
company?
A I spoke to them once in a while. But I have no
j
idea what staff they spoke to.
Q Okay. We talked a little bit about your, the
process in general. And I think we used TitleOne as an

l
j

I;
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Q And if they say, no, don't worry about it, do you
display a logo at all?
A In general, I think our logo appears.
Q Okay. So, even if a company wants their logo on
there, something like Post Closing Department would appear
there too?
A No. Generally, we don't include both of them.
Q Oh, I see. But, nevertheless, if a client tells
you they want the logo on from that point forward, you start
putting their logo on there?
A Correct.
Q And I take it they provide you some kind of
electronic means of doing that so you can generate it?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Do you recall if that happened in
TitleOne's case?
A I believe they did, yes.
Q Okay. And then you asked who the signer was for
your recons; obviously?
A Correct.
Q So, you're asking who actually signs for the
trustee?
A Correct. I am asking which officer of their
company will be signing off on the reconveyance.
Q I guess it wouldn't just be a trustee, it also
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example once or twice. But, let's specify now with
;
TitleOne. So, and maybe, let's go back to Exhibit 6 ifwe
could. Do you have that in front of you?
A Yes.
!;
Q Okay. So, there was a courier bag that was being
;
provided on Fridays for anything to be placed, to take to
your office?
A Yes.
.i
;
Q Okay. So, I take it, that would be for original
documents?
A Yes.
Q Otherwise, they probably would use the work queue ]
I1
that's referred to in the prior paragraph; is that correct?
A Yes.
I
Q Okay. So, is that a fair characterization to say
if it was something they could email to you they would send
it to the work queue, but if it was an original document
that had to be sent to you it would come through the courier
service?
A Yes.
Q And it says that courier services will begin this
Friday, May 8th, 2009. It will be every Friday. Do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q Does that refresh your recollection? Is that what

l

i
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happened?
A Yes.
Q Did you cease working for TitleOne at some point?
A I believe so.
Q But do you recall when?
A No.
Q Then it goes on to say, "Documents forwarded to
our office that are" -- I think it's a typo, but it should
say -- "are incomplete or inaccurate will be taken care of
by us. Escrow and title do not need to perform any
reconveyance functions." What were you saying there?
A Generally, prior to having service such as ours,
most clients allow their title and escrow officers to do
this work. And so, we are just trying to say, anything
reconveyance related, forward it to us. Don't do it on your
own.
Q I see. Now, you reference that. Down below you
say, you may also begin transferring all reconveyance
related calls to us at our customer service department toll
free number. And then you give the number there. What were
you saying there?
A That if someone called about a reconveyance
matter, that they could send us the call and we would take
~

Q

Okay. So, say that the new bank who had paid off
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Trust Deed. It was, in fact, a reconveyance of what we
marked earlier as Exhibit No. 4. That particular Deed of
Trust. Recorded February 11, 2010 as instrument number
110-01-2858. Do you see that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Do you have any other reason to believe
that's anything other than what I represent it to be?
A No.
Q Okay. So, going back to what we are talking about
on Exhibit 6, a detailed invoice, I take it your office -do you recall your office preparing this document?
A Well, I don't recall this, but -Q Do you believe your office prepared this document?
A
Q
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the prior deed of trust was calling, would that be one such
call?
A Yes.
Q And then you could report the status to them?
A Correct.
Q It goes down below to say, our fee is charged in a
detailed invoice, and our fee includes recording; do you see
that?
A Yes.
Q When you say, detailed invoice, what were you
describing?
A Well, the way that they appear for clients is an
Excel sheet with details as far as deed of trust number, day
we received it, if it's related to a file that they have
given us a reference for such as, a closing number or a
title number, and then the amount that we have charged for
it, if the reconveyance is complete, or ifwe have sent out
a notice of intent. And sometimes they'll even include
notes from our staff.
Q Okay.
(Exhibit No. 8 was marked for identification.)

BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I'm handing you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Deposition Exhibit No. 8. I'll
represent for the record that this is a Reconveyance of

;

!
,

j

I

Y~.

Okay. It appears to have a TitleOne logo on the
upper left-hand comer; do you see that?
A Yes.
Q Is that the logo that was provided to your office
that we discussed earlier for your use in preparing
documents?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And then, it actually, do you see the
recorder's stamp part of it there?
A Yes.
Q Do you see where it says, recorded at the request
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ofReconveyance Inc. on Exhibit 8?
A Yes.
Q What does that mean to you?
A It means that it went out with a batch of our
recons that were filed in Ada County that week.
Q Okay. And then going over to, After recording
return to, what does it say there?
A The Post Closing Department.
Q And it's got a slash/North Idaho?
A Yes.
Q What does that mean?
A I have no idea. I don't know why it says North
Idaho, but it means return it back to our office.
Q Okay. Your office in Nevada?
A Correct.
Q Do you have any reason to believe that that was
not the procedure that was followed with respect to this
particular reconveyance of trust deed in or about February
of2010?
A No.
Q Okay. Going back to that Exhibit 6 where it was
talking about a detailed invoice, would you be able to
locate the detailed invoice that was sent to TitleOne with
respect to your billing for the service of preparing and
recording this Reconveyance of Trust Deed?

ll
11
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A Yes.
Q Could I ask you to do so?
A Yes.
Q And forward it on to me?
A Yes, I will. Can you take a note of everything
that you want forwarded over?
Q I haven't been taking notes on those things, but
he's making a record, so we'll pick them out and get them to
you.
A Okay. All right. Yeah, if you'll just shoot me a
quick email with everything.
Q And I'm sure that maybe someone else here, I could
impose on them?
MS. STINES: Yeah, I have been keeping track of a
bunch of questions, but I think I have it in here, but -MR. DVORAK: Let's go off the record for a second.
(Whereupon, a discussion took place off the record.)
BYMR.DVORAK:
Q All right. I think while we were off the record
we went over what we believe this witness is going to try to
locate and provide. One thing being the detailed invoice
associated with the Reconveyance of Trust Deed, February
2010, that's marked as Exhibit 8. Another being the
executed contract with TitleOne, if it can be located, and
then the third item being some information or some record of
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particular Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed; correct?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And you have undertaken investigation
within your office to try to figure out the sequence of
events that led to this Reconveyance of Trust Deed,
Exhibit 8, being recorded?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Will you please tell us everything you have
determined from your investigation?
A I don't think I can answer that educated, in an
educated way, at this point.
Q To the best of your belief, and certainly qualify
it if you are speculating or guessing.
A Oh, hold on real quick. Can we stop?
Q Yeah, let's go off the record for a second. This
is a good time to take a break.
(Whereupon, a briefrecess was taken.)
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q So, I have just asked you, before we went off the
l
record, what you determined happened here with respect in I
your office, resulting in Exhibit 8 being sent to Heidi
Emery to sign and then being recorded by your office. What '
led up to that?
A We received a deed of trust in the office, an
original deed of trust in the office. No other documents.

l
l
.
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who this courier was who was doing the Friday night, Friday
pickups from TitleOne during the period 2009, 2010 in Boise,
Idaho.
A Correct.
Q Going on to say, in Exhibit 6, that the fee
includes recording. Do you see that?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall what the fee would have been around
thattime?
A I believe it was $3 a page.
Q All right. And that was it?
A Yes.
Q And it goes on to say the fee is the same no
matter what the type of file or situation, including rush
files; is that correct?
A Correct.
Q Going back to this document, I believe I asked
this question on Exhibit 8, but I want to make sure the
record is clear, do you believe that before Heidi Emery
signed Exhibit 8, that it was prepared by your office?
A I believe so, yes.
Q Okay. And then sent to Heidi Emery to sign?
A Correct.
Q Obviously, for sometime you have been aware that
TitleOne has been trying to seek information about this
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And, so, we proceeded with the notice of intent.
Q Okay. And when you say you received an original
deed of trust, I refer your attention to Exhibit 4. Are you
stating that you believe you received the original of
Exhibit4?
A Yes.
Q And then thereafter proceeded with a notice of
intent?
A Yes.
Q Was there any other communication that accompanied
the original of Exhibit 4 that you are aware of?
A No.
Q Okay. And you are attempting to locate the
scanned copy of this original that you received and
forwarded?
A Yes.
Q I take it you have reviewed that document?
A Yes.
Q Does it have the stamp or signature -- sorry,
strike that. Does it have the copy stamp or hand written
notation that it's not an original on it?
A No. It doesn't have any such thing on it.
Q Okay. Do you still have the original of the deed
of trust that's been marked a copy, which has been marked as
Exhibit 4, in your records?
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A No, I do not.
Q And why not?
A It was scanned and destroyed.
Q And destroyed immediately?
A It was probably destroyed within the year after it
was scanned.
Q All right. Would it have been destroyed before
the Exhibit 8 Reconveyance of Trust Deed was recorded in
February of2010?
A I'm unsure.
Q Okay. You brought some documents with you. And
they are the only copies of them I have. Can I see those
two documents that have been marked as Exhibits here?
A Exhibits 2 and 3?
Q Two and three, I believe. All right. You
mentioned a notice of intent that was sent in this case. I
am going to hand you what's been marked Exhibit 3. Is that
that Notice of Intent?
A Yes.
Q What is the date on the top of that document?
A October 12th, 2009.
Q Okay. I take it that that was sent after you
received the original of the Deed of Trust that's been
marked as Exhibit 4?
A Yes.
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Q Would it have been sent on or around that
October 12, 2009 date?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And would it have been sent in accordance
with your practice by certified mail and return receipt
requested?
A Yes.
Q To what address was that sent?
A It appears we sent it Eagle Equity Fund, 2502
North Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616.
Q And that is indeed the same address that appears
on the top of Exhibit 4, the Deed of Trust?
A Yes.
Q Do your records show if you received any response
to that Notice oflntent, the Exhibit 3?
A We do not show a response received.
Q Okay. Handing you what's been marked for
identification purposes, the other document you brought with
you, Exhibit 2, do you have that in front of you?
A Yes.
Q And I'll represent for the record that that
appears to be an unsigned, unsigned by Heidi Emery, an
unrecorded prior draft of what ultimately was recorded as
Exhibit 8 on February 11, 2010, the Reconveyance of Trust
Deed. Is my summary accurate of what that document appears
... --··-~ --- ·-·--~-,.. -.

Ii

to be?
A Yes.
Q So, would that have been the copy you kept of what
was sent to Heidi Emery to sign?
A It would have been one of those scanned copies in
our office, yes.
Q When you say, one of the scanned copies in our
office, what do you mean by that?
I'
l
A We would have scanned what we sent her, and then
we would also scan and have scanned the recorded
1,
reconveyance trust deed.
f:
Q I see. Were there any other communications or
;
anything that you found in the files from that time
regarding this Exhibit 8 that was recorded in February of
2010?
1
1,
A No, there was not.
ll
Q And again, among the documents you are going to
provide, you are hoping to provide today, but you are going
1
to try to find the scanned copy of that original deed of
trust, a copy which we marked as Exhibit 4 here and get that ;
tome?
:
A Yes.
Q Is there anything else that your investigation
;
determined that we haven't talked about so far as to how
this Exhibit 8 came to be signed by Heidi Emery and
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recorded?
A I'm sorry, say that again.
Q Anything else we haven't talked about so far, that
your investigation that you undertook revealed, as to how
this reconveyance of deed of trust, what's been marked here
as Exhibit 8, came to be recorded?
A No.
Q Did you attempt to find a return, a certified mail
return receipt requested that accompanied the Notice of
Intent, Exhibit 3, when it was sent?
A Yes.
Q Have you found such documents?
A No.
Q Okay. If you find such a document, can I ask you
to forward it and send it on to me?
A Yes.
Q Was your office in the habit of, during 2009,
2010, of sending any notices of intent in the state ofldaho
without sending them certified mail return receipt
requested?
A No.
Q Is the manner in which you found the copy of that
document that you brought, that Exhibit 3, the Notice of
Intent, consistent with other records in your document or
consistent with other copies of notices of intent that have

l
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been sent out within the state ofldaho for other matters?
A Yes.
Q Let me go off the record. I think I am done and I
usually take about five minutes or so at this point to put
my thoughts together. But ifl can reserve the chance to do
that later, I'll turn it over to someone else to ask you
some questions.
EXAMINATION
BY MS. STINES:
Q I'll go ahead. Amy, my name is Erin Stines. And
I am appearing today on behalf of Fidelity National Title
Insurance Company in Chicago, Title Insurance Company, both
defendants in this action brought by Eagle Equity. I have
kind of tried to keep track of the items that may reflect
information about this particular reconveyance, so I'll try
not to ask you. I think we have covered the invoices. You
are going to look potentially for an invoice to TitleOne; is
that right?
A Correct.
Q So, what about email, the email that goes into
your, the queue system? Does the queue system have an email
address?
A Yes.
Q What is the email address for work queue?
A For TitleOne's, it was
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queue?
A Correct.
Q And, so, as part of that search within that work
queue system, you searched for the recording number of the
reconveyance; is that right?
A No. The recording number of the document of the
original deed of trust.
Q Okay. And did you run a search then, well, I
understood you to say that you tracked then that recording
number of the instrument that you had prepared in response
i1
to a request. So, you would have entered the recording
number for this reconveyance of trust deed in your work
queue?
A That's been searched also, yes.
lj
Q That's also been searched?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Then you searched for Eagle Equity?
l
A Correct.
Q And you searched for Heidi?
A Yes.
Q And did you search for Vicki?
A No.
Q And what was generated out of that work queue
search?
A Mostly the documents you see in front of you as

j
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title 1id@postclosingdepartment.com.
Q So, that was unique to TitleOne?
A Correct.
Q Is there a way to run a system search in your work
queue for email, with TitleOne, during a certain period of
time?
A Yes.
Q And is that a search that you have done as part of
this investigation?
A I believe so.
Q And did you come up with any emails in that period
of time?
A For this particular item, we didn't run it for a
time period. We ran it more for -- our system is set so we
can trigger other things to search by and specify. So, the
search for this was done not only under the document number,
which is the recording number of the original deed of trust
106181859, but it was also done in reference to both names
of Eagle Equity Fund and, most recently, was also searched
with Heidi's name.
Q So, would that have searched, for example, not
just since it's a work queue, it can search beyond just
emails, it can search faxes; right?
A Correct.
Q It can search anything that's entered the work

l
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exhibits. So, Exhibit 8 came over. Exhibit 2, Exhibit 3.
And there is an item that is not here because of our system
crashed this morning. So, that includes the original deed
of trust that we received.
Q But no emails were generated as a result of that
work queue search; is that right?
A No. There were emails, and I believe those have
been forwarded.
Tom, did you receive those today?
MR. DVORAK: Actually, yeah, I think I have that
at the bottom of an email.
A Yes.
BY MS. STINES:
Q How many emails did you advance to Mr. Dvorak in '
advance of this deposition today?
A I believe just one, but I believe it's a string,
like, its an ongoing conversation that's occurred. And I
;
Ii
forwarded in one email, but it's really a combination of
several emails.
MR. DVORAK: And, it didn't even occur to me. I
don't think it has anything to do with this, but I'll read
it into the record in a bit.
BY MS. STINES:
Q Well, if you could produce that to the other
defendants, that would be appreciated.
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And when was that, Amy, produced to Mr. Dvorak in
response to the subpoena?
A That was produced this morning.
Q What other documents enter your queue besides -do invoices enter the queue?
A No.
Q Do credit cards used to pay for processes that
relate to a particular client, are any of that kind of
information picked up in a queue or entered into the queue?
A No. We don't accept credit cards.
Q No, but you use a credit card, right, to pay for
courier services and the like?
A Yeah, I guess so, but they are not entered in the
system, no.
Q Okay. So, what about mailing records? Anything
associated with mailing, is that entered into the queue?
A Yes.
Q What kind of mailing records enter into your
queue?
A Everything from, well, they don't enter the queue,
but we upload them into our system, anything from mail.
Like actual postage. Like copies of envelopes come in. Or
we'll upload an envelope or return receipt. A Fedex, a
Fedex bill, ifwe have an actual bill like a Fedex -- you
know, their little invoice slip that go on the packages,
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Q I see. So, next to a note is there a person's
name that's working that file or that note entry?
A Yes.
Q And is that on the note? In this case whose name
appears?
A Paris Hall.
Q Parasol?
A Paris Hall.
Q Paris Hall. As in the city of Paris?
A The city of Paris. That's her first name.
Q So, have you talked to Paris Hall about this
reconveyance of trust deed?
A No.
Q Where is Paris Hall?
A I have no idea.
Q Does she work for you anymore?
A No.
Q When did she stop working for you?
A I want to say 2009 or 2010.
Q Was she let go or did she leave on her own?
A I believe she was let go.
Q Why was she let go?
A I'm unsure.
Q Can you find that out or is that -A 1 can look through records. Yeah, I can check.

those go on there too.
Q So, but would envelopes out, go into the work
queue?
A No. Only the return receipts or certified mail.
Q And, so I understand, you send these notices of
full reconveyance, you send those via certified return
receipt requested?
A Yes.
Q And in this case, what is -- do you have a record
of that being mailed certified return receipt requested?
A Our system indicates that's how we sent it. But
we are unable at this time to locate the actual return
receipt.
Q How then is the indication reflected within; is it
the work queue that it's reflected?
A Yeah. There is a note that it was sent out that
way.
Q And are there initials next to notes? Or how are
notes entered?
A We just know who was working the file at the time.
Q How do you know that?
A It's indicated within the file within our system.
Q And each time a new person goes into the file, is
it indicated in a different way?
A Yeah, if there is work performed on that file.
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:1
Did you fire her?
,i
A I believe I let her go. We wouldn't have stated a
••
r,
cause.
Q You didn't state a cause?
A No.
Q But you had a cause?
A I don't know. It's been a while, I can't recall.
Q Did she have a history of creating problems on
files?
A I can't really recall.
Q So, in the notation, what exactly does the note
say about the certified mailing of this notice on the recon
that we are talking about today?
A It says that she produced the notice of intent.
.
And it says that she produced a certified receipt.
Q In the type of certified receipt that I am
familiar with it requires a signature when it's received on
the other end and then the signature is sent back.
A Correct.
Q Is that what happened here?
A We are unsure. We don't always get them back.
Sometimes they just never come back, period. I can't tell
you that. We do not show that the mail was returned at all.
Q So, there is two things that the work queue would
have tracked in that situation. You would have tracked if

Q
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2

just procedure to have a scanned copy, assuming that you
you did not receive anything back?
1
could read all the numbers and you could get that from it at
A Correct.
2
that time.
3
Q And you would have tracked if something did come
3
Q So, in your system is there a scanned copy in a
4
4
back?
work queue of the green card that went out?
5
A Correct.
5
Q And, so, what does the work queue say about this
6
A No. No. We -- from what we can determine,
6
someone within that department at that time scanned them in
7
7
notice?
batches, and we have found it very difficult to go through
8
A It says, nothing received.
8
every item in a batch.
9
Q Nothing received?
9
10
Q So, how large were the batches that were getting
A Yes.
10
11
Q How long do you wait before you -- well, do you
11
scanned?
12
12
A Hundreds.
have any evidence in the work queue that it was -- but when
13
13
Q Do you still have those batches?
you say nothing received, excuse me, that means nothing
received back?
14
14
A I believe so.
A Yeah. At all. Like, we didn't receive -- a lot
15
15
MR. DVORAK: Actually, I need to take a personal
16
of times if we send a notice of intent, return receipt to a
16 break here for a second.
17
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
lender, sometimes the whole letter will come back because of 1 7
they have moved or whatever the case may be.
18
18
BY MS. STINES:
19
Q Undeliverable?
19
Q Okay. So I think we were talking about the
20
20
batches. Did the work queue have scan folders within it?
A Yeah. That item will come back, and we will scan
21
21
A I'm sorry?
that item actually back in with the stamp as undeliverable.
So, we didn't receive that back. We don't show that we
22
22
Q Does the work queue have -- the scans that are in
received the signed notice, or the little registration,
23
23
there, are they like scans that are just connected to the
;
24 green card back. We don't show that we received that back.
2 4 work queue? Is that what -,
25
Q Would that have been a part of Paris' process to
25
A Yes.
i
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track those green cards coming back?
A Yes. Well, maybe not her's. She would have been
part of that department. But there would have been other
people at that time.
Q But then, is it part of your process then that as
long as you get the certified mailing out, it doesn't, you
can proceed, is it your understanding, with a full
reconveyance, regardless of whether you get a signature back
on the green card?
A Correct. Unless we receive it as undeliverable.
We want to make sure if -- we want to make sure a letter was
received by someone. But we have just learned in the past
that the US Post Office doesn't always send back those green
cards.
Q So, you have kind of chased that before?
A Yes.
Q Is there any system or possible way to search
within the US Post Office system for missing green cards
that have been signed?
A You know, I don't know. I think there is, but I'm
not sure.
Q Do you have in the note system the tracking number
of the certified mail that goes out?
A Not on this one. That is procedure at this time.
But I don't believe it was procedure at that time. It was
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Q And are they in -- so, what exactly would have
been scanned? I think we touched on the drafts, and then
they were recorded instruments when they came back.
Anything else?
A Any originals, any mail. Anything related to that
I
item.
Q What about the Tract Tracker; would you have
tracked anything in the work queue through the Tract
Tracker? Screen shots or anything like that?
A No. Tract Tracker is a corporation. It's just
l
a -- it's just a website that, more or less, is more for our
lenders. And it's built on the same platform as the rest of
11
the corporations.
Q So, what would you have used Tract Tracker for in
this case?
A We wouldn't have.
Q You wouldn't have?
A No.
'
Q So, what exactly is it then if you wouldn't -wouldn't it have tracked deeds of trust or recording
numbers?
A Tract Tracker is a corporation and a website.
It's not a system.
Q So, how is it used then in your processes?
A It's not a system. It's just a company or a
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website. And it's for lenders. It would not have been used
at all for this deed of trust.
Q Okay. Because TitleOne isn't a lender?
A Correct.
Q Right? And for what other reasons wouldn't you
have used Tract Tracker?
A It is a website and a company set up to do
services for a lender.
Q Okay. So, because this was a title company doing
a different kind of process, they are not used?
A And they are not a client of Tract Tracker, and
Tract Tracker has nothing to do with this.
Q Okay. So, and then what about the Excel
spreadsheets that translate the, collects the information
from the work queue? Is that right; you said you can
collect information in an Excel spreadsheet?
A We can export it into Excel for our clients to
read, yes.
Q And what information is typically exported from
the queue for clients?
A I'm sorry. Say that again.
Q What information do you put in the Excel
spreadsheet when you extract from the work queue?
A Generally, the Excel worksheets includes a client
reference number. If they have a reference number, the day
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information, and we don't export all that information into
an Excel spreadsheet.
Q Do you always provide spreadsheets, the Excel
spreadsheet from the work queue?
A For accounting and invoicing purposes.
Q Oh. For accounting and invoicing purposes. I
see.
A Um-hmm.
Q So, that's how you invoice?
A Yes.
Q Okay. And then is there some pre-arrangement
regarding payment for that invoice or do you get a check in
response to an Excel spreadsheet?
A We normally receive a check.
Q Do the notations in the work queue, in this
instance, indicate what direction Post Closing Department
received to proceed with their full reconveyance?
A Fromwho?
l\1R. DVORAK: Object to form.
BY MS. STINES:
Q What does the notation or what does the work queue
indicate how this file was opened?
A It was received in -- it was received via courier,
scanned into the system, determined that it needed a notice
of intent.
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the item was received, the deed of trust that we are
tracking, if we have sent a notice of intent, the date of
reconveyance, if it's been recorded, the date ofrecording
of the reconveyance. Some of them include the lender's
name. Some of them may include our personal notes. That
depends on the client.
Q Okay. And do you know specifically what sort of
spreadsheet TitleOne would have been provided in this
timeframe of the reconveyance of trust deed at issue in this
case?
A Not for this particular one. And it would have
been an invoice, and it would have included several other
deeds of trust.
Q Okay. So, there would have been an invoice with
whatever-A Correct.
Q -- other work you have done for that, in that
maybe month or time period?
A Yes. And it wouldn't have been in the work queue.
That's just something from the, that's just part of an
accounting function and reporting function.
Q So, an Excel spreadsheet generated by an
accounting function as opposed to the work queue would have
had different information?
A Well, the work queue will have additional
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Q What was received from the courier?
A An original deed of trust.
Q Was there a letter or something? Or just because
you received an original deed of trust automatically means
Post Closing Department is requested to prepare a full
reconveyance? Or how does that work?
A Yeah, in most cases.
Q In this case?
A In this case, that's what was determined.
Q Well, how do you know if a partial reconveyance is
requested by the client? Would they send an original deed
of trust?
A No.
Q What would they send?
A A request for partial. You do not send a whole
deed of trust for a partial.
Q Okay. But is there typically, like, a cover
letter or a transmittal memo or anything accompanying the
documents?
A Not necessarily. Depends on the lender.
Q Or the title company in this case?
A I don't know about TitleOne. But, no, sometimes
we just get deeds of trust.
Q And do you know from your research or just off the
top of your head, the entire complement of services you were
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providing for TitleOne at that time?
A I believe this was the only service we were
providing for them.
Q Okay. So, that would have made more sense; you
get the original deed of trust and that was the process,
right -A Yes.
Q -- to proceed? And did you get the original note?
A No.
Q What next did the notation indicate?
A To send out a notice of intent.
Q Does the notation -- can you get a screen shot of
what the actual work queue looks like where it indicates
that it's received by courier? Does it do that? Does it
give like a screen shot?
A No.
Q And is that a printable -- is the work queue a
printable program?
A No.
Q Would it have the date that the original deed of
trust would have been received?
A I believe so.
Q Do you recall what date you observed in your
notation system in the work queue?
A No, I do not.
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the courier and then that recording number or scanned
document is posted into the work queue, you are telling me
that then you can't generate, for example, a notice for full
reconveyance or reconveyance on somebody else's letterhead? 1
A Correct.
!
Q What sorts of fields then, do you, are left to
fill in? For example, the deed of trust or recording
number. What fields are, or is it like five or a hundred?
'
1:
A There is quite a few. There is -- so there is the
;
lender's information. There is loan information ifwe have
;
it, like, their loan number. Sometimes we get it, sometimes
II
we don't. There is property information as far as legal
descriptions, county, state. Escrow or title reference.
The actual physical address. There can be a book and
document, depending on the county. What else can be in
there? Address of lenders, depending on the state, we also
have fields for trustee notices. Some states require us to
notify a trustee if we are moving forward with a statutory
1:
release. Some states require us to notify the actual
1,
borrower. So, we have to have their information.
Q And, to your knowledge, does Idaho require that
I
you notice a trustee in advance of doing that?
A No, it does not.
Q And what about the borrower?
A No, it does not.
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Q As far as the generation of the notice of intent,
would that have been Paris Hall?
A I'm sorry. Say that again.
Q Who generated the notice of intent?
A Yes. Our records show Paris Hall did.
Q And was that a function she was assigned to,
regularly performing full reconveyances?
A I believe so.
Q The system that you have to create a document,
explain that to me. Is it entry into fields and then it
generates a document or are you generating a document, like,
in a Word format? How does that work?
A It pulls from the system and puts it into a Word
document, then it's just kind of reviewed to make sure it
pre-filled correctly and print.
Q And is the same, is there a function within that
template to say this is TitleOne as opposed to Fidelity or
Chicago Title?
A No. Every work queue is within it's own, like,
TitleOne stuff only goes into TitleOne. So you can't, like,
switch them back and forth. Does that make sense?
Q Yes.
A Like, you can't pull a Fidelity form into
TitleOne's system. It's not there.
Q So, once you get the original deeds of trust from
'-"'~""""-"'·~
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Q So, the auto fill or the template is customized to
each jurisdiction?
A Yes, per state.
Q Are there any other fields that are unique, that
come to mind, with regard to Idaho that would have been
filled as part of that generation of the documents in this
case?
A No.
Q Is a copy of the notice also provided to the title
client in these types of instances?
A No.
Q Do some title clients ask for a copy of those
notices?
A No.
Q After the document is prepared, the reconveyance
of trust deed, after the 90 day window or 60 day, let's say,
90 day window has expired and the reconveyance of trust deed
is returned to the client for execution, are any documents
returned to the client along with the reconveyance?
A No.
Q Do some title clients want to see the notice?
A No.
Q You have never had a title client ask to see the
notice before executing their reconveyance?
A Before executing, no.
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Q In this case, did you get a call from Heidi Emery
to ask, or anyone at TitleOne to say, okay, did you get that
certified copy or certified green card back with somebody's
signature at Eagle on it?
A No.
Q But that doesn't probably happen very often?
A Yeah.
Q Ever?
A Yeah. I don't recall it's ever happened.
Q Earlier, you explained that it was your
understanding that TitleOne was sending all the high
liability work. I don't want to recapture your previous
testimony, but I just, I am wondering what you meant by all
of that.
A Well, ifit was an easy, what we would consider in
our office as a cut and dry reconveyance, you got the
original note, you got the original deed of trust, your
client is trustee, there is a request for reconveyance,
full, a complete package is there, they wouldn't send us the
complete, easy, just prepared reconveyance and sign off on
it package. They would send us items either they were not
trustee on or that was missing part of the packet.
Q So, you could chase around the pieces?
A Correct.
Q What other title companies -- oh, I'm just trying
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Q But that's not something you heard someone at
TitleOne say to you, hey, Amy, we are going to send you all
our high liability work?
A No. That's a term we use within our company.
Q Yeah. That's a characterization that you have
developed?
A Correct. Yeah.
Q Was this the only type of work you have provided
for TitleOne, historically?
A I believe so.
Q Did you build the relationship with TitleOne? Did
you go out to an office or -A Yes, I believe it was me.
Q Did you have a contact there that you developed to
get in the door at TitleOne?
A I believe so. I believe it was Vicki White.
Q How did you know Vicki White?
A Oh, I probably just solicited her for business.
Or I may have met her at a conference. It's hard to say.
Q Would you have done any other kind of -- or Paris
or someone else working in the recon department, would they
have done any other investigation, like, look at a title
report or Google the lender or anything else when you get a
full reconveyance in? Is there any other kind of research?
A When we get in a full reconveyance, like a
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to -- was that a unique service you were providing to
TitleOne, just to do more complicated ones, or is that kind
of the standard offering you make to title companies?
A That's not a standard. We don't like them in
general. We, they are not as profitable as other work that
we do. And they are high liability. So, we take more of a
risk on them too. They are just more time consuming. So,
we have other clients who do function in this way, but it is
not the norm.
Q Other customers not functioning in this way, would
receive what type of service from you with regard to
reconveyance processes?
A They would do more of the traditional tracking and
processing. And we would, we would receive all reconveyance
related matters no matter if it was an easy cut and dry deal
or we needed to chase down an item.
Q And that makes you more money because it's -A Yeah. We are a volume based company and work that
is easier to do, obviously, takes less time, and we can make
more money on it.
Q So, but the term "high liability", is that a word
you use?
A Yeah. Well, we use it with our clients. You
know, they take more risk. There is more potential for a
claim, obviously.
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complete package or a non-complete package?
Q A complete package.
l
A When we do get a complete package, no, there would ;
be nothing else to do if it was complete and ready to go.
Q Did it come in -- I didn't mean to cut you off.
L
But did this come in as a complete package?
1:
A No, it did not.
Q And what was missing from the package initially?
A There was no original note with it. There was no
request for reconveyance. And the only other thing that we
have noted, now, after the fact is, you know, there was no
envelope showing receipt from TitleOne. Like, it wasn't
mailed TitleOne, from what we can tell, because there was
no -- there was no envelope from someone.
Q No envelope that would have come from a courier?
A Well, no. Like, we don't know how TitleOne
received it. We don't know how TitleOne came to possess
this deed of trust. All we know is that it's been like -- I
noted after the fact, when Heidi Emery first inquired about
this from us, I noted that there was no envelope to TitleOne
from the lender.
Q Was that something you ask your title clients, how
did you come to possess this deed of trust?
11
MR. DVORAK: When? At the time?
'
A Yeah, at the time we didn't, unless there was some
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other red flag. There are certain things that come in that
we consider, flag it, there is a reason. Some things cause
us to question how a client has came into receipt.
BY MS. STINES:
Q But there is nothing in your notation system that
would have red flagged this then?
A No. There was nothing at the time. After the
fact when Heidi asked for some documents, including the
notice of intent, we did at that time say, how did you come
to possess this deed of trust? And we noted there was no
envelope in the original package.
Q The envelopes that you are talking about though,
tell me, like, what kind of envelopes?
A Like, the deed of trust would have came in an
envelope from the lender. They would have mailed it over,
generally.
Q And your title clients generally send you the
envelopes the lender uses to mail you the deeds of trust?
A They do. The envelope that, not that they mail to
us, that they received from the lender. Does that make
sense?
Q Yes. Like, the lender sends it to them in the
envelope, and then they send you the envelope?
A Yeah. A lot of them just staple the envelope to
it too, so we have a return address, and we know what date
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you requesting in addition to the -A We request a, request for reconveyance; a
substitution of trustee, if our client is not trustee;
original note. Original deed of trust. It's a blanket
form. So, it just kind of says, hey, send us anything
related to this item, including up to these items. It also
requests that if they have an objection to us filing a
reconveyance that they should send us back notice about that
too. But we also take phone calls. You know, if someone,
if a lender gets a letter and says, hey, wait, we don't want
you to proceed, then they are welcome to call us. And the
letter indicates that also.
Q Are phone calls tracked in the work queue?
A They are.
Q Are there any phone calls in the work queue for
this?
A No, there is not.
Q Did you tell TitleOne that, well, I mean, is there
any notification to TitleOne that the notice went out?
A Yes, it's part of their invoice.
Q Oh. So, it's not invoiced as a package at the end
of the process? It's invoiced as the process proceeds; is
that right?
A Well, it's in their tracking. So, their invoice
includes a report. And the report includes anything that's
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they received it in their office or the roundabout date that
they received it in their office. Sometimes they have their
stamps on them too. And we scan those if -- well, we always
scan the envelope ifthere is one attached.
Q What follow-up work did Post Closing Department do
then, in advance of sending out the notice? If the package
wasn't complete when it came in?
A We sent out the notice.
Q So, there was no -- so, to the extent that you
could proceed without the note and the request for
reconveyance under the statute, it was complete to some
extent, right, because you had a deed of trust?
A Well, we had a deed of trust, but we didn't have a
note or a request. So, we assumed the lender may have made
a mistake as far as didn't send the other required documents
to proceed. And we sent them a notice of intent. And part
of our notice of intent requests additional documentation.
Q But the additional documentation wasn't returned
to you?
A Nothing was received from, no.
Q So, even without the documents responsive to the
request for additional documents, you went ahead with the
full reconveyance?
A Correct.
Q What documents, and looking at that notice, were
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1,

been invoiced at that time. It also includes anything
that's prior been invoiced just so that they have record of
!!
it.
•
Then, in case someone calls, in case something
else happens. So, in this case, they would know that a
i
notice of intent had been issued on this file.
Q Because you would have been billing for that
notice of intent service as part of that invoicing, that
I•
invoicing period?
I•
A Well, the invoice and the tracking piece of the
report would have said, hey, there was a notice.
1
Q Right. And that would have been part of the
l
1,
invoice?
A Yeah.
1
Q For that period?
A Yeah.
'
Q Okay. So then, as part of the invoice though,
would it have reflected to TitleOne that you didn't get any
response or follow-up requested documentation? Like, the
note, DOT, or anything along that?
A No. The procedure would have been, ifwe had
gotten a, let's say we had gotten back an objection or a
phone call, even a phone call, we would have immediately put
the entire file on hold, discussed with the lender what they
actually intended to do, because lenders make mistakes and

i
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sometimes they ask for partial reconveyances when they want
full. And sometimes they ask for fulls when they want
partials. And sometimes they accidentally just send you
documents that they shouldn't have sent you. We have had
lenders do that before. So, we would have spoken to the
lender. And it would have, in this case, ifwe had had any
contact from them it would have stopped the process
immediately. We just never would have issued a reconveyance
at all. And we would have -- that would just have been
that. It would have never happened. But we didn't receive
anything back. Now, ifby chance we had --we have had
cases where the lender has notified us after the
reconveyance has recorded. They say, you know, like, you
get a really big bank who doesn't open their mail for six
months, we have already proceeded with a reconveyance, so
once in a while we'll get a call back and they'll say, no,
no, we didn't mean to reconvey that. In that case, we work
with the lender and our client to reverse the reconveyance
as necessary. Well, and sometimes we get calls too.
They'll say, well, we didn't give you documents because we
haven't been paid off in full. If it is our client that
filed the, or paid off the loan, we then kind of go into
what we consider claims mode, and then we contact our
client, and we say, hey, we just got a call from XYZ, the
lender, they say they weren't paid off in full. They were
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Q I'm sorry, I missed the first part of your
deposition. But is St. George your headquarters?
A No.
Q Where is the headquarters?
A We have Mesquite and Portland are our main
locations.
Q Mesquite, is that -A Nevada.
Q Oh. So, what's here in St. George?
A Me. This is where I prefer to live, yes.
Q And you called Heidi back?
A Yes.
Q Do you remember what she was asking you for?
A Just documentation for this file.
Q Did you send her anything?
A Yes, I believe the office did.
Q What did you send her?
A I believe they sent her a copy of the notice of
intent and a copy of the deed of trust that we received.
MR. DVORAK: And just for the record, we have no
record of getting those documents at TitleOne.
BY MS. STINES:
Q How would you've sent those documents?
A I believe the office would have emailed them.
Q Would that email have been posted to the work
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shorted a hundred bucks. How would you like to proceed? We
do stuff like that.
Q Before the reconveyance was fully recorded or
before the full reconveyance was recorded, did you have any
phone communication with anyone at TitleOne?
A No. Not on this file.
Q Okay. And when I say you, I don't mean Amy
Cobine, I mean Post Closing Department.
A I didn't see any, no.
Q Okay. Does the work queue, well, have you had any
conversations with TitleOne since the full reconveyance was
recorded, regarding the full reconveyance?
A Yes, I believe so.
Q Tell me when, about that first call that you got
about this full reconveyance.
A I can't tell you a date. I can tell you it was
probably with Heidi. And she was probably just requesting
information.
Q And did she make that call to you?
A She probably made it into customer service. And I
returned her call.
Q Where is your customer service at?
A Utah.
Q It's here in St. George or -A Yeah. At the time it was, yeah.
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queue?
A No. But it may have been in an employee's email
system.
Q An employee here in St. George?
A Not necessarily. It could be someone from
Portland.
Q Oh. So, did you have any follow-up conversation
with Heidi after sending that email?
A I am not sure.
Q There is just one call you remember?
A Yeah. I know I talked to her at least once. But
it's been years. So, I'm unsure.
Q Well, what year was that call in, do you think?
A Maybe 2011. 2012. I have no idea. Could have
been this year. I have no idea.
Q Have you talked to anyone else at TitleOne about
this situation?
A I believe I spoke to Mark Tidd one time.
Q Markwho?
A Tidd.
Q Do you know who Mark Tidd is?
A I believe, at the time, he was president of
TitleOne.
Q He called you?
A Yes.
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He called you directly or customer service?
A He probably called customer service, and I
returned his call.
Q What did he ask you?
A He just asked for documentation and what I knew
about the file.
Q And what did you give him in response?
A The same thing we gave Heidi or I asked the office
Q

to forward him that stuff. And I read him the notes off the
file. We went over different scenarios of what this file

was and how they came to possess this file.
Q And tell me about those scenarios.
A Well, he indicated that they had not closed the
transaction on this. And that he's not sure how they came
to have possession of the deed of trust, let alone forward
it to us. So, we talked about how that, you know, did
someone walk it in? Did someone mail it to them? That's
why I know about there was no envelope with their item, is
because we looked for that. So, I told him, hey, there is
no envelope with this deed of trust. Did someone drop it
off? He said, we are not sure. I asked if anyone knew
anyone over at Eagle Equity or if there was a courier that
ran to them? You know, could they have accidentally sent it

to them? Did someone bring it in to them? Was there
anything else going on with Eagle Equity? And so, we just
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A No.
Q

-- system? Is that a product you can buy?

A No.
Q

So, who built work queue for you?

A It was something that we kind of made up. And we
had -- we've had various contractors work on it.
Q And that's what you call it, work queue?
A No.
Q What do you call it?
A Work queue is really just an email to go into our
system. We don't call it anything.
Q So, you just call it your system?
A Yeah.
Q One question I had, and I am really close to being
done, was your system, which kind of includes the work
queue, now I understand, right?
A Yup.
Q Is looking for -- I'm just repeating my, reading
into the record my own notes so we kind of jump back to your
prior testimony, but I'm not trying to restate what you have
said, so ifl have said it wrongjust let me know. But I
understand this proprietary system can look for data, it's
downloading daily. And then it's going out to various
sources with, what I am understanding, to collect
information that's relative, relevant to your work streams,
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kind of ran through all that.
Q Did you come to any conclusions?
A No, we did not.
Q Did you have any other follow-up calls with Mark
Tidd?
A I don't believe so.
Q So, besides one call to Heidi and one call with
Mark, did you have any other calls with TitleOne?
A I don't believe so.
Q Any follow-up emails?
A No email communication about this. When I ran the
system this morning, it looks like that there was
communication about it and then it stopped. As far as on my
end. I only ran it through my portion. I did not check
with other staff to see if they had any additional
follow-up. And I saw nothing noted in the system.
Q When did the work queue stop on this, the date?
A I think it was 2013, but I can't be sure about

that.
Q

How can you give us access to view the work queue?

A I can't.

Q Well, could I come to your office and look over
your shoulder? I mean, is that, like, a way to do it?
A I guess that could be a possibility.
Q Do you have a patent on the work queue --
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right?
A Yes.
Q So what data is it pulling?
A Recording information.
Q From where are you getting that recorded
information from?
A Public record.
Q And are those in counties that make their
recording numbers available?
A All counties make their public records available.
Q I mean, online, you are getting it through the
internet, right?
A Well, we are getting it electronically, but no, we
are not getting it directly from the county. In some cases
we are getting it from other data sources.
Q And other data sources, do you have runners

collecting, recording information at counties?
A Only in rural areas.
Q
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But in rural areas you do have runners getting --

A Yeah. Once in a while, yeah, in rural areas, but
it has to be pretty rural for us to have a county. And it
has to have a volume for us to even send someone to be worth
it, to go out and get it.
Q Otherwise, you just wait for it?
A Well, no. We can abstract it other ways, in most
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cases.
Q You can?
A Yes.
Q But, otherwise, these alternative sources for
information, besides runners and just through the internet,
how are they, who are these data folks or -A We buy from other title companies and other data
sources.
Q Okay. So, you are obtaining data from other title
companies?
A Yeah. Just depends on who owns access to the
plant or who has built a system in certain states and
certain platforms that we can receive data from.
Q And, do you subscribe to any data source, like,
from TitleOne; do they give you data?
A No. TitleOne, no.
Q Would you have needed through your system to
access any kind ofrecorded information as part of this
process? Like, I know you have received an original
recorded deed of trust, but would you have then verified
that through your system that that isn't really recorded
someplace?
A No. We wouldn't have verified that.
Q Okay. So, you wouldn't have used that other part
of the system for this process?
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A No. There would have been nothing to indicate
that we needed to do that.
Q But what about once this reconveyance of trust
deed recorded; you would have received the recording number?
A Yeah. Yeah, we would have received it back in our
office though.
Q How did -- and that's because you have a courier
that's sending the original recorded reconveyance of trust
deed to you?
A No. The recorder themselves would have mailed it
back to us.
Q The original?
A Yes.
Q And you keep the original reconveyance of trust
deeds?
A No. We scan them and destroy them.
Q Then you destroy them?
A It's all public record. There is no reason to
keep an original.
Q Yeah. No, I am not criticizing. I would do the
same thing. I'm just -- okay, so you then destroy all the
originals that come back after you have made a scan. Do you
scan the envelope from the recorder -A No.
Q -- that comes back in?

l

No. They come in huge batches.
Q I see. So they come, you get them once every so
often; they come back in batches?
A Yeah.
Q And how did you make TitleOne aware that this
reconveyance of trust deed had been recorded?
A It would have been placed on their report.
Q And that's the only way they would have known?
A Correct.
Q Would you have sent a copy under any circumstance?
l
A No.
Q To any title company, do they get copies of those?
11
A I don't know anyone who requests them back. They
can have them back if they want them, but I don't know
f:
anyone who would have requested them back.
I:
Q Okay. I'm just going to check. Are those Excel
spreadsheets -- I know that's part of your invoicing, but it
.·
sounds like it has other information. But are they
maintained -- like, what is your retention policy for those
:
Excel spreadsheets?
I
A Yes. We retain those always.
Q Forever?
A Yeah. I have never known one to be destroyed.
Q And within your invoicing system then, are
invoices saved by client name?
:
A
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A

:

Yes.

:

Q So, Fidelity would have invoices under a file?
TitleOne would have invoices under a file?
A Yes.
Q And then for title companies with lots of offices,
are the invoices then saved per office?
A No. They're -- it's per contract. So, let's say
First American Title has a client. Maybe First American
Title Nevada is a client, and they have six offices. They
would all be saved under one file. But they may be allotted
their -- depending on how they asked to have that set up, it
would be all under one file name, but then each branch would
be indicated for allocation purposes of their invoice.
Q So, there is a way, there is a system within the
main contract that divides it up by office, like, version?
A Yeah.
Q So, there is a way to go back and say, it's this
office on Main and that office on whatever?
A Correct. If that's how they give it to us.
Q Oh-A If they have some satellite offices, like, I know
we do have at least one client that has satellite offices.
Their system -- they don't have a way of notating it in
their system. They don't care ifwe notate it in our
. system, so it's just all under one deal.
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Q Okay.
A

Yeah.
Q When did you perfomi your investigation in
response to this subpoena?
A When we originally got the first -- when was that
first one served? Well, our initial investigation came when
Heidi emailed us. But, or, that's what my staff -- when she
sent an email, I don't even know if it was directly to me.
It might have been to someone else, but I was made aware of
it, that they were looking for documents. And then,
whenever that first subpoena was issued, I sent out an email
to someone saying, to get you documents, I don't think that
occurred. So then, as I prepared for my deposition this
morning, or yeah, that started this morning, I prepared and
looked for stuff throughout this week.
Q And lastly, after hanging up with Mark Tidd, were
you the one that -- you said you emailed him the same stuff,
I want to make sure I got that right, that the same stuff
you had sent to Heidi when you talked to her previously?
A I don't know ifI emailed it, but I know I
requested it of staff. I might not have been the one that
directly emailed it.
Q But you don't know that it actually was emailed,
right, if you requested it from some other -A When I sent out the request, it was, staff said,
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low-hanging fruit here. If your --you said you spoke with
Mark Tidd. How do you spell his last name?
l
A I think it's T-i-d-d.
Q Okay. What's the -- is Post Closing Department
still an active corporation doing business in several
states?
A You know what? I'm not sure of the current status
ofthat.
j
Q Okay.
A I am in the middle of a divorce, and so, there is
some -- there is some dispute over stock at Post Closing
Department and ownership. So, I kind of leave that up to
other people at this point.
Q Oh, okay. But it sounds like there are still
people answering the phones in some cases, right?
A Oh, yeah.
';
Q So, you had talked about -- I am going to bounce
:
around a little bit because I want to try to keep things in
line. But, okay. You had talked about how the initiation
of a reconvey starts when you receive the deed of trust.
And I think that's been marked as Exhibit -A For TitleOne, that's the case.
,
Q Yeah. So, in this case, you would have received a
,:
deed of trust similar to, well, I mean, like what's here. I
don't know if this is the exact one you received, Exhibit 4, ,
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yeah, they had done it. In fact, they said they did it
every time Heidi requested it, because it sounds like Heidi
requested it more than a few times.
Q Through customer service?
A Yes. And every time everyone confimied, like,
yeah, I have sent her what she requested. And I looked in
the system and, yup, it looked like they had sent it. And I
told her the same. I think that's as part of the email that
Tom has. He'll see that I said we have sent it to you.
Q So, the note kept track of each of those emails?
A Yes. And I will forward those.
MS. STINES: I don't have any more questions.
EXAMINATION
BY :MR. TRIBBLE:
Q Okay. Thanks for your time today. I'm sorry that
we have gone kind of Jong, but I think Erin covered a lot of
what I wanted to. So -MR.DVORAK: Just for the record, Aaron Tribble is
starting examination.
BY :MR. TRIBBLE:
Q Oh, yes, I'm sorry, yeah, Aaron Tribble here. And
we've got Erin Stines spelled differently. E-r-i-n. I am
with Eagle Law Center. I represent Eagle Equity Fund.
A Okay. Thank you.
Q Well, Jet me just kind of get some of the
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but you would have received something like this?
A The one that we received looks, from what I can
tell, looks exactly like Exhibit 4.
Q Okay. And then, when you get that deed of trust,
you had said, I think if I am characterizing what you had
said previously, you understood that to be a request for a
full reconvey, right?
A Well, we, yeah, we just figured the lender hadn't
sent the whole package over.
Q Okay. But, and your understanding ofit, being a
request for a full reconvey, is it true that you had said

'1

I

that TitleOne never asked any partial reconveys be done by
your company?
A For this deed of trust in question?
Q Just in general.
A Oh, no, they would ask for a partial.
Q Oh, they did. Okay. So, how did you know that
this was their request for a full reconvey?
A Because a full deed of trust, you never, you don't
send over a full deed of trust for a partial. A complete
package for a partial reconveyance is only a request,
nothing else.
Q Okay.
A There is no note. There is no deed. You don't
send those.
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Q And how do you know that TitleOne would have
understood that to be the case?
A Well, I assume they have been practicing title
insurance long enough that they would know that. That's
pretty common knowledge among title and escrow staff.
Q Okay.
MR. DVORAK: And objection, that's speculation to
fonn.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: In the question, the fonn of the
question.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q Yeah. So, if my understanding is correct, I mean,
there is just a general assumption, then, that you guys make
that when you receive a bare deed of trust they are
requesting the full reconveyance?
A They aren't requesting anything. If they are
doing as our contract indicates, they have received
something. They know it's not a complete package of any
type, they forward it on to us.
Q Okay. And that's because of the understanding
that was given in, I guess, other emails that, between you
and TitleOne -A Well, even their welcome letter, which is
Exhibit 5 or 6 -- hold on. Exhibit 6.
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BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q The request for -- or you sent the notice of
intent?
A We sent the notice of intent, which also asks that
if there are any additional documents to send them, to
forward those to us immediately.
Q Oh, okay. So, okay. So, you didn't request that
TitleOne produce a promissory note?
A No.
Q Okay.
A No. We assume, though, that if they had it they
would have sent it to us.
Q Okay. So, was there any - after you received
just the bare deed of trust with the blank envelope was
there any-A No envelope.
Q Yeah, no envelope. Was there any type of
communication with TitleOne then?
A No.
Q It was just -- okay.
A WeJ·ust sent the notice to the lender.
Q Yeah, you just proceeded with your process then to
do the reconvey?
A Correct.
Q Okay. I have just got to make sure that I am, you
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Q The May 6, 2009 letter?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. So, when you received that deed of trust
for the Eagle Equity Fund reconvey, you said it didn't come
in an envelope that was from a lender, right?
A Correct. We didn't see any one, any such thing.
Q Okay. Has TitleOne given you other deeds of trust
that were in lender envelopes?
A Yes. But they have also given us ones that don't
have any envelope at all. And, in general, that's usually
because someone has brought it in to them.
Q Okay. And then you expected to see, I think,
other documents? You said you expected to see a promissory
note and a letter of intent?
A Our request in, preferably in this case, if this
had been a complete package, it would have included a note,
a request for reconveyance, and preferably a substitution of
trustee.
Q Okay. And then you made that request, or it's
your understanding that your company made that request to
TitleOne and didn't receive a response?
MR. DVORAK: Object to the form.
A No. No, we didn't send that request to TitleOne.
We sent that request to Equity, Eagle Equity Fund.
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know, getting this straight in my head, because I know we
have covered a lot of ground. So, and you had stated before
that PCD's policy is to go ahead and file a reconveyance of
trust deed even if you don't receive the proof of service of
that notice of intent?
A Correct. As long as we don't receive any-- ifwe
don't receive proof of receipt and we don't receive any kind
of objection at all, or have any communication with the
lender, a phone call or something from them saying not to
proceed, we don't, we just proceed.
Q And is it your understanding that TitleOne was
aware that that would happen?
A Yes.
Q How, what do you base your understanding on?
A I believe it's outlined in the contracts and
it's -- our contracts, in general, and again, I don't have a
copy of their contract, I believe that one can be found now
that we have a proper date to find one with. Most of our
contracts say we will proceed with the state statute.
Q Okay. And you'll be providing that to Tom, and
Tom can get us copies?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Just, in general, is there -- these forced
reconveyances that happen, generally speaking, does it
usually happen when there has been some type of land
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transaction, a lender has been paid off or something, and
then you are basically curing what is an old deed of trust
and cleaning up the title for the new deed of trust? Is
that usually what happens in a reconveyance situation;
there's been a transaction and you are, more or less,
filling the gaps in the title?
A Well, no. Well, your, a deed ofreconveyance is
basically, yeah, clearing up the old loan. But, generally,
that's because a new transaction has occurred.

Q Yeah.
A And it's just making clean public records. And
its, in most states, it's actually part of the lender's
obligation to, if they have been paid, to then clear their
item from public record.
Q Okay. But then, PCD doesn't ever request to see
or even need to see any type of a, any type of evidence that
shows that there even was a transaction, right?
A No. Unless that, there is some kind ofred flag
that -- there is red flag indicators that sometimes we'll
say, hey, why are you guys asking for this? And again, it
depends on the state too. Some states require us to have
proof of something more, within our file, and in that case
we do that.
Q In this case, were there red flags?
A No. At the time, there was nothing other than --
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A This would be the first one, in this case, yes.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I don't have any further
questions.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. Listening audience?
MR. PENNY: Dave Penny, no questions.
MR. NICHOLSON: Chad Nicholson, no questions.
MR. MOLLERUP: Richard Mollerup, no questions.
MR. DVORAK: I think that's all of our listening
audience.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I had a couple questions that I came up with and
then we suggested from some of the other questions here.
I'll start with, well, we have two Aarons here, so I'll
start with Mr. Aaron Tribble's questions that he just
finished asking you. I only have a couple on that. Do you
recall him asking you a few questions about why you reacted
the way you did to what you perceived to be an original deed
of trust, why you didn't think that was for a partial
reconveyance? Do you recall those questions?
A Yes.
Q Isn't it true that in 2009, and probably still
today, but at least in 2009, you held the opinion that under
Idaho statutory reconveyance, forced reconveyance statute,
it didn't have room for a partial reconveyance? It only
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there is nothing.
Q So, the fact that, the fact that TitleOne wasn't
listed on the deed of trust as a trustee, and you didn't see
a successor trustee form, that's not a red flag?
A It's not a red flag for TitleOne's situation
because of the way they were using us. They sent us these
kind of documents often, at that time.
Q Okay. Way, way back in the beginning you had
testified that there had been other depositions, lots of
them, you had said you couldn't even recall how many. Any
of these other depositions, did they concern forced
reconveyances?
A They do, but I probably should clarify. I'm an
expert witness for some lenders. I have been called in, so
Q Do any of the other depositions concern forced
reconveyances made by PCD?
A Like, as, where we may be part -- kind oflike
this situation where -Q Yes.
A -- where we are kind of defending our process and
stuff?
Q Yeah.
A No. Never.
Q This would be the first one?
~
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allowed for a total reconveyance as a forced or statutory
reconveyance; is that true?
A That is correct, yes.
Q In fact, referring your attention to Exhibit 5 -A Yes.
Q -- isn't that the comment that you are making in
there to the effect, on the first page of Exhibit 5, which
is Bates number POC012? Maybe I have the wrong page here.
Yes. Actually, it's Bates number TOC013. Isn't that a
fact, what you were saying in the sentence on the second
page where you say, I have double checked the statutes and I
do not see a forced recon law for partial recons. Do you
see that?
A Correct.
Q Okay. So, you believe that if you got an original
deed of trust and you were, or just in any event, if you
were doing a forced reconveyance it had to be of the entire
deed of trust or nothing, correct?
A In the State ofldaho, yes.
Q Do you still hold that belief today?
A Yes.
Q All right. I want to talk about how you obtained
this deed of trust, originally, that's been marked in this
proceeding, I believe as Exhibit 4. And I'm talking about
your receiving the original of that shortly before, I
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believe we established the notice of intent that's been
marked as Exhibit 2, was sent out. I believe Exhibit 2 says
October 12th? I'm going by memory here. Can you confirm
that?
A Exhibit 2?
Q Yes.
A You mean Exhibit 3?
Q Exhibit 3.
A October 12th.
Q Okay. So, that was sent out October 12th of 2009?
A Or around that date, yes.
Q Or around that day.
A It was generated that day, yeah.
Q As a consequence of the determination having
received the, you perceived, received the original deed of
trust-A Correct.
Q -- that was the action that was taken in response?
A Yes.
Q Okay. So, do you have any idea how long before
that notice of intent was sent out on October 12th, 2009,
that you would have received that deed of trust?
A Probably anywhere a week or two weeks prior.
Q Okay. So, a week or two weeks prior?
A Yes.
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discussing, Exhibit 4?
A I think, during a systems check, we did see that
there was partials for this deed of trust.
Q Around that time?
A I don't know about around that time, but I did
notice that we had partials for Fidelity.
Q Okay.
(Exhibit No. 9 was marked for identification.)

BY MR. DVORAK:
Q I am going to hand you what's been marked for
identification purposes as Exhibit 9. I'm going to
represent for the record this is a document that I received
informally from Fidelity's counsel. It is a request for
reconveyance. Could you read the date of that request for
reconveyance?
A September 25th, 2009.
Q Okay. And that reconveyance is addressed to whom?
A Well, it's got Fidelity National Title's address
on it. The Emerald office in Boise. But it's to Alliance
Title Escrow.
Q Okay. But it's within a two week period of your
receiving this deed of trust, correct?
A It looks like it, yeah.
Q Yeah. And I have no idea whether your office
received that or not, would you have any records that would
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Q And you would have received it, I take it, in one
of these packets that came from the Friday deliveries that
were picked up from TitleOne that we discussed before, that
were then sent by whatever courier you were using at that
time on to your office?
A Yes.
Q And I am guessing that you have other companies,
other title insurers or title agents that you do work for in
Boise, Idaho, or did work for at that time in 2009, 2010?
A I would say so, yes.
Q And, but I am assuming that, for purposes of
economy, you used the same courier; correct?
A Yes.
Q And I am guessing that courier sent their stuff
down too?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Probably at the same time?
A Probably.
Q Okay. Was one of those other companies you were
doing work for at that time, approximate to getting this
package about two weeks before October 12th, 2009, Fidelity?
A I believe they were our client at that time.
Q Okay. Do you recall if you received any requests
from Fidelity for partial or total reconveyance on or about
that time relative to this deed of trust that we have been
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tell you whether your office received that Exhibit 9 on or
around this time?
A I can look.
Q Could you do that and please follow up among the
information that you provide to us?
A Yeah.
Q Thank you. But you do recall receiving something
from the work you were doing for Fidelity on or around this
time?
A Well, I don't know ifit was on or around that
time, but-Q Can you check that as well?
A Yes, of course.
Q Thankyou.
MR. NICHOLSON: Tom, this is Chad. I apologize to
interrupt. What was the exhibit or the Bates numbers on
Exhibit 9 again?
MR. DVORAK: Exhibit 9 has no Bates numbers. It
was informally produced. It's a request for partial
reconveyance. It's from, it relates to this deed of trust.
And it is specifically for lot 2 in block 8. It's signed by
Eagle Equity, by its manager. It's addressed to Alliance
Title. It's dated September 25th, 2009.
MR. NICHOLSON: Okay. Thank you, Tom.
MR. DVORAK: And so we are clear on the record, I
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have no idea if this ever went to Post Closing Services.
That's why we want to check that. I have every reason to
believe it went directly to Alliance Title, who was
competing at that time.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MS. STINES: Objection. Relevance.
MR. DVORAK: I thought we were reserving those
kind of objections for -- I thought we were just objecting
to form.
MS. STINES: I didn't know that. I missed the
first part of the deposition.
MR. DVORAK: Okay. That's fine.
MR. TRIBBLE: I don't think we ever said.
MR. DVORAK: I thought, I just assumed unless you
said otherwise. We are just operating differently. Yeah.
Okay.
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q And, by the way, in terms of documents, how much
time do you think you need to make these checks and get
these documents to us?
A Just a few days.
Q Okay. So, a week? Would that be enough?
A Yeah.
Q Okay. And I think. I am going to ask all counsel
for a stipulation here. But, can we stipulate that at the
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BY MR. DVORAK:
Q The standard service, as you recall, and I am
going on questions that Erin Stines asked you now, but she
talked to you about the standard service, and you talked
about how the particular task you were doing for TitleOne,
which ifl understood it, was following up on sort of the
hard situations where there may be documents missing or
something else; correct?
A Correct. Or they weren't trustee.
Q Or they weren't trustee. Okay. That's something
that you do, can you describe part of your service as using
your computer system you put together, sort of track what's
going on, when the reconveyances occur, correct?
A Yes.
Q And you described how for some clients that's just
a service where you notify them, hey, that hasn't happened;
right?
A Well, no. Ifwe notify them, hey, it hasn't
happened, we then, it is our job to go forward and make it
happen.
Q Okay. Which is what you were doing for TitleOne?
A Correct. So, they kind of just had the end part
of it, and we didn't get the beginning. We didn't get to
track everything that we did.
Q Right. And the way you work is on a flat fee?

end of this deposition we will hold this deposition open for
a week, and if we don't get the documents we may have to
reconvene it? Is that agreeable to everybody?
MR. TRIBBLE: Sure.
MR. NICHOLSON: Yes.
MS. STINES: And for the record, Tom, when are we
going to get the emails from you and Amy Cobine emailed?
MR. DVORAK: I will, as soon as I get done with
this deposition, get those printed and get out. I just
received the same this morning about an hour before this
deposition as I was trying to get down here. In fact, when
I read them, I hadn't even realized that they were related
to this. I thought it was the attachments that were
important.
MS. STINES: Well, so there were other things
besides in that email, some attachments?
MR. DVORAK: You will get everything that I got.
And my recollection is that there were three attachments
that I was sent. Two attachments have been marked as
Exhibits 2 and 3. The third attachment was explained by the
witness to me to be a deed of trust, copy of this EEF deed
of trust that she obtained from another source, more
recently, for this deposition today. So, I deemed that not
to have relevance since we already have a copy we are
marking as Exhibit 4.
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A Correct.
Q Okay. So, it's easier for you to make your flat
fee if you are just using your computer system and tracking
it instead of having to follow up on stuff?
A Well, it's easier and it's more profit because, I
mean, if you close a hundred files this month, and I only
have to work on ten of them, that's a good day for me.
Q Right. So, it's both a volume, in terms of
numbers of files, but also a quality kind of thing, because
in terms of the intensity of the work that you have to do,
if you are just checking dates or triggers on a computer?
A Yeah. If it's just downloading data, that's easy.
There is not a lot of work involved there.
Q As opposed to having to follow-up to try to get
documents?
A Where TitleOne's documents are all follow-up.
That's all they gave us.
Q Right. But for typical clients, you could have
that follow-up too for some of the matters that warrant
active track and were found not to have been recorded and
taken care of?
A Correct. I think our numbers are 10 percent of
files that we actually have to do additional work on. And
it's only like, depending on the client, 2 to 5 percent that
actually need work beyond just a notice.
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Q Okay. And, in terms of going back in time to the
two week time period when you believe you received this deed
of trust in the courier package that came from the Boise,
Idaho courier, how is that courier package broken out? I
mean, is there a different -- how is that typically? During
that time period, what did it look like?
A I believe it would have been each client, and it's
still this way for every area, is each client has their own
bag or item that their stuff comes in, and then it's all
packaged into one box and sent to us, usually.
Q Okay. And it's all packaged into one box and sent
to you by the courier, I take it?
A Generally, yes.
Q And then un-packaged by whoever in your office
receives that?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And is the Friday pick-up for TitleOne, is
it pretty typical to have couriers do a pick-up on one day
and send all the stuff at once?
A Yeah, generally.
Q So, there could be a lot of stuff coming in that
package?
A There could be.
Q Now, there was some discussion that you had with
Ms. Stines about this not being a complete package, correct?
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did on any such document, whether, even ifthere is a logo
on it, that says it was recorded at the request of
Reconveyance Inc. or Post Closing Department or something
like that -A Correct.
Q -- and a return address just like the one we saw
here?
A Correct. We have everything returned to one of
'
our offices.
Q You have to wait for me to finish my question or
the record is not going to read right.
A Oh, sorry.
Q And so, we established you are going to check your
records around this time period to see what was causing you
to think that Fidelity might have been doing work around
this time period through you?
l
A Well, not through us, but something had happened
where we thought Fidelity had closed maybe what had been a
short sale on this property.
Q Okay. But if you could check for any such records
we would appreciate that.
A Sure.
Q Provide them to me. And if you don't get a
response, like, in this case, to the notice of intent to
:
reconvey within 60 days, what impression do you take away

;
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Correct.
Q But it wasn't so incomplete that you called
TitleOne and sought documents from them, correct?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And, in fact, in your notice of intent,
which was, I believe, marked as Exhibit 3 -A Yes.
Q -- do you not tell the person in there that if
they don't take the lender, Eagle Equity Fund, to whom that
was addressed, that if they don't take action that you are
going to do a statutory reconveyance and reconvey their deed
of trust?
A Correct.
Q Do your records reflect any response from Eagle
Equity Fund whatsoever to that notice that was sent out,
Exhibit 3?
A No, we do not.
Q Okay. Is it common for your customers to ask that
their logos be used on the documents, the notices of intent
that you send out and the reconveyances?
A Yes.
Q Okay. Is Fidelity one that likes to use those
logos on there?
A Yes.
Q But still, there should be some indication, if you
·-.. -. ·-····--··
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from that?
A It's a lender that just expects us to do our
notice of intent.
Q And expect you to do it and expects it to be
reconveyed?
A Correct. They don't have any objection to it.
Just, maybe I'll clarify on that. We have some lenders who,
that's kind of how they process their reconveyances. They
don't want to pay for them. They don't want to send out
loan documents. It's just easier to allow the title
companies who send out notices to reconvey them and pay for
the whole deal.
Q Okay. Always interesting to learn about different
!:
businesses. Okay. Going back to the courier bag, I had
another question about this. This would have been the bag
that came down, you know, from the Friday pick-up at
TitleOne, whatever else was contained with the pick-ups in
Boise to your office, is there any independent record that's
kept of the contents of those bags when they come in or
1)
would there have been in the 2009, 2010 time period we are
talking about?
A Independent within our office?
Q Yes. Is there some kind of procedure where the
contents of the bag are sort of inventoried before people
move on to do what you described before, like, with respect
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to this deed of trust? Take a look at it and see if it's an
original or a copy or anything else.
A No.
Q Is it a possibility that whoever got that bag and
sorted it out thought this deed of trust came from TitleOne,
but it in fact came from another one of your clients?
A I don't think so. But anything's possible.
Q Okay. And that started the whole sequence of
events, the belief that this deed of trust came from
TitleOne, and that it was the original deed of trust is what
set this whole chain of events in motion that ended up with
the February 2010 recording of the forced statutory
reconveyance; correct?
A Correct.
Q And since that chain of events started, i.e.,
based on a belief that it came in this courier box with
these other documents from Boise, from the pick-up, there
was no, subsequent to that time by your office, check with
TitleOne to confirm that that was indeed from TitleOne or
TitleOne's intent, correct?
A Correct.
MR. DVORAK: No further questions.
MS. STINES: I guess I have one follow-up.
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communicated to TitleOne?
A Email. Everything's email.
Q Is there like a drop box email or is it a
particular person's email that -A It would have been sent directly to a person.
Q So, you probably have a record of those?
A Correct.
Q That who those would go to?
A Correct.
Q And over the course of a typical period of time to
do a full reconveyance, if we have 90 days and then, you
know, this work queue has been opened since 2010, you are
telling me it just, well, 2009, and then it just closed in
2013. But I realize that's an unusual amount of time for a
process, to keep a work queue open. But the regular
process, how long would it typically take?
A Well, no. The work queue is just the, like a
system platform. And the work queue is open today for
TitleOne. I mean, they don't use our services any longer
from what I know. But we could receive an order from them
today if they would like to send one. It's open. We don't
close those.
Q So, in the course of completing a full
reconveyance process after receiving an original deed of
trust, how many times would you have sent an update through

FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MS. STINES:
Q So, these Excel spreadsheets that were produced to
your title clients, you continued to produce those today,
right, that's how you do it?
A Yes.
Q And that was in that timeframe that we were
talking about of this full reconveyance, right?
A Yes.
Q So, do you get calls? Like, how does that work?
Do people, when they get those Excel spreadsheets from
TitleOne, and they have questions about the status or the
billing, who do they call?
A Customer service.
Q And would those calls on an invoice like that,
those would have been tracked through your work queue or
whatever?
A Correct.
Q So, in your experience with TitleOne, is there
someone in particular reviewing those Excel spreadsheets?
A I'm not sure who receives the reports or who
received them at that time. I'm not sure. I kind of assume
it was Heidi Emery. But I don't show any phone calls in
relation to that.
Q How are those reports, those Excel reports

I
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an Excel spreadsheet?
A Over a course of a normal item, first of all, once
they are received and they are put on an invoice and a
report, they don't come off, period. They are always on
there to be referenced back to. They are just under a
different tab for them. So, it's no longer under invoice
detail. It just falls into either a completed tab or a
tracking tab. It never falls off. It's always there and
present for them. But over a course of an item, you know, a
file itself may take anywhere from 60 to 120 days to be
complete, just depending on the file. Now, there are
exceptions to that, of course. But generally, most files
take 60 to 120 days before they end up under a completed
tab.
Q So, in the language of Post Closing Department,
this process would be called an item of full reconveyance?
A It would just be a file, yeah.
Q It would be a file?
A Yeah, it would just be a file.
Q And nothing ever falls off these spreadsheets? It
continues to track all of the work?
A It continues unless an item is removed for, and
it's rare to happen, but maybe a duplication. You know, if
the client accidentally submitted the same file to our work
queue twice or something like that. And, usually, that's

l
I
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only found during an audit and manually removed.
Q And these Excel spreadsheets are mailed how often?
A They are emailed monthly.
Q What is the file reference on the Excel
spreadsheet? How would this file have been referenced?
A It's either referenced by an escrow number, if it
comes over with an escrow number, or a title number, if it
comes over with a title number. If it comes over with
neither, it is referenced by the deed of trust itself. The
original recording number. Sorry. I should clarify that.
Q Do you know for a fact that the file number for
this reconveyance was referenced by the deed of trust, the
original deed of trust?
A I haven't reviewed that, no.
Q But would you assume understanding -A I would assume it would be, yes.
MS. STINES: I don't have any more questions.
MR. TRIBBLE: I just have a couple.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q You talked about the courier process and stuff.
And back in 2009, 2010, I think you mentioned this, I just
want to know for sure, was Fidelity a client at that time?
A Yes, I believe they were.
Q And they were using the courier process?
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file.

What's that amount?
Like $500 or the amount of the fee paid for the

;
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. All right. I don't have
anything else.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MS. STINES:
Q I guess I just can't resist. So, to be clear, you
haven't found a contract with TitleOne?
A No. But I am pretty confident now that we know
1:
the date, what I'll do is, now I know that Vicki signed it,
because I looked for the original hard copy is what I looked
for. I couldn't find one. But now that we have a date off
Ii
of Exhibit, I want to say 6, yeah, Exhibit 6, I'll search my
system. Because that, and we have Exhibit 7, I can probably ;'
reference it out, yeah. It will be pretty easy.
Q Are all your contracts saved in one area of your
business?
A Well, so our email system doesn't delete. Well,
it can delete. But we have company policy that says you do
not delete email ever. So, as long as I have a date range
and a name, I can usually go in and search the system, the
email system, to produce whatever happened at that time.
So, as long as she emailed me, which is what she indicates
;
on this exhibit, I can probably reference it and pull a copy
j
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A Yes. They would have had separate bags and they
would have had probably even separate colored bags. We
don't give any client in one area the same color of bags.
Q Okay. So,just so I'm clear, so, the courier goes
to say Fidelity and picks up a colored bag. And then the
courier will go to several places picking up these bags at
various places like TitleOne, Fidelity, maybe Pioneer, I
don't know where else. Then they take them, they put all
these bags, they don't unbundle them, they put them all into
a box and mail it off to PCD?
A Correct. Yeah.
Q So, what do you think the chances are of any of
those files getting commingled would be?
A We have never had a case. No one's ever said
anything. We have never had a case of such a thing
happening.
Q So, in your opinion, that would be a pretty slim
chance?
A That would be a pretty slim chance.
Q Okay. Now, you had mentioned earlier about the
TitleOne work being high liability work. Does PCD insure
itself against making a mistake in high liability cases?
A Well, I believe we have E & 0. We have different
insurance. But our contracts also limit us to amount of
liability for the corporation.
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Have you run into other instances with clients
where contracts didn't get signed at the outset of the
relationship?
A Yeah.
Q So, it's possible?
A It's possible.
Q Have you put your E & 0 on notice of this
situation?
A No.
MS. STINES: Okay. I am done. Thank you.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. DVORAK:
Q One question. Who was your E & 0 in that time
period?
A I have no idea. I would have to look it up.
Q Okay. But you had liability insurance?
A I believe so. Yeah.
MR. DVORAK: I'm done too.
MR. NICHOLSON: No questions.
MR. MOLLERUP: No questions.
MR. PENNY: No questions.
MR. DVORAK: All right. We are not actually
concluding. We will continue this deposition in accordance
with our agreement. And it remains open.
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(Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded at 12:35 p.m.)
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
THIS REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT (the "Agreement") is
made and entered Into effective as of the 16th day of April, 2012 (the "Effective Date"), by and
between Galiano LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Seller"), and EAMI LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company and/or it assigns (the "Buyer").

RECITALS
A. Seller is the owner of that certain real property located in Ada County, Idaho, as
legally described on Exhibit A, attached hereto, together with all easements, rights of
way, development rights, air rights, water rights, hereditaments and appurtenances
thereto (collectively, the "Properti').

'B. The Property is sub]ect .to a deed of trust elated November 17, 20'06, recorded on
November 17, 2006 as Instrument No. 106181858, Official Records of Ada County,
Idaho, wherein Seller is granter and RBC Centura Bank ("RBC") is beneficiary
("Deed of Trust").
C. Buyer desires to purchase the Property and Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey
the Property, according to the provisions hereinafter set fmth.

AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which the parties agree are
true and correct, the mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:
1. AGREEMENT OF SALE AND PURCHASE. Seller agrees to sell, transfer and
convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase and accept title to the Prope1ty, in accordance with the
terms and conditions set forth herein.
2. PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS. Buyer shall pay Seller the sum of
Eight Hundred Sixty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars, ($860,000.00) (the "Purchase Price") as
consideration for the Property. Buyer agrees to pay the Purchase Price in cash at Closing
(defined below) as follows:
2.1.
Deposit. Upon the execution of this Agreement by Buyer and Seller, Buyer shall
deposit in escrow earnest money in the amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) to be held
by Title Company, as defined below (the "Deposit"). If Buyer elects not to close the transaction
contemplated hereby for any reason set forth herein, the entire Deposit shall be returned by the
Title Company to the Buyer.
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2.2.
Cash Payment. The balance of the Purchase Price (Purchase Price less the
Deposit) in the amount of Eight Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($850,000.00) shall be paid by
Buyer in immediately available funds delivered at Closing to the Title Company.

3. SHORT SALE CONDITION AND DUE DILIGENCE. Buyer and Seller
acknowledge that the Property is currently encumbered by the Deed of Trust and that the
Purchase Price is not sufficient to fully and completely pay the obligations secured by said
instrument. Seller shall have five (5) days from the effective date of this Agreement C'Consent
Period") to negotiate and obtain, on terms acceptable to Seller, RBC's written acceptance and
consent to this Agreement, which acceptance and consent shall include an obligation to release
any and all encumbrances created by the Deed of Trust against the Property upon RBC's receipt
of the Closing proceeds net of closing costs, outstanding homeowner's fees/due, taxes and any
Hens having priority to those of the Deed of Trust. Seller shall take all reasonable steps to
procure the acceptance and consent of RBC within the allotted time. The foregoing is a
condition to Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property, and can be waived only by Buyer. If
the foregoing condition is not met, Buyer' may, within five (5) days from the expiration the
Consent Period, grant Seller an extension period not to exceed an additional ten (10) days
("Extended Consent Period") to procure the acceptance and consent of RBC. If the Extended
Consent Period is not granted by Buyert the Deposit shall be prompt]y delivered by the Title
Company to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further rights or remedies hereunder. If Seller is
unable to produce RBC's written acceptance and consent within the Extended Consent Period,
the Deposit shall be refunded by the Title Company to Buyer, Buyer1s obligations under this
Agreement shall be deemed satisfied, and Buyer shall have no further obligations to SelJer
hereunder.

of

4. TITLE AND TITLE INSURANCE.

4.1.
Title to PrQpeny. Seller warrants that it is the fee simple owner of the Property.
Within five (5) business days after the Effective Date, Buyer, at Seller's sole cost and expense.
shall obtain a commitment for owner's title insurance policyt issued by Pioneer Title Company
(Carrie Homburg). located at 5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 150, Nampa, ID 83687 (the "Title
Company") for the Property (the 11Title Commitment"), showing insurable title to the Property in
the Seller.
4.2.
Title Defects. Buyer shall have five (5) calendar days after the date Buyer
receives the Title Commitment, and RBC's written acceptance and consent as provided in
Section 3 above, to object to any matters contained in the Title Commitment (such objections,
the "Title Objections'\ and such five (5) day period, the "Title Review Periodn). Buyer's failure
to provide notice of any Title Objections within such Title Review Period will be deemed
approval by Buyer of the condition of title to the Property. Seller shall have five (5) calendar
days after receipt of the Title Objections to notify Buyer that SeUer (a) will cause the Title
Objections to be removed or insured over by the Title Companyt or (b) elects not to cause any or
all Title Objections disclosed therein to be removed or insured over by the Title Company. If
Seller elects not to cause any or all Title Objections to be removed or insured over by the Title
Company, Buyer shall notify Seller within five (5) business days of the date Buyer is so
informed whether Buyer elects to accept title without removal of the Title Objections or whether
Buyer elects to terminate this Agreement. Upon such termination, the Deposit shalJ be returned
REALESTATBPURCHASEANDSALBAOREBMBNT-2
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to Buyer, and neither party shall have any further obligations hereunder. All exceptions set forth
on the Title Commitment approved and accepted by Buyer pursuant to this Section 4.2 shall be
referred to as the "Permitted Exceptions." Notwithstanding the foregoing, Seller shall be
required to remove (a) any and a11 monetary liens, claims and encumbrances from the Property
whether or not Buyer objects thereto, and no such lien1 claim or encumbrance shall be deemed a
Pennitted Exception for any purpose; (b) any property taxes other than those for the current
calendar year not yet due and payable; and, (c) any outstanding or unpaid homeowner's
assessments, obligations or liens;
4.3.
Title Insurance. Following the Closing, Seller, at Seller1s cost1 will provide to
Buyer a standard coverage title insurance policy pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of
the Closing and insuring Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Ptice against loss or damage by
reason of defect in Buyer's title to the Property subject only to the general exceptions shown on
the Title Commitment and the Pennitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). Buyer shall be responsible
for ~tl costs associated with, any extended coverage,title insurance or endor~ements desired by
Buyer.
4.4
Conveyance of Title. At Closing, Seller shalJ execute and deliver to Buyer a
general warranty deed in the fonn attached hereto as Exhibit B, conveying good and marketable
title to the Property free and clear of any liens, defects or encumbrances, except any matter
created or allowed by Buyer and the Pennitted Exceptions (the "Deed").
5. ASSIGNMENT OF DECLARANT,S RIGHTS. Seller shall assign all Declarant's
rights as defined under the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and upon written notification by Buyer, Buye1· shall have produce an agreement for
assignment of Declarant's rights that shall be executed by Seller and recorded at closing. Buyer
accepts the ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL COMMIITEE (ACC) BUILDING DESIGN
GUIDELINES as they currently exist in the DECLARATION OF COVENANTS,
CONDJTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A.

Galiano Estates Subdivision) recorded in the official records of Ada County1 Idaho under
instrument #108129452 and hereby waives any rights provided as assignee grantor to amend or
revise the recorded guidelines.
6. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT OF BUYER. Buyer's obligation to consummate the
transaction contemplated herein is expressly conditioned upon the occurrence of each of the
following:
6.1.
Condition of Title. Buyer's satisfaction and approval of the condition of title to
the Property and Seller's delivery of title in the condition set forth in Section 4.4.
6.2.
Section 7.2.

Deliveries at Closing. The delivery at Closing to Buyer of the items set forth in

6.3.
Seller's Representations. Seller's representations and warranties set forth in
Section 10 being true and correct in all material respects as of the Effective Date and at Closing.
REALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT-3
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7. CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.
7,1.
Closing. The Closing for the purchase of the Prope11y sl1aU take place on or
before May 7, 2012, 01· if earlier, the date on which Buyer notifie8 Seller that the conditions
precedent set forth in Section 6 have been satisfied or waived (the "Closingn), If Closing is to be
earlier than ten ( 10) calendar days afte1· expiration of the General Review Period, Buyer shall
provide Seller with no less than five (5) calendar days prior written notice of the date of Closing.
7.2.
Escrow Closing. The Closing shall take place at the office of the Tit]e
Company. Buyer and SeJler shall deposit In escrow with the Title Company all instl'uments,
documents and monies (payable in casl1 by wire funds or official bank check to Seller), as
necessary to complete the sale i11 accordance with this Agreement, including without limitation
the Deed.
7.3.
Closing Costs; Prorations. The cost of the Title Company's escrow closing fees
relating to the transactions contemplated herein shall be equaJly divided between'Sel!er and
Buyer. Seller shall pay the cost for the standard form Title Policy and any endorsement
necessary to insure over any matter objected to by Buyer in accordance with Section 4. Buyer
shall pay for aJl recording fees and any extended title insurance or any endorsements desired by
Buyer not necessary to cure a titJe defect objected to by Buyer in accordance with Section 4. Ad
valorem1 real prope11y and similar taxes with respect to the Property, utility charges and other
expenses and rents with respect to the Property shall be prorated as of the Closing date. All other
expenses not specifically l'eferenced in this Agreement and incul'red by Seller or Buyer with
respect to this transaction shall be borne and paid exclusively by the pa11y incu11ing the same1
without reimbursement from the other party.
7.4.
Closing date.

Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the

7.5.
Risk of Loss. Risk of loss of or damage to the Property shall be borne by Seller
until the Closing. From and after the Closing, loss of or damage to the Property shaU be borne
by Buyer.
7.6.
Condemnation. If any material portion of the Prope1ty is or becomes the subject
of any condemnation proceeding prior to the Closing, Buye1· may, at its option, tenninate this
Agreement by giving notice of such termination to SeHel' within ten ( l 0) business days following
the date Buyer learns about the condemnation proceeding, and upon such termination this
Agreement shall be of no further force or effect. Buyer's good faith determination of whether a
material pol"tion of the Property is or has becon1e the subject of any condemnation proceeding
shall be binding. Provided, however, Buyer may elect to purchase the Prope11y, in which case the
total Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award received by Seller
at or prior to the Closing. On Closing, Seller shall assign to Buyer all Seller's rights in and to
any future condemnation awards 01· other proceeds payable 01· to become payable by reason of
any taking of the Prope1'ty, Seller agrees to notify Buye1· of eminent domain or condemnation
proceedings and any changes to the zoning of the Property within three (3) calendar days after
Seller teams of such proceedings.
RBAL ESTA rE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT-4
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8. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.

The matters set forth in this Article 8 constitute representations and warranties by Buyer
which are now and shall at the Closing be true and correct:
8.l.
Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company validly created and existing in
the state of Delaware. Buyer, and each person executing this Agreement and all other documents
to be executed hereunder on behalf of Buyer have the necessary authority to enter into this
Agreement and to execute such documents, and the signatures of such person and/or entity are
binding upon and enforceable against the Buyer.
8.2.
Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by Buyer
and is enforceable against Buyer in accordance with the tenns hereof, except as enforceability
may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganization Jaws or applicable principles of
equity.
8.3.
Contravention. Buyer is not prohibited from consummating the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement by any Jaw, regulation, agreement, instrument, restriction, order
or judgment.
8.4.
Investigation of Property. Buyel' has been or will be permitted access to the
Real Property and will have actually inspected the Real Property pl'ior to Closing. Buyer's
consummation of the Transaction is based upon such inspection and not on any representations
or warranties of Seller, except those expressly set forth in this Agreement. Buyer agrees to
accept the Real Property in an "AS IS, WHERE IS" condition, subject only to the express
warranties of Seller set forth in this Agreement.

I

9. DISCLOSURES AND POST-CLOSING CONTINGENCIES. Notwithstanding
anything in this Agreement to the contl'ary, Buyer acknowledges that the Property is currently
within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which subjects the Property to
certain tenns and conditions as required by the Kuna LID and the Property is annexed into the
recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (AK.A. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer accepts
the same and agl'ees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that Buyer wilJ receive copies of
the appropriate recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.K.A. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) and the LID Assessment as an exception in the Title Commitment.
10. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF SELLER.
The matters set fo11h in this Article 10 constitute representations and wan·anties by Seller
which are now and shat.I at the Closing be true and correct:

l 0.1.
Authority. Seller is a limited liability company validly created and existing in
the state of Idaho. Seller, and each person executing this Agreement and all other documents to
be executed hereunder on behalf of Seller have the necessary authority to enter into this
Agt·eement and to execute such documents, and the signatures of such person(s) and/or entity are
REALESTATBPURCHASEANDSALBAGRBEMENT-5
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binding upon and enforceable against the Seller.

10.2.
Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by SeUer
and is enforceable against Seller in accordance with the terms hereof, except as enforceability
may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency 01· reorganization laws or applicable ptincip)es of
equity.
10.3.
Proceeding!i, There are no pending or threatened condemnations or similar
proceedings affecting any part of the Prope1ty.
I0.4.
Contravention. Seller is not prohibited from consummating the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement by any law, regulation, agreement, instrument, restriction, order
or judgment.
10.S.
Compliance. Seller has not received any written notice from any governmental
authority that the Property is aot in compliance with any applicable laws.
l 0.6.
Litigation. There is no litigation pending affecting Seller or the Property and to
Seller's knowledge, no such litigation has been threatened.
10.7.
Liens and Assessments. There have been 110 labor or materials furnished to the
Propetty by or on behalf of Seller for which payment in full has not been made or will not be
made p1ior to Closing.
10.8.
Defects. To the best of Seller's knowledge, and except as disclosed in writing
to Buyer, there are no latent defects or deficiencies in or to the land, fixtures, improvements,
walls, paving, roo~ and structure situated or constructed upon the Property.
10.9.
No Haziardous Substances. Neither Seller nor, any tenant Ol' occupant during
Seller's ownership of the Property, nor any previous owner of the Property or any other person
or entity, to the Seller's knowledge, has ever used, generated, processed, stored, disposed of,
released, or discharged any Hazardous Substance 011, under or about the Prope11y or transported
it to or from the Prope1ty, nor to the Seller's knowledge, has any pa11y ever alleged that any such
activities have occurred. Seller has not received notification of any kind from any agency
suggesting that the Property is or may be targeted for a "Superfund" cleanup under any
applicable environmental law, nor to Seller's knowledge, Is it subject to any lien related to any
environmental matter. In the eve11t Seller has breached the representations and wa11anties in this
Section I0.91 Seller shall indemnify, defend and hold Buyer and its successors and assigns
harmless from and against any and all Joss. damage, claims, penalties, liability, suits, costs and
expenses (including. without limitation, reasonable atto111eys1 fees and also including, without
limitation, costs of remedial action or cleanup) suffered 01· Incurred by Buyer arising out of or
related to any such use of the Property, or portion thereof, occurring prior to the cotiveyance to
Buyer. For purposes of this Agreement, "Hazardous Substance" means any substance, material
or waste which is (~) defined as a 0 hazardous waste," ''hazardous material," "hazardous
substance," "extremely hazardous waste/' or •1restricted hazardous waste" under any provision of
federal or state law; (b) petroleum; (c) asbestos; (d) poJych]orinated biphenylsj (e) radioactive
materials; (f.) designa1ed as a ..hazardous substance" pursuant to the Clea11 Water Act; (g) defined
as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to Resource Conservation Recovery Act; (h) defined as a
REALESTATBPURCI-IASEANDSALBAOREEMENT-6
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''hazardous substance" pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act; or determined by federal, state or local governmental authority to be capable
of posing a risk of injury to heath, safety or property, including underground storage tanks.
10.10. AS IS, WHERE IS. Seller has made no oral warranties or express warranties
except for those wan·anties specifically expressed in this Agreement. Seller expressly disclaims
aJJ implied warranties and is selUng the Real Property to Buyer in an "AS IS, WHERE JS"
condition.
11. COVENANTS OF SELLER.
11.1 ~
No Further Agreements. Seller agrees that from the Effective Date and until
Closing or earlier termination of this Agreement, Se1ler shall not list, offer for sale, sell, contract
1o sell, negotiate the sale of, nor enter into any offer for pu1'chase or sale, or a letter of intent to
negotiate for the purchase or sale of the Property and will accept no back-up offel's for the
Property. Seller further agrees that from the Effective Date and until Closing• or earlier
tennination of this Agreement, Seller shall not enter into or grant any contract, lease, easement,
deed oftrnst, mo11gage, lien or encumbrance affecting or burdening the Property.
11.2.
Insurance. Through Closing, Seller shall maintain or cause to be maintained in
full force and effect the cut'rent comprehensive geneml liability, casualty and other insurance
policies on the Prnperty.
11.3.
Satisfaction of Obligations. Seller will timely satisfy, discharge and pay when
due all claims, liens, secllrity interests, obligations and encumbrances due and payable with
respect to the Property.
11.4.
Cooperation with Buyer. Seller shall fully cooperate with Buyet' and shall
pl'omptly provide Buyer with copies of such information, to the extent the same is in Seller's
possession or otherwise available to Seller, which Buyer requests as part of its due diligence.
12. NOTICES. Any notice under this Agreement shall be in wdting and be delivered in
pe1'son or by public or private courier service (so long as such services provide written
confirmation of delivery) (including U.S. Postal Service Express Mail) or certified mail, return
receipt requested, or by facsimile. Any notice given by registered or certified mail shall be sent
with return receipt requested. Any notice given by facsimile shall be verified by confirmation.
Al1 notices shall be addressed to the pa11ies at the addresses contained herein or at such other
addresses as the pa11ies may from time to time direct in writing. Any notice shall be deemed to
have been given on (a) actual delivery or refusal, (b) three (3) business days after mailing by
registered or ce1tified mail, or (c) the day facsimile delive1y is verified.

~
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If to Seller:

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave
Eagle, Idaho 83616

Ifto Buyer:

EAMI LLC
Attn: Scott A. Tschirgi
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

13. BINDING EFFECT. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and
assigns.

14. COUNTERPARTS. This Agreement may be executed in counterpa1ts, each of
which sha!J constitute an original, but alJ together shall constitute one and the same Agreement.
15. SURVIVAL OF TERMS. Except as specifically provided herein, the te1ms,
provisions, wa11·anties, covenants and indemnities shall survive the Closing and delivery of the
Deed, and this Agreement shall not be merged therein, but shall remain binding upon and for the
parties hereto until fully observed, kept or performed for a period of two (2) years.
16. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement embodies the entire agreement between
the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification
or amendment to or of this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shaU be made or claimed by
Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification or amendment made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer sha11 have any force or effect whatsoever unless the same shall be
endorsed in writing and be signed by the party against which the enforcement of such extension,
change, modification or amendment is sought, and then only to the extent set forth in such
instrument.
17. CAPTIONS. The captions at the beginning of the several sections, respectively, are
for convenience in locating the context, but are not part of the text.
18. SEVERABILITY. In the event any non-material tenn or provision of this
Agreement shall be held i1legal, invalid or unenforceable or inoperative as a matter of Jaw, the
remaining tein1s and provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, but each such
term and provision shall be valid and shall remain in full force and effect.

19. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho, as an agreement entered into and to be pe1for1ned in the State of Idaho.
20, REMEDIES AND ATTORNEYS' FEES, If Seller breaches this Agreement, Buyer
may elect to treat this Agreement as tenninated or, in the alternative, Buyer may elect to treat
this Agreement as being in full force and effect and Buyer shall have the right to an action for

_!:t/_
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specific performance. In addition to the other remedies set forth in this paragraph, Buyer shall
have the right to recover such damages as may be proper. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to
perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall only be entitled to the
Deposit.
In any suit, action or appeal therefrom to enforce or interpret this Agreement or in any
way relating to this Agreement of the Property, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover

its costs incun-ed therein, including reasonable attorneys' fees and disbursements, and also
including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs associated with any appeal of a judgment. The
prevailing party will be that party who was awarded a judgment as a result of trial or arbitration,
or who receives a payment of money from the other party in settlement of claims asserted by that
party.
21. ASSIGNMENT. Buyer may assign this Agreement to any entity owned, controlled
or managed by Buyer and/or Buyers Members or Managers, or in which Buyer and/or Buyers
Men\bers or Managers owns'any interest, and this A~l'eement will be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties, their successors, and assigns, Buyer may not othe1wise assign this
Agreement without Seller's prior written consent, which consent may not be unreasonably
withheld, conditioned or delayed. Seller shall not assign this Agreement to any party without the
written consent of the Buyer.

22. WAIVER, Waiver of performance of any provision of this Agreement shall not be a
waiver of, nor p1'ejudice the party1s rights otherwise to require performance of the same provision
or any other provision,
23. LIKE KIND EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller sha11 have the right to effect an
exchange which shall qualify for tax deferral under Section 1031 and, in such event, both Buyer
and Seller agree to cooperate with such exchanges, provided that such exchanges shall not delay
the Closing and that no additional costs shall be incun·ed by either party toward the othe1· in
effecting such exchange.
24. FURTHER ACTS. In addition to the acts recited herein and contemplated to be
performed, the parties hereby agree to perform, execute and/or deliver or cause to be performed,
executed and/or delivered any and all such fut·ther acts, deeds and assurances as any party hereto
may reasonably require to consummate the transaction contemplated hereunder.
25. NO RECORDING. Neither this Agreement nor any memorandum of understanding,
letter of intent, or any other document related to this Agreement, shall be recorded prior to the
Closing.
26. TIME OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the essence in this Agreement.
27, CONSTRUCTION. The parties acknowledge that each party, and, if they should so
choose, their attorneys, have reviewed this Agreeme11t a11d that the normal rule of construction to
the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not be employed
in the interp1·etation of this Agreement or any amendments or exhibits hereto, and this
Agreement shall be construed according to its fair meaning and not strictly for or against either
party.
RBALESTATBPURCHASEANDSALEAOREEMENT-9
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28. EXHIBITS. AU exhibits referred to herein and attached hereto are a part hereof.

[end of text]

+1
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective
as of the day and year first set forth above.

SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

By:

~.,___

Name: Edwardci.ivi
Its:
Manager

7n

BUYER:

Exhibits
Exhibit A - Legal Description of Property
Exhibit B - Form of Deed

i1.._
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description
Lots 2, 6 through 11. 15 and 18 in Block 1, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and 14
through 18, in Block 5. Lots 3 through 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 in Block 6, and Lots 1, 2, 3, and 5
in Block 7, and Lots 3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the
official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada
County, Idaho.
..
·:xor<· :Block
~··. •. ·.

2

6
7
8

1
1
1
1

'•

~.-.

,•. . ·. ·•. :: ·subdivision

i\i > ,\

:·\:

'i:Jf ·. sidbit ·:;::

: ·• :,

,..-:.: .. ··:,,, ·......

: .· ·..

·•:·.

:' .. :

' .:iSubdlvlsfoii ·. ·· · ·.·

:···

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

18

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

·6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

15
:::·:

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

..

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

16

17

\

..

9

1

10

1

11
15
18

1
1
1

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

4

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

2

4

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6
10

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3
3
4

4

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

11

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

13

6
6

5

5

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

5

7
8

5

9

5
5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

10

5

11

5

12
14

..

-.

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

14

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

15
1

6
7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

2

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

7

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

8

4

8

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5
6

8
8

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

·.

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
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Form of Deed
[attached]
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When recorded. Qlease return to:
Scott A. Tschirgi

209 W. Main Street
Boise. Idaho 83702

'
GENERAL WARRANTY
DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged.
GaJiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose mailing address is 1883 Wildwood
Ave, Eagle, Idaho 836 J6 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantor'•), hereby grants, bargains, sells,
and conveys unto EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, whose current address is 209
W. Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83702 (hereinafter referred to as the "Grantee'•) all of Grantor's right
title and interest in and to the real property legally described on Exhibit A, attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference (hereinafter referred to as the "Premises").
TOGETHER WITH alJ water and water rights, ditch or irrigation company shares,
streets, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto, all development rights, air rights and mineral
rights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular the tenements, hereditaments. and appm1enances
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, remainder and
remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof; and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the
Premises, as well in law as in equity.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises with its appurtenances, unto Grantee, its
successOJs, heirs and assigns, forever.
SUBJECT TO the following: (a) general taxes and assessments. including utility
assessments for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and will be prorated
bet ween Grantor and Grantee as of the date of execution of this deed; and (b) all matters set forth
on Exhibit B. attached hereto and incorporated hereh1 by this reference (all such matters are
referred to herein collectively as "Permitted Exceptions,').
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AND Granter does hereby covenant to and with Grantee, and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grantor is owner in fee simple of the Premises; that Orantor has a good right to
convey the fee simple; that the Premises is free from any and all liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Permitted Exceptions; that Orantor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of said Premises by Grantee, and its successors and
assigns forever, against all other claims whatsoever; and that Grantor and its heirs and assigns
will, on demand of the Grantee 01· its heirs or assigns, execute any instrument necessary for the
fu1ther assurance of the title to the Premises that 111ay be reasonably required.
DATED effective as of the_ day of May, 2012.
GRANTOR;
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

By:
'.
Name: Edward-ef, Mason
Its:
Manager
State ofidaho

)

) S.S.
County of _ _ _~
On this __ day of May, in the year of 2012. before me, a Notary Public in and for said
State, personally appeared Edward G. Mason, known or identified to me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC. an Idaho limited liability company, who subscribed his name to the foregoing
instrument 1 and acknowledged to me that he executed the same on behalf of Galiano, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.

I

I
(

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission expires----------
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§XHIBIT A

Legal Description
Lots 2, 6 through 11, 15 and 18 in Block 1, Lots 2 and 3 in Block 4, Lots 3 through 12, and 14
through 18, in Block 5, Lots 3 through 6, 10, 11, J3, 14 and 15 in BJock 6, a11d Lots l, 2, 3, and 5
in Block 7, and Lots 3 through 6 in Block 8, of Galiano Estates Siibdivision according to the
official plat thel'eof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada
County, Idaho.

'

Lot

Block

2
6
7

1

1
1

Subdivision
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3

6

4

6

10
.. 11

1
1

15
18

1
1

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

2

4

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

3
3
4
5

4

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GAUANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

-7

5
6

8

5

9

6

6

10

6

11
12
14

6

5

5

5
5
5

1

1

5

15

,16
17
18

9

6
5

Bfock

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

8

--

Lot

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

-

.

SubdiVislon
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

5

5

6

6

__..&__

10
11

6

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB

6

13
14

6

15
1
2

6
7
7

6

3

7

6

7

3

8

4

8

6

8

6

8

---

-·

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GAUANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ESTATES SUB
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ADDENDUM #1 TO
REALESTATEPURCHASEANDSALEAGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM #1 TO THE REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT dated the 19111 day of April, 2012, is made by and between Galiano LLC, an
Jdaho limited liability company (the "Seller''), and EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company and/or it assigns (the "Buyer").
RECITALS

A. Buyer and Seller entered into that certain REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREEMENT dated the 161h day of April, 2012 (the "AgreementH).
B. Buyer and Seller wish to amend the Agreement as provided in th.is Addendum #J to
the Agreement as set forth below.
C. Unless otherwise provided, all defiued terms contained herein shall have the san1e
meaning as in the Agreement.
ADDENDUM

NOW, THEREFORE, in considemtion of the above recitals, which the pa1ties agree are
true and correct, the mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which at'e hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:
l. SELLERS BUY BACK OPTION ("Option").

1.1 Option Term. After Closing, Seller shall retain unto itself and/or unto its Managel',
Edward G. Mason, the right to exercise the option to purchase a maximum often (10)
lots, subject to availability. The term of this Option shall be for one (I) year from
Closing (the "Option Termn). Upon exercise of any of the ten (] 0) lot options, the
Seller shal1 have a maximum of thhty (30) days to close on that lot. Failure to close
on any optioned lot within the thh1y (30) day period shall tem1inate the Seller's
option for that lot and shall also reduce the Selle!''s lot option by one (1) lot. Sellel'
must exercise his option, and must close on all lots subject to this option; within the
Option Term. At the end of the Option Term, the option granted herein shall expire
and Seller shall have no furU1er rights to acquire any lots.

4
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e1.2 Option Price. The price Seller shall pay for each lot optioned pursuant to this
Addendum shall be Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00), plus all costs inctmed by
Buyer during its ownership of the optioned lot, including but not limited to
maintenance, taxes, irrigation, and insurance (the "Optioned Lot Price"). Seller shall
assume and be responsible for the Kuna LID assessment on any lot optioned by
Seller. If at any time during Buyer's ownership, Buyer should decide to retire the
Kuna LID assessment on any lot or lots included within this Agreement, at full
assessment amount 01· any discounted assessment Buyer can negotiate, and Seller
selects a lot with the LID assessment retired as a lot to option, Seller shall pay to
Buyer in addition to the Optioned Lot Price an amount equal to the LID assessment
amount that would be due on the lot being optioned as of the date Seller closes on the
lot with Buyer, as if no payment on the LID assessment had been made.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective
as of the day and year first set forth above.

SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

~~~

By:
Name: EdwarciG.Mµon
Its:
Manager

BUYER:

T
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ADDENDUM #2 TO
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
THIS ADDENDUM #2 TO THE REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALB
AGREB:MENT dated the 161h day of April, 2012, is made by and between Galiano LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company (the "Seller"), and EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company and/or it assigns (the "Buyer'').

RECITALS

A. Buyer and SeUer entered into that ceitain REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE
AGREE:tv.lENT dated the 161h day of April, 2012 (the "Agreement").

B. Buyer and Seller wish to amend the Agreement as provided in this Addendum #2 to
the Agreement as set forth below.

c.

Unless othe1wise provided, all defined terms contained herein shall have the same
meaning as in the Agreement.

ADDENDUM
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which the parties agree are
true and correct, the mutual covenants contained here.in and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:
I, LIMITED ASSUMPTION OF "AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE SERVICES".

LI Li.tnitation of Obligations Assumed. After Closing, Buyer shall assume certain
limited obligationi:i of Seller as defined under that certain ccAGREEMENT TO
PROVIDE SERVICES" attached hereto as Exhibit (A). The Obligations in Exhibit A
assumed by Buyer, shall be limited to sewer and domestic water connection
payments to (Zillner) as defined in Exhibit A "for all reasonable costs incurred by
seller (Zillner) in having i:iuch services connected to the premises reserved by seller
(Zillner)". Alternately, Buyer reserves the right install or have installed the sewer and
domestic water connections from sower and domestic water services installed by
Seller to the premises reserved by seller (Zillner) at Buye1:s Expense.

Buyer lnlUal TWE
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement effective as of
the day and year first set forth above.
SELLER:

Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

lJ~~OA-

By:
Name: EdwardG.Mas
Its:
Manager

BUYER:

EAMI LLC, a Delaware limited IiabfJity company
'

By;

\

Tl·m W. Eck

./

'

,~-:v~.i!:":•.i
..+~...,,.,,,ll,!c,Oll.ff2H>lUH••>>-

Name: Timothy W. Eck
Its:

Manager

II
I

I
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I
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I.

ORIGINAL
AGRl!~Ml:!NT TO PROVIDE SERVICES
J.HIS AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE SERVICES (hereinafter ·Agreemenr) ls entered Into
this _L day of J'
2000, by and between DAN ZILLNER end JANA LEe ZILLNER,
whose address Is 9640. Amity, BQfse, Idaho S3709 (hereinafter "Seller") and GALIANO, t.LC,
an ldaho lrmlted llabUUy company, whose addre8s rs 1771 N. WIidwood, Suite 200, Boise, Idaho
B3713 (herelnafler~auyer').

~W ,

WHEREAS the parties have entered Into a Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA) executed
ooncurrent with this Agreement, wherein Seller Is selllng and Buyer Is buying certaln property
conslsUng of approximately 32,331 acres (see Exhibit A allaohed hereto), and Buyer ls reserving
from tnatsale approximately 0.46 t1ores (see Exhibit B altached herefo}: and
WHEREAS !he patties contemplated In safd PSA that Buyer would provlde to the property
rese,ved by Seller any and all ullflllea or other amenities which w!IJ be made avallable to other
developed tole on the property at no addlllonal expense to th& Seller; and
WHEREAS, the parties contemplated- In said PSA that Buyer would provide ulllltles and other
amenlU&s, lllOIUdlng without ttmltatlon sewer, water, eleotrfo eervloe11, telephone Jines, cable lines,
gas and pressurized lrrlgatlon to the property reseived by Seller and that Buyer would provide
said eervtces Co aald property, but would allow Seller to seleol the Ptlrson(s) to aoluafly connect
said services at Buyer's expense; and

WHEREAS, auyer also agreed to provide a concrete driveway on the properly reserved by Seller;
encl
WHl:REAS, the terms recited alJove were malerlal Inducements for the Seller to enter Into the
PSA and this Agreement.wHh tha auyer.
NOW THERl:FORE, bas-ed on the above recitals, mulual promise&, and other good and valuable
oonslderallon, tha suffiolenoy of whloh Is hereby aormowle<IQed, the parties agree as follows:

a

1, Buyer shall provide to the premises reserved by seller (described fully rn Exhibit attached
hereto and lncorpurated herein by rererence) any and all ulllllles or other amenities whloh wlll be
made avalrable to other developed lots In the development (desorlbed fully In Exhibit A attached
herelo and Incorporated herein by reference) at no addll!onal expense to the Seller, fholudlng
without llmltatton sewer, water, efeob1o s&Nlces, telephone lrnes, cable lines, gas and pressurized
lrrlgatton. Buyer shall provide said services to the premises reseived by Seller, but wlll allow
Beller to seleol the pers~m(s) who WIii actually connect said uerv/oes, Buyer shall pay for all
reasonable costs Incurred by Seller tn having a1.1ch aervloes conneoled 10 the premises reserved
by Seller, and ehall make such payments no later than fifteen (Hi) days altar receipt of Seller's
written request.
2. Seller shall allow Buyer access to the property {exoapt the property reserved by Sellar) for the
drllllng of test holes prior to C1losfng, Test holes, whfoh sh~II be drlll&d !n e manner as to mlnlmJze
disruption to the property, shall be fl!led as soon possible after being .drilled, Test holes wllloh
might adversely affect or otherwise diminish the value of the properly wlU not be allowed. The
dlggrng of test ho/es and/or !he resulls obtained therefrom, which was requested by sailer, ahaH
not In any way be considered a con<lfllon to or oontrngenoy of cloelng under the PSA, but are
being aflowed by seller only ae a convenience lo Buyer.

3, Buyer agrees to provide a concrete driveway on the premises reserved by Seller bulll to
Seller's reasonable e>1pectalfons and Which eh all extend the lines of tha exlsUng driveway to the
nearest street (s~fd work to be completed by Buyer no later than thirty (30) days from the date
&aid street Is paved),

AGRESMENTTO PROVJOli SERVIOt;S
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4. So long as Seller or Seller's parents (Paul B. Zfllner end OraGay Zlllner) or any ona of them
realde on the premises reserved by the Seller, they win be spaeffloally exempt from any
Covenants, oondll!ons and Restrictions (CO&Rs) whleh Will be created and Implemented as lo
the property described on Exhibit A except for !hose CC&Ra that are necessary to allow Buyer to
obtain any necessaiy governmental approvals for lhe development of said properly, Seller
agree, to maintain ihe property reserved by Seller In goCKI repair and so as to be vlsually
Inoffensive In comparison to the eurroundlng properlles (f.e, 1 Seller wm not allow eny unslghtly
condltlons to exist on the properly reserved by Seifer), once Seller or flte rest <lf Seller's parents
vacate or sell the property reseNed by Seller, !hen th [s exempllon shall expire, A sale, lransrer or
other conveyance by and between Seiter and/or Seller's parents (or either ona of them) shall not
be an event terminating said exemption.
6. This Agreement eh"ll t1ot be merged Into the Warranly Deed or any other document by
operation ol law, but ls Intended by !he parties to stand along as a legally binding agreement.
6. All disputes arising between the Buyer and the Seller based on Iha terms conlalned In Jhls
Agreement shall be flnally determined by arbllratron purs11ant to the applicable rules of lhe
Amerloan AJbllrallon Association, 'Arbitration may be commenced by either party by ffllng a
demand for erbllratron wlth the American Arbltrallon Aasoclat!on, Judgment upon the award
rendered by lhe arbitrator In any arbltmllon In whloh the Buyer and Seifer are among the parHes1

shall be final and blndJng and may be entered In any court having 1urladlctlon thereof. The
e>cclusrve venue for all praooadlngs conducted under lhls section shall be Ada County, Idaho.
7. In the event the parlles bec:orne Involved In erblltalfon or UUgaUon (Including any proceedings

In bankruploy), the prevailing party shall be enlltled to recover Its reasonable aUomey feas1 oosts
and expenses from the other party.
8. This Agreement shall be construed, Interpreted and appfled, and the right and obligations
hereunder determined In accordance wllh 1he faws of the sta la of Idaho.
9. This Agreement may not be amended1 modlffed or changed In any way, except by written
dooilment signed by each.of Iha parllea hereto.
10. In the case that any one or more of the proVlsJons contained In this Agraemenl, or any
applloatlon thereof, shall be lnvalld, Illegal or unenforceable In any respect, the vafldlty1 Jegallty or
enforoeablllty of the remaining provisions s I not In any way be affaoted or lmpalretl thereby.

'
SELLER:

*-r~-.....&;4.1,...,:.____,,-A---- Date:,

L.;;;#.fft:~~~~f&--4-ltltJ:
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nglneers 1 tnc.

Bnginoors & surveyors
anklln Rd. Boise, Id, aa?os

·8381 Fax 2oa•a42,57g2

B01mda1•y DescrJpilon for Galiano Estates Subdivision
Mlly 31, l006

A pnrcel of land beJng located in lhe south J1aJf of tba 11orU1we.1t qunrte~ of Bectlon 14, 'l'ownshlp 2 North, Rnnge 1
We.st1 Boise Meddlm, Ada County, Idaho, befog more pmlfcuJru1y de.scdbed ns tollowst
Commo11llJng at a brass cap mnrldng the norlbwest corner of said Section 14; tbcmC(J nlong tho wesledy boundary of
the nor!bwest quarter of snld Seo!lon 14, wliloh is Piao the cen!erlln'O of Ten Mlle Road, SoUlh 00~0010411 West1
1,406.81 feet to a polnt thnt Is loonted $oulll 00°00'04" Wost, 75.00 feet from an Iron pln mark! 11g the no.rtllwest
corner of the south lmlf of lhe northwost quarter of said Seollon 14, wbloh point Is also the POINT OF
llBGINNING:

Thence nlong a line that Is 7S,OO feet soillh of and pru'llllel to lhe northerly boundary ot tho south llnlf of tbe
northwest quMter ofsntd Section 14, South 89°$7 10911 B11sf, 11731,19 feelj
Thence South 01 °04112" Wost, sn,05 feet;
ThenceN01Ut 8!1°4513311 Wast, 91.47keli
Thence Sou!h 01°04' 12" West, 662,27 fut to the east-west centerlhte of suld Seel.Ion 14;
Theuee South 89°5612811 Wcst1 584.98 feet 10 the centerline of the Toed Lntetllli
Thenco nI011g the centerline of lhe Teed Lnte1"al lhe following courees nnd distances:
North 33"24, l 0" W~4 126.67 feet to npoJnt of curvature;
49.70 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right wlth JI radius of7S,OO feet, ii central anglo of
37°57'52", ft long chord of 48,79 feet and a chol'd hearing of Nortlt 14"25' 14" Wes!:
Norlh 04°33'42" Bast1 l?O,S3 feet;
North 03°S3 141 11 Enst, 122,30 feet to a polul of cmv11tw·e;
79.10 feot along n lllngont curvo deflectlng to th& left wllh a radius of?S,00 fee-t, n central 11ngle of
60°25 134", 11 lolig chord of7S.48 feat and a chord bearJng of North 26°19'06" Wes!;
North 56"31'53" West, SUi9 feet;
North 67az5'06'' West1 96,23 feel;
North 6S0 30'5811 West, 151.58 feel;
North 61 °53 1 1411 West, 58.19 feet;
Nortlt 59°40'011' West, 303.91 feet lo 11polnt ofourva1ure1
89,28 feet along~ tangent curve doflectlng to the left with a tadiua of 12Q.00 feel, 11 con trill nn,1,tlo of
42~7'50'', nlong chord ot87,24 feat nnd Ll ohord be11rlng ofNotth 80°58'43" Wost;
Soulh 17°42'09" Welt, 99,13 feet;
South 73~14'40" Wesl, 78;fJ7 feel;
South G4G36'09" West, 40.90 feel;
SouU158"41'44'1 Wosti 37,75 feolj
South 89°53' 50" West, 20,43 feet to tho westerly boundary of aald s~cllon 14;
Thenoo Joavlng tile oentedlno of tho Teed Lateral, North 00°00104" Bnat, 497,81 along the wosiel'ly boundw.y of
sa!d Seclfon 14 to Ibo POJN'l'OF BBO!NNJNG,

, I
I
!

I
l
I
I

I

comprlslns 32.33 aorea. more or Jess,
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EXHIBITB
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES RESERVE!D BY SELLER
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EXHIBIT "A1'

nlflneers & surveyors
atiklln Rd, Boise, Id, 88705

·3381 Pax

:a 08·342•5792

Bounda1·y Descl'Jption of Existing Iiome
In the Pl'oposed Galiano Estates SubdJvJslon
May 31, 200Ci

A pnrceJ of land bo.lng looated In the Bouth half of the northwest qunrter of Secllon 14, Township 2 North1
Range l West. Boise Mel'ldlan, Ada County, Idaho, being more partlculnrly desol'lbed as follows:

Commtmoing at a brass t:ap m~ktng the no1·thwes! cornel' of sold Section t4; thei1ce nloug the westel'ly

boundlU',Y of lhe northwest qulll'ter of said Section 14, which ls also the centerline of Ten MUe Ro11d,
South 00°00'04" West, 1,406.81 feet to a poJnt, which fs located South 00°00'04" West, 75.00 feet from
an h'Qtt pin maddng the northw~t co1·nei· ofthe south half 9f the northwest qua1tet· of ~aid Section 14;
thenco contlnuJng S00"00'04"W, 497.81 feet along the wesle.dy boundary of the norlhwest qunrtel' of said
Section 14; thence N89°53'50"Bt 20,43 feet to tho centerline of the Teed Lnterali thence Ute foUowlug
com'Se, and dist1meos along sald centerline of tl1e Teed Latel'al: NS8°41 1441~ 37,7S feet; N64°36'09"E,
40.90 feet: N73°14140 11B, 78.87 feet; N77°42'09uB, 99,73 keti 89.29 feel along n tangent cm:ve
deflecting to lhe rJght with a radius of 120.00 feet1 a central angle of 42"37'50", a chotd bcru:lug of
S80°58'56"Bi and along chord dilltancoof8'l.24 feet; S59°4010l 11E, 303.91 feet; S61°53'14"E, S8,79
feet; S6S0 30' 5811E, 151.58 feel; S67°2S 106"~ 96.23 feet; S56"31 '53"E, 51.69 feot; thenco lenving the
c_enterHua of the Teed Lateral, N88°50'2611.B1 70,06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING:
ThenceN27°28'27"E, 1'11.01 feet;

ThencoN84"57'4411B, 72.83 feet;
Thence 1.91 f~t along n non-tangent curve deflecllng to the light with a rndJus of 20.00 feet, a
oonlral angle of 22°40'0611, u chord bearJng of S83°42' J3".BJ and a long chord distance of 7.86
fuet;

Thenoe S50°02' 16"E, 1S.20 feet;
Thenco 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting to the rlght wl!h n radius of 20,00 feet, n
central angle of22°40'0611, n chord be~l'ing ofS16ci2'20"E, and along chord distance of?,86
feet;
'Thence SOS0 02' l6"B, 9.20 feet;

Thence S17°02'47''W• 79.48 feet:
Thence 57.82 feet along a tangent cut·vo deflecting to the rJgbt with n .radius at 1SO.OO feet, a
central angle of22°05'0S11 1 a chord beal'Jng of S06°00'1S"W, and a Jons ch01'd dlslanco of57.46

feet;
Thence S88°50'26"W, 147.42 feel Co the POJN'l' OF BEGINNIN<J,
Compraing 0.46 acres mol-e 01· le.ss.

Bu~r ln!Uel iWE.
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
OrderNo. 1077721-lot
Settlement Date : 03/22/2013

Fidelity National Title'
Insurance Company

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 11
Lot 1,2 & 14 in Block 5, Lot 10 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates
Kuna, ID

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

j Contract Sales Price

CREDIT
$79,928.42

Settlement or clos ing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

1

$140.00

Reconveyance Services to Fidelity National Title Company

$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

S79.738.42

Total

$79,928.42

$79,928.42

DAS Investments, LLC

-·- -.;;- -1:.:-7.·-_,,. -;1

C~~:§;.::~_,1,/·>'°'~ -

By: Tim W Eck
Its : Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Ctieri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Order No. 1077721-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
OrderNo. 1076463-lot
Settlement Date: 10/23/2012

Na~?.!a~!l!!!!.

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 6
Lot 18 in Block 1 and Lots 10 and 11 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna,ID
Ada County, Idaho
DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

I Contract Sales Price

CREDIT
$78,139.oo

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
Release Services to Fidelity National Title Company

1

$133.00
$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

$77,956.00

Total

$78,139.00

$78 139.00

DAS Investments, LLC

~_;;;;;;;;:::,:r;:~:~::~:~~~~'l_:_. ._.----By: Tim W Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date: - - - - - - - - -

Order No. 1076463-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1075358-jr1
Settlement Date: 06/28/2012

Fidelity Nat~?.!a~!~E!!!.

Escrow Officer:

Janice Ross

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Lot 11, Block 1 Galiano Estates
Kuna, ID 83634

Buyer(s):

Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc

Lot 11, Block 1, Galiano Estates Subdivision, Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

CREDIT

I Contract Sales Price

$30,381.02

I Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

$75.oo

Sub Total

$75.00

Balance Due To Seller

$30.306.02

1

1

$30.381.02

DAS Investments, LLC

Tim W. Eck

Digil,j~y ~igrwd by T1mW. Ed:

OM:<·""' nm w. E<lo;. 0. cu.
r.miUl.,.twe-t"nterp:iw.slh'.ihoo.rnm.c:.,,US
O;;te:2012.06.2717:34:33 ·06'00"

By: Tim W Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:-----------Janice Ross
Escrow Officer
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Order No. 1075358-jrl
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1078003-lot
Settlement Date: 04/23/2013

Fidelity National Titte·
Insurance Company

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 12
Lot 15 and 16 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision
Kuna,ID

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Ada County, Idaho
DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

I Contract Sales Price

CREDIT
$53,418.47

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
Reconveyance Services to Fidelity National Title Company

I

$140.00
$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

$53,228.47

Total

$53 418.47

$53,418.47

DAS Investments, LLC
,/

c:~~~-.:;;;:g;::;:::::;;::;,-~~~:'.;::,~:

=

w m ••

By: Tim w Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date: - - - - - - - - -

Order No. 1078003-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1075011-jrl
Settlement Date: 05/23/2012

Fidelity National Title·
Insurance Company

Escrow Officer:

Janice Ross

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Lots 2 and 6, Block 1 and Lot 3, Block 5 Galiano Estates Sub
Walnut Creek Takedown 1
Kuna, ID

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Galiano Estates Subdivision, Ada County, Idaho

CREDIT

DEBIT

DESCRIPTION

i Contract Sales Price

$75,686.521

i Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

$131.50

Balance Due To Seller

$75 555.02

Total

$75 686.52

I

$75 686.52

DAS Investments, LLC

TimW.Eck
By: Timothy w Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Janice Ross
Escrow Officer
Date:---------

Order No. 1075011-jrl
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1078153-lot
Settlement Date: 06/24/2013

.Fidelity Nat~?.!~~!!~!!.
Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 14
Lot 2 in Block 4 and Lots 3 & 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna,ID

Ada County, Idaho
DEBIT

DESCRIPTION

j Contract Sales Price

CREDIT
$82,673.33

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

1

$145.25
$600.00

Title insurance binder ESTIMATED NEED SP to Pioneer Title
Reconveyance Services to Fidelity National Title Company

$50.00

Sub Total

$795.25

$82 673.33

$81.878.08
Total

$82,673.33

$82,673.33

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W Eck

Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date:---------

Order No. 1078153-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704

Fidelity National Title·
Insurance Company

208-377-3190

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

Order No. 1077019-lot
Settlement Date: 12/21/2012
SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 8
Lot 3 in Block 7 and Lots 4 and 5 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Sub

Kuna,ID
Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

l Contract Sales Price

CREDIT

$79,sss.02

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

I

$140.00

Reconveyance Services to Fidelity National Title Company

$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

$79.395.02

Total

$79,585.02

$79 585.02

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W Eck

Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Cheri Klassen

Escrow Officer
Date: - - - - - - - - -

Order No. 1077019-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
OrderNo. 1078151-lot
Settlement Date: 05/23/2013

Fidelity National Title·
Insurance Company

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETILE.MENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 13
Lot 17 & 18 in Block 5 and Lot 5 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna,ID
Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

CREDIT

I Contract Sales Price

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
Title insurance binder to Pioneer Title
Reconveyance Services to Fidelitv National Title Comoany

$143.50
$499.01
$50.00

Sub Total

$692.51

Balance Due To Seller

$80,623.44

Total

$81 315.95

$81 315.95

$81 315.95

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W Eck

Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company

By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date:---------

Order No. 1078151-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
OrderNo. 1077438-lot
Settlement Date: 02/21/2013

Na~?.~!~I!!!~·

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 10
Lot 11 in Block 6 1 Lot 5 in Block 7 & Lot 6 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates
Kuna,ID
Ada County, Idaho
DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

I Contract Sales Price

CREDIT
$79,782.42

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
Reconveyance Services to Fidelity National Title Company

I

$140.00
$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

$79,592.42

Total

$79,782.42

$79,782.42

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company

By:---------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer

Date: - - - - - - - - -

Order No. 1077438-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1077924-lot
Settlement Date: 04/17/2013

.Fidelity Nati?..e!!l!!!!.
Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Lot 6 Block 6 Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna,ID

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Lot 6, Block 6, Galiano Estates Subdivision, Ada County, Idaho
DESCRIPTION

CREDIT

DEBIT

I Contract Sales Price
I County property taxes 7/1/2012 to 4/17/2013

$27,145.72

I Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

$457.18

1

$7s.oo

1

Sa1ance Due To =,eHer

!.f.2o,tn..>.!!:i4

Total

$27,145.72

1

$27,145.72

DAS Investments, LLC

Manager

Fidelity National Title Company

By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer

Date:--------

Order No. 1077924-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1075210-jrl
Settlement Date: 06/22/2012

.Fidelity Nat~?!a~l!!!!.
Escrow Officer:

Janice Ross

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Buyer(s):

Property:

Lots 7 and 8 Block 1 and Lot 4 Block 5 Galiano Estates Sub
Walnut Creek Takedown # 2
Kuna, ID

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Galiano Estates Subdivision, Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

CREDIT

I Contract Sales Price

$75,912.01

I Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

$133.oo

Balance Due To Seller

$75,779.07

Total

$75 912.07

I

I

$75.912.07

DAS Investments, LLC

Tim W. Eck

t{:'£if.:}::fr~'.'i~--~~-·~·=··"·

By: Timothy W Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Janice Ross
Escrow Officer
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Order No. 1075210-jrl
Settlement Statement - Seller
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.Fidelity Nat~?su1!a~!
Escrow Officer:

l!~!:·

8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1075481-jrl
Settlement Date: 07/23/2012

Janice Ross

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 3
Lot 9 Block 1, Lots 5 and 6 Block 5 of Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna, ID

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Ada County, Idaho
DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

CREDIT

I Contract Sales Price

$76,2so.94

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

I

$133.00

Release Services Fee to Fidelity National Title Company

$50.00

Sub Total

I

$183.00

I

$76,250.94

DAS Investments, LLC
•

Tl m W Eck
•

C•gitallyslgnedbyTimW.b:k
IJNorn=TimW.E<k,o.ou,
en,ail.=.1VfC\:l"Jll.-'1p1i~e''Jy,il1,xJ.COlll o=lJ'.l

D.ite:2012.07.18 21:27:02 ·(>6'00'

By: Tim w Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company

By:----------Janice Ross
Escrow Officer
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Order No. 1075481-jrl
Settlement Statement - Seller
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•

8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190

Fidelity National
ntte·
Insurance Compaoy

Escrow Officer:

Janice Ross

Order No. 1075751-jrl
Settlement Date: 08/23/2012
SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 4
Lot 10, Block 1, Lot 3, Block 4 and Lot 7, Block 5 in Galiano Estates Sub
Ada Ccoulity, ID

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

CREDIT

I Contract Sales Price

$73,986.09

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company

I

$133.00
$50.00

Release Services Fee to Fidelity National Title Company

Sub Total

I

$183.00

I

$73,986.09

DAS Investments, LLC

Tim W. Eck

Digil.llfysignedbylimW.Eck
IJN'.,:n·,TirnW.Edto.ou.
E.-riW--1Weeni..t"J11~00Lllm.cwl1S

D-1l!e-:J011.G!.0614.SS:OZ,QS'OIJ'

By: Tim w Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company

By:----------Janice Ross
Escrow Officer

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Order No. 1075751-jrl
Settlement Statement - Seller
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•

8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1076171-lot
Settlement Date: 09/24/2012

Fidelity National Title'
Insurance Company

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown #5
lot 15 Bloxk 1, Lot 8 1 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna, ID 83634

Corey Barton Hornes, Inc. DBA CBH Hornes

Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

I Contract Sales Price

CREDIT
$77,863.36

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
Release Services to Fidelity National Title Company

I

$133.00
$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

$77,680.36

Total

$77,863.36

$77,863.36

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company

By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date: - - - - - - - - -

Order No. 1075171-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1076720-lot
Settlement Date: 11/21/2012

Fidelity National Title
Insurance Company

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Buyer(s):

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Takedown 7
Lots 1 and 2 in Block 7 and Lot 3 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Sub
Kuna,ID
Ada County, Idaho

DESCRIPTION

DEBIT

CREDIT

~Ic_o_n_t_ra_c_t_s_al_e_s_P_ric_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.__ _ _ _ _ ___,__ _ _$_7_8_,453.47 I

$133.00

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
Release Fee to Fidelity National Title Company

$50.00

Balance Due To Seller

78 270.47

Total

$78,453.47

$78,453.47

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W Eck
Its: Manager

Fidelity National Title Company
By:----------Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer
Date:---------

Order No. 1076720-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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Fidelity National Title'

·

Insnrnn«- Company

Escrow Officer: Cheri Klassen

e
8665 W. Emerald,. Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704
208-377-3190
Order No. 1077208-lot
Settlement Date: 01/23/2013

SELLER'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT

Seller(s):

DAS Investments, LLC

Property:

Walnut Creek Tal<edown 9

Buyer(s):

Corev Barton Homes, Inc. DBA CBH Homes

Lots 13,14,1:i in Block 6 of Galiano Estates
Kuna, ID

Ada County, Idaho

DEBIT

DESCRIPTION
Contract Sales Price

CREDIT

·1

-

Settlement or closing fee to Fidelity National Title Company
............................_____....... ________.

$140.00

Release Fee to Fidelity National Title Company

S11h Total

$50.00
$190.00

Estimated Balance Due To Seller

s79 so3.Gs

Total

$79 693.65

--·--,.··-····-··•-·-·······-··-•----·•·---~-···••..·--n•-•·-----~--•·,.•-•-¥•

-

$79,693.65

-----...--~--~$79,693.65

---$79.693.65

Manager

F\de!ity National Title Company

By:-----~-Cheri Klassen
Escrow Officer

Date: ·-··---····---------------

Order No. 1077208-lot
Settlement Statement - Seller
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May 6, 2009
Dear TitleOne Staff,
Welcome to The Post Closing Department's (PCD) reconveyance services, our services
include reconveyance tracking and processing. We are delighted to have you as one of
our newest clients.
To place orders with our company please email a copy of the Deed of Trust and payoff
statement to your Work Q titlconeid@postclosingdepartment.com. The Work Q is
also for RUSH/ SPECIAL orders. You may also email your Work Q if you need a
reconveyance document prepared for a closing or need a Notice of Intent prepared.
PCD is here for all your reconveyance needs. Please forward anything reconveyance
related including correspondence from lenders and grantors, and please place all original
docs for reconveyance in your courier bag provided by PCD. Courier pickups will begin
this Friday, May 8, 2009 and will be every Friday.
Documents forwarded to our office that our incomplete or inaccurate will be taken care of
by us; escrow and title do not need to perfo1m any reconveyance functions . PCD will
also obtain a Substitution of Trustee for all documents received in which TitleOne is not
the trustee. Do not issue checks to other trustees. PCD clients do not pay others to
perform tasks they are capable of doing themselves.
You may also begin transferring all reconveyance related calls to us at our customer
service department toll free number 888.261 .7172
Reports and invoicing will be monthly; you do not need to send us any checks. Our fee is
charged in a detailed invoice and our fee includes recording. You also do not need to
charge different amounts for different types of lenders; the fee is the same no matter the
type of file or situation (including Rush files).
Again, welcome to PCD and we are here to serve you.
Staff
The Post Closing Department
888.261.7172
www.pastelosingdepartment.com
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By PATRICK M<Ji.AUGHLiN
DEPUTY

3

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL THOMPSON

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

CR\G\NP\L ,.

28
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1

•

Defendants.

2
3
4

5
6
7

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

24
25
26

Daniel Thompson, first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify.
2. I am the manager of Eagle Equity Fund LLC ("EEF"), the Plaintiff in this matter.
3. In November 2006, EEF loaned Galiano LLC $725,500.00 for the acquisition and
development of the Galiano subdivision in Kuna, Idaho. EEF took back a promissory
note from Galiano for that exact value. To secure this debt, EEF took a secured
interest in the property ("EEF deed of trust") behind the RBC deed of trust. As part of
the agreement between EEF and Galiano, I executed on behalf of EEF a
Subordination Agreement. This document was recorded in the county records. A true
and correct copy of the Subordination Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
4. During the next several years, EEF executed several partial reconveyances of the EEF
deed of trust with Alliance as the trustee. These partial releases are attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit B.
5. In May of 2010, I recorded on behalf of EEF a Substitution of Trustee on the EEF
deed of trust naming Fidelity National Title as the substitute trustee. At no time did I
ever authorize in writing or otherwise that TitleOne should act as trustee. A true and
correct copy of the recorded Substitution of Trustee is attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit C.

27

28
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1

6. In May 2010 and June 2010, I also executed and recorded partial reconveyances of the

2

EEF deed of trust. These partial reconveyances are attached to this affidavit as Exhibit

3

D.

4

7. The obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust has never been paid in full. EEF has

5

never represented to anybody that this obligation had been satisfied. EEF has received

6

only a couple of small payments from Edward Mason and Galiano. These occurred

7

subsequent to the filing of this action in June 2013. These payments were only

8

approximately a few thousand dollars.

9

10
11

8. EEF never received any LC. 45-1203 notice from anyone stating that the EEF deed of
trust was going to be reconveyed.
9. EEF has never received any communciation from anyone prior to March 2013

12

notifying of the full reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust. I was unaware of the full

13

reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust until approximately March 2013.

14

10. Once EEF became aware of the full reconveyance, I immediately worked to get

15

representation and take action on the matter. Prior to that, I did not think to take any

16

action because I never knew there was a full reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust.

17
18

DATED This <:/ffiday of August, 2014.

19
20
21

22

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

?ffl day of August, 2014.

23
24
25

e~
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2
3
4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

5
6

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

_tit

ifuy of ~ 2 0 1 4 , I caused a true and

7

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

8

addressed to the following:

9
10
11

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

12

Fax: 208-388-1300

13

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
POBox639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

14
15
16
17
18

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

n
ff

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

n

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

19
20
21
By:

22
Aaron J. Tribble
23

Attorney for Plaintiff
24

25
26
27
28
-4-
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RECORDED AT THE REQUEST OF
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

RECORDED-REQUEST Of
AllfanteTIUe

15

AMOUNT 45.00

ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVAHRO
BOISE IOAHO 11/17/06 Ot51 PM
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RBC Centura Bank
110 l I Richmond A venue. Suite 8.50
Houston, Texas 77042

-:=~~

~,0../Lll~

SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT
NOTICE:

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT RESULTS IN YOUR SECURITY INTEREST IN THE
PROPERTY BECOMING SUBJECT TO AND OF LOWER PRIORITY THAN THE LIEN OF
SOME OTHER OR LATER SECURITY lNSTRUMENT.

16

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") i.s made as ofNovemberxt( 2006, by EAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Subordinate Lender") in favor of RBC CENTURA
BANK, a North Carolina banking corporalion ("Senior Lender"), with reference to the following facL~.

RECITALS
GALIANO, LLC, a an Idaho limited liability company ("Borrower''} is the owner of certain real property and
all improvements now or hereafter located or constructed thereon (collectively, the "Property"), which is more
particularly described in Exhibit A anached hereto and inc01porared by this reference.
Pursuant to that certain Loan Agreement ("Senior Loan Agreement"} dated November 17, 2006, relating lo
loans from Lender to Borrower in the aggregate principal sum of $6,063,300.00, of even date herewith relating lo an
acquisition and development loan in the amount of $3,413,300.00 and a lel1cr of credit line of credit loan in the amount
of $2.6.50,000.00 (collectively, the "Senior Loans"). All or substantially all of the proceed~ of the Senior Loans are 10
be used in connection with acquisition, development, construction, ownership, improvement and .sale of the property
described on Exhibit A auached hereto (the " ~ " ). The Senior Loans arc evidenced by, among other things. the
Senior Loan Agreement and the Notes referred to therein, and are secured by. among other things, a Deed of Trust,
Security Agreement and Fixture Filing and Assignment of Leases and Rents (the .. Senior Deed of Trust"), executed by
Borrower in favor of Senior Lender, dated November 17, 2006, and filed for record under Clerk's file No.
l,u'4-l«pl.'2>S
of the Official Public Records of Real Property of Ada Coun1y,
Idaho. The Loan Agreements; Notes .and Senior Deed of Trust, as they may be supplemented, amended or modified
from time to time, and any Deed of Trust hereafter filed to secure any of the Senior Loans and covering any part of the
Property are collectively referred to as the "Senior Loan DocumenL~."

t5

Pursuant to that certain Promissory Nole dated November 13, 2006 (the "Subordinare Note''), between
Subordinate Lender and Borrower, Subordinate Lender is making or has made a loan (the .. Subordinate Loan" ) to
Borrower for the purpose of financing a portion of the purchase price of the Property. The Subordinate Loan is secured
by, among other things, that certain Dero of Trust and Security Agreement (the "Subordinate Deed of Trust"), executed
by Borrower in favor of Subordinate Lender, dated November 13, 2006, and filed for record under Clerk's File No.
- - ' - - - - - - " - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - of the Official Public Records of Real Property of Ada County,
Idaho. The Subordinate Note, Subordinate Deed of Trust and any and all other documents evidencing or securing the
Subordinate Loan, as they may be supplemented, amended or modified from time to time, are collectively referred to as
the ''Subordinate Loan Documenls."
It is a condition precedent to Borrower's obtaining the Senior Loan that the Senior Deed of Trust and Senior
Loan Documents shall be and remain at all times a lien or charge upon the Property prior and superior to the lien or

Page I of 10
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e
charge of the Subordinate Loan and Subordinate Loan Documents and that the Senior Loan be prior and superior to the
Subordinate Loan and lhe Subordinate Loan Documents.
NOW, THEREFORE, in order to induce Senior Lender to enter into the Senior Loans and the Senior Loan
Documents and to make advances as therein provided, Subordinate Lender agrees that the indebtedness evidenced by,
and the lien and charge of, the Subordinate Loan Documents shall be subject and ~ubordinate to the indebtedness
evidenced by, and the lien and charge of, the Senior Loan Documents. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
Subordinate Lender agrees as follows:

I.
Subordination. The Subordinate Loan Documents and the indebtedness and the lien created
thereunder are and shall continue to be expressly subject and subordinate to (a) the lien created by the Senior Deed of
Trust; (b) all the terms, covenants and conditions contained in the Senior Loan Documents and any extensions.
replacements, consolidations, modifications and supplem~nt~ thereto, in!;luding without limiiation any and all advan~.
(whether or not obligatory), in whatever amounts and wh~11evermai;le;witl1 interest thereon. and to an)i.c)t~
charges and fees incurred thereby, including any and all of~4vance~, 'fo~ei:v:.'lt, expenses, COOfl.>eS nrid;focs which may
increase the indebtedness secured by the Senior Loan Documen·ts above the ·original principal amount thereof (provided
the increases are advanced or incurred under any of the express provisions of the Senior Loan Documents or any
extension, replacement, consolidation, modification or supplement thereto to the extent provided below) and any postpetition interest accrued after the commencement of any case under the Bankruptcy Code; and (c) any amounts
advanced or incurred. in the sole judgment of Senior Lender, for the benefit of the Property or for costs and expenses
associated with the Senior Loan. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Senior Lender shall not enter into any modification,
consolidation, replacement or supplement to the Senior Loan or the Senior Loan Documents (other than those made to
insure, secure, perfect or protect the security or priority of the Senior Deed of Trust and the collateral thereunder) which
(a) expands the rights of the holder of the Senior Deed of Tru!>"t and Senior Loan Agreement, or (b) increases (i) the
indebtedness secured by the Senior Loan Documents, or (ii) the interest rate charged on the Senior Loan Documents
{other than as provided in the Senior Loan Documents), or (iii) the release price at which Senior Lender has agreed to
reconvey from the lien of the Senior Deed of Trust portions of the Property, or any other modifications, consolidations,
replacements and :.-upplcmenas if the same: materially adversely alter Subordinate Lender's right.-; and obligations
hereunder (other than those made to insure, secure, perfect or protect the security or priority of the Senior Deed ofTrust
and the collateral thereunder).
2.
Subrogation. Subordinate Lender, and its successors and assigns, shall not acquire by subrogation,
contract or otherwise any lien upon any other estate, right or interest in the Property (including without limitation any
which may arise in respect to real estate taxes, assessments or other governmental charges) which is or may be prior in
right to the Senior Deed of Trust or the other Senior Loan Documents, or any extension, consolidation, modification or
supplement thereto.
3.
Reliance. Subordinate Lender intentionally and unconditionally waives and relinquishes, subjects and
subordinates the Subordinate Loan Documents in favor of the lien and all lenns and provisions of the Senior Deed of
Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents, and acknowledges that, in reliance upon and in consideration of this
waiver, relinquishment, subjection and subordination. the Senior Loan is being made by Senior Lender to Borrower and
would nol be made but for this waiver, relinquishment, subjection and .subordination.
4.
Assignment Subordinate Lender, its successors or assigns or any other legal holder of the
Subordinate Loan Documents hereby assign and release to the legal holder of the Senior Loan Documents:

Al1 of its right, title, interest or claim, if any, in and to the proceeds of all policies of insurance
(a)
covering the Property for application upon the indebtedness secured by, or other disposition thereof in
,accordance with the provision.'! of, the Senior Deed ofTrus1 and the other Senior Loan Documents; and
(b)
All of its right, title, interest or claim, if any, in and lo all awards or other compensation made for any
taking of any part of the Property to be applied upon the indebtedness secured by, or disposed of in

Page 2 of 10
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accordance with the provisions of, the Senior Deed of Trust and the other Senior Loan Documents. In the
event that, following any such application and disposition of the insurance proceeds, condemnation award or
other compensation, resulting in full repayment of all indebtedness secured by the Senior Deed of Trust and
lhe other Senior Loan Documents, any balance remains, and Senior Lender ha.c; no further obligation to
disbuISe any portion of the Senior Loan, then such excess shall be made payable jointly to B01Tower and
Subordinate Lender.

5.
Restoration. If the legal holder of the Senior Loan Document~ sha II at any time release to Borrower
any such insurance proceeds or condemnation award for the purpose of restoration of the Property, such releases shall
not be deemed to be an additional advance under the Senior Loan Documents nor shall they otherwise be deemed to be
in violation of any restriction upon any amount permitted to be secured by the Senior Deed ofTrusL
6.
Further Assurances. So Jong as the Senior Deed of Trust shall remain a lien upon the Property or any
part thereof, Subordinate Lender, its successors or assigns or any other holder of the Subordinate Loan Document" shall
execute, acknowledge and deliver, upon Senior Lender's demand, at any time or times, any and all further
subordinations, agreements or other instruments, in recordable form, that Senior Lender, its successors or assigns may
hereafter reasonably require for carrying out the purpose and intent of this Agreement
7.
Entire Agreement Regarding Subordination. The parties hereto agree that this Agreement shall be the
entire agreement with regard to the subordination of the Subordinate Loan to the Senior Loan and of the lien or charge
of the Subordinate Loan Documents to the lien or charge of the Senior Loan Documents. This Agreement shall
supersede and cancel, but only with rei.-pect 10 such priority, any prior agreements as to such subordination, including,
without limitation, those provisions, if any, contained in the Subordinate Loan Documents which provide for the
subordination of the indebtedness. lien or charge thereof to other debt or security inslJUments.
8.
ConfilTilation. Subject to the term.c; and provisions of this Agreement, Senior Lender hereby:
(i) consenLc; to the Subordinate Loan and the execution and delivery by Borrower to Subordinate Lender of the
Subordina1e Loan Documents, and (ii) consents to and approves all provision.~ of the Subordinate Loan DocumcnL'-, a
true and complete copy of which has been delivered to Senior Lender. Subordinate Lender hereby confinns to and
agrees with Senior Lender as to the following:
(a)
Subordinate Lender ha-; delivered to Senior Lender true and complete copies of the Subordinate Loan
Documents, and such documents have not been amended, modified or supplemented in any way. As of the
date of this Agreement the outstanding principal balance of the Subordinate Note is Seven Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Five Hundred and No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00) and interest is paid through
December 31, 2008.

(b)
There are no defaults (or conditions or events which, with notice of the passage of time or both,
would constitute a default), known to Subordinate Lender as of the date hereof, by Borrower under its
obligations set forth in the Subordinate Loan Documents.
(c)
Subordinate Lender hereby consents to the Senior Loan and the execution and delivery by Borrower
to Senior Lender of the Senior Loan Documents and consents to and approves all provisions of the Senior
Loan Documents, a lJUe and complete copy of which has been delivered to Subordinate Lender.
(d)
Subordinate Lender shall not enter into any agreement to amend or modify any of the Subordinate
Loan Documents without notice to and the prior consent of Senior Lender.
(e)
Subordinate Lender shall deliver to Senior Lender, at the address indicated in Section 9 below and at
the same time that copies thereof are delivered to Borrower, copies of any notices of default delivered to
Borrower in connection with the Subordinate Loan Documents.
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(f)
Neither Subordinate Lender, nor any purchaser at foreclosure under 1he Subordinate, nor anyone
claiming by, through or under any of them shall succeed to any of Borrower's rights under 1he Senior Loan.
9.
Notices. All notices of any kind which any party hereby may be required or may desire 10 serve on
the other pursuant to 1his Agreement shall be (a) hand-delivered, effective upon receipt, (b) sent by United States
Express Mail or by private overnight courier, effective upon rcceipl, or (c) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, deposited in the United States Mail, with postage thereon fully prepaid, effective on the day of actual
delivery as shown by the addressee's return receipt or the expiration of three (3) business days after the dace of mailing,
whichever is earlier. All such notices shall be addressed to the appropriate address sel fonh in this sec1ion, or at such
other place as Subordinate Lender, Senior Lender or Borrower, as the case may be, may from time to time designate in
writing by ten (JO) days priorwrilten notice.

Ifto Senior Lender.

RBC Centura Bank
11011 Richmond Avenue, Sui1e 850
Houston, Texas 77042
Attn: Ken Shaw

I

If to Subordinate Lendei:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
c/o Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, Jdaho 83616

Ifto Borrower:

Galiano, LLC
1883 North Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Jdaho 83713
Attn: Edward J. Mason, Manager

....

10.
Application. ln making disbursements pursuanl to the Senior Loan Agreement, Senior Lender is
under no obligation or duty to, nor has Senior Lender represented that it will, see to !he applicalion of such proceeds by
the person or persons to whom Senior Lender disburses such proceeds, and any applica1ion or u.,;e of such proceeds for
purposes other lhan those provided for in the Senior Loan Agreement shall not defeat 1he subordination herein made, in
whole or in part.
11.
Modification and Relea.,;e. Senior Lender may, without affecting the subordination of the
Subordinate Loan Documents: (a) release or compromise any obligation of any nature with respect to the Senior Loan
Documents; (b) release its security interest in, or surrender, release or permit any 1>-ubstitution or exchange of all or any
part of any properties securing repaying of the Note; (c) retain or obtain a security interest in any property to secure
paymenl of the Note; or (d) modify, amend, defer, extend, consolidate or supplement any of the original or subsequent
Senior Loan Document,;, subject to the provisions of the final sentence of Section I hereof.

12.
Notice of Default on Senior loan. Senior Lender shall deliver to Subordinate Lender copies of any
notice of default delivered to Borrower pursuanl to Section 24 of the Senior Deed of T rusl at the same time as notice
thereof is delivered to Borrower. 1be failure by Senior Lender to deliver such notice to Subordinate Lender shall in no
event affect the priority of the Senior Deed of Trust; however, Senior Lender shall not be entitled to commence
nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings or file a judicial foreclosure action with respect to the Senior Loan unless and until
Subordinate Lender has been provided with such notice. Upon the occurrence of a default under the Senior Loan,
Senior Lender agrees to accept pcrfonnance by Subordinate Lender of all obligations necessary to cure such default as
fully as if such performance had been tendered by Borrower. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained in this
Agreement shall require Subordinate Lender to cure any default by Borrower WJder the Senior Loan Documents or to
perform any obligations of Borrower under the Senior Loan Documents, but Subordinate Lender shall, in its discretion,
have the option to do so.
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13.
Subordination of Debt. Anything in the Subordinate Loan Documents to the contrary
notwithstanding, lhe indcbtednes.-. created under, and evidenced by, the Subordinate Loan Document~. including
principal, interest and other amounts due thereunder (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued after
the commencement of a case under the Bankruptcy Code), no holder of the Subordinate Loan Documents shall be
entitled to receive or retain any payment from any source on, or in respect of, the Subordinate Loan Documents except
as permitted by, and in accordance with the limitations contained in, this Agreement. Until Senior Lender has given
Borrower notice of the existence of an Event of Default llJlder the Senior Loan Documents, Subordinate Lender shall be
entitled to receive and retain regularly scheduled payments of principal and interest (including Subordinate Lender's
··participating interest") under the Subordinate Loan Documents and prepayments of all indebtedness thereunder. Upon
written notice from Senior Lender to Borrower of the occliin'erice of an Event of Default and so long as such default
continues, whether or not Senior Lender has elected to exercise any remedies against Borrower, no payment shall be
made under the Subordinate Loan lm;trurnents, and Subordinate Lender shall not be entitled to receive or retain any
payment from any source, on or in respect of the Subordinate Loan Documenls.
14.
Reconveyance of Lots. Notwithstanding anything to the central)' in the Subordinate Loan
Documents, upon the closing of each sale of a residential unit constructed by Borrower on the Property, Subordinate
Lender shall release lhe ponion of its security interest in the Property under the Subordinate Deed of Trust applicable to
such unit whether or not sufficient proceeds from such sale are available to Subordinate Lender to sa1isfy the
requirernenlS of the Subordinate Loan Documents with respect to a release of such security by Subordinate Lender.

Subordinate Lender's release of the Subordinale Deed of Trust as to any such residence upon close of the
purchase thereof shall be a condition precedent to Senior Lender's obligation to reconvey (Ile Senior ~ofT~t as l<>'
any such residence. Subordinate Lender's failure to timely effect such reconveyance, r e ~ ~ftl'i~-av.iilab!JitY'Of
proceeds of such sale to satisfy any portion of the Subordinate Loan, shall be a default by ~µlx.lrdpta!I!
under
this Agreement

Lender

Subordinate Lender acknowledge.,; and agrees that (i) a default under the Subordinate Loan shall, at the sole
election of Senior Lender, constitute an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documents., and (ii) the failure of
Subordinate Lender lo reconvey the lien of the Subordinate Deed of Trust upon request, whelher or not sufficienl
proceeds are available to satisfy any portion of the Subordinate Loan shall, at the sole election of Senior Lender,
constitute an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documenl"-. In either event, Senior Lender may commence
foreclosure proceedings in Senior Lender's sole discretion.
15.
Priority of Payments. In the event of any judicial or nonjudicial sale of the Property or any of the
collateral securing the Senior Loan, or any portion thereof, pwsuant to the Senior Loan DocumenlS, or of any
liquidation or dissolution of Borrower, or of any execution sale, receivership, insolvency, bankruptcy, liquidation,
readjustment, reorganization, or similar proceeding relating lo Borrower or any portion of its property, all arnounls due
under the Senior Loan Documents (including without limitation, po!>1-petition inlere.~t accrued after the commencement
of a case under the Bankruptcy Code) shall fiJst be paid in full before any payment is made upon or in respect of the
obligations under the Subordinate Loan Document~ (including without limitation, post-petition interest accrued after
the commencement of a case under the Bankruptcy Code). If Subordinate Lender has not made and presented
appropriate proofs of claim in connection with any reorganization, liquidation, dissolution, bankruptcy or similar
proceeding with respect lo Borrower within thirty (30) days following demand by Senior Lender, then Senior Lender
shall hereby be authorized and empowered (but with no obligation) to make and present such proofs of claim against
Borrower on account of the Subordinate Loan as Senior Lender may deem advisable. In any event, any payment or
distnbution of any kind, whether in cash, property or securities, shall be paid over to Senior Lender for applica.tion in
payment of the obligations created under, or evidenced by, the Senior Loan Documents, in such order as Senior Lender
shall determine in its sole discretion, until all such obligations have been paid in full.

16.
Payments in Trust. Any payment of, or on account of, any obligation under the Subordinate Loan
DocumenlS which shall be received by Subordinate Lender or any other party on behalf of Subordinate Lender at a time
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when such payment is not permitted 10 be made or retained under the terms of this Agreemeni shall not constitute
property of Subortlinate Lender or such recipient. but shall be received and held in trust by such recipient for lhe benefit
of Senior Lender and promptly paid over 10 Senior Lender.

17.
Application of Section.~. The provisions of Sections 13, 14, 15 and 16 above are solely for the
puIJ)ose of defining the relative rights of the holder of the Senior Loan Documenl~ on the one hand, and the
Subordinate Loan Documents on the other hand, against Borrower and its property and nothing herein shall impair, as
between Borrower and holder of the Senior Loan Documents or Borrower, and the holder of the Subordinace Loan
DocumenL,;,, lhe obligations of Borrower under such documents.
18.
Event of Default. The parties acknowledge that any default under the Subordinate Loan Documents
constitutes an Event of Default under the Senior Loan Documents and an Event of Default under the Senior Loan
Documents constitutes a default under the Subordinate Loan Documents.

19.
Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance
with, the laws of the State of Idaho, except to the extent preempted by federal laws. Subordinate Lender, its agents and
all other parties 10 this Agreement hereby consent to the jurisdiction of any federal or state court within the State of
Idaho, and also consent to service of process by any means authorized by the State ofldaho or federa) law.
I

20.
WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. TO FACILITATE EACH PARTY'S DESIRE TO RESOLVE
DISPUTES IN AN EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL MANNER, EACH PARTY TO llUS AGREEMENT
HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, ACTION OR
CAUSE OF ACTION (A) ARISING UNDER IBIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT, OR
(B)IN ANY WAY CONNECTED Willi OR RELATED OR.INCIDENIAL TO THE DEALINGS Qf
p ARTIES HERETO OR ANY OF THEM
RESPECT TO 'Il:IIS AOREEMENTQR ANY OTHER i.OAN
INSTRUMENT, OR THE TRANSACTIONS RELATED HERETC) OR TIIERETO, l.N ·E!\Ol
NOW EXISTING OR HEREAFTER ARISING, AND WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR
ornERWISE. EACH PARTY HEREBY AGREES AND CONSENTS THAT ANY SUCH CLAIM, DEMAND,
ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL BE DECIDED BY COURT TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY, AND THAT
ANY PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAY FILE AN ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF THIS
SECTION WITH ANY COURT AS WRITIEN EVIDENCE OF THE CONSENT OF THE PARTIES HERETO TO
lliE WAIVER OF THEIR RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY. EACH PARTY CONFIRMS THAT THE FOREGOING
WAIVERS ARE INFORMED AND FREELY MADE.

nrn

wrm

CA$t w.fifillfilt

21.
Attorneys' Fees. If Senior Lender or Subordinate Lender commences any proceedings or actions to
enforce the provisions of this Agreement, the court or body before which the same shall be brought shall award to the
prevailing party therein all of its costs:~li'.e}(.~es in.Pro~~in_g 5')Cb proceedings and actions, including reasonable
attorneys' fees (which includes the 'ailo,c'1pl~ ~o~t of iJl,;:houi;e cpunsel), the usual and customary and lawfully
recoverable court costs, and all the eiq:itj~ fuCQJ'in,ectlonthcrewitlL .....

22.
lnter:pretation. Each party to this Agreement has substantial experience with the subject matter of this
Agreement and has each fully participated in the negotiation and drafting of this Agreement and ha,; been advised by
counsel of its choice with respect to the subject matter hereof. Accordingly, this Agreement shalJ be construed without
regard to the rule that ambiguities in a document are to be construed against the drafter.
23.

Recitals. The Recital~ to this Agreement are incOIJ)OT3ted as a part of this Agreemenl

24.
Headings. The captions and headings of various sections of this Agreement are for convenience only
and are not to be considered as defining or limiting in any way the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement.

25.
Counteroarts. This Agreement may be signed in multiple counterparts with the same effect as if all
signatories had executed the same instrument.
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NOTICE:
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THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS IBE PERSON
OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERn' SECURln' TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OIBER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF TI-IE LAND.

This subordination agreement is executed in multiple countel])arts and it is not required that all parties execute
the same document.
Executed and dated for reference pul])OSCS as of November 17, 2006.
Subordinate Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,

an Idaho limited liability company
By:
Name:
Title:

Borrower:

Senior Lender.

RBC CENTURA BANK,
a Nonh Carolina banking corporation

By:
Name~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Title: Vice President
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NOTICE:
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THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE PERSON
OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTHER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAND.

This subordination agreement is executed in multiple counterparts and it is not required that all parties execute
the same document
Executed and dated for reference purposes as of November 17, 2006.

Subordinate Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company
By:
Name:
Title:

Borrower.

GALIANO, LLC,

an Idaho limited liability c.ompany
By:

Edward J.

Mason, Manager

Senior Lender.
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NOTICE:

nns AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS 1HE PERSON
OBLlGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTIIER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF 1HE LAND.

This subordina!ion agreement is executed in multiple countcipans and it is not required that all parties execute
the same docwnenl

Executed and dated for reference puiposes as <>(Nov
Subordinate Lender.

By:
Name:
Title:

,.

Borrower.

GALIANO, LLc,
an Idaho limited liability company
By:

Edward J. Mason. Manager
Senior Lender:

R13C CENTURA BANK,

a North Carolina banking coiporation
By:

Nnme;;...·- - - , - - - . , . , , - - . . , . . . - - - - - ~

Title: Vice President

J

.,

I
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STA TE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I, a Notary Public for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify t h a t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - personally came before me this day and acknowledged that he is the ·
of EAGLE
, being
EQUITY FUND. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and that (a)he, as
authorized to do so, executed the foregoing on behalf of the limited liability company. Witness my hand and official
seal, this the ___ day of November, 2006.

Notary Public
My Commission Expires: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Affix Notary Seal)

,.

STATE OflI>AH~ ......... \I).
COUNTY OF . ~_,,r'i:....-_::;.
Ii/.""'".:..-'' - - - ~ - - I, a Notary Public for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that EDWARD J~. · • ~N personally
came before me this day and acknowledged that he is the Manager of Galiano, LL;-,; an Idaho limlied liability
c_o~p.any and lhar h~, as Manager, being a~thorized ~o do ,:, . e \Cfcd the f~~ ma on behalf of the limited
hab1hty company. Witness my hand and official seal, this .e
· lfur. ofNovembe .2006.
/
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sTATEoF~
COUNTY Of HAARtS AbA

County
and
State
aforesaid,
do
hereby
certify that
personally came before me this day and acknowledged that
he/she is the Vice President of RBC CENTURA BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation and that he/she, as
the Vice ?resident, being authorize~
executed the foregoing on behalf of the b.anking corporation. Witness
my hand and official seal, this the
:y of November, 2006.
. .

1,

a

NolaD'

Public

for

rY\a t!:. C., D(0 l..\2l\

the

do:·

.;le
MYCommi~ionFXpir«:$:....· - - - - - - - - (Affix Notary Seal)

RESIDING AT:

BOISE, IDAHO
COMMISSION EXPIRES:

2/4/2010
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!
STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTYOF~J:\d-·~·
..........
:\.~-~-~~

I

!,:

l,.

My Commission Expires:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
!
I
I

'r
STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF.,...----~~-....,,.._.,,,.I, a Notary Public for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that EDWARD J. MASON personally

came: before me lhis day and acknowledged that he is the Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company and that he, as Manager, being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing on ~alf of the limited
liability company. Witness my hand and official seal, this the _ _ day of November, 2006.

Notary Public

(Affix Notary Seal)

My Commission Expires:._.- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Order No.: 5000634118DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT'A'
EXIIIBlT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Jlalf of th<' Northwest Quarter of Section

14. Township 2 North, Rnnge 1 West, Boise Meridian. Ada County, Idaho, more
pnrticularly described as follows:
COMMENCING at a Brass Cap marking tht' Northwest Corm•r of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said ~orthwest Quarter of Section 14, which
is also the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°011'04" West (Rt"Cord South 00°00'17'' \Vest) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 75.00 fret from an iron pin
marking the Northwl"st corner of the South Half of the Northw~st Quarter of said
Section 14. also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along a line that
is 75.00 feel South of and parallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter ofsaid Section I 4;
South 89°57'09" Enst (Record South 89°56'56" East) 173 I. I 9 feet to an iron pin; thence
leaving said parallel line
South 01°04'12'' West (Record South 01°04'25" West) 592.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" \Vest (Rt"Cord North 89°45'20'' \Vest) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" \Vl'st (Record South 01°04'25" Wl'st) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Line of snid Section 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'41" \Vest) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
_
North 33°24'10" West (Record Nortb 33°23'57'' West) 126.67 feet to a point of
cun·ature: thence along a curve to the right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central angle is 37°57'52" and whose long chord bears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'0l" West) 48.79 feet to a point: thence
North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) t 22.30 feet to a point of
cun-aturc; thence along ll curn to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
79.JO feet. whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'53'' West) 75.48 feet to a point; them:e
North 56°31 '53" West {Record North 56°31 '40" West) 57.69 feet to a point; them·e
North 67°25'06'' West (Record No11h 67°24'53" West) 96.23 feet to a point; thenee
North 65°30'58" West (Record No11b 65°30'45" West) 151.58 feet to a point; thellce
North 61°53'14" \Vest (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet to a point; thence
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North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feel to :t point of
curvaturl': thl'nce along a curn ro the left whose radius in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose l"l'ntral angk is 42°37'50" and whose long chord hears
North 80°58'43'' West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" \Vest (Uccord South 77°42'22" \Vest) 99.73 feet to a point; thence
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 feet to a J>Oint; thence
South 64°.16'09'' West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Record South 58°41 '57'' West) 37.75 feet 10 a point; thence
South 89°53'50.. West (Record .South 89°54'03" \Yest) 20.43 fel't to a point on the West
line of said section 14; thence lllong the West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" East (Record North 011°00'17" East) 497.81 feel to lhe POINT 01•
Bf.GJNNINC..
EXCEP'l'
A pared of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North. Range 1 \Vcs\. noise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho. being more
particular!~·
desc,;bed as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the No11hwest corner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly houndary of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of
Ten Mile Road,
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which is located
South 00°00'0.t" West 75.00 feet from ao iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the
South
Half of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 14: tbcm~e continuing
Sontb 00°00'04" West 497.81 fret along the Westerly boundary of the Noi-thwl'st
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50'' East 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed Lateral: thence the
following
courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed Lateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 fttt:
North 64°36'09" East, 40.90 feet~
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the right
with a
radius of 120.00 feet, a central angle of 42°37'50'', a chord bearing of
South 80°58'56" £.ast, and a long chord distance of 87 .24 feet;
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14" Easl 58.79 feet:
South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet;
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South 56°31'53" East 57.69 fel't; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26" East 70.06 feel to the POINT OF BEGINNING: thence
North 27°28'27" East 177.01 feet; thence
North 84°57'44" East 72.83 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent curve deflecting
10 the
right with a radius of20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06'', a chord bearing of
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···········--South 83°42'13'' East and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence,
South 50°0?'16" East 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 frl't along a non-tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angk of 22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20'' Eaist and a long chord di~tance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02' 16" East 9.211 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" \Vest 79.48 fel't: thence 57.82 feet along a tangent cun.·c dl"f1ccting to
the right
with a radius of 150.00 fret, a cc.ntral angle of 22°05'03", a chord bearing of
South 06°00'15'' \Vest and a long chord distance of57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to tht" POINT OF BEGINNING.

I
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO Ol/21/08 03:08 PM

After Recording return to:
380 E. Park Center Blvd. Suite I00. Boise,
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DEPUTY Vicki Allen
RECORDED-REQUEST Of
AIUance TiUe

For further delivery to:

Galiano Estates C/0 Ted Mason Signature Homes
1883 Wildwood Avenue
Boise, ID 83 713

ALLIANCE
TITLE

&

ESCROW

CORP .

Reconveyancc No: 12369RL
Reference No. :

PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE
Pursuant to a written request made by the Beneficiary, the undersigned, as Trustee in the Deed of Trust
executed by Galiano, LL.Cytn Idaho Limited Liability Company recorded November 17, 2006, as
Instrument No. I 061 RJ 859, records of Ada County, ID, does hereby grant and reconvey unto the parties
legally entitled thereto, without warranty, all the estate and interest derived to the Trustee under said Deed
of Trust, in that portion of the lands therein described as follows :

Lot 3 & 4 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 Through 12783, Official Records of Ada County, Idaho.
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On this March 13, 2008, before me, Rachel Lenberg, a Notary Public in and tor said state, personally appeared
Melissa Ambriz known to me to be the Assistant Secretary of the Corporation, and acknowledged to me that
pursuant to a Resolution of the Board of Directors, he/she executed the foregoing in said Corporation name.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day a ye ·
certificate first above written.

ary Public for th
iding at: Meridian, ID
Commission Expires: 07-02-13
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After Recording return to:

9288 W. Emerald Street, Suite 102, Boise, ID 83704
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For further delivery to:

Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho
8665 W Emerald Suite 200
Boise, ID 83704

;~
ALLIANCE
TITLE

&

ESCROW

CORP.

Reconveyance No: 14639LA
Reference No.:

PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE
Pursuant to a written request made by the Beneficiary, the undersigned, as Trustee in the Deed of Trust
executed by Galiano LLC, an Idaho limited liability company recorded November 17, 2006, as
Instrument No. 106181859, records of Ada County, ID, does hereby grant and reconvey unto the
parties legally entitled thereto, without warranty, all the estate and interest derived to the Trustee under
said Deed of Trust, in that portion of the lands therein described as follows:
Lot 2 in Bio.ck 8 of Galiano Est, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book of Plats at
Page(s) , Official Records of Ada County, Idaho.
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On this December t+,,;(ol'B~tli)~.~~'Lindsi Allred, a Notary Public in and for said state, personally appeared D.
Kurtis Funke known to1 flrt!ituiltt1ttl~ Vice President of the Corporation, and acknowledged to me that pursuant to a
Resolution of the Board of Directors, he/she executed the foregoing in said Corporation name.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
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SUB$TITUTION ·OF TRUSTEE
WHEREAS, Galiano LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company is the original Grantor,
Allian·ce TitlE~ & Escrow is the original Tru_stee, and Eagle Equity Fund, LLC,-_a n ·r~aho /
.Umited Uability.c;:ompany is the original Beneficiary under the Deed of Trust dated
. November 13, 2006 and rec:oraect· on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No.106181859, of
Official Recoi-ds· of Ada County, Idaho and
·
·
. WHEREAS, the uridersign.ed Is the present Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust, and
WHEREAS, the undersigned desires to substitute· a n~w Trustee u~der said Deed of Trust in
.. place and stead of said original Trustee, or Successor Trustee, thereunder;, iri the· manner
· 1n said Deed of Trust-provided,
·

~·

.

NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned hereby substitutes Fidelity National Title, whose .
address is 8665 W. Emerald, Ste 200, as Trustee under said Deed of Tr:ust, to have all the
powers of said original Trustee.
Date · /

tJ

day of March, 2010 -

E~gle quity Fund, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
. '· .
Manager

I

State of Idaho
County of Ada ..
On this /tJ..J/-day of.March; 201_0, befor~ me; the undersigned, a Notary .Public i~- and for
said State, personally appeared Daniel Thompso!) known or Identified to me to be the
Manager of the corpo~tion that execut_ed the Jnstrument or the persons(s) who executed··
.........-·=
· ·strument on behalf of said corpc;>ration, and acknowledged -to me that such
on executed the

OT-Substitute Trustee

EXHIBIT

I

C.
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NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY OF IDAHO

After Recording Return To:
The Post Closing Department
355 W Mesquite Blvd D-30- 113
Mesquite NV 89027

DEED OF PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE
Reference #:

FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE, trustee/successor trustee, under that certain Deed of Trust, in which Galiano
LLC an Idaho Limited Liability Company is/are the grantor(s) and Eagle Equity Fund LLC an Idaho
/-'imited Liability Company is/are the beneficiary(ies), recorded on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No.
106181859 records of Ada County, Idaho, having received from the beneficiary under said Deed of Trust a
written request to partially reconvey, without recitals indicating the cancellation or satisfaction of the full
obligations secured by the Deed of Trust , does hereby reconvey without warranty, to the person(s) entitled
thereto all of the right, title, and interest now held by said trustee in and to that portion of real property described
in said Deed of Trust, as follows:
Lot 12 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision No.
, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 99 of
Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

The deed of trust described herein shall remain in full force and effect as to the remainder of the lands described
therein.
The corporate name subscribed by its V .P. is pursuant to a resolution authorizing the execution of this
reconveyance duly adopted by its Board of Directors.

Dated:

·a /'L f /t D
By:~

K e ~ V .P.

-

State ofldaho, County of Ada, ss.
On t h i s ~ day of Yli/1cJ0>i the year of 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personally appeared Kelly W. Mann known or identified to me to be the V.P. of the corporation that
executed the instrument or the per n(s) who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and
ed to me t~at such c rporation executed the same.

Residing at:

. .

Residing iA: Boise, .Idaho
9ommission Expires: 07/08/20 10

My Comm1ss1on Expires: - - - - -- - -

EXHIBIT

1)
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
AMOUNT 3.00
BOISE IDAHO 06/11/10 09:19 AM
DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig
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RECORDED-REQUEST OF
1100~4003
Reconveyance Inc.

NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY OF IOAHO

After Recording Return To:
The Post Closing Department
355 W Mesquite Blvd D-30-113
Mesquite NV 89027
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DEED OF PARTIAL RECONVEYANCE
Reference #: l 069573

LAND AMERICA TRANSNATION TITLE trustee/successor trustee, under that certain Deed of Trust, in which
Galiano LLC an Idaho Limited Liability is/are the grantor(s) and Eagle Equity Fund LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company is/are the beneficiary(ies), recorded on November 17, 2006 as Instrument No. 106181859/
records of Ada County, Idaho, having received from the beneficiary under said Deed of Trust a written request to

partially reconvey, without recitals indicating the cancellation or satisfaction of the full obligations secured by the
Deed of Trust, does hereby reconvey without warranty, to the person(s) entitled thereto all of the right, title, and
interest now held by said trustee in and to that portion of real property described in said Deed of Trust, as follows:
Lot 19 and 16 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision No.
, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

The deed of trust described herein shall remain in full force and effect as to the remainder of the lands described
therein.
The corporate name subscribed by its V.P. is pursuant to a resolution authorizing the execution of this
reconveyance duly adopted by its Board of Directors.

Dated:

S/7b
By:K~-V-.P-.----

State ofldaho, County of Ada, ss.
On this
day of ~ in the year of 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personally app7aredKUy W. Mann known or identified to me to be the V.P. of the corporation that
executed the instrument or the person(s) who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and
ac owledged to me t uch c oration executed the same.

J::,:t,

Notary Public:
Residing at:

0~w 5\A \lli~\\

\N\Ui cU ~ dd.OLV\6

My Commission Expires:
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By PATRiCK Hc:...AiJGHLi1''
DEPUTY

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD MASON

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

28

- 1-

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD MASON
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_____
n_e_fe_n_d_a_nt_s_.- - - - - - - -

2

l

•

3
4

5
6

7

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

24

25
26

27

Edward Mason, first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify.
2. I am the manager of Galiano LLC, a Defendant in the above-entitled matter.
3. In November 2006, Galiano LLC executed a promissory note to Eagle Equity Fund
("EEF") in the amount of $725,500.00. A true and correct copy of the promissory
note appears as Exhibit A to this affidavit.
4. At the same time, Galiano LLC executed a Master Credit Agreement. A true and
correct copy of this Master Credit Agreement appears as Exhibit B to this affidavit.
5. At the same time, Galiano LLC executed a deed of trust to secure the EEF promissory
note. A true and correct copy of this deed of trust is attached as Exhibit C.
6. At the same time, Galiano LLC executed a deed of trust to secure the RBC loan. A
true and correct copy of this deed of trust is attached as Exhibit D.
7. This Master Credit Agreement contained the plan for payment of the lenders and
contained an estimate of the costs that would be incurred in the acquisition and
improvement of the land.
8. The Galiano Subdivision was a development project. The property was intended to be
developed in phases and sold off parcel by parcel. The net proceeds of the parcel sales
would first be used to pay off the RBC debt and then used to pay the EEF debt as
outlined in the Master Credit Agreement.

28
-2-

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD MASON
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1

2
3
4

9. To the best of my knowledge, the cost projection in the Master Credit Agreement was
a good approximation of the actual expenditures accrued up to 2010.
10. As of the date of this affidavit, the EEF obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust
has not been paid in full.

5
6
7
8
9

DATED This

_J_ day of August, 2014.

10
11

12
13
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

'7-'!:

day of August, 2014.

14
15

- o.~

16

ot ry Public for Id
ding at:
My Commission Expires:

17

l -$ ·Z.oJCf

18
19

GERI A. SCROGHAM
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
-3-
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2
3

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

5
6
7

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ day of ~ 2 0 1 4 , I caused a true and

8

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

9

addressed to the following:

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

6d
(J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Fax: 208-388-1300
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

()q Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

04' U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
{ ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

20
21

22
23

Aaron J. Tribble

24

Attorney for Plaintiffs

25

26
27

28
-4-
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PROMISSORY NOTE

\2

November #. 2006
Eagle, Idaho

$725,500.00

.
·FOR VALUE RECENED, GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, C'Borrower"),
promises to pay EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,' an Idaho limited liability company, C'Lender") or order, c/o
Eagle Capital Management, LLC at 2502 N. Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616, or such other place as
Lender may designate in writing, in lawful money ofthe United States of America, the original principal sum
of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and No'l 00 Dollars ($725,500.00), together with
interest which shall accrue and other amounts which may become due in accordance with the following
provisions of this }'.romissory Note (the "Note"):

1.

Interest Rate.

1.1
Rate. From the date of disbursement and until either (i) the occurrence ofa default
hereunder, or {ii) this Note is paid in full, interest shall accrue and be earned on the outstanding balance of
all amounts disbursed under this Note at an annual rate (the "Loan Rate") of twenty-five percent (25%) per
annum.
1,2
In calculating interest, each year shall be deemed to have three hundred sixty-five
(3 65) days. For purposes of calculating interest for part of a month: (a) the applicable interest rate shall be
multiplied by the outstanding principal balance then existing during the period for which the calculation is
being made; then (b) the product determined in clause (a) above shall be divided by three hundred sixty
(365); then (c) the result obtained in clause (b) above shall be multiplied by the actual number of days in the
period for which the calculation is being made.

1.3
Minimum Interest Obligation. Notwithstanding payment of all or any portion of
the outstanding balance owing under this Note prior to the Maturity Date, or any other provision ofthis Note,
Borrower's minimum interest obligation hereunder shall be equal to ninety (90) days interest calculated at
the abov~-stated annual rate upon all amounts disbursed under this Note.

2.
Application of Payment,. I_>ayments shall, at the option of the Lender, be applied in the
following order of priority: (i) to reimburse Lender for authorized advances made and expenses incurred,
including interest which has accrued on such advances or expenses, pursuant to the documents securing this
Note, (ii) to accrued Late Charges (as defined below), (iii) to accruep and unpaid interest, and (iv) to the
outstanding principal balance. Monies received by Lender after I :00 p.m. local time at Eagle, Idaho, shall
be credited on the next business day.
3.
Maturity Date. Unless the Note shall be accelerated under the terms of this Note or the
Deed ofTrust, the principal sum hereof, together with all accrued and unpaid interest, and any other amounts
which may become due and payable hereunder or under the Loan Documents (as defined below) shall be due
and payable without notice or demand in full on December 31, 2008, (the "Maturity Date").
4.
Extension. The term of this Note may not be extended without the express prior written
consent of Lender, which consent may or may not be given in Lender's sole and absolute discretion.

PROMlSSORY NOTE - IDAHO
November 2, 2006

EXHIBIT
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S.
Prepayment. Subject to the provisions of Section 1.3 hereof, Borrower may prepay the
principal amowit outstanding in whole or in part at any time. Any partial prepayment shall be applied first
to interest accrued to the date of such prepayment, and then against the principal amount outstanding and
shall not postpone the due date of any subsequent monthly installments or change the amount of such
installments.
6.

Late Charaes; Refusal of Pgyments.

6.1
If any payment provided for in this Note shall be received by Lender more than ten
(10) days after the due date thereo~ a late charge of:five percent (5%) of the amount of such payment (the
"Late Charge") shall be immediately due to Lender and shall accompany any such payment when made.
Lender may refuse to accept any payment which is not accompanied by the applicable Late Charge. Upon
default, Lender may, at its option, refuse to accept any payment, whether or not said payment is accompanied
· by a Late Charge, or any other payment which, when applied to amounts owing under this Note will leave
other payments delinquent, or when this Note or the Loan Documents ~ at thet time, otherwise in default
6,2
Lender's acceptance of any sum after the date the same is due shall not constitute
a waiver of the right either to require prompt payment when due of all other sums hereby secured or to
declare a default, as herein provided. Lender'!! acceptance of any partial payment shall be on account only
and upon the condition that it shall not constitute a waiver of the obligationofBorrowerto pay the entire sum
. then due. The failure of Borrower to pay the entire sum then due shall be and continue to be a default
notwithstanding Lender's acceptance of any amount on account. Until Borrower pays the entire sum then
due, and notwithstanding Lender's acceptance thereafter of further sums on account or otherwise, upon the
occurrence ofan Event ofDefault Lender shall be entitled to exercise all rights and remedies conferred upon
it in this Note or the other Loan Do~ts. Lender's rights to pmsue its remedies shall in no way be
impaired, whether any of such amounts are received prior or subsequentto Lender's pursuing such remedies.

7,
Security. This Note is secured by a Deed of Trust and Security Agreement (the "Deed of
Trust") of even date herewith, encumbering certain real and personal property (the "Property'i located in Ada
County, Idaho, as more particularly described therein. This Note shall also be SCCllled by any other
instruments now or hereafter executed by Borrower or any third party in favor of Lender, which in any
manner evidence the indebtedness represented by this Note or which constitute additional security for this
Note. All of the instruments and documents described in this Section 7, including but not limited to the Deed
of Trust and Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith, are referred to collectively as the "Loan
Documents."
8.
Total Disbursements. It is expressly understood that this Note is a non-revolving loan and
therefore the total disbursements made to Borrower shall not, in the aggregate, exceed Seven Hundred
Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and Noll 00 Dollars ($725,500.00), excluding costs and expenses
which may be disbursed by Lender on behalf of Borrower.

9.
Limitations on Sale or Encumbrance. Except as provided in Section 4.14 of the Deed of
Trust and the Master Credit Agreement, this Note may be accelerated upon a sale, encumbrance or other
transfer of any of the real or personal property encwnbercd by the Deed of Trust, as provided in Section 3
.ofthe Deed of Trust. In such event, Lender shall have the right to declare the entire unpaid principal balance

PROMISSORY NOTE- IDAHO
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'
under this Note, together with all lUlpaid interest accrued thereon, to be immediately due and payable without
regard to the Maturity Date and without prior demand or notice to Borrower.
10.
J;)efault; Notice of Default to Borrower. The occurrence of any one or more of the
following events shall constitute an "Event of Default" under this Note:
10.1 Borrower fails to pay on or before the Maturity Date (whether due on the date
provided herein, by acceleration or otherwise) all amounts due and payable under this Note, it being
expressly understood that Lender shall not be required to give any notice ofsuch ~npaymentnor shall there
be any time period in which to cure any such failure.
10.2 There shall occur an "Event ofDefault", as that term is defined 1JDder the provisions
of the Deed of Trust or any of the other Loan Documents, or Borrower fails to perform any of the other
tenns, covenants, conditions or obligations required to be performed by Borrower under the terms of this
Note, any Loan Document or any ot1ier document executed in connection herewith (a "non-monetary
default'') which is not remedied within the time period specified in the Loan Documents relative to such
performance, or if no time period is specified for such perfonnance, within thirty (30) days after written
notice thereof to Borrower.

11.
AcceJeratiog Ugon Default Upon the occurrence of any Event ofDefuult under this Note
or the Loan Documents, then the entire principal balance and accrued interest, irrespective of the Maturity
Date specified herein, shall become .immediately due and payable at the option of Lender, after and subject
only to the giving of notice required prior to the declaration of such Event ofDefuult, if any right to notice
shall be provided, and to the rights of cure as set forth in the Note, ifany such right to cure shall be provided.
12.
Cumulative Remedies. The rights or remedies ofthe Lender as provided in this Note and
the Loan Documents shall be cunmlative and concurrent, and may be pursued singly, successively, or
together against Borrower, the property described in the Deed of Trust, any guarantor hereof and any other
funds, property or security held by the Lender for the payment hereof or otherwise at the sole discretion of
the Lender. The failure to exercise any such right or remedy shall in no event be construed as a waiver of
release of said rights or remedies or a waiver of the right to exen;ise them at any later time. Consent by
Lender to any transaction of Borrower which is subject to consent or approval of Lender hereunder shall not
be deemed a waiver of the right to require such consent or approval to future or successive transactions or
actions.
13.
Bankruptcy of Borrower. Borrower agrees that should .Lender's right to enforce its
remedies under the Deed ofTrust be restricted by any bankruptcy proceedings involving Borrower, Lender's
right, title and interest under the Deed of Trust shall be deemed not adequately protected unless and so long
as, in addition to any other security or protection that may be appropriate to protect the interests of Lender,
all payments, interest, costs and expenses due and payable hereunder are paid to Lender.
14.
Recourse Oblj&atioo. This Note is a recourse obligation and all assets whatsoever of
BorrowerandeachpersonexecutingthisNotearecommittedforthepaymentoftbisNote.including, without
limitation, separate assets, community assets. and assets held in partnership, joint tenancy, tenancy in
common, or other form of whole or partial ownership.

PROMISSORY NOTE· IDAHO
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15.
Waivers and Consents. Borrower and all makers, endorsers, guarantors, sureties,
accommodation parties hereof and all other persons liable or to become liable for all or any part of this
indebtedness, jointly and severally waive diligence, presentment, protest and demand, and also notice of
protest, of demand, of nonpayment, of dishonor and of maturity and also recourse to suretyship defenses
generally; and they also jointly and severally hereby consent to any and all renewals, ex.tensions or
modifications of the terms hereof, including time for payment, and further agree that any such renewal,
extension or modification of the terms hereof or the release or substitution of any security for the
indebtedness evidenced hereby or any other indulgences shall not affect the liability of said parties for the
indebtedness evidenced by this Note.

16. Payment of Costs of Collection. Borrower and all endorsers, guarantors, sureties,
accommodation parties hereofand all other persons liable or to become liable on this Note, agree jointly and
severally, to pay ail costs of collection, including reasonable attorneys' fees, and all costs ofsuit and appeaJ
(the "Costs'1), in the event that: (a) there shall occur an Event of Default under this Note or the Loan
Documents; (b) it becomes necessary to protect the security for the indebtedness evidenced hereby, or for
the foreclosure by the Lender of the Deed of Trust or other Loan Documents; (c) the Lender is made party
to any litigation merely beca11Se of the existence of the Loan Documents; or (d) it becomes necessary by
reason of the acts or omissions ofBorrower for the Lender to seek the advice of counsel with respect to the
Loan Documents. Costs shall be paid whether suit be brought or not, and whether they are incurred 1hrough
courts of original jurisdiction, through courts of appellate jurisdiction, or through a bankruptcy court or
through other legal proceedings.
17.
Limitation oflnterest. It is the intent ofBorrowerandLender in the execution of this Note
and all other instruments securing this Note to contract in strict compliance with the usury laws of the State
ofldaho !PVeming the loan evidenced by this Note. In furtherance thereof, Lender and Borrower stipulate
and agree that none of the terms and provisions contained in this Note or the Loan Documents shall ever be
construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money requiring payment of interest
at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by the laws of the State of Idaho
governing the loan evidenced by this Note. Borrower and any guarantor, endorser or other party now or
hereafter becoming liable for the payment of this Note shall never be required to pay interest on this Note
at a rate in excess of the maximum interestthat may be lawfulJy charged under the laws ofthe State ofldaho,
and the provisions ofthis Section shall control over all other provisions of this Note and any other instrument
executed in connection herewith which may be in apparent conflict herewith. In the event any holder ofthis
Note shall collect monies which are deemed to constitute interest which would otherwise increase the
effective interest rate on this Note to a rate in excess of that permitted to be charged by the laws of the State
ofldaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in ~cess of the maximum permissible rate shall be
considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby shall be reduced by such
amount as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional interest and other charges
shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State ofidaho in compliance
with the desires of the Lender and the Borrower.

18,
Assipment by Lender. All right, title and interest ofHold~r in and to this Note and all
rights of Holder arising from this Note against Borrower and any endorsers, guarantors or sureties are
transferable and assignable, and may be exercised or enforced by any holder of this Note.
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19.
Amendments. This Note may not be amended, modified or changed, nor shall any waiver
, of any provision hereof be effective, except only by an instrument in writing and signed by the party against
whom enforcement of any waiver, amendment, change, modification or discharge is sought.
20.
Joint and Several Liability. The liability of Borrower and each and every party who has
signed this Note and all other parties who are or who may become liable under this Note shall be joint and
several.

21.
Seye,abillty. If any provision of this Note shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable, the
rest of the Note shall be enforced without the invalid or the unenforceable provision.
22.
, Documents.

Notices. Notices which are given pursuantto this Note shall be given as set forth in the Loan

23.

References. Whenever used herein, the words "Borrower" and "Lender" shall be deemed

to include their respective heirs, devisees, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

24.
Go:vernin1 Law. This Note shall be construed according to and governed by the laws of
the State ofldaho.
25.
Counterparts. This document may be executed in counterparts and shall have the same
force and effect as if all signing parties executed one document.

"BORROWER":
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MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT
TIIlS MASTER CREDIT AGREEMENT ("Agreement'') is made effective upon
execution, by and among Eagle Equity Fund, L.LC., an Idaho limited liability company
("Lender"), and Galiano, LLC, an: Idaho limited liability company, ("Borrower'').

RECITALS:
A.

Borrower owns and/or will acquire certain parcels of real property located in Ada County,
Idaho, real property upon which Borrower intends to develop as a residential and
commercial subdivision, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision; and

B.

Borrower has applied to Lender for a loan to finance (i) Borrower's acquisition of portions
of said real property, and (ii) the construction of related improvements on the said real
property; and

C.

Borrower has or will obtain financing from a third party lender, the proceeds of which will
also be utilized by Borrower to acquire portions of the real property and construct related
improvements thereon; and

D.

Lender is willing to provide such loan, -all upon the terms and subject to the conditions set
forth in this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.
NOW, TIIEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
1.

Definitions and Miscellaneous Provisions.

1.1
Defined Terms. As used in this Agreement, the following
capitalized tenns shall have the meanings defined below. Tenns defined in the singular shall
have the same meaning when used in the plural and vice versa. Certain other capitalized terms
used only in specific sections of this Agreement are defined in such sections.
"Borrower'' means, Galiano, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
"Closing Date" means the day on which the Deed of Trust is recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho.
"Commitment" means that certain Commitment for title insurance dated
September 22, 2006, issued by Title Company under Order No. 5000634118DBD.
· "Completion Date" means June 30, 2007, or such other date that Lender
and Borrower may set by mutual written agree:!Ilent for the completion of the Project.
"Cost Projection" means the budget for construction of the Project
attached as Exhibit No. I hereto.

EXHIBIT
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"Deed Of Trust" means the Deed Of Trust and Security Agreement of
even date, describing the Real Property, which was executed, acknowledged, and delivered by
Borrower to secure Borrower's obligations under the Loan Docwnents.

"Development Loan" means, with the loan obtained by Borrower from
RBC for the pwposes of acquiring the Real Property and completing construction of all
improvements comprising the Project, including, but not limited to, all grading, paving,
roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutteIS, utility services, and common areas, to the extent necessary to
enable the purchaser of each Lot therein to obtain a building permit for the construction of a
residential on such Lot.
"Engineer" means, individually or. collectively, mi appropriate, such
engineer(s) selected by Borrower to perform design and/or engineering services with respect to
the Project.
"Event(s) of Default" has "the meaning given to such term in Section 10.1
hereof.
"Governmental Authority" means the United States of America, the State
of Idaho, the County of Ada, the City of Kuna, and any political subdivision, agency, department,
commission, district, board, bureau or instrumentality of any of the foregoing, which now or
hereafter has jurisdiction over Borrower or all or any portion of the Real Property, including but
not limited to the construction or use of all or any portion of the Project
· "Idaho Power Rebates" means all rebates, refunds, reimbursements, and
rights to receive payments of any nature from Idaho Power Company as a result of Bonower's
installation of electrical service lines and related equipment to the Project, and subsequent sale of
Lots therein.
"Legal Requirements" means all laws, ordinances, rules, regulations,
building restrictions, reconled covenants and restrictions, and any other requirements of all
Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction over.the Project.
"Lender" means Eagle Equity Fund, LL.C., an Idaho limited liability
company, and its successors and assigns.
"Loan" means the loan provided by Lender to Borrower by, and subjecfto
the terms and conditions of, this Agreement.
"Loan Documents" means this Agreement, the Deed of Trust and Security
Agreement, the Note, the Security Documents, and all other documents or instnunents
evidencing, securing, guaranteeing or otherwise pertaining to the Loan, all as may hereafter be
amended, supplemented or modified from time to time.
"Lot(s)" means, a tract that has been or will be developed for the
subsequent construction thereon of a single family residence.
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"Maturity Date" means December 31, 2008, or such other date as Lender
and Borrower may agree upon in writing from time to time.
"Note" has the meaning given to such term in Section 2.2.
"Obligations" means all indebtedness, liabilities, covenants, duties, and
obligations of Borrower now or hereafter existing under any other Loan Docwnent.
"Permits" means all permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations
and other rights granted by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to
the Real Property and Project
"Permitted Liens" means (i) real estate taxes and assessments not yet due
and payable and possible supplemental assessments for improvements constructed on the Real
Property; (ii) exceptions to title that are approved by Lender and do not adversely affect the value
of the Real Property, the marketability of title to the Real Properly, or the use to which the Real
Property is intended to be put, and (iii) prior encumbrances set forth in the Title Insurance Policy
that are approved by Lender.
"Person" means any natural person, any unincorporated association, any
corporation, any partnership, any joint venture, any limited liability company, any trust, any other
legal entity, or any Governmental Authority.
~Jans" means the construction plans, working drawings, and
specifications for the Project, .as may, from time to time, be approved by the Governmental
Authority, as prepared by Engineer, including, but not limited to any other surveys, engineering,
designs, and/or plan. Borrower represents and warrants that the Plans, when completed and prior
to use in constructing the Project, will comply with all applicable Legal Requirements.

"Project" means the scope of development work generally described in the
Cost Projection to be performed on or with respect to the Real Property (including, without
limitation, all grading, paving, roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, utility services, and common
area· improvements, to the extent necessary to enable the purchaser of each Lot therein to obtain a
building permit for the construction of a structure on such Lot, all of which work and construction
shall be completed by or on behalf of Boirower in accordance with the Plans.
"Property" means all property (whether real, personal or mixed) serving
as collateral for the Loan at any given time, including, but not limited to the Real Property.
"RBC Loan" means the loan, in the sum of Three Million Two Hundred
Thousand and No/100 Dollars ($3,413,300.00), to be acquired by Borrower from RBC Builder
Finance, for the purposes of (i) acquiring the Real Property ~d (ii) construction of the Project.

''Real Property" means all real property serving as collateral for the Loan
at any given time, whether now owned or h"ereafter acquired. by Bt>rrower, more particularly
described in the Commitment.
'
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"Security Documents" means the Deed of Trust and Security Agreement,
UCC-1 Financing Statement(s} and any or all writings now or hereafter executed to create,
evidence and/or perfect any lien or encumbrance of any kind to secure the Obligations or any
portion thereof.

"Title Company" means Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation.
"Title Insurance Polley" means a title insurance policy in the fonn of an
American Land Title Association Loan Policy-1992 ex.tended coverage (without revision,
modification or amendment) issued by the Title Company in the amount of the Loan, in form and
substance satisfactory to Lender and containing such endorsements as Lender may require (in
form and substance satisfactory to Lender).

1.2
Accounting Terms. All accounting terms not specifically defined
in this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with OAAP consistent with those applied in
the preparation of the financial statements referred to in Section 9, and all financial data
.submitted pursuant to this Agreement shall be prepared in accordance with GAAP.
2.

Basic Terms.

2.1
Agreement to Borrow and Lend. Subject to terms and conditions
set forth in this Agreement and the Loan Documents, Lender shall advance to or for the benefit of
Borrower, and Borrower shall borrow from Lender, the sum of Seven Hundred Twenty Five
Thousand Five Hundred and No/100 Dollars ($725,500.00). It is specifically understood and
agreed that the Loan is not a revolving line of credit, and no payments or credits by Borrower
shall increase the maximum amount of advances available from the Loan.

2.2
Note. The Loan shall be evidenced by a promissory note of the
Borrower in the stated principal amount of the maximum amount of the Loan executed by
Borrower, in form satisfactory to Lender, (the "Note''). The Loan shall bear interest at the rate of
twenty five percent (25%) per annum. The Loan shall be due and payable in full on or before the
Maturity Date, and shall include a minimum interest obligation equal to ninety days interest
calculated at the above-state rate upon all amount disbursed to Borrower. Subject to the
minimum interest obligation, Borrower may prepay ,all or any portion of the loan balance without
penalty.

2.3
Collateral Security For Loan. As collateral security for the full
and faithful performance of each and every term, covenant, obligation and provision of the Loan
Documents, Borrower shall covey to Lender the following collateral: (i) a Deed of Trust upon the
Real Property, {the relative priority of which is hereinafter defined), (ii) all goods, macmnexy,
tools, insurance proceeds , and building materials and supplies, (ill) the Plans, (iv) Permits, (v) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to the utility companies by
Borrower with respect to the Real Property, including, but not limited to the Idaho Power
Rebates, (vi) all insurance deposits~ and (vii) all insurance proceeds.
2.S
Security Documents. Borrower, or its successors and assigns,
shall execute and deliver to Lender (or, where appropriate, shall cause to be executed and
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accepted and delivered to Lender and/or to be filed, recorded and/or accepted by third parties)
such security documents as Lender shall, in its sole and absolute discretion, determine from time
to time are necessary to create, further define and perfect appropriate security interests or other
liens on or in all of the Property and assure collection and payment of the proceeds thereof.
2.6
Application Of Proceeds
Idaho Power Rebates shall be applied to the Loan.

or Certain

Collateral Security. All

2.7
Guarantors. The full and faithful performance of each of
Borrower's obligation under the Loan Docwnents sha11 be individually guarantee by the
following, each of whom shall execute and deliver an Unconditional Guaranty, in form and
substance satisfactory to Lender, to wit: Edward. J. Mason, Steven Schrader, and Ted Mason
Signature Homes, Inc.
3.

Conditions Precedent

3.1
Conditions to Making Loan and Advances, The obligation of
Lender to make the Loan, and each and every advance under the Loan, is expressly subject to
completion of the following conditions precedent to the satisfaction ofl.ender:
3.1.1 Borrower shall have executed and delivered (or caused to be
executed and delivered) to Lender, in fonn satisfactory to lender this Agreement, the Loan
Documents, including this Master Credit Agreement, and such other documents, agreements and
· instruments that Lender may require of Borrower from time to time in Lender's sole and absolute
discretion.
3.1.2 Borrower, at its expense, shall have obtained and delivered
to Lender, in form and content acceptable to Lender and subject to approval in writing by Lender,
the following items:

3.1.2.1
A copy of (i) all action taken by Bonower
authorizing its respective execution and delivery of the Loan Documents and the performance of
its agreements thereunder, and (ii) such other documen1s as Lender may require relating to the
existence and good standing of Borrower and the authority of any person executing documents on
behalf thereof.
3.1.2.2
A copy of (i) all action taken by Borrower's
member entities, if any, authorizing the actions of Borrower, and (ii) such other documents as
Lender may require relating to the existence and good standing of each member entity and the
authority of any person executing documents on behalf thereof, a1I certified by a duly authorized
agent to be true and correct.
3.1.2 The Title Company is irrevocably and unconditionally
committed to issue one or more policies of Title Insurance to Lender, insuring the Deed of Trust
on the Real Property with such priority as herein defined, with. such endorsements as Lender may
require, and with no exceptions, conditions or exclusions other than the Permitted Liens.
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3.1.3 No work of any kind shall have been perfonned on the Real
Property, no equipment or material shall have been delivered to the Real Property for any
pmpose, and no performance under any contract for the supply of labor, materials or services for
the construction of the Project or other work on the Real Property shall have commenced prior to
the recording of the Deed of Trost, or if work has commenced or equipment or materials have
been delivered, the legal effect of possible mechanics', materialmen's, or other statutory liens has
been negated by title insurance or surety bonds satisfactory to Lender.

3.1.4 Evidence whether the Real Property, or any part thereof, lies
within a ~'special flood hazard area" as designated on maps prepared by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
3.1.S All representations and waIFanties by Borrower shall remain
true and correct, and all agreements that Borrower is to have performed or complied with by the
Closing Date shall have been perfonned or complied with, as of the Closing Date.
3.1.6 No Event .of Default exists and no event has occurred or
condition exists that, after notice or lapse of time or both, would constitute an Event ofDefault
3.1.7 Lender receives evidence that RBC has, or is irrevocably
committed to making and funding the RBC Loan.
3.l
Loan Funding. If all of the conditions precedent described above
shall have been satisfied and upon reconling of the Deed of Trust and any other Security
Documents required by Lender, Lender shall direct Title Company to disburse on the Closing
Date, the sum of Eight Hundred Thousand and No/100 Dollm.
4.

Additional Deposits and Construction of Project.

4.1
Additional Deposits. If, during the course of development,
. construction, and marketing of the Project, Lender should detennine, in !:ender's sole discretion
acting in good fait\1, that the unpaid costs of construction, development, planning, zoning, and
marketing of the Proj~ct, including accruing interest. together with all related expenses required
for the timely completion of such Project, will be greater than the sum of the Loan and the RBC
Loan, or will become due and payable prior to the time at which funds will become available
under the RBC Loan, Borrower will, within five (5) business days after receipt of written demand
from Lender, deposit with I.ender such additional amounts as Lender requires in order to assure
that Lender may at all times have in its possession (or may reasonably anticipate having in its
possession) sufficient funds to pay the total estimated Wlpaid costs of such construction,
develoPJnent, planning, zoning, leasing and marketing, interest and all related costs and expenses
of the project. Lender's good faith estimate of such required deposits shall be binding on
Borrower. All such deposits shall be held by Lender in a non-interest-bearing account, and shall
be, so long as no Event of Default exists, and no event has occurred or condition exists that, with
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of Default, disbursed by Lender
for the immediately succeeding costs and expenses of the project, until such deposits are
exhausted.
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•4.2
Revisions of Cost Projection. Borrower may, from time to time,
submit to Lender for its written approval proposed revisions of the Cost Projection. Lender shall
be entitled to give or withhold its approval of any such revisions in its sole and absolute
discretion. Without limiting the generality of Lender's rights under the preceding sentence,
Lender may withhold its approval if, in Lenders's opinion, Borrower bas insufficient funds
available to complete the Project. As a condition of Lender's approval, Lender may require
Borrower to make an additional deposit in accordance with Section 4.1 hereof Any revised Cost
Projection that is approved in writing by Lender shall thereafter constitute the Cost Projection, as
appropriate, for purposes of this Agreement, until subsequently revised.
4.3
Plan Revisions and Change Orders. All changes in and revisions
of the Plans other than minor changes involving no extra cost or extension of time for completion
of the Project, must be in writing and signed by Boll'ower and Engineer, and complete copies
thereof shall be delivered to Lender as soon as practicable after execution. BoITOwer shall not
permit the performance of any work pursuant to any change order that will result in an increase or
decrease in the price of construction of the Project in excess of$10,000 per change, or $50,000 in
the aggregate, unless Borrower shall have received the prior approv~l of Lender. Each of the
foregoing computations will be made without considering any cost savings in such change order.
Borrower will not direct or permit the performance of any work pursuant to any change order, or
enter into any change order that would result in an extension oftiine for completion of the Project
in excess of an aggregate of 15 days, without (i) Lender's prior written approval, and (ii) the
written consent to any extension from all persons who would be entitled to enforce any penalty or
to collect any liquidated or other damages from Borrower as a result of the failure to complete the
Project by any date prior to the extended date for completion. If any permits or authorizations are
necessitated by any Legal Requirements or required by any Governmental Authorities having
jurisdiction over any work described in such change order, Borrower shall obtain all such pennits
and authorizations prior to directing or permitting any such work. Borrower will submit true and
correct copies of all change orders to lender within five (5) days after Borrower's execution of
the same, regardless of the nature or size of the change(s) set forth therein or whether Lender's
prior approval is required under this Section 4.3. Lender shall have a reasonable time to evaluate
any request for its approval of any changes referred to in this Section 4.3, and shall not be
required to consider approval of any changes unless all other approvals that are required from
other parties have been obtained. Lender may approve or disapprove changes in its sole
discretion. If Lender believes in good faith that any change may increase the total costs of
completing the Project, Lender may require Borrower to deposit additional funds with Lender in
accordance with Section 4.1. hereof as a condition to giving its approval. All contracts and
subcontracts relating to the construction of the Project must contain provisions satisfactory to
Lender implementing the provisions of this Section 4.3
4.4. Construction of Project
Borrower shall cause the construction
of the Project to be implemented with diligence and continuity and in substantial accordance with
the Plans. The Project shall be substantially completed on or before the Completion Date,
provided; however, that the time within which the Project shall be completed may be extended for
the time of any delays beyond the control of Borrowers, except the obligation of the Borrowers to
make an additional deposit in accordance with Section 4.1 hereof. As used herein, the phrase
"substantially compl~te" shall mean the date upon which the Governmental Authority has given
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final approval to all improvements, and building permits are available for the construction .of
structures on individual Lots within the Project.
5.
Priority of Deed of Trust and Other Security Interests. Upon recording .
of the Security Documents, Lender's Deed of Trust shall only be subordinate to the Permitted
Ljens.
6.

RBCLoan.

6.1.
Subordination. Subject to all of the conditions precedent set forth
in Section 3 hereof: and those contained in Section 6.2 hereo( Lender shall, upon written requ~t
of RBC, execute and deliver to Title Company, a Subordination Agreement, acknowledging the
priority of the deed of trust securing the RBC Loan over the Deed of Trust.
6.2

Condition Precedent To Lender's Obligation To Subordinate.

The RBC Loan, (except as to the amount thereof), shall be made upon tenns and conditions
materially identical to those contained in the Term Sheet dated September 25, 2006.
7.

Partial Releases.

7.1
Lots. At any time prior to the Maturity Date of the Loan, Lender
shall, at Borrower's request, execute a partial release that releases Lender's Jien against one or
more Lots; provided,. however, that prior to or simultaneously with each such partial release all of
the following conditions shall be satisfied:
7.1.1 There shall exist no Default as defined in this Agreement or
any of the other Loan Docwnents or any event, omission or failure of condition that would
constitute a Default after notice or lapse of time, or both.
7.1.2 Lender shall have received any and all sums then due and
owing under the Loan Documents together with all escrow, closing and recording costs, the costs
of preparing and delivering such partial release and the cost of any title insurance endorsements
requjred by Lender.

7.1.3 Lender shall have received evidence satisfactory to Lender
that: (a) each Lot to be released is a legal parcel lawfully created in compliance with all
subdivision laws and ordinances and, at Borrower's sole cost, Lender shall have received any title
insurance endorsements to that effect requested by Lender; and (b) the portion of the Real
Property that shall remain encumbered by the Deed of Trust does not and will not rely upon the
released Lot for any utilities, easements, public and/or private streets, covenants, conditions and
restrictions as may be necessary, in Lender's sole opinion, for the anticipated development and
improvement thereof.
7.1.4 Lender shall .have received ·evidence satisfactory to Lender
that any tax, bond or assessment that constitutes a lien against the Real Property has been
properly allocated between the portion of the Real Property to be released and the portion of the
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Real Property that shall remain encumbered by the Deed of Trust. Neither the acceptance of any
payment or request for any partial release by Lender shall affect Borrowers obligation to repay
all amounts owing under the Loan Documents or under the lien of the Deed of Trust on the
remainder of the Real Property that is not released.
7.1.S For each Lot to be released, I.ender shall have received a
release payment of the Release Fee, calculated in accordance with Section 7.1.6 below, to be
applied as a reduction of the outstanding principal and interest balance of the Loan, together with
such pre-payment fee as may be applicable thereto.
7.1.6 Release Fee Schedule. The 'Release Price for each Lot
comprising the Project shall be as follows:

7.1.6.1. Until such time as the RBC Loan has been paid in
full, the entire net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be released shall be paid to RBC.
7.1.6.2. Following retirement of the RBC Loan, an amount
equal to 81% of the net proceeds of sale of the Lot to be released, but not less than $90,000.00,
shall be paid to Lender.
·
7.2
Right of Ways. In order to accommodate the recording of a
plat for the Project, Lender shall, without further consideration, release the right of ways to be
dedicated to the public from the Deed of Trust. Such release shall be delivered to Borrower upon
:final approval of the respective plat by all Govemmental Authority.
7.3
Release of Security Interest In Materials And Supplies.
Lender's security interest in construction materials and supplies, shall be deemed released,
without further action ofLender, upon incorporation of the same into the Project.
8.

·Representations and Warranties

. Borrower represents and warrants to Lender as follows:
8.1
Status of Borrower. Borrower is a limited liability company duly
organized and validly existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and .is in good standing and
qualified to transact business under the laws of the State of Idaho. ~ormwer has full power and
authority to own its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now being conducted.
8.2
Authority of Borrower; Valid and Binding Obligation.
Bonower has authorized the execution and delivery of the Loan Documents, and the perl'ormance
of its agreements thereunder by all necessary action under the Iqaho Limited Liability Act The
execution and delivery of the Loan Documents by Borrower and the performance of its
obligations thereunder will not (i) require any consent or approval of the members, or of entities
or shareholders of any Borrower entity that has not been obtained; (ii) contravene Borrower's
Operating Agreement; (ih') .violate any provision of any law, rule, regulation, order, writ,
judgment, injunction, decree, determination, or award presently in effect having applicability to
Borrower; (iv) result in a breach of or constitute a default under any indenture or loan or credit
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agreement or any other agreement, lease, or instrument to which Borrower is a party or by which
it or its properties may be bound or affected; or (v) cause Borrower to violate any such law, rule,
regulation, order, writ, judgment, injunction, decree, determination, or award or be in defuult
under any such indenture, agreement, lease, or instrument.
8.3
Valid and Binding Obligation. This Agreement is, and each of
the other Loan Docwnents when delivered under this Agreement will be, legal, valid, and binding
obligations of the Borrower, enforceable against the Borrower, in accordance with their
respective terms, except to the extent that such enforcement may be limited by applicable
bankruptcy, insolvency, and other similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally.

8.4
Financial Condition. All financial statements, profit and loss
statements, statements as to ownership and other statements or reports previously or hereafter
given to Lender by or on behalf of Borrower are and shall be accurate and complete in all
material respects. and do and shall fuirly present the financial condition and results of operations
of such party, as of the date(s) thereof. Borrower has no material contingent liabilities, liabilities
for taxes, material forward or long-term commitments or unrealized or anticipated losses from
any unfavorable commitments not reflected in those :financial statements. No material adverse
change has occurred in the business, properties or condition (financial or otherwise) of such party
since the date of the latest financial statements given to Lender.
8.5
Licenses, Permits and Approvals. Borrower has obtained, and
will maintain, in full force and effect, or will obtain prior to construction of the Project, all
licenses, permits, consents, approvals and authorizations necessary or appropriate for the
construction, operation and contemp1ated use of the Project.
8.6
Utilities, All utility services and facilities necessary for the
construction, sale, and occupancy of the Real Property and the operation thereof for its intended
purpose are either available at the boundaries of the Real Property, or, if not, all necessary steps
have been taken by Borrower and the local authority or public utility company which provides
such services to assure the complete installation and availability thereof when needed for
construction, sale, occupancy and operation of the Real Property.
8.7
fr-0pertles. Except as contemplated by this Agreement or as
previously disclosed in Borrower's :financial statements or in writing to Lender and as accepted
by Lender, and except for property tax liens for taxes not presently due and payable, Borrower
owns and has good title to all of Borrower's properties (including the Property) free and clear of
all liens, security interests, or other encumbrances, other than Permitted Liens and has not
executed any security documents or financing statements relating to such properties except
Permitted Liens.
8.8
Hazardous Substances.
Except as disclosed to and
acknowledged by Lender in writing, Borrower represents and warrants that: (1) During the
period of Borrower's ownership an/or use and occupancy of the Real Property, there has
been no use, genemtion, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened
release of any Hazardous Substance by any person on, under, about or from any of the
Collateral. (2) Borrower has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has been
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(a) any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws; (b) any use, generation,
manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous
Substance on, under, about or from the Real Property by any prior owners or occupants of
any of the Real Property; or (c) any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any kind by
any person relating to such matters. (3) Neither Borrower nor any tenant, contractor, agent
or other authorized user of any of the Real Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store,
treat, dispose of or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from any of the
Real Property; and any such activity shall be conducted in compliance with all applicable
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and i;,rdinances, including without limitation all
Environmental Laws. Borrower authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Real
Property to make such inspections and tests as Lender may deem appropriate to determine
compliance of the Real Property with this Section of the Agreement. Any inspections or
tests made by Lender shall be at Borrower's expense and for Lender's purposes only and
shall not be construed to create any responsibility or liability on the part of Lender to
Borrower or to any other person. The representations and warranties contained herein are
based on Borrower's due dilig~nce in investigating the Real Property for hazardous waste
and Hazardous Substances. Borrower hereby (1) releases and waives any future claims
against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the event Borrower becomes liable for
cleanup or other costs under any such laws, and (2) agrees to indemnify and hold
harmless Lender against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and
expenses that Lender may directly or indirectly sustain or suffer resulting from a breach of
this Section of the Agreement or as a consequence of any use, genemtion, manufacture,
storage, disposal, release or threatened release of a hazardous waste or substance on the
Real Property. The provisions of this Section of the Agreement, including the obligation
to indemnify, shall survive the payment of the Indebtedness and the termination,
expiration or satisfaction of this Agreement and shall not be affected by Lender's
acquisition of any interest in any of the Real .Property, whether by foreclosure or
otherwise. The words "Environmental Laws" mean any and all state, federal and local
statutes, regulations and ordinances relating to the protection of human health or the
environment, including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq.
("CERCLA"), the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No.
99-499 ("SARA"), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801,
et seq., the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or
other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or regulations adopted pursuant thereto. The
words ..Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity,
concentration or physical, chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a
present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly used,
treated, stored, disposed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled.
The words "Hazardous Substances" are used in their very broadest sense and include
without limitation any and all hazardous or toxic substances, materials or waste as defin~d
by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "Hazardous Substances" also
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includes, without- limitation, petroleum and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof
and asbestos.
8.9
Litigation and Claims. No litigation; claim, investigation,
administrative proceeding or similar action (including those for unpaid taxes) against Borrower is
pending or threatened, and no other event has occurred that may materially adversely affect
Borrower's fmancial condition or properties, other than litigation, claims, or other events, if any,
that have been disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing.
8.10 Taxes. To the be$t of Borrower's knowledge, all of Borrower's tax
returns and reports that are or were required to be filed, have been filed or properly extended, and
all taxes, assessments and other governmental charges have been paid in full, except those
presently being or to be contested by Borrower in good faith in the ordinary course of business
and for which adequate reserves have been provided.
8.11 Lien Priority. Unless otherwise previously disclosed to Lender in
writing, Borrower has not entered into or granted any Security Agreements, or permitted the
filing or attachment of any Security Interests on or affecting any of the Property directly or
indirectly securing repayment of Borrower's Loan and Note, that would be prior or that may in
any way be superior to Lender's Security Interests and rights in and to such Property.
8.12

CoJ1U11erdal Purposes. Borrower intends to use the Loan proceeds

solely for business or commercially related purposes.
8.13 Investment Company Act, Borrower is not an "investment
.company" or a company "controlled" by an "investment company", within the meaning of the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended.
8.14 Public Utility Holding Company Act. Borrower is not a "holding
company", or a "subsidiary company" of ·a "holding company", or an "affiliate" of a "holding
company" or of a "subsidiary company" of a "holding company", within the meaning of the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, as amended.
8.15 Information. All information previously furnished or that is now
being furnished by Borrower to Lender for the purposes of or in connection with this Agreement
or any transaction contemplated by this Agreement is, and all information furnished by or on
behalf of Borrower to Lender in the future will be, true and accurate in every material respect on
the date as of which such information is dated or certified; and no such information is or will be
incomplete by omitting to state any material fact the omission of which would cause the
information to be misleading.
8.16 Claims and Defenses. There are no defenses or counterclaims,
offsets or other adverse claims, demands or actions of any kind, personal or otherwise, that
Bsmower, or any Grantor, could assert with respect to the Note, Loan, this Agreement, the Deed
of Trust, or any other Loan Document.
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8.17 Access to Property. All roads, streets, traffic tum lanes, and
access ways necessary for the full utJ.1ization of the Real Property for its intended pmpose have
either been completed or the necessary rights of way have either been acquired by the appropriate
Governmental Authority or have been dedicated to public use and accepted by the appropriate
Governmental Authority, and all necessary steps have been taken or will be taken by Borrower
and the appropriate Governmental Authority to assure the complete construction and installation
thereof by the time needed for construction and/or occupancy and opemtion of the Real Property.
8.18 Non-Foreign Status. Borrower is not a "foreign corporation,"
''foreign partnership," "foreign trust," or "foreign estate," as those tenns are defined in the
Internal Revenue Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
8.19 Adequacy of Loan. The aggregate amount of the proceeds of the
Loan, together with the equity funds of the Borrower in the amount set forth in the Cost
Projection, is sufficient to pay all costs of the Project in accordance with the Plans given the
anticipated sales activity with respect to the Lots.
9.

Covenants.

So long as any Obligation is outstanding or Borrower has any obligation under any
Loan Document, Borrower, upon request of Lender, shall comply with the following provisions:
9.1
Financial Information. Borrower shall furnish or cause to be
:furnished to Lender the following:

9.1.1 Within 45 days following the end of each calendar quarter,
the following compiled :financial statements reflecting the financial condition of Borrower at the
end of each accounting period and the results of its operations for such accounting period: (i) a
balance sheet; (ii) a profit and loss statement; and (fu) a cash flow statement. The foregoing
statements shall: (a) include a statement of amounts due to or from any persons affiliated with
Borrower; (b) reflect all contingent liabilities of Borrower; and (c) be certified by Borrower (or a
responsible financial representative thereof acceptable to Lender); that certification shall also
state that, to the best of his/her lmowledge, no Event of Default exists, or event has occurred or
condition exists that, with notice or the passage of time. or both, ·would constitute an Event of
Default, or shall specify the nature and period of the existence of any Event of Default or event or
condition and the action Borrower has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto.
9.1.2 Within (i) 45 days following the end of each calendar
quarter, and (ii) 90 days following the end of each fiscal year of Borrower, tb,e following
compiled :financial statements reflecting the financial condition· of Borrower at the end of each
accounting period and the results of its operations for such accounting period: (i) a balance sheet;
(ii) a profit and loss statement; and (iii) a cash flow statement The foregoing statements shall:
(a) include a statement of amounts due to or from any persons affiliated with Borrowel'j (b) reflect
all contingent liabilities of Borrower; and (c) be certified by Borrower (or a responsible :financial
representative thereof acceptable to I.ender); that certification shall also state that, to the best of
his/her knowledge, no Event of Default exists, or event has ocCUIIed or condition exists that, with
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute an Event of Default, or shall specify the
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nature and period of the existence of any Event of Default or event or condition and the action
Borrower has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto.
9.1.3 Within fifteen (15) days after filing, copies of the timely
filed (as properly extended, if applicable) federal income tax retlllns (together with all schedules
and amended returns relating thereto) of Borrower and requests for extensions with respect
thereto.

9.1.4 All financial reports which Borrower is required to furnish
Lender pursuant to this Section 9.1 and 9.2 shall be prepared by a Certified Public Accountant
9.1.5 Upon Lender's request, such other infonnation regarding the
financial condition and operation of Borrower as Lender may reasonably request from time to
time. If the foregoing financial information is not timely provide4 Lender may, after ten days
written notice to Borrower, begin to accrue interest on the Loan at the Demult Rate without
accelerating the Loan or declaring the Loan in default. If the required financial information is
thereafter provided and no other Event of Default then exists, the interest rate on the Loan will
revert back to the non-Default Rate described in the Note.

9.2
Indemnification of Lender. Borrower shall indemnify and hold
Lender harmless from any an(! all claims asserted against Lender or the Property by any person,
entity, or governmental body, or arising out of or in connection with the Property or Project.
Lender shall be entitled to appear in any proceedings to defend itself against such claims, and all
costs and expenses attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with such defense shall be
paid by Borrower to Lender. Lender shall, in its sole discretio11t be entitled to settle or
compromise any asserted claims against it, and such settlement shall be binding upon Borrower
for purposes of this indemnification. All amounts paid by lender under this Section shall be
secured by Lender's security agreement or Deed of Trust, if any, on·the Property, shall be deemed
an additional principal Advance under the Loan, payable upon demand, and shall bear interest at
the rate applicable to the Loan. The agreements contained in this Section shall survive repayment
of the Loan and the termination of any other portions of this Agreement
9.3
Lender's Costs. Borrower shall pay (and authorizes Lender to
advance from the proceeds of the Loan): (a) all out-of-pocket costs paid or incurred by Lender in
connection with the Loan, including recording and filing foes, title examination and lien search
fees, title insmance premiums, escrow fees, appraisal and appraisal review fees, SUIVey fees,
release and termination fees, engineering or environmental assessment fees or report review fe.es
and similar costs; (b) the reasonable fees and ex.penses of Lender's legal counsel (i) incurred in
connection with preparation of the Loan Documents, and otherwise in connection with the Loan,
(ii) incurred in connection with any work relating to the Loan that Lender refers to legal counsel
after the Closing Date, and (iii) incurred in enforcing any right or remedy of Lender wider the
Loan Docwnents; and (c) the fees and expenses of any architects, engineers, inspectors or other
consultants retained by Lender in connection with administering the Loan and the project to be
developed with the proceeds of the Loan.
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9.4
Further Assignment, Transfer or Encumbrance. Except as
herein specifically provided for the sale and release of individual lots, without the prior written
consent of Lender, Borrower shall not: (a) assign, transfer or convey any of its right, title or
interest in any of the Property; (b) create or suffer to be created any mortgage, pledge, security
interest, encumbrance or other lien on any of the Property; or (c) create or suffer to be created any
mortgage, pledge, security interest, encumbrance or other lien on. any other property or assets now
owned or hereafter acquired by Borrower except in consideration of the contemporaneous receipt
by such party of benefits of equal or greater value other than customary utility easements required
in the construction of the Project.
·

9.5
Notices of Claims and Litigation. Borrower shall promptly
inform Lender in writing of (a) all material adverse changes in Borrower's financial condition,
and (b) all existing and all threatened litigatio~ claims, investigations, administrative proceedings
or similar actions affecting Borrower that could materially affect the financial condition of .
Borrower. In addition, Borrower shall provide Lender with written notice of the occurrence of
any Event of Default, the occurrence of any unfunded liability under, or the institution of steps by
Borrower to withdraw from, or the institution of any steps to terminate, any employee benefit
plan as to which Borrower may have a.ey liability.
9.6
Records. Borrower shall maintain its books and records in
accordance with GAAP, applied on a consistent basis, and permit Lender to examine and audit
Borrower's books and records at all reasonable times.

9.7
Additional Information. Borrower shall furnish such additional
· information and statements, as Lender may reasonably request from time to time.
.
9.8
Insurance. Borrower shall maintain all-risk insurance, public
liability insurance, flood insurance (if the Real Property or any part thereof is located within a
special flood hazard area as designed on the applicable maps prepared by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development) and such other insurance as Lender may require with respect
to Borrower's properties and operations, in form, amounts, coverages and with insurance
companies acceptable to Lender. The minimum limits of public liability insurance afforded by
any such policy shall be $1,000,000.00. Borrower, upon request of Lender, will deliver to Lender
from time to time the policies or certificates of insurance in fonn satisfactory to Lender, including
stipulations that coverages will not be canceled or diminished without at least thirty (30) days
prior written notice to Lender. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing
that coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default
of Borrower or any other person. In connection with all policies covering assets in which Lender
holds or is offered a security interest for the Loans, Borrower will provide Lender with such
lender's loss payable or other endorsements as Lender may require. Within two weeks after the
date of this Agreement, Borrower shall deliver to Lender evidence of the insurance required by
this Agreement and any other Loan Document.

9.9
Insurance Reports. Borrower shall furnish to Lender, upon
request of Lender, reports on each existing insurance policy showing such infonnation as Lender
may reasonably request, including without limitation the following: (a) the name of the insurer;
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(b) the risks insured; (c) the amount of the policy; (d) the properties insured; (e) the then current
property values on the basis of which insurance has been obtained, and the manner of determining
thqse values; and (t) the expiration date ofthe policy.

9.10 Use Of Loan Proceeds. Borrower shall use all Loan proceeds
solely to complete the Project. The Borrower shall not, directly or indirectly, use any part of such
proceeds for the purpose of purchasing or cmying any margin stock within the meaning of
Regulation U of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or to extend credit to any
person for the puxpose of purchasing or carrying any such margin stock. or for any purpose that
violates, or is inconsistel'.!,t with, Regulation X of such Board of Governors.
9.11 Taxes, Charges and Liens. Borrower shall pay and discharge
when due all of its indebtedness and obligations, including without limitation all assessments,
taxes, governmental charges, levies and liens, of every kind and nature, imposed upon Borrower
or its properties, income, or profits, prior to the date on which penalties would attach, and all
lawful claims that, if unpaid, might become a lien or charge upon any of Borrower's properties,
income, or profits. Borrower may contest any such obligations in good faith in the ordinary
course of business as long as Borrower has provided adequate reserves for such obligation to the
reasonable satisfaction of Lender.
9.12 Performance. Borrower shall perform and comply, in a timely
manner, with all tenns, conditions, and provisions set forth in this Agreement, in· the Related
Documents, and in all other instruments and agreements between Borrower and Lender, and in all
other loan agreements now or in the future existing between Borrower and any other party.
Borrower shall notify Lender immediately in writing of any default in connection with any
agreement.
9.13 Operations. Borrower shall maintain e:xecutive and management
personnel with substantially the same qualifications and experience as the present executive and
management personnel; provide written notice to Lender of any change in executive and
management personnel; conduct its business affairs in a reasonable and prudent manner.

9.14 Environmental Studies. Borrower shall promptly conduct and
complete, at Borrower"s expense, all such investigations, studies, samplings and testings as may
be requested by Lender or any Governmental Authority relative to any substance, or any waste or
by-product of any substance defined as toxic or a hazardous substance under applicable federal,
state, or local law, rule, regulation, order or directive, at or affecting any property or any facility
owned, leased or used by Borrower.

9.15 Compliance with GovemmentaJ Requirements. Borrower shall
comply with all laws, ordinances. and :cegulations, now or hereafter in effect, of all governmental
authorities applicable to the conduct of Borrower's properties, businesses and operations, and to
the use or occupancy of the Property, including without limitation, the provisions of approval of
the Project by the Governmental Authorities, and the Americans With Disabilities Act Borrower
may contest in good faith any such provision, law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold
compliance during any proceeding, including appropriate appeals, so long as Borrower has
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notified Lender in writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's sole opinion, Lender's
interests in ·the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Borrower to post adequate
security or a surety bond, reasonably satisfactory to Lender, to protect lender's interest.
9.16 Access Laws. (a) Borrower agrees that Borrower and the Project
shall at all times strictly comply with thC? requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990; the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988; and other federal, state, or local laws or
ordinances related to disabled access; or any statute, rule, regulation, ordinance, order of
governmental bodies and regulatory agencies, or order or decree ofany court adopted or enacted
with respect thereto, as now existing or hereafter amended or adopted (collectively, the "Access
Laws"). At any time, Lender may require a certificate of compliance with the Access Laws and
indemnification agreement in a form reasonably acceptable to Lender. Lender may also require a
certificate of compliance with the Access Laws from an architect, engineer,· or other third party
acceptable to Lender. (b) Notwithstanding any provisions set forth herein or in any other
document, Borrower shall not alter or permit any tenant or other person to alter the Property in
any manner that would increase Borrower's responsibilities for compliance with the Access Laws
without the prior written approval of Lender. In connection with such approval, Lender may
require a certificate of compliance with the Access Laws from an architect, engineer, or other
person acceptable to Lender. (c) Borrower agrees to give prompt written notice to lender of the
receipt by Borrower of .any claims of violation of any of the Access Laws and of the
commencement of any proceedings or investigations that relate to compliance with any of the
Access Laws. (d) Borrower shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Lender from and against
any and all claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses, losses, liabilities, penalties, fines, and
other pro~eedings including without limitation reasonable attorneys fees and expenses arising
directly or indirectly from or out of or in any way connected with any :failure of the Property to
comply with any of the Access Laws. The obligations and liabilities of Borrower under this
Section shall survive any termination, satisfaction, assignment, judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure
proceeding, or delivery of a deed in lieu of foreclosure.

9.17 Inspection. Borrower shall perm.it employees or agents of Lender
at any reasonable time to inspect any and all Property for the Loan or loans and Borrower's other
properties and to examine or audit Borrower's books, accounts, and records and to make copies
and memoranda of Borrower's books, accounts, and records. If Borrower now or at any time
hereafter maintains any records (including without limitation computer .generated records aud
computer software programs for the generation of such records) in the possession of a third party,
Borrower, upon request of Lender, shall notify such party to permit Lender free access to such
records at all reasonable times and to provide Lender with copies of any records it may request,
all at Borrower's expense.
9.18 Notice of Default and Litigation. Forthwith upon learning of the
occurrence of any of the following, Borrower shall provide Lender with written notice thereof,
describing the same and the steps bemg taken by Borrower with respect thereto: (1) the
occurrence of any Event of Default, or (2) the institution of, or any adverse determination in, any
litigation, arbitration proceeding or governmental proceeding.
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9.19 Compliance Certificates. Upon the written request of Lender,
Borrower shall provide Lender at least annually, with a certificate executed by Borrower's chief
financial officer, or other officer or pmon acceptable to Lender, certifying that the
representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement are true and correct as of the date of the
certificate and further certifying that, as of the date of the certificate, no Event of Default exists
under this Agreement
·
9.20 Environmental Compliance and Reports. Borrower shall comply
in all respects with any and all Environmental Laws; not cause or permit to exist, as a-result of an
intentional or unintentional action or omission on Borrower's part or on the part of any third
party, on property owned and/or occupied by Borrower, any environmental activity where
damage may result to the environment, unless such environmental activity is pursuant to and in
compliance with the conditions of a permit issued by the:, appropriate federal, state or local
governmental authorities; shall furnish to Lender promptly and in any event within thirty (30)
days after receipt thereof a copy of any notice, summons, lien, citation, directive, letter or other
communication from any governmental agency or instrumentality concerning any intentional or
unintentional action or omission on Borrower's part in connection with any environmental
~vity whether or not there is damage to the environment and/or other natural resources.

9.21 EnfOJ,"cement of Construction Contracts. BoITower shall enforce
all construction contracts executed in connection with the construction of the Project to ensure
that the respective contractors promptly and diligently perform all of their respective obligations
thereunder in substantial compliance. with the Plans and in such a manner as to preserve the
security of Lender in the Property. No change, amendment or modification shall be made to any
construction contract except in compliance with Section 4.3.
9.22 Inspection.
Borrower shall allow Lender, its agents and
representatives, at any reasonable time, to enter the Property and inspect the work of construction
and all materials, plans, spetjfications and other matters relating to the construction; and allow
Lender to examine, copy and audit the books, records, accounting data and othec documents of
Borrower and the contracts relating to the Property or construction of the Project. Lender is under
no duty to supervise or inspect construction or examine any books and records. Any inspection or
examination by Lender, whether or not paid for by Borrower, is for the sole purpose of protecting
Lender's security and preserving Lender's rights under this Agreement. No default of Borrower
will be waived by any inspection by Lender. In no event will any inspection by Lender or its
agent or representative constitute a representation that the construction complies or will comply
with the Pl.ans or applicable Legal Requirements or that the construction is free of defective
materials or workmanship.
9,23 Maintain Property. Borrower shall maintain, preserve, and keep
all Property and equipment in good repair, working order, and condition.
9.24 Additional Assurances~ Borrower shall make, execute and deliver
to Lender such promissory notes, mortgages, deeds of trust, security agreements, assignments,
financing statements, instruments, documents and other agreements as Lender or its attorneys
may reasonably request to evidence end secure the Loans and to perfect all Security Interests.
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9.25 Negative Covenants. In the absence of consent of the Lender,
Borrower shall not do any of the following, except as otherwise expressly permitted in the Loan
Documents: (1) except for trade debt incurred in the normal coUIBe of business and indebtedness
to Lender contemplated by this Agreement, create, incur or assume indebtedness for bonowed
money, (2) sell, transfer, mortgage, assign, pledge, lease, grant a security interest in, or encumber
any ofBonower's assets, (3) engage in any business activities substantially different than those in
which Borrower is presently engaged, (4) cease operations, liquidate,'merge, transfer, acquire or
consolidate with any other entity, change its name, dissolve or transfer or sell any Property out of
the ordinaiy course of business, (5) make any distribution with respect to any capital account,
whether by reduction of capital or otherwise, (6) loan, invest in or advance money or assets,
(7) purchase, create or acquire any interest in any other enterprise or entity, or (8) incur any
obligation as surety or guarantor other than in the ordinary course of business, (9) create or allow
to be created any lien or charge upon any of the Property, or (10) enter into any agreement
containing any provisions that would be violated or breached by the performance of Bonower's
obligations under the Loan Documents.
10.

Default and Remedies.

10.1 Events of Default Occurrence of one or more of the following
· events shall constitute an Event of Default under this Agreement:
10.1.1 Any failure to pay any principal or interest or any other
amount due under the Note; this Agreement, or of the Loan Documents, as and when the same
becomes due and payable.
10.1.1 Any failure to pay any principal or interest or any other
amount due under the RBC Loan, as and when the same becomes due and payable.
10.1.3 Any failure or neglect to perform or observe any material
term, provision, condition or covenant of this Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other
document or instrument executed or delivered in connection with the Loan, whether or not such
failure or neglect is expressly defined therein as an "event of default."

10.1.4 Any failure or neglect to perfonn or observe any material
term, provision, condition or cov~t of any instrument or document executed or delivered in
connection with the RBC Loan, whether or not such failure or neglect is expressly d~fined therein
as an "event of default."
10.1,5 Any warranty, representation or statement contained in this
Agreement, any other Loan Document, or any other document or instrument executed or
delivered in connection with the Loan (including Borrower's application for the loan), or made
or furnished to Lender by or on behalf of Borrower, shall be or shall prove to have been false,
inaccurate or misleading in any material respect when made or furnished.
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10.1.6 The manager of Borrower dies, or Borrower is dissolved,
liquidated or terminated, or otherwise ceases to exist. Notwithstanding this subparagraph, the
death of any natural person constituting such a party shall not be deemed to constitute an Event of
Default under this subparagraph unless and until: (i) 60 days have elapsed after the last day for
filing a claim in such pen;on's estate; and (ii) prior to that 60th day, the court administering the
estate has not bo1h accepted the claim of Lender and approved a plan satisfactory to Lender to
ensure that sufficient assets will be available to pay that claim as and when it becomes payable.
l'.ilothing in this Agreement shall prevent Lender from timely filing a claim and such supporting
documentation as may be required in such person's estate. If such person's assets are held in trust
at the time of his or her death, an Event of Default shall be deemed to exist under this
subparagraph if the trustee of that trust at any time fails to maintain in the trust unencumbered
liquid assets in an amount sufficient to provide for the orderly liquidation of the loan. If the
trustee fails to maintain such assets, Lender shall, among its other rights and remedies, be entitled
to recover payments from the trust and/or any p~rsons who have received distributions from the
trust to the extent of distributions received.
10.1.7 Borrower makes or furnishes Lender with any financial or
other stat~ent or certificate required or provided for under this Agreement or any other Loan
Document or otherwise that is false, inaccurate or misleading in any material respect, whether or
not Lender has actual knowledge of ~y such falsity, inaccuracy or misleading nature.
10.1.8 Abandonment or discontinuation of the construction of the
Project or failure to diligently prosecute construction of the Project.

10.1.9 Borrower shall become insolvent; shall make an assignment
for the benefit of creditors; shall fail genemlly to pay its debts as they become due; shall have a
receiver, trustee, custodian or conservator appointed with respect to all or part of its assets; or a
petition for relief under any chapter of the federal Banlauptcy Code (or any similar debtor relief
laws to which the parties may be subject) is filed by or against Borrower, and, if an involuntary
petition, such petition is not dismissed within sixty (60) days of service.
10.1.10 Any mechanics' or materiabnen's lien, attachment,
garnishment, repletion, execution, or other statutozy or judicial lien is filed, levied or claimed
against all or any portion of or interest in the Property or any undisbursed deposits or committed
Loan proceeds under this Agreement, and such claim or lien is not discharged, satisfied or bonded
over to Lender's satisfaction within five (5) business days after Borrower has notice thereof, and
in any event not later than the fifth (5th) business day prior to any sale or seizure of any portion of
or interest in the Property or undisbursed deposit or committed loan proceeds pursuant thereto; or
if any bonded stop notice is filed or served that affects any undisbursed deposit or loan proceeds
under this Agreement, if Borrower fails to obtain a release bond with respect to the bonded stop
notice within ten (10) days after Lender's request therefor.
10.1.11 The institution of any legal action or proceedings to
enforce a·mortgage, deed of trust or other lien upon the Property or any part thereof.
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10.1.12 The suspension, revocation or termination of, or the failure
to obtain and maintain in full force and effect> any governmental approval, right or license that is
necessary for Borrower, or a major contractor to conduct its business or to complete the
construction of the Project in a timely manner.
10.1.13 Any Loan Document shall> at any time, and fur any reason
(except as may be approved by I.ender). cease to be in full force and effect or shall be declared
null and void, or the validity or enforceability thereof shall be contested by Borrower, or
Borrower shall deny that it has any further liability or obligation thereunder.
10.1.14 The occurrence of any other default under any Loan
Document, or any other document or instrument executed or delivered in connection with the
Loan, whether or not such default is expressly defmed therein as an "event of default"
10.2 Cure Period. If any Event of Default. (other than a payment
default as descn'bed in Subsections 10.1.1 and 10.1.2, or an Event of Default described in
Subsection 10.1.9), is curable, it may be cured (and no Event of Pefault will have occurred) if
Borrower, after receiving written notice :from Lender demanding cure of such default: (a) cures
the default within fifteen (15) days; or (b) if the cure requires more than fifteen (15) days,
immediately initiates steps that lender deems in Lender's reasonable discretion to be sufficient to
cure the default and thereafter continues and completes all reasonable and necessary steps
sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. Lender at its sole discretion
may elect to give Boll'Ower additional cure opportunities.

10.3

Exercise of Remedies by Lender.

10.3.1 If an Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof or not reasonably capable of cure> Lender shall have the right, at
its sole option, to declare the whole principal sum of the Obligations then outstanding
immediately due and payable> together with all accrued and unpaid interest thereon, and all other
costs, charges and indebtednesses desaibed in this Agreement, the Note, the Security Documents
or any other document executed in connection with this Agreement, and all such sums shall
thereafter bear interest at the Default Rate until paid. The same shall be collectible by one or
more suits at law and/or trustee's sale proceedings under, or judicial foreclosure of, the Deed of
Trust in the same manner as if the entire Obligations then owing had been made payable at the
time of Lender's election to declare the Obligations then due and payable, and with all of the
rights and remedies provided in and by this Agreement, the Note, and the Security Documents,
and with any other ~ef to which Lender may be legally or equitably entitled under the Loan
Documents, or applicable law. Any sums advanced or costs or expenses inCUIIed by Lender
hereunder shall be immediately payable by Borrower upon I.ender's demand, shall bear interest at
the Pefault Rate and shall be secured by the Security Documents. The foregoing sentence shall
be equally applicable to costs and expenses inCU1Ted by Lender in any proceeding under the
federal Bankruptcy Code and the rights descn'bed therein shall be in addition to any rights Lender
may have to collect attomeys' fees under applicable law.
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10.3.2 If any Event of Default or event that, with the giving of
notice or the passage of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default exists that has not
been cured (whether or not any period for cure has elapsed), Lender may, at its option, withhold
any further advances under this Agreement and/or take any other actions that Lender detennines
in good faith are necessary to preserve and protect the Property and to otherwise protect its
security for the Obligations. In the event an involuntary petition is filed against Borrower under
any chapter of the federal Bankruptcy Code, lender may, at its option, withhold any advances
under this Agreement until such petition is dismissed or the bankruptcy court enters an
appropriate order confirming that Lender's liens on any then-owned or after-acquired property of
Borrower shall remain in full force and ~:ffect with respect to any indebtedness then or thereafter
evidenced by the Note.
10.3.3 If any Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof or not reasonably capable of cure, Lender may, at its sole option,
enter into possession of the Real Property and perform any and all work and labor necessary to
complete the Project substantially in accordance with the Plans, and employ watchmen to protect
the Property from damage. All sums so expended by Lender shall constitute advances to or for
the account of Borrower and shall be added to the Obligatiohs, evidenced by the Note and secured
by the Security Documents, and interest shall accme thereon at the Default Rate until paid.
10.3.4 Borrower hereby constitutes and appoints Lender its true
and lawful attorney-in-fact with full power of substitution in the premises to complete any
construction in the name of Borrower, and hereby empowers said attorney, upon the occ:mrence
of an Event of Default and the failure to cure: (i) to use any funds of Borrower in the possession
of Lender, including any funds that may remain unadvanced under the Loan (including any
retainage) and any deposits made pursuant to Section 4.1 hereof, for the puxpose of completing
the Project; (ii) to make such additions and changes and corrections in the contract documents as
may be necessary or desimble to complete the work in substantially 1he manner contemplated by
the Plans; (iii) to employ such contractors,· subcontractors, agents, architects, engineers and
inspectors as shall be required for such purposes; (iv) to pay, settle, or compromise existing bills
and claims that may be or become liens against any of the Property, or as may be necessary or
desirable for the completion of the work or for the clearance of title; (v) to execute all
applications and certificates in the name of Borrower that may reasonably be required to
accomplish the foregoing; and (vi) to perform every related act that Borrower might perform on
Borrower's own behal£ The foregoing power of attorney is an irrevocable power coupled with an
interest, given as security to prosecute and defend all actions or proceedings in connection with
the construction of the Project, and will be unaffected by the disability of the principal.
10.3.5 Borrower hereby assigns and quitclaims to Lender all sums
unadvanced hereunder for the completion of the Project, such assignment to be exercised only
upon the occurrence of an Event of Default Lender shall also be entitled to collect any insurance
proceeds to apply on the Obligations or to complete the project as provided above.
10.3,6 Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, Lender may
make, enforce, modify, assign, accept or terminate any contracts or agreements included within
the description of the Property ("Agreements; and may do any and all other acts that Lender may
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then consider to be necessary or appropriate to protect Lender's security interest in the
Agreements and succeed to the fullest extent possible to all right, title and interest of Borrower
under the Agreements and any renewals, modifications or extensions thereof. Lender may
exercise its rights under this Section as often and whenever an Event of Default may occur or
continue to exist. Lender shall not be obligated to perform, nor does Lender undertake to
perform, any obligation, duty or liability of Borrower under the Agreements, and Borrower
hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Lender harmless for, from and against any and all liability,
loss or damage,. including reasonable attorneys' fees, that Lender may incur under the
Agreements or the assignment thereof prior to the time Lender succeeds to the rights of Borrower
under the Agreements and from any and all claims and demands that may be asserted against
Lender by reason of an alleged obligation claimed to have been undertaken on Lender's part to
perform any of the terms, covenants or agreements contained in the Agreements by reason of the
assignment of the Agreements to Lender (except for damages, claims and demands that arise
solely out ofl.ender's gross negligence or wi11fu1 misconduct).
10.3.7 If any Event of Default occurs and is either not cured as
provided in Section 10.2 hereof, and Lender elects to foreclose its security interest in the Property
and other security for the Loan, in conducting any foreclosure sale thereof, I.ender, at its option,
may cause all property securing the loan, (both real and personal), to be sold in one lot. Borrower
waives any requirement that Lender separately dispose of personal property under the provisions
of the Uniform Commercial Code.
10.3.8 The rights and remedies provided to Lender by the Loan
Documents and- the other documents executed and delivered in connection with the Loan are for
Lender's sole and exclusive benefit, shall be cumulative and shall not preclude the exercise of
rights and remedies that may otherwise be avaiJ.able. Lender may exercise any such right, power
or remedy, at its option and in its sole and absolute ~cretion, without any obligation to do so.

11.

General and Miscellaneous.

11.1 Lender's Right to Assign, Lender may assign, negotiate, pledge
or otherwise hypothecate.its rights under this Agreement, the Note, and the Security Documents
or any of its security hereunder or thereunder, and may assign and delegate any or all of its
primary supervisory and disbursing functions. In case of such assignment, Borrower will accord
full recognition thereto and hereby agrees that all rights and remedies of Lender in connection
with the interest so assigned shall be enforceable against Borrower by Lender's assignee.
Borrower specifically consents to a sale or assignment of the Loan by Lender to any :financial
institution selected by Lender. Lender may furnish to any prospective buyer or assignee of the
Loan, or to any govemmental or regulatoiy authority, any information or documentation that
Lender may have regarding the Loan, Borrower.
11.2 Prohibition On Assignment by Bonower. Borrower may not
assign this Agreement, nor any of its rights accruing under this Agreement, and no purported
assignment thereof shall not be finding upon Lender.
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11,3 Participations. Borrower acknowledges that lender may, at its
sole option, fi:om time to time, sell or transfer to other financial institutions beneficial or
participatory interests in the Loan provided by this Agreement. Borrower acknowledges and
agrees that in any such event: (a) Lender shall remain the sole legal owner of all rights of Lender
under this Agreement, the other Loan Documents, and all other documents described or provid~d
for this Agreement; (b) Lender shall be the sole named party on all such documents; and (c) no
such other financial institution is or shall be a necessary, proper or indispensable party to any
private or judicial or other action of any kind commenced or taken to enforce any right of Lender
under this Agreement, any other Loan Docwnent, or any other document described or provided
for herein or therein. Lender may :furnish to any participant or prospective participant any
information or documentation that Lender may have regarding the Loan and Borrower.
11.4 Amendments. No amendment, modification, tennination, or
waiver of any provision of any Loan Document to which the Borrower is a party, nor consent to
any departure by the Borrower :from any Loan Document to which it is a party, shall in any event
be effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the Lender, and then such waiver or
consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific ptupose for which
given.

11,5 Notices. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, All notices
and other communications provided for under this Agreement and under the other Loan
Documents to which the Bonower is party shall be in writing and either personally served or
sent by facsimile transmission, overnight delivery servi<:e, or regular United States mail, postage
prepaid, to Borrower or to Lender as the case may be at the addresses set forth below:

a

If to Borrower:

Galiano, LLC
Attn: Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83713
Fax:208/343-0876

Ifto Lender:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC
Attn: Eagle Capital Management, L.L.C.
2502 North Constance Place
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Fax: 208/939-2947

The parties may change the address at which they are to receive notices and other
communications hereunder by notice in writing in the foregoing manner given to the other. All
notices or demands sent in accordance with this Section shall be deemed received on the earlier of
the date of confinned actual receipt or three (3) Business Days after the deposit thereof in the
mail.
11.6 No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part of the Lender in
exercising any right, power, or remedy hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof; nor shall any
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single or partial exercise of any such right, power, or remedy preclude any other or further
exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power, or remedy hereunder.
11,7 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall be binding upon
and inure to the benefit of the BOITower and the Lender and their respective successors and
assigns, except that the Borrower may not assign or- transfer any of its rights under any Loan
Document to which the Borrower is a party without the prior written consent of the Lender.

11.8 Integration. This Agreement and the Loan Documents contain the
entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject ·matter hereof and supersede all oral
statements and prior writings with respect thereto. If there is any conflict between the Note and
any other Loan Document, the Note shall control. If there is any conflict between this Agreement
and any other Loan Document other than the Note, this Agreement shall control.
11.9 Continuing Warranties, Representations and Covenants. Each
warranty, representation, and covenant contained in this Agreement shall continue until the
Agreement is terminated and all Obligations have been paid or satisfied in full and shall be
conclusively presumed to have been relied upon by Lender regardless of any investigation made
or information possessed by Lender. The warranties, representations, and covenants set forth
herein shall be cumulative and in addition to any and all other warranties, representations, and
covenants that Borrower shall .give or cause to be given to Lender, either now or hereafter.

11.10 Indemnity. The Borrower shall defend, indemnify, and hold the
Lender harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, judgments, penalties, costs, and
expenses (including attorney fees and court costs now or hereafter arising from the aforesaid
enforcement of this clause) arising directly or indirectly from the activities of the Borrower and
its Subsidiaries, its predecessors in interest, or third parties with whom it has a contractual
relationship, or arising directly or indirectly from the violation of any environmental protection,
health, or safety law, whether such claims are asserted by any governmental agency or any other
person. This indemnity shall survive termination of this Agreement.
11.11 Choice of Law and Venue. This Agreement is made in the state of
Idaho, which state the parties agree has a substantial relation.ship to the parties and to the
underlying transaction embodied hereby. Accordingly, in all respects, this Agreement and the
Loan Documents and the obligations arising hereunder and thereunder shall be governed by, and
construed in accordance with, the laws of the state of Idaho applicable to contracts made and
perfonned in such state and any applicable law of the United States of America. Each party
unconditionally and irrevocably waives, to th~ fullest extent permitted·by law, any claim to assert
that the law of any jmisdiction other than the state of Idaho governs this Agreement All disputes,
controversies, or claims arising out of, or in connection with, this Agreement or any Loan
Document shall be litigated in any court of competent jurisdiction within the state of Idaho. Each
party accepts jurisdiction of such state and agrees to accept service of process as if it were
personally served within such state. Each party irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted
by law, any objection that the party may now or hereafter have to the jurisdiction of the courts of
. such state and any claim that any such litigation brought in any such court has been brought in an
inconvenient forum.
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11.12 S!!verability of Provisions. Any provision of any Loan Document
that is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction sha11, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective
to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions
of such Loan Document or affecting the validity or enforceability of such provision in any other
jurisdiction.

11.13 Headings. Article and Section headings in the Loan Documents
are included in such Loan Documents for the convenience of reference only and shall not
constitute a part of the applicable Loan Documents for any other purpose.
11,14 Jury Trial Waiver. TIIE LENDER AND THE BORROWER
HEREBY WANE TRIAL BY JURY lN ANY ACTION, PROCEEDING, CLAlM, OR
COUNTERCI.AIM, WHETHER IN·CONTRACT OR TORT, AT LAW OR IN EQUITY,
. ARISING our OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO TIIJS AGREEMENT OR THE LOAN

DOCUMENTS.
11.15 Waivers by Borrower. Borrower waives presentment, demand,
protest and notices of protest, nonpayment, partial payment and all other notices and formalities
except as expressly called for in this Agreement. Borrower further consents to, and waives notice
of (a) the granting of indulgences or extensions of time of payment, (b) the taking or releasing of
security, and (c) the addition or release of persons who may be or become primarily or
secondarilyliable for the Obligations or any part thereof, all in such a manner and at such time as
Lender may deem advi~able.
11.16 Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement, the
other Loan Documents, and of each term, provision and condition thereof.
11.17 Standard of Approval. When the approval of Lender is required
or permitted, or Lender's consent may be granted or withheld, under this Agreement or any other
Loan Document, and no standard for the exercise of Lender's discretion is otherwise specified,
Lender may grant or withhold its approval or consent in Lender's sole and absolute discretion.

This Agreement shall be binding and deemed
effective as of the date first written above when executed by Borrower and accepted and executed
by Lender.
11.18 Effective Date.

11.19 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts and delivered by facsimile transmission. Each counterpllrt when so executed shall
be deemed to be an original and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
Agreement.
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BORROWER

By: Edward J. Mason

Its: Authorized Manager
Dated: Qetceer -13.., 2006.

No~
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EXHIBIT N0.1

ATTACHMENT TO SECURITY AGREEMENT
ANDUCC-1
All right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all tangible personal property owned
by Grantor and now or at .any time hereafter located on or at the real property d-escribed in
Exhibit No. 2 hereto, ("Property"), or used in connection therewith, including, but not limited
to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds, and equipment, and all building
materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defmed by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted
by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property,
(collectively "Permits"), (iv} all deposits or o1her security now or hereafter made with or
given to utility companies by Borrower with respect to the Property; and all advance
payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the Property, and (v),
all insurance proceeds.
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Eagle Capital Management, LLC
2502 North Constance Place

Eagle, ID 83616
ATTN: Daniel Thompson

2a
AMOUNT 84.00
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 11/17/06 04:51 PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
1111111111111111111111111111111111111
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
106181859
Alliance Title

***THIS DEED OF TRUST IS JUNIOR AND SUBORDINATE
TO SAID DEED OF TRUST RECORDING CONCURRENTLY
HEREWITH*"'*

I

I

I!
i

DEED OF TRUST,

i

AND

,I

SECURlTY AGREEMENT

I

~

THIS DEED OF TRUST AND SECURITY AGREEMENT, ("Deed ofTrust"), is made as of the
- ~ day ofNovcm~r. 2006, by and :imong Galinno, LLC, an Idaho limited liabilily company, ("Grantor''),
whose acldress is 1883 Wildwi,od Avenue. Boise, Idaho 83713, Eagle.. whose address is 2545 N. Constance
Piace, Engle, Idaho 83616: Alliance Tille & E~crow Corp, ("Trustee"), whose address is 7914 Rifleman,
Bosie, Idah1) 83 704; and E:igle Equity Fund. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, ("Beneficiary"), whose
ndd1·css is 2502 North Constance Place, Eagle, Idaho 83616.

I

I

i

WITNESS ETH:
FOR GOOD A:\:D VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, including the indebtedness acknowledged,
Grnntor hcrc:by irre·,ocab!y grs11t~. ttansfors. convt!ys and assigns to Trustee, IN TRUST, WITH POWER

OF S_"I.Lµ, for the benefit nnd security of Beneficiary. under and subject to the lenns and conditions
he::cinaftt:r $Cl fo11h, the real property, located in the County ofAda, State ofldaho, described in Exhibit "A''
&ttached herc10 and by this referenc¢ incorporate herein, (the "Property");
(For purposes or compliance with Idaho Code §45-1502(5), Grantor acknowledges that the
Property is located within the incoTJX)rated city Iimits of the City of Kum, Idaho).
TOGETHER WITH. all leasehold estate, right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all leases or ·
subleases co·.·criog tht. Property or any portion thereofnow or hereafter ~xis ting or entered into. and all right,
title and int,;rs":.l.ofGran!or thereunder, ir.cluding, without limitation, all cash or security deposits, advance
rcntnls, and clep•Jsit~ or paymt:nt of similar nature;
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title and interest of Grantor in and to all options to purchase or lease
the Property or any portic,n thereof or interest therein, and any greater estate in the Property owned or
hcrl:aficr acquired;
·

TOGETHER WITH, all interests, estate or other claims, both in law and In equity, which Gronlor
now ha:: or m11y h:r!!after ncquire in the Property;
TOGE'fHER WITH, al! c11Sements, rights-of-way and rights used in connection therewith or a!- a
means of a~ccs~ thereto, and nil tenements, hereditamt:nts and appurtenances thereof and thereto, and ail
water rights and shac,s of stock evidencing the same;
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TOGETHER WITH, aIJ right, title and interest of Grantor, now owned or hereafter acquired, in and .
to any land lying within the right-of-way ofany street, open or proposed, adjoining the Property, and any and
all sidewalks, alleys and other land adjacent to or used in connection with the Property;
TOGETHER WITH, any and all buildings and improvements now or hereafter erected thereon,
Including, but not limited to, the fixtures, attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery, and other articles
attached to said buildings and improvements (the "Improvements");
TOGETIIER WlTH, all right, title and interest of Orantor in and to all tangible personal property
owned by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or al the Property or used in connection
therewith, including, but not limited lo, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, Insurance proceeds, and equipment,
and all building materials and supplies, (ii) Plans (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii) permits, consents, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted by, given by,
or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property, (colleciively "Permits"), (iv) all
deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or given to utility companies by Borrower with respect
to the Property; and all advance payments of insurance premiums made by Borrower with respect to the
Property, and (v), all insurance proceeds; (the foregoing items (i) through (vi) a,:e collectively referred to as
the "Personal Property''); and
TOGETHER WITH, all the estate, interest, right, title, other claim or demand, including claims or
demands with respect to 1he proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, which Orantor now has or
may hereafter acquire in the Property, and any and all awards made for the taking by eminent domain, or by
any proceeding or purchase in lieu !hereof. of the whole or any part of the Trust Estate, including without
limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of streets and awards for severance damages; and
TOGETHER WITH, all right, title, and interest of Gran tor in and to all extensions, improvements,
betterments, renewals, substitutes and replacements of, and all additions and appurtenances to, any of the
property described herein above, hereafter acquired by, or released to Grantor or constructed, assembled or
placed by Grantor on the above described real property, and all conversions of the security constituted
thereby, immediately upon such acquisition, release, construction, assembling, placement or conversion, as
the case may be, and in each such case, without any further grant, conveyance, assignment or other acl by
Gran tor, the same shall become part of the Property and Improvements secured by this Deed of Trust as fully
and completely and with the same effect as though now owned by Granlor and specifically described in the
granting clause hereof, to have and to hold the same to Trustee and the successors, heirs, execulOrs,
administrators or assigns of Trustee forever;
The entire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to Trustee may hereafter be referred
to as the "Trust Estate."
To the extent that Lhe Trust Estate consists offixtures, personal property or other property in which
a security interest may be granted under the Idaho Unifonn Commercial Code, this Deed of Trust shall
constitute a Security Agreement, and Grantor hereby grants to Beneficiary a security interest in such
property. In lhe event of a default hereunder, Beneficiary may exercise its rights and remedies under the
(daho Unifonn Commercial Code or any rights and remedies hereunder with respect to such property.
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECURING:
A.
The payment of the indebtedness evidenced by that certain promissory note of even date
herewith in the original principal amount of Seven Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred and
No/100 Dollars ($725.SOO.OO), executed by Grantor in favor of Beneficiary, with final payment due
December 31, 2008, and any extensions, renewals or modifications thereof{the-"Note"), together with the
interest thereon and any other charges as provided by the Note.
B.
Payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect the Trust Estate, with interest
thereon during the loan period at the rate, tenns and conditions specified in the Note.

C.
Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon, which may hereafter be loaned to Gran tor,
or its successors or assigns, by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a note or notes reciting that they are secured
by this Deed of Trust.

D.
Perfonnance of Grantor's obligations and agreements contained in the M~er Credit
Agreement executed by Orantor, ("Master Credit Agreement"), or any other Loan Documents.
This Deed of Trust, the Note, the Master ~rcdit Agreement, and any other instrument given to
evidence or further secure the payment and performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be
referred to as the "Loan Documents."
TO PROTECT TEE SECURITY OFTIUS DEED OF TRUST, Grantor HEREBY COVENANTS
AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLEl
COVENANTS AND AGREEMENTS OF GRANTOR
1,1
WARRANTY OF TITLE. Grantor warrants that Grantor holds good and marketable title
in fee simple to the Property and that the title to all the Trust Estate is clear, free and unencumbered, and
Gran tor shall forever warrant and defend the same to Beneficiary, against all claim, whatsoever, except only
as to those matters shown on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and in<:orporated herein by reference. Grantor
agrees thal any greater title to the Trust Estate hereafter acquired by Orantor during the tenn hereof shall be
subject to the lien of this Deed of Trust. In addition, Orantor warrants that Grantor has the right to execute
and deliver this Deed of Trust and has the right, power and authority to grant the security interest and to
make lhe covenants made by Granlor herein.

1.2
DEFENSE OF TITLE. Grantor agrees to protect, preserve and defend its interest in the
Trust Estateand title thereto; to defend this Deed ofTrust in any action or proceeding affi:clingorpurporting
10 affect the Trust Estate, the lien of this Deed of Trust thereon, and any of the rights of either Trustee or
Beneficiary hereunder, and to pay all costs and expenses incurred by either Trustee or Beneficiary in
connection with any such action or proceeding, including-cost ofevidence of title and reasonable attorneys'
fees, whether any action or proceeding progresses to judgment and whether brought by or against Trustee
. or Beneficiary.
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1.3
PAYMENT OF SECURED OBLJGAIIONS. Grantor agrees to pay when due the
principal of, and the interest on, the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, charges, fees and all other sums
as provided in the Master Credit Agreement, and the principal of, and interest on, any future advances
secured by this Deed of Trust.
1.4
MAINTENANCE. REPAIR. ALTERATIONS, Grantor shall keep the Trust Estate in
good condition and repair and shall not remove, demoJish or substantially alter (except such alterations as
may be required by laws, ordinances or regulatiom) any of the linprovcments. Orantor shall complete
promptly and in a good and wor~nlike manner any building or other improvement which may be
constructed on the Property and shall promptly restore in like manner any Trnprovemc:nts which may be
damaged or destroyed thereon and shall pay when due all claims for laborperformcd and materials furnished
in connection therewith. Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances. regulations, covenants, conditions
and restrictions now or hereafter affecting the Trust Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations
or improvements. Grantor shall not commit or pennit. any waste or deterioration of the Trust Estate, nor
commit. suffer or permit any act to be done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation ofany law. ordinance or
regulation. Grantor shall keep and maintain abutting grounds, sidewalks, roads, parking and landscape areas
in good and neat order and repair and shall comply with tbe provisions of any lease, iflhis Deed of Trust is
on a leasehold.

1.5
REQUIRED INSURANCE. Grantor shall at all times provide, maint,ain and keep in force
th_e following pollcios of insurance:

1.5.1. Public Liability Insurance upon the Property, naming Beneficiary, and any other
lending institutions identified by Beneficiary, as additional insured(s), with such Umits as may from time to
time be required by Beneficiary. but in any event such limits shall be not less lhan S1,000,000.00 for personal
injury and death, and ssoo.000.00 for property damage;
J.5.2 Insurance against loss or damage to all Improvements and the Personal Property.
now existing or hereafter constructed, by fire and any of the risks covered by insurance of the type now
known as "fire and extended coverage" in an amount not less lhan the original amount of the Note or the full
replacement cost of the Improvements (exclusive oflhe cost of excavation, foundations. and footin~ below
the lowest basement floor) and the Personal Property, whichever is greater; and with not more than
$I0,000.00 deductible from the loss payable for any casualty. The policies of insurance carried in
accordance wilh this Section LS. I shall contain the "Replacement Cost Endorsement";

1,5.3·· During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
comprehensive public liability insurance (including coverage for elevators and escalators, ifany. on the Trust
Estate and. ifanyconstruction ofnew Improvements occurs after executi~n of this Deed ofTrust, completed
operations coverage for two years after construction of the linprovements has been completed) on an
"occurrence basis" against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage occurring on, in or about the
Trust Estate and the adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to afford immediate
minimum protection to a limit ofnot less than that required by Beneficiary with respect to personal injury
or death to any one or more persons or damage to property;
1.5.4

During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
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workmen's compensation insurance (including employer's liability insurance, if requested by Beneficiary)
forall employees of Grantor engaged on or with respecl to the Trust Estate in such amount as is reasonably

satisfactory to Beneficiary, or. if such limits are established by law, in such amounts;
1.5.5 During the course of any construction or repair of Improvements on the Property,
builder's completed value risk insurance against "all risks of physical loss," including collapse and transit
coverage, during consltuction of such I1t11rovements, with deductibles not to exceed $10,000.00, in nonreponing form, covering the total value ofwork performed and equipment, supplies and materials furnished.
Said policy of insurance shall contain the "permission to OCCllpy upon completion of work or occupancy"
endorsement;

1.5.6 Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may from time to time be required
by Beneficiary against the same or other hazards.
All policies of insurance required by the terms of this Deed of Trust shall contain an endorsement or
agreement by the insurer that any Joss shall be payable in accordance with the terms of such policy,
notwithstanding any act or negligence ofGrantorwhich might otherwise result In forfeiture ofsaid insurance,
and the further agreement of the insurer waiving all rights of setoff, counterclaim or deductions against
Grantor.

1.6

DELIVERY OF POLICIES, PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.

1.6.l All policies ofinsurance shall be issued by companies and in amounts satisfactory
to Beneficiary. All policies of insurance shall have atlached thereto a Lender's loss payable endorsement for·
the benefit of Beneficiary in fonn satisfactory to Beneficiary. Grantor shall fumish Beneficiary with an
original policy of all policies of required insurance. In lieu oflhe actual policy, the issuing couq:,any may
provide to Beneficiary a copy cenified as follows: "This is a true and certified copy of the policy prepared
for Eagle Equity Fund, IJ.C." If Beneficiary consents to Grantor providing any of the required insurance
through blanket policies carried by Grantor and covering more than one location, the Grantorshall furnish
Beneficiary with a Certificate of Insurance for each such policy setting forth the coverage, the limits of
liability, the name of the carrier, the policy number,.and the expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior
to the expiration of each such policy, Grantor shall furnish Beneficiary with evidence satisfactory to
Beneficiary of the payment of the premiwn and the re-issuance ofa policy continuing insurance in force as
required by this Beed of Trust. All such policies shall contain a provision that such poJicies will not be
canceled or materially amended, which shall include any reduction in the scope or limits ofcoverage, without
at least thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Beneficiary.

1.6.2 In the event Grantor fails to provide, maintain, keep in force or deliver and furnish
to Beneficiary, the policies of insurance required by this Section, Beneficiary may procure such insurance
or single-interest insurance for such ~isks covering Beneficiary's interest, and Grantorwill pay all premiums
thereon promptly upon demand by Beneficiary, and until such payment is made by Grantor, the amount of
all such premiwns together with interest thereon at the rate as set forth in the Note shall be secured by this
Deed ofTrust. At the request of Beneficiary, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments,
an amount equal to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance premiums on all policies of
insurance required by this Deed of Trust. Grantor further agrees, upon Beneficiary's request, to cause all
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bills, statements or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance premiums to be sent or mailed
directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills, statements or other documents, and providing Grantor
has deposited sufficient funds wilh Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 1.6, Beneficiary shall pay such
amounts as maybe due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any
reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or
subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify Grantorand Grantor shall immediately deposit an amount equal
to such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause
Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the
amount offunds deposited with Benefaciary pursuant to this Section 1.6. Beneficiary may commingle said
reserve with its own funds and Grantor shall not be entitled to any interest thereon.
1,7

INSURANCE PROCEEDS.

1.7.1 Following the occurrence of any casualty to the Property or Improvements, or any
parttherco:t; Grantorshall givepromptwrittennotice thereof to Beneficiary, and Beneficiary may make proof
of loss if not made promptly by Grantor. In the event ofsuch Joss or damage, all proceeds ofinsurance shall
be payable to Beneficiary, and Grantor hereby authorizes and directs any affected insurance company to
make payment of such proceed directly to Beneficiary. Beneficiary is hereby authorized and empowered by
Grantor to settle, adjust or compromise any claims ofloss, damage or destruction under any policy or policies
of insurance.
1.7.2 In the event of any damage or destruction of lhe Improvements, Beneficiary shall
have the option, in its sole discretion, to apply all or part of the insurance proceerh (i) to any indebtedness
secured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, (ii) to the restoration of the Improvements,
or (iii) to Grantor. Notwithstanding the preceding, Beneficiary agrees to permit Grantor to utilize any such
insurance proceeds to repair and restore the Improvements provided and on the condition that:
(a)
all insurance proceeds shall be paid to and received by Beneficiary andheld
by Beneficiary in a non-interest beariµg account (the "Restoration Account"): and

(b)
Grantorshall not be In default hereunder, underthe Note or under any other
instrument or docwrient securing the Note; and
1.7.3 Upon the satisfaction ofthe preceding conditions (a) and(b), Orantor, at its expense,
shall promptly prepare all plans and specifications necessary for the restoration or repair of the damaged
improvements and submit the same to Beneficiary together with evidence acceptable to Beneficiary setting
forth the total expenditure needed for such restoration or repair based upon a fixed price contract with a
reputable builder and covered by perfonnance and labor and material payment bonds. The plans and
specifications and all other aspects ofthe proposed restoration orrepairshall be subject to Beneficiary's prior
approval which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event the insurance proceeds held by
Beneficiary in the Restoration Account arc insufficient to complete the repair and restoration, prior to
commencement of restoration or reP.air, Grantor shall deposit with Beneficiary in the Restoration Account
an amolD1t equal to the diffcrei:ic.e between the amount then held by Beneficiary. in the Restoration Account
and the total contract price for the restoration or repair. Grantor may commence restoration or repair to the
damaged property only when authorized in writing by Beneficiary to do so and shall thereafter proceed
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diligently with the restoration or repair until completed. Disbursements shall be made from the Restoration
Accountfortherestorationandrepair in accordance witlt a disbursement schedule, and subject to other tenns
and conditions acceptable to Beneficiary. Disbursements from the RestorationAccoWltshall be charged first
against funds deposited in that account by Grantor, and second, after such ftmds are exhausted, against the
insurance proceeds deposited therein. In the event the amounts held by Beneficiary in the Restoration
Account exceed the cost of the restoration and repair of the damaged Ill1Jrovements, lhe excess funds shall
be disbursed to Orantor lo the extent ofany amounts deposited therein by Grantor. Any funds remaining
after such disbursements may, at Beneficiary's option, be applied by Beneficiary to the payment ofintcrest
due on the Note, the reduction of the principal balance thereof, the payment of any other obligations secured
by this Deed of Trust, or may be disbursed by Beneficiary to Grantor. All funds held by Beneficiary in the
Restoration Account are hereby assigned to Beneficiary as ·further security for the indebtedness and
obligations secured by this Deed of Trust. Beneficiary may, at any time, apply alt or any part of the funds
held in the Restoration Account to the curing ofany default under the Note, this Deed of Trust, or any other
instrument or document securing the Note.
I.7.4 In all other cases in the event of damage or loss to the Improvements, Beneficiary
in its sole discretion, may apply any insurance proceeds to the payment of interest due on the indebtedness
secured hereby, the reduction of the principal amount of said indebtedness, the payment of any other
obligation hereby ~ecured, or the restoration or the repair of the hnprovcments, in such order and in such
amowtts as Beneficiary shall determine.

1.7.5 . Application ofinsurance proceeds by Beneficiary shall not cure or waive any default
hereunder or invalidate any act done hereunder because of any such default
·

1.8
ASSIGNMENT QFPQLICIES UPON FORECLOSURE. In the event of foreclosure
of this Deed of Trust or other transfer of title or assignment ofthe Trust Estate in satisfaction, in whole or
in part, of the debt secured hereby, all right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all policies of insurance
required by this Secti~n shall inure to the tienefit of and pass to Lhe successor in interest to Grantor or lhe
purchaser or grantee of the Trust Estate.
1.9

INDEMN~CATION; SUBROGATION; WAIVER OF OFFSET.

l ,9,1 If Beneficiary is made a party defendant to any litigation conceming this Deed of
Trust or the Trust Estate or any part thereof or interest therein, or the occupancy thereof by Grantor, then
Orantorshall indemnify, defend and hold Beneficiary harmless from all liability by reason of said litigation,
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether or
not any such litigation is prosecute~ to judgment. If Beneficiary commences an action against Grantor to
enforce any of the tenns hereof or because of the breach by Gran tor of any of the terms hereof, or for the
recovery of any sum secured hereby, Beneficiary may employ an attorney or attomeys to' protect its rights
hereunder, and Grantor shall pay Beneficiary reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by
Beneficiary. The right to such attorneys' fees and expenses shall be deemed to have accrued on the
commencement of such action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action Is prosecuted to
judgment.

1.9.2

Gran tor waives any and all rightto claim or recovcraga.insl Beneficiary, !ts officers,
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employees, agents and representatives, for loss of or damage to Gran tor, the Trust Estate, 0.rantor's property
or the property of othcra under Grantor's control from any cause insured against or required to be insured
against by the provisions of this Deed of Trust.
1.9,3 AU sums payable by Grantor herwnder shall be paid without notice, demand,
counterclaim, sctoff, deduction or defense and without abatement, suspension. deferment, diminution or
reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Granlor hereunder shall in no way bo rclcased, discharged
or otherwise atrectcd (except as expressly provided herein) by ~on of. (i) any damage lo or destruction
of or any condemnation or simiJar taking of lbe Trust Bstate or any part thereof; (h") any restriction or
prevention of or interference with any use of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (iii) 1ny title defect or
encwnbrance or any eviction from the Property or the rmprovements or any part thereof by title paramount
or otherwise; (iv) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, dissolution,
liquidation or other like proceeding relating to Beneficiary, or any action taken with respect to this Deed of
Trust by any trustee or receiver of Beneficiary, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim which
Gran tor has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any default or failure on the part of Beneficiary to
perfonn or comply with any of the tenns hereof or of any other agreement with Gran tor; or (vii) any other
occurrence whatsoever, whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing; whelhcr or not Granlor shall have
notice or ~wlcdp ofany of the foregoing. Except as expressly provided herein, Grantor waives 1111 rights
now or hereafter conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatement, suspension. deferment, diminution«
reduction of any sum secured hereby and payable by Oranlor.

1.10

TAXES
. . AND IMPOSITIONS.
..
.

1,10.1 Oran tor agrees to pay, prior to delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments,
general.and special, and all other taxes and as~mC!]tS ofany kind or.nature whatsoever, lncludlng without
limitation non-governmental levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner usociaLion dues or
charges or fees,-levies or charges resulting from covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Tnsst
Estate, which arc assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate or become due and payable, and which create.
may create or appear to create a lien upon the Trust Bstate. or any part lbereof, or upon any Personal
Property, equipment or other facility used in the operation or maintenance thereof (all of which laxes,
assessments and other governmental charges of like nature are hueinafter referred to as "Impositions");
provided, however, that if. by law, any such Imposition is payable, or may at the option to the taxpayer be
paid, in installments, Orantor may pay the same together with any accrued interest on lhc unpaid balance of
such Imposition in installments as the same become due and bofore any fine, penalty, harest or cost may
be added thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest.
1.10.2 If at any time after the date thereof there shall be assessed or laq,oscd (i) a tax or
assessment on lhe Trust Estato in lieu of or in addition to the Impositions payable by Orantor pursuant to
Section 1.10.1, or (ii) a license fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or based in
whole or in part upon the amount of the outstanding obligations secured hereby, then all such taxes,
assessments or fees shall be deemed to be Included within the lq,ositions and Orantor shall pay and
discharge the same as herein. provided with respect to the payment of the Impositions or, at the option of
Beneficiary, all obligations secured hereby together with all accrued interest thereon, shall immediately
become due and payable. Anything to the contrary notwithslanding. Grantor shall have no obligation lo pay
any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on lhe
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obligations secured hereby.
· 1.10.3 Grantorshall have the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or objectto
the amount or validity of any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this shall not be deemed
or construed in any way as relieving, modifying or extending Grantor's covenant to pay any such hnposition
al the time and in the manner provided in this Section I. 10 unless Gran tor has given prior written notice to
Beneficiary of Grantor's jntent to so contest or object to an Imposition, and unless, at Beneficiary's sole
option,. (i) Grantor shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or surety as requested by and satisfactory to
Beneficiary; or (ii) Grantor shall have provided a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or
permitted by law to accomplish a stay of such proceedings.
I.10.4 Al the request ofBeneficiary, Orantor shall pay to Beneficiary on the day monthly
installments of interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, an amount equal to
one-twelfth (1/12) of the annual Impositions reasonably estimated by Beneficiary to pay the installment of
taxes next due on the Trust Estate. In such event, Grantor further agrees to cause all bills, statements or other
documents relating to lmpositi!)ns to be sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills,
statements or other documents, and providing Grantor has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary
pursuantto this Section 1.10, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due thereunder out of the funds
so deposited with Beneficiary. If at any time and for any reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary ere
or will be insufficient lO pay such amounts as may then or subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify
Grantor and Orantor shall inunediately deposit such 'an amount equal to such deficiency with Beneficiary.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of
said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the amount offunds deposited with Beneficiary
. pursuant lo this Section 1.10. Beneficiary shall not be obliged to pay or allow any interest on any sums held
by Beneficiary pending disbursemen,t i;,r_application hereunder, and B~neficiary may impound or reserve for
future payment of in.,ositions such portion of such payments as Beneficiary may in Its absolute discretion
deem proper, applying the balam;e on the principal of or interest on the obligations secured hereby. Should
Grantor fail to deposit with Beneficiary (exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been applied
by Beneficiary on the principal of or interest on the indebtedness secured by the Loan Documents) sums
_sufficient to fully pay such Impositions at least thirty(30) days before delinquency thereof, Beneficiary may,
at Beneficiary's election, but without any obligation to do so, advance any amounts required to make up the
deficiency, which advances, ifany, shall be secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as herein
elsewhere provided, or at the option ofBeneficiary the latter may, without making any advance whatever,
apply any sums held by it upon any obligation of the Grantor secured hereby. Should any default occur or
exist on the part of the Grantor in the payment or performance of any obligations of Gramor and/or any
guarantor under the tenns ofthe Loan Documents, Beneficiary may, at any time at Beneficiary's option.. apply
any swns or amounts in its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or Income of the Trust Estate or
otherwise, upon any indebtedness or obligation of the Grantor secured hereby in such manner and order as
Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any such swns paid by Grantor to Beneficiary
hereunder shall not be construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust or
any of the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee under the tenns of the Loan Documents or any of the
obligations of Grantor and/or any guarantor under the Loan Documents.
l.Hl.S Grantor covenants and agrees not to suffer, pennit or initiate the joint assessment
of the real and personal property, orany other procedure whereby the lien of the real property taxes and the
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lien of the personal property taxes shall be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single lien.
.
l.10,6 Ifrequested by Beneficiary, Grantor shall cause to be furnished to Beneficiary a tax
reporting service covering the Trust Estate of the type, duration and with a company satisfactory lo
Beneficiary.

1.11 JJTILITIES. Grantor agrees to pay when due all utility charges which are incurred by
Grantor for the benefit ofthe Trust Estate or which may become a charge or lien against the Trust f.slate for
gas, electricity, :water cirsewer services furnished to the Trust Estate and all other assessments or charges of
a similar nature, whether public or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any portion thereof; whether or not
such taxes, assessments or charges are liens thereon.
1.12
ACTIONS AFFECTING TRUST ESTATE. Grantor agrees to appear in and contest any
action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers ofBeneficiary or Trustee
and to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees, in any such action
or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear.

1,13

ACTIONS BY TRUSTEE AND/OR BENEFICIARY TO PRESERVE TRUST

ESTATE. Should Grantor fail lo make any payment or lo do any act as and in the manner provided in any
of the Loan Documents, Beneficiary and/or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without obligation so lo do
and without notice to or demand upon Grantor and without releasing Orantorfi'om any obligation, may make
or do the same iu such manner and to such extent as either may deem necessary to protect the security hereof.
In connection therewith (without limiting lheir general powers), Beneficiary and/or Trustee shall have and .
are hereby given the right, but not the obligation: (i) lo enter upon and take possession of the Trust Estate;
(ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improvements to the Trust Estate which they or either ofthem
may consider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good condition and repair; (iii) to appear and
participate in any action or proceeding affecting or which may affect or appears to aff'ectthe security of this
Deed of Trust or be prior or superior hereto; and (iv) i~ exercising such powers, to pay necessary expenses,
including employment of counsel or other necessary or desirable consultants. Grantor shall, Immediately
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses incurred by Beneficiary in connection with
the exercise by Beneficiary oftbe foregoing rights, including without limitation costs ofevidence of title,
court costs, appraisals, surveys and attorneys' fees together with interest thereon accruing during the loan
period at the rate, lentlS, and conditions specified in the Note.

1.14 SURVIVAL OF WARRANTIES. Grantor shall fully and faithfully satisfy and perfonn
the obligations of Grant.or contained in Grantor's loan application and Loan Commitment issued by
Beneficiary and signed by or on behalf of Grantor, and any such application and commitment between
Grantor and any assignee of Beneficiary, and any modification or amendment thereof. All representations,
warranties and covenants of Grantor contained therein shall survive the close of escrow and funding of the
loan evidenced by the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and representations of
Orantor during any time when any portion of the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain
outstanding.
1.J 5 EMINENT DOMAIN. Should the Trust Estate, or any part thereofor interest therein, be
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding. whether actual or
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threatened, or in any other manner ("Condemnation"), or should Grantor receive any notice or other
information regarding such proceeding, Grantor shall give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary.
1.15.1 ~eneficiary shall be entitled to all co~nsation, awards and other payments or
relief therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name any
action or proceedings. Beneficiary shall also be e!]titled to make any compromise or settlement in connection
with such taking or damage. All such compensation, awards, dsmages,rights ofaction and proceeds awarded
to Grantor (the "Proceeds") are hereby assigned to Beneficiary and Grantor agrees to execute such further
assignments of the Proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require.

l.15.l In the event any portion ofthe Trust Estate is so taken or damaged,Beneficiary shall
have the option, in ils sole and absolute discretion. to apply all such Proceeds, after deducting therefrom all
costs and expenses (regardless of the particular nature thereof and whether incurred with or without suit),
including attorneys' fees, incurred by it in connection with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured
hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, orto apply all such Proceeds, after such deductions,
to the restoration ofrhe Trost Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may delermine. Such application
or release shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done
· pursuant to such notice.
l.16 APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may, from time to Lime, by
a written instrumentcx.ccutec! and acknowledged by Beneficiary, mailed to Grantor and recorded in the office
of the County Recorder of each 'county in ·which the ·Trust Estate or any· part thereof is located and by
otherwise complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State ofldaho, substitute a successor
or successors to the Trustee named h.erein or actin~ hereunder.
1.17 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. This Deed ofT~t applies to, inures to the benefit ofand
binds all parties hereto, lheirheirs, legatees, dcvisees, administrators, executors,succcssors and assigns. °The
tenn "Beneficiary" shall mean the owner and holder of the Note, whether or not named a& Beneficiary herein.
1,18 INSPECTIONS. Beneficiary, orits agents.representatives or workmen, are aulhorized lo
enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part oflhc Trust Estate for the purpose ofperfonning any of the
acts it is authorized to perfonn under the tenns of any of the Loan Documents.

l.19 LIENS. Grantor shall pay and promptly discharge, at Grantor's so]e cost and expense, all
liens, encumbrances and charges upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein; provided that
the existence ofany mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not
constitute a violation of this Section ifpaymenl is not yet due under the contract which is !he foundation
thereof and if such contract does not postpone payment for more than sixty (60) days after the performance
thereof. Grantor shall have the· right to contest in good faith the validity of any such lien, encumbrance or
charge, provided Orantor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or other security satisfactory to
Beneficiary in su«h amounts as Bei:ieficiary shall reasonably requii:e, but not more than one and one-half(l 14)
times the amount of the cliiim, and provlded further that Grantor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause
such lien, encumbrance or charge to be removed and discharged. If Gran tor fails to discharge any such lien,
encumbrance or charge, then, in addition to any other right or remedy of Beneficiary, Beneficiary may, but
shall not be obligated t~, discharge the same, either by paying the amount claimed to be due, or by procuring
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the discharge of such lien by depositing in court a bond or the amount claimed or otherwise giving security
for such claim, or in such manner as is or may be prescribed by law. Tn the event Beneficiary discharges said
lien, encumbrance or other charge, Grantor shall immediately reimburse Beneficiary for such amount
expended, however expended, together with any and all costs, fees or charges incurred by Beneficiary of
whatever nature or kind when discharging the subjecl obligations.

1.20 TRUSTEE'~ POWERS. At any lime, or from time to time, without liability therefor and
without notice, upon written request of Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and the Note
secured hereby for endorsement, and without affecting the personal liability of any person for payment of
the indebtedness secured hereby or the effect ofthis Deed of Trust upon the remainder of said Trust Estate,
Trustee may (i) reconvey any part of said Trust Estate, (ii) consent in writing to the making of any map or
plat thereof; (iii) join in granting any easement or creating any restriction affecting this Deed ofTrust or any
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof.
1.21 BENEFICIARY'S POWERS. Without affecting the liability of any other person liable
for the payment of any obligation herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of this Deed of
Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or theretofore reieascd as security for the full amount of all
unpaid obligations, Beneficiary may, from time to time and without notice (i) release any person so liable,
(ii) extend the maturity or alter any of the tenns of any such obligation, (iii) grant other indulgences, (iv)
release or reconvey, or cause to be released or reconveyed al any time at Beneficiary's option any parcel,
portion or all of the Trust Estate, (v) take orrelease any other or additional security for any obligation herein
mentioned, or (vi) make compositions or other arrangements with debtors in relation thereto.
1.22 JRADE NAMES. At the request ofBencficiary, Grantor shall execute a certificate in fonn
satisfactory to Beneficiary listing the trade names under which Grantor intends to operate the Trust Estate,
and representing and warranting that Orantor business under no other trade names with respect to the Trust
Estate. Grantor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in said trade names and will,
upon request of Beneficiary, execute any additional financing statements and other certificates revised to
reflect the change in trade name.

ARTICLE2
SECURITY AGREEMENT
2.1
CREATIQNQFSECURITV INTEREST. Grantor herllhY grants to Beneficial)' asecuriiy
interest in the Personal Property for the purpose of securing all obligations of Granto~ contained i.n any of
lhe Loan Documents. This Deed offrust shall bo deemed the Security Agreement as defined in the Uniform
Commercial Code ofldaho and the remedies for any violation of the covenants, lenns and conditions of the
agreements herein contained shall be (i) as prescribed herein, or (ii) by general law, or (iii) as to such part
of the security which is also reflected in any financing statement or statements (the "Financing Statement")
by the specific statutory consequences now or hereafter enacted and specified in the Uniform Commercial
Code of Idaho, all at Beneficiary's sole election. Grantor and Beneficiary agree that the filing of such a
Financing Statement in the records nonnally having to do with personal property shall never be construed
as in any manner or way derogating from or impairing this declaration and hereby stated intention of the
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parties hereto, that everything used in connection with the production of income from the Trust Estate and/or
adapted for use therein and/or which is described or reflected in this Deed ofTrust is, and at all times and
for all purposes and in all proceedings both legal and equitable shall be regarded as part of the Property
irrespective ofwhether (A) any such item is physically attached to the Improvements, (B) serial numbers arc
used for the better identification of certain equipment items capable of being identified In such manner in
a recital contained herein or In any list filed with the Beneficiary, (C) any such item is rct'med loor n:flected
in any such Financing Staacmcnt so filed at any time. Similarly, the mention in any such Financing Statement
of (I) the rights in or the proceeds of any fin: and/or hm.ant imurance policy. (2) any award in eminent
domain proceedings tbr a taking or for loss of value, or (3) the debtor's interest as lessor in any present or
future lease or rights to income growing out of the use and/or occupancy of the premises. whether pursuant
to lease or otherwise, shall never be construed as in any manner or way altering any of the rigbta of
Beneficiary as dctcnnlned by this Deed of Trust or impugning the priority of the Beneficiary's lien granted
hereby or by any other recorded document, but such mention in the Financing Statement is declared to be
for the protection oftpc Beneficiary in the event any court or judge shall determine at any time with respect
to ( l). (2) and (3) that notice of Beneficiary's priority ofinterest, to be effective against a particular class of
persons, divisions or entity of the Federal Goverrunent, must be flied in the Unifonn Commercial Code
records.

W,4RRANTIES,REPRESENTATIQNSANDmVENANTSOFGRANTOR. Granter
2.2
warrants, represenlS and covenants as follows:
2,2.1 Except for the security iqterest granted b=by, Oran\or is, and as to portions of the
Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof will b,e, the sole owner of the , free froqi any adverse
lien, security interest, encumbrance or adverse claims thereon of any kind whatsoever except the Permitted
Exception ofRBC Builder Finance. Gr~11tor will notify Beneficiary of, and will defend the Personal Property
against. all claims and demands of au persons.at any time clahning the same or any interest therein.

2,2,2 Gnmtor wlJl not lease, sell, convey or in any manner transfer the Pmonal Property
without the prior written consent of Beneficiary.

:U.3

The Personal Property is not used or brought fur personal, family or household

purposes.
2.2.4 The Personal Property will be kept on orat the Property and Grantorwill not remove
.the Personal Property from the Property without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, except such
portions or items of Personal Property which arc consumed or worn out in ordinary usage, all of which shall
be promptly replaced by Orantor.

2.2,5 · Grantor maintains a place of business In the State of Idaho and Orantor will
iD?mediately notify Beneficiary in writing of any change in it place of business as set forth in the beginning
of this Deed ofTrusl
2,2.6 AttherequestofBencficiary,OrantorwilljoinBeneficiaryincxeaitinaoneormore
financingstatememS, continuation statements and renewals and amendments thereofpursuant to the Uniform
Commercial Code of Idaho in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and will pay the cost of tiling the same in all
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public offices wherever filing is deemed by Beneficiary to be necessary or desirable.
Z.'J..7 All covenants and obligations ofGrantorcontained herein relating lo the Trust Estate
shall be deeme_d to apply lo the Personal Property whether or not expressly referred to herein.

ARTICLE3
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT
3.1

EVENTS OF DEFAUL'.[. Any of the fullowing events shall be deemed an event ofdefault

hercwtder:
3.1.1 Dcfaultshall be made in thepaymentofany installment ofprincipal or interest under
the Note or any other sum secured hereby when due;
3.1.2 Default shall be made in the payment of any installment of principal or interest due
upon the RBC Loan (as defined l?Y the Master Credit Agreement) when due;
3.1.3 Default in the due and timely performance of any term, condition, or covenant
contained in the Note (other than adefaulttmder Sections 3.1.l or3.1.2 above), this Deed ofTrust, the Loan
Documents, or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and delivered by Grantor in
connection with the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust, and the failure to cure such default within
the app)icable cure period, if any;
3.1.4 J:?efault in the due and timely perfonnancc of any term. condition, or covenant
contained in the deed of trust or any other agreement, instrument or security agreement executed and
delivered by Grantor in connection with the R.BC Loan, and the failure to cure such default within the
applicable cure period, if any;

3.1.5 Grantor shall file a petition in banlauptcy or shall be adjudicated a bankrupt or
insolvent, or shall file any petition or answer seeking or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief for itselfunder any federal, state or other
statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or shall seek or
consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Orantor or of all of any
part of the Trust Est~e. or of any or. all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits th~reof, or shall
make any general assignment for the benefit ofcreditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts
generally as they become due;
3,1,6 A petition shall be filed against Grantor seeking any reorganimtion, dissolution or
similar relief under any federal, state or other statute, law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency
or other relief for debtors; or any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Grantor or of all or any part of the Trust
Estate, or of any or all of the royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits thereof, shall be appointed;

.
3, l.7 The filing of any foreclosure proceeding or the recording of any notice of trustee's
sale with respect to any other lien on the Trust Estate, whether junior or senior to this Deed of Trust, which
foreclosure proceeding or m:ording of notice is not dismissed or released within thirty (30) days;
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3.1.8 A writ or execution or attachment or any similar process shall be issued or levied
against all or any part of or interest in the Trust Estate, of any judgment involving monetary damages shall
be entered against Granter which shall become a lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied,
vacated or stayed within thirty (30) days after its enhy or levy;

3.1.9

The abandorunent of all or any part of the Trust Estate;

3.J.10 The breach of any warranty, representation or certification given in connection
herewith, the loan application submitted by Grantor, lhe loan commitment issued by Beneficiary, or any
document executed by Grantor in connection with securing the loan evidenced by the Note;
3.J.11 The occurrence of a default in the perfonnance of Grantor's obligations as lessor
under any lease affecting all or any portion of the Trust Estate, and the expiration of any applicable cure
period; or
3.1,12 The transfer of any portion of the Trust Estate, voluntarily or involuntarily, in
violation of the terms of the Note or this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's consent, which consent may
be withheld in Beneficiary's absolute discretion.
·

3.2
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT. Upon default by Orantor hereunder, Beneficiary may
declare all sums secured hereby immediately due and payable without notice or demand Beneficiary may
also thereupon, at its option and as may be more fully described elsewhere herein, without notice and without
affecting the lien of this Deed of Trust, do any one or more of the following:

3.2,l Enter upon the Trust Estate and inspect, repair, improve and maintain the same, rent
or lease all or any portion thereof as Beneficiary shall see fit, and perfotm such other acts thereon as
Beneficiary may deem necessary or desirable;
3,2,2 Sue for all or any_ pan of the indebtedness owing from Granter to Beneficiary
without affecting or losing the security of this Deed of Trust;

ofsale granted herein;

3.2.3

Exercise the power

3.2,4

Foreclose this Deed of Trust as a mortgage in the manner provided by law;

3.2.5 Exercise any or all of the remedies available lo a secured party under the Idaho
Unifonn Commercial Code;
3.2.6

Bring an action for damages; or

3.2.7 Exercise such other remedies or combination ofremedies Beneficiary may have
under this Deed of Trust, the Loan Documents, or as otherwise provided under law or in equity.
3.3

POWER OF SALE.
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3,3.1 Upon default by Gran tor hereunder, Beneficiazy, ifit desires. Trustee to exercise the
power of sale granted hereunder, shall deposit with Trustee this Deed of Trust, the Note, and all docwnents
evidencmg expenditures secured hereby, together with such other documents as Trustee shall require.
Trustee shall record and give such notices offfrustee's sale in the manner required by law, and after the lapse
of time such as then may be required by law, Trustee, without demand on Orantor, under the power of sale
con~ined herein, shall sell the Trust Estate a~ the time and place fixed by itin said notice of Trustee's sale,
either as a whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as Benefic'iary may determine, subject to any
statutory right which Gran tor may have to direct such order, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash
in lawful money ofthe United States, payable at the time of sale. Trustee may postpone the sale as provided
by law. Following sale., Trustee shall· deliver to the purchaser its deed conveying the Trust Estate so sold,
but without any covcnan,t or warranty, express or implied. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.

3,3,.2 After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Deed of Trust,
including costs to insure or obtain evjdence of title in connection with such sale, Trustee shall apply the
proceeds of sale to payment of (i) all sums expended under the tenns hereof, not then repaid, with accrued
interest atthe Default Rate specified under the Note from the date such expenditures were made, (ii) all other
swns secured hereby, and (iii) the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
3.3.3 Beneficiary may at any time request cancellation of the Trustee's notice of sale,
whereupon Trustee shall execute and record, or cause to be recorded, a cancellation of notice of sale in the
same county in which the notice of sale was recorded. The exercise by Beneficiary of'this right shall not
constitute a waiver of any default then existing or subsequently occurring. If this Deed of Trust and the
indebtedness and obligations secured hereby are reinstated in the manner provided by law, Beneficiary shall
forthwith notifY. Trustee thereof. Upon such notifi~ation, Trustee sha.l.l.record or cause to be recorded a
cancellation of notice of sale in the same· county in which the notice of sale was recorded within the period
J}len require<;l by law,

3.3.4 If Grantor fails or refuses to surrender possession of the Trust Estate after any
trustee's sale, Grantor shall be deemed a tenant at sufferance, subject to eviction by means of forcible entry
and detainer proceedings, This remedy is not exclusive or in derogation of any other right or remedy
available to Beneficiary.
3.4
fQRECLOSURE AS MORTGAGE, Upon default byGrantor hereunder, in lieu of sale
pursuant to the power of sale conferred hereby, at the option of Beneficiary, this Deed of Trust may be
foreclosed in the same manner prbvided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property.
Beneficiary shall also have all other rights and remedies ava,ifable to it. All rights and remedies shall be
cumulative, may be sought ~nd exercised concurrently or comecutively and in inconsistent proceedin&1,
3.5
FORECLOSURE AS A UNIT. Grantor agrees that all of the Trust Estate, whether real
or personal, covered by this Deed of Trust, is encumbered as one unit, and that upon defaull by Orantor under
the Note secured hereby or this Deed of Trust, or any security instrument given pursuant hereto, this Deed
of Trust and such security interests, at Beneficiary's option, may be foreclosed or sold in the same
proceeding, and all of the Trust Estate (both realty and personalty) may, at Beneficiary's option, be sold as
such in one unit.
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3.6

POSSESSION OF TRUST ESTATE, LEASES AND RENTS ON DEFAULT.

3.6.1 Upon default by Gran tor hereunder, Beneficiary shall be entitled atany time without
further notice, in its sole discretion, either by its agents, attorneys, or employees, to enter upon and take
possession of the Trast Estate or any part thereof, and Grantor shalJ, upon demand, peaceably surrender
possession thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary may, at its option, send notifications to any and all lessees
and tenants of the Trust Estate that future payments under or relating to said leases shall be made to
Beneficiary, in accordance with Section 2.2 hereof. Beneficiary, in its name and/or.in the name of Grantor,
may operate and maintain all or any portion of the Trust Estate to such extent as Beneficiary deems
advisable, and Grantoragrecs that Beneficiary shall be entitled to do and perfonn any acts that Beneficiary
may deem necessary or proper to conserve the value of the Trust Estatc,and to sue forandotherwise collect
and receive all rents, issues and profits thereof, Including those past due and µnpaid as well as those accruing
thereafter, and may rent or lease the Trust Estate or any portion the1eof lo such person or persons and for
such periods of time and on such lenns and conditions as Beneficiary in its sole discretion may determine.
3.6.2 The expense (including compensation to any agent appointed by Beneficiary,
attorneys' fees and costs and disbursements) incurred in taking possession and effecting collection or
attempting to take possession and effect collection, shall be deemed an expanse of this Deed of Trust to be
paid by Grantor and secured hereby. Neither the entering upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate nor
the collection of such rents, issues and profits and the application or release thereofas aforesaid, shall cure
or waive any default or notice ofsale hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. In dealing
with the Trust Estate as a beneficiary in possession, Beneficiary shall be without any liability, charge or
obHgation therefor to Oran tor, and BeneficiaryshaU be entitled to operate anybus\ness then being conducted
thereon or therewith at the expense of and for the account ofOrantor, and alJ net losses, costs and expenses
thereby incurred shall be advancements governed by Section 1.14 hereof.
3.6.3 Forpllll)Oses hereof. Beneficiary is expressly authorized to deal with the Trust Estate
as Grantor's attorney-in-fact subsequent to Grantor's default hereunder, i.e:, to enter into leases ofall or a
portion of the Trust Estate, to terminate leases of all or portions of the Trust Estate as may be necessary ln
Beneficiary's discretion, enter into management agreements regarding the Trust Estate on terms and
conditions approyed by Beneficiary in its discretion, and otherwise operate the Trust Estate. None of the
foregoing activities by Beneficiary with respect to the Trust Estate shall serve to waive any rights· of
Beneficiary against Grantor or impose any additional burdens or any liability on Beneficiary therefor.
3.7
APPOJ~TMENT OF A RECEIVER, Upon default by Orantor hereunder, Beneficiary
shall be entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the Trust Estate, collect the rents, issues
and profits therefrom, care for and repair the same, improve th,e same when necessary or desirable, lease and
rent the Trust Estate or ponions thereof (including leases existing beyond the term of receivership), and
otherwise use and utilize the Trust Estate, and to have such other duties as may be fixed by the collrt,
Granter specifically agrees that the court may appoint a receiver without reference to the adequacy or
inadequacy of the security, or the solvency or insolvency of Orantor or any guarantor, the conunission of
actual waste or damage to the Property, and without reference to other matters normally taken into account
by courts in the discretionary appointment of receivers, it being the intention of Grant or to hereby authorize
the appointment of a receiver when Oran tor is in default and Beneficiary has requested the appointment of
a receiver. Grantor hereby agrees and consents to theappointmerit of the particularperson or finn (including
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an officer or employee of Beneficiary) designated by Beneficiary as receiver. Such receiver shall have the
power to borrow money from any person, including Beneficiary, for reasonable expenses of operating,
preserving, maintaining, completing and caring for the Trust Estate, or completing the construction of any
improvements or structures in progress in or upon the Trust Estate, and all such borrowed sums together with
interest thereon at the Default Rate set forth in the Note shall be added to the indebtedness secured by this
Deed of Trust The acceptance and/or application ofsuch rents. issues and profits shall not cure any default
hereunder nor constitute a waiver of or adversely affect any other right which Beneficiary may enjoy under
this Deed of Trust or under the laws of Idaho by virtue of the default of Grantor hereunder. For purposes
of appointment of such a receiver, it is agreed that any of the following actions brought by Beneficiary shall
be actions which "affect" the Trust Estate and support the appointment of a receiver by the Superior Court
for the county in which the Trust Estate is located:
3.7.1

Damages for waste or failure-~ maintain the Trust Estaie;

or

3.7.2 · Damages for failure to perform any of Grantor's obligations set forth in this Deed
of Trust which relate directly or i11directly to the ownership or operation of the Trust Estate.
3.8
FORECLOSURE OF SECURITY INTEREST. Upon default by Grantor hereWJdcr,
Beneficiary may exercise any or all of the remedies available to a secured party under the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code, including, but not limited to:
3.8,1 Either personally or by means of a court appointed receiver, take possession of all
or any of the Personal Property and exclude therefrom Grantor and all others claiming under Orantor, and
thereafter hold, store, use. operate, manage, maintai~ and control, make repairs, replacements, alterations,
additional and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers of Grantor in respect to the Personal
Property or any part thereof. In tlie event Beneficiaiy demands or auempts to take possession ofthe Personal
Property in the exercise of any rights under any of the
Documents, Gran.tor promises and agrees to
promptly tum over and deliver complete possession thereof to ~encficiary;

Loan

3.8.2 Without notice to or demarid upon Grantor, make such payments and do such acts
as Bcncficiaiy may deem necessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Property, including without
limitation, paying, purchasing, contesting or compromising any encumbrance, charge or lien which is prior
to or superior to the security interest granted hereunder, and in exercising any such powers or authority to
pay all expenses incurred in COllllccti_on therewith; ·

3.8.3 RcquireOrantor to assemble the Personal Property or any portion thereof. at a place
designated by Beneficiary and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to deliver such Personal
Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or representative designated by it. Beneficiary, and its agents and
representatives shall have the right to enter upon any or all of Grantor's premises and property to exercise
Beneficiaiy's rights hereunder;
3.8.4 Sell, lease or otherwise dispose _of the Personal Property at public sale, with or
without having the Personal Property at the place of sale, and upon such tenns and in such manner as
Beneficiary may determine. Beneficiary may be a purchaser al any such sale;
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3,8,5 Unless the Personal Property is perishable or threatens to decline speedily in value
or is of a type customarily sold on a recognized market, any requirement under lhe Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code for giving notice of a proposed saJe or other disposition of the Personal Property shall be
met if such notice is mailed 10 Granter, postage prepaid. at least five (S) days-before the scheduled sale or
disposition. Such notice may be mailed to Orantor at 1he address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of
Trust.

RRMEQIJS NOT EXCLUSIVE. Trustee and Beneficiary and each of them, aliall be
3.9
entitled to enfon:e payment and performance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed oITrust or under any lpan Jnstnunent or anolher agreement
or any laws now or hcreaflcr in force, notwithstanding some or all ofthe said indebtedness and obliptlons
. secured hereby may now or hereafter be otheawise secured, whether by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, lien,
assignment or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this Deed of Trust nor its enforcement, whether by court
action or pursuant to the· powtl' of sale or other powers herein contained, shall prejudice or In any manner
affect Trustee's or Beneficiary's right to realize upon or enforce. any other security now or hereafter held by
Trustee or Beneficiary, Its being agreed that Trustee and Beneficiary, and each of then, shall be entitled to
enforce this Deed ofTmst and any other security now or hereafter held by Beneficiary or Trustee In such
order and manner as they or either of them in their absolute discretion determine. No nunody herein
confemd upon or reserved to Trustee or Beneficiary is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy herein
or by law provided orpermitlcd. but each shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every otber .remedy
given hereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute. Every power or remedy given
by any of the Loan Documents to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may bo otherwise
entitled, may be exercised, conemrendy or independently. from time to lime and as often as 1111y be deemed
expedient by Trustee or Beneficiary and either of them may pursue inconsistent remedies.
3,10 REQUEST FOR NOTICE. Grantor hereby requests a copy of any Notice of De.fault and
that any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to it at the address set forth in the first paragraph of this Deed
ofTrust.
ARTICLE4

MISCELLANEOUS
4.l
GQYERNING LAW. This Deed ofTrust shall be governed by the laws oflhe State of
Idaho. In the event that any provision of any of the Loan Documents conflicts with applicable Jaws, such
conflicts shall not affect other provi,llions of such loan Documents which can be given eft'ect without the
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan Documents are declared to be severable.
This instrument carmot be waived, changed, discharged or terminated orally. but only by an instrument in
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or tennination is
sought

4.2
GRAN[QR WAIVER OF RIGHTS. Grantorwalves the benefit ofall laws now exis1lng
or that hereafter may be enacted providing for (i) any appralsement before sale of any portion oflhe Trust
Estate, and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in any way extending the lime for the
enforcement of the collection of.the Note or the debt evidenced thcleby or creating or extending a period of
redemption from any sale made in collecting said debt. To the full extent Grantor may do so, Grantor agrees
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that Grantor will not at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advan1age of any law now
or hereafter in force providing for any appraisemcnt, valuation, stay, e,dension or redemption, and Grantor,
for Grantor, its heirs, devisecs, representatives, successors and assigns, and for any and all persons ever
claiming any interest in the Trust Estate. to the extent pcnnitted by law, hereby waives and releases all rights
of redemption, valuation, appraisement, stay of execution, notice of election to mature or declare due the
whole of the secured indebtedness and marshaling in the event offoreclosure of the liens hereby created.
If any Jaw referred toin this Section and now in force, of which Grantor, its heirs, devisees, representatives,
successors and assigns or other person might take advantage despite this Section, shall hereafter be repealed
or cease to be in force, such law shall not thereafter be deemed to preclude the application of this Section.
Grantor expressly waives and relinquishes any and all rights and remedies which Grantor may have or tie
able to assert by reason of the law~ of the State of Idaho pertaining to the rights and remedies of sureties.
Any provision of this Section 4.2 which is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to violate a statute of
the State of Idaho shall not be enforceable, but any such holding shall nol otherwise affect the enforcement
of any of the other provisions of this Section.
4.3 · LIMITATION OF INTEREST. It is the intent ofGrantorand Beneficiary in the execution
of this Deed ofTrustand the Note and all other instruments securing the Note to contract inslricl compliance
with the uswy laws of the State of Idaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. In furtherance thereof,
Beneficia,y and Grantor stipulate and agree that none of the terms and provisions contained in the Loan
Documents shall ever be construed to create a contract for the use, forbearance or detention of money
requiring payment ofintcrest at a rate in excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by the
laws of the State ofldaho governing the loan evidenced by the Note. Grantor or any guarantor, endorser or
other party now or hereafter becoming liable for the payment of the Note shall never be required to pay
interest on the Note at a rate in excess oftbe maximum interest that may be lawfully charged under the laws
of the State ofldabo, and the provisions ofthis Section shall control over all other provisions of the Note and
any. other instrument executed in connection herewith which may be In apparent conflict herewith. In the
event any ·holder of the Note shall collect monies ·which are deemed to constitute Interest which would
otherwise increase the effective interest rate on the Note to a rate in excess of that pennitted to be charged
by the laws of the State of Idaho, all such sums deemed to constitute interest in excess of the maximum
permissible rate shall be considered payment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby
shall be reduced by such amouot as that the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, additional
interest and other charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interestrate laws of the State
ofidaho in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Beneficiary.
4,4
STATEMENTS BY GRANTOR. Grantor shall within ten (10) days after receiving a
written request from Beneficiary confinn in writing any statement provided by Beneficiary which states the
unpaid principal and any interest on the Nole, and any other amounts secured by this Deed of Trust, and that
no offsets or defenses exist against such principal and interest.
4.S
RECQNVEYANCE BY TRUSTEE. Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all
swns secured hereby have been paid, and upon surrender of this Deed of Trust and 1he Note to Trustee for
cancellalion and retention and upon payment by Grantor and the Note to Trustee for cancellation and
retention and upon payment by Oranlor of Trustee's fees, Trustee shall reconvey toGrantor, or the person
or persom legally entitled thereto, without wananty, any portion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder.
The recitals in such reconveyanc_e of~ny matter or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof.
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The granlee in any reconveyance may be described as "the person or persons legally entitled thereto."

4,6
NOTICES. Whenever Beneficiary, Granlor or Trustee shall desire to give or serve any
notice, demand, request or other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such notice,
demand, request or other communication shall·be in writing and shall be effective only if the same is
delivered by personal service or mailed by registered mail. postage prepaid, return receipt requested,
addressed to the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed ofTrusL Any party may at any time change
its address for such notices by delivering or maiJing to the other parties hereto, as aforesaid, a notice of such
change.

4.7
ACCEPTANCE BY TRUSTEE; FEES. Trustee accepts this Trust when this Deed of
Trust, duly executed and acknowledged, is made a public record as provided by law. The Trust created
hereby is irrevocable by Grantor. Trustee holds title under this Deed ofTrust for the benefit ofBeneficiacy.
Trustee shall be paid for all acts performed by it hereunder or in connection herewith in accordance with its
established fees and charges. All such fees and charges shall be paid by Grantor and if Beneficiary shall
advance any such fees or charges, Grantor shall reimburse Beneficiary for same on demand. Payment thereof
is secured by this Deed ofTrust,
4.8
SUCCF.8SOR TRUSTEE. Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee in the maMer
prescribed by law. Trustee herein may resign by mailing or delivering notice thereof to Beneficiary and to
Grantor. Upon such resignation, Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee, which appointment shall
constitute a substitution of trustee upon the mailing and recording of written notice thereofby Beneficiary
in the manner prescribed by law for the substitution of a trustee of a Deed of Trust. A successor trustee
herein shall, withou~ conveyance from the predecessor trustee, succeed to all the predecessor's title. estate,
rights, powers and duties.
-
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4.9
CAPTIONS. The capuons or headings at the beg.inning of each Section hereof are for
convenience of the parties and are not a part of this Deed of Trust.

4.10 INVALIDITY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS. If the lien of this Deed ofTrust is invalid
or unenforceable as to any part of the debt, orifthe lien is invalid or unenforceable as to any part of the Trust
Estate, the unsecured or partially secured portion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment
of the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the debt, and all payments made on the debt,
whether v0I11ntary or under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall be considered to have
been first paid on and applied to the full payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully
secured by the lien of this Deed of Trust.
4.11 SUBROGATION. To the extent that proceeds ofthe Note are owed to pay any outstanding
lien, .charge or prior encumbrance against the Trust Esta le, such proceeds have been or will be advanced by
Beneficiary at Grantor's request and Beneficiary sball be subrogated to any and all rights and liens owed by
any owner or holder ofsuch outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances, irrespective ofwhether said
liens, charges or encumbrances are released.
·
4.12 NO MERGER. if both the Lessor's and Lessee's estates under any lease or any portion
thereto which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed
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of Trust and the lien created hereby shall not be destroyed or tenninated by application of the doctrine of
merger and, in such event, Beneficiary shall continue to have and enjoy all of the rights and privileges of
Beneficiary as to the separale estates. In addition, upon the fo~losure of the lien created by this Deed of
Trust on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any leases or subleases then existing and created
by Grantor shall not be destroyed or tenninatcd by application of the law of merger or as a matter of law or
as a result ofsuch fmecloaureunless Beneficiary or anypurchaser at any such foreclosure sale shall soelccL
No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any such purchaser shall constitute a termination ofany lease or
sublease unless Beneficiary or.such purchaser shall give written notice thereof to such tenant or subaenanl
4.13 IBANSfER QF TRUST ESTATE BY GRANTQR. Grantor hereby acknowledges that
the financial stabWty and managerial and operational ability of Grantor is a substantial and material
consideration to Beneficiary In its agreement to make the loan to Grantorevidenced by the Loan Documents.
The sale, assignment, trade, or other transfer or further encumbrance of the Trust Estate or chanse in the
entity operatmg or managing the Trust Estate may signif'lcanlly and materially alter and reduce Beneficiary's
security for the indebtedness secured hereby. As an inducement to Beneficiary to make the loan evidenced
by the Note, and subject to the ParliaJ Release Provisions of Section 4.14 oflhis Deed of Trust, Grantor
covenants and agrees that Orantor shall not modify lhe existing plat ofrecord or zoning of the Property, sell,
contract to sell, dedicate, b'anafer, further encumber, restrict the use, assign, convey, grant an option, lease
for a term in excess of five (5) years, or in any other manner dispose of the Property, or any part thereof;
substantially modify tho plan of development of the Property oraiiy part thereof, tum over the management
or operation ofthe Trust Estate toaoy person, finn orenlily, 1111ke a vollllltar)' transfer ofcontrol ofthe Trust
Estate, or pennit any of the fo11:soiug to be accomplished involuntarily, by operation of Jaw, or otherwise
(collectively a •Transfer of the Trust Estate"), without Beneficiary's written consent, lfat any time Orantor
shall Transfer all ofany pan of the Trust Estate or any interest therein without the prior written consent of
Beneficiary, the indebtedness secured hereby shall, at the option of Beneficiary, become inunedlately due
and payable. A. ~fer of~ore th1,m 25% of lhe voting control or ecoqomi9 rights in the Orantor shall be
considered a Trans~ of'thc Trust Estate for pUJposes ot'th!s Section 4. 13. Consent to any one transaction
shall not be deemed to be consent to any oilier. Upon ·a Transfer· of the Trust Estate; Beneficiary may charge
Grantor a reasonable fee for processing a request for approval and lbe rate of interest on the unpaid balance
of tJie indebtedness may be in~ased to a current market rate with appropriate adjusament in the monthly
payment so that the loan will amortize on the same schedule as originally conlemp]ated.
4.14. PARTIAL RELEASES. Notwithstanding the provisions ofSection 4.13 ofthia Deed of
Trust, Benetlciary will allow sale by the Orantor of individual parcels comprising lhe real property
encumbered by the Deed of Trust withoul acceleration of the Note, subject to the tenns and conditions set
forth in the Master Credit Agreement of even date herewith.
4.15 NP JUNIOR LIENS. Grantor shall grant no deed .of trust, lien or mortgage on the Trust
Estate junior to this Deed of Trust without Beneficiary's prior written consent which may be given or
withheld by Beneficiary in its sole discretion. Any junior deed of trust, lien ormongage granted by Grantor
to which Beneficiary givea its consent shall be subordinate to all leases affecting the Trust Estate and subject
to all renewals, ateos.ions modifications or increases of the Note and modifications, releases, changes or
exchanges ofthis Deed ofTrustorthe Trust Estate without thoconsentofsuchjtu1ior beneficiary, lien holder
or mortgage holder, and without any obligation of Beneficiary or Trustee to give notice of any kind thcreo£
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4.16 ATI'ORNEYS' FEES. The terms and provisions of the Note with respect to auomeys' fees
and costs shall be equally applicable with respect to this Deed ofTrust, and Grantor agrees to pay all such
attomeys'fees and costs incum:d by Beneficiary or Trustee in connection with interpretation or enforcement
of this Deed of Trust or to protect the security of this Deed of Trust. All such attorneys' fees and costs so
incurred shall be deemed to be secured by this Deed of Trust and collectible out of the Trust Estate in any
manner permitted by law or by this Deed of Trust.
4.17 TAXATION QN LIEN QR DEBT. In the event of the passage after the date of this Deed
of Trust of any Federal, State or local Jaw. deducting from the value of real property for lhe purposes of
taxation any lien thereon or changing in any way the laws for the taxation of the mortgages or debts secured
by mortgage for Federal, State or local purposes or th~ manner of the collection of any such taxes, or
imposing a tax, either directly or indirectly. on this Deed of Trust or the Note, the holder of this Deed of
Trust and of the debt which it secures shall have the right to declare the·principal sum and interest due on
a date to be specified by not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to be given to the Grantor by the
Beneficiary; provided, however, that such election shall be ineffective if (a) the Orantor is pennitted by law
to pay the whole of such tax in addition to all other payments required hereunder, (b) such payment is not
usurious, and (c) if the Grantor, prior to such specified date, pays any such tax when due aruhgrees to pay
such taxes then or -thereafter levied or assessed against the premises.

4.18 OFFSETS. No offset or claim th~t. ~f!Ull~r ~w or may in the.~ have aga,inst
. Beneficiary shall relieve Orantor from duly and timely paying installments or perfonning any other
· obligation herein or secured hereby.
4.1!> BUSINESS LOAN. Tbe debt secured hereby is acknowledged to have been undertalc.ens
a business loan for business· purposes_ and is in no respect a consumer loan or debt.
4.20 ~OUNTERPARTS, This document may be executed in counterparts and shall have the
same force and effect as if all signing parties executed one document.

INWITNESS WHEREOF; Grantor has executed this Deed ofTrustas ofthe day and year first above
·written,
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GRANTOR:

By: EdwardJ. Mason
Its: l;danager

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Ada

)'SS.
)

On this 't>~ day o f O ~ Notary Public, personally appeared Edward J. Mason,
known or identified to me to be an authori2Zd Manager of Galiano, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
Company, .and the person who executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of said company, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same for and on behalf ofsaid Limited Liability Company.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year
in this certificate first wriucn above.
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Order No.: 50006341 l 8DBD

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT'A'
F.XIIIBIT A
A parcel of land being a portion of the South Half of th!! Nortb,vcst Quarter of Section
14. Tow11sbip 2 North. Range J West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, more

I

·iI

particularly described as follows: .
COMM l~NCING at o Brass Cap marking the No11hwest Corner of the said Section 14;
thence along the Westerly boundary of the said Northwest Q11ute1· of Section 14, which
is also 1be Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17'' West} 1406.81 feet to 11110int, said point
is located
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00•17" West) 75.00 feet from an iron pin
marking the Northwest corner of the South Half of the Northwest Q11arter ot' i;aid
Section 14, also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING: thence along a line that
is 75.00 feet South of and 1>arallel to the Northerly boundary of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" Enst (Record South 89°56'56" 14:ast} 1731.19 feet to an iron pin; them:c
leaving said parallel line
South 01°04•12" West (Record South Olg04'25'' West) S92.05 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
North 89°45'33" West {H.eco1·d Nortb 89°45'20'' Wc~t) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25'' West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
East-West Center of Section Unc of said Sl'ctio11 14 marked by an iron pin; theme~
along the East-West Center of Section li111~ of said Section J4 ·
South 89°56'28" West (Record South 89°56'4 I" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following courses and distances:
North 33°24•10•• West (Rccol'd North 33a23•57i• West) 126.67 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a c11TVe to the right \fhose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose central anglt: is 37°57'S2" and whose long chord hears
North 14°25'14" West (Record North 14°25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point: thence
· North 04°33'42" East (Record North 04°33'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point; thence
North 03°53 141'' East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.30 feet to a point of
curvature; thence along a curve to the Jeft whose radius Is 75.00 feet, whose lcngtb is
79.HJ feet. whose central angle is 6oa25•34•, and whose- long chord bears
North 26°19'06" West (Record North 26°18'5.l'' West) 75.48 feet to a point; thence
North 56°31'53" West (Record North 56°31 '40'' West) 57.69 feet to a point; thenC'c
North 67°25'06" West (Record North 67°24'53'' West) 96,13 feet to a point; thence
North 65DJ0'58" West (Record North 65°30'45" West) 151,58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°53'01" West) 58.79 feet ton point; thence
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North 59°40'01" West (Record North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of
curvature: t~cncc along a curve to t~c left ,,·hose radi11s in 120.00 feet, whose length is
89.28 feet, whose c~11tral anglc is 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears
North 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Rccorcl South 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point: thc1u:c
South 73°14'40" West (H.eeo1·d South 73'14'53'' West) 78.87 fcct to a point; thence
South 64°36'09'' West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a point; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Uccord South S8°41 '57" West) 37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Uecord South 89°54'03'' West) 20.43 feet to a point 011 the West
line of said section 14; thence along tbc West line of said Section 14
North 00°00'04" Enst (Record North 00°00'17" E.ast) 497.81 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING.

EXC1':PT
.A parcel of land being located in the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 14,
Township 2 North, Range 1 West. Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, being more

j>articuhul,,described as follows:
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest j!Orner of said Section 14; thence
along the
Westerly boundary ofthl" Northwest Quarter of said Section 14, which is also the
centerline of

Tm Mile Road,
S1>uth 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet to a point, which Is located
S011th 00°00'04" West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest cornea· of the

South
·
Half of the Nortbweit Quarter of said Section 14; thence continuing
South 00Dl)0'04" West 497.81 fe<-t along the Westerly boundary of the No1·thwe5f
Quarter of
said Sedion 14; thence
North 89°53'50'' East 20.43 fett to the centerline of the Teed Lateral; thence the

following

.

courses and distances along said centerline of the Teed l.ateral;
North 58°41'44" East 37.75 fcc.>t;
North 64°36'09'' East, 40.90 feet;
North 73°14'40" East 78.87 feet;
North 77D42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to the rigl1t

with a

·

radios of 120.00 feet, a central anglc.> of 42°37'50''. a chord .bearing of
South 80°58'56" 1<;ast, and a 1011g chord distance of 87.24 feet:
South 59°40'01" East 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14" East 58.79 feet:
-South 65°30'58" East 151.58 feet:
South 67°25'06" East 96.23 feet;
South S6°31 '53" Enst 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline of the Teed Lateral,
North 88°50'26'' East 70.06 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNJNG: thence
North 27°28'27" 1-:ast 177.0J feet; thence
No1·th 84°57'44" East 72.8.1 feet; thc11ce 7.91 feet along a non.tangent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius ofl0.00 feet, a central angle of2l 0 40'06", a cbord be8J'fng of

002651

e
South 83°42'13" l!:ast and a long chord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 50°01'16" E11st 15.20 t'ect; thence 7.91 feet along a 11on-tangc11t curve clcOccting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet. a central angle of 2:2°40'06", n cbord braring of
South 16°22'20'' F.ast and a long chord distance of 7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet: thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet: thence 57.82 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to
the right
.
witb a radius of JS0.00 feet, a central angle of22"0S'03'', a chord bcarh,g of
S011th-06°00'15'' West and a long cl1ord distance of 57.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the POINT OF HE(,JNNING.

002652

EXHIBIT "8"
Permitted Exceptions
Special Exception Item Nos. C-1 through C-13, as the same·appear on Schedule B, Part 2 of the Title
Commibnent, issued by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., as Order No. 5000634118DBD, and, a deed oftrusl
in favor of RBC Builder Finance securing a note in lhe principal swn of $3,413,300.00.
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AMOUNT 18.DD
ADA COUNTY RECORDfR J. DAVID NAVARRO
BOISE IDAHO 11/17/08 04:51 PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
RECORDED-REQUEST OF
106181861
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EXHIBIT NO. 1
ATTACHMENT TO SECµRITY AGREEMENT
ANDUCC~l

All right, title and interest ofGrantor in and to all tangible personal property owned
by Grantor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the real property described in
Exhibit No. 2 hereto, ( ..Property"). or used in connection therewith, including, but not limited
to, (i) all goods, machinery, tools, insurance proceeds. and equipment, and all building
materials and supplies, (ii) Plaqs (as defined by the Master Credit Agreement of even date
herewith), (iii).permits, cons~nts, approvals, licenses, authorizations and other rights granted
by, given by, or obtained from any governmental entity with respect to the Property,
(coJlectively "Permits"), (iv) all deposits or other security now or hereafter made with or
given to utility companies by Borrower with respect to the Property; and all advance
payments of insu~nce premiums made by ~orrower with respect to the Property, and (v),
all insurance proceeds.
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Order No.: 5000634118DBD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

EXHIBIT'A'
EXHIBIT A
A parcel oflan<I being a portion of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter of Section
14. Township 2 North, Range l. West, Boise Meridian, Ada County, ldalm, more
particularly described as follows:
COMMt:NCING at a Brass Cap marking the Northwest Comer of the said Section 14;
thence along the Wcsterl)· boundary of the said Nortl1west Quarter ofSection 14, which
· is nlso the Centerline of Ten Mile Road
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00°00'17" West) 1406.81 feet to a point, said point
is located.
South 00°00'04" West (Record South 00 1100'17" West) 75.00 foct from an iron pin
marking the Northwest cor11er of tile South Half of the Northwest Quarter of said
Scctio1114. also said point being the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence along Bline that
is 75.00 feet South of and 1>arallcJ to the Nortltorl)" boundary of the South Half of tht'
Northwest Quarter of said Section 14;
South 89°57'09" East (Record South 89°56'56" Rast) 1731.19 feet to an il"on pin; thence
leaving said paralJe,l line
South 01°04'12" West (Record South 01°04'25'' Wesl) 592.05 reet to a point marked b)'
an iron pin; thence
·
North 89°45'33" West (Hecord North 89°45'20'' West) 91.47 feet to a point marked by
an iron pin; thence
S011tb 01°04'12" West (Record 8011th 01°04'25" West) 662.27 feet to a point on the
Enst-Wcst Center of Section Linc ofsaid Se<:tion 14 marked by an iron pin; thence
along the East-West Center of Section line of said Section 14
South 89°56'28'' \\'est (Record South 89°56'41" West) 584.98 feet to a point on the
Centerline of the Teed l.11tcral; thence along the Centerline of the Teed Lateral the
following com·lics and distances:
North 3.3°24'10'' West (l{ecord North 33°23'57'' WL>st) 126.67 feet to a point of
cun•ature: thcl)ce along a c11rve to tile right whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose length is
49.70 feet, whose centrRI angle is 37°57'S2" an<t whose long d1ord bean
North 14°25'14" West (Record North -14"25'01" West) 48.79 feet to a point: thence
North 04°33'42" J.:ast (Record North 04 1133'55" East) 170.53 feet to a point;. thence
North 03°53'41" East (Record North 03°53'54" East) 122.JO feet to a point of
cun11ture; thence along a curve to the left whose radius is 75.00 feet, whose lengtll is
79.10 feet. whose central angle is 60°25'34" and whose long chord bears
North 26°19'06" Wett (Record North l6°t s•s3 11 West) 75.48 feet to a point; tllenC'e
North 56°31 '53" West (Record North 56°31 •40•• West) 57.69 feet to II point; thence
North 67°25'06" West (Record No11b 67°24'53'' West) 96.23 feet to II point; thence
North 65°30'58" West (Record No,1h 65°30'45'' West) 151,58 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (ReC'ord North 61°53'01" West) 58,79 feet ton point; tbencc
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North 59°40'01" West (l{ccord North 59°39'48" West) 303.91 feet to a point of

c11rvature: thence along a c1m1e to the left whost' radius in 120.00 l'cet1 whose length is
89.28 feet, whose- cent~nl anglc i,i 42°37'50" and whose long chord bears
Nortl1 80°58'43" West 87.24 feet to a point; thence
South 77°42'09" West (Record Soutb 77°42'22" West) 99.73 feet to a point: thrncc
South 73°14'40" West (Record South 73'14'53" West) 78.87 feet to a point; thence
South 64°36'09" West (Record South 64°36'22" West) 40.90 feet to a poi11t; thence
South 58°41 '44" West (Rcco,·d South 58°41 '57'' Wesf)37.75 feet to a point; thence
South 89°53'50" West (Record South 89°54'03'' West) 20.43 feet to a point on the West
llne of said section 14; thence along tl1e West line of snid Section 14
North 00°00'04" Enst (Record North f)f1°00'17" East) 497.81 foct to the POJN"f OF
BEGINNING.

EXCl<:P'f
A parcel of land being located in fhe South Half of the Northwest Quart,:r of Scetion 14.
Township 2 North, Range 1 Wes~. Boise Meridian, Ada County, Idaho, bring more
particularlr
described ns follows:
.
Commencing at a brass cap marking the Northwest corner of said Section 14; thencr
along the
Westerly boundary of the Northwest Q11artcr of said Section 14, which is also the

centerline of
Ten Mile Roa11.
South 00°00'04" West 1406.81 feet tc, a point, which is located
South 00°00'04h West 75.00 feet from an iron pin marking the Northwest cornet· of the
South
··
Half of the Northwest Quarter ofsaid Section 14; thence coutlnuing
South 00°00•04•• West 497,81 fret along the Westerly boundary of the Northwest
Quarter of
said Section 14; thence
North 89°53'50" Eas~ 20.43 feet to the centerline of the Teed l.11teral; thence the
following
coursc!I and distances along said centerline of the Teed l.aterail;
North 58°41 '44" East 37.75 fott;
North 64°36'()9" East, 40.90 feet;
North 7.1°14'40'' East 78.87 feet;
North 77°42'09" East 99.73 feet; 89.29 feet along a tangent curve deflecting to fhe right
with a
raclius of 120,00 feet, a central anglt of 42°37'50,', a chord bearing of
South 80°58 1S6n l•:ast, and a long chord distance of87.24 feet:
South 59°40'01" 1':a!lt 303.91 feet;
South 61°53'14., East 58.79feet:
South 65°30'58" 1<:ast 151,58 feet:
South 67°25'06" t:ast 96.Z3 feet;
South S6°3J '53,, Enst 57.69 feet; thence leaving the centerline ofth~ Teed l.att>ral,
Nortb 88°50'26" East 70.06 feet to the rOJNT OF BEGJNNJNG; thence
North 27°28'27" East 177,01 foot; tbcnct'

North 84°57'44" East 72,8..'-\ foet: thence 7,91 feet along a non-ta11gent curve deflecting
to the
right with a radius of 20.00 feet, a central angle of22°40'06'\ a chord bearing of

_____ ·--.......

,_

..

..,...--............--:--:-:---:----...,...---.~---:~---;---.......---·· ·-
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South 83°42'13" East and a long chord distance of7.8(, feet; thence
South 50°01'16" F..ast 15.20 feet; thence 7.91 feet along a non-tangent cun'c deflecting·
to the
right with a radius of20.00 feet. a central angl('. of22°40'06", a chord bearing of
South 16°22'20'' East and a 1011g d1ord distance of7.86 feet; thence
South 05°02'16" East 9.20 feet; thence
South 17°02'47" West 79.48 feet: the1icc 57.82 feet along a tangent curve dcOccting to
the rjghf
with a radius of 150.00 feet, a central angle of22°05'03", a chord bearing of
8011th 06°00'15" West 1111d a Jong cltor,1 distance ofS7.46 feet; thence
South 88°50'26" West 147.42 feet to the ~OINT OJ,' Bl..:GINNING.

•:•:• •:-•···
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DEED OF TRUST, SECURITY AGREEMENT
AND FIXTURE FILING
AND ASSIGNMENT OF LEASES AND RENTS
Lender
Address

RBC CENTURA BANK, a North Carolina banking corporation
11011 Richmond Ave., Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042

Grantor

GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
I 883 North Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83713

Trustee

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP
7941 West Rifleman
Boise, Idaho 83704

I.
Grant Grantor hereby grants, assigns and conveys to Trustee, identified
above, in trust for Lender, identified above, and with the power of sale, the real property
described in the Legal Description set forth on EXHIBIT "A" incorporated herein and is
either located within an incorporated city or village at the date hereof, or contains not
more than forty (40) acres, together with all future and present buildings, structures and
other improvements and fixtures, privileges, hereditaments, and appurtenances, leases,
licenses and other agreements, rents, issues and profits, water, well, ditch, reservoir and
mineral rights and stock, and standing timber and crops pertaining to the real property
(cumulatively "Property").
2.
Obligations This Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing
and Assigrunent of Leases and Rents ("Deed of Ttust") shall secure the payment and
performance of all present and future indebtedness, liabilities, obligations and covenants
of Borrower or Grantor (cumulatively "Obligations") to Lender pursuant to
(a)

this Deed of Trust,
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(b)
that certain Note (herein the "A&D Note") wherein the Grantor, as
Borrower promises to pay to the order of Lender the principal sum of $3,413,300.00,
together with interest thereon. The maturity date of the A&D Note, if not sooner paid,
is as more fully provided in the A&D Note, as amended from time to time, which, as
of the date of this Deed of Trust is November
2008.

ff,

(c)
that certain Note (Letter of Credit) (herein the "LOC Note")
wherein the Grantor, as Borrower promises to pay to the order of Lender the principal
sum of $2,650,000.00, together with interest thereon. The maturity date of the LOC
Note, if not sooner paid, is as more fully provided in the LOC Note, as amended
from time to time, which, as of the date of this Deed of Trust is November 17, 2007.
The terms "A&D Note" and "LOC Note" shall collectively herein be termed the "Note."
(d)
That certain Loan Agreement dated November 17, 2006, between
the Borrower and the Lender and each of the Loan Documents, as defined therein.
(e)
All
amendments,
extensions,
replacements or substitutions to any of the foregoing.

renewals,

modifications,

3.
Future Advances and Expenses This Deed of Trust shall secure not only
existing indebtedness, but also such future advances, whether such advances are
obligatory or made at the option of Lender or otherwise, to the same extent as if such
future advances were made on the date of the execution of this Deed of Trust, but such
secured indebtedness shall not exceed at any time the maximum principal amount of
$6,063,300.00, plus interest thereon, and any disbursements made for the payment of
taxes, levies or insurance on the Property, or any other properties in which Grantor has
given Lender a security interest. Any such future advances, whether obligatory or made
at the option of Lender or otherwise, may be made either prior to or after the due dates of
the promissory notes or any other agreements secured by or described in this Deed of
Trust. All covenants and agreements contained in this Deed of Trust shall be applicable
to all future advances made by Lender to Grantor under this future advance clause.
4.
Compliance with Laws. Ordinances and Agreements. Grantor represents,
warrants and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Grantor is in compliance in all respects with all applicable federal,
state and local laws and regulations, including, without limitation, those relating to
"Hazardous Materials," as defined herein, and other environmental matters (the
"Environmental Laws"), and neither the federal government nor any other government or
quasi-governmental entity has filed a lien on the Property, nor are there any
governmental, judicial or administrative actions with respect to environmental matters
pending, or to the best of the Grantor's knowledge, threatened, which involve the
Property. Neither Grantor nor, to the best of Grantor's knowledge, any other party has
used, generated, released, discharged, stored, or disposed, of any "Hazardous Materials,"
as defined herein, in, on, over, under or in connection with the Property or transported
any Hazardous Materials to or from the Property. Grantor shall not commit or pennit
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·--such actions to be taken in the future. The tenn "Hazardous Materials," shall mean any
hazardous waste, toxic substance or waste which is or becomes regulated by any
governmental authority including, but not limited to, (i) petroleum, (ii) asbestos, (iii)
polychlorinated biphenyls, (iv) those substances, materials or wastes designated as a
"hazardous substance" pursuant to Section 311 of the Clean Water Act or listed pursuant
to Section 307 of the Clean Water or any amendments or replacements to these statutes,
(v) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to
Section 1004 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act or any amendments or
replacements to that statute, (vi) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a
"hazardous substance' pursuant to Section 101 of the comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act, or any amendments or replacements to that
statute, rule, regulation or ordinance. Grantor shall not lease or permit the sublease of the
Property to a tenant, whose operations may result in contamination of the Property with
Hazardous Materials or toxic substances,
(b)
Grantor has the right and is duly authorized to execute and perform
the Obligations under this Deed of Trust and these actions do not and shall not conflict
with the provisions of any statute, regulation, ordinance, and rule of law, contract or other
agreement which may be binding on Grantor at any time
(c)
No action or proceeding is or shall be pending or threatened which
might materially affect the Property,
(d)
Grantor has not violated and shall not violate any statute,
regulation, ordinance, rule of law, contract or other agreement which might materially
affect the Property (including, but not limited to, those governing Hazardous Materials),
or the Americans with Disability Act of 1990, or Lender's rights or interest in the
Property pursuant to this Deed of Trust.
(e)
The Property and improvements do, and shall at all times, comply
with the applicable zoning ordinance, and all applicable land use pennits and approvals.
5.
that

Title and Defense of Title. Grantor represents, warrants and covenants to Lender

(a)
Grantor is the absolute legal and equitable owner of, and has good
and marketable title to, the Property, free of all liens, claims, security interests,
encumbrances, easements or restrictions whatsoever. Grantor has full power and
authority to grant, bargain, sell, and convey the Property in the manner and form herein
done or intended hereafter to be done. This Deed of Trust is and shall remain a valid and
enforceable first mortgage lien on the Property and any improvements. Grantor and its
successor and assigns shall warrant and defend such title forever against all claims and
shall promptly perform all of the obligations to be performed hereunder.
(b)
Without limiting Grantor's obligations pursuant to any other
agreement executed in favor of Lender, Grantor shall pay, when due, all obligations,
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.
lawful claims or demands of any person which, if unpaid, might result in, or pennit the
creation of, a lien or encumbrance on the Property or any portion thereof, whether such
lien would be senior or subordinate hereto, including without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, all claims of mechanics, material men, laborers and others for work or labor
perfonned or materials or supplies furnished or rented in connection with any work,
alteration, improvement of or construction upon the Property.
(c)
Grantor shall not have the right to place liens and encumbrances on
the Property whether or not the same are subordinate to the lien of this Deed of Trust.
6.
Transfers of the Property or Beneficial Interests in Grantors or Borrowers.
A sale, conveyance, lease, contract for deed or transfer to any person without the prior
written approval of Lender of all or any part of the Property described in the Legal
Description above, or any interest therein, or of all or any beneficial interest in Grantor,
shall be a default under this Deed of Trust and Lender may invoke any remedies
pennitted by the promissory note or other agreement or by this Deed of Trust, unless
otherwise prohibited by federal law. At Lender's request, Grantor shall furnish a
complete statement setting forth all of its stockholders or partners, as appropriate, and the
extent of their respective stock ownership or partnership interests.
7.
Assignment of Rents. To the extent not inconsistent with other
assignments to Lender, Grantor hereby assigns to Lender the rents under each tenancy of
the Property as security for the payment of the Obligations and grants to Lender the right
to collect such rents and to apply the same to the Obligations. This right shall continue
until the Obligations are paid in full provided that Lender waives the enforcement of this
right until an event of default occurs. Grantor agrees to timely perfonn all of Grantor's
obligations on all such tenancies. Grantor agrees that it will not assign or conditionally
assign any of the rents or profits from the Property. Grantor agrees that all tenancies and
renewals thereof entered into in the future shall be subject to the approval of Lender.
8.
Payment and Perfonnance of Obligations. Grantor warrants, covenants
and agrees as follows:
·
(a)
Payment of Obligations. Grantor shall cause to be paid, and
perfonn as and when due, all of the Obligations without set off and without prior notice
or demand.
(b)
Payment of Taxes.
Grantor shall pay when due, and before
delinquency, alt Taxes (as defined below) with respect to the Property. Grantor shall
have the right to pay any Taxes in installments pursuant to and subject to any statute or
ordinance allowing such method of payment. Upon demand, Grantor shall provide
Lender with evidence, satisfactory to Lender of all such payments. "Taxes" shall mean
and include, without limitation, all personal and real property taxes and assessments, both
general and special, and all other taxes or impositions, whether public or private, of any
kind and nature, levied, assessed or imposed upon the Property or any portion thereof.
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(c)
Maintenance Repair. Grantor shall, at Grantor's sole cost and
expense, take all actions and make any repairs needed to maintain the Property in good
condition, including, but not limited to, any remedial action required pursuant to any
Environmental Law, ordinance, rule, regulation or government action. Grantor shall not
commit or permit any waste to be committed with respect to the Property. Grantor shall
use the Property solely in compliance with applicable law and insurance policies.
Grantor shall not make any alternations, additions or improvements to the Property
without Lender's prior written consent. Without limiting the foregoing, all alterations,
additions and improvements made to the Property shall be subject to the beneficial
interest belonging to Lender, shall not be removed without Lender's prior written
consent, and shall be made at Grantor's sole expense.
9.
Obligation to Insure. Grantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep
in force, at its own cost and expense, the following policies of insurance and such other
insurance as Lender may require from time to time.
(a)
All Risks. If there are now or hereafter buildings or other
structures on the Property, insurance against loss or damage to the Property (together
with the improvements and the personal property) by fire and any and all of the risks
covered by insurance of the type known as of the date hereof as "fire and extended
coverage". During the course of construction of any improvements the policy or
endorsement shall be "builders risk" physical hazard insurance of the type known as of
the date hereof as "fire and extended coverage". Such policies shall be in an amount not
less than one hundred percent (100 %) of the full replacement cost of the improvements
and personal property, as determined from time to time by Lender, without deduction for
depreciation. The amount of deductible from the loss payable for any casualty shall not
exceed one thousand ($1,000.00) do11ars for any casualty and such deductible shall be the
obligation of Grantor. Such policy of insurance shall contain (a) the "replacement cost
endorsement", (b) a loss payable endorsement in favor of Lender in a form reasonably
acceptable to Lender, and (c) an endorsement waving any breach of warranty by Grantor.
(b)
Public Liability. Comprehensive public liability insurance, on an
"occurrence basis" insuring against claims for bodily injury, death or property damage
occurring in, on or about the Property and adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways
arising out of or in any way connected with the use, occupancy, possession, ownership or
condition (whether or not now existing) of the same. The limits of such coverage shall be
no less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. Such policy shall insure performance of
Grantor's indemnity obligations hereunder and shall name Lender as an additional
insured, providing coverage for Lender regardless of whether the asserted claim is also
asserted against Grantor.

~ - All other policies or types of insurance that may be
(c)
required by the Lender pursuant to any of the Loan Documents.
I 0.
Condemnation. Orantor shall immediately provide Lender with written
notice of any actual or threatened condemnation or eminent domain proceeding
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pertaining to the Property. All monies payable to Grantor from such condemnation or
talcing are hereby assigned to Lender and shall be applied first to the payment of Lender's
attorneys' fees, legal expenses and other costs (including appraisal fees) in connection
with the condemnation or eminent domain proceedings and then, at the option of Lender,
to the payment of the Obligations or the restoration or repair of the Property.
11.
Construction. In connection with the construction of the improvements on
the Property, Grantor warrants and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Unless otherwise agreed by Lender in writing, Grantor shall
commence construction of the improvements within thirty (30) days following the earlier
of the date of execution of the Loan Documents or the date of recording of the Deed of
Trust and thereafter to diligently pursue such construction to completion or, at the sole
option of Lender, Lender may declare a default and accelerate the balance due under the
Note. Grantor shall cause the improvements on the Property to be constructed with
diligence and continuity in accordance with the plans and specifications, provided by the
Grantor and reviewed and accepted by Lender ("Plans").
(b)
No materials, equipment, or fixtures, incorporated by Grantor in
the construction of the improvements shall be purchased or installed under any security
agreement, conditional sales contract, or other arrangement wherein the seller reserves or
purports to reserve title or any interest in such items or the right to remove or repossess
such items or to consider them personal property after their incorporation in the Property,
unless previously authorized by Lender in writing.
(c)
Lender, through its officers, agents, or employees, shall, at all
reasonable times during construction, upon reasonable prior notice to Grantor, have the
right of entry and free access to the Property and the right to inspect the work of
construction and to examine (and to make extracts therefrom or copies thereof) the plans
and specifications and all detailed plans and shop drawings which are or may be kept at
the construction site, and all books, records, contracts, accounting data, and other
documents of Grantor. The right to inspect the work of construction or any books and
records shall be for the purpose of protecting the security of Lender and shall not impose
upon Lender any duty to supervise or inspect the work of construction or the books and
records. A fai]ure to inspect the work shall not constitute a waiver of any of Lender's
rights hereunder, and inspection not followed by a notice of default shall not constitute a
waiver of any default then existing, nor shall it constitute a representation that there has
been or will be compliance with the Plans or that the construction is free from defective
materials or workmanship.
(d)
Grantor agrees that the improvements shall be constructed strictly
in accordance with all applicable government requirements. Grantor further agrees that
said improvements shall be constructed entirely on the Property and will not encroach
upon any easement, right of way, or land of others, and that the improvements when
erected shall be wholly within the building restriction lines, however established, and will
not violate any governmental requirements or rights of other.
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Borrower shall coordinate the construction and see that all work
and materials shall be in accordance with good building practices and in conformity with
all governmental requirements and in strict accordance with the Plans. If any one of the
work, in the opinion of Lender is not being done in accordance with the Plans, or it is
otherwise unsatisfactory, Lender shall have the right to stop said work and order its
replacement or correction, whether or not said unsatisfactory work has theretofore been
incorporated in the improvements, and shall be entitled, in addition to all other remedies
Lender may have, to withhold all further disbursements until said unsatisfactory work has
been corrected.
(f)
Grantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances, regulations,
easement agreements, covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Property or the
operation thereof. Grantor shall not cause, permit nor suffer any violation of any of the
foregoing and shall pay all fees or charges of any kind in connection therewith.

12.
Indemnification. Lender shall not assume or be responsible for the
performance of any of Grantor's obligations with respect to the Property under any
circumstances. Grantor shall immediately provide Lender with written notice of and
indemnify and hold Lender harmless from all claims, damages, liabilities (including, but
not limited to, those involving Hazardous Materials). Grantor, upon the request of
Lender, shall hire legal counsel to defend Lender for such claims, and pay the attorneys'
fees, legal expenses (to the extent permitted by applicable law) and other costs incurred
in connection therewith. In the alternative, Lender shall be entitled to employ its own
legal counsel to defend such claims at Grantor's costs. Grantor's obligation to indemnify
Lender under this paragraph shall survive the termination, reconveyance or foreclosure of
this Deed of Trust.
13.
Advances. If Grantor shall fail to perfonn any of the covenants contained
herein, in the Note and/or in any document evidencing or securing any of the Obligations,
Lender may, but without obligation to do so, make advances to perform same in its
behalf, and all sums so advanced shall be secured by this Deed of Trust. Grantor shall
repay on demand all sums so advanced in its behalf with interest at the rate of eighteen
percent (18%) per annum ("Advance Rate") from the date of expenditure until the date
repaid. Nothing herein contained shall prevent any such failure to perform on the part of
Grantor from constituting an event of default and no exercise by Lender of any right
hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such event of default.
14.
Additional Security Agreement Provisions. Grantor hereby grants to
Lender a security interest in the personal property and any other portion of the Property
which is deemed to be personal property ("Personal Property"). In addition to the
warranties, covenants and agreements contained elsewhere herein which also apply to the
Personal Property, Grantor warrants, and covenants and agrees as follows:
(a)
Grantor shall not voluntarily, involuntarily or by operation of law
sell, assign, encumber, transfer, lease, grant a security interest in, or otherwise dispose of
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any portion of the Personal Property or any interest therein and shall not otherwise do or
permit anything to be done or occur that may impair the same as security hereunder.
Grantor shall not purchase any Personal Property nor incorporate any Personal Property
into the Property which is subject to a security interest in favor of the seller thereof or any
third party.
(b)
The Personal Property shall not be removed from the Property
without the prior written consent of Lender.
(c)
Grantor shall, upon request, execute and deliver such financing
statements and other documents and agreements as Lender may request to perfect and
continue Lender's security interest in the Personal Property. A carbon, photographic, or
other reproduction of this Deed of Trust may be filled and suffice as a financing
statement.
15.
Inspections. Lender, and its agents, representations and workmen, are
authorized, but not obligated, to enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the
Property for the purpose of inspecting the same, and for the purpose of performing any of
the acts it or Grantor is authorized to perfonn under the tenns of this Deed of Trust or any
other document evidencing and/or securing any of the Obligations.
16.
Default. Grantor shall be in default under this Deed of Trust in the event
that Grantor or any t,ruarantor of any Obligation:
(a)

fails to pay any Obligation to Lender, when due,

(b)
fails to perform any Obligation or breaches any warranty or
covenant to Lender contained in this Deed of Trust or any other present or future, written
or oral, agreement,
(c)

allows the Property to be damaged or destroyed in any material

respect,
(d)
seeks to revoke, terminate or otherwise limit its liability under any
debt instrument or guaranty to Lender,
(e)
becomes insolvent, makes an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, files a petition under the federal bankruptcy laws, has an involuntary petition in
bankruptcy filed in which Grantor or any guarantor is named or has property taken under
any writ or process of court,
(f)
Grantor abandons the Property prior to completion of the
improvements thereon, or ceases work thereon for a period of more than thirty (30)
calendar days.
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(g)
causes Lender to deem itself insecure due to a significant decline
in the value of the Property
17.
Rights of Lender on Default. If there is a default under this Deed of Trust,
Lender shall be entitled (except as required by law) to exercise one or more of the
following remedies without notice or demand (except as required by law):
(a)

to declare the obligations immediately due and payable in full,

to require Grantor to deliver and make available to Lender any
(b)
Personal Property at a place reasonably convenient to Grantor and Lender,
(c)
to collect all of the rents, issues and profits of the Property from
the date of default and thereafter,
(d)
to take immediate possession, management and control of the
Property from the date of default and thereafter,
(e)
to complete any construction in progress and in that connection
pay bills, borrow funds, employ contractors and make any changes in Plans as it deems
appropriate,

(f)
to apply for and obtain the appointment of a receiver for the
Property without regard to Grantor's financial condition or solvency, the adequacy of the
Property to secure the payment and performance of the Obligations, or the existence of
waste to the Property,
(g)

to foreclose this Deed of Trust,

(h)
to execute or cause Trustee to execute a written notice of default
and of its election to cause to be sold the herein described Property to satisfy the
Obligations hereof, and shall cause such notice to be recorded in the office of the record
of each county wherein said Property or some part thereof as situated. Notice of sale
having been given as then required by law, and not less than the time then required by
law having elapsed, Trustee, without demand on Orantor, shall sell said Property at the
time and place fixed by it in said notice of sale, either as a whole or in separate parcels
and in such order as it may determine, at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States, payable at time of sale. Trustee shall deliver to the
purchaser its deed conveying the Property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty
express or implied. The recitals in such deed of any matters or facts shall be conclusive
proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or Lender may
purchase at such sale,
(i)
to set-off Grantor's Obligations agains.t any amounts owed Grantor
by Lender including, but not limited to, monies, instruments, and deposit accounts
maintained with Lender, and
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(j)
to exercise all other rights available to Lender under any other
written agreement or applicable law.
18.
Unifonn Commercial Code. Lender shall also have all of the remedies of
a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code of the State of Idaho and any other
applicable law. To the extent permitted by law, Grantor expressly waives any notice of
sale or other disposition and any other right or remedy of Lender existing after an event
of default hereunder, and to the extent any such notice is required and cannot be waived,
Grantor agrees that as it relates to this paragraph only if such notice is marked, postage
prepaid, to Grantor at the above address at least five (5) days before the time of the sale
or disposition, such notice shall be deemed reasonable and shall fully satisfy any
requirement for giving of said notice.
19.
Remedies Not Exclusive. No remedy granted herein is intended to be
exclusive of any other remedy provided herein or in law or equity, but each shall be
cumulative. Each such remedy may be exercised singly, collectively or seriatim, and as
often as may be deemed expedient by Trustee or Lender. If there exists additional
security for the perfonnance of the obligations secured hereby, Lender, at its sole option
and without limiting or affecting any rights or remedies hereunder, may exercise any of
the rights and remedies to which it may be entitled hereunder either concurrently with
whatever other rights it may have in connection with such other security or in such order
as it may determine.
20.
Application of Foreclosure Proceeds. After deducting all costs, fees and
expenses of Trustee and of this Trust, including costs of evidence of title and reasonable
counsel fees in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment
of all sums expended under the tenns hereof, not then repaid, with accrued interest at the
highest lawful rate permissible under Idaho law, all other sums then secured hereby, and
the remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto.
21.
Power of Attorney. Grantor hereby appoints Lender as its attorney-in-fact
to endorse Grantor's name on all instruments and other documents pertaining to the
Obligations or indebtedness. In addition, Lender shall be entitled, but not required, to
perfonn any action or execute any document required to be taken or executed by Grantor
under this Deed of Trust. Lender's performance of such action or execution of such
documents shall not relieve Grantor from any Obligation or cure any default under this
Deed of Trust. The powers of attorney described in this Deed of Trust are coupled with
an interest and are irrevocable.
22.
Subrogation of Lender. Lender shall be subrogated to the rights of the
holder of any previous lien, security interest or encumbrance discharged with funds
advanced by Lender regardless of whether these liens, security interests or other
encumbrances have been released of record.
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23.
Collection Costs. Grantor agrees to pay to Lender, to the extent permitted
by law, all costs and expenses incurred in collecting any amount due or enforcing any
right or remedy under this Deed of Trust, including reasonable attorneys fees (including
representation in any bankruptcy proceedings), and collection costs.
24.
Modification and Waiver. The modification or waiver of any of Grantor's
Obligations or Lender's rights under this Deed of Trust must be contained in a writing
signed by Lender. Lender may perform any of Grantor's Obligations, delay or fail to
exercise any of its rights or accept payments from Grantor or anyone other than Grantor
without causing a waiver of those Obligations or rights. A waiver on one occasion shall
not constitute a waiver on any other occasion. Grantor's Obligations under this Deed of
Trust shall not be affected if Lender amends, compromises, exchanges, fails to exercise,
impairs or releases any of the Obligations belonging to any Grantor or third party or any
of its rights against any Grantor of third party or any of the Property.
25.
Successors and Assigns. This Deed of Trust shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of Grantor and Lender and their respective successors, assigns,
trustees, receivers, administrators, personal representatives, legatees and devises.
Notwithstanding any other provision of the Deed of Trust, Lender shall have the absolute
right to assign any or all of its rights to any party whatsoever.
26.
Time. Grantor agrees that time is of the essence hereof in connection with
all of Grantor's Obligations.
27.
Substitution of Trustee. From time to time, by a writing signed and
acknowledged by Lender and filed for record in the Office of the Recorder of the County
in which the Property is situated, Lender may appoint another trustee to act in the place
and stead of Trustee or any successor.
28.
Notices, Any notice or other communication to be provided under this
Deed of Trust shall be in writing and sent to the parties at the addresses described in this
Deed of Trust or such other address as the parties may designate in writing from time to
time. Any such notice so given and sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, shall be
deemed given three (3) days after such notice is sent and, in the case of any other means
of delivery, such notice shall be deemed given when received by the person to whom
such notice is being given.
29.
Severability. If any provision of this Deed of Trust violates the law or is
unenforceable, the rest of the Deed of Trust shall continue to be valid and enforceable.
30.
Miscellaneous. Grantor waives presentment, demand for payment, notice
of dishonor and protest except as required by law. All references to Orantor in this Deed
of Trust shall include all persons signing below. If there is more than one Grantor, their
obligations shall be joint and several. This Deed of Trust and any related documents
represent the complete integrated understanding between Grantor and Lender pertaining
to the tenns and conditions of those documents.
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31.
Additional Tenns. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-50(5), a promise or
commitment to lend money or to grant or extend credit in an original principal amount of
$50,000 or more must be in a signed writing or the agreement is invalid
32.
AML Covenants, Representations and Warranties. Grantor
represents
and warrants to Lender as follows, and acknowledges that such representations and
warranties shall be continuing representations and warranties from Grantor to Lender:
(i)
Grantor is and shall remain in compliance with the Trading with the
Enemy Act, as amended, and each of the foreign assets control regulations of the
United States Treasury Department (31 CFR, Subtitle B, Chapter V, as amended)
and any other enabling legislation, regulations or executive orders relating thereto,
and the Uniting and Strengthening America By Providing Appropriate Tools
Required To Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA Patriot Act of 2001), as
amended, and any other enabling legislation, regulations or executive orders
relating thereto;
(ii)
Grantor is and shall remain in compliance with 31 U.S.C., Section 5313, as
amended, 31 C.F.R. Section 103.22, as amended, and any similar laws or
regulations involving currency transaction reports or disclosures relating to
transactions in currency of more than $10,000.00, or of more than any other
minimum amount specified by any laws or regulations; and
(iii)
Grantor (I) is not a person whose property or interest in property is blocked
or subject to blocking pursuant to Section 1 of Executive Order 13224 of
September 23, 2001 Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions With Persons
Who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism (66 Fed. Reg. 49079
(2001 )), (2) does not engage in any dealings or transactions prohibited by Section 2
of such executive order, or is otherwise associated with any such person in any
marmer violative of Section 2, or (3) is not a person on the list of Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons or subject to the limitations or
prohibitions under any other U.S. Department of Treasury's Office of Foreign
Assets Control regulation or executive order.

(iv)
Grantor additionally covenants and agrees with Lender that no part of any
loan proceeds or advances evidenced by or referenced in this Note, and no part of
any other amounts or sums derived from any property which secures repayment of
such loan proceeds or advances, including, without limitation, any accounts,
payment intangibles, money, rents, issues or profits, will be used, directly or
indirectly, for any payments to any governmental official or employee, political
party, official of a political party, candidate for political office, or anyone else
acting in an official capacity, in order to obtain, retain or direct business or obtain
any improper advantage, in violation of the United States Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act of 1977, as amended.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor acknowledges that Grantor has read,
understands, and agrees to the terms and conditions of this Deed of Trust this 17th day of
November, 2006.
GRANTOR:

THE STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF

/><'QA

}

}

\r'

On this l(t2
day of November, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for said State, personally appeared Edward J. Mason, known and identified
to me to be the Manager of GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and
that (s)he executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of the limited liability company
and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed-the same.
IT WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set me hand ' d affixed my ;official
seal the day and year in this certificate first abov written.
·.
·

[SEAL]
----""'~::.:+-:~:..__--•

My commission expires:

Idaho

J:f:52~
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By PATRICK i,,,c:..,\0C.:iHLII\'

2

DEPt.:TY

3

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

4
5
6
7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT
TITLEONE'S SECOND MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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1

Defendants.

2

3
4
5

The Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys, responds to the Defendant TitleOne's
Second Motion for Summary Judgment as follows:

6

7

I.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

8

At one time, Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"), had a secured interest of

9

$725,500 in the real property known as the Galiano Subdivision in Kuna, ID. Through no fault of

1O

their own, the Plaintiff now has nothing. EEF currently has several claims against the Defendant

11

TitleOne under a variety of theories including Statutory Negligence, Tortious Interference with

12

Prospective Economic Advantage, and Fraudulent Conveyance.

13

judgment on the fraudulent conveyance claim against TitleOne. However, in spite of the great

14

weight of evidence that they know is against them, Defendant TitleOne now absurdly requests

15

that all remaining counts be dismissed with prejudice. Justice and common sense cannot possibly

16

allow such an outcome. Rather, Defendant TitleOne should be held to account for the fleecing of

17

Eagle Equity Fund.

18

II.

19

EEF concedes summary

FACTS

In November 2006, EEF loaned Galiano LLC $725,500 for the acquisition and

'if 3. To secure the

20

development of a piece ofland in Kuna, Idaho. Affidavit ofDaniel Thompson,

21

property, Galiano executed and recorded a Deed of Trust ("EEF Deed of Trust") naming Alliance

22

Title as trustee. Affidavit ofEdward Mason, 'if 5; Ex. C. Also in 2006, Galiano obtained from

23

RBC a $6 million secured financing package ("RBC Deed of Trust") for the development of the

24

property. Affidavit ofEdward Mason, Ex. D. EEF executed and recorded a subordination

25

agreement putting them in second position behind the RBC Deed of Trust. Affidavit ofDaniel

26

Thompson,

27

in the subdivision. Id at ,r 4 and Ex. B. However, EEF never received any payment on its loan

28

and never represented to anybody that the loan was paid-in-full. Id at ,r 7.

'if 3.

In 2008 and 2009, EEF authorized partial releases to be recorded for certain lots
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On February 11, 2010, Defendant TitleOne recorded the reconveyance at issue in this

2

matter. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, , 3 and Ex. A. This reconveyance was signed by

3

TitleOne's Heidi Emery in the performance of her job duties at TitleOne. Affidavit ofAaron J.

4

Tribble, Ex. F pg. 14. The reconveyance clearly references the EEF Deed of Trust, instrument

5

number 106181859, executed on November 17, 2006, by Galiano LLC with EEF as the

6

beneficiary. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. A. The reconveyance clearly states that TitleOne

7

received "satisfactory evidence" of payment-in-full of the underlying obligation. Id. Yet,

8

TitleOne admits that they had no evidence of payment-in-full of the obligation secured by the

9

EEF Deed ofTrust. 1 Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, pg. 16-18. And in February 2010,

10

approximately $4.7 million had already been spent on the acquisition and improvement of the

11

property. Affidavit ofEdward Mason ,, 4 and 9; Ex. B.

12

Vicki White, vice president of TitleOne, stated in deposition that an error such as

13

wrongful reconveyance would be elevated to legal counsel within TitleOne. Affidavit ofAaron J.

14

Tribble, Ex. E, pg. 38. Cameron McFadden, legal counsel for TitleOne speaking on behalf of

15

TitleOne in a 30(b)(6) deposition, stated that there were times where a beneficiary would need to

16

be contacted, but TitleOne has never contacted any beneficiaries. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble,

17

Ex. F, pg. 12, 1. 7-17. And Daniel Thompson, manager ofEEF, stated that he never received any

18

communication from TitleOne informing him of the wrongful reconveyance. Affidavit ofDaniel

19

Thompson,, 9. In short, despite the fact that TitleOne possessed all of the evidence of a

20

wrongful recording, TitleOne chose to bury the problem and not inform the interested party, EEF.

21

In January 2014, in order to get to the bottom of why Heidi Emery signed the

22

reconveyance at issue, EEF issued TitleOne a subpoena for Heidi's emails. Affidavit ofAaron J.

23

Tribble,, 3. Much to EEF's surpirse, no emails were produced that referenced the reconveyance

24

of EEF's deed of trust. Id. Instead, rather suspiciously, TitleOne stated that they don't have any

25

company policy to back up or save emails. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, pg. 20-21.

26

In filing the reconveyance, TitleOne cutoffEEF's ability to use the 1Galiano property as

27
28

1 TitleOne points to the fact that PCD relied on the submission of the original Deed of Trust, but
TitleOne themselves had no actual evidence of payment-in-full.
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1

collateral for the underlying obligation. The Galiano property was a development project sold

2

parcel by parcel. Affidavit ofEdward Mason, ,r 8. The projected revenue for the development

3

was $6.2 million. See Revised Second Amended Complaint ,r 20; Defendant Galiano's Answer to

4

Revised Second Amended Complaint ,r 7. The proceeds from the parcel sales were to be used first

5

to pay off the RBC debt and then used to pay the EEF debt. Affidavit ofEdward Mason, ,r 8. The

6

payment schedule and cost projections are contained in the Master Credit Agreement signed by

7

Edward Mason. Id at Ex. B. Although DAS acquired the property from Galiano LLC in 2012, it

8

was immediately resold to Defendant Corey Barton Homes at a profit in excess of $250,000.

9

Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, ,r 12; Ex.Hand J.

10
11

III.

12

SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD

Given the facts on record, the Court is compelled by rule to deny Defendant TitleOne's

13

motion. Summary judgment shall only be entered when "the pleadings, depositions, and

14

admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any

15

material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c).

16

The district court is to " liberally construe facts in the existing record in favor of the nonmoving

17

party, and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record in favor of the nonmoving party."

18

Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539,541,808 P.2d 876 (1991) (emphasis added).

19

IV.

20

ARGUMENT

A.

TitleOne cannot satisfy the summary judgment standard concerning EEF's

21

claim for Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage

22

It is well established in Idaho that a prima facie case of Tortious Interference with

23

Prospective Economic Advantage ("TIPEA") is established with proof of the following elements:

24

(1) The existence of a valid economic expectancy, (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of

25

the interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) the

26

interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself, and (5)

27

resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. Highland Enterprises,

28

Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338 (1999).
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In their second Motion for Summary Judgment, TitleOne argues that elements 2, 3, 4, and

2

5 of the TIPEA claim cannot be satisfied, yet clear and convincing evidence exists for every

3

element of the claim. Because TitleOne is not challenging the existence of an economic

4

expectancy as part of this motion, EEF does not need to address the first element of the claim.

5
6

1.

There is no third-party requirement for Tortious Interference with
Prospective Economic Advantage

7

As one would expect, TitleOne now argues that the well-established precedent of

8

Highland Enterprises mentioned supra should be overturned to include the additional element of

9

third-party interference. In fact, TitleOne goes so far as to misstate the law and label this third-

10

party interference as a mandatory "threshold matter." TitleOne's Memorandum in Support of

11

Second Motion/or Summary Judgment, pg.8. In making this blatantly misleading statement to

12

the Court, TitleOne lists several authorities, which can at best be described as non-binding

13

authority. Certainly though, the Restatement (Second) of Torts, an opinion from the Federal

14

District Court of Kansas, and an opinion from the Federal District Court of D.C. are not binding

15

upon this Court in any way, shape, or form.

16

TitleOne is basically trying to argue that Idaho law equates the TIPEA tort with the tort of

17

Interference with Contract. However, Highland very clearly differentiates between the TIPEA

18

tort and the tort oflnterference with Contract. Highland at 338, fn3. While the Highland court

19

states that most of the elements of the two torts are very similar, the difference is in the type of

20

economic relationship with which the defendant interferes. Id. The economic advantage in

21

Highland was the opportunity to make a profit by building roads. Id at 33 7. Similarly in this

22

case, EEF had an opportunity to make a profit from a secured interest in the Galiano subdivision.

23

TitleOne cites the California case of Baldwin v. Marina City Properties, Inc., 79

24

Cal.App.3d 393, 406 (Cal. Ct. App. 1978) in another attempt to mislead this Court as to the nature

25

of the law. TitleOne's Memorandum in Support of Second Motion/or Summary Judgment, pg.8.

26

While Baldwin may be an example of how the TIPEA tort operates in California, the Idaho tort

27

does not have the same elements. In Highland Enterprises, the protesters did not interfere with

28

the trucking company in order to divert business to themselves or anyone else. They simply
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wished to impede the building of logging roads and interfered with Highland Enterprises's

2

prospective economic advantage in building the roads. If the facts of Highland were used in

3

California under the Baldwin requirements, a TIPEA tort claim would not succeed because

4

Highland Enterprises had no stated third party. Obviously, this demonstrates that TIPEA torts are

5

not the same between California and Idaho, thus this Court cannot glean any authority from how

6

California chooses to treat these claims. The two states' TIPEA torts are wholly different.

7

In addition, it bears mentioning that Zimmerman v. Phillip Morris, Inc., 78 F.Supp.2d

8

1191 (D. Kan. 1999), which TitleOne cited, concerned a different tort, intentional interference

9

with contract. Indeed, even TitleOne's block quote from the Restatement (Second) of Torts

10

comment "h" is taken from the perspective of interference with contract. TitleOne goes on cite,

11

in footnote 8, a boatload of unpersuasive and non-binding law taken from other jurisdictions

12

around the country which do not share the same version of the TIPEA tort that Idaho uses.

13

TitleOne 's Memorandum in Support of Second Motion for Summary Judgment, pg.9, fn8.

14

Although TitleOne cites to Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881 (2010)

15

to show an example of where Idaho has adopted the Restatement (Second) of torts, TitleOne

16

conveniently leaves out the fact that this adaptation concerns the tort of Tortious Interference with

17

Contract, not TIPEA. Wesco at 1083. And Highland, however, specifically states that the TIPEA

18

tort was adapted from cases in the Washington and Oregon Supreme Courts, not from the litany

19

of jurisdictions that TitleOne is citing.

20

Should the Idaho Supreme Court have wished to add the element of third-party

21

interference to TIPEA tort claims, it very well would have expressly done so in Highland

22

Enterprises or in subsequent interpretations. However, this element does not appear in Highland

23

Enterprises. In fact, TitleOne cannot cite to any Idaho authority that requires third-party

24

interference as part of a TIPEA claim, because none exists. Consequently, EEF does not have to

25

present evidence of third-party interference in order to satisfy TitleOne's fictitious requirements.

26

The facts on the record in this matter clearly show that EEF is not complaining about

27

TitleOne's interference with a third party, but with EEF's prospective economic advantage that it

28

had with a piece of real property, the Galiano subdivision located in Kuna, ID. TitleOne
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1

intentionally interfered with and completely severed EEF's secured interest in the property.

2

TitleOne is essentially trying to re-write the Idaho TIPEA tort, and EEF requests that the Court

3

adhere to well-established Idaho precedent in Highland.
2.

4

5

TitleOne without question had knowledge ofEEF's expectancy

The facts in TitleOne's possession at the time of the reconveyance unquestionably

6

demonstrate their knowledge of EEF's secured and unsatisfied interest in the Galiano property.

7

Knowledge of an expectancy is satisfied if the defendant has knowledge of facts which would

8

lead a reasonable person to believe that an economic interest exists. Highland Enterprises, Inc. v.

9

Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338 (1999). The primary purpose of the recording statutes is to give

10

notice to others that an interest is claimed in real property. Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192,

11

196 (2001).

12

In this case, TitleOne had knowledge of a bevy of facts, each of which would have led a

13

reasonable person to discern that EEF had an unsatisfied economic interest in the Galiano

14

subdivision. First, the reconveyance document specifically mentions the EEF deed of trust, and

15

the entire purpose of the document is to reconvey a secured monetary interest in property.

16

Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. A. The reconveyance document even states that the

17

undersigned paid the obligation or received satisfactory evidence of payment in full of the

18

obligation. So, almost by definition, TitleOne had knowledge of the interest because the

19

document they signed certified their knowledge of the existence of the interest.

20

Second, the EEF deed of trust was duly recorded, and that fact was reflected in the

21

property records at the time the reconveyance was signed by TitleOne. Affidavit ofAaron J.

22

Tribble, Ex.Band C. As Kalange states, this recording of the document is enough to put the

23

world on notice ofEEF's interest in the property. Obviously, a deed of trust secures an active

24

obligation, not one that has been paid in full. Without any proof to the contrary, a recordation of

25

a deed of trust is certainly a fact known by all that would lead a reasonable person to believe that

26

an economic interest existed. Third, the property records in 2010 showed only a handful of

27

partial reconveyances, not a total relinquishment of the EEF secured interest. So, the records in

28

2010 showed no facts inferring that the debt was paid.
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Fourth, TitleOne claims that they believed that the secured interest was paid off, however,

2

their belief was completely unfounded. When TitleOne was asked in deposition what evidence

3

they had to show that the obligation was paid in full, TitleOne could only point to the fact that the

4

EEF deed of trust was submitted to PCD. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, pg. 16-18. That's

5

it. That's all. TitleOne absurdly believes, because the reconveyance process was started by PCD

6

receiving the EEF deed of trust, that they had evidence that the underlying obligation was paid in

7

full. In other words, as the deposition clearly recounts, TitleOne had no evidence whatsoever in

8

2010 that the obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust was paid in full. No payoff statement,

9

no cancelled checks, no affidavit, no cancelled promissory note, nothing. TitleOne simply had no

10
11

evidence of payment in their hands in 2010.
So, if any reasonable person had a deed of trust in their hands, saw that it had been duly

12

recorded in the county records, had no notice of subsequent property records reconveying said

13

deed, and had no evidence of payment in full of the obligation, the reasonable person would have

14

to conclude that the secured interest was still unpaid. Even though TitleOne argues that Ms.

15

Howsden says she believed that every statement on that reconveyance was true in 2010, her own

16

subjective belief, under Highland, is not what counts. "It is not necessary that the actor

17

appreciate the legal significance of the facts .. .If he knows those facts, he is subject to liability

18

even though he is mistaken". Highland at 339 (quoting Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 766 cmt.

19

I (1977)).

20

The facts in TitleOne's possession clearly would have led any reasonable person to

21

believe that an obligation still existed and was secured by the EEF deed of trust. The above

22

evidence clearly shows knowledge of these facts on the part of TitleOne.

23

3.

TitleOne intended to terminate EEF's economic expectancy

24

Again in their brief, TitleOne spends an enormous amount of time trying to rewrite the

25

Idaho TIPEA tort. The "authority" cited by TitleOne, which includes Maltz v. Union Carbide,

26

and Trans World Airlines Inc. v. American Coupon Exch., concern the Southern District of New

27

York and a 9th Circuit California law case respectively. TitleOne's citation to Prosser and Keeton

28

concerns the element of "purpose", not "intent." As has already been shown in the previous
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subsection, the Idaho TIPEA tort is distinct from most other states' TIPEA torts, because it was

2

adopted from Washington and Oregon. TitleOne is simply trying to get this Court to equate

3

apples with oranges. In the case of the Prosser cite, TitleOne is simply confusing "intent" with

4

"purpose."

5

The Highland case clearly lays out the standard that this Court must apply in analyzing

6

EEF's TIPEA claim. It bears mentioning first that the Highland court stated that "[w]hat

7

motivates a person to act seldom is susceptible of direct proof." Highland Enterprises Inc. v.

8

Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 340 (1999) (quoting Kalgaard v. Lindo Mar Adventure Club, Ltd., 147

9

Or.App. 61 (1997)). So, in proving the element of intent, the plaintiff may show that "the

10

interference is certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of [the defendant's] action."

11

Highland at 340. Consequently, a jury may infer culpable intent from conduct substantially

12

certain to interfere with the prospective economic advantage at issue. Id at 340.

13

In Highland, the court quickly pointed out in its analysis that the evidence "which

14

supports that the [protesters] had knowledge of Highland's economic advantage also supports that

15

the [protesters] intended to interfere with this advantage. Id at 340. Even though the Highland

16

protesters only intended to prevent the cutting of trees, the court pointed out that "a necessary

17

consequence of their actions would be that [Highland] would suffer financially." Id at 341.

18

In the previous subsection, it was shown that TitleOne had knowledge of facts that would

19

lead a reasonable person to conclude that an unpaid secured obligation existed. And the

20

deposition of TitleOne shows that Heidi Emery signed and caused the recordation of the

21

reconveyance at issue as part of her job duties at TitleOne. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F,

22

pg. 14. And, by definition, when one signs and records a reconveyance, it is a substantial

23

certainty that the economic advantage mentioned in the subject deed of trust will be severed.

24

After all, that is the purpose of a full reconveyance. Therefore, the element of intent is proven

25

here because TitleOne had knowledge of facts that would lead them to believe that an economic

26

advantage existed, yet they signed and recorded the subject reconveyance knowing that the

27

destruction ofEEF's economic advantage was a certain and necessary consequence.

28

In requesting summary judgment on the element of "intent", TitleOne essentially tries to
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plead ignorance as to the facts in its possession. This argument falls completely flat because

2

TitleOne admits they had no evidence of payment of the underlying obligation, and they knew the

3

EEF deed of trust was still on record, yet they signed the subject reconveyance anyway. Indeed,

4

even TitleOne' s own general counsel, when testifying on behalf of TitleOne, admitted that the

5

reconveyance was signed "intentionally." Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, pg. 19. Under the

6

Highland standard, a jury could easily infer intent with the information currently on the record.

7

As such, summary judgment should be denied.

8

4.

9

As if TitleOne had any credibility left, they again misrepresent the standard for "wrongful

10

means" as it applies to the Idaho TIPEA tort. TitleOne cites both Jensen, 115 Idaho at 1027, and

11

Beco, 145 Idaho at 723-4, as being examples of how §767 the Restatement (Second) of Torts

12

applies to the Idaho TIPEA tort. But it is plainly obvious from the text of both Beco and Jensen

13

that the tort in those cases was Tortious Interference with Contract. The TIPEA tort is not even a

14

subject in either case.

15

TitleOne meets the Idaho TIPEA standard for ''wrongful means"

In 1991, "Idaho recognized the tort of interference with a prospective economic advantage

16

in [Bliss]." Highland Enterprises Inc. v. Barker, 130 Idaho 330, 338 (1999). In discussing the

17

adoption of the TIPEA tort, the Highland court stated that they agreed with the way in which the

18

tort had been discussed by the Washington Supreme Court in Pleas v. City ofSeattle, 112

19

Wash.2d 794 (1989), and the Oregon Supreme Court in Top Service Body Shop Inc. v. Allstate

20

Ins. Co, 283 Or. 201(1978), and adopted the tort as outlined in those cases. Id. As discussed in

21

Idaho First Nat. Bk. v. Bliss Valley Foods Inc., 121 Idaho 266 (1991), in adopting the TIPEA tort,

22

the Washington and Oregon Supreme Courts "declin[ed] to adopt in toto the implication of the

23

second Restatement that a plaintiff prove that the interference was "improper'' under the factors

24

listed in§ 767." Bliss at 285. So, Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 767 is simply not a part of the

25

Idaho TIPEA tort.

26

The correct standard for evaluating "wrongful means" is the Bliss standard already cited

27

by this Court. See Memorandum Decision and Order On Various Motions, Feb.26, 2014, pg. 21.

28

Under the Bliss standard, a plaintiff must establish that the intentional interference with
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prospective economic advantage was wrongful, which may be shown by proof that either: (1) the

2

defendant had an improper objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a

3

wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective business relationship." Bliss at 286. The Bliss

4

court went on to state that "wrongful means would include conduct in violation of 'a statute or

5

other regulation, or a recognized rule of common law ... "' Id at fn16. In fact, Judge Wilper

6

specifically stated that "EEF can maintain element 4 of its claim as long as it can create a genuine

7

issue of material fact that TitleOne interfered by improper means, which Bliss Foods defines to

8

include violations of statutes or regulations." Memorandum Decision and Order On Various

9

Motions, Feb. 26, 2014, pg. 22.

10

TitleOne used wrongful means in reconveying EEF's deed of trust by violating Idaho

11

Code§ 45-1202, Idaho Code§ 18-3203, and possibly other statutes and regulations. Idaho Code

12

§ 45-1202 sets the conditions under which a forced reconveyance may occur. Under this statute,

13

a title insurer or agent may reconvey "if the obligation secured by the trust deed shall have been

14

fully paid by the title insurer or title agent that is permitted to reconvey the trust deed pursuant to

15

section 45-1203, Idaho Code, or such title insurer or title agent shall possess satisfactory evidence

16

of such payment in full." Idaho Code§ 45-1202.

17

In this case, TitleOne in deposition has admitted that they possessed no evidence of

18

payment of the obligation. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, pg. 16-18. To be sure, a deed of

19

trust is not evidence of payment. It is evidence of the existence of a secured debt. And without

20

evidence showing payment-in-full, the presumption is that a deed of trust secures an active debt.

21

So, TitleOne had no satisfactory evidence of a payment in full, thus they were violating Idaho

22

Code§ 45-1202 by signing and recording the reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust. In addition,

23

the procedure under Idaho Code§ 45-1203 was not followed because notice was never mailed to

24

EEF as evidenced by Mr. Thompson's testimony. Affidavit ofDaniel Thompson,, 8.

25

TitleOne has also committed a criminal act in recording the reconveyance of the EEF deed

26

of trust. "Every person who knowingly procures or offers any false or forged instrument to be

27

filed, registered or recorded in any public office within this state ... is guilty of a felony." Idaho

28

Code§ 18-3203. Knowingly, as used in this statute, "imports only a knowledge that the facts
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exist which bring the act or omission within the provisions of this code." Idaho Code§ 18-101.

2

"It does not require any knowledge of the unlawfulness of such act or omission." Id.

3

At the time when the reconveyance was signed and recorded, it is clear that TitleOne had

4

no evidence even suggesting that the obligation underlying the EEF deed of trust was paid in full.

5

Given also that TitleOne was obviously aware of the existence of the EEF deed of trust, there is a

6

strong inference that TitleOne had knowledge of facts that would make the recording of the

7

reconveyance a felony pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-3203. In spite of this, TitleOne certified on

8

the recoveyance instrument that they had either paid or received satisfactory evidence of

9

payment-in-full of the obligation. Thus, TitleOne committed a felony by causing the recordation

10

of the reconveyance.

11

So, there is evidence on the record demonstrating that TitleOne has failed to comply with

12

Idaho Code§ 45-1202 and committed a felony in violation ofldaho Code§ 18-3203 through the

13

signing and recording of the reconveyance document. Because the recording of the reconveyance

14

document caused EEF to be stripped of its secured interest in the Galiano subdivision, and

15

because the recording was a wrongful means used to cause the injury to EEF, prong 2 of the Bliss

16

standard is satisfied. Therefore, EEF has satisfied the "wrongful means" (4th) element of the

17

TIPEA tort.

18
19
20

B.

The Record Contains Evidence Supporting Every Element of Equitable
Estoppel

21

The doctrine of equitable estoppel can be best summarized as a bar to the statute of

22

limitations when (1) the defendant conceals a material fact with actual or constructive knowledge

23

of the truth (2) the party asserting estoppel did not know the truth (3) the concealment was made

24

with the intent that it be relied upon and (4) the person from whom the fact(s) were concealed

25

relied and acted upon the concealment to his prejudice. Ferro v. Society ofSaint Pius X, 143

26

Idaho 538 (2006).

27
28

In making a motion for summary judgment concerning equitable estoppel, TitleOne
asserts only one fact. TitleOne points to the admission of Daniel Thompson that he only learned
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of the wrongful reconveyance in March 2013. See Aff. ofDaniel Thomspon, Jan. 16, 2014, 1 6.

2

It's not entirely clear why TitleOne raised this fact, but this fact actually satisfies element 2 of

3

equitable estoppel because it shows that Daniel Thompson did not know of TitleOne 's

4

reconveyance until March 2013.

5

First, element one of equitable estoppel has ample supporting evidence. TitleOne signed

6

the reconveyance without a shred of evidence that the underlying obligation was paid in full, so

7

TitleOne had actual or constructive knowledge of the fact that they had recorded an errant

8

reconveyance that destroyed EEF's secured interest. See Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. A; Ex.

9

F, pg. 16-18. In addition, Vicki White, Vice President of TitleOne, admitted that an error in a

10

reconveyance such as this would be elevated to the company legal counsel. Affidavit ofAaron J.

11

Tribble, Ex. E, pg. 38. Certainly at this point, one would think that TitleOne legal counsel would

12

notify EEF and work to resolve the problem before there was any damage. In deposition,

13

TitleOne admitted that there are instances where a beneficiary would need to be contacted.

14

Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, pg. 12, 1. 7-17. This certainly would be one of those times.

15

However, rather than contact EEF, as shown in the affidavit of Daniel Thompson and the

16

deposition of Titleone, TitleOne buried the fact of the errant reconveyance and never contacted

17

the beneficiary, EEF. Id; Affidavit ofDaniel Thompson, 19. What's more, TitleOne was

18

receiving monthly reports from PCD that contained information pointing to the problem.

19

Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, Ex. K. Certainly the fact that an errant reconveyance was filed is a

20

material fact of which TitleOne had actual or constructive knowledge. Because TitleOne chose to

21

conceal this fact from EEF, the first element of equitable estoppel is satisfied.

22

The second element of equitable estoppel is satisfied, as stated above, by the fact that EEF

23

had no knowledge of the reconveyance until March 2013. Third, the element of intent is also

24

satisfied by the evidence on record. TitleOne's actual and constructive knowledge of the truth

25

coupled with their refusal to take any action or contact EEF about the problem means that a jury

26

can infer that TitleOne intended to prevent EEF from finding out about the reconveyance and

27

filing suit against them.

28

Finally, the fourth element of equitable estoppel is satisfied by virtue of two facts on the
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record. EEF did not learn of the reconveyance until March 2013, and EEF immediately took

2

action to protect their interest in the property by filing the instant case within 90 days of learning

3

of the reconveyance. The combination of these two facts creates the inference that EEF fully

4

intended to defend their interest in the property. Because EEF fully intended to defend their

5

interest in the property, a jury could easily infer that EEF would have filed the instant case sooner

6

if they had known of the reconveyance sooner. Because the statute of limitations is an issue in

7

this case, EEF was prejudiced by their failure to file a lawsuit sooner. Therefore, element 4 of

8

equitable estoppel is satisfied because EEF was kept in the dark by TitleOne and this directly

9

resulted in the 3-year delay in filing the lawsuit.

10

Given that each element of equitable estoppel is supported by substantial evidence on the

11

record, the issue should be submitted to a jury, and TitleOne's motion for summary judgment

12

should be denied.

13
14

C.

15

TitleOne has not even met the their own standard, much less the standard for summary

TitleOne's Motion for Summary Judgment Fails on the Issue of Damages

16

judgment. When a party moves for summary judgment, the initial burden of establishing the

17

absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests with that party. Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency,

18

126 Idaho 527 (1994). Thus, it follows that if the moving party fails to challenge an element of

19

the nonmovant's case, the initial burden placed on the moving party has not been met and

20

therefore does not shift to the nonmovant. Id.

21
22

1.

TitleOne cannot meet their burden by expecting this Court to make assumptions
and speculate about what happened in 2010

23

Laughably, TitleOne sets out a double standard for damages. TitleOne states that for EEF

24

to meet its burden, "EEF must come forward with something more than speculation or conjecture

25

to support its argument." See TitleOne's Memorandum in Support of Second Motion for

26

Summary Judgment, pg. 24. But TitleOne hasn't even met their burden because they are relying

27

on speculation and conjecture in bringing their motion. TitleOne's summary judgment motion

28

relies on two facts that didn't even exist at the time when the wrongful reconveyance was
- 14 -
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recorded: the amount owed to RBC in 2012 ($3.26 Million), and the 2012 sale price to DAS

2

(alleged at $773K). After pointing to these two facts, TitleOne then says "[T]hus, if the

3

Reconveyance had occurred in 2012, and the short sale price of $773,559.22 roughly

4

approximated the fair market value of the Property, EEF's security interest after deducting the

5

amount RBC was owed under its note would have been worthless." See TitleOne 's Memorandum

6

in Support of Second Motion for Summary Judgment, pg. 24 (emphasis added).

7

To paraphrase, TitleOne expects this Court to speculate and use conjecture when it asks

8

this Court to pretend that the Reconveyance occurred in 2012 and pretend that the 2012 short sale

9

price was actually the fair market value of the property in 2010. TitleOne's own motion uses the

10

word "if'! The problem is that the reconveyance didn't occur in 2012; it occurred in 2010. And

11

TitleOne has offered no evidence to guide the Court on how to adjust these numbers to account

12

for a two-year gap in time. In addition, TitleOne offers no evidence that this Court can use to

13

infer that the sale amount in 2012 is even "fair market value" at all. TitleOne' s evidence does not

14

show that the property was even marketed and was likely just a private party agreement.

15

Without such evidence, TitleOne's motion for summary judgment on the issue of damages

16

must be denied because of TitleOne's failure to meet its burden to establish the absence of a

17

genuine issue of material fact. For this reason alone, TitleOne's motion should be denied on the

18

issue of damages.

19

2.

Without offering relevant evidence concerning the profitability of the Galiano

20

development project, TitleOne cannot meet their burden of proof for summary

21

judgment

22

TitleOne's proffered evidence is not even relevant to the issue of prospective economic

23

loss that occurred in 2010. As is set out in the Revised Second Amended Complaint ,r 21, the

24

Plaintiff EEF made a loan to Galiano "for the development of the Property." In ,r 20 of the

25

Revised Second Amended Complaint, it was alleged that "the estimated gross revenue from the

26

project was approximately $6.2M."2 In ,r 96 of the Revised Second Amended Complaint, the

27
2

28

This fact was not denied by Galiano and Mason in their Answer to Revised Second Amended
Complaint and thus stands as admitted pursuant to I.R.C.P. 8(d).
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Plaintiff complains of a "loss of potential economic profits." So, it is clear from the complaint

2

that the Galiano subdivision is a development project and is an ongoing business concern.

3

TitleOne offers two pieces of evidence to support their summary judgment motion on

4

damages. They offer a sale price of the property, and they offer the amount of debt on the

5

property. Neither one of these pieces of information is relevant to the question of whether or not

6

the Galiano development project had the ability to pay back EEF in 2010.

7

As everyone knows, in business it takes money to make money. As alleged in the

8

complaint, Galiano was borrowing money from RBC and EEF, investing that money in the

9

development of the subdivision, and selling the improved property in parcels in order to make a

10

profit. The profits from the sale of the lots are what would be used to pay the lenders back the

11

money that was borrowed. The debt/value ratio of the property at any given time, without other

12

evidence, says nothing about the ability of the project to make profit and pay off these debts. So,

13

when TitleOne only offers evidence of a debt/value of the property in 2012, they really are saying

14

that they have no idea of what was going on with the project profitability in 2010.

15

Ultimately, it is the Galiano development's ability to generate profit that will allow

16

Galiano, or any successor, to pay of the liens on the property. Debt/value ratio at any given time

17

is not a true measure of the ability to repay a loan for a development project. Due of a failure to

18

submit relevant evidence, TitleOne' s motion for summary judgment on the issue of damages must

19

be denied because of TitleOne' s failure to meet its burden to establish the absence of a genuine

20

issue of material fact. For this reason, TitleOne's motion should be denied on the issue of

21

damages.

22

3.

Even if the Court believes that those two pieces of evidence satisfy TitleOne's

23

burden of proof, there is other evidence on the record that creates a genuine issue

24

of material fact concerning damages

25

True to form, TitleOne avoids presenting this Court with relevant Idaho and U.S. Supreme

26

Court case law because such relevant authorities do not provide TitleOne with the result they

27

desire. "The measure of damages for loss of profits is "rarely susceptible of accurate proof.... '

28

Therefore, the law does not require 'accurate proof with any degree of mathematical
- 16 -
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certainty .... "' Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. v. MRI Associates, LLP, WL 2726885 at

2

pg. 7 (Idaho Supreme Court, February 2014) (quoting Trilogy Network Systems, Inc. v. Johnson,

3

144 Idaho 844, 846 (2007). "Any claim of damages for prospective loss contains an element of

4

uncertainty, but that fact is not fatal to recovery." Id at 7 (quoting Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho

5

893, 900 (2004) (emphasis added).

6

"The most elementary conceptions of justice and public policy require that the

7

wrongdoer shall bear the risk of the uncertainty which his own wrong has created." Smith

8

v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893,900 (2004) (quoting Bigelow v. RKO Radio Pictures, 327 U.S. 251,265

9

(1946) (emphasis added). "The jury may make a just and reasonable estimate of the damage

10

based on relevant data and render its verdict accordingly." Id (quoting Bigelow at 264). "[J]uries

11

are allowed to act on probable and inferential as well as [upon] direct and positive proof." 0 'Dell

12

v. Basabe, 119 Idaho 796, 812 (1991) (quoting Bigelow at 265).

13

TitleOne's evidence of damage is at odds with other evidence. First, other evidence on

14

record points toward a much higher property value. Second, EEF's secured position in the

15

property behind another lender gives EEF rights that don't exist in a one-lender situation. These

16

extra rights have a certain value. Third, because EEF was stripped of their secured position, they

17

were denied the prospective economic advantage that others previously enjoyed and now enjoy.

18

First, TitleOne's evidence of value from 2012 is counterbalanced by other evidence of

19

value from 2006. In November 2006, approximately 3 years before TitleOne's wrongful

20

reconveyance, RBC valued the property at $6,063,300.00. This fact can easily be inferred from

21

the face value ofRBC's deed of trust on the Galiano property. See Affidavit of Edward Mason,

22

Ex. D. And the Master Credit Agreement from Galiano shows a total expense of over $4.7

23

Million spent on the acquisition and development of the property. Affidavit of Edward Mason, ,

24

9; Ex. B. Simply stated, RBC had extended a total line of credit on the property of $6.06 Million,

25

but Galiano only owed $3.26 Million at the time of the short sale in 2012. If the Court uses the

26

value stated on the RBC note as the fair market value of the property in 2010, then EEF would

27

have had $2.8 Million of secured value left at the time of the reconveyance. Even if the Court

28

chooses to use the intrinsic value of the property, the amount invested in acquisition and
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development, $4. 7 Million, then there was still $1.5 Million of equity available to EEF.

2

Regardless, these are all reasonable inferences that, according to I.R.C.P. 56, must be made in

3

favor of the nonmoving party, EEF.

4

Second, the record is clear that EEF had a secured second position loan. Regardless of

5

whether the EEF position was "underwater", second position lenders still have rights and these

6

rights do have a value. The subject property was sold in a short sale that satisfied the RBC loan.

7

But if EEF's deed of trust was still on title in 2012, any buyer taking title from Galiano and

8

paying off RBC would still be taking title subject to the EEF secured interest. In practice, this

9

would never happen because buyers prefer a clean title. Thus, in order to purchase property

10

encumbered by two loans in a short sale, buyers must compensate both lenders. So, assuming

11

arguendo that EEF's position was millions of dollars underwater, EEF still would stand to receive

12

some compensation from a short sale. This fact alone should allow this issue to be brought before

13

a jury with expert witnesses testifying as to the values that second lenders typically receive in

14

short sales. Of course, expert witness disclosures have not even occurred yet in the instant case.

15

Finally, second lenders still have the right to foreclose on their loan. Even an underwater

16

second lender has a right to foreclose their loan, show up at the foreclosure auction, credit bid the

17

property, obtain title, and pay off the primary lender. In such a scenario, EEF would be in the

18

same position that Corey Barton is currently. Of course, discovery has not yet concluded and it is

19

yet to be discovered exactly how much profit Corey Barton is making off of this development

20

project. It is known that DAS acquired the property and immediately made a profit of over

21

$250,000. Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble, ,i 12; Ex.Hand J. Given that the EEF loan was in

22

default at the time of the reconveyance, EEF was stripped of the right to foreclose and develop

23

the property. Therefore, EEF was robbed of the economic advantage that DAS enjoyed and

24

Corey Barton now enjoys.

25

Obviously, we will never know what would have happened were it not for TitleOne's

26

wrongful reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust. So we will never know ifEEF would have

27

foreclosed on its loan, paid off the primary lender (as DAS did), and developed the property. But

28

we do know that EEF had the right to do these things, and EEF was stripped of that right by
- 18 -
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TitleOne. At the very least, a short sale would have paid EEF a discounted amount as satisfaction

2

for their loan. One thing is absolutely certain; TitleOne created an awful lot of uncertainty when

3

they wrongfully reconveyed EEF's deed of trust. Therefore, just as in Bigelow, it is TitleOne that

4

should bear the risk of the uncertainty that they have created. A jury should be given evidence

5

and hear testimony and make what they believe to be a just and reasonable determination of the

6

damage in this case. Summary judgment on damages should be denied.

7

8

v.

CONCLUSION

9

TitleOne's actions in this matter are nothing short of deliberate ignorance and

10

recklessness. In an attempt to avoid liability for their own outrageous actions, TitleOne offers

11

only a silly excuse for why their emails have disappeared, and their employees now testify that

12

they knew absolutely nothing. Of course, when a company gets caught with their pants down, as

13

TitleOne has, it is expected that ridiculous excuses will become the norm. In this case, TitleOne

14

has only yet to declare that their proverbial dog ate their proverbial homework.

15

For the Idaho TIPEA tort, this Court is bound by Idaho Supreme Court precedents in

16

Highland and Bliss. There are no other elements to the tort, as TitleOne suggests. The evidence

17

on record shows that TitleOne was fully aware of the existence of the EEF obligation because

18

their own recorded reconveyance identifies the EEF deed of trust with specificity. TitleOne

19

lamely tries to say that they were under the belief that the obligation had been satisfied, but they

20

had no evidence to support that assumption. Nowhere does TitleOne have a cancelled promissory

21

note, an affidavit of payment, or a cancelled check. Nothing. In short, the evidence shows that

22

TitleOne had knowledge of the existence of the loan, they recorded the reconveyance anyway,

23

they did so in violation of several statutes, and they destroyed EEF's economic expectation in the

24

process. Summary judgment on the TIPEA tort should be denied.

25

The record also shows that TitleOne not only had knowledge of the damage they were

26

doing to EEF, but they deliberately concealed the facts from EEF. Rather than follow their own

27

policy of reporting the problem to the company legal counsel, and the legal counsel talking to the

28

beneficiary (EEF) to clear up the problem, TitleOne continuously chose to sit on the problem and

1
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use the statute of limitations as a defense once EEF discovered what had happened. Justice and

2

equity should not allow such a twisted result. Summary judgment should be denied, and the jury

3

should be allowed to weigh the elements of equitable estoppel.

4

The facts on the record clearly demonstrate that the Galiano development had spent

5

upward of $4 million by 2010, and the projected revenue was upward of $6 million. Because all

6

other information does not give them the result they desire, TitleOne chooses to focus on two

7

pieces of evidence that weren't even in existence in 2010. And then TitleOne, with no supporting

8

evidence or reasoning, asks the Court to use irrelevant evidence from the future to infer a fair

9

market value in 2010. Consequently, TitleOne has not even met their burden in asking this Court

10

for summary judgment on the issue of damages. Summary judgment should be denied, a jury

11

should be presented with relevant evidence at trial, and a jury should be charged with assigning a

12

value to EEF's property interest.

13

In total, TitleOne's motion to the Court should be denied because it is a wholesale

14

misrepresentation of the law and the facts of this case. The Plaintiff respectfully requests a ruling

15

in his favor and that this case be submitted to a jury for a determination of liability and damages.

16
17

18
19
20
21

Dated: August

~g_-r~_,

2014

22

23

Respectfully Submitted,

,4~-~~·
>__L;_.~--

24
25

By: _ _

26

Aaron J. Tribble

27

Attorney for Plaintiffs

28
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2
3
4

5
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

6
7

8
9
10

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20

__if!!,__ day of ~ 0 1 4 , I caused a true and

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

n

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

n

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

21

22
23
By:
24

Aaron J. Tribble
25

Attorney for Plaintiff

26
27
28
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CJ\\?-t·THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)

'",W ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
1H. GNENS PURSLEY LLP
~ .. ~,..,., 601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

2160298_1 (6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North Carolina
corporation, DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does 111-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S SECOND
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Reply in Support of its Second
Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND REQUEST FOR JUDGMENT
AS TO FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE

At the time TitleOne filed this Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiff Eagle Equity
Fund, LLC ("EEF") had only three claims left against TitleOne: Statutory Negligence,
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Intentional [Tortious] Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage ("TIPEA"), and
Fraudulent Conveyance. 1

Judge Wilper had previously winnowed down the Statutory

Negligence claim by holding that the 3 year "statutory liability" SOL of Idaho Code Section 5218(1) had run before EEF filed this lawsuit, and only on the limited issue o_f whether facts
support an equitable estoppel tolling of the SOL is this claim still alive.2

Further, in its

Response to Summary Judgment, EEF now "concedes summary judgment"3 on the fraudulent
conveyance claim, so TitleOne hereby formally renews its request-evidently now without
opposition-to entry of partial summary judgment in its favor dismissing the fraudulent
conveyance claim.
The requested summary judgment is appropriate on the two remaining claims because
(a) in reconveying, TitleOne simply attempted to follow the forced reconveyance statute and did
not act with intent to disrupt or bad faith towards-and in fact had no knowledge of-Plaintiffs
alleged economic expectancy; (b) TitleOne had no interaction with EEF while the 3-year
Statutory Negligence SOL ran; and (c) EEF has failed to come forward with evidence of
damages, an element that it bears burden of proof on at trial.
II.
A.

ARGUMENT

TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE WILL NOT LIE

For the reasons set forth in TitleOne's earlier Memorandum in Support of its Second
Motion for Summary Judgment, EEF's claim for tortious interference with prospective economic
advantage should be dismissed; no material issue exists that TitleOne did not: (i) intend to
interfere with EEF's alleged prospective economic expectancy; (ii) direct any actions toward a
1 See Response to Defendant TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Response")
at p. 2; and Judge Wilper's Memorandum Decision and Order of February 26, 2014 at pp. 26 to 27 (hereinafter
2/26/14 Order'').

2

2/26/14 Order at p. 26.

3

Response at p. 2.
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third-party to interfere with or disrupt said alleged expectancy; (iii) have knowledge of said
alleged expectancy; or (iv) act with any improper purpose.
(i) No Evidence of Intent to Interfere.

EEF asserts that TitleOne possessed the

requisite intent to state a claim for TIPEA because TitleOne knew of EEF's alleged expectancy
and because "when one signs and records a reconveyance, it is a substantial certainty that the
economic advantage mentioned in the deed of trust will be severed."

EEF's argument is

inconsistent with controlling legal principles for this tort and should be rejected.
In order to satisfy this element of the tort, EEF must prove that TitleOne intended to
interfere with a business relationship and that it intended the consequences of its act rather than
simply intending the act itself. 4 In order to satisfy this element, EEF must prove that TitleOne
intended the consequences of the act allegedly5 constituting interference. Pursuant to Highland
Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 986 P.2d 996 (1999) and comment d to§ 766B of the

Restatement, EEF can prove intent by showing (1) that TitleOne desired to bring the interference
with the economic expectancy about or (2) that TitleOne knew that the interference with the
economic expectancy was certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of its action.
As alleged by EEF, the consequence of TitleOne's reconveyance (i.e. the alleged
interference) is that EEF's security interest in the Property was released where the underlying
obligation has not been paid. Thus, in addition to proving that TitleOne had knowledge ofEEF's
expectancy, 6 EEF must prove that TitleOne intended to interfere with that expectancy by

4 Comment d to§ 766B of the Restatement (Second ofTorts)(1977), which is entitled "Intentional
Interference with Prospective Contractual Relation," incorporates by reference comments to §SA, which include the
definition of intent as referring to the consequences of the act rather than the act itself.

5 For reasons more specifically set forth in Section II.A.ii. infra, TitleOne does not believe that there was
any actual interference in this case because TitleOne did not direct or otherwise induce a third-party to take or
refrain from taking any action.
6 For reasons more specifically set forth in Section II.A.iii. infra, TitleOne does not believe that there was
any actual knowledge of the expectancy because TitleOne, through its subcontractor Reconveyance, Inc., thought it
had possession of the original deed of trust and that the secured obligation no longer existed.
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releasing the Deed of Trust before the underlying obligation had been paid. EEF has offered no
evidence to prove that TitleOne did so with the intent to deprive EEF of its security interest in
the property where the underlying obligations had not been paid in full. TitleOne believed it was
acting under the forced reconveyance statute, based on the belief of its subcontractor that it held
the original deed of trust, and thus did not have any reason to believe that the underlying
obligation had not been satisfied.
EEF appears to allege that TitleOne possessed the requisite intent under Highland
because a necessary consequence of its action would be that EEF would suffer financially. Key
to the Court's holding in Highland was that the protestor had actual knowledge that their
protesting activities would cause the road builder to suffer economic harm. EEF's assertion that
TitleOne is analogous to the protestors in Highland is misplaced. TitleOne did not know, at the
time it executed the Reconveyance, that the original Deed of Trust had not been released and
turned over. Absent such knowledge, TitleOne had no intent to interfere with an expectancy. To
make Highland's factual situation analogous, it would be as if the Forrest Service erroneously
announced that the Highland road builder's contract was canceled, and the protestors came to
know this before commencing their protest. There could be no intent to interfere with the road
contract under such a scenario.

Knowledge that the reconveyance process will extinguish a

beneficiary's security interest in the property does not, absent additional specific knowledge that
said security interest remains viable, establish any intent other than the intent to do the act (i.e.,
reconvey the deed of trust that is believed worthless).
All of the evidence in the record supports a finding that TitleOne believed, at the time it
executed the Reconveyance, that it was simply performing the statutory requirements for forced
reconveyance in a truthful manner. This is critical in this case because in evaluating the element
of intent for purposes of this tort, Idaho courts also look at whether the defendant acted with a
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e
motive or with nefarious intent. 7 There is no evidence in the record that TitleOne was acting
with any motive or nefarious intent, nor is there any evidence that TitleOne stood to gain any
economic or competitive advantage by recording the Reconveyance. Absent such evidence, EEF
cannot establish a genuine issue of material fact on the element of intent.
(ii) No Interference With Prospective Relation with A Third Person. Next, EEF

argues there is no third-party requirement for tortuous interference with prospective economic
advantage. Idaho has in fact adopted Section 766B of the Restatement of Torts (Second) in the
context of analyzing claims for TIPEA. See Highland, 133 Idaho at 340, 986 P.2d at 1006.
Section 766B specifically states that interference consists of
(a) inducing or otherwise causing a third person not to
enter into or continue the prospective relation or
(b) preventing the other from acquiring or continuing the
prospective relation.
(emphasis added). EEF has offered no evidence to prove that TitleOne induced a third person
not to continue or enter into a prospective relation or that TitleOne prevented EEF from entering
into or continuing a prospective relation with the third-party. 8

See e.g. Bank of Commerce v. Jefferson Enterprises, LLC, 154 Idaho 824, 833, 303 P.3d 183, 192 (2013)
(noting that the alleged interference in that case "was not an act of sabotage or mischief as in Highland, " that there
was "no indication that either the bank has some nefarious intent to cause injury to Jefferson [the plaintiff] or to
cause its project to fail, and that the plaintiff had proposed no motive on the part of the bank for wishing to cause
plaintiff's project to fail.); see also W. Page Keeton, et al., Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts§§ 129 & 130, at
983 and 1009 (5th ed.1984) (discussing the fact that liability for both types oftortious interference hinges on the
defendants' purpose in causing the interference and that liability will be found only where "the reason underlying
[defendant's] interference is a purely malevolent one, and a desire to do harm to the plaintiff for its own sake.");
Libya v. Miski, 889 F. Supp. 2d 144, 157 (D.D.C. 2012) (As its name would suggest, intentional interference
requires an element of intent. Further, a general intent to interfere or knowledge that conduct will injure a plaintiff's
business dealings is insufficient to impose liability. A plaintiff cannot establish liability without a 'strong showing
of intent' to disrupt ongoing business relationships.") (internal quotations and citations omitted).
7

8 See

e.g., Noller v. GMC Truck & Coach Div., Gen. Motors Corp., 244 Kan. 612, 620, 772 P.2d 271, 276
(1989) (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 766B and holding that the plaintiff's tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage claims were properly dismissed because the interference did not arise from a
relationship between the plaintiff and a third person, but arose from the plaintiff's potential relationship with the
defendant under the prospective franchise agreement.); see also K & K Management v. Lee, 557 A.2d 965, 973
(Md. Ct. App. 1989) (finding that tortious interference with business relationships arises only out of the relationship
between three parties-plaintiff, defendant, and the third party)
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In light of EEF's numerous assertions that TIPEA and intentional interference with a
contract are substantially different torts, Title One would be remiss if it did not address this
argument. In Highland, the Idaho Supreme Court noted the two "are very similar, differing only
in the type of economic relationship with which the defendant has interfered" and "cases and
commentary addressing the two torts often apply interchangeably." Id. at 338 n. 3, 986 P.2d at
1004 n. 3.

In light of the interchangeability of these two torts, the fact that Idaho courts have

routinely held that a person cannot interfere with his or her own contract in an intentional
interference with contract action9 by extension supports a finding that interference with a third
party is required to state a claim for either tort. Because there is absolutely no evidence in the
record that TitleOne took any action to interfere with EEF's expectancy from a third party,
EEF's tortious interference claim should be dismissed.
(iii) No Knowledge of Alleged Expectancy. EEF asserts that TitleOne had knowledge

of the expectancy because (1) the Reconveyance referred to the EEF Deed of Trust,
(2) recordation of a deed of trust is a fact that would lead a reasonable person to believe that an
economic interest existed, and (3) TitleOne's belief that the debt underlying the EEF Deed of
Trust has been paid in full was unfounded. These alleged "facts" are not sufficient to establish
that TitleOne has the requisite "knowledge" to interfere with any prospective relationship.

As

stated in W. Page Keeton, Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts, § 129 at 192 (5th ed. 1987),
TIPEA "presupposes [defendant's] knowledge of the plaintiffs [expectancy], or at least facts
which would lead a reasonable person to believe that such [expectancy] exists. Without such
knowledge, there can be no intent and no liability." (Emphasis in bold added). 10

9

See BECO Const. Co., Inc. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 184 P.3d 844 (2008)("the general
rule is that a party cannot tortuously interfere with its own contract.").
10

Accord Highland, 133 Idaho at 338,986 P.2d at 1004 (Defendant must have actual knowledge of the
expectancy or "knowledge offacts that would lead a reasonable person to understand that an expectancy existed.").
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In Highland, a road builder brought, inter alia, a claim for TIPEA against several

individual environmental activists who claimed their intent was merely to engage in protest of
logging when that protest activity disrupted road building activity. 133 Idaho at 336-337, 986
P.2d at 1002-1003. In Highland, there was plenty of evidence that the activists had knowledge
of the expectancy, 11 and the Highland court, in affirming a JNOV verdict for the road builder,
held based on such evidence that some of the defendants "knew that protest activities would
economically harm" the plaintiffs future economic interest in building the road. Id. (emphasis
added).
Unlike Highland, here EEF has not set forth any facts to support that TitleOne knew that
reconveying EEF's Deed of Trust would economically harm EEF. The mere fact that the EEF
Deed of Trust was recorded and that the Reconveyance would release that Deed of Trust does
not establish that TitleOne knew, at the time it executed the Reconveyance, that EEF would be
economically harmed. To the contrary, as established by Ms. Howsden's deposition testimony
quoted in TitleOne's earlier memorandum, TitleOne believed, based on PCD's conduct, that it
was legally entitled under the statute to forcibly reconvey the EEF Deed of Trust and that such
action was proper. While it was later discovered that the obligation underlying the EEF Deed of
Trust had not been paid in full, this later discovery does not establish that TitleOne had such
knowledge at the time it executed the Reconveyance. Under EEF's theory, any title company
doing a forced reconveyance under the statute would be deemed to have knowledge, simply by

See also Peper v. Gannett Co. Inc., 2002061753, 2003 WL 22432409 (Cal. App. Dep't Super. Ct. Apr. 4, 2003)
affd, A102831, 2004 WL 2538839 (Cal. Ct. App. Nov. 10, 2004)(same).
11 The road builder introduced articles that appeared in the journal of the environmental group Earth First!,
with quotes such as" ... we're gonna make 'em pay for every foot" (of road constructed);" ... our mere presence
here is acting as a deterrent. ... We need as many people as possible throughout the season to maintain the blockade,
so show up in droves"; "With a handful of activists last year, we cost them a whopping $260,000! Think what we
can do with hundreds and hundreds ofus." Highland, 133 Idaho at 338-339, 986 P.2d at 1004-1005. The plaintiff
road builder also showed that the activists' decision-making regarding the protest and regarding what appeared in
the journal was done in a communal manner, by consensus. 133 Idaho at 339, 986 P.2d at 1005.
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virtue of recordation of a deed of trust, that the beneficiary of the same had an economic
expectancy, and every potential Statutory Negligence reconveyance situation would
automatically constitute intentional interference. Because EEF has failed to prove that TitleOne
had knowledge of any alleged expectancy at the requisite time of the act in question, EEF's
claim for prospective economic advantage should be dismissed.
(iv) No Improper Purpose or Motive. Before turning to EEF's substantive arguments

regarding the "wrongfulness" element of this tort, EEF is incorrect when it asserts that the factors
set forth in § 767 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts "is simply not part of the Idaho TIPEA
tort" because the Idaho Supreme Court applied the § 767 factors in a case involving tortious
interference with contract, and that the correct standard to be applied is that set forth in Idaho
First Nat. Bk., v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 824 P.2d 841 (2001).

In Bliss Valley, the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the tort of TIPEA. In doing so, the
Idaho Supreme Court, as EEF notes, relied, in part, on rationale from the Washington Supreme
Court's decision in Pleas v. City ofSeattle, 112 Wash.2d 794, 774 P.2d 1158 (1989), wherein, as
explained in Bliss Valley, the Washington Supreme Court, based on a decision from the Oregon
Supreme Court, held that a "cause of action for tortious interference arises from either the
defendant's pursuit of an improper objective of harming the plaintiff [under the factors listed in §
767] or the use of wrongful means that in fact cause injury to plaintiffs contractual or business
relationships." Bliss Valley, 121 Idaho at 285, 824 P.2d at 860 (emphasis added). The Bliss
Valley court then went on to adopt the Oregon/Washington formulation of the tort. Id. Sixteen

years later, the court confirmed the viability of the§ 767 factors in Beco Const. Co, Inc. v. J-U-B
Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 184 P.3d 844 (2008). There, a general contractor filed suit

against the city and a project engineer for, among other things, intentional interference with
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contract. After reciting the core elements for intentional interference with contract, 12 the Idaho
Supreme Court went on to note that, "[i]n addition for liability to arise from intentional
interference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper." The
Court then went on to state that § 767 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts enumerates certain
factors a court may consider to determine whether interference is improper. 13 Therefore, under
Idaho law a "cause of action for tortious interference arises from either the defendant's pursuit of
an improper objective of harming the plaintiff [under the factors listed in § 767] or the use of
wrongful means that in fact cause injury to plaintiffs contractual or business relationships."
EEF's argument that the "wrongful means" test is the exclusive test is incorrect.
Nevertheless, EEF contends that TitleOne's interference was wrongful under the Bliss

Valley standard because TitleOne used wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective
business relationship.

Specifically, relying on footnote 16 in Bliss Valley, EEF asserts that

TitleOne's conduct was wrongful because it violated Idaho Code"§ 45-1202, Idaho Code§ 18-

3203,14 and possibly other statutes and regulations." 15 In note 16 of its opinion in Bliss Valley,
the Idaho Supreme Court, citing a footnote in Top Serv. Body Shop, Inc. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 283
12

A prima facie case of tortious interference with contract exists where a plaintiff establishes the existence
of a contract, knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant, intentional interference causing breach of the
contract, and injury to the plaintiff resulting from the breach. Beco, 145 Idaho at 723, 184 P.3d 848.
13

See Section 767 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts. In determining whether an actor's conduct in
intentionally interfering with a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or not,
consideration is given to the following factors: (a) the nature of the actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the
interests of the other with which the actor's conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to be advanced by the actor,
(e) the social interests in protecting the freedom ofaction of the actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f)
the proximity or remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations between the parties.
14

18-3203 (Offering false or forged instrument for record) states, "Every person who knowingly procures
or offers any false or forged instrument to be filed, registered or recorded in any public office within this state,
which instrument, if genuine, might be filed, or registered, or recorded under any law of this state, or of the United
States, is guilty of a felony." It should be noted that Plaintiff has agreed to voluntarily dismiss its civil fraud claim,
and that TitleOne has never been convicted of any criminal fraud in this or any other matter, and that Plaintiff does
not have standing to raise a criminal fraud claim. TitleOne will not further address Plaintiff's argument that
TitleOne has violated a criminal fraud statute.
15

Plaintiff's Opposition Memorandum at p. 11.
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Or. 201, 210, 582 P.2d 1365, 1371 (1978), the Oregon case adopted by the Washington Supreme
Court, noted that "[ c]ommonly included among improper means are violence, threats or other
intimidation, deceit or misrepresentation, bribery, unfounded litigation, defamation, or
disparaging falsehood." While EEF has alleged that TitleOne violated a criminal fraud statute,
there is no evidence in the record of such fraud. TitleOne's alleged violation of the forced
reconveyance statute simply is not commensurate with the items on the list of the "improper
means" cited in the footnote in Top Service, as adopted by the Bliss Valley court. While the list
in Top Service is not exhaustive, each of those actions involves some ill-will, motive, or fraud.
Here, to the contrary, the evidence before the Court establishes that TitleOne was acting on a
good faith belief, at the time it executed the Reconveyance, that the obligation secured by the
EEF Deed of Trust no longer existed. While TitleOne's belief may have later turned out to be
false, 16 that fact does not establish that TitleOne was acting for an improper purpose or using
improper means with the intent to interfere with EEF's alleged prospective advantage.
Furthermore, weighing of the "767 Factors" does not in the instant case support a finding
that TitleOne used improper means to interfere with any prospective economic advantage of
EEF. The evidence in the record shows that the actions taken by PCD and TitleOne were
substantially consistent with the forced reconveyance statute. There is absolutely no evidence in
the record that TitleOne's act of executing the Reconveyance was taken with a motive to harm
EEF. TitleOne did not have anything to gain from the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust.

It did not receive any compensation for the Reconveyance and did not stand to gain any
competitive advantage from the alleged interference. For the foregoing reasons, EEF has failed

16

See e.g., G.M Ambulance v. Canyon State Ambulance, 153 Ariz. 549, 739 P.2d 203,205 (holding that
while ambulance competitor violated a state statute when it entered into plaintifrs territory without a certificate of
necessity, it was not liable for wrongful interference because it had acted in good faith reliance on the department of
health services' authorization to expand its services into that region).
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to allege sufficient facts to establish that TitleOne's conduct was wrongful or improper and
EEF's claim for TIPEA should be dismissed.
B.

THERE Is No GENUINE ISSUE OF FACT THAT EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL DID NOT TOLL
THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR STATUTORY NEGLIGENCE

One of the elements of equitable estoppel is that the claim is that "the person to whom the
representation is made or from whom the facts were concealed, relied and acted upon the
representation or concealment to his prejudice." Ferro v. Society ofSaint Pius X, 143 Idaho 538,
149 P .3d 813 (2006). 17 A related separate element is "that the person to whom the representation
was made, or from whom the facts were concealed, relied and acted upon the representation or
concealment to his prejudice." Id.

EEF admits that it is uncontested that Daniel Thompson

"only learned of the wrongful conveyance in March 2013." 18 This concession means that Daniel
Thompson did not know of, and therefore could not have relied to his prejudice upon, any action
taken by TitleOne to mislead him prior to that time. In other words, one cannot be prejudiced by
losing a right that one has already previously lost. In Theriault v. A.H Robins Co., Inc., 108
Idaho 303,698 P.2d 365 (1985), the Court noted exactly this:
A defendant will be estopped from raising the statute of limitations as a bar to
plaintiff's action where defendant's representations or conduct dissuade the
plaintiff from prosecuting his or her cause of action during the statutory period.
. . . There is no evidence in the record to show that Robins concealed any
material facts or made any false representation which lulled Theriault into
inaction during the statutory period. Furthermore, there is no evidence before
us to indicate that Theriault relied on any representations by Robins in waiting to
file her action. As the record fails to disclose any evidence which would raise any
material issues as to whether Robins should be estopped from raising the statute
of limitations, we are constrained to hold that this is an inappropriate case for
applying the doctrine of estoppel.
17 It bears noting that EEF misstates the elements of equitable estoppel, citing to Ferro. Specifically, EEF
paraphrases element two as "(2) the party asserting estoppel did not know the truth." Response at 12. However, this
inaccurately misquotes Ferro and leaves off the following: "that the party asserting estoppel did not know or could
not discover the truth." Id. at 540, 149 P.3d at 815 (emphasis added). This omitted part bears on the publicly
recorded nature of the reconveyance, as all EEF had to do was ask or look and they would have found the
reconveyance before the statute of limitations ran.
18

Response at p. 13.
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Id. (citations omitted).

·-

Thus, any attempt by EEF to use equitable estoppel is simply dead on

arrival; the first interaction EEF had with TitleOne was too late, as the statute had run.
EEF tries to show that TitleOne earlier engaged in a false representation or concealment
of a material fact with actual or constructive knowledge of the truth by recording the
reconveyance 19 with the information contained on that reconveyance.

However, EEF fails to

show an issue of fact as to how any of the information in the reconveyance is false based on the
information TitleOne had at the time.

Having possession of an original deed of trust would

comprise satisfactory evidence that the debt had been paid. And there is nothing disputing
TitleOne's subcontractor, Reconveyance, Inc.'s testimony that the requisite notice was
''mailed"20 to the address of record for EEF more than 60 days prior to the reconveyance being
recorded. Without any shred of evidence as to what was happening at the time to the contrary,
these become the undisputed facts-truthful representations, not false ones. As to concealment,
how can a publicly recorded document possibly be a concealment of anything contained in that
document? On this state of facts, it cannot be shown that TitleOne made a "false representation
or concealment of material fact with actual constructive knowledge of the truth."
As a practical matter, how can the very act of wrongfully recording a reconveyance
itself-which starts the statute of limitations running on the Statutory Negligence claim-be the
basis of an estoppel to toll that same statute? If such were the case, equitable estoppel as an
exception would swallow the statute oflimitations for these kinds of cases entirely.

19

TitleOne notes that there is not one piece of evidence in the record that any person within TitleOne or its
contractor Reconveyance, Inc., knew of any problem with this reconveyance until the contact was made by EEF
with TitleOne, after the statute of limitations had run. There is no evidence that any sort of indication of a problem
appeared in any alleged monthly report or otherwise. There simply is the fact of the reconveyance itself.
20

"Mailed" is the term used in the Reconveyance with respect to mail, not "delivered"
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For the foregoing reasons, as found by Judge Wilper, the applicable statute of limitations
of three years ran, and there is no evidence in the record creating any inference that during the
running of that statute of limitations, TitleOne engaged in conduct which should toll that statute.
Summary judgment on the statutory negligence claim is appropriate.
C.

BOTH THE TIPEA CLAIM AND THE UNDERLYING CLAIM FOR STATUTORY
NEGLIGENCE FAIL FOR ABSENCE OF PROOF OF DAMAGES, I.E., THE 2010 VALUE OF
THE REAL PROPERTY LESS A PRIOR DOT

As argued in TitleOne's opening brief, all of EEF's claims fail because of an absence of
proof of damages. EEF argues that TitleOne is asking the Court to engage in speculation and
conjecture when TitleOne attempts to discuss the value of the property in 2012 as the value of
the property and extrapolate that to 2010. EEF misapprehends TitleOne's purpose in raising the
2012 information. TitleOne's purpose was to provide a hypothetical example under the Stephens
Rule21 regarding damages to show the operation of that rule. TitleOne was not proffering the
2012 information as proof of 2010 loss, nor would TitleOne need to do so. It is elemental to the
analysis of summary ju~gm.ents that "a moving party is entitled to summary judgment when the
nonmoving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element
essential to that [nonmoving] party's case on which that [nonmoving] party will bear the burden
of proof at trial." 22 Establishing damages is an element upon which EEF will bear the burden at
trial on both of EEF's remaining claims. 23 It is not incumbent, then, for TitleOne to come

21

The Stephens Rule as adopted in a California case is that in cases involving loss of a security interest,
that the measure of damage is the fair market value of the real property as of the date of conversion less prior liens
and taxes, but no more than the amount due on the note. See TitleOne's Opening Memo at p. 23-24.
22

Ashbury Park, LLC v. Greenbriar Estate Homeowners Association, Inc., 152 Idaho 338, 342, 271 P.3d
1194, 1198 (2012) (quoting Brown v. City ofPocatello, 148 Idaho 802,806,229 P.3d 1164, 1168 (2010) (quoting
Thomson v. Idaho Insurance Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 530-31, 887 P.2d 1034, 1037-38 (1994) (citing Celotex
Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,322, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 2552, 91 L.Ed.2d 265,273 (1986))).
23

See Response Brief at page 4 (citing element five of tortious interference with prospective economic
advantage as "resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted."); and Idaho Code§ 45-1205
("[T]he title insurer or title agent affecting such reconveyance shall be liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for
the damages suffered as a result of such improper reconveyance only if the title insurer or agent fail to
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forward with evidence on this claim. Rather, on summary judgment, because EEF bears the
burden of proof on this issue, EEF must come forward with evidence.
EEF has come forward with absolutely no competent evidence to substantiate a
formulation of damages or loss suffered under the Stephens Rule in 2010 as a result of the
allegedly improper reconveyance. EEF's tack is to offer evidence that "the estimated gross
revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M,"24 and to point out that in November of
2006, three years before TitleOne's wrongful reconveyance, RBC valued the property at
$6,063,300.00 because it evidently put a first-position deed of trust on the property for that
amount. 25

EEF also points to a Master Credit Agreement as showing that Galiano spent $4.7

million on the acquisition and development of the property. 26 From these, EEF essentially
claims that a reasonable inference arises that the "intrinsic value of the property" in 2010 was
$4.7 million, leaving $1.5 million of equity available to EEF. 27 EEF cannot meet its burden of
proof on sheer speculation. Trying to infer value based on how much money is put into the
project or upon projections of what might be made is like saying "because I burned up a million
dollars in a campfire in my small backyard, my backyard is now worth a million dollars." This is
rank speculation of the highest order and is no substitute for the proof with reasonable certainty

showing required to survive summary judgment.
EEF then attempts to make an argument that it has some sort of lost opportunity which it
would have allegedly been able to realize even through it was in second position and under

substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code, or acted with negligence or in
bad faith in reconveying the trust deed.") (emphasis added).
24

Response at p. 15

25

Response at p. 17.

26

Response at p. 17.

27

Responseatp.17-18.
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water. Under the Stephens Rule, such proof of damages is not relevant and permissible. But
even if it were, this evidence does not prove damages with the requisite "reasonable certainty."
EEF has no basis whatsoever to believe that if its deed of trust had been in place, EEF would
have been afforded an opportunity to realize upon any appreciation of the property. Again, this
is a substitution of speculation for the solid evidence it is required to come forward with.
Accordingly, the lack of proof of damages, an element upon which EEF bears the burden of
proof at trial, comprises an independent ground to grant summary judgment to TitleOne.

Ill.

CONCLUSION

No genuine issue of material fact precludes judgment in favor ofTitleOne. A direct path
to such judgment is simply granting it based on the absence of proof of damage, a core element
upon which EEF bears the burden of proof at trial. But if not on damages, summary judgment is
appropriate because the SOL has run on the Statutory Negligence claim and there is no evidence
of intent to cause interfere or other required elements of the TIP EA claim.
DATED this 29th day of August, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Tho~
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
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Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants,

EXHIBIT

A
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
amending amending the complaint to include count XIII for quiet title. The pleading now reads as
follows:

I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

That at all times relevant herein Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC was and now is a

duly organized Idaho Limited Liability Company.
2.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant TITLEONE CORPORATION (hereinafter

"Defendant TitleOne"), was and is an Idaho Corporation, with its principal place of business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
3.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Fidelity"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business
in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
4.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE

COMPANY (hereinafter "Defendant Chicago Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing
business in Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
5.

Defendant Chicago Title Insurance previously merged with and/or was doing business

as Ticor Title Insurance Company, a California business entity.
6.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.,

(hereinafter "Defendant Alliance Title"), was and is a Delaware Corporation, doing business in
Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
7.

That at all times relevant herein Defendant RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.,

(hereinafter "Defendant RBC"), unknown state of incorporation, doing business in Boise, Ada
County, Idaho.
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8.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC ("DAS"),

was and is an Idaho registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.
9.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.
("CBH"), was and is an Idaho registered corporation doing business in Idaho.

10.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant GALIANO, LLC, was and is an Idaho

registered limited liability company doing business in Idaho.
11.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant EDWARD J. MASON was and is an

individual living and doing business in Idaho.
12.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant TitleOne, Defendant Chicago Title,

Defendant Fidelity, and Defendant Alliance Title were in the business of selling insurance in the
State of Idaho and therefore licensed and regulated by the Idaho Department of Insurance.
13.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant RBC was in the business of lending

money and acquiring assets in Idaho.
14.

That at all times relevant herein, Defendant DAS Investments, LLC, and Corey Barton

Homes, Inc., Edward J. Mason, and Galiano LLC were in the business of acquiring and developing
properties in Idaho.
15.

That at all times relevant herein, the true names and capacities, whether individual,

corporate, associate or otherwise of Defendants Does III through X are unknown to Plaintiffs, who
therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and
thereon allege that each of the Defendants herein designated as a fictitious Defendant is in some
manner responsible for the events and happenings referred to and is/are obligated to Plaintiffs in
indemnity, apportionment of fault and for declaratory relief.
16.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of and pursuant to Idaho Code §1-

705.
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17.

The Court has personal jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §5-514 and based upon the

Defendants' transaction of business within the State.
18.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404, venue is proper in Ada County.

19.

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10,000, the jurisdictional limit of this

Court.
II.

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS

20.

During 2006 Edward J. Mason ("Mason") as the Managing Member of Galiano LLC

("Galiano") approached Plaintiff regarding the development of a 29.63 acre parcel, which was platted
to accommodate 60 individual lots, commonly referred to as Galiano Subdivision, Kuna, Idaho. The
first position lien holder was Defendant RBC, which held a $1.2M Note secured by the Property.
The estimated gross revenue from the project was approximately $6.2M.
21.

Between September 2006 and November 2006 Plaintiff, as lender and beneficiary,

executed a loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor, and
Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note for the development
of the Property. The loan was evidenced by that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated
on or about November 13th, 2006 and Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006
(collectively the "Loan Documents").
22.

On or about November 17th, 2006 Galiano and Plaintiff closed the transaction.

Galiano executed all required Loan Documents, a Corporate Unconditional Guaranty, Corporate
Resolution, and Master Credit Agreement. As closing agent and insurer Defendant Alliance Title
certified that all title matters and information were verified and in order, provided an ALTA
Extended Coverage Loan Policy of Title insurance, issued by Chicago Title ("Chicago Title") under
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Ticor Title Insurance Company (the "Policy") in the amount of $800,000, with endorsement nos. 100,
116, and 8.1 attached, insuring that the lien of the Deed of Trust securing the Note represented a valid
second lien. The Commitment Number for the above policy is 50000634118DBD. Additionally,
Defendant Alliance Title recorded the Note and Deed of Trust as instructed and filed the UCC-1 with
the Idaho Secretary of State.
23.

As second position to Defendant RBC the Loan Documents required that Plaintiff

execute conveyance documents for each and every lot sold and released. Defendant Fidelity prepared
and titled the necessary closing documents for each lot sold. Plaintiff executed UCC and reconveyance documents through December 2011. Additionally, during 2012 Plaintiff continued to
work with Galiano but were not asked to convey any further property, and were not contacted by any
of the Defendants regarding any further activity on related to the Property.
24.

Galiano and Mason were unable to maintain mortgage payments to Defendant RBC

during 2011 and 2012.
25.

On or about March 2011 Plaintiff was informed by Mason and Galiano that Defendant

RBC would likely take action on the Property and that Plaintiff would be properly notified. Plaintiffs
received no further communication regarding any action by Defendant RBC.
26.

In early 2013 Plaintiff noticed renewed activity on the Property and contacted both

Galiano and Defendant Fidelity.

Plaintiff was informed by Defendant Fidelity that Defendant

TitleOne had become the successor Trustee. Further, Galiano and Mason informed Plaintiff that
Defendant RBC had sold the Property to a yet undetermined entity and that Defendant TitleOne had
closed and executed a conveyance of the Property is spite of Plaintiffs secured interest. In reality,
Galiano and Mason had lied to Plaintiff and conveyed the property in small pieces to DAS
Investments, CBH, and various unknown buyers.
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27.

Upon further investigation on or about April, 2013 Defendant TitleOne provided

Plaintiff with an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th,
2010. At no time had Plaintiffbeen notified of the re-conveyance or was their lien satisfied.
28.

Upon further investigation it was discovered that DAS Investments, LLC, had

acquired title of much of the property from RBC. DAS Investments, LLC, in tum conveyed pieces of
the property to Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many undetermined individuals and entities.
29.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiff asserts that Defendant TitleOne, Alliance,

Fidelity, RBC, and Chicago Title, DAS Investments, LLC, Corey Barton Homes, Inc., and many
other undetermined purchasers of the Property were all aware of Plaintiffs' secured position in the
Property and purposefully consummated a transfer without Plaintiffs knowledge or agreement, which
prevented Plaintiff from taking any steps to secure its investment.
30.

On or about May, 2013, Plaintiff was subsequently informed by Defendant Title One

that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be willing to do and that it would not tender
any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy.
31.

Further, Defendant TitleOne was unable to explain or justify to Plaintiff why it

conveyed the Property in or about January 2010, certifying that Plaintiffs Trust Deed had been fully
satisfied, or why Defendant TitleOne continued to provide Plaintiff with UCC release statements to
execute after it had conveyed the Property.
32.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiff maintained a secured interest in the real property.

33.

Plaintiffswas made to believe that they initially contracted with Defendant Alliance

Title for escrow and title insurance policies.
34.

Plaintiffs later learned that Defendant Alliance Title subcontracted out title insurance

services to Ticor Title Insurance Company, (nka Chicago Title), a California business entity, and that
Defendant TitleOne had become the Trustee of Plaintiffs title insurance.
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35.

Due to the Defendants' agent-principal relationship and according to Idaho Code §6-

803, Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiff.
36.

The insurance policy, applicable to Plaintiff has an effective date of November 1ih,

2006, Order Number 50000634118DBD, Policy Number 74107-668734, in the amount of
$725,500.00, and contains no choice oflaw provision.
37.

After discussions with TitleOne, Plaintiff promptly provided Defendants with their

Notices of Claim via letter on or about May 2013.
38.

Regardless of the foregoing, Defendants have failed to respond to Plaintiffs claim

amounts justly due under the insurance policies within 30 days.
III.
ALLEGATIONS AND DAMAGES
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

39.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

40.

On or about November 1ih, 2006 Plaintiff entered in certain Note and Deed of Trust

agreements, which required title insurance for the benefit of Plaintiff.
41.

Plaintiff received title insurance pursuant to the Loan Documents from Defendants.

42.

Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts by failing to

ensure that Plaintiffs real property rights were protected and in fact conspired in the improper
conveyance of the Property without Plaintiffs knowledge and consent.
43.

Defendants breached the duties contained in Plaintiffs title policy agreement and as

trustees, when they failed to notify Plaintiff and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were
within the diligent attention of Defendants and represent a material breach of their duties.
44.

Defendants refused to pay Plaintiff pursuant to the insurance contracts once the claims

were made.
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45.

As a direct and proximate result of the breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

45.

Based upon Defendants material breaches of the contracts, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.
COUNT II - BAD FAITH
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

46.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

47.

Defendants intentionally and unreasonably denied or withheld policy benefits or

payments from Plaintiff.
48.

Defendants wrongfully and purposefully certified that the Property was clear of any

and all encumbrances, including Plaintiffs secured interests.
49.

Plaintiffs claims were not fairly debatable.

50.

Defendants' failure to pay policy benefits was not the result of a good faith mistake.

51.

Plaintiffs resulting harm is not fully compensable by contract damages.

52.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' bad faith, Plaintiff has been damaged.

53.

Based upon Defendants bad faith, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

54.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

55.

At or about the time of the conveyance of the Property, Defendants owed legal

recognizable duties to Plaintiffs to:
(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)
ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest on title was satisfied prior to any
conveyance;and
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(c)
56.

"

•

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants allowed the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest

without authorization, Defendants breached the duties they owed to Plaintiff.
57.

As a direct and proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiff has been damaged.

58.

Based upon Defendants' negligence, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and

prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.

COUNT IV - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE SECTION 48-603
IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLICANCE AND RBC)

59.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

60.

In or about December of 2010, in Ada County, State of Idaho, Defendants violated

Idaho Code §48-603 by engaging in unfair methods and practices in the conduct of their trade.
Further, Defendants knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, that the following acts
were/are prohibited:
(a) Passing off goods or services as those of another;
(b) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source,
sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services;
(c) Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to affiliation,
connection, or association with, or certification by, another;
(d) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
(e) Failing to deliver to the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible
copy of the contract or of any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the
buyer to sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation; and
(f) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer;
61.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
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62.

Based upon Defendants unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff is entitled to costs and

attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.
COUNT V - FRAUD AND FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

63.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

64.

Defendants in whole or part fraudulently reconveyed Plaintiff's real property interest

and as such violated Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 9.
65.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §30-140501, §18-2403(2)(d), and 18-3002 Defendants

:fraudulently employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud Plaintiff through, untrue statements of
a material fact, and engagement in acts, practices, and course of business that operated as a fraud or
deceit upon Plaintiff.
66.

Defendants were beneficiaries of Plaintiffs interests, and made such representations

or conduct to induce Plaintiff to act in the manner detrimental to Plaintiff's interests.
67.

Plaintiff was, at all times pertinent, ignorant of the falsity of Defendants'

representations and actions.
68.

Plaintiff was induced, and did believe its secured position in the Property was intact

and therefore took no action to foreclose or otherwise protect its interest.
69.

Had information of the actual facts been disclosed, Plaintiff would have taken action

to protect its interests.
70.

Plaintiff justifiably relied upon said representations by Defendants.

71.

In addition to restitution Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be

determined at the time of trial.
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72.

Defendants, including Grantee, were privy to, and had notice of, Plaintiffs secured

interest in the real Property and purposefully, willfully, and intentional conspired and did transfer the
Property despite Plaintiffs secured position.
73.

Defendants represented that Plaintiffs lien was satisfied, which fact Defendants knew

was false. Such falsity was material to the wrongful conveyance of the Property. Further, Defendants
contemplated that such representation would be acted upon by the subsequent purchaser of the
Property and would likely be ignorant of the falsity of such representation, having relied on the
information provide by Defendants as truth.
74.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
75.

Plaintiff is entitled to avoidance of the reconveyance, the appointment of a receiver,

costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and
prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special damages.
76.

As to the Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago, this count only pleads claims

for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq.
COUNT VI - COLLUSION TO DEFRAUD
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

77.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

78.

Defendants working together conspired to commit fraud upon Plaintiff and wrongfully

divested Plaintiffs of their secured interest in the Property in violation ofldaho Code Title 55 Chapter
9. Defendants knew of Plaintiffs secured position in the Property.
79.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unfair methods and practices, Plaintiff

has been damaged.
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80.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.
81.

As to the Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago, this count only pleads claims

for collusion for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code§ 55-901 et seq.
COUNT VII - CONVERSION
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC)

82.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

83.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §18-2403 - 18-2407 Defendants have wrongfully asserted

dominion over Plaintiffs property in denial of or inconsistent with Plaintiffs rights and have
committed grand theft.
84.

Defendants have performed affirmative acts of dominion and control over the property

in breach of the intent of the parties, and have caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute grand
theft in an amount to be determined at trial, but no less than $750,000.00, plus legal fees, costs, and
interest at the legal rate of 18%.
85.

Defendants' acts caused a loss or injury sufficient to constitute conversion in an

amount of no less than $750,000.00.
86.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
liabilities, and financial hardship.

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus
legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
87.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.
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COUNT VIII - UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT TITLEONE, FIDELITY, AND CHICAGO)

88.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

89.

Defendants have been unjustly enriched through is conversion of Plaintiffs Property.

90.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continues to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to lost financial resources, increased
liabilities, and financial hardship.

Defendants' actions are the actual and proximate cause of

Plaintiffs damages to be determined at the time of trial, in an amount no less than $750,000.00, plus
legal fees, costs, and interest at the legal rate of 18%.
91.

Plaintiff is entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is

also entitled to all other general and special damages.
COUNT IX- TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
(AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS)

92.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

93.

Defendants, jointly and severely, knew of, or should have known of, (i) the economic

relationship between Plaintiff and Galiano, which contained the probability of future economic
benefit to the Plaintiff, (ii) knowledge of the existence Plaintiffs secured interest in the Property and
Plaintiffs rights and remedies regarding the same.
94.

Defendants took specific intentional actions which disrupted Plaintiffs economic

relationship, rights, and remedies regarding its secured interest with Galiano and the Property and
actually disrupted the economic relationship.
95.

Had the Plaintiff been aware of Defendants intentions, Plaintiff would have asserted

its rights as a secured lien holder, purchased Defendant RBC's first position, and foreclosed on the
Property.
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96.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' actions Plaintiff has and continue to

suffer damages and irreparable harm, including, but not limited to loss of potential economic profits
to be proven at the time of trial, but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00, plus legal fees, costs,
and interest at the legal rate of 18%.

COUNT X- BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
(AS TO DEFENDANTS TITLEONE AND ALLIANCE)

97.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

98.

At or about the time of the reconveyance of the EEF Deed of Trust, Defendants

Alliance and TitleOne owed legal recognizable fiduciary duties to Plaintiff to:

99.

(a)

ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected;

(b)

ensure payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF deed of trust prior
to any reconveyance;

(c)

ensure that notice of intent to release or reconvey is given to Plaintiff prior to
any reconveyance;

(d)

timely notify and cure any title encumbrances prior to conveyance.

Because the Defendants Alliance and TitleOne allowed the reconveyance of the

Plaintiffs secured interest without authorization, Defendants Alliance and TitleOne breached each of
the above duties they owed to Plaintiff.
100.

As a direct and proximate result of these breaches, Plaintiff has been damaged.

101.

Based upon Defendants Alliance and TitleOne' s breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiff

are entitled to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiffs are also entitled to all
other general and special damages.
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COUNT XI - VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 45-1205
(AS TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE)

102.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

103.

Idaho Code § 45-1205 awards damages to a beneficiary "if the title insurer or title

agent failed to substantially comply with the provisions of section 45-1203 or 45-1204, Idaho Code,
or acted with negligence or in bad faith"
104.

Because TitleOne'sreconveyance of the Plaintiff's trust deed was negligent, in bad

faith, and did not comply with Idaho Code § 45-1203 or 1204. TitleOne violated Idaho Code § 451205.
105.

As a direct and proximate result of this violation, Plaintiff has been damaged.

106.

Based upon TitleOne's violation ofldaho Code§ 45-1205, Plaintiff is entitled to costs

and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and special
damages.
COUNT XII-BREACH OF OBLIGATION TO PAY
(AS TO DEFENDANTS GALIANO AND MASON)

107.

Plaintiff incorporates and realleges all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

108.

The promissory note at issue in this matter contained certain terms requiring payment

to the Plaintiff of principle, accumulated interest, and various damages.
109.

The Defendants Galiano and Mason both agreed and guaranteed payment of sums

under the terms of the promissory note.
110.

No payment has ever been received by the Plaintiff

111.

As a direct and proximate result of this breach, Plaintiff has been damaged.

112.

Based upon Galiano and Mason's breach of their obligation to pay, Plaintiff is entitled

to costs and attorneys fees and prejudgment interest. Plaintiff is also entitled to all other general and
special damages.
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COUNT XIII - QUIET TITLE
(AS TO DEFENDANTS COREY BARTON AND JOHN DOES)

113.

Upon further investigation, it has been discovered that TitleOne has no evidence of

satisfaction of the debt underlying EEF's deed of trust on the Galiano property.
114.

TitleOne's reconveyance was recorded both prior to and subsequent to several partial

reconveyances.

TitleOne's reconveyance document erroneously named themselves as trustee

although the county records did not show that TitleOne was the trustee/interest holder.
115.

The order of recording the full reconveyance before recording the partial

reconveyances put all subsequent buyers on inquiry notice of a defect with TitleOne's reconveyance
document. Since TitleOne attempted to record an interest that in property that it did not have, all
subsequent buyers are therefor on inquiry notice of a defect with the TitleOne reconveyance.
Moreover, because TitleOne named themselves as trustee when they were not listed on record as
trustee, all subsequent buyers are on inquiry notice of a defect with the TitleOne reconveyance.
Therefore, the Plaintiffs interest in the property is adverse to each of the interest holder taking
subsequent to TitleOne's 2010 reconveyance.
116.

Given thatTitleOne had no evidence of satisfaction of the loan, any inquiry into

TitleOne'sreconveyance would have revealed that TitleOne's reconveyance was errant and wrongful.
117.

Since each of the buyers taking title after 2010 were on inquiry notice of the wrongful

reconveyance, the Plaintiff seeks a declaration to quiet title as against those buyers who still hold
title, restoring the Plaintiffs lien to a first priority lien.
IV.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants and each of them as

follows:
1.

Upon notice and hearing, issue a Temporary Restraining Order and enjoin Defendants

from further disposition of the Property;
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2.

For compensatory damages from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof

at trial but in an amount no less than the jurisdictional minimum of this Court;
3.

For economic losses from Defendants, jointly and severely, according to proof at trial

but in an amount no less than $2,000,000.00.
4.

For general and special damages from Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount

exceeding $10,000.00, and to be proven at trial;
5.

For an avoidance of the conveyances of the subject property;

6.

For an avoidance of the reconveyance of the Plaintiffs secured interest;

7.

For the imposition of a lien or constructive trust upon the subject property;

8.

For leave of this Court to amend his Complaint to add a claim for punitive damages;

9.

For declaratory relief quieting title to the subject property and placing the Plaintiffs
loan in first position on the property.

10.

For a judicial foreclosure of the subject property to satisfy outstanding debt from the
underlying promissory note.

11.

For reasonable, interest, attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120(3),

12-121, and 41-1839, and pursuant to the terms of the promissory note;
12.

For other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff hereby requests a jury in the trial of this matter pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
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DATED This 4th day of September, 2014.

Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this___ day of _ _ _ _, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

!l

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Fax: 208-388-1300
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch&Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400
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Terry Gregson
Assistant to David Fogg and Aaron Tribble
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9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13

14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

25
26

27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

MOTION TO RECONSIDER

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho

corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina cotporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Ljmited Liability Company), EDWARD J,
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unlmown Individuals and/or companies
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Defendants.

1
2
3
4

5

6

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b), Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF,,), the
Plaintiff, provides the following memorandum in support of its Motion to Reconsider:

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16

I.

THE PLAINTIFF SHOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO PROVE EQUITABLE
ESTOPPEL BECAUSE THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS IS TWENTY YEARS
Actions arising out of title to real property have a different statute of limitations than other

statutory claims. Idaho Code provides:

No cause of action, or defense to an action, arising out of the title to real property,
or to rents or profits out of the same, can be effectual unless it appears that the
person prosecuting the action, or making the defense, or under whose title the
action is prosecuted or the defense is made, or the ancestor, predecessor or grantor,
of such person, was seized or possessed of the premises in question within twenty

17
(20) years before the commencement of the act in respect to which such action is

18
19

20

21

prosecuted or defense made. Idaho Code § 5~204.
On page 26 of its Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions entered on
February 26, 2014, the Court held that a 3-year statute oflimitations under Idaho Code§ 5-218(1)
applies to Count Eleven, the I.C. 45-1205 claim. However, the Plainti:trs LC. § 45-1205 claim

22

against TitleOne is clearly "arising out of the title to real property." Specifically, the Plaintiff's

23

24
25

26

27

claim arises out of the rcconveyance of the Plaintiff's deed of trust that, until 2010, was part of
the title of the Galiano Subdivision in Kuna, ID.
The Court may alter or amend an earlier order when there is ••any [] reason justifying
relief." Idaho Rulo of Civil Procedure 60(b).

Because the wording of Idaho Code § 5-204 is

sufficiently broad to include any action ''arising out of" the title to real property, the Court must

28
• 2.
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1

conclude that 5-204 was intended to apply to a 45-1205 claim, because such a claim necessarily

2

arises out of the title to real property.

3
4

5

JI.

CONCLUSION

The Plaintiff's LC. § 45-1205 claim clearly arises out of the title to real property. As

6

such, the claim is subject to the 20-year statute of limitations set out in Idaho Code§ 5-204. The

7

Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court correct its previous ruling on the statute of

8

limitations issue and allow the Plaintiff's LC. 45-1205 claim to proceed without the need to prove

9

equitable estoppel.

10
11
12

13
14
15

Dated: September

l/1~ ,2014
Respectfully Submitted,

.

B~~-~~r~.~~~~~~
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Aaron J. Tribble

17

Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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20
21
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23
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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TITLBONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
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l
- - Defendants,

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure lS(a), Eagle Equity Fund ("EBF"), the Plaintiff,
provides the following memorandum in support of its Motion to Amend:
I.

RECENTLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE SHOWS THAT A QUIET TITLE

CLAIM IS APPROPRIATE AGAINST COREY BARTON AND OTHERS
In Idaho, buyers are on notice of facts that can be discovered through certain inquiry. It

has long been established that a purchaser is charged with every fact shown by the records and is
presumed to know every other fact which an examination suggested by the records would have
disclosed. Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 195 (2001) (citing Cordova v. Hoodi 84 U.S. 1
(1873) andNorthwesternBankv. Freeman, 111 U.S. 620 (1898)). One claiming title to lands is

chargeable with notice of every matter affecting the estate, which appears on the face of any
recorded deed fonning an essential link in his chain of title, and also with notice of such matters
as might be learned by inquiry which the recitals in such instruments made it a duty to pursue. Id
at 196 (citing Glover v. Brown 1 32 Idaho 426 (1919)). In addition to giving notice to others that
an interest is claimed in real property, the recording statutes give protection against bona fide
third parties who may be dealing in the same property, Id at 196.
In this case, the Affidavit ofAaron J. Tribble filed August 8, 2014i contains the facts that

21

fo1m the basis of a quiet title claim, some of which were just recently discovered. First, the

22
23

24

25
26
27

documents relating to the EEF deed of trust were recorded in the wrong order. Ordinarily, partial
reconveyances are recorded prior to any full reconveyance. However, the Ada County records
show that there were two partial reconveyances followed by TitleOne 's full reconveyance

followed months later by a couple more partial reconveyanccs. Once a full reconveyance has
been executed. there is no longer any interest left to reconvey, thus a partial reconveyanoe
occurring after a full reconveyance indicates a potential problem in the chain of title. Either the

28
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1

people doing the partial reconveyances were confused about the state of their property interest, or

2

the full reconveyance was recorded in error. Either way, facts as they appear in the Ada County

3

records indicate that some kind of inquiry is necessary to discern what went wrong.

4

Second, the full reconveyance was not signed and recorded by anyone having a property

5

interest in the Galiano Subdivision, The basis of title in property is the chain of title. Interests in

6

property are handed from a grantor to a grantee, and the grantors title is traceable back through a

7

chain of grantors and grantees. If a grantor conveys without being a part of the chain of title, Che

8

conveyance is voidable. In this case, the Ada County records show that TitleOne reconveyed the

9

EEF deed of trust. However) the Ada County Records also clearly show that TitleOne was never

10

a trustee on the EEF deed of trust, so TitleOne was not a part of the chain of title. This would be

11

a major red flag to any potential buyer examining the records, because TitleOne had no property

12

interest to convey. TitleOne was not in the chain of title. Certainly, this would warrant an

13

inquiry into TitleOne's status as trustee.

14

Third, TitleOne on the face of the reconveyance claims to have an interest but the records

15

at the time show the exact opposite. Not only was TitleOne absent from the chain of title, but

16

they actually claimed to be in the chain of title in the reconveyance document. By claiming status

17

as trnstee when the records show they are noti TitleOne created another reason for inquiry into the

18

reconveyance recorded in February 2010.

Any inquiry into the basis of the reconveyance document would have shown that the

19
20

document was a sham; a bad accident at best. As the Affidavtt ofAaron J. Tribble shows,

21

TitleOne recently admitted in deposition that it was never trustee, and TitleOne had no evidence

22

of payment in full. Therefore, any inquiry would have put a buyer on notice ofEEF's lien.

23

Because the county records, and their contents, suggest that an inquiry is necessary to resolve

24

questions about chain of title, the false infonnation in the reconveyance, and the suspicious order

25

of the recordings. Therefore, a claim of quiet title would likely succeed against Corey Barton and

26

all others that have taken an interest subsequent to February 2010.

27

II.

28

EEF REQUESTS THE ADDITION OF THE OTHER INTEREST HOLDERS
Now that evidence points to the inclusion of a quiet title claim, the Plaintiff requests leave

. 3.
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1

of the Court to include as defendants each of the current Galiano interest holders who are in the

2

chain of title behind DAS. However, in the interest of economy, the Plaintiff has not conclusively

3

identified each of the current interest holders. Counsel for the Plaintifff has included with this

4

motion an affidavit containing a proposed amended complaint that is exactly how the Amended

5

Complaint would look except for the names of the additional defendants. The Plaintiff requests

6

leave of the Court to submit this amendment, complete with a current list of interest holders,

7

within 30 days of the approval of this motion.

8

m.

EEF REQUESTS JUDICIAL FORECLOSURE OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTIES

9

In addition to including a quiet title claim and additional defendants, the Plaintiff requests

10

leave to amend their complaint to include relief for judicial foreclosure. The Plaintiff believes

11

that economy is best served at this point by including this potential relief under the umbrella of

12

this case and therefore requests that this Court pennit the addition of this relief.

13

IV.

14

CONCLUSIONS
Given that recently discovered evidence demonstrates that an inquiry into the wrongful

15

reconveyance by TitleOne would have revealed that there was no evidence to support the

16

satisfaction of the lien, a quiet title claim against the cU1Tent titleholders would likely succeed. In

17

addition, the Plaintiff should be permitted to include as defendants each of the current interest

18

holders that are in the chain of title subsequent to DAS. Relief should be amended to include

19

judicial foreclosure of the subject property.

20
21

22

/LI."~
Dated: September ~~-- 2014

'7'.. ,

Respectfully Submitted,

23

24
25
26

Aaron J. Tribble

27

Attorney for Plaintiff
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Defendants.

2

3

4
5

6

7
8
9

The Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys, move this Court for leave to amend their
complaint to include a claim for Quiet Title and foreclosure against Defendant Corey Barton in
addition to several other new defendants. This motion made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 15(a) and is based upon a Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend and upon the
records and pleadings filed herein.

10
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiffs,

v.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO MOTION TO RECONSIDER

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation. FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka TransnationTitle & Escrow, Inc.). a
Delaware corporation. ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska
or Florida corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Ida.ho limited
liability company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an lda.ho corporation; GALIANO LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company~ EDWARD J.
MASON,.anindividual; and John Does UI-X,
unlcnown individuals. and/or Qompanies.
Defendants.
COMES NOW~ Defendant TitleOne Corporation (''TitleOne10) , by and through its

counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and he.reby files this Memorandum in opposition to the
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Motion to Reconsider that was filed by Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fundt LLC ("BEF") on
September 4. 2014.

INTRODUCTION
The Motion to Reconsider lacks merit and should be summarily denied. EEF is asking
the Court to reconsider portions of a prior Memorandum Dedsion entered in this matter by Judge

Wilper on February 26, 2014.

That Decision held (a) that Idaho Code Section 5~218(1)

providing a statute of limitations for "a liability created by statutt~" applies to Count XI of EEF's

Complaint, a claim for damages under Idaho Code Section 45~1205, and (b) that the claim bad
not been brought within that time period, but (c) gave EEF ad.di1ional time to find evidence that
equitable estoppel tolled the running of that statute of limitations.

Now that EEF has had

sufficient time to develop said evidence but has found none, and now that TitleOne has in tum
moved for summary judgment on this claim, EEF is trying to assert that a 20..year statute of
limitations associated with adverse possession in fact applies. EEF's offered interpretation is
simply wrong, and EEF' s claim is barred by the statute oflimitations of Section 5w2 l 8(1).
First, the only basis cited in EEF's Motion and Memorandum as authority for
reconsideration is not applicable, as LR.C.P. 60(b) only applies to reconsideration of a final
judgment, order or proceeding. Judge Wilper's decision was not final, but instead interlocutory.
Second, the location of Idaho Code Section 5-204 withi:n the recovery of real property
section of the Idaho chapter on statutes of limitations, 100 years of case law interpretation, and
the recent 2006 expression of the Idaho legislature when it amended those statutes, .all make it

clear that Idaho Code Se.<.ition S-:Z04 is part of a larger $t&.tutory ~~heme presc.:ribing the statute of
limitations for the recovery of real property, including titl¢ theret<:>-. primarily in the context of

adverse possession.

Idaho Code Section 45-1205; on the o,ther hand, specifies monetary

damages and makes no mention of impacting title to real property.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOS.ITION TO MOTION TO RECONSIDER .2
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Third, the substance and nature of the right asserted under Idaho Code Section 45~1205
by EEF is a "liability created by statute" not an action for the recovery of real property.

ARGUMENT
As an initial matter, LR.C.P. 60(b) specifies that it may relieve a party from "a final
judgment, order. or proceeding,, for certain specified reasons. However, a ruling on summary
judgment that does not dispose of all issues in a case is not a final dispositive order, but an
interlocutory1 one, and thus not a "final judgment, order, or proceeding." See e.g., Southland

Produce Co. v. Belson, 96 Idaho 776,536 P.2d 1126 (1975) (partial summary judgment rendered
in favor of three of five original defendants was not a "final judgment."). Thus, grounds exist to
summarily deny EEF's Motion for Reconsideration.
But2 when the substance of EEF' s motion is examined, the motion is also lacking in this
respect as well.

EEF seizes on language at the beginning of Idaho Code Section 5-204 which

provides that, "[n]o cause of action, or defense to a cause of action, arising out of title to real
property .... " Based on this language, EEF argues that its action under the forced reconveyance

statutes for statutory damages provided for m1der Idaho Code Section 45-1205 may be brought
up to 20 years after the cause of action accrues.
However, a closer reading of this statute, in context, demands an,d compels the conclusion
that Section 5-204 is really about the period of time in which one must act to bring an action for

the recov~ry of real property. The structure of Chapter 2. Title 5, of the Jdaho Code entitled
"Limitation of Actionst where $-204 has existed for over a hundred and twenty years, is telling

1 Jn

fact1 I.R . C.P. l l(a)(2)(b) provides far motions fur reconsider.ation "of any interlocutory orders of the trial court."
No such m<,tion Js c~utly before the C(?Ut't.
a And without waiving any argument that ru:> proper autbority or basis
beM ndvaru:cd for thi$ motion.

has
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in this respect.

Idaho Code Section 5-201 starts out by saying "Civil actions can only be

commenced within the periods prescribed in this chapter ...." Then Section 5"202 provides that
the state shall not "'sue any person for or in respect to any real property or the issues or profits

thereof, by reason of the right or title of the [state] to the same, unless such right or title shall
have accrued within (1) years before any action , •. is commenced" (emphasis added). Section
5-203 in turn provides that "No action for the recovery of real property, or for the possession
thereof, can be maintained, unless it appears that the plaintiff, his ancestor, predecessor or
grantor, was seized or possessed of the property ... within twenty (20) years before the
commencement of the action" (emphasis added). Then comes 5~204 which speaks in terms of

"[n}o cause of action, or defense to an action, arising out of the title to real property, or to rents
or profits out of the same, can be effectual unless it appears [the person] ... was seized or
possessed of the premises in question within twenty (20) years before the commencement ...."
(emphasis added). Sections 5-205 to 5-214 then go on to discuss different presumptions and
other aspects of recovery of real property and adverse possession, including what constitutes
possession of land. a requirement of payment of taxes in order to obtain adverse possession and
the like.

Then, significantly, Section 5~215 changes the tenor of the rest of the chapter on

"Limitations of Actions," by providing "Actions other than for recovery of real property. The
periods prescribed for the commencement of actions other than for the recovery of real

property are as follows'' (emphasis added).
The significance of this structuring of the Chapter is that said structure clearly belies a
legislative intent from the original enactment of those statutes that those statutes now codified in
that Chapter from Section 5-202 to Section 5-214 were statutes of limitations dealing with claims
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involving the attempted recovery of real property' while the rest of that Chapter 2 was
limitations associated with "commencement of actions other than for the recovery of real
property."4 This is indeed the reading Idaho Courts seem to have given this portion of Chapter 2
since its enactment. It appears from reviewing the caselaw that 5-204 and its companion statutes
in Chapter 2 (i.e., Sections 5-202 to 5-214) have been discussed in the Idaho appellate decisions
almost entire, if not completely, ex.elusively in the context of the doctrine of adverse possession.
For example, a review of all of the eight cases cited in the annotations currently to Section 5-204
reveals that with the exception of one case where a 5-204 argument was summarily dismissed on
appeal as not having been briefed or argued below,5 all of the other seven cases discussing that
statute since 1904 to 1965 were in the context of adverse possession.6 By way of further
example, prior Idaho cases that mention 5-204 indeed do discuss it working with these various
provisions (i.e., ranging between Sections 5.202 to 5~214) to establish aspects of the period of
prescription for adverse possession. See, e.g., Obermeyer v. v. Idohl, 16 Idaho 103,278 P.2d 188
(1954) (citing the prescriptive period in that case as being a function ofldaho Code§§ 5-204 and
5-207); Salvis v. Lawyer, 73 Idaho 469,253 P.2d 589 (1953) (citing§§ 5-203 1 5.;204, 5-206, and
5-210 all as working together with respect to the adverse possession claims in that case); Chapin
3

Including actions to recover "issues and profits [ofreal property] or "to rents and profits [arising] out of[the title
to real property)." Idaho Code Sections 5-202 and 5-204.

4

TitleOne believes that such actions would most commonly comprise an action to eject a party where the sued
party defends on the basis of adverse possession, or an action to quiet title on the basis of adverse possession.

5

Malcolm v. Htmner, 64 ldaho 666, 127 P,2d 331 (1942) (noting defense of 5~204 was pleaded in a constructive
trust/right to proceeds pfthe prQperty sale case, but neither argued nor briefed, and therefore would not 1w
considere(l on ai)~al).
·

6

See, e:.g., R)Jan v. W(>()din, 9 Idaho 525, 75 .P. 261 (1904) (adverse possession); Canady v. C<>eUr d'Alene

LJtm~er Co., 21 ldaho 77, 120 p; 830 (1911) (claim barred based on this SOL and other S0Ls against lumber

mm whp, had occupied vacated city property for more than five (now 20) years); La~t Chqnce Ditch Co. v.

Sawyer~ 3S Jijabo <fl, 204 P. 654 (1922) ("adverse use"); Pleasanla v. Henry, 36 Idaho 7.28, 213 P. S6S (1923)

(adv~rs.e po$ffSsion); Chapin v. Stewart; 71 Idaho 30q, 230 P.2d 998 (l9Sl) (adverse possession); Sa/vis v.

Lawyer, 73Jdaho4~9. 2S3 P;2d S89 (1951) (adverse po,session); Obermeyerv. !doh!; 76 l~ho tot 278 P.2d
188 09S4) (adverse possession); and Di<Jker.ron v. 11,,ews-ter, 88 tdaho 330, 399 P.2d 407 {1965) (adverse
pQSS~$Si01}).

. ·.

.
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v. Stewart, 71 Idaho 306, 230 P.2d 998 (1951) (citing§§ 5-203, 5-204, 5-206, 5-207) 5-208, and

5-213 as keeping some other claimants from challenging the adverse possession by their uncle
and aunt of certain real property or the proceeds thereof); Beasley v. Aengstrom, 31 Idaho 14,
168 P. 1145 (1917) ("'Such an easement is real property, under the laws of the State. Hence, the

period of adverse possession is that mentioned in § 4036 [now codified as Idaho Code § 5-203],
4037 [now codified as Idaho Code§ 5-204], and§ 4039 [now codified as Idaho Code§ 5-206],
Rev. Codes''); Trask v. Success Mining Co., 28 Idaho 483, 155 P. 288 (1916) (''The defendant

denies the material allegations of the complaint, and as a further answer pleads that thi,s action is
barred by the provisions of Sections 4036 and 4037, Rev. Codes, and pleads title to said tract of
land by adverse possession.").
So it is no surprise that, in 2006 when the Idaho Legislature chose to amend 5-204 and its
companion statutes in Chapter 2 by making only one substantive change to the wording,
changing "five years" to "twenty (20) years"/ the Legislature saw fit to explain its change in the
session laws as related only to adverse possession, saying:
This amendment to existing Code extends the time required to
adversely possess real property from five (5} years to twenty (20)
years.
2006 Idaho Laws ch. 158 (S.B. 1311 ). A reasonable inference is that the Legislature reads 5-204
and its companion statutes on limitations on the recovery of real property in Chapter 2, Title 5,

exactly the same way as the Idaho Supreme Court has interpreted them for over a hundred years,
as relating to adverse possession issues.

Th.e only other nonsubstantive change the Legislature made was changing the term "can not" to "cannot" in 5201 l.
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1n this sense, EEF is indeed trying to drive a square peg into a round hole when it claims
that its "45wl205 negligence claim"8 is the type of claim that is contemplated by 5~204's

reference to "arising out of the title to real property. n But even if the clear import of the prior
decisions and in the Idaho Legislature that Idaho Code Section 5-204 simply provides the statute
of limitations for adverse possession and on its face would not be applicable is disregarded, the
cause of action which Plaintiff is referring to as Count XI, the Idaho Code Section "45-1205
negligence" claim is viewed closely, said claim is not one arising out of the title to real prope1ty.
EEF only asks for damages in Count XI, because that is all that is allowed by Section 45-1205.
Idaho Code Section 45-1205 simply provides that, "[t]he title insurer or title agent effecting such
reconvcyance shall be liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the damages suffered a.~ a
result of such improper reconveyanceu and then sets out the circumstances that will give rise to
such liability including acting with negligence (emphasis added). It does not provide for a
reinstatement of the deed of trust (assuming even that holding a deed of trust as security for
payment is considered ''title"). As an action for money damages, it certainly would seem to be
an action "other than .for the recovery of real property,'' and accordingly found in Chapter 2
following after Idaho Code Section 5-215, not before it. Idaho Code Section 5-215 (emphasis
added). In this same sense, the action does not arise out of the title by any reasonable measure
because the relief prayed for in EEF's Complaint, money damages--which is the only result
allowed for by Section 45-1205--does not affect title.9

See Motion fo Recon$lder tue.d Septeniber4,2(H4·at p. 2.
9

'fitleOne would note. th-t ~ separate prQvlsion,. IdahQ Cbde $ecti.oU 45· l :Z03, provides only in v~ limited
circumstances of'forgery of the title insurer or title ag1;:nt's signatU,re that the forced reconveyance d(led ''shall
constitute a rec.Qnveyance ~f :the trust dee~ identified therein~ irrespective of any deficiency in their
reconveyance pro~ure l'!Qt dls1rlosed in the r~lease or reconveyance that is recorded ...". Idaho Code§ 45~
1203(4).
.
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In other words, the violation of the right and the remedy sought are clearly for a violation
of a statute and an associated monetary liability created by a statute. It goes without saying that
"the appropriate statute of limitations is determined by the substance, not the form, of the
action." Nerco Minerals Co. v. Morrison Knudsen Corp.• 140 Idaho 144, 148, 90 P.3d 894t 898
{2004).

Judge Wilper has previously held that [daho Code Section 5-218(1) providing for a

statute of limitations for statutory liabilities applies. That provision reads as follows:
Within three (3) years: 1. An action upon a liability
created by statute, other than a penalty or forfeiture.

Idaho Code§ 5-218(1). As Judge Wilperreasoned~
EFF alleges TitleOne is Hable to EEF based on violating the
provision of Idaho Code § 45-1205. Thus, Count Eleven plainly

states "[a]n action upon a Uability created by statute." Although
EEF may seek to establish a violation of Idaho Code § 45~1205
through negligence, whatever liabiJity TitleOne may incur would
be due to a violation of Idaho Code § 45-1205. Thus, the three..
year statute of limitations under Idaho Code § 5-218(1) applies.
Pebruary 26, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 11. Indeed, the point was argued
extensively in TitleOnets Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment filed on January 2,
2014, that the whole forced reconveyance statutory scheme. as well as the authority for a trustee

to act, and for a borrower and lender to utilize a deed of trust instead of a mortgage, are creatures
of statute and indeed strangers to the common law. 10 In light of this background, to try and treat

Count XI as anything but a claim for an alleged monetary liability created by a statute is
misguided at best and disingenuous at worst.

CONCLUSION
In concluskm, the EEF has n<>t put forth the appUeable rule for this CQUrt to reconsider an

interim interlocutory order. Putting that absence of authority aside~ the 20-year statute of
10

See TitleOne'li Memcn,mdum ln S4Pporf of M<>tio.n for Summmy Judgment and Renewed Mo;ion to Quash Us
J>endens filed J~nuaey 2, 2014 ~ pp, s.10.
·
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limitations sought by EEF has only previously been applied in the context of adverse possession
and has been understood by courts and even the Idaho Legislature in that manner. But even if
that language in of that 5-204 is meant to be applied outside the context of adverse possession, it
would not seem applicable to a statutorily-created cause of action for damages, which does not
include any recovery of title or real property. Accordingly, TitleOne asks that the Motion for
Reconsideration be denied.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 11 1h day of September, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Thomas E. Dv
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on tWs l l 11i day of September, 2014; I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
Jo(_ Facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
AVP/Litigation Counsel
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101

_ Hand Delivery
$Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Counsel for Defendant RBC Bank

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile; 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counselfor Defendant Alliance Title

- · Hand Delivery

Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

~Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile: 336~9712
Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

_ Hand Delivery
,E_Facsimile: 388~1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
_

Hand Delivery

.JS. Facsimile: 331-2400
_

-

Overnight Courier

U.S. Mail

~

e;,(:
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

SEP 11 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANJ~ VIDAi(
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc., by and through its counsel of
record David T. Krueck of the firm FJSHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby respectfully
submits this Motion for Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure. This Motion is further supported by the Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey
Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment and the Declaration of Corey Barton in
Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment filed
contemporaneously herewith, as well as the pleadings and papers on file in this matter.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this !\~day of September, 2014.
FlSHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP

David T. Kruec , Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Counsel for PlaintiffEagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Y...

U.S. Mail
-~K- Facsimile-(208) 388-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Counsel for Defendant Title One Corporation
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518

x_

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
Y.,

Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702

':J...
'/..
___
___

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation
Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617

'I-.

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

't:

Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701

~',..- U.S. Mail
_5C-_ Facsimile-(208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason
and Galiano LLC

David T. Krueck
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Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
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I, COREY BARTON, hereby state and declare:
1.

I am over the age of eighteen and make this Declaration based upon my own

personal knowledge. If called as a witness, I could and would competently testify as to the
matters set forth herein.
2.

I am, and was at all times mentioned herein, the President of Corey Barton

Homes, Inc. ("CBH").
3.

In my capacity as the President of CBH, I personally negotiated the terms for the

purchase of lots within the development commonly known as the Walnut Creek Subdivision
("Property") by CBH from DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS").
4.

On May 7, 2012, CBH executed a series of Purchase and Sale Agreements with

DAS, whereby CBH agreed to purchase the Property from DAS. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A"
are true and correct copies of the Purchase and Sale Agreements between CBH and DAS.
5.

CBH performed all obligations to DAS under the terms of the Purchase and Sale

Agreements.
6.

In my capacity as the President of CBH, I personally negotiated the terms of the

Purchase and Sale Agreements referenced herein with Timothy Eck, who represented to me that
he was the Manager of DAS.
7.

From May 23, 2012 through June 24, 2013, CBH obtained title to the Property by

way of several Special Warranty Deeds executed by DAS. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" are
true and correct copies of the Special Warranty Deeds conveying title from DAS to CBH.
8.

CBH is in the business of acquiring real property for the purpose of developing

and constructing residential homes to sell to third parties.
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9.

CBH acquired the Property for the purpose of constructing residential homes to

sell to third parties, and has sold several homes within the Property to third parties.
10.

At no time prior to the date CBH entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements

with DAS for the Property was CBH aware Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") claimed any
secured interest in the Property by way of a deed of trust or any other interest.
11.

At no time prior to the recordation of the first deed conveying title to the Property

to CBH was CBH aware EEF claimed any secured interest in the Property by way of a deed of
trust or any other interest.
12.

At no time prior to the date CBH entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements

with DAS for the Property was CBH informed by Mr. Eck or any other individual that EEF may
claim a secured interest in the Property by way of a deed of trust or any other interest.
13.

At no time prior to the recordation of the first deed conveying title to a portion of

the Property to CBH was CBH informed by Mr. Eck or any other individual that EEF may claim
a secured interest on the Property by way of a deed of trust or any other recorded instrument.
14.

CBH did not have any part in the creation or recordation of the Reconveyance of

Trust Deed recorded with the Ada County Recorder's Office on February 11, 2011, as
Instrument No. 11001285 8 ("Reconveyance").
15.

At no time prior to the date CBH entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements

with DAS for the Property did CBH have any actual notice of the recordation of the
Reconveyance.
16.

At no time prior to the recordation of the first deed conveying title to a portion of

the Property to CBH did CBH have any actual notice of the existence of the Reconveyance.
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17.

I do not have any personal knowledge regarding the reason why the

Reconveyance was recorded.
18.

CBH has never transacted any business with EEF.

19.

CBH has never entered into any contracts with EEF.

20.

CBH has never loaned money to EEF.

21.

CBH has never borrowed money from EEF.

22.

CBH has never offered to sell or buy any personal or real property to or from

23.

CBH has never had any communications with any members, agents or

EEF.

representatives of EEF.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct.
EXECUTED this .Ji!.::nfday of September, 2014.

-'"'vrey Barton
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t>URCHASF, AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 1

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7111 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its pem1iHed assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Properly; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Prope1iy according lo the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and

sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undet1ake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

SclJer agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees lo purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set fo1th.

2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Properly shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up foes, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). l11e Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incu!1'ed by
SeJJer from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without

limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, in·igation/watcr/scwer cha!'ges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buye1· to

Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Se1ler shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment Jor an
ALTA s1''llldard owners title insurance policy and a11 underlying documents ofrecord (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Tille Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 (''Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate truces for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances or record.

b)
Title Defects. If the Tille Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpennitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit lo insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Se11er fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
lhc Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Pe1mitted Exceptions." Liens or other
mutters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller wiJI provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Duyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Pennilted Exceptions ("Tille Polici'). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer al closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Duyer pays the

additional pl'emium.
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d)
Conveyapce o:Ciitle. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTA TIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:

a)
Auth01it):'.. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby arc valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective tenns.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of i1s obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any conlract, lease, statute, law, rnlc or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Propc1ty.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

1)
Conqcmnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, ~md is not
subject to withholding 1.mde1· the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)

Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties

contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Prope1ty AS 1S.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS.AND :WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Duyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective tenns.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.

EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either pa1iy may wish

to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind prope1ty within the

meaning of Section I 031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other pmty to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iji) no substitution of the effectuating pruty
shall release said pmty from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating patty at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange m1d the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.

DISCLOSURES
POST-CI ,OSING
CONTINGENCIES.
AND
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement Distl'ict ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain tenns and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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CLOSING AND RELATED MATI'ERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before May 23rd, 2012, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the pat1ies ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Watmnty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in vvriting by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered n default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAK.EDOWN 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instrnments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers foes to the final purchase price. AH other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real prope11y and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer
Closing Date.
d)

B.isk of Loss, Condemnation.

m1

the

Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall

be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, nt its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or ellect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of ~my condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days aller seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller foil or neglcct to perform in
accord,mce with the tcm1s of this Agreement, Duyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equily
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement., Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies ns nrc available at law or in equity.
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MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall he binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)

This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be 11u1de or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.

with respect to the subject matter hereof.

c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofidaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankrupt(..'Y and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
1·equest, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
t)

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect lo tho subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed

as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane

Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by cc1tified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (h) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deeme-d delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to olher party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and wammts that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execulion of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
hmguage herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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JN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
rporation dba CBH Homes

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWN 1

Lots 2 and 6 in Block 1 and Lot 3 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the oilicial plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 2

This real estate purchase m1d sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effoctivc the i 11 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Properly; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees lo sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, togelher with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the te1ms and
conditions hereinai1er set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND J~AYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but 1101 necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real properly laxes, homeowncr's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigati<m/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The n:nmining balance of $74,277.68 plus alJ costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement incl\lding but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowncl''s dues, homeowncl's set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof: Seller shalJ deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, TD 83704 (''Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to t11e lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances ofrecord.

b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwiHing to
have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insUl'e over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
right~ or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, tbis Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermittcd Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, casements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be refetTCd to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens 01· other
mutters to be discharged by Seller may he paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available atler
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price :mbject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The pl'emium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
mlditional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Propet1y is to be conveyed to
Duyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS ANQ WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and wan-ants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and aIJ other agreements
contemplated hereby will nol conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's ac11m1 knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Prope1ty.

f)
Cond~_rrmation. Seller has no act11al knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(±) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding unckr the laws of the Stale ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATTONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authorizy.. The execution, delivery and perfonnance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any govet'lllnental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Duyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval.,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the perfo1111ance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire 01· take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shaH not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating pmiy
shall release said party from any of its obligations, wammties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this

Agreement by the effectuating parly, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIE~.
7.
AND
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that. the
Properly is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF .
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment Buy<;:r acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LTD"), which
subjects the Property to certain tem1s and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall talcc place on or before June 22 11 d, 2012,
or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located al 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occuJTed when the Special Wananty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failme to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKRDOWN 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14ancl 15.

b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equalJy divided between Seller and Duyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifica11y referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
c)
Closing Date.

d)
Risk 9fLoss. Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller 1mtil the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to SelJer on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Properly, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condenmation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller foil or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the retum of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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I 0.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver lo, or of: this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both pa11ies.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing pm1y shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankrnptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents ami instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall 1·easonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the patties addressed
as follows:

Ifto Buyer:

CBHHomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridiun, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 836 l 6
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by ovemight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deeme<l delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delive1y, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hel'eby represents and wmrnnts that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordm1ce with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepal'ed or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

o poration dba CBH Homes
By:

Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Bruton

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN2
Lots 7 and 8 in Block I and Lot 4 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Dock 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEUOWN 3
This real estate purchase mid sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ih day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Bmion Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS

A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Prope1ty"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transl'er and convey the Prope1ty according to the
provisions hereinafter set fo1ih.
NOW, TI-ffiREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sul'ticiency of ,vhich arc hereby acknowledged, Seller and Duyer represent, covemmt,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Se11er agrees to sellj transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appmtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
inigation/water/scwer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining bnlnnce of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but nol necessarily limited to, without

limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's clues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall he paid in cash from
Seller due at closing.

Buyer to

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commilment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity Nationa1 Til1e Company Of ld.aho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate truces for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters ohjectionab]e to Buyer ("Unpennitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Duyer written assurances that the objected lo matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpcrmitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no fu1ther
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to tenninate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in fuU force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not o~jected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Sel1el' wil1 provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursmmt lo the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only lo the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions {"Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title PoJicy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)

Conveyance of Title. Sellel''s title to the Property is to be conveyed to

Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special WaiTanty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.

4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIEa. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
roguJation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court

having jurisdiction over Ute Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the perf011nance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Ti11e: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller wiJl transfer to Buyer
the Prope1ty free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
enctunbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.

d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
c)
Environmental Condition of Property. Sel1er has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Properly.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actua1 knowledge of any proposed or
thl'eatcned condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the

Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(t) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to wilhhol<ling under the Iuws of the Stale of Idaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and wan·antics
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the I3uyer acknowledges that it is purcJmsing the Properly AS IS.

Pm·tf
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective tetms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
perfommnce by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the pe1formance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deterred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each pruiy agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other pmty to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said patty from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the e-f:lectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES _AND
CONTINGENCIES.
7.
POST-CLOSING
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is cu1Tently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Properly is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects tho Property to certain te1ms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer aek110wledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.

.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing_,Date. The closing shall take place on or before July 23rd, 2012, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the pai1ies ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83 704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Wananty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar laxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall he assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added. to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Prope1ty shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)

Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall

be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
lf the Propc1ty is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Pmchase Price sha11 be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notily Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, l3uyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as a.re available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension. change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer sha!) have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in ·writing by both parties.

c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofidaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either pa11y to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any tem1, condition, or covenant of th1s Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attomeys' fees and costc; of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

J)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may he reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in ,vriting, and shall be served on the pa1ties addressed
as follows:

If lo Buyer:

CBI-I Homes
Attn: Corny Barlon

1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642
If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be eithe1· (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby reprnsents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)

Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate

legal counsel, or (ii) have had the oppottunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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TN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement

as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC
By:~~~Name:Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWN3
Lot 9 in Block l and Lots 5 and 6 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGRimMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKgl)()\VN 4

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the t 11 day or May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, lnc., an Idaho
eorporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns (''Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller'').

IHi:CITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real cstalc parcels legally described and
dcpicled on the attiwhcd Exhibit ''A". which is made a part hereof (collectively the

··Property'"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, tnmslcr and convey the Property according lo the

provisions hercinaltcr set forth.
NOW, THRREl<'ORJ~. for good and valuable considerntion, the receipt and
suflicicncy of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller nnd IJuyer rcprt~sent, covenant,
undcrl<1kc and ngrcc as follows:
l.

/\GHEEMENT OF PURCllASE.AND SAi ,F.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees lo purchase, !he
Property, together with any and nil appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PUJ!CUASE PRICIL6NQY.A Yl'VfENT TERMS.

The Lola] purchase price lo be paid lo Seller by Buyer for the Properly shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs ineu1TL'd by Seller from the datL~ of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including, but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homcownL'r's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, mainLcmmcc. closing costs and i11smancc {"Purchase
Price"'). The Purchase Price sh.ill be paid as follows:
a)

$1 J)OO in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; nnd

b)

The remaining bulnncc of $74,277.68 plus nil costs incur1·1.~d by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Dnte of
this Agrtcmcnl induding but not necessarily limitt>d lo, wi1hout
limitmion, rcul property tnxes, homeowncr's dues, homcownt·rs set
up Ices, Legal Fees, irrigatlon/watcr/scwcr charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurnncL'. shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
J2m:;11mfnt~..Ll.Yidc1J~ingii!h;. Within live (5) days from the eOcctivc date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners litlc insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
''Title Commitment") issued hy Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located i1t 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200. Boise, ]D 83704 ("Escrow Agent"). in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title lo the Properly to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of' real cstutc taxes for the current calcndm year nol yet due nnd
payable mid all other liens, casements, restrictions and e11cumhranccs of record.

b)
Ii!.!!! Detects. tr the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
01· 01he1· matters ol~jcclionable to Buyer ("Unpermiltcd Exceptions") and Buyer objccls in
writing to Seller within ten (l 0) dnys of Buyer's receipt or the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (lO) days of Seller's receipt of lJuycr's wrillcn ol~jections ("O~jcction
Period"), have the Unpcnniltcd Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Dale or lrnw !ht~ Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpcrmitted E:,;ccptions. JJ Seller foils or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpcrmittcd Exceptions within the lime pcriocl above, Buyer may tcn11im1tc this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly dd ivcrcd lo Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. lf Buyer elects to tnkc lhc Property sul1.icct to any
Unpcrmitted Exceptions or fails to tcrminutc this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the O~jcction Period, this Agreement shall remain in f'ull force and
clkcl and uny ol1_jection to the Unpcrmitlcd Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, cnscments, cnctunbrnnccs und other matters of' Litle not ol~jcclcd to, or
waived, hy Buyer shall be referred to licrci11 as ·'Permitted Exceptions.'' Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may bl' paid out or 1hc Purchase Price received hy
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
:fiJJ.~J.mmnms:.~~. ;\I the request ol' Buyer and .is soon as it is available alter
the Closing Date, Seller will provide lo Buyer a standard cownigc polli.:y of title

insuranre purslmn1 to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer i11 the amount or lhc Pun.:hm,c Prit:c :rnl'.jcct only to the gcnernl cxt:cptiorn,
nppt'nt'ing in the policy form and the Permillcd Exceptions ("Titk Polky"). The premium
for Title Insurance shull be paid by Buyer nt closing. Buyer shall linvc the right In
upgrade the Title Policy lo an t\Xtcndcd covcrugc policy ns long us Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)

Convcvancc of Title. Si.dk·r's title lo the Properly is to be conveyed to

Buyer by special warranty deed (''Special Warranty Deed"), sul~jccl only to the Pcrmiued
Exi.:cptions.
4.
REPllESENT;\TIONS AND .. WARRANTlES.
representations herein, Seller reprcscnls and warrants to Buyer ns
as of lhc Closing Dali.\ that:
a)

Jn

addition

lo

other

or the dntc hereof, and

t\.lJJJ19.ri!Y.. The cxecut ion, deli very and performance of this Agreement

and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by

all necessary action of Seller and ihe Agreement and nil other agreements contemplated
hereby arc valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Sclkr in
accordance vvith their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the cxeculinn, dcliwry and
performance by Seller of its obligations under !ht\ Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not confliCL ,:vilh nny contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree or any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authori:a1tion or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
gov<.·rnmcntal authority iii required for the perlonnancc by the Seller of its oblignlions
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: .Inl!.HiJer:J,icn.§. On the Closing Date, Seller will lrnnsler to Buyer
the Property free and clear or all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.

d)
NQJjJjg,uJion or Adve1::-.1Q.JiYQn!!:i- To Seller's uctunl knowledge, there arc
no thrcalcncd investigations, actions suits, proceedings or clairns against or affixti11g
Sdlcr or !he Property.

c)

Environmental Condition of Prnpcrtv. Seller has no nclual knowledge

or

any hazardous matcrinls being present on, under, in or about the Properly.

l)
(qmlrnrnati<m.. Seller hus no actual knowkdgc of any proposed or
threatened condcmnatio11 or private purchase in lieu of such proi.:cedings affecting the
Properly.

g}
j\/<_l11:EQJ:?..i1m...Y"(,;!:S01J.. Seller is not n "lorl'.'ign person" as snch term is
dclioed in Section l1.145(f) or the Internal R<.~vcnue Code or 1986, as amended, nnd is nol
subjcc1 to withholding under the laws of the Stak' of Idaho.
h)

Other lhH11 the Seller's express written representations nnd warrnnlies

contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written insln1111c11L ddivl!rcd lo
the Buyer nl closing, Lim Buycr aekno\vlcdgt~s that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND .. WARRANTIES Of.BUYER. In addition to
other reprcscntntions herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hcrcoC
and as of the Closing Date, that:

n)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this 1\grccmcnt
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and vnlidly authori:1cd by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby nrc valid and binding obligations of Buyer, cnfbrccabk against Buyer in
m:cordancc with their respective terms.
b)
N1?... Cm11J.i£.\. Buyer has no knowh.xlgc that the execution, delivery and
performance hy Buyer or its obligations under the AgrccnK·nt aud nil other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any conlraet. lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree or any govcrnmcntnl authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyc,· has no knowledge thnt any consent, approval,
authorization or order or or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer or its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer nnd Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this tmnsuction as a wx dcforrcd exchange of like-kind property within the
1m:aning of Section 1031 or the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to rcasonahly

cooperate with the other party to et1ect such an exchange, provitkd, however, tlmt (i) the
coopcmling pmty shall not be required lo acquit\: or lake title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution or the effectuating party

shull release said party from nny of its obligations, ,varrantics, or rcprcsentulions set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least live (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes rcquin:d to clfrct such exchange and the identity or any p,ll'ty to the
substituted in the escrow.
7.

DJSCl,OSURES __ -·· 1\ND ____ POST-CLOSIN(i__

CONTINCiENCl[S.

Notwithstanding nnylhing in this 1\grccment to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Properly is currently within AD/\ County and is annexed into tl1e recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS. CONDITIONS AND RESTIUCTJONS OF
\VALNlll CREEK SUBDIVlSION (A.lea. Galiano Estah.:s Subdivisilln), and Buyer
accepts the same and ugrecs to bl.! bound thereby. Buyer acknmvlcdges 1hnt buyer will
r~~ccivc ,opic:,; of lhc 1worded DECL1\RAllON OF COVEN ANIS, CONJ)JTIOMi
AND RESTRJCT!ONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVIS.lON (/\.k.u. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is c111Tt'ntly within the City of K11nn Locnl lmpnwcmcnt Dislrkt (·'LID"), which
subjects lhc Property lo certnin terms nnd conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
13uycr ,wrt.'pls the :mnw and agrees to be bound thl~reby. Buyer acknowblges that buyi..~r's
title commitment will disclose the LID ns an exception in 1he Tille Com111itmc111.
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a)
~Josinu. Date. The closing shall take p.lacc on or before Augusl 2Jr11 , 20.12,
or as otherwise mutual!)' ugrecd in \.\Ti ting by the pnt1ics ("Closing Date"), and shnl I tnkc
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of lduho, located at 8665 W.
Emcrnld, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warrnllly Dee<l has been properly recorded. in
the oJlicial records of Ada County, Idaho. Failur~ to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless cxtcnde,d in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a defoull
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREl:-'.MENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 5, 6, 7.,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

b)
g_9J;JJ.)l~ Dcposils. Fees and Proralion~& Buyer and Seller shull deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent nil instruments. documcnls and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers foes lo the final purchnsc price. All other expenses not specifically rcforenccd in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shnl1 be nddccl to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary e;-.:pcnses if not due shall be assumed and paid when clue by Buye1·. lf due and
paid by Seller shall be ndclcd to the final pun;hasc price.
C)

Possession. Possession or the Property shnll be delivered to Buyer on the

Closing Date.
d)
Risk of' Loss. Condemnation, Risk of loss 01· di1magc to the Pmperty shall
he borne by Seller until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the sub_jcc1 of any comlcmnation proceeding prior to
dosing, Buy(:r may. nl its oplion, terminate this Agreement by giving lll)!ii:.:c of such
lcrminatio11 to Seller 011 or before the Closing Dale, and upon such tem1i11ntion the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of 110 f'urthtir force
or cflecl; provided, hoWL'\'<.'r, that Buyer may elect 10 purchase the Properly, in which
cast' the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of nny condemnation mvnrd
recei vcd, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to noli fy Buyer or any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) dnys after sdkr learns thcrcot
9.

DEFAULT AND REMEDll~.S. Should Seller fail or ncglcc1 to perform in

accordnnw wilh the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall he entitled to the return of the

Eames! Money and all other rights and remedil's as url' nvailnbk at lnw or in equity
including the termination of this Agrc<.·mcnt. Should l!uycr foil, or 11cglec1 lo pcrfon11 in
accordance with the terms or this ;\grt\cmcnt, Seller shall b~~ t\llli1lcd lo the Earnest
l\foncy and all other rights and remedies a::; arc nvailabk al luw or ill equity.
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JO.

IVIJSCELLANl~OUS

a)
This Agrcemenl shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, pcrsonnl representatives, successors and assigns.
h)
This Agreement, embodies lhc entire agrcc1nc11t between the parties hereto
with respect to lhe subject mnttcr hereof. No extension, change, modification,
nmcndmcnl or waiver lo, or of~ this Agreement of' any kind whatsoever shall he made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, und no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or cHcct
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by bolh parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be govt'.rncd by the laws or the Stale of Idaho.

d)
111 the event it shall become necessary for either party to this i\grecmenl lo
retain legal counsel to enforce any lenn, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prcvniling party shall be entitled to m:;ovcr !heir rensonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy nnd/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence or lhis Agreement.

I)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge nnd deliver lo the other such
other documents nnd instruments. and toke such olhcr action:-;, a:.-; either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This ,\greemenl, including, without limitation. the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the cl~)Sing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other cornrnunic.alions given with rcspc1.:l to the sul~ject
mailer of this Agreement shall be in writing, nnd shall be scrn:d 1111 the parties addressed
as follows:

I 1· 10 Buyer:

If To Sclkr:

CHI l I lomcs
Attn: Corey Barlon
J l)Tl E. Overland
l'vkridian, II) 8.1(>'·12
DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck

6 ! 52 W. IJul f Moon Lnnc
Engle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (n) sent by ccrlificd mnil, return receipt
rc·qucstcd, in which case notice shall b~~ dccm<:d delivered three (3) business days af\cr
deposit, postage prepaid in rhe U.S. Mail, (b) scnl by overnight delivery using a

nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(I) business day aJlcr deposit with such comicr or (c) sent by personal dcliYcry, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, hmvcvcr, !hat no notice or n change ~>r
addn:ss shall be effoc1i vc until actunl receipt or such notice.
Each individual executing this t\grccmcnl on behalf of any cn!ity,
hereby represents and warrants that his cnlily IHIS duly and properly authorized the
execution of' this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
i)

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the oppor1uniry to be so rcprcscnlcd. Thus, in all cases, the
languugc herein shall be construed simply and in accordanc.:c with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of ,vhich party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agrt•cmcnt.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the undersigned have duly executed 1his Agreement
as of the dr-llc first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Ilomes, Inc .. an Idaho corporation dba CB!r TJomes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barlon
Title: President of Corey Barto,

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC

Bv:
.;

C-----·--~
--·-¥ ~
-······-.. ·····~··---···-----····--··-···--·------·-----·-·-·-· · · -· · - -

Name: Tirm

..'

'. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN4

Loi 10 in Block l, Loi 3 in Block 4 and Lot 7 in Block 5 of Galiano Es lutes Subdivision
acco1·di11g to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at pnge(s) 12780 through
12783, 1·ccorcls of Ado Cmmly, Idaho.

___ ____________ ___ _
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J>URCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 5

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ih day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBI-I Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legaliy described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a pmt hereof (collectively the
"Propc1ty"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
8cller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.

2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total pmcliase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the <late of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real properly taxes, homeowner's <lues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:

-

-

a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agrecmenl; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up foes, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to

Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof: Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the ctment calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, casements, restrictions and encumbrances ofrecord.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters o~jectionahle to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of DuycT's receipt of the Title Co1mnitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written o~jections ("O~jcction
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Dale or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermittcd Exceptions. If Seller foils or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assUl'ances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may te1minate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
eflect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and alJ taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be refened to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy fonn and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof: and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and perfonnance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective tenns.

b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rnle or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the perfonnance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, Hens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Propc1ty.
e)
Environmental Condition of Prn1Jerty. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
J)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedjngs affecting the
Property.

g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such tem1 is
defined in Section 1445(t) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State of'Idaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express Wl'itten representations and warranties
containe_d in this Agreement and those contained in any written instmmcnt delivered to
the l3uyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENT ATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
othel' representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
a)
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and vaUdly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
b)
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conllicl with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind properly within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set fo1th
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating patty, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the efiectuating
pmty shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any pa11y to the
substituted in the escrow.

AND
7.
DISCLOSURES
POST-CLOSIN_G~,-~C~O=N~'I='IN~G=EN~CI=E~'S.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRlCTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k,a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Properly to certain terms and conditions as required hy the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be botmd thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATIERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before September 24111,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the oilicc of Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. Fol' purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, tmless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 6, 7, 8, 9, JO, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees mid Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies nccessa1y to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase pTice. AlJ other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shaU be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar truces, utility charges and other
customary expenses if uot due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
fossession. Possession of the Property sha11 be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
he home by Seller until the Closing Date.
1f the Propc1ty is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
tem1ination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the

Eamest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no fmther force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the tota] of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.

DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
9.
accordm1ce with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be enti tied to the return of the
Eamest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available al law or in equity.
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10.

e

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure 1o the benefit of the
pat1ies hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the su~ject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
mnendmenl or waiver to, or of: this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyet shall have any force or cffcct
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both paities.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any tenn, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' foes and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy ancVor other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller an<l Buyer shall execute. acknowledge and deliver to the other such
olher documents and inslru1m:nls, and lake such of.her actions, as either shaH reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parlies addressed
as follows:
Ifto Duyer:

CBHHomes
Aun: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane

Engle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, 11ostage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its te1111s.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to he so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a patty, regardless of which party prepared or caused the

preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement

as of the <late first above written.
BUYER:

Corey Bm1on Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes
By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton -

es, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS hwestments, LI ,C

....,,., ~ -----·····--SELLER INITIAL__
\I_
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWNS
Lot 15 in Block 1 and Lots 8 and 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of PJats at page(s) 12780 through J2783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMl~NT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 6

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreemenf') is entered into
effective the 7'11 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Compimy ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Prope11y; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Properly according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real properly taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real prope11y taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Duyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TlTLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, 01· cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insmance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
13oslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amom1t equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Prope11y to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.

b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitled Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Duyer' s receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer w1itten assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such UnpenniUed Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermittcd Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpe1111itted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Pe1iocl, at which time,
Che Earnest Money shall be promptly de1ivered tu Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Duyer elects to take the Prope1ty subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be refened to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be dischmged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)

Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after

the Closing Date, Seller wil I provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Pmchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additionul premium.

.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Prope11y is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Wananty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and wmrnnts to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:

a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby arc valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective tenns.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, Jaw, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
havingjw-isdiction over the Seller anc.Vor the Prope11y, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the perfonnance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Properly free and clear of all security interests, mo1tgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims tmd equities other than Permitted Exceptions.

d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Sel1er's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)

Environmental Condition of Propert_y. Seller has no actual knowledge of

m1y hazmdous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

t)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Prope1iy.

g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
de!ined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State of Idaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and wmrnnties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.

DAS000334
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof:
and as of the Closing Date, that:

a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and alJ other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective tenns.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer hus no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conllict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or goverm11ental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax defeJ'l'cd exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the olher party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating patty
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set fo1th
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating patty, its successors or assi!,111S, , and (iv) the effectuating
patty shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
CONTJNGENCIES.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
7.
Notwithstanding anytl1ing in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is aimcxed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to he bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Duyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local hnprovemcnt District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to ce1tain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID ns an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELA'{E._D MATTERS,

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before October 23rd,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the otlice of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Ememld, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, sha11 be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

b)
Closing De12osits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. TI1e cosl of the Escrow Agent's
closing foes shall he equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Selle1· shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to Lhe Pro1,e1ty shall
he borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be relurne<l to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Duyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) <lays after seller learns thereof

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES, .Should Seller foil or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the retum of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the tennination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perfonn in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at Jaw or in equity,

A~""
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l 0.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Se11er or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' foes and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Duyer shalJ execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)

This Agreement,

including, without limitation,

the

post-closing

contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
A11 notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matier of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:

l f to Buyer:

CBHI-Iomes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To SeJler:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. 1-IalfMoon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be eithcl' (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice sha11 be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in whlch case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other pmiy; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accol'dance with its fair memtlng and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement

as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton

o

s,.JQc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC

~

By: •
C-, c..----_::-~
Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN6

Lot 18 in Block 1 and Lots 10 and 11 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision
a econ.ling to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through
12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 7
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7th day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CI3H Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS

A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Duyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.

Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Properly according to the

provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
unde11ake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OE PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement througl1 the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real properly laxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
iffjgation/water/sewer chmges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money lo be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homcowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.
3.

TITLEMA1TERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued hy Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase pl'icc, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the cum:mt calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, casements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.

b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within {en ( 10) days of Buyer's receipt ofthe Title Commitment, Se1ler
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Pedod"), have the Unpermilted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermilled Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpcrmitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpem1itted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may tenninate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies herew1der. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement ,'Vi.thin five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
eHect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, casements, encumbrances and other matters oftitle not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Duyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Duyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)

Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to

Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warrnnty Deed"), subject only to the Pem1itted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTlES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The executiou, delivery and performance of th.is Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual .knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Properly free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Prope1ty.

e)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual lmowJedge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.

g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any wl'ittcn instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS .
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS A_N_D WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and ns of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all othet· agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordanc.e with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contrnct, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
lo structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind properly within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating pmty, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating patty at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
7.
=D=IS~C='Lc...=O=Sc..=U=RE=·=S__~Ao...:N:...,J=D---=--PO=S=-'T"---=CLOSIN~G"-'-~c~·o~N~T=IN~G=E~N~C=IE~_,S.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be hound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of lhc recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknow1cclges that the
Property is cun·ently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyel' accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an except.ion in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATEP MAITERS.

Closing Date. The closing shall take place 011 or before November 21 51,
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing,,
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty T>eed has been properly
recorded in the oilicial records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
a)

TAKEDOWN 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incmTed by Se11cr with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real prope1ty and similar laxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)

Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the

Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss. Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no farther force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Properly, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any conclenmation
proceedings within five (5) days ailer seller learns thereof.

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Eamest Money and all othel' rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the te1111ination of this Agreement. Should Duyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as arc available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parlies hereto, and their respective heirs, personal re1Jresentatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, cmd no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both patties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal cmmsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankmptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to constm1111ate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
h)
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as fol1ows:

CBH Hornes

Ifto Buyer:

Alln: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Mcridiun, ID 83642

DAS Investments, LLC

If To Seller:

Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delive1y using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and wal'rants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the oppo11unity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a patty, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS vVHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above wril1en.
BUYER:

Corey Ba1ton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

__

~._--..

_,

__

By:
__ ____,_-=---Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton Hom . , Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

B-·:
~~-----N~~ager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN7
Lots I and 2 in Block 7 and Lot 3 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at pagc(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGRKl~MENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 8
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the i 11 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company (''Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a pa.it hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set fo11h.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as folJows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Prope1ty, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

P.URCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price lo be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily Jimitcd to, without
lirnilation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
in·igation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution ol'this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homcowner's dues, homeowners set
up foes, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Tit!~. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALT A standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, JD 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Propeity to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the cmrent calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
h)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assunmces that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpennitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermittcd Exceptions within the time pel'iod above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property su~ject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to tenninate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the O~jection Period, this Agreement slmll remain in full force and
elfoct and any objection to the Unpcrmitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Dale.
c)
Titlelnsurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appeuring in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed lo
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
In addition to other
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Dute, that:

a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements conlemplatecl hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
pe1formance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any govemmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge tlmt
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the SelJer of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, m01igages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
d)
no tlu-catencd investigations, uctions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
c)
Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
thret1tened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Prope1ty.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Colle of.' 1986, as amended, and is not
sub.iect to withholding under the laws of the State of Idaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Prope11y AS IS.
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REPRESENTATIONS. AND WAIUlANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
5.
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreemenL'> contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby arc valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Duyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by lluyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax dcforred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other patty to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i} the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set f01th
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the etfoctuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to eftect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
7.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies <>f the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.lea. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Prope1ty is currently with.in the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer ncknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)

Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before December 21 5\
2012, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occuned when the SpeciaJ Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the tenns and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Sel1er shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Sellei- m1d Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers foes to the final purchase price. All othcl' expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real properly and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. Tf due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final pmchase price.

Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
c)
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnatign. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall he of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after scl1cr learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should 8eller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer foil, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

.
a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure lo the benefit of the
patties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assi1:,111s.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shaH be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws ofthc State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain l~gal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
If to Buyer:

CBHHomes
AUn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland

Meridian, ID 83642
If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LJ ,C

Tim Eck

6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616

DAS000355
002838

Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by ce1tified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day aller deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of

address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly execulcd this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

Corey Barlon Homes, Inc., an Idaho cor

ration dba CBH Homes

By:
Name; Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barton Ho

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

By:~~
Name:"Tii
y W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN8

Lol 3 in Block 7 and Lots 4 and 5 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the otlicial plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUTCREEKTAKED0WN9

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the ih day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its pcnnittcd assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.

Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and

depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Properly according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT Of:' PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.

2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERIYJS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus alJ costs incuffed by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

b)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and
The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by

Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up foes, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MAITERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof: Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the cunent calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("UnpenniUed Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten ( l 0) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpennitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed or conected or if SeI1er fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpen11ilted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of O~jection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. 1f Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpennitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpe1mitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all troces, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the mnount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Tille Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the 1ight lo
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Duyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.

4.
REPRESENTATI0N8 AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof: and
as of the Closing Dale, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby arc valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's acrual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authodty or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
govemmental authority is required for the perfonnance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, 111ortg-<1ges, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there arc
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.

e)
Environmental Condition of Propertx. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Properly.
J)

Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or

threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
su~ject to with.holding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contai11ecl in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
a)
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective tenns.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
pc1formance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jt1risdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization 01' order of or qualificalion with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the pe1fonnance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section l 031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating pa1ty shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set fo1th
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating pmty at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
7.
AND
POST-CLOS1NG
CONTINGENCIES.
DISCLOSURES
Notwithstanding anything in thls Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Prope1ty is cutTcntly withhl ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION or COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIV1SION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the sume and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges lhat buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNlJT CR.EEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Prope1ty is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LTD"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be b0t111d thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATt_D MATfERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before January 23'u,
2013, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing''
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WAT.NUT CREEK

TAKEDOWN 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)

Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in

escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges und other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and

paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)

Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the

Closing Date.

d)

Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall

be borne by Sel1er until the Closing Date.

If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Properly, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (S) days after seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer foil, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as arc available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in V.Titing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessru·y for either party to th.is Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect lo the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Ifto Buyer:

CBH Homes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC

Tim Eck

6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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-Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) senl by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by wiitten notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Doth parlies hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Ba

n Homes, Inc. dba CBI! Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

Dy: - " ' ~,,,___---··
Name:- rimothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN9
Lots 14 and 15 in Block 6 and Lot 6 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 10

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7'h day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its pe1mittecl assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS

A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Pl'operty"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set fo1th.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to selJ, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PR.ICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus alJ costs incuned by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintcmmce,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to

Seller due at closing.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, m cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
I3oslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Duyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Sel1er
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or disehm·ged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpennitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the UnpermiUcd Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Prope11y subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Petiod, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price re1.:eived by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, St:ller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Duyer in the amount of the Purchase P1ice subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the

additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Properly is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty dee<l (''Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.

4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivel'y and perfomumce of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and an other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enlorceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
perf01mance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security intercsls, mmtgagcs, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.

Environmental Condition of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
e)
any hazardous materials being presenl on, under, in or about the Properly.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)

Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section I445(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.

h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and wrurnnties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES Ot BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delive1y and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or ru1y judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authoiity is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

6.

EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either paity may wish
to strncture this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
coopernting pmty shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange properly,
(ii) the cooperating paity shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution orthe effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
patty shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
CONTINGENCIES.
DISCI ,OSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) us an exceplion in the Title Conunitment. Duyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Properly to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyel' acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID flS fill exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RJ~LATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before Februmy 21st,
2013, or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing 'by the parties ("Closing Date"), and
shall take place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665
W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing"
shall be deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly
recorded in the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failme to close by the scheduled
closing date, unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be
considered a default under the Lenns and remedies of this agreement and shall be
considered a default of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK
TAKEDOWN 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses i r not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Prope11y shall
be borne by Seller until the CJosing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
lerminalion lo Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shaJI be returned to Duyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or cffoct; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Properly, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by SelJer. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days aller seller learns thereof.

9.

DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of th.is Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as arc available ut law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or .Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the Jaws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reaso11ably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
f)

g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Setler, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
Iflo Buyer:

CBHI-lomes

Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642
If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered tlu-ee (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by ovemight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. TI1e above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his enti1y has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and Lhat this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Tirns, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.

BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: Piesident of Corey Da

Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

By:

Name: Timot y W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWN 10

Lots 11 and 13 in Block 6 and Lot 5 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision accordfog
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 tlu·ough 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK T AKEDOWN 11

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effoctive the 7'11 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBI-I Homes, and/or its pennitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
13.
Duyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
l.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set fo1th.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Prope11y shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner' s dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
PJicc"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:

a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

Tl1e remaining bah:ince of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of

this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowncr's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MAITERS.

a)
Docurnents Evidencing Tide. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
Title Detects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpennitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Conunitmcnt, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss 01· damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpennitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpennittcd Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
lJnpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may tenuinate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Duyer and Buyer shall have no fmther
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agrnement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, casements, encumbrances and other matlet·s of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Prico received by
Seller on the Closing Date.

b)

c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Sel1er will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions {"Title Policy"). The premium
for Title lnsnrance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premiwn.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereot: and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and alJ other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective te1111s.

b)

No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations tmder the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
1·cgulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or comt
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or lhe Property, and Seller has no knowledge that

any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will tnuisfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
d)
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Prope1ty. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous matcl'ials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

1)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Properly.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such tel'm is
defined in Section 1445(t) of the Internal Revenue Code of l 986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofidaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered lo
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIQNS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hel'cby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any govermncntal authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind properly within the
meaning of Section l 031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each pa1ty agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating pmty shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating paity, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to etlect such exchange and the identity of any patty to the
substituted in the escrow.

7.
=D=IS=C=L=O-=S=lJ=R=ES=---__,_AN=D~--"'-P"""'O=S~T-...,,,C=L=O-=S=IN-=G.,_______,,C=O'-'-N~T(N GEN CIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRlCTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
su~jects the Prope1ty to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RE_LATED MATIERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place 011 or before March 2211d, 2013,
or as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the otlicial records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the schedu1ecl closing date,
unless extended in writing by selJer, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the.terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK T AKEDOWN 12, 13,
14 and 15.
b)
Closing Deposits. Fees and Proration's. Duyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instrnments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing foes shall be equally divided between Se11er and Buyer and ScHcr shall add the
Sellers foes to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incul'red by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall he assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and

paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Prope11y shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
cJosing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be retumed to Buyer and this Ag1·ccmcnt shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notffy Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES.,. Should Seller fail or neglect to pc1form in
accm·dance with the tenns of this Agreement, Duyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accon.lance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure lo the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification)
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Iluyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any tenn, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.
e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consununate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the su~ject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:

If to Buyer:

CBH Homes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, lD 83642

If To Se] ]er:

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt

requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recogni:t.ed overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and wan-ants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.
j)
Both pmties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel. or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which pm1y prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement

as of the date first above wrilten.
BUYER:
Corey Ba1ton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

~
n Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

B y , ~ - ~
Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWNI1
Lots 12 and 14 in Block 5 and Lot 10 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision
according to the ot1icial plat thereof filed ju Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through
12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 12
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the 7'h day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., a11 Idaho
corporation dba CB.H Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC. an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and

B.

Buyer desires to purchase the Prope11y; antl
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Prope1ty according to the
provisions hereinafter set fo1th.
C.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which arc hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
unde11ake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appu1tenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.

2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to SeHer by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus a11 costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without

limitation, real property tuxes, homeow11er's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Pm·c.hase

Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by

Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees. irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MAITERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing_]jtlQ. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hcl'eof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, noise, 1D 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
rn1 amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)

Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens

or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt or the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) <lays of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpennitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilJing to
have the Unpennitted Exceptions removed or ccmected or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no forther
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property subject to any
Unpennitted Exceptions or foils to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, casements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Pe1111itted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Pw-chase Price rnceived by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Iitle Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursmmt to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy fom1 and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the

additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title lo the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.
4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.

d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Environmental Condition of Propert)~. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condc1mmtion. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the

Property.
g)
Non-Forci@_ Pcrsog. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(() of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofidaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement und those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is pmchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of tlw date hereof:

and as oft.he Closing Date, that:
Autho_my. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
a)
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement m1d all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective tc1ms.

b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
perfonnance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or cou1t having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Duyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the perfonnancc by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax defe1rnd exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange properly,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set f011h
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
pmty shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
DISCLOSURES
AND
CONTINGENCIES.
POST-CLOSING
7.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS or
WALNUT CREEK SUI3DIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Duyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARJ\TION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Improvement District ("LID"), which
sul~jects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and ugrees to he bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose Lhe LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before April 23rd, 2013,
or as otherwise mutually agreed in wTiting by the pat1ies ("Closing Date''), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
EmcJ"ald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occuITed when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by se1Jer, at seller's sole discretion, shaJl be considered a
default under the tem1s and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 13, 14
and 15.

b)
Closing Deposits. Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. ff due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase p1ice.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Prope1ty shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.

Risk of Loss. Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Propc1iy shall
d)
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof.

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and alJ other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity
including the tennination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement., Selle1· slmll be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all othcl' rights and remedies as are available at Jaw or .in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS.

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,

amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind ·whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing parly shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

c)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

t)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the othc1· such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
requesl, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)

This

Agreement,

including,

without

limitation,

the

post-closing

contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
mailer of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:

If to Buyer:

CBI-I Homes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland

Meridian, ID 83642
If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC

Tim Eck

6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be eilher (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of

address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)

Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a pmiy, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as of the date first above written.
BUYER:

Corey Baiton Homes, Inc., an Idaho cor Joration <lba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Barton
Title: President of Corey Barto,

omes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

By:~~
Name:Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKEDOWN 12
Lots 15 and 16 in Block 5 and Lot 6 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according
to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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J'URCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 13
This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
cffoctive the 7111 day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a pmt hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
D.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set fo1th.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter sel forlh.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid lo Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited lo, without
limitation, real prope11y taxes, homcowncr's dues, homeov.ners sel up fees, Legal Fees,
inigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining hulunce uf $74,277.68 plus all costs incul'l'ed by
Seller from the date of this agreement th.rough the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, withm1t
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, nmint1::nance,
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dosing costs and insmance sha11 be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing; Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insunmce policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued hy Fidelity National Tille Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.

b)
Title Defects. If the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) clays of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
sho.11, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer wlitten assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or dnmage that
may be occasioned by such Unpennittecl Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or corrected or if Seller foils to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow A.gent to insure over any such
Unpcrmittcd Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no fmther
rights or remedies hereunder. If I3uycr elects to 1ake the Property subject to any
Unpennitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
eflect and any objection to the Unpermitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters oftitle not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)

Title Insurance. At the request of 13uyer and as soon as it is available after

the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title

insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as or the Closing Date and insuring
Buyer in the amount of the Purchuse Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form ru1d the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Duyer at closing. Buyer shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Wananty Deed"), subject only to the Pennitted
Exceptions.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
In addition to other
4.
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof, and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The cxcc11tion, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all oll1er agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.
b)

No Conflict. To the Se1ler's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and

performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the perfo1111ance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.

c)
Title: Trnnsfor: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of all security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
c)
Environmental Condition_of Property. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the

Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(£) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to withholding under the laws of the State of Idaho.
h)

Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties

contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrnment delivered to
the lluycr at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereot:
and as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
perfo1mance by Buyer of its obligations under the J\grccmcnt and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the perfom1ance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to stmcture this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind prope11y within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, warranties, or representations set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the csc1·ow.
7.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING"""1_ _,C='C=)N-'--1,,_,,'l"-'N"""'G=E~N=C=IE=··s.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBD[VJSION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRlCTlONS OF WJ\LNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buye1· acknowledges that the
Property is cmTently within the City of Kuna Local lmprovement District ("LlD"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Duyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MA1TERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before May 23rd, 2013, or
as otherwise mutually ag1·ccd in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall lake
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing elate,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 14 and

15.
b)
Closing Deposits. Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instrnments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost of the .Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller sba11 add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If dne and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.

c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
If the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
ten11ination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to pmchase the Property, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereof:
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled lo the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are avAilahle at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with tl1e terms of this Agreement, Seller shall he entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.

b)

This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.

with respect to the subject matter hereof.

c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Jdaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any tenn, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bank.rnptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instniments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consunmmte the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and sha11 be served on the pmties addressed

as follows:
If to Buyer:

CBH Homes
Attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, TD 83642

IfTo Seller:

DAS Jnvestimmts, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, 1D 836 I6
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by ovemight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day atlcr deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by written notice to other paity; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effectivc until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance wiLh its terms.
j)
Both parties hereto have eiU1er (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Tims, in all cases, the
language herein shall be constmed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prcpm·ed or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement

as of the date first above written.
BUYER:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
Name: Corey D. Baiton
Title: President of Corey Bmton
'·

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

~~C:---·

By:
Nam~~-ffmothy W. Eck, Manager

·
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN13
J .ots 17 and 18 in Block 5 and Lot 5 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according

to the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783,
records of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 14

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into
effective the i" day of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its pem1itted assigns ("Buyer") and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").

RECITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Prope11y"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Property according to the
provisions hereinafter set forth.

NOW, THEREI•ORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:
1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Properly, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
2.

PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Property shall be
$75,277.68 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement tlU'ough the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
inigation/water/sewcr charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:

a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $74,277.68 plus all costs incurred by
Sell el' from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without

limitation, teal property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,

DAS000278
002887

e
closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATTERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof, Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, JD 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing title to the Property to be vested in Seller
subject to the Jien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances of record.
b)
Title Defects. lf thc Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Ruyer written assurances that the objected to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermitted Exceptions removed or concctcd or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within live (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Eamest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunder. If Buyer elects to take the Property sul~ject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Objection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect and any objection to the Unpennitted Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, easements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be referred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or uther
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid oul of the Purcl1ase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.
c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, elated as of the Closing Date m1d insuring
Buyt:r in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permitted Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Insurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. I3uycr shall have the right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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d)
Conveyance of Title. Scllc1·'s title to tbc Property is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Wammty Deed"), subject only to the Pe1milted
Exceptions.

4.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.

In addition to other

representations herein, SeUer represents and wanants to Buyer as of the date hereof: and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and perfonnance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and alt other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of SeJler, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with theit· respective terms.

h)
No Conflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement ,md all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract. lease, statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authol'ity or court
having judsdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller bas no knowledge that
any consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification ,:vith any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of aJl security interests, mortgages, pledges, Hens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)
No Litigation or Adverse Events. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are
no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting
Seller or the Property.
e)
Envkomnental__ Condition of ProRe1ty. Seller has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.

t)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the

Prnperty.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as sucb tenn is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, nnd is not
subject to withholding tmcler the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and wan-anties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument delivered to
the Buyer at closing, the Duyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER. In addition to

other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the date hereof,
and as of the Closing Date, that:

a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in
accordance with their respective ten11s.
b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any _judgment, orde1· or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the petformancc by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exclumge of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating party shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange prope1ty,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said party from any of its obligations, wammties, or representations set fbrth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes requhed to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.
AND
POST~CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
7.
DISCLOSURES
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement lo the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within ADA County aml is annexed into the recorded
DECLJ\RA TION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recorded DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Title Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that the
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Impl'ovement District ("LID"), which
subjects the Property to certain terms und conditions us required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer nccepts the sflme and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buye!''s
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATTERS.

a)
Closing Date. The closing shall take place on or before June 24 111 , 2013, or
as otherwise mutually agreed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recmded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the terms and remedies of this agreement and shall be considered a default
of PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT WALNUT CREEK TAKEDOWN 15.
b)
Closing Deposits, Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. The cost or the Escrow Agent's
closing fees shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers fees to the final purchase p1ice. All other expenses not specificalJy referenced in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final purchase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Buyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
lf the Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termi1mtion to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Prope1ty, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation award
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Buyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days after seller learns thereoC

9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Should Seller fail or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the return of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at Jaw or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Earnest
Money and all other rights and remedies as are available at law or in equity.
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10.

MISCELLANEOUS

a)
This Agreement shall be bjnding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or o±: this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or

claimed by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or eflect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either party to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to the other such
other documents and instruments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agreement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post-closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matler of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:
If to Buyer:

CBH Homes
Attn: Corey Barlon

1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642
If To Seller:

DAS Investments, LLC

Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616
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Any such notices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nalionally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day after deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
cl1anged by written notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.

i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly authorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceable
against his entity in accordance with its te1ms.
j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legal counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Thus, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed I.his Agreement
as of the date first above written.

BUYER:
Corey Batton Homes, Inc., an Idaho corporation dba CBH Homes

By:
_.
Name: Corey D. Barton
Tille: President of Corey Batton -

~

Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:
DAS Investments, LLC

__....,,...
~
.-- c::..------

By: _~~
Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN14
Lot 2 in Block 4 and Lots 3 and 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to
the official plat thereof filed in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records
of Ada County, Idaho.
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
WALNUT ClmEK TAKEl)OWN 15

This real estate purchase and sale agreement (this "Agreement"} is entered into

effective the ih <lay of May, 2012, by and between Corey Barton Homes, Inc., an Idaho
corporation dba CBH Homes, and/or its permitted assigns ("Buyet') and DAS
Investments, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company ("Seller").
RRCITALS
A.
Seller is the owner of those real estate parcels legally described and
depicted on the attached Exhibit "A", which is made a part hereof (collectively the
"Property"); and
B.
Buyer desires to purchase the Property; and
C.
Seller desires to sell, transfer and convey the Properly according lo the
provisions hercinafier set forth.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby aclrnowledged, Seller and Buyer represent, covenant,
undertake and agree as follows:

1.

AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE.

Seller agrees to sell, transfer and convey, and Buyer agrees to purchase, the
Property, together with any and all appurtenances thereto, upon each of the terms and
conditions hereinatkr set forth.
2.

PURCJ:.IASE PRICE AND PAYMENT TERMS.

The total purchase price to be paid to Seller by Buyer for the Propetty shall be
$25,092.56 plus all costs incurred by Seller from the date of this agreement through the
Closing Date of this Agreement including but not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real properly taxes, homeowner's clues, homeowners set up fees, Legal Fees,
irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance, closing costs and insurance ("Purchase
Price"). The Purchase Price shall be paid as follows:
a)

$1,000 in cash as Earnest Money to be paid immediately upon
execution of this Agreement; and

b)

The remaining balance of $24,092.56 plus all costs inctmcd by
Seller from the date of this agreement through the Closing Date of
this Agreement including hut not necessarily limited to, without
limitation, real property taxes, homeowner's dues, homeowners set
up fees, Legal Fees, irrigation/water/sewer charges, maintenance,
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closing costs and insurance shall be paid in cash from Buyer to
Seller due at closing.

3.

TITLE MATIERS.

a)
Documents Evidencing Title. Within five (5) days from the effective date
hereof~ Seller shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Buyer, a commitment for an
ALTA standard owners title insurance policy and all underlying documents of record (the
"Title Commitment") issued by Fidelity National Title Company Of Idaho (Nanci
Boslau), located at 8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704 ("Escrow Agent"), in
an amount equal to the purchase price, showing tilie to the Properly to be vested in Seller
subject to the lien of real estate taxes for the current calendar year not yet due and
payable and all other liens, easements, restrictions and encumbrances ofrecord.
b)
Title Defects. lf the Title Commitment delivered by Seller discloses liens
or other matters objectionable to Buyer ("Unpermitted Exceptions") and Buyer objects in
writing to Seller within ten (10) days of Buyer's receipt of the Title Commitment, Seller
shall, within ten (10) days of Seller's receipt of Buyer's written objections ("Objection
Period"), have the Unpcrmittcd Exceptions removed from the Title Commitment, provide
Buyer written assurances that the ol~jectcd to matters shall be resolved or discharged by
the Closing Date or have the Escrow Agent commit to insure against loss or damage that
may be occasioned by such Unpermitted Exceptions. If Seller fails or is unwilling to
have the Unpermittcd Exceptions removed or correc.:ted or if Seller fails to provide
acceptable assurances to Buyer or cause the Escrow Agent to insure over any such
Unpermitted Exceptions within the time period above, Buyer may terminate this
Agreement within five (5) days from the expiration of Objection Period, at which time,
the Earnest Money shall be promptly delivered to Buyer and Buyer shall have no further
rights or remedies hereunc.ler. Tf Buyer elects to take the Property su~ject to any
Unpermitted Exceptions or fails to terminate this Agreement within five (5) days from
the expiration of the Oqjection Period, this Agreement shall remain in full force and
elfoct and any objection to the Unpennitled Exceptions shall be deemed waived. Any
and all taxes, liens, casements, encumbrances and other matters of title not objected to, or
waived, by Buyer shall be rcforred to herein as "Permitted Exceptions." Liens or other
matters to be discharged by Seller may be paid out of the Purchase Price received by
Seller on the Closing Date.

c)
Title Insurance. At the request of Buyer and as soon as it is available after
the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer a standard coverage policy of title
insurance pursuant to the Title Commitment, dated as of the Closing Date and insming
Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price subject only to the general exceptions
appearing in the policy form and the Permillcd Exceptions ("Title Policy"). The premium
for Title Jnsurance shall be paid by Buyer at closing. Buyer shall have lhe right to
upgrade the Title Policy to an extended coverage policy as long as Buyer pays the
additional premium.
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cl)
Conveyance of Title. Seller's title to the Properly is to be conveyed to
Buyer by special warranty deed ("Special Warranty Deed"), subject only to the Permitted
Exceptions.

4.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. In addition to other
representations herein, Seller represents and warrants to Buyer as of the date hereof~ and
as of the Closing Date, that:
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Seller and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Seller, enforceable against Seller in
accordance with their respective terms.

b)
No (:onflict. To the Seller's actual knowledge the execution, delivery and
performance by Seller of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will not conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule 01·
regulation, or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court
having jurisdiction over the Seller and/or the Property, and Seller has no knowledge that
m1y consent, approval, authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or
governmental authority is required for the performance by the Seller of its obligations
under this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
c)
Title: Transfer: Liens. On the Closing Date, Seller will transfer to Buyer
the Property free and clear of nil security interests, mortgages, pledges, liens,
encumbrances, claims and equities other than Permitted Exceptions.
d)

No Litigation or Adverse Events. To SeJler's actual knowledge, there are

no threatened investigations, actions suits, proceedings or claims against or affecting

Seller or the Property.
c)
Environmental Condition of Property. SeJJer has no actual knowledge of
any hazardous materials being present on, under, in or about the Property.
f)
Condemnation. Seller has no actual knowledge of any proposed or
threatened condemnation or private purchase in lieu of such proceedings affecting the
Property.
g)
Non-Foreign Person. Seller is not a "foreign person" as such term is
defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not

subject to withholding under the laws of the State ofldaho.
h)
Other than the Seller's express written representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement and those contained in any written instrument clclivcrecl to
the Buyer at closing, the Buyer acknowledges that it is purchasing the Property AS IS.
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5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES Or BUYER. In addition to
other representations herein, Buyer represents and warrants to Seller as of the elate hereof,
and as of the Closing Dale, that
a)
Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement
and all other agreements contemplated hereby have been duly and validly authorized by
all necessary action of Buyer and the Agreement and all other agreements contemplated
hereby are valid and binding obligations of Buyer, enforceable against Bt1yer in
accordance with lheir respeclive terms.

b)
No Conflict. Buyer has no knowledge that the execution, delivery and
performance by Buyer of its obligations under the Agreement and all other agreements
contemplated hereby will conflict with any contract, lease, statute, law, rule or regulation,
or any judgment, order or decree of any governmental authority or court having
jurisdiction over the Buyer, and Buyer has no knowledge that any consent, approval,
authorization or order of or qualification with any person, entity or governmental
authority is required for the performance by the Buyer of its obligations under this
Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby.
6.
EXCHANGE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge that either party may wish
to structure this transaction as a tax deferred exchange of like-kind property within the
meaning of Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. Each party agrees to reasonably
cooperate with the other party to effect such an exchange, provided, however, that (i) the
cooperating pmty shall not be required to acquire or take title to any exchange property,
(ii) the cooperating party shall not be required to incur any expenses or liability
whatsoever in connection with the exchange, (iii) no substitution of the effectuating party
shall release said pmty from any of its obligations, wammties, or representations .set forth
in this Agreement or from liability for any prior or subsequent default under this
Agreement by the effectuating party, its successors or assigns, , and (iv) the effectuating
party shall give the cooperating party at least five (5) business days prior notice of the
proposed changes required to effect such exchange and the identity of any party to the
substituted in the escrow.

7.
DISCLOSURES
AND
POST-CLOSING
CONTINGENCIES.
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement lo the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that the
Prope11y is currently within ADA County and is annexed into the recorded
DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF
WALNUT CREEK SUBDIVISION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates Subdivision), and Buyer
accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer will
receive copies of the recol'dcd DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDlTJONS
AND RESTIUCTIONS OF WALNUT CREEK SUBDlVlSION (A.k.a. Galiano Estates
Subdivision) as an exception in the Tille Commitment. Buyer acknowledges that lhc
Property is currently within the City of Kuna Local Impmvement District ("LlD"), which
su~jccts the Property to ceitain terms and conditions as required by the Kuna LID, and
Buyer accepts the same and agrees to be bound thereby. Buyer acknowledges that buyer's
title commitment will disclose the LID as an exception in the Title Commitment.
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8.

CLOSING AND RELATED MATIERS.

a)
Closing Date. 111e closing shall take place on or before July 23rd, 2013, or
as otherwise mutually a1:,1reed in writing by the parties ("Closing Date"), and shall take
place at the office of Fidelity National Title Company of Jdaho, located at 8665 W.
Emerald, Suite 200, Boise, ID 83704. For purposes of this Agreement, "closing" shall be
deemed to have occurred when the Special Warranty Deed has been properly recorded in
the official records of Ada County, Idaho. Failure to close by the scheduled closing date,
unless extended in writing by seller, at seller's sole discretion, shall be considered a
default under the ltmns and remedies of this agreement.
b)
Closing Deposits. Fees and Proration's. Buyer and Seller shall deposit in
escrow with the Escrow agent all instruments, documents and monies necessary to
complete the sale in accordance with this Agreement. 111e cost of the Escrow Agent's
closing foes shall be equally divided between Seller and Buyer and Seller shall add the
Sellers foes to the final purchase price. All other expenses not specifically reforeneed in
this Agreement and incurred by Seller with respect to this transaction shall be added to
the final pun.:hase price. Real property and similar taxes, utility charges and other
customary expenses if not due shall be assumed and paid when due by Buyer. If due and
paid by Seller shall be added to the final purchase price.
c)
Possession. Possession of the Property shall be delivered to Duyer on the
Closing Date.
d)
Risk of Loss, Condemnation. Risk of loss or damage to the Property shall
be borne by Seller until the Closing Date.
Jfthe Property is or becomes the subject of any condemnation proceeding prior to
closing, Buyer may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by giving notice of such
termination to Seller on or before the Closing Date, and upon such termination the
Earnest Money shall be returned to Duyer and this Agreement shall be of no further force
or effect; provided, however, that Buyer may elect to purchase the Properly, in which
case the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the total of any condemnation iiward
received, or to be received, by Seller. Seller agrees to notify Duyer of any condemnation
proceedings within five (5) days alter seller learns thereof.
9.
DEFAULT AND REMEDlES. Should Seller fail 01· neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of th is Agreement, Buyer shall be entitled to the 1·eturn of the
Earnest Money and all other rights and remedies as arc available at law or in equity
including the termination of this Agreement. Should Buyer fail, or neglect to perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Seller shall be entitled to the Enmest
Money and all other rights and remedies as arc available at law or in equity.
l 0.

MISCELLANEOUS
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a)
This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto, and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
b)
This Agreement, embodies the entire agreement benveen the parties hereto
with respect to the subject matter hereof. No extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver to, or of, this Agreement of any kind whatsoever shall be made or
c.Iaimcd by Seller or Buyer, and no notice of any extension, change, modification,
amendment or waiver made or claimed by Seller or Buyer shall have any force or effect
whatsoever unless the same shall be endorsed in writing by both parties.
c)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

d)
In the event it shall become necessary for either patty to this Agreement to
retain legal counsel to enforce any term, condition, or covenant of this Agreement, the
prevailing party shall be entiUed to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, including any bankruptcy and/or other appeal proceedings.

e)

Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

f)
Seller and Buyer shall execute, acknowledge and <leliver to the other such
other documents and inslrnments, and take such other actions, as either shall reasonably
request, or as may be reasonably necessary, to consummate the transaction contemplated
in this Agl'eement.
g)
This Agreement, including, without limitation, the post~closing
contingencies by Seller, shall survive the closing of the transaction contemplated herein.

h)
All notices or other communications given with respect to the subject
matter of this Agreement shall be in writing, and shall be served on the parties addressed
as follows:

l f to Buyer:

CBHHomes
Alln: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

DAS Investments, LLC
Tim Eck
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616

If To Seller:

Any such nolices shall be either (a) sent by certified mail, return recei1>t
requested, in which case notice shall be deemed delivered three (3) business days after
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deposit, postage prepaid in the U.S. Mail, (b) sent by overnight delivery using a
nationally recognized overnight courier, in which case it shall be deemed delivered one
(1) business day atkr deposit with such courier or (c) sent by personal delivery, in which
case notice shall be deemed delivered upon delivery. The above addresses may be
changed by wrillcn notice to other party; provided, however, that no notice of a change of
address shall be effective until actual receipt of such notice.
i)
Each individual executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity,
hereby represents and warrants that his entity has duly and properly aulhorized the
execution of this Agreement by such individual and that this Agreement is enforceabJe
against bis entity in accOl'dance with its terms.

j)
Both parties hereto have either (i) been represented by separate
legaJ counsel, or (ii) have had the opportunity to be so represented. Tims, in all cases, the
language herein shall be construed simply and in accordance with its fair meaning and
not strictly for or against a party, regardless of which party prepared or caused the
preparation of this Agreement.
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fN WITNESS \\THEREOF, the undersigned have duly executed this Agreement
as ofthe date first above written.
BUYER:

By:
Name: Corey D. Barlon
Title: President of Corey Bar n Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes

SELLER:

DAS Investments, LLC

~-------

~

Name: Timothy W. Eck, Manager
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EXHIBIT "A"
TAKED0WN15

Lot 3 in Block 4 of Galiano Estates Subdivision according to the official plat thereof filed
in Book 99 of Plats at page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idnho.
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SPECIAL WARR.\NTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby admowledged,
DAS Inv.estm.ents, LLC, an Idaho limited liability co.ID:pany, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 8361-6 {the "Granter"), does hereby grant, bargam:, sell and convey unto
Gorey Bart.on Homes·. Inc.. dba. CBH Homes
, \Vhose address
is
l977 E Qvn1pnd Raad~;· Me:rjdtaD-¥·, TD _83642
, {the "Grantee"),
the following described premises(the "Premises"):
Lot 1.0 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, accoriling to the official plat thereof, filed in

Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records. of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and sjngula:r the improvements, hereditame.ots, and· appmtenances
. thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise l,lppertain.ing, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and. aJl of the estate, title, interest,. claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-des.cribed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grant.ee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1iy.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys a:re not making, have not made and
eA'Pressly disclaim any representations or wan·anties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition ofthe property, :including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee'.s ·intended use-.. ,Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature ofthe property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
~get1.ts, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the PrCiperty in "AS IS." "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (wheth.er they be. physical, ett\.ironmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent-defects.

Grantor makes no covenant$. or warranties with respect to title, express or imphed, other
than as expressly stated herein. G.r-antor is the owner -of the Premises and has not conveyed the

-.....__ ______
.,
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrt1ment free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restiictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

_,,iJ....-=--.?-,_,3_.\_)_ __

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~~--By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '7 .J') day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsc1ibed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

Residing at· Nampa, Idaho
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017
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DEPUTY Nikola Olson
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S-PEGJAL WARR4NTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho. limited liability company; whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grautor''), does hereby grant, bar~ain, sell and convey unto
Corey Bart;on HQIJ1es, Inc. dba CBH Homes:c:
, whose address
is 1'977 E Overland Road, Meridlian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 3 in Block 4 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereo£ filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records ofAda County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, \vith their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, here<litaments,. and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issu.es and profits thereof; and. all of the estate, title, interest; claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either. in law or in equity, of, in and to the ahove-describe<l Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1ty.
Grantor aud·Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasiug the Property .in «AS IS" "'WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Granter makes no covenants or wan-anti es with respect to title, exprc:ss or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gra11tor is the O\il11e.r of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000435
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e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

i

:-i z.. ,~

Effective Date: ____i7'_.J
__
c:r
____

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

~---

)
): ss.
)

On the 11 // 1 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TI1Vf W. ECK, lmown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
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SPECU.:L ·wARR4.NTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is J1ereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Granter"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Home.s, Inc. dba CB-a Homes
, whose address
, (the 0 Grantee1'),
is 1977 E Overla-nd Road, Meridian. ID 83642
the follov'.ring described premises (the nPremises 11):

Lot 7 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivisio~ according to the-official plat thereo.f, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE A® TO HOLD the Premises, ,vith their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WYfH all and singular the improvements, hered:ifaments, and appurtenance!S
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the est.ate, titJe, interest, clmm and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with sajd improvements, hereditaments and appmienances.
Grantee is relying soleiy upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, withoutl:imitation, the existence of
hazard0.us waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee1s intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor. its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchas_ing the Property in "AS IS"' ""WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental .or othel."'wise), including
both latent and patent defects.
GTantor makes no covenants or wa1Tanties with resp<tct to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not .conveyed the

DAS000437
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date:

--~-"'--.:_A_~_-_:..\·-~----

_-

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

Ou the f-/ ,;-4 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notmy public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, lrnown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
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. SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability comp~my, whose addr~ss .is .6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the 0 Grantor'), does heieby;gra:trt, barga:iil, sell and c9nvey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. , db:a CBH Homes
is 1977 E Overland. Road, Meridian. ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),

Lot 2 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 ofPlats at Page(s) 12780 through I2783~ records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOJn

4',._

-

es, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and ;\~.,;~.
TOGETHI
thereon and theret
remainders, rents, i.
whatsoever of the (
with said improvemt

\

\

impr-0vements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
appertainin:~, arid tlie reversion or reversions,
Il of the estate;. title, interest, claim and demand
ity, of, in and to the above-described Premises

1ances.

Grantee is relpug solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
G:rantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any r~presentations or warranties, express ot implied, with respect to any
. aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
h~ardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information r~garding: any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty theaccuracyof any infonuationprovided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantte js, purchasing the Propetfy'in "ASIS" "WHERE IS"
oondition, subjectto a:llfaults (whether theyh¢ physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both. latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respe.ct to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is 'the owner of.the Premises and has nqt conveyed the

DAS000414
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time ofthe execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance V\'l.th the tenns hereof and agrees to be. bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

~--'·-=-3_!_/_;)___

_.,,,,,.;J..._~-

GRANrOR

DAS· Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the ..,,, :, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary p:ublic in and for said
state, personally app~ed TIM W. ECK, known or identified tome to be the:person whose name is
subscribed to the within.instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

7

f

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hav
above written.

ifnd

//"\

f

and sJa1 th ·day and year first

I I

!)v

blic for State ofldaho
.

.

~ in Meridian, ldalm

Residing at
~ (Mipi!i$Sion expires: 11 12-2018
Commission expires: _ _ _ _ __
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GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

)d-iJ

Mc,\.,~:

.

On this
day o.f .
in the year of .}QI )- . before;me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally:i:J.ppeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the Prcsidentofthe: corporation that executed the instrument or the person

wbo ex:ecuted the instrument on behalf of said' corporation, and acknowledged to .me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

f\JAMpo

1
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idah9 limited li~bility c9mp~ny, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does herebygrant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Hojlles, Inc., dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83.642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the i•Premises"):

Lot 6 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
r~ainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Propei1y.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use.. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, .environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
·
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000420
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

/_;2..___

Effective Date: _ _s_"_~_g_.

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~ - By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '"l,,., 1 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM: W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS fuvestments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, l
above written.

J/.a 1~

.ve her
/ /

I

set my

/;

t¥

/J

al

I

and year first

\

I
0

Residing at
Commission expires:

Residing in Meooian, Idaho

...
MY~~1MZ.2016
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GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

AA.a~

On this dd-1.1.d day of
in the year of dD l d::: , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary .PubHe ~ d ;for:saitl State, personally appeared Co.tey ,~}U"tOll ,known or
identtfied to me to
the P.residmt ,ofth:e·"C()tporation that·execu:te:d the instrumentm•:fue.person
who executed.the instrument ,on behalfofsaitl:corporation, :and acknowledged to me that such
cmporation executed the same.

he
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SPECIAL WARRANTY.DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby aclrnowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability couipai:ry, whose address is 6152 W; Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant,. bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., dba GBH .Home!:;
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road., Meridian, ID 836'42
, (the "Grantee"},
the following desc1ibed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783~ records ofA<laCounty,Jdaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and. appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or impli~ with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature bf the propertyprovided by
Gran tor. Gran tor does not guaranty the acc;uracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS'' "WHERE IS"
condition, subject.to all faults (whether they be physical, envito:r;unental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
0

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person .other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.

Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

~-5~·-'--~-'--3_./_c?.
___

GRANTOR

BAS Investments, LLC

-~--L---By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the 'l "" day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
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e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)
On this ~w;l day of
~ in the year of ~I;}- , before me, the
under~igned, a Notary ;Public in and for -said State, personally appeared Corey .a~tton known or
identified to me to be. the President o-fthe poi:poration that :exei;;uted :tbe iri:stnirnent or. the person
who execut~d the- instrumerit on ,behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me .that such
corporation executed the sarile.
" ..... ., 0

.•" Ko-J!.
•~'\.%-----..
~r.·.
0 -.

-~~~o't:Al(j>f<P°(>

•:;;t,-~

Notary Public
Residing at:
tit,Ja,
My Commission Expires:
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investm_ents, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Granter"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey: Barton Homes, Inc , dba CBH Ho:mes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road. Meridian. ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 7 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE A.'l\JD TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditan1ents, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anyv:.rise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-desc1ibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othenvise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Granter makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Granter is the o-wner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000423
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instnrment free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_(o~·_~';)--'~'---'{?---"-----·

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '7 f1 day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the \vi thin instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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_,,.

/

GR.\NTEE

J

ome , Inc. dba CBH Homes

By:

STATE OF IDAHO

-----,\

"'

Corey B rton. President

-

',,

.
-...........

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

_J(.,{p..g_...

On this c:?O~ dayof __
in the year of d-tllJ- , before me. the
m1dersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton la.1ow11 or
identified to me to be the President of the co111oration that executed the instrument or the person
·who executed the instrument on behalf of said coxporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Na~ I -:I[)
Residing at:
My Commission Expires: (o-b'S-/to
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SPECIAL WA.RRA.J.~TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. , dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying so1ely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the prope1ty provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othenvise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000426

002924

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: __(o=i_1 -_·"-~-~-·~(_J____

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~--?--2--------

~--==:c--------------By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

J.,

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
On the '7
state, personally appeared TW Vv. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsc1ibed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

(··-) (\ (,,-·-·) \ ,. l-- (\

~61ar{~~~~tati~~i(ii; ,_
Residing at\_ )
Commission expires:

Residing at: Nampa. Idaho
Commission l;xpires: 08/30/2017
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GR-\J~TEE

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. db/CBH fiomes
I

STATE OF fDA.HO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

J~

On this jJ~ day of
in the year of dd d'- , before me. the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporatic,n that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
co111oration execmcd the same.

Ada~JlD)k

Notaiy Public

Th

Residing at: . tJt1.~q 1
My Comm1ss10n Expires: /p-o'S ~tb
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. , dba CBH Homes
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO Ht\ VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WlTH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gran tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Gran tor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wa1rnnties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grant or is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000429

002927

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of rec.;w:d.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~

_...,r-~

~------Z:::-"7 c.-----By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '1;; day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set.,---,·my ....hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
/'·---.......,.
,,
')(
1·--,_
1,~

,I

-

iV..,,
v'\
~ ! --

·~{°

/,.

/'/ - - .

\m

·

.\

, ,,

I/• \ / ,,
.fl ~..,.,

-ot~ Pfblic
s\are'of Idaho
Residing at; Nampa, Idaho
Res1dmg.,aJ )
Commission expires:
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton H

es~c. dba CBH Homes

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

J

On t h i s £ day of
~
in the year of dti ;}- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton kno\\-'Il or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said coqJoration, and acknowledged to me that such
coJporation executed the samt: .

. . . . . ~\1m~-------

Notary Public
f'Ja.~,
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

'ID

l.p-05-/lc,
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SPECIAL WARRA.~TYDEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby aclmowledged,
DAS Investments;. LL(:, au Idaho lfmited liability company, \Vhose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the ''Grantot"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey ·Barton Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes
, whose address
IS
1977 E QverJ and. Road, Me-rid fan) TD B3642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following-described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 1 of Galiano. Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s). 12780 through 12783', records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER- WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in .anywise appertaining, ;ind the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues .and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, witho.ut limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability ofthe property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Granter. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy ofan:y information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Gr.antee is purchasing. the Property in "AS JS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all f~lts (whether they b-e physical, environmental or oth~ise), including
both latent and patent defects-.
Grantor make.s no covenants or warranties with.respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, seH and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is J 977 E Over] and Raad, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s} 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues .and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy ofany information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS TS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wan·anties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000405

002931

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free fronfeoclITTfk.rances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
\
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

7~·_#t_-3_._{_c)-._~--

Effective Date: _ _

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the ...,_~.., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

.....,
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GRANTEE
By:

orey Barton,

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

J~

On this \'f)'r--dayof
in the year of dOI-~ ,before me, the
·
undersigned, a Notary P.ubH;~ foi: said State; personally appeared Corey Batton known or
identified to me to be the Pr:csident oftbe corporation that exeel.}ted the instrument or the person
who executed the :instrument on behalfof said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
·
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road. Meridian. ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the ''Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to th.e official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records ofAda County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee'sintended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties ·with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000408
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
ofthe conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

__;7_·_~_-3_._(_~----

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t'-J ..-1., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Puhr fi State ofldaho
Residing at....,..,,,,,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Residing at: .Nampa, Idaho
Commission expires:
Commission Expires: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

i"-<-

-=!~

day of
L~ . . in the year of ct()~)- , before me, the
On thi~ l
undersigned, a Notary Public mand for said State, personally ~ppeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be th.e President Qfithe cqrporatibn that eX;eculed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf-of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: N~,
My Commission Expires:

"ID
~-DS·l (.,
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eag1e, Idaho 83616 (the 0 Grantbr"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey llllto
Corey Bar ton Homes , Inc. dba CBH Homes
, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Road, Meridian, ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 6 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 ofPlats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appwtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Gran tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wananties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use, Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agent$, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, .environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000411

002937

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution

of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns bereofand agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-~7---~-3~·/_ot____

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~C---

_- y: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '111 day of May, 20.12, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Puhr fo State ofldaho
Residing at s··....,..,L_-1:IeElidil~at,...M11-.,.,.....--1r.o
Commission expires: ~~~-----
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GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

J'v.....~

i+i-

On this I
day of
in the yeaz: of .JO\ d- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in~d fox: said State, personally appeared CoreyB'arton known or
identified to me to be the President of.the con,oration that exeputed:the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on ·behalfof said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
tt n,...~ 1
My Commission Expires: b-OS-[ <a

/'J

7D
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SPECIAL "WARRANTY DEED
FOR V.A.LUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
OAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY :BARTON HOMES D:BA. cm HOMES!~
' whose adqress
is 1977 E OVWUAND RD MERIIIDIAN W: 8361'.ilZ
···-:cthe "Grantee"),
the follo,-ving described premises (the 11Premises"):

Lot 15 in Block I of GaHano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Pa.ge(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO R..A.VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest., claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not m.ade and
expressly dfaclaim any representations or wan-anti es, express or "implied, v,,1ith respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee sha11
i.udependently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Gran tor does not guaranty the-accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" «\VHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physicaj, environmental or othen:v:ise), indu<l"i.ng
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wanar1ties v.-'ith respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gramor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000439
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SPECIAL vVARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA coo HOME$!..
' whose address
IS
1977 E OVEJRLAND RD MER!IIDIAN m; 836fl!l
, (the "Grantee"),
the following desc1ibed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 15 in Block 1 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER ·wITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appe1taining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in la,v or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1iy.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prope1iy for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Granter makes no covenants or wan-anti es with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000440

002941

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

---

Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

2:....---

By: Tim W. Eck
Its; Manger

)
): ss.
)

On the :--i,. \ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subsclibed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that lie executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
_.,,-·--:--

above written.

/J

"::;::?

,- -//~'1!/tct-t--

~

/ila·;L --

~

.•,

Notary Public for State ofldaho
(/
Residing a t - - - - - - - - - - , - - Residing in Boi~e. Idaho
Commission expires:

Commission Expires 07/30/2015
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GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
On this d! ~ day of
in the year of dbl &- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Ba1·ton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

'S:.~p\-.

Adu~.

l

\ii~

Notary Public
Residing at: NA~, J:b
My Commission Expires: b-tf5-J h
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SPECIAL vVARRA.r~TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LL~ an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the 11 Grantor'1), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COB!ln'." BIARTON HOMES D.BA CBH ROMEp!;
• whose address
is 1977 E OVER.LAND lID MERJiiDIAN ID 83642
, (the '1Grantee"),
Jthe follm,ving described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE Al'\JD TO HOLD the Premises, with then· appurtenances m1to the Grantee, and
i1s successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER w1TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anyv..ise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits t.1ereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in lav,r or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, bereditaments and appmienances.

Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grant.or and Grantor's agent,, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prope1iy for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently ve1ify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the acurracy of any inforniation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attome·ys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "VlHERE IS''
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), inciudin.g
both latent and patent defects.

Gran.tor makes no covenants or wan-anti es v,rith respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000443
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEfVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
CORIEX B!ARTON HOMES DBA CRH HOMES!:
, whose address
IS
1977 E OVOO,AND RD MER[IDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the folJm.ving described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 8 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1iy.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wananties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000444
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e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.

Grantee, by execution of this Special Wananty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out heqrein.
Effective Date:

-ol\.-t2-

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

r7 ,; J...

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
On the

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Public for State of Idaho
Residing a t - - - - - - - - - - - - Commission expires:
Residing in Boise. Idaho
Commission Expires 07/30/2015

DAS000445
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GRANTEE

Homes

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)
On this dt ~ day of
in the year of d012}
, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

S~t ·

Notary Public
Residing at: NuM{'A r,
My Commission Expires: ~-b"Si-lk,

Jb
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of ,;vhich is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, \Vhose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Ctrantor'\ does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON ROMES D:BA CBH !81)HEf3!.
' whose address
is 1977 E oVERLAND RID. MERIDJI.AN ILt 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following desctibed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat tl1ereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at. Page(s) 12780 through 12783~ records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmtenances unto the Gran.tee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER \VITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertai.'ling, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law 01; in equity, of., in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appmtena11ces.
Grantee is relying so]e]y upon Grantee's inspec6ons as to the condition of th.e Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly djsdaim any representa6ons or warranties, express or implied, v,itl1 respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, ,vithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, o:r the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
· Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any in.formation provided by Gran tor, its

agents, empioyees or attorneys. Grantee is pm·chasing the Property in "AS IS" "V{HERE IS"
oondition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Gran tor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or :implil:'.d, other
than as expressly stated hereiJ.1. Granter is the owner of the Premises and has not conveye..d the
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Granter"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH IF.10:MEJ31;
, whose address
, (the "Grantee"),
is 1977 E OVERLAND BID. MERIDJIAN IJ)I; 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 9 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders; rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wananties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wananties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Granter is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000448
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•
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

q -()f} _, \ :)__

Effective Date: _ ____.~~"--.,.__--'----

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~
~TimW.Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the r, ,..., day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS lnves1ments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS \\'HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Public for State of Idaho ,
Residing at
Resi.GiA!J iA'Beise, Idaho
Commission expires: Gammicesico Expires 07/30/2015

DAS000449
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GRA..t'l"TEE

Corey Barton Hom

By:

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

Sf:¥?+-·

On this ,-:)I y-- day of
in the year of d{)l ').. , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public :in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton knmvn or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

-
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SPECIAL 'WARRA.i~TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOME~:
whose address
1s 1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
--·----' (the "Grantee"),
-----the follo,ving described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 11 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO H...\VE AND TO HOLD 1he Prernises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and

its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER \VfTII all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaini11g, a11d the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in Jaw or in equity, of, in and to the above--desc.1ibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor'·s agents, employees a.nd attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressiy disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, ,vithout limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Gnmtee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all i.uformation regarding any aspect or fe2.ture of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS JS" "WHERE IS''
condition, subject. to all faults (whether they be physic:c<J, enviromn.enta1 or othe1wise), jncluding

1:?oth latent and patent defr.cts.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the o-wner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

·---·-...--

DAS000451
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

--~c--z._----By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the ry 1, ') day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS '''HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Not~ry Public f 6 t e ofidaho ............
Res1dmg at
Residing at· Nampa, Idaho
Commission expi10ammission Expires:. 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

D~ ::htn.e,v

'f.. '

On this 2:L___ day of
in the year of Zot
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public i;;_--'and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
/(r]~uted the ins! ument on behalf of said c~'.'?,.?ration, and acknowledged to me that such
! corporatipn execute foe same.
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(Space above this line for Recorder's use)
SPECI..,U., WARRANTY DEED

FOR V.A.LUE RECErYED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 \V. Half
1"1:oon Lane1 Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DEA CBH HOMES
. whose address

is
1977 E OVER.LAND RD MERIDIAN ill 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises11):

:--(the "Grantee"),

Lot 18 in Block 1 of Galiano Est.ates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
.Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever_
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtena..'lces
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertai11i11g, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders~ rents, issues and pi·ofits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
v,,hatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in arid to the above~described Premises
'-vith said improve.m.ents, J1ereditament<; and appuitenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition. of the Prope1iy.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wan-anties, express or impiied, with respect to any
aspect; feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify ali information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonnation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othenvise), induding
hoth latent and pateni defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or wananties with respect to title, express or implied, ot11er
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the mvner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000454

002955

e

e

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Wananty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: --!-j..,_{"'\..,_,-.....,-a.,..i,.\,-,0,....--1;..,.,~---

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~ c - -

-B~
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the _'.J_t_i_ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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Corey Barton Homes, In . dba C , I Homes

By:

STATEOFIDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

v\l

Ot

On this 7...
day of
~joe ,V::
in the year of /g'"')\
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State. personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
~ecnted the instrument on q~!Hl:!ifii<;>,(~!lid corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
/\ corponition
ed the samx;;il~i\>.f,.
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SPECIAL WARRA.1~TY DEED

FOR VA.LUE RECEIVED, ihe receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknmvledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
CO:REY BARTON HOMES DBA GBH ROMES
'whose address
;s

1977 E

OVERLAND

RD

MEIUDIAN- m: 8364-2

·-··-·-··--·--

, (the "Grantee"),

the following described premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 10 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official ph1t thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AJ\:1) TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmi.t,>nances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditamen.t<;, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appeJtain.ing, and tbe reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
"vhatsoever of the Gran.tor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appmtenanccs.
Grantee is reJyjng solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Propetiy.
Grant.or and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wan-antics, express or im.plied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or c.ondition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous v,rnste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's inte,nded use. Grantee shall
independent]y verif]r all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guanmty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "\\·'HERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othenvise), including
both la.tent and patent defects.

Granter makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Ciranto-r is 1J1e ovv!ier of the Premises and has not conveyed the:

DAS000457

002958

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Granter and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
resttictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

--~~By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the fJ;\ clay oflV!ay, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, knmvn or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
/_,.-·--..\
above written.
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By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

t)r 9J:YX \/
in the year of -.l9_ l 7- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said ~HH?;JJersonally appeared Corey Barton known or
idyBti1-l~d to me to. be the President
executed the instrument or the person
ho exe\uted the jnstrnment on
and aclmowledged to me that such
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMEl:ll, DBA CBH HOMES!~
, whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND RD .MEPJIDIAN IDI~ 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the follov.'ing described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 1 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOW the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditarnents, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Prope1iy.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accurac-y of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in ··As IS" ..WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherndse), including
both latent and patent detects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000460

002961

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execu6on
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to he bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~?z__------43~111WM
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the T? i.v"J day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, lrnown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
(·--~
\

DAS000461

002962

/.,..,.--·-'\
I
j
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.itba CBH'Homes

GRANTEE

I\

,,/

//

By:
,._,

.....................___

~

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

fiJ

On this JO-\',,,. day of
OV ~ in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

d-O'J'~--

Notary Public
..-r[\
Residing at: f'j Cl r-t..ptv, <l-1-)
My Commission Expires: lp ,-OS ~l lo
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY RAB.TON HOMEf:,I. DBA c1m HOMES
, whose address
1977 E OVERLAND Ril MEmDIAN m 83642
(the "Grantee"),
is
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 2 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assi&JU.S forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prope1iy for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Granter does not guaranty the accuracy of any info1mation provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000463

002964

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free :from encumbrances done or made directly by Granter and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-~l~\

2-_L~l_{,_
. ._2.. . _ __
.

,_.J
I

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the "7.,,, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000464
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/"-··.
Corey Barton Homes, Inc. p.ba CB.H;Homes
,·····-· ."\.
{
.......... /

GRANTEE

c___ ,. . ::::::::::::-:-

By:

--d----

Corey Barton, Presidlmt

"

, ...................~

----

............ .

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

ND

be..r

dD

On t h i s ~ day of
Y'f.D
in the year of
J-:)- before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
Cl~,
My Commission Expires:

N

Tl'\

J.-i..)
h-DS-l fo
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby ,bJTant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH l:IIOMESI; .
whose address
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN run 8~642
, (the "Grantee"),
is
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

of

Lot 3 in Block 8 Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditan1ents, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all ofthe estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, ehher in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Granter makes no covenants or wananties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Granter is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000466

002967

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

i. . /. . _2-_l_l._I_2__

Effective Date: _ _\ .......

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~~·By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the ,Z , , day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

DAS000467

002968
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c_~

. ,/

Corey Barton Homes, Inc. dblCBH Homes

GRANTEE

I

/

By.

STATEOFIDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada)

~J

r ,

On this dl)'r'-'lday of
0\/'f..c,A. bet- in the year of di))
before me, the
undersign~ a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton knm.vn or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
f\)Ol M,f>C1,
My Commission Expires:

TC

b..-Cb., I~
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SPECIAL WARR.\.NTI' DEED
FOR VALUE RECEI'VED, the receipt aJ1d sufficiency of which is hereby acknovvledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES!.
,:r.,hose address

------

is. _ _!-9~_!.~~ RU, MERIDIAN ID 83642
the following described premises (the "Premises"):

----·-···----·-···

'

, (the "Grantee"),

Lot 3 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AN"U TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER W1TH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appmtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in. law or in equity, of; in ,md to tJ1e above~described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and at1orneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the propeiiy, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify al1 infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys_ Grantee is purchasing the Property in ''AS IS" ·'~i"HERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherv,ise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or 'Arananties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the o\vner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

JL· 2./ · /2-

- ~~--

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

. W.Eck
By: Tim
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the '1 ;e-, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, knO\\'Il or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, l have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

~

....... ,
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I

GRANTEE

/\

I

Corey Barton Hom:.:1a CBH Homes

By:

Corey ar1o~, President

~
STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)
On t h i s ~ day of [)f l t' a,, h-ec: in the year· of d-01 d--- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at: N/A..1v1.pa, W
My Commission Expires: b-O"S-1 lp
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of ·which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, \vhosc address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eag]eJ.. Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does herebv f!rant. bargain. sell and convev unto
COREY . BAR.TuN HOMES DBA G.BH HOMES .·
- -.
,
, whose address
-i5-_-_-_1:.9:1:1::E~~o~v-ER1.ANu.....,.
..................,....,RD
......... . ,ME,. . .....:R1""n..,!AN..--r,..-.1-a=.~g~3~6,,..~~2__-___-___
-_-_-__-__-___-__- - - - - - - - _ ,(the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premisestt):
Lot 4 in Block 8 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, fiied in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Jdaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and si.11gular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in any,vise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in lm:v or in equity, of, in and to the above-desciibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Propeny.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or wana:nties, express or implied, \-Vith respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the prope1iy provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infomiahon provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "\VHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (\.vhether they be physical, environmental or othe.rwi.se), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covem.mts or wan-anti es v, 1ith respect to title, express or implied, othel·
than as expressly stated herejn. Grantor is the O'Nner of the Prt-'mises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Gran tor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restJ.ictions set out herein.
Jr

'". ,'

j ••,

Effective Date: ~J_/.__,.,._._,,_:'-_i_·_,_.,______

GRANTOR

~~------

DAS Investments, LLC

-

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the f) .t" day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notaiypublic in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose naine is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS InvestJ.nents, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
/-\
,,,..~"\
'
.,

I

1·'"1'
, { \ (

'\IA

. ,- I ,- Ii
I t·
VA~ \i IL:
/--------···
~lrraffis:1('.17£; S,.;;;;;f r~aho
I

,

r1 ,

(

Ii

,

/

•

:,

,

Jesiding at· Nampa, ldabo
Residing a
Commission e~ission Expires: 08/30/2017
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)

GRAA"TEE

tBH Homes

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

._Ue.

On this .JQ"T'v day of
f. C'.YV\.bc·.r
in the year of .;}-{)I.}-. , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
•• ,.~ 7;, ~ ::.· f."i:

M\

\

-· -~. K0)
e

~
-

,i).

KO*~

se''"

~------'..C
A
',-<--;:.;
·: -e-

.o,¢ ~ ~ -,

--------ia:Q/~O,:. lli'/s>.-~~~
Notary Public
]~/
\
Residing at: fJ Cl. tv,{'A,
J :
My Commission Expires: I o-s-/ f _
q)ts> \
c : 0' f
pp
". ~ &' ' ...~-.o,._-.,
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SPECL\L WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 836] 6 (the "Granton, does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
--' whose address
is
1977 E OVEIRLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
---------~---··-··----··-- _____.,______, (the "Grau.tee").'
the follo-wing described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 8 of Galiru10 Estates Subdivisio~ according to the official plat thereo£ filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, \-Vith their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER VlIIB all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon 8lld thereunto belongn1g or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspec6ons as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grc1...11tee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Granter. Grantor does 11ot g11aranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is pm-chasing the Prnpeny in "AS IS" "\VHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (_whether they be phy-:icaL environrncn.tal or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or ,varranties \Vith :respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the mvncr of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

-~/L_""'~_·_;-_i1_1_·_/_·2_--_ ___

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-----~------~

· ~

.· By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the t"\.,. \ day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed tci the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
/--......
/-,.
I
;

I

\

y

" / .

/

,

.!\

.·

•

I,. .,

I/ ' ,

\ u(c,t-,-1·-< \{ /l-Y/~

N'fui?y Publit. fd,r&ate ofidaho

Residing at ( . /
Commissio11,_-"'ex'-~~u:~~_~in_g_a.,...t:-=N.,...a_m_p_a_,-,d-!i_h_o__
vomm1ss1on Expires: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton H o m 9 CBH Homes

By•~P~

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this~'t'- dayof D-ecel'.hloi°r
in the year of ~d- , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing at:
qv ti r,,,. po
My Commission Expires: J

Tu
lo-oS-l(p
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SPECIAL WARRANTY-DEED
FOR_ VALUE RECEI\lED, the re.ceipt and sufficiency of which is hereby ack:nmvledged,
DAS Inveshnents, LLC, ~n Idaho liniite.d liability company, whose address is ·6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle-~ Idaho 83616 (the nGrantor"}, does hereby grant, bai-gain; sell ai.1d convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA ~H HOMES
, ·whose address
IS _
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERID~ rn 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following describeq premises (the "Premises"):

Lot 13 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 ofPlat~ at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE ANl) TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee; and
··

its successors and assigns forever.

TOGEr.tIER·WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditarnents, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto - belonging or in anywise appe1iaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainder~ rents; issues and profits there-of; and all of the estate, title, i.nt~t, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either m law or in equity, of, in a,nd to the. above-described Premises
with said improvements~ hereditaments and appmienances.

as

Gi-antee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and_ Grantor~s agents, employees and attorneys are.not making, have.not made and
exp1.·essly disdaim any representations or warranties, express or- implied, v.rith respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the p_roperty, 1ncluding, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitabiHtyofthe property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
:independently vcri:f)r all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor, Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infom1ation provided by Granto:r, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in <\,\S IS" "\\'HERE IS''
condition, subject to all faults {w11ethe.r they be physical, environ-i11ental or. oyherv.,ise), including
· both latent and patent defe~ts.
·

Grantor Il).akes 0:0 covel'.lants o; warranties with re5-pect to title, express or implied, other
than .as expres~ly stated herein. Grantor is the-owner of the P:i:emises and ·has not conveyed tbe· ·
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
.

Effective Date:

C}.i.b-

-~{_-_2'~Q_·--l~~---

GRANTOR

DAS lnves_tments, LLC

~~By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the rz 1 " day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TlM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
,....,-·--.....
i

(\ )(),
' 0
\ /J !?
~ · 'r·
l 11
_,,gA_

Net.ffi)7.Publicfor $tate ;fJdaho
Residing at ~siding at· Nampa, Idaho
Commission exp~mission Expires: 9B/30J2017
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GRANTEE

c. dba CBH Homes

By:

STATEOFIDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

"""--'--"~---1-- in the year of ·'Z.i}t? ____ , before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and r said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be tbe President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
~~e~uted the in.s~~nt on behal::
and acknowledged to me that such
6orpori\tIOn executed the same.
_,~~,~-.'l\,,,.,,.,;:t1.i,:i~

~~.t~~Af1i1~I~tion,
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.· SPECIAL W ARRA-NTY DEED
.. ·

.

.

..

.: .

.

. .

.'

..

.

·-.

.

.

.

.

fORVALUE RECEJVED, the receipt and sufficiency.of which is-hereby:acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited. liability company, whose ~ddress is 6152 W. ·Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the nGrantor"), does hereby· grant, bargain, sell and convey·unto
.
lS .

COREJY: :BARTON HOMES DB.A' CBR HOMES!;;
19n E ·ovERLAND RID. .MERIDIAN ID 83642

.

.

.
.

' whose address
(the 11Grantee"),.

the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 14 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivisio~ according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County; Idaho.

TO HAVE A.Nl) TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Gr-antee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
.
· TOGE11-IER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and 'thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversfons,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest,: claim and derriand
·whatsoe-,ier of the Granter, either in_ law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
vitith said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
·
'·
.Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to tbe condi~i.011 oft.lie Property.
Grantor and.Grantor's agents, employees aJ-:i.d attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or vvarranties, express or implied, v,rith respect to any
aspect, feature-or condition ofthe property, including, ,vithout li:trutation; the existence of
hazardous ,vaste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grar1tee shall
·· independently verify an infonnati.on regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infomiation provided by Grantor, its
agent~, employees or ~ttorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property jn "AS IS'° "Vv1IERE IS"
-condition, subje.ct to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othenvise)', including
both. _latent and patent defects. · ·
··

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties ,vi.th respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly-stated herein. Grantor is the mvner of the Premises and has not conveyed the
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same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

---'-l_-_J_()_-....;..l.3--''_ _ __
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

-~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the tJ ;', day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, .LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notai'y.Pllblic

r

ate ofidaho

Residi~g ~t \ ~ i n g at: Nampa, ldabO
Comm1ss1 on exp11eommission Expires: 08/30/2017
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GRANTEE

aCBHHomes

C

By:

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

ffi\~ ,

On this 1.Z~a.y of
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and D said State, personally appeared Corey Barton knovn1 or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
w o e cuted the instrument on behalfof said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
orpora ion executr the same. ,,.,/iS'·/·:':;,_\.:(;.;.

.. 'l;\J~;~~:::~!:'~
f

- ary Publid
~-;,- ~~ ~
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... SPECI.4..L W.ARRAJ\1TY DEED.
FOR.VALUE RECEIVED, the rece:ipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC; an.Idaho limitedU~bilify company, whose address is -6152 W. Half
Moon Lane~ Eagle,. Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor''),. does hereby grant, bargain, sell mid convey· unto
COREY BARTON HOMES
18

l1BA

c:sn

ROMES.

1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN· TI) 83642

.

•

whose address

, (the "Grantee'1),

the -following desc1ibed premises (the "Premises"):·
Lot . 15 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, acco1~ding to the. official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at-Page(s).12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO. HAVE AND TO HOLD the P.remises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, .and
its successors and assigns forever. ·
TOGETHER
WITH all and singular the improvements,
hereditaments, and appurtenances
.
.
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appe1taining, and the reversion or reversions,
· remainder~, rents,. issues and pro:fitc:; thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, o~ in .and to the above-described Premises ·
~1th said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances: · ·
··
.

Grantee is relying solely upon Gi-antee1s inspectJons as to the condition. of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's _agents, employees and attorneys are not making1 have not made and
expressly d1sdaim any representations or warranties, express _or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition-of the property; including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitab:ility of the.property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently.verify all information regarding any aspect-or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not .guaraTJty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees. or attorneys, Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or o_thenvise), including
both latent and patent defects_

Grantor makes.no covenants or warranties with respect to title; express or implied, otber
. than as expressly stated be1:ein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000484

002985

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conve~ce herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _

_.J._~_J.._~_-_1_.3____

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the 17 ,....., day of May, 20 I 2, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TTh1 W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS \\'HEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Pu~ ;c for1State ofidaho
Residing at'--=,.___.,./=:c_..~--------Commission ex~~ing at: Nampa, Idaho
1Comm,ssron Expires: 08/30/2017

DAS000485
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e
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO

)
): ss.

County of Ada)

7:J;f

I
r'I' ?..
On this
YU.day
of
in the year of /]L,.Vl
j
, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in a for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
~ti-fjed to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
ex\cuted the instrument on ~~,~-~l[i~f..said,:orporation, and acknowledged to me that ~uch
corporatt n exe ted the same. ,:f..\.:!:..<~·'·''"'•,,.:,:t ·..

{ ~°-~

, !t~o:~:~:"'}1

N
Public
,
-::~},_(\\.( Ptrnl~t'-' l
Residing at: 'l).,l~~-e,t'o \.l\,~;J\'.;::;:·
My Commission Expires: "7-l \?'f}:F '·" ':· :· ~:c-·
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SPECIAL WARRANTY
DEED
.
..
FOR VALUE RECENED-' the.receipt and suffitjencyofwhich is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments,_ LLC~· an. I¢lho:1imited liability .compa1-y,-whose.address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle,: Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby gran1, bar:gafu,_ sell and convey unto

comey ~ l f i ~ S J>:~- CBH.JI~S·

, whose.address

is
VJ77 .E· -0\lERIAND 1ID MERIDI1d{ 1D B3642
the following .descn'bed premises {tbe "Premises"):

, (the "Grantee"),

-:

Lot 11 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates. Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, re<mds ofA<la County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETI:IER WITH all and singular the i.rnprovements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
ther.eon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and. the- :rev~sion or reversions,
remainder.s, rents,. issues and profits Jhereof; and all of the estate; title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of tb.e Grantor, either in. law or in equity, of, in and. to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditru::nents and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition ofthe Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, .employees and attorneys are not. making~ have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition ofthe property, including, without lim.itatio~ the,existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability the.property for Graptee's intended use. Gt:antee shall
independently verify a:ll information regarding. any aspect or feature of.the property provided by
Grantor. Grantordoes not guaranty the accur.acy of any information provided by Grantor, its
ag~ts, employees .or.attorneys. Granteeis purchasing the Pxoperty "AS JS" ..WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all. faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

of

m

Granter makes no covenants or warr.anties with re~pect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly .stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the.Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000487

002988

saine estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made .directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance·with the terms hereofand agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

--=cQ.,,_--&_·.....,_\.-__._\:2_...__ _
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

On the J) ~, day of May, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary pllhlic in and for said
state, personally appeared T.JM W. EC~ known or identified to me to bethe person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000488

002989

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

\£Jovu~

On this d-.~.\1\Jay of

undersigned, a Notary Public in

the year of 2.ot;
, before me, the
an~r saidbState,
personally appeared Corey Barton known or

identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
e~uted the instrument on beh~~\qf~ffit~rporation, and acknowledged to me that such
rpora n executed the same.
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(Space above.this line for Reporder's use)

SPECIAL WARRA..:i\1TY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS In:vestm.ents,, LLC, an Idaho, limited.Jiability co;mpany, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (th~ ·"Gran.tot"), does hereby-grant, bargain,.:Sell and convey unto
COREY.. BAR!t(l~/J!~Sl~DBA,:~B· .HQMES
whose addres.s
is
1977 Eko~:::R'o JmtS.:l)m
836-42
(the ;,Grantee"),

:m

the following descnoed premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 7 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof: filed in Book
99 ofI>lats. at Page(s) 12780 through 127-&3, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appmtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in eqpity, of: in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with.respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of:the property, including, withoµt limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee!s intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all informationregarding any aspect or feature of the propeny provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any in.formation provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee.rs purchasing the Prnperty .in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject-to .all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants. or warranties with respect to title, express or in1plied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the ·owner ofth-e ·Premises .i:md has not conveyed the

DAS000490

002991

e
same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such es.tate is at the time of the execution
ofthis instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution ofthis Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

1---_q__,___\_-_...\;2~-

Effective Date: _ _.....,'d\,__.·

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~?e----

By:

Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada
On then J- \ dayofMay, 2012, before me; theundersignednotmypublic in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK,, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager ofDAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000491
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GRA.NTEE

CBHHomes

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
On this ~ d a y of ~~
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in fl.~ for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton kno,vn or
identified to me to be the President oftbe corporation that executed the instrument or the person

:ZO (~ ,

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
tion executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY:D:EED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and_suffi~ency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, ,an IdabJ) limi~ed :liability :c~;m.p~y,. ~ose' address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, EagI(:~.l~~o 8361:6 {th_-e.tGraµtor"), do~ hereby grant/bargain, s·en and convey unto
UO}mY ~g~JIOMJ:!~- p~._:Cllll,_lid~S
·
, whoseaddress
IS
19-17 ·;E .OV;:ERI.ANa·-:kO .MEkII'.Ji1Ut ID 83642
(the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the· "Premises''):

Lot 6 .in Block 8 of Galiano Estates. Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s} 12780 through 12783, rec~rds of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE ~ TO HOLD the Premises, with their: appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETIIER WITH all and singular the improvements, her~tamen~, ai;td appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or ·in anywi~e appertaining, .and toe reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents,_ issues and pr~fits thereof; and all of the es.£ate, title, :interes.4, .:claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, .of, iil and to the above-described Premises
with. said .improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to :the.condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's age:nts, employees and attorneys are not ·maki.ng, have .not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express -or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or conmtion ofthe property, including, without limit1;1tion, the.exist~ce. of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Granteeis intended use. Gr.antee shall
independently verify.all information regarding any aspect or feaµtre'<Jfthe pr.opertyprovrded by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any infonmrtion provided byGrantor; its
agents, employees ,dtattomeys. Grantee ispurchasingtbePropertyin "'AS. IS'' ''WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environhlenta:1 or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects-.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of th_e Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000493

002994

same estate to any person oth<:;r than Grantee .and that .such estate is at the time of the execution
ofthis instrument free from encmnbrances done or made·directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's ac.ceptance
ofthe conveyance herein .in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set outherein.
Effective Date:

~-0\ 1-l ~
-------~~--

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAI:IO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada
On the ? .ti,, day ofMay, 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or id~tified to meto be the person whose name is
subscribed to the withiil instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and aclrn.owledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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GRANTEE

Corey Barton Homes,

By:

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss·.
County of Ada)

CeJo~

1t:Jl ') ,

On this l}Tu.day of
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Publicir; ~r said State, personally appeared Corey Barton k.nov.n or
identified to me to be the President ofthe corporation that executed the instrument or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf ofsaid corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
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illCIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA CBH HOMES
whose address
is 1977 E OVERLAND JID MERIDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 12 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
. remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitabHity of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS,,
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
t.han as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000496

002997

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by executio11 of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance ·herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: - - ~ -.. .~
. . .......

·4_-_\_·~'----DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~
By: Tim W. Eck

Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada

)

n

day of May, 2012, before me, the undersi&,>ned notary public in and for said
On the r,
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN 'WITNESS WHEREOF, I have her :unto set my hand and seal the day and year first
.
above wntten.
r\
-

"
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STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON ROMES DBA CBH HOMES
.
, whose address
is
1977 E OVERLAND RD MERIDIAN ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises");

Lot 14 in Block 5 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITII all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, wi~out limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the prope1ty for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Granter, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or wammties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressiy stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000499

003000

same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances of record.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

$"'---d{.~_,_. . . .!. .....~ - - Effective Date: _ _
GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

~

43~
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)
On the F7 -'!,,.. dayofMay, 2012, before me, theundersignednotarypublicinand for said

state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, lmown or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instnunent as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day a:nd year first
above written.
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GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)
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identified to me to be the ,President of the corporaiion that executed the·instrument or the person
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, ·an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the ''Granter"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA GBR HOMES
, whose address
is
1977 E ovtktAIDJ RD MEIUDIA.N ID 83642
, (the "Grantee"),
the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 10 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in

Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Granter, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Property.
Granter and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the property, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the property for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the property provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Property in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated herein. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed the

DAS000502

003003

same estate to any person. other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the execution
of this instrument free from encumbrances done or made directly by Grantor and any
encumbrances ofrecord.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date: _....;~:;:._;-'d{~-Q...:..!-,.,,,..i.:v3>=----

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

_,,

~~
.

By: Tun W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )

): ss.
County of Ada

)

On the ? ti.... day of May: 2012, before me, the undersigned notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN ·wITNESS ,vHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000503
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e
GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this JJ-vd day of
f\A.tt.rc.f...t
in the year of ,::i-OI)
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton la.mwn or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the inst.nunent or the person

who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public

Residing at:

NCIM.(A, "J/)
My Commission Expires: h-,o5-l~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho Iimited..liability company, whose addre~s is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Gran.tor"), does hereby· grant; bargain, sJll and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES :OBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 197;7 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (1he "Grantee"), the following described premises (the "Premises'1:
Lot 6 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivision, aGCQrding to the official plat th¢reof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, records of Ada County, Idaho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
·
TOGETHER wrrn all and singular the improvements, hereditaments,; and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the rever~ion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all the estate, title, interest,! claim and demand ·
whatsoever of·the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of: iii and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.

of

Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition;of the Premises.
Grantor .and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have n9t made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the f?Xistence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. <(irantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Pretjlises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy ofany information provided.by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS";"-WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or othirwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express ,or implied., other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Gtantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000511

003006

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_L{_,·,__·--~l_]~-~I=2>_ __
DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

,,.,. By: Tim W. Eck

Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

.

On the 1-5 dayofQ~
,2013, before me, theundersignednotarypublicin
and for said state; personally a p p e ~ W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
-

DAS000512

003007

e

GRANTEE

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

~s+

Apr'.

On this
day of
I
in the year of J,Q3.
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.

Notary Public
Residing a~: .
~ pq I
My Comm1ss1on Expires:

N{)(

J;b

0-CJS-/ '=:,
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,

DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho llinited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the nGran.tor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES DBA. CBlI HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee11), the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 15 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof: filed in

Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of: in and to the above-descnbed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents,· employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaini any representations or warranties, express· or implied,. with respect to any .
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shaH
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of.the.Premises provided by
Granter. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, enviromnental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Granter is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any per.son other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000505

003009

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Granter.
In addition to the foregoing, Granter warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shalJ be limited to any amounts received by Granter pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Granter does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

--~--~'o\. .~
. . . . . .\2-=·--.

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By.' Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

~

)
): ss.
)

Q~

,

On 1he
day of
2013, before me, 1he undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally app ~ed TIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

DAS000506

003010

...

GRANTEE

----...

Corey Barton Hom1::,s-;-lnc. d~a CBH Homes

/-·- ...---1.

!' .

J

/
Corey BartOD~resident

/

By:

'

"-'-...

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

On this

2:Jiliiay of ~tJb ·,

in the

year of Zol '.) ,before me, the

undersigned, a Notary PµIib in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
who exe
e instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me tliat such
..-.-.. ·:..,,·.;:- :. · ..
corp ation exe ed the same.
.-~!:'-\'~ ,~A, 1.A.4,,:;;,- ::...

-

Notary· u .
~
Residing at: i\
,t\/\.
~
f\ 1
~~

J\~~:~·~,:·····1~;::i!~
; 1,-iC.nA.Ry \ \
.:*~
h j2 ,. ~bgl (
#.

0

...

~~-

/\0\,, '·
.,,,.

@m) ! ic
...

di>

~

.

«,u-m

---~.,~...

l ~~

0

My Commission Expires:1-fbq~/.'kf,.,·.<~{:/
,.

':';,fj.J}~~J;
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
;Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor.1'), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HO~fES ·oBA CBH HOMES, whose address is 1977 E Overland Rd,
Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the "Premises"):
Lot 16 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE ANTI TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
.its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and !hereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, :issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-descnbed Premises
with said improvements, he.reditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying sole1y upon. Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, ·with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Gran.tor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, su~ject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000508

003012

e
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the tenns hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

-_c_~_,,~,,._-.....,.\._2:>_.t---

Effective Date: _ _
l.f.._·

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger
STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada

_Lq__

l~

,

day of ~'/\,
2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
On the
and for said state, personally ap~ed TIM W. ECK., known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

DAS000509

003013

GRANTEE

aCBHHomes
By:

STATE OF IDAHO

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

23-~day

of -'c.l"'-4'"--'--'---'---//
On thl·s
in the year of'7 ·" ~
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary
ic in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporatfon that executed the instrument or the person
ecuted the instrument on behalf of sii.id .co.rp9ration, and acknowledged to me that such
rpora ion executec=he
same
_ ,, t, k; tJ/t->

c.Di

1

,

• ;j/~:t:.:,>'.'r:•,::'•1~ti\

·

/:-

Nota ' l:>ic.
\A ,\ '.i' J ~
.
es1dmg a:: vvtt~ .
VI 1
•

p

My Comm1sS1on Exprres:

:

---·f} :~: f

~4CHA11},. ·-:.
o e ce

'·i;

!~tr fil
,l'; I

M:f
~- -~,'. \ ~:) -PuBTTr·
·J..i .. '"'
\ : , }:~.,.,, •• ~~t.,. .:lt·
f;'f;

~-;;.~

1 ..,ll/:c{J8?~ct'),\Jt.-
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability comp.any, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.., an Idaho Ce1rporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 17 in Block 5. of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereo~ filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits, thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above:.described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Gran tor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS''
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000514

003015

e
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts r~ived by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any,obtain~ by Grantoru~?n acquisition.ofthe Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim und~r
..... such policy of title insurance shall be borne oyThantee.
. .
.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee1s acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

6,:-_·-=-Q'---3_-__,I--=~=----

Effective Date: _ _

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

rW.Eck
ts: Manger
STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

q

~

On the I
day of
, 2013, before me, the unde,signed notary public in
and for said state, personally appear~ W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

: Nam a Idaho
Residing at
Commission exprr~mission Expire~: 08/30/2017

DAS000515

003016

GRANTEE

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.

County of Ada)

DAS000516

003017

e

e
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability .company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616. (the ''Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian IP 83642, {the "Grantee"), the following descn"bed premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 18 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments~ and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS''
condi{ion, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner ofthe Premises and·bas not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than. Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000517

003018

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Granter warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises ifany. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereofand agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

$,... d-:3 ..- (~

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC

-~~~
~~
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

t'f

)
): ss.
)

~

On the
day of
, 2013, befure me, the W1dersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally appe7eci'fIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS 'WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

otaryPub c
Residing a~Se!sidilttQ.jil:.tllallipaJaJllKl_-,,..
Commission ~ssion Expires::08/30/2017.

DAS000518
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e

GRANTEE

C.BHHomes

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

1013 ,

in the year of
before me, the
6:n thisc'3Vdday of
undersigned, a Notary Public · . · d for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the 'Preside~t of the corporation that.executed the i:qstrument or the person
wh · e ed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
ecut~·
the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledg~
DAS htvestments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 5 in Block 5 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official re?Ords of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or -in· anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the

DAS000520

003021

execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_....,5,...,__,.-~~2,,,,_---1!..,,...3....___ _

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC
~ ·

~~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada
On the

19

)
): ss.
)

day of

~.uJ ,

2013, before me, the undcrsigned no1my public in

an9 for said state, personally a p p e ~ W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

-

IN WITNESS ·wnEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
.
above written.
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GRANTEE.

By:

Corey Barton, President

STATEOFIDAHO )
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County of Ada)
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~ y of
in the year of 1.:Q){ ':), before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public 1Ii and for said State; personally appeared Cor.ey Bllrton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that execi.lte4 th.e instr.mnent or the person
w · exc~
the :instrument on behalf of.~~~~f,Q~tion, and acknowledged to me that such
rporation e ecuted the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 2 in Block 4 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances_
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all infonnation regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in.this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

GRANTOR

DAS Investments, LLC
~ ~ · · ·

Ify:

Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

19

)
): ss.
)

~~

On the
day of
, 2013, bebe me, the undcrsigned notary public in
and for said state, personally appedTIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have her unto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Residing
.
Idaho
Commission expi~mission Expires:.08/30/2017
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STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

2%

J

1.D \') ,

On this
day of . \.&Y) f
in the year of
before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said.State, personally.appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the coi;pqration that e~ecuted the instrument or the person
who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
rpo .on executed the same.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 3 in Block 6 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Gran tor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
.and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligaiion pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amowits received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upo~ acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

l_o-cil{,-\ ~
------'--~-----DAS Investmentst LLC

GRANTOR

~~

~ ·

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)

County of Ada

l9

On the
day o ~
, 2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally
TIMW. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have heieem:i.t,o set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.

Notary Publi o
Residing at .,,,,_--'"----Aa!Aie~~.......,=:.:~~

Commission expires: ~-iuu--"'-'---
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STATE OF IDAHO

Homes

)

): ss.
County of Ada)

..Su.tvv

On thlsLLt-tl.Aday of
in the year of20 \'°:)
, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the coiporation that executed the instrument or the person
o executed the instrument on behalf of said.corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
oration executed the same.
~
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):
Lot 4 in Block 6 of Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Pre.mises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's inspections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are not making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition of the Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises provided by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter. Gran.tor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances .. Th.e scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
sha11 be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance sha11 be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.

Effective Date: _____,{Jr,:.__olf__._-_\,....,.'.;.>
_ __

DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

..,_..
By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATE OF IDAHO )
County of Ada

): ss.
)
'

-1!]_

~

On the
day of
, 2013, before me, the undersigned notary public in
and for said state, personally a p p ~ W . ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h
above written.

to set my hand and seal the day and year first

Notary Public or
Residing at -=----:----:-;.-.-,-,==---.,1,i!""Commission ex~ing at: Nampa, 088/30/2017

Commission Expires.
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
DAS Investments, LLC, an Idaho limited. liability compa~y, whose address is 6152 W. Half
Moon Lane, Eagle, Idaho 83616 (the "Grantor"), does hereby grnnt:, bargain, sell and convey unto
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd, Meridian ID 8-3642, (the "Grantee"), the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

Lot 5 in Block lof Galiano Estate Subdivision , according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada County, Idaho.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging or in· anywise appertaining, and the reversion or reversions,
remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantee is relying solely upon Grantee's in:::pections as to the condition of the Premises.
Grantor and Grantor's agents, employees and attorneys are net making, have not made and
expressly disclaim any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to any
aspect, feature or condition ofthe Premises, including, without limitation, the existence of
hazardous waste, or the suitability of the Premises for Grantee's intended use. Grantee shall
independently verify all information regarding any aspect or feature of the Premises proyjded by
Grantor. Grantor does not guaranty .the accuracy of any information provided by Grantor, its
agents, employees or attorneys. Grantee is purchasing the Premises in "AS IS" "WHERE IS"
condition, subject to all faults (whether they be physical, environmental or otherwise), including
both latent and patent defects.
Grantor makes no covenants or v,1arranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated hereinafter.. Gran tor is the owner of the Premises and .bas not conveyed
the sam.e estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
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•
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
Grantor.
In addition to the foregoing, Grantor warrants the Premises is free and clear of all liens
and encumbrances. The scope of Grantor's obligation pursuant to the warranty in this paragraph
shall be limited to any amounts received by Grantor pursuant to the policy of title insurance, if
any, obtained by Grantor upon acquisition of the Premises. All costs of pursuing a claim under
such policy of title insurance shall be borne by Grantee.
Grantor does also hereby assign to Grantee, as to the Premises, the warranty Grantor
obtained upon acquisition of the Premises if any. Said assignment is without warranty.
Grantee, by execution of this Special Warranty Deed, acknowledges Grantee's acceptance
of the conveyance herein in accordance with the terms hereof and agrees to be bound by the
restrictions set out herein.
Effective Date:

_.....,5--~-3.,_-__,l..,..3~-DAS Investments, LLC

GRANTOR

~,£'~

By: Tim W. Eck
Its: Manger

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada

19

C\puJ ,

day of
2013, before me, the unders;gned notary public in
On the
and for said state, personally appear dTIM W. ECK, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument as the Manager of DAS Investments, LLC and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as such Manager.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first
above written.
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By:

Corey Barton, President

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada)

LJu ~

On thi2,?z> ~ay of
in the year of "'Z.0( ':) , before me, the .
undersigned, a Notary Public h;and for said State, personally appeared Corey Barton known or
identified to me to be the President of the corporation that executed the instrument or the person
w
xe ··
the instrument on behalfof s~~}W.91lM~,~on, and acknowledged to me that such
.,~:\i:\\.~. LAMpJ}?".1
rporation e ecuted the same.
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DA YID T. KRUE(:K, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 3 31-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

SEP 1 1 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIOAK
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COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), by and through its
counsel of record David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby
respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.' s
Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC (""EEF") has asserted claims against CBH for fraudulent
conveyance, collusion to defraud, unjust enrichment and tortious interference with prospective
economic advantage. 1
CBH acquired title to lots within the Walnut Creek Subdivision ("Property") from DAS
Investments, LLC ("DAS"). On May 20, 2014, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and
Order Granting DAS Investments, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment. In the DAS Summary
Judgment Order, the Court concluded that DAS did not have any knowledge of EEF's claimed
interest in the Property when DAS acquired title in April 2012.2 The Court further held that DAS is
entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw, dismissing all claims against it. 3
The record before the Court establishes that CBH was also unaware of the EEF deed of trust
or the reconveyance recorded by TitleOne Corporation in February 2010. CBH has also never
transacted or communicated with EEF. There is simply no factual basis to support EEF's claims
against CBH.

1 Revised Second Amended Complaint. EEF recently filed a Motion to Amend its Complaint to include
additional causes of action for Quiet Title and Foreclosure. Based on the undisputed facts in the record and the legal
authorities cited herein, CBH respectfully submits that these additional claims by EEF are invalid and do not provide
any basis for relief or damages against CBH.

2

Memorandum Decision and Order entered on May 20, 2014, p. 7.

3

Memorandum Decision and Order entered on May 20, 2014, pp. 6-7.
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For the reasons described herein, CBH seeks entry of an order granting summary judgment,
and dismissing all claims asserted against it by EEF in this case.
II.

1.

UNDISPUTED FACTS

On or about November 17, 2006, EEF acquired a secured interest in the Property by

way of a deed of trust securing a promissory note from Galiano. Second Amended Complaint ,r,r 22
and 23.
2.

On February 11, 2010, a Reconveyance of Trust Deed executed by TitleOne

Corporation was recorded with the Ada County Recorder's Office as Instrument No. 110012858
("Reconveyance"). Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion
for Summary Judgment ,r,r 6-7, Exhibit "C."
3.

On or about May 7, 2012, CBH and DAS entered into a series of Purchase and Sale

Agreements, whereby CBH agreed to purchase the Property from DAS. Declaration of Corey
Barton in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment
("Barton Deel.") ,r 4, Exhibit "A"; Declaration of Timothy W. Eck in Support of DAS Investments,
LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Eck Deel.") ,r,r 15, Exhibit "E."
4.

On May 8, 2012, DAS acquired title to the Property. Eck Deel. ,r 13, Exhibit "D."

5.

DAS acquired title to the Property without any notice of a claim or interest in the

Property by EEF. Eck Deel. ,r 19.
6.

DAS did not have any knowledge or notice of the Reconveyance at the time it

acquired title to the Property. Eck Deel. ,r,r 20-22.
7.

The title commitments and title insurance policies obtained by DAS in the spring of

2012 for the Property did not mention either the EEF deed of trust or the Reconveyance. Eck Deel.,
Exhibits "B" and "C."
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8.

CBH did not have notice of a claim or interest in the Property by EEF when CBH

entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements with DAS on May 7, 2012. Barton Deel. ,r,r
9.

CBH did not have notice of a claim or interest in the Property by EEF when the first

deed was recorded on May 23, 2012, conveying title to a portion of the Property to CBH. Barton
Deel. ,r,r 10 and 12.
10.

CBH did not have any involvement with the preparation or recordation of the

Reconveyance. Barton Deel. ,r 14.
11.

EEF recorded a Notice of Lis Pendens against the Property on August 20, 2013.

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan in Support ofTitleOne Corporation's Motion Dismiss and Motion
to Quash, Exhibit "C."
12.

CBH was not included as a Defendant to this lawsuit until December 10, 2013.

13.

EEF recorded another Notice of Lis Pendens on December 10, 2013 after CBH was

named as a Defendant. Affidavit of Aaron Tribble in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Preliminary
Injunction, Exhibit "B."

III.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c).
A motion for summary judgment is to be decided upon the facts shown, not upon facts
which might have been shown. Barton v. Cannon, 94 Idaho 422, 489 P.2d 1021 (1971);
Verbillis v. Dependable Appliance Co., 107 Idaho 335, 689 P.2d 1075 (Ct. App. 1984). The
moving party is entitled to summary judgment when the non-moving party fails to make a
showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which
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that party will bear the burden of proof at trial. Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126
(1988). The non-moving party may not rest on a mere scintilla of evidence. ParkWest Homes,

LLCv. Barnson, 154 Idaho 678,302 P.3d 18 (2013).
"The interpretation of a statute 'must begin with the literal words of the statute; those
words must be given their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed
as a whole. If the statute is not ambiguous, the Court does not construe it, but simply follows the
law as written."' Verska v. St. Alphonsus Reg'!. Med Cntr., 151 Idaho 889, 893, 265 P.3d 502,
506 (2011).

IV.

ARGUMENT

The gravamen of EEF's claims against CBH in this case center on EEF's assertion that it
still has an interest in the Property. The only basis EEF has to claim an interest in the Property
derives from its fraud claims relating to the recordation of the Reconveyance by Defendant
TitleOne Corporation. The undisputed facts in the record, however, prove that CBH did not
defraud EEF or collude with any third parties to defraud EEF. EEF's claims against CBH should
be dismissed as a matter of law, based on the fact that CBH had no involvement with either
preparing or recording the Reconveyance. Moreover, both CBH and its predecessor in interest to
the Property, DAS, were unaware of EEF's deed of trust or the Reconveyance when these parties
acquired title to the Property.
EEF also cannot sustain claims against CBH for unjust enrichment or tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage. EEF cannot adduce any evidence to prove
essential elements to these causes of actions at trial.
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A.

EEF's Interest in the Property by Way of its Deed of Trust Was Terminated
When the Reconveyance Was Recorded.

Idaho Code § 45-1203(4) provides in pertinent part that a "reconveyance of a trust
deed . . . when recorded, shall constitute a reconveyance of the trust deed identified therein,
irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure not disclosed in the release or
reconveyance that is recorded other than forgery of the title insurer or title agent's signature."
Pursuant to the plain language of Idaho Code § 45-1203(4), any interest EEF had in the
Property under the deed of trust granted by Galiano in November 2006 was extinguished when
the Reconveyance was recorded on February 11, 2010. EEF's recorded interest in the Property,
therefore, was terminated over two (2) years prior to CBH obtaining title to a portion of the
Property.
The Court has acknowledged in several of its written decisions in this case that after the
Reconveyance was recorded in February 2010 EEF no longer had any record interest in the
Property. In its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant DAS Investments, LLC's
Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court noted "[i]n early 2010, Defendant TitleOne
Corporation executed and recorded a full reconveyance of EEF' s deed of trust, despite that
EEF's loan had not been repaid. Consequently, the property ceased to be subject to a record lien
of EEF."4

The Court again determined in its Memorandum Decision and Order Denying

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion to Quash Lis Pendens "[t]he reconveyance of
EEF's deed of trust relegated to unrecorded status any lingering lien EEF had on the property." 5
EEF attempts to claim an interest in the Property by way of its fraud claims against the
Defendants. EEF, however, did not record its lis pendens against CBH until December 10, 2013.

4

Memorandum Decision and Order entered on May 20, 2014, p. 2.

5

Memorandum Decision and Order entered on June 4, 2014, p. 2.
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EEF, therefore, did not have any record interest in the Property based on its fraud claims until
long after DAS and CBH acquired title to the Property.
B.

CBH's Predecessor in Interest to the Property Was a Bona Fide Purchaser.

"A bona fide purchaser is one who takes real property by paying valuable consideration
and in good faith, i.e., without knowing of adverse claims." Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc.
v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866, 853 P.2d 607, 611 (Ct. App. 1993); See also Idaho Code§§ 55-606
and 55-812. "When determining whether a party is a bona fide purchaser, the Court must look
at what notice the party had before and up to the time the party recorded its interest." Sun Valley
Hot Springs Ranch, Inc. v. Kelsey, 131 Idaho 657,661,962 P.2d 1041, 1045 (1998).
DAS acquired title to the Property from Galiano is May 2012. Eck Deel.

,r,r 13-14.

DAS

paid good and valuable consideration for the Property, and did not have any notice of an adverse
claim by EEF at the time the deed was recorded conveying title to DAS. Eck Deel.

,r 16.

DAS

was also not on constructive notice of a claim by EEF because the chain of title establishes that
EEF's deed of trust was reconveyed to Galiano in 2010. Indeed, the title commitment and title
policy obtained by DAS in the spring of2012 make no mention of either the EEF deed of trust or
the Reconveyance. Eck Deel., Exhibits "B" and "C." Consequently, DAS was a bona fide
purchaser of the Property when its Warranty Deed was recorded on May 8, 2012.
C.

CBH Is Entitled to Protection Against EEF's Claims under the "Shelter
Rule."

"The 'Shelter Rule' provides that one who is not a bona fide purchaser, but who takes an
interest in property from a bona fide purchaser, may be sheltered in the latter's protection." Sun
Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Burt, 123 Idaho at 868. In reliance on California decisions
construing the "Shelter Rule," the Sun Valley Land Court further held "a bona fide purchaser can
transfer good title to a person who has notice of a prior adverse equity or right." Id. There are
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two exceptions to the rule: "(l) where the interest held by a bona fide purchaser was obtained
from a grantor with notice of an outstanding interest in the property, and the property is
reconveyed to the grantor; and (2) when the property is reconveyed from a bona fide purchaser to
a person guilty of a violation of a trust or duty with respect to the property." Id.
CBH did not have any notice of an adverse claim by EEF when CBH entered into the
Purchase and Sale Agreements with DAS to purchase the Property in May 2012, nor did CBH
have actual notice of a potential adverse claim by EEF when the first deed conveying title to a
portion of the Property to CBH on May 23, 2012. Barton Deel.

,r,r

10-17. CBH is, therefore,

arguably also a bona fide purchaser. The Court, however, does not need to determine whether
CBH is a bona fide purchaser to dismiss the claims asserted against it by EEF because the
"Shelter Rule" as articulated by the Court in the Sun Valley Land case protects CBH from EEF's
claims to any interest in the Property.
D.

CBH Did Not Defraud or Collude to Defraud EEF.

EEF' s fraud claims are based on the alleged wrongful Reconveyance signed and recorded
by Defendant TitleOne Corporation. In order to maintain these causes of action against CBH,
EEF must be able to establish CBH acted in concert with Defendant TitleOne Corporation to
wrongfully extinguish EEF's interest in the Property.
The Court should dismiss the fraud claims against CBH for the same reasons it dismissed
these claims against DAS. Corey Barton alleges in his Declaration that CBH was unaware of the
EEF deed of trust when he entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements with DAS in May
2012. Barton Deel.

,r

11. Mr. Barton also alleges CBH did not have any involvement with the

preparation or recordation of the Reconveyance by Defendant TitleOne Corporation in February
2010. Barton Deel.

,r

14. In fact, CBH was not aware of the existence of either of these

instruments when it entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements with DAS and recorded the
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first deed conveymg title to a portion of the Property to CBH.

Barton Deel.

,r,r

10-17.

Furthermore, CBH has never communicated with EEF or conducted business with EEF. Barton
Deel. ,r,r 18-23. There is no basis whatsoever for EEF to maintain its fraud claims against CBH. 6
E.

CBH Has Not Been Unjustly Enriched by EEF.

EEF has asserted a cause of action for unjust enrichment against all Defendants in Count
XIII of its Second Amended Complaint.
The elements for unjust enrichment are: (1) a benefit is conferred on the defendant by the
plaintiff; (2) the defendant appreciates the benefit; and (3) it would be inequitable for the
defendant to accept the benefit without payment of the value of the benefit.

Teton Peaks

Investment Co., LLC v. Ohme, 146 Idaho 394, 398, 195 P.3d 1207, 1211 (2008).
Since there has never been any transaction or communication between CBH and EEF
with relation to the Property, or any other transaction for that matter, CBH could not have
received any benefit from EEF.

Therefore, EEF' s unjust enrichment claim should also be

dismissed as a matter of law.
F.

CBH Did Not Tortuously Interfere With a Prospective Economic Expectancy
ofEEF.

Count IX of EEF' s Second Amended Complaint asserts a cause of action against all
Defendants for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage. In order to sustain
this claim against CBH, EEF must prove: (1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2)
knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing
termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the
fact of the interference itself; and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has

6 EEF has included a claim for fraudulent transfer, but this claim has no merit because CBH and EEF have
never been in a debtor-creditor relationship, which is an element to a claim under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer
Act, Idaho Code §§ 55-910 through 55-921.
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been disrupted. Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004
(1999).
CBH was unaware of EEF's claimed interest in the Property. Likewise, CBH was not
involved with preparing or recording the Reconveyance. Consequently, EEF cannot demonstrate
that CBH interfered with EEF's economic expectancy, nor can EEF prove any wrongful conduct
on the part of CBH with respect to the recordation of the Reconveyance.

V.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, CBH respectfully requests that the Court enter its order
granting summary judgment in favor of CBH, dismissing all claims against it.
DATED this

11~ day of September, 2014.
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP

David T. Krueck,
the irm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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method indicated below, addressed as follows:

'J- U.S. Mail
David M. Fogg
'f..
Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
Aaron J. Tribble
___
Overnight Mail
J. Von Johnson
___ Hand Delivery
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation
Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

y.._

U.S. Mail
'I-Facsimile - (208) 388-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

+

U.S.Mail
_ _ Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

':J..

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

'I-

'f-.

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

1--
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason
and Galiano LLC

X

•

U.S. Mail
"f- Facsimile-(208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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Defendants.

3
4

5

Eagle Equity Fund (''EEF"), the Plaintiff. provides the following memorandum in reply:

6

7

TitleOne first wishes to seize on· a silly clerical error by pointing out EEF' s usage of

8

I.R.C.P. 60(b) rather than 1l(a)(2)(B). Indeed, the very substance of the motion invokes 1.R.C,P.

9

l l(a)(2)(B) so it is easy to see what is being asked of the Court. Regardless of whether the rule

1O

was technically invoked. the Court certainly has the authority to entertain the motion under

11

1l(a)(2)(B) and EEF is requesting that the Court do exactly that.

12

TitleOne's argument on the substance of this motion is basically just an argument about

13

legislative intent. On page 5 footnote 3 of their memorandum, TitleOne's own admission dooms

14

their argument because it shows that I.e. § 5-204 is about more than just adverse possession;

15

rents and profits and mentioned as well. So LC.§ 5-204 is clearly not about just ''the recovei.-y of

16

real property" as TitleOne suggests.

17

The plain language of the statute itself, not the titles in the statute, binds this Court. If the

18

statutory language is clear and unambiguous, statutory construction is unnecessary and this Court

19

need merely apply the statute. Kootenai Blee. Coop., Inc. v. Washington Water Power Co., 127

20

Idaho 432, 435 (1995). Ambiguity is not established merely because differing interpretations are

21

presented to a coui1; otherwise, all statutes subject to litigation would be considered ambiguous.

22

Rim View Trout Co. v. Higginsoni 121 Idaho 819. 823 (1992).

23

TitleOne is offering an interpretation of the statute that differs from the plain language.

24

TitleOne's interpretation stems from their view of the "legislative intent." TitleOne even tries to

25

embellish the legislative explanation by saying that the changes were "related only to adverse

26

possession'

27

actual explanation was much different because it merely stated that the time for adverse

28

possession had been extended. 2006 Idaho Laws ch. 158 (S.B. 1311). Nowhere did they say that

I
1•

See TitleOne's Response Memoradum, pg. 6 {emphasis added), However, the

-2-
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adverse possession was the only affected claim. To suggest otherwise is simply disingenuous.
TitleOne continuously asserts that I.C, § 5-204 is an old statute and has only been applied

2
3

to

certain types of claims such as adverse possession.

However. this logic is completely

4

misguided. Idaho Code § 45-1205 is a relatively new statute, enacted some time in the mid 90's.

5

And the language of I.C. § 5-204 is sufficiently broad to include most any type of action

6

involving title. In fact, I.C. § 45-1205 is such a new statute that there is no case law interpreting

7

its meaning, much less attaching a statute of limitations to it. Most importantly though, if the

8

legislature had intended J.C. § 5~204 to apply only to adverse possession, then they could have

9

used exactly such language in the statute.

10

TitleOne also argues that I.C. § 45-1205 is a statutory claim so it therefore must fall

11

squarely under the statutory limit of LC. § 5-218. It is well known that an action for quiet title

12

creates it own kind of liabilities, yet quiet title is not covered by J.C. § 5~218, However.

13

according to LC. § 6-401 et seq, quiet title is a creature of statute, So there are statutory claims

14

that arise out of title that are clearly not intended to be covered under I. C. § 5-218. In fact, title

15

actions in general have very broad time limits. It makes little sense that an I.e. § 45-1205 claim,

16

which is obviously arising out of title, would have such a nearly instantaneous limit of three

17

years.

18

The language of l.C. § 5-204 is completely unambiguous. It is sufficiently broad to

19

encompass any action "arising out of the title." EBF clearly had an interest on title to the Galiano

20

subdivision. EEF was seized of their interest when TitleOne filed the wrongful reconveyance.

21

EEF should be allowed 20 years in which to bring their claim under l.C. § 45-1205.

22

CONCLUSION

23

The Court never really entertained the idea ofI.C. § 5-204 operating in this situation when

24

it ruled on the issue back in February. However. research into various title claims revealed that

25

there is sufficiently broad language in this statute to encompass the I.C. § 45-1205. This is

26

certainly an issue that the Court never considered back in February and is an error that this Court

27

has the ability to correct.

28
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

For a second time, Defendant TitleOne Corporation has moved for summary judgment
against the claims of Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF"). Its prior motion succeeded as to
Count X (for breach of fiduciary duty) and in part as to Counts V and VI (for fraud and collusion
to defraud). TitleOne's second motion challenges the surviving aspects of Counts V and VI, as
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e
well as Count IX (for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage) and Count XI
(for violation ofl.C. § 45-1205). In its briefing, EEF conceded, with respect to TitleOne, the
surviving aspects of Counts V and VI. Summary judgment is granted in accordance with that
concession. When the motion was argued on September 18, 2014, the focus was on Counts IX
and XI. At the end of the hearing, the Court granted summary judgment against Counts IX and
XI. The Court told the parties to expect a written decision more fully explaining its reasoning.
This is that decision.

I.
BACKGROUND
In November 2006, EEF loaned $725,500 to Defendant Galiano, LLC. (Mason Aff. filed
Aug. 8, 2014, ,r,r 3-4 & Exs. A-B.) The loan was secured by a junior deed of trust to real property
that was to be developed into a residential subdivision. (Id. ,r,r 5, 8 & Ex. C.) A senior deed of
trust was granted to RBC Centura Bank in connection with its much larger, multi-million-dollar
loan to Galiano. (Id. ,r 6 & Ex. D; Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, ,r 3 & Ex. A.) About two years
later, RBC Centura Bank assigned its interest in the senior Galiano loan to a related entity,
Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC"). (Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, ,r 2.)
On February 11, 2010, a full reconveyance ofEEF's junior deed of trust, executed by
Defendant TitleOne Corporation, was recorded (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A), despite
that EEF's loan had not been repaid. (Mason Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ,r 10; Thompson Aff. filed
Aug. 8, 2014, ,r 7.) Consequently, the property ceased at that time to be subject to a record lien of
EEF. The reconveyance happened without EEF's knowledge and was not discovered by EEF
until about March 2013. (Thompson Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ,r,r 8-10.)
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In the meantime, in May 2012, more than two years after the reconveyance ofEEF's
junior deed of trust, Galiano sold the property to Defendant DAS Investments, LLC for $860,000.
(Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, ,r,r 7-8 & Exs. E-F; Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ,r 13 & Ex. H;
Eck Deel. filed Apr. 14, 2014, ,r 13 & Ex. D.) Despite that the proceeds were nearly $2.5 million
short of the amount needed to repay its senior loan to Galiano, RBC consented to the sale, hoping
Galiano or the guarantors of the Galiano loan would find a way to pay the shortfall. (Reid Deel.
filed Apr. 21, 2014, Ex. E.) A few months later, Galiano and the guarantors stipulated to a
judgment in RBC's favor for the remaining loan balance, which by then had increased to about
$2.65 million. (Penny Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, Ex. C.) Thus, the sale to DAS is an example of
what is commonly called a "short sale."
EEF did not know about the short sale before it happened, but there is no evidence it was
an irregular transaction. In the absence of evidence of irregularity, and based on the evidence
offered by the short-sale participants, the short sale appears to have been an arm's-length
transaction entered into for above-board business purposes by a willing buyer, a willing seller, and
a willing seller's lender.
The short-sale purchaser, DAS, promptly agreed to resell most of the property through a
series of purchase and sale agreements with Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. (Eck Deel.
filed Apr. 14, 2014, ,r 15 & Ex. E.) The actual resale to Corey Barton Homes was carried out in
bits and pieces over about a year's time. (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. J.) According to
EEF, the total resale price was $1.13 million, netting DAS a gross profit of about $270,000.
(Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ,r 12.) The net profit amount is not in evidence.
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EEF claims TitleOne's reconveyance ofEEF'sjunior deed of trust was wrongful and
impairs its ability to obtain repayment of its loan to Galiano. Indeed, EEF says it has only
received two small loan payments since discovering the reconveyance and subsequent short sale
of the property. (Thompson Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014,, 7.)
Not knowing why TitleOne executed and recorded the reconveyance, EEF filed this
broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013. At least at that point, EEF regarded the reconveyance
of its junior deed of trust, in the absence of some other explanation for it, as suggesting a
fraudulent plot by the various defendants to deprive EEF of its junior lien. EEF has not, however,
been able to develop evidence of a fraud. Instead, despite that TitleOne has not been able to
explain why the reconveyance was executed and recorded, the reconveyance appears to reflect a
mistake rather than deliberate wrongdoing.
EEF makes several claims against TitleOne. As already noted, summary judgment was
entered against some of those claims in connection with TitleOne's first motion for summary
judgment. In addition, in response to TitleOne's second motion for summary judgment (the
motion now at hand), EEF conceded other claims. The only remaining claims against TitleOne
are (i) that the reconveyance constitutes tortious interference with prospective economic
advantage, and (ii) that TitleOne is liable under LC.§ 45-1205 for improper reconveyance.
TitleOne argues that summary judgment can be entered against both claims for the same
reason: EEF has no proof of damages. Indeed, as explained below, EEF presents no evidence,
nor identifies any sound reason to believe, that the apparently improper reconveyance caused it to
suffer any damages. Moreover, EEF told the Court during the hearing that, when the deadline for
its expert disclosures arrives on September 19, 2014 (the day after the hearing), it would not
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disclose any expert testimony relevant to the subject of damages. Because EEF cannot meet its
burden of proving damages, summary judgment against both claims is appropriate.
Because the failure of evidence of damages is clear and dispositive of both claims, the
Court chooses not to address TitleOne's claim-specific arguments for summary judgment.
II.

LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). Accordingly, the
movant must prove the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. E.g., Boise Mode, LLC v.

Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103-04, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the
movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant to prove the opposite: the existence of a
genuine issue of material fact. Id at 104,294 P.3d at 1116.
To meet that ultimate burden, the nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial."

Id (quotation marks omitted). The record must be construed in the light most favorable to the
nonmovant, with all reasonable inferences drawn in the nonmovant's favor. Id Nevertheless,
"[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" to avoid
summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 163,307 P.3d 176, 180
(2013). The nonmovant's failure to prove the existence of a genuine issue of material fact "will
result in an order granting summary judgment." Sprinkler Irrigation Co. v. John Deere Ins. Co.,
139 Idaho 691, 698, 85 P.3d 667, 675 (2004).
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III.
ANALYSIS
In Count IX of its Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims TitleOne tortiously
interfered with the prospective economic advantage associated with having a junior deed of trust
against the property at issue. That claim requires proof of damages resulting from the alleged
interference. E.g., Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004
(1999). The statutory claim asserted in Count XI ofEEF's Revised Second Amended Complaint
also requires proof of damages. The statute under which the claim is made renders an improperly
reconveying title insurer or agent liable "for the damages suffered as a result of such improper
reconveyance." I.C. § 45-1205. Thus, both claims share damages as a common element.
There is no inherent right to a jury trial on the element of damages. A claim for damages
must be supported by competent evidence of damages or it is unfit to survive the defending
party's motion for summary judgment, just as it would be if any other element of the claim were
not supported by competent evidence. E.g., Silicon Int 'l Ore, LLC v. Monsanto Co., 155 Idaho
538, 553-54, 314 P.3d 593, 608-09 (2013) ("There is absolutely nothing in the record that
quantifies or establishes the amount of damages claimed by SIO as a result of WGI' s alleged
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.... Because SIO cannot prove any damages
incurred from the Master Agreement, the district court was correct in granting summary judgment
to WGL") (footnote omitted). Consequently, neither ofEEF's remaining claims against TitleOne
is fit for trial unless EEF has introduced competent evidence of damages.
TitleOne argues that EEF has not done so. The Court agrees.
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It is undisputed that EEF was the second-position lienholder with respect to the property
that had been subject to its junior deed of trust before TitleOne's apparently improper
reconveyance of that deed of trust. RBC, the first-position lienholder, was entitled to be paid in
full before EEF was paid anything. RBC approved Galiano's short sale of the property, knowing
the short-sale proceeds would fall nearly $2.5 million short of the amount needed to repay its loan
to Galiano. TitleOne argues that because the proceeds of the property's sale were not enough to
repay RBC, the property had no residual value accessible to EEF. Consequently, EEF's junior
deed of trust was worthless and EEF was not damaged when TitleOne reconveyed it.
This argument is based on a series of California cases holding that the measure of
damages for the loss of a security interest (including one resulting from the improper
reconveyance of a deed of trust) is the market value of the property that had been subject to the
lost security interest, less the amount of senior liens, capped at the amount of the debt secured by
the lost security interest. E.g., Stephans v. Herman, 225 Cal.App.2d 671, 673-74 (Ct. App. 1967).
"In other words, the measure of damages for loss or impairment of security is the actual value of
the security in the property at the time the security was lost or impaired, but no more than the
value of the secured note." Rooz v. Kimmel, 55 Cal.App.4th 573,594 (Ct. App. 1997). It is
difficult to find fault with this formula for measuring the damages, if any, sustained by a party in
EEF's position. By advancing this argument, and by offering evidence supporting the conclusion
that the property had no residual value at the time of the short sale, TitleOne met its burden to
show that there is no genuine issue of material fact as to damages. The burden shifted to EEF to
show that there is, after all, a question of material fact in that regard.
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EEF wholly fails to meet its burden. It offers no evidence that the property's value, as of
the date of either the apparently improper reconveyance or the property's short sale, was sufficient
to satisfy RBC's senior deed of trust. 1 Without proof that the property's value, as of at least one
of those times, exceeded the amount owing to RBC, there is no proof that EEF's deed of trust was
worth anything at any material time. A party whose deed of trust is worthless is, for practical
purposes, no worse off when the deed of trust is reconveyed.
EEF could have had the property appraised as of either of those times in an attempt to
establish that the property had residual value. It either did not do so or did not offer the appraisal
into evidence. The Court strongly suspects that any such appraisal would have resulted in a value
conclusion lower than the amount owing to RBC, given the well-known fact that the market value
of residential development property in the Boise area drastically declined after RBC's and EEF's
loans were made in 2006, as well as given the fact that RBC approved a short sale that left it
about $2.5 million in the hole. The record reveals no reason RBC would have approved the short
sale of its loan collateral if it perceived the short-sale price as artificially low.
Irrespective of whether the Court's suspicion is correct, it is up to EEF to demonstrate that
its junior deed of trust had real value that was lost as a result of the reconveyance. EEF simply
did not do so.

The California cases cited by TitleOne provide for measuring EEF's damages as of the date of
the apparently improper reconveyance. That date is February 11, 2010. An alternative
measurement date is the date of the property's short sale to DAS, which happened in May 2012.
Before the short sale, the property remained in the hands of Galiano, which could have granted
(voluntarily or by compulsion) a new junior deed of trust in EEF's favor, apparently without
diminishing EEF' s second-priority status. The Court need not decide which measurement date is
appropriate here, given EEF' s failure to show that, as of either date, the property held residual
value after repayment in full of RBC.
1
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The closest EEF came-not close at all-is its suggestion that the property's value,
though not proved through an appraisal, can be inferred from the amounts RBC and EEF loaned
against the property in 2006, as well as from the amounts spent up to 2010 to develop it. But the
amounts loaned against the property in 2006 are not meaningful evidence of its value in 2010 and
beyond. Market prices change over time and, again, are well known to have drastically declined
after 2006. The amounts supposedly spent up to 2010 to develop the property also are not
probative of its value in 2010 and beyond, especially given the absence of evidence as to precisely
when-before or after the market crashed-those amounts were expended. EEF's evidence
would not support a verdict that the property's value as of any relevant time was sufficient to
cover RBC's loan, with some residual value left over for EEF.
Another argument EEF advances is that, had it known about the short sale, it might have
negotiated to purchase the property itself. That could have happened in theory, but EEF offers no
evidence of the price it would have had to pay to buy the property (presumably more than DAS
paid for it, as a competition between DAS and EEF for the property probably would have driven
up the price), nor does EEF offer evidence that the value of the property was higher than the price
EEF would have had to pay for it. EEF does not show damages by simply presuming that, in the
absence of the apparently wrongful reconveyance, it would have bought the property instead of
DAS and resold it to Corey Barton Homes for a profit, just as DAS did.
EEF also argues that a second-position deed of trust has value even if the first-position
lender is millions of dollars underwater. In other words, it argues that a lien has inherent value,
even if the value of the collateral that is subject to the lien would be completely exhausted by
senior lenders. For that illogical proposition EEF offers no supporting evidence. EEF simply was
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not in any position to extract value from its junior deed of trust when RBC approved Galiano's
short sale of the property to DAS in 2012. Had it tried to extract value, RBC would have been
unlikely to idly watch EEF-ajunior lienholder-siphon off value to which RBC had priority.
RBC could have thwarted EEF easily; all it had to do was institute an action for judicial
foreclosure in order to foreclose out EEF's junior position.
Finally, to the extent EEF argues that it could have foreclosed its junior deed of trust had
TitleOne not improperly reconveyed it, that is true, but EEF could not have foreclosed out RBC's
senior deed of trust. The best it could have done in its own foreclosure action is take title from
Galiano subject to RBC's deed of trust. Since there is no evidence that the property was worth
more than the amount owing to RBC, there is no evidence that taking title subject to RBC's deed
of trust would have been economically beneficial. Thus, there is no evidence that EEF's loss of
the right to foreclose its deed of trust caused EEF to suffer any damages.
For all of these reasons, EEF has not offered competent evidence of damages, entitling
TitleOne to summary judgment, despite its apparently wrongful reconveyance of EEF's junior
deed of trust. While EEF might view this outcome, based on its comments during the hearing, as
TitleOne unfairly getting off scot-free for its mistake, a better view of the outcome is simply that a
wrong warrants a damages award only if it actually causes damages.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that summary judgment is granted to TitleOne on EEF's remaining
claims against TitleOne.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that EEF's motion to reconsider a prior ruling regarding the
statute oflimitations that applies to EEF's statutory claim against TitleOne is denied as moot,
given that the claim has been resolved without reference to the statute of limitations .

.\h
Dated this~ day of September, 2014.

JJr;;P-k=
DISTRICT JUDGE
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I hereby certify that on this

A
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David T. Krueck
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
101 S Capitol Blvd, Ste 701
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Fax: (208) 331-2400
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I.

FACTS

In November 2006, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") loaned Galiano, LLC

10

("Galiano") $725,500 for the acquisition and development of a piece of land in
11

12

Kuna, Idaho. Affidavit of Daniel Thompson, 13. To secure the property, Galiano

13

executed and recorded a Deed of Trust ("EEF Deed of Trust") naming Alliance

14
15

Title as trustee. Affidavit of Edward Mason, 15; Ex C. Also in 2006, Galiano

16

obtained from RBC a $6 million secured financing package ("RBC Deed of Trust")

17

for the development of the property. Affidavit of Edward Mason, Ex. D. EEF

18
19

executed and recorded a subordination agreement putting them in second position

20

behind the RBC Deed of Trust. Affidavit of Daniel Thompson, 13. In 2008 and

21

2009, EEF authorized partial releases to be recorded for certain lots in the

22
23
24
25

subdivision. Id. at 1 4 and Ex. B. However, EEF never received any payment on
its loan and never represented to anybody that the loan was paid-in-full. Id. at 17.
On February 11, 2010, Defendant TitleOne recorded the reconveyance at

26
27
28

issue in this matter. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, 13 and Ex. A. This
reconveyance was signed by TitleOne's Heidi Emery in the performance of her job
-2-
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duties at TitleOne. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. F at 14. The reconveyance
clearly references the EEF Deed of Trust, instrument number 106181859, executed

3
4

on November 17, 2006, by Galiano LLC with EEF as thebeneficiary. Affidavit of

5

Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. A. The reconveyance clearly states that TitleOne received

6

"satisfactory evidence" of payment-in-full of the underlying obligation. Id. Yet,

7
8

TitleOne admits that they had no evidence of payment-in-full of the obligation

9

secured by the EEF Deed of Trust. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, at 16-18.

10

And in February 2010, approximately $4.7 million had already been spent on the
11

12

acquisition and improvement of the property. Affidavit of Edward Mason ,r,r 4 and

13

9; Ex. B.

14
15

Vicki White, vice president of TitleOne, stated in deposition that an error

16

such as wrongful reconveyance would be elevated to legal counsel within TitleOne.

17

Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. E, at 38. Cameron McFadden, legal counsel for

18
19

TitleOne speaking on behalf of TitleOne in a 30(b)(6) deposition, stated that there

20

were times where a beneficiary would need to be contacted, but TitleOne has never

21

contacted any beneficiaries. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, at 12And Daniel

22
23

Thompson, manager of EEF, stated that he never received any communication from

24

TitleOne informing him of the wrongful reconveyance. Affidavit of Daniel

25

Thompson, ,r 9. In short, despite the fact that TitleOne possessed all of the

26
27
28

evidence of a wrongful recording, TitleOne chose to bury the problem and not
inform the interested party, EEF.
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In January 2014, in order to get to the bottom of why Heidi Emery signed the
reconveyance at issue, EEF issued TitleOne a subpoena for Heidi's emails.

3

4

Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, ,r 3. Much to EEF's surprise, no emails were

5

produced that referenced the reconveyance ofEEF's deed of trust. Id. Instead,

6

rather suspiciously, TitleOne stated that they don't have any company policy to

7
8
9

back up or save emails. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, at 20-21.
In filing the reconveyance, TitleOne cutoffEEF's ability to use the Galiano

10

property as TitleOne points to the fact that PCD relied on the submission of the
11

12

original Deed of Trust, but TitleOne themselves had no actual evidence of payment-

13

in-full collateral for the underlying obligation. The Galiano property was a

14
15

development project sold parcel by parcel. Affidavit of Edward Mason, ,r 8. The

16

projected revenue for the development was $6.2 million. See Revised Second

17

Amended Complaint ,r 20; Defendant Galiano's Answer to Revised Second

18
19

Amended Complaint ,r 7. The proceeds from the parcel sales were to be used first

20

to pay off the RBC debt and then used to pay the EEF debt. Affidavit of Edward

21

Mason, ,r 8. The payment schedule and cost projections are contained in the Master

22
23
24
25
26
27

Credit Agreement signed by Edward Mason. Id at Ex. B. Although DAS acquired
the property from Galiano LLC in 2012, it was immediately resold to Defendant
Corey Barton Homes at a profit in excess of $250,000. Affidavit of Aaron J.
Tribble, ,r 12; Ex. H and J.

28
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II.

INTRODUCTION

2

In ruling on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court
3
4

determined that when a property's value is less than some obscure market rate and

5

is overshadowed by a superior deed of trust, the subordinate holder, for practical

6
7

purposes, can suffer no damages since the subordinate holder has no equity

8

position. The Court further determined that in such circumstances the subordinate

9

lien holder's deed of trust can be fully reconveyed and stripped away without

10

notice or due process. We disagree, and believe that such a ruling violates both a
11

12

subordinate's constitutional property rights as well as Idaho law.

The Court

13

specifically stated "A party whose deed of trust is worthless is, for practical

14
15

purposes, no worse off when the deed of trust is reconveyed." MEMORANDUM

16

DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT TITLEONE

17

CORPORATION'S SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT p 8 ,r I

18
19
20
21

(Sep. 19, 2014). Using the Court's logic a subordinate deed of trust holder would
not have any rights or economic expectations when a property's market value is less
than the debt obligation and below a superior lien. This logic flies in the face of

22
23
24
25

first year property law and seriously encumbers the associated rights of subordinate
lien holders given to them by the long established state and federal laws for
property and constitutional due process rights.

26
27
28

A lien holder, even a subordinate one, has a tangible interest in real property
that includes a host of rights and remedies. This tangible interest along with
-5-
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2

everything afforded it, is undoubtedly available on properties significantly
underwater. Statuatory law and common law dictates that this interestcannot simply

3

4

be deleted from title on the whim of any party, especially an outside party to the

5

transaction. Wrongfully stripping of said rights, or as referred to most commonly;

6

its bundle of sticks, in and of itself damage to the lien holder. See generally Idaho
7

8

Code Title 45. In fact, it is difficult to conceive of a circumstance wherein a

9

property right is somehow lost simply because the property's current value is less

10

than what the market would bear. Related to foreclosure, in Idaho a notice of
11
12

default must be filed 120 days before the trustee's sale. LC. 45 § 1506(2).

13

Thereafter notice must be given by registered or certified mail to the grantor or its

14

successors and any person holding a lien or interest. Id. The entity foreclosing then
15
16

must file and affidavit of mailing notice of the sale. Id. at 1506(7). Only then can

17

the entity foreclosing conduct a sale and only at the specified location and time

18
19

given in the notices. Id. at 1506(8). Subordinate liens are not stripped from title

20

until the sale is completed. Id. at 1508. Only at this point are proceeds distributed

21

and only if superior liens have a greater interest do subordinate liens get nothing.

22
23

None of these process were followed to terminate EEF's deed of trust. Likewise

24

short sales, while not statutory, follow a common and orderly process between a

25

buyer, seller, and all lien holders. Most notably, subordinates are afforded the

26

27

28

opportunity to determine if they would benefit from retaining their interest by
purchasing the superior lien. An opportunity damaged by TitleOne's wrongful
-6-
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2

reconveyence and the private market purchase by DAS.
In short subordinate deed of trust holders have significant rights that must be

3
4

addressed before the holder can be stripped of its property right. I. C. 45 § 1506

5

(2)( c), FRBP Rule 2002. Furthermore, detailed judicial processes of notice and

6

process are required to accomplish this termination of property rights through
7

8

bankruptcy. 11 U.S.C. § 341, 11 U.S.C. §1104. It is inconceivable to think of a

9

situation where a title company, moreover a title company that wasn't of record or

10

the trustee at the time, would be allowed to simply convey a second lien holder's
11

12

title to a third party, without notice (as required by statute), process, or liability, and

13

thereby causing the lien holder to have its security terminated. Further baffling is

14

that this Court would fail to recognize the distinction between the foreclosure
15

16

process, which didn't occur in this matter, and a short sale which was facilitated

17

and.made possible by the unorthodox actions of Title One, Galinao, DAS, and

18
19

Corey Barton. One has to wonder, under this Court's ruling, what would

20

stop these specific actors from stealing anyone's property given the right market

21

conditions and the lack of liability expressed by this Court, simply because the

22
23

junior lien holder hadn't been damaged.

24

This Court's determined that EEF was "not in any position to extract value

25

from its junior deed" at the time of the short sale. MEMORANDUM DECISION

26
27
28

AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT p 10 ,r 1, (Sep. 19, 2014).
-7-
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2

Such a determination illustrates a complete lack of understanding of potential
outcome related to a short sale wherein multiple priority lien holders exists.

3
4

Subordinate lien holders can and often do interfere with the short sale process and

5

extract value from their subordinate positions. Daniel Bahls, Splitting the Baby:

6

Avoiding Foreclosure When Homeowners Have Uncertain or Conflicting Interests,
7

8

36 W. New Eng. L. Rev. 261, 267 (2014). Zachary T. Brumfield, The "short cut"

9

to The Stabilization of the Underwater Housing Market: How the New FHFA Short

10

Sale Guidelines Promote Econimic Efficiency, 41 Real Est. L.J. 456,462 (Spring,
11

12

2013). There is absolutely no incentive for a subordinate lien holder to sign away

13

its rights without getting something. Bahls at 268. The incentive for a superior

14

deed of trust holder to give subordinates something is the ability to avoid the
15
16
17

foreclosure process with its associated costs, delays, and risks. Baxter Dunaway,

Law ofDistressed Real Estate Database, § 3B:8, Workout options generally

18
19

occur during short sales so that foreclosure cost can be avoided. Id. In reality the

20

norm, during short sales is that subordinate lien holders receive some payment. Id.

21

Contrary to the Court's statement payment to subordinates is not the exception. At

22
23
24
25

the end of the day this Court decided to ignore the more salient issues of fact and
law and simply dismiss the case under a flawed theory of lack of damages.
This Court dismissed all of Plaintiffs claims, including Plaintiffs statutory

26
27

28

negligence claims, on the basis that Plaintiff didn't suffered or could not prove
damages, MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING
-8-
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DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT p 8 ,r 2-3 (Sep. 19, 2014). Plaintiff repeatedly noted

3
4

that its initial investment was a starting point for damages. Had Defendant

5

TitleOne competently performed its duties, thereby giving Plaintiff notice and the

6

opportunity to participate in the short sale it could have either purchased the first or
7
8

blocked any efforts to strip away its lien, forced a foreclosure, and purchased the

9

first position through the foreclosure process.

10

However, in dismissing the matter this Court relied upon Highland Enters.,
11

12

Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338 (Idaho 1999). Id. at p 6 ,r 1 (Sep. 19, 2014).

13

The Highland case was not interpreting the damages issue that is codified in LC. 45

14
15
16
17

§ 1205 but that of tort. Highland Enterprises, Inc. at 338. Interpretation of this
statute is one of first impression. It unlikely that the Legislature would go to
the effort of creating a statutory liability for wrongful reconveyance and then

18
19

predicate any recovery whatsoever on the market value of the property. To make a

20

determination that EEF suffered no damages when Defendant reconveyed it's deed

21

of trust to another, without notice, or process, and thereby strip EEF of its property

22
23

rights and remedies, simply because the inferred value of the Property as articulated

24

by the Defendant's was less than current debt service is baffling. A deed of trust for

25

real property on its face surely cannot be worthless, even when no other individual

26
27

28

would be willing to purchase the land. In fact, the deed of trust gives the lien holder
something that this society and all of its laws has deemed of extreme importance,
-9-
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ownership in an unequivocally unique piece of real property. The right to retain
your interest to tangible property, in the face the greater developmental good,

3
4

societal progress, or even the real estate cycles that depress value is of extreme

5

value to any property owner. No entity, not even governmental authorities, can take

6

property right away without due process and proof of their own as to the value of
7
8

the property. Yet, this court decided that it had the power to do something no one

9

else could, stripped away a property right and validated the wrongful reconveyance

10

by an unaffiliated party.
11

12

III.

13

NOMINAL DAMAGES SHOULD BE AVAILABLE and would
preclude a dismissal of the matter

14

We disagree with the Court's determination, or lack of determination, related

15

16

to damages. There is no dispute that Plaintiff invested a sum certain, and through

17

Defendants actions any remedies to protect Plaintiff's investment was wrongfully

18
19

stripped away.

1

Affidavit of Dan Thompson filed Aug. 8, 2014, at 2.

20

Moreover, despite Plaintiffs claim for damages as implied above, what this

21

Court completely missed was the importance of nominal damages when related to

22

23

property law. At a minimum the theory of nominal damages would preclude a court

24

from dismissing a case on a motion for summary judgment, replete with allegations

25

of fraud, negligence, and statutory violations, thereby depriving a Plaintiff from

26

27
28

ever having the opportunity to argue facts and points of law, simply because a court
1

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND MOTION FOR
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determined that it didn't believe a property owner could recover any portion of its
investment.

3

Nominal damages are available in a wide variety of infringement of rights

4

5

cases in Idaho. 2 Such damages are generally awarded when the plaintiff has a legal

6

right infringed upon, as is undisputed in this case. See Black's Law Dictionary 392
7
8

(6th ed., West 1990). In such circumstances the court shows symbolically that the

9

Plaintiffs property has been violated. Id., Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140

10

Idaho 495, 508 (Idaho 2004) Quoting, Pierson v. Brooks, 115 Idaho 529, 537,
11

12

(Idaho App.1989) (citing C. McCORMICK, THE LAW of DAMAGES,§ 20

13

(1935)." Even in situations where actual damages are difficult to prove or where

14

nonexistent nominal damages are recoverable. Call v. Coiner, 43 Idaho 320 at 321
15
16

(Idaho 1926) Quoting (0. A. Olin Co. v. Lambach, 35 Idaho 767. (Idaho 1922)). As

17

an example, in a breach of contract case where the plaintiff not only failed to prove

18
19

but failed to plead any damages, the Supreme Court of Idaho remanded the case to

20

allow the plaintiff the opportunity to recover nominal damages. O.A. Olin Co. at

21

773, Black's Law Dictionary 392, 6th ed., West 1990.

22

In addition to the issues of contract, tort, and statutory negligence EEF was

23
24
25
26

27

the holder of a deed of trust, had invested a sum certain, which improved the
SUMMARY JUDGMENT p 10 ,r 1 (Sep. 19, 2014), "despite its apparently wrongful reconveyance ofEEF'sjuniordeed of trust."
See generally the following cases: Battery, Pierson v. Brooks, 115 Idaho 529 (Idaho App. 1989); wrongful dishonor of check, Yacht Club Sales
and Service, Inc. v. First Nat. Banko/North Idaho, 101 Idaho 852 (Idaho 1980); Trespass, Harwoodv. Talbert, 136 Idaho 672 (Idaho 2001);
Failure to defend and pay insurance, Myers v. Workmen'.!' Auto Ins. Co.,140 Idaho 495 (Idaho 2004); Damage to crops, Call v. Coiner, 43 Idaho
320,326 (Idaho 1926); Trespass and damage to real property, Ransom v. Topaz Marketing, L.P., 143 Idaho 641,645 (Idaho 2006).
2

28
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•

property, and had articulated those damages. Simply stated, EEF had a vested
property right that could not be stripped away without notice and due process. In

3
4

fact this Court conceded that EEF had its vested property right improperly

5

impaired. MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING

6

DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND MOTION FOR
7

8

SUMMARY JUDGMENT p 10 ,r 1 (Sep. 19, 2014). The fact remains that a full

9

reconveyance resulted in a complete impairment of a deed of trust with a face value

10

of nearly three-quarters of a million dollars. This impairment ofEEF's rights
11
12

seems quite serious compared with the list of minor infringements were nominal

13

damages have been allowed by Idaho Courts. See examples in foot note 2. Even if

14

this Court is unable at this time to determine what the damages that EEF suffered
15
16

are. EEF's other allegations, damages determination, and the theory of nominal

17

damages should be enough, when inferred in the most positive light favoring the

18
19

Plaintiff as the non-moving party of the motion to dismiss, to continue forward

20

toward trial.

21

IV.

THE STEVENS V. HERMAN MEASURE OF DAMAGES IS

22
23
24
25

IMPROPER IN THIS CASE.
In addition to the Highland case this Court gave significant weight to a
California case that although is informative was not appropriately applied by the

26
27

28

Court. The Stevens court crafted a rule of damages wherein a subordinate lien
could only recover amounts greater than the superior lien, based on the property's
- 12 -
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value. In Stephans the court had an eye toward the second position holder getting
least something. Stephans v. Herman, 225 Cal. App. 2d 671, 673-74 (Cal. App.

3
4

1964). In Stephans the seller had provided fraudulent documents indicating

5

satisfaction of the second. Id. Thereafter the seller sold the property and improperly

6

kept excess proceeds. The second position holder sued claiming damages. The
7
8

Stephans Court determined that the second mortgage holder was entitled to

9

damages for being wrongfully striped of its rights. When the court crafted its rule,

10

all of the figures of property value cited by the court were greater than the security
11

12

interest of the first. Id. Therefore the second position lien holder stood to get an

13

award of something. Id. It is not surprising that Stephans ruled in this manner

14

given the second position holder stood to get almost, if not all, of its security back.
15
16
17

This Court further relied on Rooz. In the Rooz case the California Appellate
Court knew the building at issue had sufficient value for the second position holder.

18
19
20

21

Rooz v. Kimmel, 55 Cal. App. 4th 573, 577 fn 13 (Cal. Appl997). The appellate
court even increased the award to the second position holder from $114,8349.99 to
$515,000.00, the full face value of the deed of trust. Id. It is doubtful that the

22
23
24
25

courts in Stevens or Rooz would have crafted or used the same rule if the Plaintiffs
stood to get absolutely nothing, as EEF does today. In fact none of the cases citing
Stevens and using its formula for calculating damages, use it to allow the complete

26
27
28
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stripping of a vested property right and bar all damages.

3

All of the plaintiffs got

something or were denied recovery on other grounds. Id.

3
4

5

There is a slippery slope looming given this Court's interpretation of the
California cases. Should the Stevens rule be applied as it has been to EEF this

6

Court would conclude that any time a property is valued below market (a subjective
7

8

determination in and of itself) and subject to both a superior and subordinate lien,

9

the subordinate holder could be stripped of their rights without, notice,

10

compensation, due process, or recourse against the entity acting in such an adverse
11
12

and damaging manner, simply because there were no perceived damages. Such a

13

determination completely ignores any other real property right.

14

We believe that such a circumstance could conceivably occur in almost any
15
16

market condition. The most obvious example is the situation at hand wherein a

17

depressed market the property values are falling. However, even in a growth

18
19

market situations would exist. For example, any time multiple buyers are

20

competing for a specific property a bidding war might ensue causing the property to

21

sell for significantly higher than an appraised value. Using this Court's logic the

22
23
24

buyer purchasing the property for the higher than market price might be stripped of
3 Cases citing Stephans v. Herman, 225 Cal. APP. 2d 671 (Cal. D. Ct. App. 1964) and reasons cited include: damages increased to full amount of
deed of trust, Rooz v. Kimmel, 55 Cal. App. 4th 573 (Cal. Appl997); Plaintiff awarded full amount on deed of trust minus payments made, Howe v.

25

City Title Ins. Co., 255 Cal.App.2d 85 (Cal. App. 1967); Plaintiff was awarded $30,000, Mungerv. Moore, 11 Cal.App.3d l, 10-11 (Cal. App.

26

Stephans rule for tort, Foggy v. Ralph F. Clark & Associates, Inc., 192 Cal.App.3d 1204, 238 (Cal. App. 1987); allowed security interest to

27

Sycamore Homes, Inc., 230 Cal.App.2d 746 (Cal. App. 1964); interest not recoverable by usurious lender, Pease v. Taylor, 88 Nev. 287 (Nev.

28

interest, Winnett v. Roberts, 179 Cal.App.3d 909 (Cal. App. 1986)

1970); awarded full amount of note due, Kish v. Bay Counties Title Guaranty Co., 254 Cal.App.2d 725, 734 (Cal. App. 1967); declined to follow
remain until damages could be determined, Gibbo v. Berger, 123 Cal.App.4th 396 (Cal. App. 2004); Usurious interest not recoverable, Maze v.
1972), discussed forgery of documents, Wycalis v. Guardian Title of Utah, 780 P.2d 821 (Utah App. 1989); creditor cannot collect usurious
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its interest for lack of damages. Any time an equity line of credit extends the debit
service to an amount above the current market value the equity credit holder could

3
4

be stripped of its security without notice or process. Under this flawed logic, one

5

ponders if a contractor could be stripped of her lien rights when she installs new

6

equipment in a home or building, whose market value is below current mortgages?
7
8

Further, could a property with only one mortgage have that deed of trust partially

9

reconveyed to lower its value to the market without the consent of its holder? If so

10

millions of American homeowners would have and still be overjoyed at the idea.
11

Unlike Stephans EEF is not about an asset with excess value wherein a Seller

12

13

fraudulently conveyed property and attempted to keep proceeds that would have

14

otherwise gone to the second lien holder. EEF is about the stripping of it lien by a
15

16

title company, the lack of notice, compensation, and due process. Stephans simply

17

doesn't apply to the facts in this case.

18
19

V.

NUMEROUS INFERENCES WERE incorrectly DRAWN IN FAVOR

20

OF THE MOVING PARTO IN ORDER TO SHIFT THE BURDEN TO

21

PLAINTIFF TO SHOW DAMAGES

22
23

When a party moves for summary judgment, the initial burden of establishing

24

the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests with that party. Thomson v.

25

Idaho Ins. Agency, 126 Idaho 527, 529 (Idaho 1994). Thus, it follows that if the

26

27

moving party fails to challenge an element of the nonmovant's case, the initial

28
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2

burden placed on the moving party has not been met and therefore does not shift to
the nonmovant. Id. As part of this shifting "courts are to liberally construe facts in

3
4

the existing record in favor of the nonmoving party, and to draw all reasonable

5

inferences from the record in favor of the nonmoving party." Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119

6

Idaho 539,541 (Idaho 1991) (emphasis added).
7

8
9

For argument sake, conceding that nominal damages are not appropriate and
that the Herman case sets the standard for appropriate compensatory damage

10

calculations in this case, the court made numerous inferences in favor of the
11

12
13

moving party.
TitleOne has not produced an appraisal, broker price opinion, or other

14

15

independent opinion produced at the time of the short sale that verifies the short

16

sale price as open fair market value. The Stevens rule is intended to be used where

17

a fair market value can be reasonably obtained. See Stephans at 674. TitleOne has

18

19

also failed to show that the property was ever listed on any real estate exchange,

20

multiple listing service, or marketed publicly in any way. Thus, the inference must

21

have been drawn by the Court that this deal, without any other suitors or

22
23

24

25

independent valuations, resulted in a fair market price.
In order for the Court to cut off compensatory damages, the Court must also
have drawn several other inferences in favor of the moving party. The Court claims

26
27
28

it is illogical for EEF to claim its subordinate deed of trust is worth something when
the property is allegedly heavily underwater to a first position lender.
- 16 -
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MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY

3
4

5

JUDGMENT p 9 ,r 3 (Sep. 19, 2014). The Courts response to EEF's claims is that
RBC would have simply instituted judicial foreclosure actions. Id. p 10 ,r 1. The

6

Court must be inferring that a judicial foreclosure is cheaper, easier, and less
7

8

expensive than making a small payment to EEF for the ability to conduct a faster

9

short sale. The only alternative is that had EEF still been on title it would have

10

voluntarily given up its interest for $0 dollars in a short sale process. What
11

12

incentive would EEF have to do such a thing? Both of these inferences are directly

13

in favor of the moving party.

14

A little further down the line the Court must have also drawn the following
15
16

inferences for it to determine that EEF's deed of trust was completely worthless.

17

RBC was willing to institute judicial foreclosure thereby severing EEF's interest.

18
19

Additionally the auction price must have been below RBC's interest. RBC must

20

have been willing to take the foreclosure auction price or assume ownership and

21

assume the liabilities that go with owning partially developed land. EEF was

22
23

unwilling or unable to compete in the short sale. EEF was unwilling or unable to

24

make the payments on the first to prevent a foreclosure while a workout was

25

achieved. EEF was unwilling or unable to buy the property at a foreclosure sale.

26
27

All of these inferences are in favor of the moving party.

28
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CONCLUSION

•

•

This court failed to recognize EEF's vested property right through its ruling

3
4

that EEF was not damaged. In reaching this conclusion the Court relied on a rule

5

crafted in another state under factual circumstances substantially different than

6

EEF's. Even in applying the Stephans rule the court made numerous inferences in
7

8

favor of the moving party to get to the conclusion that EEF suffered no harm. Even

9

if EEF cannot or does not have compensatory damages available, a minimum it

10

should be allowed to proceed on a nominal damages claim.
11

12
13

It might be said that EEF should accept its looses just as other have, given the

market turbulence of the last eight years. This would be good advice if EEF had

14
15

gotten to its current position purely through market forces. That is not the case.

16

EEF so far is at a complete loss of its investment and has in large part arrived there

17

through the wrongful deprivation of a vested property rights.

18
19

EEF' s current situation is untenable. It had a vested property right, that right

20

was improperly impaired, it brought suit for redress, and then was summarily

21

dismissed on an damages issue of first impression in Idaho, where the moving party

22
23
24

didn't even meet its burden to validate summary judgment. How can this be
justice?

25

26
27

28
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Defendants.

1

2

3

4
5

The Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys, responds to the Defendant Corey Barton's
Motion for Summary Judgment as follows:

6
7

I,

8

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
On June 20, 2014, this Court entered a scheduling order setting the date for trial and

9

setting an ultimate date for the cutoff of discovery. Currently discovery is not set to expire until

10

Apl'il 2, 2015. With so much time remaining for information to be discovered, Corey Barton's

11

motion for summary judgment appears to be wholly premature concerning fraudulent transfer,

12

collusion, and tortious interference.

13

In support of their motion, Corey Barton advances several arguments and what they call

14

1

15

lmowled,er. ofthA 1·eC'.(lnveyanc.e at the time it acquired the property, but the, public records gave

16

them clear notice of the reconveyance. CBH claims that it did not have any notice of a claim or

17

interest in the property when it signed the purchase agreements or when it acquired the properties,

18

but the public records destroy this asse1tion as well. It appears that CBH and DAS both wish to

19

claim willful ignorance of the information that they were publicly on notice of at those times.

20

Given the arguments advanced by EEF in their pending Motion to Amend, it hardly seems

21

believable that DAS and CBH were not on some type of notice concerning the wrongful

22

reconveyance ofEEF's interest in the property.

23

'undisputed facts/ 1 First, these facts contradict public record. DAS claims they had no

Corey Barton's arguments fall flat on their face when reconciled with the inquiry notice

24

they are charged with under Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192. See EEF' s Motion to Amend

25

filed September 4, 2014, Indeed, any buyer looking. at the records and doing an inquiry would

26

know that the TitleOne reconveyance is voidable, and therefore any buyer taking title could not

27

be considered a bona fide purchase,.·, So, CBH was on notice of the problems with title and so

28

was DAS. This defeats any arguments about bona fide status or the shelter rule.
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1

II.

ARGUMENT
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) weighs in favor of continuing any ruling on a motion

2

3

P. 3/4

for summary judgment. As 56(£) currently states,

4

6

Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the. party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just. I.R.C.P, 56(f)

7

Pmsuant to this Court's own scheduling order, there is still more than five months of

8

discovery remaining in this oase. The affidavit of Aaron Tribble filed with this memorandum

9

states that EEF has conducted discovery with Corey Barton, and EEF's intent going forward is to

5

10

conduct more discovery in the fo1m of depositions and written discovery requests.

11

discovery will obviously be targeted at the issues of fraudulent transfer, collusion, and tortious

12

interference. The Plaintiff requests leave of the Court to continue hearing on this motion for such

13

a time as discovery can he completed and affidavits opposing the motion can be obtained.

14

III.

15

Such

CONCLUSION
Corey Barton's arguments about the validity of the reconveyance, the shelter rule, and

16

their status as a bona fide purchaser, are destroyed by existing law and the information already on

17

record. More time to conduct discovery focused on the claims of fraudulent transfer, collusion,

18

and tortious interference is needed in order to produce affidavits in response to Corey Bai.ton's

19

self-serving affidavits. Indeed, this Court has already granted five more months for discovery, so

20

there is no prejudice in allowing EEF the time that is has already been given, The Court should

21

grant a continuance of this motion until such time as discovery is completed.

22

Dated: October /, ,fL

, 2014

23

24

Respectfully Submitted1

25

26

By:

27

Aaron J. Tribble

28

Attorney for Plainti.ffs
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Defendants.

2
3
4

s
6
7

STATE OF IDAHO )

) ss.
County of Ada

)

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20

21
22

Aaron J. Tribble, first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify.
2. I am an attorney for Eagle Law Center LLC representing the Plaintiff Eagle Equity

FundLLC.
3. AB part of my duties as attorney for the Plaintiff, I have already conducted one round

of written discovery on the Defendant Corey Barton. After months of waiting, I
received a response to that discovery at the same time as Corey Barton filed their

Motion for Summary Judgment.
4. I currently anticipate conducting further discovery with Corey Barton concerning the
claims of tortious interferenceJ collusion, and fraudulent transfer. This is intended to
include depositions and further written discovery requests.

5. Further discovery against Corey Barton has not yet happened because BEF, in reliance
on this Court's scheduling order, has decided to delay discovery against Corey Barton
in lieu of other matters in this case.

23

DATED This
24

25

26

gr'- day of October. 2014.

lh~

Aaron J. Tribble

27
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3

4

,!JhueM.
,~)
Notary Public fordaho
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Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
J:?elaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
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Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
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Defendants.
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COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), by and through its
counsel of record David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby
respectfully submits this Reply to Plaintiffs Response to Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s
Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") offers virtually no opposition to CBH's motion
for summary judgment. Instead, EEF' s Response contains general arguments with no supporting
facts in the record, while seeking a continuance on CBH's motion under Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 56(:f). EEF has not adduced any evidence to rebut the testimony of Corey Barton,
Timothy Eck or Cameron McFaddan with regard to the alleged fraud, collusion and tortious
interference EEF believes may have occurred in the actions leading to the reconveyance of the EEF
deed of trust. EEF has also failed to present the Court with a valid justification for why it has not
diligently pursued discovery in this case or the particular facts it believes it may obtain through
additional discovery to warrant a continuance on CBH's motion.
For the reasons set forth herein, CBH is entitled to summary judgment dismissing all claims
against it.
II.

UNDISPUTED FACTS

EEF does not dispute DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS") did not have any actual knowledge
or notice of the Reconveyance of Deed of Trust ("Reconveyance") executed and recorded by
TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne") in February 20 IO when DAS acquired title to the Property. EEF
does not dispute that the title commitments and title insurance policies obtained by DAS in the
spring of 2012 do not make any reference to ether the EEF deed of trust or the Reconveyance. EEF
does not dispute that CBH did not have any actual knowledge or notice of the EEF deed of trust or

REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
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e
Reconveyance when it entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements with DAS to purchase the
Property in May 2012, nor does EEF dispute that CBH did not have any knowledge or notice of the
existence of either the EEF deed of trust or Reconveyance when the first deed was recorded
conveying title to a portion of the Property to CBH on May 23, 2012. EEF also does not dispute the
fact that CBH has never transacted any business with EEF.

III.

ARGUMENT

EEF has completely failed to meet its burden to present any evidence to support essential
elements to its claims for fraudulent conveyance, collusion to defraud, tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage and unjust enrichment. Based on the allegations set forth in the
Declarations of Corey Barton and Timothy Eck, CBH has established the absence of evidence on
elements EEF will be required to prove at trial on each of the causes of action. Rather than
actually addressing the arguments and evidence submitted by CBH in support of its motion, EEF
vaguely contends CBH and DAS were "on some type of notice concerning the wrongful
reconveyance of EEF's interest in the property." 1 EEF appears to rely entirely on the inquiry
notice it contends would have revealed the Reconveyance recorded by TitleOne was voidable.
A.

The Chain of Title to the Property Did Not Charge CBH or Its Predecessor
in Interest with any Notice of an Adverse Claim by EEF.

"The primary purpose of the recording statutes is to give notice to others that an interest
is claimed in real property." Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 196, 30 P.3d 970, 974 (2001).
"One claiming title to lands is chargeable with notice of every matter affecting the estate, which
appears on the face of any recorded deed forming an essential link in his chain of title, and also
with notice of such matters as might be learned by inquiry which the recitals in such instruments
made it a duty to pursue." Id. (Internal citations omitted).
1

Response to Corey Barton's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2.
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e
EEF cites the Kalange decision to support its general assertion "CBH was on notice of
the problems with title and so was DAS." EEF's argument, however, ignores the holding in
Kalange while also failing to articulate how the recordation of the Reconveyance by TitleOne

charges either DAS or CBH with notice of any adverse claim by EEF.
In Kalange, the secured party recorded a deed of trust on November 2, 1994, securing
indebtedness in the amount of $65,000.00 under the terms of a promissory note with the owner
of the subject property. Id. at 193. The parties to the promissory note also entered into a
separate agreement relating to the sale of the maker's business, which included a contingent
obligation to pay the secured party $50,000.00 described in the agreement as an "alternative
performance payment." Id.

The recorded deed of trust made no reference to the separate

agreement or the contingent obligation referenced in the separate agreement. Id. The maker of
the note subsequently borrowed money from a separate third party, and granted that lender a
secured interest in the same property evidenced by a deed of trust recorded on November 21,
1995. Id. at 194. The debtor ultimately defaulted under its obligations to both secured parties,
and a foreclosure of the subject property ensued. The holder of the senior deed of trust securing
the $65,000.00 promissory note asserted its secured interest included the $50,000.00 contingent
obligation referenced in the separate agreement with the debtor.

The district court granted

summary judgment in favor of the holder of the junior deed of trust, and specifically found the
junior lienholder did not have constructive notice of the $50,000.00 alternative performance
payment. Id.
The Supreme Court affirmed the district court's summary judgment order. With regard
to the constructive notice argument proffered by the beneficiary under the senior deed of trust,
the Court determined "[ o]ne examining the record has no reason to believe the deed of trust is

REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
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not what it purports to be, i.e., security for a debt in the amount of $65,000.00. The only
constructive notice that the recordation of the deed of trust could give then was the existence of
the deed of trust and its lien upon the land described in the deed as security for the indebtedness
of $65,000.00 plus interest mentioned therein." Id. at 196.
Idaho Code § 45-1203(4) provides in pertinent part that a "reconveyance of a trust
deed . . . when recorded, shall constitute a reconveyance of the trust deed identified therein,
irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure not disclosed in the release or
reconveyance that is recorded other than forgery of the title insurer or title agent's signature."
Any interest EEF had in the Property under the deed of trust granted by Galiano in November
2006 was, therefore, extinguished as a matter of law when the Reconveyance was recorded on
February 11, 2010.
The Reconveyance states that TitleOne in its capacity as a title insurer and title agent
received satisfactory evidence of the payment in full of the obligation secured by the EEF deed
of trust. The Reconveyance further states the Property is fully reconveyed to Galiano, LLC,
pursuant to Chapter 27, Tile 41 of the Idaho Code. An examination of the chain of title to the
Property by either CBH or DAS, or any party for that matter, would not provide the examining
party with any reason to believe the Reconveyance is not what it purports to be, i.e. a release of
any interest EEF may have held in the Property under the terms of its deed of trust. There is
nothing on the face of the Reconveyance instrument to charge third parties with further inquiry
notice.
EEF continues to assert the Reconveyance is voidable without any supporting authority
for this assertion. To the extent EEF can prove the Reconveyance was improperly recorded by

REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
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TitleOne, EEF has a statutory claim for damages, not a right to re-establish a secured interest in
the Property. 2
The Court has consistently acknowledged in several of the written decisions issued in this
case that after the Reconveyance was recorded in February 2010, EEF no longer had any record
interest in the Property. The Court's analysis and findings are consistent with Idaho Code § 451203(4). Moreover, based on the holding in Kalange, CBH did not have constructive notice of a
potential adverse claim in the Property by EEF when CBH first took title to a portion of the
Property in May 2012.
F.

EEF Is Not Entitled to a Continuance Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(1).

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) allows the court to continue a motion for summary
judgment "[s]hould it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition."
The decision to grant or deny a continuance under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) in
response to a motion for summary judgment is left to the sound discretion of the court. Boise
Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103,294 P.3d 1111, 1115 (2013).

"When seeking a continuance under Rule 56(f), the moving party 'must do so in good faith by
affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant' s affidavits . . . and how
postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut
the movant' s showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Id. at 104. (Emphasis in
original).

2 The Court has dismissed EEF's case against TitleOne on the grounds it has failed to present any evidence
of damages. EEF filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's order, which is pending before the Court. CBH
raises this statutory remedy argument for the limited purpose of establishing EEF cannot claim any interest in the
Property. In the event the Court grants EEF's motion, the Court should still dismiss EEF's claims against CBH, and
find as a matter oflaw that EEF cannot claim any interest in the Property by way of its reconveyed deed of trust.
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"When the party moving for summary judgment will not carry the burden of production
or proof at trial, the 'genuine issue of material facts' burden may be met by establishing the
absence of evidence on an element the nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial. Once
such an absence of evidence has been established, the burden then shifts to the party opposing
the motion to establish, via further depositions, discovery responses or affidavits, that there is
indeed a genuine issue for trial, or offer a valid justification for the failure to do so under I.R.C.P.
56(f)." Sanders v. Kuna Joint School Dist., 125 Idaho 872, 874, 876 P.2d 154, 156 (1994).
EEF's request for relief under Rule 56(f) is deficient for several reasons. Firstly, EEF has
not articulated the reasons why it cannot present affidavits or other evidence to rebut CBH's
motion. If EEF was directly harmed by some tortious conduct on the part of CBH, it should
present the Court with facts to support its claims. Furthermore, EEF fails to describe to the
Court what information it believes it will obtain through further discovery to be able to oppose
CBH' s motion.
EEF's counsel alleges in his affidavit filed in response to CBH's motion "[t]urther
discovery against Corey Barton has not happened because EEF, in reliance on this Court's
scheduling order, has decided to delay discovery against Corey Barton in lieu of other matters in
this case." Counsel for EEF further testifies "I currently anticipate conducting further discovery
with Corey Barton concerning the claims of tortious interference, collusion and fraudulent
transfer. This is intended to include depositions and further written discovery requests."
EEF provides no reasoned justification for why it has chosen to delay conducting
discovery in this case to prove essential elements to its tortious interference with prospective
economic advantage, collusion to defraud and fraudulent transfer claims against CBH.
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addition, EEF has not presented the Court with facts it believes it can establish through further
discovery to prove the elements to its claims against CBH.
The President of CBH alleges in both his Declaration filed in support of this motion and
the previous affidavit filed in support of TitleOne's motion to dismiss that he had no knowledge
EEF claimed any interest in the Property when he entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreements
to acquire title to the Property from DAS. Mr. Barton has further testified that he has never
conducted business with EEF and had no involvement whatsoever with the preparation or
recordation of the Reconveyance.

Mr. Barton's testimony is perfectly consistent with the

testimony of the Managing Member of DAS, CBH's predecessor in interest to the Property. The
Court has already dismissed EEF' s claims against DAS, and should also dismiss these claims
against CBH on the same grounds that no wrongful acts were committed by CBH to harm EEF.
No additional discovery is necessary for the Court to consider and rule on CBH's motion.
IV.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, CBH respectfully requests that the Court enter its order
granting summary judgment in favor of CBH.
DATED this 15th day of October, 2014.
FISHE

David T. Krueck, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH .WDICIAL DISTRICT OF

9

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10
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12
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EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

13
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CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
14

vs.

MEMORANDUM IN REPLY TO:
TITLEONE'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO EAGLE EQUITY'S
MOTION TO RECONSIDER:
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

26

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fl<a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Banlc, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (il{a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
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I
2

3

The above-named Plaintiff, by and through their attorney of record J. Von Johnson,

4

hereby submits this MEMORANDUM IN REPLY TO: TITLEONE'S MEMORANDUM IN

5

OPPOSITION TO EAGLE EQUITY'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER: MEMORANDUM

6

DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S

7

SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

8

INTRODUCTION

9

Eagle Equity's Motion to Reconsider is appropriately before this court and contains new
10

11
12

13
14
15

16

arguments, rephrased arguments, and case law that warrants consideration.
NEW ARGUMENT

TitleOne begins its blief by stating Eagle Equity does not offer a new argument in its
Motion to Reconsider. MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO EAGLE EQUITY'S MOTION
TO RECONSIDER, MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT p2 (October 15, 2014).

17
18

19

Eagle Equity has presented a new argument of nominal damages. Prior to filing the Motion to
Reconsider nominal damages had yet to be raised. The parties and this Court were completely

20

focused on actual damages.

21

APPROPRIATNESS OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER

22

23

24
25

26
27
28,

Eagle Equity argues its Motion to Reconsider under Idaho Law is appropriate. TitleOne
does correctly cite Idaho authority on the appropriateness of motions to reconsider. Id. at p2,
quoting Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 266, 281 (2012). The salient point is "The District Court has

no discretion over whether to entertain a motion' for reconsiderationI .... .'a motion for
reconsideration need not be supported by any new evidence or authority." Id. Eagle Equity's
motion is appropriately before this Court. :Despite there being n~t~Wl,1-.TA\!OkiffTt~9f~im:,
. 2-
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1

Eagle Equity has raised a new argument and rephrased its argument with previously uncited case-

2

law.

3

4

CLEAR ERROR OR MANIFESTLY UNJUST
As discussed in TitleOne's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Reconsider and

5
6

despite that TitelOne has decided to argue Federal Case law as to the appropriateness to

7

reconsider under F.R.C.P 59(e), Eagle Equity desires to point out, yet again, this court

8

"committed clear error or the decision was manifestly unjust". See, School Distinct No. 1 J v.

9

Acands, Inc. 5 F.3d 1255, 1262 (91h Cir, 1993); Rothwell Cotton Co. v. Rosenthall & Co., 827

10
11

F,2d 246,241 (71h Cir. 1987). In this Court's decision on Sununary Judgement it committed clear
error AND the decision was manifestly unjust.

12
First, the clear error is that this court's granting of Summary Judgment violated Eagle
13

14

Equity's any and all due process rights in property ownership. By allowing the wrongful stripping

15

of Eagle Equity's deed of trust, this court also condones the persecution of the ability for a

16

subordinate lien holder to have the opportunity to purchase the first position's lien. A right

17

possessed by Eagle Equity had it not been wrongfully deleted from property by TitleOne.

18
19

Ironically, that clear error, in and of itself is an actual damage.
Second, the decision was manifestly unjust because it allows for a third pai-ty to

20
21
22

wrongfully reconvey an interest without justification or consideration for that conveyance, as
required by law. TitleOne is hiding behind a completely non-existent burden shift, hiding the fact

23

that value is inherent in the ownership of a deed of trust, regardless of monetary value. Thus, this

24

wrong is, without question, legally cognizable. Based on that fact alone1 this court's Summary

25

Jude;ment decision was.manifestly unjust. A cqmplete and utter genuipe issue of material fact

26

~7

exists in regards to damages because, at least, nominal damages are present. Thus, the court's
decision must be reconsidered.

28
~
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NOMINAL DAMAGES
In TitleOne's minimal response to nominal damages it claims that nominal damages
should not be available because they were not specifically enumerated among the elements of the

4

torts in question. Nominal damages are not typically enumerated as elements, rather it is a
5

6

judicial tool to recognize the impairment of a right. The element typically enumerated is the hann

7

or impainnent of a right. TitleOne then cites a case and appears to argue that the case stands for

8

the proposition that: if a statue calling for special damages, that the specified damages must have

9

occurred before any damages can be awarded. Memorandum in Opposition at pS, citing Bratton

IO

v, Scott, 150.Idaho 530,248 P.3d 1265 (2011), A careful reading of the case shows that this case

11

does not stand for such a proposition. Id. In Bratton v. Scott. the trial court specifically

12
instructed the jury that if the statute was violated, but the specific damage enumerated had not
13
14

occurred, that nominal damages could be awarded. Id. at 538. The jury found that the damage

15

enumerated in the statue had not occurred but returned an award that far exceeded nominal

16

anyway. Id. The trial court simply struck the entire award. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court did

17

not address the issue of nominal damages in its review nor is it clear if the plaintiff's counsel

18

argued for them after the trial court struck the award. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court simply stated

19

that when specific damages are called for in a statute that general damages were not available.

20

21

22

Id. General damages are distinguishable from nominal damages. General damages are those that
"accrued from the wrong" such "that they are its immediate, direct, and proximate result" of the

23

wrong. Black's law dictionary 391 (9th ed., West 1991). In contrast, nominal damages are a

24

''trifling sum" to show a symbolic recognition of the invasion of a right. Blacks Law dictionary at

25

.· 392. The Court simply allowed the trial court's ruling to stand. Bra,tton at 538. If anything could

26

be gleaned from the Bratton case and applied to the current controversy, it is that, if TitleOne

27
violated the statute and Eagle Equity has not or cannot prove damages resulting from the
28
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1

violation, that nominal damages should be available. Furthermore, there is substantial evidence to

2

support, at the very least. a recognition of the invasion of a right. Evidence that clearly creates a

3

genuine issue of material fact as to the value of the damage caused by the wrongful reconveyance.

4

The evidence of nominal damages in the stripping of a legitimate property right through
5

6

TitleOne's constant speculation arguments clearly forces this court to "determine whether the

7

evidence presented a genuine issue of material fact that defeats summary judgment." Fragnella v.

8

Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,281 P.3d 103 (2012). Thus, the court erred in its granting of Summary

9

Judgment based on actual damages.

10

DEMINIMUS NON CURAT LEX

11

TitleOne claims the impairment of EEF's vested property right in the form of a deed of

12

trust falls under the doctrine of de minimus non curat lex and is therefore so trivial this Court
13
14

should not bother with the matter. Memorandum in Opposition at p5. The age old ma:xim was

15

derived in the English Courts of Chancery. JeffNemerofsky, What i.s a "Trifle" Anyway?, 37

16

Gonz. L. Rev. 315, 322-323 (2001). The doctrine is supposed to cover intangible injuries so

17

small and difficult to be measured that one should accept them as part of living in society.

18

19

Nemerofsky, 37 Gonz. L. Rev. at 323. However property rights are generally excluded from the
application of this maxim. Id. at 330. In fact, it could be argued that the revenue and profit being

20
21

22

generated by the development of the property in question is hard pressed to be called ''so small
and difficult to be measured". This court heard facts to support that even the one day sale of the

23

property from DAS to Corey Barton netted nearly a quarter of a million dollars. To call this de

24

minimus non curat lex would be laughable.

25

26

27

Be that as it i;nay, the core of the cui:rent case revolves aroupd the destruction ofE!1gle
Equity's property rights and therefore the de minimus maxim is absolutely inapplicable. In
contrast to a significant property right, the case TitleOne cites revolved around the loss of a

28
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1

prisoner's hand towel. Martin v. Spalding, 133 Idaho 469,473. This argument shows the utter

2

disregard that TitleOne has had for EEF and its properly rights. TitleOne has literally compared a

3

vested property right evidenced by a Deed of Trust securing a three-quarter of a million dollar

4
note to hand towel.
5

6

7

CONCLUSION

The issue of damages on an impaired subordinate deed of trust is one of first impression in

8

Idaho. Eagle Equity asks this Court to take a more careful look at how it has ruled in this case.

9

The ruling in this case will have lasting impacts not only on Eagle Equity but on other similar

10

cases in the future. If this Court's decision stands as is, the ability of a lien holder, who was

11

wrongfully stripped of that lien, to seek redress in the courts will be wholly dependent on market

12
conditions.
13

14
15
16

Dated: October

'J {) ,2014
Respectfully Submitted,

17
18
19

20

J. Von Johnson

21

Attorney for Plaintiff

22
23

24
25
'

26
27

28
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6
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12
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David T. Krueck
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221 )
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

DCT 22 2014

601 Wt"..st Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720

tl"i~IITOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
9y JAMIE MARTIN
DEPUTY

Boise, Idaho 83701-2720

Telephone: 208-388-1200

Facsin:iile: 208-388-1300
2191!229.J (1\014,56)

Attomeys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT .FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

EAGLE EQUITY F1JND, LLC, an .Idaho

Case No. CV OC I3 l0ll2

limited liability company,
Plainti'fls,

MEMORANDUM I.N OPPOSl'l'l.ON

V.

TO EAGLE :EQUITY'S MOTION TO
TITLEONE CORPORATION) an Idaho
corporation~ FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

RE'.CONSIDKR: MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORO}:R GRANTING

COMPANY (fka LHnd America Tnmsnution,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware C(>rporntkm,
RBC BANK (f:k:a RBC Centw·a Bank, aka. PNC
Bank), a North Carolina. corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMP ANY, a Nebn:1.ska
or Fl()rida corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
C'.<m\pany, a California corporation); DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC:\ an Idaho lirnited

.DRFENDANT TlTLEONE
CORPORATION'S SECOND
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

liability company; COREY BARTON HOMES,
INC., an Idaho corpm:ation; GALIANO LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; EDWARD J.

MASON, an individual.; and John Does UI-X,
unknown individuals and/or cornpanies,

Defendar1ts.
COMES NOW, Defend.ant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and as .its response in opposition to Plaintiff EagJe

0

IGIN L
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Equity Fund, LLC's ("Eagle Equity") Motion to Reconsider: Memorandum Decision and Order
Granting Defendant TitleOne Corporation~s Secnnd Motion for Summary Judg1ncnt responds as
follows:
INT.RO])UCTIO.N

Eagle Equity offers no new argument to this Court. Instead, Eagle Equity makes the

same argument it made previous.ly. Namely, that the Court fundamenta1 misapprehends the
nature of a tie,~ond position deed of trust and that som.ehow~~even though there is no evidence of
any equity to support any collateral value for that position--nevertheless the loss of such a
position can inherently constitute damage without evidence of the same.

Eagle Equity's

rehashing of this argument Court presents no basis fhr reconsidering, much less vacating, the

Court's prior decision..
ARGUMENT

Federal courts routinely instruct that reconsideration is appropriate only if (l) the Distdct
Court is presented with newly discovered cvidem;e; (2) the District Court committed clear error
or the initial decision was manifostly unjust; or (3) t:here is an intervening change in controlling
Jaw. See, e.g., School Distinct No. I J v. Acands, Inc., 5 F.3d 1255, 1262 (9 111 Cir. 1993);

Rothwell Cotton Co. v. Rosenthall & Co'! 827 F.2d 246j 241 (i11 Cir. 1987) (such ,notions arc
appropriate only "to correct manifest e1Tors of law or fact or to prest~nt newly discovered

evidence")( citation omitted). In Idaho, the standard is phrased as follows:
The District Court has n.o discretion over wheth'-'r t:o entertain a.
n:1.otion for re(-:onsi.dc:ration pu.rS'ua.nt to Idaho Rule of C·ivil
Procedt1re t 1(a)(2)(B). On a motion for recot'l.siderati()n, t.he court
must consider any new admissible evidence or authotity bearing on
the ". orrc~ctne.ss of an interlocutory order. Howevel', a motion fbr
reconsideration need not be suppm1ed by any new evid.ence or
authority. Whe.n dt.'Ciding the motion fbr n."Cor1sideration, the
District: Court must ~P.J>l.y the same standard (.)f review that the
court applied when decidi.ng the original ()rder that: is being
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reconsidered. ln other words 1 if the original order was u 1rn1tter
within the t:rial court's discretion, then so is the decision to grant or
deny the motion for recom:ideration. If the original order was
governed by a di!Jercnt standard, then that standard applies to the
motion for reconsi.deration. Likewise; when reviewing a trial
court's decision to gr.mt or deny a motion for reconsideration, this
court utilizes. the same standm:d of review used by the lower court
in deciding the motion for reconsiderat:i<)n. If the decision was
within the trial court's discretion, we apply an abuse of discretion
standard. On the other hand, when reviewing the grant or den.i~il of
the 1noti()n for rec<.msideration f:oUowing the grant of summary
ju.db11ne:nt, this court must determine whether tht~ evidence
presented a genuine issue of material fact that defeats sumnuiry
judgment.
Frag,iella v. Petrovich, l 53 Idaho 266, 281 P.3d 103 (2012) (internal citation omitted).

In its motion for reconsideration, Eagle Equity 11otably offers the same recharacterization
of facts that it had offered previously. Specifically) Eagle Equity argues that:

In short 1 despit<! the fact that TitleOne possessed all the evidence of
a wrongfo] recording, TitleOne chose to bury the problen1 and 11ot
inform ... EEF . 1
This statemt~nt mischaracterizcs the record in that it suggt~sts that somewhere in tht~ record
appears proof that TitleOne knew an error had occu1Ted before it was approached by Daniel

Thompson of Eagle Equity m.ore than. three years after the 20 l O fi)rced reconveyance. This is
absolutely not the case. Eagle Equity has strung together general statements in the deposition
testimony of TitleOne~s personnel.

None of these statem.ents were specifically tit.~ to

lUlY

know1edge of the allegedly wrongful forced reconvyeancc. Neverthelt1ss, Eagle Equity acts as if
those excerpts prove TitleOnt~ had knowkidge of this particular problem and did not bring it to

Eagle Equity's a.tt.enti(m during that three-year perk,d. The rec,1rd is to the contrary and suppo11s

1 See M.emonmdum in Siipport Cl:f Motion to Reco.ns.i.der: Memonmdunl Deci.11ion and Ord~~f Granting l)cfondtmt.
Til.lc()ne c:::orpc,rat:foll'$ Second M(>l:i<m for Summary Judgme11t, filed on or ab(,ut: Octnber 2, 2014· (hercinnH:er
''Eagle Equity's Memorandum'') at page 3.
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no su.cb inference of knowledge of the allegedly erruncous fi.m:ed reconveyunce on TitlcOnc's
part.

Eugle Equity repeats its argument that was made at the oral argument: at summary
judgment to the effect that a subordinate lien has eflectively inherent va1ue bc.~caust~ it can
interfere with a shm1 sale process and thereby extract value. This is a factually and legally

unsupported

a11d

unsupportable statem.ent. It amounts to

11111k.

speculation and does not accord

the reasonable certainty that proof of damages re<Juires under Idaho law. As this Court n.oted in
its actual decision, th(!re is simply no proof that a. senior lienholder, as was .RBC Centura Bank in
this case, would have ever allowed a short sale to go forward if it belfoved that a junior

licnhokler was taking valu.e away from the proptniy without. the senior being paid in full.

Suspidc>n in this regard is simply not a substitute for facts.
As to the argument that it was wrong of the Court to shift the burden to Eagle Equity to

come:~ up with damages, this Court articulakd in its written decision and in its oral reasoning

supp()rting that decisi<m how Titk.··Onc had come forward with a legal theory, how the StenJ1e11~

line of authority from Califomia1 as well as evidence in the :form of the inference resulting frorn
the short sale, met any burden TitleOne had to come forth with evidence that then;~ was no value
to Eagle Equitf s second position deed of trust either at the time of tl1e forced reconveyance in
20 l O or at the time of the later short sale in 2012, whichever was the relevant point in timtt To
paraphrase this Court, a wrong without damage is not a legally cognizable action. This was more

than sufficient to carry the slight burden of going forward with the evklence that ·may have been

placed by the summary Judgm.e.nt standard on TitleO.ne on the clemt..·:nt of damage, an element
which Eagle Equity b<>re throughout the case as patt of it.s pdma facie case in chief. Once
TitleOne met that minimal burdenj which it did, the bi.mlen of going forward with the evidence
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and the ultimate burden of persuasion on this element of damages rested firmly on Eagle Equity.
Eagle Equity utterly failed to offer any legal argument or factual evidence that created an issue of
material fact.
Eagle Eqttity argues that nominal damages neve11heless 1nay be awarded by the jury ftnd
this should be sufficient to c:rcate a genuine issue of material fact for the jury. B()th the elements
of int(..·ntional interforencc with prospective economic advantage and of a wrongful forced
reconveyanc:e as articulated by the Court in. its decision do not speak in tenns of nominal
damages, but in terms of "damages resulting" or "damages suffered. i, Memorandum Decision at
p. 6. Cf Bratton v. Scott, 150 Idaho 530j 248 P.3d 1265 (201 l)(statuh)ry language required

showing of diminished flow of water bcfon.~ any damages could be awarded). Idaho .law also

recognizes that certain. losses may bt; too small qr tl'ivial so as to give rise to a cause of action in
the first instance. This is known as the legal doctrine of the bar of de minimus non c.:urat lex,

meaning "that the h1.w does not take notict~ of V(.~ry small or trial matters." Sec\ e.g., Martin v.
Spakling 1 133 Idaho 469, 988 P.2d 695 (Ct. App. 1998). In the absence of evidence that no.minal

damages are cognizable either under the intentional interference claim or under a statutory

wrongful fbrced reconveyance claim 1 and given the legal doctrine of de minimus non curat lex,
the motion to reconsider in this n~gard is .not wi.,~ll taken. Additionally, Eagle Equity has not:
shQwn that TitleOne's other arguments, exclusive of the lack of damages argurnent, would not
carry the day for summaryjudgtmmt as well.

CONCLUSION
In conclu.sion, Eagle Equity oilers nothi11g new

t()

this Comt otht,r than a rehashed

version of it prior ttrgumen.t., namely that an ·underwater second lie11 position is nevertheless
smnething that has inherent valu.e and. should be counted for

.PUIJ'.l()Se

of damages as a. matter of
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law wi1:hout forth er proof. ~Olis is insufficient to l.'rcate ,i genuine issue of fact for an Idaho jury.
The Memorandum Decjsion should not be reconsidered or vacated.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this /(rf day of October, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLll
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
AND DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
TO AMEND

Defendants.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. has moved for summary judgment on all claims
asserted against it in the Revised Second Amended Complaint of Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC ("EEF"). In addition, EEF has moved for permission to file a third amended complaint, in
which it would assert a new quiet-title claim against Corey Barton Homes and all other owners of
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any portion of the real property at issue in this action. The motions were argued and taken under
advisement on October 22, 2014. For the reasons that follow, the Court now grants summary
judgment to Corey Barton Homes and denies EEF permission to amend its complaint.

I.

BACKGROUND
In November 2006, EEF loaned $725,500 to Defendant Galiano, LLC. (Mason Aff. filed
Aug. 8, 2014, ~~ 3-4 & Exs. A-B.) The loan was secured by a junior deed of trust to real property
that was to be developed into a residential subdivision. (Id.~~ 5, 8 & Ex. C.) A senior deed of
trust was granted to RBC Centura Bank in connection with its much larger, multi-million-dollar
loan to Galiano. (Id.

~

6 & Ex. D; Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014,

~

3 & Ex. A.) About two years

later, RBC Centura Bank assigned its interest in the senior Galiano loan to a related entity,
Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC"). (Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, ~ 2.)
On February 11, 2010, a full reconveyance ofEEF'sjunior deed of trust, executed by
Defendant TitleOne Corporation, was recorded (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A), despite
that EEF's loan had not been repaid. (Mason Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ~ 10; Thompson Aff. filed
Aug. 8, 2014,

~

7.) Consequently, the property ceased at that time to be subject to a record lien of

EEF. The reconveyance happened without EEF' s knowledge and was not discovered by EEF
until about March 2013. (Thompson Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ~~ 8-10.)
· In the meantime, in May 2012, more than two years after the reconveyance ofEEF's
junior deed of trust, Galiano sold the property to Defendant DAS Investments, LLC for $860,000.
(Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, ~~ 7-8 & Exs. E-F; Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ~ 13 & Ex. H;
Eck Deel. filed Apr. 14, 2014, ~ 13 & Ex. D.) Despite that the proceeds were nearly $2.5 million
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short of the amount needed to repay its senior loan to Galiano, RBC consented to the sale, hoping
Galiano or the guarantors of the Galiano loan would find a way to pay the shortfall. (Reid Deel.
filed Apr. 21, 2014, Ex. E.) A few months later, Galiano and the guarantors stipulated to a
judgment in RBC's favor for the remaining loan balance, which by then had increased to about
$2.65 million. (Penny Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, Ex. C.) Thus, the sale to DAS is an example of
what is commonly called a "short sale." EEF did not know about it before it happened.
By the same token, there is no evidence DAS knew about EEF's erstwhile junior deed of
trust before the short sale. Because the deed of trust had already been reconveyed, it was
unmentioned in either the commitment for title insurance or the policy of title insurance obtained
by DAS in evaluating and making the purchase. (Eck Deel. filed Apr. 14, 2014, Exs. B-C.)
DAS's manager (Timothy Eck), lawyer (Scott Tschirgi), and real-estate agent (Travis Stroud)
were involved in DAS' s negotiations with Galiano, and they all say neither EEF nor its erstwhile
deed of trust was ever mentioned by Galiano or otherwise discovered by DAS. (Eck Deel. filed
Apr. 14, 2014, 1116-21; Tschirgi Deel. 113-4, 7-8; Stroud Deel. 116-9.) Furthermore,
Defendant Edward Mason, Galiano's principal, says he never told DAS about EEF or its claimed
lien on the property. (Mason Aff. filed May 5, 2014, 117-11.)
Upon purchasing the property, DAS promptly agreed to resell most of it through a series
of purchase and sale agreements with Corey Barton Homes. (Eck Deel. filed Apr. 14, 2014, 115
& Ex. E.) The actual resale to Corey Barton Homes was carried out in bits and pieces over about
a year's time. (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. J.) According to EEF, the total resale price
was $1.13 million, resulting in a gross profit to DAS of about $270,000 (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8,
2014, 1 12) and a net profit in some lesser amount, after taking into account its transaction and
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holding costs. In any event, just as there is no evidence DAS knew about EEF' s erstwhile junior
deed of trust before the short sale, there is no evidence Corey Barton Homes knew about it before
agreeing to buy the property from DAS. Its president, Corey Barton, who negotiated the
purchase, denies it had any such knowledge. (Barton Aff. filed Sept. 11, 2014, ~~ 3, 6, 10-16.)
EEF claims the reconveyance of its junior deed of trust was wrongful and impairs its
ability to obtain repayment of its loan to Galiano. Indeed, EEF says it has only received two small
loan payments since discovering the reconveyance and subsequent short sale of the property.
(Thompson Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, ~ 7.)
Not knowing why TitleOne executed and recorded the reconveyance, EEF filed this
broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013. At least at that point, EEF regarded the reconveyance
of its junior deed of trust, in the absence of some other explanation for it, as suggesting a
fraudulent plot by the various defendants to deprive EEF of its junior lien. EEF has not, however,
been able to develop evidence of a fraud. Instead, despite that TitleOne has not been able to
explain why the reconveyance was executed and recorded, the reconveyance appears to reflect a
mistake on its part rather than a deliberate, conspiratorial wrongdoing by the defendants.
EEF asserts the following against Corey Barton Homes: (i) that the reconveyance was
fraudulent and Corey Barton Homes colluded in the fraud (Counts V and VI); (ii) that Corey
Barton Homes was unjustly enriched by virtue of the reconveyance (Count VIII); and (iii) that the
reconveyance constitutes tortious interference with prospective economic advantage (Count IX).
Corey Barton Homes now seeks summary judgment against those claims. EEF opposes the
motion, arguing not that it has evidence to support these claims, but instead that a ruling should
be reserved under I.R.C.P. 56(f) to allow more time for discovery. In that regard, EEF says the
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discovery deadline (April 2, 2015) is still months away (Scheduling Order ,i,i 1, 3) and, knowing
this, it put off discovery against Corey Barton Homes. (Tribble Aff. filed Oct. 8, 2014, ,i 5.) In
terms of the further discovery it hopes to conduct, and the objectives of that discovery, EEF states
only that it plans to conduct depositions and further written discovery with respect to its fraud,
collusion, and interference claims. (Id. ,i 4.)
In addition to pursuing its pending claims against Corey Barton Homes, EEF seeks
permission to amend its complaint to add one more claim against Corey Barton Homes: a claim
for quiet title to the property that had been subject to its erstwhile junior deed of trust. Joining
Corey Barton Homes as a defendant to that proposed claim, if it is allowed, would be all other
owners of any portion of the property, whose names EEF has not yet identified.
II.

COREY BARTON HOMES' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). Accordingly, the
movant must prove the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. E.g., Boise Mode, LLC v.
Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 103-04, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115-16 (2013). If the

movant so proves, the burden shifts to the nonmovant to prove the opposite: the existence of a
genuine issue of material fact. Id at 104,294 P.3d at 1116.
To meet that ultimate burden, the nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial."
Id. (quotation marks omitted). The record must be construed in the light most favorable to the
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nonmovant, with all reasonable inferences drawn in the nonmovant's favor. Id. Nevertheless,
"[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" to avoid
summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 163,307 P.3d 176, 180
(2013). The nonmovant's failure to prove the existence of a genuine issue of material fact "will
result in an order granting summary judgment." Sprinkler Irrigation Co. v. John Deere Ins. Co.,
139 Idaho 691, 698, 85 P.3d 667, 675 (2004).

A.

Fraud and Collusion to Defraud
In Counts V and VI of its Revised Second Amended Complaint, EEF claims TitleOne's

reconveyance of EEF' s deed of trust was the product of a conspiracy to divest EEF of its lien on
the property. Even if the reconveyance were fraudulent (rather than a mere mistake), a key
proposition not supported by the evidence, there is also no evidence linking Corey Barton Homes
to the alleged fraud. Summary judgment therefore is warranted, leaving aside for the moment the
potential for granting EEF an LR.C.P. 56(f) continuance (a topic addressed below).

B.

Unjust Enrichment
Count VIII is a claim for unjust enrichment. One element of that claim is that EEF

conferred a benefit on Corey Barton Homes. See, e.g., Teton Peaks Inv. Co. v. Ohme, 146 Idaho
394, 398, 195 P.3d 1207, 1211 (2008). There is, however, no evidence that EEF conferred a
benefit on Corey Barton Homes. Indeed, EEF appears to have abandoned its unjust-enrichment
claim, neither arguing that summary judgment can be denied based on the present record nor
expressing intent to conduct discovery related to that claim if an LR.C.P. 56(f) continuance is
granted. (See Tribble Aff. filed Oct. 8, 2014,, 4.) Accordingly, summary judgment is entered
against the claim for unjust enrichment.
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C.

Tortious Interference with a Prospective Economic Expectancy
In Count IX, EEF claims the defendants tortiously interfered with the prospective

economic advantage associated with its having a second-position lien on the property that had
been subject to its junior deed of trust. That claim requires proof of five elements: (1) the
existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the
interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference
was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself; and (5) resulting damage
to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. E.g., Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker, 133
Idaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).
Corey Barton Homes contends the "shelter rule" provides it a defense to EEF' s claims,
including the interference claim. It argues that DAS is a "bona fide purchaser" and therefore took
title, and had the right to convey title, free and clear of EEF's claimed lienholder interest in the
property. Thus, as the argument goes, the claimed lienholder interest was invalid or ineffectual by
the time Corey Barton Homes bought the property from DAS (or took any other action that EEF
conceivably could challenge as interfering with the claimed lienholder interest).
"A bona fide purchaser is one who takes real property by paying valuable consideration
and in good faith, i.e., without knowing of adverse claims." Sun Valley Land & Minerals, Inc. v.

Burt, 123 Idaho 862,866,853 P.2d 607,611 (Ct. App. 1993). One who qualifies as a "bona fide
purchaser" takes the real property free and clear of unknown adverse claims. Id at 866-67, 853
P.2d at 611-12; I.C. §§ 55-606, -812. There is no evidence that DAS had actual knowledge of
EEF' s claimed lienholder interest in the property when it bought the property from Galiano.
Moreover, there is a good deal of evidence that it lacked actual knowledge. Because there is no
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e
evidence of actual knowledge, the issue becomes whether DAS had constructive knowledge of
EEF's claimed lienholder interest when it purchased the property.
At the time DAS purchased the property, DAS was on notice of the then-recorded
documents affecting title to the property, as well as of "such matters as might be learned by
inquiry which the recitals in [the recorded] instruments made it a duty to pursue." See, e.g.,

Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 196, 30 P.3d 970, 974 (2001). By that time, of course,
TitleOne had already reconveyed EEF'sjunior deed of trust. In terms of form, the reconveyance
(Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A) is nearly identical to the statutorily prescribed form. See
LC.§ 45-1203(3). It inarguably is in substantial compliance with the statutorily required form.
Because its form substantially complies with the statute, the reconveyance extinguished the deed
of trust, "irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure not disclosed in the ...
reconveyance" itself. LC.§ 45-1203(4). DAS therefore did not have constructive knowledge of
EEF's claimed lienholder interest in the property. The proper analysis is that straightforward.
EEF argues, however, for a contrary conclusion, citing two matters of record it says
imposed a duty on DAS to inquire further about the reconveyance of EEF' s junior deed of trust.
First, a couple of partial reconveyances of the deed of trust apparently were recorded a few
months after the full reconveyance. (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Exs. B-C.) EEF correctly
points out that partial reconveyances are not necessary, in any strict sense, after a full
reconveyance. EEF argues that the presence of two unnecessary partial reconveyances should
have caused DAS to inquire about the validity of the full reconveyance. One problem with EEF's
argument is that, as EEF acknowledges, the two unnecessary partial reconveyances did not pertain
to property purchased by DAS. DAS did not purchase all of the real property that was subject to
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EEF' s junior deed of trust, as originally recorded; portions of it previously had been sold or
transferred in transactions facilitated by partial reconveyances of EEF' s junior deed of trust,
including the two partial reconveyances on which EEF' s argument is based. Those two partial
reconveyances, not relating to the property purchased by DAS, cannot furnish the basis for a duty
on DAS' s part to inquire about the validity of the full reconveyance.
Regardless, as already noted, because the form of the full reconveyance substantially
satisfied LC.§ 45-1203(3), the full reconveyance was effective, "irrespective of any deficiency in
the reconveyance procedure not disclosed in the ... reconveyance" itself. LC. § 45-1203(4). To
the extent the two subsequent partial reconveyances might be thought to evidence a deficiency in
the reconveyance procedure, the deficiency is not one that is "disclosed in the ... reconveyance"
itself. The two subsequent partial reconveyances therefore do not, under section 45-1203(4),
negate the efficacy of the full reconveyance.
The second matter of record on which EEF relies for its constructive-notice argument is
the full reconveyance itself. EEF says the full reconveyance contains an assertion that TitleOne is
the trustee of the deed of trust (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A), but no recorded document
actually made TitleOne the trustee. Under Idaho law, a title insurer or title agent may reconvey a
deed of trust without being the trustee of that deed of trust. LC.§ 45-1202. So, the reconveyance
is not problematic simply because TitleOne was not the trustee or because no recorded document
identifies TitleOne as the trustee. The question is whether the reconveyance is problematic
because TitleOne suggested in the reconveyance that it was the trustee, while other recorded
documents identified a different title company as the trustee.
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The reconveyance begins with this language: "TitleOne Corporation, a Title and Escrow
Company, trustee/successor trustee authorized to act in the State ofldaho does hereby ...
reconvey .... " (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A (emphasis added).) The underscored
language suggests TitleOne is the actual trustee of EEF' s deed of trust. That was not true, and the
underscored language was not a required part of the reconveyance form required by law. See LC.
§ 45-1203(3). But substantial compliance with the required reconveyance form is enough to
render a reconveyance effective. LC.§ 45-1203(4). The underscored language, while
unnecessary and incorrect, is not a material deviation from the required reconveyance form, and it
did not enable DAS to tell from the reconveyance itself that there was any defect in the
reconveyance procedure. Accordingly, under section 45-1203(4), it did not render the
reconveyance ineffectual. Moreover, there is no evidence that the unnecessary "trustee/successor
trustee" language is so unusual that it ought to have drawn the attention of, or been perceived as a
red flag by, anyone who examined the reconveyance. To hold that such a slight deviation from
the required reconveyance form obligated DAS to investigate whether the reconveying title agent
actually was the trustee would undermine the intended operation of section 45-1203(4).
For these reasons, DAS did not have constructive knowledge ofEEF's claimed lienholder
interest in the property. As such, there is no genuine issue of material fact that DAS qualifies as a
"bona fide purchaser." As already noted, a bona fide purchaser takes real property free and clear
of unknown adverse claims. Accordingly, DAS took the property free and clear ofEEF's claimed
lienholder interest. Under the "shelter rule," DAS, as a bona fide purchaser, had the right to
convey the property to Corey Barton Homes free and clear ofEEF's claimed lienholder interest,
and Corey Barton Homes in turn had the right to convey the property free and clear of that
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e
claimed interest, even if Corey Barton Homes knew about that claimed interest (a proposition for
which there is no evidence). 1 See Sun Valley Land, 123 Idaho at 868,853 P.2d at 613.
EEF' s claimed lienholder interest therefore had ceased to be a valid lienholder interest at
the time DAS sold the property to Corey Barton Homes. Accordingly, EEF cannot prove the first
element of its interference claim-that it had a valid economic expectancy, in the form of a lien
against the property, at the time of the alleged interference by Corey Barton Homes. Being unable
to prove that foundational element, EEF cannot prove the claim's other elements either.
Consequently, summary judgment against EEF's interference claim also is appropriate,
absent an I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuance.

D.

I.R.C.P. 56(t) Continuance
EEF hopes to forestall the entry of summary judgment on these claims by seeking a

continuance under I.R.C.P. 56(f), which provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the
party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
I.R.C.P. 56(f). Whether to grant such a continuance is a discretionary decision. Boise Mode, 154
Idaho at 103,294 P.3d at 1115. That said, I.R.C.P. 56(f) demands much of the party seeking a
continuance. That party must '" affirmatively demonstrat[e] ... how postponement of a ruling on
the motion will enable [it], by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's showing of the
absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Id. at 104, 294 P .3d at 1116 (quoting Jenkins v. Boise

The "shelter rule" has two exceptions, Sun Valley Land, 123 Idaho at 868, 853 P.2d at 613, but
no evidence supports applying either of them here.
1
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Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005)). In other words, it "has the
burden of setting out what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify [its]
opposition, making clear what information is sought and how it would preclude summary
judgment." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
EEF' s discovery plan is far too generalized to satisfy this legal standard. All EEF has told
the Court is that it will conduct more discovery directed toward its fraud, collusion, and
interference claims, if given the opportunity to do so. The specifics are left to the imagination.
Who will EEF depose? What information will it seek, either in depositions or in written
discovery? And, perhaps most importantly, why is there is reason to believe further discovery
might yield evidence that would help EEF avoid summary judgment? These questions are
unanswered. Identifying some reason to believe DAS or Corey Barton Homes knew about EEF's
claimed interest in the property before making their respective purchases would be a good start at
satisfying the legal standard, but EEF has not done-and apparently cannot do-even that.
The mere fact that the discovery deadline has yet to arrive does not mean EEF is, ipso

facto, entitled to relief under I.R.C.P. 56(f). In June 2014-by which point this action had already
been pending for a year, without EEF developing evidence to support its claim that the
reconveyance was the product of a fraud-the Court and counsel participated in a scheduling
conference in open court. At that time, the Court became concerned, based on comments by
EEF's counsel, that EEF's counsel mistakenly perceived the setting of a discovery deadline as a
grant of immunity from having to defend against motions for summary judgment until after the
deadline passes. The Court took care to point out to EEF' s counsel that the discovery deadline
has no such effect; instead, the defendants may file motions for summary judgment before the
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discovery deadline, and in response EEF may seek I.R.C.P. 56(f) continuances, the propriety of
which would be judged by the I.R.C.P. 56(f) legal standard.
Applying that legal standard now, as the Court said it would in this situation, the Court
concludes the standard is not met. EEF simply has failed to identify any reason to believe further
discovery will implicate Corey Barton Homes in a fraud or provide evidence of conduct that is
actionable as interference.
Moreover, the Court recently granted summary judgment to TitleOne because EEF failed
to present evidence that the reconveyance caused any recoverable damages, given that the
property apparently was not worth enough money to come even close to satisfying the claim of the
first-position lienholder, RBC, let alone to begin satisfying EEF's second-position claim. That
reasoning applies here too. Even if further discovery theoretically could help EEF develop
evidence to substantiate the "liability" aspect of its claims against Corey Barton Homes (an
extremely doubtful proposition), it is entirely unclear how further discovery possibly could help
substantiate the "damages" aspect of those claims. For these reasons, granting the requested
continuance would be an inappropriate exercise of discretion.
EEF's I.R.C.P. 56(f) request is denied. Indeed, EEF's pleadings unquestionably fail to set
forth sufficient factual allegations to satisfy I.R.C.P. 9(b) with respect to its fraud and collusion
claims against Corey Barton Homes. A request under I.R.C.P. 56(f) for more time to conduct
discovery in pursuit of such claims ought not be granted to a plaintiff who lacks enough factual
support even to plead them in compliance with I.R.C.P. 9(b).
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III.
EEF'S MOTION TO AMEND

Permission to amend a pleading must be "freely given," so long as "justice so requires."
I.R.C.P. 15(a). Whether that standard is met in a given case is a matter of discretion. E.g.,
Maroun v. Wyreless Sys., Inc., 141 Idaho 604,612, 114 P.3d 974, 982 (2005). Permission to

amend should be granted, however, unless (i) there is undue delay, bad faith, or a dilatory motive
on the movant's part, (ii) the movant has repeatedly failed to cure deficiencies in its pleadings by
amending them, (iii) the amendment would unduly prejudice the nonmovant, or (iv) the
amendment would be futile. E.g., id.
EEF seeks permission to amend its complaint to assert a quiet-title claim against Corey
Barton Homes and all other owners of any portion of the property that had been subject to its
erstwhile deed of trust. The claim depends on the premise that EEF has an extant claim to the
property that is superior to that of Corey Barton Homes and the other owners. That is a false
premise. As discussed above, DAS is a "bona fide purchaser" of the property, with the right to
convey it free and clear of unknown claims, including EEF' s claimed lienholder interest. As also
discussed above, DAS's transferees and all subsequent transferees are protected by the "shelter
rule," absent evidence supporting a conclusion that one of the shelter rule's exceptions applies.
Accordingly, the transferees also own the property free and clear of EEF's claimed lienholder
interest. EEF's quiet-title claim is therefore futile. Permission to amend is denied.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that summary judgment is granted to Corey Barton Homes on all of
EEF's claims.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that EEF's motion to amend its complaint is denied.

\\,

Dated this

1.\\

day of October 2014.

Jas D. Scott
DISCTJUDGE
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SPINK BUTLER, LLP
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO
QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation, by and through its attorneys ofrecords,
Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby renews and files as a new motion the Motion to Quash
previously filed in this matter on September 6, 2013 and renewed on January 2, 2014, by
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND RENEWED
MOTIONTOQUASHPLAINTIFFS' LISPENDENS-1
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TitleOne. This motion is made and based upon Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, as more specifically described in TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum in Support of
TitleOne Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and Second Renewed Motion to
Quash Lis Pendens together with such other pleadings and documents as have been filed and
lodged in this matter previously and may be filed and lodged in this matter in the future.
Specifically, TitleOne requests this Court enter an order referencing and quashing by
instrument number the following !is pendens filed by the Plaintiff in this case:
(a)

Notice of Lis Pendens filed with the Ada County Recorder's office on
June 5, 2013, as Instrument No. 113070951;

(b)

Amended Notice of Lis Pendens filed with the Ada County Recorder's
office on August 26, 2013, as Instrument No. 113097443;

(c)

Second Amended Notice of Lis Pendens filed with the Ada County
Recorder's Office on December 10, 2013, as Instrument No. 113132209;
and

(d)

Any other lis pendens filed regarding the property described in this case.

TitleOne further requests that Plaintiff be ordered to release any and all /is pendens it has
immediately concerning the property and to provide copies of said releases to counsel for
TitleOne and file the same with the Court and to send copies of the release to any persons
owning the property in question with which Plaintiffs counsel has previously directly
communicated by mail the fact of the existence of the lis pendens.
DATED this

>

~ y of November, 2014.

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

homas E. Dvorak
Counsel for TitleOne

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S SECOND RENEWED
MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

>

I hereby certify that on this
~ay of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von JOhnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
~csimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_ Hand Delivery
~csimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

Hand Delivery
~csimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_ Hand Delivery
\_....facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

Hand Delivery
LFacsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
l-f"acsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-3 88-1300
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,

TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(b)
JUDGMENT

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation (&a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does 111-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, TitleOne Corporation, by and through its counsel of record, Givens
Pursley LLP, and hereby moves for entry of a single Judgment in this matter in its favor and in
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favor of the other Defendants who have been granted summary judgment to this date, and for a
court order declaring said judgment to be a final judgment as to said defendants and for
certification of the same as a final judgment. This Motion is based upon IRCP 54(b), the
Memorandum in Support of TitleOne Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and
Memorandum in Support of Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens filed
contemporaneously herewith, and the pleadings and documents filed and lodged in this matter
and as may be filed and lodged in the future.
DATED this

S

9'/

day of November, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Th6~orak
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I hereby certify that on this_/_ day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_

Hand Delivery
L-Facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

_

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_

Hand Delivery
\Jacsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_ Hand Delivery
_J,,.,,.Facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
\....-Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
L.Facsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
C:.-Facsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
L..Facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Thomas E. Dvorak
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does 111-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE CORPORATION'S
MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(b)
JUDGMENT
AND
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO
QUASH LIS PENDENS

Defendants ..
COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its
counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Memorandum in Support of its
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Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and Memorandum in Support of Second Renewed
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens.

I.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

The Complaint in this matter was originally filed on June 5, 2013. A First Amended
Complaint was filed on December 9, 2013, and a Second Amended Complaint on February 6,
2014.

A Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow

Corporation's Motion for Summary Judgment was entered on May 9, 2014. On May 14, 2014,
an Order of Dismissal with Prejudice was entered based on a stipulation dismissing Chicago
Title Insurance Company as a Defendant.

On Memorandum Decision and Order Granting

Defendant DAS Investment, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment was entered on May 20,
2014. A Memorandum Decision and Order Granting TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion for
Summary Judgment was entered on September 19, 2014. A Memorandum Decision and Order
Granting Corey Barton Homes, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment was entered on October
24, 2014.
Contemporaneous with the filing of the original Complaint in this matter, Plaintiff
recorded a Notice of Lis Pendens against the Property with the Ada County Recorder's office,
which was recorded as Instrument No. 113070951 (the "First Lis Pendens"). Thereafter, on
August 26, 2013, Plaintiff recorded an Amended Notice of Lis Pendens against the property,
which was recorded as Instrument No. 113097443 (the "Second Lis Pendens"). Additionally, on
August 26, 2013, the Plaintiff recorded a Second Amended Notice of Lis Pendens against the
Property, which was recorded on December 10, 2013, as Instrument No. 113132209 (the "Third
Lis Pendens"). The First Lis Pendens, Second Lis Pendens, Third Lis Pendens and any other /is
pendens filed or recorded by Plaintiff may be collectively herein as the "Lis Pendens."
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The net effect of the foregoing orders is that the only parties remaining in this case are
Defendants Galiano LLC and Edward J. Mason, the obligor and guarantor respectively under the
original promissory note signed in this case. It is undisputed that neither of these two parties
have any interest in the real property that is at issue. By contrast, the defendants who have been
dismissed as described above were all sued because of their alleged interest in the property and
that interest attempting to be encumbered by a claim by the Plaintiff that its deed of trust was still
in effect as to said interest.
II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

'"'The decision to grant or deny a 54(b) certificate rests in the sound discretion of the trial
judge who is best able to evaluate the situation." PHM Mortgage Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146
Idaho 631, 63 7 (2009). In reviewing a discretionary decision, the proper inquiry is "(l) whether
the trial court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted
within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable
to the specific choices available to it; and (3) whether the trial court reached its decision by an
exercise of reason." Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94
(1990).
Idaho Code § 5-505 relates, in pertinent part:
In an action affecting the title or the right of possession of real
property, the plaintiff at the time of filing the complaint ... may
file for record with the recorder of the county in which the property
or some part thereof is situated, a notice of the pendency of the
action, containing the names of the parties, the object of the action
or defense, and a description of the property in that county affected
thereby.
LC. § 5-505.
A court has discretion to quash a !is pendens when it is clear that the underlying lawsuit
does not affect the title or right to possession of real property. Recognizing the practical effects
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of a lis pendens as a cloud on the title to the property, the Idaho Supreme Court has upheld the
quashing of a /is pendens before where it appears the doctrine is wholly inapplicable:
A formal notice of lis pendens have operated in the nature of
recorded liens on petitioners' property. Yet it is unclear from the
record that none of the property which has been so encumbered is
involved in the actions against the petitioners. Under such
circumstance, the doctrine of lis pendens is wholly inapplicable.
I.C. 5-505. Thus, both the liens and lis pendens have been
dissolved and ordered expunged from the record.
Eisman v. Miller, 101 Idaho 692,619 P.2d 1145 (1980).

III.
A.

ARGUMENT

Summary Judgment Has Properly Resolved all Claims Between the Plaintiff and the
Group Defendants Over Whether the Real Property is Encumbered. As Such,
Issuance of a 54(b) Certificate is Procedurally Proper and Warranted.

Rule 54(b), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, provides in pertinent part:
When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action,
whether as a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim,
or when multiple parties are involved, the court may direct the
entry of a final judgment upon one or more but less than all of the
claims or parties only upon an express determination that there is
no just reason for delay and upon an express direction for the entry
of the judgment
(emphasis added). "Rule 54(b) was adopted to overcome the single judicial unit theory which
seriously inconvenienced persons involved in multi-party or multiple claim actions by forcing
them to await the adjudication of the whole case and every matter in controversy in it before
being allowed to appeal." Callaghan v. Callaghan, 142 Idaho 185, 190 (2005).
Of import, the text of Rule 54(b) I.R.C.P. mirrors in large part that of its federal
counterpart; F.R.C.P. 54(b). "It is well established that our adoption of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure is presumably with the interpretation placed upon similar language in the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure by the federal courts." Rohr v. Rohr, 118 Idaho 689, 692 (1990). In
Idaho, there is a paucity of reported decisions concerning the two factors relevant to 54(b): (1)
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multiple claims or parties fully resolved; and (2) no just cause for delay. Accordingly, reliance
upon federal decisions analyzing the federal counterpart to Rule 54(b) is justified and warranted.
Those Federal cases include the notion that "the function of the district court under the Rule is to
act as a 'dispatcher."' Curtiss-Wright Corp. v. Gen. Electric Co., 446 U.S. 1, 8 (1980).

1.

The Rights of TitleOne have been Completely Resolved in this Action.

There can be no question that Rule 54(b) applies to the situation at bar; that being an
action involving multiple claims and parties. Further, there can be no debate that all that remains
in this case is a money lent and guarantee claim against Defendants Galiano and Mason. All of
the other claims that were asserted against the other Defendants (which have been dismissed)
involved the attempt to assert that the deed of trust in favor of Plaintiff remained in effect against
the property interests of these Defendants. See Am. Foreign Ins. Co. v. Reichert, 140 Idaho 394,
398-99 (2004). At present, there is nothing left for these now dismissed Defendants to do in this
action but await the adjudication of the claims asserted against Galiano and Mason. For that
very simple reason, the first factor relevant to a Rule 54(b) inquiry is satisfied.

2.

No Just Cause for Delay.

"The second requirement of Rule 54(b)-that the district court determine that there is no
just reason for delay-requires consideration of 'judicial administrative' interests as well as the
equities involved." Lowery v. Fed. Express Corp., 426 F.3d 817, 822 (6th Cir. 2005). This
requirement "is frequently referred to as a requirement that there be no just reason to delay an
appeal. This, however, is too narrow a reading of the Rule. Rule 54 in general is concerned with
judgments." Bank ofLincolnwood v. Fed. Leasing, Inc., 622 F .2d 944, 949 n. 7 (7th Cir. 1980).
To aid the trial courts in this regard, federal appellate courts have identified the following
nonexhaustive factors:
(1) the relationship between the adjudicated and unadjudicated
claims; (2) the possibility that the need for review might or might
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
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not be mooted by future developments in the district court; (3) the
possibility that the reviewing court might be obliged to consider
the same issue a second time; (4) the presence or absence of a
claim or counterclaim which could result in set-off against the
judgment sought to be made final; (5) miscellaneous factors such
as delay, economic and solvency considerations, shortening the
time of trial, frivolity of competing claims, expense and the like.
Id; accord Bank of Lincolnwood v. Federal Leasing, Inc., 622 F.2d 944, 949 (7th Cir. 1980);

Allis-Chamlmers Corp. v. Philadelphia Elec. Co., 521 F.2d 360 (3rd Cir. 1975).
"Given the wide range of discretion conferred on the trial judge in deciding whether there
is no just reason for delay, the district court should feel free to consider any factor that seems
relevant to a particular action, keeping in mind the policies the rule attempts to promote."
Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure: Civil 3d § 2659. This includes
consideration "of the consequences of a final judgment or the lack thereof .

" Bank of

Lincolnwood, 622 F.2d at 949 n.7.
To begin, consideration of each of the factors endorsed by 3rd and

?1h

Circuits lends

support to issuance of a 54(b) certificate in this matter. First, the remaining claims against the
debtor and the guarantor are a separate, distinct and independent quarrel. There is absolutely no
dependency between those claims and the claims adjudicated in favor of the other Defendants.
Second, there is no chance that future developments will affect any need for review. The
remaining Defendants' liability to Plaintiff is independent of the deed of trust, and of the amount
owed on the promissory note.

If either party desires to appeal issues pertaining to the

adjudicated claims, those issues are ripe and will not be mooted by any future developments
pertaining to the unadjudicated promissory note and guarantee claims.
Third, the overlap between the adjudicated and unadjudicated matters is de minimis.
Should appeals be taken on each respective judgment, there would be no cause for the appellate
court to cover the same ground on each of the successive appeals.
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Fourthly, and most importantly, considerations of delay, economic and solvency, all
militate in favor of entry of a final judgment. To begin, trial on the unadjudicated claims is not
scheduled to commence until June 1, 2015. There is no indication that the Plaintiff is diligently
prosecuting its causes of action against the remaining Defendants. There has been no attempt to
move for summary judgment against eh debtor and guarantor despite the fact that liability on a
promissory note is typically a simple matter for summary judgment.
Setting these potentially dispositive issues aside, it does not appear that the unadjudicated
claims are going to be resolved for many months. This case was filed nearly 1-1/2 years ago.
Upon being sued, TitleOne diligently filed a motion to dismiss and motion for summary
judgment and secured a judgment in a timely fashion. At this stage, TitleOne should not be
forced to sit idle due to the Plaintiffs lack of diligence in prosecuting its promissory note and
guarantee complaint. With Plaintiff having waited this long and not filed for summary judgment
on its promissory note and guarantee claims, it should not at this point be heard to argue some
exigency has arisen that now constitutes prejudice.
Finally, it must be noted that entry of a final judgment in this action is consistent and
furthers the twin policies of Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., and those of the Rules of Civil Procedure in
general. As noted above, Rule 54(b) was drafted to ameliorate the inconvenience experienced by
parties involved in multi-party or multiple claim actions. Callaghan v. Callaghan, 142 Idaho
185, 190 (2005). Additionally, Rule l(a) provides that the "rules [of civil procedure] shall be
liberally construed to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and
proceeding." Entry of a final judgment is necessary to protect TitleOne and the other dismissed
Defendants from the unnecessary delay and expense that will follow if they are forced to await
determination of the Plaintiffs separate and distinct quarrel with Galiano and Mason. For those
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reasons, TitleOne submits that entry of a final judgment is procedurally proper and consistent
with the policies of Rule 54(b) and l(a), I.R.C.P.

IV.

QUASHING OF THE LIS PENDENS
IS APPROPRIATE AT THIS JUNCTURE

Now that all of the Defendants who potentially were claimed to have an interest in the
Property that was subordinate to the deed of trust have been dismissed, and the deed of trust has
been found to no longer encumber the property as of the forced reconveyance by TitleOne, it is
appropriate to quash any and all /is pendens issued in this case. This Court has noted that "for so
long as that claim is pending, the prospect of its ultimate defeat at the hands of the 'shelter rule'
is not a proper basis for quashing a !is pendens." 1 Those claims have now all been dismissed and
release of the !is pendens is appropriate.

V.

CONCLUSION

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING, TitleOne respectfully requests that this Honorable
Court grant its Motion to certify in full and also quash the lis pendens.
DATED this

5,·

~'(rl

day of November, 2014.

Thomas E. Dvorak
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

1 See Memorandum Decision and Order issued on June 4, 2014 at page 3 (discussing fraudulent
conveyance claim against Cory Barton Homes).
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C~~CATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this__[_ day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
.x'Facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

. . )-land Delivery
Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

Y

Mike Baldner

_

Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

...2!.::. Facsimile: 954-5955

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.0.Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

Hand Delivery
X'Facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_ Hand Delivery
-XFacsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery

_·_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Thomas E. Dvorak
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

NOVO l 201~
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By JAMIE MARTIN '
DePuTY

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111X, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
JOINDER IN TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(b) JUDGMENT

Defendants.
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(8)
JUDGMENT - P -1DMP/tls -23594-001/1081419
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COMES NOW, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. ("RBC"), by and through its counsel of
record, David M. Penny of the law firm of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, and hereby gives notice that
RBC joins in the Motion filed by TitleOne Corporation asking that the Court enter a single final
judgment and joins in the arguments in support of that motion advanced by TitleOne
Corporation in the Memorandum filed with this Court.

DATED this

] ft-. day of

A/ Otn_f'/....,,b_.v-, 2014.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

RBC REAL EST ATE FINANCE, INc.'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE CORPORATIO N'S MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(8)
JUDGMENT - P -2DMP/tls - 23594-001/1081419
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 1 ~ay of ~Of.X.('I, b.ucorrect copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

,

20d_, a true and

DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ J" Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[ ] Electronic Delivery

THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Titleone Corporation

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[,?'Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
[ ] Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[,t Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[ ] Electronic Delivery

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
MIKE BALDNER
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP [ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ,rfacsimile Transmission (208) 954-5955
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
[ ] Electronic Delivery
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC
MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J Mason and Galiano

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ,1'Facsimile Transmission (208) 3 88-1001
[ ] Electronic Delivery
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[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[flacsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[ ] Electronic Delivery

DAVID T. KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610

8

Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

5
6
7

10
11

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

12

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

13
14
15
16

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual, and
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

27
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2
3

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
): ss.
)

4
5

6

MICK YSURSA being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1.

7

over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident

8

of the State of Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein,

9
10

believing them all to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2.

11
12

3.

County Recorder's office.

4.

16

18

5.

Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of the Recorder search page.

6.

In researching the chain of title of the property at issue, one could start with the
grantor/grantee name and search for title deeds. (Exhibit B)

7.

21

history relating to this particular Deed of Trust (Instrument Number 106181859).

23

(Exhibit B)

8.

25
26
27

Such a search of the subject properties will always lead back to the original piece of
land known as the Galiano Subdivision and, more importantly, the instrument

22

24

I have personally researched the properties and instruments at issue in this matter
using the online Ada County Recorder Search.

19

20

I have personally researched the properties and instruments at issue in this matter
using the Ada County property records database using the tools available at the Ada

14

17

I am familiar with the Ada County property records search that is available online
as well as in the Ada County Recorder office.

13

15

I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual

In researching the chain of title of the property at issue, one could also start with any
instrument number and search for title deeds. (Exhibit C)

9.

Such a search will automatically result in the instrument history for that particular
instrument number. (Exhibit C)
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1

10.

2

Office, in searching for deeds of trust that encumber the property, one would simply

3

input the grantor name (in this case "Galiano") and request a list of deeds of trust.

4

The system will give a list of deeds of trust with Galiano as the grantor. From here

5

one can identify any deeds of trust that reference the Galiano Subdivision. The

6
7

Eagle Equity Fund Deed of Trust appears in this list.
11.

8

documents such as reconveyances.
12.

11

Exhibit B and Exhibit C attached to this affidavit.
13.

14
15

14.

occurred after the TitleOne full reconveyance. Therefore, anybody researching the

18

Eagle Equity Fund deed of trust on the Galiano Subdivision would be aware of the

19

22

To the best of my knowledge, there is no way to verify release of the Eagle Equity
Fund deed of trust without seeing all of the associated partial reconveyances that

17

21

The screen shown in the attached Exhibits contains the partial reconveyances that
occurred after TitleOne's full reconveyance.

16

20

In the case of the Eagle Equity Fund deed of trust, clicking on the instrument number
to look for associated documents will yield the results pages contained in both

12
13

In both the online and database version, in order to see if the Deed of Trust has been
satisfied, one needs to click on the instrument number to bring up any associated

9
10

By using the Ada County Recorder database on file at the Ada County Recorder's

partial reconveyances that were filed after the TitleOne full reconveyance.
15.

The same information is provided online as is provided in the recorder's office. The
only difference is that the online system does not allow a use to view and/or print
the actual documents.

23
24

25
26
27

28
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On this
day of November, 2014, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in
and for said state, personally appeared Mick Y sursa, known to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
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11
12

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

13
14
15

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s X day of AJcve+i.hr,2014, I caused a true and

16

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

17

addressed to the following:

18

19
20

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388-1001

U

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

21

22
23

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
. Facsimile

24
25
26

27

Aaron J. Tribble

28
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Ada County, ID - Recorder Search

11/7/2014

Ada County Recorder Search
This is an index only. To view the actual document, please go to the Recorder's office.

Name*

Begin Date

==---~

Recorder Search Form

Last Name First Name

* Search may be done b y ~ Name or Instrument Number.

Dates are optional and will help narrow the search.
(Click the calendar icon to select a date or enter it in a mm/dd/yyyy
format)
End Date ' ~ - - - - - - - - - ~
* Only have an address?
You will need an instrument number to acquire the name of the
property owner.
See instructions below.

Instrument Number*
Document Type

I Search I
Recorder search
The Recorder Search will provide the requestor with an instrument number for ordering documents by mail from the Recorder's Office.
The results will display a maximum of 200 records. If the record you are looking for is not displayed the search may need to be refined.
To order a document, download, complete, and mail in the request form. Payment must accompany the order.

Only have an address?
You will need an "instrument number" to acquire the name of the property owner.
Go to the Assessors website, http:/ /www.adacountyassessor.org/propsys/
On the left hand column under "Property Search" select Search by Address.
Read terms, if you accept terms, submit, enter address.
Select the parcel number with the appropriate property address.
The instrument number will be listed to the left of the photograph of the property.
Return to the Recorder Search, located at the top of this page, enter the instrument number to obtain the name of the property owner.
Should you have questions with the Assessors website, call (208)287-7262.

To view the actual document, please visit:
Recorder's Office
200 w. Front Street Rm. 1207
Boise, Idaho 83702
Open 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Monday through Friday
(208)287-6840
Copyright © Ada County

https://adacounty.id.gov/recsearch/
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Ada County, ID - Recorder Search

Ada County Recorder Search
This is an index only. To view the actual document, please go to the Recorder's office.
Recorder Search Form

Last Name First Name
Name* IGalianC>,

* Search may be done b y ~ Name or Instrument Number.

Begin Date
Dates are optional and will help narrow the search.
(Click the calendar icon to select a date or enter it in a mm/dd/yyyy
format)

End Date

Instrument Number*
Document Type

'I'

* Only have an address?
You will need an instrument number to acquire the name of the
property owner.
See instructions below.

Recorder Search
The Recorder Search will provide the requestor with an instrument number for ordering documents by mail from the Recorder's Office.
The results will display a maximum of 200 records. If the record you are looking for is not displayed the search may need to be refined.
To order a document, download, complete, and mail in the request form. Payment must accompany the order.

Only have an address?
You will need an "instrument number" to acquire the name of the property owner.
Go to the Assessors website, http://www.adacountyassessor.org/propsys/
On the left hand column under "Property Search" select Search by Address.
Read terms, if you accept terms, submit, enter address.
Select the parcel number with the appropriate property address.
The instrument number will be listed to the left of the photograph of the property.
Return to the Recorder Search, located at the top of this page, enter the instrument number to obtain the name of the property owner.
Should you have questions with the Assessors website, call (208)287-7262.

To view the actual document. please visit:
Recorder's Office
200 W. Front Street Rm. 1207
Boise, Idaho 83702
Open 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Monday through Friday
(208)287-6840
Copyright © Ada County

https://adacounty.id.g<N/recsearch/Default.aspx
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Ada County, ID - Recorder Search Results

11/7l2014

Ada County Recorder Search
The number of pages can be obtained by clicking on the instrument number.

I Back ] I New Search I
GrantoR /
GranteE

Name

Instrument
#

E

1060691!51

GALIANO ESTATES SUB ETAL

E

GALIANO

E

GALIANO

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

Document Type

Date
Recorded

KUNA ANNEXATION

05/04/2006

106073867

KUNA ANNEXATION

05/11/2006

106181856

WRTY/QCD

11/17/2006

R

106181858

DEED OF TR/MTG

11/17/2006

IR

106181859

DEED OF TR/MTG

11/17/2006

GALIANO ETAL

R

106181860

GALIANO

R

106181861

GALIANO

R

GALIANO ETAL

GALIANO

I SUB/DEED/TR/DECL PRIORITY

11/17/2006

UCC 1/MTG

11/17/2006

106181862

DEED OF TR/MTG

11/17/2006

R

1,06181863

SUB/DEED/TR/DECL PRIORITY

11/17/2006

GALIANO

R

107134690

EASEMENTS

09/27/2007

GALIANO ESTATES SUBDIVISION

R

107150335

PLATS

11/05/2007

GALIANO ETAL

E

107150335

PLATS

11/05/2007

GALIANO ESTATES SUBDIVISION

R

10715gn6

CENTRAL DIST HEALTH AFFIDAVITS

11/05/2007

GALIANO

R

107151545

WRTY/QCD

11/08/2007

GALIANO

R

107151546

WRTY/QCD

11/08/2007

GALIANO

R

107151547

WRTY/QCD

11/08/2007

GALIANO

R

107151548

WRTY/QCD

11/08/2007

GALIANO

R

107157515

WRTY/QCD

11/26/2007

GALIANO

R

107;!,lillil,§

WRTY/QCD

11/26/2007

GALIANO

R

107157517

WRTY/QCD

11/26/2007

GALIANO

R

107157518

I WRTY/QCD

11/26/2007

E

;!,07158858

I SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT

11/29/2007

GALIANO

DEBT

E

107160708

KUNA ANNEXATION

12/03/2007

GALIANO

E

108003288

PART/SAT

01/10/2008

GALIANO

E

108003289

PART/SAT

01/10/2008

WRTY/QCD

03/12/2008

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
-·--···-

!

GALIANO

R

108Q28!1lil.

GALIANO ETAL

E

108028851

WRTY/QCD

03/12/2008

GALIANO

E

108032518

PART/SAT

03/21/2008

GALIANO

E

108032519

PART/SAT

03/21/2008

GALIANO ETAL

R

108116767

ASSIGN/PARTIAL/MTG

10/22/2008

GALIANO ESTATES SUB

R

108129452

COVENANTS

12/03/2008

GALIANO ETAL

E

UIHZHliZ

COVENANTS

12/03/2008

GALIANO ESTATES SUB COMMERCIAL
LOTS

R

1H121!!1H

COVENANTS

12/03/2008

GALIANO

R

;!,11§13:ii§§Z

WRTY/QCD

12/23/2008

GALIANO

R

Hl!llll!H§

WRTY/QCD

01/30/2009

GALIANO

R

UIIHl:i§~~!

WRTY/QCD

05/15/2009

GALIANO

R

;l.lll!IIH!IHI

UCC 3/RELEASE

05/15/2009

GALIANO ETAL

R

;!.111!1:1:iZHZ

AGREEMENTS GENERAL

05/19/2009

GALIANO ETAL

E

1111!11:iZHZ

AGREEMENTS GENERAL

05/19/2009

GALIANO ETAL

R

;l.lll!llfi!H!

WRTY/QCD

06/02/2009

GALIANO ETAL

E

Ull!ll§!H!

WRTY/QCD

06/02/2009

GALIANO ETAL

R

;l.lll!IIHH:i

WRTY/QCD

06/02/2009

https://adacounty.id.gr;N/recsearch/Results.aspx

----

--
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GALIANO ETAL
GALIANO LLA SURVEY

Ada County ID - Recorder Search Results
'
10110641~5 I WRTY/QCD
1nG0685nn

06/02/2009

SURVEYS

06/11/2009

tft0101824

! DEED OF TR/MTG

08/31/2009

109101!3211

DEED OF TR/MTG

09/23/2009

GALIANO

R

GALIANO

R

GALIANO

R

1091107§5

UCC 3/RELEASE

GALIANO

E

109nH25

PART/SAT

GALIANO

E

110012851

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT
DEBT

02/11/2010

GALIANO

R

1100139~1!

UCC 3/RELEASE

02/16/2010

GALIANO

R

1100139511

WRTY/QCD

02/16/2010

GALIANO

R

110022751

GALIANO

R

110022751!

GALIANO

R

GALIANO

R

GALIANO
GALIANO
GALIANO

R

110032082

WRTY/QCD

04/08/2010

GALIANO

E

11004221!5

PART/SAT

05/07/2010

I

09/28/2009
I

i UCC 3/AMEND
'

12/14/2009

03/12/2010

WRTY/QCD

03/12/2010

110028111

UCC 3/RELEASE

03/29/2010

110028112

DEED OF TR/MTG

03/29/2010

R

1100320U

UCC 3/RELEASE

04/08/2010

R

110032012

DEED OF TR/MTG

04/08/2010

GALIANO ETAL

R

1100422111:i

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

GALIANO ETAL

R

1100463~5

US PENDENS

05/07/2010
I

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT
DEBT

I

05/19/2010

GALIANO

E

11005391!7

GALIANO

E

1100540113

GALIANO ETAL

E

110054131!

GALIANO

E

110054411

PART/SAT

06/14/2010

GALIANO

R

110059013

WRTY/QCD

I 06/25/2010

GALIANO

E

110059831

SAT/LIENS

06/28/2010

GALIANO

E

1100:il!H!:i

i SAT/LIENS

06/28/2010

GALIANO

IE

110059841

SAT/LIENS

06/28/2010

GALIANO

E

110!:!59152

SAT/LIENS

06/28/2010

GALIANO

E

11005985§

SAT/LIENS

06/28/2010

GALIANO

R

11006083!:!

UCC 3/RELEASE

06/29/2010

-----

PART/SAT

06/11/2010
06/11/2010

' SAT/REL US PENS

06/11/2010

R

110060831

' WRTY/QCD

R

1100614§2

WRTY/QCD

'GALIANO

E

;!,1!:!!:!723:1,5

PART/SAT

GALIANO

E

11007231§

I PART/SAT

GALIANO

R

110088417

WRTY/QCD

09/22/2010

E

1101047:1,2

PART/SAT

I 11/05/2010

GALIANO

E

1101047:1,B

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT
DEBT

11/05/2010

GALIANO

E

1101047:1,1!

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT
DEBT

11/05/2010

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT
DEBT

02/04/2011

GALIANO

-----

GALIANO

--

--

GALIANO

··-------- - - · -

------

,----------·--

GALIANO

E

---

1110109§§

------------

I

06/29/2010
06/30/2010

08/05/2010

·----

R

1110152§:1,

i WRTY/QCD

02/18/2011

GALIANO

E

1110221111

WRTY/QCD

03/14/2011

IGALIANO
IGALIANO

R

111033813

WRTY/QCD

I 04/22/2011

IE

11103443§

i SAT/LIENS

GALIANO

'E

111034432

SAT/LIENS

04/26/2011

II GALIANO

E

1110344~3

SAT/LIENS

04/26/2011

II GALIANO

R

1 1110~!U,5:1.

WRTY/QCD

I 05;1612011

GALIANO

R

111040153

GALIANO

'R

11108441!5

WRTY/QCD

R

11109615!:!

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

E

11109615;1.

GALIANO

..

--·--------

GALIANO ETAL

I GALIANO
https://adacounty.id.go,1/recsearch/Results.aspx

I

--

08/05/2010

04/26/2011

...

: UCC 3/RELEASE

05/16/2011
10/19/2011
11/23/2011

! PART/SAT

! 11/23/2011

I

'
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i UCC 3/RELEASE
I APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

11109929!1

GALIANO
GALIANO ETAL

R

111100759

GALIANO

E

111100760

12/06/2011
12/09/2011

PART/SAT

12/09/2011

GALIANO ETAL

R

111103717

WRTY/QCD

12/20/2011

GALIANO

R

111103720

UCC 3/RELEASE

12/20/2011

GALIANO

R

112004§1i

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004520

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004521

I LID

ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004522

I LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

I

GALIANO

R

11200452~

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004524

ASSESSMENTS

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004525

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004526

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004527

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004529

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004530

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004531

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

I ASSESSMENTS

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004532

GALIANO

R

112004533

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

11200!534

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004535

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004536

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004537

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004538

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

GALIANO

R

112004539

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004540

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004§41

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

I 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004542

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

i 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004543

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

! 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004544

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

I 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004545

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

R

112004546

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

R

11200!547

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

112004548

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

I

0111712012

I

GALIANO

·-----

--

I 01/17/2012
i 01/17/2012
I

-

I GALIANO

R

112004§4i

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

i 01/17/2012
i 01/17/2012
i 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004550

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

; 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004554

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

l 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004555

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

GALIANO

R

112004556

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

I 0111712012
I 0111712012

GALIANO

R

112004557

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

! 01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112004558

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO
GALIANO

-

R

------

I

- -

--------------·--·--

I

·--··

~ - - - - - ·----------··--

---------·

-- - - ·

-·-··--

GALIANO

R

1129941:ilii

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

UZl!Hli§II

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112994§§1

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

UZ99!HZ

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

UZIIQ!l§§~

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

UZllll!lili!

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO
GALIANO

-

·-··-··----

R

---------·--

R

___

,__

--

_,, ____

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

112994§§5

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

R

11299!H§

LID ASSESSMENT LIEN

01/17/2012

GALIANO

E

U:ZllllliHQ

SAT/LIENS

01/19/2012

GALIANO

E

l12991Hi1

SAT/LIENS

01/19/2012

GALIANO

R

UZQ!lUQI

ALL OTHER LIENS

05/02/2012

GALIANO

R

UZll!3;1,lli

WRTY/QCD

05/08/2012

https://adacounty.ld.gov/recsearch/Results.aspx
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112043197

i AMO/COVENANTS

I 05/08/2012

R

112043197

AMO/COVENANTS

05/08/2012

R

112046290

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/17/2012

GALIANO

E

112046791

GALIANO

'R

112!:!49842

WRTY/QCO

05/25/2012

GALIANO

E

112076110

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076111

i SAT/LIENS

I 07;3112012

GALIANO

E

112076112

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076113

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO ESTATES SUB
GALIANO ETAL

i PART/SAT

i 05/17/2012

GALIANO

E

112076114

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076115

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076116

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112!:!7§117

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076118

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076119

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

E

112076120

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076121

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076122

SAT/LIENS

GALIANO

E

112076123

SAT/LIENS

GALIANO

E

112076124

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076161

SAT/LIENS

i 07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076162

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076163

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076164

E

112076165

I SAT/LIENS
I SAT/LIENS

I 0113112012

GALIANO
GALIANO

E

11207§166

SAT/LIENS

I 07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076167

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076168

I SAT/LIENS

GALIANO

E

112026169

SAT/LIENS

I

E

112076170

SAT/LIENS

I 0113112012
07/31/2012

GALIANO

-----

-------------

GALIANO

I

07/31/2012
07/31/2012

07/31/2012

07/31/2012
0113112012

GALIANO

E

112!:!76171

SAT/LIENS

GALIANO

,E

112076172

1SAT/LIENS

E
,.......,._.__

112076173

SAT/LIENS

-I07/31/2012

GALIANO

--------------

__

------

____

------

1

----

0113112012

GALIANO

E

112076124

I SAT/LIENS

I 07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076175

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076293

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

112076294

ISAT/LIENS

GALIANO

E

112076295

'SAT/LIENS

E

112076296

I SAT/LIENS

E

112076297

i

~---------

----------·- ------

GALIANO
GALIANO

------- ~ - -

07/31/2012

-----·-----

I 07/31/2012

I0113112012
I0113112012

SAT/LIENS

----------------l-------

_______

SAT/LIENS

E

U211ZHRR

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

UZll7HQ!:!

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

l12QZ!:i311;1,

SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

UZIIZfi3gz

SAT/LIENS

UZll7H!:!3

SAT/LIENS
SAT/LIENS

07/31/2012

E

GALIANO

GALIANO
GALIANO

-

·-···--

E

E

--

---

----------------

07/31/2012
I

07/31/2012

GALIANO

E

UZ!:!ZH!:!4

GALIANO

E

uzg7HH

SAT/LIENS

08/06/2012

GALIANO

E

UZIIZH3R

SAT/LIENS

08/06/2012

GALIANO

E

UZ!:!HZZ;J.

PART SAT/UEN/JUDG

08/17/2012

GALIANO

R

U:llHZIIR

US PENOENS

12/10/2013

--

https://adacounty.id.gov/recsearch/Results.aspx

--

i 07/31/2012
,___

112076298

GALIANO

~-------······-··----···------·-·-.

--
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Record Details

LNew SearcJi]
106181859
11/17/2006
84
DEED OF TR/MTG
28
* If no page count call (208)287-6840

Instrument #
Recorded
Recording Fee
Document Type
# Pages

GrantoR / GranteE

Name

E

EAGLE EQUITY FUND

R

GALIANO

Related Documents
Name

GrantoR / GranteE

Instrument #

E

l!U!!:!3251!

PART/SAT

03/21/2008

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP

R

10!1032519

PART/SAT

03/21/2008

GALIANO

E

109131182:i

PART/SAT

12/14/2009

GALIANO

Document Type

Date Recorded

ALLIANCE TITLE

R

1091311125

PART/SAT

12/14/2009

GALIANO

E

110012858

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT DEBT

02/11/2010

TITLEONE

R

110012858

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OUT SAT DEBT

02/11/2010

GALIANO

E

110042295

PART/SAT

05/07/2010

FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

R

110042295

PART/SAT

05/07/2010

FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE INS

E

110942296

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/07/2010

EAGLE EQUITY FUND ETAL

R

110042296

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/07/2010

GALIANO ETAL

R

110042296

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/07/2010

GALIANO

E

;!.;!.0054003

PART/SAT

06/11/2010

TRANSNATION TITLE

R

110054003

PART/SAT

06/11/2010

lsa~

~ew

SearchJ

Copyright © Ada County
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Ada County Recorder Search
This is an index only. To view the actual document, please go to the Recorder's office.
Recorder Search Form
Name*

Begin Date

Last Name First Name

L ________

* Search may be done by either Name or Instrument Number.

c=_:__
Dates are optional and will help narrow the search.
(Click the calendar icon to select a date or enter it in a mm/dd/yyyy
format)

End Date

Instrument Number*

1~1_06_1_8_1_8_5_9 _ _ _ _ _~

Document Type

1'

* Only have an address?
You will need an instrument number to acquire the name of the
property owner.
See instructions below.

Recorder search
The Recorder Search will provide the requestor with an instrument number for ordering documents by mail from the Recorder's Office.
The results will display a maximum of 200 records. If the record you are looking for is not displayed the search may need to be refined.
To order a document, download, complete, and mail in the request form. Payment must accompany the order.

Only have an address?
You will need an "instrument number" to acquire the name of the property owner.
Go to the Assessors website, http://www.adacountyassessor.org/propsys/
On the left hand column under "Property Search" select Search by Address.
Read terms, if you accept terms, submit, enter address.
Select the parcel number with the appropriate property address.
The instrument number will be listed to the left of the photograph of the property.
Return to the Recorder Search, located at the top of this page, enter the instrument number to obtain the name of the property owner.
Should you have questions with the Assessors website, call (208)287-7262.

To view the actual document. please visit:
Recorder's Office
200 W. Front Street Rm. 1207
Boise, Idaho 83702
Open 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Monday through Friday

(208)287-6840
Copyright © Ada County

https://adacounty.id.gov/recsearch/Default.aspx
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Ada County Recorder Search
The number of pages can be obtained by clicking on the instrument number.

,--·.
· · · · . ·.·-.Search I
LBack i ·j·-New
Name

GrantoR / GranteE

Instrument #

EAGLE EQUITY FUND

E

106181859

GALIANO

R

10618185i

L~~~~I

!

Document Type

I DEED OF TR/MTG
I DEED OF TR/MTG

Date Recorded

11/17/2006

i 11/17/2006

New Search

Copyright© Ada County

https://adacounty.id.QCN/recsearch/Results.aspx
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Record Details

Instrument#
Recorded
Recording Fee
Document Tvoe
# Pages

106181859
11/17/2006
84
DEED OF TR/MTG
28
* If no page count call (208)287-6840

GrantoR / GranteE

Name

I

E

i EAGLE EQUITY FUND

R

I GALIANO

Related Documents
Name

GrantoR / GranteE

Instrument #

E

10§032519

I PART/SAT

03/21/2008

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP

R

108032519

PART/SAT

03/21/2008

GALIANO

E

109138825

PART/SAT

12/14/2009

ALLIANCE TITLE

R

109138825

PART/SAT

12/14/2009

GALIANO

E

110012858

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OlJf SAT DEBT

02/11/2010

TITLEONE

R

110012858

SAT/RECON/RECON W/OlJf SAT DEBT

02/11/2010

GALIANO

E

110042295

PART/SAT

05/07/2010

GALIANO

Document Type

Date Recorded

FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE

R

110042295

PART/SAT

05/07/2010

FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE INS

E

110!:!4229§

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/07/2010

EAGLE EQUITY FUND ETAL

R

1100422!l§

APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/07/2010

GALIANO ETAL

R

110042296

! APPMT/SUC TRUSTEE

05/07/2010

GALIANO

E

1110054003

I PART/SAT

06/11/2010

TRANSNATION TITLE

R

110054003

PART/SAT

06/11/2010

-

I Back.J LNew Searchj
Copyright © Ada County

https://adacounty.id.gov/recsearch/Details.aspx?instrument=106181859
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•t* IN.ND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCC~ULLY •t*
TIME RECEIVED

November 7, 2014 3:05:17

Nov. 7. 2014 3: 07PM

REMOTE CSID
PM MST

DU.ON

9389504

66

Law Office

PAGES

STATUS

3

Received

No. 4638
i~O.

P. 1/3

----;;:Fl~LE~D---:--+--

AM. _ _ _ _p.M._--...-1--

1

NOV O7 2014

2

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Ci rk
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN

3

4

lf•\Jtl;"'\I

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208~938-9500
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys Jot Plaintiff

5

6
7

10

IN TBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12

13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company.

15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22

23
24
25

26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff:
vs.

MOTION TO RECONSIDER

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flca RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company. a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS 1LLC (an Idaho company).
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), BDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

28
- 1-

MOTION TO AMEND

003173

No. 4638

Nov. 7. 2014 3:08PM

1

P. 2/3

Defendants.

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

The Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys, move this Court to reconsider its decision in
denying the Plaintifrs Motion to Amend to include a claim for Quiet Title and foreclosure against
Defendant Corey Barton in addition to several other new defendants. This motion made pursuant

to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 1l(a)(2)(B) and is based upon a Memorandum in Support of

Motion to Reconsider and upon the records and pleadings filed herein.

IO
11

12
13

14

7/t_

Dated: November _....__

_,.

2014

Respectfully Submitted,

15
16

17
18
19

By:

Aaron J. Tribble
Attorney for Plaintiff

20
21
22

23

24
25

26

27
28
MOTION TO RECONSIDER

003174

No. 4638

Nov. 7. 2014 3:08PM

P. 3/3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on

this_z!:_ day of A/IJ.tefr/Jv.2014, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5

addressed to the following:

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701 .
Fax: 208-388-1001

U

David T. Krueck

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail
Facsinule

Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni$]1t Mail

PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-331-2400
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15
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16

Aaron J. Tribble

17
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25

26
27
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1

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, /erk
By PATRICK MclAUGHU
,·..-c.,,

2

',• r,:

3

4

8

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eae}e Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-938-9500
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

5

6

7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24

25

26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC~2013-10112

Plaintiff,

vs.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO RECONSIDER

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation)
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc,), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fli'.a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC, (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does IIl·X,
unlmown Individuals and/or companies
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Defendants.

1
2
3

4

5
6
7

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1l(a)(2)(B), Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"), the
Plaintiff, provides the following memorandum in support of its Motion to Reconsider:

I.

8

THE COURT'S ANALYSIS OF THE TITLE SEARCH SHOULD BE
CORRECTED TO ACCOUNT FOR ALL INFORMATION AS A WHOLE, NOT

9

IN:PIECES
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24

25
26
27

In the Court 1s October 24, 2014, opinion finding that DAS was a bona fide purchaser

without notice, the Court relied on the assumption that DAS would not have been concerned with
the partial reconveyance filed months after the wrongful reconveyance at issue in this case.
However, the Affidavit ofMick Ysursa in support of this motion shows that any person using
either the online Ada County Recorder system or the system at the recorder's office would have
been presented with a chronological list of all documents affecting the Eagle Equity Fund deed of
trust.
The Court reasoned that the subsequent partial reconveyances did not concern the
property being purchased by DAS therefore DAS would not have concerned itself with the those
partial reconveyances. However, this Court has chosen not to look at the full picture of what
DAS was presented by the county records. As the Affidavit ofMick Ysursa shows, DAS was
certainly presented with a chronological list of every instrument that affected the EEF deed of
trust1 regardless of whether or not the partial reconveys concerned the lots that DAS was buying.
This is because a proper record search for deeds of trust provides the searcher with all
infonnation relating to the deed of trust, not just the infozmation concerning certain lots.
At a bare minimum, any reasonable person could see that the reconveyances (partial and
full) associated with the EEF deed of trust were not recorded in a correct order. Therefore, a
reasonable conclusion would be that either the subsequent partials were recorded in error OR the

28
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1

TitleOne full reconveyance was recorded in error. Either way, after seeing this infonnation, a

2

reasonable person would conclude that the TitleOne reconveyance was possibly recorded in error.

3

In reality, this conclusion must be coupled with the information contained in the TitleOne

4

reconveyance. The Court did not address these two pieces ofinfonnation together, but in reality,

5

the entire picture needs to be addressed at one time, not in two pieces. Based on the recording of

6

two partials after the TitleOne full reconvey, a reasonable person would conclude that the

7

TitleOne reconveyance was possibly in error. And based upon the fact that TitleOne names itself

8

as the trustee when the records clearly show that it was not, a reasonable person would also

9

conclude that the TitleOne possibly recorded the full reconveyance in error. The two facts taken

10

together, not seperately as the Court has already reasoned, certainly trigger a duty to investigate

11

whether or not the EEF deed of trust was fully reconveyed.

12

Il.

13

CONCLUSION

When taken as a whole, the infonnation in the possession of DAS certainly' triggered a

14

duty to inquire about whether TitleOne wrongfully reconveyed EEF' s deed of trust. The

1S

chronological order of the recordings that DAS was undoubtedly aware of raised the possibility

16

that the TitleOne reconveyance was in el.Tor, Couple that with the fact that TitleOne mistakenly

17

claimed to be the trustee when they were not in the chain of title. These two pieces of

18

infonnation together certainly trigger a duty to investigate whether the EEF deed of trust was

19

released. Because any inquiry would have obviously shown that the EEF deed of trust was not

20

released, the Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court correct itself on the many conclusions

21

reached as a result of incorrectly finding that DAS was a bone fide purchaser.

22
23

24

Dated: November

zt4

1

2014
Respectfully Submitted,

25

26

By:

27

Aaron J. Tribble

28

Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this--7!!!.._ day of A/l)J,r,,,h.t,2014, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7

8
9

10

11
12

13

Michael T, Spink

S:()ink Butler, LLP
P0Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-388~1001
David T, Krueck
Fisher Pusch & K.rueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331~2400

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsinule

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered

Overni~ht Mail
Facsimile

14
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16
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17

Aaron J. Tribble

18

Attorney for Plaintiff
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25
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

NOV 1 2 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S JOINDER IN
DEFENDANT TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT AND
SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO
QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS

Defendants.

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S JOINDER IN DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION
FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(8) JlJDGMENT AND SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS -

1
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COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), by and through its counsel
of record David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby joins in Defendant
TitleOne Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and Second Renewed Motion to
Quash Plaintiffs' Lis Pendens filed in this matter on November 5, 2014. CBHjoins in the arguments
in support of both motions advanced by TitleOne Corporation in the supporting Memorandum filed
with this Court.

,...

DATED this

/e1 day of November, 2014.
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP

ck,
Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S JOINDER IN DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION
FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT AND SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~1ay

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
ofNovember, 2014, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the
method indicated below, addressed as follows:
David M. Fogg
Aaron J. Tribble
J. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC

~
- - - U.S. Mail

- - Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant Title One Corporation

__
/::
U.S.
_ Mail
_ _ Facsimile-(208) 388-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

___
___
___
___

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

- - ~U.S.
- Mail
_ _ Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

~
U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

~
___
U.S. Mail
___ Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S JOINDER IN DEFENDANT TJTLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION
FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(8) JUDGMENT AND SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS - 3
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason
and Galiano LLC

__
/,;_
U.S. Mail
_ _ Facsimile- (208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David T. Krueck

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S JOINDER IN DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION
FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(8) JUDGMENT AND SECOND RENEWED MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFFS' LIS PENDENS - 4
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:HRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN
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Mike Baldner, ISB #5104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5955
Email: mbaldner@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER
IN TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its counsel of record,
Mike Baldner of the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and hereby gives notice
DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT - 1

D;

55555.0178.7060218.1
003184

that DAS joins in the Motion filed by TitleOne Corporation asking that the Court enter a single
final judgment and joins in the arguments in support of that motion advanced by TitleOne
Corporation in the Memorandum filed with this Court.
DATED THIS

\ l~ay of November, 2014.

e

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

, .;:; l1
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Mike Baldner,
Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \Z~y of November, 2014, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE'S
MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail david@eaglelawcenter.com
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
b( Telecopy 208-938-9504

Thomas E. Dvorak
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley lLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail ted@givenspursley.com
angelareed@givenspursley.com
Telecopy 208-388-1300

¢_

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT - 2
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David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail dpenny@cosholaw.com
~ Telecopy 208-338-3290

Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail mollerup@lawidaho.com
~ Telecopy 208-336-9712

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 701
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail dtk@fisherpusch.com
~ Telecopy 208-331-2400

Mike Baldner

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(B) JUDGMENT - 3
003186
55555.0178.
7060218.1
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Nov 13 2014
Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
5459 E. Branchwood Ct.
Boise, Idaho 83 716
(208) 342-0014 Telephone
rwmollerup@gmail.com
Attorney for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

CHRISTOPHER D
By STEPHANIE~CH, Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(b) JUDGMENT
Case No. CVOC 2013-10112

Defendants.

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(b) JUDGMENT- I

003187

Comes now, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance") by and through their attorney of
record, Richard W. Mollerup hereby gives notice that Alliance Title joins in the Motion by
TitleOne Corporation for issuance of a final Judgment in favor of all Defendants who have been
granted summary judgment in this case and an Order declaring such Judgment be a final
judgment as to said defendants.
DATED this ~ y of November 2014.

~~

Attorney for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP. 'S JOINDER IN TITLEONE CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(b) JUDGMENT- 2
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e
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Chad M. Nicholson
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishemusch.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

Nicholson@lawidaho.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

clamer@sninkbutler.com

ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP. 'S JO INDER IN TITLEONE CORPORATIO N'S MOTION FOR
ISSUANCE OF 54(b) JUDGMENT- 4
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO
RECONSIDER

Defendants.

Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") seeks reconsideration of the denial of its
motion to amend its complaint to assert a new quiet-title claim against Defendant Corey Barton
Homes, Inc. and all other owners of any of the real property at issue in this action. Having
reviewed EEF's moving papers, the Court is convinced oral argument would not be helpful in

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 1
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deciding the motion. Accordingly, in an exercise of its discretion under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D), the
Court declines to set the motion for oral argument. It will be decided based on the moving papers,
as well as based on the evidence submitted and arguments made in connection with EEF' s motion
to amend and Corey Barton Homes' motion for summary judgment, which are interrelated.
On October 24, 2014, the Court entered summary judgment in favor of Corey Barton
Homes. Of particular note here is the Court's ruling that the "shelter rule" provides Corey Barton
Homes a defense to EEF's claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.
That ruling's premise is that Defendant DAS Investments, LLC is a "bona fide purchaser" of the
property that once had been subject to EEF' s junior deed of trust, before its apparently improper
reconveyance by Defendant TitleOne Corporation in early 2010. As a bona fide purchaser, DAS
could convey the property free and clear ofEEF's claimed lienholder interest, as could DAS's
transferee, Corey Barton Homes. Consequently, EEF could not possibly succeed in its attempt,
through its proposed new quiet-title claim, to subject the property's current owners (Corey Barton
Homes and some individual homeowners) to its claimed lienholder interest. The Court therefore
denied EEF' s motion to amend as futile.
In seeking reconsideration of the denial of its motion to amend, EEF offers some
additional evidence to support its previously rejected argument that there is at least a genuine
factual dispute about whether DAS is a bona fide purchaser. EEF also offers additional legal
argument regarding the supposed effect of that evidence.
The Court has reviewed and considered EEF's additional evidence and argument. It does
not furnish grounds for reconsideration. As the Court has held, TitleOne's reconveyance of
EEF's junior deed of trust (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A) is nearly identical to, and

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 2
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inarguably in substantial compliance with, the statutorily prescribed form of reconveyance. See
LC.§ 45-1203(3). Because the form of the reconveyance substantially complies with the statute,
the reconveyance extinguished EEF' s junior deed of trust, "irrespective of any deficiency in the
reconveyance procedure not disclosed in the ... reconveyance" itself. LC. § 45-1203(4). EEF's
argument still fails, as it did before, to account for the decisive effect this statute has here. EEF's
bid for reconsideration is premised mainly on two subsequent partial reconveyances of its junior
deed of trust. To the extent they are thought to indicate a deficiency in the reconveyance
procedure, the deficiency is not one that is "disclosed in the ... reconveyance" itself. The two
subsequent partial reconveyances therefore do not, under section 45-1203(4), negate the efficacy
of the full reconveyance, either on their own or coupled with the fact that the reconveyance itself
mistakenly and needlessly identifies TitleOne as the trustee of EEF' s junior deed of trust.
By operation of section 45-1203(4), EEF's junior deed of trust has been extinguished. It
cannot be restored at the expense of the property's current owners.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that EEF's motion to reconsider the denial of its motion to amend its
complaint is denied.

~

Dated this~ day ofNovember 2014.

Jw.sd11- k
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Defendants.

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF''), the Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys, provides the
following memorandum in response to TitleOne's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Certificate and

Motion to Quash Lis Pendens:
I.

9
10

11

INTRODUCTION
TitleOne's motion smacks of an inescapable and palpable narcissism. TitleOne offers no

actual reason or evidence to support the assertion that they and other defendants are somehow
being prejudiced by having to wait for a conclusion to this matter. Simply put, TitleOne wants an

12

immediate chance to recover attorney fees because they believe they are more important than
13
14
15

16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26
27

EEF and its claim against Mason and Galiano. TitleOne even goes so far as to advance the
absurd notion that this action no longer affects the title to real property. This Court has
repeatedly held otherwise. Of course, TitleOne's absurdity ignores the fact that EEF still has
unexercised appeal rights, so this action very much still affects title to real propetty. TitleOne
would be better served to exercise patience rather than needlessly increase the costs of litigation

by bringing motions such as these.
II.

MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF S4(B) CERTIFICATES
TitleOne is asking this Court delay justice to EEF. While TitleOne elegantly tries to bait

this Court into making a snap decision on a 54(b) certificate, TitleOne conveniently avoids
mentioning the real and obvious consequences of that decision. A judgment certified as final
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b) is an appealable judgment as a matter of right. Idaho Appellate Rule
11 and l l(a)(3). If such judgment is to be appealed, a notice of appeal must be filed within 42

days of entry of the final cert. Idaho Appellate Rule I4(a). The filing of a notice of.appeal has
the effect of staying the proceedings before the district court. State v. Schwartz, 133 Idaho 463
(1999); see also Idaho Appellate Rule 13(b). EEF CUITently intends to appeal the dismissals of

28
~
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1

each defendant. In this case, there is no doubt that entry of final judgment against any defendant

2

will have the effect of triggering an appeal, and an appeal will stay EEF's ability to obtain justice

3

against Mason and Galiano.

4

TitleOne points to "unnecessary delay and expense". TitleOne Memo, pg. 7. However,

5

TitleOne cannot explain how waiting patiently for the final detennination of this action is going

6

to cause them unnecessary expense, What is unnecessary and expensive is the bringing of this

7

motion.

8

TitleOne attogantly views the ongoing nature of this litigation as an 1'unnecessary delay."

9

However, TitleOne offers no actual reason or evidence to support this assertion. TitleOne has no

10

right to appeal because they are not an aggrieved party, TitleOne, and the other defendants,

11

simply want to adjudicate their potential attorney fee claims.

12

TitleOne relies again on a bevy of authorities from outside this jurisdiction to explain their

13

absurd request. In citing Bank ofLincolnwood v. Fed Leasing, Inc., 622 F. 2d 944 n.7 (ih Cir.

14

1980), TitleOne conveniently leaves out the thrust 54(b) in that it is used 11 in the infrequent harsh

15

case.'' TitleOne and the other defendants have fallen woefully short of meeting this burden.

16

Obviously, the principal puxpose of 54(b) is to facilitate a ''piecemeal" appeal, but the other

17

consequences are Res Judicata, lost interest on a money judgment, and ability to collect a

18

judgment. Id. In this case, TitleOne has no appeal right, has not stated any Res Judicata

19

argument, has not stated that they are losing interest on a money judgment, and has no judgment

20

on which to collect. The purpose of the defendant's motion is obvious; they wish to cut to the

21

front of the line and begin the attorney fee requests. Of course, the Defendants want this to occur

22

at the expense ofEEF obtaining justice against Mason and Galiano.

23

TitleOne cites to five factors to help the Court evaluate whether or not there is ''no just

24

cause for delay", but these factors only point out the absul'dity ofTitleOne's request. Above all,

25

the Court cannot possibly conclude that there is "no,. just cause for delay because a necessary

26

consequence of granting this motion will be to delay justice against Mason and Galiano. The first

27

and second factors do not lie in the Defendant's favor. Galiano and Mason must have been an

28

integral part of the nefarious behavoir that occurred here, because it is Mason's failure to infonn
-3•
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1

Eagle Equity Fund of the reconveyance (among other things) that has set these events into

2

motion. Further discovery into claims against Galiano and Mason could very well moot the need

3

for review of other claims.

4

TitleOne points to "considerations of delay, economic and solvency" but offers nothing

S

but rhetoric to support their argument. There is no indication or evidence supporting the notion

6

that EEF has any solvency problems. Further, TitleOne's arrogant assertion that EEF is not

7

diligently prosecuting its causes of action is laughable given that it is TitleOne that is now forcing

8

EEF to defend yet another Motion to Quash. Simply put, TitleOne and the other defendants want

9

this Court to issue 54(b) certificates because they believe they are more important than Mason,

10

Galiano, and especially Eagle Equity Fund. Their rhetoric speaks for itself.

11

With nothing but broad unsupported rhetoric and no evidence, this Court cannot possibly

12

make an "express detennination that there is no just reason for delay'' as required by I.R.C.P.

13

54(b).

14

Ill.

MOTION TO QUASH

15

TitleOne's motion to quash should be denied because this lawsuit still concerns and

16

affects title to the Galiano subdivision. This Court has repeatedly held that this lawsuit concems

17

and affects title, but TitleOne now argues that because this Court has dismissed the claims against

18

the titleholders, the lis pendens is no longer a necessity. However, EEF has still yet to appeal any

19

decisions of this CourtJ so EEF's claims conceming title are still very much a live and active part

20

of this litigation. And until EEF has either waived its tight to appeal or fully adjudicated those

21

appeal rights, the lawsuit still affects title, Given this, and this Court's previous holdings, EEF

22

requests that the Court deny TitleOne's motion to quash.

23

CONCLUSIONS

24

TitleOne and other defendants roly only on empty rhetoric instead of actual proof of

25

genuine prejudice to support their motion for 54(b) certification. As it is; their motion is little

26

more than attempt to push themselves to the front of the line Wiead ofEBF, Galiano, and Mason.

27

This is a motion that should only be granted when there is ''no just cause" for delay, and a delay

28

at this point would prevent EEF from obtaining justice from Galiano and Mason. Also,
•4•
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1

TitleOne's own authorities show that this is not a common request but a request that should only

2

be granted in the "infrequent harsh" case. There is no such real evidence upon which the Court

3

can make an express detennination, thus the Defendants motion should be denied.

4

In addition, EEF's rights to an appeal have not yet even matured much less been

5

exhausted. So the case still involves claims that affect title to the property, Therefore, the Court

6

should also deny the motion to quash.

7

8
9

Dated: November

/1 ,2014

10

11

Respectfully Submitted,

12
13

14

Aaron J. Tribble

IS

Attorney for Plaintiff

16

17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28
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1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3

4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJ1li day of /1.£.4,~2014, I caused a true and

S

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7
8

9

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720

Boise, ID 83701-2720

10

Fax: 208-388-1300

11

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey
800 Park Blvd. Suite 790
Boisel ID 83712 ·
Fax: 208-338-3290

12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnig_ht Mail
Facsimile

U
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
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Facsimile
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Michael T, Spink
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Hand Delivered
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P.O. Box 2720
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH TIJDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE Of' IDAHO. IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

EAGLE EQUITY FUND. LLC, an Idaho
limited liabiHty company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,
v ..

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Traosnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORJ•., a Delaware corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Florida corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
corpornti.on)1 DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC (an
Idaho Company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho limited liability
company), EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and John Does Ill~X 1 unknown
jndividuals and/or companies~

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S MOTlON FOR
ISSUANCE O.t' 54(b) JUDGMF~NT
AND
REPLY MEMO.RANI>UM IN
SUPPORT OF SECOND RENEWED
MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDENS

Defendants.
COMES NOW, Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its

counsel of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Reply Memorandwn in Support of

REPl,Y MEMORANDUM ll'I SI.JPl'Olll' 0,ll'Tl'fl.JJ;ONK CORPOHA'rl(,)N'S McrrmN F'Ok
lSSUANtf; OF !li4(B) JUDGMENT AND SECOND RENF.WED MOTION TO QUASH LIS PENDltNS -

l
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its Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment and Reply Meinora.lldum in Support of Second

Renewed Motion to Quash [,is Pendens.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Both as to Rule 54(b) and the continued viability of a lis pendens in this matter, it can be

said that this case has reached a critical mass. The group of Defendants whom. a revised Deed of
Trust in favor of Pla.intiff Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF") would affect. has now all been dismissed

frc,m the case.

The only parties left are the dehtor on the original promisso1y note and the

guarantor on that note. Trial is not set until June 2015 against those parties and the ri'1nainit1g
claims. There is no good reason why these Defendants shou.ld have to wait for the case to wind

up between EEF and it,; original debtor/guarantor. EEF itself has previously argued that the
potential for a reversal on appeal resulting in two trials, and the attendant .risk of overlap <>f
issues, is grounds justifying an interlocutory appeal. EEF should not now be heard. to argue

against a Rule 54(b) certification on the grounds that it now does mlt want to be put to a decision
to take an interlocutory appeal.
As to the lis pendens, it simply has become cl.ear that there is no merit to any position that
EEF has any claim that affects the title to the real property. EEF bas n.ot artic.ulated a legal basis
for its reconveyed deed of trust to spring back into existence, nor has .it: proffered any facts
demonstrating that there was any equity in the property sufficient to pay this second p<>sition

deed of trust. Fjnally, EEF by actively sending notice and filing the lis pendens on property

within the Galiano Subdivi~ion that is indisputably released from its deed of trust engaged in
frivolous conduct justifying quashing the lis pendens.

This Court has discretion to, and should exercise that discretion b1 favor of, issuance Qf a
Rule 54(b) certified final judgment and an order quashing the lis pendens.

REPLV MEMORANJ>UM IN SUPPORT Of' TIThEONI!: CORP01"TION 1S MOTION l•'OR
ISStlANCI<: OF 54(B) JUDGMF.NT AND SECOND RF.NEWED MO'l'lON TO QU1'SH /.1$ PF.NDtNS • 2
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RULE 54(B) CERTIFICATION IS Al)PRO.PRIATI~

Defendants DAS Investments, Corey Bart.on Ho.mes. Inc., Alliance Title and Escrow, and
RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., have all now joined in TitleOne•s Motion for Rule 54(b)

certification. 1 They evidently agree that they are simHarly situated with TitleOne in that all were

sued because of their alleged interest2 in the Galliano subdivision real property, and Plaintiff was
in essence attempting to re~en.cumber that property by reinstating or causing to spring back into

existence Plaintiffs reconveyed deed of trust as against that real propt->rty. This is in contrast to
Defendants Galiano LLC and Edward J. Maso~ the obligor and guarantor respectively onder the
original promissory not:e signed in this case. It is undisputed that neither of thest~ two parties
have any interest in. the real property that is at issue at the present time.

EEF' takes issue with. a Rule 54(b) certification 1 saying that it intends to appeal, and

s1:1ch

au appeal will have the effect of staying the underlying proceeding. EEF then tries to telate the
claims against the remaining Defendants to the dismissed clahns, as EEF ch\i.m.s that •'further

discovery" may reveal a grand scheme between all defendants, and its right to conduct such
discovery should trump all other activity in the case:
Galiano and Mason must have been an integral. part of the nefarious

behavior that occurred here, because it is Mason's failure to infonn Eagle Equity
Fund of the reconveyance (among other things), that has set these events into
motion. Further discovery into claims against Galiano and Mason could very well
moot the need it.)r review of the other claim.s. 3

1See Joim1ers in Motion for Issu1mce of Rule S4(b) filed on November 71\ November 121", and 13 111 ·
Defendants Fidelity and Chicago Title have not joined, but also are the only Defendants who have evidently setlled
with the Plaintiffs and filed a StipuJation for Dismissal and Entry of Judgment on May 12, 2014, which w11s granted
by l'he Court by Order entered on May IS, 2014.

2 Interest in the property either a') c·urrent owner, or thle insurer, titl.e agcnl: ot trustee under a deed oftru.1tee
or by statute.

Response to TitleOne's Motion for hisuance ot" 54(B) Certification and Motion to Quash Lis Pend<ms
(hcl'einafter "EEF's Response'') at' r,p. 3-4.
3

REPLY MEMORANDUM 1N SlJfPORTOF TITLt.:ONE CORl'ORA'TION'S MOTION t'OR
IS-41-UANCE OF 54(8) ,JUDGMENT AND SECOND RENl!:WED MO'J'.l()N T() QUASH US PENOENS • 3
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Assuming, for the sake of argument, that there is overlap between the claims against the

remaining Defendants and those claims that have now been dismissed, given how long this case
has gone on, and the discovery conducted thus far, a speculative assert.ion that fmther discovery

will reveal a grand scheme of conspiracy should not override what will be real prejudice to these
other Defendants by having to wait until June for a trial of this matter, Again, thi::; ci.,sc was
originally filed on June 5, 2013, almost a year and a half ago. ]be Second Amended Complaint

makes the following claims against Mason and GaHiano: Count V (Fraud and Fraudulent

C()nveyance); Count VI (Collusion to Default); COUNT VIII (UrtitL';t Bnrichmeut); COUNT JX
(Tortious Interference with Pro!ipective Economic Advantage); and COUNT XII (Breach of
Obligation to Pay). Plaintiffs have had plenty of time to pursue and obtain a judgnient against
Mason and Galliano, and it would seem. that especially on Count XII it would be relatively easy
to do so.
But again, for the sake of argument, let us assume that th.ere is indeed an overlap between
these remaining claims and the claims agai.nst the n.ow dismissed Defendants. If such an overlap

does exist, then there would be an associated potential for two trials and disparate results in the
event that this Court does not grant Rule 54(b) certification and a later appeal reverses the prior
rulings. It is exactly these grounds that Plaintiff itself already invoked in its own cause when it
sought. an immediate appeal early in this case. Plaintiff EEF it.self previously on sought to take
an immediate appeal pursuant to I.AR. 12 on February l S, 2014, of Judge Wil.per's decision

regarding the economic loss doctrine. 4 In taking that action, PlaintiffEET;, s'!a:ted:
Given that the Court. has dismissed the common law negligence claim
against TitleOne but has kept the claim for tortuous int.erference, it is possible that
the claim .for tortuous interference will go to a ju.ry without a.n optional claim of
negligence. If unsuccessful at trial) this means that an appeal on the n,igligence
4 Memorandum In Support of Motion for Perm.issi(m to Appeal tiled February ·1 s, 2014 (hereinafler
"Permissive Appeal Memo"). See: also Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion for .Pennlssion to Appeal filed F'ebrug.ry
26, 2014 {denying Motion without hearing and substantive discussion).

Rfi:l'L Y 'MEMORi\NDllM IN SUPl'ORT or T1TU:ONE CORPORATION 1S MO'l'ION t'OR
(SS1JANCt: OF' 54(B) JtltlGMENT AND SECOND RENEWED .MO'rtON TO QUASH LtS P'/£NDENS - 4
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claim. will occur after a trial. A reversal on appeal would reopen discovery; and
require a second trial for negligence with an entfrely different jury. Essentially,
this case would need to be litigated twice.
In the interest of judicial efficiency, and in the interest of avoiding
inconsistent verdicts of completely different juries, it seems that a paramount
concern is this case is getting all legitimate claims in front of the same jury. This
will avoid the possibility of inconsistent verdicts on the same case, avoid the
possibility of two different juries deciding a case, and avoid the possibihty of
litigating the case twice. 5

So, having taken the position when it suited EEF previously that the potential for an hnmediate
appeal would be in the interest of judicial efficiency and avoid a potential :for inconsistent
verdicts, EEF appears to be taking a different position now that the shoe is on the other foot. 6

On the contrary, the Court has now addressed the c.lahns thnt EEF has that surround its
reconveyed de.ed of tmst to the point where a critical mass of Defcndanto; who have been.
dismissed on this basis now exist.

This critical mass is what now justifies an He~pre5s

detennination that there is no just reason for delay" as required hy 54(b). <'The decision to grant
or deny a 54(b) certificate rests in the sound discretion of the tria) judge who is best able to
evaluate the situation." PHM Mortgage Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 637, 200
P.3d 1180, 1186 (2009), TitleOnc respectfully asserts that the motion to issue a final, certified
Judgment should be granted as a f-unction of this Court's discretion.

JU.

QUASHING THE LIS PENDENS IS APPPROPRIATE

EEF claims that. until EEF either wa.ivcs its right to appeal or fully adjudicates its appeal
rights, the /is pendens must remain in place. lt has been noted that "[t]he doctrine of lis pendens
applies tQ all suits or actions which directly affect real prope.rt.y." 54 C.J.S. Lis .Pe.ndens § 10

(emphasis added). Idaho's /is pendens statute seems to cmnport. with th.is notion:

-----~----,·~--

s Permissive Appeal Memo at 3.

6

Assuming the connection, of col1rse, between the di~missed claims ,md the related olaims that F.,EF is now

arg1dng.
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In an action a}lecting the title or the right of possession of real property, [a party]
may file for record with the recorder of the county in which the propt~rty or some
part thereof is situated, a notice of the pendency of the action, containing the
names of the parties, the ot~Ject of the action or defense, imd a description of the
property in that county affected thereby.
I.C. § 5-505 (emphasis added}. "The proper purpose of a /is pendem is to provide constructive
notice to third parties that an action affecting title to real property is pending.'} Berk'!ihire Inv.... ,

LLC v. Tay/at, 153 Idaho 73, 85, 278 P.3d 943, 955 (2012). Accordingly, "the doctri.ne of lis
pendens is wholly inapplicable" where the record establishes that "none of the property which
has been so encumbered is involved in the action ... " Eismann v. Miller, 101 Idaho 692, 697 n.6,
619 P.2d 1145, 1150 n.6 (1980). Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court has indicated that where
a party has "no legal right to the real property'' maintaining a /is pendens in the party's fav,)r is
not proper. Berk:shire 1 153 Idaho at 85, 278 P.3d at 955. Accordingly, the /is pendens must be
"dissolved and ordered expm1ged from the record." Id.
TitleOne acknowledges that where real property encumbered by a lis pendens is

genuinely at issue in a pending case, the general rule is that it "operates until the time t.o ask for
or seek an appeal has expired.'' 54 C.J.S. Lis Pendens § 30. However, after the entry of summary
judgment, a lis pcndens may be quashed where an. appeal by the filing party would be

"tmmerito.r.ious." Id. at § 33; See also Peery

v.

Superior Court1 633 P.2d 198, 203 (1981). ln

Peery, the court s1ated: "The patent lack of merit of an appeal from a sound judgment is

demonstrative of an appellant's improper purpose." Although the PeerJ' Court was interpreting a
California statute that set out the when and how a lis pendens should be quashed, it is inst1.1.1ctive
here.

It is instructive primarily because Idaho has 110 statutory author.ity addressing when and

how a lis penderLS should be quashed. But application of the A1rry Coul't's ''improper purpose"
rule would be in keeping with the Berkshire lnvs. and Eismann ruling as well as J.R.C.P. 11 's

prohibition against "frivolous filings" and filings made .for an ''improper purpose/' C:Y. Flying A

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Ol<" Tl'ru;ONE CORPORATION'S MO'l'JON FOR
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Ranch, Inc. v. Bd of Cnty. Comm 'rs for F1'emont Cnty., 156 Idaho 449, 328 P.3d 429, 433~34
(20] 4).

In this case, EEF's !ts pendens filing is frivolous and EE:F's argument to maintain its Its

pendens is being pursued for an im.proper purpose. EEF' s argument to maintain its tis pendens
filing is frivolous because EEF has no interest in the encumbered property and any argm11cnt that
EEF should or will have an interest is entirely unmeritoriou.';. Al.I Defendants who currently have
an interest in the property have. now been dismissed.

EEF has not eve.n articulated a theory by

which the reconveyed deed of trust could spring back into existence in contrast to the clear

language of Idaho Code Section 45-1203(4) that a forced reconveyance "in substantially the
form prescribed ... when recorded, shall constitute a reconveyance of the trnst deed identified
therein.~ irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure ...." (cmphao;is added).
And even if EEF had articulated such a means to reinstate that deed of tn:tst, EEF failed to

pn>duce evidence that there was any value in the real propc11y to secw·e the amount owing under
the associated pn,m.issory note. In other words, in the absence of proof of equity sufficient

ti,)

suppo.rt a second position deed of trust, EEF has never shown that .its claimed interest is actually
"affocting the title or the right of possession." 1.C. § 5-505.

Such a use of a !is pend.ens filing is improper because "la] lis pendens does not create a
lien. It gives notice of a pending lawsuit to subsequent purchasers or encumbranccrs of real
property." Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152 Ida.ho 215, 22\ 268 P.3d 1167, 1175 (2012). Where a

dispute over real ,PrO.Perty is functionally put to rest through settJe1nent~ judgment., or
otherwise-such as this matter cun·ently is-the /is pendens should be. quashed. See Jerry ../.

Joseph C.L.U. Ins. Ass., Inc. v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 557-58, 789 P.2d 1146, 1148-"49 (Ct.
App. 1990). The dispute here has been put to rest, or more aptly, never even was awa.ke., as EEF
simply has not pl-lt up even (a) one iota of plausible legal argument. t.heit. would allow the

REPI,YMEMORANDUM IN St.)PPORT OF Tl'rU:ON.t COR.PORA.'l"ION'S MOTION FOR
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disregarding or undoing of the effect of the February 2010 reconveynncc} which was to remove
that deed of trust as an encumbrance; or (b) any evidence that the property had value sufficient to
pay anything towards the underlying obligation secured by the second position deed oft.rust.
Additionally, EEF's /is penderu: filing is being mai11tained sjmply to interfere witJ1 Title

One and other form.er defendants' or worse yet, innocent purchasers', use of the encumbered real
property-an improper purpose. One can fofer as much from the May 5, 2014 letti'! that EEF;s

counsel appears to have caused to be sent to all of the curre.nt 0W11ers of the Galiano (n()W c:alfod
"Walnut Creek") subdivision, including at least two owners who indisputa.b.ly took title free and
cleat of that deed of trust:

It has come to our attention that various real estate websites have listed the
properties as pre-foreclosure. Although pre-foreclosure is not the nature of this
action, it should be noted that each property in the Walnut Creek Subdivision has
title subject to the pending claim by Eag1e Equity Fund. The claim stems directly
from tl,e alleged unlawful Reconveyance of Trugt Deed by TitleOne Corp. and in
conjunction with that claim a Lis Pendens has been filed with the Ada County
recorder. A Lis Pendens is a written and recorded notice that a lawsuit has l")(:en
· filed concerning a claim of ownership in real estate ....

Therefore, if it is your desire to sell your property at this time, the transfer
of your title will be subject to the Lis Pendens and Eagle Equity Fund retains any
and all rights as afforded by law in conjunction with the pending: court dedsion. 7
Yet at least two recipients of that letter Wldisputedly had come into title of a lot to which an
indisputable effective partial release of the Deed of Tr.ust had been given. 8

Such reckless

conduct creates an inference of abuse of the Court system and improper use of a lis pendens.
Accordingly, Title One respectfully requests that this Court grant Title One's motion to quash

EEF's .improper and frivolous /is pendens.

1 Se/i! Aftidavit of Cameron

McFaddan filed May 19, 2014 at Exhibit "A."

K-rbese two lots were: released as a function of a partil'll release that wns scp1wate and aport fr(m, the forced
reconvyance being challenged in this action. See Affidavit of Cameron McPaddan filed May 11>, 2014 at paras. 6
and 7 and Ex.hibit ''13."
REPl,Y Ml!~M.ORANDUM IN SUl'POltT OF TITLEONE CO~PORA'flON'S MOTION FOR
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CONCLUSION

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING, TitleOne respectfully requests that this Honorable
Court grant its Motion to certify in full and also quash the /is pendens.

DATED

thisi.t{tfy of November, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~ - /-

··---------..··-·------·-····"·
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
Individuat and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER

Defendants.

Prior orders have resolved all claims in this action except those brought by Plaintiff Eagle
Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") against Defendants Galiano LLC and Edward J. Mason. Defendant
TitleOne Corporation moves for final judgment on the resolved claims under I.R.C.P. 54(b).
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Defendants Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., DAS Investments,
LLC, and Corey Barton Homes, Inc. join TitleOne' s Rule 54(b) motion. EEF opposes it. The
motion was argued on November 26, 2014. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Court deemed
the motion moot, given the Court's decision, made on its own initiative, to sever EEF's claims
against Galiano and Mason from the resolved claims under I.R.C.P. 21, facilitating the entry of
final judgment on the resolved claims without recourse to I.R.C.P. 54(b). The Court told the
parties to expect a written decision detailing the Court's reasoning. This is that decision.
This action's background has been set forth in a number of prior decisions, the most recent
of which is the decision entered on October 24, 2014, granting summary judgment to Corey
Barton Homes. There is no need to repeat the background here. Reiterating the basics is
sufficient. The basics are as follows: (i) in 2006 EEF made a loan to Galiano, guaranteed by
Mason, taking as collateral a junior deed of trust to real property that was to be developed into a
residential subdivision; (ii) TitleOne improperly reconveyed EEF' s junior deed of trust in 2010,
while EEF's loan remained unpaid; (iii) the reconveyance was not detected by EEF until 2013;
(iv) in the meantime, most of the property that had been subject to EEF's reconveyedjunior deed
of trust was sold in a short sale approved by the senior lender; and (v) EEF asserts that Galiano
and Mason still have not repaid the loan and that the reconveyance damaged EEF by eliminating
or complicating its access to its loan collateral.
As a result of these basic events, EEF filed this broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013.
At least at that point, EEF regarded the reconveyance of its junior deed of trust, in the absence of
some other explanation for it, as suggesting a fraudulent plot by the various defendants to deprive
EEF of its junior lien. EEF failed, however, to substantiate the notion that the reconveyance was
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the product of deliberate wrongdoing rather than a mere mistake. EEF also failed to show any
equity in the property available to it as the junior lender.
The only claims still pending are those EEF brought against Galiano and Mason. One of
those claims is a garden-variety claim for loan collection. EEF also joined Galiano and Mason to
several of its mostly tort-type claims against the other defendants concerning the reconveyance.
Those claims do not seem to add anything to EEF' s case against Galiano and Mason, given that
they do not allow EEF a greater recovery than is available upon proof of its easier-to-prove claim
for loan collection. In any event, neither side has filed any dispositive motion on the claims
against Galiano and Mason. They are set for a trial beginning on June 1, 2015. (Scheduling
Order ,i 1.) The dispositive-motion deadline precedes the trial setting by approximately 90 days.
(Scheduling Order ,i 4(B).) Accordingly, dispositive motions are not due for another few months
(although earlier filing is, of course, permitted).
As already noted, now that the claims against every defendant other than Galiano and
Mason have been adjudicated, the defendants request a final judgment under I.R.C.P. 54(b).
EEF's argument against the motion is that a Rule 54(b) judgment would delay the adjudication of
its claims against Galiano and Mason. As EEF says, a Rule 54(b) judgment would divest the
Court of jurisdiction over its claims against Galiano and Mason once EEF appeals the Rule 54(b)
judgment, as it promises to do. See I.R.C.P. 54(b)(2). EEF would have the right to ask the Idaho
Supreme Court to restore that jurisdiction. See I.A.R. 13.4. There is no obvious reason the Idaho
Supreme Court would decline to do so, but restoration of this Court's jurisdiction is not
guaranteed. So, if the Court enters a Rule 54(b) judgment as the defendants request, it might be
quite some time before EEF's claims against Galiano and Mason can be adjudicated.
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For two reasons, EEF's concern about delay might be regarded as not particularly
compelling. First, as just noted, EEF can ask the Idaho Supreme Court to restore the divested
jurisdiction, and there is no reason to think the Idaho Supreme Court would not restore it. So, any
delay is likely to be short rather than long. Second, EEF has not acted quickly to adjudicate its
claims against Galiano and Mason, so its professed concern about delay rings somewhat hollow.
EEF's loan-collection claim in particular outwardly appears to be straightforward. Claims of that
type usually are resolved by motion rather than at trial. It is unclear why EEF has not yet sought
summary judgment on that claim ifEEF is truly concerned with avoiding delay.
Regardless, to do justice here, the Court need not attempt to predict whether the Idaho
Supreme Court would grant a motion to restore jurisdiction, nor need it determine whether EEF's
failure to move more quickly on its claims against Galiano and Mason should preclude it from
complaining about the potential for delay. Through a different approach than entering a Rule
54(b) judgment, the Court can give the defendants the immediate finality they seek ( and deserve)
without delaying the adjudication of EEF' s claims against Galiano and Mason. 1
That approach is an I.R.C.P. 21 severance of the claims against Galiano and Mason from
the already-resolved claims. Under that rule, "[a]ny claim against a party may be severed and
proceeded with separately." I.R.C.P. 21. Rule 21 's federal counterpart used to say exactly the
same thing, but it was rewritten in 2007 for stylistic purposes. The current federal wording" [t ]he court may also sever any claim against any party," Fed. R. Civ. P. 21-has the same

If the different approach the Court goes on to describe were not available, the Court would have
granted the motion for entry of a Rule 54(b) judgment, given the already-explained reasons for
concluding that EEF' s concern about delay is not particularly compelling.
1
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meaning as the prior wording. Fed. R. Civ. P. 21 advisory committee's note. Thus, in substance,
the federal and state versions of Rule 21 are the same, despite their stylistic differences.
Accordingly, in the absence ofldaho case law delimiting the scope of the severance power for
which the Idaho version of Rule 21 provides, case law applying the federal version of Rule 21 can
be consulted. See, e.g., Martin v. Hoblit, 133 Idaho 372,376 n. 3,987 P.2d 284,288 n. 3 (1999);

Obendorf v. Terra Hug Spray Co., 145 Idaho 892,897, 188 P.3d 834,839 (2008).
The title of both the Idaho and federal versions of Rule 21-"Misjoinder and nonjoinder
of parties"-might suggest that severance is permissible only in instances of misjoinder. But that
is not true. A Rule 21 severance may be ordered for other judicial-administration purposes, even
in the absence of a misjoinder. E.g., 4 James Wm. Moore et al., Moore's Federal Practice §
21.02(1) (3d ed. 2007) ("The courts have properly concluded that they may issue orders under
Rule 21 even in the absence of misjoinder and non-joinder of parties, to construct a case for the
efficient administration of justice."); William W. Schwarzer et al., Federal Civil Procedure

Before Trial,§ 16.161 (Nat. Ed.) ("Although FRCP 21 is entitled 'Misjoinder and Nonjoinder of
Parties,' the ability to sever claims under Rule 21 is not limited to curing misjoinder of parties.");
1 Business & Commercial Litigation in Federal Courts§ 13:40 (3d ed.) ("The court may also
order severance under Rule 21 ... not only to deal with misjoinder issues, but also to organize
problematical issues other than joinder problems.") (internal quotation marks omitted); Tredo v.

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 2014 WL 5092741, at *3 (D. N.J. Oct. 10, 2014) ("Although Rule
21 is most commonly invoked to sever parties improperly joined under Rule 20, the Rule may
also be invoked to prevent prejudice or promote judicial efficiency.") (internal quotation marks
omitted); Doe Iv. Boy Scouts ofAm., 2014 WL 345641, at *2 (D. Idaho Jan. 30, 2014) ("[E]ven if
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parties and claims have been properly joined, a court may, in its discretion, sever claims to
comport with principles of fundamental fairness or avoid prejudice to the parties or jury
confusion.") (internal quotation marks omitted).
A court's discretion to sever claims under Rule 21 is "broad." E.g., Boy Scouts, 2014 WL
345641, at *2; Tredo, 2014 WL 5092741, at *3; 1 Business & Commercial Litigation in Federal
Courts § 13 :40 (3d ed.) ("A court has broad discretion in ruling on a request for severance under

Rule 21, and considerations of delay and prejudice are relevant."). Indeed, construing Rule 21 to
grant the district courts broad discretion to determine when severance serves the ends of justice is
in keeping with LR. C.P. 1. That rule provides for the civil rules to be "liberally construed to
secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action," I.R.C.P. 1, and the Idaho
Supreme Court has applied that dictate in considering the scope of a different power (the power to
add parties at any time) conferred on the district courts by Rule 21. Holmes v. Henderson Oil Co.,
102 Idaho 214,216, 628 P.2d 1048, 1050 (1981).
That the discretion conferred by Rule 21 is broad is further evidenced by the rule's text,
which confirms the district courts' power to act on their own motion. I.R.C.P. 21 (providing that
"parties may be dropped or added by order of the court on motion of any party or of its own
initiative"). A Rule 21 severance can be ordered on the district court's own motion. E.g., 1
Business & Commercial Litigation in Federal Courts§ 13:40 (3d ed.) ("The court may also order

severance under Rule 21 on its own motion .... "); Official Comm. of Unsecured Creditors v.
Shapiro, 190 F.R.D. 352, 355 (E.D. Pa. 2000) (holding that Rule 21 "explicitly provides authority

to sever parties sua sponte").
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In an exercise of its broad discretion under Rule 21, the Court, acting on its own motion,
severs the claims against Galiano and Mason from the already-resolved claims.
Severance addresses EEF's potential-for-delay argument against entering a Rule 54(b)
judgment. A Rule 21 severance turns one action into two separate, independent actions. E.g.,
Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial,§ 16.163 (Nat. Ed.) ("Severance under FRCP 21 creates

two separate actions or suits where previously there was but one. Where a single claim is severed
from a suit, it proceeds as a discrete, independent action and the court may render a final,
appealable judgment in the resulting action not-withstanding the continued existence of
unresolved claims in the other."). Severing the claims against Galiano and Mason from the rest of
this action creates a second action. Neither action depends on the other for purposes of finality, as
"[d]eterminations of claims that are severed pursuant to Rule 21 are final and appealable without
the need for certification under Rule 54(b) .... " Shapiro, 190 F.R.D. at 354. So, the severance
obviates the need for a Rule 54(b) certificate of finality with respect to the already-resolved
claims. Those claims now comprise a distinct action, which has been adjudicated and can
proceed directly to judgment, without need to invoke Rule 54(b). Consequently, the defendants
obtain the relief they deserve-entry of a final judgment, without need to await the adjudication
of EEF's claims against Galiano and Mason. And EEF is not burdened with any potential delay
in the adjudication of those claims.
The Court would not take this step if there were a meaningful overlap, for purposes of
appellate review, between the two pieces into which the Court is splitting this action. The new
action will consist simply of the unresolved claims against Galiano and Mason, by far the most
significant of which is EEF's loan-collection claim. The claims against Galiano and Mason also
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include some of the mostly tort-type theories EEF unsuccessfully pursued against the other
defendants, but, as already noted, those theories do not appear to be material to EEF' s case against
Galiano and Mason and appear unlikely to be pursued further by EEF, severance or no severance.
Indeed, those other theories do not increase the stakes of the litigation between EEF on one hand
and Galiano and Mason on the other; EEF could not possibly be entitled to more in damages for
wrongful reconveyance of its junior deed of trust-its loan collateral-than the amount due on the
loan secured by the junior deed of trust. Moreover, those other theories are significantly more
difficult to prove, with no present indication that EEF is remotely capable of proving them. The
Court therefore expects them to simply drop out of the equation.
What the Court is doing, in reality, is splitting the case into a loan-collection piece and a
wrongful-reconveyance piece. Doing so has the benefit of advancing both sides' legitimate
objectives-a benefit that can be achieved without complicating the judicial administration of
these disputes, at either the district-court level or the appellate level. It was perfectly proper for
EEF to join the loan-collection piece and the wrongful-reconveyance piece in a single action, but
their continued joinder has begun to present administrative problems that will be alleviated by
splitting them. The Court therefore will split them.
The claims against the defendants other than Galiano and Mason, which have been
resolved, will proceed directly to judgment. They will continue to be administered under the
existing case number. The judgment entered along with this order will trigger the fee-and-cost
deadlines specified in the Procedural Order Regarding Applications for Costs and Attorney Fees
that was entered on May 29, 2014.
The claims against Galiano and Mason will be administered under a new case number to
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be assigned by the Clerk of Court.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that EEF's claims against Galiano and Mason are severed from the rest
of this action. Because the severance splits this action into two separate actions, the Clerk of
Court is directed to (i) open a new case for EEF's claims against Galiano and Mason (with the
sole parties to that new case being EEF as plaintiff and Galiano and Mason as defendants), (ii)
assign a new case number to that case, (iii) give notice of the new case number to counsel for EEF
and to counsel for Galiano and Mason, (iv) assign the new case to the undersigned judge, and (v)
create a new case file for the new case. The new case file initially shall consist of the following
documents: (1) the Revised Second Amended Complaint filed by EEF on February 11, 2014; (2)
the Scheduling Order entered on June 20, 2014; (3) the Answer to Revised Second Amended
Complaint filed by Galiano and Mason on June 27, 2014; and (4) this order. No filing fee shall be
charged in connection with opening the new case.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the new action created by this severance order shall be
governed by the Scheduling Order entered in this action on June 20, 2014.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this action's caption shall be amended to no longer
make reference to Galiano and Mason.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED TitleOne's motion for entry of a Rule 54(b)judgment
Goined by Alliance Title, RBC, DAS, and Corey Barton Homes) is moot.

,~

Dated this _\_ day of December 2014.
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~ Facsimile

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-61h Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: (877) 655-5286

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile
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Richard W. Mollerup
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W Front St, Ste 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St, Ste 200
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
)() Facsimile

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
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DEC -1 2015

~ ~"' ~ i i )

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTI! nJDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.

JUDGMENT

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
All claims brought by Plaintiffs Eagle Equity Fund, LLC and Daniel Thompson are
dismissed with prejudice, with no award of relief to either of them.
The Notice of Lis Pendens recorded on June 5, 2013, with the Ada County Recorder as
Instrument Number 113070951 is quashed.

JUDGMENT-I
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'

The Amended Notice of Lis Pendens recorded on August 26, 2013, with the Ada County
Recorder as Instrument Number 113097443 is quashed.
The Second Amended Notice of Lis Pendens recorded on December 10, 2013, with the
Ada County Recorder as Instrument Number 113132209 is quashed.

JUDGMENT-2
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CERTI,ATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this_{_ day of December 2014, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:

David T. Krueck
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
101 S Capitol Blvd, Ste 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E Iron Eagle Dr, Ste 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Fax: (208) 938-9504

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
t>4' Facsimile

Thomas E. Dvorak
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: (208) 388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~ Facsimile

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-61h Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Fax: (877) 655-5286

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83 707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

JUDGMENT-3
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Richard W. Mollerup
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W Front St, Ste 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: (208) 336-9712

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St, Ste 200
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

JUDGMENT-4

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
~Facsimile

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Electronic Mail
i() Facsimile
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NO·---~~~---FlLEo
n

A.M·----.r.M

THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (ISB #7221)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1943262_1

CriRlSTOPHER 0. RiCH, Clerk
By l<.ATF'ONA.THlESSEN
J};T·t_q-,v

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY

Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

Id

DEC 15 2014

(6014-56)

DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

C: '.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

TITLEONE'S SECOND
APPLICATION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND
TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR AN
AWARD OF ATTORNEYS FEES
PURSUANT TO SECTION 12-123

Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel
of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby applies and moves this Court pursuant to Rules 11
and 54 of the IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, Idaho Code§§ 12-121, 12-123 and 48-608 for

TITLEONE'S SECOND APPLICATION AND MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -1
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•
an order awarding TitleOne its reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred m obtaining
judgment against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson.
This Second Application and Motion is supported by the Court's record and files herein,
Defendants' Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, and the Second Affidavit of
Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, filed contemporaneously herewith,
and by Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, and the Affidavit of Thomas E.
Dvorak in Support of Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, filed on January
3, 2014, all of which are incorporated herein by this reference as though set forth in full.
REQUEST FOR HEARING AND NOTICE UNDER§ 12-123(2)
Specifically, as to Idaho Code § 12-123(2)(b), it is requested that a hearing be set and
conducted and prior notice given to the Plaintiffs and their Counsel of record and other affected
parties in accordance with the statutory requirements:
An award of reasonable attorney's fees may be made [per 12-123] by the court
upon the motion of a party to a civil action, but only after the court does the
following:

(i) Sets a date for a hearing to determine whether particular conduct was
frivolous; and
(ii) Gives notice of the date of the hearing to each party or counsel of
record who allegedly engaged in frivolous conduct and to each party
allegedly adversely affected by frivolous conduct; and
(iii) Conducts the hearing to determine if the conduct was frivolous,
whether any party was adversely affected by the conduct if it is found to
be frivolous, and to determine if an award is to be made, the amount of
that award. . .. [T]he court shall allow the parties and counsel of record
involved to present any other relevant evidence at the hearing.
DATED this Jiday of December, 2014.

TITLEONE'S SECOND APPLICATION AND MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
t 11f
~Ce,,../Jf!J\
I hereby certify that on this~ day ofblQvember, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von JOhnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

Hand Delivery
\../'Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_ Hand Delivery
\......-"Facsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_ Hand Delivery
...__...Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_ Hand Delivery
J'Facsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O.Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_ Hand Delivery
_vacsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

Hand Delivery
\,-Facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

_

Hand Delivery
\../Facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
~

_Th_o...,,..~---~-.~D'c;_v~-::~V:t~_(,,
_ _ _ _ _ __

TITLEONE'S SECOND APPLICATION AND MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 3
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THOMAS E. DVO~ (ISB #5043)
ANGELA M. REED (I~B #7221)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
1943262_1

• i40.------:~~-=---FiL~'.~
2;, O
A.M.---DEC 1 5 2014
Ghf.'.;1;;'.!"tOPHER D. RiCH, Clerk
By r<.O..TH!'.'lA Tl '.!ESSEN

O!iP,rr,

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
$TATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSQN, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV OC 1310112

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
THOMAS E. DVORAK IN
SUPPORT OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES

TITLEONE CORPO.lATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELI1'Y NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title,& Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporatio1', ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RB~ Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a Califomi!a corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown ilfl.dividuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss
)
County of Ada
THOMAS E. DVORAK, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 1
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1.

I am onf of the attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne").

2.

I was ~rincipally responsible for handling the litigation in the above-captioned
I

matter and am ther9fore well informed as to the items charged in TitleOne's Second
Memorandum of Cost~ and Attorneys' Fees ("Second Memorandum") and Exhibit "A" hereto.
I

3.

To the ~est of my knowledge and belief, the items of costs and attorneys' fees

stated in the Second ~emorandum and the attached Exhibit "A" are correct and in compliance
i'

with Rule 54 of the IDtHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE ("I.R.C.P.").
4.

Additiopally, such fees and costs were necessary, exceptional, reasonably

incurred, and should ir the interests of justice be assessed against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson
("Thompson"), Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, and/or their counsel of record. The portion of
!

the award for which i11ompson is jointly and severally liable should be limited to the amount
I

incurred to secure

hisl' earlier dismissal from the case, as set forth in Exhibit "A" to the prior

Memorandum of Cost and Attorneys Fees filed on January 2, 2004, 1 as modified by an Erratum
filed on January 3, 20~4, i.e., $8,441.95. That early filing was based upon a December 19, 2013
I

Judgment that dismisted the Complaint as plead by Daniel Thompson. At a January 2014
hearing on Plaintiffs' ¥otion to Disallow Costs and Fees, Judge Wilper indicated that he would
'

hold the Application ~ran Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees in abeyance until all issues in
the lawsuit had been ~esolved and that the parties would need to notice the matter for hearing
I

again. Judge Wilper confirmed this direction in a written February 28, 2014 Memorandum
I

Decision and Order tjn Various Motions.

In a May 29, 2014 Procedural Order Regarding

!
!

Applications for Cost, and Attorneys Fees, the current presiding judge ruled that it would take
I

1 It appears this previous Eijbit "A" may have been inadvertently attached to my Affidavit instead ofto the
Memorandum of Fees and osts as was intended. I acknowledge this prior error, bring it to the Court's attention,
and also point out that the i corporation language contained in the memorandum did incorporate the Affidavit,
which would impliedly inc rporate the attachment. In any event, the Affidavit and Memorandum were submitted
together as part of an integ ated package of filings.
I

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF T10MAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 2
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I

the same approach as ~udge Wilper on all future applications for costs and attorneys fees, saying
"All applications for

°f

sts and attorney fees will be considered timely filed within 14 days after

the entry of final jud~ent (but may be filed earlier). All motions to disallow must be filed by
the later of 14 days lafter (i) entry of final judgment or (ii) service of the costs-and-fees
application the movantl asks to be disallowed. Once these periods for filing applications for costs
I

and attorneys fees an4 motions to disallow have passed, a single hearing will be held on all
I

motions to disallow."
5.

I

An accfrate description and itemization of the costs incurred and the time and

activities spent in purs~ing and defending this case is attached to this Affidavit. For the sake of
I

simplicity, that amoun~ includes the $8,441.95 listed above, and in any event, Eagle Equity Fund
I

should be jointly and stverally liable with Mr. Thompson for said amount.
!

6.

This a~davit, and the Second Memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith

demonstrate that a baJis for the requested award of fees and costs exists under Rule 11 of the
!

I

Idaho Rules of Civil Ptocedure, I.C. §§ 12-121, 12-123 and 48-608(5), as more fully set forth in
TitleOne's Second Mtjnorandum.
I

i

7.

The feef were charged on an hourly basis and the amount charged per hour by

counsel was reasonabl+ and customary.
8.

The un4ersigned has been practicing law for twenty (20) years and has extensive

experience in complex! commercial issues. I charge $235.00 per hour, which is below my usual
I

and customary rate for services of this type of currently $290.00 an hour, but I agreed to this rate
as an accommodation

a long-time client and its insurer. 2

2 Lisa Nicholas i a paralegal at Givens Pursley with twenty-two (22) years of legal experience. She
charges $110.00 per hour. hat rate is, if anything, below market level for paralegals of Ms. Nicholas' experience.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OFT OMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES- 3
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9.

Mr. Jud on B. Montgomery has been practicing law for approximately twenty-one

(21) years, focusing e tensively on real estate matters, such as those at issue in this case. Mr.
Montgomery charged t235.00 per hour, which is also below his usual rate, but he agreed to this
I

for similar reasons to iine.
10.

Ms. An~ela M. Reed performed the bulk of the work on this case. Ms. Reed has
I

i

been practicing law fo~ approximately ten (10) years. Her practice focuses almost exclusively on
i

real estate matters in ~oth the transactional and litigation context. While she was an associate,
Ms. Reed charged $18r.oo per hour at Givens Pursley, which is below her usual rate and part of
I

the accommodation nqted above. When she became a partner on January 1, 2014, she began
!

I

billing her time at $23! per hour on this matter. I believe that this rate is commensurate with her
experience, with other ~ttorneys of similar experience in this market, and with the value her work
I

brought to the presentafion ofTitleOne's defense in this matter.
I

11.

Mr. Alf McLaughlin has been practicing law for six (6) years. Mr. McLaughlin
!

demonstrated a clear Icp.owledge of the issues addressed and charges $185.00 per hour at Givens
Pursley. This rate is ctjnsistent with the market for attorneys of similar experience.
I
!

Rule 54(e)(3) Factors for Attorneys' Fees Award

I

i

12.

As to ~e reasonableness of the amount of fees and costs sought, the undersigned

has properly taken intp consideration the following factors with regard to the fees requested:
'

(1) the time and labo~ required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the questions; (3) the skill
I

i

requisite to perform ~e legal service properly and the experience and ability of the attorney in
the particular field of lfw; (4) the prevailing charges for like work; (5) whether the fee is fixed or
contingent; (6) the tim~ limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case; (7) the
I

amount involved and ~e results obtained; (8) the undesirability of the case; (9) the nature and
I

I

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THrMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 4
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length of the professio al relationship with the client; (10) awards in similar cases; and (11) the
reasonable cost of autoratic legal research.
i

13.

The factors most relevant to the reasonableness of the attorneys' fees and costs
'

sought and the method lof computation will be addressed in tum.
I

i

14.

Time 4d Labor Required.

The time and labor required to bring this suit to

resolution was signific~t. The Plaintiffs alleged liability in excess of seven figures. While the
Court dismissed Thompson from the suit at the outset of this case, it took an extensive amount of
I

time to draft the briefiflg necessary to weave through the multitude of counts Plaintiffs alleged
!

against TitleOne. Likerise, due to the number of claims brought by Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund,
I

LLC, it took significrt work and research by counsel for TitleOne to research and draft
I

arguments for the disrtjissal of said claims. The numbers of parties that Plaintiffs elected to sue
also compounded the Jme required to manage and adequately track the progress of this case so
I

as to fully defend Tit,eOne's interests. The amount of time and resources expended on that
I

endeavor is commensurate with the amount sought by TitleOne here.
15.

The Ski 1 Involved in Resolvin the Issues at bar was Si

ificant/Char es for Like

Work. Litigating this ~atter required a great deal of skill from each attorney and was research
and drafting intensive) Thompson and Eagle Equity raised a multitude of legal theories that,
i

while not incredibly ~mplicated in and of themselves, took an inordinate amount of time to
i

analyze and discuss.
16.

The Rtsult Obtained.

The result obtained by TitleOne was significant.

Thompson was dismis~ed from this suit entirely early on and now TitleOne has obtained a final
judgment against Plai1*iffs on all counts of Plaintiffs' Complaint.
I

17.

Length ff Legal and Professional Relationship With Client. TitleOne has been a

client of Givens Pursle~ for in excess of a decade.
I

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OFT OMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 5
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18.

In addifon to the attorneys' fees and costs expended during the litigation of this
'

matter, I spent several! hours preparing the briefing relating to the Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees and thfs affidavit.
I

19.

As not~d in my prior affidavit, determining the amount of fees expended on

dismissing Plaintiff D~el Thompson's claim versus the amount of fees spent on the motion to
dismiss Eagle Equity'sl claims is not required by the rules as Mr. Thompson should be jointly and
severally liable for fee~ to date (as he jointly brought all such claims). However, due to the fact
'
!

that Mr. Thompson's l~ck of standing in this matter is so clear, most of the work done has been
I

on the merits of the other claims, as there is no standing argument against Eagle Equity Fund,
I

LLC. Accordingly, 1[itle0ne believes twenty-five percent (25%) of the total costs and fees
i

claimed to date of Ju4gment against Mr. Thompson on December 29, 2013, represents a fair
proportion of fees and posts for Mr. Thompson to bear.
!

20.

TitleOn~'s Second Application for Costs and Attorneys' Fees and Second
i
i

Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, filed contemporaneously herewith, as well as
I
I

Defendant's Applicat~on for Costs and Attorneys' Fees and Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees, an~ the Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of Defendants'
Memorandum of Cost~ and Attorneys' Fees, filed on January 3, 2014, are all incorporated herein
I

by this reference as th9ugh set forth in full.
21.

In ligh~ of the foregoing, the costs and attorneys' fees were reasonable and

necessarily incurred inl resolving the dispute and bringing about a successful result for TitleOne.
Consequently, Title

of

e respectfully asks that the Court award the full amount of fees and costs

I

requested in TitleOne'' Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
I

I

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TtMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND AITORNEYS' FEF8- 6
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Thomas E. Dvorak

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 12th day of December, 2014 .
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Residing at: Meridian, Ada County, Idaho
Commission Expires: 1/27/19
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this /21:{ay o f ~ ~ O l 4 , I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. VonJOhnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_

Hand Delivery
0"acsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_

Hand Delivery
\....-Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_ Hand Delivery
___yacsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P .0. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.•

_

Hand Delivery
'--Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
l.--Facsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
.__Facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

£Lf}t!j/"~

~

Thomas E. Dvorak
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TitleOne / Litigation: Eagle Equity ( 6014 / 56)

Date

ID

Hours/
Type Status Quantity

Rate

6/12/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.20

235.00

6/13/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

6/14/2013
6/20/2013
6/25/2013
6/27/2013

TED
TED
TED
TED

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
0.50
0.20
0.80

235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

7/9/2013
7/10/2013
7/10/2013
7/10/2013
7/11/2013
7/22/2013

TED
AMR
AMR
SLC
TED
AMR

Fee
Fee
Fee
Cost
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
5.20
0.40
1.00
0.90
0.80

235.00
190.00
0.00
66.00
235.00
190.00

7/22/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

7/23/2013 LN1

Fee

Billed

1.50

110.00

7/24/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

1.80

190.00

7/24/2013 LN1

Fee

Billed

2.20

110.00

7/24/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.50

235.00

7/26/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

7/29/2013
7/31/2013
7/31/2013
7/31/2013
8/9/2013
8/9/2013
8/12/2013
8/19/2013
8/19/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
0.90
1.80
1.00
2.50
1.20
0.30
1.70
0.30

235.00
110.00
110.00
757.77
190.00
110.00
235.00
190.00
235.00

TED
LN1
LN1
AMR
AMR
LN1
TED
AMR
TED

Fee
Fee
Fee
Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Amount Description

282.00 Legal research on applicable statute of limitations on indemnification/ negligence claim against post
closing services (.8); review complaint (.4).
305.50 Review complaint (.2); telephone conference with Cameron McFadden and Mark Tidd regarding same
(.5); legal research on statute of limitations for liability created by statute (.6).
70.50 Communicate regarding lis pendens with client and interview of notary on reconveyance.
117.50 Telephone conference with Fidelity's counsel Erin Stines regarding status and strategy.
4 7 .00 Review court website ( .1 ); update client ( .1 ).
188.00 Review status (.1 ); draft motion to disqualify Judge Hansen (.1 ); draft notice of appearance (.1 ); draft
budget and strategy summary (.5).
70.50 Communicate with opposing counsel David Fogg regarding extension of time to answer.
988.00 Draft letter to Wendy Keenan re: strategy and budget.
0.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft letter to W. Keenan.
66.00 Ada County Clerk of Court - Filing Fee
211.50 Review and revise status and strategy report.
152.00 Telephone conference with C. McFaddan re: obtaining copies of title history (.6); Office conference with
L. Nicholas re: Nevada subpoena process (.2).
188.00 Review and outline motion to dismiss (.4 ); review strategy for depositions ducas tecum in Nevada of
processing company (.4).
165.00 Perform research regarding taking deposition and obtaining documents in the State of Nevada (1.2);
meeting with T. Dvorak and A. Reed to discuss how to proceed in obtaining documents and when to
take deposition of out of state deponents and local parties (.3).
342.00
Office conference with T. Dvorak re: task items (.3); Telephone conference with Fidelity's counsel re:
documents (.3); Telephone conference with Heidi Emery re: post-closing services background (.8);
Office conference with L. Nicholas re: subpoenas to post closing services and reconveyance inc ( . 4 .
242.00 Continue research on how to subpoena documents from Nevada entity (.9); begin preparation of
subpoena to Reconveyance, Inc. and Post Closing, Inc (1.3).
352.50 Analyze strategy and necessary discovery (.8); telephone conference Erin Stiles attorney for Fidelity
regarding informal discovery from fidelity (.3); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding
status (.4).
117.50 Receive and review appearance by Fidelity (.2); office conference regarding scheduling of depositions
(.3).
70.50 Outline necessary discovery.
99.00 Review documents relating to Galiano for privilege.
198.00 Bates No. documents provided by TitleOne relating to Galiano and prepare binder of same.
757.77 West Law Research for July
475.00 Review transaction history for Galileo Subdivision provided by client.
132.00 Work on subpoena duces tecum of Reconveyance Co., Post Closing, etc.
70.50 Office conference regarding extension of time to respond.
323.00 Draft subpoenas to Resource, Inc., Post-Closing Services, and Alliance.
003238
70.50 Review status (.1 ); telephone conference Mark Tidd regarding same (.2).
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8/20/2013 AMR Fee
8/20/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

2.80
0.70

190.00
235.00

8/21/2013
8/22/2013
8/22/2013
8/22/2013
8/26/2013
8/26/2013

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.10
0.60
2.10
0.70
1.50
0.50

110.00
190.00
110.00
235.00
190.00
235.00

8/27/2013 AMR Fee
8/28/2013 AMR Fee
8/28/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

5.00
5.50
2.10

190.00
190.00
110.00

8/28/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

8/29/2013
8/29/2013
8/29/2013
8/30/2013
8/30/2013

AMR
AMR
TED
LN1
TED

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

3.80
0.50
0.60
1.20
0.90

190.00
190.00
235.00
110.00
235.00

8/30/2013
8/30/2013
8/31/2013
9/3/2013

AMR
LN1
LN1
AMR

Cost
Cost
Cost
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

149.87
281.60
22.35
190.00

Fee

Billed

1.40

110.00

9/3/2013 TED Fee
9/4/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

0.60
6.00

235.00
190.00

9/4/2013 TED Fee
9/5/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

1.80
7.50

235.00
190.00

9/5/2013 TED Fee

Billed

2.00

235.00

9/6/2013 AMR Fee
9/6/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

2.50
2.30

190.00
110.00

9/6/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.80

235.00

LN1
AMR
LN1
TED
AMR
TED

9/3/2013 LN1

532.00 Continue drafting Subpoenas.
164.50 Review and revise subpoenas and letter to Erin Stines regarding same (.4); review information on
status of Idaho Fidelity and Transaction Entities (.3).
121.00 Perform further legal research of local rules in Nevada regarding obtaining subpoena in Nevada.
114.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: foreign subpoenas.
231.00 Finalize subpoenas with exhibits and notice of intent letter to serve upon opposing counsel.
164.50 Review and revise subpoenas to post closing services, alliance, and Ticor.
285.00 Begin drafting memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
117.50 Telephone conference Erin Stine regarding status (.4); office conference regarding motion to dismiss
( .1 ).
950.00 Continue drafting Motion to Dismiss; conduct research re: economic loss doctrine.
1,045.00 Continue drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss.
231.00
Telephone call clerk regarding hearing on motions to dismiss and quash (.3); prepare notice of hearing
(.2); prepare motions for both (.4); begin memorandum in support of motion to quash (1.2).
117.50 Review caselaw on economic damage rule as applicable to loss of an interest under a deed of trust( .4 ); office conference regarding same ( .1 ).
722.00 Finish drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss.
95.00 Telephone conference with client and T. Dvorak re: Zillner DOT and Pioneer subpoena.
141.00 Review and revise motion to dismiss memorandum.
132.00 Prepare Nevada subpoena (1.0); prepare correspondence to clerk of the court (.2).
211.50 Office conference regarding motion to dismiss (.1 ); telephone conference Cameron McFadden,
regarding status (.3); telephone conference Erin Stines regarding extension (.2); review and revise
motion to dismiss (.3).
149.87 West Law Research for August
281.60 NV Court - Clark County Courthouse fee for Opening case to obtain subpoena
22.35 Accurint - Client Electronic Search - 1 Person Search, 1 Relatives Search, 1 Associates Search
570.00 Finish drafting Motion to Dismiss (1.3); begin drafting Motion to Quash (1.2); review Pioneer subpoena
(.3); make arrangements for service of subpoena (.2).
154.00
Finalize subpoena to Pioneer Title (.5); affidavit for custodian of records and letter to Pioneer Title (.9).
141 .00 Office conference regarding memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
1,140.00 Research re: tortuous interference with contract; finish drafting memorandum in support of motion t dismiss and memorandum in support of motion to quash.
423.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
1,425.00 Conduct research re: propriety of lis pendens in action fo money damages and constructive trust (1.7);
draft memoranda in support of motions to dismiss and quash (5.8).
470.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion to dismiss (.9); office conference regarding same
(.3); draft e-mail to Wendy Keenan and Cameron McFadden regarding same (.2); telephone
conference Erin Stines, Fidelity Attorney regarding same (.3); communicate with Erin Stines regarding
scheduling of hearing and strategy (.3).
475.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak; finalize motion to quash/dismiss.
253.00 Finalize motion to quash, motion to dismiss and all supporting documents (2.0); prepare for and file
with court (.3).
423.00
Review and revise memorandum in support of lis pendens (1.5); office conference regarding same (.3).
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9/10/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

0.50

190.00

95.00

9/10/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

94.00

9/11/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

188.00

9/13/2013 TED Fee
9/16/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
1.20

235.00
110.00

94.00
132.00

9/23/2013 AMR Fee
9/23/2013 LN1 Fee
9/24/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.20
1.70
1.40

190.00
110.00
110.00

38.00
187 .00
154.00

9/24/2013
9/26/2013
9/30/2013
10/1/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
0.50
1.00
2.20

50.00
235.00
302.66
110.00

50.00
117.50
302.66
242.00

LN1
TED
AMR
LN1

Cost
Fee
Cost
Fee

10/7/2013 TED Fee
10/15/2013 AMR Fee
10/15/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.40
0.70
1.10

235.00
190.00
235.00

94.00
133.00
258.50

10/16/2013 JBM Fee
10/17/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
8.50

235.00
190.00

70.50
1,615.00

10/18/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

8.20

190.00

1,558.00

10/18/2013 LN1

Fee

Billed

7.10

110.00

781.00

10/18/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.40

235.00

329.00

10/20/2013 AMR Fee
10/20/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

3.90
0.50

190.00
235.00

741.00
117.50

10/21/2013 AMR Fee
10/21/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

3.20
1.80

190.00
235.00

608.00
423.00

10/22/2013 JBM Fee
10/22/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
0.40

235.00
235.00

47.00
94.00

10/23/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

188.00

10/24/2013 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

23.77

Telephone conference with opposing counsel re: request for extension (.3); Telephone conference with
C. McFaddan re: request for extension (.1 ); follow-up call with opposing counsel re: extension (.1 ).
Office conference regarding whether to grant plaintiffs request for a stipulated continuance ( .1 );
telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding same (.3).
Telephone conference Jon Ward regarding his representation of title company and documents he
wants (.4); telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding same (.2); review and revise discovery
requests (.2).
Telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding discovery and status.
Telephone call with clerk of the court regarding motion date (.3); prepare notices of vacating and
resetting the TitleOne's Motions and serve on all parties (.9).
Office conference with L. Nicholas re: RFP to Alliance.
Prepare request for production of documents to Alliance Title (1.4 ); prepare notice of service (.3).
Telephone call to multiple process servers to obtain server to serve subpoenas in Nevada (.6); prepare
letter to Nevada process server (.3); prepare documents for service by same (.5).
Constable Thurston - Cost to serve 2 Subpoenas
~
Review and revise discovery to alliance title.
._,.
September West Law Research
Work on researching the location new location of Reconveyance Inc and Post Closing Department on
the internet and secretary websites (1.6). Locate and talk to new constable regarding service (.6).
Review status of motion to dismiss (.1 ); review Fidelity's motion to dismiss and joinder (.3).
Review Alliance Subpoena and send same to C. McFaddan for review and response.
Receive and review opposition to motion to dismiss and motion to quash (.9); office conference
regarding same (.2).
Conference with T. Dvorak re: case status.
Review opposing counsel's memoranda in opposition to TitleOne's motions to dismiss and quash (1.2);
outline response (1.5); conduct research for response (4.5); begin drafting response (1.3).
Continue drafting reply memorandum in support of motion to dismiss and motion to quash and
memorandum in opposition to motion to amend.
Prepare affidavits of A. Reed and Cameroon McFaddan (3.1 ); prepare exhibits (3.2); prepare
documents for filing with court (.3); prepare for service (.2); serve (.3).
A
Office conference regarding reply brief (.2); review and revise reply brief in support of motion to disf9
and motion to quash (.9); telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding discovery (.3).
Prepare for motion to dismiss/motion to quash argument.
Legal research on statute of limitations for statutory liabilities (.3); draft e-mail regarding research and
Knudson case (.2).
Prepare for and attend hearing.
Attend motion to dismiss argument (.9); draft summary of same (.4); attention to discovery (.2);
telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding communication on threatened preliminary
injunction (.3).
Conference with A. Reed re: plaintiff's motion to amend.
Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding response to threat of TRO and preliminary
injunction (.3); draft e-mail in response (.1 ).

Draft e-mail regarding status and strategy and receive and review correspondence regarding attempt to
seek TRO and Preliminary Injunction (.5); office conference regarding same (.1 ); draft response (.2).
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23.77 FedEx shipment on 9/24 to Constable Thurston, Mequite, MV

10/24/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
10/25/2013 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.40

21.42
235.00

10/31/2013
10/31/2013
11/4/2013
11/4/2013
11/5/2013
11/6/2013
11/6/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
1.00
0.90
0.40
0.20
0.30
0.20

291.41
288.95
110.00
235.00
235.00
190.00
190.00

11/6/2013 AMR Fee
11/6/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.10
0.70

190.00
110.00

11/6/2013 LN1
11/6/2013 LN1

Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed

0.50
0.30

110.00
110.00

11/6/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

11/8/2013 LN1

Fee

Billed

0.30

110.00

11/11/2013 LN1

Fee

Billed

2.30

110.00

11/13/2013 LN1

Fee

Billed

0.30

110.00

11/14/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

11/14/2013
11/22/2013
11/26/2013
11/27/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
0.30
0.30
0.50

4.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

11/30/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
11/30/2013 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00
1.00

5.00
135.20

AMR
LN1
LN1
TED
TED
AMR
AMR

Cori
TED
TED
TED

Cost
Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee

12/3/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.80

235.00

12/4/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

12/4/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
12/6/2013 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.80

95.00
235.00

12/9/2013 AMR Fee

0.20

190.00

Billed

21.42 FedEx shipment on 10/2 to Clerk at Constable, Las Vegas Township
94.00 Receive and review letter to Corey Barton (.1 ); telephone conference Cameron regarding same (.2);
legal research on lis pendens statute ( .1 ).
291.41 October West Law Research
288.95 Accurint - 10 Person Searches, 6 Corporate Searches, 6 Comp Reports on 10/1
99.00 Prepare pleadings on disc to produce to opposing counsel.
94.00 Review status of case and discovery requests.
47.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding status; review repository.
57.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: summary judgment motion timing and strategy.
38.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: contacting court to determine if Wilpur will retain case and
getting summary judgment date.
19.00 Send correspondence to C. McFaddan re: summary judgment timing.
77.00 Meeting with A. Reed regarding how to proceed with case, i.e., subpoena to Reconveyance Inc and
Post Closing Department.
55.00 Telephone call with counsel for Alliance Title regarding outstanding discovery, etc.
33.00
Telephone call with clerk of the court regarding Judge Wilper continuing to hear case and scheduli.
hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment and discuss with A. Reed regarding same.
94.00 Telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding status; office conference regarding
discovery.
33.00
Telephone call with process server in Portland Oregon to locate Reconveyance Inc and Post Closing.
253.00 Research the location of Reconveyance Inc, Post Closing Department and Amy Cobine by search the
internet; google earth; perform Accurint search and making telephone calls to numbers located for Amy
Cobine.
33.00
Telephone call with Cameron McFaddan regarding location of Reconveyance Inc. and Post Closing.
94.00 Receive and review copy of fraud complaint filed against Ted Mason; office conference regarding
same; review Idaho state repository.
4.00 Clerk of Court 4th District - Copy of Complaint
70.50 Telephone conference with insurance adjuster regarding status.
70.50 Office conference regarding status; review docket regarding same.
117.50 Office conference regarding strategy (.3); telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regardin~
same (.3).
5.00 Secretary of State - Copy of Entity
135.20 Accurint - 5 Person Searches, 2 People at Work Search, 2 Comp Reports, 2 Relative Searches on
11/11 and 11/21
423.00 Receive and review memorandum decision (.5); analyze options (.3); legal research on fraudulent
conveyance (.4); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding same (.3); office conference
regarding same (.2).
164.50 Review Judge Wilper's decision (.5); legal research on statute of limitations for wrongful forced
reconveyance (.3).
95.00 Tri County Process Serving - Skip Trace for Amy Ann Cobine
188.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.3); review original complaint (.4); draft e-mail to client
regarding same (.1 ).
38.00 Telephone conference with E. Stines from Fidelity re: responses to discovery requests.
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12/10/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.60

235.00

12/11/2013TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

12/18/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

5.50

190.00

12/18/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

12/19/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

1.50

190.00

12/20/2013 APM Fee
12/20/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
3.30

185.00
235.00

12/23/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

5.20

190.00

12/23/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.90

235.00

12/23/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
12/24/2013 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.90

135.00
235.00

12/27/2013 TED Fee
12/28/2013 APM Fee
12/29/2013 APM Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

1.70
1.00
2.80

235.00
185.00
185.00

12/30/2013 APM Fee

Billed

2.30

185.00

12/30/2013
12/30/2013
12/31/2013
12/31/2013
12/31/2013
12/31/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

2.10
0.50
5.20
0.60
2.10
5.80

110.00
235.00
190.00
185.00
110.00
235.00

12/31/2013 APM Cost Billed
1/1/2014 TED Fee Billed
1/2/2014 AMR Fee Billed

1.00
3.30
5.00

582.85
235.00
235.00

5.50

140.00

LN1
TED
AMR
APM
LN1
TED

1/2/2014 LN1

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Fee

Billed

376.00 Receive and review amended counterclaim (.3); draft letter to opposing counsel regarding necessary
changes to same (.5); legal research on punitive damages pleading requirement (.4); receive and
review third amended lis pendens (.3).
94.00 Review and revise proposed judgment dismissing individual plaintiff Thompson and letter to Judge
regarding same.
1,045.00 Draft Answer to First Amended Complaint (4.9); Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft answer (.3);
Telephone conference with M. Baldner re: case status (.3).
305.50 Receive and review notice of appearance for Tim Eck by Mike Baldner (.2); Telephone conference with
Mike Baldner regarding status of case, potential for joint strategy, discovery, and other issues (.8);
evaluate potential to move for judgment on the pleadings (.3).
285.00 Finish answer (1.2); Office conference with T. Dvorak re: whether to file for summary judgment in
January (.3).
74.00 Strategy meeting with TED discussing case and our request for an award of fees.
775.50 Legal research on claim that reconveyance effective in any event (1.6); telephone conference with
Cameron McFadden regarding same (.3); meeting with Cameron McFadden regarding same and
•
moving for summary judgment (.9); office conference outlining same (.5).
988.00 Begin drafting outline for summary judgment motion (2.8); office conference with T. Dvorak re: outlin
(.4); begin conducting research re: fraudulent conveyance act (2.0).
446.50 Legal research on exclusivity argument under forced reconveyance statute (.9); meeting with Cameron
McFaddan regarding wether to mover for summary judgment on statute of limitations and exclusivity
grounds (.6); office conference regarding same and division of work for same (.4).
135.00 Tri County Process - Service upon: Amy Ann Cobine
211.50 Receive and review answer from Alliance Title (.3); draft status update requested by insurer to Jeremy
Deitch (.6).
399.50 Draft memorandum in support of summary judgment.
185.00 Draft Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
518.00
Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees, focusing energies heavily on dileneating a basis for our fee
request in the suit and our request for such an award in connection with our actual fee request.
425.50 Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees (.4). Draft Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of
Memorandum of Fees and Costs (1.1 ). Draft Application in Support of Memorandum of Fees and
Costs (.8).
A
231.00 Work on preparation of spreadsheet of all fees and cost; work on memorandum of fees and costs. •
117.50 Draft motion for summary judgment.
988.00 Continue drafting fraudulent conveyance section of summary judgment brief.
111 .00 Finalize all documents in connection with our request for an award of fees and costs.
231.00 Begin researching how to obtain Utah subpoena.
1,363.00 Office conference regarding status (.2);research and draft sections of summary judgment brief
regarding statute of limitations on 45-105 claim, fiduciary duty and fraudulent transfer as denied based
on adequate remedy at law (5.6).
582.85 December West Law Research
775.50 Draft introduction and exclusive portions of memorandum in support of summary judgment.
1,175.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft summary judgment brief (3.2); review Wilpur's decision in
Bennett Trust re: "some damage" rule for use in EEF brief (1.5); finalize brief (.3).
770.00 Work on memorandum of fees and costs and motion for summary judgment.
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1/2/2014 TED Fee

Billed

6.20

235.00

1/3/2014 LN1
1/3/2014 LN1

Billed
Billed

2.10
3.20

140.00
140.00

1/3/2014 LN1 Cost Billed
1/6/2014 AMR Fee Billed

1.00
1.10

35.00
235.00

1/6/2014 AMR Fee
1/6/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
3.80

235.00
140.00

1/7/2014 LN1

Fee

Billed

3.00

140.00

1/8/2014 LN1 Fee
1/8/2014 LN1 Fee
1/9/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

3.70
1.60
0.40

140.00
140.00
235.00

1/14/2014 TED Fee Billed
1/14/2014 LN1 Cost Billed
1/16/2014 TED Fee Billed

0.30
1.00
0.50

235.00
50.00
235.00

1/17/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.20

235.00

1/20/2014 TED Fee
1/21/2014 TED Fee
1/22/2014 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.50
0.20
5.20

235.00
235.00
235.00

1/22/2014 APM Fee
1/22/2014 APM Fee

Billed
Billed

0.80
3.90

190.00
190.00

1/22/2014 TED Fee

Billed

4.20

235.00

1/23/2014 AMR Fee
1/23/2014 APM Fee

Billed
Billed

8.50
2.30

235.00
190.00

1/23/2014 APM Fee

Billed

0.60

190.00

1/23/2014 TED Fee

Billed

7.40

235.00

Fee
Fee

1,457.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion for summary judgment (5.2); office conference ·
regarding same (3x)(.4); draft notice of hearing (.3);telephone conference Cameron McFaddan
regarding strategy and changes to his affidavit (.3); review and revise motion for summary judgment
(.3): draft status report (.1 ).
294.00 Prepare set of discovery to Fidelity and notice of service.
448.00 Complete research regarding Utah subpoena (1.6); prepare documents for Utah subpoena for Post
Closing Department (1.6).
35.00 Fifth District Court - Fee for Utah Subpoena
258.50 Review and revise subpoenas to be submitted in Utah for Post-Closing Department and
Reconveyance, Inc (.6); revise and revise subpoena to Fidelity (.5).
47.00 Finalize subpoenas and discovery to First American for signature.
532.00 Work on discovery to Fidelity (.9); finalize Utah subpoena for Post Closing and all supporting
documents (1.6); finalize Idaho subpoena to accompany Utah subpoena (.9); begin preparation of
same for Reconveyance Inc. (.4)
420.00 Finalize subpoena for Reconveyance Inc .. ; (.9); prepare notice of service for discovery to Fidelity (.9.);
prepare letter to Utah court for issuance of Utah subpoenas and prepare to be served on all parties ,,a
(1.2).
•
518.00 Prepare draft discovery to Plaintiffs.
224.00 Prepare 30(b)(6) duces tecum deposition notice of Eagle Equity.
94.00 Telephone conference with David Penny regarding deficiency judgment of RBC and other factual
background.
70.50 Office conference regarding status of service on Amy Combine.
50.00 Civil Process Services & Investigations - Service upon: Reconveyance Inc
117.50 Receive and review summary judgment and motion for attorneys fees opposition (.3); draft e-mail to
client regarding same (.2).
282.00 Receive and review Eagle Equity Motion to Amend and Memorandum inn Support (.3); office
conference regarding outlining response to same (.4); legal research on cases involving statute of
limitations based on a statutory liability (.5).
117.50 Receive and review subpoena to DAS (.1 ); outline response in support of summary judgment (.4).
4 7 .00 Review subpoena to title one ( .1 ); draft e-mail to Cameron regarding same ( .1 ).
1,222.00 Review pleadings filed by Eagle Equity re: motion to amend and memorandum in opposition to motion
for summary judgment (.8); begin drafting response (4.4).
152.00 Draft bullet brief on 56(f) issues for use at hearing.
•
741.00
Analyze Motion to Amend, Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend, and the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order (.6). Draft and edit Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend (3.3).
987.00
Receive and review subpoena (.3); draft reply in support of attorneys fees (1.4); research on liability
created by statute portion of brief on sol (.9); draft reply in support of summary judgment (1.6).
1,997.50 Continue drafting Reply Memorandum.
437.00 Edit and finalize Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend (1.8). Add argument pertaining to
judicial estoppal (.5).
114.00 Analyze case law to find authority stating that the court has discretion to apportion fees equitably as it
sees fit.
1,739.00 Legal research on fiduciary duty (.5); draft and review and revise reply in support of summary judgment
(4.0);draft and review and revise response in opposition to motion to amend (2.3); communicate
regarding subpoena on Heidi Emery e-mails (.3); receive and review response in opposition to lis
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pendens (.3).

1/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

1/28/2014 TED Fee
1/29/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
1.10

235.00
140.00

1/29/2014 LN1 Fee
1/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.90
4.00

140.00
235.00

1/30/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

2.00

235.00

1/30/2014 TED Fee

Billed

5.90

235.00

1/31/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

1/31/2014 AMR Cost Billed
2/3/2014 LN1 Fee Billed

1.00 1,021.69
2.10 110.00

2/3/2014 TED Fee Billed
2/3/2014 LN1 Cost Billed
2/4/2014 LN1 Fee Billed

1.10
1.00
0.90

235.00
35.00
110.00

2/4/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

2/5/2014 TED Fee

Billed

2.30

235.00

2/6/2014 LN1

Fee

Billed

1.10

110.00

2/6/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

2/7/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.90

235.00

2/7/2014 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

68.50

2/9/2014 SLC Cost Billed
2/10/2014 TED Fee Billed
2/14/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
1.30
2.10

834.00
235.00
235.00

2/18/2014 APM Fee

Billed

2.10

190.00

2/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

2/19/2014 APM Fee
2/19/2014 TED Fee
2/20/2014 APM Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

5.50
1.10
0.70

190.00
235.00
190.00

188.00
Review and revise reply in support of motion to quash (.4); legal research on standing argument (.4).
94.00 Receive and review reply brief in support of motion to amend from Aaron Tribble.
154.00 Finalize discovery to Eagle Equity(. 7); prepare notice of service of same and serve upon all parties
(.4).
266.00 Prepare notice of 30(b)(6) deposition duces tecum of Eagle Equity.
940.00 Review and revise first set of discovery to Plaintiff (.8); outline and prepare for argument on summary
judgment, motion to dismiss, motion for attorney fees (3.2).
470.00
Attend summary judgment hearing (charged 1/2 time only and TED's time reduced by 1 hour as well).
1,386.50 Prepare for and argue motion for summary judgment; motion to quash lis pendens; opposition to rule
56(f) (5.6); conference with Dave Penny and Dick Mollerup regarding status (.3).
94.00
Draft order requested by Judge Wilper regarding denial of motion to amend to add negligence claim.
1,021.69 January West Law Research
231.00 Prepare Utah subpoena, application for subpoena and all documents required for issuance of
subpoena to Amy Cobine (1.7); and serve upon all parties (.4).
258.50 Prepare for deposition of Amy Cobine (.9); draft status report to adjuster (.2).
35.00 Washington County Clerk of the Court - Fee for Utah Subpoena to Amy Cobine
99.00 Telephone call with court regarding deposition date (.4); prepare letter to opposing counsel regarding
changing of date of Amy Cobine's deposition (.5).
117.50 Office conference regarding setting deposition of Amy Combine (.2); telephone conference with
opposing counsel regarding same (.3).
540.50 Telephone conference with Aaron Tribble regarding scheduling St. George deposition (.8); telephone
conference Deseree Johnson (1.0); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.5).
121.00 Prepare letter to all counsel regarding the change of deposition date of Amy Cobine (.5); prepare
subpoena for service (.3); prepare instruction email to process server (.3).
164.50 Review status of discovery (.3); telephone conference Aaron Stines (.2); telephone conference Aaron
Tribble (.2).
211.50 Telephone message to Amy Cobine (.1 ); office conference regarding interview with Cosice and
telephone conference with Erin Stines regarding extension of time for Fidelity to respond to discovery

-

68.50

(.8).

•

Civil Process Services & Investigations Inc - service upon: Amy Ann Cobine in St. George, UT on 2/
834.00 Delta Airline ticket for T Dvorak for travel to St. George for Deposition on 2/27 and 28
305.50 Receive and review Revised Second Amended Complaint (.3); draft Answer to same (1.0).
493.50 Review and revise deposition notice ducas tecum to Eagle Equity (.6); receive and review fidelity's
response to discovery (.4); draft second set of discovery (.8); draft status update (.3).
399.00 Analyze Memorandum in Support of Motion for Permissive Appeal (.8). Analyze all relevant authority
(.8). Begin drafting response brief (.5).
305.50 Communicate with David Penny regarding setting of Amy Cobine deposition (.5); receive and review
memorandum in support of an immediate appeal (.5); office conference regarding outline of quick
response to same (.3).
1,045.00 Edit and finalize brief responding to Eagle Equity's Motion for Permission to File Interlocutory Appeal.
258.50 Review and revise response in opposition to immediate appeal.
133.00 Finalize briefing related to our opposing to Motion for Permissive Appeal ( .4 ). Draft proposed order to
accompany motion (.3).
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2/20/2014 TED Fee

Billed

2.40

235.00

2/21/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.90

235.00

2/25/2014 PJM Fee
2/25/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
0.50

235.00
235.00

2/26/2014
2/26/2014
2/26/2014
2/26/2014

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.40
0.70
0.70
0.50

235.00
235.00
235.00
190.00

2/26/2014 TED Fee

Billed

2.60

235.00

2/27/2014 AMR Fee
2/27/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.60
5.60

235.00
235.00

2/27/2014 LN1 Cost Billed
2/27/2014 LN1 Cost Billed
2/28/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
1.00
10.70

21.67
26.57
235.00

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.60

32.00
190.52
59.89
235.00

3/5/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.70

235.00

3/6/2014 TED Fee
3/7/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
0.80

235.00
235.00

3/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.90

235.00

3/10/2014 TED Cost Billed
3/11/2014 TED Fee Billed
3/17/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.50
0.30

592.00
235.00
235.00

3/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

5.30

235.00

3/19/2014 TED Fee

Billed

7.90

235.00

2/28/2014
2/28/2014
2/28/2014
3/3/2014

AMR
AMR
AMR
APM

APM
APM
TED
TED

Cost
Cost
Cost
Fee

564.00 Review and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for immediate appeal (1.3); receive and review
and respond to e-mail from Aaron Trible regarding alleged miscites to court (.4); receive and review
documents produced in response to DAS subpoena (.4); communicate with Mike Baldner regarding St.
George deposition and telephone conference (.3).
•
211.50 Telephone conference Erin Stines regarding discovery and status (.3); finalize letter regarding
deposition and participation by telephone conference (.2); receive and review joinder by RBC in
opposition to motion for immediate appeal (.4).
47.00 Conference with T. Dvorak regarding securities law questions.
117 .50 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding searching other hard drives to respond to
subpoena (.2); receive and review Notice of Objection to Deposition (.2); draft e-mail to Aaron Tribble
regarding supplemental response to subpoena (.1 ).
94.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: blue sky analysis for EEF deposition.
164.50 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: conversation with Amy Cobine.
164.50 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: Cobine deposition.
95.00
Strategize regarding potential avenues to use securities issue as a possible defense against EEF.
611.00
Telephone conference Amy Cobine (.5); e-mail exchanges with Erin Stines (.2); telephone conference
Aaron Tribble (.2); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.2); prepare for Cobine deposition (1.5).
141.00 Review memorandum decision and telephone conference with client re: decision.
1,316.00 Prepare for deposition of Amy Combine and office conference regarding same (1.2); telephone
conference Cameron McFaddan (.4); travel to St. George for deposition (4.0)
21.67 FedEx shipment on 2/3 to Washington County Clerk of Court - Fifth Judicial District
26.57 FedEx shipment on 2/5 from Washington County Clerk of Court to Givens Pursley
2,514.50 Prepare for and participate in deposition of Amy Cobine (5. 7): travel to return to Boise from St. George
(5.0).
32.00 Reimbursement for copies of file at Ada County Courthouse
190.52 February West Law Research
59.89 Travel expense from Deposition - taxi $40.00 on 2/27; dinner $19.89 on 2/28
376.00 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding preliminary injunction and status (.3); telephone
conference Mike Baldner regarding same (.3); receive and review answer of DAS (.4): produce
documents disclosed during Cobine deposition to other counsel .6).
399.50 Draft response to Plaintiffs discovery (1.4); telephone message to Cameron McFadden regarding
same (.1 ); draft update on status top Jeremy Deitch (.2).
70.50 Communicate with opposing counsel regarding discovery.
188.00 Review status of discovery (.2); draft e-mail to opposing party regarding same (.2); receive and review
information from Aaron regarding same and whereabouts of original deed of trust (.4).
211.50 Telephone conference Aaron Tribble regarding status of discovery (.3); receive and review deposition
of Amy Cobine (.6).
592.00 St. George Court Reporters Inc - copy of Amy Cobine Deposition
117 .50 Receive and review discovery responses from Eagle Equity ( .4 ); draft update regarding same ( .1 ).
70.50
Receive and review e-mail from Aaron Tribble regarding meet and confer over discovery responses.
1,245.50 Review documents and prepare for deposition of plaintiff (2.4 ); outline examination (2.1 ); telephone
conference Dick Mollerup regarding same (.3); telephone conference with Chad Nicholson regarding
same (.2); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding same and position in response to
discovery (.3).
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1,856.50 Prepare for and take deposition of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC/ Daniel Thompson.

e

e

3/20/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.00

235.00

3/23/2014
3/27/2014
3/31/2014
3/31/2014
4/2/2014

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.70

171.00
21.67
76.84
221.66
235.00

4/4/2014 LN1 Fee
4/4/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.20
1.40

110.00
235.00

4/7/2014 LN1

Fee

Billed

6.50

110.00

4/8/2014 LN1

Fee

Billed

1.90

110.00

4/8/2014 LN1

Fee

Billed

4.10

110.00

4/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

4/11/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

4/14/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

4/16/2014 TED Fee

Billed

4.20

235.00

4/18/2014 TED Fee Billed
4/18/2014 TED Cost Billed
4/21/2014 TED Fee Billed

0.50
1.00
1.70

235.00
137.87
235.00

4/22/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

4/24/2014 TED Fee
4/28/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
1.10

235.00
235.00

4/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.60

235.00

5/5/2014 TED Fee
5/8/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
0.50

235.00
235.00

5/12/2014 TED Fee
5/19/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.20
0.80

235.00
235.00

5/20/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

1.50

235.00

SLC Cost
SLC Cost
CAR< Cost
TED Cost
TED Fee

235.00 Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup regarding deposition of Thompson (.2); draft supplemental
response to discovery (.8).
171.00 Harmon Travel - Delta Airline Ticket on 2/28
21.67 FedEx shipment on 3/19 to Erin M Stines of Fidelity National Law Group
76.84 Deposition lunch on 3/19
221.66 Travel Expenses - Hotel and Taxi for Deposition of Amy Cobine
164.50 Telephone conference David Krueck regarding preliminary injunction and discovery issue ( .4 ); draft email to Cameron McFadden regarding same (.3).
132.00 Begin review of additional emails from client for privilege responsive to subpoena.
329.00 Respond to inquiry from Aaron Tribble (.4); office conference regarding same (.2); review supplemental
response to subpoena for privileged documents (.8).
715.00 Finalize review of additional emails for privilege (4.2); redact third party privileged information (.9);
Bates No. documents and make searchable (1.1 ); prepare documents for production (.3)
209.00 Meeting with T. Dvorak regarding supplementing discovery responses (.3); prepare supplemental
discovery response and notice of service (1.6).
451.00 Review deposition transcript of D. Thompson to locate documents promised to be produced (2.3);
prepare follow up letter setting forth documents promised during deposition (.7); prepare second
supplemental discovery response and notice of service and serve same (1.1)
164.50 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding affidavit of Cameon and opposition to preliminary
injunction (.3); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding same (.3); draft e-mail to David
with information ( .1 ).
305.50 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding opposition to preliminary injunction and status of case
(.4); telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding same (.2); finalize supplemental discovery
response (.3); review and comment on draft memorandum in opposition (.4).
164.50 Receive and review Eagle Equity's opposition to motion for summary judgment (.4); receive and review
opposition off Corey Barton to preliminary injunction (.3).
987.00 Travel to, prepare for and attend deposition of Heidi Emery (4.0); office conference regarding same
(.2).
117.50 Receive and review Eagle. Equity's reply in support of preliminary injunction.
137.87 Tucker & Associates - Certifie Copy of Transcript - Heidi Howden
399.50 Attend hearing on plaintiffs motion for preliminary injunction (1.4); conference with Dave Krueck
attorney for CBH (.3).
164.50 Receive and review RBC memorandum in support of summary judgment (.3); draft status report to
client (.2); communicate with Chad Nicholson attorney for DAS (.2).
94.00 Receive and review comments on Heidi's deposition (.2); respond with thoughts on same (.2).
258.50 Prepare for and attend hearing on Alliance's motion to dismiss (.8); receive and review various filings
from eagle equity (.3).
141.00
Telephone conference Chad Nicholson regarding strategy and affidavit from TitleOne (.3); office
conference regarding same (.2); telephone conference David Kruek regarding motion to quash (.3).
94.00 Receive and review DAS motion for summary judgment and supporting documentation.
117.50 Receive and review letter from plaintiffs counsel; office conference regarding same; telephone
conference with David Krueck. Regarding motion to quash.
282.00 Attend hearing on DAS motion for summary judgment.
188.00 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding motion to quash; draft e-mail to Cameron McFadden
regarding same and affidavit; review and revise affidavit of McFadden; receive and review
memorandum in support of motion to quash and accompanying documents.
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352.50 Attend hearing re: RBC Motion for summary judgment.

e

e

5/20/2014 TED Fee
5/21/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
1.70

235.00
235.00

5/22/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.70

235.00

5/23/2014 AMR Fee
5/23/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

4.50
0.70

235.00
235.00

5/27/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

5.00

235.00

5/28/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

5/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

5/29/2014 TED Cost Billed
6/2/2014
6/2/2014
6/4/2014
6/5/2014

TED
TED
TED
TED

1.00 1,218.99

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
1.10
0.40
0.40

235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

6/11/2014 BHL Fee

Billed

0.50

160.00

6/11/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

6/12/2014 BHL Fee
6/12/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

1.90
1.20

160.00
110.00

6/13/2014 BHL Fee
6/16/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed

1.10
2.10

160.00
160.00

6/17/2014 BHL Fee
6/18/2014 BHL Fee
6/20/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

1.20
1.20
3.20

160.00
160.00
160.00

6/23/2014 BHL Fee
6/24/2014 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

1.72
0.80

0.00
235.00

6/24/2014 AMR Fee
6/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

4.20
1.20

235.00
235.00

6/25/2014 AMR Fee
6/25/2014 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

0.50
3.70

235.00
235.00

70.50 Telephone conference Jeremy Deitch regarding status.
399.50 Communicate with client regarding status and strategy and upcoming meeting with Corey Barton and
DAS; telephone conference with Mike Baldner; telephone conference with David Kruek; outline
summary judgment for TitleOne.
399.50 Telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding outcome of meeting; telephone message to
Aaron Tribble;telephone conference Mike Baldner; telephone conference David Kruek; telephone
conference with Erin Stines, regarding Fidelity settlement.
1,057.50 Review A. Cobine's depo re: information to support motion for summary judgment.
164.50 Office conference regarding status and strategy; telephone conference Aaron tribble; telephone
conference Cameron McFaddan.
1,175.00 Review Thompson deposition; review Emery deposition; begin drafting summary judgment
memorandum.
94.00 Receive and review procedural order regarding costs and fees; office conference regarding filing for
summary judgment; telephone conference Dave Kruek regarding motion to quash.
94.00 Receive and review DAS motion to continue attorneys fees hearing; telephone conference with Mike
Baldner regarding same.
1,218.99 M & M Court Reporting Service - copy of transcript with exhibits of Don Thompson - Eagle Equity F
on 3/19
70.50 Office conference regarding hearing on motion to quash
258.50 Office conference regarding Eagle Equity (.32; Attend summary judgment argument (.9)
94.00 Receive and review memorandum decision on summary judgment.
94.00 Communicate with Cameron McFadden and opposing counsel regarding resetting White and
McFaddan depositions.
80.00 Meet with Angie to discuss the litigation and relevant legal background principles and discuss
assignments and strategy.
164.50 Receive and review subpoena ducas tecum (.1 ); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding
limiting scope of same (.2); legal research on rules regarding scope (.4).
304.00 Legal research on tortious interference claim
132.00 Bates No. documents received from Thompson; prepare letter to all counsel and forward copies of
same.
176.00 Work on memo and argument for tortious interference claim
336.00 Research law and possible defenses for the claim against TitleOne for tortious intervention with •
prospective economic advantage (1.8); complete outline of arguments and a few leading cases, dr
memorandum (.3).
192.00 Draft memorandum on the issue of tortious intervention.
192.00 Additional legal research draft memo.
512.00 Write and edit memo discussing TitleOne's possible arguments, controlling law, and what the court
might hold.
0.00 Edited the memo assessing liability for accuracy and clarity
188.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: summary judgment strategy in light of pending expert disclosure
deadline.
987.00 Begin drafting motion for summary judgment
282.00 Office conference regarding timing of summary judgment and scope of upcoming depositions (.3);
receive and review scheduling order (.2); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.2); telephone
conference with Aaron tribble regarding status and depositions (.2); communicate with Cameron
regarding rescheduling depositions (.3).
117.50 Conference with B. Laney re: drafting damages argument.
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869.50 Continue drafting motion for summary judgment

6/25/2014 BHL Fee

Billed

5.75

0.00

6/26/2014 AMR Fee
6/26/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed

3.00
3.10

235.00
160.00

6/27/2014
6/28/2014
6/29/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/2/2014
7/3/2014
7/10/2014
7/10/2014

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

6.50
3.1.
5.00
4.30
1.00
2.50
3.50
2.60
5.40
1.70
1.50

0.00
235.00
235.00
235.00
276.70
235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00
110.00

7/17/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

7/18/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

7/23/2014 TED Fee
7/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
0.40

235.00
235.00

7/31/2014 AMR Cost Billed
8/11/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.40

16.17
235.00

8/11/2014 TED Cost Billed
8/12/2014 AMR Fee Billed

1.00
1.00

113. 73
235.00

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.50
1.80
2.30
1.70
11.50
3.60
4.30

235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

8/31/2014 AMR Cost Billed
9/4/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
1.20

247.22
235.00

8/18/2014
8/22/2014
8/25/2014
8/26/2014
8/28/2014
8/28/2014
8/29/2014

BHL
AMR
AMR
AMR
AMR
AMR
TED
TED
TED
AMR
LN1

TED
TED
TED
TED
AMR
TED
TED

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

9/5/2014 TED Fee
9/9/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.20
0.50

235.00
235.00

9/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.60

235.00

0.00 Met with Angie and Tom to discuss strategy for arguing the damages case. Researched cases on the
damages issue and began working on an outline for an argument to the court.
705.00 Continue drafting motion for summary judgment.
•
496.00 Research and draft argument that EEF was not damaged and the court should grant summary
judgment.
0.00 Wrote an argument to be filed with the court for summary judgment on the damages issue.
728.50 Continue drafting summary judgment memorandum.
1,175.00 Continue drafting summary judgment memorandum.
1,010.50 Continue drafting motion for summary judgment.
276.70 June West Law Research
587.50 Finalizse memorandum and related materials for filing.
822.50 Review and revise motion for summary judgment.
611.00 Finalize and file motion for summary judgment.
1,269.00 Prepare for and attend depositions of Vicki White and Cameron McFaddan.
399.50 Draft memorandum in opposition to motion to enlarge.
165.00
Work on affidavit of Angela Reed and opposition to motion to change TitleOne's motion for summarlt
judgment hearing date (1.2); finalize and prepare for service upon all parties and filing with court (.3).
117.50 Review status and scheduling of summary judgment in light of call from Judge's clerk (.2); office
conference regarding same and expert witness preparation (.3).
94.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: evidence to oppose damages (.1); telephone conference with D.
Penny re: obtaining information regarding amount owed to RBC on date of reconveyance for purposes
of establishing value of second position deed of trust (.3).
70.50 Review status.
94.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding status; office conference regarding reply to
summary judgment; telephone conference Cameron McFaddan.
16.17 Client Electronic Research for July
94.00 Review status of Plaintiffs filing brief; telephone conference Tibble's office regarding whereabouts of
same; telephone conference Dave Kruek's office, regarding same.
113. 73 Tucker & Associates - Professional services - witness Vicki White
235.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: reviewing Eagle Equity's opposition to Second Motion for
Summary Judgment.
117.50 Review response to summary judgment; draft reply on undisputed facts and equitable estoppal.
423.00 Draft reply in support of summary judgment.
540.50 Legal research on interference with contract; draft reply in support of summary judgment.
399.50 Draft reply in support of summary judgment; office conference regarding outlining same.
2,702.50 Draft tortious interference section to opposition memorandum.
846.00 Draft reply brief in support of motion for summary judgment.
1,010.50 Review and revise reply brief in support of summary judgment; legal research regarding same; draft
status report.
247.22 August West Law Research
282.00 Receive and review memorandum in support of motion to reconsider and motion to amend (.6); legal
research regarding same (.6).
282.00 Research adverse possession statute of limitations.
117.50 Review Eagle Equity response in support of motion to reconsider (.2); telephone conference with David
Kruek regarding motion for summary judgment by Corey Barton (.3).
141.00 Communicate with David Krueck, regarding information needed for Corey Barton's summary judgment
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(.4); communication with Mark Tidd regarding same (.2).
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9/11/2014 TED Fee

Billed

4.30

235.00

1,010.50

9/15/2014 TED Fee
9/16/2014 TED Fee
9/17/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
0.30
3.50

235.00
235.00
235.00

70.50
70.50
822.50

9/18/2014 JWB Fee

Billed

0.90

175.00

157 .50

9/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

5.50

235.00

1,292.50

9/19/2014 TED Fee
9/22/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.50
0.70

235.00
235.00

117.50
164.50

9/25/2014 TED Fee Billed
9/30/2014 AMR Cost Billed
10/2/2014 TED Fee WIP

0.50
1.00
0.60

235.00
42.93
235.00

117.50
42.93
141.00

10/3/2014 TED Fee

WIP

2.50

235.00

587.50

10/23/2014 TED Fee

WIP

1.70

235.00

10/24/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.70

235.00

10/29/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.80

235.00

10/31/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.70

235.00

11/3/2014 TED Fee

WIP

2.00

235.00

11/4/2014 TED Fee
11/13/2014 TED Fee

WIP
WIP

0.40
0.60

235.00
235.00

11/19/2014 JWB Fee

WIP

1.00

175.00

11/19/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.50

235.00

11/20/2014 JWB Fee

WIP

1.20

175.00

11/24/2014 JWB Fee

WIP

1.80

175.00

11/24/2014 TED Fee
11/26/2014 TED Fee

WIP
WIP

2.50
2.90

235.00
235.00

Research and review and revise and draft memorandum in opposition to motion to reconsider (3.9);
telephone conference with David Krueck regarding Corey Barton's motion for summary judgment (.4) . •
Draft status report.
Receive and review reply in support of motion to reconsider.
Prepare for and outline summary judgment argument (2.0); review caselaw (1.2); telephone conference
with Cameron McFaddan (.3).
Discussion with T. Dvorak and research whether trustee's possession of original deed documents
makes reconveyance non-negligent.
Prepare for and argue motion for summary judgment (5.2); conference with Cameron McFadden
regarding next steps (.3).
Draft status report to adjuster (.2); receive and review written decision (.3).
Draft status report (.1 ); review decision (.3); telephone conference with David Penny regarding decision
(.3).
Review argument for attorney fees award.
September West Law Research
Receive and review motion for reconsideration; office conference regarding same; telephone
conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding same.

e

Review motion for reconsideration and outline response; legal research regarding nominal damages.
399.50 Prepare for and attend argument on motion for reconsideration; telephone conference with David
Kruek regarding strategy.
164.50 Receive and review decision on CBH's motion for summary judgment; office conference regarding the
same; draft email to other defense counsel regarding consolidating efforts for attorney fees; draft
status report to client.
188.00 Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup; draft memorandum in support of IRCP 54 (b) certification; Dr
motion regarding same.
164.50 Draft motion and memorandum to certify as 54 (b ); telephone conference with David Kruek regarding
same.
470.00 Draft memorandum in support of renewed motion to quash. Communicate with David penny regarding
status.
94.00 Review and revise motion to quash and memorandum in support.
141.00 Receive and review order denying reconsideration of Corey Barton; telephone conference with Davie
Kruek regarding same and motion to quash.
175.00 Analyze Idaho law regarding the modification or quashing of lis pendens in light of plaintiff's allegation
that lis pendens must remain in effect until an appeal, if any, is resolved.
117.50 Receive and review response in opposition to motion to quash; draft email to Cameron McFadden
regarding same.
210.00 Review and analyze plaintiffs response to Title One's motion to quash lis pendens. Research and
analyze law from foreign jurisdictions regarding whether a plausible appeal prevents a lis pendens from
being quashed.
315.00 Research and analyze foreign jurisdictions' treatment of lis pendens filings where judgment has been
entered and no meritorious appeal exists. Draft portion of Title One's reply memorandum arguing that
Eagle's lis pendens must be quashed.
587.50 Draft reply in support of rule 54 (b) motion and motion to quash.
681.50 Prepare for and argue Motion for Rule 54(b) certification and to quash lis pendens: conference with
Mike Baldner of DAS regarding same: telephone conference with Cameron McFadden regarding
003249
outcome.

11/20/2014 JWB Cost WIP
12/10/2014 TED Fee WIP
12/10/2014 LN1 Fee WIP
Total Fees and Costs

1.00
3.50
2.60

139.97
235.00
110.00

139.97 November West Law Research
822.50 Work on application for fees and costs
286.00 Work on fees and costs affidavit

1

118,116.44
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

TITLONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES

V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel
of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files its Second Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys' Fees ("Second Memorandum").

TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 1
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TitleOne originally filed a Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees in this matter on
January 2, 2014, along with an Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of Memorandum of
Costs and Attorneys' Fees and an Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees. That
application and a subsequent erratum sought attorneys' fees and costs against Plaintiff in the
amount of $8,441.95. That early filing was based upon a December 19, 2013 Judgment that
dismissed the Complaint as plead by Daniel Thompson.

At a January 2014, hearing on

Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees, Judge Wilper indicated that he would hold the
Application for an Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees in abeyance until all issues in the lawsuit
had been resolved and that the parties would need to notice the matter for hearing again. Judge
Wilper confirmed this direction in a written February 28, 2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order on Various Motions. In a May 29, 2014 Procedural Order Regarding Applications for
Costs and Attorneys Fees, the current presiding Judge ruled that it would take the same approach
as Judge Wilper on all future applications for costs and attorneys' fees, saying "All applications
for costs and attorney fees will be considered timely filed within 14 days after the entry of final
judgment (but may be filed earlier). All motions to disallow must be filed by the later of 14 days
after (i) entry of final judgment or (ii) service of the costs-and-fees application the movant asks
to be disallowed. Once these periods for filing applications for costs and attorneys fees and
motions to disallow have passed, a single hearing will be held on all motions to disallow."
This Second Memorandum sets forth all the costs and attorneys' fees incurred m
litigating this matter as stated in the Exhibit "A" to the Dvorak Aff. and explained and supported
as follows:
I.

COSTSASAMATTEROFRIGHT

The following items of cost are awardable as a matter of right under IDAHO RULE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE ("I.R.C.P.") 54(d)(l)(C). To the best of the undersigned's knowledge and
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belief, the following items of cost are correct and in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54. These costs
are enumerated as follows:
1.

Filing Fees - Ada County:
$ 66.00

First Appearance
2.

Filing Fees - Nevada
$281.60

First Appearance
3.

Filing Fees - Utah
First Appearance (Post Closing)
First Appearance (Reconveyance Inc.)

$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$130.00

Total
4.

Service Fees
Service by Constable in Nevada of Subpoena on Amy Cobine
Skip Trace by Tri-County to locate Amy Combine
For service
Service by Tri-County Upon Amy Cobine in Utah
Second Service of Amy Cobine
Service of Reconveyance Inc. in Oregon

$ 50.00
$ 95.00
$135.00
$ 68.50
$ 50.00
$398.50

Total:
5.

Federal Express Fees
Sending Subpoenas to Constable in Nevada for Service
(Amy Cobine)
Sending Subpoenas to Constable in Las Vegas for Service
(Amy Cobine)
Sending Subpoenas to Washington County
Return of Subpoenas from Washington County
Service Upon Counsel for Fidelity in Seattle

$21.42
$21.67
$26.57
$21.67
$ 93.43

Total
6.

$23.77

Court Copy Fees:
$ 41.00

Copy of Court Documents

TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -
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7.

Transcription Fees
Deposition of Amy Cobine
Deposition of Heidi Howden
Deposition of Don Thompson/Eagle Equity
Deposition of Vicki White

$ 592.00
$ 137.87
$1,218.99
$ 113.73
$2,062.59

Total
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

II.

$3,073.12

DISCRETIONARY COSTS

The following items of cost were necessary, exceptional, reasonably incurred, and should
in the interests of justice be assessed against Plaintiff Daniel Thompson. Idaho R. Civ. Proc.
54(d)(l)(D); see also Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 90,
803 P.2d 993, 996 (1991). Accordingly, such costs are awardable as a matter of discretion under
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). To the best of the undersigned's knowledge and belief, the following items
of cost are correct and are in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54. These costs are enumerated as
follows:
1. Computer assisted legal research
2. Research to Locate Key Witness Amy Cobine
3. Travel and Expense to Attend Deposition of Amy Cobine
In Utah

TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS

III.

$4,019.76 1
$ 446.50
$1,363.39

$5,829.65

ATTORNEYS' FEES

The fee arrangement between TitleOne and Givens Pursley is on a time and hour basis.
The attorneys' fees and time incurred in this matter are specifically listed and itemized in Exhibit
"A," to the accompanying Second Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of Costs and
1 Although requested as an item of cost, the Court is permitted to take the cost of automated research into
account under IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(e)(3)(K) in determining the overall reasonableness of the fee
and cost award requested.
TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -
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Attorneys' Fees ("Dvorak Aff."), and that Dvorak Aff. and its attachments are hereby
incorporated herein by reference. The rates of the attorneys who worked on this matter are set
forth in Exhibit "A" to the Dvorak Aff. The attorneys who worked on this case are identified by
initials in the foregoing attachment Exhibit "A" to the Dvorak Aff.

To the best of the

undersigned's knowledge and belief, the fees and costs requested and delineated in the Exhibit
"A" are correct and in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and are reasonable under I.R.C.P.
54(e)(3).
To that end, in charging attorneys' fees, the undersigned has taken into consideration the
following: (1) the time and labor required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the questions; (3) the
skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and ability of the attorney
in the particular field oflaw; (4) the prevailing charges for like work; (5) whether the fee is fixed
or contingent; (6) the time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case; (7)
the amount involved and the results obtained; (8) the undesirability of the case; (9) the nature and
length of the professional relationship with the client; (10) awards in similar cases; and (11) the
reasonable cost of automatic legal research.

The reasonableness, basis, and method of

computation of the attorneys' fees incurred in litigating this matter are as more fully set forth in
Defendants' Second Application for Costs and Attorneys Fees and the Dvorak Aff., filed
contemporaneously herewith, and Defendants' Application for Costs and Attorneys Fees and
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, and the Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support
of Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, filed on January 3, 2014, are all
incorporated herein by this reference as though set forth in full.
The following summary reflects the total amount of costs and attorneys' fees that
Defendant requests in this litigation:
TOTAL COSTS:

TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 5
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TOTAL ATTORNEYS' FEES:

$109,213.67

TOTAL AWARD REQUESTED:

$118,116.44

IV.

LEGAL BASIS FOR AN AWARD OF FEES AND COSTS

TitleOne is entitled to an award of reasonable fees and costs against Plaintiffs pursuant to
Idaho Code § 12-121, 12-123, and 48-608 and Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
TitleOne is also entitled to an award of the fees and costs incurred in drafting its fee petition
pursuant to relevant case authority.
A.

TitleOne is Entitled to an Award of Fees and Costs Under Idaho Code §§ 12-121
and/or 12-123 and/or Because Plaintiffs and their Counsel Brought This Suit and
Prosecuted it Frivolously. 2

Rule 1 l(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in pertinent part:
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that
the attorney or party has read the pleading, motion or other paper;
that to the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief
after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted
by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension,
modification, or reversal or existing law, and that it is not
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause
unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost oflitigation.....
If a pleading, motion or other paper is signed in violation of this
rule, the court, upon motion or upon its own initiative, shall impose
upon the person who signed it, a represented party, or both, an
appropriate sanction, which may include an order to pay to the
other party or parties the amount of the reasonable expenses
incurred because of the filing of the pleading, motion, or other
paper, including a reasonable attorney's fee.
I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l). Idaho Code§ 12-121 states that in any civil action, the trial court may award
reasonable fees to the prevailing party. Idaho Code § 12-121 is modified by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l),

2 TitleOne is also entitled to fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 48-608. Courts may award fees and costs under

the foregoing section if the court determines that "plaintiffs action is spurious or brought for harassment purposes
only." I.C. § 48-608(5). The undersigned could not locate Idaho appellate authority discussing the meaning of the
statutory term "spurious." Common sense, however, dictates that standard for what constitutes spurious is
analogous and/or similar to the frivolous standard contained in Idaho Code§§ 12-121 and 12-123. Accordingly, for
the reason the Court should award fees and costs under Idaho Code §§ 12-121 and 12-123 and Rule 11, it should
likewise award fees and costs under Idaho Code§ 48-608(5), as it relates to Thompson's consumer protection claim.
TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 6
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which provides the substantive standard to guide the Court's discretion in awarding fees under
§ 12-121. LR.C.P. 54(e)(l) states:
Attorney fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded
by the court ... when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the
case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably
or without foundation.
Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 54(e)(l). A case has been brought frivolously, unreasonably, and without
foundation where a party asserts a claim that is not fairly debatable. Assocs. NW v. Beets, 112
Idaho 603,605, 733 P.2d 824, 826 (Ct. App. 1987). See also Childers v. Wolters, 115 Idaho 527,
768 P.2d 790 (Ct. App. 1988)(appeal is frivolous when position advocated by appellant is so
plainly fallacious as not to be fairly debatable).
Idaho Code Section 12-123 provides that "at any time prior to the commencement of the
trial in a civil action or within twenty-one (21) days after the entry of judgment in a civil action,
the court may award reasonable attorney's fees to any party to that action adversely affected by
frivolous conduct." Idaho Code § 12-123(2)(a). Under Section 12-123, "[t]he amount of an
award that is made pursuant to this section shall not exceed the attorney's fees that were both
reasonably incurred by a party and necessitated by the frivolous conduct," and the award may be
against both a party and its attorney. Idaho Code§ 12-123(2)(c) and (d).
With respect to Idaho Code Section 12-121 and an award of fees thereunder, the Idaho
Supreme Court announced recently that the court may do a claim by claim analysis and award
fees against a party who has pursued some frivolous claims, even where other claims may have
some merit. Presumably, this holding has application to Idaho Code Section 12-123 as well.
Over the summer the ISC issued Idaho Military Historical Soc y, Inc. v. Maslen, l 56 Idaho 624
(2014). For more than a decade leading up to Maslen, the Court adhered to the oft-quoted rule
that: "if there is a legitimate, triable issue of fact, attorney fees may not be awarded under
I.C. § 12-121 even though the losing party has asserted factual or legal claims that are frivolous,
TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 7
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unreasonable, or without foundation." See e.g. Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Washington Fed.
Sav., 135 Idaho 518, 524-25, 20 P.3d 702, 708-09 (2001).

In Maslen, the Court expressly

stepped back from this strict all-or-nothing approach to fees under 12-121 stating:
"Apportionment of attorney fees is appropriate for those elements of the case that were frivolous,
unreasonable, and without foundation. The result is that a single triable issue, amid a litany of
frivolous arguments, will not prevent a court from awarding attorneys' fees under 12-121 after
apportioning out the legitimate issues/arguments. The Maslen court expressly stated that its
previous application of 12-121 was "overly strict" and unnecessary because apportionment is a
common function of both trial courts and appellate courts. The Court even more recently
affirmed the Maslen holding, saying again "Idaho Code section 12-121 permits a court to apportion
and award reasonable attorney fees for claims that are brought or defended unreasonably, frivolously,
or without adequate foundation in fact or law." Baird-Sallaz v. Sallaz,_ Idaho_,_, 336 P.3d 275,
280 (2014) (citing Idaho Military Historical Soc'y v. Maslen, 156 Idaho 624, 632-33, 329 P.3d 1072,
1080-81 (2014)).
In the present case, the conduct of Plaintiffs and their counsel in prosecuting their claims
is akin to a person who believed that he needed to catch a fish, but instead of simply grabbing a
fishing pole and giving deliberate thought to the right bait to use for the conditions and type of
fish desired, simply started trolling a small fish pond with as big a net as would fit in the pond.
That hypothetical fisherman has no regard for the other fish or aquatic life in the pond or even
for the other fishermen for that matter. That hypothetical fisherman simply wants his fish and
would not give two bits for how his conduct affected anyone else. Plaintiffs could have brought
a very narrow, tailored lawsuit against the debtor, guarantor and TitleOne, used it as a vehicle to
conduct discovery, and amended their complaint based on what they found. Instead, they started
with a shotgun style complaint, reciting a litany of serious-sounding causes of action, against
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many Defendants. The vast majority of the causes of action in that initial Complaint and its
amended versions presented as against TitleOne were frivolous on their face as not being fairly
debatable. The following chart shows at a glance the disposition of the numerous claims brought
by Plaintiff against TitleOne:
FIRST RAISED IN

DISPOSED OF BY

Breach of contract

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed December 2, 2014, holding
"Plaintiffs have not shown any provision of
the Title Policy [which was not even issued by
a TitleOne underwriter] which establishes
contractual duties on TitleOne. . . . The Court
concludes Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid
claim ...." P. 7-8.

Bad faith

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed December 2, 2014, holding
"because TitleOne is not the insurer under the
Title Policy, Plaintiffs cannot state a claim for
bad faith against TitleOne. P. 8.

Negligence

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed December 2, 2014, holding
"Plaintiffs concede the economic loss doctrine
bars its negligence claim unless that claim is
brought under Idaho Code Section 45-1202.
Plaintiffs' current Count Three does not allege
a claim under Idaho Code Seciton 45-1205.
Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes
Plaintiffs have failed to state a valid claim for
negligence against TitleOne." P.10

Violation of Idaho
Code Section 48603, Idaho
Consumer Protection
Act

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed December 2, 2014, holding
"The Court has already concluded in its
analysis under Courts One and Two, above,
that Plaintiffs have failed to allege a valid
contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
TitleOne. Thus, under Taylor, Plaintiffs do
not have standing to bring a claim against
TitleOne under the ICPA." P. 11.

Fraud and fraudulent

Complaint filed June 5,

Memorandum Decision and Order filed

CLAIMS
AGAINST
TITLEONE

TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 9
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conveyance

2013

February 26, 2014, (granting summary
judgment on fraudulent conveyance claims
because undisputed TitleOne "was not a
debtor for purposes of Idaho Code Sections
55-913 and 55-9-14") P. 18, and
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Second
Motion for Summary Judgment filed
September 19, 2014, noting that "[i]n its
briefing, EEF conceded, with respect to
TitleOne, the surviving aspects of Counts V
and VI. Summary judgment is granted in
accordance with that concession." P. 2

Collusion to defraud

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Second
Motion for Summary Judgment filed
September 19, 2014, noting that "[i]n its
briefing, EEF conceded, with respect to
TitleOne, the surviving aspects of Counts V
and VI. Summary judgment is granted in
accordance with that concession." P. 2

Conversion

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed December 2, 2014, holding
"First, TitleOne is correct that the Idaho Code
sections set forth above are part of the
criminal code, and no authority has been cited
that shows a plaintiff has a private right of
action for conversion under the criminal code.
Second, under Idaho law, it is clear "that real
property cannot be 'converted' and there is no
cause of action for conversion of real
property." P. 16.

Unjust enrichment

Complaint filed June 5,
2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed December 2, 2014, holding
"Plaintiffs unjust enrichment claim expressly
relies on the theory that Plaintiffs' Property
was 'converted.' ... This alone is sufficient
for this Court to conclude Plaintiffs' Count
Eight fails as a matter of law. In addition,
TitleOne is correct that Plaintiffs cannot state
a valid claim for unjust enrichment ... unless
they allege they conferred a benefit upon
TitleOne which benefit TitleOne appreciated."

Tortious interference

Complaint filed June 5,

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting

TITLEONE'S SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES -10
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with prospective
economic advantage

2013

Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Second
Motion for Summary Judgment filed
September 19, 2014, holding "there is no
evidence that EEF' s loss of the right to
foreclose its deed of trust caused EEF to
suffer any damages." P. 10

Breach of Fiduciary
Duty

First Amended
Complaint filed
December 9, 2013

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various
Motions filed February 26, 2014, holding
"TitleOne's alleged position as
'trustee/successor trustee' is the sole offered
basis for concluding there is a fiduciary
relationship between TitleOne and EEF ....
Idaho courts do not recognize that the duties
of a trustee under a deed of trust are fiduciary
in nature. Thus, there is no fiduciary
relationship between TitleOne and EEF as a
matter oflaw." P. 19.

Violation of Idaho
Code Section 451205

First Amended
Complaint filed
December 9, 2013

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Memorandum Decision and Order granting
Second Motion for Summary Judgment filed
February 26, 2014 (holding 3 year statute of
limitations applies and would bar claim in
absence of yet to be uncovered evidence
giving rise to an equitable estoppel and
allowing discovery) and later Decision filed
September 19, 2014, holding "there is no
evidence that EEF' s loss of the right to
foreclose its deed of trust caused EEF to
suffer any damages." P. 10

As can be deduced from the above summary, Plaintiffs ultimately never adduced
evidence of a basic element of their claim, damages, or even to provide any binding or
persuasive legal authority for their articulated theory of damages. The ultimate holding was that
Plaintiff had failed to come forward with any evidence that it had suffered any damages, an
essential element of all of its claims. In the case of Utter v. Gibbins, 137 Idaho 361, 48 P.3d
1250 (2002), the party who had attempted to obtain title to certain real property by adverse
possession and was disappointed by the district judge's ruling against him, appealed. On appeal,
the Idaho Supreme Court granted an award of fees pursuant to Idaho Code Section 12-121 on the
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basis that there was "an absence of any evidence to establish the required element of enclosure of
the subject property." Id. Utter is applicable to the present circumstances and justifies an award
of fees and costs here as well.
Further, a motion for reconsideration of the decision granting summary judgment to
TitleOne was filed that not only simply second-guessed the Court, but frankly used personallypointed language to the point of insulting the Court's clear understanding of the legal and
practical aspects of foreclosure law. 3 This conduct taints all of the actions of Plaintiffs' counsel
and renders all such actions frivolous.
As noted in the chart above, Plaintiffs also filed a number of claims that on their face
seemed not fairly debatable under Idaho law, and therefore frivolous. For example, there was no
contract specifically alleged between TitleOne and the Plaintiffs, and yet the existence of such a
contract was crucial to the survivability of many of the claims plead. And certain arguments
were just dropped without explanation in response briefs filed by Plaintiffs in response to
TitleOne's summary judgment or other motions, e.g., the fraud claim. On its face, again, such
conduct would appear to concede the claims were not fairly debatable and therefore frivolous.
Plaintiffs also misused the /is pendens process in a frivolous fashion. As noted in prior
briefing by TitleOne, in Peery v. Superior Court, 633 P.2d 198, 203 (1981), the court stated:
"The patent lack of merit of an appeal from a sound judgment is demonstrative of an appellant's
improper purpose." EEF's argument to maintain its /is pendens filing was frivolous because
EEF had no interest in the encumbered property and any argument that EEF should or will have
an interest is entirely unmeritorious. EEF never even articulated a cogent theory by which the
reconveyed deed of trust could spring back into existence in contrast to the clear language of
3

The Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider October 2, 2014, indicated "This Court's determined [sic]
that EEF was "not in any position to extract value from its junior deed" at the time of the short sale. [citation
omitted] Such a determination illustrates a complete lack of understanding of potential outcome related to a short
sale wherein multiple priority lien holders exists [sic]" and "this Court decided to ignore the more salient issues of
fact and law and simply dismiss the case under a flawed theory of lack of damages" Memorandum at p. 7-8.
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Idaho Code Section 45-1203(4) that a forced reconveyance "in substantially the form prescribed.
. . when recorded, shall constitute a reconveyance of the trust deed identified therein,
irrespective of any deficiency in the reconveyance procedure ...." (emphasis added). And even
if EEF had articulated such a means to reinstate that deed of trust, EEF failed to produce
evidence that there was any value in the real property to secure the amount owing under the
associated promissory note.

In other words, in the absence of proof of equity sufficient to

support a second position deed of trust, EEF never demonstrated that its claimed interest is
actually affected "the title or the right of possession." LC. § 5-505.
Such a use of a lis pendens filing is improper because "[a] lis pendens does not create a
lien. It gives notice of a pending lawsuit to subsequent purchasers or encumbrancers of real
property." Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152 Idaho 215, 223, 268 P.3d 1167, 1175 (2012). It appears
EEF's /is pendens filing is being maintained simply to interfere with Title One and other former
defendants' or worse yet, innocent purchasers', actions with respect to or use of the encumbered
real property-an improper purpose. One can infer as much from the May 5, 2014 letter that
EEF's counsel appears to have caused to be sent to all of the current owners of the Galiano (now
called "Walnut Creek") subdivision, including at least two owners who indisputably took title
free and clear of that deed of trust:
It has come to our attention that various real estate websites have listed the
properties as pre-foreclosure. Although pre-foreclosure is not the nature of this
action, it should be noted that each property in the Walnut Creek Subdivision has
title subject to the pending claim by Eagle Equity Fund. The claim stems directly
from the alleged unlawful Reconveyance of Trust Deed by TitleOne Corp. and in
conjunction with that claim a Lis Pendens has been filed with the Ada County
recorder. A Lis Pendens is a written and recorded notice that a lawsuit has been
filed concerning a claim of ownership in real estate....

Therefore, if it is your desire to sell your property at this time, the transfer
of your title will be subject to the Lis Pendens and Eagle Equity Fund retains any
and all rights as afforded by law in conjunction with the pending court decision. 4
4

See Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan filed May 19, 2014 at Exhibit "A"
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Yet at least two recipients of that letter undisputedly had come into title of a lot to which an
indisputable effective partial release of the Deed of Trust had been given. 5 Such reckless
conduct misusing a lis pendens creates an inference of frivolous conduct.
Backing away to a 30,000 foot perspective in conclusion, Plaintiffs and their counsel
prosecution of their case seems to have been for the sole purpose of quickly casting as wide a net
as possible, in hopes to ensnare as many Defendants as possible and bully and extort them into
paying a settlement sum in order to avoid being drug through a more costly, drawn-out
proceeding. This strategy worked as to at least Defendant Fidelity, who paid to buy its peace.
This case could have been prosecuted in a much more streamlined fashion. Indeed, Plaintiffs'
counsel themselves complained of allegedly not having time to make strategic decisions and
engage in discovery because they were fending off so many motion to dismiss. But this was a
crisis (if indeed it was a crisis) of Plaintiffs' counsels' own making. A more focused complaint
against only a few Defendants would have given Plaintiffs a discovery vehicle to explore their
unsubstantiated hunches, would have avoided unnecessary costs and attorneys fees to all
concerned, and would have made this matter much more manageable for all parties concerned
and the court itself. Instead, it was prosecuted a mishmash of multiple hearings, with multiple
parties, all of whom had to hire counsel and incur costs and fees whenever a pleading was filed,
hearing held or deposition taken.
V.

CONCLUSION

TitleOne respectfully asks the Court to award TitleOne the total attorneys' fees and costs
in the amount of: $118,116.44.

In the alternative, based on the authority above, TitleOne asks

that the Court award so much of the fees and costs sought as the Court deems just in the premises
in order to compensate TitleOne for having to defend against frivolous conduct and provide an
5These

two lots were released as a function of a partial release that was separate and apart from the forced
reconvyance being challenged in this action. See Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan filed May 19, 2014 at paras. 6
and 7 and Exhibit "B."
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appropriate sanction for such conduct. TitleOne requests that any such award be joint and
several as against Plaintiffs and their counsel.
DATED this\2nd day of~ y , 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

TfiomasE. ri'vorak
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne
Corporation
STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
County of Ada
)
THOMAS E. DVORAK, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I am one of the attorneys for TitleOne in the above-entitled action and, as such, I am
better informed as to the items charged in the foregoing memorandum. The foregoing items are
correct, have been necessarily incurred in this action and are in compliance with IDAHO RULE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(d)(5)

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this-efh day of December, 2014.

~
-twtl~
,
Notary Public for Idaho
-Residence: Meridian, Ada County, Idaho
Commission Expires: 1/27/19
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.,et

I hereby certify that on this _jl_ day of December, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von JOhnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintifft

_

Hand Delivery
Vfacsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_ Hand Delivery
____Uacsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Hand Delivery
LEacsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_ Hand Delivery
_____k,Facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
U.S. Bank Building
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ~

_

Hand Delivery
\....-Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
\--Facsimile: 336-9712
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
\......facsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

-Th6t__,,m._a'---'fc;_.
s ~-v+-f,ak,<-\----------
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DAVID T. KRllECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

:~·----Fl..,LE.~

-~1tj

DEC 1 5 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Hornes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), by and through its
counsel of record David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and pursuant to
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(l) and 54 and Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-123,
hereby moves this Court for an award of its attorney's fees and costs incurred in defending this
action from Plaintiff and/or its counsel of record.
This Motion is based upon the grounds that CBH is a prevailing party pursuant to the
Court's December 1, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order and Judgment. This Motion is further
supported by the Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.' s Motion for
Attorney's Fees and Costs and the Affidavit of David T. Krueck in Support of Defendant Corey
Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs filed concurrently herewith.
DATED this 15th day of December, 2014.
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 15th day of December, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
David M. Fogg
~U.S.Mail
7
Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
Aaron J. Tribble
___ Overnight Mail
J. Von Johnson
___ Hand Delivery
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

/U.S.Mail
Facsimile - (208) 3 88-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83 707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

--~U.S. Mail
-~~~ acsimile - (208) 338-3290
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

~llj.Mail
____..L"Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

~U.S.Mail
~ Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

L
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•
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC

•

/ 'U.S. Mail
/

Facsimile - (208) 388-1-001
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

David T. K r u ~ -
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NO. _ _ _ _

AM_____Filib.JPJLJ/,'Y{ :
DAVID T. KRuECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com

DEC 15 2014
CHRISTOPHER D

By STEPHANIE~~~k Clerk
OEPUT\I

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES 111-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC.'S MOTION
FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

DAVID T. KRUECK, first being duly sworn on oath and based on his own personal
knowledge, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the

matters set forth herein.
2.

I am the attorney of record for Defendant Corey Barton Hornes, Inc. ("CBH") in the

above entitled action. If called as a witness, I could and would competently testify to the truth of the
matters set forth herein.
3.

This affidavit 1s being submitted m support of Defendant Corey Barton

Hornes, Inc.'s Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs.
4.

On October 24, 2014 the Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order

Granting Defendant Corey Barton Hornes, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying
Plaintiff's Motion to Amend. On December 1, 2014, the Court entered its Judgment. The Court's
October 24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order and December 1, 2014 Judgment establish that
CBH is a prevailing party in this matter.
5.

This is the first opportunity I have had to represent CBH.

6.

By this Motion, CBH seeks an award of attorney's fees and costs incurred m

defending this matter.
7.

The attorney's fees and costs incurred by Plaintiff to bring this case to final

judgment are based upon the following factors and computations:
a.

I have fifteen (15) years of experience as a licensed attorney, specializing in

commercial litigation, real estate transactions and disputes.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN SUPPORT OF
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b.
matter.

I have charged CBH for services rendered at the rate of $220 per hour in this
This rate is reasonable in light of the prevailing charges by other attorneys

practicing in this area of law with similar experience. I certify to the Court that the attorney
time expended on this matter is reasonable and necessary for this case due to the nature and
complexity of this matter.
c.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of my firm's

billing statement including a description of services and the number of hours involved in the
prosecution of this matter.
8.

A summary of the costs and attorney's fees incurred by CBH is as follows:

ATTORNEY FEES
ATTORNEY

RATE

David T. Krueck

$220/hr

TOTAL:

HOURS

FEES

70.40
70.40

$15,356.00
$15,356.00

COSTS
Filing Fees:
TOTAL:

$66.00
$66.00

TOTAL ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS: $15,422.00
9.

CBH is entitled to an award of attorney's fees and costs in the amount of

$15,422.00.
10.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items identified herein are true and

correct and the costs claimed are in compliance with the Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN StlPPORT OF
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Based on the foregoing, the total judgment amount due CBH pursuant to the

11.

Judgment is $15,422.00.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

DATED this 15th day of December, 2-0-14--~t=""""'"--=....,,._-.,...:....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

David T. Krueck--------Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of December, 2014.
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Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 15th day of December, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
0I.s.Mail
David M. Fogg
_
_
/ _ F:acsimile
F
- (208) 938-9504
Aaron J. Tribble
___ Overnight Mail
J. Von Johnson
___ Hand Delivery
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

~.S.Mail
~Facsimile-(208) 388-1300
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

~S.Mail

____,/F_Facsimile -

(208) 338-3290
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

_6.s.Mail
----L- Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counselfor Defendant DAS Investments LLC

__6.s.Mail
~ Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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•
Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC

~j.s.Mail
_ L Facsimile-(208) 388-1001
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David T. Krueck
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Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

Invoice submitted to:
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
attn: Corey Barton
1977 E. Overland
Meridian, ID 83642

December 10, 2014
In Reference To:

Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

Professional Services
Hrs/Rate

Amount

1/2/2014 Review Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial; prepare Notice of Appearance for
CBH.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

1/3/2014 Review Summary Judgment pleadings filed by TitleOne; notes to file regarding
defenses.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

1/30/2014 Attend hearing on TitleOne Motion for Summary Judgment and Eagle Equity
Motion to Amend; notes to file.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

2/19/2014 Review Discovery Requests to Corey Barton Homes; call Tom Dvorak to
discuss TitleOne strategy going forward.

0.50
220.00/hr

110.00

2/28/2014 Review Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed by Eagle Equity against CHB; call
Corey (voicemail); email Tom Dvorak; notes to file regarding opposition to
motion.

0.80
220.00/hr

176.00

3/21/2014 Review discovery responses from DAS; call from counsel for DAS regarding
potential settlement offer; call Corey to discuss status of case and strategy
going forward.

0.70
220.00/hr

154.00

3/28/2014 Review Notices from Court and counsel for various parties regarding hearing
schedule; call counsel for Tim Eck regarding settlement offer from Eagle Equity.

0.40
220.00/hr

88.00

4/2/2014 Review Discovery Requests; email Corey regarding responses to discovery and
opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction; call from Tom Dvorak regarding
TitleOne files to produce.

0.60
220.00/hr

132.00

4/4/2014 Prepare draft Discovery Responses; email Corey.

1.30
220.00/hr

286.00
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Page

Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

2

Amount

Hrs/Rate
4/9/2014 Review Complaint; outline Answer and affirmative defenses; email Corey.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

4/10/2014 Legal research for Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction; outline
Opposition Brief.

2.00
220.00/hr

440.00

4/11/2014 Review pleadings filed by TitleOne regarding Motion to Quash Lis Pendens and
Motion for Summary Judgment; review Affidavits, including Corey Barton
Affidavit; research and begin drafting Opposition Brief.

2.80
220.00/hr

616.00

4/14/2014 Finalize Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction for filing with the Court.

5.00
220.00/hr

1,100.00

0.40
220.00/hr

88.00

4/15/2014 Review Motion for Summary Judgment filed by DAS; review Opposition to
Summary Judgment filed by Eagle Equity Fund to Alliance Title's Motion for
Summary Judgment.

0.80
220.00/hr

176.00

4/18/2014 Review Reply Brief regarding Preliminary Injunction; review previous pleadings
and begin Hearing Outline.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

4/21/2014 Prepare for hearing regarding Motion for Preliminary Injunction; review
pleadings and research; review Affidavits of Corey Barton, Tim Eck and
Cameron McFadden; finalize hearing outline.

2.50
220.00/hr

550.00

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

5/12/2014 Attend hearing for DAS Motion for Summary Judgment.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

5/16/2014 Begin working on Motion to Quash Lis Pendens; review previous motion filed by
TitleOne and Court's Orders denying prior motion.

1.50
220.00/hr

330.00

5/19/2014 Draft motion and briefing for Motion to Quash Lis Pendens; review and revise
McFaddan Affidavit; legal research regarding lis pendens and claims asserted
by EEF.

6.00
220.00/hr

1,320.00

2.00
220.00/hr

440.00

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

0.30
220.00/hr

66.00

Review Supplemental Discovery Responses from TitleOne to Eagle Equity
Fund Requests.

Court appearance to argue in opposition to Eagle Equity Motion for Preliminary
Injunction.

6/2/2014 Prepare for hearing on Motion to Quash Lis Pendens; review pleadings;
prepare hearing outline.
Attend and argue Motion to Quash Lis Pendens; meet after the hearing with
counsel for TitleOne to discuss strategy going forward to clear title.
6/4/2014 Review Order from Court regarding Motion to Quash Lis Pendens; email client
with status and strategy going forward.
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Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

Amount

Hrs/Rate
6/5/2014 Telephone conference with counsel for Eagle Equity Fund regarding dismissal
of Corey Barton Homes; call counsel for DAS Investments to discuss dismissal
terms proposed by Eagle Equity Fund.
6/17/2014 Attend status conference.

3

0.30
220.00/hr

66.00

0.60
NO CHARGE
175.00/hr
0.50
220.00/hr

110.00

Emails to and from Corey regarding Motion to Amend and strategy going
forward.

0.30
220.00/hr

66.00

Outline opposition to Motion to Amend; emails to and from counsel for TitleOne.

0.50
220.00/hr

110.00

9/8/2014 Review Affidavits and brief in support of EEF Rule 15 Motion to Amend; outline
opposition and strategy for summary judgment motion.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

9/9/2014 Work on CBH Motion for Summary Judgment; draft Declaration of Corey
Barton; review Court Orders and Declarations and Affidavits for various parties;
outline Memorandum in Support of Motion; review chain of title documents and
relevant portions of deposition transcripts; email Corey with draft Declaration.

5.00
220.00/hr

1,100.00

9/10/2014 Work on Summary Judgment; call Corey regarding Declaration and title
policies; draft Declaration; review record; legal research; outline Memorandum
in Support of motion.

3.80
220.00/hr

836.00

9/11/2014 Draft Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment; finalize all
pleadings in support of summary judgment; draft pleadings for Motion to Vacate
hearing on Motion to Amend filed by EEF; draft Motion to Shorten Time and
Order; finalize discovery responses for service.

6.50
220.00/hr

1,430.00

9/18/2014 Attend hearing on Motion to Vacate, Motion to Amend and TitleOne's Motion for
Summary Judgment; notes to file.

2.00
220.00/hr

440.00

10/14/2014 Review Eagle Equity Fund opposition to Summary Judgment and Motion for
Reconsideration; outline Reply Brief.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

10/15/2014 Draft Reply Brief to Eagle Equity Fund Opposition to our Motion for Summary
Judgment; research cases cited by Eagle Equity Fund; research additional
cases regarding Rule 56(f); finalize brief for filing.

5.50
220.00/hr

1,210.00

10/22/2014 Prepare for summary judgment argument and hearing; review pleadings and
relevant cases; draft hearing outline.

3.00
220.00/hr

660.00

1.50
220.00/hr

330.00

9/5/2014 Review Motion to Amend and supporting pleadings.

Attend and argue hearing for Corey Barton Homes' Motion for Summary
Judgment, Eagle Equity Fund Motion for Reconsideration and Motion to Amend.
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Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

Hrs/Rate

4

Amount

10/24/2014 Review Court's Memorandum Decision granting CBH Motion for Summary
Judgment; email client with status.

0.40
220.00/hr

88.00

11/10/2014 Review Motion for Reconsideration and supporting pleadings filed by EEF;
emails to and from counsel for TitleOne.

0.40
220.00/hr

88.00

11/12/2014 Prepare Joinder in TitleOne's Motion for Certification of Judgment and Motion
to Quash.

0.30
220.00/hr

66.00

11/13/2014 Review Order from Court regarding denial of Motion to Reconsider.

0.20
220.00/hr

44.00

11/26/2014 Review pleadings and prior briefs regarding pending Motions to Certify
Judgment and Quash Lis Pendens.

0.50
220.00/hr

110.00

Attend hearing on Motion to Certify and Motion to Quash Lis Pendens.

1.00
220.00/hr

220.00

Email status to Corey.

0.20
220.00/hr

44.00

0.30
220.00/hr

66.00

12/1/2014
Review Judgment and Order from Court regarding severance of cases and
Judgment against Eagle Equity Fund.
For professional services rendered

70.40

$15,356.00

Additional Charges :
66.00

1/2/2014 Filing Fee

$66.00

Total additional charges
For professional services rendered

70.40

$15,422.00
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DA YID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP

U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1000
Facsimile: (208) 331-2400
Email: dtk@fisherpusch.com
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DEC 15 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.
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COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), by and through its
counsel of record David T. Krueck of the firm FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK LLP, and hereby submits
this Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs.
Pursuant to the Court's October 24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Granting
Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff's
Motion to Amend and December 1, 2014 Judgment, CBH is a prevailing party in this matter and is,
therefore, entitled to recover its attorney's fees and costs incurred in defending the claims asserted
against it. As CBH prevailed in defending against Plaintiff's claims, it is entitled to an award of
attorney's fees in the amount of $15,356.00 and costs in the amount of $66.00 pursuant to Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure 54 and 1l(a)(l) and Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-123.

ARGUMENT
A.

CBH Is Entitled to an Award of Its Reasonable Attorney's Fees and Costs
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-121 and 12-123 and Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 54.

Idaho Code Section 12-121 provides:

"In any civil action, the judge may award

reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party or parties ...." CBH is a prevailing party in
this action, and should rightfully be awarded attorney's fees in the amount of $15,356.00 and
costs in the amount of $66.00.
The amount of attorney's fees to be awarded under Idaho Code Section 12-121 is
committed to the sound discretion of the trial court. Lettunich v. Lettunich, 141 Idaho 425, 435,
111 P.3d 110, 120 (2005). In considering the reasonableness of the attorney's fees, a trial court
must consider the factors set forth in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( e)(3) as well as any other
factor that the court deems appropriate. Lee v. Nickerson, 146 Idaho 5, 10-11, 189 P .3d 467,
4 72-73 (2008). A trial court need not specifically address all of the factors contained in I.R.C.P.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
COREY BARTON HO.MES, INC.'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS-2
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e
54(e)(3) in writing, so long as the record clearly indicates that the Court considered them all.
Boe! v. Stewart Title Guarantee Company, 137 Idaho 9, 16, 43 P.3d 768, 775 (2002). "[T]he
bottom line in an award of attorney's fees is reasonableness." Lettunich, 141 Idaho at 435, 111
P. 3d at 120.
Idaho Code Section 12-123 also allows for an award of reasonable attorney's fees against
a party or its attorney when claims are frivolously pursued. CBH respectfully submits that the
claims asserted by Plaintiff and its legal counsel against CBH were frivolous and without any
merit under the facts of this case and existing law.
Consideration of the appropriate factors identified in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
54(e)(3) supports the conclusion CBH should be awarded all attorney fees sought in its motion.
1.

Time and Labor Required.

The time and labor required to defend CBH in this matter is appropriate in light of the
manner in which Plaintiff prosecuted its case.

While CBH benefitted from the efforts of

TitleOne and DAS Investments to present the Court with legal arguments and factual allegations
relative to the causes of action filed against CBH, the 70.40 hours of time incurred was
reasonable because CBH pursued its own dispositive motion and motion to quash the lis pendens
affecting title to property owned and sold by CBH. In addition, counsel for CBH had to review
and consider various pleadings and papers filed by other parties to stay apprised of activities in
the case to protect CBH' s interests.
2.

Novelty and Difficulty of the Questions Raised in the Case.

CBH respectfully submits that the questions raised by Plaintiff in this case were novel to
the extent Plaintiff was seeking to claim it had a right to foreclose CBH' s interests in the subject
property, in spite of the prior reconveyance of Plaintiffs deed of trust. The fraud related claims

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. 'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS - 3
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e
brought against CBH were relatively straightforward, but did require time and resources to
necessarily defend and dismiss. The amount of fees sought is reasonable to properly mount a
defense to all of the claims pursued by Plaintiff against CBH.
3.

The Skill Requisite to Perform the Legal Services Properly and the Experience
and Ability of the Attorney in the Particular Field of Law.

As set forth in the affidavit of counsel filed concurrently herewith, CBH's attorney has
experience practicing in commercial and real estate litigation, and the required skills to diligently
represent CBH's interests in this matter.
4.

The Prevailing Charges for Like Work.

The rate charged by CBH's counsel is reasonable in light of the rates charged by other
attorneys in this case, and is further supported by the allegations set forth in the affidavit of
counsel.
5.

Whether the Fee is Fixed or Contingent.

Counsel for CBH charged his hourly rate for services in this case, which is common for
this type of work.
6.

The Time Limitations Imposed by the Client or the Circumstances of the Case.

No limitations were placed on counsel for CBH to represent CBH's interests. CBH
benefitted by the work performed by the attorneys representing other Defendants in this case,
and those circumstances and efficiencies are reflected in the number of hours incurred to
effectively represent and defend CBH in this matter.
7.

The Amount Involved and the Result Obtained.·

Plaintiff was seeking an award of damages for alleged fraud and alleged fraudulent
conveyances. The damages could have been significant, and required CBH to defend itself from
these claims. Moreover, Plaintiff alleged claims to quiet title and foreclose CBH's interests in

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
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the subject property, which could have been costly to CBH since it paid hundreds of thousands
of dollars to acquire the property from DAS Investments. CBH ultimately prevailed on all
claims brought against it by Plaintiff. The amount involved and result obtained merit an award
of the fees sought by CBH.
8.

The Undesirability of the Case.

CBH respectfully submits this factor has minimal relevance to CBH' s request for fees
and costs.
9.

The Nature and Length of the Professional Relationship with the Client.

This case is the first time counsel has represented CBH. As set forth above and in the
affidavit of counsel, the rates charged are commensurate with other attorneys in this community
practicing in this area of law.
10.

Awards in Similar Cases.

CBH respectfully submits that the amount of fees sought is relatively low when
considering fee awards made for cases involving fraud claims and quiet title relief.
B.

The Court Should Sanction Plaintiff's Counsel Under Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure ll(a)(l).

In addition to seeking an award of fees under Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-123,
CBH requests the Court consider awarding reasonable attorney's fees and costs to CBH against
Plaintiffs counsel as a sanction under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (a)( 1).
CBH recognizes the imposition of Rule 11 sanctions should only be exercised narrowly.
Kent v. Pence, 116 Idaho 22, 773 P.2d 290 (Ct. App. 1989). The manner in which Plaintiffs
counsel has pursued this lawsuit against CBH, however, warrants sanctions in the form of
awarding CBH's litigation expenses against legal counsel.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
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Plaintiff did not have any factual basis to assert its fraud claims or tortious interference
claims against CBH. CBH proved there was no relationship whatsoever between Plaintiff and
CBH to remotely establish the necessary elements for these causes of action. At a minimum,
Plaintiffs counsel should provide this Court with evidence of what inquiry counsel undertook
prior to filing suit against CBH for fraudulent conveyance, collusion to defraud, unjust enrichment
and tortious interference with prospective economic advantage. If the Court finds no reasonable
inquiry was made to determine whether these claims were well grounded in fact, sanctions under
Rule 11 are appropriate.
Plaintiff recorded multiple !is pendens against the subject property without any colorable
claim under either existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification or reversal
of existing law. The statutes at issue in this case regarding the reconveyance of Plaintiffs deed of
trust are clear and unambiguous. Plaintiff had, at best, a claim for damages for the alleged wrongful
recordation of the reconveyance instrument. Plaintiff did not, however, have any right to claim an
interest in the subject property, and Plaintiff failed to present any reasonable argument to the Court
on this issue. Plaintiffs counsel even went so far as to send correspondence to multiple lot owners
with the clear intent to intimidate these owners and raise fear over acquiring title from CBH. This
irrational, reckless conduct on the part of counsel provides additional grounds for the Court to
consider sanctioning counsel under Rule 11 in the form of awarding CBH's fees and costs directly
against the firm representing Plaintiff.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated, and supported by the Affidavit of David T. Krueck filed
contemporaneously herewith, CBH requests this Court grant an award of attorney's fees and

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
... · ,
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costs in the total amount of $15,422.00 in accordance with Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
1 l(a)(l) and 54 and Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-123.

DATED this 15th day of December, 2014.
FISHER PUSCH

& KRUECK LLP

David T. Krueck, Of the irm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
DAVID T. KRUECK, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I am the attorney of record for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. in the above-entitled
action and, as such, I am knowledgeable as to
ts charged to defend this action as set
forth in the foregoing memorandum. T
oregoing ite s are true and correct, have been

necessarily incurred in this action, and are ~plian

r

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54.

David T. Krueck

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of December, 2014.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: ~
~
My Commission Expires:
&/c).c)

/l ~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 15th day of December, 2014, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:

/.

David M. Fogg
:_JJ.S. Mail
Aaron J. Tribble
--"--/- F:acsimile - (208) 938-9504
___ Overnight Mail
J. Von Johnson
___ Hand Delivery
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

/U.S.Mail
~--~-Facsimile - (208) 388-1300
7
Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83 707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

--~U
-.S. Mail
___A~acsimile - (208) 338-3290
7
Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

--~U.S. Mail
,/Facsimile - (208) 336-9712
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

/u.S.Mail
/Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
•
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC

/ 'U.S. Mail
~acsimile-(208) 388-1001
Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

David T. Krueck
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NO., _ _ _ _ _..,......_ __

U/J f1

A.M._ _ _ _FILE.OM
_.-. · -rt7bl

DEC 15 2014

Mike Baldner, ISB #5104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5955
Email: mbaldner@hawleytroxell.com

CHR/STOPH::'.R D. R!CH, C!erk
B:; TENILLE F1A!:>
Cl!!=)~TV

Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fk:a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
DAS' APPLICATION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES
AND
DAS' MOTION FOR AWARD OF
ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE SECTION 12-123 AND
OTHERWISE

)
)
)

COMES NOW, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its counsel of record,
Mike Baldner of the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, pursuant to Rules 11

APPLICATION AND MOTION - 1

OJ

55555
.0581. 7134337 .1
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and 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-123 and
does hereby move this court for an order awarding DAS its reasonable costs and attorney fees in
this matter against Plaintiff and its counsel, jointly and severally.
This Application and Motion is supported by DAS Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees and the Affidavit of Mike Baldner in Support of Costs and
Attorney Fees filed contemporaneously herewith.

Request for Hearing and Notice Under 12-123 and Otherwise
DAS respectfully requests that a hearing be set in accordance with Idaho Code Section
12-123, and as otherwise required by Idaho Code Section 12-121, Rule 11 or 54 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.

DATED THIS

l~

day of December, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

'11dl/l

Mike Baldner,
Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC

APPLICATION AND MOTION - 2
55555.0581.7134337.l
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

j'?

day of December, 2014, I caused to be served a
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 701
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail dtk@fisherpusch.com
~ Telecopy 208-331-2400

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail david@eaglelawcenter.com
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
¢ Telecopy 208-938-9504

Thomas E. Dvorak
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail ted@givenspursley.com
angelareed@givenspursley.com
~ Telecopy 208-388-1300

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-6th Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
~ Telecopy 877-655-5286

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail dpenny@cosholaw.com
l}f Telecopy 208-338-3290
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Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail mollerup@lawidaho.com
_rgJ Telecopy 208-336-9712

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St., Ste 200
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail mspink@spinkbutler.com

%i

clamer@spinkbutler.com
Telecopy 208-388-1001

Mike Baldner

APPLICATION AND MOTION - 4
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J. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

~r~-Fi~~
... -,TJJ~,---
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DEC 1 5 201~
CHRISTOPHER 0. A1Cl-l, Clark
By JAMIE MARTIN
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

6
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8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

10

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

11
12
13

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT
ALLIANCE'S MOTION FOR COSTS,
ATTORNEY FEES, AND SANCTIONS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), and John Does 111-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies
Defendants.

27
28
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ATTORNEY FEES, AND SANCTIONS
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1

2

•

Defendant moves the Court for fees pursuant to Idaho Code § § 12-121 and 12-120(3)
AND IRCP 54(d)(l), 54(e)(l), 1 l(a)(l).

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

The Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund LLC, by and through its attorneys of record, Eagle Law
Center LLC, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6), moves this Court to disallow some or all of the costs
and fees claimed by Alliance, as such are excessive, irrelevant, and / or inappropriate.
Furthermore, Plaintiffs claims were not brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without
foundation and an award under Idaho Code§ 1 l(a)(l) would be improper.

Sanctions are

inappropriate any time a reasonable inquiry was performed, i s grounded in fact, warranted by
existing law, and was not pursued for any improper purpose.
A Memorandum in Support of this motion will be filed in accordance with the time
allowed under I.R.C.P 54(d)(6) and I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(E). The factual basis for this motion are set
out in the affidavits of David M. Fogg, Aaron J. Tribble, Mick Ysursa, and Daniel Thompson
filed concurrently with this motion. EEF requests a hearing on this motion.

15
16
17

18
19

) ;J
Dated: December - , 2014
--·
Respectfully Submitted,

By:_/_-~/'o_r,__~~-J. Von Johnson

20

Attorney for Plaintiff

21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3
4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I

I-

day of /JPCt'n,b.,.r, 2014, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
x Facsimile

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Il

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-3 88-1001

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

(J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

~

(

!j
ll
t

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

24
25

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

26

27
28
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Dav'id M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
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DEC 1 5 2014
CHRISTOP.. :.SP. o. RmH, Clerk
Sy JAMIE MARTIN
OcPUi'Y

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAN THOMPSON IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR FEES
AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Dan Thompson being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of eighteen and am
competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofldaho and have personal knowledge of the facts
set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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'.2. For the past 18 months I

he

sought resolution from the Defendants.arding the loss ofmy real property

rights and secure interest, attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of a summary of my understanding
of the defendants that I provided the Eagle Law Center in or about March 2013.
3. My company is Eagle Equity Fund ("EQ"). I am the managing member.
4. During October 2006 EQ lent money to Galliano (now Walnut Creek) subdivision in Kuna, which was at
the time being developed by Ted Mason ("Mason"). The loan was for $700,000. This was done as a second note.
The primary lender was RBC out of Canada. My funds were used as the down payment to secure the RBC note.
5. Galliano property developed home lots. Each lot sale required EQ to sign off and reconvey that particular
lot. EQ signed one each time a lot was sold. This was done regularly as lots were sold from 2007 to 2011.
6. In 2010 Mason was having financial difficulties, due to the market down tum of 2008. In 2012 Mason
ended up short selling this property to DAS, LLC ("DAS") who immediately sold it to Corey Barton for a
substantial profit.
7. I became aware of the short sale and TitleOne's role only after the fact. The original title work was done
by Alliance Title. Although requested Alliance Title was never able to procure the original Title or Title Insurance
documents that were issued at the time the original money was loaned. It appears that TitleOne took it upon
themselves to strip away my interest and convey all subsequent titles via a special warranty deed as the original
was not located. This is still the case.
8. EQ was never notified of the short sell or of any title problems by any of the defendants. There was never
a letter issued, notification, or communication from Alliance or TitleOne, or any other title company. In March
of 2010 TitleOne signed a document stating that EQ' s lien was completely satisfied and then reconveyed the title
held by EQ. EQ never signed any document stating that the loan was satisfied, was unaware that Alliance was
no longer acting as the trustee, and was never paid for its secure interest.
9. To date neither Alliance nor TitleOne can locate any documents reflecting how or why TitleOne was able
to reconvey the property. Alliance now conveniently claims that the original documents must have been destroyed
when the reconveyance occurred.
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i 0. EQ would have been inteAd in buying out the first position at th.rms offered DAS, and would have
even paid more to protect its interests. There was never an intent to simply let the property go.
11. Even after TitleOne had fully conveyed the property EQ continued to sign lot releases, which further aided
Alliance and TitleOne's cover up. There was no way for EQ to know that there was anything wrong as EQ
continued to sign lot releases, as mentioned, even after the short sell (done in March 2010). Nothing had changed.
EQ signed each release and assumed Mason was making headway in selling lots.
12. In 2013 EQ called Mason to get an update. That is when Mason said the property was short sold to DAS
in March of 2010. EQ asked why it was not notified. Mason had no idea, and assumed EQ was kept informed all
along and that EQ knew everything that was going on. Mason assured EQ that at every conversation he reminded
the Title company and lender ofEQ's position.
13. With this new information EQ immediately confronted TitleOne. TitleOne in somewhat of a panic agreed
to a meeting. EQ subsequently met with the owner/President of TitleOne, their attorney, Cameron McFadden,
and Mason. At that meeting Cameron McFadden (attorney) admitted that Title One did in fact sign a document
stating that EQ was fully satisfied, that TitleOne did not know why they signed it, that TitleOne could not verify
who authorized the document to be signed, that TitleOne could not document why their affidavit was signed
without EQ being notified, and in fact been satisfied, and that TitleOne could not prove that EQ was ever notified.
14. Also, during this meeting TitleOne said they were in error and negligent. However, due to the property
values at the time, they felt that EQ would not have been able to recoup its investment after the primary lienholder
was paid, based on the then current prices and the original loan by RBC. The new outcome was that since EQ's
value was down, TitleOne had no liability at all.
15. EQ believes the property's value, under these circumstances was irrelevant. It was not the defendants'
prerogative to determine what EQ could or could not have done with its position. That was the property rights of
the lienholder. The defendants stripped away ALL ofEQ's rights.
16. Neither Alliance nor TitleOne notified EQ of any title issues or adverse action taken against EQ's interest.
There never was a foreclosure nor any other action taken that would have tipped EQ off. In fact the continued
request for partial reconveyances operated to continuly mislead EQ regarding the status of the property.
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'17. Furthermore, the defendAt circumvented any opportunity for EQ.negotiate with and potentially buy
out the first lienholder or to work with the first lender for some sort of work-out.
18. In all, the defendants completely circumvented the purpose for Title and Liens. Defendants placed
themselves in a position to determine who can remain on a Title and who can't without regard for rights, interest,
or any other lawful due process. Defendants now claim that so long as the property values are depressed there is
no consequence should a bank or title company knowingly remove an individual from title and certify such in an
affidavit even if such certification is fraudulent. The fact that Alliance could lose documents and TitleOne could
sign an affidavit swearing that EQ was satisfied is unbelievable. TitleOne has the freedom to pick and choose
other properties in Idaho to strip owners rights from. The consumers and those who rely on title companies to
protect their property rights are in jeopardy of losing their properties.
19. The very foundation of the titles would be suspect and could cause tremendous concern if these issues are
not litigated. EQ understands that as a second lienholder there was always the right to buy out the first position
rather than lose the property.
20. EQ would have been happy to negotiate with RBC and could have made significant progress by buying
out the first position for what it sold for - and even more. Without EQ receiving a letter, email, phone call, or any
other communication how was EQ supposed to know that Title One was st ·pping away it . ights and title?

Subscribed and sworn to before me this JZ!"day of December, 2014.
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Notes regarding Galliano on Mach 20, 2013
On November 14, 2006 EEF loaned Ted Mason (Galliano) $725,500 in a second
position to RBC (Royal Bank of Canada).
EEF took a deed of trust as collateral. EEF also had Ted Mason's personal guarantee.
At the time Ted had a substantial income and net worth.
The loan was to be for less than a year at a 25% interest rate.
When the contract was initiated Ted Mason was selling a significant amount of
properties that he had built. One of the most respected builders in the area.
The markets were moving quickly and as per the previous years experience this
property should move fast.
Being in second position, EEF had to sign off on every lot sold and release our lien.
The company that handled the lot releases was Fidelity Land and Title.
Ted Mason was to sell a certain percentage of the lots to satisfy RBC, then the
remaining lots and build jobs would pay off EEF.
Two things changed the outcome significantly.
1. The markets turned sour almost over night. Lending tightened up, prices
dropped, and housing came to a near standstill as well as lot values declining.
2. In addition to the housing market the city of Kuna, where Galliano is, put in a
new water /sewer system and assessed every landowner in the city a "tax"
for the system. This added roughly $10,000 additional cost to every lot in
Galliano. As a side note the mayor and city council were/are being sued for
this.

Between, price drops, market stagnation, and now this new tax by the city, Galliano
could not sell the lots at the prices they estimated. The prices plummeted. Ted
Mason was under pressure by RBC to sell the lots quicldy.
Ted and I met several times discussing the situation. He recognized the personal
guarantee and was/is committed to fulfilling that obligation.
RBC was trying to be patient with Ted and letting the markets recover, but Ted
could no longer sell the lots for anywhere near the asking price.
In March (2011) Ted and I met and he said that RBC would likely be doing
something with the property and that he would keep me informed.
To this day, EEF has never notified or had any indication of RBC foreclosing.
Throughout the year Ted and I communicated, but still no official word. I had not
signed a lot release for quite some time. From what Ted told me most landowners
were involved with a law suit against the city of Kuna and so lots were not selling.
I called Ted on March 18, 2013 to get an update. He came into my office on the 19th
and updated me. He said that RBC had sold to another company with the acronym

EXHIBIT
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. FOGG IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (ALLIANCE)
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

David M. Fogg being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the
age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho
and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct,
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 sanctions for
frivolous litigation and lack of pursuit of claims. Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts
surrounding the claims brought before this Court and the pursuit of discovery conducted by this
office.
3. In its motion Defendant Alliance has claimed that the allegations brought against it were
without foundation. We disagree. Based on the facts presented to us we believe that Alliance while
it was trustee was negligent in its duties and in fact attempted to cover up its negligence after it
became aware that TitleOne had improperly conveyed our client's real property interest.
4. During our initial meetings with Eagle Equity Fund, LLC our client informed us that
Alliance never provided him with the original closing documents as executed at the time of closing,
that he had become aware of TitleOne's wrongful conveyance of his property interest and had
certified itself as Trustee without his knowledge or consent all while Alliance was still the bona
fide Trustee.
5. Upon further review of the documents provided to our office, it remained unclear how
TitleOne could perform a conveyance as Trustee while Alliance was the Trustee. Moreover, it
remains unclear how, after the full recoveyance of our client's interest, and without any supporting
documentation Alliance could then transfer its duties as Trustee to Fidelity National Title. These
facts, as presented then, and do now, constitute a question of fact regarding Alliance's participation
in the conveyance of our client's real property interest. Had Alliance fulfilled its duties as trustee
our client's interest could not have been stripped away. Additionally, at the time our office made
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demand of Alliance to settle our clients claims against it, we requested any documentation that
would explain how TiteOne could have gained possession of the original title documents necessary
to perform the conveyance, to date Alliance had never produced a scintilla of documentation
explaining how, while Alliance was trustee such an action could have been taken. We believed at
the time, and continue to believe that either Alliance was grossly negligent, or knowingly
participated in a scheme to strip away our client's rights, all without notice or authority.
6. As with the other defendants our office conducted a search of the property records specific
to what Alliance should have known and determined that had Alliance preformed even the most
fundamental records search it would have discovered the anomalies associated with the property
conveyances and as such should have informed our client. Instead, we believe Alliance attempted
to kick the problem down the road by assigning its duties as trustee to Fidelity National Title after
the fact (reference Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Costs
and Fees and Sanctions, pg. 3 paragraphs 5, 6). Alliance now admits that TitleOne executed a
Deed of Reconveyance in February 2010, while Alliance substituted Fidelity National Title as
trustee in May, 2010. As at the time, we were unclear how Alliance could substituted Fidelity
National Title when TitleOne had already conveyed our client's interests, certified that our clients
was paid in full, and declared itself (TitleOne) was the trustee. Alliance is a title company, if any
of the defendants would be expected to perform some type of records review it would be Alliance,
our client's trustee.
7. Our office made demand of Alliance to which no response was received. Attached as
Exhibit "B" is the initial demand letter forward to Alliance. In fact none of the Defendants took
our clients demands seriously until a complaint was filed. Additionally, our office worked in good
faith with Alliance to extend the time for them to answer the Complaint, with the expectation that
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Alliance would either acknowledge its role in the matter or provide our office with documentation
explaining the apparent lapse of oversight.
8. As stated above, at no time did Alliance provide our office with any documentation that
would demonstrate Alliance's adherence to its duties as trustee, or how under its care our client's
interest could be stripped away.
9. In its motion for fees Alliance continues to attempt to confuse the allegations leveled
against it as opposed to those brought against other co-defendants. Alliance's role, although
somewhat better understood now than at the time the complaint was filed, it still not completely
clear. The facts remain that Alliance was the trustee when the full conveyance occurred and
subsequently substituted Fidelity. Alliance has either lost, destroyed, or handed over the original
closing documents, and has never produced a single document explaining how or why it didn't
bother to do what title companies do - verify real property records and provide notice.
10. Had Alliance done its job even at the most basic level our client would have known about
TitleOne's misconduct. We find it troubling that as between Alliance and TitleOne a theory of
pointing the finger at each other appears to have won the day. We remain convinced that Alliance
was at a minimum negligent and more likely a participant in the series of events that divested our
client of his real property interest. Without Alliance's assistance and cooperation it is unlikely that
our client would have lost his property rights and interest. To claim that our office didn't have
enough information to allege the claims we did is baffling.

David M. Fogg
Subscribed and sworn to before me t h i s - t i of December, 2014.
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

DAVID M. FOGG
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@£agJeLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

CONFIDENTIAL:
FOR SETTLEMENT PURPOSES ONLY
Via Certified U.S. Mail
Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho (fka LandAmerica Transnation)
8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83704
TitleOne Corporation
1101 W. River. St., Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83702
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp
7941 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, Idaho 83704
Royal Bank of Canada (aka RBC Centura Bank)
11011 Richmond Avenue, Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042
Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83713
Re:

Claim for damages against Title One Corporation, Fidelity National Title Company,
Alliance Title & Escrow, Royal Bank of Canada, and Edward J. Mason re: Negligence,
Fraud, and Breach associated with the improper conveyance of real property.

Dear addressees:
The Eagle Law Center has been retained by Daniel Thompson and Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC (the "Client" or "EEF") to litigate claims for damages against the above addressees,
resulting from the unauthorized conveyance of property located in Ada County and more fully
described in Exhibit "A" (the "Property"). Such conveyance was transacted by Title One
Corporation ("Title One") for the Benefit of RBC Centura Bank ("RBC"). Our client is of the
opinion that Edward J. Mason ("Mason"), Title One and RBC conspired to divest EEF, through
fraud, negligence, and bad faith, of its real property interest, and has subsequently refused to
correct or otherwise settle our Client's insured real property rights and claims. As a result of the
above addressees actions EEF has suffered significant financial damages in excess of
$750,000.00.

EXHIBIT

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 1 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle. Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY ATLA\V

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagJeLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

We are aware of recent communications and meeting between our client and Title One
and have reviewed some of the operative documents as part of our preliminary investigation. At
this time, we are confident that we can prove claims for: i) bad faith, ii) negligence, iii) material
breach of contract, iv) fraud, and iii) conspiracy. Given Title One's refusal to issue and pay our
client pursuant to his title insurance, we likely will include associated damages for refusal to pay
a proper insurance claim.
For reference we have included a brief summary of the factual basis of our clients' claims
against the addressees given our current state of information. Please be advised that our
investigation has just commenced and we expect to learn significantly more about the details of
this case, therefore this statement is in no way intended to be a complete summary of the
improper and wrongful acts committed.

1. General Background
Between September 2006 and November 2006 EEF, as lender and beneficiary, executed a
loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor and
Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note, as evidenced by
that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated on or about November 13th, 2006 and
Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006 (collectively the "Loan Documents").
As second position the Loan Documents required that EEF execute conveyance
documents for each and every lot sold and released. Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho
("Fidelity") prepared and titled the necessary closing documents. The process of re-conveyance
continued until the later portion of 2009. From 2009 until 2011 our Client continued to work
with Galiano and Mason but was not asked to convey any further property and was not contact
by Title One or Alliance regarding any further activity on the property.
On or about March 2011 EEF was informed by Mason that RBC would likely move on
the property and that EEF would be properly notified. EEF received no further communication
from any of the above addressees. In early 2013 EEF noticed renewed activity on the Property
and contacted both Mason and Title One regarding the Property. Mason informed EEF that RBC
had sold the property to a yet undetermined entity. Additionally, Title One provided EEF with
an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th, 2010. At
no time was EEF notified or its lien satisfied.
EEF believes that Title One, Alliance, Fidelity, Galiano, RBC, Mason, and the purchaser
of the Property were all aware of EEF's secured position in the Property and purposefully
consummated a transfer without its knowledge or agreement.

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 2 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

DAVID M, FOGG
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208246.8848
Fax 208.938,9504
David@Eag]eLa,vCenter,com

April 26, 2013

Our client was subsequently informed by Title One that there was nothing more Title One
would be willing to do and that it would not tender any payment to EEF against its title policy.

2. Claims against addressees, their predecessors, agents, assignees, and subcontractors

I.

Tort, Bad Faith Claim

With regard to our Client's tort claim: Title One, wrongfully denied EEF resolution and possible
policy benefits when it determined it would not proceed with corrective action or settlement for
its error and negligence. It appears from the limited communications we have obtained that Title
One has acknowledged an improper conveyance. As a further and direct result of Title One's
tortous conduct our client has suffered significant financial loss, and will be able to recover
attorney and other legal fees in this matter.
At this time Alliance's and Fidelity's participation and / or compliance in this matter remains
unclear. However, as the prior trustee or participant in the conveyance process it is anticipated
that Alliance and/or Fidelity may also have been negligence and proceeded in bad faith, a
determination which will be made through discovery.
Although RBC was aware of EEF's security interest in the Property it purposefully and
wrongfully executed the conveyance documents.

II.

Material Breach of Contract

With regard to our Client's material breach of contract claim: At the time our client received title
to the Property they relied on Alliance's representation that all was in order. Indeed, it was the
responsibility and duty of Alliance to ensure that the deeds conveyed were accurate and properly
conveyed to successor entities. Notwithstanding additional claims, it is clear that reasonable skill
and due diligence was not exercised between Fidelity, Alliance and Title One.
Title One further breached the duties contained in the title policy and as a trustee when it failed
to notify EEF and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were within the diligent
attention of Title One and represent a material breach of its duties. Title One's failure to exercise
reasonable skill and care is a direct and proximate cause of our Client's damages.
Mason's has failed to repay his personal obligation to EEF and has therefore breached the terms
and conditions of the Guaranty Document.

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 3 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

DA YID M. FOGG
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagJeLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

III. Negligence

With regard to our Client's negligence claim: Title One's (i) participation in the wrongful
conveyance of the Property, (ii) failure to identify EEF' s ownership position, and (iii) failure to
disclose the conveyance are the direct and proximate cause of our clients' financial damages.
Title One negligently and carelessly executed the conveyance instruments and failed to do its due
diligence in its performance of title services to our Client. As a further and direct result of Title
One's negligence our client has suffered significant financial losses.
IV. Fraud

With regard to our Client's Fraud claim: The addresses in whole or part fraudulently conveyed
EEF's property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent each of the addressees
participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents were executed wherein
the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest. As a further and direct result of
addressees fraud our client has suffered significant financial losses.
V. Conspiracy to Defraud

With regard to our Client's Conspiracy claim: The addresses in whole or part conspired to
fraudulently conveyed EEF' s property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent
each of the addressees participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents
were executed wherein the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest. As a further and
direct result of addressees' actions our client has suffered significant financial losses.
3. Settlement Demand

Our clients' damages include approximately $725,500 plus fees and interest, in the loss of
Property ownership. Furthermore, we anticipate that legal fees to prosecute this matter will be in
excess of $175,000.00 should protracted litigation be required, and given Plaintiffs' bad faith
conduct we fully intend to prosecute for general and punitive damages for our Client in an
amount of $250,000.00, resulting in a total claim against Plaintiffs of approximately
$1,150,500.00. Furthermore, should it be determined that addressees' conduct violated the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act, the Idaho Racketeering Statutes, or Idaho Securities law, such may
allow treble damages.
Despite the egregious conduct of the Plaintiffs, their agents and/or successors and assigns we are
of the opinion that the matter should have been and may still be resolved in an efficient manner
at this time without exposing Plaintiffs to a significant potential punitive damage award,
including a verdict in excess of liability limits. Therefore, we, on behalf of our Client hereby

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 4 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

DAVID M. FOGG
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David<@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

demand $725,500.00 plus current legal fees of approximately $5,500, representing our clients'
base claim plus fees, to settle the above referenced matter.
This offer is a onetime proposed settlement amount requiring immediate response. We have been
instructed by our Client to immediately proceed with litigation should Plaintiffs refuse to remit
settlement. Plaintiffs must contact this office on or before May 3rd, 2013. If we do not receive a
timely response, we will immediately commence litigation and seek the earliest available trial
date.

Sincerely yours,

David M. Fogg, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 5 of 5
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (ALLIANCE)
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada
)

Aaron J. Tribble being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of
eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and have personal
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• kno~ledge of the facts set forth

!ein,

believing them all to be true and!rrect, to the best of my knowledge

and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 sanctions for frivolous litigation
and pursuit of claims. Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts surrounding the claims brought before this
Court and the discovery conducted by this office.
3. My duties as an attorney in this case began in late September 2013 after TitleOne and other defendants
filed motions to dismiss. During my time on this case, I have always endeavored to work as efficiently as
possible for my client. During my time on the case, I have had to defend motions to dismiss from three
different defendants, multiple motions to quash, two summary judgment motions from TitleOne, summary
judgment motions from Alliance, DAS, RBC, and Corey Barton, depose Heidi Emery, Vicky White, and
Cameron McFadden, travel to Utah for the deposition of Amy Cobine, provide counsel for EEF's deposition of
Daniel Thompson, conduct various discovery against defendants, negotiate a settlement with Defendants
Fidelity and Chicago, and many more activities. My activities on this case (I believe largely by the design of
the Defendants) have mostly been driven by the Defendant's constant and consistent activity in making motion
after successive motion.
4. When I did have time to conduct discovery, I was often met with resistance or immediate retaliation. As
with Alliance, my discovery requests were met with an immediate motion for summary judgment. Responses
were served with a motion for summary judgment so as to allow no time to conduct additional discovery or
confer regarding deficiencies in Alliance's responses. Also for example, I served a subpoena on TitleOne to
produce Heidi Emery's emails for the years 2009 and 2010. In response to this subpoena, Tom Dvorak
provided me with approximately 40 emails and no explanation. Only upon much prodding and suggestion did
Torn agree to produce many more emails that were within TitleOne's possession all the time. My point in
stating this to the Court is that the Defendants have employed a constant strategy to create as much work as
possible in hopes to string out this litigation and get to a summary judgment motion with as little as possible
being discovered. On one hand the Defendants complain that EEF has done little to prosecute it's claim, but on
003314
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the other hand, the Defendants have produced a nearly constant stream

•

ofmotions and challenges before this

Court.
5. In my time on this case, I discovered facts that led me to believe that Alliance was justifiably included as
a defendant in this case. Most notably, at the deposition of Amy Cobine, it was revealed that the wrongful
reconveyance at issue in this case was the result of PCD, TitleOne's reconveyance subcontractor, receiving an
original copy of the EEF deed of trust. PCD stated that they took the receiving of an original deed of trust as an
instruction that the entire deed of trust had been satisfied and needed to be fully reconveyed. I learned that this
is a generally accepted practice in the title industry, and that original documents are usually required for a full
reconveyance. These facts coupled with the fact that my client, EEF, has stated to me that they never received
the original copies of the deed of trust back from Alliance, trustee of the EEF deed of trust, led me to conclude
that Alliance played a role in PCD obtaining the originals, whether intentionally or through negligence. Thus,
with these facts obtained in discovery I concluded that EEF had viable claims against Alliance for negligence,
intentional interference, and collusion to fraudulently convey. The original version of the EEF deed of trust was
the key to the wrongful reconveyance, and Alliance was the source of that document because they were the
closing agent and thus the custodian of the original deed of trust.
6. Several counts against Alliance were conceded at summary judgment, but the reasons for this were
varied. It is my understanding that some counts were never intended to be specifically asserted at Alliance and
the facts pleaded in the complaint bear this out. Future amendments to the complaint were made to reflect court
ordered dismissals or were made pursuant to a motion to amend. Also, discovery did not produce evidence
supporting some counts and this lead to a concession on those counts as well. Ultimately, the contested counts
at summary judgment were the counts that had I believe had developed through discovery a factual and legal
basis to proceed to trial.
7. In my dealings with Mr. Mollerup, he never discussed any possibility of settlement with me short of a
complete dismissal of all claims. This made it nearly impossible to ever discuss the relative merits of any
individual claim prior to summary judgment.

My only correspondence with him regarding settlement is
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attached as Exhibit A. Mr. Mollerup never conferred or attempted to confer with me regarding any alleged
insufficiency in discovery responses that were provided to him. Had he conferred with me, I would have made
every effort to provide him with responses that he would consider satisfactory.
8. Discovery was conducted against Alliance, and it was my intention to conduct further discovery against
Alliance to figure out how and why the original deed of trust got into the hands of TitleOne.
9. In its motion, Alliance repeatedly says that EEF has "no basis" to make every allegation in its complaint.
However, Alliance ignores obvious facts: that it was Alliance that had possession of the original EEF deed of
trust at closing, that EEF states they never received the originals from Alliance, that TitleOne somehow came
into possession of this document, and that this document was used to extinguish EEF's interest in the property.
So, the proper inference is that Alliance, either intentionally or negligently, is responsible for the document
falling into TitleOne's hands. It is this evidence that is the basis of the claims contested at summary judgment.
10. In their motion, Alliance argues that they never should have had a contractual claim against them for a
breach of the title policy. Alliance argues that future defects in title are excluded, however we don't believe
that Idaho Contract Law permits a party to draft a contract that excludes their own bad acts when such bad acts
contributed to a title defect. Therefore a breach of contract is arguable from the standpoint that Alliance cannot
hide behind a contract that they drafted and use it as a shield. In addition, this brings in the possibility of a bad
faith claim, because Alliance has refused to negotiate in any way except for demanding a full dismissal. Again,
both claims were conceded at summary judgment only because at the time, discovery had not provided facts to
develop these theories.
11. In their motion, Alliance argues that the Negligence claim has no basis in fact or law.

However,

Alliance obviously owed duties to EEF because they sold EEF title insurance and acted as the title agent for the
transaction between EEF and Galiano. At a bare minimum, Alliance owed EEF a duty to "ensure Plaintiffs
secured interest was recognized and protected." This duty would obvious include safeguarding the documents
that underpin EEF's interest. They did not safeguard the documents, knew that these documents could be used
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to reconvey the interest, and the reconveyance occurred as a consequence. Simply put, Alliance was a "but for"
cause of the reconveyance, and they had a duty to prevent it from happening.
12. In their motion, Alliance argues that the consumer protection act claim has no basis in fact or law.
However, from my conversations with my client, it was apparent that Alliance was offering title insurance to
EEF but never disclosed Ticor as the actual policy source until it was too late. Essentially, Alliance bait and
switched at closing. This violates the consumer protection act because it was "passing off goods or services as
those of another", "causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the source, sponsorship,
approval, or certification of goods or services", "causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to
affiliation, connection, or association with, or certification by, another", "advertising goods or services with
intent not to sell them as advertised", and "engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false,
or deceptive to the consumer." In spite of this, EEF conceded at oral argument because it felt that there were
more meritorious claims worth pursuing.
13. In their motion, Alliance again misrepresents that there was no factual or legal basis for the fraud claim
against them. Alliance was undisputedly the Trustee of the EEF deed of trust at the time of the wrongful
reconveyance, and Alliance controlled the document that gave rise to that reconveyance. Although Alliance did
not make any representations to EEF, fraud remained a possible legal theory at the inception of this case
because of the fact that Alliance said nothing, essentially concealing information. Through discovery, facts did
not come to support fraud against Alliance and the claim was conceded because discovery pointed in the
direction of other claims against Alliance.
14. In their motion, Alliance again forgets about the facts. They argue that there was no factual or legal
basis for the collusion claim. However, Alliance by necessity was a key player in any collusion scheme because
Alliance possessed and controlled the original EEF deed of trust. Without Alliance providing the necessary
document, the other defendants could not have completed the reconveyance and kept EEF in the dark.
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,15. In their motion, Alliance ! e s that there is no factual or legal bas!or claims of unjust enrichment and
conversion against them. However, a review of the factual allegations in the complaint shows that Alliance was
never the target of such a claim.
16. In their motion, Alliance argues that there was no factual and legal basis for the Tortious Interference
claim. However, the original EEF deed of trust was released by Alliance at some point. We know this because
TitleOne used the document to accomplish the reconveyance. So tortious interference was within the realm of
possible theories because evidence in discovery would likely have eliminated any possibility of an accidental
release of the document. Also, Alliance as a title company, was well aware of the standard industry use of
original deeds of trust for reconveyances, so they were aware that the release of such a document to a nontrustee title company was substantially likely to result in a reconveyance.

Again, this underscores the

importance of safekeeping the originals of the documents. Alliance points to their transmittal letter, but they
have no postal receipts of certificates of delivery that show what was delivered or when. Given the information
in our possession, it was reasonable to think that the originals never made it into our client's hands.
17. In their motion, Alliance argues again that there was no factual or legal basis for the breach of fiduciary
duty claim. This claim was originally added because our firm believes that the duties of a trustee are fiduciary
in nature. A trustee should be safeguarding and protecting the interests of the beneficiary. Although current
Idaho case law suggests otherwise, it is hardly a stretch to suggest that Idaho may reverse course and hold title
companies and trustees to a higher standard in the future, and this case could certainly have been a starting
point. Given that there were duties here that were obviously breached by both Alliance and TitleOne, a breach
of fiduciary duty claim is a reasonable theory. At summary judgment however, EEF elected not to pursue the
claim although there was merit in asking this court or a higher court to extend or modify existing law to include
situations just like this.
18. In their motion, Alliance pretends as if they had no idea that the pleadings were not putting them on
notice of any negligence claims as a closing agent. However, Alliance was specifically identified as both an
insurer and a "closing agent" in paragraph 20 of the original complaint. It was also alleged that they owed a
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duty to "ensure that Plaintiffs secured interest was recognized and protected". So Alliance should not act
surprised that their loss of the original documents is part of a negligence claim because it was their duty as a
closing agent to safeguard the document. Their breach of that duty was a "but for" cause of the reconveyance.
19. Alliance's request for sanctions is baffling to me. I have endeavored to represent my client to the best of
my abilities within the bounds of professionalism and within the framework of the facts that I have been given.
It is my understanding that Alliance was contacted as part of the investigation on this case before filing and that
Alliance was not helpful in any way in clarifying their role. When this case first came to me, I did my best to
represent my client from then forward. I can't control the information that is produced by the Defendants or
other witnesses in discovery, so I feel as if Alliance is now using the 20/20 hindsight argument to say that
because no evidence was produced to support a claim that the claim was originally brought frivolously. This is
not the case. I tried to discuss settlement with Mr. Mollerup prior to summary judgment and was met with
noting but blanket demands for a dismissal. I was candid with this Court in my concessions at summary
judgment because I felt that there was some points that I could not substantiate at that particular moment. This
doesn't mean that there was never a reason to bring the claim at all. The points contested at summary judgment
were contested because I believed there was a good faith basis to do so.

?tz;_
/li;J:~
~?

A~ron J. Tribble

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

/l r'-day of December, 2014.

N~~
&i.seJ 1Jj.
Residing at

My Commission expires:/5/20/C/
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Subject: Eagle Equity Fund v Aliance Title et al
From: "Richard W. Mollerup" <mollerup@lawidaho.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 26, 2014 8:42 am
To: "'aaron@eagle lawce nte r.com"' <aaron@eagle lawce nte r.com >
Attach: image003.png

Aaron, I'm sorry to do this by email but I have been trying to reach you by phone for the past few days and
have been unable to do so. Since we now have a new judge, I am in the process of rescheduling a hearing
date for Summary Judgment motion by Alliance Title. After the deposition of Mr. Thompson , I see no
reason why it would not be granted . Further, It seems evident that there was no basis in law or fact to
name Alliance as a defendant. If our Summary Judgment is granted, I believe we will be entitled to
attorney's fees from your client under 12-121 and possibly from Eagle Law Center under Rule 11. However,
I have been authorized by Alliance Title to make the following settlement offer. If your client will dismiss
Alliance with prejudice by the end of this week, Alliance will not pu rsue recovery of fees and costs . If we
have to proceed with the Summary Judgment and we prevail, Alliance will pursue all avenues for fees and
costs .

Richard W. Mollerup
Attorney
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W . Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
phone: 208.342 .6066
fax: 208.336.9712
email: mollerup@lawidaho .com
http://www.lawidaho.com
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CONFID ENTIALITY NOTICE : This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidentia l or privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to use or distribute any infonmation included in this e-mail
or its attachments. If you receive this e-mail in error, please delete it from your system and co ntact the sender
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Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 W. Front Street Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
208-336-9712

Dear Mr. Mollerup:
I am writing on behalf of my client Eagle Equity Fund in regards to your offer of
settlement which you extended to us several days ago. As I tried to explain to you at the
deposition of Dan Thompson, Alliance was the first to handle the original deed of trust and
promissory note at issue in this case. These documents were sent to the Ada County Recorder
and then were sent back to Alliance. What happened after that is somewhat of a mystery.

My client states that he never received any originals back from Alliance. The deposition
of Amy Cobine showed that her company, PCD, would not have made a reconveyance of a trust
deed without the original copy of that trust deed. So there is a question as to what happened to
the original copy of the deed of trust between the time when it was sent from the recorder's
office to Alliance until the time when it showed up at PCD.
Given that Dan Thompson has testified that he never received any original copies from
Alliance, it seems that Alliance either intentionally or negligently gave up possession of these
documents, and this led to TitleOne starting the recoveyance process with PCD with the original
deed of trust. As far as I can tell, the Court has no other information before it for summary
judgment that indicates what happened to the original document. Because of that, the Court will
assume that Alliance never gave the originals to Eagle Equity Fund.
Because the Court will assume that Alliance never gave the originals to EEF, and it will
have the deposition of Amy Cobine showing that the original was used to do the reconveyance at
PCD, the Court will conclude that Alliance was either negligent in handling the documents and
allowing them to get to TitleOne and PCD, or that Alliance conspired with TitleOne to obtain a
reconveyance, or that Alliance tortiously interfered with EEF's economic advantage by giving
the documents to TitleOne. That being the case, I believe the Court will rule in our favor at
summary judgment.
However, given all of the above, I still believe that TitleOne is most at fault in this case
with Alliance being a close second. That being the case, our client doesn't believe a stipulated
dismissal is a correct choice unless Alliance can offer something more. Given the current
evidence before the Court, I don't see how Alliance will have their motion for summary
judgment completely granted. I would like to propose that Alliance pay my client a sum of
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$50,000 to completely settle EEF's claim against Alliance for negligence, conspiracy, and
tortious interference, both parties stipulating to a dismissal and paying their own costs and fees.
Please let me know if this is acceptable.

Sincerely yours,

Aaron J. Tribble
Attorney for Eagle Equity Fund

lh/ajt
enc
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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DEC f 5 201~

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fra Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fra RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fra Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S
(ALLIANCE) MOTION FOR FEES AND
COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Michael N. Ysursa being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

AFFIDAVIT OF MIOIAEL N. YSURSA

-1
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the
age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I am familiar with the above mentioned case because I conducted substantial research and
investigation into the actual recorded documents in conjunction with the relevant properties.
3. On or about August 21, 2013, I physically conducted my first chain of title search for each
and every parcel listed in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, also known as, Walnut Creek
Subdivision. In my diligence, I requested the help of the County Recorder staff to ensure that I
was using the record search software correctly.
4. I conducted roughly five (5) multi-hour public records searches at separate times. All
relating to the property and the wrongful reconveyance of the Eagle Equity Fund interest in the
property. My search was as thorough, if not more than, any title search one would purchase when
securing an interest in a property.
5. On my first session researching titles, upon entering the name "Galiano" in the system, and
with the assistance of the County Recorder staff member, I was able to extract copies of all
recorded instruments involving the names Galiano, Eagle Equity Fund, Walnut Creek, and Corey
Barton Homes. Included in all searches were the instruments recorded and/or held in trust by a
number of title companies. Most notably, Alliance Title.
6. The public record clearly indicated that Alliance Title held the initial Deed of Trust for
both, RBC Bank and Eagle Equity Fund in regards to the abovementioned property.
7. During my search, the County Recorder staff member assisting me with the search
software, proceeded to scroll through the instruments involved. She made an audible inquiry

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA - 2
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similar to "huh, that's not right?" I then asked her what she meant, to which her response was, here
you have a couple partial reconveyances then a full reconveyance and then some more partials.
That doesn't make any sense and should not be possible (paraphrased).
8. I then indicated that is why we are looking into this situation. The County Recorder staff
member proceeded to go through the mechanics of their software and ensured I was conducting
my search correctly. Similarly, refraining from offering opinion that could be construed as legal
advice. Obviously, she understood the gravity of the situation in the brief instant she was scrolling
through the instruments on the subject.
9. I then extracted the instruments indicating that RBC Bank was the first position lien holder
and Alliance Title & Escrow Corp held the Dead of Trust for that position. I also extracted the
instruments indicating that Eagle Equity Fund held a second position lien where Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp held the Dead of Trust for that second position also.
10. The public record also indicated that Alliance would hold the original documentation as
is customary for a trustee of a Deed of Trust.
11. Further research produced documentation clearly indicating Eagle Equity Fund was
receiving a subordinate interest to RBC and that interest was not to be paid or partially paid without
RBC's involvement.
12. The record clearly indicates that Alliance was the trustee for the RBC Deed of Trust
throughout the entire life of the RBC interest in the property and was instrumental in the "short
sale" that occurred when transferring the property to DAS Investments.
13. The public record clearly indicates and awareness and actual knowledge of Eagle Equity
Fund's interest the property and the debtor's inability to satisfy Eagle Equity Fund's interest
without first either, receiving permission from RBC or satisfaction of the RBC loan.

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA - 3
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14. I then spent time extracting the chain of title history for each of the nearly eighty (80)
parcels in the subdivision going back several years, and printed each document relating to the
conveyance and trustee relationship from the time Galiano entered the record to the point where
Galiano began to convey parcels. Of which the majority was to a DAS Investments.
15. In my research and extraction of all relevant and publically recorded documents, the public
recorded history of Alliance as the property trustee in a Deed of Trust, for both lien holders,
continually facilitated the partial reconveyance oflots as they were sold to individuals.
16. The recorded documents clearly showed Alliance in the trustee position for both RBC and
Eagle Equity Fund. Furthermore, public record clearly shows a chain of title that involves Alliance
fully aware of the second position Eagle Equity Fund for it had to have held the original documents
involved in creating that second position and subsequent partial releases by both RBC and Eagle
Equity Fund.
17. The public record also indicated that Ted Mason, principle of Galiano, retained ownership
in a property post "short sale".

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

/li11day of December, 2014.
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J. Von Johnson ISB #9293
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

9

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10

11

12

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
MOTION TO DISSALLOW
DEFENDANT RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies
Defendants.

26

27
28
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MOTION TO DISSALLOW DEFENDANT RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
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Defendant moves the Court for fees pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-121 and 12-120(3)
AND IRCP 54(d)(l), 54(e)(l), 1 l(a)(l).

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

The Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund LLC, by and through its attorneys of record, Eagle Law
Center LLC, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6), moves this Court to disallow some or all of the costs
and fees claimed by RBC, as such are excessive, irrelevant, and / or inappropriate.
Furthermore, Plaintiffs claims were not brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without
foundation and an award under Idaho Code§ 1 l(a)(l) would be improper.

Sanctions are

inappropriate any time a reasonable inquiry was performed, i s grounded in fact, warranted by
existing law, and was not pursued for any improper purpose.
A Memorandum in Support of this motion will be filed in accordance with the time
allowed under I.R.C.P 54(d)(6) and I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(E). The factual basis for this motion are set
out in the affidavits of David M. Fogg, Aaron J. Tribble, Mick Ysursa, and Daniel Thompson
filed concurrently with this motion. EEF requests a hearing on this motion.

15
16
17
18
19

, 2014
Dated: December -/:).
--Respectfully Submitted,

20
21
J. Von Johnson

22

Attorney for Plaintiff

23
24
25
26
27

28
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MOTION TO DISSALLOW DEFENDANT RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3
4

5

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/0

day of tJ~c-.P>r>b "'"", 2014, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

6

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( )
( )
( )
()}

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( )
( )
( )
(~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
W Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83 707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( )
( )
( )
(.I()

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O.Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(><) Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

25
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Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

( )
( )
( )
~)
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
.,
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
Nmih Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAN THOMPSON IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR FEES
AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada
)

Dan Thompson being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of eighteen and am
competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofldaho and have personal knowledge of the facts
set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to the best of my knowledge ,and belief.
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2. For the past 18 months I . sought resolution from the Defendantslarding the loss of my real property
rights and secure interest, attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of a summary of my understanding
of the defendants that I provided the Eagle Law Center in or about March 2013.
3. My company is Eagle Equity Fund ("EQ"). I am the managing member.
4. During October 2006 EQ lent money to Galliano (now Walnut Creek) subdivision in Kuna, which was at
the time being developed by Ted Mason ("Mason"). The loan was for $700,000. This was done as a second note.
The primary lender was RBC out of Canada. My funds were used as the down payment to secure the RBC note.
5. Galliano property developed home lots. Each lot sale required EQ to sign off and reconvey that particular
lot. EQ signed one each time a lot was sold. This was done regularly as lots were sold from 2007 to 2011.
6. In 2010 Mason was having financial difficulties, due to the market down tum of 2008. In 2012 Mason
ended up short selling this property to DAS, LLC ("DAS") who immediately sold it to Corey Barton for a
substantial profit.
7. I became aware of the short sale and TitleOne's role only after the fact. The original title work was done
by Alliance Title. Although requested Alliance Title was never able to procure the original Title or Title Insurance
documents that were issued at the time the original money was loaned. It appears that TitleOne took it upon
themselves to strip away my interest and convey all subsequent titles via a special warranty deed as the original
was not located. This is still the case.
8. EQ was never notified of the short sell or of any title problems by any of the defendants. There was never
a letter issued, notification, or communication from Alliance or TitleOne, or any other title company. In March
of 2010 Title One signed a document stating that EQ' s lien was completely satisfied and then reconveyed the title
held by EQ. EQ never signed any document stating that the loan was satisfied, was unaware that Alliance was
no longer acting as the trustee, and was never paid for its secure interest.
9. To date neither Alliance nor TitleOne can locate any documents reflecting how or why TitleOne was able
to reconvey the property. Alliance now conveniently claims that the original documents must have been destroyed
when the reconveyance occurred.
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. 10. EQ would have been inte-ed in buying out the first position at the9ms offered DAS, and would have
even paid more to protect its interests. There was never an intent to simply let the property go.
11. Even after TitleOne had fully conveyed the property EQ continued to sign lot releases, which further aided
Alliance and TitleOne's cover up. There was no way for EQ to know that there was anything wrong as EQ
continued to sign lot releases, as mentioned, even after the short sell (done in March 2010). Nothing had changed.
EQ signed each release and assumed Mason was making headway in selling lots.
12. In 2013 EQ called Mason to get an update. That is when Mason said the property was short sold to DAS
in March of 2010. EQ asked why it was not notified. Mason had no idea, and assumed EQ was kept info1med all
along and that EQ knew everything that was going on. Mason assured EQ that at every conversation he reminded
the Title company and lender of EQ's position.
13. With this new info1mation EQ immediately confronted TitleOne. TitleOne in somewhat of a panic agreed
to a meeting. EQ subsequently met with the owner/President of TitleOne, their attorney, Cameron McFadden,
and Mason. At that meeting Cameron McFadden (attorney) admitted that Title One did in fact sign a document
stating that EQ was fully satisfied, that TitleOne did not know why they signed it, that TitleOne could not verify
who authorized the document to be signed, that TitleOne could not document why their affidavit was signed
without EQ being notified, and in fact been satisfied, and that TitleOne could not prove that EQ was ever notified.
14. Also, during this meeting TitleOne said they were in error and negligent. However, due to the prope1iy

values at the time, they felt that EQ would not have been able to recoup its investment after the primary lienholder
was paid, based on the then current prices and the original loan by RBC. The new outcome was that since EQ's
value was down, TitleOne had no liability at all.
15. EQ believes the property's value, under these circumstances was irrelevant. It was not the defendants'
prerogative to determine what EQ could or could not have done with its position. That was the property rights of
the lienholder. The defendants stripped away ALL of EQ' s rights.

16. Neither Alliance nor TitleOne notified EQ of any title issues or adverse action taken against EQ' s interest.
There never was a foreclosure nor any other action taken that would have tipped EQ off. In fact the continued
request for partial reconveyances operated to continuly mislead EQ regarding the status of the property.
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17. Furthermore, the defend. circumvented any opportunity for EQ.egotiate with and potentially buy
out the first lienholder or to work with the first lender for some sort of work-out.
18. In all, the defendants completely circumvented the purpose for Title and Liens. Defendants placed
themselves in a position to determine who can remain on a Title and who can't without regard for rights, interest,
or any other lawful due process. Defendants now claim that so long as the property values are depressed there is
no consequence should a bank or title company knowingly remove an individual from title and certify such in an
affidavit even if such certification is fraudulent. The fact that Alliance could lose documents and TitleOne could
sign an affidavit swearing that EQ was satisfied is unbelievable. TitleOne has the freedom to pick and choose
other properties in Idaho to strip owners rights from. The consumers and those who rely on title companies to
protect their property rights are in jeopardy oflosing their properties.
19. The very foundation of the titles would be suspect and could cause tremendous concern if these issues are
not litigated. EQ understands that as a second lienholder there was always the right to buy out the first position
rather than lose the property.
20. EQ would have been happy to negotiate with RBC and could have made significant progress by buying
out the first position for what it sold for - and even more. Without EQ receiving a letter, email, phone call, or any
. other communication how was EQ supposed to know that Title One waJ).pping
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this J2!day of December, 2014.
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Residing at
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1
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / {:

day of /}-r'Cf>fn6.Pr-, 2014, I caused a true and

4
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
5
addressed to the following:

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( )
( )
( )
(0

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(,x) Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(>-,) Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O.Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( )
( )
( )
()()

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

25
26
27
28
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2
3

•

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

•
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(x) Facsimile

4

5

6
7
8

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Notes regarding Galliano on Mach 20, 2013
On November 14, 2006 EEF loaned Ted Mason (Galliano) $725,500 in a second
position to RBC (Royal Bank of Canada).
EEF took a deed of trust as collateral. EEF also had Ted Mason's personal guarantee.
At the time Ted had a substantial income and net worth.
The loan was to be for less than a year at a 25% interest rate.
When the contract was initiated Ted Mason was selling a significant amount of
properties that he had built. One of the most respected builders in the area.
The markets were moving quickly and as per the previous years experience this
property should move fast.
Being in second position, EEF had to sign off on every lot sold and release our lien.
The company that handled the lot releases was Fidelity Land and Title.
Ted Mason was to sell a certain percentage of the lots to satisfy RBC, then the
remaining lots and build jobs would pay off EEF.
Two things changed the outcome significantly.

1. The markets turned sour almost over night. Lending tightened up, prices
dropped, and housing came to a near standstill as well as lot values declining.
2. In addition to the housing market the city of Kuna, where Galliano is, put in a
new water /sewer system and assessed every landowner in the city a "tax"
for the system. This added roughly $10,000 additional cost to every lot in
Galliano. As a side note the mayor and city council were/are being sued for
this.
Between, price drops, market stagnation, and now this new tax by the city, Galliano
could not sell the lots at the prices they estimated. The prices plummeted. Ted
Mason was under pressure by RBC to sell the lots quickly.
Ted and I met several times discussing the situation. He recognized the personal
guarantee and was/is committed to fulfilling that obligation.
RBC was trying to be patient with Ted and letting the markets recover, but Ted
could no longer sell the lots for anywhere near the asking price.
In March (2011) Ted and I met and he said that RBC would likely be doing
something with the property and that he would keep me informed.
To this day, EEF has never notified or had any indication of RBC foreclosing.
Throughout the year Ted and I communicated, but still no official word. I had not
signed a lot release for quite some time. From what Ted told me most landowners
were involved with a law suit against the city of Kuna and so lots were not selling.
I called Ted on March 18, 2013 to get an update. He came into my office on the 19th
and updated me. He said that RBC had sold to another company with the acronym

EXHIBIT
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (RBC) MOTION FOR
FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Aaron J. Tribble being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of
eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and have personal
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kn~wledge of the facts set forth,rein, believing them all to be true and!rrect, to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 sanctions for frivolous litigation
and pursuit of claims. Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts surrounding the claims brought before this
Court and the discovery conducted by this office.
3. Through their counsel, RBC contacted this office and requested to be dismissed because they were not
the correct party to the action. John Ward was the attorney for RBC Bank. John put our office into touch with
David Penny, counsel for RBC Real Estate Finance. Mr. Penny expressed to me his desire to be substituted into
the case in place of RBC Bank. Mr. Penny and Mr. Ward both expressed their sincere belief that RBC Real
Estate Finance was the correct entity who should be in this action. Mr. Penny also requested to be kept in the
loop with any of the developments on the case. Copies of emails between myself and Mr. Penny are attached as
Exhibit A. Based on my conversations with Mr. Penny, it was my understanding that both Mr. Ward and Mr.
Penny had read the complaint and understood its contents. Regardless of that, Mr. Penny never questioned me
about the allegations in the complaint prior to being substituted onto the case. Mr. Penny never discussed
liability with me prior to being substituted onto the case. However, approximately two months after making his
appearance on this case, Mr. Penny made a motion for summary judgment. It seems disingenuous to me for Mr.
Penny to now request attorney fees one hand when it was Mr. Penny who had reviewed the pleadings and still
requested to be substituted onto the case. If the case had no merit against RBC Real Estate Finance as Mr.
Penny suggests, then Mr. Penny should have discussed this with me first.
4. During discovery on this case, I became aware of all of the documents surrounding the transaction
between Galiano, DAS, and RBC (the short sale). Documents signed at the time of the original closing in 2006
showed that RBC was aware of the existence of EEF's loan because it was the down payment prerequisite to
RBC's larger loan. Per the terms of the Master Credit Agreement, RBC understood that they would be getting
paid off first before any monies were disbursed to EEF. So, almost by definition, because RBC was approving
a short sale, they were aware that EEF had never received money to satisfy the EEF loan. And they were aware
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that Galiano was not being honest by signing a General Warranty Deed stating that there were no other
encumbrances on the property. Both Galiano and RBC understood, despite what the county records may have
shown, that EEF had a claim on the property.
5. At this time during the litigation, we were also aware through conversation with Mr. Mason that RBC
was made aware of the existence of the EEF interest. With RBC's knowledge, it seems almost unthinkable that
they would still attempt a short sale of the property without giving notice to EEF. Given that RBC accepted so
little from DAS, and the DAS imeediately turned a profit on the deal, it was strange that RBC didn't even
attempt to offer the property to EEF. Ted Mason also received a parcel of the subdivision as part of the short
sale deal. RBC never even attempted to file for default or foreclose. The only reasonable explanation for these
activities was that RBC was helping Galiano and Mason divest the property to a strawman BFP as quickly as
possible in order to avoid detection by EEF.
6. It was apparent that the damage became permanent once Galiano sold the property to DAS, and the
property could not have changed hands without action from RBC. Although EEF did not have a chance to
determine exactly why RBC released their lien, it was apparent that RBC's actions in not contacting a known
lienholder (EEF) and accepting pennies on dollar for their interest was suspicious. It was upon this suspicion
that EEF believes that RBC must have been assisting the other Defendants in selling the property and divesting
EEF of its interest.
7. In their motion, RBC requests sanctions. This is completely baffling to me. On one hand RBC states
that all that was offered to the Court was "frivolous" and "fiction and an implausible theory." If that is the case,
then how can RBC explain how they were able to identify the exact and correct entity to sue? It was Mr. Penny
who insisted that his entity be brought into this action in place of RBC Bank. Perhaps Mr. Penny can explain
why he wanted to be let onto a frivolous case to litigate something that had no merit, as he suggests. The Court
should not forget that Mr. Penny was well aware of the case and the allegations, identified his client as the
appropriate entity, asked to be let on the case, and made no attempt to settle the case prior to being substituted

m.
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8. I have endeavored to rep!nt my client to the best of my abilities,ithin the bounds of professionalism
and within the framework of the facts that I have been given. It is my understanding that RBC was contacted as
part of the investigation on this case before filing and that RBC was not helpful in any way in clarifying their
role. RBC only claimed that they were not the correct entity. When this case first came to me, I did my best to
represent my client from then forward. At the time when RBC Real Estate Finance was substituted, this case
was in full swing. There was an important deposition of Amy Cobine happening in Utah, and EEF was being
deposed shortly thereafter. RBC now complains that in the two months they were on the case that EEF didn't
do any discovery on them. I find it strange given the amount of work that was occurring at that time. I was
candid with this Court in motion because I genuinely believed that there were factual issues concerning RBC
that required further discovery. This doesn't mean that there was never a reason to bring the claim at all. I gave
my reasoning at summary judgment because I believed there was a good faith basis to do so.

Aaron J. Tribble
Subscribed and sworn to before me this / l

ti.,,

day of December, 2014.

~~

Notary Public~r Idaho
Residing at "t;o ·..sG
My Commission expires:
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https:// email23 .secureserver.net/view_print_ multi .php?uidArray=535 I.. ,

e

Close Window

Subject: RE: Thompson v. TitleOne
From: "David M. Penny" <dpenny@Cosholaw.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 20, 201311 :17 am
To: "aaron@eaglelawcenter.com" <aaron@eaglelawcenter.com>

Good Morning Aaron , sin ce I have not appeared in this matte r yet I am not copied on the documents t hat
would let me know wha t is going on . Would you please let me know of any material developments and if
the court has ruled on any of the pending motions ? Than k you

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone: (208)344-7811
Facsimile: (208)338-3290
E-Mail: DPenny@Cosholaw.com
From: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com [mailto:aaron@eaglelawcenter.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 11:36 AM
To: David M. Penny
Cc: David Fogg
Subject: Thompson v. TitleOne
David,
Per our conversation today, we are fine with dismissing RBC Bank as a Defendant. We will first
be amending the pleadings to include RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. Once this is done, we will
sign a stipulation dismissing RBC Bank from the suit.
Judge Wilper currently has several motions he is processing on this case. This will happen but
please allow us some time to get the amendment proposed and approved. Thanks.

Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Ste . 200
Eagle, ID 83616
aa ron@eagl el awcenter.com
(208) 246-8850

The information contained in this message and any attachments is
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND/OR LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION and is intended only for the use of
EXHIBIT
1 of2
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Workspace Webmail :: Print

Print
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Close Window

Subject: Eagle Equity v RBC
From: "David M. Penny" <dpenny@CoshoLaw.com>
Date: Tue, Jan 14, 2014 2:34 pm
To: "aaron@eaglelawcenter.com" <aaron@eaglelawcenter.com>

Arron, I am following up on the stipulation and order I sent over. In light of your other battles, I am trying to
make this as convenient as possible, but I need the stipulation signed and returned so I am accomplishing
getting PNC out. Please move this to the top of your pile and get it back to me today

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone: (208)344-7811
Facsimile: (208)338-3290
E-Mail: DPenny@Cosholaw.com

Confidentiality Notice:
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distnbuting or taking any action in reliance on
the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the
email. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho
Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, LLP
accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
This email and any attachments are confidential and/or proprietary and may also be privileged or otherwise protected by work product
immunity or other legal rules and is intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. This email and any
attachments are also covered by 18 USC Sections 2510-2521 and exempt from disclosure under applicable laws.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person (i) in promoting,
marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed
under federal tax law.

Copyright© 2003-2014. All rights reserved.
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / )

day of /)-Pc t"fn6.c&~ 2014, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
5

addressed to the following:
6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( )
( )
( )
(><)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( )
( )
( )
()<)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
Ct) Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(0 Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O.Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( f? Facsimile

25
26
27
28
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Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

4
5

6
7

8

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

DEC 15 201~
CHr.JSTOPl-cFl 0. t~~r.H, C!crk
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:;;;,.;ti

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S (RBC)
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Michael N. Ysursa being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA

-1
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the
age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofldaho and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I am familiar with the above mentioned case because I conducted substantial research and
investigation into the actual recoded documents in conjunction with the relevant properties.
1. On or about August 21, 2013, I physically conducted chain of titles searches for each and
every parcel listed in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, also known as, Walnut Creek Subdivision.
In my diligence, I requested the help of the County Recorder staff to ensure that I was using the
record search software correctly.
2. I conducted roughly five (5) multi-hour public records searches at separate times. All
relating to the property and the wrongful reconveyance of the Eagle Equity Fund interest in the
property. My search was as thorough, if not more than, any title search one would purchase when
securing an interest in a property.
3. On my first session researching titles, upon entering the name "Galiano" in the system, and
with the assistance of the County Recorder staff member, I was able to extract copies of all
recorded instruments involving the names Galiano, Eagle Equity Fund, Walnut Creek, and Corey
Barton Homes. Included in all searches were the instruments recorded and/or held in trust by a
number of title companies. Most notably, Alliance Title.
4. The public record clearly indicated that Alliance Title held the initial Deed of Trust for
both, RBC Bank and Eagle Equity Fund in regards to the abovementioned property.
5. During my search, the County Recorder staff member assisting me with the search
software, proceeded to scroll through the instruments involved. She made an audible inquiry
similar to "huh, that's not right?" I then asked her what she meant, to which her response was, here
AFFIDAVIT OF M!OiAEL N. YSURSA - 2
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you have a couple partial reconveyances then a full reconveyance and then some more partials.
That doesn't make any sense and should not be possible (paraphrased).
6. I then indicated that is why we are looking into this situation. The County Recorder staff
member proceeded to go through the mechanics of their software and ensured I was conducting
my search correctly. Similarly, refraining from offering opinion that could be construed as legal
advice. Obviously, she understood the gravity of the situation in the brief instant she was scrolling
through the instruments on the subject.
7. I then extracted the instruments indicating that RBC Bank was the first position lien holder
and Alliance Title & Escrow Corp held the Dead of Trust for that position. I also extracted the
instruments indicating that Eagle Equity Fund held a second position lien where Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp held the Dead of Trust for that second position also.
8.

Further research produced documentation clearly indicating Eagle Equity Fund was

receiving a subordinate interest to RBC and that interest was not to be paid or partially paid without
RBC's involvement.
9.

The record clearly indicates that Alliance was the trustee for the RBC Deed of Trust

throughout the entire life of the RBC interest in the property and was instrumental in the "short
sale" that occurred when transferring the property to DAS Investments.
10. The public record clearly indicates and awareness and actual knowledge of Eagle Equity
Fund's interest the property and the debtor's inability to satisfy Eagle Equity Fund's interest
without first either, receiving permission from RBC or satisfaction of the RBC loan.
11. I spent time extracting the chain of title history for each of the nearly eighty (80) parcels
in the subdivision going back several years, and printed each document relating to the conveyance
and trustee relationship from the time Galiano entered the record to the point where Galiano began
to convey parcels. Of which the majority was to a DAS Investments.
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12. In my research and extraction of all relevant and publically recorded documents, the public
recorded history that partial reconveyance oflots were release by both RBC and Eagle Equity Fund
throughout RBC's interest in property.
13. The public record also indicated that Ted Mason, principle of Galiano, retained ownership
in a property post "short sale".
14. In my research and extraction of all relevant and publically recorded documents, I was
able to show a connection ofRBC as the first position lien holder for the property. I was also able
to show that RBC proceeded to record a satisfaction of the lien that precipitated the transfer to
DAS Investments but subsequent to the second position help by Eagle Equity Fund and its
improper release of that position.
15. The public record clearly shows that RBC was fully aware of Eagle Equity Fund's second
position.
16. The record clearly shows that the second position appeared to receive a full satisfaction
prior to and in contrary to the contractual first position RBC held. The appearance that Eagle
Equity Fund, somehow, circumvented the first position held by RBC was public record and
knowledge prior to RBC's "short sale" of the property.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this JZ!!iday of December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /

0

day of )}f>o,,rn6~r, 2014, I caused a true and

4
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5
addressed to the following:
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
00 Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( )
( )
( )
(,tj

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meulernan Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( )
( )
( )
(x)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( )
( )
( )
(x)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Larner
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O.Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
()0 Facsimile

25
26
27
28
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2
3

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

( )
( )
( )
()'}

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

4

5
6
7
8

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9
10

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
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NO.

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. FOGG IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (RBC) MOTION FOR
FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

David M. Fogg being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over
the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of
Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and
correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 sanctions for
frivolous litigation and pursuit of claims.

Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts

surrounding the claims brought before this Court and the discovery conducted by this office.
3. In its motion Defendant RBC claimed that the allegations brought against it were without
foundation. We disagree. Based on the facts presented to us, at the time our office filed the
complaint, we believed that RBC was aware of our client's secured interest in the property and
that RBC knowingly participated in a scheme to divest our client of its real property interest.
Without doubt, the questionable short sale to Corey Barton via DAS could not have occurred had
RBC not at a minimum been negligent, and more likely participated knowingly in the wrongful
divestment of our client's real property interest.
4. The facts, as presented to this office, which remain true today, are that RBC required our
client's financial down payment to conclude a $6,063,300 loan to Galliano, LLC. Our client was
required to take a second position and execute certain subordination agreements with RBC.
Between 2011 and 2012 RBC was attempting to close its holdings in Idaho and had approached
Galiano, LLC via DAS to sell or otherwise settle the note. RBC at all times was aware of our
client's secure position. · Had RBC preformed even the most fundamental records review it
would have verified that the 2010 full reconveyance was not properly conducted, or had RBC
inquired of our client it would have discovered the truth. RBC didn't want to know the truth, it
wanted to extricate itself from Idaho, its license to act as a lender had lapsed and it was
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motivated to work with DAS to sell properties. What remains a mystery is why RBC didn't
foreclose on the note and provide proper notice to all interested parties, and why RBC would
agree to a short sale leaving hundreds of thousands of dollars on the table?
5. Attached as Exhibit "H" is a true and accurate copy of an affidavit by Daniel Reid, with
its accompanying attachments. As stated above we were informed by our client during our initial
investigation period that RBC was only willing to consummate the loan with our client's
$700,000 down payment. Not only was RBC aware of our client's secure interest, it was
fundamental to the RBC loan, as such was a "condition precedent to Borrower's obtaining the
Senior Loan ... " (reference Exhibit A and Exhibit C pg. 1 paragraph 5, of the affidavit of Daniel
Reid). To allege that RBC was somehow in the dark on the back end of the deal is simply not
supported by the facts on record. Furthermore, Mr. Mason communicated to our office that DAS
and RBC had approached him more than a year before the short sale occurred with an offer to
sell the property to DAS. At the time it was our understanding that RBC was no longer offering
loans in the State of Idaho and wanted to sell off all existing notes.
6. There is no doubt that RBC was aware of our client's interest prior to and subsequent to
the filing of the complaint. Attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of our client's
summary of events as given to our office in March of 2013, accompanied with more than 70
pages of supporting documentation, including conveyance documents, deeds of trust, and closing
documents. Our client knew that RBC had actual knowledge of its secure interest and believed
RBC chose to ignore that information when it agreed to a short sale of the property.
7. Further, our office conducted a search of the property records and determined that had
RBC performed even the most fundamental records search it would have discovered the
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anomalies associated with the property conveyances and as such would have additional record
notice of our clients secure interest.
8. Our office also made demand of RBC to which no response was received. Attached as
Exhibit "B" is the initial demand letter forward to RBC. RBC did not reply in any manner or
fashion until after the complaint was filed. In fact our office worked in good faith with RBC to
extend the time for them to identify the proper RBC defendant and thereafter answer the
complaint. The proper RBC defendant was not identified and substituted in this action until
February 2014. Attached as Exhibit's "C", "D", and "E" are true and accurate copies of
correspondence between our office and RBC' s counsel regarding which RBC affiliate was the
proper defendant. At no time did RBC claim that the allegations brought against them were
frivolous or without merit. It is disingenuous to now claim that the facts presented to our office
and RBC did not and do not merit further action.
9. In addition to all the above information presented to our office. We were informed by
Mr. Mason, during a conference in our office, with his counsel present, that he fully informed

RBC of our client's secure interest. This meeting occurred shortly after the complaint was filed.
This additional information clearly merited continued pursuit of RBC as a Defendant in this
matter.
10. RBC claims that the allegation brought against it were without merit, however, we
continue to question why RBC would agree to such a sweetheart deal with DAS, given DAS a
nearly instantaneous $250,000 profit when it sold the property to Corey Barton shortly after the
DAS - RBC deal was completed.

RBC had an outstanding loan balance of approximately

$3,400,000.00 and yet it agreed to sell the property for a mere $800,000.00 (reference affidavit
of Daniel Reid Exhibit "E").
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11. RBC further claims that our office did not prosecute the matter against it. However, RBC
didn't enter the litigation until late February 2014 and thereafter filed a motion to for summary
judgment by April 2014. Prior to and during which time defendants and our office conducted a
significant amount of discovery, including the exchange of documents, depositions, and various
other investigatory activities. All without the benefit of a scheduling order and while staying off
various premature motions to dismiss and summary judgment motions.
12. Our office is still of the opinion that RBC had full and complete knowledge of our clients
secured interest, was aware of the improper conveyance, and knowingly conducted a short sale
under terms that could not have been arms-length. RBC took this course of action rather than
face a foreclosure process which would have netted RBC significantly more proceeds, but would
have required a more rigorous statutory notice process and would likely tip off our client to any
potential issues associated with his interests. We further believed, based on the documentation
provided by RBC during the course of our discovery, that RBC was further motivated to ignore
any secure interest our client had so that RBC could execute a stipulated judgment with Mr.
Mason et.al. for the full payment of the note after the short sale occurred. Attached as Exhibit
"F" is a true and accurate copy of the Stipulate Judgment between RBC and Mason, et.al.
13. In summary, RBC claims that the facts do not support any of the allegations brought
against it. We disagree. Our client was never afforded an opportunity to fully investigate and
present these facts before a tribunal to make a determination as to the validity of the allegations.
It continues to baffle me how all parties can agree that our client's property rights were wrongly
conveyed away, but none of the defendants involved in the process have any liability or
responsibility. There is no possible scenario under which any single defendant could bring to
pass the series of events that were perpetrated against our client. I am further perplexed how any
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single defendant could possibly assert that our client didn't have enough information to
formulate the allegations brought forward or that our office failed to investigate potential claims
under the broad brush of our States notice pleading guidelines. Idaho is a notice pleading state
and an attorney is afforded the ability to develop a case within the guidelines of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure. In the case at hand the facts presented to our office were clearly sufficient to
proceed. The Defendants refused to respond to or otherwise acknowledge our clients claims
when demands were made, and subsequently these facts were never adjudicated. At this point
we don't know if the allegations are supported by the facts - we believe they are, however, only
a trial would afford our client the opportunity to present and have answered those questions of
fact currently on the record. At the end of the day it is without dispute that our client's real
property interest was conveyed away wrongfully, as evidenced in the attached Exhibit "G" which
is a true and accurate copy of the conveyance document stating that our client's interest was paid
in full. We believe that RBC was fully aware of this error and chose to move forward with a sale
it knew was problematic. We believe that RBC knew that TitleOne was not the authorized
Trustee and had no authority to convey our client's real property interest. We remain convinced
that RBC was at a minimum negligent and more likely a participant in the series of events that
divested our client of his real property interest. To claim that our office didn't have enough
information to allege the claims we did is baffling.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12i!}_day of December, 2014.
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EXHIBIT A
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Notes regarding Galliano on Mach 20, 2013
On November 14, 2006 EEF loaned Ted Mason (Galliano) $725,500 in a second
position to RBC (Royal Bank of Canada).
EEF took a deed of trust as collateral. EEF also had Ted Mason's personal guarantee.
At the time Ted had a substantial income and net worth.
The loan was to be for less than a year at a 25% interest rate.
When the contract was initiated Ted Mason was selling a significant amount of
properties that he had built. One of the most respected builders in the area.
The markets were moving quickly and as per the previous years experience this
property should move fast.
Being in second position, EEF had to sign off on every lot sold and release our lien.
The company that handled the lot releases was Fidelity Land and Title.
Ted Mason was to sell a certain percentage of the lots to satisfy RBC, then the
remaining lots and build jobs would pay offEEF.
Two things changed the outcome significantly.
1. The markets turned sour almost over night. Lending tightened up, prices
dropped, and housing came to a near standstill as well as lot values declining.
2. In addition to the housing market the city of Kuna, where Galliano is, put in a
new water /sewer system and assessed every landowner in the city a "tax"
for the system. This added roughly $10,000 additional cost to every lot in
Galliano. As a side note the mayor and city council were/are being sued for
this.
Between, price drops, market stagnation, and now this new tax by the city, Galliano
could not sell the lots at the prices they estimated. The prices plummeted. Ted
Mason was under pressure by RBC to sell the lots quickly.
Ted and I met several times discussing the situation. He recognized the personal
guarantee and was/is committed to fulfilling that obligation.
RBC was trying to be patient with Ted and letting the markets recover, but Ted
could no longer sell the lots for anywhere near the asking price.
In March (2011) Ted and I met and he said that RBC would likely be doing
something with the property and that he would keep me informed.
To this day, EEF has never notified or had any indication of RBC foreclosing.
Throughout the year Ted and I communicated, but still no official word. I had not
signed a lot release for quite some time. From what Ted told me most landowners
were involved with a law suit against the city of Kuna and so lots were not selling.
I called Ted on March 18, 2013 to get an update. He came into my office on the 19th
and updated me. He said that RBC had sold to another company with the acronym

EXHIBIT

I A
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246 .8848
Fax 208.938 .9504
David@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

CONFIDENTIAL:
FOR SETTLEMENT PURPOSES ONLY
Via Certified U .S. Mail
Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho (fka LandAmerica Transnation)
8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83704
TitleOne Corporation
1101 W. River. St. , Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83702
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp
7941 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, Idaho 83704
Royal Bank of Canada (aka RBC Centura Bank)
11011 Richmond Avenue, Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042
Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83713
Re:

Claim for damages against Title One Corporation, Fidelity National Title Company,
Alliance Title & Escrow, Royal Bank of Canada, and Edward J. Mason re: Negligence,
Fraud, and Breach associated with the improper conveyance of real property.

Dear addressees :
The Eagle Law Center has been retained by Daniel Thompson and Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC (the "Client" or "EEF") to litigate claims for damages against the above addressees,
resulting from the unauthorized conveyance of property located in Ada County and more fully
described in Exhibit "A" (the "Property"). Such conveyance was transacted by Title One
Corporation ("Title One") for the Benefit of RBC Centura Bank ("RBC"). Our client is of the
opinion that Edward J. Mason ("Mason"), Title One and RBC conspired to divest EEF , through
fraud , negligence, and bad faith , of its real property interest, and has subsequently refused to
correct or otherwise settle our Client' s insured real property rights and claims. As a result of the
above addressees actions EEF has suffered significant financial damages in excess of
$750,000.00.

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 1 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DAYID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

We are aware of recent communications and meeting between our client and Title One
and have reviewed some of the operative documents as part of our preliminary investigation. At
this time, we are confident that we can prove claims for: i) bad faith, ii) negligence, iii) material
breach of contract, iv) fraud, and iii) conspiracy. Given Title One's refusal to issue and pay our
client pursuant to his title insurance, we likely will include associated damages for refusal to pay
a proper insurance claim.
For reference we have included a brief summary of the factual basis of our clients' claims
against the addressees given our current state of information. Please be advised that our
investigation has just commenced and we expect to learn significantly more about the details of
this case, therefore this statement is in no way intended to be a complete summary of the
improper and wrongful acts committed.
1. General Background

Between September 2006 and November 2006 EEF, as lender and beneficiary, executed a
loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor and
Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note, as evidenced by
that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated on or about November 13th, 2006 and
Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006 (collectively the "Loan Documents").
As second position the Loan Documents required that EEF execute conveyance
documents for each and every lot sold and released. Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho
("Fidelity") prepared and titled the necessary closing documents. The process of re-conveyance
continued until the later portion of 2009. From 2009 until 2011 our Client continued to work
with Galiano and Mason but was not asked to convey any further property and was not contact
by Title One or Alliance regarding any further activity on the property.
On or about March 2011 EEF was informed by Mason that RBC would likely move on
the property and that EEF would be properly notified. EEF received no further communication
from any of the above addressees. In early 2013 EEF noticed renewed activity on the Property
and contacted both Mason and Title One regarding the Property. Mason informed EEF that RBC
had sold the property to a yet undetermined entity. Additionally, Title One provided EEF with
an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25th, 2010. At
no time was EEF notified or its lien satisfied.
EEF believes that Title One, Alliance, Fidelity, Galiano, RBC, Mason, and the purchaser
of the Property were all aware of EEF's secured position in the Property and purposefully
consummated a transfer without its knowledge or agreement.

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 2 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DAYID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

Our client was subsequently informed by Title One that there was nothing more Title One
would be willing to do and that it would not tender any payment to EEF against its title policy.

2. Claims against addressees, their predecessors, agents, assignees, and subcontractors

I.

Tort, Bad Faith Claim

With regard to our Client's tort claim: Title One, wrongfully denied EEF resolution and possible
policy benefits when it determined it would not proceed with corrective action or settlement for
its error and negligence. It appears from the limited communications we have obtained that Title
One has acknowledged an improper conveyance. As a further and direct result of Title One's
tortous conduct our client has suffered significant financial loss, and will be able to recover
attorney and other legal fees in this matter.
At this time Alliance's and Fidelity's participation and / or compliance in this matter remains
unclear. However, as the prior trustee or participant in the conveyance process it is anticipated
that Alliance and/or Fidelity may also have been negligence and proceeded in bad faith, a
determination which will be made through discovery.
Although RBC was aware of EEF's security interest m the Property it purposefully and
wrongfully executed the conveyance documents.
II.

Material Breach of Contract

With regard to our Client's material breach of contract claim: At the time our client received title
to the Property they relied on Alliance's representation that all was in order. Indeed, it was the
responsibility and duty of Alliance to ensure that the deeds conveyed were accurate and properly
conveyed to successor entities. Notwithstanding additional claims, it is clear that reasonable skill
and due diligence was not exercised between Fidelity, Alliance and Title One.
Title One further breached the duties contained in the title policy and as a trustee when it failed
to notify EEF and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were within the diligent
attention of Title One and represent a material breach of its duties. Title One's failure to exercise
reasonable skill and care is a direct and proximate cause of our Client's damages.
Mason's has failed to repay his personal obligation to EEF and has therefore breached the terms
and conditions of the Guaranty Document.

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 3 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

III. Negligence
With regard to our Client's negligence claim: Title One's (i) participation in the wrongful
conveyance of the Property, (ii) failure to identify EEF's ownership position, and (iii) failure to
disclose the conveyance are the direct and proximate cause of our clients' financial damages.
Title One negligently and carelessly executed the conveyanc~ instruments and failed to do its due
diligence in its performance of title services to our Client. As a further and direct result of Title
One's negligence our client has suffered significant financial losses.
IV. Fraud
With regard to our Client's Fraud claim: The addresses in whole or part fraudulently conveyed
EEF' s property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent each of the addressees
participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents were executed wherein
the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest. As a further and direct result of
addressees fraud our client has suffered significant financial losses.
V. Conspiracy to Defraud
With regard to our Client's Conspiracy claim: The addresses in whole or part conspired to
fraudulently conveyed EEF's property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent
each of the addressees participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents
were executed wherein the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest. As a further and
direct result of addressees' actions our client has suffered significant financial losses.
3. Settlement Demand

Our clients' damages include approximately $725,500 plus fees and interest, in the loss of
Property ownership. Furthermore, we anticipate that legal fees to prosecute this matter will be in
excess of $175,000.00 should protracted litigation be required, and given Plaintiffs' bad faith
conduct we fully intend to prosecute for general and punitive damages for our Client in an
amount of $250,000.00, resulting in a total claim against Plaintiffs of approximately
$1,150,500.00. Furthermore, should it be determined that addressees' conduct violated the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act, the Idaho Racketeering Statutes, or Idaho Securities law, such may
allow treble damages.
Despite the egregious conduct of the Plaintiffs, their agents and/or successors and assigns we are
of the opinion that the matter should have been and may still be resolved in an efficient manner
at this time without exposing Plaintiffs to a significant potential punitive damage award,
including a verdict in excess of liability limits. Therefore, we, on behalf of our Client hereby

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 4 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

demand $725,500.00 plus current legal fees of approximately $5,500, representing our clients'
base claim plus fees, to settle the above referenced matter.
This offer is a onetime proposed settlement amount requiring immediate response. We have been
instructed by our Client to immediately proceed with litigation should Plaintiffs refuse to remit
settlement. Plaintiffs must contact this office on or before May 3rd, 2013. If we do not receive a
timely response, we will immediately commence litigation and seek the earliest available trial
date.

Sincerely yours,

David M. Fogg, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 5 of 5
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW

DAVID M. PENNY
dpenny@cosholaw.com

PO Box 9518 83707-951 8
800 Park Blvd ., Suite 790
Boise , Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344 .7811
Firm fax 208 .338 .3290
www.cosholaw.com

October 25 , 2013

Via Fax: david@eaglelawcenter.com
David M. Fogg
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Re:

Daniel Thompson et al v. TitleOne et al.
CH File No.: 23594-001
Case No.: CV OC 1310112

Dear David:
It was a pleasure to speak with you this morning regarding this case. Since I have
recently been retained, I am also collecting facts and information about the relationship between
the parties.
The Complaint identifies the RBC defendant as "RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura Bank,
aka PNC Bank)." While I understand why it may first appear that the description of the
defendant in the Complaint is correct, the information I have available indicates that it is not.
RBC Centura Bank assigned this loan to RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. RBC Real Estate
Finance Inc. is a Delaware Corporation in good standing with the Idaho Secretary of State. RBC
Real Estate Finance Inc. was not sold to PNC Financial Services.
In support of this analysis, I am providing you with a copy of the Promissory Note
between Galiano, LLC, Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc., and Edward J. Mason, and RBC Real
Estate Finance Inc. dated October 31 , 2012, as well as pleadings from litigation initiated by RBC
Real Estate Finance Inc. against those parties. The fact that RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. was
the plaintiff in the attached pleadings confirms that it is the entity involved in the matters of
which your clients complain.
I believe it is in the best interest of all involved that we have the correct defendant
identified in your pleadings and served with the Summons and Complaint. I suggest we take the
following steps:

23594-00 I Doc.#: I025098
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

1.

Plaintiffs amend the complaint to name RBC Real Estate Finance Inc. as the
RBC defendant and either amend to remove the current reference to RBC Bank,
Centura Bank, and PNC Bank, or dismiss those entities from the case.

2.

Upon amendment to correct the pleadings, you submit an Amended Summons
and Amended Complaint to me, along with an acceptance of service.

From our conversation, it is my understanding that you are not going to press John Ward
to file an Answer in this matter while we work through the issues relevant to identifying the
correct parties. As I explained, I am also going to be absent from my office, returning November
4, 2013. Between now and then you will consider the information I have provided and we will
speak again before the Plaintiffs require any formal response in this litigation.
Very truly yours,
Dictated by David M. Penny
and sent without signature
to avoid delay.

David M. Penny
DMP/tls
Enc.
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David M. Fogg
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
Thursday, November 07, 2013 11 :36 AM
dpenny@cosholaw.com
David Fogg
Thompson v. TitleOne

David,
Per our conversation today, we are fine with dismissing RBC Bank as a Defendant. We will first be
amending the pleadings to include RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. Once this is done, we will sign a
stipulation dismissing RBC Bank from the suit.
Judge Wilper currently has several motions he is processing on this case . This will happen but please
allow us some time to get the amendment proposed and approved. Thanks.

Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
(208) 246-8850

The information contained in this message and any attachments is
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND/OR LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION and is intended only for the use of the
individual(s) or entity(ies) named herein. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify Aaron J. Tribble of
Eagle Law Center, LLC at the number indicated above and delete this
message and any attachments.
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David M. Fogg
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:04 PM
David M. Penny
RE: Thompson v. TitleOne

Will do .

Aaron J. Tribble, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
(208) 246-8850

The information contained in this message and any attachments is
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND/OR LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION and is intended only for the use of the
individual(s) or entity(ies) named herein. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify Aaron J. Tribble of
Eagle Law Center, LLC at the number indicated above and delete this
message and any attachments.
-- ----- - Original Message ----- -- Subject: RE: Thompson v. TitleOne
From: "David M. Penny" <dpenny@CoshoLaw .com>
Date: Wed, November 20, 2013 11:17 am
To: "aaron@eaglelawcenter.com " <aaron@eaglelawcenter.com>
Good Morning Aaron, since I have not appeared in this matter yet I am not copied on the documents that
would let me know what is going on. Would you please let me know of any material developments and if the
court has ruled on any of the pending motions? Thank you

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone: (208)344-7811
Facsimile: (208)338-3290
1
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David M.

•

Fogg

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David M. Penny <dpenny@Cosholaw.com>
Thursday, October 24, 2013 1:47 PM
david@EagleLawCenter.com
Eagle Equity V RBC

David, RBC Real Estate Finance ,Inc. has contacted me to represent it in your above lawsuit. Please give me a call to
discuss, thank you

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83 712
Telephone: (208)344-7811
Facsimile: (208)338-3290
E-Mail: DPenny@Cosholaw.com

1
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Kimbal L. Gowland, ISB #3250
Jason G. Dykstra, ISB #6662
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 342-6066
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712
gowland@lawidaho.com
1:\7396.070\PLD\STIPULATED JUDGMENT 121025.DOC

Attorneys For Plaintiff RBC Real Estate Finance Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC., a
Delaware corporation,
Case No. CV OC 1214378

Plaintiff,
STIPULATED JUDGMENT
AGAINST DEFENDANTS

vs.
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; TED MASON SIGNATURE
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation; and
EDWARD J. MASON and SHERRYL.
MASON, husband and wife,
Defendants.

TIDS COURT HAVING CONSIDERED the Stipulation to Judgment and Covenant Not to

Execute Against Defendants ("Stipulation") entered into by and between Plaintiff RBC Real Estate
Finance Inc. ("Plaintiff') and Defendants Galiano, LLC, Ted Mason Signature Homes, Inc., and
Edward J. Mason and Sherry L. Mason, husband and wife (collectively, the "Defendants"), and good
cause appearing therefor:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that judgment be entered in favor of Plaintiff against the

STIPULATED JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANTS - Page I

EXH1BIT

I F
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Defendants in the principal amount of$2,601,541.27, plus accrued interest from August 11, 2012
through October 26, 2012, in the amount of$45,952.49, and the attorneys' fees and costs Plaintiff
has incurred in prosecuting this action in the amount of$6,471.25, for a total judgment in the amount
of$2,653,956.0l, together with post-judgment interest thereon at the legal rate specified in Idaho
Code§ 28-22-104(2), which is 5.25% per annum, from and after the date of this judgment.
Plaintiff shall not record, execute upon or otherwise enforce its judgment against the
Defendants unless or until there is a default under the Stipulation. Further, Plaintiff's enforcement of
its judgment against Defendant Sherry L. Mason shall be subject to the limitations set forth in
paragraph 5 of the Stipulation.
DATED this _ _ day of

2012.

Timothy Hansen, District Court Judge

STWULATED JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANTS - Pace 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _ day of
, 2012, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following
parties:
Richard H. Andrus
Spink Butler LLP
251 E. Front Street, Ste. 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: (208) 388-1000
Facsimile: (208) 388-1001
Attorneys for Defendants
D U.S. Mail

D Hand Delivered

D Overnight Mail

D Facsimile

Kimbal L. Gowland
Jason G. Dykstra
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
755 West Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: (208) 342-6066
Facsimile: (208) 336-9712
Attorneys for Plaintiff
D U.S. Mail

O Hand Delivered

D Overnight Mail

D Facsimile

Clerk of the Court

STIPULATED JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANTS -Page 3
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A fler Recq,.Jing R.1:1 11r11 To:
The Post Closint, Departmem I Norm Idaho
355 \\/ !Yh.:~qllite Dlvd 0-30-1 lJ
Mcsq11i1c NV 89027

ADA COUHTY REC<iRO!R J. Dl\\/'10 !JAVI\RI\O
SOI$£ lOAHD 02/11/10 11:27 Ard
OtPUTY !00111 Oiltt~lllig
flECOAOfO-IIEOUesT OF

llu;onvey11m, Inc,

Ill llHHIIIIIIJIIIIIBIIHIIH
Ill
l 10012858

RECONVEYANCE OF TRUST DEED
Reference fl:
TitleOn.: .CtJrpilmtim1, a Title an<l Escmw Company, trustechucces~oi· tru~kc autlioriz.:\J lo .i..:t in lite Stace of
ldah,;i Jo.:s licreby, pursuant to Chapter 27, Title <I I, Idaho Code , reconvey without warranty, to the person or
persons kgnlly entitled thereto, the following tni sr. property covered hy n Tn,st Deed nnming Gnlim10, LLC, on
ldnho Limited Liability Company, 11.s trmtor, nod f;agle Equtl)' Fund, LLC, an Jdi1ho Limited Liability Company
;as beneficiary, which was recorded on November ti, 2006 in Book
im<l Page
1:1s Tns trnrncm No ,
I 06181859 in Ada County, ldalw. Property as described in ,:;:,id D<:ed d 'Tn1~1.

The undersigned title in::;urer / Utll:! agent hcrby ccrti[it!s as follows:
I. 1he undersigned title insuret/title agent has folly paid or received safofuctory c-vickn.ce of lhc p,tyment in full
<>fthe obligath:m sec\lred by said 'rnm JJeed.
2. Not less tlian thirty (30) days following the pay ment in foll of said Trust f) ccd, th e \irtclcrsig,ned hand delivered
Qr r,,ailcd by certified mail. relurn receipt requested, to the rec{lrd be!ldkiary or a servicer for the rucord
benefidary under sn id Tm~t Dei.:tl n1. i1 s ,ocord nddres~ u notice i1s required in section 4 5-1203(1 ), ld:1ho Code.
:1. In excei;~ of si:<l)' (60) days elapsed after the mniling of"said notice and no obj<.:ction lo said rcc.:011,1:y.:m,;c- h11s
been received by the underi,;gncd .
The corponilc: nnme subscribed 't,y it's /\.V.P fa pur~unnt ton resolution 11uthorizing the execu tion of"thi,1
recorwcy.rncc <lu ly adopted by its Boar<l of Directors.

Tith:011c:

lly:~cf.t~

Heidi Emery - Auth 1)tizeiJ Sc::r· ·----

Stal,; llrlllaho, Cou11ly or-A;..
c:,.,/G.,____• ~~Oil thb :Z~ day of ',!~'Yetll~r,- in the year of2010. be fore n1c, tile undersi gned, a Notnryl'trbl ic in and for
snid Stntc, personally appeared He di Emery known or i<hmtifie<I t.) me to be the authorized signl:!r of the
corpc,rntion that exccut£u the insrm111<a1C or tlw pc1-s on(s) \\ ho execu ted th e instrument on behalf of said
1:orporn1inn, llilcl 11ck11owledgecl to rne that sud , cvrfK)ration e.-.ecutcd th e same.

~
~ ? __
Nornry Puhlic:
Residing at:

--·---"7r'~-~ll~6~,- ,t),;>

My Con,roi~sion Expires:

ADA, ID Uocu1111.>nt:D0T R£L 110.12858

Puge:J of I

Printed im:Jl20<!0l3 4:04 P.\J
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DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800PARKBLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290

I-

Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Jimited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (flea Land Amedca
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (flea Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does HIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN
SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

t «J •

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -1·
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STATEOFTBXAS )
)ss.

County of Harris

)

DANIEL REID, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

1.

I am a resident of the State of Texas. I am an individual over the age of eighteen

and I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

When I became a Vice President of RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., the Galiano

loan had already been assigned to our company. Management of the loan to Galiano, LLC,
including the security for that loan, was an asset that I supervised for RBC Real Estate Finance,
Inc. (''RBC"). As an individual supervising the management of the Galiano loan, I became
familiar with the loan transaction from its inception in November 2006 through May 2012
when a Deed of Partial Reconveyance was recorded in the records of Ada County, Idaho,
· releasing RBC's security interest in the Galiano Estates property. Based upon my work, I have
personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Affidavit.
3.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a Note

between Galiano, LLC, and RBC Centura Bank dated November 17, 2006, in the amount of
$3,413,300.00. At times, this Note was amended by agreement between the parties. This is the
transaction that I refer to in my Affidavit as the "Galiano loan.,,
4.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Deed of

Trust whereby Galiano, LLC, secured the Note owed to RBC Ccntura Banlc. This Deed of
Trust is dated November 16, 2006, and was recorded in the records of Ada County, Idaho, on
November 17, 2006, as Instrument No. 106181858.

AfflDAVIT OF DANIIL REID IN SUPPORT OF RBC RIAL ISTATI FINANCE, INC, 'S MOTION
Jl'OR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -2·
DMP/tls 23S94'-001/1064192
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5.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the

Subordination Agreement between Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, and RBC Centura Bank. This
Subordination Agreement was executed on November 16, 2006, and was recorded on
November 17, 2006, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 106181860.
6.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the

Assignment of Deed of Trust from RBC BanJc (formerly RBC Centura Bank) to RBC Real
Estate Finance, Inc. This Assignment was executed September 19, 2008, and recorded on

October 22, 2008, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 108116767.
7.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the letter

agreement between RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc, Galiano, LLC, and the guarantors
consenting to the terms of the agreement for the short sale of the Galiano Estates property on
May 7, 2012. At no time did RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., serve or deliver a notice of default
to Galiano, LLC. At no time was a nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding or a judicial foreclosure
action commenced against Galiano, LLC.
8.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit Fis a true and correct copy of the General

Warranty Deed from Galiano, LLC, to DAS Investments, LLC, conveying the Galiano Estates
property pursuant to the short sale. This General Warranty Deed was executed on May 7,
2012, and recorded on May 8, 2012, in the records of Ada County, Idaho, as Instrument No.
l l 2043 l 95. RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., did not negotiate the sale of Galiano Estates to
DAS Investments. Galiano, LLC, negotiated the transaction and then presented it to RBC Real

Estate Finance, Inc.

AFPIDAV1T OP DANIEL HID IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC,'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P-3DMP/tla 2359-4-001/1064192
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9.

Date: 4121/2014 12:~M

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of Deed of

Partial Reconvcyance recorded in the records of Ada County on Maty 17, 2012, as Instrument
No. 112046791.

10.

RBC Century Bank and RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.• arc not title insurance

companies and did not issue policies of title insurance to Eagle Equity Fund, LLC.
11.

RBC Real Bsbtte Finance, Jnc., had no involvement in the reconveyance of the

Eagle-Equity Fw1d, LLC, Trust Deed in February 2010.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHI'.

~
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN lo before me this~'$\-" day of April, 2014.

ROBYN DAVIS
Nolaly Pulllla

STATE OP TEXAS
-Comm.ll,p,Jllll.ll,I011 '

~~

~01·Texas
Residing at1Dl]S2.kbm,ad P,,e,, Texas
Commission expires: \,--&.e.- t$"'"
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
6f
~
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ,el..l_ daY. !).f.
pr,. ,
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

~

2ot1,

a true and

DAVID M. FOGG
AARON TRIBBLE
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Counsel for Eagle Equity Fund, LLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ,A' Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 938-9504
[J' Electronic Delivery

THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Tltleone Corporation

[a(u.s. Mail. Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
!,Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1300
hll Electronic Delivery

!

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 61h Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, Washington 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

[~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (877) 655-5287
[ J"'Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title &: Escrow Corp.

[v(U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 336-9712
[yf"Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Counsel for DAS Investments UC

[&('U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] ~imile Transmission (208) 336-9712
~lectronic Delivery

AFJi'IDAVIT OF DANIEL REID IN SUPPORT OP RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT P •5DMPhlt 23594-001/1064192
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MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.0.Box639
Boise, Idaho 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[y('U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 388-1001
[vf Electronic Delivery

DAVID T. K.RUECK
FISHER PUSCH & K.RUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I
_Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

[v{U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Hand-Delivered
[ ] Facsimile Transmission (208) 331-2400
[&,ifElectronic Delivery

,;
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$3,4113,30000

Hlwcmhcr 17, 2006
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NoW111w 11,
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Mel an any cwnt tllWfU\I e.tk.'Ul.ded with rctcNlce IO the ma111n1111J11111\! pcnmttcd by .apphc:ublc low •hall IN! c.11h:vlat~'d It)• 1nulhply111111111! ,11,lv.ll 11111nhc:ral
clay, ciapsal Jl'I 111eh pc:nnd by a ct.ily Nie liaM,,I UR a ,,_ or MISl3Cl6 d.ly• (as tpplu:llhk:) Monthly pl)'lllllllh lltldt.'I' 1b1, Nair !NII he: !lppllm fln.t IO tit.:
pa,-C of lnlCled a11cl olhcr C.WS and charp,. due IR COllftc:e(IOII Wllh llt1S Nole Gt the Debc (ltercuwlkr ddim.'Cf). I\ Pot.)W m.ly ddcnntae 1ft 111 \ah:
d1...:rcl10n, ond lltc IMLiacc 111d Ill: appliecl k'IW«d lhc rcduCIKlfl Ill tho pnnc:ipal SUlll All IRIOUlll1 due umfer dn, Nflle shall he pa}'llhlc Without '11111,
Mllllm:laim or~.!~ dccfl/CI~ • ~ The lam• .Dml" fflt:1111\ colhx:IM.-1),, (l)dn: IIRplld Jl"l"'tp.11 b.tl.wK.e ot nl lhil .ac.c.mid w1 lhlflllld
1ntc.,w • this Noto ,md tlrl)' Other NOie, (11) ,ill odlcr sum, dw. p,l)'<IC)lo or rcnnhuNhlc IO Pay\."ll lllllk.T 11111 LllM Dclc1nnc:nt, (llll.luchna. wttl11iu1
lmutac-, •11J11S duo ar p.iy.mlc by Maka for.,_. .-o lftY ca 111cl ~ c c cacrow lund as 4dlm:d in tho Mc,npae, and..., 111111.T ~ ev ~
CNabhshed or miu11~ under the I.Mn DncvRICIIIS), and (111) any nnd all lllhcr lulb1l11ic,, Md ulihai11t01n. 11f' MAer uu thK N11i.: ut Ille Olhcr I.C\lft
Dc111.WR1111S er under Ill)' Other Note or In)' Rclllkld lolll

zooa.

lhl:.....,

The term '1:ll'CPHI Rile" mc:an,, f'rom lhe date of tbt, Nole Chmugh .md includlll& 1"4: ~ Date.• per 11111ium mteresl nee Chai wll from fflOlllb hi
11111Dlh ho equal IO dlu D\I.T ol <•> the Hqhoi.l uwfvl llale, or(b) an .icliusltbh: fife calcuhdt:d Cldi ffllllllh ... &be \UIII Ill
(1)

Thtw .md ~ p:11:Q!I (3 ol0%) p:r DIWIUIII (lhc "A..INllhk: IIIICIC1II Rare Sp11:der'). IJiu)

(u)

l'hv Landon IM:lblnk Ollcnxl Rate l'nr nno-11Hllllh (lhe ~30.o,y UBOR~) llhc "Ind.:, Roi~ 1 h1lcd 111 .U..
puhhldtc:d un the fiAI 8u'81N Day(• dofinL'd m die l.aan Alrectn'-'lll) m each l'IICIIIIII

U Sia Jmm

The dctctmuwtKIII hy P•ycc oflhe 1n4i:Jit RIie WR be h1ndm11 upon M-"cr ebt.crit 1111111fc~ moron the p,111 nf Payee .. Ml dck:n111111111 dNI IIIC lllc
Incle, RM used 111 cak:ult111n1 the lint rnauthly IIIICftlll payment C111 Iha 1.o.m •hall be bDo,c:d an the hide, R.ati: h,tcd 111111& ,WaJI hsll .ku:lwl publtthcd
un the flnl Busmcr. Dq of lhc cetcncfar l1Nllllh crum, whldl lht• NOii: " executed Subjc.'\.t lo Iha ltnllCIIICICl'I I.If wbp,irtllfllphs (I) .wJ M CIC lhc flll.'"UIII
,.,..raph, rho Conlr&I Ratu \lwll llo acfJv11Cd ob ol lhe fill! clay of web wlcadar mnnlh dtfflnB tho ccm1 al thtt l.om1 ('1ntaN K.tkl Ad1&1"1lllffll D.ik.~1,
1111d the lnckx RIie h\kld m llll .w.11 lcmld JJIIIWI pubhshcd c111 lhc l'lnll 81111~ Duy n1 wch ctlcndar R'ICltllh ,J11H be ll'al kt detcnftlffl: Iii\! C'anl'IIU
Ro11c lcwdtal ctlcRdor munlh

lflJID !l.111 lma ,IIIID8l CIIISCI 10 pulihah ordtsplay die 30-D.ay LIBOR, P•ycv \Jl•II "'"~ a 1.0fllp,nblo Jlllhh1.'ll1011 or 11l1VK.u IO \btmmno the )Ct.
dlly l.lBOR and lhl1I pruv,clo 11111.w lhcn.'OI' IO Mahr Ir Payee al 1111y lime dclerm1ncs. 111 !he sole but ra~blc nm:.: Cit N, llr,u\.'lltlll, that II lta,
m , ~ Ille &RlOIIIU of the lnOlllhly paymont interest (whclhcr because of• m1.:1lculll11on of the Contr.klt ltaN or ~ ) . P.a,w a l 11w
notice 10 Maker
Iha enm:ictcd amomt ftf' such monthly paymca1 (and the COffllCkd lnclcJI Rate, ti apphc:al,le) and (II) if the: COl'l\.'Cl«l 11110111U ot wch
l1lllll1hly payment t\lpn.,,unc. o111 lllel'Cl10 11111\lOt, dlcn Maker .r111tl. w.1h1n m (10) wlcndiir day,. 111--n«, ,.,. 1u Pqeo uy ....,.. Mm would lwvv
olhawllO been obllla'Wd IO pi)' IO Payoo It.id 1118 llfllOIIIII IUch manthly Jll)'fflcnl nOI bc.'l!n m1..e.alcvlMcd, tll' (h) ti the c.om:clcd •111111111 et Mia monthly
payment lllplllllCIIIS 1 ~ lhcm>f and Maker II noc olhcrwisc n1 bn:ach or def4ult wider any of lhe u:nm and proYIS10ll.t ef 1111\ Nola or Olhcr l.cJoi,
Documcn11 (ha'Cl111fler defined) then Mater dtidl Mihm fffl ( I0) cabKfar days IMrl:llftcr rowive I fflllht 4t1111q lhc Loan m an 1111111N1t equal to the "'11\'o
11Nt Maker would ROI have Olhcnn10 IM:cn olikptcd IO pay IO P.iye.: lwd lhtamoun1 of •udt monthly pl)'Rll:III IICII bc:cn ~ I

or

or

or

Tins Nore ts *ind tty, 1111d Payee ts Clllllled to the bcncfm or, die Loan AJ,ec111W1t, lhe Mort&qe, "1d the Olhcr '-- 0ocumi:nu (lleRltnallo,
dc!f'mcd) '11to term "148 hlD'Plco&'' IIIIWII Che Loin Ap,emtn1 eluted November 17, 2fJ06, executed by Maker, N llonower; and Potyee, ........ The
tmn ''Mlldst&c" malllll 11111 Mocfpp. o-1 or TN,t, Const1111,l1C111 Do;d or l'Mt or odter s11mlarly tllW ~ ......... ban .,.,... ,.,
prvpury
b)' M.dccr fur Iha • lftd liancflt ,a,oe 11 '\eCIUII)' tbr thta Noto or In)' other Note IJYIIII b)' Muter u pnmdlll in lhc Loan Aaroomont
("Olhst Nplp"). aroran, otlho lMri Documlllla coven111 lhe a111u or Mlklr an eor11111 pJ111111N • men fMl'ltc.ululJ dMrtlllll thcfttil (1ht
~ no term 1an Dmane&s" nAn oolllCllwly 1o the Lnea Docwnenll u doflned 1r1 lht Loa11 Aareoma11, 11111 N-. •>' Ccltti-Nw, tlle l.ctln
,..._..., lht MOl1p&O, Ind IRJ llld aD
MOCUICCI 1n CIIIIMI\IIOII wtlh 11111 Nole cir Ill)' Other Helo new ..... erlllllllftor GWIIIOd by
Mlkcr lllNlf« othcn 111d by or • l°ffllr'
wlllCh wholl)' or pamly Nalro or .,.... pl1IIMnl or 11111 Note er IA)' Othcr Ntcc or ,.._. io

sawn

~

or

°""'-et...,_,
or

1dflln_,

'°
I\•

mdcnccd by 11111 NOl4 c,r 111J Oda- Nace Ill)' Lo.Ill nNdc 1111dcr the I.AHi ~ (NN.ludq uy • ..,.... Nlltod er
Ralak.'11 UIIUI (11 . . , _ at Ille LAul Aancmcml]) IJw of the laml "Mcwfwc"" ,nJfor .........,.. ~ 1ft ..... Nole 1111d Ill M'/ N
Ilic ocher Lolft Docuntllnl11 " .a aeuno term llblwd
of n6n.'11ce, and llhlD nut imply dwc 1ny daud lo 'o«IIIV Ml, ..,. ti IMC ttr 1n111 clcal

UIIICCffll. . In)'

AK-••

martpperlwl Ille q.tl c . ~ ..r•IIWH1l'P
If.., .-11mcn1 p,iyable under 1h11 NOie (mclud1111 lhc final m\lllln,cnt due on Ibo Mttvnly Dale) " 11111 n."CCI* II), Paye wtdun fifteen (IS) days

IXHIBIT

I 4·
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e(
allcr the d.110 on winch 1t II due (w11h11111 rq4ld kt ••Y qp!IC.lble cure otnN,w naticc pcnad), M.ik~ •n (Ill)' 1t1 rt1yec upon dcm1uid 111 1moun1 11q1111l 10 !he
bier of (a) llw ~ (5%) of web unpaid •11111,11 (b) 1h11 nwxmlVl11 .imclWII p.,ml!IW by ~ ltiw k> "'-hy lhe
111C11m1d liy Pay4.'e 111
hlncllmc and pmc.cllSffll such ck:lmquGIII pqmenl ond kl tt1111pcn•II! Priya: for lhc ~ 111 Iii.: use 111cb dclinqucnl payUk:111, 111d well -111111 wll hll
~ by dtc Loan Documcn1, The Lair l.lwc 1c 111.'ll:undcr " m tlll"-'-cl 11111111111 whit.Ii die piffle$ 111n.-c " an appnipn,1111 and RIIM>ll.thk: 1111n la

.r

~pa,....,.

comp!A\IN P.ayec ror llllndhnt I.tic payment. under Iha,. Nllk:

An E\'Chl nl Dc&ult under lhc Mertaa,c. !he Luna Ap.:mcnl, .iny Other Note C11 •Y alha' loin m.tclu UMler lhc Lu.it, Apcumc111 or DOY Rolaled
Lo.an ....! bolft Evant of~lt hdft.'llndet
So Iona ... an EVfllt ot Dcf111l1 ~1111, Payee nwy, 11111 apc1m, wllhoul 11111ic.e er clcm,md k> Maker, declan: the DtlJC •~htllely due and JllYllble All
renMCks hfflllnck.T, under lhc Loin Oocumca11 .ind .ii l.iw ar III cqull)' ,h.tU hcl ,umulallvv If II lhouhf bccl11no nee-,, kl unploy uun'CI In ccillM lho
Dobl or IO ftlOICCI or t'orcclO'C !he \CCUnl)' for the Dclit ar In del'cml llolllN ,111)' t.Y11n1 ll'\l.'CCClll by Melcer ''"'IPI loin .,. rdoll,,I Ill the: loin Docume1111, or
ti ,1 Ml or aetlOft 1111111 bo 1n111Nted m any QIUn (1l'ad. appcllahl or odUWIMI) by P~,n ~ I ,ny 111111 dw or Wffllltl dw under du• Note. dUI Miker
IINJ llffli1 In l'IY 11'1 Payee Oil dc1nanJ ,n C011\ ot coh.llOCI or defCINI lffl."URW by Payw. HK.hnlma C\1Ufl CO\!\ .and RIIQ!lllbll: o1ncimoys' l'cc. mc:unvcl by
P.aycc whclh« I'll" AC>t w,r lie llroutht
Upon lhc uc.cum:m:e af 1n E\'l.'nl or 0cr1111t, Mak\.'T ~ p,ay mti:n."'I oo 1hc cnllru unp11d pw,cip,tl '11111 ,11111 "RY OIIM.r t111Kllllll'- due undl."r lho LN11
Dac:umcnl~ 11 di\. me equal to lhc k.,,cr fl (a) lhc nw,nnum ialc pc:nmlk.'ll by appltclhlo l.tw. or (b) ln'C pn"CtlffCC pn1111, (5%) per IMUIII ehcwc lhc
Coniract Rate in dfeei II lhc 111111111r lhc GCC\llffllCC cal 11w Event or DL.-.favll (the Qcfiwk &dv > 1111 Defiluk 1ta1e WMII he C11111f1Uk.'CI rtrm the: oa.111N11Cc
nf' the Evcn1 or Doflluk un11 I 1ha IKMNI N:CC!pl 11nd \ulk.'l:INIR nt a
ol 1111,acy dctc,in111\ld by Payee ce 111: ,ull'k.,cnt IO an dac: liYl:ftl ol Dor.Nii lunounls
nf' 1n1Cfe11 .u.ruw at lhc Dc:l'lull R.ttu a.h.111 COC111dllhl ,1 plll11on of lhc Duhe, uNI 1hctll liu del:lmxl ~ hy lhc Lllllll l>c1WU11.'III, Thu; cl.lu,.c, h<,wavcr,
"natl n11t be con,.tn,cd •• an 1arcc1nen1 or pnvilqe lo Qk:nd die dlli., nl dn: pqmanc ul lhc Odil, nor as • wt11N' ut - , Clim., nahl Ill' mnody ,1e.c.rv11t1 to
Payoe by 1WS011 nf'lhe occumncc of ,IA)' EYCIII or Delaull

"°'"

It 1s e-.prcs.Jy 'lllflUIIICd and l&ft.'CCI to be die lnlCl1I tJl Maker and P•yce at aU llmL"I kl ccmply with ,ipplre.ahlc )Ute ""1.• "" •pplu.,j,k: Un1k.'II St.ate~
lbdcral law (10 lhc cxleftt dt1111 pcnmt.. Pa7ee to conlr.ttJ lar, cha11e, llke, nllt1VC or ICl.eJV'C a 1iacer 11111111111 ol uMerCN ah.Ji, undi."r 11,te Llw) nncl 1h11 "'"
Jllrapph shaft ffllfml CYCI)' odic:r c.cm:nant 111d lpL'IJIClll m lh,s Noll! uncl tho odlcr Luau Documcnl• II tho applicable law ( ~ ar kldcr.al) I\ ewr
JU&li4*1'7 1ntc,pn:lcd a, u to render VllllnOlll lfl'I 1111111U111 allcd A,r under 1h11 Narc or untk:r any otdlc CllN l.olll D0cumc11h. ,., "Olllr""~'II rur, ~11.qod,
l.iki:n. rescrwd or received Wllh ~ to tho mdulic\X.l'lou evidenced by lhl\ Nole .and lhc other l.cNn Dllc..·umuh, ar II P~'II·, imrwc nf'1hc. ApllOII IO
aa.olenlac the 11111tur11y oflll1• Note, or thny p,q,uymenl by Miker ft21111t, 111 Makw t.vm, p.114 my lllferc1t 111 CU.IIWo oflholl p:nmllcd lty •pplN..tltlo f.tw,
then Jt II Maker', and Pllyee·s O'll'I\'» mielll tkal Ill c,ev111 IIIM\lllb dsen:loAxv ool""1cd hy hycu N crechcl.od M die pnnui>,d lwln.e of ll1li N1111: Ill' .an
Olh« Noc.: (or, tf 1h15 Nole and 1111 Other Nace, ~ baea or would lhi:n:by be p11d in fiill, n:twlMltd IO M.ikcr). and the pn1YN1111t> or 1111, Nol" 1111d !he
ullt~'r Loan Ooc:umcft111 unmcdtately tio dccmcd 111hmad and Ille t1111ount.. 1herclfter c:olbbhlc IMeuticlcr ""I lh.'fflllldcr mu.al wtthoul die na.i:i.,tty of
lhe aecullOft of Ml'/ new doeutnl.'ffl, 'It> •• to comply wllh Ille applK.tlbk, law, but IO till kl pomnl lhc n:c.CIV'Cf)' Ill lbw tvlk."" t111CIUIII odlU'WN wlk:d tor
Jtc:mindcr and rhen:llnder All 'lllm\ p11d or .,mxt ro IIO p11d IO P.iycu k11 lho 1M. farbwnuce and delcftla11111r dl11111dcbtl.,ln1...... ~ had,y •-' by
iho uiher Loin Documtnll shall, lfl Ilic oxlelll pcsmi1kd by -,pl1"9hlo Law. • 1111C1111axl. pnll'lled. 111ocatod .and apread lht""l,dluwe the 1\11111:1111 ol M1d1
U1dchtc:di1'.~1 U11C1 I p,aymenl m fl.Ill 'W that 1h, rate: CW' IIIIOUIII of mtcrN un lllCOlffll ot aucb mcldiccdnesl doc-c lffll cxcccd ~ IIW\Hlttn nth: pol mitlcd u i •
,ippbc:..ble law (die MHiafiar Llwrul Rate") l'nlm llnl1t u, 111ne III cftClll .md appllClble to 1h11 llldcblcdik."' c\1dellcal hc.-n.:t,y I« Ill\ Ion¥ ,., such
1nck.ob1edncss rcmom, OU111tmhn1 Nn1w11h111nchna uyth11t1 IO 1lic c.onlnuy uon11111C11 l11,w111 ur m "rJ of'h: udicr Lu.m °'11.uillCllla. 11 is 11111 d11: lllk.'IIIIOII

or Payee IO IKeclenJtO lho millllnly m,111)' tntcN,1 llwl ..... Hui ICCftK.'d ,II 1M hlllC of 1UCh •u.clcrltlOft GI' kt e&>IIIICt ~ lllh.'n.'\I 11 lhc IIIIK. 11' ,uch
oK.wl'-'f'illOII

Exc:cp1 •1 "fl"Clllc:ally provadlxl m the Loan DPcuu1111111s, MIit« and 1ny ~ 111mics Ill' p,am1ors hcrcof' ,JIIIIIII)' &md 'IC\'l.'rlllly Wll\'11
demand f'or p,lymctlt, IIOMC of lltlCftl IU aeoelolllk lnlllUIII)', DOIICC o( tccelcncM,n of IIVllllrll)', pnllN .wl IIOllCC nl pR"'-'SI 111d

fll\*'lllllCIIII tlnd

PM•pl)'lftl:nr, .it 1pplable flltlllplmn nghls. YlhllllOII IDd apprll1Clllctll. noltcc of 4anllld, aml 111 C>llicr nonces m a'lllft4."Ctlon \\'Ith d11: lkk~.
potfclllllDflCe, doni11h or cnfon:ancnt nt the paymcn1
N111a and 1ho bnaamM of sutt lllcl thl1sence 1111ak1111 nny .tee- 10 calMI o1ftY wms
uw1111 hcroundllr or m pn,ocech111 ....,,,. Ill)' of lho lllfn• ollKI I.Ollallll'.al MlWl1JII ~ hcnor Mtlca- t11KI .iny wmy, lllkli1Nt or 1u.1111n1nr hcRof
"ll'W (1) lllat lho tame ro, any ..)'lllllftl\ hcrcwndcr muy bo 11111ca1dcd flurn 111110 lo 11me wllhout IIClla and WINllll. (11) IO lhc IICl.'l.-plJIK,C ot ftinb« wll..ier.il,
(111) lhe release otany ex11tu11 coHatcnl ror !ho pl)llllffll of'1hts Note. (1v) to Ill)' and an n:ncwalr, Wll\'CtS or lnOChflCIIIOII\ that 111111)' lit pantL'd by Pi1ye1
wllh n,,peci to thv peynumt or other proylSIOII• o(lhr, Nole. •ndfor (v) 1hll acldl11011DI 1111k'1t\, cndocsen, cu,uanion. or MIN"'-' m•y llccollie p.1111C'I hcruo
.all without noirco IO them and WldiOUI 1n any manner lfa'Ctmg Ihm hllllbly under or with n:lfl.'Ct 10 tins NOii: No u1CRS11111 uf 11me for 1hr iwyimn ot dus
Nnte or any 1m.ltfhm:nt hawf shan IIM.11h11 halnhly ol M.ikcr 1111(1cr lhis Nate or 111y endoncr or guannlor hcnlof even 1houp M.tkcr or 111ch cndcHMlr or
111anm1or • not a party k> web •Jll'CCll'ICIII

or,,,.,

~

Failure o( PIIY'=C 10 UIICI.IC any of lhe opllOIII pnced MIA IO P.tym upon the hlppl:tllllJ of CIIIII or mm: or lhc ffllnl1 IIYIIII me to SIK.h optlOIII
•haD not eou111111e I wa,wr of lhc naht lo cxcm• Ille
or any odicr opuon 111111 aubleq11cn1 IIIIIC an rospa:110 Ille 'llfflC er - , OIiier cven1 1he
.iccc:pLlnCII by Payee o( 111)' payment h-uncfcr 1h11 II ICJs lhan paylllllllt ID MJ of all amounts chic and p111b11 II lhe hll!C uf 1uch pl)'lllml lh,aU llOI
ffllSllturc I w.uvcraflhe n,111 IOOAcn:ise Ill)' oflheopltOnS JIWlltd htn:ln 1ohyee1t lhlt bfllC or11 MY :.ubsi:quent 111M cir nul1fy any pnoraxcmwor
1111y llUCII opCIOII willlout die express wn«en ~ of Payee

•no

Nodung hffl:111 wll llo doemod lO bo I w,avcr of any npt whldt Payee may have under &csm 5Q6le> S(Wb). 111 Hb) 11r !Ill)' Idler pnM\IOl\fo or
the 8,mkrupac:y Code 10 mo a dam for lhe fuU amount ordto Ddit 1e1::IIMI by the Lou Doc:vmonls or 1e ~ 11111111 c:ollUlml lhull Clllll111ue 111 '«'IUl'C
111 of the Dehl 0\¥111110 Payoc m acc:onlanec Wlllt dhs Nolo and die Olhcl' Lun Documenls

Miker (Md lho umlmlgnccl ra~,vc or Miker. If Ill)') n:pnllaltt It.at Miker ha fill! power, aulllon(y 111d lepl np1 IO ueut1c. ck:11vcr Ind
perf'onn 11• obbptom pmu1n1 ro 11111 Naao IAd dlu adwr Lo.an Docvllllllll't and dial lhlr Nole Md du, GIiier l,Qan Documonl,. LOtNICUN lop!, v.tlid - ,
bmclin1 obhpftoa, of M.it« Maker funhcr ~ that the INn _.._ by tlw LcMn 1>1,c.ullltllb won ll1INlu h bulmCM ar &.CIIIIIMR,WI purpc.,.111d

na1 ror perwwt, 1.imlly or household uw

All llOlll.'d nr otln:r communic.nt,oi,~ JCIIUnd er p:rn11ned IO bo I'""' pun111111 licn:to wl bl IMII 1r1 Iha ftllllMI' and rJwll be ef'fomw .. 'f)OC1fled

r., Jet4
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----:-•
1n 1hc Loan Aanianwt, directed to the p11t1111 it 1"'1r ~
R c ( c ~ kl

.addn.,_ a,, piuvM'CI thac,n

parucular IICIIOIII of lhe Loan Ooc:umunt<, i,,hall ho deemed rvramcci. 10 IUl.JI SC\.1101~ o11o .ncccw hy echer [lfflYISIUIIS or lhe I.au

Docum~ n:faUIIJ lhc:n:lo

Payee ~· h.tve the IIIIMfnCICd npl II MY llnlC Of m>III hl11C kl IIHIC 111,all this Note a lhe loan ~ by lln Nole ft lhe UW11 Docu11'11m"
portlClpllllClll tnlUIQola. thcn.,n Mtkar '11111 •"lceule. oc.llll0'41cdF 111d del"\ll ai7 a all lftlllutllam l'\llfW'kd hy Paya: 10 \all"iy Mid, r,urdwtcn or
flll11CIJIIIII• tl1o1t IIIC.l unpOld HIClc~ cvulenc:cd by 1h11 NClCu r. OUNtlllChllS IIIMlft lhe· llfflll MIi pmvNK1II) "1.'I 11111 •1 lld, N111e anti ll1'l Cllhcr uwn
Dol:unklnl• ro lhc cxce111, ,r.ny lpCCdkd"' ...:h -.pmcn11w p.i,114,,1pa11nn, web a'ISllna(1) or ,-Ut1pMIIN ..iwtl h•v.: 1hl: rqshl, 1111d bmeR11 WICh
respect io 1hr. N® and the fflltcr Lo.ua Document, .. Wl.h ,•\llffl.'\'(,) ur ponx."1lftl(,) would have ,rlhey wen: the
aunder
o,

r.'Y«

M.dlur (and tin: undcNancd rapracn111&w of' M..ka, If ••Y) 1'f'R."\Cll1, 1h11 Mllkct h11 IWI pnwcr, .iulhMcy IIIKI q.il nahl IO c~uic:. cld1\'lll' and
perform ica, oblic11tK111, pur,u,ull to 1h11 NOie and 1111 udwr Lu.in DclClmllllll', ,111d di.a( din. Note tlllll lhc Olhw lu,111 IMUltlCl1h uin..htule q.al, valid and
bmdffla ciblllJlll,nn,, ell Mllkt.T M•ker funhcr rcptWeAIS dt.,I lhe kllll llVl4k.'nt.lld by lhu Lo.vi Doc.utbelll'I w.i, m.iw kir hu\tt11."' pr 01n111cn:11l
and
not lot pcNIIIDI, la11uly nr IIOUMlhold UM

purpa.,,

All nc11,~, nr 111her mmnunte111ons rcquin:d or pcnnlllt.-d k• ho II""" r,u11uon1 hcnllo 11hall be 11\'Q'I m Ilic m.un:r and~ be t.ofla.uw"' i,pccdicd
m lhc Lo.in AJRlCIIICfll, d~rcd IO Ille pllltCS II their nispccuw .xlcln:\"" •• pn1YICfcd 1hcrem
Rcren:ac:C\ kl particular ilfflllftS of ~ Loan
Dol..vncnh id.it1111 1hc:rwl

Duc:uillL'flt.. .......

hi: de\.'llled Rllcn:nces 19 IUCh sa.·11on1 ... afh.i.tt.'CI lly Cllhcr pn,YlloKIII', of lhc I.nan

P•yec .i,1111 have dtc lllfflM1CICd nahf al any 11me ar Imm 111nc lt1 bHlc 10 ..ctl din Note and die loon cvllkalcccl hy dlr. N111c ad Ilic '-'*' Doc.u111cnts

1ntc.Tt.'\b lht:n:tn Melcer shall CXCCUIC, adil!O\Ykd&.: .incl *11¥\'f' any 111d 18 tMffljfflllfll• ~ hy r,l)'\"U •• hllUly 'IIK.h puac.lllM.n or
th• Ille llnpatd 1ndellledness IMdanccd hy 111" N111e ,, OIII\Ulldt"I IIJIOII lhc tcnm ucl p,IMIKIII• "l.'1 11111 111 llu• Nute and !hi: ocher l.oan
Doc:umcnN rn lhc atena. .r Ill)' specified 1n such mipn1.,,1 '"' p,1111CtpJIHll'I, ~c.b a1111cc(1) or pll1K.!p,IDI(,) \lwU lwve 11!.: l'lffi' dlkl hcncfit• wt1h
ru.pcc1 IO 1hr. Nflll: .mcJ lhc nthcr L111n llCleumctu n 1UCit IIS\IIIIC:C('> 11r p,irlKlfllRl('I) WClllld MW If Ibey \\Vl: Ilic hy1:e hl:lc.'Ufflh:r
cir par11etp,111nn

pa111cipnn1•

Maker rt.'Pf'll,cn1, and w1ff1n11 10 P1yc:c II
rrom Maker to Payee

r~

and .ic.knnwlcdgc• ihal sl!Ch tcpN-.'IUI'°"" 11ttJ Wllfl'.inllll~ ..iwH be

U11111111111111

n:pn..'\Cn!JIKlll• und WlfflftlN:1

(1)
Maker " and wiaJI rana1n 1a co,nph.mce wnh lhu Tmhn1 Wllh lllo Enemy ACI, as 1J11cnck-J, and c.ic.h nl Im: k1111111n ~"'''
c.0111ml n:aul1111011, or lho Umtcd Slale1 Tn:.i,uiy Dup.ul111W1I (31 CFR, Subbllo I, Chapter Y, ;a, --ndcd) .uMI •ny 111hff cn.aM111g
ql\kibott. llll!Ulaltun• or execut1w onlfn n:f,&111111 lhc.~ Ind lhc Umt11111nd Sln:ngdlea1n1 AmcrK.• Uy Pn•vltOOII Appropu.Uc Tools
kcqulJ\."CI Tc, lntcrccpt and Obltrullc TCffOl1s111 Act (USA P•lnol Acl or 2001), u 11ncndcd. and any o1hcr en•hllfl¥ q1,lat1t111 n:phibon•
Cir CXll\.'UIIVII Clrclcn, rdallftl tlteteto,

(11)

Maker 11 11HI shall m111m ui c:ompbmicc w11h 31 U S C , SC1:C1an 5313, •• lfflCttdcd. 31 C F R

Sa.1KJ11 I03

22, "' o1111cndccl, 1acl any

'1ffltlar haws or replanons mvolvm, curmtcy 1r.n..:c,u11 R:pOl1\ cir di'\t.llNIRl1 relatie1 IO 1n111WC111111, 1n cum:ncy ,ie •1t11C lhoQ \IQ CIOO IJO. or
ntn...,rv dt•1t any other mtnlntllffl 1mOU111,pcc1Rcd hy lll'IY i.w,. « NIUl.lbont. aad

Makct (I) ts l10I I person whose propaty 411' m1t.-rc.,11n propert)' 11 blodtcd or subJc,ct IO blo.:k1111 pl!Nlalll kl St."twn I Ill E'ICCIIIIYe
13224 oF SeptemNr 23, 2001 Blodtina PM!JCrt)' Dllfl Pmhlbmn1 TnlllMCllm. Wnlt ~ Wl111 Commie. Thn.'tl\\.'1'11(1 C'0111m11. w
Support 1·cnor11,111 (66 fed Rei 49079 (2001 )), (2) ckic., '"" cnpac 1n any dcthnp or llll11S1C11111r. pruhthtl\.'\l lty St.-.:11an 2 ot 'IUCh c,«1111ve
on!«, or I~ othcrwl"- NSOCllled Wllh any \IJCh p:N111 111 Ml'/ m.mncr YtollllYO of Sccll(III 2, « ()) Ii IIOI II pcrwrt OIi Ilk: hSI Of ~!Olly
Destgnllled 1'i1D11onals ud Blodred Pcnons or .uh,JCCl ac, d1u bmllDIIOllS or prohtbllHffll under lffl)' orlk.., U S Di:ptnnu:111 ell T-y , Ofl"ice
(111)
Onie:,

ntr""·"II' AIIIIClll Cuntrol retulalton or cxecu11vv Mier

Maker acldM,onally covcnan111nd 11fCC1o wtdl Payee 111111 no J111r1 or any loan proceeds CII' advances cY1clcllecd by or rvRnneed 11111111 NOie, and
no p,ut of any other amounhl or 1um1 dcnved from any pmp,1111 wh1da ,ucvm ftlPll)'ment of cuch loan pmt.ecicl.. er 1tlY1111CO, ltk:lud1n,, willioul
hm1t,.t1on. any account,, plYRlllnl lntolOJlbla.. rnoaoy, n:111, '"''"'"' or rrofits, will lie uJCd. d&rcctly or u1d11111.1ly, lor 1111 payt11.i1111 kl any
1ovcmmmtal offlCJII or employee, po11lal par1y, offlo1II 111 , pohtic.sl flll'IY, candida for poh11c.il of11t.e, or .myoiw ebe ffl1n1 m •• otfic,.,
"JIICllY, m onlc:r kl obla1111 main or dm:ct bua1ncsa or obllm •11)' improper advan1qe, m vcolallon or""' Un11ctl S1111e~ Fllffllll C'anupl Pracheei.
Acl ol 1977, r, llllltllldcd

TO THE EXTINT PERMITTED BY LAW MAKER HEREBV AGREES NOT TO ELECT A TRIAL BY JURY OF ANY ISSUE
TRIABLE OF RIGHT BY JURY, AND WAIYES ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BV JURY PULLY TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY SUCH RIC.HT
SHALL NOW OR HEREAFTER EXIST WITH REGARD TO THIS NOTE OR ntE OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS, OR ANY CLAIM,
COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER ACTION ARISING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH INCLUDING, BUT NOT UMITED TO THOSE
RELATING TO (A)ALLEGATIONS THAT A PARTNERSHIP EXISTS BETWEEN PAYEE AND MAKER1 (B) USURY OR PENALTIES
OR DAMAGES THERU'ORJ (C) ALLrGATIONS OP UNCONSCIONABLE ~CTS. DEC1ffl\>E TRAD& PRACTICE. LACIC OF GOOD
FAffil OR ,AIR DL\LINC, LACK Of COMMIRCIAL RIASONAILINEIS, 0A SPECIAL RILATIONIHIPI (IUCH AS FJDUCIARY,
TRUST OR CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONSHIP); (D) ALLEGATIONI OP DOMINION, CONTROL, ALTER £00. INSTRUMENTAUTY,
FRAUD, REAL 15TATI FRAUD, MISREPRESENTATION, DURESS. COERCION, UNDUE INF'LUINCI, INTERPERl'.NCE 01t
NIGLIGINCEJ (£) ALLIOAflONS OF TORTIOUS INTBUIUNCI WITH PRUINT OR PROIPECTIYI IUSINUS
RILATfOMilllPS OR OP AN'l1TIWIT; OR (P)ILANDER, UIIL OR DAMAGE TO UPUTATION THIS WAIVER OP RIGHT TO
TRIAL IY JURY fl GIVEN KNOWINCLY AND VOLUNTARILY BY MAKO, AND IS INTINDED TO ENCOMPASS INDIYIDUALLV
EACH INSTANCE AND IAC'ff ISSUE AS TO WHICH THE RIOIIT TO ATRIAL IY JURY WOUl.,D OTIIJtRWIII ACCRUI. PAVEi IS
HIRDY AUTHORIZID TO JILi A COPY OP THIS PARACRAPII IN A.NV PROCIIJ>INO AS CONCI.IJSIVlt ltYIDINCE OF THIS
....... 4
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WAIVER BY MAKER.

M•t9:tllllll:
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THIS NOTE SHALL BE COVERNED BY AND CONSTRUt:o IN "CCORDANCE WITH THE I.A\VS
THI STATE IN WHICH
THE REAL PROPERTY ENCUMBERED DV THE MORTGAGE IS LOC4TED (WITHOUT REGARD ro ANV CONFI.ICT Of LAWS
PRINCIPLES) ANO THE APPLICABLE LAWS OF THE UN1n:o STATES OF AMF.RICA. MAKER HEREIY IRREVOCAll,Y SUlr.llfS
TO THE JURISDICTION OF ANY COURT OF COMPF.U:Nl JURISDICTION LOCATED IN 11111; STA.Tl IN WHICH THE
MORTOA0£D PROPF.RTV IS LOCATED IN CONNECTION WITII ANY PROCEEDING our OF OR RF.1.ATING TO THIS NOTE.
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS NOTt: AND THE LOAN DOCUMENTS MAY BE AMENDF.P OR RIVISED ONI.V BY AN
INSFIUMINT IN WRITING SIGNED bV MAKER AND PAYEE. THIS NOTE ANIJ ALL THIE OTHIER LOAN DOCUMINTI EMBODY
THE PINAL. ENTIRE AGREEMENT OF MAKER AND PAYEE AND SUPERSEDE ANY AND Al.I. l'RIOR COMMITMENTS.
AGREEMl'Nl's. REPRESENTATIONS AND UNDERSTANDINGS, \\'HETHIR WRmEN OR ORAL. RELATING 10 TIIE SUBIECT
MATTER HEREOF AND THEREOF AND MAY NOT BE a>NFRADICTED OR VARIED BY IYIDINCI OF PRIOR.
CONTEMPORANEOUS OR SIJISEQUEN'I ORAL AGREEMEN1S OR DISCUSSIONS OF &IAKER AND PAYEE. THERE ARE NO
ORAL AGREEMENTS BErWEEN MAKER AND PAYH.

PAYMENT IN FULL OF ALL AMOUNfS OWED UNDER nus NOTE WU.I, NOT ENTITLE MAKER TO A RELEASE OF THF.
I.IF.Nb AND SECURITY INTERES"rs SEC.UlllNC THIS N01"E EXCEPr UP<>N IHE COM>lflONS STATID IN TIit: LOAN
AC:RHMINT,
B,OCUICd IH)rlhc dollc '\Cl ro,dt11boYC
~IAKER:

~=~

........
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· ~--a;.;r&v.ihii line la rcaerved for ue by Che County Reccmler's Offlce)·---DEED Of TRUST, SECURITY AGREEMENT

AND. FIXTURE FILING
AND ASSIONMBNT OF Ll!ASES AND RENTS

Lender
Address

RBC CENTURA BANK, 1 North Carolina banking corporation
1101 I Richmond Ave.• Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042

Orantor

GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
1883 North Wildwood Avenue
Boise, Idaho 13713

Trustee

ALLIANCE Tln.E & ESCROW CORP

7S>4l West Rifleman
Boise, Jdlho 83704

I.
.QCID1 Orantor hereby grants. assigns and conveys to Trustee, identified
above, in trust for Lender, identified above, and with the power of sale, tho real property
described in the Legal Description sci forth on EXHIBJT "A" incorporated hc,cin and is
either located within an Incorporated city or village 11 the date hereof, or contains not
more than forty (-10) acres, together with all lulurc and present buildinp, 1truchm:s and
other improvements and fixtures, privileges, hercditaments, and 1ppurten1neo1, leases,
licenses and other agreements, rents, issues and profits, water, well, ditch, reservoir and
mineral rights and stock. and standing timber and crops pertalnina to the real property
(cumulatively "Property").
2.
Obligtiggs This Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and FIJuurc Filing
and Assignment of Leases and Rents ("Deed of Trust'') shall socure the payment and
perfonnance of all present and fbt\lre indebtedneu, liabilitic11 obliptiona and covenant,
of Borrower or Onmlor (cumulatively ''Obliplion1") lo Lender punuant lo
(a)

lhi• Deed of Trust,

Papi ori,

I

l!XHIIIT

-~-'8
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(b)
lhat certain Nole (herein tho "A&D Note'') wherein the Grantor, as
Borrower promises to pay to lhe order of Lendor the principal sum or $3,413,300.00,
together with interest thereon. The maturity date or the A&D Note, Ir not sooner paid,
Is II more fully provided in the A&D Note, as amen«led from llme to time, which, a,
of the date of this Deed of1'rust Is November
2008.

ff,

(c)
lhal cc.rtain Note (Letter of Credit) (herein the "LOC Note")
wherein the Onntor, as Borrower promises to py to the order of Lender lhe principal
sum of S2,6SO,OOO.OO, together with interost thereon. The maturity date of the LOC
Note, if not sooner paid, Is as more fully provided In the LOC Note, H amen•ed
from lime lo time, which, as of the date or this Deed or Trust 11 November 17, 2007.
The tenns "A&O Note" and "LOC Note" shall collectively herein be tcnncd the "'Note."
(d)
That certain Loan Agreement dated November 17, 2006, between
lhc Borrower and the Lender and each of the Loan Documents, as defined therein.
(e)
All
amendments,
~lcnsiona,
replacements or substitutions to any of lhe fotCl()ina.

renewals,

modificacions,

3.
Putura Adyagces and lhpenSla This Deed or Trust shall ~ure not only
existing indebtedness, but also such fulure advances, whether such 1dvancca uc
obli,atory or made al lhc option of Lender or otherwise, to the same extent as If such
future advances were made on tho date or the execution of this Deecl of Tnist, but Sllch
secured Indebtedness shall not exceed at any time the maximum principal amount of
S6,063,300.00, plus inlerost thereon, and uy disbursements made for rho payment of
taxes, levies or insurance on Che Propcrt)', or any othec properties in which Orantor hu
given Lender a security interest. Any such f\Jhlre advances, whether obligatory or made
at the option of Lender or otherwJse, may be made either prior to or after the due dates of
the promissory notes or any other agreomcnts secured by or dcacrlbed in this Deed of
Trust. All covenanls and agreement, contained in this Deed of Trust shall be applicable
to all future advances made by Lender to Orantor under lhis future advance clause.

4.
Compliance with Laws. Ordlnaacn Ind Agreements. Grantor represents,
warrants and covcn11nts lo Lender that:

(a)
Grantor is in compliance in all respects with all applicable federal,
state and local laws and rcaulations, including. without limitation, those relating to
"Hazardous Materials," as defined here.in, and other environmental maHets (the
"Environmental Laws"), and neither the federal govenuncnt nor any other govcmmcnt or
quasi-governmental entity has filed a 11en on tho Property, nor aro there any
govenuncmtal, judicial or administrative actions with respect to environmental matters
pending, or to the best of tho Orantor'• knowledge, 1hrcatcned, which involve lhc
Property. Neither Orantor nor, to tho best of Orlnlor's knowledge, any other party ha
uaod, pneratecl. released, discharged, 1l0rod, or dilpoled, of any 11Hnardout M1terlal1,'1
u defined horeln, in, on, ovor, under or ln coMection with the Property or tramported
any Hazardous MateriaJ1 to or &om tho Property. Orantor 1halJ not commit or .,.rmit

••,.2.r 1$
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suoh actions to be &aken in the future. The term "Hazardous Matedals," lhall mean any
hazardous wute, toxic substance or waste which is or becomes regulatod by any
govemment.J authority including, but not limited to, (i) petroleum, (ii) asl>estos, (iii)
polychlorlnatod biphenyls. (iv) those substances. materials or wastes designated as •
"hazardous substance" pursuant to Section 311 ofthe Clean Water Act or listed punuant
to Section 307 of the Clean Water or any amendmcnu or replacements to those statutes,
(v) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to
Section I004 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act or any amendments or
replacements lo that stntuto, (vi) those substances, materials or wastes defined as a
"hazardous substance' pursuant to Section 101 or the comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act, or any amendments or replacements lo that
slatute, rule, regulation or ordinance. Orantor shall not lease or pennit the sublease of the
Property to a tenant, whose operations may result in contamination of the Property wilh
Hazardous Materials or toxic subatances,
(b)
Oranlor has the right and is duly authorized to execule ond perform
the Obligations under this Deed of Trusl and theae actions do nol and shall not contlicl
wilh the provisions ofany statute, repletion, ordinance, and rule of law, contract or other
agreement which may be binding on Gran1or al any lime

(c)
No action or proceeding is or shall be pendin& or thrcalenecl which
might materially affect the Property,
(d)
Orantor hu not violated and shall not violate any slatule.
regulation, ordinance, rule or law, contract or other aarccment which might malerially
affect lho Proper1y (including. but not limited to, thoae aoveming Hazardous Materiats),
or the Americans with Disability Act of 1990, or Lender's rights or inlen:st in the
Property pursuant to thl.t Deed ofTrust.

(e)
The Property and improvemenls do, and shall at all times, comply
with the appJicablc zoning ordinance, and all applicable land use permits and approvals.

s.

IUio 104 Qefemo of Title, Grantor repreaents, warrants and covenants to Lender

that

(a)
Grantor is lhc absolute lepl and equitable owner or, and has good
and marketable tillc 10, the Property. free or all liens, clalma, securily interests,
encumbrances, easemenls or reatriclion1 whatsoever. Oranlor has full power and
authority to srant, barpin, sell, and convoy tho Property In the manner and fonn herein
done or inlcnded hereafter to be done. This Deed of Trust is and shall n:main a valid and
enforceable first mortpge lien on the Proporty and any improvements. Onntor and its
successor and ass.lgns shall warrant and de.fend sudl tide forever against all claims and
shall promptly perf'onn all of tho obligations to be performed ~ndcr.
(b)
Without limitina Orantor'a obllptiona pursU1nt to any other
qreemenl executed in favor of Lender, Orantor ahatl pay, when due, all obllptlona,
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e
..
lawful claims « demands of any person which, if unp1id, might result in, or pcnnit the
creation of. a lien or encumbrance on lhc Property or any portion thereof, whether suc:h
lien would be senior or subordinate hereto, Jncludlna without limiting tho 1cner1lily of
the foregoing, all claims of mechanics, malerialmen, laborers and other1 for work or labor
performed or materials or supplies fbmisbed or rented in connection with any work,
alteration, improvement of or construction upon the Property.

iI

(c)
Orantor shall nol have the right to place lien, and encumbrances on
the Property whclhcr or not the same are subordinate lo the Hen of chis Deed of Trust.
6.

lnm,&11:o{ U@.PN(1(!j$\(·m~ lfn4itlcJfl·JW(I;.._ 1M101Q19~-!itBqn'Ow':'i

A sale. conveyance, lease, contract for deed or transfer to any person without the pnor
written approval of Lender of all or any par1 of the Property ducribed in lhe Leaal
Description above, or any inlerest therein, or of all or any beneficial interest in Grantor,
shall be a default under this Deed of Trust and Lender may invoke any remedies
penniltcd by the promissory note or olher agreement or by this Deed of Trust, unless
otherwise prohibited by federal law. At Lender's request, Orantor shall furnish 1
complete statement setting lorth all of its stockholders or partners. as appropriate, and the
extent o( their respective stock ownmhip or partnership int«esls.

7.
Assjgnment of Rents, To the extent not lnconalslent with olhcr
assignments to Lender, Oranlor hereby assigns lo Lender the rents under each tenancy of
the Property as security for &he payment of the Obligations and arants to Lender the rilht
to collect such rents and to apply the same to the Obligations. This righl shall continue
until the Obllgalions are paid in
provided that Lender waivel the enforcement oflhia
right until an event of default occurs. Orantor agrees to timely perl'orm all of Orantor's
obligations on all such tenancies. Grantor agrees that it will not mian or conditionally
assign any of the rents or profits ftom the Property, Orantor agrees lhat all tenancies and
renewals thereof entered inlo in the ruture shall be subject to lhe approval oC Lender.

run

8.
Payment and
and agrees as follows:

Pcrfonnancc of Obliptions. Grantor warrants, co\lfflants

(a)
Pl)'DJCQJ of Obligatjons. .Orantor shall cause to be paid, and
pcrfonn u and when due, all of the Obligations without act off and without prior notice
or demand.
(b)
Pgyment of I11e1, Orantor .shall pay when due, and before
delinquency, all Taxes (as defined below) with respect to the Property. Orantor shall
have the right to pay any Taxes in installments pursuant to and subject to any statute or
ordinance 11lowlng such method of payment. Upon demand, Orantor shall provide
Lender with evidence, satisfactory to Lender of all such payments. "Taxoi' shall mean
and lno1ude, withoul Jimitation, 111 pem,1111 and real property taxea and u1essmont11 both
general and special, and all other taxes or impoaitlonl, whether publie or private, of any
kind and nature_ levied, aueased or impoaod upon the Property or any portion thereof,

J'1p4oll$
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(c)
Maintenance Repair. Orantor lhall, ,1 Grantor's solo coal and
expense, take all actions and make any repaln needed lo maintain tho Property in aood
condition, includioa, bul not limited to, any remedial aclion required pursuant to any
Environmental Law, ordinance, rule. regulalion or sovernment action. Orantor shill not
commit or pennll any waste to be committed wilh rapect to lho Property. 01'111\or 1ball
use the Property solely in compliances with applicable law and insurance policies.
Orantor .shall IIOI 1111ke any altcmations, addltionl or lmprovcmeall to die Property
without Lender's prior wrillcn c:onsenL WirhOUI limitlna lhe foreaoin& all 11tcra1ions,
additions and improvoments made to the Property shall be subject to lhe beneficial
interest belonatn& 10 Lender, slttll no1 be removed without Lender's prior written
consent, and shall be, made al Orantor's sole opense.
9.
og,Hgllon to lnsur1. Orantor shall at all times provide, maintain and keep
in force, al its own cosi and expense, tho foUowlng policies of insurance and such other
insurance as Lender may require from Oma to time.

(a)
All BilA If theie ,re now or hereafter buildi• or other
on lhe Propeny, insuranco against loss or damage to the Pn,porty (IOplher
with the improvemcnll and the personal property) by fira and any aad all or the risks
covm:d by insurance of the type known as of the d1to hereof 11 "fin: and atenclecl
coverage". Durf111 1ho COUIIC of constnaction of - lmpn>vemenll tho pollcy or
ondorsentenl shall be "builders risk•' physical hazard IIISIDIIOC of lho type known a of
tho date hereof IS "fire ind oxtendc4 coverage". Such policies shall be in an amount not
less than one hundred percent (1 oo %) or the
replacement coat or 1hc improvement,
and personal property, IS dctcnnincd from time to time by Lender, without deduction for
depreciation. The amount of deduc;tlble from the loa payable for any casualty shall not
exceed one thowand ($1,000.00) dollars for any c11u11lty and such deductible shall be tho
obligation of Orantor. Such policy of insurance ahall contain (a) the "Rpllccmenl cmt
cnclonerncnt", (b) 1 lou payable endorsement In favor or Lcodcr' In a fonn ICIIIOlllbly
acccplablo lo Lender, and (c) an cndoaemcnt wavins any breach ofwammly by Orantor.
Sh'llclUres

run

(b)
PubJip Uabilitv. Comprehensive public liabllily insurance, on an
0CCUITOIICC bui1·1 Insuring against claims ror bodily injury, death or property d11111gc
oc:cuning In, on or about the Property and adjoining 1treot11 sidewalks and J)UIIJft'lys
arising ou, of or in 1ny way connected with the use, occupancy, possession, ownenhip or
condition (whether or not now existing) of tho same. The Umtts of such cownao ahall be
no less lhan Sl,000,000 per oc:c::urrencc. Such poli~y shall insure performance of
11

Orantor'a indemnity obligations hereunder and shall name Lender as an additional
insured, providlna coverage for Lender reprdless or whether the auated claim 11 also
mertcd against Onntor.
(c)
.Qdm. All other policies or lypea of iosuruce Iha& 1IIIY be
required by Iha Lencler puraunt to any of Che Loan DaetnnCntl.
10.
Condemnadoa, Oranlor shall immediately provide Lender with written
notice of any actual or threatened condemnation or eminent domain proceeding

Paac.SotU
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pertaining to the Property. All monies payable to Grantor ft-om such condemnation or
taking are hereby assigned to Lender and shall be applied first to the payment of Lender's
attorneys' fees, legal expenses ond other costs (including appraisal fees) in connection
wilh the condemnation or eminent domain proceedings and then. at the option of Lender,
lo the payment of the Obliuations or the resLOration or repair of the Property.
l l. .Coomvction, . In connection with the construction of the improvements on
the Property, Orantor wam1nts and covenants to Lender that:
(a)
Unless otherwise agreed by Lender in writlna, Orantor shall
commence construction of the improvements within thirty (30) days followins lhe earlier
of the dale of execution of the Loan Documents or the date of recording of the Deed or
Trust and thereafter to diligently pursue such constl\lctlon to completion or, at the sole
option of Lender, Lender may declare a default and '"el crate tho b1l1nco due under lhe
Nocc. Oranlor shall cause the improvements on the Propcr1y to be conskuded with
diligence and continuity in accordance with the plans and specifications, provided by the
Orantor and 1'1Yicwed and accepted by Lender ("Plans").
(b)
No materials, cquipment1 or fixtures, incorporated by Orantor in
lhe consbuction of tho improvements shall be purchased or installed under any security
agreement. conditional sales contract, or other arrangement wherein the seller reserves or
purports to reserve title or any inlerest in such Items or the richt to remove or repossess
such items or to consider them personal property after their incorporation in the Property,
unless preYlously authorized by Lender In writing.
(c)
Lender, through its officers, ascnla, or employees, shall, at all
reasonable times during construction, upon reasonable prior notice lo Oranlor, have the
right of entry and free access IO lho Property and the risht 10 inspect the work of
construction and lo examine (and to make extracts therefrom or copies thereof) tho plans
and specifications and all detailed plans and shop drawings which are or may be kept al
the construction site, and all books, records, contracts, accounting data, and other
documents of Gr.ntor. The right to inspect the work of construction or any books and
records shall be for the pu,pose of protectina the aecurity of Lender and shall not impose
upon Lender any duty to supervise or Inspect the work of construction or lhc books and
records. A failure 10 inspect the work shall not constitute a waiver of any of Lender'•
rights hereunder, and inspection not followed by a notice of default shall not conslitute a
waiver of any default then cxisUns, nor ahall it oonstilutc a representation that there has
been or will be compliance with the Plans or that the construction is free &om defective
materials or workmanship.
(d)
Orantor agrees that the improvements shall be conslructed strictly
In accordance with all applicable government requlmnents. OranlOr fur1hcr agrees that
1ald Improvements shall be constnac:ted entirely on &he P,openy and will not encroach
upon any easemenl, riahl of way, or land of othen, and that the improYemenll when
erected shall be wholly within lhe buildina restriction lines, however established, and will
not violate any aovenunenlal requlremen11 or riahta of other.
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(e)
Borrower shalJ coordinale the construction and see that all work
and malerials shall be In accordance with aood building practi~ and in C011fonnily wilh
all govemmcnt,al requirements and in strict accordanco with tho Plans. If any one of the
worlc, in the opinion of Lender is not beina done in accordance with the Plans, or it is
otherwise unsatisfactory, Lender shall have the riaht to atop said work and order its
replacement or correction, whether or not nid unsatisfactory work has then:lofore been
inCOJpOratc:d in the improvements, and shall be entitled, in addition to all other remedies
Lender may have. to withhold all further disbursements until said unsatisfactory work has

been corrected.
(f)
Orantor shall comply with all laws, ordinances. rqpdations,
casement agreements, covcn1nts 1 conditions and restrictions affecting the Property or the
operalion thereof. Orantor shall not cause, permit nor suffer any violalion of any of rhe
foregoing and shall pay all fees or cha,aea of any kind in COMection therewith.

•

.i

12.
J-nfDaU90, Lender shall not assume or be responsible for tho
perfonnance or any of Grantor's obligations with respect to the Property under any
circumstances. Orantor shall immediately provide Lender with written notice of and
indemnify and hold Lender harmless hm all claims, damages, liabilities (includtns, but
not limited to, those involving Haianlous Matcrlalr). Orantor, upon tbe request of
Lender, shall hire legal counsel to defend Lender for such claims, and pay the attorneys'
fees, legal expenses (to the extent penniUcd by applicable law) and other costs incumd
in connection therewith. In the alternative, Lender shall be enritled to employ its own
legal counsel to defend such claims at Orantor•, cosrs. Grantor's obli&ation 10 indemnify
Lender under this paragraph shall survive the termination, reconvcyanco or fon:cmure of
this Deed of Trust.
13.
Adyances, If Orantor shall fall to perform any of the covenants contained
herein, in the Note and/or in any document evidenclna or securing any of the Obligations,
Lender may, but without obligation to do so, make advances to pcrfonn same in its
behalf, and all sums so advanced shall be secur~ by this Deed of Trust. Orantor shall
repay on demand all sums 10 advanced in its behalf with interest· at the rate of eighteen
percent (18%) per annum (11Advancc Rate'') &om the dale of expenditure until the date
repaid. Nothing herein contained shall prevent any such failure to perfonn on the pm of
Orantor from constituting an event of default and no exorcise by Lender of any ript
hereunder shall constitute a waiver of such event of default.
14.
Additional security Agreement Provisions. Oran&or hereby pnts to
Lendor a security interest In the personal property and any other portion or the Property
which is deemed to be personal propmy ('"Personal Property"). In addition to the
wananties, covenants and agreements oontained elsewhere herein which also apply lo the
Personal Property, Orantor wartants. and covenants and asna 11 follows:
(a)
Orantor shall not vol1111tarily1 involuntarily or by operation or law
sell, aasign, encumber, tran1fer1 lease, grant a security Interest In, or otherwise dlapoH of
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any portion of the Personal Property or any interest lhercin and shall not otherwise do or
pennit anything lo be done or occur that may impair the same as security hereunder.
Oranlor shaU not purchase any Pertonal Property nor incorporate any Personal Property
into the Property which is subject to a security interc.,t in favor of the seller thereof or any
third party.
(b)
The Personal Property shall not be removed from the Property
without lhc prior written consent of Lender.
(c:)
Orantor shall, upon request, exccule and deliver such finandng
statements and other documents and agreements 11 Lender may request to perfect and
c:onlinue Lender's security interest in the Personal Property. A carbon, photographic; or
other reproduction of this Deed of Trust may be OIied and suffice as a financing
stalemcnl.

1.5.
Inspections. Lender, and its agents, representations and workmen, are
authorized, bul not obligated, lo enter at any reasonable time upon or in any part of the
Property for the purpose ofinspecting Che same, and for the purpose of perfonning any of
the acta it or Orantor is authorized to perfonn under the lenns of this Deed of Trust or any
olher document evidencing and/or securing any of the Obligations.
16.
Default, Grantor shall be in defauk under this Deed of Trust in the event
that Oran1or or any guarantor of any Obligation:

(a)

falls to pay any Obligation to Lender, when due,

(b)
fails to perform any Obligation or breaches any warranty or
covenant to Lender contained In this Deed of Trust or any other present or future, written
or oral, agreement,

respect,

(c)

allows lhe Properly to be damaged or destroyed in any malerial

(d)
scelcs to revoke, tenninatc or otherwise limit its liability under any
debt instrument or guaranty to Lender,
(c)
becomes Insolvent. makes an assignment for lhe benefit of
creditors, files a petition under tbc fcdenl bankruptcy laws, has an involuntary peliCion in
bankruptcy filed In which Orantor or any guarantor 1, named or has property taken under
any writ or process of court,
(f)
Orantor abandons the Property prior to completion of the
Improvements thereon. or ceases work thereon for a period of more than thirty (30)
calendar days.
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(g)
causes Lender to deem ilsclf insecure due to a sianificant decline
in the value of the Property

17.
Rights of Lender on Default, If there is• default under lb.is Deed of Trust,
I.ender shall be entitled (except as required by Jaw) lo exercise one or more of lhc
following remedies without notice or demand (except as required by law):
(1)

to declare the obligations immediately due and payable in .full,

(b)
10 require Grantor to deliver and make available 10 Lender any
Personal Property al a place reasonably convenient to Orantor and Lender,

(c)
to collect all of the rents, issua and profits of 1hc Property from
the date of defaull and thereafter,
(d)
to lake immediate po.ucssion, mana1cmcn1 and control of the
Property from the dale of default and thereafter,
(e)
to complete any cons1rue1ion in proJrcss and in that connection
pay bills, borrow funds, employ contractors and make any changes in Plana es ii deems
appropriate,
(t)
to apply for and obtain the appointment or a receiver for the
Property without regard lo Orantor's financial condition or solvency, the adequacy of the
Properly 10 secure the payment and pcrfoffll8nce of lhe ObUgations, or lhe existence of
waslc to the Property,

(g)

to foreclose this Deed of Trust,

(h)
to execule or cause Trusteo lo execute a written nolice of defiult
and of its election to cause to be sold the herein described Property to aalisf'y tho
Oblig11tions hereof, and shall cause such notice lo be recorded in the office of the record
of each county wherein said Property or some part thereof as situated. Notice or sale
having been given as then required by law, and not less than the time then required by
law having elapsed, Trustee, without demand on Oranto.r, shall sell said Property at the
lime and place fixed by it in said notice of sale, either as a whole or in tepante parcels
and Jn such order as it may detennine, at public auction to the hlghe.st bidder for cash in
lawftil money of the United States, payable al time of .sale. Trustee shall deliver to lhe
purchaser ils deed conveying the Property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty
expre,s or implied. The recitals in such deed of any matters or ficts shall be conclusive
proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Orantor, TMtee or Lender may
purchase at such sale,
(I)
lo sot-offOran1or'1 Obllption1 aaain1t any amount, owed Orantor
by Lender includina. but not limited 101 monies, Instrument,, and depo1lt 1ccoun11
maintained with Lender, and
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(i)
to exercise all other rights available 10 Lender under any other
wrillen agreement or applicable law.

18.
!Jnifonn Commqcjal Code~ Lender shall also have all of lhc remedies of
a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code or tho State or Idaho and any olher
applicable law. To the extent pennitted by law, Orantor expressly waives any notice of
.sale or other disposition and any other right or remedy of Lender existing after an event
of dcfaull hereunder, and lo lhe extent any such notice is required and cannot be waived,
Grantor agrees that as it relates to this paragraph only if such notice Is matlccd, postaac
prepaid, to Orantor at the above address at least five (5) doys before the time of the sale
or disposition, such notice shall be deemed reasonable and shall fully satisfy any
requirement for giving ohald nolice.
19.
RCJDe<lies Not Exclusive. No remedy granted herein is intended to be
exclusive of any other remedy provided herein or in law or equity, but each shall be
cumulative. Each such remedy may be exercised singly, collectively or scriatlm, and u
often as may be deemed expedient by Trustee or Lender. If there exists additional
security for the performance of the obligations secured hereby, Lender, at ib sole option
and without limiting or affecting any rights or remedies hereunder, may exercise any of
the rights and remedies lo which It may be entitled hereunder either concurrently with
whatever other rights it may have In connection wilh such olhcr security or in such order
as it may dctcmiinc.

20.
Applioalion of Foreclofure Proceeds. After deducting all costs, fees end
expenses of Trustee and of this Trust, including costs of evidence or title and n:asonab~
counsel fees in connection with sale, TJ\lstec shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment
of all sums expended under the tenns hereof, not then repaid, with accrued interest at the
highest lawful nte pennlnible under Idaho law, all other sums then secured hereby, and
tho remainder, if any, lo the person or penH>ns legally entitled thereto.
2 l.
Power of Attorney. Orantor hereby appoints Lender u its attorney-In-fact
to endorse Grantor's name on all instraments and other documents pertainlnc lo lhe
Obligations or indebtedness. In addition, Lender shall be entitled, but not required, to
perfonn any action or cxc:cutc any document required to be taken or executed by Orantor
under this Deed of Trust. Lender's perConnance of such action or execution of 1uch
documents shall not relieve Orantor m>m any Obligation or cure any default under this
Deed of Trust. The powers of attorney described in this Deed of Trust are coupled with
an interest and arc irrevocable.
22.
Subroptjon of Lc;nder, Lender shall be subrogated 10 the rights of the
holder of any previous lien, security interest or encumbrance discharged with fi.incls
advanced by Lender ruprdlen of whether these liens, sceurily inCeresll or othor
enoumbranc:es have been roleued of record.
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23.
CoUccijon Costs, Orantor agrees to pay to Lender, lo the extent pcnnittcd
by Jaw, all costs and expenses incurred in collectln& any ainounl due or enfo.rcing any
riaht or remedy under this Deed or Tivsl, lncludina reasonable attorneys fees (including
representation in any bankruptcy proceedings), and collection costs.

24. _Mgdifi91nion and )Vat.ma The modification or waiver of any of Grantor's
Obligations or Lender's rigbls under lhia Deed of Trust must be contained in a writing
signed by Lender. Lender may pcrfonn any of Grantor's Obligations, delay or fail to
exercise any of Its rights or accept payments from Grantor or anyone other than Granto,
without causing a waiver of those Obligations or rights. A waiver on one occuion shall
not constitute a waiver on any olher oc:cuion. Grantor's Obligations under this Deed of
TIUSI shall not be affected if Lender amends, compromises, exchanp, falls to acrclse.
impairs or releases any of the Obligations bclonsfng to any Orantor or third party or any
o·n1s rights against any Orantor of third party or any of the Property.
2S.
§uccesso11 and Anig This Deed of Trust shall be blndina upon and
inure to 1he benefit of Orantor and Lender and their re.spective successors, usigns,
lruslees, receiven. administraton, permnal representatives, lcgalcca and devises.
Notwithstanding any other provision·ofthc Deed of Trust, Lender shall have the absolute
right to assign any or all of its righls to 111y party whatsoever,
26.
~ Orantor agrees that lime is of the essence hereof in connection with
all of Grantor's Obligations.
27.
SuJwitutjon of Tmvu, From time to limo, by a writina 1i&ncd and
acknowledged by Lender 11nd med
record in the Office oflhc Recorder oflhe County
in which the Property is situated, Lender may appoint another truslcc lo act in lhc place
and stead ofTrustee or any successor.

for

28,
Notices. Any not.ice or other communication to be provided under this
Deed ofTnast shall be in wriling and sent lo the parties at the addresses described in this
Deed of Trust or such other address as the parties may designate In writing Jiom lime to
time. Any such notice so given and sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, ahall be
deemed given three (3) days after such notice Is sent and, in the case ofany other mcaqs
of ddivery, such notice sh111l be deemed given when received by the person to whom
such notice is being given.
29.
Ss;ypc,bjljty. If any provision of this Deed of Trust violates the law or is
unenforceable, the rest of the Deed of Trust shall continue lo be valid and enforceable.
JO.
Miscellincous, Orantor waives presentment, demand for payment, notice
of dishonor and protest except as required by law. All rcfcrcnce.t to Orantor in lhis Daed
ofTMt shall Include 111 persons slanlna IMlow. If lhcrc is more thin one Orantor, their
obllptions shall bo jolnr and aevonl. nl1 Deed of Trust and any reJatcd document,
represent tho complcto inlesraled undcnlancling between Orantor and Londcr pcrtainins
to the terms and conditions of those documents.
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31.
AddjlioQII Tenns. ,Pursuant to Idaho Codo Section 9-50(5), a promise or
commitment lo lend money or to grant or extend credit in an original principal amount of
SS0,000 or more must be in a signed writing or tho agreement is invalid
32.
AML Coun1nts, Rcpmeota1lona pd Warnlllics. Grllltor rcprestn11
and wanants to Lender as foJlows, and nc:knowledps 1h11 such representations and
warranties shall be continuing representations and wm1ntics &om Orlnlor IO Lender:
Orutor is and shall remain in compliance wilh the Tndiag wkh lhc
Enemy Act, 11 amended, and each or the forelsn usots control regulations of the
United Slales Treasury Department (31 CFR, Subtlelo B, Chapter V, 11 amended)
and any other enabling legislation, regulations or excculive ordens relatin1 thcrclo,
and the Uniting and Strengthening America By Providing Appropriate Tools
Required To lnlercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA Patriot Act of 2001), u
amenm:d, and ftny other enabling lcgl1l1tion, replations or executive orden
rclatina thereto;

(i)

Onnlor is and shall remain Jn compliance wich 31 U.S,C.. Section 5313, 11
amended, 31 C.P.R. Secdon 103.22. a amended, and any similar laws or
regulalion1 involving cunoncy lnlllaaCdon repmta or dlsclosura rdllin& to
llansac.tions in currency of more lhln SJ0,000.00, or of mom than any OChcr
minimum amount specified by any a.ws or replatlons; and
(ii)

Onlntor (I) Is not a person whoso property or interest in proper.I)' is blocked
or sllbject to blocking pursuant to Section 1
Executive Order 13224 or
September 23, 2001 Blockins Property and Prohibiting Transactions With Person.s
Who Conunit. Threaten lo Commit, or Support Torrorism ('6 Fed. Reg. 49079
(2001 )), (2) does noa enpgc in any delllnp or msacdons prohibited by Secalon 2
of such executive order. or 11 olhenYJae usoc:laeed wfth any IUdJ pmon In any
manner violative of Scccion 2, or (3) II not I pCQOn on lhc list of Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked PcrsoM or subject to lhc Imitations or
prohibitions under any Olher U.S. Dep1111nent of TreMwy's Office of Porel•
Assets Control regulation or executive order.
(iii)

or

(iv) Oranlor addilionally covenants and agreoa with Lender that no part of any
loan proceeds or advances evidenced by or roferencod in this Noto, and no part of
any other 1mounc1 or sums derived ft'om any property which secures repayment of
sucb loan proceeds or advances, inc:ludfq, without limitation, any accounta,
payment intanafblcs. money, rents, Issues or profits, will be used. directly or
inclireetly, for Ill)' payments lo any govemmntal offiolll or employee. political
party, oftlclal of a political party, candfdale fbr political office, or anyone elae
acting in an official capaclty, in ender IO obtain. retain or direct buslnoa or obtain
any Improper advantaae, In "iolation of the United States Fcnip Conupl
Practices Act or 1977, u amonded.
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(N WITNESS WHEREOF. Orantor acknowledges that Orantor has read,
understands, and agrees to lhc lcrms and conditions of this Deed of Trust this Ir• day of
November, 2006.
GRANTOR:

THESTATEOFIDAHO

COUNTY OF

frQA

}

}

On ~Is }U) "' day of November, 2006, before me, the undersiined, 1 Notary
Public in and for said Slate, personally appeared Edward J. Mason, known and idenlified
lo me to be the Manager of GAl,IANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company and
that (s)he executed the foregoing inslrument on behalf of the lirniled liability company
and acknowledsed to me that such limited li;&biJl1)f~:QmJ•~Y ~~,di1l10.lamc.
JT WITNESS WHEREOF, J have hen:uoto scunc 111,Rd ;~td 11fflied ,oy onlcial
seal the day and year in this certi ficale rm abo .wrill,:n.
··
·'

(SEAL]
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RBC CcnhUa Bank
11011 Rlchmcmd A\'Clluc, Suite UO
Hmaa1on. Tens '17042

SUBORDJNA.TJON AGREEMENT

NOTICE:

THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT I\ESULTS IN YOUR SECURITY INTEllEST IN TifE
PflOPERlY BECOMJNO SUBJ£Cl' 1'0 AND OF LOWER PRIORITY THAN THE I.IEN OF

SOME OTHER OR LATER SECURITY INSTRUMENT.
.

16
THIS SUBORDINATION AOREEMENT (lltls ''A1n;egn(") la made as of November D .2006, by EACiLE
EQUITY VUN~ LLC, an Idaho llm!ICII Ual>illty COIRplny ("Subgnlpak; LQndq") in favor of RBC CENTURA
DANK, a North Carolin• banking corporallon (''Senior Lender"), wilh nfettnce 10 lhe follovrla& rlld.\.
RECITALS
GALIANO, LLC, it an J ~ iltt,lf~ Hilb.It~~ ("80ff0Wct") is the owner of cU1llrl ,cal property uul
all lmprovcrnca1a now Qr ~f\c:r.. kic•&ed ·ot et"lili\~ lhcfflNJ (coJlccliwly, lhc " ~ ) . which Is more
particlllatly ducribed 1o IiJb8*.1hnachcd Her& "'1:il-~ed 1,y 1his mcn:nce.
Punua111 co chat certain Loan Aamment (''Sqfqr LOIQ Al(ICmtOli dated Novemkr 11. 2006.. rclatiai IO
loans from Lender to Bonowcr In lhc 111rcp1e priadpal MUii of S6,D6J)00.00, er twn 4•~ llfflwidl n,latq IO an
aequbl1lon 111d dcvclq,mcnt loon in lhc llllOIIIII or Sl,413.J00.00 and • lcllcr of eNldk line or credil loan In lhc 111110U111
ofSl.6.S0.000.00 (collectively, lhc ''&Mjo, Jaw"). All or ustandally all or the JIN)Cecdac or llie Senior LollM an: 10
be used In connection wkh ac:quldllon, tlcvclopment, eonswc1ion, ownenhlp, lmp,ovenumt and sale ef lhc p,opc,1y
ducribcd on £xhjblt A 111ached hercio (lhe "fmlslr/'). The Senior Loans arc cvideflce41 by, amona odler thinp, •
Sa,lor Loan A1recment and the Noles rcfcmd IO lherein. and are secured by, •RIOIII Olher IWnaa, 1 o«d orTnis1.
Secvri1y A1retmen1 and fix~ f"1tln1 an4 AMignmcnc or Leaes and Rents (the "Scnig, Petti t{Tow"). cwuttd by
Bonower In fawr or Senior Lender, nte4 November 17, 2006, UICI filed ror aecord under Clcdc'a File No.
/"¢<-1~)-~$]1 .
.of 1h11 OllJcial Pvbllc ReCOldt or Real Property of Ada Couniy,
Idaho. The Loan A1rccmcn11. Note1 and Senior Deed of Trust. as dlcy may be supplemented, lllllCfldcd or modified
fn,111 limc au lillll!, uul MY Deed ofTnt1t hereafter filed to ,ecurc any or lhc Sent« Loins and covcriag 1111y part of Ille
Property arc collcclively rcf'emd 11 the "Senigr Ja llpgpcgts."

'°

Pursuant lo lhat certain Proml11ory Note cfMed November 13. 2006 (lhc "Spbpntinllf Nale"), ktwecn
Subontinate Lender and Bonower, Subordinalo Lender It maldna or has made I loan (the "Sul,onlmatc Loan") lo
Sotd,wcr'.~-lfi.-~,~ffihanclna a po,tloll o(~~f·p~ofdw Property. The SubordlnaM Loan lscecurcd
by,.imOiag • ; I~.~. q,a, cwln Deed ofTnast ••i«lft.idlJn*-.A~nt (Ille ''lubordiMM Dffd pf Ipgf'), execuled
by 89Mhffl'- In: fftor ot Subordinate: Lender, 4i(td:.~r 13, 2006, and fikd for aeconl under Cltrk'1 FIie Mo.
.
..11fihc Offlcill Public lloconSJ or Real P,openy of Ada Cauaty,
Idaho. 'Ille Subordioale iilote, Subordinate D«d ofTnasl and 111y and all odtcr dccume,111 e¥idcnc:in, or ICCUrinl lhll
Sul,o,dinalc Loan, •• they may be aupplamcntcd, amended or modifacd laom lime to lune, are co11cctivcly referred IO Ill

die "l&RIIDIIC YIN) Documen11,."

ll i, • condition prccctlcnt &o Bocrower"s obtainina lhe Senior I.ctn cha1 lhe Sl:fllor Jlced orTnas1 aad Senior
Lou Doc:11J111Sn1S shill be and rcmaill at all limea a lien or charge upon 1hc P,upcny prior 111d lllpCdor IO Ibo lien or
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clwJ• of the Subordinate Loan ind Subordlnace Loan llocwm:nL'I ltlld lh1t lhe Senior Loan be prior and 1uperior IO Ille
Subordinate Loin aad die Subordinale lain Documcnea..

NOW, THEREFORE, in order to induce Senior Lender III enter lnlO tho Senior Loans and Che Sc11lor Loan
Documcnls and to make advances II dlerein pn>Yidcd, Subonllnate Lender •area 1h11. lhe indcblcdncss evidenc;cd hy,
DAd lhe Hen ancl charge or. the Subordinate Loan Documents shall be subject and subordinate ta 11tc indebtedness
evidetKed by, ud Ille lien and charge of, the Senior Loan Documcnb. Wl1hou1 limilina die ccncnlity or lhc rorcaoina,
Subocdinllc Lender agrees • lbUowa:
J.
~uhooHpaJjgn. The Subcmlinalc Loan Documents 1111d the indcbtcdncu ad Ille lien crcated
lhcRvndcr M; and ,hall continue to be cxprenly sul>jccl and ,iabordlaate IO (1) the lien cm&cd by lhe Senior Deed or
Trust; (b) 1U tho terms, llOYCIIUlls and condiliom cont1llled In the Snlor I.GM Oocumcn&s and any cxlellSlons.
roplaccments, consolidations, modifications and supplcmclll1'. ~ . ffflilililln!l ,;.{ll.ao.\!t Jhld~lquJ1y.and an aclYances
(whether or llOI obllplOly). fn wbalover amounL" and .-,~~~· $Ilk, :wJtfj 1ii1~~~~. 111(1 lci any apeiia;.
charges and • Incurred lhcn:by, including any and •ll •f.•~111:;CS, f1*~,~ilici, tlinrffi aodJttt~w.tikh -,iy.
increase lhe indcbteclnas aecurcd by lhc Senior Loan Documcnu abovo·ilit.tinilnil priild'pa.T llitii>unl ~ f ~idtd
the Increases IR advanc;cd or Incurred under In)' Of the HprcM provisions Of lhc Senior Loin DocunicnlS 0, 1111)'
Clllcnsioa, rc11laccmen1, coasolldatlon. modification or "'PJ)lcmenc thereto 10 the exlCIII provided below) and ""I po11pc1i1io1 inlen:al accnicd afler lhe eommencemcn1 of any cue under the Banluuptcy Code; and (c) 111y MIOIIJllS
adYIACOd or bacumd. In the sole judpnem or Senior Lender, r« lhc bMeftt of chc Property or for coaia and cxpc111111
asaocialCd with the Senior l.olq. NotwllhAllndia1 die forcaolnc. Senior Lender sh1H not enter llllO any modilblion,
consolldation, n:plamnenl or suppkmcnl IO the Senior Loan or &he Senior Lo111 Documon111 (odler 1111n lhon made &o
insure, scc11rc. pcrfecl or PRJ(ccl chc accurity or priority of tho Senior Deed ofTrullt 111d lhc collalcral lhcrcunde,) which
(a) expands the riahls of lhe holder of lhe Senior Deed or TNIIC and Senior Loan Agitemtlll, or (b) incrascs (i) lhe
indcbteclncn secured by die Sailor loin Documenll, or (U) the lncnest Ille charged on lhe Senior l..oan Documcnls
(olher lhan u provided in the $pl'.I.IO.r t.~ bocUlilClaitJ~ Cfi' (Iii) thl·te!J•·~~ wJ~ $ii\ior l,;cncler ~ qn,cd IO
reconvcy m>m chc llm of 1hl! Senior Dud cirTrusf ~iorili Dfellf. Pf9P011)1; cnny.odlff modific:allons;·1:0.1~.t.1lons.
rcplacemcnia and 11Upplc1Mnis If Ilic. •.I!~. m~liy ~~)~ 1liu ~inalc Lcnild-• ,.,.hw 1111d obllaatioM
hereunder (olhcr lh1a IIIOSCI made co insuro, accure, pcrtec1 or pn>tect ilici accurky ofpritinly. or die le11ior Del«f c)t·Tftlil
111d dtc collateral chercunder).
'
· ·
l.
Subrogilon. S\1bordl1111e Lender, MCI its successors ad •nlami, shill not Kflllltc by sul,roption,
conU11Ct or otherwise IRY lien upon any odtet es111c, riaht or lnlcrcst mchc P,opc,ty (iacludUII without lillli111ien 1ay
wllich may u&c in rcspcct to real atacc mes, 111e1SfflCfllS or other eovcnvncntal eho,ges) whloh la or may be prior in
riahl to lhe Senior Deed of'Tn&S1 or Ike other Senior Loan Documonls, or any oxtcltllon, COlll'IOlklallon, modification or
aupplcmcnt thereto.

3.
~ Subonlln11c l.cllder in1cn1ionally and unco11diiion1lly walYC11 ud relinquishes, nbjccts ud
subordln11a the Subordinate Loan Documents in faYOr of the Jlcn and Ill lenns and prvvlslons of the Senior Deed of
Trust 111d the other Senior loin Documen11, and acMOWlcdaca 1h11, In rcllanoc upon Ind in conakler11lio1t or du
waiver, rcllnqulahment, auldcclion and auboldirl11ion, the Senior Loan is bolas made by Sanior Lender IO Donowv and
would not be made but Cor 1h11 waiver, rclinqltishmeril, lllbjecllon and 11Ubordi111don,
4.
Aplarupept. Subord.inatc Lender, Its successors or •llians or any o1hlir !cpl holder ot the
SuboAlinale Lou Documenta hmby usi&n and release IO the !cpl holder of lhe Senior loin Documents:
(a)
All of Its right, 1i1Jc:, ineercat or claim, 1r any, iii and to the pn,ceedl of ah polioin of inluranc.
covcrine aho Propcaty for application upo11 tho indebtedness secured by, or OIMr dispoll1lon diePlol' In
accordlnce with the ptD'11ionll at; lh• S•ior Detd oflnm and che Olher Seaior Loan Doc\lrlents; and

(b)
All eff11 riahl, d,1., lnlcrest or claim, If any, In and IO all awards or olhcr compenudon 1111dc for any
lllcln, of any l*l of the Pn,pcny IO be .,,a1ec1 upoa Ille lndebladac11 MGUrCd ~. or dlapoled of In
Pap2ofl0
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KCOrdal\ce with lhc provWons o(. the Seni01 Deed ofTrv11 and the other Senior Loao ~umc11.1. In die
event lbal, followin& uy such application •nd di!CpOsitlon 1he inRrancc proccc,ds, condemnation award er
other c:ompenudon, rcNltina Ill Ml rcp1ymcn1 or 111 indcb1cdncsa aecurcd lty lhe Senior Deed ofTIVSl alld
lhe other Scnb Loan Documml:I, any baleacc ,emains, and Senior Lender hM no further obll&llion le
dis'burse any po11ion or lhe Senior Loan. then suc:h excess 1111111 be made payable jointly 10 Borrower and
Subordinaee Lender.

or

S.

RqtqJJjqn.

Ir the legal holder or the Si:nior Loan Documents shaU 11 any 1ima rclcue 10 Dorrowc,

uay suc:h insurance proceeds or condemnation awant for the purpose or ralorltion or tho PN,peny, nch releases shaU
not be deemed lo be 1n 1ddilional advance under the Senior Lo111 Documents nor •h•U Ibey Olhenvite be deemed IO be
ill vioJa1ioll or any mtriclion upon any 1mow11 pennlued IO be secured by the Senior Deed orTnast.
6.

fwJhc[ Assurapca;. So lon11 u

die Senior Deed orTrust shill remain a lien llfXI" the Property or any

lhereof', Subordin11e Lender, ks cuc«ssors or 1ss1&n1 or any 01he, holckr or dtc: SuboRlinatc Loan Documen111,uH
execute, acknowledsc and deHva-, upon Sc:ni11r Lcndcr'A demand, 11 any time or limes, any and Ill f1111hcr
subordinllioos, agNICfflel1ls or olhcc ins1rumcn1S, in ICCOrdable l'ocm, lhal Seaior Lender, ill suecetS0'1 or assi11nt1 may
bcn:aftcr reasonably iequlre for can,i,11 out dtc: purpose and in lent or this Agreement.
part

Ealn

7.
A•rctmeol Rcurdipg Sybordjnallon. 1bc parties hereto ..,cc 1h11 this Agreement 11ltall be the
Clllirt agreement with reprd IO the subordination or lho Subordirllle Loan to die Senior Loan and of lbe lien or cbtqc
of" &ht Subordinate Loan Documents lo lhe lien or charge or 1he Senior Loan Documcots. This Apeemcnt ahall
supenede and cancel, tiut only wllh ,especl 10 such priority, 1111 prior aa,ccmct1ts H 10 111ch a.bordination, iaGludlng.
wilhow limitation, those provisions, if NI)', contained In lite Subordinaie Loan Documents which provld, ror the
11ubordlnation of lhe lndditc:dncsl. lien or charge lhercof to other debt or 1ccurily in,uu111C1111.
I.
Ccqfjnnadon. Subjcet to lhe ltmlS and proYiiions of a>tfs Agreemeni, Senior Lender hereby;
(i) cOfllCIICII to lbe Subordinate Loan and the execution and cfellve,y by Bonuwer lo Sullordinate Lcndcr or lhc
Subordlna1e Lout Doeuinenu. .rut (II) eon.'4:nU to and 11pprovca 111 prorilions .r die S""4>rdinate Lan, Documcmii, ,
1n1e and compleic c,opy or whkh hu been delivered IO Senior Lender. Subordinate Lendor hereby COJ1fim1 to and
agrees widt Senior under as IO the (ollowina:
Subonlinate Lender tm delivcrrd IO Senior Lender IJ\IC 111d complete copies of the Subordlnaie Loan
Documcall, and Rich documenlA hive nOI been amended, modified or supplemcnlcd in any
M of the
date of Ibis Aan:cmcnt die oulStalldina principal balUIC8 of lhe Subordinate Note Is Seven Hundred
Twenty-Five nowlllld Five Hundted and No/100 Dollen (S72S,.500.00) and hltcrat Is paid dirouah
Dc:ccmber l l, 2008.
(a)

-y.

(b)
There arc no dcfaullS (or c:ondilions or cvc:1111 whk:h, with IIOlk:e ol lhc pasuge of lime oc both,
would c:on11hutc • cleraul1). .known 10 Subordlnaic Lcncler as or the date hcrcor, by Bonower under Its
obll&atlons sec fclnh In lhe Subonlinaie Loan OooimenlS.
(c)
Subordinate Lender hereby consen!A lo Ille Senior Loan and Ille execution and delivery by Bonvwer
IO Senior Lender die Senior Loan Documcntt and consents lo and lpPIOvct aft pn,vlsions of the Se1ilor
loan Documen11, • ciue ud complete copy of which has been delivered so Subordin1le Lender.

or

(d)
Subordfn11e Lender lhall no1 enter into any 1sreemcn1 IO amend or modi!)' u,y or die Smonlin11e
loan Documenls without IIOlice to and the prior conaent of Senior l.cftdcr,

Subonlinal• Lemler 111111 deliver to Senior Lender, 111111 ....., indicated In IYdmlJ below and at
1h11 111111• Ii• lhat coplq lhtn,of are delfvaed IO Bonoww, copia or any no1lce1 of de~11k delmnd ID

(e)

Bomlw« Ill connectloa wllh Iha Subonlina111Aan ~

II
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Neither S11bordina1e Lender, nor 111y puKhuor 11 forecJosurc under die Subordinate, nor IIIJOnc
ct,imina l,y, lhrouah o, wider any of &hem 1h18 succeed IO 1t1y or Borrower's ri&hls under 1he Senior l..oelt.
,.
~ . ~ll ll!Ql~.~t•tykliid>whldil!(IY PlrU'~.rwY nl6y Ito required ~r mayduifc IO sc:cve on
_Ilic 911i'cr pu~'to dill Apmcri,.ii'iil1.1Je (ll)Jil~\11!1~,-~ffkli\lO·llpon rcc:eipl, (b) feint by URilid SIiias
!Jcpr~s Mail or: by, pin.lo. 9-~~-~~•.•~~!vi! 11put1 '*~ll, or (c) sc111 by ,ct1incd 11111111 tciu111 n:cdpl
~ialcdi ck)IOJiC_ii•ftJ. ..!fi!i l!tlif~'d-§.IIIJ~.)«J~. wf\lf·JIOlll11$C lhciwn A11ly: v.,q11il~ dlac1ivt OIi the: ti.>' of w.iual
cleli~ry a~ shown 11y.,;..Mft1,asu·« ,.i1int ,tcelpa 111bu,.qi1ta1S.u,fll~ (l)bllsluosa days. uftl:f llt4 dalc or mAllfna.
wi!M:hi;Vflr.l~ ,~li;r.,.:A•I ~ch noiledlr;1billlblt'llddt$d lo lhUptw.opnOC! addraa set fonh in thii ff,(:(lon. or lll &Kdl.i
olbcr place IA Subonllnatc lender, Senior u:ndcr or Borro~. _.,-lho-cne may ~; may l\'oin ti11111 k> tilllC dt~,11'1
writing by len ( I0) days prior wriltcn nolicc.
Ir IO Senior Lender.

MC Cencuni Bank
tlOll lUchmond Avenue, Sulle1SO
HouslOJI, Texas 77042

Allll: KtnShaw

Eaalc Equity Fund. Ll.C

lfto S®0rdfn11e Lender:

c/o Eap: c.pilal Mana1c111C111. LL.c
2502 North Const•~ Plocc
Eqlo, fdaho 13616

lrlo Bom>wer:

<illuino, LLC
1113 North Wildwood AVCJIIIC
Bolsc, ldlho 13713
AIUI: Edward J. Muon. Manaacr

10.
Appllcatiu. Ill maJcifta dfsburseme.1111 pllSUanl 10 Ilic Senior loan Aamfflcnt, Senior Lader is
under no oliftplfqn ~clit,ftcY...-~Senior . . .,~lff!!~,~.UI wll, su 10 lhc applk11~ ~f•fi ~ 1,y
tho penon
\VJ~~Leftder d~~:~cliJ~ra'cc~'; Md any .pplicatlon 'PN91Jr.~ic;h f l ~ ror
purpo.~ oJhJ.i\. . lJto.tO~~·~.in die Settfciii J.oM A~l'shall no, c1orea1 the subonJinai*l he~ln tllMlc, In

:Of~-:-•~

whokormpart.

I

.-i

.

11.
tdodi@carloft IQd Boles. Senior Le11dcr may, wilho111 all'eclina lhc subordi1111ion of lhc
Subordinate Loan Docwllenu: (1) re~ or cornpn,mlsc any obliplion of u,y nahm: with IC$JICCI IO the Senior Loan
Documeats; (b) releaso ks aecurity interest in. or surrender, release or pmnil any 111hs1itu1ion o, exchange or all or uay
part of:1111y1)1i~.-~,~1 ·fi. dto Notc;. (~).:r~hJ ~r o\)ltln a ,e,111i1y lniervst In any pnipert7 10 secure
paymtnl-of d•·~·.or {ctpn6.ctl~.. ~,.~~' 4ltl,c!ld. con•lkllsio or slipPlcn~1 any er111e original or 111bseqtae111
:Senlor~\~~~)@JMr~•~=~ili•Anill~ofSWlonl~f.

12.
HoJjcc of Pefa,ak on Seol9c Loan. Senior Lender shall ddivcr IO Subordinate Lender c;opie, ofuy
notice of defauk 4elivered lo Borrower pursuant to.Sec:\lon24 of the Senmr Deed orTrusl II lhc IIIIIC lime u nolke
lhc,eof is clcU,renid IO Borrower. TIie faRurc by Sailor Lender lo deliver such noth:c 10 S11bonlina1e Lemler ahaU i• no
CYCDI 1fl'cc:t die pdoril)' of lbc Sct1lor Deed of Tl'lllll; however. Senior Lender shall not lie cnlltlcd IO commence
noqjudiclal foreclosure proc:cedinp or file • judlc:ial ron:closure •CCion with respect IO tht Senior Loan unless 111d uatil
Subordinate 1.cndcr has been provided witll such nolice. Upon Ilic occurrcncs or a c1er.i1 under die Senior Loan,
Senior Lender aa,us to aecepe pcrforml!ICC 1,y Subcmlillatc Leader or all obliaallons necessary IO ewe sudt dlr.1111 u
I\IHy
per(oml111U·Jiad NCll· liMliWd \;J ~ ;
lh9 forc1oina. llCllhina con•iMd in ll>il
Aareeme~I 111111 require $ubotdlna• Lfndet IO cure MY clelh.lllJ ~ (!om>wcr under 1he Senior Loin Docucncnts or IO
pcrf'onn 1ny oblia&llon*·ot Qt,,n,wer......, lhe Senior Loan Documel1II. bul Subonllaalc IAllder wl, In ill diacrclioa,
have Ilic option IO do ao.

••If~

N~•ma
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13.
Sulzgrdjp11ipn o{ Psi», Anythifla in 1hc Subonfilll\C! l.OIII Doc:umcals IO lhe contmy
notwi1hsi111d1n&. lhe indebtcdne,,'I created under, ancl evidenced by, the Subordinllcc Loan Documc1111, includiPa
principal, intcrc11 and other amounts due lhemmcler (incluclins widioul limi111ion, poal-petillon inffflll 1ccnied after
1hc commcnccmcnl or • case under the Banlcnaptcy Code).
holder or lhe Suboofintc L09II Doalmmrs shall be
cn1i1lcd lo receive or re111ft any payment rrom 1ny soun:c 011, or in ~ I or, lhc Subordinate Loan Oocummfl except
as pcratilled by, 111d In acc:ordanc:c wilh the limilatlou c;on&alned In, lhis A&mmcnt. Until Senior Lender bu 1ivcn
Borrower notic:c or lhe exlatencc or an Event or Defaull under lhc Senior Loan Documimts, Subordin11e Lender 1hlll be
Cdlltlcd IO ncelve and nlaJri ,eg11larly scheduled pa)'mCnlS of principal 111d lftlcn:al (mcludins Subontinate Lender's
"panlcipatina interest") under the Subordinltc Loan Ooc;umc;na and prcpa)'llllnts 1l1 i11debtcdncss lhere11nder. Upon
wri"en notice from Senior Lender IO Doll0\ftr or lhe occurrence er an Even, or Default and so !Olla 111 such dcf1ul1
continues, whether or nol Senior Lender has elected to eicerclse any mncdiu against Borrower, IIO paymcnc sliaH be
made under the Subordlnt\c Loan lnMNmcbll, and Sullordinale Lender f.hall not be entitled to ra:elvc or retain any
payment from any source, Oft or in respecloflhe Subordina<e Loan DocumcnL,c,

"°

or

14.
Res;qayeyucc of Lob. NotwilhsllnditlJ 1n)'lhiaa 10 the contrary ill die Sl&bo(dUlllc Loan
Documa11.1, upon lhc closina of each $lie of I rcsidcAlial unit con.11Ncted t.,y Borrower on die Pioperty, Subordinate
Lrnder shall release the poriion ori11 111:Wity imcresl in die Property under Ille Subordiu111 l>ocd orTnuc applicable ro
such uni1 whcdicr or no1 sufficient proceeds from IIICh nle are avallable IO Subordlutc: Leadar 10 catisl'y the
rcquireffltllts of &he Suboldinate Loan Oocumenll wkh rell)KI to I rwlasc of sucll securily by Svborcliniil~ Lender.
Subordinate Lender'• rdcaN of 111c Subaidinale Deed of Tnast IS lO M)' ,11ch rllldcncc upon ClOH or !he:
pvn:hue thereof shall .lt..•:~illb!i p ~ . to Senior Lender's obraplion &o rccoavey lhe Stni6r ~ of ·1'nd& ..-111
any such rcsidenc:c. S~b,l;tdi1:111c.:t.cc~.t1a:t.111{uto. to limcly elfect llieh rwcoaveyancc, rcaa,dl1111 or ihc 1 1vif1.Wli1Y .or
proceeds or ,ucb Hie to 11liiJ;i lk.l}( pottioil ol' UiO Subordinate L11111, lhall bl a clefwh by ~.,..... LC!ndt( ~
this Aarccmcnl.
Subordinate Lender acknowJedacs and IIIIIICI dial (I) 1 c1er111111 _ . the Sul,onflitatc 1 - ahaD, at die sole
elel!1ion or &-nior lender, constitute III EveDI of DeM undc:r die Senior Lou Documentl, and (ii) lhe failure of
Subordin11e Lender IO rcconvey Ike lien of the Sullotdinlte Deed of TNII upon requat, whether or not lllfflcicnt
proceeds are available to 11ti1fy 111y ponlon of lbe Su""'inate Loan shall, 11 lhe 11Cle elution or Scrriof Lear,
conslilute an EYCnt or Dtfauk under the Senior LOIII Documenui. In either ewm, Senloc under 1111)' commence
l'oreclosvie proceedi111s In Senior under'• lole discretion.

Is.
)!riority of rm:om,s. la &1lo cvcnc or any judicial or nonjudlcl1l 111lc of the Pn,pu1y or any or lhe
collateral scc:uriaa the Senior Loan, or any portion chercof, pu11u1111t IO the Senior Loan Doe11mcn11, or nr any
liqulct.lion or disaolutlon of Bom>wer, or or 1ny cicecutlon ale, rcceivenhip, inlolvenoy, blnknlptcy, liquida1ion,
readjustment, reo,pnization, or similar p10Gctdin1 nlaliq lO Borrower or any ponion or kl p,openy, all ,mOIIDU due
11ndcr the Senior Loan Documcnll (lncludicla wllhout llmiltllloA, posc-petldon lntcreM. aCCNCd after Ilic COffllllCIICC1llnt
or 11 case under the BIJlluuptcy Code) eha11 ftnt be paid In luff btrore •Y paymc:ni Is 11\ldc upon or in rnpect of lhe
obUg11ion, under the Subordinate Loan Doc11mcn11 (lncludlaa without llmha1ion, po11-petilion ncrctl ICCIUCd af'tcr
the commenccmea1 of • case under die Bankruptcy CoiJa), If Subonl~te Lender has not made and pru,ntcd
appropriate proofs of claim in conncctlon'w.ltli':~t_~~i lfqWf~ ~itM.Jlut~·~y.ot ilcnitu'
procccdin& whh rppccl lo Bonowu willlin· lhfru'/AR);~~ (?!~,,~· byt"Senfot Utider, lhen $tif\li>i':Ltftdtr
shall hereby be 1111thorired and empowered (but .Vt~· p0-d,lf~\to 'ltvif(~illcl;~:~ ~ • ' cihltlll\ ~ I t
Bom>wet 011 aceounl of the Subordilllle loan
Iii In)' ~ I , 1111 ~ or
dislriburion or ID)' kind, whether in cash, pioperty or &ocuri-,:lhall': be ,aid ,vcr io $crfior ~..on«ler fer application Ill
payment or lhc obliptions crca1cd under, or CYldenccd by, lho Stnior Loan Documenis, in MICh order u Senior Lender
llhaU llctcnnino in its aole d-lion, until all 11111h obffplioN have been paid in ftllL

,.;:ae»1or1'i••;--.~~~-

16.
Pa,onogg In INII· AA)' Pl)'m&nt o( ar Dt'I account or. 1111)' obll11liu. under die lubotdinele Lota
~menlS wlllch 1h1II be ..elved by SUIHNdlnata Lender ot 1111 Olher Jllf1)' on bohalf of Subot4inllt Lendor 11 11 111111

P11e5ol10
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when such pa:,mtnl Is llOI pcmrictcd IO be mlde or nsltined unckt the 1mm or lhi..1 Aplfllenl
DOI coeslilu&t
propcn:, orsu~11111: Lender or such rcciplcat, llu1 shill lie rccciYCd and hdd In !Mt by such reclpienl Air die llenclil
orsenlor Lender and proinpily paid over IO Senior Lemler.
11.
ApoJie,liPo or Sccrions. The provltlons or %lions ll, 11, 1$ nd J6 above arc aoteJy for the
of dcfinin& lhc rclt1ive ri&hts of the holder ot the Senior Loan ~ m Ilic. ona liand, and lhc
Subordinate Loan Documellll on lhc other llll!d, apinst Bom,war ~ laptop,ny lilCI nothing ltfflin shaJJ Impair, as
between Bono\Yllr and llolder of lhc Senior Lou Doculllfflll or Bono~r, .«Id Cht holclcn:>f die S.,t,o,dirHICc Loin
Documcnu, 1he ohllptions ofBorrowcr under 1uch doc:mlenll.

puqiose

11.
Em& oC PtlMJI. The p1rties aclcnowledp 1h11 any defllllM 11ndcr the SllboNliule l.olll Documcnls
conaliluta III EYMI or Defiuh under the Sealer Loin Doeutncnll and an Event of Del'lult under lhe Senior Lom
Documents constilutea a default under lhc Subordimilt Loin Doeuinenrs. ·

uw.

19.
Qoygnjng
This Asrtcmllll wUI k aovcmcd by, and oonllnled and tnforced In acc:onlanc.c
wilh, Ibo law11 the S1a1e of Idaho, exc:opl lo Ilic CXICftl pllClllplcd by fe4eml laws. Subordinate Lender, its qffllt and
111 other parties to lhis AgRCmcnt hcRby COGICllf 10 lhc Jllriacliction of any rcdcrll er stale court wiChin Ille Stale of
Idaho, and alsoconaenc co service of process by any me11111u«hom.ed by &he: Si.te of Idaho or federal law.

or

'

,.

I

20.
WAIYQ Qf MY lNAL TO FACILITATE EACH PARTY'S DESIRE TO RESOLVE
DISPl)TI:S JN AN EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL MANNER, BACH PAR.TY TO nus AOP.EEMEKT
HEllF.BV EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY IUOHTTOTJUALBY IUKY OF AtlY CU.IM, DEMAND, ACTION OR
CAUSE OF ACTION (A) AJllSING UN'DEll THIS AGREEMENT OJl ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT, OI\
(B)IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITif OR JlELATED OR INCIDENTAL TO 1llE DEAUNOS Of THE
PAJtTIES HERETO OR ANY OF THEM Wmt 1\ESPECT TO 1U1S AGREEMENT OR ANY O'lltEI LOAN
INSTRUMENT, OR nan TRANSACTIONS lELATED HERETO OR 111ERETO, IN EACH CASE WHETIIER
NOW EXISTlNCi Ok HEREAFTER ARISING, AND WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT OR TOllT OR
01lfERW1SE. EACH PARTY HERf:BY AGREES AND CONSENrS THAT ANY SUCH CU.IM, OF.MAND,
ACTION Oil CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL BE DECIDED BY COUR.T TRIAL WJTHOUT A JURY, AND THAT
ANY PAR.TY TO THIS AOllEEMENT MAY FILE AN ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF TIIIS
SECTION Wini ANY COURT AS WRITI'EN EVIDENCE OF 111£ OONSEl'fT OP THE PAJlTJES HEUTO TO
1lJE WAIVER OFllt.EIR RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY, EACH PAJtTY CONFIRMS THAT THE 10REOOING
WAIVERS ARE INFOkMm AND FREELY MADE.
ll.
A.Homeys' Fgq. lfSenlor Lcaclcr or Subordinale Lender c:omrnenc:euay pcoccedqa or acUont lO
e11foru lhe provisions or dtls A&feCmc111, die court or body betore which lhe nme shall be btcJup& shall •ward IO &he
prcvailint party lhercia all or IC& coats and expen,u In pcoNCUtillg such pn,ceedlnp and actions, includifla NltODable
atcomeys' f'ccs (which illcWcs lhc 1Uoclblo COIi of in-hOIIIIC counael), lho usual P4 c:111lon1Uy and lawAtlly
RC:Overahlc coun coa&s, and 111 lhe expmscs In COMOClion lhc:Rwi1h.

22.
lolClffltlllon. Each party to this Aa,ecmcnl hu sublcanllal expcrfcncc wilh lhc subject maucr of tlNII
Aa,cemcat tuul has each rully putlolpattd In 1he neac*llon
cihjiis A~,neni and hu been lldviaed lay
counecl of ics eholc:e with rcl)tCCl to &hi l\lbjcct mailer ~I'. A*"'~,,dlls.t\lftltne'DI shaft be constn1ctl wllhoul
ieprd to lhc nile that llllbiaukie, in. docamenl IN IO be coilliWtil•-..liftnHtdl'lln_..,

11\d''ra«t•.

23.

llsGildf. TIie Recl1ab to lhlll A1imMnt •re incorpo,attd a I part of this AIRCfflClll.

24.
lf!ldirJll. The c:apllon11 and llndiap of various •ectlolll of dlis Aareement are for conwoicaoa only
111d III aot lo bl oonaldt,ed II clefinfns or llmhhta In any way thucop• or ln11111 of Ille pnwl11ont oflhi• ~ -

25.

cm11tcmem, Thfl A....,.1111111y 111 •laned In muhtpJ, c......,,.,.. wilh 1111 w

alanliOrita hid IIICOCHCd thl NmO NIIIIIIMent.

1fl'ecc u It all
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NOTICE:

nus AOllEEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE PERSON
OBLIOATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTJON OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR O"mER PURIOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT Of TIIE U'ND.

This subordlna•lon •&reement Is uccuted In muklple counie,pam and II is ROI requited lhll 111 pmics exrcuie
lhe ume document.
Exce11ted and dated for rer~nce purpose., 11 ol"Novcmbcr I7• .2006,
Subonllnlto Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an lclaho limked liability eompany
By.
Name:

-·--------------

Tille:
Bonower.

Senior Lendor:

RBC CENTURA BANK,
• Noni, Carvlina hnkina co,poratlon
By.

·j;;,_.________........_____- Title: Vice Prcsldem

P1107of JO
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NOTICE:

THIS AGREEMl!NT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS TH£ PERSON
OBLIOATEO ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY DH EXP£N0£D FOR OTHEJl PUaPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMl!NTOI' THE LAND.

This uordinalion aareemcnt Is exlCUled In m11ldplc cowterputs and k Is !IOI required 11111 an pa,11~ acclle
1h11 same doc4amcnL

Exec111ed 111d daled for "twtno1 pul'(IOffl a ofNOYClltbct 17, 2006.
Subortlinllt Lender:

EAGLE EQUITY f'UND, LLC,
Idaho llmlled r11bHll)' c:ompllll)'

M

By:
Name:
Tille:

Borrower:

GJ\UANO, LLC,
111 Idaho llinlled lllblllty company

By:

i3dwanl J, Mason, MMaacr
Senior Lendar.

Pap7ofl0
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· - - - - - - . ••

• .... , .. ,1.-£,....-••

·-----·--·-. ·-···-··-----

,

_

__,

____.

1111S AOJU!EMENI' CONl'AINS A PROVISlOH WH1CH ALLOWS THE PERSON
OBUOATED ON YOUll llEAI., PAOPER'fY 8ECUIUTY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION Of WHICH MAY BE EXP.ENDED FOR OnmR PURPO.,f.S lllA.N
lMl'llOVEMEtn'OFTHELAND.
This svboniblion 1,--..1 ii axC1GU1cd hi mvltlplo counlcq,1111 IIICI It II nol requin,cl dill 1U padies cxec111e
1M IUIIC 4'oc:umcal.

Execuled ml daled tor icrcm.ic purpotea as orN..w·'Cl'llli!CI\
hboidimlt Lender:

i
,!

Br,
Nun.:
!l'1111:

i

OALJA.NO, LLC,
UI ldlko Jimlr.d llabilllycompM)'

Senior t....dcr.

RBC CENTURA MNX.
I Nonh CatolfM bwfaa IOfJIOMllon
Dy.

r

,N"'1«
°Tith: .~Vfco-~-m-itl-1111-,- , - - - - - - - -
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STATE OF JOA.HO
COUNTYOF _ _ _...__ ...------·---:

I,• Notary Public for the Couaty and Slate aforesaid, do hereby c:erti(y lhat - - - - - - - - - - - - pcuonally un,c before: me thh day and 11:knowltdged 1h11 he It lh• - - - - or ltAGLE
EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limiced li1blli1y GOmpany and 1hat (a)hc, 11 - · · - - · - - ' bclllg
authorized to do 110, executed the toreaoing on behalr or lhc limited Uabllily company. Wilnes.'1111)' hind and omcial
~I. this 1he ___ clay of Novelllber, 2006.
·

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:. _ _ _ _ ,____ . __
(Affix Notary Seal)

STATE OF I O i \ l ~ ~
COUNTY OF__.~
...
- ___,.._.Ll
_ _ _ _ __

P111larlO
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STATl!OF'R9CM

ll>AH-0

COUNTY OF HMIRtS Af>A

(Affix Noea,y Seal)
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·----~---.....c---.·--·-

STATE OP IOAH.0'

COUNTYO:F. __..,;&)p~·~--~,4\~._____ __,

My Coaun1'sloll lxpm:__ _ _ _ _........_

STATE OP lDAJIO

COUNTYOF_.._..,..-------1, a Notuy hllllo for die Collnty ad Slate aforcnld, do hereby ccrllfy lhal J:DWARD l, MASON pc1111111lly
CIURG llcA1rc me 1h11 clay .nd 1clmowlcdpd Iha! llo b Iha Mana11:r oC Oaliaao, LLC. an lcluo llmkcd llabillr,y
comp1ny and lbat lw, u Man11111 bellla alllllorized to .io -. euouttd fi• f'Ohll<llna on lteulr or Ille &i.W
l11bility compaay. Wltae•• my Jaaad ud Dfflclal scal, lhlt die _ _ ~., oftfoYODl!or, 2006.

My Comroia1loa l!;plr11:__________

(Affix NOllry Seal)

, ... 1ono
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Order No.: 500063411808D
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

EXHIBJT'A'
EXHIBIT /l
A parcel or laud being a porrlon oflbe Sourh flair or lht Northwest Quarter or Section
14, 'l'ow11shlp 1 Norrh. Rani• J West. Bof11e Merldl1111, Ada County, ld11ho, more
portJc1darly described as follows:
COMM 1-:NCINO at I Brass Cap n111rkh11 the Northwest Con1tr or the Hid Secrlon 14;
I hence along the Westnl)' bouadiary of lhe sold Northwest Qu.rter or Section 14, "hkh
15 also the Ce11terlina of Ten Mlle llo1d
South oo•orr04" West {netord South 00•001 17'' Wcttl 1406.111 fed lo 1111oln1 1 said point
Is IO(ated
.Sonlh oo•OO'U4" We1f (Record South 00-00'17" West) 7!1.00 fnl from an Iron pin
m11rklng the NorthwHt c.rncr or the South I lalr or tbl! SnrtbwC!lt Q1111rter or said
Secdon 14. 1110 said polnl belu1 the POINT OF 81•:GINNINl;: fhean:e 11kln111 Une lhat

is 75.00 reel Smith of and p11r111C!I to lht Northerly bound1u-,· of th, South Hutr of thr
NorU1wosl Quarter ofsald SectloH 14;
South 19•5,-09•• East (Record SouCb t,•56156" East) J731, J9 rrrl to an Iron 1,tn; thcMt
leavlng $1lld parallel llnt
Soulh 01•o.1•12·• Wesc (Record South OJ-04'25" Wesl) 592.05 fed Co• point marked by
1111 Iron pin; thenceNorth a9•,45•3J" Wesl (Record North a.-4S'l0'' Wt1t) 91.<17 feet to II point n111rl.1.td hy
an Iron pin; thence
South cn•o4'1l" Wnl (Record South 01-0.'25" Wnt) 662.17 feet to a point on the
E11st-Wclf Ccmrcr of Section Line ofsald s«tku1 14 marked by an lren pin; thenc"
t1lon1 the Kut-West C:entor of Seellon line of 1111d Section l<I
South 89°!6'28" West (Record Soutll 39•561 41 '" We51) 584.98 reer lo a point on lht
Cenlerlioe nr tlac 'frfll Lateral; thcntt alone the Cr11ttrlhtr or the l'crcl Lateral tbe
followln11, courses and dlstancea:
North 33°2<1'10" Weit (Record N•rtb 33"23157 .. West) 126.67 feet to• point or
cun1t11n: thence aloag " curve to tlac right "hose radius Is 75,00 fftl, wbNe length Is
49.70 rret, who•-. central 11111, Is 3'r57'52" and whose Ion~ cbord bean
Norlh 14•25'1-4" West (Rtcord North 14"25'G1" WCAI) 48,7t fat to• point: lhtm:e
North 04•JJ 142" East (.Rttord North 04•33•55n East) J70.53 fed lo" poiat; tllcn«
North 03°.sJ'4 l" Ea1t (Record North Ol0 5l'S4" EAStJ t 22.30 feet to a point or
curvature; thence along A curve to the left \Th1t1e radl111 Ir 75.D0 feet, whoae lcn1tb is
79.10 feet, whose centr11l a11¥le Is 60915°3411 and wllon Iona elaord hears
Nortll 26°19'06" Wtst (Roeord North Jf0 11'5J" Wesl) 15.41 fett lo ft palnl; tb1nn
North 56°31 '531' Weal (Record ~rth u•J I '40" W110 57.69 ftrt lo I point; thenC'e
North 6'1°25'06" Weal (Recorcl North 61'J.f'5311 Weil) 96,2) fttt lo a point; thence
North 65'30'51'' Wcat (Record North W30'45" Weit) 151,51 feet to a point; thence
North 61°53'14" West (Record North 61°5.1'01 11 We1tJ 51.79 fnt to a polar; lhoct
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. Norlh 59•41J'Ol" West (Record North 59':19'48'' West) 303.91 reef to a point or
l'UTVatur<": rhtnco alone a c11rv" 10 1he len whose r1dl111 ln 120.00 feel. who,e len11b is
K!>.lR leer. ll'hc>re tr11tr1d antlt is otrJ7'50" and whose long chord bear~
Norn, 80°58'.,3'" WKt 17.24 feet loll point; Uaence
South 77•41•09n West (Rcrord South 11•<12 122,. \VCIII) 99.73 lert Co• point; thence
South 73'1-l'-10" West (Record Soutll 7.'.1'14'5..l" West) 71.87 ftel lo a riofnl; lhcnct'
Soutr. M•J6'f.19" West (Record Soulb 648 36'2J" West) 40.90 fttl lo• point; thtncc
Sourh S8·41'44" West (lbeoa·d South 5lr'41 'S7" Wut) 37.75 (ttt Co a poinl; tbtRCe
South 89'5..1'$0" West (RC\'ord Soutr. 119°54'03'' Wal) 20.4'3 feet lo II pulnt on l11t West
line ohald 1ecflo11 14: rlmtcc 11lon& lbe West Hne ohald Stctlo11 14
Nortl, 00•00104" liASI (Record North 811°00'17• East) 497.81 fttl to the POINT OF
BF.GINNING.
EXCEl'T
A pnc:el of hmd htlnit loc11ted In th, Soulia Half of the Nortlnn.lil Q1111rtrr or Section 14,
1·ownship l North, R1mge 1 Wc,t, llolse Merkllan, Ad11 c:ounty, Idaho, belni more
parCic11harly
ducrlbftl H fnllows:
Conunendni At• brass cap m11rkin& the Not1hwcst corner or said Srctlo11 1-t; thence"
11lona the
Westerly boundary or Utt Northwest QuArtar ohald Section 14, wl1lch Is 111¥0 the
ccalerline of
'fen Mlle Rood,
So11th uo•oo'04" Wi:st 1.t06JII fttl co a point, which Is lo<"otod
South 00°110'04,. Wcsl 7~00 fffl from an b'On pin m11rkln11 the Nonhwtst corner of the
Soulb
llalf of the Nonhwt'st Quarter of nid Scctloa l_.: thence continulnt
S011lb oo•oo'04" West 497.11 fttt along the \VrJterly ho1111d1r)' oflht Northwl'llt
Q111rrer or
111lld StC'llon 14; thente
North 89•!\.rSO" f.111 20.43 feet lo the centerline of the 'l'ccd l.lltl'ral: U1r11cc lht
f'ollowlnK
course1 and distanct11alon1111id cenlrrllne or the Tcrd l,alcr11I;
North 53•41 '44" Eallt J7,1S fttt:
Norrh 64•J6'00" East, .C0.90 f,et;
North 73•14•.co1• fo:ad 78.17 feet;
North 77•,12'09" JO:ast 99,73 feet; 89.19 feet along a langenl curvt> deOecting to IM rl1ht
\Yitb.
radius af U0.00 feet,• ccntnl analc of 41•37•5011, a chord l>t11ing ar
S011Cb ao•51•S6" East, and a Iona chord distance ofl7,l,t fteti
South 5~40'UI '' E1111t 303,91 feet;
S0uf11 6l.53'14" East Sl.'79 feet;
South ~·Jo'58" F.asl 15UI fHt;
South 67•15'06" East 96.lJ feet;
South 56•:11 1.S.'\" F.ast 57.69 feet; Ihence leavh11 tile centerllnc or Che Teed l.aleral.
Nor1li 111•50•26'' last 70,06 feel lo tht POINT OF BEGINNING; thtnce
North 37•21•27n E11t 171,01 feet; thcnre
Norlb 84°57'44" Rast 72.1.1 fed; thf'NCO 7.91 feet alon1 a non-taaaent Cltrve clelltctlnc
to 1111
·,11ht wltll a radh11 ofl0.00 feet, • c.. t,al anp on.r40'06'". 11 cllord btllrfna or

TITLEONE0108
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SoNth 13•42•13" 1!:11st and• loag ,bord distance of?.86 feel; thcnct
Soulh so•o2•16" f..ast 15.21) ft«; thence 7.91 rcrl •10•1 • l,011-t1111iccmt curve dcOtttlng
to the

rlghl wkh 1 1·adlus of 20.00 feet.• ccntrAl 1nelr on2•t101 06,., a chord burlr1g ur
So,uh t6•22•20•· t:Ht and a 1001 d1ord dbt11t1ce of7Jl6 feel; llaeMe
South os•a21 I 6"

t-:a.,t 9.20 feet:

thence

So•flt 17•02 147" Wcst 79.48 rttt1 them~e 57,Bl reot 11lonc 1111111,:cnt rurvc dtficctinx 14>
Ille rl~ht
with II radius or 150.00 fttt, • ccntrid angle of 22•os 103", 11 chord bearing of
Soulh 06900'15" Wut and a long chord dist11nce or57.,16 feet; Clltnu
South 1116 50'16'' Wcsl 147.42 feet to lht rOINl' Olo' 01:c:INNING.

·,I
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ADA COUNTY llfCORDfft , DAVID NAVAllftO
IOIH IDAHO 111221111 11 to PM

i=1E~~m Of

UCCO!tnt

AMOUNr 111

II IIHIIIIIUIUUIIIIIIIII
I
1881167'7

Recorded By

And When Recorded Mad To
------------Rc<onl Return ro
&

:!:,') CT I.ten SC>lut ionsJi,,l,tttir ucc n,Htt
MARISSA JANOLO e/o CT
P.O. Box 29071

.

/{rO t,9'11 /

Glendale. CA 91203
~-_...

.....

{Spuc, obow 1h11 lm11fo1 R11C01de1 \ruse)

Loan Number 4707.029S12 001

A§SIQNMENT QII' P&IP QF TRUST

.S-2.."'G, Pr

RBC BANK (IJSA), a Notlb Clrobna banlnna corporation (formerly known as RAC CBNTURA BANK)
{"Ass1a11or•), lta1rana an address of l lOll Richmond Avenue, Sul1C 8$0, HouslOJI, Te,cu 77042, the holder o(the
bencft~1ary'1 mtorcst, under that cer1a1n Deed or Trust, Sccurary AareemePI and P1xture F11tn1 and A.,1pn'lenl or
Lc11u and Rents from GALIANO. L'1C, an Idaho hnllt~ l11b1llty company, m f'avc,r of Ass11nor recorded on
November 1'1, 2006, as fnstnlmont N(VI06111858, 1n the offlc11l recOlds or Ada Councy. Idaho and de#nbcd on
E.xlubtt ''A" attached hereto and a pan hereof f'or all puaposa (1<>.101her wa1h an)' amtndmenta. renewalt, utensaons,
or moddbt1on1 thereto. tho "Deed ofTrust"). heRby as111ns &ls intemll llftder die Deed of''frust, and 1he notes and
clauns secured thereby, to RBC REAii ESTATE FINANCE INC., 1 Dtlawan- corpc,.t1IIOQ ("A111gnc•") wath an
addreas of J JOI 1 P.achmond Av,n11t, Su111' 150, Houston.1ox1s 77042 This .as.aanmcnt II made Without ree<1wsc,
represant111om ar wamnttel any kmd

or

IN WITNESS WHEREOP, AK11nor has duly e>.ecutcd thas A111gnmen1 u of April 29. 2008

RBC BANK (USA), 1 North Carolina banbng corponllon

By

Vrce Pretadont

--

-· -

·-

BXHIBIT

I

J

.....
http://sew49001.palm.fg.rbc.com/eclicnt/lDMPrlntControJJap7itemid•95+3+1CMl+icmnlsdb15+BFI_A...
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TH£ STATE OP TEXAS

:

COUNTY OF-HARRIS

t

$ ..."2,. ~

_Ji_

THIS INSTRUAIENT WIS acknowledged before 010 1h1s
day or September, 200I by Deborah Meche the
Vice Prcscdont or RBC Bank (USA). 1 North C1robn1 b1nk1n1 corporarion on behalf of nid corpontlOII

-

Not.ry Pubnc In .nd for
The StatufT EX AS

--.-s:.. GUHH·N~WHQI... -

Notf!Y Pubftc, lillte of Ttxll
MyComrntfllOft exprrel

,

..... .

-

, . -~beA'-\t}uJµj-- - -----Pnncccl Name er Notary

June 03, 2012

!\-ly eo,nmanaon Expires:

http://sew49008.palm.fg.rbc.com/eclient/lDMPrintControJJsp?itemid=9S+3+1CM8+icmnlsdb I S+BFI_A... l/l 2fl012
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A

ExhlblC "A"
A p11rcel ••tlllad b•h11 ,1 purnen oflllf' Soutll ll1lrurth,• :\or1llu\C Qcuml'r ol ~cllciu
1:.. Town\J1lp 2 N11r1'1, R11n1• I \\'"'' llr1lst' Ml.'t11l1.a11, •\il.t (.:1111111,·. ld.1h11, more
p11,11e1brl)' llt'\lnln1tl .a, fitllo"''

C.OAIMt:I\Cll'li(: at• lira,, C11• m11 S.11111h, N111cln,\',C (.or~• ol lltt WIid -C.'fllon 1-11
thenl'I! •111•1 Che \\'""turh bu1.n1d.ary ur fhL ,1111 Nm lhne,1 Qu.irh.'t 111 !10Lt1un 14," h" It
n Jl,11 111, C"mcuh1111- uf 'I ea AIII~ Rt11fl
"Wutll 80"00'04" \Vat (ltelord South oe1•00 1 l1"" r,o J41J6.III rt','f 10 .a pu1a1 1 ,ahl po,11
,, fi>\ltlt4

~rn1Cb OO"GO'O,t" w,,1 (l~tforcl ~,11th uo•oa•17,, \\ DI) 75 00 te\'I trcnn •• •run p11
ma, k1u1e the lllor1J1ftf,I ,11ru,, 01111, So1uh ff,df atlh1r l\tttlh"'"' Q11.arcer ar \URI
~«.IICIII 14, 1ko \lld p11l11C btlaa lhci N>l"T OJ Ht'OfNNJ~G, tllfDCC' along It llnt 11,.11
I, 711 IIO It.et S011ll1 11t .and p101lt.l tfl 1he ~'" lhtrly 1>111111d.ar) of lht !io1Uh Hall ol lhv

..__-=r,

-----Nn1tlrweflQ11•r1t11 ohald&tfltnt,14;....... - - . - . . - , _ ......
11::111,. ..or:
South 1~7'09.. ...,cf (lh'C'orcl Stuth 89·56'56" r.a,fl 1731 19 fnt ti, 1n trnn 1t1n; 11,ea,u

;,,,,

~---

ln,1111 .ra1ct p,ralld Hat
Suufh QJ•8•1'U'' Wnr CRNord ~uu1lt lll•n,r1,•• \' t\lJ ~'>J.8~ fftllf ht J JICllllf murLc,d b,
Ba trvh

pl"• lhtllU

.

l\'ullh 8t•JJ'l.1" W~t OlH.11rd l"(n11h 11~•s·Jo11 \\'O\f} 91 47 1,,110 11 po1n1 marked hv

11n non pin; Ureuce
,ttuth DltM1 U" \h,r (ltocerd So11d181..,4'2~" \\ e.tl 6,121 rue1 lo a 11olnt 011 uu,
l,t1\l•\\'...1Ctlltcr a( Sccuo11 LI•• .r,11d Sec1,11n l" m•rk4'11 bf H tron Jltll, tf1tot1:
11111,111 lht v~.c-w~, Ctitter or s,rc,on 11n, or ~•Ill Stcllan 14
'iourlt 19-56'21" WDI (Rftord Sclldlt 19•56',II" W•I) ~91 l'ffl 10 • putttl ctn the
(\ mtrliu or 1ht Ttt.tl J,11c.r,f& lhtn,r Ilona 1h~ <:n11erllae or the 1'ec.'tl 1.u1er.tl tbt

Mt"" HIil toUl'\11\ and 1Jl\11m \'\

,or&II :tl9J4'10" Wl'\t (K,tord Non• 33•13•s7•• We,t) 1211.61 ILrel ftt • pcun1 vi
,•,m,llure; lhc11cr 1lun,c II r11r,·, to 1hr rlKht 111to,c rad,u, 1175001,,1. ,,how kmgllt J\
"" 70 feel,""'"' u·n1ral 1111ft tt 11"51'$1" 111d "ltu\, lon1 fhorct llt,m
N11r1• 1o1•2s•14•• Wn1 (Record North 1-1•25·u1" \\ r~t) .ti 1!1 fetl lo• po1111; lhenee
i\1tr11t 1M•JJ 1,U" h\f (Record ~orlh CJ.1•.JJ•s,•1 •;11,r) no Sl ffft co• p1111n: llu•nn
N,,rch 03~,,.. ,,. Ea,t (Rec:ord
OJ•5J'S4'1 •:,13,I) I l2.)U •.:te to II pulnt or
c.u"a1ure111ttnc, ,Ilona•'""' 10 tlff 1th 1'1u,~ rodtt, b '7$,00 rfft, \\l1uw lc1111b ~
79,10 IMt, whow central H&I• b W25 1J.t• •nd whui., kt111 rllord hffln
Nore• J6•1t 106..
(Rvconl Nor1l1 J~l8'$.1" W"IJ 15 "'II fNI r111111al111, elt"'""
Norllt WJl'U" W~t (Rftord Nerch sc;•31•.ao" \\ ftl) 57,69
av• JIVIUI, lhvaai
l'iurfll '7-Jl'G6"' W•t (Rteord North 67.!J.,f15JM Wt•I) 96.U rcet to • points thlllltt
~orllt tr'JV'tw" Wat (R~urd l\onh 411'":tl\l~'· \\ f\fJ l!lt $X lttl to" a,u11t1 1lttt1u•
!llorlh 61esl'J4'" \Vftl (RKtrd North eat•S.l 01" \\r.O ~ 79 lul to• pc1111c, tl"•11u1
i\lltfh S9"40'01" \\'Hf (ktt0rd ~.1111
\\t'IO 30:UI r,oet lU a fllllltl 01
\lln 11c1&rc1 tlen"e .lloaa .i ume 111 till Ii II "hn,u11d1n\ 1n IJ0,00 ftclt, ttl•11,~ lc:n1tl1 b,
SI) 2N lrrt, Whl~ unlr•l.1111lt1,4J•31•sr and nl*I: lonachord ........
:-Cut lb IO'S1'43" \Ynl 11,Jil fffC Ca • ,Olltr; lhtlt:v
8o1t1h ,,.4271911 \V•I (HercoNI S111tll 7N2'22" \Y~t) ff.7J r,1111u • 1-0111, cl111H.•
llo111h ,)t1,•,t0• Wl\t U&ocortl So11h 13'1.f'!U" \\'nO 78111 t,,c Ct• pol111; tfwNCt
So111b '4-J0'09" \Vl'\f (Racord a.1th WJ,'2J"' \\'ffl) «LIO rn110 ,a po1111; Chtnw
"'"'h ............. WC\I (Mffllrd Soul .. Wlfl 1'11' \Vttl) 17,7' ntcc ro I pol•u lbtntt

"ora•

w~,

•vet

s,.,,. . .

h .. .J

http://sew49008.palm.fs.rbc.com/ecliontllDMPrintControlJsp?itemkla95+3+1CM8+icmnlsdblS+BFI_A... 1/12/l012
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.
$outll W,-S.l'l'I" Wt\f (RHOrd $ouch lHl"$4'0J"' \\'nl) lO -l\ (url fQ • 11e1m1 un 11n w..,1

hnt• uhald ,eetlua I.. , tlltaro thing ••• \h'\t line ol s;ml ~tdmn l4
Nv11h 00'00'04• •·•" (Mwe11rd "tu1h 00•00•111' 1..,1)
HI ru:11u till' l'Olfll. I OF

.a,,

IIIWINNINU.
1:':~Ct:P'l'

A ,,.anti orland htang h1c11ttcl ,u tht ~ot1tll Hi1II ul tkl Norlb11~\t QuJrl\•r orSctllua 14,
1 o" n,hap 1 N11r1h, lbnav I Wnr, llol,,• Ml'mlr.nl, Ad:, (. ounl), hlulao. bt&hl nioro
parucultrl)'
'"· wrlbtd ., rollu" ..:
C•mmtn~Jug «I I bnm flip markln1 n,~ Nonlt" t~t r11rn\'r ol ""' her11c111 14& rhnv1
lhc:
Wl'\l&ith bouuclary or 1111 ~urlh\\nC Qu.irier 11t ,a1d ~i:1.111,u 14. '"h1cl1 ,., 111~11 tht

••111~

C'l'Ultrllat

or

I rn \Ide Road 1

$DUtb 00-00'04'' \\nl U06JII (HI lo• 1•••n1, ,vh11•h" lu,.t1ed
- -·-----~--~ii111tr110-00·04" \\'tit 7S.00 tt,c lrom-an lrr,11 pin m1rkh1g r•.: Nm th"'"'' cnrn"': orfhc-- - - - - -

-

SouU•
llnlhl tkeHarthH1C Q111rctr oh11d ,,ca1oa 14, ch~11u11.ontlnn1n1
~ulll 00-00"04" Wal 497.11 fttt alou1 tht w,,rerly lt1Ua11dat)' uf cite :'\c111h"c.:'t
Qmu•1eror
\UHi ''lltllOU J.J. IHHCl'
N11r1b 141•S)'t'l" 1\1\f 20 •3 fuel c, lht lfnterlml' nrth,• I N.>d l,ah1r11I: llll1 nu· the
lelk1,,m1.t
\IHlhC\ AJld dl\lHCft •lent lttld Cflllerllmu,rCluP ·reocl l.11t1.11.al~

Nntrlt !'oi•,11 .,.... £a,c ~n.1, r1.~1;
c,,t•J6'09" t ..,, 40.90 fnu
Nc,rll1 73•1 .. •,10.. EI\I 7U7 fetl,

l'\011b

~m 111 1.,.42"1919 •:a1199,'1.J reec, 1$.Z'I te,111cl•1& • caniirnl cur\',• chtlll'flh1g tu Che r1,:111
"Uh

,1

, aclm11111 110,00 rte1.1 cc111r,1 unale or 41•37•~0·1, il C"hord boitru,u. ol
S11u1II 1tu•11'56" Ea,c. aJHI • lun1& chord dManc,: ur 87 2,e f1.:c1:

Htmlb 5-,•,&0'0J" .EI\IJOl.91 ree1;
No111b fll"$J'•4" ltut SL'71J rm,
~,nuh ~s·n·t•" F..a\t tSl.511 leer.
S0u1h t?'J510d11 Eu1 '6.23 feec;
81111th stt•.:11 •53•• t.,t 57.69 fed1 •bena le.a, IASt thu c111t11rUn11 ., the Tfftl l.afer'II.
Ne,rth H8"JO't6" E.r 10M (tt& to 111, POINT OP BEGINNING, the.wt
Nurth 2-7"J8•17" East 177,ll rect& tbraff
Neu th 14•571,1411 F.1,1 '2 83 fHt; fherir•·' ti (!ft ''°"IC ft 111111°1t111ttnt I'll"'• rlffftl'll11st

,uo.ao

feet, 1 etatnll anal• orn•40"16'', • clwr~ bur\n1 or
Month t13•42•aJ" East •nd I lon1& chtrd dlttanet of 1,86 IHC; chence
South $0..,Z'UI.. Kuc JS.20 feet; fllence 1 Pl tecrr 1110111 a non•1Hgent nnv dvnecnnt

14'
'"',ulb • ndl'a
rlpl

w~

.

naht "tlh I flltlllll trJ0.111 fOll1 I 11111'11 Hr,lt Of JJ•it0'06''• I ch•rd ht1mn1t 111
'°ulh u,-n•2011 £Mt a.d • 1ttn1e ellord dl,11111 on IICI '"'' 1hf11tt
hcnuh D5'01'1&S" Ea,, tJO
thtnN
hefanh ·17"02'''" \Yt1t 75' tlW lffll 1h1ncv ST 111 tftl alu111 I ,,.111,111 """ t d&'fkr11111 lu
the 111111

r,tt,

,111h • ndhl, er 110.00 lttt, • Hnlr1l •n1&lo or n•c1!'•UJ"'. .a 11.IHtrll ltt.an1111 al

S0t11l1 U6•QO' 15" \Ve.I alld I l11n1 daard ,ll\1111.:e of 57 ,46 futll th•nee
$1>1111111,•tc0•2w•
U1...t2 rtec ID 1he l•OINT OV lntOINNII\G,

\V"''

l'lp4

http://sow49008.palm.fa.rbc.com/eclient/lDMPrintControlJsp?itemkf=95+3+1CM8+icmnlsdbl5+BPI_A••. 1/12/2012
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ADA COUNTY Rll!CORDl!R Chrl5lopher D. Rici. AMOUNT 43.00

12

::::==- 1m111110111•1111111
BOISEIOAHO 05/08/2012
DEPUTY Che Fowler

a.ECTRONICAI.LY ftECORDED • DO NOT
REMOVE THE CQJN1Y STAMPED RRST
PA8EAS IT 1$ NOW INCO~AS
PART OFTHI! DRIGIIAL DOCUMENr.

11:01 AM

PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA C

112043195

»en .recqded. please return to;
Scott A, Tscbb'd
2Q9

w, Main StJe$\

BQI& Idaho 83702

';)6' 0'DY • •,: ,..... "••
GENERAL W.ARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUB RBCBIVBD. tho receipt and sufficiency of which Is hereby acknowledged.
Galiano. LLC. en Idaho limited liability c:ompany, whose mailq addtas ia 1883 Wildwood
Ave.. Eagle. Idaho 83616 (berefnafra mfured to aa the ''Gnmtor"'), hel:eby gram, bupinl, sells,
and conveys unto DAS Investments, U.C. en Idaho limited liability company, whose cwtaJt
acldress is 6152 W, Half Moon Ln. Eagle, ID 83616, (hereinafler ,efened to u rhe ''Gnmtn'? all
of Grantol''a right tltlo and lnlen:st in and to the ~l property legally d,,soribed on P.xhibjt A.
attached hereto and incoipOl'llCd heicin by tlri., ret'erenoc (hc:Rinafter
to 1111 lhc ..Prt,nf.su").

=erred

TOO.BI'HER WlTH all water and water rights, ditch or lrrlgation company shares.
atreclS, alleys and rights of way adjacent thereto. all development rights, air rights and minel'll
rights appurtenant thereto, and all and singular tho ionements, huedltaments, and appurtenmces
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertainin& the ~ ad rcve,sions, remainder al1CI
remalnden. rents, Issues. and ptofits thereof; and all estate, right, ddo., and lncerest in and to lhc
Premisee. es well In Jaw a In equity.

TO HAVB AND TO HOJ.D the Pnmuses with its appurtenances, unto GranlCC. Us

succesaors, hon and assigns. fomver.
SUBJECJ' TO the following: (a) general taxes md aasessments,. including utility
~ t s for lhe cuaent year, wblch ate not yet chlc and pa1able, and will be prorated
bctweoa Gnntor and Grantee 11 of lho date of execution of this dcedi and (b) 111 matten Rt forth
on f.lblllit B, attaclicd hemo and incolporatcd herein by chis reference (111 ,ucb matters •
. ~ lo hentn coJlectlftly •• ''Paml~ Bxceptlona"),

'

.
·u

IXHIIIT
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AND Grantor does hereby covenanl lo and with Grantee. and its successors and assigns
forever, that Grantor is owner in fee simple of the Pielnises; that Grantor bas a good right to
convey lhe fee simple; that lhc Pwnlscs is free from any and aU liens, claims, encumbrances or
other defects of title except the Pennitted Exceptions; lhat Gra11tor shall and will warrant and
defend the quiet and peaceful possession of saJd PmniSCI by Grantee, and its successors •nd:
assigns forever, against all other dalms wbatsoover. and that Onntor and its heJn and assigns
will, on demand of the Gmttcc or its heirs or u1Jgns 1 execute any wtrumeot"noceasary for the
furthu assurance of lhc title to dlC Premises lb.at may be .reasonably required.

'

if)

DATED effective u of the~ day ofMay, 2012.
GRANTOR:
Galiano, U..C, an Idaho limited liability company

By:~.,_
Namc:
·

Its:~
St.ate of Idaho

..

)

~
Countyo

)·
) S.S.
)

1~ay

On this
of May, in tbe yes of 2012. before mo. a Notaxy Public in and for ,aid
State, personally appoued Bl:lward'5f. Mason. known or identified lo me to be the Manager of
Galiano, LLC, an Idaho llmltcd liability company, who 1abs<:rlbed bis name to ~e foregoing
mstrument, and acknowledp:d to me that ho executed 1hr: ame on behalf of Galiano, U.C, an

Idaho limited liability company-.

' ,,.vt•m·!~•i,,

,.,~~l\OM.8f#.l~.,.,

.~~···~.,·lot->\

,lj/t,·..J,.o'
..........f....·~~~ ·
i. ; . ·•

i'

\. ....~.,,. .~. i ·.
%;

1'~·n1...of !~,:.~.

• ~fflJ.UIJA"~"
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J!XHlBrtA
IAts 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, JO. 11, 15 and 18111 Block I: Lots 2 and! in Bloclc ..; LalS 3, 4, S. 6, 7.1. 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, IS, 16, 17 and JI In
Block S: Lois 3, 4. S, 6. 10, 1l, J3, 14 and IS In Block 6, Lots I, 2. 3 and S In Block 7: Lois 3. 4,S and 6 In Block I of, Galiano
Bslatcs Subdivision. according lO the plal lhcte.Of, filed In Book 99 of Plats 11 Pap(s) 12780-12713, ICCQnls of Ada County, Jflho.

._)
I
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File No.: 501056

.

Schedule B - Part ll
Schedule B of~ policy or policies lo be fss~ will contain exceptions lo the following :matlers unless the same
a.re disposed of to the satisr.e1ion of the Company.
General Exceplions:

~

l. Rights or claims of parties on poseession not shown by the pub1ic recorda.

-.

2. Encroachments. overlaps, boundary line disputes. and any other mauer& which would be dllCloscd by an

accurate survoy or lnspecUon of the premiaea incJudln&. but not llmlted to. lnaufficieot or bnpa.hed access or
matter contnidictory lo any surwy plat ahown by lhc publlc n=cords.
3. Bucmonts, or claims of eaacmcntl. not shown by tbc public records.
4. Any lien, or ript to a lien, for aervlc.cs. labor, or material heretofore or hereafter fumlshcd, lmpoaed by 11.w
and not shown by the public tec:ords.
S. (a) Unpatentcd mining c:lalms; (b) retervatlons or exceptions in patents or in Acl.s authorizing lhc iuuaneo
lhcP:of; (c) watct rights, claims to title to water, whc:thet oc not the. maucrs e.xcepled undcc (a). (b) or (c) are
shown by die public records.
6. Taxes or s p e c i a l ~ which ate not mown u existing Uena by rho tCCOrda of any saxlng authority lhat
levies taxes or assessments on real popert)' or by dlC pub11c records, Proceedings by a public apncy which
may result In blXeS or usessmeots. or nollca lO such pocecdinp, whelbclr or not shown by Ibo 1tCORII of
such qency or by the l)Ublic rccotds,

,--,

7•

./

Special Bxoeptions:
S3. Oeaeral taua for the yr.at ~12. which•~ liens and am not yel due and payablo. '
54. Real property tucs which may 'be 11sessed, lcvlcd and extatdcd on any subsequent and/or occupancy roll
with tesped to improvomenla completed during lho year which escaped aasessment on the rcaular uscssment
roll, which arc not yet u and payable.

SS. s,wcr cbarges lllid special 111ea111111111, U any, for the. City of Xun,..
Pu:
(208)~9

•S6• .l,iens 1111d asseasmouts of tho following district and the rights and powwi thereof• povided by Jaw.
Dlatdct: Kuna Municipal Jrdpllon Syllem
57. An casement ~lnilll ccrlain terms. condlllons and provisiDDI aft'ectln& a portion of said prcmisea and for
thG purposes slated heroin
For:
Power Linea
In favor of:
Idaho PO\ffl' Company

Reconled:

lnltnunent No.:

_)

.

Much 26, 1948
273W/ !n Boole 20 of:Nlae at Pip S36

58. An euemont cont.iota, cetUln tenDI, condldons ~ provlslOdl aftecdna a portion of said 1)iemlH& and tor
Ibo puq,o• ataced herotn
Por:
Power Lincl
In Pa~ ot:
Jdaho Power Company
R,mdcd:
May 24, 199'
Jnsirumenl No.:·
~9915
Aft'ecta:
Lota 1, 9, 10. 11, 12. 13 and 16 In Bloclc 6
faF 14of23
ALTA CoJlllnlblllAt Form 7.006
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59. An easement conlalning celtain terms, conditionJ alld provisions affecting a portion of said premises and for
the purpose& &lated herein
For:
Master perpewal IIOrm water drainaje euement
In Favor or:
Ada Courity Highway Dlstrtcc
Recorded:
May 20. 2004
InsbUment No.:

1~8

Re.m:orded:
Instrument No.:

Iuno I, 2004
10406&41J

60. Covenants. conditions, mab'ictions and cascmmits as set forth on lhe face of th~ plat.
Naa of Plat:
OalWlO Batatcs Subdivision
Boot/Page:

99/l27IO-l2.7Bl

6J. Letter from Ccotr.d DiSldctBeakh Department upon lhe terms and provisions ,hereof
Daled:
June 11, "JJX1/
Recorded:
November S, 'Jl)(TI.
Jnserumant No.:
107150336

62. Covenants, Conditions, Rettrlctions and Euementl
Dated:
Nowmber21,2008
.
~led by:
OaHano,.UC, an Idaho limited llabllity company and Daniel B. ZUlncr and Jana Lu
Zill.net. lwabancl and wlfo
Recorded:
Dcccmlicr 3. 2008
Jnslnsment No.:
1081294'2
DcJctlng or omitting any covenant. condition or restrlcllon Indicating • preference, Uml1a1lon or
discrimination based on iac:e. color, rell&lon, sex, handicap, famUlal 11,iu11 or national origin to the extent
such co,venants, condldonl or Nlldcdons violai. 42 USC 3604(0).
Affects: Bnd~ Plat except Loll in BJock I 111d Lol 1 In Block 4

63. Liens, dues and/or asseument1 owlnl th6 mocladon herein named whfc:b may have bemo6n attached
pumiant to lhc terms and provlsJoua of. covenanrs. condlliOJll5 and satrk:liona imposed upon said pmmises.
Association:

Wablut CreekBoineownen AS1oclation, Inc., a non1J(Ofil corporation

Affects: Bntlr6 PJat oxccptLol l in Block 1 and Lot 1 in Block 4

64. Master Palhway Asr=ncnta DpOD lho terms. provisions and consequencea arlalng lhae!rom.
Between: Nampa Mcddlan JnlgatJon Dislrlct, tho City or Meridian. the City of Boise and the
County of Ada County Inskument Nos.: 1001025>99, 101002090, 101002091, 101009649,
101013585 and 107155937
Affects: Blocb 4 aud 6
6S. Right. title and lntesat of lhc pmt¥ heieln named.
DJscloaccl by:
Qultclalm Deed executed by the United Statu Department of the Interi0f BW\WI of
Reclamation
Party:
N•q,a Meridian Jmpdon Dlslrlcl
Recorded:
July 18, 2001
lnalrumcntNo.:
101071951
Affecta: Blocb 4 and 6

_).
ALTA Coramllment Form 2006
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66. Nolicc of an assessment lo be le"Yied by City of Kuna under LID No. 2006-1
Recotdcd:
February 19. 2012
lnstrumcnl No.:
110032002
SIJP.Plement to Notice ol said LIO
Amounl:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:

Affects:

I l.2004SJ9
Lot 2 ln Block I

Supplement to No~ of said LID
Amount:

$3,233.75

Rcconkd:

January.17, 2012
l l2004S20
Lot 6 In Block l

In1ln11ncn1 No.:

Affeclr.

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amounl:
S3,233.7S
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Inatnimenl No.:
112004521
Affl:c:ts:
Loe 7 In Block 1
Supplement lo Norim of said LlD
Amount:
$3.233.75
Rccordtd:
January 17. 2012

'")

Jnsh'UmCllt No.:

Affecls:

l 12004522
Lot 8 In Block l

Supplement lo Noai«z of said LlD
Amount:
$3.233.7S .
Recorded:
January 17. 2012
Insbumcnt No.:
112004523
Affects:
Lot P in Block l
Supplemenl to Notice of ,afdLlD
Amount:

Recorded:

$3.233.7.5
Januaiy 17, 2012

wtrument No.:

l l2004S24

Affec#.

Lot 10 In Bloc:'k 1

Supplemcot to Notice ol aald LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
Januai:y 17, 2012
I1111Nment No.:
l 12004S2.S
Affecls:
J..ot 11 ln Block 1
Sllpploment 10 No&lco of aidUD
Arriomt:
S3.233,7S
Rccorc1ed:
January 17, 2012
Jnatrunient No.:
112004'26
AO'ecll:
Lot 15 lnBlock 1
SUpplcment lO Notlco of uld UD
All10Ullt
$3,233.75

~-

Rticorded:

January 17, 2012

'lnatrunlent No.:

112004527

ALTA Comntilnllnl Form 2006
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Affects:

Lot 18 in Bloctc 1

Supplcmcnl to Notice of said LID
$3,233:7S
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
U2004S28
Instrument No.:
Loll inBlock4
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of aJd LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
1111111lY 17,2012
Recorded:
112004529
I111trument No.:
Lot 2 in Bloclc 4
Affect.I:

.

Supplement to Notice of said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
b:ordcd:
112004'30
Instrument No.:
LoU lnBlock-4
Affects:
Supplement to Notice of nid LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January J7,2012
Reco(ded:
112004531
Inslcumenl No.:
Lot 3 In Block 5
Affects:

-_)

Supl)lement to Notico of said LID
$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
112004$32.
lnatrurnent No.:
Lot 4 In Block S
Affccll:

Al'QOUDt:
Recorded:

Supplement to Nodcc of said LID
S3.233,7S
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
Instrument No.:

1)20()4533

Atf9'll:

Lot 5 In Block S

Supplement to Notlco of nid LJD
$3,233.75
AmoUnl:
Iamwy 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004534
Instrument No.:
Lot 6 In BlocJc S
Affcctl:
Supplement. to Notlco of said LID
$3,233,7S
Amount:
JanU&I)' 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004535
Jnstromcnt No.:
Lot 7 in Block 5
AffecU:

J

SuppJement to Nodce of said UD
$3,233.75
Amount:
JaDUII)' J7, 2012
Recorded:
112004536
lnslrument No.:
Lotl In Block S
Aftc:cts:

ALTA CommitmeDtFonn 2006
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Supplement to Notice of said LID

Amount:

S3.233.7S

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Afk.cis:

January 17, 2012
112004537
I:.ot 9 in Block S

S\tpplemcnt to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,,233.1S
Recorded:
January l1, 2012
Instrument No.:

112004538

Affccta:.

Lot JO inBlookS

Supplement to Noelc:o of 1akl LID
Amount:
Recorded:

$3.2,3!1.75
Januuy 17,2012

Inlll\lmelll No.:

I 12004539

Affecls:

Lot 11 In Block S

.

,

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.7'
Recorded:
Januaay 17, 2012
:in.ument No.:
112004540
Affects:
Lot 12 ln Block S
Supplcmcnl lo NotlcB of nld LID
Amo\>nt:

$3.233.7S

Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affeda:

JIIIUIIY 17, 2012.
112004.541
Lot 14 in Block 5

SUpplement to Notice of .aid LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:

Jnatrumcnl No.:
Affects:

JaffllllY 11, 2012
112004542
Lot 1.5 fn Block!!

Supplemonl to Nodcoof ulclLID
Amount:
$3.2,13.1S
Rec:orood:
J'UIUII)' 17, 2012
Jnatrument No.:
I 12004S43
Affecla:
Lot Ui in Block 5
Supplement lo Notice of said LID
A.mount:
$3,.133.7S .
Recorded: ·
Janilal)' 17, 2012
lnsb'Umenl No.:
I t2004S44
Af{ecta:
Lol 17 In Block .5
Supplement to Nodc6of 11ldL1D

Amouot:
Rcconlad:
lnllrument No.:
Affectr.

$3,233.75
January 17, 2012
I 12004545
Lol llJnBtoclc.5

Supplement to Noticl of 111d LID
AIIIOUllt:
SS.253,75
ALTA Commillllenl Form 2006
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Recorded:
Instrument No.:
Affects:

Januuy 17, 2012
112004546
Lot 2 in Bloclc 6

Supplement to Notice of said LD>
$3,233.7.5
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004.547
lnslnlmcnt No.:
Lol 3 In Block 6
Affects:

..

Supplement to Notice of uid UD
$3,233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004S41
ln$trumenl No.:
Lot 41n Block 6
Affects:

~

Supplement to Notice or said LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
Jal1\11Q' 1.7, 2012
Rccoidcd: ·
112004549
Instn&mcnt No.:
LotS in Bloc'lc 6
Affects:
l

Supplement to Notice of 1iJd LID
$3,233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recorded:
112004550
Inslnlrncnt No.:
Lot.CS In Bloclc 6
Affects:

·_·.)

Supplement to Noda: of saJd LID
$3,.233.75
Amount:
January 17, 2012
Recotded:
112004551
Instrument No.:
Lot 7 in Block 6
Atreccs:
Supplement to Notice of sald LID
$3,233.75
Janumy 17, 2.011
1120045S2
Lot 8 In Block 6

Amount:
Recorded:
Jllstn1mentNo.:
Affccl.l:

Supplement to Notice of uld LID
$3,233.7~
Amount
Janua:ay 17, 2012
Recorded:
1120045S3
Ina1111rocnt No.:
Lot 9 in Block Ci
Affeota:

Supplement to Notica of 1ald LID
$3.23].1'
Amount:
1111\111)' 17, 2012
Recorded:
1]2004554
lnltl\llMnt No.:
Lol
lOlnBlook6
Affecls:
Supplemenl to Node& or lllcl Lm
$3.2)3.75
Amount:

Rccordcd:

'-)

Jnslnlmolll No.:

Ji.DUIIIY 17. 2012

lt2004SSS

Page l9ol'23
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Affccis:

Lotl I In Bloclc 6

Supplement to Notice of said LID
Amount:
$1.233.75
Recorded:
Januaty 17, 2012
InsbUmentNo.:
1120045.56
Affectr.:
Lot 13 In Block 6
Supplement to Notict or said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Jtecordcd:
Januacy J7. 2012
lnslrumOnl No.:
1120045S7
Affects:
Lot l4 lnBJoclc6
Supplement to Notice of aaldLID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Jteconled:
JanUII)' 17, 2012
Jnstrument No.:
U2004SS8
Afl'ccts:
Lol 15 io Block 6
Supplement to Notice or aald LID
Amount:
$!.233.15
Recorded:
Jamwy 17, 2012

_··"_)

Inmument No.:

112004559

Affects:

Lal I In Block 7

Supplement to Notice af said LID
ArnoUnt:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Instrument No.:
l 12004560
Affcct8:
·Lot 2 In B1ocJc7
Supplement to Nodce of saldLJD
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
Jnstrumont No.:
112004561
Affects:
Lot Sin Block7

Supplomcnt to Nodcc of aald UD

Recorded:

AlllOWlt:

$3,233.75
JU1Uuy 11, 2011

Instrument No.:
AffccU:

J12004562
Lot S In Block 7

Supplement to Notlco of aald lJD
A1DOU11t:
$3,233.75

Recorded:

JIIWII)' 17, 2012

lnllnlrnent No.:
Affect•:

Lot ! In Block I

1120045'S3

SUpp1ermnt to Nodce of ald LID
$3,233.7'
Recorded:
January 17, 2012
JnslrUment No.:
112004564
Afft.cll:
tot 4 In Block I
Amount:

.~

Pap20ol23
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Supplement to Nodce of said LID
Amount:
$3,233.75
Recorded:
January 17, 2012

Instrument No~

1l2004S6S

Affects:

Lot 5 In Block 8

Supplement to Notice of said L1D
Alll01lnt:

$3,233.7S

Recoxdcd:

JIMIU)'

lnslMnelll No.:

112004566

Affects:

Lot 6 io BlocJc 8

17, 2012.

68. NotiooofVondol'aLten
By: Dan ZI\Jncr and Jana Lee Zillner
. Apinat Galiano Estates Subdivision
Amount: $15,000.00 ·
Recontcd: Ma.y 2, 2012
Jnatrument No.: 112.041308

Endof~·

•
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ADA COUtcrY R!COIIDER Cllrbllllw D. 111111
IOIH IDAHO nmn2 lt47 plf
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY
Pioneer Lender Trustee services

UI IIIIOIIIIIRINllllll
111
112846791

P111111r

AND WHEN RBCORDBD MAIL TO:
PlonHr Llllder Truttte Senlctl
1151 W. Rlfttm1n It,
llol"1 ID 13704
IPACI AIOW 1'1111 UNI- IICOIIIEft UII

Ref: 1061818511

DEEDOFPARTIALRECONVEYANCE

WHEREAS, Pioneer Title Company of Ada County, whoso address Is 81 SI W. Rifleman Street, Boise. Idaho 13704, is
the present Trustea of record under the followins described Deed of Trust:
Trustor: Oallano. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Original Bcnofaoltry: RBC Ccntura Bank, a North Carolina banklna corporation
/
Current Bcnofiolmy: RBC Real Estate Finance Inc., a Dolawaro corporation
Dated: 11/16/06, Rocorded: 11/17/06, Book/Reel/Llbcr: NIA, Page/Folio: NIA u Instrument No.: I06ll18S8 ln tho
County of Ada, Stato of Idaho
NOW 'l'lmREl'ORE, the pmcnt Trustee having rocelved from tho presont owner of tho bcnefecial interest under said
Docd of Trust and tho obllptions steured thereby a written request to reconvoy by rouon of the obllptions sacured by
said Deed ofTrust. DOES HEREBY RECONVEY, without warranty, to tho person or porsons leplly ontltlod thereto, tho
estate, and interest derived to tho Trustee under 111d Deed of Trust In that portion of the lands therein doscribcd situated
In Ada County, Idaho, described II follows:
Lota 2, 6, 71 81 9, 10, 11, 15 and 18 la Block I; Lots 2 and 3 In Block 4; Lob 3, 4, S. ,, 7, I, 91 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17
and 18 In Block 5; Lota 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 111 13, 14 and 15 la Block 6; Lots 11 21 31 and 5 la Block 7; LoCI 3, 4, 5 and 6 In
Block 8 olGallaao Ealatel Subdivision, accontlna to the plat thereof, Died In Book 99 of Plats at Pqe(1) 1278012783, nconl1 of Ada County, Idaho,

Said Doud of Trust is end will remain In full force and effect II to tho remainder of tho real property therein delcribod.
Ocfi11PJfir of Ada County dba Pioneer Lender Trusteo Services

Sllle of Idaho }
~ o f Ada}

11,

On 05/17/12 boforo me, Calhy LR. Luckinbill, a Notary Public In 1111d for Ada County In lho Stato ofldtho, pmoa1lly appoarod Ronald
W. Jantr.en, Vice ProaldentffrUltee Manapr, personally known to me (or proved to me on tho bull orsatisfactory evidence) to be the
pencm(I) who11111111o(1) II/are 1ublenbod to lh• within ln1trument and aclcnowlodpd to mt
hlllha'lhty txlCUted tho 1U11e In
hlslher/tbtlr aulhorlad DIJMIClly, llld 1h11 by hlalhlfflhtlr 1lpature on lhe lnlttument lhe penon(1), or the llltlty upon blhalf of which

•at

the penon(1) aclld, executed dlll l111trument.

CATHY LR LUCICINIILL
Not1ry Publlo
1tat• or Idaho

I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2

3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / ''fJ

day of /)f>c nn 6;2014, I caused a true and

4
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
5
addressed to the following:
6

7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( )
( )
( )
(>1

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(Xj Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( )
( )
( )
(x)

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83 707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(A Facsimile

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.0.Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1001

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
()9 Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

25
26
27
28

003442
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2

3

•

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

•

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(t9 Facsimile

4

5
6
7

8

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
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NO.----,,m:i11.~!o6
. P.M ...Lr-~t,
A.M.----

QEC 15 2014
Mike Baldner, ISB #5104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5955
Email: mbaldner@hawleytroxell.com

CHR!STOPKER D. RICH, Clerk
!3v TENiLLE HAD
'

DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
DAS,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
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MIKE BALDNER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and

formerly of Meuleman Mollerup LLP, each counsel of record for DAS Investments LLC, in the
above-captioned case. I make this Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorneys' Fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-121, 12-123, Rules 11 and 54
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

I was principally responsible for overseeing the litigation in the above captioned

matter and am informed as to the items charged in Exhibit A and Exhibit Band DAS's
Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and Attorney's Fees.
3.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of costs and attorney's fees in

Exhibit A and Exhibit Band DAS's Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
are correct and in compliance with Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and have taken
into consideration the factors under Rule 54(e)(3) as set forth below
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a)

Time and Labor. The time and labor is set forth on the attached Exhibits.
Plaintiff by virtue of its wide ranging claims and naming of multiple
parties to the action led to complexity which is reflected the volume of
time expended. The multi-million dollar prayer for relief necessitated
increased effort, as did Plaintiff's refusal to drop claims that were proven
unsupportable in discovery until summary judgment was filed. At various
times DAS coordinated its efforts with those of TitleOne and Corey
Barton in order to minimize costs and fees incurred.

b)

The Novelty and Labor Required. Some claims of Plaintiff presented
novelty in that they were not-recognized in this state and/or seemed
factually inapplicable. (Securities claim, fraudulent conveyance despite
lack of standing, fraud in the absence of communication between the
parties, and the failure to plead pursuant to Rule 9(b ). This required
discovery to flesh out the unsupportable claims.

c)

Skill Requisite to Perform the Work. Plaintiffs claims required a fair
level of skill, both procedurally and substantively, which is reflected in the
experience level of attorneys assigned to work on the matter. This skill
level is similar to attorneys representing other attorneys in this matter.

d)

Prevailing Charges for Work. DAS's hourly attorney fees are in the
range of what is typical in the Boise market in my experience. This is
supported by the range of fees submitted by other Defendants in this
matter.

e)

Whether Fees were Fixed or Contigent. The fees incurred by DAS were
fixed hourly rates agreed to by DAS.

f)

Time Limitations. DAS took a measured approach, permitting other
defendants to man the laboring oar, particularly Title One. This permitted
a significant savings in fees.

g)

The Amount Involved and Result. As noted above, Plaintiff sought a
multimillion dollar award and DAS was granted a full and complete
dismissal of all claims.

h)

The Undesirability of the Case. Plaintiffs shotgun approach to parties
and issues and refusal to reveal the factual basis for its claims made the
matter undesirable to defend.

i)

The Nature and Length of Relationship with Client. I have worked
with Tim Eck, principal of DAS, for several years on a wide range of
issues.
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j)

Awards in Similar Cases. I believe cases of this complexity would
normally result in awards significantly higher than requested by DAS.
DAS' ability to coordinate with other defendants, particularly TitleOne,
resulted in significant cost savings.

k)

Reasonableness of Automated Research. Westlaw was used to conduct
some research. Given the lack of support under Idaho law for Plaintiffs
claims, nationwide research was necessary.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A and Exhibit B are the bills for the attorney fees and

costs advanced by Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP and Meuleman Mollerup, LLP for
representation of DAS in the above-captioned case. The bills of Meuleman Mollerup are coded
by Attorney Number. Entries under Attorney Number 9 reflect time devoted by me (a licensed
attorney for over twenty years) at $250 per hour; and entries under Attorney Number 15 reflect
time devoted by Chad Nicholson (a licensed attorney for over eleven) at $190 per hour. The bills
of Hawley Troxell reflect my time at $250 per hour. All bills were kept in tenth of an hour
increments (six minutes each), and the total extended charge for each entry. From these entries,
the final bill on the matter is computed, and the statement issued to the client is produced by the
computer.
5.

Service rates of the attorneys were selected based on the nature of the work

required to be performed and the most cost effective manner in which to complete it.
6.

Based on my experience and knowledge of legal fees charged by Hawley Troxell

Ennis & Hawley LLP, Meuleman Mollerup, LLP, and other law firms in Boise, Idaho, in
connection with lawsuits of a similar nature and my familiarity with the facts of the abovecaptioned case and the services performed, I believe the hourly rates charged and time devoted to
this matter by Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP and Meuleman Mollerup LLP were
reasonable and resulted in total fees and costs advanced which commensurate with those charges
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in like cases. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the sum of $39,009.98 constitutes
reasonable attorneys' fees and costs necessarily incurred in the bringing of this case.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Mike Baldner
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this ~ a y of December, 2014.

~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My commission expires June 11, 2015
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of December, 2014, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 701
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail dtk@fisherpusch.com
~ Telecopy 208-331-2400

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail david@eaglelawcenter.com
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
~ Telecopy 208-938-9504
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Thomas E. Dvorak
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail ted@givenspursley.com
angelareed@givenspursley.com
~ Telecopy 208-388-1300

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-6th Avenue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
~Telecopy 877-655-5286

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP .
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail dpenny@cosholaw.com
Telecopy 208-338-3290

pg

Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail mollerup@lawidaho.com
pQ Telecopy 208-336-9712

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St., Ste 200
PO Box639
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutler.com
Telecopy 208-388-1001

'¢

Mike Baldner
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ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS

Remit to:
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Post Office Box 1617

Boise • Coeur d'Alene • Pocatello • Reno

Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
EIN: 82-0259668
208.344.6000 • Fax 208.954.5284
www.hawleytroxell.com

DAS Investment
6152 W. Half Moon Lane
Eagle, ID 83616

December 15, 2014

File No.:
Billing Attorney: MBAL

INVOICE
For services through 12/15/14 in connection with:
Defend Eagle Equity Lawsuit

$2,900.00

Legal Services

Hours

I Total Due This Invoice:

$2,900.00

Total Outstanding Balance ALL Invoices:

$2,900.00

Amount Description of Legal Services

Date

Attorney/Paralegal

11/13/14

Mike Baldner

.3

11/26/14

Mike Baldner

1.8

$450.00 Prepare for hearing, review Rules 54 and
21; teleconference with client.

12/14/14

Mike Baldner

5.1

$1,275.00 Draft Motion and Memo re Fees Research
re same.

12/15/14

Mike Baldner

4.4

$1,100.00 Finalize Memo, Motion and Affidavit.

Summary of Legal Services

Title

Mike Baldner

Attorney

75.00 File Joinder in motion.

Hours

Rate

Amount

11.60

$250.00

$2,900.00

PAYMENT DUE IN U.S. DOLLARS UPON RECEIPT OF INVOICE
Current charges only. Unpaid balances not included.
Disbursements not yet recorded will be included in future invoices.
After 30 days, a monthly interest charge of 1o/o per month from the invoice date (or such lower rate as required by applicable law) will be due.
Should a collection action or proceeding be necessary, attorney's fees and costs for such collection effort will also be due.
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
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File No.:

Summary of Legal Services

e
Title

e

December 15, 2014

Hours
9.90

Total Hours:

Rate

Amount
Total for Legal
Services:

Total Due This Invoice:

$2,900.00
$2,900.00

If payment is made by wire remittance, please direct to:
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP Depository Account
Wells Fargo Bank, N. A.
877 W. Main St., Boise, ID 83702
Bank Routing # 121000248
Account #003-00017-47
Please reference your Hawley Troxell Account No.
When you provide a check as payment, you authorize us either to use information from your check to make a one-time
electronic fund transfer from your account or to process the payment as a check transaction. When we use information
from your check to make an electronic fund transfer, funds may be withdrawn from your account as soon as the same day
we receive your payment, and you will not receive your check back from your financial institution.
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File No.:

e

December 15, 2014

For Your Convenience We Accept Payments By Credit Card:
You may use this form to pay this invoice with Visa, MasterCard or American Express.
Please complete the information requested below.
Mail or fax the completed form to:
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
Attn: Billing Department
P. 0. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617

Fax (208) 954-5284

Card Type:

D

Visa

D

D

MasterCard

American Express

Cardholder's Name:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Account Number. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Expiration Date: Mo. _ _ _ Yr. _ __

Security Code (3 or 4-digit number on card): _ _ _ _ __
Zip Code of Credit Card Billing Address: _ _ _ _ _ __
How may we contact you? Telephone number _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E-Mail, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Amount to be Charged: $._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP File Number or Invoice Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By signing below, client gives informed consent to any disclosures required by the card company and understands the
actual costs of using a credit card.

Cardholder's Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Date: 12/1.5/2014

Stmt#

Detail Transaction File List

Rate

Hours
to BIii

Client ID 10188.011 ECK/TIM; DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
10188.011
11/05/2013
9
250.00
10188.011
11/06/2013
9
250.00
10188.011
12/11/2013
9
250.00

1.60
1.60
2.30

Cllent

aw

Trans
Date

Atty

Page: 1

Meuleman Mollerup LLP

10188.011
10188.011

12/17/2013
12/18/2013

15
9

190.00
250.00

1.20
1.70

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

12/21/2013
12/23/2013
12/26/2013
01/07/2014

15
9
15
15

190.00
250.00
190.00
195.00

0.20
0.60
0.50
1.80

10188.011
10188.011

01/07/2014
01/08/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

0.90
3.60

10188.011

01/09/2014

15

195.00

2.00

10188.011

01/10/2014

15

195.00

1.30

10188.011
10188.011

01/10/2014
01/14/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

0.60
0.10

10188.011

01/17/2014

15

195.00

0.50

10188.011

01/23/2014

15

195.00

0.10

10188.011

01/30/2014

15

195.00

1.80

10188.011
10188.011

01/30/2014
02/13/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

1.60
0.60

10188.011

02/19/2014

15

195.00

1.30

10188.011
10188.011

02/20/2014
02/27/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

2.10
4.50

10188.011

02/28/2014

15

195.00

4.80

10188.011

03/03/2014

15

195.00

7.00

10188.011

03/04/2014

15

195.00

3.80

10188.011

03/05/2014

15

195.00

1.40

10188.011
10188.011

03/06/2014
03/12/2014

15
15

195.00
195.00

0.50
2.40

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

03/13/2014
03/13/2014
03/14/2014

15
9
15

195.00
250.00
195.00

2.40
1.40
5.60

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

03/15/2014
03/17/2014
03/18/2014
03/19/2014

15
15
15
15

195.00
195.00
195.00
195.00

1.30
2.10
5.00
11.00

10188.011
10188.011

03/19/2014
03/20/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

1.10
3.00

Ref#

Amount

400.00 Review correspondence; review litigation status; research title
400.00 Draft correspondence to opposing counsel
575.00 Review Complaint; review pleadings, specifically 12b6 filed and
judge's decision; telephone conference with client
228.00 Review complaint
425.00 Telephone conference with counsel for title company; discuss areas
of mutual agreement; develop strategy
38.00 Review of TiUe One answer to Amended Complaint
150.00 Telephone conference with opposing counsel; review pleadings
95.00 Conflict waiver
351.00 Review title insurance policy and begin draft coverage claim letter;
begin draft answer
225.00 Review complaint; review and revise coverage letter
702.00 Continue draft answer; review of TiUeOne's first motion to dismiss
regarding same claim made against DAS; review of court ruling on
TitleOne's first motion to dismiss regarding same claims made
against DAS; review Alliance motion for summary judgment; review
TitleOne motion for summary judgment
390.00 Review of Plaintiff response to TitleOne's motion to dismiss; review of
Plaintiffs motion to amend and supporting; revise letter to Old
Republic; review of TiUeOne Sub to Reconveyance, Inc.
253.50 Revise letter to Old Republic, strategy discussion with M. Baldner
and J. Sykes regarding coverage for title claim
150.00 Review claim lender; review deeds and complaint
19.50 Telephone conference with D. Krueck regarding warranty deeds from
DAStoCBH
97.50 Review plaintiffs' motion to Disallow Costs, Motion to Vacate Alliance
SJ Hearing, Motion to Amend, Response to TiUeOne SJ, Aff D.
Thompson Opp TitleOne SJ, & Memo Supp Motion to Amend
(Second)
19.50 Review of Eagle Equity Response to TitleOne's Renewed Motion to
Quash Lis Pendens
351.00 Review Title One's response opposing motion to disallow fees; TiUe
One's reply supporting summary judgment, memorandum opposing
Eagle Equity's motion to amend, TIUe One's reply supporting renewed
motion to quash lis pendens; Eagle Equity's reply supporting motion
to amend, TiUe One's 1st discovery to Eagle Equity; attend motions
hearing; e-mail client
400.00 Review pleadings filed by TitleOne and Eagle Equity
117.00 Review revised second amended complaint and compare to first
amended complaint
253.50 Review documents to provide in response to subpoena; e-mail client
regarding Old Republic denial of coverage; telephone conference with
client regarding denial of coverage and litigation plan
525.00 Review case documents; analyze denial of coverage issues,
877.50 Review documents produced by TitleOne in response to ATEC
subpoena and documents produced by Eagle Equity Fund; telephone
conference with counsel for TitleOne regarding deposition; begin
drafting issue outline
936.00 Prepare for and attend deposition of Amy Ann Cobine; e-mail client
summary of A. Cobine Depa; begin review of Wilper decision
regarding TiUeOne's summary judgment
1,365.00 Review order denying motion for permissive appeal; finish review of
decision regarding TitleOne summary judgment; research regarding
affirmative defense; revise answer to revised second amended
complaint
741.00 Research and draft discovery regarding Idaho Uniform Securities Act;
continue to draft discovery regarding common law fraud
273.00 Review Plaintiffs motion for preliminary injunction; e-mail client
regarding courts' decision regarding TitleOne's summary judgment
motion
97.50 Review TitleOne's response to Plaintiffs discovery requests
468.00 Review EEF Answers to TitleOne's First Discovery Requests; revise
draft discovery into depo outline
468.00 Deposition preparation
350.00 Review current pleadings; analyze issues for deposition
1,092.00 Prepare for deposition of Eagle Equity; begin draft discovery
responses; telephone conference with client
253.50 Review documents provided by client
409.50 Draft discovery responses
975.00 Continue drafting discovery responses
2,145.00 Meet with client regarding EEF deposition; attend deposition; strategy
session with client and M. Baldner
275.00 Meet with client regarding strategy
585.00 Telephone conference with client regarding communications with J.
Jewett, T. Mason, T. Schroud, S. Tschlrgi. telephone conference with
T. Schroud; telephone conference with S. Tschirgi; e-mail to client;
review documents produced by client; revise discovery responses in
light of EEF Depa.

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH

ARCH

ARCH

ARCH
ARCH

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

Monday 12/1512014 7:59 am
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' Date: 12/15/2014

Trans

Date

Client

-

Atty

-

Stmt#
Rate

Detail Transaction File List
Meuleman Mollerup LLP
Hours
to BIii

Amount

Client ID 10188.011 ECK/TIM; DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
10188.011
10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

03/21/2014
03/28/2014
03/31/2014
04/07/2014

15
9
15
15

195.00
250.00
195.00
195.00

0.30
1.10
0.40
4.30

58.50
275.00
78.00
838.50

10188.011

04/08/2014

15

195.00

4.20

819.00

10188.011

04/09/2014

15

195.00

8.00

1,560.00

10188.011
10188.011

04/09/2014
04/10/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

2.30
6.80

575.00
1,326.00

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

04/10/2014
04/11/2014
04/14/2014

9
15
15

250.00
195.00
195.00

2.40
7.70
6.50

600.00
1,501.50
1,267.50

10188.011
10188.011

04/16/2014
04/17/2014

15
15

195.00
195.00

3.00
0.60

585.00
117.00

10188.011
10188.011

04/21/2014

04/22/2014

15
15

195.00
195.00

0.60
1.00

117.00
195.00

10188.011

04/22/2014

9

250.00

1.30

325.00

10188.011
10188.011

04/23/2014
04/28/2014

15
15

195.00
195.00

0.50
2.00

97.50
390.00

10188.011

04/29/2014

15

195.00

5.20

1,014.00

10188.011

04/30/2014

15

195.00

5.30

1,033.50

10188.011
10188.011

04/30/2014
05/01/2014

9
15

250.00
195.00

1.10
5.10

275.00
994.50

10188.011

05/01/2014

9

250.00

0.60

150.00

10188.011

05/05/2014

15

195.00

4.50

877.50

10188.011

05/08/2014

15

195.00

0.20

39.00

10188.011

05/09/2014

15

195.00

1.00

195.00

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

05/09/2014
05/12/2014
05/19/2014

9
15
9

250.00
195.00
250.00

1.20
5.50
0.60

300.00
1,072.50
150.00

10188.011

05/21/2014

9

250.00

1.40

350.00

10188.011

05/23/2014

15

195.00

0.70

136.50

10188.011

05/27/2014

9

250.00

0.40

100.00

10188.011

05/28/2014

15

195.00

0.50

97.50

10188.011

05/29/2014

9

250.00

0.60

150.00

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

06/02/2014
06/02/2014
06/03/2014

9
15
9

195.00
250.00

0.30
0.40

0.00
58.50
100.00

Billable

172.90

35,295.50

liitilillll/liiil.
10188.011
aw

12/18/2013

9

•

Page:2

Ref#

Telephone conference with D. Krueck regarding joint setUement offer
Review pending summary judgment memos; outline arguments
Review documents provided by S. Tshirgi
Research regarding summary judgment; review EEF deposition
transcript
Research and draft memorandum supporting motion for summary
judgment
Continue drafting memorandum supporting summary judgment and
additional research
Review and revise summary judgment filings
Attend status conference; memorandum supporting motion for
summary judgment
Review other defendants summary judgment filings; revise memo
Continue summary judgment; telephone call with client
Finalize summary judgment memorandum; draft summary judgment
motion; draft Nicholson declaration in support of summary judgment;
telephone conference with T. Uetz regarding T. Stroud e-mails;
review T. Stroud e-mails regarding Galiano purchase; revise S.
Tschirgi declaration; correspondence with S. Tschirgi regarding
declaration
Deposition of H. Emery
Telephone conference with client; e-mail client regarding Emery
Deposition testimony
Attend EEF motion for preliminary injunction hearing against CBH
E-mail client regarding Preliminary Injunction hearing; telephone
conference with client
Review and revise summary judgment documents; analyze elements
for trial
Telephone conference with client
Attend hearing on Alliance Title summary judgment decision, review
EEF response to DAS summary judgment, email client regarding
Alliance summary judgment and response
Telephone conference with client; telephone conference with T.
Dvorak; research regarding 56(f} motion; telephone conference with
C. Lamer; telephone conference with D. Penny; begin drafting Mason
affidavit
Research regarding 56(f} motion and begin drafting summary
judgment reply; telephone conference with C. Lamer; finish drafting
Mason Affidavit
Review summary judgment filings
Telephone conference with client regarding Mason affidavit, reply
strategy and strategy if summary judgment denied/continued; draft
argument in opposition to 56(f} based upon Mason affidavit;
telephone conference with C. Lamer regarding Mason affidavit;
Review Mason affidavit; conference regarding same with C.
Nicholson
Continue drafting portion of argument in opposition to 56(f} based
upon Mason Affidavit; telephone conference with C. Lamer regarding
Mason Affidavit; draft Nicholson Declaration Opposing 56(f} request;
finalize Opposition to 56(f} requesUreply supporting memorandum
supporting summary judgment
Telephone conference with D. Penny regarding T. Eck Affidavit
Supporting RBC motion for summary judgment
Telephone conference with client (x2); review proposed Eck
declaration in support of RBC summary judgment; review Courts
decisions on Alliance motion for summary judgment and EEFs motion
for preliminary injunction
Review pleadings; prepare for hearing
Prepare for and attend DAS MSJ/EEF 56(f} hearing
Telephone conference with client and T. Dvorak regarding fees
claims;
Review decisions; correspondence to client; telephone conference
with T. Dvorak regarding setUement
Telephone with client regarding deposltfon/setUement; telephone
conference with A. Tribble regarding vacating deposition
Telephone conference with client; telephone conference and
correspondence with opposing counsel
Telephone conference with client regarding EEF's offer to settle with
CBH
Review court filings; correspondence to client; telephone conference
with client regarding settlement
Write-off finance charges
Telephone conference with D. Krueck regarding potential setUement
Telephone conference with client regarding advisability of releasing
claim

66.00 Ada County Clerk of the Court: File Notice of Appearance
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Date: 12/15/2014

Cllent

Trans
Date

Atty

•

Stmt#
Rate

Detail Transaction File List

Page:3

Meuleman Mollerup LLP
Hours
to BIii

Amount

Ref#

Client ID 10188.011 ECK/TIM; DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
10188.011

02/28/2014

9

10188.011
10188.011
10188.011
10188.011
10188.011

03/01/2014
03/31/2014
04/30/2014
04/30/2014
06/30/2014

9
9
9
9
9

151.25 St. George Court Reporters: INV#CPB22814CCN-1/2 Fees for
Deposition of A. Cobine
148. 75 Teleconference services for deposition on 02/28/14
73.91 WesUaw online legal research
300.97 WesUaw online legal research
36.80 FleetStreet Couriers: INV#24145- 1 package sent to Eagle Law
36.80 Courier Service Fleet Street Couriers
Billable

10188.011
10188.011

aw

0.00

06/02/2014
08/18/2014

ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

814.48
ARCH
ARCH

31,302.18 Payment-ThankYou.
4,807.80 Payment- Thank You.
Billable
Payments

0.00

0.00
36,109.98

Billable
Payments

172.90

36,109.98
36,109.98
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Mike Baldner, ISB #5104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5955
Email: mbaldner@hawleytroxell.com

DEC 15 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TENILLE RAD
DEPUH

Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS,
DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS'
FEES

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X, )
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)
COMES NOW, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its counsel of record,
Mike Baldner of the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, pursuant to Rule 54(d) of
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure hereby files its Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements,and
Attorney.
The costs, disbursements, and attorneys' fees incurred by Plaintiff in the defense of this
case are as follows:

I.

1.

2.
3.

Clerk of the Court (filing fee)
Transcription Fees
Deposition of A. Cobine
Service Fees
Total Costs as a Matter of Right

II.

1.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT
PURSUANT TO RULE 54(d)(l)(C)

$ 66.00
$300.00
$73.60
$439.60

DISCRETIONARY COSTS PURSUANT TO RULE 54(d)(l)(D)

Computer Assisted Research
Total Discretionary Costs

III.

$374.88
$374.88.

ATTORNEYS' FEES

Plaintiff requests the Court award $38,195.50 against Eagle Equity Fund, and its
attorneys, jointly and severally, as reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in this action pursuant to
Idaho Code §§12-121 and 12-123 and Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, as well as
an award of costs and fees incurred in drafting its fee petition..

TOTAL COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES REQUESTED:

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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IV.

BASIS FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND FEES

A. Attorney Fees Under Idaho Code Sections 12-121 and 12-123 Are Appropriate Because
Plaintiff and the Counsel Brought, Pursued and/or Defended This Case Frivolously,
Unreasonably. and/or Without Foundation.

Idaho Code § 12-121 provides that "in any civil action, the judge may award
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party. In this case it is indisputable that DAS
prevailed in this civil action by virtue of this court's Memorandum Decision and Order
Granting Defendant DAS Investments, LLC' s Motion for Summary Judgment filed May
20, 2014 ("Order") wherein DAS was granted summary judgment on all claims asserted
against them by Plaintiff. However, Rule 54(e)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
states: "attorney fees under Section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the court
only when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or ,
defended frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation.
Likewise, the court may award as sanctions the "reasonable attorney's fees
to any party to that action adversely affected by frivolous conduct. Idaho Code §12123(2)(a). These sanctions "may be entered against a party, his counsel of record, or
both." Idaho Code §12-123(2)(d). Frivolous conduct is defined as conduct that "is not
supported in fact or warranted under existing law, and cannot be supported by a good

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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faith argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law." Idaho Code
§12-123(1)(b)(ii).
DAS believes it will demonstrate below that the entirety of the conduct of
Plaintiff and its attorneys in this matter was frivolous, and thus all attorney's fees
incurred by DAS should be awarded jointly and severally against Plaintiff and its
counsel. However, in the event, only a portion of Plaintiffs and its counsel's conduct was
frivolous, DAS is entitled to its fees incurred relative to that conduct. See Idaho Code
§12-123(a) which explicitly applies to a single claim, defense, position, or action, and
Idaho Military Historical Society, Inc. v Maslen, 156 Idaho 624 (2014) wherein the
Supreme Court announced the rule that a claim by claim analysis should be undertaken,
to award fees for frivolous claims, even if some claims are not frivolous.
The facts underlying Plaintiffs wide ranging claims were fairly simple and set
forth in the Order of this court. In 2006, Plaintiff made a loan secured by real property,
which was junior to a multi-million dollar loan in favor of RBC. In 2010, Plaintiffs deed
of trust was re-conveyed by Title One, and this re-conveyance was alleged by Plaintiffs
to have been erroneous. Order P. 2. More than 2 years after the re-conveyance, DAS
acquired the property for $860,000, with RBC agreeing to release its lien, despite not
being paid in full, because it was "badly unsecured." Order P. 9. Assuming the reconveyance was in error, it is not surprising that Plaintiff was displeased by the error, but
given the complete lack of equity in the property, it is difficult to comprehend how
Plaintiff was injured by the re-conveyance. Arguably this fact alone renders Plaintiffs
actions in this matter frivolous.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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However, Plaintiffs did not stop at seeking re-dress against Title One.
Instead, it brought the present lawsuit against various title companies not responsible for
the re-conveyance, the lender in senior position, and subsequent owners of the property
under a series of legal theories that were non-existent on their face, and/or not supported
by a shred of evidence. A significant amount of complexity was presented by the
numerous legal theories and the number of parties.
Essentially most of the theories revolved around a bizarre conspiracy theory that
implied a bank with the ability to foreclose out the junior lienholder, instead worked with
a number of title companies that had nothing to gain, to deprive Plaintiff of its interest, so
the bank could sell the property for far less than it was owed, to a third party a few years
after the re-conveyance took place. Not surprisingly, Plaintiff was unable to find any
factual support for its conspiracy theories. For good measure Plantiff also asserted
multiple claims against DAS that are not legally recognized, claims under which it lacked
standing, and in all instances, its claims against DAS lacked a factual basis.
The court's Opinion and Memorandum in Support of DAS Investments, LLC's
Motion for Summary Judgment ("Memorandum") clearly demonstrate the manner the
four claims against DAS were asserted and resolved as follows:

•

Count V. Fraud and Fraudulent Conveyance
o

Asserting violations of 2 criminal statutes
•

Conceded by Plaintiff only in response to summary judgment motion
by DAS, despite the Court having found no private right of action

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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existed under the statutes in summary judgment brought by other
defendants two months before bringing the same action against DAS.
Memorandum P. 17. Plaintiff's legal position was not supported by a

good faith argument for an extension, modification or reversal of
existing law.
o

Asserting violations of Securities Law
•

Conceded by Plaintiff only in response to summary judgment motion
by DAS, with Plaintiffs manager, who held a securities license
admitting in discovery EEF did not have any basis to believe a
securities violation had occurred, and unaware he had asserted such a
claim. Memorandum P. 15-16. Plaintiffs legal position was not
supported by a good faith argument for an extension, modification or
reversal of existing law and was not supported in fact.

o

Asserting Violations of Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act
•

Conceded by Plaintiff only in response to summary judgment motion
by DAS, given Plaintiff's inability to demonstrate it had standing as a
creditor of DAS or RBC to assert such a claim. Memorandum P. 1415. Plaintiffs legal position was not supported by a good faith
argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law and
was not supported in fact.

o

Asserting Violation of Other Fraudulent Conveyance Statutes:

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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•

Conceded by Plaintiff only in response to summary judgment motion
by DAS, given Plaintiff's inability to establish any facts demonstrating
DAS was not a bona fide purchaser for value. Memorandum P. 11-14.
Plaintiffs legal position was not supported in fact.

o Asserting Common Law Fraud
•

Conceded by Plaintiff only in response to summary judgment motion
by DAS, given Plaintiff's failure to plead with particularity as required
by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b) and Plaintiffs admission in
discovery DAS had never made a representation of any kind to
Plaintiff and further admitting Plaintiff had no evidence that DAS was
involved in the re-conveyance Memorandum P. 10-11. Plaintiffs legal
position was not supported by a good faith argument for an extension,
modification or reversal of existing law and was not supported in fact.

•

Count VI Collusion to Defraud
•

Court found no evidence linking DAS to any fraud nor any evidence of
DAS having knowledge of Plaintiff's prior interest. Plaintiff conceded
absence of evidence to warrant trial. Order P. 6. Plaintiffs legal
position was not supported in fact.

•

Count VIII Unjust Enrichment
•

Conceded by Plaintiff only in response to summary judgment motion
by DAS, given Plaintiff's admission it had not conferred a benefit
upon DAS and DAS gave valuable consideration. Memorandum P.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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18-19. Plaintiffs legal position was not supported by a good faith
argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law and
was not supported in fact.
•

Count IX Tortious Interference with a Prospective Economic Expectancy
•

Court ruled failure of proof that DAS had knowledge of Plaintiffs
interest. Order P. 6-7. Plaintiffs legal position was not supported in
fact.

DAS believes the foregoing clearly demonstrates that Plaintiff and its counsel's conduct was
frivolous. Plaintiff and its counsel brought a lawsuit claiming $2,000,000 in damages and the
specter of punitive damages under causes of action which were either non-existent and or
completely unsupported by the facts, even as alleged by Plaintiff. Compounding matters, the
record reflects that Plaintiff and its counsel persisted in maintaining its unsupported positions
even after i) being defeated by other defendants on identical issues of law, ii) admitting in
discovery its basic factual assertions were not accurate, and iii) and being overwhelmingly faced
with a lack of facts supporting its position.

B.

Attorney Fees Are Appropriate Under Rule 1 l(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil

Because Plaintiff and its Counsel Failed to Conduct a Reasonable Inquiry to Conclude
the Claims Against DAS Were Well Grounded in Fact and Were Warranted by Existing
Law of a Good Faith Argument.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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Rule ll(a)(l) provides:
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that
the attorney or party has read the pleading, motion, or other paper, that to the best
of the signer's knowledge information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is
well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument
for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law.
A violation of the Rule permits the court to impose attorney fees on the party and/or its attorney.
Id.
As set forth above, it is patently obvious counsel for Plaintiff utilized a shotgun approach
to selecting defendants and legal theories. Pleading causes of action for violations of criminal
statutes, securities violations in the absence of securities, creditor's remedies in the absence of
creditor status, fraud in the absence of any representation, etc. clearly are not warranted by·
existing law or a good faith argument for extensions of existing law and are not well grounded in
fact.
V.

CONCLUSION

DAS respectfully requests the Court to award DAS the total amount of its attorney's fees
and costs as set forth above against Plaintiff and its counsel, jointly and severally, or in the
alternative so much of the same as the Court deems appropriate pursuant to the arguments
and authority set forth above.
This request for attorneys' fees and costs is supported by the Affidavit of Mike Baldner.

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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Mike Baldner, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:
I am an attorney of record for DAS in the above-captioned case, and as such am informed
regarding the costs and disbursements set forth herein. To the best of my knowledge and belief,
the items of costs, disbursements and attorneys' fees set forth above are correct, have been
necessarily incurred in this matter and are in compliance with Rule 54 (after taking into account
the factors set forth in subsection (e)(3)) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code
§ 12-121 and 123.

Mike Baldner
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me t h i s £ day of December, 2014.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My commission expires June 11, 2015

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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DATED THIS

\16"

day of December, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

~~c

BY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Mike Baldner,
Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this £day of December, 2014, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, DISBURSEMENTS, AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 701
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail dtk@fisherpusch.com
¢' Telecopy 208-331-2400

David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
·
Eagle, ID 83616

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail david@eaglelawcenter.com
Ji
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
lf'-Telecopy 208-938-9504

Thomas E. Dvorak
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail ted@givenspursley.com
angelareed@givenspursley.com
Telecopy 208-388-1300

'f{J
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..

Erin Stines
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200-6th A venue, Ste 620
Seattle, WA 98101

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
~ Telecopy 877-655-5286

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail dpenny@cosholaw.com
~ Telecopy 208-338-3290

Richard W. Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

D
D
D
D

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E Front St., Ste 200
PO Box 639
Boise, ID 83701

'Jtl

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail mollerup@lawidaho.com
Telecopy 208-336-9712

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail mspink@spinkbutler.com
clamer@spinkbutler.com
~ Telecopy 208-388-1001

Mike Baldner
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J. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

11
12
13

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT
TITLEONE'S SECOND APPLICATION
FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies

AND
TITLEONE'S MOTION FOR AN
AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES
PURSUANT TO SECTION 12-123

Defendants.

27
28
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MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT TITLEONE'S
SECOND APPLICATION FOR AWARD OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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2

•

Defendant moves the Court for fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 and 54, Idaho Code§§
12-121, 12-123 and 48-608.

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

The Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund LLC, by and through its attorneys of record, Eagle Law
Center LLC, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6), moves this Court to disallow some or all of the costs
and fees claimed by TitleOne, as such are excessive, irrelevant, and / or inappropriate.
Furthermore, Plaintiff's claims were not brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without
foundation and an award under Idaho Code§ 12-123 or I.R.C.P Rule 11 would be improper.
Sanctions are inappropriate any time a reasonable inquiry was performed, is grounded in fact,
warranted by existing law, and was not pursued for any improper purpose.
A Memorandum in Support of this motion will be filed in accordance with the time
allowed under I.R.C.P 54(d)(6) and I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). The factual basis for this motion are set out
in the affidavits of David M. Fogg, Aaron J. Tribble, Michael N. Ysursa, and Daniel Thompson
filed concurrently with this motion. EEF requests a hearing on this motion.

15
16

17

Dated: December

1- ·'J-

2014
Respectfully Submitted,

18
19

J. Von Johnson

20

Attorney for Plaintiff

21
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1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisa~ay of {),{~014, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5

addressed to the following:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite I 000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-954-5955

tJ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsilillle

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83 70 I
Fax: 208-331-2400

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

µ

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsilillle

U

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsimile
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Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. FOGG IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (TitleOne) MOTION
FOR FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada
)

David M. Fogg being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over
the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of
Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and
correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested 12-123 sanctions for
frivolous litigation and pursuit of claims.

Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts

surrounding the claims, ignore the smoking gun evidence on the record before this Court, and
attempt to discount the discovery conducted by this office.
3. In its motion Defendant TitleOne claimed that the allegations brought against it were
without foundation. We disagree. Amongst the myriad of documents provided to our office a
Reconveyance of Trust Deed is the most telling. Attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate
copy of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed. Most notability, and contrary to Defendants continued
musical chair version of the facts, is the undisputed fact that this document declares TitleOne
Corporation, "a Title and Escrow Company, trustee/successor trustee ... " (Exhibit "A"). As a
successor trustee TitleOne would in fact have a contractual relationship with our client.
TitleOne's failure to fillfull its responsibility as the Trustee would constitute a breach of its
Trustee duties.
4. TitleOne then declares that "[t]he undersigned title insurer/title agent herby certifies ... "
that;
a. "The undersigned title insurer/title agent has fully paid or received satisfactory
evidence of the payment in full of the obligation secured by said Trust Deed."
b. "Not less than thirty (30) day following the payment in full of said Trust Deed,
the undersigned hand delivered or mailed by certified mail... to the record
beneficiary or a servicer for the record ... "

003474

Neither of which happened, and neither of which has TitleOne disputed. How TitleOne could
now claim that such action by TitleOne isn't negligence, fraud, or violation ofldaho's Consumer
Protection is baffling. The fact remains that TitleOne acted as the Trustee, claimed that it was
the Trustee, certified that our client had been fully paid, never informed our client of its intent to
reconvey our client's property, and lastly never informed our client that it had in fact reconveyed
it's property, all of which are statutory requirements. TitleOne's actions, did at the time the
complaint was filed, and do today, clearly support the allegations brought.
5. As has been previously stated on the record, given the multiple defendants and varied
counts, TitleOne's angst over allegations not intended to be brought against TitleOne are
disingenuous. Specifically, conversion was never intended to be an allegation as to TitleOne, but
as to other defendants. As a notice pleading state Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF") should have been
afforded the right to develop its theories as discovery commenced. Instead, EEF was forced to
stay off repeated, unnecessary, premature, and unfounded motions to dismiss and motions for
summary judgment. Although proper scheduling and discovery was never afforded EEF, it did
conduct a significant amount of discovery and refinement of the claims brought against TitleOne
and its co-defendants.
6. Regarding the claims of collusion and tortious interference, these claims are and remain
valid claims against TitleOne. TitleOne could not have affected the reconveyance alone, but
required the assistance of other Defendants, and has in fact interfered with EEF's investment.
The question still remains, how did TitleOne come into possession of the original Trust Deed
necessary to strip away EEF's rights, and why did TitleOne file a conveyance document without
providing the statutory notice the document itself identifies is necessary.
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7. We believe that TitleOne was aware of EEF's secured interest in the property and
knowingly participated in a scheme to divest our client of its real property interest. TitleOne was
motivated by its relationship with its co-defendants and the subsequent title policies it would be
rewarded with. Without doubt, the questionable short sale to Corey Barton via DAS could not
have occurred without TitleOne, nor could any of the subsequent events of this case have
occurred without TitleOne's knowing participation and direction.
8. Moreover, our office made demand of TitleOne to which no response was received.
Attached as Exhibit "B" is the initial demand letter forward to TitleOne. TitleOne provided no
formal reply in any manner or fashion until after the complaint was filed. At no time did
TitleOne filed a request for clarification to EEF's initial complaint.
9. What TitleOne is asking of this Court is to ignore this State's notice pleading status and
require that any Plaintiff that dares question TitleOne be held to a higher standard than that
afforded any other Plaintiff in Idaho. TitleOne had opportunity after opportunity to request
clarification and work with EEF. Instead TitleOne played musical chairs with the facts. It
claimed it was the trustee when necessary, to strip away EEF's rights, and then magically wasn't
the trustee when breach, fraud, negligence, were leveled against it. TitleOne admits it was at
fault, but takes no responsibility for its action or the harm done to EEF - stunning.
10. The facts, as presented to this office, which remain true today, are that TitleOne, without
authority, notice, or statutory authority, stripped away EEF's secured interest. TitleOne
committed a felony when it filed a fraudulent Reconveyance of Trust Deed. TitleOne failed to
conform to the requirements of the 45-1203(1) despite its certification to the contrary.
11. There is no doubt that TitleOne was aware of our client's secured interest in the property
prior to and subsequent to the filing of the complaint. TitleOne's motion for sanctions is nothing
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more than an attempt to forestall any future potential plaintiffs from litigation efforts necessary
to hold TitleOne accountable for its wrongful conduct.
12. In summary, TitleOne claims that the facts do not support any of the allegations brought
against it. We disagree. Our client was never afforded an opportunity to fully investigate and
present these facts before a tribunal to make a determination as to the validity of the allegations.
It continues to baffle me how all parties can agree that our client's property rights were wrongly
conveyed away, but none of the defendants involved in the process have any liability or
responsibility. What is even more troubling is that TitleOne had never denied that it wrongfully
conveyed EEF's rights away. Instead it has convinced this Court that since there was no damage,
as determined solely by TitleOne, there is no claim. In what possible circumstance can a title
company simply strip away a second's secure interest and have no liability and then assert that
the complaint was frivolous? What TitleOne wants, is to be able to do harm, have no liability,
and be protected from being sued. What the principles of TitleOne have is a completed lack of
conscience or moral fortitude.
13. I am further perplexed how any defendant could possibly assert that our client didn't have
enough information to formulate the allegations brought forward, or that our office failed to
investigate potential claims under the broad brush of our States notice pleading guidelines.
Idaho is a notice pleading state and an attorney is afforded the ability to develop a case within the
guidelines of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. In the case at hand the facts presented to our
office were clearly sufficient to proceed. The Defendants refused to respond to or otherwise
acknowledge our clients claims when demands were made. To claim that our office didn't have
enough information to allege the claims we did is baffling.
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Subscribed and sworn to before me thisJ8a{ay of December, 2014.
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e
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

z3r~day of Vct;eJn.b-,,.--;2014, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-954-5955
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

IW

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

!l

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
· · Facsimile

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsinnle
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Ali.er R1:i:orJi1w. R~n.m1 To:
The Post Clod~g Dep;irtmenr I North fda'1o
J.55 \V Me,qt1ilt: Dlyd D-J0-113
r-.k:i<111i10 NV S90}7

<·•••• ..

ADA COUHTY
J. lll\V1ii iJAi!ARno
JOISE IDAHO 02111/10 11:27 AM
t!EPUTY !onaii Oim~tlri~
Ill
llECOROEll-REOUEST OF
lll!:on~e).ti1tti l~c.

-,

w-·-·-----.n-n,.•p•m"'•••.,:;• .......

AMOUNT Uu

i

lUIIII Ill 101312$58
lUJ JIiii IRIIII 1111111
j

RECONVEYANCE OF 'TRUST DEED

l"itleOne Curp,tmfain, u Title and Escmw Cmnpanv, trt1sloci'tt11:cessor tru!ll:<: authoriz,;d to act ilt U1e Stale, of
.Idaho 1foe~ h~reby, pursuant to Chapter 27, TiUc <1 i, ldaho Code, teCOilV<;Y \\·ithout warranty, t<) th,: pctwn Qt
persons kga11.Y cntilled tlwret{), the following tr11st prop,;,rty covered by n Trost Deed 1111ming Gnliana. LLC, an
klnho Limited Liability CNnpany, as 1mstor, 40d Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, :in ldi.Jho Limited Lfobilil,Y Company
Jas b£mcficiary, which was recorded cm November 17, 2006 in Book
, ·. llttfl Pug.:
us fn~trurtu:m No,
l 06] 81859 in Ada County, lclalrn. Propt:rly as df::Scribed in $:lh.l JJ::ed (,f Trw:::1.

The undersigned title ini;mcr/ Litle agent herby certifies as follows:
1. The undersigned title fosuret/1it!e ,1go:nt has folly tmld or received safo;fas:tqry evidence of the payment in full
(>fihe (lbHg.ation ~ecured by ~aid ·11us1 J)eed.
2. N,;,t less tlian thi ny (3 0) days follo,ving the payment i:ti foll or said Trust Deed, the undersig.ned hand delivered
Qr rri.ailcd by certified mail, return n,.:dpt rcqucsrc<l, to the record henefkiary or a servicer for the record
bcueficillry muter st1id Tm:n [)<;.:;1 i11 hs record nddrc,:.c; u n(}tica :is required h1 section 45-1203( I), ld:1'1-1,1 C11de.
:;. l.n ex:cei;s of six.ty (60) days elap;,ed after the mailing of said notics: and no oojwtion to :,air.I rccc,,11~1::ya1wr. has
been received by the und..:r~igncd.
The ,~orporilt¢ name subscribed by it's l\.V ..P is pur~iumt to a resolution authndzing tho ox:tcution t1fthis
reconv~y1rnc:c dn fy adopted by its Bonni ,,f f)ireetClrs.
Title tJu1;.
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle. Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
Da vidla:Eag]e LawCenter. com

April 26, 2013

CONFIDENTIAL:
FOR SETTLEMENT PURPOSES ONLY

Via Certified U.S. Mail
Fidelity National Title Company ofldaho (fka LandAmerica Transnation)
8665 W. Emerald, Suite 200
Boise, Idaho 83704
TitleOne Corporation
1101 W. River. St., Suite 201
Boise, Idaho 83702
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp
7941 W. Rifleman Street
Boise, Idaho 83704
Royal Bank of Canada (aka RBC Centura Bank)
11011 Richmond Avenue, Suite 850
Houston, Texas 77042
Edward J. Mason
1883 Wildwood Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83713
Re:

Claim for damages against Title One Corporation, Fidelity National Title Company,
Alliance Title & Escrow, Royal Bank of Canada, and Edward J. Mason re: Negligence,
Fraud, and Breach associated with the improper conveyance of real property.

Dear addressees:
The Eagle Law Center has been retained by Daniel Thompson and Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC (the "Client" or "EEF") to litigate claims for damages against the above addressees,
resulting from the unauthorized conveyance of property located in Ada County and more fully
described in Exhibit "A" (the "Property"). Such conveyance was transacted by Title One
Corporation ("Title One") for the Benefit of RBC Centura Bank ("RBC"). Our client is of the
opinion that Edward J. Mason ("Mason"), Title One and RBC conspired to divest EEF, through
fraud, negligence, and bad faith, of its real property interest, and has subsequently refused to
correct or otherwise settle our Client's insured real property rights and claims. As a result of the
above addressees actions EEF has suffered significant financial damages in excess of
$750,000.00.

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 1 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DAVID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagJeLmvCenter.com

April 26, 2013

We are aware of recent communications and meeting between our client and Title One
and have reviewed some of the operative documents as part of our preliminary investigation. At
this time, we are confident that we can prove claims for: i) bad faith, ii) negligence, iii) material
breach of contract, iv) fraud, and iii) conspiracy. Given Title One's refusal to issue and pay our
client pursuant to his title insurance, we likely will include associated damages for refusal to pay
a proper insurance claim.
For reference we have included a brief summary of the factual basis of our clients' claims
against the addressees given our current state of information. Please be advised that our
investigation has just commenced and we expect to learn significantly more about the details of
this case, therefore this statement is in no way intended to be a complete summary of the
improper and wrongful acts committed.

1. General Background
Between September 2006 and November 2006 EEF, as lender and beneficiary, executed a
loan to Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") as borrower and grantor, with Mason as guarantor and
Alliance Title & Escrow Corporation ("Alliance") as trustee of a $725,500 note, as evidenced by
that certain Deed of Trust and Security Agreement dated on or about November 13th, 2006 and
Promissory Note dated on or about September 2006 (collectively the "Loan Documents").
As second position the Loan Documents required that EEF execute conveyance
documents for each and every lot sold and released. Fidelity National Title Company of Idaho
("Fidelity") prepared and titled the necessary closing documents. The process of re-conveyance
continued until the later portion of 2009. From 2009 until 2011 our Client continued to work
with Galiano and Mason but was not asked to convey any further property and was not contact
by Title One or Alliance regarding any further activity on the property.
On or about March 2011 EEF was informed by Mason that RBC would likely move on
the property and that EEF would be properly notified. EEF received no further communication
from any of the above addressees. In early 2013 EEF noticed renewed activity on the Property
and contacted both Mason and Title One regarding the Property. Mason informed EEF that RBC
had sold the property to a yet undetermined entity. Additionally, Title One provided EEF with
an uncompleted copy of a re-conveyance instrument which was executed January 25 1\ 2010. At
no time was EEF notified or its lien satisfied.
EEF believes that Title One, Alliance, Fidelity, Galiano, RBC, Mason, and the purchaser
of the Property were all aware of EEF's secured position in the Property and purposefully
consummated a transfer without its knowledge or agreement.

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 2 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive. Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LA 'vV

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David!a!Ea2:leLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

Our client was subsequently informed by Title One that there was nothing more Title One
would be willing to do and that it would not tender any payment to EEF against its title policy.

2. Claims against addressees, their predecessors, agents, assignees, and subcontractors

I.

Tort, Bad Faith Claim

With regard to our Client's tort claim: Title One, wrongfully denied EEF resolution and possible
policy benefits when it determined it would not proceed with corrective action or settlement for
its error and negligence. It appears from the limited communications we have obtained that Title
One has acknowledged an improper conveyance. As a further and direct result of Title One's
tortous conduct our client has suffered significant financial loss, and will be able to recover
attorney and other legal fees in this matter.
At this time Alliance's and Fidelity's participation and / or compliance in this matter remains
unclear. However, as the prior trustee or participant in the conveyance process it is anticipated
that Alliance and/or Fidelity may also have been negligence and proceeded in bad faith, a
determination which will be made through discovery.
Although RBC was aware of EEF's security interest in the Property it purposefully and
wrongfully executed the conveyance documents.

II.

Material Breach of Contract

With regard to our Client's material breach of contract claim: At the time our client received title
to the Property they relied on Alliance's representation that all was in order. Indeed, it was the
responsibility and duty of Alliance to ensure that the deeds conveyed were accurate and properly
conveyed to successor entities. Notwithstanding additional claims, it is clear that reasonable skill
and due diligence was not exercised between Fidelity, Alliance and Title One.
Title One further breached the duties contained in the title policy and as a trustee when it failed
to notify EEF and wrongfully conveyed the Property. These facts were within the diligent
attention of Title One and represent a material breach of its duties. Title One's failure to exercise
reasonable skill and care is a direct and proximate cause of our Client's damages.
Mason's has failed to repay his personal obligation to EEF and has therefore breached the terms
and conditions of the Guaranty Document.

EEF / Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 3 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

119 l E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle. Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@EagleLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

III. Negligence
With regard to our Client's negligence claim: Title One's (i) participation in the wrongful
conveyance of the Property, (ii) failure to identify EEF's ownership position, and (iii) failure to
disclose the conveyance are the direct and proximate cause of our clients' financial damages.
Title One negligently and carelessly executed the conveyance instruments and failed to do its due
diligence in its performance of title services to our Client. As a further and direct result of Title
One's negligence our client has suffered significant financial losses.
IV. Fraud
With regard to our Client's Fraud claim: The addresses in whole or part fraudulently conveyed
EEF' s property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent each of the addressees
participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents were executed wherein
the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest. As a further and direct result of
addressees fraud our client has suffered significant financial losses.
V. Conspiracy to Defraud
With regard to our Client's Conspiracy claim: The addresses in whole or part conspired to
fraudulently conveyed EEF' s property interest. At this time it remains unclear as to the extent
each of the addressees participated of in this matter. However, what is clear is that documents
were executed wherein the parties were fully informed as to our client's interest. As a further and
direct result of addressees' actions our client has suffered significant financial losses.
3. Settlement Demand
Our clients' damages include approximately $725,500 plus fees and interest, in the loss of
Property ownership. Furthermore, we anticipate that legal fees to prosecute this matter will be in
excess of $175,000.00 should protracted litigation be required, and given Plaintiffs' bad faith
conduct we fully intend to prosecute for general and punitive damages for our Client in an
amount of $250,000.00, resulting in a total claim against Plaintiffs of approximately
$1,150,500.00. Furthermore, should it be determined that addressees' conduct violated the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act, the Idaho Racketeering Statutes, or Idaho Securities law, such may
allow treble damages.
Despite the egregious conduct of the Plaintiffs, their agents and/or successors and assigns we are
of the opinion that the matter should have been and may still be resolved in an efficient manner
at this time without exposing Plaintiffs to a significant potential punitive damage award,
including a verdict in excess of liability limits. Therefore, we, on behalf of our Client hereby

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 4 of 5
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THE EAGLE LAW CENTER. LLC

DA YID M. FOGG

1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Telephone 208.246.8848
Fax 208.938.9504
David@Ea11:leLawCenter.com

April 26, 2013

demand $725,500.00 plus current legal fees of approximately $5,500, representing our clients'
base claim plus fees, to settle the above referenced matter.
This offer is a onetime proposed settlement amount requiring immediate response. We have been
instructed by our Client to immediately proceed with litigation should Plaintiffs refuse to remit
settlement. Plaintiffs must contact this office on or before May 3rd, 2013. If we do not receive a
timely response, we will immediately commence litigation and seek the earliest available trial
· date.

Sincerely yours,

David M. Fogg, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC

EEF I Thompson, ELC 4-16-13, Page 5 of 5
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DEC 2 3 2014
David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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<..;HRISTO?HER O. RICH, Clerk
By KATl!IIINA THIESSEN
f;i';i3U'!'Y

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff:
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (flea RBC CenturaBank., aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fl<.a Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES 1-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF lvflCHAEL N. YSURSA
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
OBJECTION TO DEFENDA...~'f'S
(TitleOne) MOTION FOR FEES AND
COSTS

;

j
1

Defendants.
....... ···-·---·-- ..·-· ·---·- ....................... ---·..-

__ _... ··-·--- ...

... -...............

___ --

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada

)

Michael N. Ysursa being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

APFIDAVITOF MICHAELN. YSURSA

-1
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the
age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and

have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I am familiar with the above mentioned case because I conducted substantial research and
investigation into the actual recorded docwnents in conjlD1.ction with the relevant properties.
3. Shortly after the Plaintiff retained our office's representation, I reviewed the Ada County

instrument number l 10128S8, better known as the Reconveyance of Deed of Trust filed February
11, 2011 that purports to indicate a satisfaction of Plaintiff's property interest in the subdivision
owned, at the time, by Galiano, LLC.

4. On or about August 21, 2013, I physically conducted my :first chain of title search for each
and every parcel listed in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, also known as, Walnut Creek
Subdivision. In my diligence, I requested the help of the County Recorder staff to ensure that I
was using the record search software correctly.

5. I conducted roughly five (5) multi-hour public records searches at separate times. All
relating to the property and the wrongful reconveyance of the Eagle Equity Fund interest in the
property. My search was as thorough, if not more than, any title search one would purchase when
securing an interest in a property.
6. On my first session researching titles, upon entering the name "Galiano" in the system, and
with the assistance of the County Recorder staff member, I was able to extract copies of all

recorded instruments involving the names Galiano, Eagle Equity Fund, Walnut Creek, and Corey
Barton Homes. Included in all searches were the instruments recorded and/or held in trust by a
number of title companies.

AFFIDAVITOFMICHAEt.N. YSURSA -2
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7. I also conducted a search using the abovementioned instrument number as my starting

point
8. The public record clearly indicated that Title One was not on record for any of the recorded
documents in regards to the abovementioned property, until the previously stated instrument was
recorded.

9. During my search, the County Recorder staff member assisting me with the search
software, proceeded to scroll through the instruments involved. She made an audible inquiry
similar to "'huh, that's not right?" I then asked her what she meant, to which her response was, here
you have a couple partial reconveyances then a full reconveyance and then some more partials.
That doesn't make any sense and should not be possible {paraphrased).

10. I then indicated that is why we are looking into this situation. The County Recorder staff
member proceeded to go through the mechanics of their software and ensured I was conducting

my search correctly. Similarly, refraining from offering opinion that could be construed as legal
advice. Obviously, she understood the gravity of the situation in the briefinstant she was scrolling
through the instruments on the subject.
11. I then extracted each property's chain of title information from the point of subdivision to
that that point in time.
12. The public record also indicated that TitleOne was the exclusive title company for all
future transaction after the Reconveyance of Trust Deed, except for the two partial reconveyances
tlie Plaintiff submitted believing he is debt on the property was not satisfied. The public record
showed that all property transfers Corey Barton was conducting used TitleOne as its title company
without exception.

AP'FID.AVITOFMICHAELN. YSURSA -3
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13. As mentioned, I then spent time extracting the chain of title history for each of the nearly
eighty (80) parcels in the subdivision going back several years, and printed each document relating
to the conveyance and trustee relationship from the time Galiano entered the record to the point
where Galiano began to convey parcels. Of which the majority was to a DAS Investments. What
wasn't DAS Investments was transferred to Corey Barton Homes. Similarly, DAS Investments
transferred all its interest solely to Corey Barton Homes.
14. I also researched the type of deed received by the homeowners who were purchasing from
Corey Barton Homes. Again, the title company was exclusively TitleOne.
15. The deeds received by the purchasers all indicated they were .. Special Warranty Deeds"
(Exhibit A), yet the language of the deed clearly states "Grantor makes no covenants or warranties
with respect to title, express or implied ... "
16. Whereas the Idaho State Bar's Real Property Section published a handbook, complete with
forms to be used containing the proper language for Special Warranty Deeds. (Exhibit B) This
language states: ''The Grantor covenants to the Grantee that Grantor is the owner in fee simple ..
. and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same of all lawful claims of or through Gran.tor, but
none other."
17. Whereas the Idaho State Bar's Real Property Section published a handbook, complete with
forms to be used containing the proper language for a Warranty Deed. (Exhibit C) This language
states: "The Gran.tor covenants to the Grantee that Grantor is the owner in fee simple ... and that
Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims."
18. The form for a Quitclaim is silent on warrants and covenants.

AFFIDAVlTOFMICHAELN. YSURSA -4
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19. Despite the title of the TitleOne deeds received by purchasers from the Corey Barton
Homes transfer, it is clear, Grantor was not warranting or covenanting anything. Analogous to a

20. It is my understanding that the conventional practice in home purchases require a warranty
or covenant from the Grantor.

Michael V°Ysursa

Subscribed and sworn to before me this t.,-5, day of December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

z_3ri day oftb:..ewzb:-r, 2014, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-954-5955
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Ll

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsim1le

By:
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Chr istopher D. Rich
BOI SE IDA!-iO

10/29/2013

AMOUNT 13.00

2

03:39 PM

DEPUTY Ga il Garrett
Slmpllfil~ Ekrn·,)nic Recr,nling

RECORl>I'.D -REQt:EST Of

111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11

TITLEONE BO IS E

i3 2?.2597

t.:;

Hlllll Ill lllll llllllll

113120063

(Sp3ce above tbi:; Iina for Recor::e.,'s use)

SPRCTATJ WARRANTYDEIW
FOR VALl.JE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiu;c.,' of •.vhid:. is b-;rcbj' r,ck..,owle<lge:l,
COREY BARTON ROl'l·ffiS, I:NC., :?n lclaho Corpor~tion, dh:1 CBH HOJ\·D IS, who;z :;ddre.ss
is 1977 E Ov;; rbnd Re!, Jvieridan ID 33642, (the "Graillo~"), cioes hereby grant, bargain, sel'. wd
convey ur..to Cl,a:lcs G. Fisher :md Tricia Fisher, bus band r.Ud w:fo (the 'Grantee") whose add;ess
is 1:.S5 ',Vest Oak Tree D:ivc, :<.un a, JD 3363 4, the following dcs~ribc>.d pr.::m.iscs (ihe "P,·e.rises"):
Lot J in Bice!: 6 :if Gilia:10 Estates Subdimion, occording to the offici'!! plat lfiereof, fi led in Book
99 of Plats at Pngc(s} 127SO througli. 12783, offici.:i.l records of Ad::i Cou.111:,,, Idcho.

TO HAVE A1'."D TO HOLD the Premises, with their appw~c,ln!lces UJto th:: Grn.n1c::, an:l
its suc,:etsors ar.d issi ~ forevel'.
TOGETHER \'/!TH all and slngular :he i.mprovernents, hercd::arrmn(~. nnd appu11enrnces
ihc r::on :md fucrc:mto bdDnzing or in ~~'1ywise uppe11aiulng, e.ad th:: reversion or reversions,
rcmnindcrs, renl:l, is.sues and ;irofits thereof; f.l:d ::U of the cst2.te, title, inle:cst, claim 1:.nd de!llru.id
wh3tsoc:.vcr of the Grantor, eith er in la·.,; or in quity, of, in ......a to foe 1bovc-d::scribed Premi ses
v:i1h said L-:np:-ovemcr.<1.s, h~r~dit:!m c,·,ts and appur::oances.

Gr1utor makes no covcr,ar.ts or W,!.mm1i cs with r::sp~ct :r., ti:le, e:-:prc;s oi imp:.icd, other
tba: :is ex:iress]v stated l·.crcinaflcr. Gl'?.ntor is the ovr,1er of the Px-e:niscs au:! h~s not cou·,cyed
the sa:n.e ~stl!tc to aay :,;c,son other than Gn ntcc aod thilt such estate is 2.t the time of Lli~
::~:e;:ulion of th.is i.n.strement frez from cncmubnmce.s cau,ed, created, or suffered di recLly by
GT:mtor.

Effcctiw. D~.t·~: J0/24,20 13

GRA',TOR

EXHIBIT

I A
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich
BOISE !Oil.HO 10/30/2013
04:30 PM

AMOUNT 13.00

2

DEPUTY Che Fowler
SimpUfile Elc<lror1k Uccordini1
ll.E.COllDEO-REQl'F.ST 011

TITLEONE BOISE

IIIHI ltill Him lllll llll!l 11111111111111111\ rn 11111 n11111

113120534

(Sp:1ce above this line for Reccrcier's us~)
l3224217TC
SPECL\L WARRANTY DEED

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, ihe rcceirt and suuicien:;y ofwr.ich is hcrcb:,, :i.cbowledged,
COREY BARTON R0it1ES, INC., an Idaho Corporaiion, dl>a CTIH HOMES, whose addrc,s

i; 1977 E Ovc.lru:d Rd, J,1eridi:m ID 83642, (the 'Grantor''), does hereby grant, b?.rgain, sell aL1d
convey unto Jack L. Arnold ancl E::veriey G. A.mold, husband and v1ifc (the "Grar.tc::") ',•;hose
address is 2575 N ?Y:or.ring Suu Ave, Kun.'\, ID 83634, t:1e following desc1:bcd pre:.uis::s (the
"Pri:lmises"):

tot 2 in Block Ii of G:iliano Estates S•Jbdivision, according to the official pl::it thereof, filed in Book
99 of Pl;;ts a: Pagc(s) 12780 through l2783, official records of Ad;i Cou;:ty, ld;iho.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their 2ppurt~mi:1ce5 ur.lo 6e Gr;~t~. and
ils succ1.:ssora rnd assigns fcre,·er.

'IOGETIIER 1.VITH all and sii:igubr the L-nprovemcr.ts, heredit:c.raents, and app1U1enanccs
lherc::m and therellnto bc!origing c,r i.i1 ;mywi,c appect:!idng, ar.d the reversion or re·,•ersi.ous,

rcmaind~rs, ren!s, :ssue, l!nd prnfi1s 1h~rcof;

anc all of the estr.te, tiilc, inte1est, cfaim :u.-,<l, de:n::ud

whatsoe1·er of ihc Gr;:n'.or, either L'l law or i11 equity, ol', i,. and le :he abo,e-:lc~:ribc::i Premi~,,s
with s:1ld improY<!I:\C,.IS, heredita::neuts and appU1t~:.1:a!ICCS.

Granter ma.kc; no cove::iD.llts er w?.rrl!iiies with ro!.Spect to 1itlc, express m· irnplicd, otb.:r

than i:.S expressly .stated llcreinafter, Grmtor is the owner of the Pr:rn.ises a:Jd .has not c0m'eye<l
tbe s=e esrat; to any person otbec than Gr.mtt!e :md tliat such cs12.le is at the 1:me ;:,fthe
execution of this instrument free. from encumbrances c;iused, created, or suffered directly by
Granter.

Ef:iccti w Date: 10/30/2013
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY AND
WHEN RECORDED RETURJV TO:

(Space Above For Recorder's Use)

SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED
For the consideration of ten dollars ($10 .00) and other good and valuable consideration,
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, [insert name of grantor] ("Grantor"), conveys and
specially warrants to [insert name of grantee], ("Grantee"), whose address is (insert grantee
address], and [hls, her, its] successors and assigns forever the following described real property:
[insert legal description]
SUBJECT TO taxes and assessments for the year [insert year] and all
subsequent years, together with any and all existing easements, rights-ofway, reservations, restrictions and encumbrances of record, to any existing
tenancies, to all zoning laws and ordinances, and to any state of facts an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises would show.
This conveyance shall include any and all estate, right, title, interest, appurtenances,
tenements, hereditaments, reversions, remainders, easements, rents, issues, profits, rights-of-way
and water rights in anywise appertaining to the property herein described as well in law as in
equity.
The Grantor covenants to the Grantee that Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said
premises; that the premises are free from encumbrances created or suffered by the Grantor,
excepting those as may be herein set forth, and excepting those of record, and that Grantor wil1
warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims of or through Grantor, but none other.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has executed this instrument on this
_ _ _day of
, 20_ _ .

[Grantor's Name)

EXHIBIT
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED- I

B
003496
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Be Specific Regarding the Grantor so that it is clear whether the property is being transferred by the community or is
the sole and separate property ofa person.
RECORDING RF,Q(JESTED BY AND
WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

(Space Above For Recorder's Use)

WARRANTY DEED
For value received [insert name of grantor] ("Grantor"), conveys, grants, bargains, and
sells to [insert name of grantee], ("Grantee"), whose address is [insert Grantee' s address] and
[his. her. their. its] successors and assigns forever, the following described real property situated
in [insert countv] County, State ofldah<?:
[insert correct legal description]
SUBJECT TO truces and assessments for the year [insert year] and all
subsequent years, together with any and all existing easements, rights-ofway, reservations, restrictions and encumbrances of record, to any existing
tenancies, to all zoning laws and ordinances, and to any state of facts an
accurate survey or inspection of the premises would show.
This conveyance shall include any and all estate, right, title, interest, appurtenances,
tenements, hereditaments, reversions, remainders, easements, rents, issues, profits, rights-of-way
and water rights in anywise appertaining to the real property herein described.
The Grantor covenants to the Grantee that Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said real
property; that the real property is free from all encwnbrances, excepting those as may be herein
set forth, and excepting those of record, and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from
all lawful claims.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has executed this instrument on this _ _ day of
- - - - - -, 20
[Grantor's Name]

EXHIBIT
WARRANTY DEED- 1

c.
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Be Specific Regarding the Granter so that it is clear whether the property is being transferred by the community or js
the sole and separate property of a person.

RECORDING REQUESTED BY AND
WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

(Space Above For Recorder's Use)

QUITCLAIM DEED
For value received [insert name of grantor] ("Grantor"), does hereby release and forever
quitclaim unto [insert name of grantee] («Grantee"), whose address is [insert address of grantee],
and [its/his/her/their] heirs and assigns forever, all right, title and interest which Grantor now
has or may hereafter acquire in the following described reaJ property situated in [insert county]
County, State ofldaho:
[insert correct legal description]
IN WITNESS \\THEREOF, the Gran.tor has executed this instrument on this_ _ day of
...,, 20--

_____

[insert Granter' s name]
INSERT APPROPRIATE NOTARY BLOCK. See Idaho Code Title 55 Chapter 7 for the
appropriate form.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of

On this _ _ day of

, 20_, before me _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

personally appeared
, known or identified to me (or proved to me
on the oath of
, to be the person whose name is subscribed
to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that [he/she/they] executed the same.

EXHIBIT
QUITCLAIM DEED-I

])
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Dav1d M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

•

NO·-----::::"="'~~-A.M. _ _ _ _F_IL~.~
a;)

3•

DEC 2 3 2014
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
Dy KATRINA THIESSEN
OFPI.JTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (TITLEONE)
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada
)

Aaron J. Tribble being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of
eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and have personal

003499

kn:~ledge of the facts set forlterein, believing them all to be true an'"orrect, to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 and LC. § 12-123 sanctions for
frivolous litigation and pursuit of claims. Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts surrounding the claims
brought before this Court and the discovery conducted by this office.
3. In deposition, Heidi Emery of TitleOne, the authorized representative of TitleOne who signed the
reconveyance at issue, admitted to me that she was unaware of any evidence supporting the statements made. in
that reconveyance. Yet, Ms. Emery admitted that she signed the reconveyance without double checking any of
the information in the document. At a bare minimum, this means that the reconveyance signing and recordation
was a negligent act. On the other hand, a jury could also conclude that the signing and recordation was an
intentional act. Although the Court concluded that there was no evidence of damage, the claims of negligence,
45-1203, and Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage were more than arguably
meritorious. Although the Court stated that there was no evidence of damage to EEF, the Court made this
conclusion by disregarding affidavits that established the total amount of money spent on improving the
property (over $4M) in favor of the evidence of the sale price of the property ($860K). TitleOne now asserts
that these claims were frivolous. I find that assertion to be baffling.
4. In deposition, Amy Cobine, the subcontractor who produced the reconveyance, had no record that the
required notice of reconvey was ever sent to EEF. This corroborates Daniel Thompson's testimony that he
never received a notice of reconveyance.

This further underscores TitleOne's intent in the matter, and

underscores how this was no accident. There's simply too many "accidents" that happened simultaneously for
this reconveyance not to have been signed and recorded intentionally.
5. Mr. Dvorak continues to argue based on a mistake that the was made by Judge Wilper. In arguing a
motion to amend, I made an arguendo comment about the negligence claim against TitleOne. Judge Wilper
took this comment as a concession and stated so in his opinion. However, subsequent pleadings pointed out this
mistake to the Court. Mr. Dvorak, however, continues to push this mistake. Negligence was never conceded by

003500

E~F' nor was there ever any

ilnt

to do so. Negligence is by far the1 s t meritorious theory against which

TitleOne has had to defend. TitleOne has all but patently admitted negligence in court. It makes little sense for
TitleOne to pretend that there was a concession here.
6. At the outset of this case, it was believed that TitleOne was operating under the belief that they were the
successor trustee on the EEF deed of trust. Indeed, the reconveyance that TitleOne signed names TitleOne as
the successor trustee. Therefore, before discovery had been done on TitleOne, it was believed that TitleOne
owed some kind of express or implied contractual duties to EEF because TitleOne was operating under the
belief that they were the trustee. Hence, the claims for breach of contract, bad faith, and consumer protection
were valid claims against TitleOne. These were ultimately dismissed on motion, however, this does not mean
that the claims were frivolous. TitleOne created their own problems here by naming themselves as trustee and
caused us to believe that they must have some document or agreement backing up that status. This didn't prove
true in discovery. But just because a claim doesn't gain support through discovery, doesn't mean that the claim
was frivolous. These claims were perfect examples.
7. In making a concession to counts V and VI, there was no intent to admit that these claims were not
meritorious. In fact, these counts were conceded because it was believed that other claims (TIPEA and 451203) were better worth pursuing against TitleOne. At the outset of the case, knowing that TitleOne had
claimed to be successor trustee on the EEF deed of trust, it was believed that TitleOne must have made
fraudulent representations in order to achieve that designation. Ultimately, discovery led in other directions.
Again, TitleOne wants to rewrite history here and act as if the words "trustee/successor trustee" were never
rewritten into the reconveyance and signed by Heidi Emery. Those words have led to much of the issues in the
claims that pertain to TitleOne.
8. This case was very much a matter of first impression as it pertained to the claims against a title company
for negligence, 45-1203, and TIPEA. Neither side has been able to find any case law addressing liability for
title companies in this type of situation. As such, I believe this case presented some very novel issues for both
the Court and counsel.

003501
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In bringing an unjust lchment claim against the defendants'1 was obvious with the facts in our

possession at the outset that the defendants, as a whole, were unjustly enriched. The intention in bringing this
claim was that the specific defendants benefiting from this reconveyance would be identified, and that the
Plaintiff would be reimbursed for the money/value of which he was fleeced.
10. On motion, EEF asked the court to file an amendment to include breach of fiduciary duty. Indeed it was
eventually shown that Idaho law does not currently assign "fiduciary" duties to trustees on a deed of trust.
However, TitleOne now argues that the claim was frivolous. This is baffling considering that TitleOne never
opposed the inclusion of this claim for these reasons when the motion to amend was made to this Court. In
addition, the Court allowed the inclusion of the fiduciary duty claim. Idaho is one state where such fiduciary
duties for trustees do not currently exist, but this doesn't mean that the status quo won't change in the future.
11. Since being barred in 2012, I have sought to help people through the use of my skill as an attorney. My
intentions are to help people and consequently make the world a little better place. I understand that other
attorneys will do their best to defend their clients as well. I find it offensive that TitleOne will now make this
fight personal by asking for sanctions though the use of Rule 11 and LC.§ 12-123. TitleOne seems to think that
a reasonable attorney would never have brought any claim against them when presented with the facts that we
were presented with. This to me seems to be an absolute miscarriage of justice to suggest that an attorney such
as myself should not help where it is so obvious that a wrong has been done to my client. Throughout my time
on this case, I have endeavored to represent my client to the best of my abilities within the bounds of
professionalism and within the framework of the facts that I have been given. In my pleadings and arguments
to the Court, I have always endeavored to represent my client zealously and with honesty.

Aaro
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this ,23fi-tay of December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

23 r~day ofU:ce,Mb,,.r, 2014, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-954-5955

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-331-2400

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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David,. M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fillo

7 ,_,.,

A.M._ _ _ _ _,P.M....i•,2...--:;;.~-=.-

DEC 2 3 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
N01ih Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAN THOMPSON IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR FEES
AND COSTS

Defendants.
-

- - - · - - - · - · - - - - - ---··-·- -··---

·--------- .. ---·-

· - - ------- - - - · - · - -

I

-··--·--· - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - · - - · ________________ ..J

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada
)

Dan Thompson being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of eighteen and am
competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofldaho and have personal knowledge of the facts
set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.

003505

'2,, For the past 18 months-·

ought resolution from the Defendan.eb .....:ding the loss of my real property

'

rights and secure interest, attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of a summary of my understanding
of the defendants that I provided the Eagle Law Center in or about March 2013.
3. My company is Eagle Equity Fund ("EQ"). I am the managing member.
4. During October 2006 EQ lent money to Galliano (now Walnut Creek) subdivision in Kuna, which was at
the time being developed by Ted Mason ("Mason"). The loan was for $700,000. This was done as a second note.
The primary lender was RBC out of Canada. My funds were used as the down payment to secure the RBC note.
5. Galliano property developed home lots. Each lot sale required EQ to sign off and reconvey that particular
lot. EQ signed one each time a lot was sold. This was done regularly as lots were sold from 2007 to 2011.
6. In 2010 Mason was having financial difficulties, due to the market down turn of 2008. In 2012 Mason
ended up short selling this property to DAS, LLC ("DAS") who immediately sold it to Corey Barton for a
substantial profit.
7. I became aware of the short sale and TitleOne's role only after the fact. The original title work was done
by Alliance Title. Although requested Alliance Title was never able to procure the original Title or Title Insurance
documents that were issued at the time the original money was loaned. It appears that TitleOne took it upon
themselves to strip away my interest and convey all subsequent titles via a special warranty deed as the original
was not located. This is still the case.
8. EQ was never notified of the sho1i sell or of any title problems by any of the defendants. There was never
a letter issued, notification, or communication from Alliance or TitleOne, or any other title company. In March
of 2010 TitleOne signed a document stating that EQ' s lien was completely satisfied and then reconveyed the title
held by EQ. EQ never signed any document stating that the loan was satisfied, was unaware that Alliance was
no longer acting as the trustee, and was never paid for its secure interest.
9. To date neither Alliance nor TitleOne can locate any documents reflecting how or why TitleOne was able
to reconvey the property. Alliance now conveniently claims that the original documents must have been destroyed
when the reconveyance occurred.
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in buying out the first position at
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offered DAS, and would have

even paid more to protect its interests. There was never an intent to simply let the property go.
11. Even after TitleOne had fully conveyed the property EQ continued to sign lot releases, which fmiher aided
Alliance and TitleOne's cover up. There was no way for EQ to know that there was anything wrong as EQ
continued to sign lot releases, as mentioned, even after the short sell (done in March 2010). Nothing had changed.
EQ signed each release and assumed Mason was making headway in selling lots.
12. In 2013 EQ called Mason to get an update. That is when Mason said the prope1iy was short sold to DAS
in March of 2010. EQ asked why it was not notified. Mason had no idea, and assumed EQ was kept informed all
along and that EQ knew everything that was going on. Mason assured EQ that at every conversation he reminded
the Title company and lender of EQ's position.
13. With this new info1mation EQ immediately confronted TitleOne. TitleOne in somewhat of a panic agreed
to a meeting. EQ subsequently met with the owner/President of TitleOne, their attorney, Cameron McFadden,
and Mason. At that meeting Cameron McFadden (attorney) admitted that Title One did in fact sign a document
stating that EQ was fully satisfied, that TitleOne did not know why they signed it, that TitleOne could not verify
who authorized the document to be signed, that TitleOne could not document why their affidavit was signed
without EQ being notified, and in fact been satisfied, and that TitleOne could not prove that EQ was ever notified.
14. Also, during this meeting TitleOne said they were in enor and negligent. However, due to the prope1iy
values at the time, they felt that EQ would not have been able to recoup its investment after the primary lienholder
was paid, based on the then current prices and the original loan by RBC. The new outcome was that since EQ's
value was down, TitleOne had no liability at all.

15. EQ believes the property's value, under these circumstances was inelevant. It was not the defendants'
prerogative to determine what EQ could or could not have done with its position. That was the property rights of
the lienholder. The defendants stripped away ALL of EQ's rights.

16. Neither Alliance nor TitleOne notified EQ of any title issues or adverse action taken against EQ's interest.
There never was a foreclosure nor any other action taken that would have tipped EQ off. In fact the continued
request for partial reconveyances operated to continuly mislead EQ regarding the status of the property.
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. .17. Furthermore, the defA.r

;ircumvented any opportunity for

ltL

_.;gotiate with and potentially buy

out the first lienholder or to work with the first lender for some sort of work-out.
18. In all, the defendants completely circumvented the purpose for Title and Liens. Defendants placed
themselves in a position to determine who can remain on a Title and who can't without regard for rights, interest,
or any other lawful due process. Defendants now claim that so long as the property values are depressed there is
no consequence should a bank or title company knowingly remove an individual from title and certify such in an
affidavit even if such certification is fraudulent. The fact that Alliance could lose documents and TitleOne could
sign an affidavit swearing that EQ was satisfied is unbelievable. TitleOne has the freedom to pick and choose
other properties in Idaho to strip owners rights from. The consumers and those who rely on title companies to
protect their property rights are in jeopardy of losing their properties.
19. The very foundation of the titles would be suspect and could cause tremendous concern if these issues are
not litigated. EQ understands that as a second lienholder there was always the right to buy out the first position
rather than lose the property.
20. EQ would have been happy to negotiate with RBC and could have made significant progress by buying
out the first position for what it sold for - and even more. Without EQ receiving a letter, email, phone call, or any

other communication how was EQ supposed to know that Title One was ~pping a7'lfJ-ts and title?
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.'
Notes regarding GaJliano on Mach 20, 2013
On November 14, 2006 EEF loaned Ted Mason (Galliano) $725,500 in a second
position to RBC (Royal Bank of Canada).
EEF took a deed of trust as collateral. EEF also had Ted Mason's personal guarantee.
At the time Ted had a substantial income and net worth.
The loan was to be for less than a year at a 25% interest rate.
When the contract was initiated Ted Mason was selling a significant amount of
properties that he had built. One of the most respected builders in the area.
The markets were moving quickly and as per the previous years experience this
property should move fast.
Being in second position, EEF had to sign off on every lot sold and release our lien.
The company that handled the lot releases was Fidelity Land and Title.
Ted Mason was to sell a certain percentage of the lots to satisfy RBC, then the
remaining lots and build jobs would pay off EEF.
Two things changed the outcome significantly.
1. The markets turned sour almost over night. Lending tightened up, prices
dropped, and housing came to a near standstill as well as lot values declining.
2. In addition to the housing market the city of Kuna, where Galliano is, put in a
new water /sewer system and assessed every landowner in the city a "tax"
for the system. This added roughly $10,000 additional cost to every lot in
Galliano. As a side note the mayor and city council were/are being sued for
this.
Between, price drops, market stagnation, and now this new tax by the city, Galliano
could not sell the lots at the prices they estimated. The prices plummeted. Ted
Mason was under pressure by RBC to seH the lots quicldy.
Ted and I met several times discussing the situation. He recognized the personal
guarantee and was/is committed to fulfilling that obligation.
RBC was trying to be patient with Ted and letting the markets recover, but Ted
could no longer sell the lots for anywhere near the asking price.
In March (2011) Ted and I met and he said that RBC would likely be doing
something with the property and that he would keep me informed.
To this day, EEF has never notified or had any indication of RBC foreclosing.
Throughout the year Ted and I communicated, but still no official word. I had not
signed a lot release for quite some time. From what Ted told me most landowners
were involved with a law suit against the city of Kuna and so lots were not selling.
I called Ted on March 18, 2013 to get an update. He came into my office on the 19th
and updated me. He said that RBC had sold to another company with the acronym
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

·
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

23'dday of ,i)
J/cce""t?~ 2014, I caused a true and
J.

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-954-5955
David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400
Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

W

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

!J

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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DEC 2 6 2014
QHRISTOPHEA D. llllCH, Clerk
ly ffACEY WFERTY

J. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

DePIJTV

Attorneys for Plaintiff

6
7
8

9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

10

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

11

12
13

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC.'S
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND COSTS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies
Defendants.

27
28

- 1-

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC. 'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS

003511

e
1

2

Defendant moves the Court for fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 and 54, Idaho Code §§
12-121, and 12-123.

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

The Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund LLC, by and through its attorneys of record, Eagle Law
Center LLC, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6), moves this Court to disallow some or all of the costs
and fees claimed by Corey Barton Homes, Inc, as such are excessive, irrelevant, and / or
inappropriate.
Furthermore, Plaintiff's claims were not brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without
foundation and an award under Idaho Code§ 12-123 or I.R.C.P Rule 11 would be improper.
Sanctions are inappropriate any time a reasonable inquiry was performed, is grounded in fact,
warranted by existing law, and was not pursued for any improper purpose.
A Memorandum in Support of this motion will be filed in accordance with the time
allowed under I.R.C.P 54(d)(6) and I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). The factual basis for this motion are set out
in the affidavits of David M. Fogg, Aaron J. Tribble, Michael N. Ysursa, and Daniel Thompson
filed concurrently with this motion. EEF requests a hearing on this motion.

16
17

18

Dated: December

·zb

fl , 2014
Respectfully Submitted,

19
20

By:
Aaron J.Tribble

21

Attorney for Plaintiff

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
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MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC.'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3
4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

'2./tJfh day ofbeteiYJW. 2014, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax:208-954-5955

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

U

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

Ll

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd., Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

24
25

26

By:~

27
28
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MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC.'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS
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1
2

3
4
5

J. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

6
7

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

10

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

11

12
13

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT
DAS' MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), and John Does III-X, unknown
Individuals and/or companies

AND
DAS' MOTION FOR AWARD OF
ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE SECTION 12-123 AND
OTHERWISE

Defendants.

27
28

- 1-

MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT DAS' MOTION
FORAWARDOFCOSTSANDATTORNEYS'FEES
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1

2

Defendant moves the Court for fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 11 and 54, Idaho Code §§
12-121, and 12-123.

3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10

11
12

13
14

The Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund LLC, by and through its attorneys of record, Eagle Law
Center LLC, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6), moves this Court to disallow some or all of the costs
and fees claimed by DAS, as such are excessive, irrelevant, and/ or inappropriate.
Furthermore, Plaintiffs claims were not brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without
foundation and an award under Idaho Code§ 12-123 or I.R.C.P Rule 11 would be improper.
Sanctions are inappropriate any time a reasonable inquiry was performed, is grounded in fact,
warranted by existing law, and was not pursued for any improper purpose.
A Memorandum in Support of this motion will be filed in accordance with the time
allowed under I.R.C.P 54(d)(6) and I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). The factual basis for this motion are set out
in the affidavits of David M. Fogg, Aaron J. Tribble, Michael N. Ysursa, and Daniel Thompson
filed concurrently with this motion. EEF requests a hearing on this motion.

15
16
17

Dated: December
Respectfully Submitted,

18
19
Aaron J. Tribble

20

Attorney for Plaintiff

21

22
23
24
25

26

27
28
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MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT DAS' MOTION
FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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1

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3
4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ d a y of

De. c.embef2014, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-954-5955

U

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

Ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsinnle

24
25

26

By:~~
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MOTION TO DISALLOW DEFENDANT DAS' MOTION
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FORAWARDOFCOSTSANDATTORNEYS'FEES
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DEC 2 6 2D14
David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagl~ ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-93 8-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

CHA1$TOIPM!A O. l'IIOM, Clerk
8y STACEY LAFFERTY
DePuTv

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES 1-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S (DAS
INVESTMENTS) MOTION FOR FEES
AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Michael N. Ysursa being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

AFPIDAVITOFMICHAELN. YSu"RSA -1
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the

age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofldaho and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I am familiar with the above mentioned case because I conducted substantial research and
investigation into the actual recorded documents in conjunction with the relevant properties.
3. Shortly after the Plaintiff retained our office's representation, I reviewed the Ada County
instrument number I 1012858, better known as the Reconveyance of Deed of Trust filed February
11, 2011 that purports to indicate a satisfaction of Plaintiff's property interest in the subdivision
owned, at the time, by Galiano, LLC.
4. On or about August 21, 2013, I physically conducted my first chain of title search for eac.h
and every parcel listed in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, also known

~

Walnut Creek

Subdivision. In my diligence, I requested the help of the County Recorder staff to ensure that I
was using the record search software correctly.
5. During my search, the County Recorder staff member assisting me with the search
software, proceeded to scroll through the instruments involved. She made an audible inquiry
similar to "huh, that's not right?" I then asked her what she meant, to which her response was, here
you have a couple partial reconveyances then a full reconveyance and then some more partials.
That doesn't make any sense and should not be possible (paraphrased).

6. I then indicated that is why we are looking into this situation. The County Recorder staff

member proceeded to go through the mechanics of their software and ensured I was conducting
my search correctly. Similarly, refraining from offering opinion that could be construed as legal

A.FFlOAVlTOFMICHAELN. YSt..'RSA -2

003518

advice. Obviously, she understood the gravity of the situation in the brief instant she was scrolling
through the instruments on the subject.
7. I conducted roughly five (5) multi-hour public records searches at separate times. All
relating to the property and the wrongful reconveyance of the Eagle Equity Fund interest in the
property. My search was as thorough, if not more than, any title search one would purchase when
securing an interest in a property.
8. On my first session researching titles, upon entering the name "Galiano~' in the system, and

with the assistance of the County Recorder staff member, I was able to extract copies of all
recorded instruments involving the names Galiano, Eagle Equity Fund, Walnut Creek, and Corey
Barton Homes. Included in all searches were the instruments recorded and/or held in trust by a
number of title companies.
9. I also conducted a search using the abovementioned instrument number as my starting
point.
10. The public record clearly indicated that Corey Barton Homes held the deed to all properties
not previously sold along with the deed to all comm.on areas within the subdivision.
11. Corey Barton Homes received the deed to nearly of its property within the subdivision
from DAS Investments. These conveyances occurred in the summer of 2012.
12. I then extracted each property's chain of title information from the point of subdivision to
that that point in time.
13. As mentioned, I th.en spent time extracting the chain of title history for each of the nearly
eighty (80) parcels in the subdivision going back several years, and printed each document relating
to the conveyance and trustee relationship from the time Galiano entered the record to the point

where Galiano began to convey parcels.

AmDAVITOF MIOiAELN.

YSt.JRSA - 3
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14. I also researched the type of deed received by the homeowners who were purchasing from
Corey Barton Homes. Again, the title company was exclusively TitleOne.
15. A subsequent search indicated that DAS Investments has been involved in a small handful
of subdivision purchases and reconveyances. All instruments searched proved that Corey Barton
Homes purchased the vast majority of DAS Investments properties. UsuaUy within a very small
·window of time from when DAS Investments secured those properties.

Michaeyef. Ysursa
Subscribed and sworn to before me this %-i't)day of December~ 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

'Jio--111 day of /)e.cliY]bf/ , 2014, I caused a true

and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
PQ._ Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch&Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
f>Q Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
MeulemanMollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
P<J Facsimile

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
{>Q_ Facsimile

By:~
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DEC 2 6 7011t
CHPIISTOPHER o. PIICH, Clerk
8y STACEY LAFFERTY
01:PUTY

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticer Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES 1-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL N. YSURSA
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S (COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC.) MOTION FOR
FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATEOFIDAHO )

): ss
County of Ada

)

Michael N. Ysursa being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

AFPIDAVITOFMlc:HAELN". YstJRSA -1
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the

age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofidaho and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

2. I am familiar with the above mentioned case because I conducted substantial research and
investigation into the actual recorded documents in conjunction with the relevant properties.
3. Shortly after the Plaintiff retained our office's representation, I reviewed the Ada County
instrument nwnber I 1012858, better known as the Reconveyance of Deed of Trust filed February
11, 2011 that purports to indicate a satisfaction of Plaintifl's property interest in the subdivision
owned, at the time, by Galiano, LLC.
4. On or about August 2 I, 2013, I physically conducted my first chain of title search for eac-h
and every parcel listed in the Galiano Estates Subdivision, also knov.rn as, Walnut Creek
Subdivision. In my diligence, I requested the help of the County Recorder staff to ensure that I
was using the record search software correctly.

5. During my search, the County Recorder staff member assisting me with the search
software, proceeded to scroll through the instruments involved. She made an audible inquiry

similar to "huh, that's not right?" I then asked her what she meant, to which her response was, here
you have a couple partial reconveyances then a full reconveyance and then some more partials.
That doesn't make any sense and should not be possible (paraphrased).
6. I then indicated that is why we are looking into this situation. The County Recorder staff
member proceeded to go through the mechanics of their software and ensured I was conducting

my search correctly. Similarly, refraining from offering opinion that could be construed as legal
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advice. Obviously, she understood the gravity of the situation in the brief instant she was scrolling
through the instruments on the subject
7. I conducted roughly five (5) multi-hour public records searches at separate times. All
relating to the property and the wrongful reconveyance of the Eagle Equity Fund interest in the
property. My search was as thorough, if not more than, any title search one would purchase when
securing an interest in a property.

8. On my first session researching titles, upon entering the name "Galiano" in the system, and
with the assistance of the County Recorder staff member, I was able to extract copies of all
recorded instruments involving the names Galiano, Eagle Equity Fund, Walnut Creek, and Corey
Barton Homes. Included in all searches were the instruments recorded and/or held in trust by a
number of title companies.

9. I also conducted a search using the abovementioned instrument number as my starting
point.
10. The public record clearly indicated that Corey Barton Homes held the deed to all properties
not previously sold along with the deed to all common areas within the subdivision. Thus, Corey
Barton Homes secured itself as the new Home Owner Association, according to a select few
residents of the Walnut Creek Subdivision.
11. Corey Barton Homes received the deed to nearly of its property within the subdivision
from DAS Investments. These conveyances occurred in the summer of 2012.

12. I then extracted each property's chain of title information from the point of subdivision to
that that point in time.
13. The public record also indicated that TitleOne was the exclusive title company for all
future transaction after the Reconveyance of Trust Deed, except for the two partial reconveyances

AFFIDAVIT OF MlOIAliL N. YSURSA -3
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the Plaintiff submitted believing he is debt on the property was not satisfied. The public record
showed that all property transfers Corey Barton was conducting used TitleOne as its title company
without exception.
14. As mentioned, I then spent time extracting the chain of title history for each of the nearly
eighty (80) parcels in the subdivision going back several years, and printed each document relating
to the conveyance and trustee relationship from the time Galiano entered the record to the point
where Galiano began to convey parcels.
15. I also researched the type of deed received by the homeowners who were purchasing from
Corey Barton Homes. Again, the title company was exclusively TitleOne.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

2/Jl:hday of December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

hum bf/ , 2014, I caused a true

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ day of

and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch&Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
<xl_ Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
MeulemanMollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
6() Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

xJ

( )
( )
( )
t,<)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

A
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DEC 2 6 2014
CHAISTOPH!A 0. PIIICH Clerk
8y STACEY LAFFERTY
DePuTv

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (COREY BARTON)
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Aaron J. Tribble being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of
eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and have personal

003527

~owledge of the facts set forth .ein, believing them all to be true and.rrect, to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 and LC. § 12-123 sanctions for
frivolous litigation and pursuit of claims. Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts surrounding the claims
brought before this Court and the discovery conducted by this office.
3. It was originally argued before this Court by the Defendants (including TitleOne) that a claim for
fraudulent conveyance and conspiracy to fraudulently convey could not be sustained unless the titleholders were
parties to the lawsuit. This led to the consideration of Corey Barton as a defendant in this lawsuit because
Corey Barton is the major titleholder of the remaining lots in the Galiano subdivision. Given the county records
in existence at that time, Corey Barton must have been on record notice ofEEF's interest in the property and the
suspicious reconveyance. Given the close working relationship that DAS and Corey Barton enjoy, it seemed
unlikely that Corey Barton did not have some kind of a hand in instructing DAS to purchase the property
because DAS and Corey Barton deal almost exclusively. Also, it made little sense that Corey Barton would not
have just purchased the property themselves except for the fact that Corey Barton likely had knowledge of the
records and knew that there were potential issues in title. This necessitated the use of DAS as a strawman
purchaser. Of course, as soon as DAS purchased the property, it was immediately contracted for sale to Corey
Barton. In seeing how quickly the sale was made from DAS to Corey Barton, and in the absence of any
information that DAS even attempted to put the property up for a commercial sale, it appeared reasonable that
DAS and Corey Barton had to be working together with the goal of giving Corey Barton the eventual title to the
property. As well, TitleOne participated (albeit not exclusively) in the further disposition of the properties as
they were sold in pieces by Corey Barton. Hence, it was appropriate to bring an action against Corey Barton for
the fraudulent transfer of the property, for colluding with DAS, TitleOne, and other defendants to fraudulently
convey, and for tortious interference.
4. My firm had contacted several real estate professionals concerning Corey Barton, and the general
impression seemed to be that Corey Barton was not an honest dealer. Corey Barton was said to use dishonest

003528

ta~tics in sales to consumers

antlas

said to not be honest in disclosi.details about properties they were

selling. Coupled with the fact that Corey Barton chose to purchase these lots from their strawman buyer, and
continued to sell lots using special warranty deeds with no actual warranty, it seemed reasonable that Corey
Barton knew of the title problems and was trying to sell the properties without incurring liability for any
potential title problems and not disclosing any issues known about the title.
5. By amending the complaint to include Corey Barton as a Defendant, it was intended that Corey Barton
would be part of the conspiracy count and the fraudulent conveyance count. Given their knowledge of the
records, their perceived status as non-BFP, and their use of special warranty deeds, we felt like tortious
interference was also another claim against Corey Barton because they acted with knowledge of EEF' s interest
to extinguish EEF's interest through their purchase and sales.
6. At summary judgment, other claims were conceded because there was never any intent that these claims
pertain to Corey Barton in the first place. Corey Barton now claims that the had to defend against claims such
as fraud and unjust enrichment, but the facts pied in the complaint do not give rise to these claims. Corey
Barton never asked EEF to clarify its claims through a motion to dismiss, motion for more definite statement, or
through a simple phone call to my office.
7. Since being barred in 2012, I have sought to help people through the use of my skill as an attorney. My
intentions are to help people and consequently make the world a little better place. I understand that other
attorneys will do their best to defend their clients as well. I find it offensive that Corey Barton will now make
this fight personal by asking for sanctions though the use of Rule 11 and LC. § 12-123. Corey Barton argues
that a reasonable attorney would never have brought any claim against them when presented with the facts that
we were presented with, or they're arguing the a reasonable inquiry wasn't done. Rather, an inquiry was done
and the trail led us to perceive Corey Barton's behavior as dishonest and suspicious.

Corey Barton was

acquiring a lot of property from DAS, and DAS had Corey Barton as an almost exclusive customer. The belief
that Corey Barton had knowledge of the title problems was founded in the county records themselves, and
Corey Barton's use of special warranty deeds to sell these properties to consumers. Throughout my time on this

003529

ca~e, I have endeavored to repre. my client to the best of my abilities.hin the bounds of professionalism
and within the framework of the facts that I have been given. In my pleadings and arguments to the Court, I
have always endeavored to represent my client zealously and with honesty.

~llz~:;z~•
Aaron J. Tnbble

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

Ut~ay of December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1i}f1l day of

Du-0nhe.{

, 2014, I caused a true

and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ). Overnight Mail
i)<S Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch&Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
9(1 Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
MeulemanMollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile
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Da~id M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

e
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DEC 2 6 201\
CHftlSTOPHEA 0. PUCH, Clerk
8y STACEY LAFFERTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION
TO DEFENDANT'S (DAS) MOTION FOR
FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

Aaron J. Tribble being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of
eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and have personal

003532
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kn~;ledge of the facts set forth .ein, believing them all to be true and &ect, to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
2. In their motion for fees and costs Defendants have requested Rule 11 and I.C. § 12-123 sanctions for
frivolous litigation and pursuit of claims. Defendants grossly misrepresented the facts surrounding the claims
brought before this Court and the discovery conducted by this office.
3. It was originally argued before this Court by the Defendants (including TitleOne) that a claim for
fraudulent conveyance and conspiracy to fraudulently convey could not be sustained unless the titleholders were
parties to the lawsuit. This lead to the consideration of Corey Barton as a defendant in this lawsuit because
Corey Barton is the major titleholder of the remaining lots in the Galiano subdivision. In researching how
Corey Barton obtained title, it was quickly apparent that they obtained title from an entity called DAS, the
Defendant in this action. Because Corey Barton obtained title indirectly from Galiano, through DAS, it was
thought that Corey Barton would likely use the shelter rule to claim bona fide purchasor status as a defense to
any claims against it. So, research was done on the entity DAS.
4. My firm had contacted several real estate professionals (including Defendant Mason) concerning DAS,
and the general impression seemed to be that DAS was a strawman buyer for Corey Barton. In other words,
DAS would buy properties at the request of Corey Barton and tum around and sell these properties to Corey
Barton for a profit. DAS's job was to not ask questions about the properties it was purchasing because they
were typically distressed. This would mean that DAS could claim BFP status by avoiding actual notice of any
problems. Meanwhile, Corey Barton would be fully aware of the issues with the property, but could claim the
shelter rule via their purchase from DAS. In theory, Corey Barton would insulate themselves from any liability
that could affect a non-BFP.
5. I did not take this information as gospel, but intended to investigate further in the county records to see
if any information corroborated these facts. What I found in the county records was surprising. A copy of the
screenshots of the county records is attached as Exhibit A. In Exhibit A is a list of every deed that DAS
conveyed prior to October 1, 2013. Out of the approximately 360 conveyances made by DAS, all but 10 were

003533

to Corey Barton. Almost every . e of property that DAS sold was sol. Corey Barton. There were a few
exceptions for some lots, but it appeared as if more than 95% were being sold from DAS to Corey Barton. This
basically confirmed to me that there must be a tight working relationship between Corey Barton and DAS. It
made little sense that Corey Barton couldn't just go out and buy these properties themselves. There had to be a
purpose for DAS going out and buying for only one customer, Corey Barton. Hence, it was believed that Corey
Barton was using DAS as a strawman buyer as explained above.
6. By amending the complaint to include DAS as a Defendant, it was intended that DAS would be part of
the conspiracy count and the fraudulent conveyance count. After conversing with Mr. Mason, we felt like
tortious interference was also another claim against DAS because they acted with knowledge of EEF's interest
to extinguish EEF' s interest through a strawman purchase/sale.
7. At summary judgment, other claims were conceded because there was never any intent that these claims
pertain to DAS in the first place. DAS now claims that the had to defend against claims such as fraud, unjust
enrichment, and securities fraud, but the facts plead in the complaint do not give rise to these claims. DAS
never asked EEF to clarify its claims through a motion to dismiss, motion for more definite statement, or
through a simple phone call to my office.
8. Since being barred in 2012, I have sought to help people through the use of my skill as an attorney. My
intentions are to help people and consequently make the world a little better place. I understand that other
attorneys will do their best to defend their clients as well. I find it offensive that DAS will now make this fight
personal by asking for sanctions though the use of Rule 11 and LC. § 12-123. DAS argues that a reasonable
attorney would never have brought any claim against them when presented with the facts that we were
presented with, or they're arguing the a reasonable inquiry wasn't done. Rather, an inquiry was done and the
trail led right to DAS's doorstep. Corey Barton was acquiring a lot of property from DAS, and DAS ~ad Corey
Barton as an almost exclusive customer. The belief that DAS was assisting Corey Barton by laundering the
property was reasonable and founded in the county records themselves. Throughout my time on this case, I
have endeavored to represent my client to the best of my abilities within the bounds of professionalism and
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within the framework of the fact--at I have been given. In my pleadinAd arguments to the Court, I have
always endeavored to represent my client zealously and with honesty.

~

Aaron J. Tribble

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26~ay of December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of

fuoob.e./ , 2014, I caused a true

and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch&Krueck LLP
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: 208-331-2400

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
6<') Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
MeulemanMollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
K) Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
O<) Facsimile

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile
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~l~rk Recording Web Query
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Page 1 of 27

Clerk Recording Web Query

Search Results
Show 50

(Showing 1 to 359 of 359)

q, Back

~ Forward

Return to Search

2013-113107876 IM AGE

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2013 4:41 :41 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113107875 IM AGE

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2013 4:41 :41 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113107874 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2013 3:36:57 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113083219 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/7/2013 2:21 :52 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113083220 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23 /2013 3:23 :24 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113090209 IM AGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE: WRTY/QCD DATEREC:9/9/2013 3:44:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113096961 IM AGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/9/2013 3:44:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113102735 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/9/2013 3:44:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113102736 IM AGE

DIRECT: COREY BARTON HOM ES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/ 19/2013 I :30: IO PM

DIRECT: DAS INV ESTMENTS

2013-113102737 IM AGE

1

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/19/2013 I :31 :27 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113106610 IM AGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2013 4:41 :41 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-11310661 I IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:9/23/20134 :41:41 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113107873 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2013 3:36:57 PM

http: //helionapp/recording/Results.asp?ST ART= 1&MAX=True

EXH1BIT

A
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Clerk Recording Web Query

e

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113083218

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

~

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113070469

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113070470

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-ll3070471

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01:24 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113070472

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01:24 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113070473

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01 :24 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113070474

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/28/2013 9:00:20 AM
REFERENCES:2013-113056809

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113070475

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:6/28/20131:24:lSPM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113072347

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/1/2013 1:56:49 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113072739

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/17/2013 1:55:25 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113073698

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2013 3:36:57 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113080307

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2013 3:36:57 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113083217
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/24/2013 4:01:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

003538
12/23/2014

'~\erk Recording Web Query

2013-113066405 IMAGE

e

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:6/14/2013 l:12:38PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113056809 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/23/2013 4:29:36 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-11304341 l IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/23/2013 4:29:36 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113043829 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/24/2013 1:29:03 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113043830 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/25/2013 8:27:42 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113044227 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATEREC:4/26/2013 2:22:16 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113044477 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/26/2013 4:01:38 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113045370 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/3/2013 4:19:45 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113045604 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/6/2013 9:38:01 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113048921 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2013 4:00:25 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113049245 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2013 4:00:25 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113056807 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2013 4:00:25 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2013-113056808 IMAGE
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/22/2013 4:02:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

003539
12/23/2014

Cl~rk Recording Web Query

2013-113041427

IMAGE

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/17/2013 2:00:06 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113037678

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/21/2013 2: 14:57 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113011771

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/21/2013 3:18:49 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113019496

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/21/2013 3:18:49 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113019569

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/21/2013 3:18:49 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113019570

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/1/2013 2:43:10 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113019571

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/18/2013 12:06:31 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113022970

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/18/2013 4:16:41 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113028733

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:3/19/201311:48:39AM
REFERENCES:2013-113029207

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113029207

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/22/2013 3: 14:44 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113029427

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/22/2013 3:14:44 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113031166

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/22/2013 3:14:44 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113031167

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DA TE REC: 4/8/2013 2 :25 :22 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113031168
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INDIRECT: ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY DIST

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/31/2013 1:56:15 PM

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

003540
12/23/2014

~l~rk Recording Web Query

DIRECT:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113008415
DIRECT:

IMAGE

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112124827
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112126385
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112128494
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112134856
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112134857
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112134858
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112134859
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112134860
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112136475
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113005739 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113008413 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2013-113008414
DIRECT:

e

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS
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INDIRECT:

ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY DIST

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2013 3:59:15 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2013 3:59:15 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2013 3:59:15 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/16/2013 3:22:39 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/27/2012 11:56:28 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/21/2012 11 :36:14 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/21/2012 11:36:14 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/21/2012 11:36:14 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/21/2012 11:36:14 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/21/2012 11:36:14 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/6/2012 10:25:42 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/30/2012 4:40:18 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/28/2012 4:11 :19 PM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

E4 PARTNERS

003541
12/23/2014

~l~rk Recording Web Query

2012-112124615
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112110180
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112110181
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112110182
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112110183
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112116412
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112116414
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112118877
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112122793
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112122794
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112122795
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112122796
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112122797
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112122798
DIRECT:

IMAGE

e

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

e
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WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/28/2012 12:16:44 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/21/2012 3:16:26 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/21/2012 3:16:25 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/21/2012 3:16:25 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/21/2012 3:16:09 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/21/2012 3:16:09 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/21/2012 3:16:09 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/13/2012 12:56:17 PM
INDIREc;T:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/5/2012 3:44:32 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/5/2012 3:36:13 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/23/2012 3:43:43 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/23/2012 3:43:43 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/23/2012 3:43:42 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/23/2012 3:43:31 PM
INDIRECT:

http ://helionapp/recording/Results. asp ?START= 1&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES

003542
12/23/2014

·~~erk Recording Web Query

2012-112110178 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112085618 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-1120856.19 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112085620 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112087188 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112087901 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112089477 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112098296 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112098297 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112098298 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112098780 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112102133 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112102755 IMAGE
DIRECT:

e

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS
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WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/23/2012 3:43:31 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/4/2012 8:22:28 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/2/2012 3:38:13 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/25/2012 4:4 7 :49 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/24/2012 4:47:59 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/24/2012 4:47:59 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/24/2012 4:47:59 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/31/2012 3:15:28 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/29/2012 1:39:57 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/27/2012 3:32:35 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2012 4:36:05 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2012 4:36:05 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2012 4:36:05 PM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES

003543
12/23/2014

·~~erk Recording Web Query

2012-112085598 IMAGE

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2012 4: 14:14 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112085597 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:7/23/2012 l:51:29PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112072525 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:7/23/2012 l:51:29PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112072526 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:7/24/201212:10:27PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112072527 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/25/2012 4:15:18 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112072991 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/27/2012 2:53:05 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112073779 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:7/31/20125:09:17PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112074813 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/3/2012 2:07:29 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112076509 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/13/2012 3:27:55 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112077861 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/16/2012 9:37:20 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112081566 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/17/2012 4:15:10 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112082643 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2012 4: 14:14 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112083443 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2012 4:14:14 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112085596 IMAGE
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2012 1:51:29 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

003544
12/23/2014

Clerk Recording Web Query

2012-112072521 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112060595 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112060596 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112060597 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112061609 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112062885 !MAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112064480 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112064864 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112069555 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112070541 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112070544 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112070646 IMAGE
DIRECT:

e

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112072520 IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS
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WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2012 1:41:19 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/23/2012 1:41:19 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/18/2012 3:41:06 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/18/2012 1:55:53 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/18/2012 1:55:32 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/16/2012 10:05:48 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/3/2012 10:01:01 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DA TE REC: 7/2/2012 1: 17 :32 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/28/2012 12:36:55 PM
INDIRECT:

TED MASON SIGNATURE HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/26/2012 10:37:10 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2012 3:43:12 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY /QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2012 3 :43: 12 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2012 3:43:12 PM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES

003545
12/23/2014

~l~rk Recording Web Query

2012-112060594 IMAGE

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2012 3:43:11 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112060593 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2012 4:06:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112048882 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2012 4:06:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112048883 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2012 4:20:31 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112048884 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2012 4:20:31 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112048890 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2012 4:20:31 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112048891 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/24/2012 8:43:55 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112048892 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:5/29/2012 ll:52:24AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112049039 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/1/2012 3:35:01 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112050628 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/11/2012 4: 11 :08 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112052608 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/20/2012 3:40:32 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112055995 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2012 3:43:10 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112059653 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2012 3:43:10 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112060592 IMAGE
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/23/2012 4:06:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

003546

12/23/2014

'~!erk Recording Web Query

2012-112047248 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112040033 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-ll2040491 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112040962 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112040975 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112041209 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112041371 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112044787 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112044791 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112044792 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112046306 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112046637 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112046778 IMAGE
DIRECT:

e

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS
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WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/18/2012 2:10:21 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/17/2012 3:38:47 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/17/2012 10:33:31 AM
INDIRECT: BRUCE & ELAINE TEMPLETON
FAM TRUST

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/16/2012 3:18:15 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/11/2012 4:19:37 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/11/2012 4:19:12 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/11/2012 4:18:55 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/2/2012 2:40:22 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/2/2012 11:02: 17 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/1/2012 3:48:59 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/1/2012 3:23:32 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/30/2012 4:05:56 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/30/2012 10:46:38 AM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES

003547
12/23/2014

'Cl~rk Recording Web Query

2012-112037421
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

WRTY/QCD

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

WRTY/QCD

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

WRTY/QCD

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOCTYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

WRTY/QCD

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

WRTY/QCD

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

DATE REC: 3/23/2012

COREY BARTON HOMES
PM

MCCOLLUM MICHAEL

COREY BARTON HOMES

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 3/23/2012 2:18:02
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

AM

2: 18:02 PM

INDIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

PM

DATE REC: 3/26/2012 10:44:27
INDIRECT:

AM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DA TE REC: 4/2/2012 1: 10: 5 5
INDIRECT:

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATEREC:4/2/2012 1:57:58
INDIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 4/18/2012 10:46:07
INDIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

PM

DATE REC: 4/20/2012 12:44:53
INDIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 4/20/2012 4:29:02
INDIRECT:

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 4/23/2012 4:25:28
INDIRECT:

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 4/23/2012 4:25:28
INDIRECT:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112026353
DIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112026354
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112026825
DIRECT:

IMAGE

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 4/23/2012 4:25:28
INDIRECT:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112029834
DIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112029891
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112035696
DIRECT:

IMAGE

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

DATE REC: 4/23/2012 4:25:42
INDIRECT:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112036562
DIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112036815
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112037417
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DATE REC: 4/23/2012 4:25:42
INDIRECT:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112037418
DIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112037419
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

Page 12 of 27

DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112037420
DIRECT:

IMAGE

e

PM

COREY BARTON HOMES

003548
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2012-112026352 IMAGE

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2012 2:18:02 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112026347 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2012 3: 15:35 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112016367 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2012 3:15:35 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112016368 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:2/24/201210:56:43AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112016369 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/7/2012 3:29:15 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112016491 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/8/2012 3:29:52 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112021103 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/12/2012 3:34:36 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112021508 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/12/2012 3:34:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112022663 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/13/2012 3:26:01 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112022664 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/16/2012 4:43:31 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112023016 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2012 2:17:22 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112024276 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2012 2:17:22 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112026345 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2012 2:17:22 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112026346 !MMm

Page 13 of27

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2012 3:15:35 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

003549
12/23/2014
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2012-112016365

IMAGE

e

OOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:2/23/20123:15:20PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112016364

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/19/2012 2:03:48 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112004479

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2012 3:32:27 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112005546

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2012 3:32:27 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112006619

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2012 3:32:27 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112006620

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2012 3:32:40 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112006621

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2012 3:32:40 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112006622

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/23/2012 3:32:40 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-ll2006623

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/30/2012 12:17:59 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112006624

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/30/2012 12:18:28 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112008763

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:2/21/201211:42:14AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112008768

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2012 3:15:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-ll2015502
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/17/2012 3: 17: 17 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True
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2012-112004475 IMAGE

e

Page 15 of 27

DOCTYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/17/2012 3:09:02 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112003583 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/13/2012 11:27:51 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112002616 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY /QCD DA TE REC: 1/11/2012 11 :23 :29 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2012-112000983 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/5/2012 9:49:02 AM
REFERENCES:2011-111104776

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2012-112000612 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/3/2012 4:46:57 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111104779 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/201112:43:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111104778 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2011 12:43:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111104777 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2011 12:43:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111104776 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2011 12:43:35 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111104775 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2011 12:43:34 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111104774 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2011 12:43:34 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111104746 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2011 12:08:56 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111097875 IMAGE
DIRECT:

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/1/2011 11 :59:47 AM

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111095931

~

DOC TYPE:

INDIRECT:

WRTY/QCD

DATE REC:

COREY BARTON HOMES

11/23/2011 1:28:52 PM

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True

003551
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e

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111095930 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/4/20118:36:47 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111088686 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:ll/4/2011 ll:36:54AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111090093 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/4/2011 11 :41 :27 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111090190 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/4/201111:41:37 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111090192 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/14/20114:58:23 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111090193 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/14/2011 4:58:38 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111092983 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/15/2011 12:16:12 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111092984 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2011 12:58:09 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111093290 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2011 12:58:09 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111095919 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2011 12:58:09 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111095920 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2011 1:28:51 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111095921 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2011 1:28:51 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111095929 IMAGE
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC: 10/31/20114:03:19PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True
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2011-111088683
DIRECT:

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DOC TYPE:

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111076689
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111076690
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111076702
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111076726 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111077436
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111078887
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111082058
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111086282
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111086283
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111086284
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111087355
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111088067
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-Il1088678
DIRECT:

IMAGE

e

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

e
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WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/31/20114:02:22 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/31/2011 3:59:22 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/28/2011 4:16:15 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/27/2011 2:02:57 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/24/2011 4:58:25 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/24/20114:58:25 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/24/2011 4:58:25 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/11/2011 11:40:53 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/30/2011 10:31:23 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/26/2011 1:56:08 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2011 11 :48:59 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2011 11 :21 :57 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2011 11:08:20 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2011 11:08:20 AM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES

003553
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2011-111075779 IMAGE
DIRECT:

e

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:9/20/2011 l:17:58PM

DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111075045 IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

IMAGE

~

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/12/2011 10:51:05 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111061679

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/12/2011 2:21:07 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111065114 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/15/2011 12:23:57 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111065252 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/18/2011 4:52:56 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111065751 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2011 4:00:58 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111067052 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2011 4:00:58 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111068358 IMAGE

INDIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2011 4:00:58 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111068359 IMAGE

INDIRECT: LOY A CARL N JR ETAL
INDIRECT: PANTNER-LOY A JENNIFER L
ETAL

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/1/2011 4:15:43 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111068360

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/7/2011 9:44:44 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111071169

COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/7/2011 9:44:44 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111072075

INDIRECT:

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/16/2011 4:03:13 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111072077
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/1/2011 2:37:40 PM

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l &MAX=True

003554
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e

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111061588 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/28/2011 12:10:06 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111050829 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/1/2011 10:44:43 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111051919 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/6/2011 10:57:38 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111053217 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/6/2011 2:15:19 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111054117 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/7/2011 4:16:32 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111054194 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/8/2011 3:55:12 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111054660 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/20/2011 2:17:40 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111054993 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/22/2011 4:10:43 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111057925 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/22/20114:10:43 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111058892 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/22/2011 4:10:43 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111058893 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/25/2011 4:18:04 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111058894 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:8/l/2011 l:25:12PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111059438 IMAGE
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INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/23/2011 1:23:46 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START=l&MAX=True
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2011-111050828 IMAGE

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/23/2011 1:23:34 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111050827 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:4/22/20111:08:21 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111033692 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:4/22/2011 l:29:36PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111033693 IMAGE

INDIRECT: SOUTHFORK SUB HOA

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/22/2011 3:51:27 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111033699 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/4/2011 1:14:20 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111033838 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:5/23/2011 l:57:18PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111037108 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/26/2011 4:20:25 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111042105 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/31/2011 3:15:30 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111043388 IMAGE

INDIRECT: TREASURE VALLEY PROPERTIES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/6/2011 3 :52:4 7 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111044375 IMAGE

INDIRECT: TREASURE VALLEY PARTNERS

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/14/2011 1:46:52 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111046003 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/16/2011 12:55:00 PM
REFERENCES:2011-111048185

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111048185 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY /QCD DATE REC: 6/17/2011 3:00: 14 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2011-111048997 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DA TE REC: 6/23/2011 1:23 :21 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111049505 IMAGE

Page 20 of27

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/22/2011 1:08:09 PM

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True
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DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111024734 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2011 2:41:53 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111016417 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2011 2:42:07 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111016418 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2011 2:42:19 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111016419 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:3/2/201112:55:20PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111016420 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/3/2011 4:43:25 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111018594 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/17/2011 9:08:41 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111019178 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/22/2011 11 :46: 16 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111022916 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2011 4:07:34 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111024189 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2011 4:07:50 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111024730 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/2011 4:08:03 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111024731 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/20114:08:16 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111024732 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/23/20114:08:27 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111024733 IMAGE

Page 21 of 27

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:2/23/20112:41:39PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True
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2011-111016416 IMAGE

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY /QCD DATE REC: 2/23/2011 2:41: 19 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111014953 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/30/2010 12:33:14 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110120954 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/7/2011 3:03:51 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110123023 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/19/2011 1:21:56 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111002536 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/24/2011 12:33:10 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111006124 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/25/2011 9:59:02 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111007485 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/25/2011 9:59:28 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111007835 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/25/2011 9:59:41 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111007833 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/25/2011 10:00:16 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111007834 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/25/2011 10:00:35 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111007836 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 1/26/2011 8:27:00 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111007837 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:2/15/201112:18:48PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111008200 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 2/17/2011 10: 10:31 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2011-111014401 IMAGE

Page 22 of27

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/201011:06:57 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True
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2010-110120951 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110099234 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110102236 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110106401 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110106880 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110110542 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110110543 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110110544 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110110554 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110116157 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110116545 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110120947 IMAGE
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110120950 IMAGE
DIRECT:

e

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

Page 23 of27

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2010 11:04:38 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2010 11:04:23 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/23/2010 11:03:42 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/10/2010 2:36:19 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 12/10/2010 8:27:33 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2010 2:56:32 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2010 2:52:07 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2010 2:51:17 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/23/2010 2:50:56 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/12/2010 1:25:39 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 11/10/2010 4:20:05 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/29/2010 2:08:40 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/22/2010 11:43:19 AM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES
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2010-110099232
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110078226
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110078227
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110080871
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110087947
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110088942
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

20 I0-110088943
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110088944
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110088945
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110088946
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110098145
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110099230
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110099233
DIRECT:

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110099231
DIRECT:

IMAGE

e

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

Page 24 of27

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/22/2010 11:42:39 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/22/2010 11:42:15 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/22/2010 11:42:00 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/22/2010 11:41:56 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 10/19/2010 12:25:13 PM
INDIRECT:

WOOD RANDALL C

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2010 4:04:20 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2010 4:04: 10 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2010 4:03:58 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2010 4:03:46 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/23/2010 4:03:21 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 9/21/2010 11:47:40 AM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/31/2010 12:12:25 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2010 3:29:40 PM
INDIRECT:

COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2010 3:29:40 PM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES
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2010-110078224 IMAGE
DIRECT:

e

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2010 3:29:39 PM

DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110078223 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/3/2010 9:12:34 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110050294 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/8/2010 2:25:23 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110051218 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/16/2010 10:22:58 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110052866 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:6/21/20]0 ]]:04:42AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110055475 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/22/2010 10:39:58 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110056932 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/28/2010 I 1:14:05 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110057422 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/29/2010 9:3 I :29 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110059672 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 7/30/2010 12:07:46 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110060300 IMAGE

INDIRECT: BECKLEY BRADLEY

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/11/2010 11:33:51 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110070061 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/12/2010 12:43:44 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110074079 IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 8/23/2010 3:29:39 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110074497 IMAGE

Page 25 of27

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 6/1/2010 10:29:19 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True
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2010-110045947

IMAGE

e

Page 26 of27

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/18/2010 3:27:30 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110043750

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/12/2010 2:04:47 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110041446

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/5/2010 2:34:19 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110041191

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 5/4/2010 4:27:29 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110040061

!MAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/30/2010 2:50:56 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110039069

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 4/28/2010 3:30:54 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110032657

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:4/9/20104:21:55PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110030278

!MAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOCTYPE:WRTY/QCD DATEREC:4/5/20109:52:39AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110028031

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/29/2010 10:59:50 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS
2010-110028032

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/29/2010 10:59:01 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110026283

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/24/2010 10:36:03 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110025464

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/22/2010 9:36:54 AM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110024574

IMAGE

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

DOC TYPE: WRTY/QCD DATE REC: 3/18/2010 2:07:24 PM

DIRECT: DAS INVESTMENTS

2010-110016980
DIRECT:

IMAGE

DOC TYPE:

DAS INVESTMENTS

INDIRECT: COREY BARTON HOMES

WRTY/QCD

DATE REC:

2/25/2010 10:18:28 AM
INDIRECT:

http://helionapp/recording/Results.asp?START= 1&MAX=True

COREY BARTON HOMES
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

6

Attorneys for Plaintiff

2
3
4

~·s,a

N0·-----::=::-"2"'~::::='.+-A.M _ _ _ _F_ILI~~

DEC 2 6 2014
CHRISTOPHER 0. PIICH, Clerk
8y STACEY LAFFERTY
IW'UTY

7

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

9

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10
11
12

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
TO DISALLOW COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES
(ALL DEFENDANTS)
(IRCP 54(d)(6))

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (tka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (tka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
Defendants.

27
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PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEY'S FEES
003564

e
1

Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, by and through its counsel or record, the Eagle Law

2

Center, hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Disallow Defendants'

3

Motions and Applications for Award of Costs and Attorney's Fees. This memorandum addresses

4

each of the Applications for Award of Costs and Attorney's Fees filed by defendants TitleOne,

5

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. ("Alliance"), Fidelity National Title Company ("Fidelity"), RBC

6

Bank ("RBC"), DAS, Investments LLC ("DAS"), and Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("Corey

7

Barton"). This memorandum is supported by the previously filed affidavits of David Fogg,

8

Aaron Tribble, Mick Ysursa and Daniel Thompson.

9

10
11
12
13

I. INTRODUCTION
The defendants seek an award of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 54 and 1 l(a)(l) and Idaho Code Sections·12-120(3), 12-121 and 12-123. The
gravamen of these claims is that the lawsuit prosecuted by plaintiff involved a commercial

14

transaction which triggers the recovery of attorney's fees under section 12-120(3) and, secondly,
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

that the lawsuit was brought frivolously so as to trigger Rule 11 sanctions and section 12-123
attorney's fees. Defendants further request the severe sanction that plaintiff's counsel be held
personally liable for their attorney's fees.
A review of the facts underlying the lawsuit shows that the claims asserted against the
defendants were grounded upon a good faith belief and actual proof that serious undisputed
improprieties occurred through the unauthorized conveyance of title to property securing

22
plaintiff's deed of trust that resulted in the wrongful stripping away of plaintiff's secured interest.
23
24

As demonstrated through the supporting affidavits, plaintiff also engaged in a reasonable

25

investigation into the facts prior to filing its complaint and throughout the course of the litigation

26

which investigation justified the pursuit of the claims against all defendants. It certainly cannot

27

be said that the litigation was commenced and prosecuted for an improper purpose. Pursuing the

28
-2-
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1

recovery of damages for the loss of a secured interest in property that was stripped away through

2

what was clearly an improper, unauthorized conveyance is a reasonable and legitimate purpose.

3

As such, Rule 11 sanctions and section 12-123 fees are not appropriate. Moreover, this case

4

involves multiple issues of first impression in Idaho including the central issue that resulted in the

5
6

complete dismissal of plaintiff's claims, i.e. that plaintiff suffered no damage because the short

7

sale netted insufficient proceeds to cover the first lien so the second lien had no value and hence

8

its loss resulted in no damage to plaintiff. As will be demonstrated below, an award of attorney's

9

fees is not appropriate in a case where issues of first impression are involved.

10
11

It is undisputed that TitleOne executed a Reconveyance of Trust Deed when it was not, in
fact, the authorized trustee; it certified that it had fully paid or received satisfactory evidence of

12
payment in full of the obligation secured by the Trust Deed which was a false representation; and

13
14

it certified that it provided proper notice to plaintiff pursuant to Idaho Code section 45-1203(1)

15

when it did not, in fact, provide such notice. These are glaring improprieties that simply cannot

16

be ignored and they formed the basis of plaintiff's claims. The net result of these improper acts

17

was that plaintiff was stripped of its security interest in the property.

18

At the time that TitleOne executed the Reconveyance of Trust Deed, Alliance was the

19
authorized trustee owing duties of care to plaintiff. Alliance failed to provide plaintiff with the
20
21
22

original closing documents including the Deed of Trust and it somehow allowed that original
document to fall into the hands ofTitleOne. Subsequent to TitleOne's wrongful conveyance,

23

Alliance transferred its duties as trustee to Fidelity National. Alliance failed to offer any

24

explanation of how these acts could have occurred while it was trustee. For this reason, Alliance

25

was properly included in the lawsuit as it played a role in the wrongful stripping away of

26

plaintiff's security interest.

27
28
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1

2
3

As to RBC, it clearly knew that plaintiff was a second lien holder as reflected in the
Subordination Agreement that it required EEF to execute when it acquired its second lien
position. RBC further engaged in a short sale of the property knowing that EEF had no

4

knowledge or notice of the sale and that EEF's secured interest would be wiped out. RBC chose
5

6

this course of action rather than a judicial foreclosure which would have required notice to EEF.

7

This notice would have allowed EEF the opportunity to protect its second position in a variety of

8

ways including buying out the first position at the price DAS paid. The fact that DAS flipped the

9

property to Corey Barton a day later for a profit of more than $250,000 shows that EEF could

10

11

have salvaged some of its losses had it been given the opportunity to participate in the short sale.
Furthermore, RBC had a subornation right to any funds received by EEF. IfEEF had in fact been

12
paid in full, RBC surely would have exercised its rights and claim to the $750,000dollars.
13
14

The combination of these irregularities and improper acts orchestrated by Alliance/TitleOne

15

as the trustee of the second deed, RBC, DAS as the straw buyer and Corey Barton as the ultimate

16

purchaser would cause any reasonable attorney to form a good faith belief that the defendants

17

acted in concert to achieve their desired result. In short, to conclude that this action was filed and

18

prosecuted frivolously as defendants suggest would require this Court to ignore a substantial body

19

of undisputed evidence warranting the filing of the complaint in the first instance.
20
21

22
23

II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The following evidence was obtained by plaintiffs counsel in its investigation of the

24

potential claims to be filed against each of the named defendants in this case and through

25

discovery completed while the case was ongoing. It is submitted that this evidence provided

26

plaintiff and plaintiffs counsel with a good faith, reasonable basis for filing and pursuing the

27
claims advanced in this case and that a reasonable investigation was undertaken by plaintiff.

28
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In November 2006, EEF loaned Galiano, LLC ("Galiano") $725,500 to be used as the

2

down payment for the acquisition and development of a piece ofland in Kuna, Idaho. Affidavit

3

of Daniel Thompson, 13. To secure EEF's interest in the property, Galiano executed and

4

recorded a Deed of Trust naming EEF as beneficiary ("EEF Deed of Trust") and naming Alliance
5
6

Title as trustee. Affidavit of Edward Mason, 15; Ex C. Also in 2006 after securing the loan from

7

EEF, Galiano obtained from RBC a $6 million secured financing package with RBC's interest

8

secured by a deed of trust ("RBC Deed of Trust"). The balance of this loan was to be used for the

9

purchase and development of the property. Affidavit of Edward Mason, Ex. D. As a condition

10
11

precedent to extending credit on the property, RBC required EEF to execute and record a
Subordination Agreement putting EEF in the second secured position and making RBC's Deed

12

13
14

of Trust the superior one. Affidavit of Daniel Thompson, 13. This Subrogation Agreement also
gave RBC the right to be paid in full before EEF was paid anything in satisfaction of its lien, and

15

RBC had the right to recover from EEF any monies paid to EEF before RBC's loan was fully

16

satisfied. Significantly, the Subordination Agreement unequivocally shows that RBC knew of

17

EEF's deed of trust and second lien position. This knowledge is central to plaintiffs contention

18

that RBC knowingly went forward with the short sale to DAS without giving notice to plaintiff

19
which then implicates RBC in the concerted action to strip plaintiff of its secured interest in the
20
21

22

property.
In 2008 and 2009, several lots were sold by Galiano and EEF authorized partial releases to

23

be recorded for those lots in the subdivision. Id. at 1 4 and Ex. B. EEF never received any

24

payment on its loan and never represented to anybody that the loan was paid-in-full. Id. at 1 7.

25

On February 11, 2010, Defendant TitleOne recorded a Reconveyance of Trust Deed which is the

26

operative document at issue in this matter. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, 1 3 and Ex. A. At the

27
time it executed and recorded this document, TitleOne was not the authorized trustee so its
28
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1

actions were highly suspect and admittedly improper. This reconveyance was signed by

2

TitleOne's Heidi Emery in the performance of her job duties at TitleOne. Affidavit of Aaron J.

3

Tribble, Ex.Fat 14. The reconveyance clearly references the EEF Deed of Trust, instrument

4

number 106181859, executed on November 17, 2006, by Galiano LLC with EEF as the
5
6

beneficiary. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. A. The reconveyance clearly states that TitleOne

7

received "satisfactory evidence" of payment-in-full of the underlying obligation. Id. Heidi

8

Emery stated in her deposition that TitleOne had received the original EEF deed of trust and that

9

it is TitleOne' s standard policy to execute a full reconveyance if an original deed of trust is

10

11

received. Even though Emery certified that TitleOne had received satisfactory evidence of
payment of the underlying obligation, TitleOne admits that they have no evidence ofpayment-in-

12
full of the obligation secured by the EEF Deed of Trust other than claiming to have received the

13
14

original EEF deed of trust. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, Ex. F, at 16-18. Further, Daniel

15

Thompson, manager ofEEF, stated that he never received any communication from TitleOne

16

informing him of the reconveyance. Affidavit of Daniel Thompson, ,r 9. Knowledge of this

17

compelling and disturbing evidence provided the reasonable and good faith basis for plaintiffs

18

claims against TitleOne and it shows that plaintiff had engaged in a reasonable investigation prior

19
to the filing of the complaint in this case.
20
21

In 2012, DAS approached Mr. Mason to offer to buy the property in a short sale. RBC

22

was cooperative in DAS's efforts to obtain the property. DAS purchased the property and shortly

23

thereafter flipped it to Corey Barton Homes for a profit in excess of $250,000. Affidavit of David

24

Fogg, ,r 9. Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, C 12; Ex.Hand J. Strangely, although the property was

25

sold at a significant loss to RBC, RBC allowed Mr. Mason to retain a portion of the property for

26

himself as part of the sale.

27
During this short sale process none of the parties participating notified EEF. RBC did not
28
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1

contact EEF to inquire whether EEF was still on title. Interestingly, RBC did not contact EEF to

2

determine if EEF had received payment in satisfaction of its interest as part of the full

3

reconveyance on record. This lack of inquiry by RBC was done despite its rights of collection

4
against EEF under the subrogation agreement. These irregularities in the short sale further
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

supported plaintiff's good faith belief that the defendants had acted in concert to strip plaintiff of
its secured interest in the property.
Corey Barton Homes began selling lots with newly constructed homes. TitleOne is the
title company handling the preparation of deeds for the sales by Corey Barton Homes.
Interestingly, the deeds being prepared by TitleOne and issued by Corey Barton Homes are not
"General Warranty'' deeds but are "Special Warranty'' deeds excluding nearly all warranties of

12
title. Affidavit of Mick Ysursa, ,r,f 14-15. This evidence was considered by plaintiff to be further
13
14

proof that Corey Barton and TitleOne fully appreciated that the title Corey Barton received

15

through the short sale was defective so only special warranty deeds could be provided. Here,

16

again, is proof that the defendants acted in concert which supports plaintiff's good faith basis for

17

proceeding with the lawsuit.

18

A complete description of the work done by plaintiff's counsel in investigating the claims

19
raised in the complaint and in prosecuting the case can be gleaned from the multiple affidavits of

20
21
22

David Fogg, Aaron Tribble, Mick Ysursa and Dan Thompson submitted in support of this
motion. In short, plaintiff's counsel was informed by EEF, prior to filing suit, of the previously

23

described irregularities and improprieties surrounding TitleOne's unauthorized assumption of

24

trustee duties; the execution and recording by TitleOne of the Reconveyance of Trust Deed which

25

contained glaring problems and illegalities; the short sale (with a stipulated judgement) that went

26

forward without notice to EEF wiping out its secured interest; and the immediate flip sale from

27
DAS to Corey Barton at a substantial profit. With this information at hand, plaintiff's counsel
28
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1

immediately conducted a multi-day, multi-hour title search including each of the lots in the

2

subdivision to confirm the irregularities reported by EEF. This investigation produced the

3
4

Reconveyance of Trust Deed and it established the ongoing relationship between DAS, Corey
Barton and TitleOne. Affidavit of Mick Ysursa, ,r,r3-l l. This information further supported

5
6

plaintiff's good faith belief that the defendants were acting in concert.

7

Prior to the filing of the complaint in this case, David Fogg corresponded with the

8

defendants setting forth the facts as he knew them, outlining the theories of liability and making a

9

demand for settlement. None of the defendants responded to the letters disputing the facts as set

10

forth by Mr. Fogg or requesting any further information. In the absence of a response from

11

defendants, plaintiff had no choice but to commence suit to recover the damages it had sustained
12
by virtue of defendants' wrongful conduct.
13

14

The discovery conducted by plaintiff during the case and an explanation of why more

15

work needed to be done outside of responding to a litany of motions to dismiss and for summary

16

judgment filed by the defendants is set forth in the Affidavits of Aaron Tribble. Mr. Tribble

17

deposed many of the key witnesses in the case, engaged in written discovery with the defendants

18

and obtained information that corroborated plaintiff's understanding of the events as described

19
above. In short, plaintiff and its counsel conducted a reasonable inquiry into the facts and

20
21

proceeded with a good faith belief that the lawsuit was grounded in fact and had merit.

III.

22
23

ARGUMENT

The first section of this argument will address all of the defendants' claims for the

24

recovery of attorney's fees and costs collectively. The second section will address each

25

defendant's respective cost bill including the reasonableness and necessity of the claimed

26

attorney's fees and costs.

27

28

A. Plaintiff's Primary Claims Were Dismissed Based Upon The Court's
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Interpretation Of A Novel Legal Question So Attorney's Fees Under I.C. §12-121 Are Not

2

Appropriate.

3

In Campbell v. Ki/dew, 141 Idaho 640 (2005), the Supreme Court was presented with the

4

question of whether or not an award of attorney's fees was appropriate in a case that involved a
5
6

novel legal question or matter of first impression. In holding that section 12-121 should not be

7

applied to award attorney's fees, the Supreme Court stated: "Where a case involves a novel legal

8

question, attorney fees should not be granted under I.C. § 12-121". Graham v. State Farm Mut.

9

Auto. Ins. Co., 138 Idaho 611, 614, 67 P.3d 90, 93 (2003); Weaver v. Stafford, 134 Idaho 691,

10
11

701, 8 P.3d 1234, 1244 (2000).
In the case at bar, this Court dismissed plaintiff's primary claims against TitleOne, DAS

12
and Corey Barton on the ground that plaintiff had suffered no damage because the short sale
13
14

proceeds were insufficient to satisfy the first lien holder so the second lien holder's (plaintiff)

15

interest had no value and, hence, plaintiff suffered no damage. This argument was raised by

16

TitleOne and accepted by the Court after resorting to California caselaw as the issue had not been

17

addressed by any Idaho court. In other words, this case involved a novel legal question that was

18

answered by the Court in a manner that disposed of plaintiff's strongest claims.

19
Just as in Campbell, Graham and Weaver, this court should not grant defendant's request
20
21

22
23
24
25

for attorney's fees under I.C. § 12- 121 as it has been determined by the Supreme Court that such
an award is not appropriate.

B. The Gravamen Of This Case Is Not A Commercial Transaction So An Award Of

Attorney's Fees Under I.C. Section 12-120(3) Is Not Appropriate.
In Brower v. E.I. DuPont De Nemours and Co., 117 Idaho 780, 792 P.2d 345 (1990), the

26
Supreme Court held that an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3) is justified only
27
28

if a "commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit." Id. at 784, 792 P .2d at 349.
-9-
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The commercial transaction must be "integral to the claim" and constitute ''the basis upon which

2

the party is attempting to recover." Kelly v. Silverwood Estates, 127 Idaho 624, 631, 903 P.2d

3

1321, 1328 (1995).

4

In this case, the claims brought against the defendants arise from tortious conduct
5
6

committed by the defendants during acts that in no way involved a commercial transaction with

7

plaintiff. Specifically, the acts giving rise to liability were the unauthorized assumption of trustee

8

duties by TitleOne; the wrongful reconveyance of plaintiffs deed of trust; the improper short sale

9

followed by the immediate flip sale. None of these acts had anything to do with a commercial

10

transaction in which plaintiff was a party. Indeed, had plaintiff been a party to these commercial

11

activities, i.e. given notice, plaintiff would have been able to protect its security interest. Instead,
12
the conduct in question was solely the tortious acts committed by defendants in striping plaintiff
13
14
15

of its security interest. As such, Section 12-120(3) does not provide a statutory basis for
awarding attorney's fees to any of the defendants.

16
17
18
19

C. Plaintiff Conducted A Reasonable Investigation Prior To Filing Its Pleadings
And Had A Good Faith Basis For Proceeding With The Litigation So Sanctions In The
Form Of Attorney's Fees Are Not Warranted Under I.C. Section 12-123 or I.R.C.P. 11
(a)(l).

20
21

Idaho Code§ 12-123(2)(a) provides:

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

(2)(a) In accordance with the provisions of this section, at any time prior
to the commencement of the trial in a civil action or within twenty-one
(21) days after the entry of judgment in a civil action, the court may
award reasonable attorney's fees to any party to that action adversely
affected by frivolous conduct. LC. § 12-123.
"Conduct" under this provision means filing a civil action, asserting a
claim, defense, or other position in connection with a civil action, or
taking any other action in connection with a civil action." LC. § 12- 10 -
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123(1)(a). "Frivolous conduct" means conduct of a party or his attorney
that either: (i) " obviously serves merely to harass or maliciously injure
another party to the civil action; " or (ii) " is not supported in fact or
warranted under existing law and cannot be supported by a good faith
argument for an extension, modification, or reversal of existing law." I. C.
§ 12-123(1)(b).

2
3
4

5

Rule 11 (a)( 1) entails certification that:

6

Every pleading, motion, and other paper [filed with the court is] to the
best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable
inquiry ... well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a
good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law, and that it is not interposed for any improper purpose, such
as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost
of litigation.

7

8
9

10
11

Traditionally, a court's determination of whether to issue sanctions falls on whether an

12

attorney made a proper investigation into the facts and legal theories before signing and filing a

13

document. See Riggins v Smith, 126 Idaho 1017 at 1021(1995). The rule is not intended to chill

14

an attorney's enthusiasm or creativity in pursuing factual or legal theories. The court is expected

15

to avoid using the wisdom of hindsight and should test the signer's conduct by inquiring what was

16

reasonable to believe at the time the pleading, motion, or other paper was submitted. Thus, what

17

constitutes a reasonable inquiry may depend on such factors as how much time for investigation

18

was available to the signer; whether he had to rely on a client for information as to the facts

19

underlying the pleading, motion, or other paper; whether the pleading, motion, or other paper was

20

based on a plausible view of the law; or whether he depended on forwarding counsel or another

21

member of the bar. Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 93

22

(1991)

23

In Durrant v. Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990), the Supreme

24

Court noted that in interpreting Rule 11 the federal courts have focused on" 'an affirmative duty

25

on each attorney to conduct a reasonable inquiry into the viability of a pleading before it is

26

signed.' " (Emphasis added.) In this context, we held that ''reasonableness under the

27

circumstances, and a duty to make a reasonable inquiry prior to filing an action, is the appropriate

28
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standard to apply." Id.

2

In this case, plaintiffs counsel was informed that plaintiff had been stripped of its security

3

interest in a parcel of land through the unauthorized execution and recording of a Reconveyance

4

of Trust Deed by TitleOne. After conducting a thorough title search by plaintiffs counsel, it was

5

confirmed that TitleOne had, in fact, assumed the duties of the trustee without authorization; it

6

certified that it had received satisfactory evidence that the underlying obligation had been paid in

7

full when it clearly had not; and it further certified that it had provided plaintiff with notice of the

8

reconveyance when it had not done so. Any attorney reviewing this data would have proceeded

9

with a claim against TitleOne on these facts.

10

Plaintiffs counsel was also informed by plaintiff that the property securing his note had

11

been the subject of a short sale that was conducted by RBC, Alliance/TitleOne and DAS of which

12

no notice was provided to plaintiff. For RBC and TitleOne to complete the short sale without

13

giving notice to plaintiff as the second lien holder is truly astonishing. Here again was another

14

huge red flag that tortious conduct had taken place. It was also confirmed that immediately after

15

the short sale, DAS resold the property to Corey Barton for a substantial profit. With these facts

16

in hand, plaintiffs counsel reasonably believed that tortious conduct had been engaged in by

17

RBC, TitleOne, Alliance, DAS and Corey Barton since each party played a role in a series of

18

related actions that culminated in the stripping of plaintiffs security interest. It further appeared

19

to plaintiffs counsel that the defendants were acting in concert given the interdependence of each

20

defendant's conduct in effecting the reconveyance which allowed the short sale without plaintiffs

21

knowledge which then set up the flip sale to Corey Barton.

22

The totality of this evidence shows that plaintiff and its counsel conducted an appropriate

23

investigation and reasonably believed that the claims to be asserted in the complaint were

24

grounded in fact as is required by Rule 11. It is also true that the action was not initiated for an

25

improper purpose such as to harass or maliciously injure any of the defendants. Rather, the action

26

was instituted for the legitimate purpose of recovering damages for the loss of a valuable security

27

interest in property. For these reasons, it would be inappropriate and contrary to the purpose of

28

Rule 11 and section 12-123 to award attorney's fees against plaintiff or plaintiffs counsel.
- 12 -
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Beyond on the foregoing, any analysis of Rule 11 sanctions requires a document or

2

pleading specific review to determine if the specific pleading that was signed by an attorney

3

violates the rule. It then must be determined how much of a sanction is appropriate for that

4

particular pleading. Defendants have entirely failed to conduct such an analysis and merely go

5

with a shotgun approach which falls short of the required burden of proof. The Supreme Court

6

has held that I.R.C.P. 11 sanctions should not be applied to make a "lump-sum compensatory

7

attorney fee award." Kent v. Pence, 116 Idaho 22, (Ct.App.1989). The Kent court further stated

8

that "[i]n our view, Rule 1l(a)(l) is not a broad compensatory law. It is a court management tool.

9

The power to impose sanctions under this rule is exercised narrowly, focusing on discrete

10

pleading abuses or other types of litigative misconduct within the overall course of a lawsuit." Id.

11

at 23. The defendants have failed to provide such an analysis so their claims must fail.

12

In addition, the Court lacks the statutory authority to award fees pursuant to LC. 12-123 as

13

the 21-day statutory limit has expired. As such, any claim for fees pursuant to I.C. 12-123 is time

14

barred by Idaho law.

15
16

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that sanctions under I.C.
section 12-123 or I.R.C.P 11 are not warranted in this case.

17

D. The Fees Claimed By TitleOne Are Excessive and Unreasonable

18

Should it be determined that any of the defendants are entitled to recover attorney fees in

19

this matter, those fees must be reasonable under the circumstances.

20

"reasonable" fee is a discretionary determination for the trial court, to be guided by the criteria of

21

I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho 872, 876, (Ct.App.1991). These criteria include

22

"[t]he time and labor required," I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A), and "[a]ny other factor which the court

23

deems

24

labor actually expended by an attorney is to be considered, but it is also to be evaluated under a

25

standard of reasonableness. "A court is permitted to examine the reasonableness of the time and

26

labor expended by the attorney under I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A) and need not blindly accept the figures

27

advanced by the attorney.... An attorney cannot 'spend' his time extravagantly and expect to be

28

compensated by the party who loses at trial." Craft Wall of Idaho, Inc. v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho

appropriate

in

the

particular

case."
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704, 706 (Ct.App.1985). Hence, a court may disallow fees that were unnecessarily and

2

unreasonably incurred or that were the product of attorney "churning."

3
4

It is submitted that the following attorney fees claimed by TitleOne are excessive and

unreasonable and should therefore be reduced or stricken by the Court:

5

1. 7/10/2013 AMR DraftlettertoWendyKeenan 5.2hours $988.00

6

2. 7/23/2013 LN Perform research re taking depo in Nevada 1.2 hours $132.00

7

3. 7/24/2014 LN Research Nevada subpoena; prepare subpoena 2.2 hours $242.00

8

4. 8/19/2013 AMR Draft subpoenas (3) 1.7 hours $323.00

9

5. 8/20/2013 AMR Continue drafting subpoenas 2.8 hours $532.00

10

6. 8/21/2013 LN further research re Nevada subpoenas 1.1 hours $121.00

11

7. 8/22/2013 LN Finalize subpoenas 2.1 hours $231.00

12

8. 8/26/2013 AMR Begin draftin memo re motion to dismiss 1.5 hours $285.00

13

9. 8/27/2013 AMR Continue drafting motion to dismiss 5 hours $950

14

10. 8/28/2013 AMR Continue drafting memo re motion to dismiss 5.5 hours $1045

15

11. 8/29/2013 AMR Finish memo re motion to dismiss 3.8 hours $722.00

16

12. 9/3/2013 AMR finish drafting motion to dismiss 1.3 hours $147.00

17

13. 9/4/2013 AMR research; finish motion to dismiss and motion to quash 6 hours

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

$1140
14. 9/5/2014 AMR research re lis pendens; draft memoranda re motions to dismiss and
to quash 7.5 hours $1425.00
15. 9/6/2013 AMR

Office conf with TD; finalize motion to dismiss/quash 2.5 hours

$475
16. 10/17/2013 AMR Review opposing counsel memo in opposition to motion to dismiss
and quash; conduct research and begin drafting reply; 8.5 hours $1615.00

25

17. 10/18/2013 AMR Continue drafting reply 8.2 hours $1558

26

18. 10/18/2013 LN prepare affidavits of Reed /McFadden and exhibits 7.1 hours $781

27

19. 10/20/2014 AMR Prepare motion to dismiss argument 3.9 hours $741.00

28

20. 10/21/2013 AMR prepare for and attend hearing 3.2 hours $608
- 14 -
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21. 10/21/2013 TED Attend motion to dismiss argument, etc 1.8 hours $423.00

2

22. 1/22/2104 AMR Review motion to amend; prepare response 5.2 hours $1222.00

3

23. 1/23/2014 AMR Continue drafting reply memo 8.5 hours $1997.50

4

24. 6/24/2014 AMR Begin drafting motion for summary judgment 4.2 hours $987

5

25. 6/26/2014 AMR continue drafting summary judgment 3 hours $705

6

26. 6/28/2014 AMR Continue drafting summary judgment 3.1 hours 728.50

7

27. 6/29/2014 AMR Continue drafting summary judgment 5 hours $117 5

8

28. 6/30/2014 AMR Continue drafting summary judgment motion 4.3 hours $1010.50

9

29. 8/28.2014 AMR Draft tortious interference section to opposition memo 11.5 hours

10

$2702.50

11

A review of TitleOne's invoicing reveals excessive time spent on routine tasks and

12

churning of the file with three or four attorneys engaging in interoffice conferencing and

13

duplication of work. It is submitted that attorney's fees in excess of $100,000 for taking this case

14

through summary judgment is unreasonable and said amount should be reduced accordingly.

15
16

IV. CONCLUSION

17

While the defendants claim that this action was brought without an investigation or proper

18

purpose, the fact remains that no one disputes that plaintiffs secured interest was wrongfully

19

stripped from it through a series of actions engaged in by the defendants. To say that plaintiffs

20

claims are frivolous and prosecuted without justification ignores substantial evidence of the

21

defendants' collective wrongdoing. Plaintiff proceeded after a reasonable investigation and in

22

good faith with the claims that were asserted against each of the defendants. Those claims were

23

lost as a result of the Court's assessment of a novel legal issue. As such, attorney's fees should

24

not be awarded in this case and sanctions are wholly inappropriate.

25
26
27
28
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Dated: December

Zb-1L ,2014
Respectfully Submitted,

3
4

By:

112·12-~

5

Aaron J. Tribble

6

Attorney for Plaintiffs

7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X,
unknown individuals and/or 'companies,
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second page of Exhibit A is missing. All other portions of the affidavit are the same.
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Dan Thompson being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter, I am an individual over the age of eighteen and am

competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State ofldaho and have personal lmowledge of the facts
set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to the best of my lmowledge and belief.
2. For the past 18 months I have sought resolution from the Defendants regarding the loss of my real property

rights and secure jnterest, attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of a summary of my understanding
of the defendants that I provided the Eagle Law Center in or about March 2013.

3. My company is Eagle Equity Fund (''EQ"). I am the managing member.
4. During October 2006 EQ lent money to Galliano (now Walnut Creek) subdivision in Kuna, which was at

the time being developed by Ted Mason (''Mason"). The loan was for $700,000. This was done as a second note.
The primary lender was RBC out of Canada. My funds were used as the down payment to secure the RBC note.
5. Galliano property developed home lots, Each lot sale required EQ to sign off and reconvey that particular

lot. EQ signed one each time a lot was sold. This was done regularly as lots were sold from 2007 to 2011.
6. In 2010 Mason was having financial difficulties, due to the market down turn of 2008. In 2012 Mason

ended up sho1t selling this property to DAS, LLC ("DAS") who inunediately sold it to Corey Barton for a
substantial profit.
7. I became aware ~f the short sale and TitleOne's role only after the fact. The original title work was done
by Alliance Title, Although requested Alliance Title was never able to procure the original Title or Title Insurance

documents that were issued at the time the original money was loaned. It appears that TitleOne took it upon
themselves to stdp away my interest and convey all subsequent titles via a special warranty deed as the original

was not located. This is still the case.
8. EQ was never notified of the short sell or of any title problems by any of the defendants. There was never
a letter issued, notification, or communication from Alliance or TitleOne, or any other title company. In March
of2010 TitleOne signed a document stating that EQ's lien was completely satisfied and then reconveyed the title

.Amended Affidavit of Dan Thompson in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Defendants' Motions for Fees and Costs
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held by EQ. EQ never signed any document stating that the loan was satisfied, was unaware that Alliance was
no longer acting as the trustee, and was never paid for its secure interest.

9. To date neither Alliance nor TitleOne can locate any documents reflecting how or why TitleOne was able
to reconvey the property. Alliance now conveniently claims that the original documents must have been destroyed
when the reconveyance occurred.
10. EQ would have been interested in buying out the first position at the terms offered DAS, and would have
even paid more to protect its interests. There was never an intent to simply let the property go.
11. Even after TitleOnehad fully conveyed the property EQ continued to sign lot releases, which further aided
Alliance and TitleOne's cover up. There was no way for EQ to lmow that there was anything wrong as EQ
continued to sign lot releases, as mentioned, even after the short sell (done in March 2010). Nothing had changed.
EQ signed each release and assumed Mason was making headway in selling lots.
12. In 2013 EQ called Mason to get an update. That is when Mason said the property was short sold to DAS

in March of 2010. EQ asked why it was not notified. Mason had no idea, and assumed EQ was kept informed all
along and that EQ lmew everything that was going on. Mason assured EQ that at every conversation h~ reminded
the Title company and lender ofEQ's position.
13. With this new infonnation EQ immediately confronted TitleOne. TitleOne in somewhat of a panic agreed
to a meeting. EQ subsequently met with the owner/President of TitleOne, their attorney, Cameron McFadden,
and Mason. At that meeting Cameron McFadden (attorney) admitted that Title One did in fact sign a document
stating that EQ was fully satisfiedj that TitleOne did not lmow why they signed it, that TitleOne could not verify
who authorized the document to be signed, that TitleOne could not document why their affidavit was signed
without EQ being notified, and in fact been satisfied, and that TitleOne could not prove that EQ was ever notified.
14. Also, during this meeting TitleOne said they were in error and negligent, However, due to the property
values at the time, they felt that EQ would not have been able to recoup its investment after the primary Iienholder
was paid, based on the then current prices and the original loan by RBC. The new outcome was that since EQ's

value was down, TitleOne had no liability at all.
Amended Affidavit of Dan Thompson in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Defendants' Motions for Fees and Costs
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15. EQ believes the property's value, under these circwnstances was irrelevant. It was not the defendants'
prerogative to determine what EQ could or could not have done with its position, That was the property rights of
the lienholder. The defendants stripped away ALL ofEQ's rights.
16. Neither Alliance nor TitleOne notified EQ of any title issues or adverse action taken against EQ' s interest.
There never was a foreclosure nor any other action taken that would have tipped EQ off. In fact the continued
request for partial reconveyances operated to continuly mislead EQ regarding the status of the property.
17. Furthennore, the defendants circumvented any opportunity for EQ to negotiate with and potentially buy
out the first lienholder or to work with the first lender for some sort of work-out.
18. In all, the defendants completely circumvented the purpose for Title and Liens. Defendants placed
themselves in a position to detennine who can remain on a Title and who can't without regard for rights, interest,
or any other lawful due process. Defendants now claim that so long as the property values are depressed there is
no consequence should a bank or title company knowingly remove an individual from title and certify such in an
affidavit even if such certification is fraudulent. The fact that Alliance could lose documents and TitleOne could
sign an affidavit swearing that EQ was satisfied is unbelievable. TitleOne has the freedom to pick and choose
other properties in Idaho to strip owners rights from. The consumers and those who rely on title companies to
protect their property rights are in jeopardy of losing their properties.
19. The very foundation of the titles would be suspect and could cause tremendous concern if these issues are
not litigated. EQ understands that as a second lienholder there was always the right to buy out the first position
rather than lose the property.
20. EQ would have been happy to negotiate with RBC and could have made significant progress by buying

On:1:;;s

out the first position for what it sold for - and even more. Without EQ receiving a letter, email, phone call, or any
other communication h~w was EQ supposed to know that Title

and tiUe1

"'Dan Thompson
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this j±!2 day ofBee&nbeF, 2014,
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Notes regarcli~g G'alltano on Mach 20, 2013
On November 141 '2006. BEFloaned Ted Mason (Galllano) -$725,500 in a·seccmd
position ti'.l RBC (Royal Bank-of Canada),
BEF took a deed ·of trust as collatefa.l. EEF i;tlso had Ted Mason's personal guarantee.
·At the tlme Ted had· a.substantial lncome and net worth.
·rhe loan was to be :for :Zessthan. a year .at a 25% Interest rate.
When the contriict was initiatec:l Ted Mason was ·Selling a signfficant amount of
properties that he had built. One of the most.respe.cted b.uifders· in the area.
The markets w.er.e moVing quickf:y and as per the previou.s y~a:rs experience this
pl'operty·shou'ld move fast.
Being ht second .p·o·sition, EEF had t.o .si:gn -off on every lot s·o]d and release our Jien.
The company that handled th~ lot releases w.as Fidelity Land and Title.
Ted Mason was to sell a certain perce~tage·ofthe iots to ~atisfy RBC, then the
.remaining·lots and lm.1ld job~ would pay offEEF.
Twn tp.ipgs change.dthe. o.utcom.e·signlflcantly.
0

1. The markets turned soul" ~)most ovet ri'ig_ht. Lending tightened up,_pr.ices
dropped> and housing came to a ne.ar standstiH as welJ as lot values qec;lining.
2. ln-adclition to the housing market the city of Kuna,. where .Gailiano istput in a
new water/sewer ~ystem and assessed every-landowner in the· dtya "tax"
for the sy.stem. This added roughly $10)000 additional co~t to every lot in
GalUano. As a side note the mayor and dty council were/~re being sued for
this:

Between, p11ce dtops, market stagnation, ttnd now this new tax by the cJty, G.alltano
conld not sell the lots at t:he prices they estimated, The pr.lees p}um:meted. Ted
Mason was under pressure by RBC to sell th~ lots quickly.

Ted and I met several times discussing th~ situation. H~ recognized the pe1·sonal
guarantee and was/i$ ·,omlnitted to fulfilli~g that.obligation.
RBC was trying to be. patient with Ted and letting the mar~ets recover, but ·Ted
could no longer selJ the lots Jor ~my.where neat· the asking price,
In.Marth (2011) Ted.and I met and he said that RBC would likely be. doing
somethlng with the property and that he would.keep li'Je. infor1ned.

I

·i

I

!

To this dayt EEF has nev.er notified oi' had arty indieation ofRBC foreclosingl

iI·

Throughout the ,year Ted and rcommunic:atedr but still no official word. !I.had not
signed a lot rele.ase'for qui'te some time. From what 'I'.ed told m"e·Tl)ost'landowners
were involved wJ tli a law suit against the city of Kun:a and so· lo.ts were no~ selling.

I called Ted on March 18, 2013 to get an update, He came into my office on the 19th
and updated me. He said that RBC had sold to another co.mpall-Y with the acronym
: . ·; :EXHIBIT': ... ;

1··. ·_.A·-·: . ::,;.
,'
o 'I

: .'.... '. '
I

O

\ o

: :r
O

O

o, o

O

;~•.' · ·
I

..!. ' ~
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RElT and that he signed over the d~ed ov~r a,yea·r agp. He S.aid they did not
foreclose. he just signed over the deed to them.
I asked h.imwhy Pd never heard·a)lything and he just a~sumed that RBC/RElT had
notified EHF. That was not the case; He-also .said he told RBC/REtr .that there was a
znd mortgage holder and they told .him that they would work with EEF to satisfy our
Hen.
I imniediateJy aalled. Fidelity Land and Title. to see what was. going on. i sp·oke with
Lymt.Datling; She.said.they.no loi:iger handled tllatproperty,·but would.do s<;>m.e
checking and get back to me,.

Later that day; March 19, 201-3i she produced a document.signed QY. Heidi Emery of
Title. One, releasing my lien and reaonve}'ing the prop.erty. U1 that document it
indicate.cl th!:! EEF had been satisfied .
What wa.s completely shocking is that is was dated Jali 25, :2010. All thfs·is going·on
behind the scenes and EEF is liO't even so much .as· notified. I had wondered why I
had not been asked .to sign any lot rel.ea~es and found out that-the property was
deeded back to the RBC./REIT unbeknown.st to EEF.

rcalled Title One, they sald they would do some resea,rch.and see what was ·going
on. Heidi .Emety finally got bat;k to r:ne s~1gges.tirrn that I ~ontact my-attorney, as.
th·e.re wa~ nothing more they could do.
Heidi also indicated that l ·qould Gonta~t their attorney, Cameron McFadden for
further question$. 947-1540.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

10

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

11
12
13

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Plaintiffs,
CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMP ANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and
JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
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Defendants.

25
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27
28

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss.
)
County of Ada
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1
2

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, TITLEONE CORPORATION, ALLIANCE

3

TITLE & ESCROW CORP., RBC BANK, DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, COREY BARTON

4

HOMES, INC., AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY OF RECORD, THOMAS DVORAK,

5

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP, DAVID M. PENNY, MICHAEL E. BALDNER, DAVID T.
6
7

KRUECK AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.

8

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

9

1. The above-named Appellant appeal against the above-named Respondents, TitleOne

10

Corporation (TitleOne), Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. (Alliance), RBC Bank (RBC), DAS

11
12

Investments, LLC (DAS), and Corey Barton Homes, Inc. (Corey Barton) to the Idaho Supreme
Court from the following decisions and Orders in the above-referenced action, the Honorable

13
Ronald J. Wilper and the Honorable Jason D. Scott presiding:
14
15

a) Judgment dated, December 1, 2014

16

b) Order Denying Motion to Reconsider, dated November 13, 2014

17

c) Memorandum and Decision and Order Granting Defendant Corey Barton

18

Homes, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiffs Motion

19

to Amend, dated October 24, 2014

20
d) Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, orally pronounced at the
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Hearing held on October 22, 2014
e) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant TitleOne Corporation's
Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September 19, 2014

f) Order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend and Motion to Reconsider orally
pronounced at the Hearing held on September 18, 2014
g) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant RBC Real Estate

28
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1

Finance, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 21, 2014

2

h) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant DAS Investment,

3

LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 20, 2014

4

i) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Alliance Title &
5
Escrow Corp.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 9, 2014

6

j) Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated February 26,

7

2014

8
9

k) Order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, orally pronounced at the Hearing

10

held on January 30, 2014

11

1) Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated December 2,

12
2013
13
14

2. Appellants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the Judgment and

15

Orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule

16

1 l(a)(l).

17

3.

18

Appellants provide the following preliminary statement on appeal, which the

Appellants intend to assert in the appeal. This preliminary statement, however, provides only

19
preliminary issues and shall in no way prevent the Appellants from asserting other issues on
20
21

appeal. The preliminary issues on appeal are: Did the District Court err in granting each of the

22

defendants' respective Motions for Summary Judgment and in denying various motions filed by

23

Plaintiff?

24
25
26

a) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issue of fact existed such
that Plaintiffs claim of negligence against Alliance should be dismissed?
b) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed

27
such that Plaintiffs claims against TitleOne should be dismissed?

28
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2
3

c) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed
such that Plaintiffs claims against DAS should be dismissed?
d) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed

4

such that Plaintiff's claims against RBC should be dismissed?
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

e) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed
such that Plaintiff's claims against Corey Barton should be dismissed?
f) Did the District Court err in denying Plaintiff's I.R.C.P. 56(f) Continuance in
connection with each of the defendant's Motions for Summary Judgment?
g) Did the District Court err in determining that there was no evidence that the short
sale was an "irregular transaction"?

12
h) Did the District Court err in determining the Shelter Rule applies to Corey Barton
13
14
15
16
17
18

Homes, LLC?
i) Did the District Court err in determining Das Investments, LLC is a "bona fide
purchaser"?
j) Did the District Court err in determining that TitleOne's reconveyance of EEF's
deed of trust substantially complied with LC. 45-1203(3)?

19
k) Did the District Court err in determining that Das Investments, LLC had no actual

20
21

or constructive knowledge ofEEF's claimed lienholder status?

22

1) Did the District Court err in determining that EEF suffered no actual damage due

23

to the improper reconveyance of its deed of trust thereby negating all of EEF's

24

causes of action as to all defendants?

25
26

m) Did the District Court err in denying EEF's claim for nominal damages?
n) Did the District Court err in determining the statute of limitations under Idaho

27
Code 5-218(1) applies to claims against TitleOne?
28
-4-
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1

o) Did the District Court err in denying Plaintiffs motion to reconsider the granting

2

of Defendant TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment?

3

p) Did the District Court err in denying EEF's motion to amend its complaint to

4

include a Quiet Title action against Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.?
5
q) Did the District Court err in vacating the lis pendens?

6
7

4. Various Oral arguments were held as part of the above appealed decisions and orders.

8

The Appellants request the Court Reporter transcripts from the following hearings be included in

9

the record:

10
11

12

a) District Court Hearing: Motion to Dismiss Complaint and Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens held October 21, 2013 at 11:00 AM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell
b) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held January 30, 2014 at
2:30 PM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell

13
14
15
16

17

c) District Court Hearing: Motion Preliminary Injunction Against Corey Barton
Homes Inc. held April 21, 2014 at 4:00 PM, Court Reporter Nicole Julson
d) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held April 28, 2014 at 3:00
PM, Court Reporter Nicole Julson
e) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held May 12, 2014 at 3:00
PM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

f) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held May 20, 2014 at 4:00
PM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell

g) District Court Hearing: Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, held June 2, 2014 at 3:30
PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
h) District Court Hearing: Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order, held June 17, 2014
at 4:00 PM, Court Reporter: Unknown
i) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment, held September 18, 2014
at 3 :00 PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
j) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held October 22, 2014 at
3 :00 PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
k) District Court Hearing: Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b)
Judgment and Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, held November 26,
2014 at 3:00 PM, Court Reporter: Unknown

-5-
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1

2
3

5. Appellants request the following documents to be included in the Clerk's Record, in
addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:

4

1.

Notice of Lis Pendens, dated June 5, 2013

2.

Amended Notice of Lis Pendens, dated August 26, 2013

7

3.

Second Amended Notice Of Lis Pendens, dated August 26, 2013

8

4.

Answer by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp (Mollerup for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp),

5
6

9

10
11

dated September 4, 2013

5.

Titleone Corp's Motion to Dismiss Pit's Complaint, dated September 6, 2013

6.

Titleone Corp's Memorandum in support Motion to Dismiss Pit's Complaint, dated

12
September 6, 2013
13

14
15

7.

Titleone Corp's Motion to Quash Pit's Lis Pendens, dated September 6, 2013

8.

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan In Support OfTitleone Corp's Motion to Quash Pit's Lis
Pendens, dated September 6, 2013

16
17

9.

18

Titleones Corp's Memorandum inSupport of Motion to Quash Pit's Lis Pendens, dated
September 6, 2013

19
10.

Memorandum in Support of Limited Joinder in Motion to Dismiss, dated October 8, 2013

11.

Response To Defendants Titleone Fideltity And Chicago's Motions To Dismiss, dated

20
21

October 15, 2013

22
23

12.

Notice Of Motion And Motion To Amend And Supplement, dated October 15, 2013

24

13.

Memorandum In Support Of Motion, dated October 15, 2013

25

14.

Affidavit In Support Of Motion, dated October 15, 2013

15.

Response To Defendant Titleone's Motion To Quash Lis Pendens, dated October 15, 2013

26

27
28
-6-
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1

16.

2

Titleone Corporations Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Dismiss and Motion
to Quash And Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend, dated

3

October 18, 2013

4

17.

Affidavit Of Angela Reed In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Complaint,

5
dated October 18, 2013

6
7

18.

Pendens, dated October 18, 2013

8
9

19.

10

11

Affidavit Of Core Barton In Support OfTitleone Corporations Motion To Quash Lis

Second Affidavit Of Cameron McFaddan In Support OfTitleone Corporations Motion To
Dismiss And Motion To Quash, dated October 18, 2013

20.

Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss, dated October 18, 2013

21.

Supplemental Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Response To Titleone's motion To Quash,

12
13
dated October 21, 2013

14
15

22.

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble, dated October 21, 2013

16

23.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated December 2, 2013

17

24.

First Amended Complaint Filed, dated December 10, 2013

25.

Third Amended Notice Of Lis Pendens, dated December 10, 2013

26.

Judgment, dated December 19, 2013

27.

Titleone Corporations Answer To First Amended Complaint (Dvorak For Titleone

18
19
20
21

Corporation), dated December 19, 2013

22

23

28.

24
25
26

Answer to First Amended Complaint by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp, dated December
20,2013

29.

Titleone Corporations Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 2, 2014

30.

Titleone Corporations Renewed Motion To Quash Plaintiffs Lis Pendens, dated January 2,

27
2014
28
-7-
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1

31.

2
3

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment and In Support Of Renewed
Motion To Quash Lis Pendens, dated January 2, 2014

32.

Affidavit In Support Of Motion, dated January 2, 2014

33.

Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees, dated January 2, 2014

34.

Affidavit In Support Of Memorandum, dated January 2, 2014

7

35.

Application For Award Of Costs And Attorney Fees, dated January 2, 2014

8

36.

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 3, 2014

9

37.

Affidavit Of Richard W Mollerup In Support Of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion

4
5
6

10

For Summary Judgment, dated January 3, 2014 Memorandum In Support Of alliance Title

11

& Escrow Corp's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 3, 2014

12
38.

Erratum, dated January 3, 2014

39.

Objection to Alliance Title and Escrow's Motion for Summary Judgment and Request to

13
14

Vacate an Reschedule Hearing

15

, dated January 16, 2014

16

40.

Response to Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 16, 2014

17

41.

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Response to Motion, dated January 16, 2014

42.

Motion to Disallow Costs, dated January 16, 2014

43.

Memorandum in Support of Motion, dated January 16, 2014

44.

Notice Of Hearing l.30.14@230PM, dated January 16, 2014

22

45.

Motion to Amend, dated January 16, 2014

23

46.

Memorandum in Support of Motion, dated January 16, 2014

24

47.

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion, dated January 16, 2014

25

48.

Order Substituting Parties, dated January 23, 2014

49.

Reply Memorandum in Support ofTitleones Corporations Motion for Summary

18
19
20
21

26
27

Judgment, dated January 23, 2014

28
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1

50.

2
3

Titleone Corporations Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, dated
January 23, 2014

51.

Titleone Corporations Response in Opposition to Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees,

4

dated January 23, 2014
5
6

52.

53.

9

10

, dated January 23,

2014

7

8

Response To Titleones Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens

Reply Memorandum in Support of Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated January
24,2014

54.

Reply In Support of Motion to Disallow Costs, dated January 27, 2014

55.

Reply In Support Of Motion To Amend, dated January 28, 2014

56.

Reply In Support Of Motion To Amend, dated January 28, 2014

57.

Second Amended Complaint, dated February 6, 2014

15

58.

Revised Second Amended Complaint, dated February 11, 2014

16

59.

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.'s Answer To Revised Second Amended Complaint And

11
12
13
14

17
18

Demand For Jury Trial (Penny for RBC Real Estate), dated February 14, 2014
60.

Titleone Corporation's Answer to Revised Second Amended Complaint, datedFebruary

19
14,2014
20
21

22

61.

Motion For Permission To Appeal, dated February 18, 2014

62.

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Permission To Appeal
2014

23
24

63.

25
26

, dated February 18,

Answern by Alliance Title and Escrow Corp to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint,
dated February 18, 2014

64.

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Permission To Appeal

27
datedFebruary 20, 2014
28
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1

65.

Order Denying Motion for Permission to Appeal, dated February 26, 2014

2

66.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated February 26, 2014

67.

Answer to Revised Second Amended Complaint by Das Investments LLC, dated March 3,

3
4

2014

5
6

68.

Corp's Motion for Summery Judgment, dated March 31, 2014

7

8

69.

9

10

Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow

Supplemental Memorandum In support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for
Summary Judgment, dated March 31, 2014

70.

11

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Preliminary Injuction Against
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., dated April 14, 2014

12
71.

Plaintiffs Response to Alliance's Motion for Summery Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

72.

Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to

13
14
15

Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated April

16

14,2014

17

73.

18

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Support of Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to
Defendant Allilance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated April

19
14,2014
20
21

22

74.

Das Investments LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment

75.

Declaration of Scott Tschirgi in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

23
24

76.

25
26

, dated April 14, 2014

Declaration of Timothy WW. Eck in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for
Summary Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

77.

Declaration of Chad M. Nicholsonin Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for

27
Summary Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

28
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1

78.

2
3

•

Declaration of Travis J. Stroud in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

79.

Memorandum in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment,

4

dated April 14, 2014
5
6

80.

Summary Judgment, dated April 17, 2014

7
8

81.

9

10

Affidavit of Robin Aberasturi in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated April 17, 2014

82.

11

Reply Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 17, 2014

12
83.

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

84.

Affidavit of David M. Penny in Support ofRBC Real Estate Finance Inc's Motion for

13
14

Summary Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

15

16

85.

17
18

Affidavit of Daniel Reid in Support ofRBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion for
Summary Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

86.

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary

19
Judgment

, dated April 21, 2014

20
87.

Response To Das Investments' Motion For Summary Judgment

22

88.

Affidavit of Edward J Mason, dated May 5, 2014

23

89.

Declaration of Chad M Nicolson in Opposition to Plaintiffs Request for Continuance,

21

24
25

, dated April 28, 2014

dated May 5, 2014
90.

26

Reply Memorandum in Support of Das Investments LLCs Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated May 5, 2014

27
91.

Response to RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 6, 2014

28
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1

92.

2
3

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Plaintiffs Response to RBC's Motion for
Summary Judgment, dated May 6, 2014

93.

Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion for Preliminary Injunction against Def. CBH, dated May

4

8,2014
5
6

94.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 's
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 9, 2014

7

8

95.

Stipulation for Dismissal and Entry of Judgment, dated May 12, 2014

9

96.

Reply Memorandum In Support OfRBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Summary

10
11

Judgment, dated May 13, 2014

97.

Declaration Of Timothy W Eck In Support OfRBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For

12
Summary Judgment, dated May 13, 2014
13
14

98.

dated May 13, 2014

15

16

99.

17
18

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For Costs And Attorney's Fees And Sanctions,

Affidavit Of Richard W Mollerup In Support Of Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp's Motion For Costs And Attorney's Fees And Sanctions, dated May 13, 2014

100.

Memorandum In Support Of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For Costs And

19
Attorney's Fees And Sanctions, dated May 13, 2014
20
21

101.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'S Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated May 19,
2014

22
23

102.

Memorandum in Support of Motion, dated May 19, 2014

24

103.

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan, dated May 19, 2014

25

104.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant DAS Investments, LLC's Motion

26

for Summary Judgment, dated May 20, 2014

27
28
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1

105.

2
3

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.'s
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 21, 2014

106.

Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order, dated May 27, 2014

107.

Affidavit in Response to Corey Bartons Motion for Quash Lis Pendens, dated

4

May

5
27,2014

6

7

108.

Response to Corey Bartons Motion for Quash Lis Pendens, dated May 27, 2014

8

109.

Objection to Defendants Alliance Motion for Costs and Attorneys Fees and Sanctions,

9

10

dated May 27, 2014
110.

11

Procedural Order Regarding Applications for Costs and Attorney Fees, dated

May

29,2014

12
111.

RBS Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees, dated

May

13
30,2014

14
15

112.

Costs and Attorney's Fees, dated May 30, 2014

16
17
18

Affidavit of David M Penny in Support of RBS Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Motion for

113.

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion, dated May 30, 2014

114.

RBC Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees, dated May

19
30,2014
20
21

115.

Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated June 4, 2014

22
23

116.

24
25
26

Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s

Objection To Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Ines Motion For Costs & Attorney
Fees, dated June 6, 2014

117.,

Scheduling Order, dated June 20, 2014

118.

Answer To Revised Second Amended Complaint (Lamer for Edward J Mason and

27
Galiano LLC), dated June 27, 2014

28
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119.

TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion For Summary Judgment, dated July 1, 2014

2

120.

Affidavit Of Angela M Reed In Support OfTitleOne Corporation's Second Motion For

3

Summary Judgment, dated July 1, 2014

4

121.

Second Affidavit Of Edward J Mason, dated July 1, 2014

122.

TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment,

5
6

dated July 1, 2014

7

8

123.

Affidavit os Aaron J. Tribble, dated August 8, 2014

9

124.

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson, dated August 8, 2014

125.

Affidavit of Edward Mason, dated August 8, 2014

126.

Response to Defendant Titleone's Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated August

10
11
12

8,2014
13
14

127.

Reply in Support ofTitleone Corporations Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
August 29, 2014

15
16

128.

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion, dated September 4, 2014

17

129.

Motion To Reconsider, dated September 4, 2014

130.

Memorandum In Support of Motion To Reconsider, dated September 4, 2014

131.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend, dated September 4, 2014

132.

Motion to Amend, dated September 4, 2014

22

133.

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion To Reconsider, dated September 11, 2014

23

134.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September

18
19
20
21

24
25
26

11, 2014
135.

Declaration of Corey Barton in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion
for Summary Judgment, dated September 11, 2014

27
28
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136.

2
3

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated September 11, 2014

137.

Reply In Support Of Motion To Reconsider, dated September 16, 2014

138.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Second

4
5
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September 19, 2014

6
7

139.

Corporation Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated October 2, 2014

8
9

Motion to Reconsider: Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendants Titleone

140.

10

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider: Memorandum Decision and Order
Granting Defendants Titleone Corporation Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated

11

October 2, 2014

12
141.

Response To Defendant Corey Barton's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated October 8,

13
2014

14
15

142.

Affidavit Of Aaron J Tribble, dated October 8, 2014

16

143.

Reply To Plaintiffs Response To Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc's Motion For

17
18

Summary Judgment, dated October 15, 2014
144.

Memorandum in Reply to Titleones Memorandum in Opposition to Eagle Equitys Motion

19
to Reconsider Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Titleone
20
Corporations Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated October 21, 2014

21

22

145.

2014

23
24
25
26

Memorandum in Opposition to Eagle Equitys Motion to Reconsider, dated October 22,

146.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. 's
Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, dated October
24,2014

27
28
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147.

2
3

Titleone Corporation's Second Renewed Motion to Quash Plaintiff's Lis Pendens, dated
November 5, 2014

148.

Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment, dated November 5, 2014

149.

Memorandum in Support ofTitleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b)

4

5

Judgment and Memorandum in Support of Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis

6

Pendens, dated November 5, 2014

7

8

150.

9

10
11

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Joinder In Titleone Corporation's Motion For Issuance Of
Judgment, dated November 7, 2014

151.

Affidavit of Mick Ysursa in Support of Motion to Reconsider, dated November 7, 2014

152.

Motion to Reconsider, dated November 7, 2014

153.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider, dated November 7, 2014

154.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Joinder in Defendant Titleone Corperation's

12
13
14
15

Motion for Issuance of 54(B) Judgment and Second Renewed Motion to Quach Plaintiffs'

16

Lis Pendens, dated November 12, 2014

17

155.

18

DAS Investments LLCs Joinder in Titleone's Motion for Issuance of 54(B) Judgment,
dated November 12, 2014

19
156.

Alliance Title & Escrow Corps Joinder in Titleone Corporations Motion for Issuance of

20
Judgment, dated November 13, 2014

21

22

157.

Order Denying Motion to Reconsider, dated November 13, 2014

23

158.

Response to Titleone's Motion for Issuance of 54(B) Cert and Motion to Quash Lis

24
25
26

Pendens, dated November 19, 2014
159.

Reply Memorandum in Support of Titleone Corporations Motion for Issuance of 54(b)
Judgment and Reply Memorandum in Support of Second Renewed Motion to Quash

27
Lispendens, dated November 24, 2014
28
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160.

Memorandum Decision and Order, dated December 1, 2014

2

161.

Judgment, dated December 1, 2014

162.

Titleone's Second Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees and Titleone's

3
4

Motion for an Award of Attorneys Fees Pursuant to Section 12-123, dated December 15,
5
2014

6
7

163.

December 15, 2014

8
9

10

Second Affidavit of Thomas E Dvorak in Support of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, dated

164.

Titileone's Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, dated December 15, 2014

165.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs, dated

11

December 15, 2014

12
166.

Affidavit of David T. Krueck in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion

13
for Attorney's Fees and Costs, dated December 15, 2014

14
15

167.

Attorney's Fees and Costs, dated December 15, 2014

16
17

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Motion for

168.

18

DAS' Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys Fees and DAS' Motion for Award of
Attorney Fees and Otherwise, dated December 15, 2014

19
169.

Motion To Disallow Defendant Alliance's Motion For Costs, Attorney Fees And

20
Sanctions, dated December 15, 2014

21

22

170.

For Fees, dated December 15, 2014

23
24

171.

25
26

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendants' Motion

Affidavit Of David M. Fogg In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Alliance)
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

172.

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's

27
(Alliance) Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014
28
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1

173.

2
3

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's
(Alliance) Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

174.

Motion To Disallow Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Costs And

4
Attorney Fees, dated December 15, 2014
5
6

175.

For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

7
8

176.

9

10

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's Motion

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC)
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

177.

11

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC)
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

12
178.

Affidavit Of David M. Fogg In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC)

13
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

14
15

179.

Attorney Fees, dated December 15, 2014

16
17
18

Affidavit of Mike Baldner in Support of Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and

180.

Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and Attorneys Fees, dated December 15, 2014

181.

Motion To Disallow Defendant Titleone's Second Application For Award of Costs & Fees

19
And Titleone's Motion For An Award of Attorneys' Fees Pursuant To Section 12-123,
20
dated December 23, 2014

21
22

182.

Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014

23
24

183.

25
26

Affidavit Of David M Fogg In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's
(TitleOne) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014

184.

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's

27
(TitleOne) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014
28
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1

185.

2
3

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)
Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014

186.

Motion To Disallow Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc's Motion For Attorney's Fees &

4

Costs, dated December 26, 2014
5
6

187.

Das' Motion For Award Of Attorney Fees Pursuant To Idaho Code Section 12-123 And

7

Otherwise, dated December 26, 2014

8

9

188.

10

11

Motion To Disallow Defendant Das' Motion For Award Of Costs & Attorneys' Fees And

Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Das
Investments) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

189.

Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Corey

12
Barton Homes Inc) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

13
14

190.

Barton) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

15
16

191.

17
18

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Corey

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Das)
Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

192.

Plaintiffs Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs Motion To Disallow Costs & Attorney's

19
Fees (All Defendants)(IRCP54(d)(6)), dated December 26, 2014
20
21

22
23

6. No additional charts or pictures offered or admitted as exhibits are requested in this
Appeal.
7. I certify:

24
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the court reporter,
25
26
27
28

Dianne Cromwell, at the address set forth in the certificate of service
attached;
b. That the court reporter, Dianne Cromwell, has been paid the estimated fee
- 19 -
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<

\

1

of $1,300.00 for preparation of the reporter's transcript, subject to

2

adjustment on receipt from the Ms. Cromwell's office of an estimate of

3

cost;

4

c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record of $100.00 has

5
been paid, subject to adjustment on receipt from the clerk's office of an

6

estimate of cost;

7
8

d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

9

e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

10

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.

11

12
13
14

15
16

a *-

DATED this _ I_ day of January, 2015.

17

18
19

20
21
22

23

24
25

26
27

28
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ORIGINAL
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s L day of(J:Pf'v&r') , 2015, I caused a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated
below, and addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300
Counsel for Defendant TitleOne
Corporation

( )
( )
( )
()c)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht,
P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-319-2601
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton
Homes, Inc.

( )
( )
( )
(lL)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-336-9712
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title &
Escrow Corporation

( )
( )
( )
({)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

( )
( )
( )
(>c)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

003608
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V

e

f

Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LL
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments
LLC

Dianne E. Cromwell
Tucker & Associates
605 Fort Street
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 345-3713
Court Reporter

( )
( )
( )
(Y)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

f>4 Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

By:

003609

DAVID M. PENNY ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790
BOISE, ID 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, ID 83707-9518
Telephone (208) 344-7811
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for Defendant, RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 1310112
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (fka Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC REAL
ESTATE FINANCE, INC., a North
Carolina Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
(an Idaho company), COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC. (an Idaho Corporation),
GALIANO LLC (an Idaho Limited
Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does HIX, unknown Individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUMINSUPPORTOFRBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S
MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO DISALLOW

D.efendants.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC. 'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW P -1- 003610
DMP/tls 23594-001/1184712
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I. INTRODUCTION
Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("Eagle Equity") and its counsel continue to insist upon claims
that this Court found void of explanation, reason, or plausible analysis in the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order dated May 21, 2014. Eagle Equity's counsel sued RBC on a
fact pattern which shows that RBC at all times was exercising its rights as the first-position
secured party. There has never been an attempt by Eagle Equity or its counsel to defend its
pleading by offering a cogent legal analysis. This case has come full circle and the motion,
memorandum, and affidavits offered by Eagle Equity simply show that this case has been based
upon counsel's suspicions and nothing more.
II. ARGUMENT

A.

Eagle Equity's Claims against RBC Fall Short of the Requirements Stated in Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure ll(a)(l).
RBC's motion for summary judgment was based upon a direct analysis of Eagle Equity's

Revised Second Amended Complaint (hereinafter "Complaint"). This Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order dated May 21, 2014, sets forth this Court's analysis of that pleading finding
no basis for the suit against RBC.
As to Eagle Equity's allegation that RBC was part of a fraudulent plot, this Court stated:
In any event, EEF regards the reconveyance of its deed of trust, in the
absence of some other explanation for it, as suggesting a fraudulent plot by the
defendants to deprive EEF of its junior lien. EEF believes RBC might be part
of the hypothesized plot, although it cannot explain why a first-position
lienholder would concern itself with scheming to defeat EEF's junior lien.
Nearly a year after filing suit, EEF has not been able to develop evidence of a
wide-ranging fraud.
Memorandum Decision and Order, May 21, 2014, page 3.
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This Court found that it made no sense for Plaintiff's counsel to hypothesize that RBC
would be concerned with negating Eagle Equity's second-position lien and further, there was no
evidence linking RBC to the alleged fraud.
Even assuming arguendo that the reconveyance was fraudulent, there is no
evidence linking RBC to the alleged fraud. Moreover, as the first-position
lienholder, RBC had no reason to be concerned with EEF's junior lien. EEF
does not contend the record, as it now stands, contains enough evidence to
warrant a trial on the collusion-to-defraud claim against RBC.
Memorandum Decision and Order, May 21, 2014, page 4.
As to Eagle Equity's attempt to obtain a continuance, this Court concluded that, "Indeed,
EEF's pleadings unquestionably fail to set forth sufficient factual allegations to satisfy I.R.C.P.
9(b) with respect to its collusion-to-defraud claim against RBC." (Memorandum Decision and
Order, May 21, 2014, page 7.)
· I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l) requires that an attorney signing a pleading conduct reasonable inquiry,
and assure that the position in that document is both well grounded in fact and warranted by
existing law or "a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing
law .... " See I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l).
Eagle Equity's Complaint fails this standard with regard to the allegations against RBC.
As discussed later in this Memorandum, many of the counts alleged against RBC make
absolutely no sense, and when challenged at summary judgment, Eagle Equity did not attempt to
offer facts or law to defend those allegations.
As to Eagle Equity's counts in the Complaint alleging that RBC had participated in the
fraudulent plot to defeat Eagle Equity's security interest in the property, those allegations did not
even pass a common sense test. Setting aside the lack of supporting facts or law, the whole
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theory simply made no sense. Further, a reasonable inquiry into the facts would have revealed
that RBC acted in accordance with its rights as the first-position lienholder. RBC had every right
to consent to a sale of the security and release its security interest in the property. Eagle Equity
continues to ignore the fact that it had no security interest in the property at the time that RBC
consented to the short sale.
Eagle Equity's prosecution of the case leads to the conclusion that there was no inquiry
or investigation into the existing law.

Neither at summary judgment nor now does Eagle

Equity's counsel offer any legal analysis that would impose liability on RBC for exercising its
rights as a secured party. Eagle Equity keeps coming back to the argument that RBC was
required to give Eagle Equity notice of the short sale and the failure to do so is "tortious
conduct." (Eagle Equity's Memorandum, page 12.) No law was ever offered in support of Eagle
Equity's contention.
Finally, Eagle Equity has never offered a "good faith argument" to change the existing
law that recognizes the rights of RBC as the first-position party security by the deed of trust.
The prosecution of this case by Eagle Equity's counsel shows that they have chosen to ignore the
law. Eagle Equity's counsel has simply continued to insist that a fraud was perpetrated by RBC
and all the Defendants were part of it. As set forth in the remainder of this Memorandum, the
affidavits offered by Eagle Equity's counsel actually demonstrate that they have not complied
with the requirements of I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l).
B.

Eagle Equity Offers No Law to Support the Counts Alleged Against RBC.
David Fogg, as Eagle Equity's counsel, concludes his Affidavit with a statement, "To

claim that our office didn't have enough information to allege the claims we did is baffling."
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(David Fogg Affidavit, paragraph 13.) Of course, none of Eagle Equity's counsel pull out the
Complaint and actually justify the counts alleged against RBC. There is no explanation offered
as to why Eagle Equity included Counts I and II of the Complaint alleging that RBC issued and
breached title insurance contracts, or why they allege that RBC was negligent in Count III when
RBC owed no duty to Eagle Equity under Idaho law. There is no explanation offered as to why
Eagle Equity's counsel included Count IV alleging that RBC had violated the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act, even though RBC provided no goods or services to Eagle Equity.

In its

Memorandum Decision granting RBC's motion for summary judgment, this Court correctly
analyzed Counts V through IX. The lack of support for the· Plaintiffs claims against RBC is
perhaps b,est demonstrated by the fact that once the litigation commenced, Eagle Equity's
counsel was unable to advance its theories with either law or evidence. What amounted to
nothing more than suspicion prior to the filing of the lawsuit was nothing more than suspicion
months later.

C.

Eagle Equity Cannot Blame RBC For Its Frivolous Claims.
The Affidavit of Aaron Tribble makes the absurd argument that RBC somehow validated

the claims alleged in the Complaint by seeking to substitute into the litigation after Plaintiff
erroneously sued RBC Centura Bank/PNC Bank (Tribble Affidavit filed 12/15/14, page 3,
paragraph 2). Mr. Tribble goes on to assert that it is RBC's fault that frivolous claims were
pursued because RBC never told Eagle Equity's counsel that the claims were frivolous (Tribble
Affidavit filed 12/15/14, page 3, paragraph 7). Despite the claims of Eagle Equity's counsel that
they thoroughly investigated the case, they sued the wrong defendant.

While Mr. Ysursa's

Affidavit describes his investigation of the real estate records, somehow he missed the fact that
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RBC Centura Bank assigned its interest to RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc., and the Assignment
dated September 19, 2008, was recorded in the records of Ada County on October 22, 2008, as
Instrument No. 108116767 (Affidavit of Daniel Reid in Support of RBC Real Estate's Motion
for Summary Judgment, Paragraph 6). As the Assignee, the litigation was RBC's to deal with
and it would have been inappropriate to leave RBC Centura Bank/PNC Bank as a Defendant to
deal with the Plaintiffs misguided litigation.
The parties signed a Stipulation on January 16, 2014, substituting RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc., into the litigation as a Defendant. This Court entered an order on January 23,
2014, formalizing that substitution and the dismissal of RBC Centura Bank/PNC Bank. Given
the allegations in the Complaint, RBC expected Eagle Equity's counsel to do something to
develop a fact pattern in an attempt to support the allegations. Eagle Equity did nothing. No
formal discovery was initiated against RBC, not even a set of interrogatories. During the few
depositions taken in the case, counsel for Eagle Equity asked no questions of the witnesses in an
attempt to develop a theory of liability against RBC and certainly did not develop any record of
their "conspiracy theory."

RBC informed Eagle Equity that its claims against RBC were

frivolous when RBC filed its motion for summary judgment on April 21, 2014. Did Eagle
Equity's counsel work to develop a record? Did Eagle Equity seek to depose RBC's affiant
Daniel Reid?

Did Eagle Equity's counsel immediately concede any of the counts in the

Complaint? The answer to all of these questions is "no." Other than Mr. Tribble's insistence
upon a theory of collusion by Defendants to deprive his client of its claimed security interest, no
factual record was developed and no law was cited. No claims in the Complaint were conceded
until the hearing on RBC's motion for summary judgment on May 20, 2014. RBC was forced to
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push all the way through the summary judgment proceeding in order to obtain dismissal of the
case.
The affidavits filed by Eagle Equity's counsel simply further justify an award of
attorney's fees and costs for their prosecution of the claims in this case against RBC. While
those affidavits represent an effort by Eagle Equity's counsel that far exceeds their actual
prosecution of the case, the affidavits simply repeat allegations of counsel's theories about the
case without presenting any law or facts to support them. In addition to blaming the Defendants
in the case, Eagle Equity's counsel blames this Court for denying them the opportunity to
develop a record and drag the case before a jury (David Fogg Affidavit, paragraph 13).
According to the Affidavit of David Fogg, he still insists upon a theory of RBC liability
that Eagle Equity failed to support with law or fact while its counsel prosecuted the case. They
contend RBC knew of Eagle Equity's second/junior security interest at the time RBC sold its
first-position security interest in the Galiano property, even though the Eagle Equity second deed
of trust had been reconveyed and that reconveyance was recorded in the Ada County records.
Mr. Fogg insists that RBC was "negligent" even though a review of the law cited in the summary
judgment proceedings and this Court's decision would make it clear that RBC owed no duty to
Eagle Equity and RBC simply exercised its rights as the party secured in first position. Mr. Fogg
continues to hold to the theory that RBC "more likely participated knowingly in the wrongful
divestment of our client's real property interest." (David Fogg Affidavit, paragraph 3.) In the
RBC motion for summary judgment, as well as the motion for summary judgment by virtually
every other Defendant, this Court invited Mr. Tribble to support the very theory that Mr. Fogg
continues to state. In each instant, Eagle Equity's counsel has failed to support their theory.
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III. CONCLUSION
Eagle Equity sued RBC alleging counts that were completely baseless. A simple review
of Idaho law would have shown that RBC as the party secured in first position with its deed of
trust had the right to sell that security position and had no duty or obligation to Eagle Equity.
The "conspiracy theory" was nothing more than speculation at the beginning of the case, and
proved to be nothing more than speculation at the end. A company such as RBC should not be
required to expend resources to defend against this type of case.

The responsibility for

compliance with Idaho law falls both upon Eagle Equity and its counsel. RBC respectfully
requests that the Court enter judgment awarding RBC its attorney's fees and costs incurred.
DATED this _J_j_~ay of , )
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, 2015.

COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
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Attomey for RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
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Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF TITLEONE'S FIRST AND SECOND
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS AND ATTORNEYS'
FEES

Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"), by and through its counsel
of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby files this Reply Memorandum in Support of
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TitleOne's First and Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees and Opposition to
Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
INTRODUCTION

Attorney Aaron Tribble says in his affidavit:
I have endeavored to represent my client to the best of my abilities
within the bounds of professionalism and within the framework of
the facts that I have been given. 1
Counsel for TitleOne has no reason to doubt that Mr. Tribble believes what he says in this
affidavit. No attorney wants to be the subject of a motion for attorneys' fees based on a finding
of sanctionable frivolous conduct in a case. Whenever such a motion is mentioned, it comes
with a very personal and distasteful feel. But be that as it may, when a case involves frivolous
claims, especially under the Idaho Supreme Court's more recent rulings that a claim-by-claim
analysis is involved, it is the justified expectation of clients, courts, and the public in general, that
said motions will be brought and appropriate fees or sanctions awarded in order to penalize such
prior conduct and discourage such conduct in the future.
This case has been nothing but baseless supposition and innuendo resulting in elaborate
arguments by Plaintiffs.

The arguments presented in pleading form evidenced serious and

profound misunderstandings of the facts and the applicable law. But be that as it may, it still
required a great deal of work and effort on the part of Defendants and their counsel to respond to
these and expose them, especially since Defendants and their counsel were hindered by actually
having to tie their factual arguments to the record and their legal argument to the law. This
situation cries out for the exercise of discretion by this Court to address frivolous conduct
undertaken by Plaintiffs and their counsel. A message needs to be sent--a message about the

1 Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's (TitleOne) Motion for Fees and
Costs filed December 23, 2014 ("Tribble Aff.") at para. 11.
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basic care one should take with respect to allegations pleaded as well as one's conduct of
prosecution of a case. The claims brought were not fairly debatable and even, to the extent
novel, were not reasonably supported by available authority or even basic, sound reasoning. The
positions taken by Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' counsel in this case were wildly accusatorial, and
based on infirm conclusions drawn from scant facts. They were not remotely meritorious by any
stretch of the imagination. In making statements like the one set forth above, Plaintiffs' counsel
either misunderstands the bounds of professionalism or the facts related to the issue in this case
and the applicable law.

ARGUMENT
In their response to the request for costs and attorneys fees, Plaintiffs have introduced a
wide variety of argument, much of which can be grouped around a general conviction on their
part that Plaintiffs' counsel were simply being zealous advocates on novel claims for their
clients, and that the Defendants all took unreasonable, uncooperative stands that forced Plaintiffs
to do what they did. A related corollary is the idea that th~ perceived justice of Plaintiffs' cause
insulates Plaintiffs and their counsel from having their conduct deemed frivolous. The Plaintiffs
also specifically challenge certain time entries by TitleOne. TitleOne believes that the award of
fees and costs is easily justified as an exercise of this Court's discretion, and although there are
myriad ways in which that discretion could be exercised to justify that result, TitleOne suggests
the following.
1.

From the Inception of this Litigation, TitleOne was Straightforward About
What it Knew and its Position that Plaintiffs Suffered No Damages

From earliest times in this case, TitleOne has made Plaintiffs aware that it had no good
explanation for what had happened, but that it believed that Plaintiffs had not suffered any
damages because of their second position. Mr. Daniel Thompson, the principal of Eagle Equity
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Fund, describes a meeting before the lawsuit was filed in March of 2010 with the president of
TitleOne and in-house counsel Cameron McFaddan along with Defendant and signatory of the
promissory note, Ted Mason. Mr. Thompson recounts:
At that meeting Cameron McFaddan (attorney) admitted that Title
One [sic] did in fact sign a document stating that EQ [Eagle Equity
Fund] was fully satisfied, that TitleOne did not know why they
signed it, that TitleOne could not verify who authorized the
document to be signed, that TitleOne could not document why
their affidavit was signed without EQ being notified, and in fact
been satisfied, and that TitleOne could not prove that EQ was ever
notified.
Also, during this meeting TitleOne said they were in error and
negligent. However, due to the property values at the time,
they felt that EQ would not have been able to recoup its
investment after the primary lienholder was paid, based on the
then current prices and the original loan by RBC. The new
outcome was that since EQ's value was down, TitleOne had no
liability at all. 2

Thus, before the Complaint was even filed according to Plaintiffs' own representative, TitleOne
was candid in its discussions to the effect that it did not believe any damages would lie for a
second position equity holder without proof that there was sufficient value in the real property
collateral to pay what was owed to the first. TitleOne's initial Answer, filed on December 19,
2013, made as much clear. 3 Further, because Plaintiffs seemed· to be entirely oblivious to this
point, TitleOne asked the following Request for Admission and received a response thereto on
February 27, 2014:
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that at the
time that EEF's Deed of Trust was conveyed by TitleOne, that it
was junior, i.e., in second position in priority, behind the RBC
Deed of Trust.
2 Affidavit of Dan Thompson In Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants' Motions for Fees and Costs filed
December 14, 2014, at paras. 13 and 14 (emphasis added). By citing to Mr. Thompson's testimony in this regard,
TitleOne does not admit the veracity of the alleged statement or concede that it was in fact "negligent" in any
manner.
3 See TitleOne Corporation's Answer to First Amended Complaint filed on or about December 19, 2013, at
Sixteenth Affirmative Defense, p. 7.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2:
Plaintiff currently does not possess enough information to be able
to admit or deny the request as it is currently written. Therefore,
deny.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Please admit that at the
time of the reconveyance ofEEF's Deed of Trust by TitleOne, that
the real property that was the subject of the EEF Deed of Trust did
not have sufficient value such that if it were sold in a foreclosure it
would be sufficient to pay off the money obligation secured by
RBC Deed of Trust.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3:
Plaintiff currently does not possess enough information to be able
to admit or deny the request as it is currently written. Therefore,
deny. 4
Counsel for TitleOne recalls this Court, Judge Scott, upon being assigned to the case, asking
about this very same point in one of the first hearings that was held, questioning whether there
was equity to support a second lender's position on the property. Therefore, it came as a shock
when, months later, in September of 2014, the day before expert witness reports are due,
Plaintiffs and their counsel had absolutely no evidence to offer on what they had to have known
was a key element of their case from the inception. They had nothing to offer but a vague theory
of damages, with no persuasive or even cogent, logical basis for the same. To have information
from the beginning from many sources, including the targeted defendant, that this critical
element of their case had to be established and yet to fail to produce one iota of evidence in this
regard in a year and a half creates a strong inference of a frivolous prosecution.
2. Plaintiffs' Original Pleading Missed the Key Statute Regarding Liability for
Wrongful Forced Reconveyance yet Attempted to Bring Private Criminal
Charges and Was Otherwise Frivolous on Its Face

4

See Plaintiffs Response to Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Requests for Admissions to Plaintiff served on or
about February 27, 2014, attached to the Supplemental Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of First and
Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees filed contemporaneously herewith ("Supp. Dvorak Aff.") at
Exhibit "F".
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A review of Plaintiffs' original June 2013 Complaint reveals that it made no mention of
Idaho Code Section 45-1201, et seq. It was only after TitleOne drew Plaintiffs' attention to the
statutory remedy found in those sections that Plaintiffs sought leave to amend. Instead, in the
initial Complaint, Plaintiffs erroneously included such things as criminal statutes, Idaho Code
Section 18-2403(2)(d) and 18-3002 5 and Section 18-2403 to 18-2407 as the basis for their civil
cause of action. 6
That original Complaint made no attempt to delineate which of the nine counts were
plead against which Defendants. The original Complaint claims economic losses of no less than
$2,000,000.00.
That original Complaint also included statements like "Plaintiffs were subsequently
informed by Defendant Title One that there was nothing more Defendant TitleOne would be
willing to do and that it would not tender any payment to Plaintiffs against its title policy." But
TitleOne never issued a title policy or acted as an agent to issue a policy to Plaintiffs.
That original Complaint, in violation of Idaho law, indicated that "Plaintiffts] is entitled
to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at the time oftrial."7 Although the prayer for
relief itself recites that the Plaintiffs want leave to amend the Complaint to state such a claim,
such claim is already in the Complaint. That would appear to be a violation of Idaho Code § 61604.
The original Complaint also includes a Title Insurance Policy as an attachment. The
transmission cover page to Daniel Thompson is attached to that Title Insurance Policy. As is
standard, it recites not only that a Policy of Title Insurance was sent, but also the "Original,
Recorded Deed of Trust." Yet in this case, Plaintiffs have persisted with a theory that somehow
5

Complaint filed June 5, 2013 at para. 60.
filed June 5, 2013 at para. 76.
7 Complaint filed June 5, 2013 at para. 66.
6 Complaint
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they did not get the original deed of trust and that Defendant Alliance misused that Deed of Trust
to cause the forced reconveyance.
These actions, taken together or individually, do not comprise actions taken based upon a
good faith belief that the facts justify the position taken. These actions create an inference of
frivolous conduct.
3. Plaintiffs' Counsel Abused a Lis Pendens and Lacked Understanding of
Fundamental Principal of No Ex Parte Court Contact
As was argued in the opening brief and elsewhere, Plaintiffs' use of the !is pendens they
filed in this matter was abusive and not in keeping with the spirit of that document. As noted
previously, the Plaintiffs despite hours of claimed research saw fit to put the !is pendens on a
number oflots that there is no dispute were already released from Plaintiffs' Deed of Trust at the
time of the February 2010 forced reconveyance.

Plaintiffs' counsel wrote and sent letters

indiscriminately to non-parties to this case attempting to scare them regarding their property.
But to top that, Plaintiffs' counsel took the extraordinary position, evidencing a complete
misunderstanding of law, that a certain type of deed was required by statute and that TitleOne
was somehow violating this alleged requirement in an ongoing fashion.
On October 23, 2013, counsel for TitleOne received via Certified Mail a letter from
Plaintiffs' counsel Mick Ysursa that was entitled "Re: TitleOne Corp. - Cease and Desist all
activities relating to the Galiano Estates (a.k.a. Walnut Creek Subdivision)." That letter stated,
in pertinent part:
This letter is to notify you that you are unlawfully conducting and
participating in the transfer of title to some or all of the properties
mentioned above. Accordingly, you are directed to
CEASE AND DESIST ALL ACTIVITY.
On June 5, 2013 a complaint was filed identifying a litany of title
issues with the properties. Similarly, we filed a Lis Pendens on
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August 20 and an amended Lis Pendens on Aug 26 further
clouding title. . . . [Y]ou continue to be an active, deliberate, and
willful participant in the unlawful and fraudulent conveyance of
title. As indicated by multiple transfers in September of 2013.
These blatant and fraudulent conveyances are in direct violation of
Idaho Statute §55-901 and all instruments created during these
conveyances are void. 8
Never before has counsel for Defendant TitleOne witnessed a party take the position that simply
conveying property is somehow an activity that a party demands cease and desist. Based even
on the Plaintiffs' own filing, there are 80 lots at issue in the Galiano Subdivision,9 almost all of
which have come into the hands of innocent residential purchasers who are residing in homes
built on those lots. Innocent purchasers who don't deserve getting a letter from an attorney
making misleading claims about their home's title. The Affidavit of Michael N. Ysursa seems to
be premised on alleging that language used by grantors and sellers of lots within Galiano
Subdivision who closed through TitleOne was somehow improper as not being a full warranty
deed. First, there is no offer of any law Plaintiffs that would require a certain form of warranty
deed to be used in these private transactions. Second, there is no evidence in the record that
TitleOne forced anyone to use these. Third, all of these occurred after the !is pendens was filed
in this case, and thus Plaintiffs' own conduct provides a reasonable explanation as to why a
grantor of such deeds might be concerned as to limiting its liability based on the status of title at
that time. Plaintiffs' arguments to the contrary are nonsense.
On October 23, 2013, the same day that letter from Mr. Ysursa was sent, Mr. Aaron
Tribble had sent an e-mail to TitleOne's attorney, Angela Reed, at 3:30 p.m. indicating that
Plaintiffs were "currently considering bringing some type of emergency motion for temporary

8

Supp. Dvorak Aff. at Exhibit "B".
See Affidavit of Michael N. Ysursa in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's (RBC) Motion for Fees and
Costs filed December 15, 2014, at para. 11.

9
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injunction to prevent the further disposition of the property at least until Judge Wilper renders a
decision on the motions argued today." 10 Mr. Tribble was seeking assurances that "further
conveyances will be halted ... " 11 Attorney Tom Dvorak responded immediately on October 22,
2013, when he became aware of the e-mail and had talked with TitleOne, as follows:
Aaron:
Angela forwarded your email below to me, and I discussed this
with TitleOne. They are not willing to so agree to stop these sales.
Further, we remind you that you have an ethical duty not to make
ex parte contact with the court. Tom [sic, should be Angela] or I
will make ourselves available to you. Angela's direct line is 3881212. My direct line is 388-1245 and my cell is 866-2072. We
insist that you contact us prior to making any contact with the court
on this (or any) issue and we have a chance to be involved in any
discussions you have with court personnel regarding a TRO or
preliminary injunction. 12
Counsel for TitleOne was highly surprised by Mr. Tribble's response, namely:
Tom,
You're saying that we have "an ethical duty not to make ex parte
contact with the court." Can you please tell me which Idaho rule
of professional conduct that comes from? 13
Counsel was dumbfounded that any attorney could go through law school and not know of the
existence ofI.R.P.C. 3.S(b) prohibiting ex parte communications with the court.
Counsel for TitleOne also had to point out to counsel for Plaintiffs various errors and
request that those errors be fixed in a filed amended pleading that just simply would not conform
to the Court's orders in the past. 14

See Exhibit "C" to the Supp. Dvorak Aff.
See Exhibit "C" to the Supp. Dvorak Aff.
12 Supp. Dvorak Aff., Exhibit "C" at p. 2
13 Supp. Dvorak Aff., Exhibit "C" at p. 2.
14 See February 7, 2014 letter to Aaron Tribble and enclosed earlier December 10, 2013 letter to Aaron Tribble, both
from Thomas E. Dvorak, attached to the Supp. Dvorak Aff. at Exhibit "D".
10
11
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Conduct such as this shows a fundamental misunderstanding of the substantive law
applicable to real estate conveyancing, as well as fundamental misunderstanding of the
procedural rules that guide the actions of attorneys and guarantee the fairness of the system.
Such conduct is properly characterized as frivolous.

4. Plaintiffs' Tone in Briefs Has Been Very Personal, Unprofessional and Uncivil,
and In Some Instances, Defamatory.
Counsel for TitleOne understands that litigation is stressful and that when persons do not
agree with a position for which one is advocating that can become frustrating and it is tempting
to take off the professional veneer and engage in a personal attack. Such attacks, however, are
antithetical to the dispassionate search for truth, a central tenant of our legal system-attack the
message, not the messenger. Counsel for Plaintiffs has crossed the line into personal attacks on
opposing.counsel and their clients (and even the court) numerous times in this case, and some
statements would qualify as defamation if not made within in the qualified privilege context
afforded litigation related statements:
TitleOne's motion smacks of an inescapable and palpable
narcissism. 15
Indeed, Corey Barton doesn't want to be left holding this property
should this Court void the subject reconveyance of trust deed.
Since the lis pendens was filed, Corey Barton has still managed
to snooker many people into taking special warranty deeds. This
practice will only serve to complicate the process of litigating and
collecting on any judgment. In other words, Corey Barton is
further complicating the process and creating more
defendants. This shouldn't be encouraged. The Court should
discourage this by preventing it altogether. 16
As Plaintiffs counsel has repeatedly pointed out, Defendant
after Defendant have simply been stringing motion after

15

Response to TitleOne's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Cert and Motion to Quash Lis Pendens filed November 19,
2014 at p. 2 (emphasis added).
16 Reply in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed April 18, 2014, at p. 3 (emphasis added).
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motion together in an obvious attempt to overwhelm Plaintiffs
counsel with work and leave no time to conduct discovery. 17
The Defendants however have formed a veritable conga line in
front of the Court asking for full dismissals on every claim
before there has even been· a fair chance for Eagle Equity Fund to
conduct a full discovery. 18
Indeed, this motion simply repeats the same tired arguments
that have already been dismissed by this Court on two separate
occasions. So, the Court needs to take note of this practice and
give weight to this time consuming practice because Corey
Barton will next surely seek to me another premature motion
for summary judgment and try to argue that Plaintiff's counsel
has had ample time to conduct discovery. This motion clearly
shows that Defendants' shame knows no bounds when it comes
to wasting time and asking for the same relief over and over. 19
In fact, Corey Barton's attempt to bring this up only underscores
that their true purpose in bringing this motion is to smear EEF
in front of this Court with irrelevant information, waste
EEF's time and money before bringing a premature motion for
summary judgment, and distract the Court from the actual issue at
hand. 20
Corey Barton simply wishes to score cheap points with the
Court and make EEF look bad. Corey Barton presents irrelevant
information to the Court that never should have been presented
had Corey Barton chose to simply pick up a phone and call EEF's
counsel. 21

As one would expect, TitleOne now argues that the wellestablished precedent of Highland Enterprises mentioned supra
should be overturned to include the additional element of thirdparty interference. In fact, TitleOne goes so far as to misstate
the law and label this third-party interference as a mandatory
"threshold matter." TitleOne 's Memorandum in Support of
Second Motion for Summary Judgment, pg. 8. In making this
blatantly misleading statement to the Court, TitleOne lists several

17

Response to Corey Barton's Motion for Quash Lis Pendens filed May 26, 2014 at p. 2 (emphasis added).
Response to DAS Investments' Motion for Summary Judgment filed April 28, 2014 at p. 3 (emphasis added).
19 Response to Corey Barton's Motion for Quash Lis Pendens filed May 26, 2014 at p. 2 (emphasis added).
20 Response to Corey Barton's Motion for Quash Lis Pendens filed May 26, 2014 at p. 4 (emphasis added)
21 Response to Corey Barton's Motion for Quash Lis Pendens filed May 26, 2014 at p. 4 (emphasis added).
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authorities, which can at best be described as non-binding
authority. 22
TitleOne cites the California case of Baldwin v. Marina City
Properties, Inc. 79 Cal.App.3d 393, 406 (Cal. Ct. App. 1978) in
another attempt to mislead this Court as to the nature of the
law. 23
As if TitleOne had any credibility left, they again misrepresent
the standard for "Wrongful means" as it applies to the Idaho
TIPEA tort. 24
True to form, TitleOne avoids presenting this Court with
relevant Idaho and U.S. Supreme Court case law because such
relevant authorities do not provide TitleOne with the result they
desire. 25
TitleOne's actions in this matter are nothing short of deliberate
ignorance and recklessness. In an attempt to avoid liability for
their own outrageous actions, TitleOne offers only a silly excuse
for why their emails have disappeared, and their employees now
testify that they knew absolutely nothing. Of course, when a
company gets caught with their pants down, as TitleOne has, it is
expected that ridiculous excuses will become the norm. In this
case, TitleOne has only yet to declare that their proverbial dog ate
their proverbial homewor~. 26
TitleOne points to "considerations of delay, economic and
solvency'' but offers nothing but rhetoric to support their
argument. There is no indication or evidence supporting the
notion that EEF has any solvency problems. Further, TitleOne's
arrogant assertion that EEF is not diligently prosecuting its
causes of action is laughable given that it is TitleOne that is now
forcing EEF to defend yet another Motion to Quash. 27
Such arguments have a bitter, acerbic and personal feel to them that has no place within the
model of civility in litigation that is the ideal. Taken in conjunction with the other conduct of
Plaintiffs through their counsel, this conduct was frivolous.

Response to TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment filed August 8, 2014 at p. 5 (emphasis added).
Response to TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment filed August 8, 2014 at p. 5 (emphasis added).
24 Response to TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment filed August 8, 2014 at p. 10 (emphasis added).
25 Response to TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment filed August 8, 2014 at p. 16 (emphasis added).
26 Response to TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment filed August 8, 2014 at p. 19 (emphasis added).
27 Response to TitleOne's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Cert and Motion to Quash Lis Pendens filed November 19,
2014 at p. 4 (emphasis added).
22
23
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5.

Neither TitleOne, Nor Judge Wilper, Misrepresented the Plaintiffs' Position as
Conceding Dismissal of Common Law Negligence From the Original Complaint

In his Affidavit filed December 23, 2014, attorney Aaron Tribble takes the position that:
Mr. Dvorak continues to argue based on a mistake that the [sic]
was made by Judge Wilper. In arguing a motion to amend, I made
an arguendo comment about the negligence claim against
TitleOne. Judge Wilper took this comment as a concession and
stated so in his opinion. However, subsequent pleadings pointed
out this mistake to the Court. Mr. Dvorak, however, continues to
push this mistake. Negligence was never conceded by EEF nor
was there ever any intent to do so. Negligence is by far the most
meritorious theory against which TitleOne has had to defend. . . .
It makes little sense for TitleOne to pretend that there was a
concession here. 28
Mr. Tribble's subsequent protestations to the contrary, Judge Wilper's decision was likely not
based on comments made in oral argument, but upon the response brief that Mr. Tribble
submitted on behalf of his clients to TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss and the Memorandum In
Support of Motion to Amend that Mr. Tribble filed at the same time. In that response brief, Mr.
Tribble clearly indicated he intended to rely on Idaho Code § 45-1205 and filed a Motion to
Amend around that time to plead such a claim. Specifically, he stated in entirety in response to
the argument that the common law negligence claim should be dismissed as follows:
Economic damages resulting from TitleOne's negligent
reconveyance are absolutely permissible in this case. When a deed
of trust is improperly reconveyed, the title insurer or title agent
"shall be liable to the beneficiary of the trust deed for the damages
suffered. . .if the title insurer or agent. . .acted with negligence.
Idaho Code§ 45-1205 (2013) (emphasis added).
Although the Defendant TitleOne may be correct when they spent
3 Yi pages discussing economic loss theory, they completely
ignored the statutory remedy under Idaho Code § 45-1205.
Because the statute requires, among other things, negligence in a
reconveyance to trigger liability for damages, the Plaintiffs' claim
for negligence must remain. In other words, unlike common law

28

Tribble Aff. at para. 5 (emphasis in second paragraph added).
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economic loss in negligence, Idaho statutory law enables recovery
for the negligent improper reconveyance of a trust deed. 29
There was no other argument put forth against application of the economic loss rule in that brie£
Indeed, in the separate supporting memorandum for a motion to amend filed at the same time as
the Response in Opposition, Plaintiffs' counsel takes the position that they want to amend to
tease out their negligence count into several different counts based on its different components,
including:
[B]ecause damages for negligence are supported by statute, it
would clarify the Complaint to include a separate claim under
Idaho Code Section 45-1205. In order to best clarify the
Negligence claim, and in the best interest of justice, the Plaintiffs
respectfully request leave to amend their Complaint to add separate
claims for breach of fiduciary duty and a violation of Idaho Code
Section 45-1205. 30
The absence of other argument against application of the economic loss rule and Plaintiffs'
counsel's decision to go with the "statutory remedy" as allowing recovery in the face of the
economic loss rule argument to dismiss the common law negligence claim, taken in conjunction
with Plaintiffs contemporaneously filing a Motion to Amend to plead a separate count for this
"statutory remedy," Idaho Code Section 45-1205, did indeed appear to counsel for TitleOne (and
evidently to the Court as well) to be conceding the common law economic loss rule would bar
recovering under common law negligence.

At that time, Plaintiffs appeared instead to be

focusing their efforts on claiming through a separate count that the "statutory remedy under
Idaho Code§ 45-1205" provides the means for recovery for negligence, and implicitly dropping
their common law negligence Count.

29

Response to Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago's Motions to Dismiss filed on or about October 15, 2013,
at p. 4 (emphasis added).
30 Memorandum In Support of Motion to Amend and Supplement filed on or about October 15, 2013, at p. 4.
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It was only after TitleOne raised the applicability and bar of the three year statute of
limitations to a "liability created by statute" in January 2014, rather than the general four year
statute of limitations associated with common law negligence, that Plaintiffs' counsel apparently
thought better of relying on a separate count under Idaho Code Section 45-1205 for statutory
negligence and abruptly filed a second motion to amend and a supporting memorandum on
January 16, 2014, in which Plaintiffs' counsel finally, for the first time, put forth an argument
against the economic loss rule other than the statutory remedy for negligence under 45-1205,
concluding by "respectfully request[ing] leave to add a claim for negligence against TitleOne
back into the Complaint."31
Thus, there was a basis for Judge Wilper's statement in his December 2, 2013, Decision
and Order to the effect that Plaintiffs were conceding the common law negligence count and
instead attempting to assert a claim under Idaho Code Section 45-1205. Counsel for TitleOne
has had and continues to have a basis for repeating what counsel for TitleOne has repeated to the
Court. Plaintiffs' counsel's recent statements that this point was not conceded is a revision of
what the pleadings and filings in fact reflect.
This is further conduct that, taken in conjunction with other actions of Plaintiffs and their
counsel, compels a conclusion that Plaintiffs' prosecution of this case has been frivolous.

6. Plaintiffs Misrepresent that TitleOne Did not Respond to their Pre-Complaint
Demand Letter
Mr. Fogg takes the position that "our office made demand of TitleOne to which no
response was received" and references an April 26, 2013, letter. 32 However, a response letter
was in fact sent by TitleOne's counsel to said letter on May 3, 2013, indicating it was in response
to that letter and saying in pertinent part
31

32

Memorandum In Support of Motion to Amend filed on or about January 16, 2014, at p. 4.
Affidavit of David M. Fogg filed December 23, 2014, at para. 8 and Ex. B thereto.
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As an initial matter, I am not in the position to give you a response
to your demand for payment by May 3, 2013, as you invited. Your
time period for my client agreeing to pay $750,000.00 was unduly
short, and we are unable to meaningfully evaluate your claim in
that time period. TitleOne has tendered your claim and demand to
its insurance carrier and is awaiting a response.

If you would like to have additional discussions regarding this
matter, my client is amenable to doing so. If I become authorized
by TitleOne's insurance carrier to accept service in this matter, I
will advise you of the same. 33

So it is a falsehood to say "to which no response was received," and suggest that TitleOne was
somehow in bad faith.
As to alleged obstruction of discovery, Mr. Tribble represents to the Court that he served
TitleOne with a subpoena seeking Heidi Emery's emails for the years 2009 and 2010, and
In response to this email, Tom Dvorak only provided me with
approximately 40 emails and no explanation. Only after much
prodding and suggestion did Tom [Dvorak] agree to produce many
more emails that were within TitleOne's possession all the time. 34
This is inaccurate. TitleOne made inquiry of employee Heidi Emery and produced all
emails she had. 35 Immediately when Mr. Tribble questioned whether all such emails had been
produced, inquiry was made and the explanation that there was no central server and that these
were off Ms. Emery's hard drive was given. 36 TitleOne's counsel proposed sending an email to
the 100 other employees who may have saved such emails on their own hard drives. This was
done and the 1000 pages of results, after being reviewed, were produced in time to be used at
Ms. Emery's deposition on April 16, 2014. The actual emails describing the interaction between

Supp. Dvorak Aff. at Exhibit "A."
of Aaron Tribble filed on or about December 151\ 2014, at para. 4.
35 Supp. Dvorak Aff.
36 Supp. Dvorak Aff.
33

34Affidavit
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counsel and on this point do not show "prodding and suggestion" but instead show timely
cooperation on this point. 37
7. TitleOne Counsel's Fees are Not Excessive or Unreasonable
Plaintiffs object specifically to 29 separate time entries on TitleOne's submission as
"excessive and unreasonable."38 Most of these entries are of Angela M. Reed ("AMR"), who
had primary research and drafting responsibility in the case, and also argued the first motion to
dismiss. As set forth in the Supplemental Affidavit of Thomas E. Dvorak in Support of First
And Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees filed contemporaneously herewith (and
incorporated herein), the staffing of, and work done, and strategy pursued in this case was
overseen by him, with the close communication and contact and direction from in house counsel
for TitleOne and an insurance adjuster. 39

The shotgun approach to pleading followed by

Plaintiffs required a good deal of research and writing to refute, and both Defendants DAS and
Corey Barton acknowledged in their motions for fees the benefit they received from work done
by TitleOne. 40

This objection that "churning" occurred is not well taken and should be

disregarded.
Indeed, it appears that at least three attorneys, if not more, were utilized by Plaintiffs in
staffing this case. One questions what conclusions would be drawn if they had to submit their
bills about efficiency.
CONCLUSION

The Plaintiffs' argument here almost seems to be infused with a notion that the
Defendants should not fight back and are not entitled to zealously defend their interest. Do the

37

Supp. Dvorak Aff.
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorneys Fees filed on or about
December 26, 2014 at p. 14-15.
39 Supp. Dvorak Aff.
40 See Supp. Dvorak Aff. for citations to DAS and Barton statements to this effect.
38
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Plaintiffs seriously believe that when they bring a complicated and elaborate Complaint, with
numerous causes of action, including claims of liability of over $2,000,000.00, that the
Defendants are not going to zealously act to protect and defend against those charges?
The Idaho Military Historical Soc '.Y case cited previously in TitleOne's briefing gives
this Court the ability to exercise discretion and apportion attorneys' fees incurred due to
frivolous conduct.41 Even if a kernel of a meritorious claim can be found within the literal
blizzard of causes of action brought by Plaintiffs, this Court should send a clear message to
Plaintiffs and their counsel that actions have consequences, and that notice pleading is not a
license to spin up wild suppositions into a lawsuit. One cannot simply say that one was being a
zealous advocate and not expect to suffer consequences when one vigorously pursues
unsubstantiated and, frankly, insane hunches, that eventually get sorted out and dismissed after
much time, expense and trouble for all concerned.

,

(S1"~

DATED this_ day of January, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Thomas E. Dvorak
Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne
Corporation

41

And TitleOne's counsel stands ready to submit supplemental affidavits or any such other information that the
Court may deem necessary or helpful if it decides to apportion the requested award of fees and costs.
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CE~IFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this Jt_'Jay of January, 2015, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200- Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

];land Delivery
VFacsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
,
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_

Richard W. Mollerup
Law Offices of Richard W. Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Overnight Courier
----;:7iU.S. Mail
E-Mail

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_ Hand Delivery
'-"Facsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David T. K.rueck
Fisher Pusch & K.rueck LLP
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_ ~and Delivery
__vpacsimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
v'Facsimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

Hand Delivery
'-'""Facsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
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ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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JAN f 5 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY

(6014-56)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (&a Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC BANK (&a RBC Centura Bank, aka
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (&a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), and John
Does 1-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
THOMAS E. DVORAK IN
SUPPORT OF FIRST AND
SECOND MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss
)
County of Ada
THOMAS E. DVORAK, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
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1.

I am one of the attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"). I

make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and
belief.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of a May 3, 2013, Letter

that I sent to David M. Fogg.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of an October 21, 2013,

letter from Mick Y sursa to Thomas Dvorak and Angela Reed sent via Certified Mail.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of an e-mail string

between Aaron Tribble and Tom Dvorak, dated October 21, 2013 to October 23, 2013.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of a February 7, 2014,

letter from Thomas E. Dvorak to Aaron Tribble.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" are true and correct copies of excerpts of the

Deposition of Heidi Howsden (formerly Heidi Emery) taken April 16, 2014.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Response

to Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Requests for Admissions to Plaintiff served on or about
February 27, 2014.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of a Letter I sent to

Aaron Tribble on February 19, 2014.
9.

After I sent that February 19, 2014, letter, on February 24, at 2:32 p.m., I was

contacted by Mr. Tribble, and he expressed disbelief that I had produced all emails to him that
my client had that were responsive to that subpoena.
10.

I made timely further inquiry with my client, and on February 24th, at 4:27 p.m.

sent the following email in response to Mr. Tribble:
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I am told that there is no separate email provider. TitleOne hosts
its own.
Further, there is no server level archive of emails the employees
send. A company wide backup is created, but it is on a rotating
basis, so only six months old. Some employees keep on their own
hard drives copies of emails that they themselves deem important.
For whatever reason, Heidi Emery decided that she should keep
her emails related to Post Closing Department in a separate file on
her hard drive. That is why these could be located. She has no
other emails from that time period.
11.

Mr. Tribble then asked about whether other employees may have copies of Heidi

Emery's emails on their own computer. I made timely further inquiry with my client, and on
February 25th, at 6:07 p.m. sent the following email in response to Mr. Tribble:
I was in deposition most of day, but did have a chance to talk to
TitleOne. The only inquiry was made to Heidi about her
computer. There are probably 100 other computers in the office,
some of which existed at that time, and some of which did not. We
think a reasonable effort to meet the concern you raised below is
for an email to be sent around to all employees asking if they have
saved any emails that are responsive to your subpoena. We will
forward what we get back to the extent that it is responsive and not
otherwise privileged.
12.

Coordinating the search of the other employees hard drives took some time, as did

going through the over 1000 emails found for potential privilege or other matters. Attached
hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of the letter that was sent from my office to Mr.
Tribble 'Yith the additional emails in a searchable format on April 8, 2014, in time for them to be
used at Ms. Emery's deposition.
13.

I believe that my handling of the response to the subpoena was reasonable,

prompt and in keeping with the applicable rules. The Plaintiffs asked for Ms. Emery's work
emails. Not having a central server that retains these, my client initially made inquiry with Ms.
Emery as to any saved emails in her possession and these were produced.

There is no

requirement that an explanation of the documents produced be made when responding to a
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subpoena duces tecum, so none was given. When a concern was raised by opposing counsel, that
inquiry was broadened out to all employees and the information promptly produced after a
review for privilege. This did not require "much prodding and suggestion" as has been alleged
by Mr. Tribble in his Affidavit of December 15, 2014, nor has any part of TitleOne's strategy in
this case been "to create as much work as possible in hopes to string out this litigation and get to
a summary judgment motion with as little as possible being discovered" as Mr. Tribble also
alleges.
14.

As the supervising partner on this case I was responsible for and orchestrated the

staffing of this case. I take issue with the characterization that there was excessive time spent on
routine tasks and churning of the file with three or four attorneys engaged in interoffice
conferencing and duplication of work. This was a claim for over $2,000,000 in liability and
multiple business torts alleged as well as a threat of punitive damages. It was a claim that was
being made against many persons, not just TitleOne, and had legal and practical implications on
the way TitleOne did business. I made every effort to see that this matter was appropriately
staffed, that work was done in an efficient manner, and to constantly discuss strategy with both
counsel for TitleOne and the insurance company adjuster, who in this instance was also a
lawyer. Angela M. Reed (initials "AMR") and I were the primary attorneys working on this
matter, although some work was done when efficient on a case by case basis by other attorneys.
15.

Lisa Nicholas (initials LN) is a paralegal who I assigned to work on this case. She

was delegated responsibilities commensurate with her skill and training, including setting up the
out of state deposition of Amy Cobine, the principal of Reconveyance Inc., the TitleOne
contractor who directed the forced reconveyance at issue. This was an out of state deposition
and Ms. Cobine was very difficult to locate as to what state she currently resided in. All of the
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time entries of Lisa Nicholas objected to by the Plaintiffs were in connection with this out of
state subpoena save one on October 18, 2013. That October 18th entry had to do with preparing
very elaborate Affidavits regarding the chain of title and other matters in this case, including an
affidavit by Mr. Cameron McFaddan filed on October 18, 2014 that was 231 pages long with
exhibits.
16.

There is one entry for my time that is objected to, which is for my attendance at

an October 21, 2013 hearing on the initial motion to dismiss, 1.8 hours. Although Ms. Reed
argued that motion, I thought it important to attend as this was the first substantive hearing in the
matter and I wanted to view opposing counsel in action and gauge the Judge's initial reaction to
the case. I believed that Ms. Reed would not be in the most effective position to do so as she
was tied up with preparing for and presenting the argument. I think that this was reasonable
under the circumstances.
17.

Ms. Reed was the primary architect of the pleadings in the case and primary

researcher. She and I have worked together often and we divided up the drafting of different
sections of the arguments. Given the novelty of certain of Plaintiffs' arguments, and the shotgun
approach they took, I believe the time spent by Ms. Reed in drafting documents was well
justified and was the only option given the indiscriminate approach of pleading many causes of
action. Indeed, much effort was spent on legal briefing by Ms. Reed only to have Defendants in
response simply concede several causes of action.
18.

I would also point out that both DAS and Corey Barton in their fee applications

mentioned that TitleOne's efforts as the "laboring oar" and otherwise were valuable to those
Defendants in reducing their attorneys' fees and costs and that there was coordination in efforts
between Defendants' respective counsel. See Affidavit of Mike Baldner filed on or about
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Decemb~r 15, 2014, at para. 3 and Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes,
Inc.'s Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs filed on or about December 15, 2014 at p. 3.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Thomas E. Dvorak

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this j,5':tiaay of January, 2015.

Residing at: Meridian, Ada County, Idaho
Commission Expires: 1/27/19

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF
FIRST AND SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 6
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this _ _ day of January, 2015, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. Von Johnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_ Hand Delivery
~acsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho

_ Hand Delivery
'-Facsimile: 206-223-4527
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

_ Hand Delivery
__L.R(csimile: 338-3290
_ Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

Richard W. Mollerup
Law Offices of Richard W. Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

_

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Hand Delivery
\./Facsimile: 954-5955
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J. Mason and Galiano

_

David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLP
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile
_ Overnight Courier
~.S.Mail
E-Mail

Hand Delivery
'-Bacsimile: 388-1001
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
"'--Ea1csimile: 331-2400
_ Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

TK~gY
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E. DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF
FIRST AND SECOND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES - 7
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EXHIBIT ''A''
003646

GIVENS PURSLEYLLI'
LAW OFFICES
601 W. Bannock Slreet
PO Box 2720, Boise, Idaho 83701
TELEPHONE: 208 388-1200
FACSIMILE: 208 388-1300
WEBSITE: www.glvenspursley.com

EMAIL: ted@givenspursley.com

Gary G. Allen
Peler G. Barton
Chrislopher J. Beeson
Chnl R. Bolinder
Erik J. Bolinder
Preston N. Carter
Jeremy C. Chou
William C. Cole
Michael C. Creamer
Amber N. Dina
Ellzabelh M. Oonlck
Thomas E. Dvorak
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Martin C. Hendrickson

Slaven J. Hippler
Donald E. Knickrehm
Debora K. Krislensan
Anne C. Kunkel
Michael P, Lawrence
Franklin G. Lee
David R. Lombardi
Emily L. McClure
Kenneth R, McClure
Kelly Greene McConnell
Alex P. McLaughlin
Christopher H. Meyer
L. Edward Miller
Paltlck J. Miller

Judson B. Montgomery
Deborah E. Nelson
w. Hugh O'Rlordan, LL.M.
Angela M. Reed
Mark Scoville
Robert 8. While
Retired
Kenneth L. Pursley
James A. McClure (1924-2011)
Raymond D. Givens (1917-2008)

May 3, 2013

Via Facsimile (938-9504)
David M. Fogg
The Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616

Re:
Our File:

TitleOne / Eagle Equity Fund-Thompson
6014-

Dear Mr. Fogg:
I write as counsel for TitleOne Corporation ("Title One") and on behalf of TitleOne in
response to your letter of April 26, 2013 regarding a claim for damages against TitleOne by your
clients Eagle Equity Fund, LLC and Daniel Thompson. As an initial matter, I am not in the
position to give you a response to your demand for payment by May 3, 2013, as you invited.
Your time period for my client agreeing to pay $750,000.00 was unduly short, and we are unable
to meaningfully evaluate your claim in that time period. TitleOne has tendered your claim and
demand to its insurance carrier and is awaiting a response.
Further, for the record and contrary to your statements in your letter, TitleOne has not
admitted that an improper conveyance or reconveyance of the Deed of Trust referred to by you in
your April 26, 2013 letter has occurred; nor has TitleOne made any other admission in this
matter. Any prior meetings that occurred between TitleOne and your clients were in the nature of
settlement discussions of a potential claim by your client and all comments made in those
discussions by either party are afforded protection under applicable law.
Although we have had very little time to review your claim, many of the statements in
your letter are inaccurate statements of the law and the facts. TitleOne reserves all rights and
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·,

May 3, 2013
Page2

makes no admission in this matter. If you would like to have additional discussions regarding
this matter, my client is amenable to doing so. lfl become authorized by TitleOne's insurance
carrier to accept service in this matter, I will advise you of the same.

~~
Thomas E. Dvorak

TED:slc
cc:
Cameron McFaddan (via email)
Wendy J. Keenan (via email)
1764858_1
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EXHIBIT ''B''
003649

THE EAGLE LAW CENTER, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616

~C~-~l,~

DAVID M. FOGG
AARON J. TRIBBLE

R

Telephone 208.938.9500
fax 208.938.9504

j

E

OCT 23 2013
October 21, 2013

Givens Pursley, LLP

Sent Via Certified Mail
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Fax: 208-388-1300

Re: Title One Corp. - Cease and Desist all activities relating to the Galiano Estates (a.k.a Walnut
Creek Subdivision)
Dear Title One Corp.

As you know, Mr. Dan Thompson has retained our office to protect his interest in the
above mentioned property. This letter is to notify you that you are unlawfully conducting and
participating in the transfer of title to some or all of the properties mentioned above.
Accordingly, you are directed to

CEASE AND DESIST ALL ACTIVITY.
On June 5, 2013 a complaint was filed identifying a litany of title issues with the
properties. Similarly, we filed a Lis Pendens on August 20 and an amended Lis Pendens on Aug
26 further clouding title. Your company was named and served all filings. You have received
proper notice of the challenge to the conveyances of these properties yet, you continue to be an
active, deliberate, and willful participant in the unlawful and fraudulent conveyance of title. As
indicated by multiple transfers in September of 2013.
These blatant and fraudulent conveyances are in direct violation of Idaho Statute §55901 and all instruments created during these conveyances are void.
I

\

Sincerely(

,j;tl/tp:~
MickYsfusa
Ea~le Law Center

david@eaglelawcenter.com aaron@eaglelawcenter.com mick@eaglelawcenter.com
Page 1 of 1.
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EXHIBIT ''C''
003651

Sharon Cuslidge
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:08 PM
Thomas E Dvorak
Angela M Reed
RE: your demand to stop further disposition of the property

Tom,
You're saying that we have "an ethical duty not to make ex pa rte contact with the court." Can you please
tell me which Idaho rule of professional conduct that comes from?

Aaron .J. Tribble, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
(208) 246-8850

The information contained in this message and any attachments is
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND/OR LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION and is intended only for the use of the
individual(s) or entity(ies) named herein. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify Aaron J. Tribble of
Eagle Law Center, LLC at the number indicated above and delete this
message and any attachments.
-------- Original Message -------Subject: your demand to stop further disposition of the property
From: Thomas E Dvorak <ted@givenspursley.com>
Date: Tue, October 22, 2013 4:04 pm
To: "'aaron@eaglelawcenter.com"' <aaron@eaglelawcenter.com>
Cc: Angela M Reed <AngelaReed@givenspursley.com>

Aaron: ,
Angela forwarded your email below to me, and I discussed this with TitleOne.
They are not willing to so agree to stop these sales.

1
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Further, we remind you that you have an ethical duty not to make ex parte
contact with the court. Tom or I will make ourselves available to you. Angela's
direct line is 388-1212. My direct line is 388-1245 and my cell is 866-2072. We
insist that you contact us prior to making any contact with the court on this (or
any) issue and we have a chance to be involved in any discussions you have with
court personnel regarding a TRO or preliminary injunction.
.

'

Regards,
Tom Dvorak
From: Angela M Reed

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 3:45 PM
To: Thomas E Dvorak
Subject: FW: Thompson v. TitleOne

From: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com [ mailto:aaron@eaglelawcenter.com]

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 3:31 PM
To: Angela M Reed
Cc: David Fogg
Subject: Thompson v. TitleOne

Angela,
After discussing the events of this morning, we are concerned that TitleOne and Corey Barton may
continue to convey away property before we can get any ruling on the motion to dismiss/quash.
We are currently considering bringing some type of emergency motion for temporary injunction to
prevent the further disposition of the property at least until Judge Wilper renders a decision on the
motions argued today.
My question is this: Can you speak with your clients and give us any assurances that further
conveyances will be halted during this time?
I'd like to get some kind of answer before Wednesday because we'd like to act quickly if there is
nothing that you or your clients can do. Thanks.

Aaron .J. Tribble, Esq.
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
(208) 246-8850

The information contained in this message and any attachments is
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT AND/OR LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION and is intended only for. the use of the
2
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individual(s) or entity(ies) named herein. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please
immediately notify Aaron J. Tribble of Eagle Law Center, LLC at.the
number indicated above and delete this message and any
attachments.

Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Direct: (208)388-1245
Fax: (208)388-1300
ted@givenspursley.com
www.givenspursley.com
This electronic transmission, including any attachments, contains confidential
information belonging to the sender and is intended only for receipt by the individual
or entity named. The information contained herein may be protected by the attorney
client privilege, work product doctrine or other applicable law. You should not
disseminate, .distribute or copy this transmission. If you believe that you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by return email and delete and erase this transmission from your system. Further, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, use or dissemination of the
transmission or its contents, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents
of this transmission is prohibited.

3
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EXHIBIT ''D''
003655

GIVENS PURSLEYu.P
LAWOFFICl!S
601 W. Banncx:k Streol
PO Box 2720, Bolso, Idaho 83701
TELEPHONE: 208 388·1200
FACSIMILE: 208 388•1300
WEBSITE: www.glvenspursley.com

EMAIL: ted@givenspursley.com

GoryG.~len
Poter G. Batton
Christopher J. Beeson
Clint R. Bolinder
Etlk J. Bolinder
Preston N. Carter
Jeremy C. Chou
Wl!tlam C. Cola
Michael C, Creamer
,Amber N, Dina
Ellzabolh M. OOnlek
Thomas E. Ovorok
Jotrroy c. Fereday
Mortin C. Hend~ckson
Steven J. Hippler

Don E, Knickrehm
Neal A, Koskctta
Debora K. Kristensen
Michael P. Lawrence
Franklin G. Lee
David R, Lomoordl
Emily L, McClure
Kenneth R. McClure
KcNy Greene McConnell
Alex P. McLaughlin
Melodia A, McOuado'

W. Hugh O'Rlordan, LLM,
Angels M. Raad
MsllG.Smllh
P. Mark Thompson
Jaffrey A, Worr
Robert B, Whlto

OICounsel

Kimberly o, Moloney

'Llecn:ed In V'!tglnla

Chr1slopher H. Moyor
L. Edward Millar
Patrick J, Miller
Judson B, Montgomery
Ooboroh E. Nelson

Rollred!
Kennelh L. Pursley
James A. McClure (1024·2011)
Raymond D. Glvons (1917-2008)

February 7, 2014
Via Facsimile

Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Re:
Our File:

....

Eagle Equity v. TitleOne
6014-56
.

Dear A~ron:
I called and left you a message today, but was told that you were out of town. I was
concerned becau!3e the faxed copy of the Second Amended Complaint that Eagle Equity Fund,
LLC, your client, filed in the above-captioned matter does not accord with the Court's order in
this case.
As you will recall, at the hearing on your Motion to Amend on January 30, 2014, the
judge denied your motion to amend to the extent it sot1ght to reinstate a common law negligence
claim against my client, TitleOne. At the conclusion of that hearing, he instructed me to submit a
proposed order to that effect, which I did. That order was entered on Febrnary 5, 2014, and
reads, in pertinent part:
Plaintiffs Motion to File an Amended Complaint field January 16,
2014, is DENIED to the extent that it seeks to reinstate a common
law claim for negligence.
Thus, I was surprised to see that your Second Amended Complaint C(!ntained the
following:
COUNT III - NEGLIGENCE
(AS TO DEFENDANTS ALLIANCE AND RBC AND TITLEONE)

003656

Aaron Tribble
February 7, 2014
Page2

This is not the first time that you have filed an Amended Complaint that is not in
accordance with the Judge's order (please recall my letter of December IO, 2013, copy enclosed).
I would also ask that you rectify the issues addressed in that letter as well.

I would ask that you immediately file a Revised Second Amended Complaint as you are
allowed to do under Rule 15 before any party answers correcting this enor. Alternatively, if you
would file a simple erratum like the one I filed on January 3, 2014 that Count III-Negligence
only applies to Defendants Alliance and RBC and not TitleOne, as well as clarify the points in
my attached letter, that would be an acceptable way from TitleOne's perspective to rectify this
issue.

;;lji)/
Thomas E. Dvorak
TED:slc
Enclos~tre
cc:
Erin Stines (via facsimile)
John Ward (via facsimile)
Richard Mollerup (via facsimile)
Chad Nicholson (via facsimile)
Michael T. Spink (via facsimile)
David T. Krueck (via facsimile)
:David M. Penny (via facsimile)
2000358_1
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GIVENS PURSLEYLLP
LAW OFFICES
G01
aannock SI/eat
PO Box 2720, BoltO, Idaho 83701
TELEPHONE: 208 388-1200

w.

FACSIMILE: 208 388·1300

WEBSITE; www 9l111l11~rs1ey.com

Gary G, Allon

Pcitor G. Bll1I011
Chrtelophor J, Beeson
Clint R. BOiinder
Erik J. Bolinder
Preston N. Certor
Jeremy c. Chou

wmlom c. Colo

EMAIL: tad@glvenspursley.epm

Mlcheel C. Croomor
Amber N, Dine
Elizabeth M, Donlek
Thomas E. Dv<>rok
Jottroy c. l'erO<loy
Martin Hend11Ckeon
Slovon J, Hlpplor

c.

Done. Knlekrchm
Neel A. Koekella
Doboro K. Ktlslllllsen
Micheal P. Lawrcnc,
Franklin G. Lee
Oovld R. Lombardi
Emily L. McCluro
Kennetll R, McClure
!(oily Gr¢Me Mcconnen
Alox P, McLuughlln
Melo<lle A, McOuado•
CMslopher H, Meyer
L, Ed\Ylll'd MIHet
Palrlck J. Miltor

JU!laon a, Monll)Olllary
Deborah E, l'll!laon

W. Hugh O'Rlordan, LLM,

Angolo M, Racd
MallG.Smllh
P. MorkThllmf"OII
Jeffrey A, Worr
Robert While

a.

OICounacl
Klmberly D. Moloney
'Llc;M$ed in Virginia

Rellred:
Konnelh L Putaley
Jerm,; A. McClul'11 (1924-2011)
Raymond U. Clvans (1,917,2008)

December 10, 2013

Via Facsimile
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616

Re:
Our File:

Eagle Equity v. TitleOne
6014-56

De~r Aaron:
! received youl' First Amended Complaint via facsimile yesterday. The cover letter
indicated that it was in accordance with.Judge Wilperis order of December 2, 2013.
Because I had a couple of concerns with the language of the Amended Complaint, I
thought I would write to address these to you in hopes that yotl would voluntarily amend your
Complaint within the tillle before any parties serve a responsive pleading to it. My reading of
1.R.C.P. lS(a) is that you may do so. I further read I.R.C.P. 15(a) as providing for all parties to
plead in response to amended pleadings within ten days after the service of the amended
pleading. I would hope that all other pmties, if they have any other concerns about your First
A.mended Complaint would send letters similar to mine, or at the very least would refrain and
would wait the full ten days to allow you to make any changes you wish to make in an orderly
fashion without you having to seek a motion for leave of the Court to do so.
Judge Wilper's Memorandum. Decision and Order on Various Motions of December 2,

2013 (hereinafter the "Order") dismissed Counts I through IV as against all defendants except
Alliance and RBC. I undel'stand that you have changed your Amended Complaint to indicate as
much by putting in parenthesis after each title of each section the defendants to which that
sectio~1 now currently applies. Thus, even though, for example, paragraph 42 still says
"Defendants materially breached the terms of the title insurance contracts" in that paragraph you
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Aaron Tribble
December 10, 2013
Page2
are now only referring to Defendants Alliance and RBC since theiie are indicated in the title of
that count at line 13 on page 7. 1 believe on pages 14 and 15 of the Order, the Judge was very
specific that the only surviving fraud claim is one for fraudulent conveyance under Section 55901 as against TitleOne and as against Defendants Fidelity and Chicago Title. To comply with
that Order, I believe that with respect to Count V, you need to make it clear that paragraphs 65
through 74 do not apply to these three defendants. Count VI, Collusion to Defraud, is subject to
the same criticism. Perhaps the easiest way to resolve this would be to add a paragraph at the end
of Count VI that says "As to the Defendants TitleOne, Fidelity and Chicago Title, Counts IV and
VI only plead claims for fraudulent conveyance under Idaho Code § 55-901, el seq."
Obviously, my thoughts above are on technical grounds and nothing contained herein
· should be construed as a waiver or accession to the validity of any portion of your Amended
Complaint, whether addressed herein or not. Tam happy to discuss any of these with you if you
feel further discussion is necessary. I would hope that the other pa1ties hereto agree and hold off
on fiHng their required answers for the maximum ten day period to give you time lo amend your
First Amended Complaint without seeking leave of the Court.
V~ulyyo\u~

;/IP'IY'
Thomas E. Dvorak

TED:slc
Enclosure
cc:
Erin Steins (via facsimile)
John Ward (via facsimile)
Richard Mollerup (via facsimile)
1942692)
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EXHIBIT ''E''
003660

Eagle Equity Fund v.

tleOne . 4/16/2014

Heidi Howsden
Page 1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)Case No.
)CV-OC 2013-10112
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
)
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
)
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.),
)
)
a Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE
& ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
)
RBC BANK (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka
)
PNC Bank), a North Carolina corporation, )
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
)
Nebraska or Florida corporation
)
(fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
)
California corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS,)
)
LLC, an Idaho company, COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
)
GALIANO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability)
company, EDWARD J. MASON, an individual, )
and JOHN DOES I-X, unknown individuals
)
and/or companies,
)
)

Defendants.

----------------------

)
)

DEPOSITION OF HEIDI HOWSDEN
April 16, 2014

REPORTED BY:

CHRISTINE E. RHODES, CA CSR NO. 9887,
ID CSR NO. 991

Tucker & Associates, 605

w.

003661
Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704

Eagle Equity Fund v.

~leOne 4/16/2014
Page 49
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fritz. So the original one has the best printout, but
some of these are a little bit whited out in the middle
because of the printer.
Why don't you take a minute and just read over
that and then I'm going to ask you a couple of questions.
And let me know when you're ready.
A. Okay. I read it.
Q. Do you recognize the first and second page?
TOC020 and TOC021; do you recognize that?
A. Do I recognize it?
I'm looking at it, but I'm sorry, I don't know
what you mean by do I recognize it.
Q. Have you seen it before?
A. Well, I'm copied on the document. I don't
specifically remember this document.
Q. Okay. _Does it appear to be an email that you
would have received on or about May of 2009?
A. It does.
Q. Okay. Do you have any reason to believe that
it's not an actual email that you received?
A. No.
Q. Okay. ,On the last page, TOC022, this appears to
me to be the attachment that is referred to on the front
page of the email TOC020.
Is my understanding correct?
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understanding, what was supposed to happen at PCD when
they receive an original copy of a deed of trust in a
courier bag?
A. An original copy?
Q. Yeah.
A. My understanding was that when PCD received
documentation in the courier bag that they then processed
it.
Q. Okay. So would it be your understanding then
that if PCD was to receive an original copy of a deed of
trust, that they would move to do a reconveyance on that
deed of trust?
A. My understanding is that they would process all
the documentation that they received.
Q. And that would be their process?
A. And if they weren't able to, for some reason,
they would notify us.
Q. Okay. But you would expect them to start doing a
full reconveyance process on that?
A; A full or a partial, depending on what the
transaction was, yes.
Q. All right. Did you ever personally send PCD any
of this documentation or did you have other people in your
department taking care of that?
A. Both.

Heidi Howsden

MR. DVORAK: I'm going to object to the form of
that question. It calls for speculation.
I'll represent for the record that these
documents, Bates Numbers TOC020 through TOC022, were
produced from the records ofTitleOne, but this witness
has testified that she doesn't even recall getting this
email. So ...
THE WITNESS: I don't know that this is the
attachment to that email. I don't know.
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. Okay. On the last page, TOC022, do you ever
recall seeing that document before?
A. I don't recall this specific document, no.
Q. Okay. Does this last page refresh your
recollection at all about the relationship between
TitleOne and PCD?
A. No, it doesn't refresh my recollection. I know
that we had a relationship with Post Closing.
Q. Okay. About halfway down, where it says "Please
forward anything reconveyance related including
correspondence from lenders and grantors, and please place
all original docs for reconveyance in your courier bag
provided by PCD," do you see where it says that?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Okay. Based on your recollection and
Page 52
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Q. Okay. Did you ever send PCD just an original
copy of a deed of trust before at any time during your
tenure?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. On Page 2, TOC021, it says "execute
contract." I think she meant to say executed contract,
but I'm not sure.
Do you have any idea of what contract Vicki White
is referring to in this portion?
A. I don't have a copy of that, no.
Q. But do you know what she's referring to?
A. I would be assuming. So, no. I'm not going to
assume to know what the contract was.
Q. Okay. Have you ever seen a copy of a contract
for services between TitleOne and PCD?
A. Yes. Amy Cobine had sent me a copy of a contract
initially.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Has that ever been produced?
I think we were looking for it at some point in
time.
MR. DVORAK: I thought it was produced by
Amy Cobine after the fact and I think I sent it on after
the fact with a letter.
MR. NICHOLSON: I think I've seen it, yeah.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I'll have to go back and

13 (Pages 49 to 52)
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Tucker

&

Associates, 605 W. Fort $t., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704

Eagle Equity Fund v.

;leOne 4/16/2014

Heidi Howsden
Page 62

Page 61
EXAMINATION
2 BY MR NICHOLSON:
3
Q. I have a few.
4
And I apologize, but can you pronounce your last
5 name for me again?
6
A. Howsden.
7
Q. Ms. Howsden, my name's Chad Nicholson and I
8 represent DAS Investments in this lawsuit.
9
And just for me to clarify again, approximately
O how long have you had the position of advisory title
1 officer?
2
A. It's been a couple of years.
3
Q. Okay.
4
A. With TitleOne.
5
Q. Fair enough. With TitleOne.
6
A. Uh-huh.
7
Q. And you referenced you did have some involvement
8 or interaction with DAS as part of your job at TitleOne;
9 correct?
0
A~ Correct.
1
Q. Okay. Were you in the advisory title officer
2 position when you had those interactions?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. Okay. With respect to Exhibit 46 that you've
5 been handed, prior to signing this document had you had
1
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any interactions or discussions with DAS?
A. No.
Q. At the time that you signed this document, had
you received any request from DAS that you execute this
reconveyance of ~t deed?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Did anyone else at TitleOne indicate to you that
DAS was requesting that this reconveyance of trust deed be •
signed?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Did you receive any information from Post Closing
Department that DAS had in any way requested that this
reconveyance of trust deed be executed and recorded?
A. I don't recall that.
Q. Do you recall ever dealing with a company by the
name ofE 4 Partners?
A. I don't recall that name.
Q. Have you ever dealt with an entity by the name of
the Eck Children's Trust A?
A. I don't recall having dealt with them. I'm not
sure what you are referring to by deal with them.
Q. And that's fair.
A. Okay.
Q. Let me back up. As part of your duties with
TitleOne, have you ever been involved in any sort of
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transactions where the Eck Children's Trust A was
involved?
A. Not that I recail. , .
Q. Okay. And similar question for involvement in
any transactions where the Eck Children's Trust B was
involved?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. Have you ever been involved in any
transactions with a company by the name ofEAMI, LLC?
And again, I'm referring to as part of your
duties with TitleOne.
A. EAMI?.
Q. Uh-huh;
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. And correct me if I'm wrong, but did you
say that you were -- I guess your interactions or your
involvement with DAS had to do with respect to the Galiano
estate subdivision?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. To the best of your memory, what exactly
were you involved in?
A. I received some phone calls that I then referred
to our legal counsel.
Q. Were any of those phone calls from an individual
by the name of Tim Eck?
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And again, were these phone calls when you

were in the position of the advisory title officer?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. So these phone calls would have happened
after Exhibit Number 46 had been executed and recorded?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Do you recall any particular comments that
Mr. Eck made in those telephone calls?
A. I don't recall specific comments.
Q. Okay. Do you recall any specific statements that
you made to Mr. Eck?
A. I don't.
MR NICHOLSON: Okay. That's all I have.
Thank you.
EXAMINATION

8 BY :MR. MOLLERUP:
9
Q. My name's Dick Mollerup. I represent
O Alliance Title Company.

1

I just have a couple of questions and they all
revolve around Exhibit 46.
3
A. Okay.
4
Q. At the time you executed Exhibit Number 46, do
5 you recall whether you had in your possession the original
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deed of trust that was being reconveyed?
A. I did not.
Q. Okay. Is it nonnal for you to have the original
deed of trust for a forced reconveyance?
A. No.
Q. If you had had the original deed of trust, would
you have forwarded it to Post Closing Department?
A. Are you referring to this timeframe?
Q. Correct.
A. No.
MR. MOLLERUP: No further questions.
MR. PENNY: I don't have any questions.
THE WITNESS: Thank you.
MR. DVORAK: No questions here.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Erin Stines?
MS. STINE: I'm going to pass.
FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. TRIBBLE:
Q. I'm just wondering: Do you have any recollection
of what these phone calls with Tim Eck were concerning?
A. My recollection is that he was asking questions
about the Galiano project and expressing concern that he
wasn't being paid when lots were selling.
Q. Tim Eck wasn't being paid or --
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A. I apologize. I retract that. I don't recall my
specific conversations with Tim Eck. I apologize.
Q. Oh, okay.
MR. DVORAK: May I ask a question?
MR. 1RIBBLE: Go ahead.
MR. DVORAK: Is it possible that you are
confusing Mr. Eck with someone else?
THE WITNESS: That's possible.
MR. DVORAK: Is it possible the person you're
confusing him with is Mr. Thompson?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
BY MR. 1RIBBLE:
Q. Okay. But you don't have any recollection of
what your calls with Mr. Eck were concerning?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay.
A. I referred him to Cameron Mcfadden.
Q. Okay. Do you recall if you guys did any title or
closing work for Mr. Eck?
A. I don't recall specifically, no.

1
2

FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. NICHOLSON:
Q. I have just a few.
5
With respect to the person that we've referred to

3
4
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as Mr. Eck, I'll represent to you that Mr. Eck is the
manager of DAS Investments.
And so we're clear here, these conversations that
you remember, were these with someone who was calling on
behalf of DAS Investments or an individual who was calling
on behalf of Eagle Equity Fund?
A. I received several different phones calls from
several different people involved in this transaction,
which I referred all of them to Cameron. So, I don't
recall the specific'conversations with specific gentlemen
that called. I just remember that I did receive phone
calls and I referred those phone calls to Cameron.
MR. DVORAK: When you're saying "Cameron," for
the record, the witness is gesturing and pointing to
Cameron Mcfadden.
MR. TRIBBLE: Can I ask a question?
MR. NICHOLSON: No. I'm not done.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
BY MR. NICHOLSON:
Q. Do you recall or can you give me any sort of
timeframe on when you had a conversation with Mr. Eck?
A. No, I cannot.
Q. Okay. Would it have been in the year 2014?
A. I don't recall the date or the timeframe.
Q. Okay. Do you recall having any sort of an
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understanding that at the time you had these conversations
with Mr. Eck that DAS Investments had already purchased
property in the Galiano subdivision?
A. I don't recall that.
Q. Okay. Is it fair to say you just don't recall
one way or the other whether or not they'd purchased
property at that time?
A. Correct.
MR. NICHOLSON: Okay. That's all I have.
MR. TRIBBLE: You asked my questions. So, that's
all I have.
(Whereupon, at 11 :30 a.m., the deposition was
concluded.)
(Signature requested.)

*****
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
'Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Telephone: (208) 938-9500
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Email: David@eaglelawcenter.com
Email: Aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR TBE COUNTY OF ADA
I

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV-OC2013-101.12
V,

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (flea Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware Corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLB & EXCROW CORP., a
Delaware Corporation, RBC BANK, (flea
RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina Corpol'ation, CHICAGO
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a
Nebraska or Flodda Corporation (:fka Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC,
an Idaho company, COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
GALIANO LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, EDWARD J. MASON, an
jndividual, and JOHN DOES III-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT TITLEONE
CORPORATION'S REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFF

· Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTmLBONE CORPORATIONS'REQUESiS FOR
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFF- l
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Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, by and through
their attorneys of record, David M. Fogg and Aaron J. Tlibble of the Eagle Law Center, hereby
answers Defendant TitleOne's Requests for Admissions as follows:

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit that TitleOne was not the original
trustee or successor trustee under the Deed of Trust.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit that TitleOne was not
the original trustee. Deny remainder.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that at the time that EEF's Deed of
Tt9st was _rec.2J!veye4 by Titl~Qq.~, that it was juI].io:r,. i.e,,. in second pos,ition in pri.otity, b!;:hind
the RBC Deed of Trust.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Plaintiff currently does not
possess enough information to be able to admit or deny the request as it is currently written.
Therefore, deny.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3;

Please admit that at the time of the

reconveyance of EEF's Deed of Trust by TitleOne, that the real prope1iy that was the subject of
the EEF Deed of Trost did not have sufficient value such that if it were sold in a foreclosure it
would be sufficient to pay off the money obligation secured by RBC Deed of Trust.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3 Plaintiff currently does not
possess enough infonnation to be able to admit or deny the request as it is cmTently written.
Therefore, deny.

PLAINTIFF'S lIBSPONSE TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATIONS'REQUESTS FOR

ADMISSIONS TO PLAJNTIFF- 2
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.

27 day of February, 2014.

Attorney for Eagle Equity Fund

Pl,A1NTlFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATIONS'RBQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFF- 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

off~~.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~day
a true and correct ~PY of the
foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below. and addressed to the following;
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELAM.REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box.2720
Boise. ID 83701

( ) U.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) j:lat1d-Delivered
f,-f Facsimile (208) 388-1300
( ) Electronic Delivery

Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
S.eatUe, WA 981 O1
Counsel for Fideli'ty National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) _!Jada-Delivered
(t..,'Facsimile (206) 223-4527
( ) Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front St.J Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

( ) U.S. Mail) Postage Prepaid
( ) 1:lfdld-Delivered
ifFacsitnile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
CHAD M, NICHOLSON
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments UC

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ijand-Delivered
('1"'Facsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

MICHAEL T. SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, suite 200
P.O. Box 639
.
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

( ) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
( ) j;kfi.d"Delivered
(l.{Facsimile {208) 388-1001
( ) Electronic Delivery

DAVID T, KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Cotey Barton Homes, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) )fimd~Delivered
(LfFacsimile (208) 331-2400
( ) Electronic Delivery

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATIONS'REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTIFF- 4
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DAVID M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
- dpenny@cosholaw.com
Counsel for KBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.

P. 6/10

(~U. . Mail, Postage P:repaid
( ) and-Delivered
( Facsimile (208) 338ft3290
( ) Electronic Delivery

Linda Higgins

PLA1NTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE CORPORATIONS 'REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS TO PLAINTJFF- 5
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David M, Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble !SB #8951
EAGLE LAW CENTER LLC
1191 E. hon Eagle Dr., Suite200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8848
F: 208-938-9504

E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
. Plaintiff, .

CASE NO. CV~OC 2013w10112

vs.
NOTICE OF SERVICE
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL
TITLE COMPANY (flea Land America
Transnation, aka Transnation Title &
Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware corporation,
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a
Delaware co1poration, R.BC Bank (flea RBC
Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a N011h
Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida corporation (fka Ticor Title
Insurance Company, a California
corporation), DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
an Idaho company, COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
GALIANO LLC1 an Idaho limited liability
company, EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual, and JOHN DOES 1-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

RE PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT TITLEONE'S REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSIONS

· Defendants.

NOTIC:E OF S:SRVlC:S R.E PLAINTn:i''S :RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT TITLBONB'S REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS- 1
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Plaintiff, by and through it's attorney of record, Aaron J, Tribble, hereby notifies the
Court that on the 27th day of February, 2014, Plaintiff served Plaintiff's Response to Defendant
TitleOne Corporation's Requests for Admissions to Plaintiff along with a copy of this notice by
facsiII¥le on the following:
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M, REED

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 388w1300
DATED this 2ih day of February, 2014.

Y,~·
,
.df.~
,.·

~

.

~

Paralegal Eagle Law Center

NOTICE OF SERVICE RE PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT 'l'ITLEONE'S REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS- 2
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. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ay ofFebi-uary 2014, a true and .con"ect copy of the
foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
THOMAS E. DVORAK
ANGELA M. REED
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for TitleOne Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
() ~duDelivered
( t.yFacsimile (208) 388-1300
( ) Electronic Delivery ·

ERIN M. STINES
FIDELITY NATIONAL LAW GROUP
1200 6th Avenue, Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel/or Fidelity National Title Company
and Chicago Title Insurance Company

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) _J!and-uDelivered
( .,..-Facsimile (206) 223p4527
( ) Electronic Delivery

RICHARD W. MOLLERUP
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLC
755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Counsel for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) !!attd-Delivered
(t...YF'acsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

CHAD M. NICHOLSON

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) l_!p.nd-Delivered
(0..-Pacsimile (208) 336-9712
( ) Electronic Delivery

MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP

755 W. Front St., Suite 200
Boise; ID 83702
Counsel for DAS Investments LLC
MICHAEL T, SPINK
SPINK BUTLER, LLP
251 E. Front Street, suite 200
P.O. Box639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) J!9m1'=:Delivered
(t-Yfacsimile (208) 388-1001
( ) Electronic Delivery

DAVID T, KRUECK
FISHER PUSCH & KRUECK, LLP
U.S. Bank Building
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 701
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) ~Et-Delivered
(£1"Facsimile (208) 331-2400
( ) Electronic Delivery

NOTICE OF SERVICE RE PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT TlTlE.O'NE'S REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSIONS- 3
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DAVJD M. PENNY
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
dpenny@cosholaw ,com
Counsel/or RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) }!gnd-Delivered
(ly'Facsimile (208) 338-3290
( ) Electronic Delivery

NOTICE OF SERVICE RB PLAlNTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT TITLEONE'S REQUESTS FOR
ADM1SSIONS- 4
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GIVENS PURSLEY

I.LP

LAW OFFICES

601 W. Bamock Street
PO Box 2720, Boise, Idaho 83701
TaEPHONE: 208 388-1200
FACSIMILE: 208 388-1300
WEBSITE: www.glvenspursley.com

EMAIL: ted@glvenspurstey.com

Gary G. Allen
Peter G. Bartcn
Christopher J. Beeson
CHnt R. Bolinder
Erik J. Bolinder
Preslon N. Certer
Jeremy C. Chou
WIIRam c. Cole
Michael C. Creamer
Amber N. Dina
Elizabeth M. Donlck
ThOmas E. Dvorak
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Martin C. Hendrickson
Don E. Knickrehm

Neal A. Koskela
Debora K. Kristensen
Michael P. Lawrence
Frankin G. Lee
Da'oid R. Lombardi
Klmb811y D. Maloney
Emily L McClure
Kenneth R. Mcctura
Kely Greene McComell
Alex P. Mclaughlin
Melodie A. McQuade'
Chrtstopher H. Meyer
L Edward Miller
Patrick J. MHer
Judson B. Montgomery

Deborah E. Nelson
W. Hugh O'Rlordan. LLM.
Angele M. Reed
Matt G. Smith
P. Merk Thompson
Jeffrey A. Warr
Robert B. White

'Licensed In V,rginla
Retired:
Kenneth L Pursley
James A. McClure (1924-2011)
Raymond D. Givens (1917-2008)

February 19, 2014
Via Facsimile
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Re:
Our File:

Eagle Equity v. TitleOne
6014-56

Dear Aaron:
Pursuant to your subpoena dated January 20, 2014, enclosed please find documents Bates
Nod. TOC001-TOC042 which are responsive to this subpoena

~lyyours,

Thomas E. Dvorak
TED:lmn
Enclosure
cc:
Erin Stines (via facsimile)
John Ward (via facsimile)
Richard Mollerup (via facsimile)
Chad Nicholson (via facsimile)
Michael T. Spink (via facsimile)
David T. Krueck (via facsimile)
David M. Penny (via facsimile)
2007980_1
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GIVENS PURSLEY

LLP

Attorneys and Counselors at Law

601 W. Bannock Street
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: 208 388-1200
Focslmlle: 208 388-1300
www.glvenspursley.com

GoryG.Allen
Peter G. Borton
Christopher J. Beeson
CHnt R. Bolnder
Erik J. Bollnder
Jell w. Bower
Preston N. Corter
Jeremy C. Chou
Wlllool C. Cole
Michael C. Creamer
Amber N. Dino

EMAIL: ted@givenspursley.com

Thomas E. Dvorak
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Mortin C. Hendrlclcson
Btlon J. Holleran
Don e. Knickrehm
Neal A. Koskel!o

Debora K. Kristensen
Michael P. lowrence
Frooldln G. lee
David R. Lombadi
Kimberly D. Moloney
Emily L McClure
Kenneth R. McClure
Kelly Greene McConnell
Alex P. McloughBn
Melodle A. McQuode
Christopher H. Meyer
l.EdwordMiller
Patrick J. MIiler
Judson 8. Monlgorneiy
Deborah E. Nelson
w. Hugh Riordan. LLM.
Angelo M. Reed

Michael 0. Roe
P. Mork Thompson
Jeffrey A. Warr
Robert B. While

Reflred:
Kemelh L Pursley
Jomes A. McClure (1924-2011)
Raymond D. Givens (1917-2008)

o·

April 8, 2014

Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Re:
Our File:

Eagle Equity v. TitleOne
6014-56

Dear Aaron:
Enclosed, please find additional documents responsive to Plaintiff's Subpoena to
TitleOne (Bates Nos. TOC042-TOC1159.) I have redacted out third party personal information
only, and as such have not prepared a privilege log. I have also made these documents
searchable for your convenience. The only documents that are not searchable are the documents
which had third party information and were redacted.

Lisa Nicholas
Paralegal

:lrnn
Enclosure
cc:
all counsel with enclosure
2007980_1
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246

A.M_ _ _ _F_ILI~~.

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT P.A.

JAN 15 2015

950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Email: dkrueck@greenerlaw.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TENILLE RAD
CEPlJTY

Attorneys for Defendant
Corey Barton Homes, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; GALIANO LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; EDWARD J. MASON, an
individual; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S
OPPOSITION TO COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC.'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

Defendants.

REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. 'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS - 1

003679

COMES NOW Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. ("CBH"), by and through its
counsel of record David T. Krueck of the firm GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT, P.A.,
and hereby submits this Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion for
Attorney's Fees and Costs.
Plaintiff Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") does not dispute that CBH is a prevailing party in
this matter. EEF does not object to the reasonableness of the attorney's fees and costs CBH seeks in
its motion and supporting pleadings, nor does EEF object to the application of the Rule 54(e)(3)
factors presented by CBH in support of its motion.
EEF opposes CBH's motion for attorney's fees and costs solely on the grounds fees should
not be awarded because EEF's claims involved a novel legal question, and should, therefore, not be
considered frivolous under Idaho Code §§ 12-121 or 12-123.
attorney's fees against counsel for EEF under Rule 1 l(a)(l).

CBH also seeks an award of
EEF's counsel opposes CBH's

request, and has attempted to present the Court with a description of the investigation the attorneys
performed prior t<? filing suit against CBH.
For the reasons set forth herein, the Court should grant CBH's motion for the full amount of
attorney's fees ($15,356.00) and costs ($66.00) incurred in defending the frivolous claims asserted
against it.

ARGUMENT
A.

EEF's Claims Against CBH Were Frivolous and Did Not Raise Any Novel
Legal Issues for the Court to Consider.

Idaho Code § 12-121 provides in pertinent part: "In any civil action, the judge may
award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party or parties." Idaho Code § 12-123 also
allows for an award of reasonable attorney's fees against a party or its attorney when claims are
frivolously pursued. The decision to award attorney's fees under Idaho Code§§ 12-121 and 12-
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123 is left to the sound discretion of the district court. Chavez v. Barrus, 192 P.3d 1036, 146
Idaho 212 (2008).
EEF argues its "strongest claims" were dismissed after the Court determined EEF had not
suffered any damages as a result of the reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust. EEF does not
dispute that neither CBH nor its predecessor in interest, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), had
any involvement with the preparation or recordation of the reconveyance. 1 To the extent the
Court finds EEF's Complaint presents a novel legal issue with regard to its claim the
reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust was wrongfully recorded, that claim did not implicate
CBH.
The Affidavit of Dan Thompson in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants'
Motions for Fees and Costs does not contain any allegations to support the. claims filed against
CBH and DAS.

Mr. Thompson testifies regarding his transactions with Ted Mason and

subsequent communications he had with representatives for TitleOne after he discovered the
reconveyance was recorded, but Mr. Thompson does not provide any factual basis for EEF to
pursue claims against CBH or DAS. EEF sued CBH for fraudulent conveyance, collusion to
defraud, unjust enrichment and tortious interference with prospective economic advantage without
ever having communicated or transacted with CBH.
CBH respectfully submits that the claims asserted against it by EEF in this lawsuit were
frivolous, unreasonable and completely lacked any foundation. The tortious conduct EEF accused
CBH and DAS of committing are highly fact intensive claims. EEF elected to pursue CBH and
DAS without ever transacting business with either party, or even having communicated with

1 EEF's counsel submitted affidavits alleging possible collusion between TitleOne, DAS and EEF, but
these unfounded allegations are purely based on speculation and conjecture. There are no facts to support the
conspiracy theories described in the affidavits of counsel.
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representatives from these companies. EEF did not remotely establish the necessary elements to
pursue its case against CBH when it opposed CBH's motion for summary judgment.
EEF has not presented the Court with a persuasive argument as to how its claims against
CBH raised any novel legal issues for the Court to consider. The fraudulent conduct alleged by
EEF in its Complaint against CBH requires well established elements to both plead and prove at
trial. EEF failed to establish any facts either prior to or during the course of this lawsuit to support
its case against CBH.

B.

Plaintiff's Counsel Is Subject to Sanctions Under Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure ll(a)(l).

EEF's counsel filed the affidavits of David M. Fogg ("Fogg Aff."), Aaron J. Tribble
{"Tribble Aff.") and Michael N. Ysursa ("Ysursa Aff.") in support of Plaintiffs Opposition to
CBH's request for sanctions under Rule 1 l(a)(l). 2
The Fogg Aff. generally a,lleges what Mr. Fogg believes to be the negligent conduct of
Alliance and TitleOne regarding the manner in which the reconveyance of the EEF deed of trust
was ultimately prepared and recorded. Mr. Fogg then expands and exaggerates the information
he purportedly obtained during his pre-litigation investigation of this case into a conspiracy
between TitleOne, DAS and CBH. Mr. Fogg's allegations are wholly unsupported by any actual
facts or documents, which should have been investigated prior to commencing an action against
CBH for tortious and fraudulent conduct.
The Ysursa Aff. does not present any relevant information the Court should consider as a
reasonable inquiry under Rule 1 l(a)(l). Mr. Ysursa's title investigation is irrelevant and does
2

David M. Fogg executed three (3) different affidavits related to pending motions for attorney's fees and
costs: (1) Affidavit of David M. Fogg in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's (RBC) Motion for Fees and
Costs, filed on December 15, 2014; (2) Affidavit of David M. Fogg in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to
Defendant's (Alliance) Motion for Fees and Costs, filed on December 15, 2014; and (3) Affidavit of David M. Fogg
in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's (TitleOne) Motion for Fees and Costs, filed on December 23,
2014. These affidavits shall be referred to collectively as "Fogg Aff."
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not provide any support to the claims for collusion to defraud and tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage filed by EEF's counsel against CBH.
The Tribble Aff. is filled with wild speculation, conjecture and baseless accusations

.

against

CBH. 3

Mr. Tribble, however, fails to provide the Court with any rational basis for EEF

to amend its initial Complaint to assert claims against DAS and CBH for fraudulent conveyance,
collusion to defraud and tortious interference with economic advantage.
Rule ll(a)(l) requires a reasonable inquiry and investigation by legal counsel, and the
record before the Court does not meet the minimum standard required by the rule.
CONCLUSION

CBH incurred significant legal expenses to defend the groundless claims filed against it
by EEF and its counsel. CBH recognizes its request for attorney's fees and costs under Idaho
Code§§ 12-121 and 12-123 and Rule 1l(a)(l) should be carefully considered by the Court, and
should only be granted in rare circumstances. CBH respectfully submits that the claims ~ade
against it are frivolous and were pursued unreasonably and without any foundation.
For the reasons stated above and the pleadings and papers on file in this matter, CBH
requests this Court grant an award of attorney's fees and costs in the total amount of $15,422.00
in accordance with Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ll(a)(l) and 54 and Idaho Code Sections 12121 and 12-123.
DATED this 151hday of January, 2015.

David T. ueck, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
3 Paragraph 4 of the Tribble Aff. contains hearsay allegations accusing Corey Barton of being a dishonest
business person. CBH vehemently denies the allegations made against both Corey Barton individually and his
company by Mr. Tribble.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 15th day of January, 2015, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
David M. Fogg
X
U.S. Mail
Aaron J. Tribble
X
Facsimile - (208) 938-9504
___ Overnight Mail
J. Von Johnson
___ Hand Delivery
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiff Eagle Equity Funding, LLC
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Counsel for Defendant Title One Corporation

X
X
___
___

U.S. Mail
Facsimile- (208) 388-1300
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Counsel for Defendant REC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

X ·
X
___
___

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 338-3290
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83 716
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow
Corporation

U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
___ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

X
X
___
___

X

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - (208) 954-5955
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
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Michael T. Spink
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Counsel for Defendants Edward J Mason
and Galiano LLC

~X~_X_
___
___

U.S. Mail
Facsimile-(208) 388-1001
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

David T. Krueck
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JAN 16 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SABRINA STOKES
DEPUTY

Richard W. Mollerup, ISB #4754
5459 E. Branchwood Ct.
Boise, Idaho 83716
(208) 342-0014 Telephone
rwmollerup@gmail.com
Attorney for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH ffiDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DANIEL THOMPSON, an individual,
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
v.

Ca~el\O. ·. CVOL \ ~ -10 \\ L
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND SANCTIONS

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fl<a Land American
Transnation, aka Transnation Title & Escrow,
Inc.), a Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE
TITLE & ESCROW CORP., a Delaware
Corporation, RBC Bank, (fka RBC Centura
Bank, aka PNC Bank), a North Carolina
Corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or
Florida Corporation (fl<a Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLG(an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.
Comes now, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. (''Alliance'') by and through their attorney of
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP'S MOTION FOR
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record, Richard W. Mollerup and files this Reply Memorandum of costs seeking an award of
costs as the prevailing party in the litigation and an award of attorneys' fees and seeking
sanctions pursuant to Rule 1l(a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("Rule 11").

I.
AFFIDAVITS OF AARON J. TRIBBLE AND THE DAN THOMPSON ARE NOT
PROPER
1.
Plaintiffs counsel filed an Affidavit of Arron Tribble in Support of Plaintiffs
Objection to Defendant's (Alliance) Motion for Fees and Costs (the "Tribble Affidavit") and an
Affidavit of Dan Thompson Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's Motion for Fees and
Costs (the "Thompson Affidavit").
2.

Neither the Tribble Affidavit nor the Thompson Affidavit attempts to put any

additional facts into the record. The Tribble Affidavit contains only arguments of legal issues
that this court decided by granting Alliance's motion for Summary Judgment. The Thompson
Affidavit appears to be a history of the events as Mr. Thompson remembers them, Mr.
Thompson's beliefs and unsubstantiated arguments. Further, the Tribble Affidavit puts into the
record correspondence relating to communication of offers of compromise and settlement in
direct contravention of Rule 408 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.
3.

Neither the Tribble Affidavit nor the Thompson Affidavit are proper and should

be stricken from the record.
II.

ARGUMENTS
1.

Mr. Tribble, argues that his discovery requests to Alliance were met with an

action for Summary Judgment. (See Paragraph 4 of Tribble Affidavit). Alliance had every right
to file a Motion for Summary Judgment, which this court granted.
2.

Mr. Tribble makes several references to Alliance somehow being responsible for
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the Reconveyance issued under Idaho Code 45-1201 et seq by delivering the Deed of Trust to
TitleOne. See Paragraph 9 (Alliance "had possession of the original EEF deed of trust ... that
EEF states they never received ... ); Paragraph 11,(... [Alliance] did not safeguard the documents
and knew the that these documents could be used to reconvey the interest and the reconveyance
actually occured"); Paragraph 13 (" ... Alliance controlled the document that gave rise to that
reconveyance"); Paragraph 14 (" ... Alliance, by necessity was a key player in any collusion
scheme because Alliance possessed and controlled the original EEF deed of trust"; Paragraph 16,
( ... "the original EEF Deed of Trust was released by Alliance at some point. We know this
because TitleOne used the document to accomplish the reconveyance"); and Paragraph 18
("Alliance should not act surprised that their loss of the original documents is part of the
negligence claim because it was their duty as closing agent to safeguard the document").
3.

All of Mr. Tribble's arguments fail to recognize that, pursuant to a transmittal

letter dated December l, 2006 addressed to Plaintiff, the original Deed of Trust was delivered to
Plaintiff along with the original title policy. There is no other evidence of the delivery of the
Deed of Trust and the December 1, 2006 letter is attached to Plaintiffs original Complaint.
Further, the reconveyance of Plaintiff's Deed of Trust was done pursuant to Idaho Code 45-1201
et seq. That statute allows a title company or agent to reconvey a trust deed by following the
proscribed procedure of notice to the Beneficiary. Nothing in that statute requires, or even
contemplates, the title company or agent having possession the original Deed of Trust in order to
execute a reconveyance; only that the title agent or company (1) give notice to the beneficiary or
servicer 30 days after payment and (2) not receive an objection within 60 days after mailing the
notice. See Idaho Code 45-1203. All of the issues raised in the Tribble Affidavit were resolved
by granting Alliance's Motion For Summary Judgment.
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4.

The Thompson Affidavit adds no new infonnation Mr. Thompson's recollection

of events opinions that the Defendants circumvented any opportunity for Plaintiff to negotiate
with the first lien holder (RBC Bank) and that the purpose of the "Title and Liens"; arguments
that are not only incorrect but are essentially legal arguments that Mr. Thompson is ill equipped
to make.
CONCLUSION
1.

For the reasons set forth herein, Alliance requests that the court not consider

either the Tribble Affidavit nor the Thompson Affidavit respectfully request this Court to enter
an order awarding it attorneys' fees and costs as a matter of right jointly and severally against
Plaintiff and Plaintiffs, counsel who executed the four (4) Complaints and Plaintiffs Response
to Alliance's Motion for Summary Judgment.
DATED this_}£_f}ay of January 2015.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of January 2015, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following
party(ies):
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive
Ste. 200
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Facsimile: (208) 938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ./]

Thomas E. Dvorak
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for TitleOne Corporation

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ./]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

David@EagleLawCenter.com

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

ted@givens12ursley.com
Erin M Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Facsimile: (877) 655-5286
Attorneys for Fidelity National Title
Company
David M. Penny
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park BLVD., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
Facsimile (208) 338-3290
Attorneys for PNC Bank, as Successor in
interest to RBC Bank

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ./]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

erin.stines@fuf.com
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ v"]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

jcw@moffatt.com
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David T. Krueck
Fisher Pusch & Krueck LLC
US Bank Building
101 S. Capital Blvd., Ste. 701
PO Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 331-2400
Attorneys for Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxel Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 954-5955
Attorneys for DAS

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ -I']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

dtk@fishernusch.com

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ -I']

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

MBaldner@hawle):'.!roxell.com

Michael T. Spink
Chad Lamer
Spink Butler, LLP
251 E. Front Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 639
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Edward J. Mason and Galiano

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ -I']

U.S.Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Electronic Mail

clamer@sQinkbutler.com
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CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
DEPUTY

Mike Baldner, ISB #5104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5955
Email: mbaldner@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation,
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC.,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does 111-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) ,/
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER
IN RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE
INC.'S, TITLEONE'S, COREY BARTON
HOMES ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSTION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY FEES AND RELIANCE
UPON FILINGS RELATED TO DAS' S
MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES

)
)
)

DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER IN RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE INC. 'S, TITLEONE'S,
COREY BARTON HOMES ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY FEES AND RELIANCE UPON FILINGS RELATED TO DAS'S MOTION FOR AWARD
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 1
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55555.0178.7060218.l

COMES NOW, DAS Investments, LLC ("DAS"), by and through its counsel of record,
Mike Baldner of the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and hereby gives notice
that DAS joins in the Arguments advanced by TitleOne Corporation, Corey Barton Homes, Inc.
and RBC Real Estate Finance Inc.' s in Response to Plaintiffs Motion in Opposition to Attorney
Fees and relies on the matters filed by DAS in support of its Motion for Award of Costs and
Attorney Fees in this matter.
DATED THIS

/ k;J day of January, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~«

Mike Baldner,
Attorneys for Defendant DAS INVESTMENTS,
LLC
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
·day of January, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC'S JOINDER IN RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE INC.'S, TITLEONE'S, COREY BARTON HOMES ARGUMENTS IN
OPPOSTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES ANP RELIANCE UPON
FILINGS RELATED TO DAS'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center, LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail david@eaglelawcenter.com
..../.
aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
9§,l Telecopy 208-938-9504
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•

Thomas E. Dvorak •
Angela M. Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail ted@givenspursley.com
~
angelareed@givenspursley.com
Telecopy 208-388-1300

r

David M. Penny '
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-mail dpenny@cosholaw.com
elecopy 208-338-3290

Richard W. Mollerup;
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail mollerup@lawidaho.com
}<(Telecopy 208-336-9712

David T. Krueck
./
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht, P.A.
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 950
Boise, ID 83702

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail dkrueck@greenerlaw.com
P(Telecopy 208-319-2601

Ii.

Mike Baldner '-....._ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Defendants.

l
2

3

4

5
6

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEFll), the Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys of record,
provides the following memorandum in reply to Corey Barton:

7

I.
8
9

INTRODUCTION
Corey Barton's response to EEF's motion to disallow relies entirely on the

mischaracterization of what occurred, rather than on what actually occurred. Relying on a 20/20

10

hindsight mentality, Corey Barton argues that what EEF learned prior to bringing Corey Barton
11
12

13

14
15

into the lawsuit is "wild speculation. conjecture and baseless accusatidns", going so far as to label
certain accusations as hearsay. However, all of what was learned fonned a reasonable basis for
bring the claims against Corey Barton. With this reply, EEF incorporates the relevant arguments
made in its other relevant reply briefs.

II.

NOVELTY OF THE CASE

16

As was pointed out in the original affidavits supporting this motion, the claims against

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26
27

Corey Barton were for Conspiracy and Fraudulent Conveyance. See A.ffidavtt ofAaron Tribble in

Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Corey Barton's Motion for Fees and Costs

,r 5.

To date,

counsel for the Plaintiff and the Defendants are unaware of any case involving a conspiracy to
divest a property interest holder and dispose of the property to other buyers in violation of Title

S5, Idaho Code. So this case is certainly the first instance in Idaho of a group of Defendants
being sued for this type of activity. The statute undisputedly allows for a cause of action when
such a situation arises. And none of the Defendants has ever disputed that a conspiracy cannot lie
where there is such a statutory violation, As such, the claims asserted against Corey Barton were
I

both legitimate and novel.

III.

SANCTIONS CANNOT APPLY IN Tms CASE BECAUSE THE CLAIMS
AGAINST COREY BARTON WERE NOT BROUGHT FRIVOLOUSLY
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1

Corey Barton spends much of their time in response misoharacterizing the conclusions of

2

EEF's counsel as speculation and conjecture while ignoring the well established facts and

3

inferences that brought this claim to their doorstep. Previous affidavits have established the

4

following:

5
6
7
8

1. TitleOne wrongfully and covertly filed a full reconveyance of EEF's secured interest
in 2010.
2. After obtaining title jn 2012, Corey Barton Homes began to use TitleOne to transfer
these properties to other buyers.

9

3. Property records in existence at the time of the filing of the claims, indisputably show

10

that DAS and Corey Barton had a de facto exclusive buyer-seller arrangement. Thus,

11

it was reasonable to believe that DAS was the alter ego of Corey Bruton acquiring

12

properties at Corey Barton's direction.

13

4. DAS, Corey Barton's alter ego, approached Mason in early 2011 to acquil'e the
~

14

property. Based on the foregoing

3, it's reasonable to believe that DAS fully

15

intended to convey this property to Corey Barton before the deal was ever

16

consummated,

17

5. Corey Barton signed purchase agreements with DAS the day before the Galiano-DAS

18

transfer was recorded. Thus. it's reasonable to believe that Corey Barton knew about

19

the property prior to Galiano selling to DAS.

20

6. Because RBC knew about the contents of the Master Credit agreement between

21

Mason and the property lienholders1 RBC was aware that EEF had an unsatisfied

22

interest, With this knowledge, RBC conducted the short sale, giving nothing to EEF.

23

7. Because Mason knew about the contents of the Master Credit agreement between

24

himself, RBC, and EEF, Mason was aware that EEF had an unsatisfied interest. With

25

this knowledge, Mason conducted the short sale, giving nothing to EEF.

26

8. The sale of the Galiano property was done without any public notice or marketing.

27

RSC and Mason, who both knew that EEF had an unsatisfied interest, chose not to tell

28

EEF anything about what was

going on,
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1

9. Based on the foregoing, it's reasonable to believe that Corey Barton intended from the

2

beginning to acquire this property from Galiano. Because Corey Barton chose to use a

3

strawman buyer such as DAS, it's reasonable to believe that Corey Barton was aware

4

of potential problems with title.

5

10. Rather than use the common general warranty deed, Corey Barton used special

6

warranty deeds to convey pieces of the property to other buyers, Because of this, it is

7

also reasonable to believe that Corey Barton likely had knowledge of title issues

8

stemming fi:om somewhere and was trying to duck some liability.

9

reasonable to believe that Corey Barton used DAS as a strawman in the purchase of

10

Thus, it's

the Galiano property because it further insulates them from liability.

11

12

Corey Barton's relationship with DAS is an established matter of public record. Corey

13

Barton, however, does not acquire all of its property e:xclusively from DAS. As the facts above

14

show, it's reasonable to believe that Corey Barton knew about the Galiano property from the

15

moment DAS approached Mason, likely even before. The question is why didn 1t Corey Bruton

I6

just bid on the property itself. Given the relationship between DAS and Corey Barton, its

17

reasonable to believe that Corey Barton was insulating itself through the use of DAS, and Corey

18

Barton's use of special warranty deeds bears this out.

19

All of this adds up to one conclusion, the infonnation in EEF' s possession at the time of

20

including Corey Barton and DAS in the lawsuit show that it was reasonable to believe that Corey

21

Barton and DAS played some role in a conspiracy to divest EEF of its secured interest. Corey

22

Barton's 20/20 hindsight argument is not really even relevant to the question of whether

23

sanctions should apply because the test under I,R.C.P. 11 is whether there was reason to bring the

24

claim at all. As such, EEF"s claims were not frivolous or unreasonable and reflect a good-faith

25

effort to recovery its interest in the Galiano property. EEF 'respectfully requests that attorney

26

fees, much less sanctions, should apply to this situation.

27

28

01·

not

CONCLUSION
Corey Barton's response offers no rebuttal to EEF's assertion that I.C. § 12-123

.4.
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1

jurisdiction no longer applies, because the time window has passed for application of that statute.

2

Rule I I sanctions do not lie in this situation because the facts on record show that it was

3

reasonable to believe that Corey Barton was pmt of a conspiracy due to their knowledge and use

4

of special wmanty deeds, a stra'WIIlan buyer, and use of TitleOne as their closing agent. The

5

Court should conclude that this suit was brought in good faith and not for improper purposes. As

6

su~, attomeyfeesunderl.C.12-121 donotapply.

7

8
9

Dated: January

lQtl., 2015
Respectfully Submitted,

10
II

By:___,,,.~~~==----J~·
--

12

Ii

13

Aaron J. Tribble

14

Attorney for Plaintiff

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

24

25
26

I HEREBY ?ERTIFY that on this~day of~

"7 '2015, I caused a true and

27

correct copy of the foregoing docUD1ent to be served by the method indicated below. and

28

addressed to the following:
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2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10

11
12
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Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
BoiseJ ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Ll

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: '208-319-2601

U

David Penny
Cosho Humphrey
POBox9518
Boise, ID 83707
208-338-3290

U

Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

15

16

Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Dehvered
Overni$,ht Mail
Facsi1mle

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered

Ovemi$ht Mail
Facsimile

n

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid re(N'\~ if
Hand Delivered
Overni$,ht Mail .
Facsimlle

13

14

P. 6/6

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnie;ht Mail
· Facsinule

17

18

19
20

21

Aaron J, Tribble

22

Attorney Jot Plaintiff

23

24
25

26
27

28
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REMOTE CSID
PM MST

9389504

D

214

,ION

PAGES
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STATUS

Received

Law Office

ORIGINt,L
David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB. #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr, Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938w9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Banlc), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
COIJ>oration (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES I-X1
unknown individunls and/01· companies,

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHAEL N. YSURSA IN OPPOSITION
OF DEFENDANT'S (TitleOne) REPLY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE'S FIRST AND SECOND
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND OPPOSITION
TO MOTION TO DISALLW COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES.

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
County of Ada
)
Michael N. Ysursa being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:

AmoAVITOFMlOV.'SLN. YSURSA -1
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1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the
age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct, to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
2. I am familiar with the above mentioned case because I conducted substantial research and
investigation into the actual recorded documents in conjunction with the relevant properties.
3. In early April 2014. I began receiving inquiries from the current residents of the Walnut
Creek Subdivision in regards to the lis pendens filed in August of 2013, Each resident I spoke with
was r.onr.r.mr.rl. anrl r.onfusr.d a.,;; to why their titlr. wa::i impacted hy the lis pf:md,ms.

4. By late April, our office sent out an infonnational letter describing what a lis pendens was
and the nature of the situation.
5. After the letter was received by the homeowners, I personally spoke with as many

homeowners as I could who fell in the category of being previously released by Eagle Equity Fund.
These conversations centered on two points. both of which were meant to ensure accuracy and
diligence, The first point was designed to gather the infonnation ensuring their status as a prereleased property. And two, to infonn them that as a pre-release property, they will not be impacted
by this /is pendens as we were in the process of creating the documents necessary to amend the lis

pendens removing their properties.
6. By May of 2014, this office then sent a letter to all pre-released properties that we spoke
with and any we thought reasonably fit the criteria, The letter confirmed their property was released
prior to the crux of the pending lawsuit and assured them that, as a pre-released property, their
property was not pending litigation.

AFFIDAVITOPMlCHARLN. YSURSA -2
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7. The Defendant's most recent reply memorandum states "Second, there is no evidence in
the record that TitleOne forced anyone to use these'' (pg, 8) Referring to the form of the "Special
Warranty Deed" used by TitleOne in the transactions between Corey Barton Homes, Inc. and the
homeowners in the Walnut Creek Subdivision. A survey of the instruments recorded indicates that,
when selling these lots, Corey Barton Homes used TitleOne exclusively.
8. Furthennore, my previous affidavit does not suggest that TitleOne "forced" anyone into
using its service. Instead, the facts indicate that TitleOne was used exclusively for all subdivision
transactions to new homeowners. Couple the exclusivity with the fact that the homeowners were

0flc

not receiving the customary warranty protections, information was provided to the homeowners 1- 1
facilitating their own research into the subject.
9. Similarly referring to the "Special Warranty Deeds", the Defendant's most recent reply
memorandum states ''Third, all of these occurred after the lis pendens was filed in the case, and
thus Plaintiffs' own conduct provides a reasonable explanation as to why a g:r:antor of such deeds
might be concerned as to limiting its liability based on the status of title at that time.i' Id. The
record indicates that the lis pendens was recorded on August 20, 2013. Further) the Ada County
Recorder has the recorded instruments of multiple "Special Warranty Deeds" issued by TitleOne
from Corey Barton Homes to a homeowner, prior to August 20, 2013. (Exhibit A).
1O. Despite the title of the TitleOne deeds received by purchasers from the Corey Barton
Homes transfer. it is clear, Grantor was not warranting or covenanting anything, Analogous to a
Quitclaim Deed even prior to the filing of the lis pen dens.

AFFIDAVITOFMICliAELN, YSUR.9A -3
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this ·2dJ.}day of January, 2014.

AmOAVlTOI".MlCHABLN, YSORSA -4
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\

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this2aJ±. day o f ~ , 2015, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

ll

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W, Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-319~2601

ll

U.S. Mail1 Postage.Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsiilllle

David Penny
Cosho Humphrey
PO Box95I8
Boise, ID 83 707
208-338-3290

ll

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

ll
ll

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsiilllle

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed

Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite I 000
· Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle
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ADA COUNTY RECORDE:R Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 13.00

BOISE IDAHO

05/21/2013

2

03:43 PM

DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig

:i~~~!~~:~~~:i:g

11111111111111111 llllll 1111111111111 HIIII IIIIII Ill lllllllll 1111

113055724

TITLEONE BOISE

13222500
(Space above this lino for Recorder's use)

SPECIAL WARRANTYDEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., a~ Idaho Co:rporntion, dba CB~ HOMES, whose address
ia 1977 E 0-ve.rland Rd, Meridian ID 83642, (the 11 Grantor11, does heieby gran~ bargain, -sell and
convey unto Penelope R Sheldon a single person whose address is 1468 W. ShenandoahBojse, ID
83712 the 11 Granteei1 1), tho following described premises (the '1Premises''):

the official plat thereof. filed in
Book 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 tlU'ough 12783, official records of Ada CoUnty, Idaho.

Lot 15 in Block I of Galiano Estates Subdivision. according to

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Prenrlses, with their appurtenances unto the Grant~ and
its succeasors and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvemeOOl, hereditlllllents, and appurtenances
thereon. and thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining. and the reversion or reversions.
rernainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate1 title1 interes~ clai111 and demand
whatsoever of the Grantor, either in law ot in equity, of; in and to the above-described Premises
with said improvemen1s, hereditaments and appurtenances.

Grantor makes no covenants or warranties with respect to title1 express or implied, other

than as expressly stated heteinafter. ·GrMtor is the owner of the Premii;:es and has not conveyed

the same estate to any person other than G:i:antee and that such estate is at the time of the

execution of thia instrument free from encwnbrances cau11ed, cre&ted, or suffered directly by
Ch:mitor.
·
·
Effective Date: 05/20/2013

GRANTOR

EXHIBIT

I A
0

••-••• \ 0 _, .. ~U,••••----•-•••• • ••• , ,,.,

eoo,

,,,,,.,_ •• •

ooH

ooo• •••••

, ______ •-•-•- • ._¥ 1•, o\, l,lolftl ,•,H-•-••-•••••• • 00•••••

••

•

1 '''
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D. Rich AMOUNT 13.00
BOISE IDAHO

05/29/2013

2

01 :44 PM

DEPUTY Victoria Balley
SlmpliOle Electronic Rcconline

RECORDED-REQUEST OP
TITLEONE BOISE
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SPECIAL WARRANTYDEED
.

.

FOR VALUB RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
. QOREY BARTON HOMES, INC,, an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose address
is 1977 B OV'erland Rd, Meridian. ID 83642, (the 11 Grantor'1), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and
convey unto Judith B. Titus, a 'Single pets~n
whose address is
P,O. Eo~ 601, Mccall, IP 83638
~he
''Grantee"), the following described premises (the 11Premises"):
Lot 7 in Block 1 of Galiano Bstat.es Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats atPage(s) 12780 through 12783, official Jecords of Ada County, Idaho,

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successora and assigns forever.

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the improvements, hereditaments, and appurtenances
thereon and thereunto belonging oi in anywise appertaining, and the re11ersion or reversions,
retnainders, :rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the estate, title, inte.resti claim and demand
what.soever of the Grantor, either in law or 'in equity, of, in and to the above.-desctibed Premises
with said improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.
Grantor makes no covenants or wan:ruitl;s with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated he:reimifter, Grantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any pe:rson other than Grantee and that such estate ia·at the time of the
e:x:ecution of this instrument free from encumbrances caused, created, or suffered directly by
0.ra.ntor.
Effe~tive Date: 05/28/2013

omes, Inc. dba CBH Romes

I '

_..,N•-• •to•••"•- •- •- •••• ,, •••

. ·-· ··-·
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06/28/2013

02:14 PM

.I

DEPUTY Lisa Irby
Sillll)IIOle Eledronlc Rcconling
RRCORDED-JtEQUEST OF

TITLEONE BOISE
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

.

;

~

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
COREY BARTON HOMES, 'INC., an Ida.ho Corpor~tion, dba. CBH HOl'dES1 whose address
is 1977 E Overland Rd. Meridian ID 83642, (the 1'Grantor'1)J does hereby grant, bargain, sell and
convey wt.q Todd Blankenship and Jessica BlEIIlk:ensbip1 hUllban.d -and wife whose address is 1341
West Oak Tree Drive ~una, ID 83634 (the "GJ:antee")J the following described premises (the
"Premises"):

.::j'•
•.' I

· Lot 5 in Block 6 of Galiano Estates Subdivisioni according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book
99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, o.ffi~ial records pf Ada County, Idaho.
'J;'O HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenances unto the Grantee, and
its successors and assigns forever,
·

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the itri.pfovements, hereditaments, and appurten~ces
thereon mid thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reveteion or 1eversions,
remainde;rs, :rents, issues and profits thereof; and all of the est.ate, title, interest, claim and demand
whatsoever of the Grant01, either in law or in equity, of, in and to the above-descdbed Ptemises
with said .improvements, hereditaments and appurtenances.

:.

Grantor .ro.ak.es no covenants or warranties with respect to title, express or implied, other
than as expressly stated horeinaftet. Grantor is tho own~ of the Premises and. has not conveyed
the same estate to any person other than Grantee and that such estate is at the time of the
execution of this instrument free from encutnbrances caused. created, or suffered directly by

Granto,:,

Effective Date: 06/27/2013
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SPECIAL :fl.@{RANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RBCBIVBD1 the receipt end suffioienoy of which is hereby ackl'lowledged,
COllEY BARTON EOMES, INC., ftn Idcdio Corponiion, dba CBH HOMES, whose lld~ess
·is 1977 E Ovaland Rd, Mcrldiq ID 83642, (t~ "OrentOJ"), does hereby grant, bargain, sell and
convey unto Richard S. Adams, Jr and Charlitn R. Aoams, h\lsband end wife (tho ''.Orantca''•
whose addross is 1247 W. Catavan SI. K'Wlll, ID 83634, the .following desoribed premisc,s (the
''Prcmiat:11"):
Lot 14 in Blook. 6 of Galiano :&tates Subdivision, acoonling to t'be offieiat plat thereof: filed in

Boo'k 99 of Plats at Page(s) 12780 through 12783, official records of Ada Co\'mty, ldl'lho.
TO HAVB ANO TO HOLD the Premises, with thGir appurti::n~ccs 'Ullto !he Chantee, end
ib &uc:cessors md assi~ forcvar.
TOOBTRBR. WITH all and sin• the improvom~ta. heo:coilllm.ents. and appurtenances
thereon and tJwmurto bolonging 11r hi llll)'Wisc apportalning, and the reversion or rcycrsiom,.
remaindcm, rcota, iaauos and profits thereo:t: ~d 1111 of 1he estato, titlo, intm:at, claim and deinand
whatsoever ofiho Ountor, cik in law or in equity, ot in end to the llbove-deson"bod Pf01Digea
wiih said improvements, ~taments and appurtenance.,,
Orantor makes no covenants or warranties with mpcot to title, express or implied, other
thm as C)(pressly stated hereinafter. Grentor is 1he owner of tho Premises and has not conveyed
the same estate to any porson other thllll OrantQe (llld that ~uch estate is at the time of the
exco"UUon of1his instrumenl freG from encumorances c11used, created, or suffered directly by
Cmlntor.
BffeetiveDate: 07/31/2013
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SPECIAL ::55:'..ARRANJX PEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, th~ meipt llllO sufficienoy o£ which iB hereby acknowledged,
COnEY BARTON HOl'lmS, INC,, an Idaho Corporation, dba CBH HOMES, whose aathess
is 1977 E Overland R.d, Meridian lD 83642, (the "Or1111tor''), doca hcreby grant, bargain, sell and
convoy unto Bradloy S, R.iohardlion am! Rebecca L. R.ichaldaon, husband and wife (the "Grantee"),
whose addrc.ss i.s 1240 W. Heartland Ave K~ ID 83634 the following described premises (the
''Pre.mia~")!

Lot 10 in Block l of Galiano BatfltQ9 Subdivision, according t.o the official plat thereof, filed itt
Book 99 of Plats .iPage(.s) 12780 tbrough 12783, official records of.Ada County, ldeho,

.

TO HAVE Al-lD TO HOLD the Premises, with their appurtenllllO~ unto the Ore.ntee, end
its ruccossors and assigns forever,
TOGBTHBR. WltH all ana singular the improvements, hereditamentB, end eppurtenance,g
thereon and thereunto belOllglng or in atJy\Ylso apportaining, and the reversion· or reve.ratcnis,
remaindBJ's, rent&, issues and pro.fits thcieof; tmd all of the est11to. tiUc. interest, claim and demand
whatsoovcr of the Granter, either in lfl.W or in equity, of, in end to tho above-described Promises
with said improwments, heredltaments IUld e.ppUrtCllanccs.
Onmtor makca no oo'Wln1111ts or wmnnties with respect to title, eJ<pteSS or hnplied, other
than as exprei;sly .rtated hereinafter, Orantor is the owner of the Premises and has not conveyed
the same e.rtato to any person other than Gnlntee ond that such esu.te .i8 at the lime of the
execution of this instrument free from encumbrances cawed, created, or suffered directly by
Orentor,
Effective Diitc; 08/13/2013
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11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
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EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho

limited liability company,
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17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
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CASE NO. CV~OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF AARON TRIBBLE IN
REPLY TO TITLEONE'S RESPONSE
TO MOTION TO DISALLOW

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
CO:MPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP,, a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an. Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unlmown Individuals and/or companies
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Defendants,

1
2

3

4
5

6

7

STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
County of Ada
)
Aaron Tribble, being first·duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:

8

9

1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above-entitled matter. I am an individual

over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident

10
11

of the State of Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein,

12

believing them all to be true and con·ect, to the best of my knowledge and belief.

13

2.

14

I believe Mr. Dvorak is attempting to put words in my mouth and twist my
comments by insinuating that I would ever make unlawful ex-parte contact with

15

the Court. I have never made unlawful ex-parte contact with a Court, nor have I

16
ever intended and threatened to do so.

17

18

3.

and I believe that Mr. Dvorak is assuming that I was threatening that.

19
20

4.

21

22

23

I b~lieve my email to Mr. Dvorak clearly made no such threat of ex~parte contact,

My response to Mr. Dvorak was intended to test his own knowledge of the ethical
rules, which I believe he was misrepresenting to me.

5.

To the best ofmy knowledge, my JMPRE score was higher than any other student

in my class, so I'll put my knowledge of the IRPC's up against anyone else,s. Mr.

24

25

26

Dvunak. :sLuLc:u lh11L IRPC 3.S pruhibiui e.x.-partr., contact. This is not true and is a

misrepresentation to the Court in violation ofIRPC 3.3(a)(l).

27

28
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The actual text ofIRPC 3.5 says "A lawyer shall not: ... (b) communicate ex parte
with such a person during the proceeding unless authorized to do so by law or

3

court order". I believe the text of IRPC 3.5 clearly does not prohibit ex-parte

4

contact, but permits it when it is lawful to do so.

5

6

7.

I am quite baffled by Mr. Dvorak bringing up what he says is 'uncivil" tone. Any

7

and all of the words in my briefs are intended to advocate for my client's case

8

while being candid with this Court. l am simply calling things as I am seeing

9

them. I believe that if Mr. Dvorak is so concc;:rned about the tone of what is being

IO

said about him in Court, that Mr. Dvorak should better endeavor to operate above

11

board when writing to Courts. When I said Mr. Dvorak was misrepresenting the

12

law to the court, I believe that he was. I believe that Mr. Dvorak has made many
13

I

representations of fact and law to this Court that have been less than fully honest

14

and possibly violative ofIRPC 3.3(a)(l ).

15
16

8.

17

My comment 11Althoug~ the Defendant TitleOne may be corrct" was intended as
an arguendo; it was not intended to be a concession. I believe this is obvious

18

considering that it appears in a dependant clause in a sentence. I know Mt. Dvorak

19

has a good command of the English language, so I'm mystified as to why he

20
insists that this dependent clause should have an operable effect as a concession,

21

22

23

24
25

. DATED this

1i)!Kay of January, 2015,

26
Aaron Tribb e
Attorney for Plaintiff

27
28
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1

2

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2£,'fhday of January, 2015,

3

4

5
6

NOTARY PUBLiC for Ida
Residing at:
i J IJ),

7

Commission expires:

'Bo s-e

3 JJ5 jJ_O I q

8

9
10
11
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C"

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Zf)

#aay o f ~ 2015, I caused a tme and

4

.correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the meihod indicated belowi and

5

addressed to the following:

6
{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Bo)l'.2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-319-2601

~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsimile .

David Penny
Cosho Humphrey
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
208-338-3290
Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

18
19

20
21

Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955

U

U.S. Maili Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsinnle

n

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid f e""'d"' · l
Hand Delivered
Overni$,ht Mail
FacsiIDile

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnisht Mail
Facsimile

22

23
24

25

26

Aaron J. Tlibble

27

Attorney for Plaintiff
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.'~(~1~0 RI Gf NAL
David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Paul R. Mangiantini ISB #5883
Michael N. Ysursa ISB #8371
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr.
Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-938-9500
F: 208-938-9504
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES 1-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

REPLY TO RBC REAL ESTATE
FINANCE, INC. 'S MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEY'S FEES AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
TO DISALLOW

Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Clearly counsel is focused on convincing the court that Eagle Equity Fund, LLC's
("EEF") claims were baseless and brought frivolously. What counsel refused to do is deal with

REPLY TO RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR COSTS AND
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the facts presented to this court and the requirements of frivolous conduct. Counsel's continued
assertion that the claims and process by which EEF pursued litigation can be likened to a shell
game. Each defendant continues to attempt to hide behind the assertion of the other. Much of
RBC's latest memorandum is nothing more than continued verbose gymnastics aimed at counsel,
without any regard to the facts on record or the opposition to fees in general.
II. FACTS ON THE RECORD
It is unclear why it continues to be necessary to point out those facts presented to the
court and on the record in this case, however, given RBC's memorandum it appears necessary to
once again revisit what is known as such related to RBC.
A.

Fact; EEF was stripped of its real property interest without knowledge and

consent, as evidenced by documents provided to EEF and contained in the record.
B.

Fact; RBC required EEF's money as a down payment for the loan it extended to

Galiano, LLC, as evidenced by documents in the possession ofEEF and contained in the record.
C.

Fact; RBC at all times was aware of EEF's second position as it required EEF to

execute a subornation agreement which clearly stated that RBC was to be paid prior to EEF, as
evidenced by documents in the possession ofEEF and contained in the record.
D.

Fact; RBC did not foreclose and therefore did not benefit from the same rights to

extinguish a second's position, as evidenced by documents obtained by counsel and contained in
the record.
E.

Fact; RBC agreed to a short sale which was significantly under the then current

market value, as evidenced by the nearly instantaneous agreement between DAS and CHB for
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same property for more than $300,000.00, which documents were obtained through discovery
and now on the record.
F.

Fact; RBC simply ignored its subornation rights with EEF and wants the court to

believe that it had no interest in clawing back over $700,000.00, as evidenced by RBC's conduct
and lack of demand for payment under its subornation rights.
G.

Fact; RBC agreed to allow Galiano. LLC to repurchase at least one lot after the

short sale, and after which RBC and Galiano had executed a stipulated deficiency judgment, as
evidenced by documents obtained through discovery and now on the record.
H.

Fact; RBC was no longer licensed as a lender in the State of Idaho, as evidenced

by the status ofRBC (all entities) under the Idaho State website.
Given, the above facts any reasonable attorney would want to know why RBC agreed to a
short sale leaving over $1,000,000.00 on the table ($700,000 under the subornation agreement
that RBC had a right to, combined with the $300,000 profit that DAS made when it sold the
property to CBH shortly after the short sale was completed), why RBC would ignore the fact that
the second position was magically gone, why RBC would not attempt to claw back any monies
the second had received, why RBC wouldn't have simply foreclosed, and why RBC would allow
Galiano, LLC to repurchase property?
Counsel for RBC wants the court to believe that the above is baseless, frivolous, and
without merit. However, the above represent the facts of this case and the reasonable inquiry
made based on those facts.
I. DEFENDANTS ARE ATTEMPTING TO REWRITE NOTICE PLEADINGS
REQUIREMENTS.

REPLY TO RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC. 'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR COSTS AND
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It appears necessary to restate the well-known requirements of notice pleading rules for

the Defendants' respective counsel's benefit. Idaho is a notice pleading jurisdiction not a fact
pleading jurisdiction. Rule 8 is in place specifically to allow simplify pleadings and eliminate
arcane factual hierarchies and other complexities that had come to dominate predecessor
pleading forms. As such, Rule 8 requires only a short and plain statement demonstrating that the
pleader is entitled to relief. The Supreme Court set this standard in 1957 via Conley v. Gibson,
355 U.S. 41 (1957) by articulating the requirements of a plaintiffs complaint under the federal
rules. The Conley standard was such that "a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state
a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his
claim which would entitle him to relief." Id. at 45-46. The Court further concluded that "the
federal rules reject the approach that pleading is a game of skill in which one misstep by counsel
may be decisive to the outcome and accept the principle that the purpose of pleading is to
facilitate a proper decision on the merits." Id. at 48.
Without going into the detailed history which defendants' counsel can read for
themselves; after Conley the Court then introduced a "plausibility standard" as a means to temper
federal litigation, this was not a return to fact based pleadings and has not been discussed by the
Idaho Supreme Court. Twombly (Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007)) was the
precursor to Iqbal, which clarified a considerable amount of debate and which is now applicable
to all federal civil cases. In Iqbal the Court reaffirmed the key holdings of Twombly and
clarified that those holdings applied to all Federal civil cases. While the pleading standard set
forth in Rule 8 does not require "detailed factual allegations," "it does demand more than an
unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-harmed-me accusation." 129 S. Ct. at 1949. A complaint
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must contain sufficient factual allegations, which if accepted as true, state a claim to relief
that is "plausible on its face." Id. (emphasis added).

The Iqbal court identified two key working principles from Twombly. First, the court
must accept the allegations contained in a complaint - but not the legal conclusions - as true.
Id. Second, a complaint must state a plausible claim for relief in order to survive a motion to

dismiss. Id. The plausibility standard does not require that the allegations probably occurred, but
it does require more than the mere possibility that the defendant acted unlawfully. Id. The Court
then articulates the process through which plausibility can be determined.
A review the EEF's complaint and subsequent amendments show a plethora of history,
facts, and evidence, that move any reasonable review of the pleading not only past the possible,
through the plausible, to the highly likely. Defendants admit EEF was stripped, the connection
and conduct between the various Defendants which achieved the end result is all that remains to
be litigated.
Contrary to counsel's assertion, there is no wild conjecture in this case, no baseless
accusations, no misapplication of the law. The complaint was properly plead with more than
enough evidence, facts, and information, to satisfy even the most rigid application of Iqbal,
should Idaho apply Iqbal, if not, Idaho remains a notice pleading jurisdiction under Conley
where a short and plain statement demonstrating that the pleader is entitled to relief is sufficient.
II. SANCTION ARE NOT APPROPRIATE IN THIS CASE.
RBC's counsel is attempting to persuade the court to do precisely what both the Idaho
Appellate and Supreme Courts have instructed district courts not to do. Mr. Penny has provided
no substantive case law supporting his request for sanctions, but simply laments that RBC
shouldn't have been sued and a message should be sent. To support this, Mr. Penny provides the
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court with snippets of case law and the rule, completely out of context, in an effort to convince
the court to use rule 11 as a general tool to send a message.
In Karl H Lewies v. Fremont County, Idaho Docket Nos. 40987-2013 and 41132-2013
p.4-10 (2014) the Court deals with this precise use of misquoted case law related to rule 11. The
court opinions:
In its order awarding sanctions, the district court also cited this Court's decision in
Campbell v. Ki/dew, 141 Idaho 640, 115 P.3d 731 (2005), and the decision of the
Idaho Court of Appeals in Lester v. Salvino, 141 Idaho 937, 120 P.3d 755 (Ct.
App. 2005). With respect to the Campbell case, the district court wrote, "The
Idaho Supreme Court has explained, '[t]he intent of the rule is to grant courts the
power to impose sanctions for discrete pleading abuses or other types of litigative
misconduct."' That quote in the context in which it occurred in the Campbell
opinion was as follows:
Rule 1 l(a)(l) entails certification that:
Every pleading, motion, and other paper [filed with the court is] to
the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after
reasonable inquiry . . . well grounded in fact and is warranted by
existing law or a good faith argument for the extension,
modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause
unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation.
Pursuant to Rule ll(a)(l), "pleadings, motions, and other papers signed by an
attorney or a party must meet certain criteria, and failure to meet such criteria will
result in the imposition of sanctions." The intent of the rule is to grant courts the
power to impose sanctions for discrete pleading abuses or other types of litigative
misconduct. 141 Idaho at 650, 115 P.3d at 741 (citations omitted).
The portion quoted by the district court, when read in context, is clearly referring
to documents that fail to meet "certain criteria," which are set forth in Rule 11. The
wording quoted by the district court from the Campbell opinion was clearly not
creating a broad new category of conduct that would justify the imposition of Rule
11 sanctions. The "litigative misconduct" mentioned was clearly the filing of
documents in violation of the rule. The basis of the Rule 11 sanctions in the
Campbell case was the filing of a petition to obtain judicial confirmation of a sham
arbitration award in order to circumvent a zoning ordinance. Id. at 650-51, 115
P.3d at 741-42.
With respect to the Lester case, the district court wrote, "Rule 11 has been
construed as 'a management tool to be used by the district court to weed out,
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punish and deter specific frivolous and other misguided filings."' In context, the
statement by the Court of Appeals was as follows:
The imposition of attorney fee sanctions for litigative misconduct is
governed by I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l), which in relevant part provides:
[Rule quoted]
Rule 11 therefore authorizes the court to impose sanctions, including
attorney fees, on its own initiative, upon an attorney who signs a
pleading, motion, or other paper which violates the requirements of
Rule 11. The signer's signature certifies that to the best of the signers
knowledge, information and belief after reasonable inquiry, the
pleading, motion or other paper is well grounded in fact, warranted
by existing law or a good faith argument for the modification, or
reversal of existing law, and not interposed for any improper
purpose, such as to harass or cause unnecessary delay or needless
increases in the costs of litigation. The intent of the rule is to grant
the courts the power to impose sanctions for discrete pleading abuses
or other types of litigative misconduct. The rule is considered a
management tool to be used by the district court to weed out, punish
and deter specific frivolous and other misguided filings.
141 Idaho at 939-40, 120 P.3d at 757-58 (citations and footnote omitted). The
sanctions were imposed for signing discovery responses in violation of the
requirements of Rule 11. Id. at 940, 120 P.3d at 758. The Court of Appeals was not
expanding Rule 11 beyond the wording of the rule.
In this case, the district court did not apply the provisions of Rule 11 when it
imposed the sanctions. It simply took two sentences out of context from the
Campbell and Lester opinions and created a new basis for imposing the sanctions
that was totally unsupported by the wording of Rule 11. In doing so, the court
abused its discretion because it did not act consistently with the applicable legal
standards.
Mr. Penny is demanding that court do precisely what the Court has opinion
against, use Rule 11 sanctions as a broad punitive measure simply because RBC didn't
like being sued. The application and use of rule 11 sanctions has been further defined by
the Idaho Appellate and Supreme Court thus:
In State of Alaska ex rel. Sweat v. Hansen, 116 Idaho 927, 782 P.2d 50 (Ct.App.

1989), the Idaho Court of Appeals clarified:
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The State of Alaska, as represented by the Idaho Attorney General, has
requested an award of attorney fees and costs in this appeal. The state invokes
LR.C.P. ll(a)(l) and LC. §12-121, arguing that the appeal was brought
groundlessly and without good faith. We have previously stated our position
that Rule 1 l(a)(l) is not a broad compensatory law, but is a court management
tool. As we said in Kent v. Pence, 116 Idaho 22, 773 P.2d 290 (Ct.App. 1989),
the rule does not exist to duplicate LC. §12-121, which has long been
construed to authorize an attorney fee award in any civil case brought
frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. Minich v. Gem State
Developers, Inc., 99 Idaho 911, 591 P.2d 1078 (1979). Rather, the rule serves a
separate, cognizable purpose, focusing upon discrete pleading abuses or other
types of litigative misconduct within the overall course of a lawsuit. Kent, 116
Idaho at 23, 773 P.2d at 291.
116 Idaho 927,929, 782 P.2d 50, 52.
Further, in Hyatt v. Hyatt, CV 2010 6541, p. 6, 7 (Ct.App, 2011) after quoting the above,
the Court then proceeds to re-quote the rule and note that the Hyatt pleadings were nothing more
than a sham intended to harass. The Court proceeds to enumerate the specific pleadings the
district court referenced as improper.
RBC has neither articulated what specifically it believes is improper or meant to harass,
only that portions of the complaint didn't apply to RBC. Given RBC's late entry and nearly
immediate motion of summary judgment it is difficult to see any reasonable theory under which
RBC could demand sanctions.
Moreover, and contrary to RBC's claims, there was and remains, material issues of fact
and interpretation of law that have not been settled. Attempts to convince the court to impose
sanctions, in light of the Idaho Supreme Court's most recent review of rule 11 sanctions, is
inappropriate. In Karl H. Lewies v. Fremont County, Idaho Docket Nos. 40987-2013 and 411322013 p.4-10 (2014) the Court clearly articulates that standard and application of rule 11
sanctions. The Court states:
The rule provides two separate grounds for imposing sanctions: (a) frivolous filings
and (b) misusing judicial procedures for an improper purpose. The above-quoted
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portion of the rule is identical to Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as
amended in 1983. Durrant v. Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 73, 785 P.2d 634, 637
(1990). Therefore, this Court has adopted the interpretation of the federal rule by
Zaldivar v. City ofLos Angeles, 780 F.2d 823,829 (9th Cir. 1986), Rodgers v. Lincoln
Towing Service, Inc., 771 F.2d 194, 205 (7th Cir. 1985), and Eastway Construction
Corporation. v. City ofNew York, 762 F.2d 243,253 (2d Cir. 1985), for Rule 11 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Durrant, 117 Idaho at 74, 785 P.2d at 638.
Under the federal rule as amended in 1983, "[t]he certificate is addressed to two
separate problems, both of which have been identified as major sources of unnecessary
litigation delay and expense: first, the problem of frivolous filings; and second, the
problem of misusing judicial procedures as a weapon for personal or economic
harassment." Zaldivar, 780 F.2d at 830. That same construction would apply to Rule
1l(a)(l). The attorney's or party's signature on a document constitutes two substantive
certifications: (a) "that to the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief
after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or
a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law," and
(b) "that it [the document] is not interposed for any improper purpose."
Plaintiffs counsel has demonstrated, in detail, their reasonable belief, inquiry, and
application of the law, and have completely complied with the rule.
Mr. Penny appears to ignore that fact that under the rule "[t]he signature of an attorney on
a pleading, motion or other paper constitutes a representation that to the best of the signer's
knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is
warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law." I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l). The operative word here being "reasonable".
Furthermore, Mr. Penny misses the mark in what is to be construed as reasonable inquiry
and knowledge. Again, referencing the Court's opinion in Lewies the courts opines:
The first reason given by the district court for imposing sanctions was "Lewies'
conduct in filing the petitions against the County." Mr. Lewies signed both
petitions for judicial review. Before imposing Rule 11 sanctions, "the district
court must determine whether the attorney exercised reasonableness under the
circumstances and made a proper investigation upon reasonable inquiry into the
facts and legal theories before signing and filing the document." Riggins, 126
Idaho at 1021, 895 P.2d at 1214. That inquiry is what it was reasonable to
believe at the time the document was submitted, not what it is reasonable to
believe with the wisdom of hindsight or in light of subsequent developments.
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Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 95, 803 P.2d
993, 1001 (1991). (emphasis added)
The determination of whether the attorney made a reasonable inquiry before filing
the document may depend on such factors as how much time for investigation
was available to the signer; whether he had to rely on a client for information as to
the facts underlying the pleading, motion, or other paper; whether the pleading,
motion, or other paper was based on a plausible view of the law; or whether he
depended on forwarding counsel or another member of the bar.
Opposing counsel appears to have focused his demand for sanctions entirely on the fact
that summary judgment has been awarded and that a full a completed case was not formed prior
to the complaint being filed. Such logic flies in the face of any reasonable inquiry and notice
pleading requirement. In short, Mr. Penny, along with fellow defendants, seeks to rewrite Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, so that sanctions can be applied. At some level one has to ask if an
unreasonable demand for sanctions should be a violation of rule 11.
RBC requests sanction for litigation it perceives as meritless, even though much of what
was included in the complaint was never litigated. Again the Idaho Supreme has weighed in on
the use of rule 11 based on perception. "Rule 11 is not a tool for sanctioning conduct that the
trial court perceives to be unethical, unwise, or lacking in common sense. Riggins, 126 Idaho at
1021, 895 P.2d at 1214. "To the extent the trial court did not give appropriate focus to its inquiry,
it did not act consistently with the legal standards applicable to the choice it had to make." Sun

Valley Shopping Center, 119 Idaho at 95, 803 P.2d at 1001. Further, "[w]hen determining
whether Rule 11 sanctions should be imposed, the trial court must only consider the attorney's·
conduct in the filing of pleadings, motions or other papers." Id. p.8.

The failure to file a

document, request discovery, or include an allegations in a complaint, is not an appropriate
'

determination of sanctions.
III. SANCTION ARE NOT AVAILABLE SIMPLY BECAUSE A DEFENDANT IS
CONFUSED OR REQUIRES CLARIFICATION.
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The shell game continues. RBC's counsel wants the court to issue sanctions because
some of the allegations in EEF's complaint did not apply to RBC. As discussed at length, this
was a multi-faceted case, with many defendants. Counsel has not provided any specific rule or
code that requires that each defendant be specially identified and tied to a specific allegation.
Under the notice pleading rules, should RBC have wanted clarification it could have filed the
necessary motion and requested such. To simply do nothing and then cry sanction is of itself
frivolous, unethical, and intended to merely harass opposing counsel.
Furthermore, counsel continues to assert that portions of the complaint were frivolous,
and continues to point to those portions that RBC was never required to defend against. RBC has
not identified any other specific pleading or portion thereof, which it believes is :frivolous, a
requirement under Rule 11. Counsel simply wants the court to rule that all of the case was
frivolous, and to take punitive action against opposing counsel and backstops that by pointing to
portions of the complaint that RBC wasn't required to defend against.
Counsel for RBC seems to imply that it is not a common practice for a plaintiff, under the
notice pleading rules, to identify the defendants, identify the causes of action, and draft the
complaint so as to not waive any claims. The defendants are then free to answer the complaint
and for those causes of action it believes do not apply write one simply word, "Deny''. We agree
that a message should be sent, however, that message should be that attempts to harass opposing
counsel by requesting sanction will not be tolerated. That under the notice pleading rule
opposing counsel cannot, at the end of the process, claim that it didn't understand which
allegation it was to defend against when, at any time, it could have requested, under the rules,
I

clarification.
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IV. SANCTIONS ARE NOT AVAILABLE BECAUSE THE DEFENDANT DOES NOT
BELIEVE ENOUGH DISCOVERY WAS CONDUCTED OR A FACT PATTERN
WAS DEVELOPED.
The facts are clear and were restated above.

The determination of whether RBC

participated in a fraudulent scheme or was aware of the conveyance, or worked a back room
deal, knowing EEF had been wrongfully stripped of its real property interest is for a jury to
determine, not the court, and not RBC. Again counsel for RBC seems to be off in the woods.
We are unaware of any rule that would impose sanctions for not conducting more discovery, if
such is not necessary, or not fully developing all supports facts prior to a summary judgment
motion. Unless the rules have changed, that right remains with the plaintiff until the time of trial.
What RBC fails to acknowledge is that until the time for discovery is closed EEF had the right to
continue to develop its case.
RBC complains that no interrogatories were requested from RBC once RBC finally
entered the fray. It's likely that had EEF requested copies of the same documents that had
already been exchanged between multiple defendants and EEF, RBC would be requesting
sanctions for unnecessary discovery. It is disingenuous for RBC to fail to note the plethora of
discovery that had occurred prior to its appearance, but only complain that it didn't receive
discovery requests.
V. RBC'S LACK OF FORECLOSURE AND AGREEMENT WITH EEF
DEMONSTRATE A KNOWING AND WILLFUL COURSE OF CONDUCT TO
SIDE STEP STATUTORY REQUIREMENT.
Here again RBC's counsel gets it wrong. Mr. Penny desperately wants the court to
conclude that RBC had no duty to EEF and/or wouldn't care about a second position, and had
I

every right to sell its

1st

position. However, counsel has not provided the court with any rule,

statutory authority, or case law that supports such an interpretation of the law. Conversely, what
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EEF has provided the court with is; (i) a conveyance document that this Court and counsel for
TitleOne has acknowledged as improperly executed and in violation of the statute, (ii) a
subornation agreement between RBC and EEF demonstrating that RBC knew of EEF's second
position, (iii) a loan agreement wherein RBC took EEF's money as a down payment for
Galiano's loan, (iv) short sale documents and the ensuing agreement between DAS and CBH
demonstrating a undervalued short sale, (v) a copy of a stipulated deficiency judgment, and (vi)
an agreement between DAS and Galiano allowing Galiano to repurchase property it had just
completed a short sale on, and (vi) a copy of the stipulated to a deficiency judgment between
Galiano and RBC. We agree that RBC could sell its pt position at any time, however, under
normal circumstance the 2nd position would still be in place. As to the fraud, collusion, and other
claims, the facts continue to speak for themselves.
VI. CONCLUSION
RBC was motivated to divest its interest in Idaho. Why it chose to agree to a short sale
rather than foreclose remains to be determined, and why it participated in a transaction that it
knew, or must have known with any reasonable inquiry, was flawed, also remains to be
determined. The facts are and have been consistent, RBC must have known what was going on,
but for RBC's agreement to a short sale, none of the subsequent events could have occurred.
What RBC and its fellow defendants continue to focus on are sanctions, what they have
provided the court with is a lot of chest pounding. What they ignore or gloss over is the fact that
there is no Idaho case law dealing with the wrongful stripping of real property via a statutory
conveyance document, there is no Idaho case law dealing with a multi-party cause of action
where conveyance, short sale, and subsequent strawman sale serves to wipe out a legitimate lien
holder without consent or knowledge, there is no Idaho case law dealing with a lender's duty to
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act, inform, or not act, when it has knowledge of a second lien holder's position via contract, and
there is no Idaho case law that deals with the determination of damages of a second lien holder
that has been thus wiped out via short sale. Not one of the defendants wants to deal with those
facts and issues, instead they want to argue sanctions. One has to wonder if the vehement
demand for sanctions is just another ruse to move focus away from the fact that fees are not
applicable in this matter. No one likes to be sued, least of all banks and title companies, but then
who wants to be stripped of his or her property and have a bank walk away with $700,000.

Dated: January

2.a+h ,2015
Respectfully Submitted,

Attorney for Plaintiff
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Michael Baldner
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Paul R. Mangiantini ISB #5883
Michael N. Ysursa ISB #8371
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr.
Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.
J'ITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES 1-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

REPLY TO TITLEONE'S REPLY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
TITLEONE'S FIRST AND SECOND
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND OPPOSITION
OT MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEYS' FEES.

Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Without repeating previous replies, counsel for TitleOne seems to be determined to
punish both Mr. Tribble and myself, and continues to ignore the facts presented to this court.
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Further, Mr. Dvorak seems content to suggest that this case was nothing but baseless supposition
and innuendo despite the undisputed facts presented to the court.

By Mr. Dvorak's own

statements, during an early hearing, his client was at worst negligent.

Such admission by

opposing counsel begs the question; how can allegations against a negligent defendant be
considered frivolous. As with his fellow defendants Mr. Dvorak is more focused on sanction, as
a punitive measure, to keep his client's misconduct from being brought to light or the fact that
fees are inappropriate in this case.
II. FACTS ON THE RECORD
Although it is tiresome to continue to feel compelled to point out the basic facts known to
all parties, and similar to our reply to RBC's memorandum; given TitleOne's memorandum, it
appears necessary to also revisit the facts as such relates to TitleOne.
A.

Fact; EEF was stripped of its real property interest without knowledge and

consent, as evidenced by documents provided to EEF, this office, and contained in the record.
B.

Fact; TitleOne did the stripping.

TitleOne somehow obtained original title

documents, it sent those documents, along with a statutory form, to its agent, it then instructed
the agent to complete the form, and filed the completed documents with the Ada County
Recorder. All evidenced by documents in the possession of EEF, documents obtained through
discovery, and now contained in the record.
C.

Fact; The execution and filing of the conveyance documents violated Idaho Code.

D.

Fact; TitleOne was never the rightful trustee and should never have had

possession of original title documents, as evidenced by documents obtained through discovery
and contained in the record.
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E.

Fact; TitleOne never notified EEF of its intent to file a re-conveyance, even

though such is a statutory requirement, as evidenced by documents and information obtained
through discovery.
F.

Fact; TitleOne was aware of EEF's lien, as evidenced by documents provided to

this office by EEF, obtained through discovery, and now contained in the record.
G.

Fact; TitleOne did not adhere to the statutory notice requirements of re-

conveyance, as evidenced by documents provided by TitleOne and now contained in the record.
H.

Fact; TitleOne has subsequently only provided special warranty deeds to the

purchasers of the lots in the Giliano property demonstrating a knowledge that the tile to those
lots is questionable, as evidenced by documents obtained through discovery and now contained
in the record.
As with the other the defendants a reasonable attorney would want to know how a
client's secure interest could simply be wiped out, and why the perpetrator would attempt to hide
behind a no damage no fault interpretation of non-Idaho case law. Additionally, one would want
to inquire into the how and why TitleOne was involved, and why statutory requirements were not
followed.
III. DEFENDANTS ARE ATTEMPTING TO REWRITE NOTICE PLEADINGS
REQUIREMENTS.

It appears necessary to restate the well-known requirements of notice pleading rules for
the Defendants' respective counsel's benefit. Idaho is a notice pleading jurisdiction not a fact
pleading jurisdiction. Rule 8 is in place specifically to allow simplify pleadings and eliminate
arcane factual hierarchies and other complexities that had come to dominate predecessor
pleading forms. As such, Rule 8 requires only a short and plain statement demonstrating that the
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pleader is entitled to relief. The Supreme Court set this standard in 1957 via Conley v. Gibson,
355 U.S. 41 (1957) by articulating the requirements of a plaintiff's complaint under the federal
rules. The Conley standard was such that "a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state
a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his
claim which would entitle him to relief." Id. at 45-46. The Court further concluded that "the
federal rules reject the approach that pleading is a game of skill in which one misstep by counsel
may be decisive to the outcome and accept the principle that the purpose of pleading is to
facilitate a proper decision on the merits." Id. at 48.
Without going into the detailed history which defendants' counsel can read for
themselves; after Conely the Court then introduced a "plausibility standard" as a means to temper
federal litigation, this was not a return to fact based pleadings and has not been discussed by the
Idaho Supreme Court. Twombly (Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007)) was the
precursor to Iqbal, which clarified a considerable amount of debate and which is now applicable
to all federal civil cases. In Iqbal the Court reaffirmed the key holdings of Twombly and
clarified that those holdings applied to all Federal civil cases. While the pleading standard set
forth in Rule 8 does not require "detailed factual allegations," "it does demand more than an
unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-harmed-me accusation." 129 S. Ct. at 1949. A complaint
must contain sufficient factual allegations, which if accepted as true, state a claim to relief
that is "plausible on its face." Id. (emphasis added).
The Iqbal court identified two key working principles from Twombly. First, the court
must accept the allegations contained in a complaint - but not the legal conclusions - as true.

Id. Second, a complaint must state a plausible claim for relief in order to survive a motion to
dismiss. Id. The plausibility standard does not require that the allegations probably occurred, but
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it does require more than the mere possibility that the defendant acted unlawfully. Id. The Court
then articulates the process through which plausibility can be determined.
A review the EEF's complaint and subsequent amendments show a plethora of history,
facts, and evidence, that move any reasonable review of the pleading not only past the possible,
through the plausible, to the highly likely. Defendants admit EEF was stripped, the connection
and conduct between the various Defendant's which achieved the end result is all that remains to
be litigated.
Contrary to counsel's assertion, there is no wild conjecture in this case, no baseless
accusations, no misapplication of the law. The complaint was properly plead with more than
enough evidence, facts, and information, to satisfy even the most rigid application of Iqbal,
should Idaho apply Iqbal, if not, Idaho remains a notice pleading jurisdiction under Conely
where a ~hort and plain statement demonstrating that the pleader is entitled to relief is sufficient.
IV. SANCTION ARE NOT APPROPRIATE IN THIS CASE.
TitleOne's counsel is attempting to persuade the court to do precisely what both the Idaho
Appellate and Supreme Courts have instructed districts courts not to do.

Mr. Dvorak has

provided no substantive case law supporting his request for sanctions, but simply laments that
TitleOne shouldn't have been sued and the court needs to send a message. To Mr. Dvorak's
point, in State ofAlaska ex rel. Sweat v. Hansen, 116 Idaho 927, 782 P.2d 50 (Ct.App. 1989), the
Idaho Court of Appeals clarified:
The State of Alaska, . as represented by the Idaho Attorney General, has
requested an award of attorney fees and costs in this appeal. The state invokes
I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) and LC. §12-121, arguing that the appeal was brought
groundlessly and without good faith. We have previously stated our position
that Rule 1 l(a)(l) is not a broad compensatory law, but is a court management
tool. As we said in Kent v. Pence, 116 Idaho 22, 773 P.2d 290 (Ct.App. 1989),
the rule does not exist to duplicate J.C. §12-121, which has long been
construed to authorize an attorney fee award in any civil case brought
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frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. Minich v. Gem State
Developers, Inc., 99 Idaho 911, 591 P.2d 1078 (1979). Rather, the rule serves a
separate, cognizable purpose, focusing upon discrete pleading abuses or other
types of litigative misconduct within the overall course of a lawsuit. Kent, 116
Idaho at 23, 773 P.2d at 291.
116 Idaho 927,929, 782 P.2d 50, 52.
Further, in Hyatt v. Hyatt, CV 2010 6541, p. 6, 7 (Ct.App, 2011) after quoting the above,
the Court then proceeds to re-quote the rule and note that the Hyatt pleadings were nothing more
than a sham intended to harass. The Court proceeds to enumerate the specific pleadings the
district court referenced as improper.

TitleOne has neither articulated what specifically it

believes is improper or what pleadings were meant to harass.
If frivolous conduct meant to harass occurred it occurred with TitleOne. Case in point,

Mr. Dvorak filed various motions for summary judgment and motions to dismiss before any
reasonable amount of discovery could have been conducted. Mr. Dvorak's strategy from the
beginning was to overwhelm Plaintiffs counsel with premature and unnecessary motions so as
to drive up the cost of litigation and harass the Plaintiff. The constant barrage of motions even
keep the court from completing a typical scheduling order and setting a hearing date, thus
allowing the litigation to proceed in a normal fashion.
Contrary to Mr. Dvorak's claim, there was and remains, material issues of fact and
interpretation of law that have not been settled. Attempts to convince the court to impose
sanctions in light of the Idaho Supreme Court's most recent review of Rule 11 sanctions is
inappropriate.
In Karl H Lewies v. Fremont County, Docket Nos. 40987-2013 and 41132-2013 p.4-10
!'
(2014) the Court clearly articulates the standard and application of rule 11 sanctions. The Court
states:
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The rule provides two separate grounds for imposing sanctions: (a) frivolous filings
and (b) misusing judicial procedures for an improper purpose. The above-quoted
portion of the rule is identical to Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as
amended in 1983. Durrant v. Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 73, 785 P.2d 634, 637
(1990). Therefore, this Court has adopted the interpretation of the federal rule by
Zaldivar v. City ofLos Angeles, 780 F.2d 823, 829 (9th Cir. 1986), Rodgers v. Lincoln
Towing Service, Inc., 771 F.2d 194, 205 (7th Cir. 1985), and Eastway Construction
Corporation. v. City ofNew York, 762 F.2d 243,253 (2d Cir. 1985), for Rule 11 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Durrant, 117 Idaho at 74, 785 P.2d at 638.
Under the federal rule as amended in 1983, "[t]he certificate is addressed to two
separate problems, both of which have been identified as major sources of unnecessary
litigation delay and expense: first, the problem of frivolous filings; and second, the
problem of misusing judicial procedures as a weapon for personal or economic
harassment." Zaldivar, 780 F.2d at 830. That same construction would apply to Rule
1 l(a)(l). The attorney's or party's signature on a document constitutes two substantive
certifications: (a) "that to the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief
after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or
a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law," and
(b) "that it [the document] is not interposed for any improper purpose."
Plaintiffs counsel has demonstrated, in detail, their reasonable belief, inquiry, and
application of the law, and have completely complied with the rule. TitleOne offers no specific
claim that this litigation was intended to harass, only that it was meritless given the court's
dismissal under summary judgment. It should be noted that this case was dismissed under the
determination that California law relating to damages should apply, without consideration of any
of the remaining claims being litigated.
Mr. Dvorak appears to ignore that fact that under the rule "[t]he signature of an attorney
on a pleading, motion or other paper constitutes a representation that to the best of the signer's
knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is
warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law." I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(l). The operative word here being "reasonable".
Furthermore, Mr. Dvorak misses the mark in what is to be construed as reasonable
inquiry and knowledge. Again, referencing the Court's opinion in Lewies the courts opines:
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The first reason given by the district court for imposing sanctions was "Lewies'
conduct in filing the petitions against the County." Mr. Lewies signed both
petitions for judicial review. Before imposing Rule 11 sanctions, "the district
court must determine whether the attorney exercised reasonableness under the
circumstances and made a proper investigation upon reasonable inquiry into the
facts and legal theories before signing and filing the document." Riggins, 126
Idaho at 1021, 895 P.2d at 1214. That inquiry is what it was reasonable to
believe at the time the document was submitted, not what it is reasonable to
believe with the wisdom of hindsight or in light of subsequent developments.
Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 95, 803 P.2d
993, 1001 (1991). (emphasis added)
The determination of whether the attorney made a reasonable inquiry before filing
the document may depend on such factors as how much time for investigation
was available to the signer; whether he had to rely on a client for information as to
the facts underlying the pleading, motion, or other paper; whether the pleading,
motion, or other paper was based on a plausible view of the law; or whether he
depended on forwarding counsel or another member of the bar.
Opposing counsel appears to have focused his demand for sanctions entirely on the fact
that summary judgment has been awarded and that a full and completed case was not formed
prior to the complaint being filed. Such logic flies in the face of any reasonable inquiry and
notice pleading requirement and attempts to negate notice pleading rules. In short, what Mr.
Dvorak seeks is to rewrite Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure so that sanctions can be applied. At
some level one has to ask if an unreasonable demand for sanctions should be a violation of rule
11.
Simply stated, TitleOne seeks sanction for litigation it perceives as meritless, even though
much of what was included in the complaint was never litigated. Again the Idaho Supreme has
weighed in on the use of rule 11 based on perception. "Rule 11 is not a tool for sanctioning
conduct that the trial court perceives to be unethical, unwise, or lacking in common sense.
Riggins, 126 Idaho at 1021, 895 P.2d at 1214. "To the extent the trial court did not give
appropriate focus to its inquiry, it did not act consistently with the legal standards applicable to
the choice it had to make." Sun Valley Shopping Center, 119 Idaho at 95, 803 P.2d at 1001.
REPLY TO TITLEONE'S REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE'S FIRST AND SECOND
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Further, "[w]hen determining whether Rule 11 sanctions should be imposed, the trial court must
only consider the attorney's conduct in the filing of pleadings, motions or other papers." Id. p.8.
The failure to file a document, the failure to include an allegations in a complaint, even a
perception of a lack of civility is not an appropriate determination of sanctions.
It appears that Mr. Dvorak's demand for sanctions is more connected to his angst with

Mr. Tribble than any substantive argument supported by the rule ofldaho case authority. Who's
to say that Mr. Dvorak's passive aggressive approach to the practice of law is any more or less
/

civil than Mr. Tribble's more outspoken direct approach. In fact under the above analysis Mr.
Dvorak' s demand for sanctions appears to be for the sole purpose to harass, has no foundation in
law, and would therefore be subject to rule 11.
V. CONTRARY TO TITLEONE'S CONTENTION IT WAS NEVER FORTHCOMING
ABOUT ITS CONDUCT AND LIABILITY
TitleOne's counsel believes the court should issues sanctions because it was forthcoming.
Despite the fact, that from EEF's perspective TitleOne was never forthcoming, under what rule
does TitleOne believe that being forthcoming as a defendant then provides the right for sanctions
against the Plaintiff. In fact, Mr. Dvorak's own memorandum demonstrates a complete lack of
consistency in support of the "forthcoming" nature of TitleOne, instead of providing anything
more than a flawed damages argument, he provides experts of requests for admission as evidence
that counsel was conducting baseless litigation.
VI. SANCTIONS ARE NOT APPROPRIATE SIMPLY BECAUSE A PLAINTIFF
AMENDS A COMPLAINT AS A MORE COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF
THE CASE DEVELOPS.
The determination of allegations and claims are to be developed as a case proceeds. Mr.
Dvorak seems to imply that in order to avoid sanctions a case must be fully formed before a
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-complaint can be filed. As a notice pleading state the requirement is a reasonable belief and
reasonable investigation. Really what the defendants want is punitive measures for taldng any
action against them. The role TitleOne played in the stripping of EEF's interest are fact based
arguments for a jury to determine, not the court, and not TitleOne. As stated in reply to RBC's
memorandum we are unaware of any rule that would impose sanctions for not fully developing a
set of facts prior to a summary judgment motion. EEF did and continues to believe that there is
enough information, data, and evidence to support the allegations brought against TitleOne.
Unless the rules have changed the plaintiff has until the time of trial to present any and all
evidence it can bring to bear. Further, TitleOne argues that since the court ruled in favor of its
motion for summary judgment such should support sanctions. To be clear, the court provided
inferences in favor of TitleOne, determined the statutory application of some of EEF's claims
that remain debatable, and applied California case law as a determination for summary judgment
without ever ruling on the remaining claims against TitleOne. These are and remain valid and
debatable issues of fact and law and such does not support sanctions.
VII.

LACK OF CIVILITY IN THE EYES OF OPPOSING COUNSEL IS NOT AN
APPROPRIATE REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS.

Mr. Dvorak has become very focused on Mr. Tribble's perceived lack of civility. In fact,

he had devoted the bulk of pages 10 through 12 to recounting experts from Mr. Tribble's
pleadings. Even if one could make a determination of what is or is not a lack of civility, or who
gets to make that determination, such is not included in rule 11 or I.C. 12-123 as a justification
for a request for sanction. Should such be the case the court would be overwhelmed with
requests for sanctions. What Mr. Dvorak fails to concede is TitleOne's repeated, premature, and
unnecessary pleadings, its completed lack of cooperation related to discovery, and overwhelming
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determination to punish Mr. Tribble for his direct and candid response to TitleOne's
misrepresentation to the court.
Case in point; Mr. Dvorak spends a great deal of his memorandum articulating an event
which never occurred. He implies that Mr. Tribble had ex-parte contact with the court and that
such contact was inappropriate. Mr. Tribble never had ex-parte contact with the court and
questioned Mr. Dvorak's claim that such would be inappropriate under all circumstances, when
in fact there are appropriate times to have ex-parte communication with the court.

This

challenge to Mr. Dvorak's authority seems to have enraged him to the point that the typical
placid facade was stripped away. Again, this communication between counsel has no place in a
rule 11 sanctions demand.
VIII.

TITLEONE IMPROPERLY CONTINUES TO ARGUE INTERPRETATION OF
LAW AS A FOUNDATION FOR FEES AND SANCTIONS.

Section 5 of TitleOne's response memorandum reargues its position relative to common
law negligence and LC. 45-1205. Further, Mr. Dvorak attempts to surmise Mr. Tribble's thought
process in support of a sanctions determination. As Mr. Tribble has stated numerous times and
in various pleadings at no time did he voluntary concede common law negligence. Furthermore,
Mr. Dvorak provides no authority, rule, or code section under which the concession of a cause of
action would be considered a frivolous action. On the one hand RBC claims that the lack of
concessi~n demonstrates frivolous conduct while TitleOne claims that making a concession
shows :frivolous conduct.

What all defendants want the court to ignore is the above site

Appellate and Supreme Court opinions related to rule 11 sanctions and the fact that a plaintiff is
given the right to develop a case as it progresses.
IX. TITLEONE DID NOT RESPOND TO EEF'S DEMAND
REPLY TO TITLEONE'S REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE'S FIRST AND SECOND
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Almost as an after though Mr. Dvorak has now produced a letter to myself claiming to
have responded to EEF's initial demand letter. While Mr. Dvorak may believe that this response
was sent, no such letter was ever received, but provides no supporting evidence that any such
response was ever sent to our office. He provides no follow up letter, no date stamp, nothing. If
such a letter had been received it would have triggered a response.
X. CONCLUSION
Ultimately, Mr. Dvorak, spends a significant amount of his memorandum complaining
that EEF and counsel did not have any real evidence to make a reasonable determination that
EEF had been harmed, that TitleOne played a significant role, and that there was a reasonable
belief that the causes of action were approprate. The boxes of evidence, documents, testimony,
records, and other information support a different conclusion. TitleOne has yet to be held
accountable for its conduct in the wrongful stripping of EEF's real property interest, which it
admits to. The merits of this case were never litigated and the facts were never presented to a
jury. At the end of the day, without TitleOne's participation and knowledge EEF could not have
been stripped of its interest. The facts are and have been consistence, TitleOne knew about
EEF's secured interest, did nothing to comply with the statute regarding re-conveyance, and but
for TitleOne's re-conveyance ofEEF's interest this case would never have commenced.
What TitleOne and its fellow defendants continue to focus on are sanctions, what they
have provided the court with is a lot of chest pounding. What they ignore or gloss over is the
fact that there is no Idaho case law dealing with the wrongful stripping of real property via a
statutory re-conveyance document, there is no Idaho case law dealing with a multi-party cause of
'
action where conveyanc~, short sale, and subsequent strawman sale serves to wipe out a
legitimate lien holder without consent or knowledge, there is no Idaho case law dealing with a
REPLY TO TITLEONE'S REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE'S FIRST AND SECOND
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lender's duty to act, inform, or not act, when it has knowledge of a second lien holder's position,
there is no Idaho case law dealing with a Title company's duty, when it is not a trustee, and its
obligation to follow the statutory requirements contained in a re-conveyance form, and there is
no Idaho case law that deals with the perceived lack of damages, due to market conditions, of a
second lien holder that has been thus wiped out via short sale. Not one of the defendants wants to
deal with those facts and issues, instead they want to argue sanctions. No one likes to be sued,
least of ~l banks and title companies, but then who wants to be stripped of his or her property
and have a bank walk away with $700,000.
Should TitleOne be allowed to continue to hide behind an obscure CA law related to
damages it would then be free to strip away any lien holder it deemed, in its sole discretion,
which has an equity position in the property that is less than the current loan obligation.

Dated: January

)Ofh

2015

David M. Fogg

Attorney for Plaintiff
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Defendants.

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEP), the Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys of record,
provides the following memorandum in reply to DAS:

I.

8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27

INTRODUCTION
DAS joins the arguments of both TitleOne and RBC in opposing Eagle Equity Fund's

motion to disallow costs and fees. As most, if not all, ofTitleOne's response is at EEF counsel
and their interactions with TitleOne counsel, it is completely unclear how DAS is joining these
arguments. Rather than speculate as to the nature ofDAS's argument and how it applies to themi
the Court should focus on the facts that have been presented, With this reply, BEF incorporates
the relevant arguments made in its other relevant reply briefs.
II.

FACTS SHOW THAT THE CLAIMS WERE BROUGHT AND PROSECUTED IN
GOOD FAITH BASED UPON INFORMATION IN EEF'S POSSESSION
For the purposes of deciding a request for fees under I.C. § 12-121 and sanctions under

J.R.C.P. 11, the Court should focus on the facts that were known at the time the claims were
brought against DAS. Previous affidavits filed in support of EEF's motion have established the
following:
1. TitleOne wrongfully and covertly filed a full reconveyance ofEEF's secured interest
in 2010.
2. DAS originally approached Mason about purchasing the property in 2011.
3. Prope1ty records in existence at the time of the filing of the claims, jndisputably show
that DAS and Corey Barton had a de facto exclusive buyer-seller arrangement. Thus,

it was reasonable to believe that DAS was acquiring properties at Corey Barton's
direction.
4. Independent information obtained from real-estate professionals confirmed that DAS

28
-2-
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1

was a ''strawman buyer'' for Corey Barton, obtaining title to property in order to sell to .

2

Corey Barton and insulat.e Corey Barton from liability.

3

5. DAS signed purchase agreements with Corey Barton the day before the Galiano-DAS

4

transfer was recorded. Thus, it's reasonable to believe that Corey Barton knew about

5

the property prior to Galiano selling to DAS.

6

7

8

9

6. DAS contracted for a profit of over $250,000 before the deal with Galiano was closed.
This represented a profit of about 30%.

7. As part of the sh01t sale agreement, DAS contracted with Ted Mason (through Ted
Mason Signature Homes) to allow the kickback of properties back to Mason.

10

8. The sale of the Galiano property was done without any public notice or :marketing.

11

Nobody told EBF anything about what was going on despite the fact that EEF was

12

never compensated monetarily.

13

9. Because of the foregoing paragraphs, it is reasonable to believe that DAS was either

14

intentionally ignorant about the problems with the property or had lmowledge. Either

15

way, it was reasonable to believe that DAS with either conspiring with other

16

Defendants to divest EBF of their interest or they were acting alone.

17

18

DAS's entire pwpose for existing is simply inferred from the public records. DAS sells to

19

one buyer, Corey Ba11on. Why is this the case? Why doesn't Corey Barton buy these properties

20

directly from the owners, instead of through DAS? The reasonable conclusion is that DAS is

21

used as a strawman buyer and independent investigation backed this up. Strawman buying by its

22

nature is all about shielding from liability. Liability from what? Liability from the problems in

23 . title with the property. Thus, strawman buyers like DAS are an essential component in a
24

conspiracy to acquire property that is distressed.

25

All of this adds up to one conclusion, the infonnation in EEF's p~ssession at the time of

26

including DAS in the lawsuit show that it was reasonable to believe that DAS played some role in

27

a conspiracy to divest EEF of its secured interest. As such, EEF"s claims were not frivolous or

28

unreasonable and reflect a good-faith effort to recovery its interest in the Galiano property. EEF
•3-
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respectfully requests that attorney fees, much less sanctions, should apply to this situation.

2
3
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CONCLUSION

DAS's response offers no rebuttal to EEF's assertion that LC. § 12-123 jurisdiction no

4

longer applies, because the time window has passed for application of that statute. Rule 11

5

sanctions do not lie in this situation because the facts on record show that it was reasonable to

6

believe that DAS was assisting in a conspiracy due to their actions as strawman buyer on a

7

property with know title problems. The Court should concfude that this suit was brought in good

8

faith and not for improper purposes. As such, attorney fees under I.C. 12-121 do not apply.

9

10

11

Dated: January

2J)f4 ,2015
Respectfully Submitted,

12
13

By:

14
15

Aaron J. Tlibble

16

Attorney for Plaintiff

17
18
19

20
21
22

23

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

24
25

·26

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

ZO'aay of ;I:~ 7, 2015, I caused atrue and

27

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

28

addressed to the following:
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Defendants.

2
3

4

5
6

Eagle Equity Fund (' 1EEF"), the Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys of record, moves

7

this Court for leave to submit additional briefing. At oral argument, counsel for TitleOne was

8

joined by each of the defendants in raising for the first time an argument concerning the use of

9

nunc pro tune relief. EEF believes that additional briefing is necessary to assist the Court in

1O

making a detennination as to whether nunc pro tune relief is applicable to this case. Counsel for

11

EEF had attached the exhibit biief intended to be filed should this Court grant leave to do so.

12
13

14

15

Dated: January

?J)14, 2015
Respectfully Submitted,
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unknown Individuals and/or companies
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Defendants.

1

2

3
4

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF11), the Plaintiff, by and through their attorneys of record,

5

6

provides the following memorandum in reply to TitleOne's request for Nunc Pro Tune relief:

7

I.

NUNC PRO TUNCRELIEF IN IDAHO COURTS IS NARROW AND SPECIFIC

8

The Latin phrase Nunc Pro Tune literally means "now for then." Ward v. Lupinacci, 111

9

Idaho 40 (Idaho App. 1986). When used in ·a judgment, the phrase signifies a relation back to a

1O

designated date, indicating that the judgment will be given retroactive effect. Citing a bevy of

11

case law, Judge Burnett of the Ward comt stated that ''such judgments may be entered in

12

furtherance of justice where failure to enter an earlier judgment was due to accident, excusable

13

oversight or mistake." Id.

14

Such accident, excusable oversight or mistake must be of the court's doing. Taylor v.

15

Chamberlain, 154 Idaho 695 (2013) (citing Weaver v. Searle Bros., 131 Idaho 610, 615,

16

Westmont Tractor Co. v. Estate ofWestfall, 112 Idaho 712,715 (1987), andAnnestv. Conrad-

17

Annest, Inc., 107 Idaho 468, 470 (1984)). As the Taylor court succinctly stated, "(t]he court

18

cannot enter an order or judgment nunc pro tune to correct an error made by a patty.'' Taylor at

19

698 (citing Westmont at 715). Neither can the cou1t make a ruling or recite an event that did not

20

actually occur. Ward at 42.

21

In Ward, the trial court had made a determination in the case and formed its intent to

.

22

enter judgment, yet it assigned one of the attorneys to submit a judgment for signature. Twenty-

23

three months after making this detennination and fonning this intent,_ the trial court had still not

24

entered judgment. A significant amount of post-judgment interest could have been due and

25

owing. The aggrieved party in the case requested that the judgment be entered nunc pro tune so

26

that post-judgment interest could be collected retroactive to the date of when the court originally

27

made a determination of the case. Ultimately, the Ward court held that the trial court abused its

28

discretion in denying nunc pro tune relief because the trial co~ unquestionably intended to enter
-2-
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judgment immediately after trial or a short time thereafter.

In Weaver, an amended judgment was entered to reflect a reversal of the case on appeal.

2
3

One party moved the trial court for a nunc pro tune judgment in order to receive mote interest on

4

the judgment. The trial court refused to enter the amended judgment nunc pro tune to the date of

5

the original judgment, and the Weaver court affinned. In doing so, the Weaver court reasoned

6

that it was never the trial court's intent to award such interest as of the date of the original

7

judgment and that any mistake was a judicial error, rather than a clerical error that nunc pro tune

8

is designed to fix. Only once the trial court was teversed on appeal did it fonn any intent to enter

9

an amended judgment.

10

In Westmont, the plaintiff requested only a judgment against Westfall individually but not

11

against the estate of Westfall. The trial court granted this request. Once an issue was discovered

12

with the priority in the probate proceedings, the plaintiff moved for a nunc pro tune judgment

13

against both the estate and Westfall individually. This was to give the plaintiff needed retroactive

14

priority against the estate. The Westmont court ultimately held that nunc pro tune relief should

15

never have been granted because the trial court never intended to grant a judgment agains! both

16

Westfall and the estate until after the issue of priority was discovered.
Ultimately, the issue of nunc pro tune relief turns upon a dete1111ination of intent.

17

18

Westmont v. Estate o/Westfall, 112 Idaho 712 (1987) (citing Ward at 43). In all cases where

19

nune pro tune applies, the district court must have intended to enter judgment in the past but

20

erred in not doing so because of some accident, excusable neglect, or mistake, So a. nunc pro tune

21

judgment is entered to correct a clerical error. Id.

22

II.

NEITHER THE COURT NOR ANY DEFENDANT HAD ANY INTENT TO EVEN

23

HOLD A BEARING, MUCH LESS ENTER JUDGMENT, PRIOR TO THE

24

EXPIRATION OF THE 21-DAY LIMIT

25

In this case, each of the defendants has submitted memorandums of costs and fees 14 days

26

after the ent1-y of judgment, TitleOne being the only exception having submitted their

27

memorandum 11 days after, However, every defendant requested relief pursuant to Idaho Code §

28

12-123, which states in part:

-3-
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1

In accordance with the J?rovisions of this section, at any time prior to the
commencement of the trial in a civil action or within twenty-one (21) days
after the en~ ofjudgment in a civil action, the court may award reasonable
attorney's fees to any paity to that action adversely affected by frivolous
conduct.
(b) An award of reasonable attorney's fees may be made by the court upon
tbe motion of a party to a civil action, but only after the court does the
follo~:
(iJ Sets a date for a hearing to determine whether particular conduct
was frivolous; and
(ii) Gives notice of the date of the hearing to each party or counsel of
recOl·d who allegedly engaged in frivolous conduct and to each party
allegedly adversely affected br frivolous conduct; and
(iii) Conducts the hearing to determine if the conduct was frivolous,
whether any party was adversely affected by the conduct if it is found
to be frivolous, and to determine if an award is to be made, the
amount of that award. In connection with the hearing, the court may
order each party who may be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and
his counsel of record to submit to the court, for consideration in
determining the amount of any such award, an itemized list of the
legal services necessitated by the alleged frivolous conduct, the time
exRended in rendering the services, and the attorney's fees associated
with those services. Additionally, the court shall allow the parties and
counsel of record involved to present any other relevant evidence at
the hearing.

2

3

4

s
6
7
8

9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16

Thus, every defendant knew that the above-quoted list of actions must be taken before the

17

Court could enter judgment pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12~123. Each of the defendants knew that

18

Idaho Code 12-123 only gave authority when applied within 21 days after entry of judgment.

19

Each of the defendants !mew that a minimum of two weeks is required when correctly noticing a

20

hearing pursuant to I.R.C,P. 7(b)(3). And each of the defendants failed to make a motion to

21

shorten time so that a hearing and determination could be made prior to the expiration of the 21-

22

day limit.

23

So it is pltUnly obvious from the record that the defendants each intended to sit and wait

24

for the Court or the Plaintiff to schedule and conduct a hearing rather than take proactive

25

measures to see that a bearing was scheduled and conducted within the 21-day limit, Also, the

26

record is plainly devoid of any evidence that the Court Intended to enter judgment prior to the

27

expiration of the 21-day limit much less schedule a hearing or conduct fact-finding. For the Court

28

to even consider the defendants request for nunc pro tune relief would be to make a ruling or
-4~
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1

recite an event that did not occur. This is exactly what the Ward court said was an incorrect use

2

of nunc pro tune.

3

III.

4

CONCLUSION

The defendant's are essentially asking the Court to toll the 21-day limit contained in Idaho

5

Code § 12-123. However, this limit is law, set in stone, and unable be tolled. The Taylar court

6

was clear that nunc pro tune is not to be used to correct the error of a party. Obviously, the

7

defendants' nunc pro tune requests are just an attempt to cover up their own mistake of not taking

8

more immediate proactive steps. Therefore, EEF respectfully requests that this Court deny the

9

defendants request for nunc pro tune relief under Idaho Code§ 12-123.

10

11
12

13

Dated: January _ __.. 2015
Respectfully Submitted,

14

15

16

Aaron J, Tribble

17

Attorney for Plaintiff

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

28
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THOMAS E. DVORAK (ISB #5043)
ALEXANDER P. MCLAUGHLIN (ISB #7977)
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
.
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
2348747_1

Li
: 't,- '::)
_

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
DEPUTY

(6014-S6)

Attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 1310112

Plaintiff,

v.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC (an Idaho Company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), and John Does III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS E.
DVORAK IN SUPPORT OF FIRST
AND SECOND MEMORANDUM
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS'
FEES (REGARDING IDAHO CODE
§ 45-1205)

Defendants.
STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss
County of Ada
)
THOMAS E. DVORAK, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
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1. ,

I am one of the attorneys for Defendant TitleOne Corporation ("TitleOne"). I

make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and to the best of my information and
belie£
2.

During the hearing on January 22, 2015, regarding the applications for attorneys'

fees, the Court specifically requested that TitleOne separate from its attorneys' fees the amount
that it would have incurred had this case been brought solely on the basis of Idaho Code Section
45-1205, from other costs incurred.
3.

I was principally responsible for handling the litigation in the above-captioned

matter and therefore well informed as to the items charged as I have discussed at length in my
prior affidavits submitted regarding attorneys' fees and costs.
4.

In accordance with the Court's directive, I have gone back through the billing

records of TitleOne and attempted to isolate the amount that would have been incurred had this
case only been brought under Idaho Code Section 45-1205 from the other amounts incurred in
this case.
5.

I base my opinion on the following reasoning.

6.

In attempting to realistically determine the time that was spent on this case on

issues related to 45-1205, I have given the benefit of the doubt in any debatable instance to time
being spent on issues related to 45-1205.
7.

As mentioned in prior filings in this matter, the fact that it was not until a Motion

to Amend filed on October 15, 2013, that Idaho Code Section 45-1205 was even introduced into
the case, meant a lot of the time prior to the date of that being spent on the existing nine counts
of the Complaint, and not on 45-1205.
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8.

With respect to the deposition of Amy Cobine, the only reason it was determined

that the Defendant TitleOne should affirmatively act to take the out-of-state deposition had to do
with the conspiracy-type allegations that were being made and the need for TitleOne to try to get
some background facts to rebut these charges. The process to take Amy Cobine's deposition
likely would not have been undertaken by TitleOne if the Complaint had simply plead a count
under 45-1205. So while I counted the time actually spent taking the deposition, as I believe that
Plaintiffs would have eventually gotten around to taking that deposition, I do not believe that I
would have determined it necessary to take drastic steps to depose this key witness as rapidly as
possible if TitleOne was not faced with a great number of business tort and conspiracy-type
claims.
9.

Likewise, the numerous telephone conferences and other interaction with counsel

for Fidelity and for the other defendants would not have been necessary had this lawsuit been
confined to a complaint under Idaho Code Section 45-1205 against TitleOne.
10.

Attorney Angela Reed was the primary senior associate who worked on this

matter with me and handled much of the briefing. In December of 2014, she left to take a
position as the chief executive officer of Grasmick Produce, a local company. I have, however,
gone over these billing records with her and solicited her input in terms of concluding what items
related to Idaho Code Section 45-1205 and what items did not.
11.

I do not believe that Idaho Code Section 45-1205 has any provision that allows a

reconveyed deed of trust to "spring back" into existence. Therefore, I do not believe that any of
the time spent on quashing the lis pendens relates to Idaho Code Section 45-1205. On the
contrary, it speaks in terms of"damages suffered".
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12.

When, for instance, a billing referenced a communication being sent to the client

or otherwise, I reviewed the e-mail or letter to aid in my determination of whether it related to
45-1205 or not.
13.

On the entries that clearly involved some time on the 45-1205 claim, but also

clearly involved time on other claims, I attributed approximately a quarter of the time to the 451205 claim, unless I had more specific information and recall that allowed me to break it down
further. I based this approximation on my recollection of the time that was roughly spent on
each of the respective matters. I believe that one-fourth of the time is an extremely generous
estimate, given that between the Complaint and the Amended Complaint there were 12 separate
counts to be dealt with, only one of which was the 45-1205 count. Further, I had done prior
research and incurred attorneys' fees prior to the Complaint even being filed, which are not
reflected on the fee application as they occurred prior to the lawsuit being initiated, and that
research fleshed out a lack of damages defense to 45-1205 including finding the Stephens line of
authority from California. I deduced fairly shortly after the original Complaint was filed that the
three-year statute of limitations defense for liabilities created by statute would also bar the 451205 claim. Based on this alone, I could have simply said use 1/12 or less as a rough estimate in
instances where entries clearly involved some time to me on the 45-1205 claim, but also clearly
involved time on other claims and that likely would have been generous. I therefore believe that
a 1/4 estimate when there was any uncertainty is more than generous.
14.

For example, my reasoning in parsing out entries with respect to the entry on

January 23, 2014, for 7.4 hours ("Legal research on fiduciary duty (.5); draft and review and
revise reply in support of summary judgment (4.0); draft and review and revise response in
opposition to motion to amend (2.3); communicate regarding subpoena on Heidi Emery e-mails
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(.3); receive and review response in opposition to !is pendens (.3)") was as follows. Fiduciary
duty and the motion to amend had nothing to do with 45-1205. The motion to amend was related
to reinstating a common law negligence claim not 45-1205. Accordingly, I took the remaining
time of .3 which was the subpoena on Heidi Emery's e-mails, and 4.0 which was for drafting and
reviewing and revising a reply in support of summary judgment, and allocated approximately
one-quarter of that amount to 45-1205, to arrive at a figure of I.I spent on 45-1205.
15.

For another example, for the entry on February 6, 2014 for .7, which was for a

telephone conference with Erin Stines, who represented Fidelity, would not have been necessary
if Fidelity had not been brought into the suit on strictly a 45-1205 claim, so I disregarded that .2.
As to the remaining .2 and .3, I credited 25% of those and rounded up to arrive at .2.
16.

By way of further example, with respect to the entry on February 26, 2014

{"Telephone conference Amy Cobine (.5); e-mail exchanges with Erin Stines (.2); telephone
conference Aaron Tribble (.2); telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.2); prepare for
Cobine deposition (1.5)"), I included the .5 telephone conference with Amy Cobine, the .2
telephone conference with Aaron Tribble and one-half of the 1.5 hours of time to prepare for the
Cobine deposition, as well as .1 of the telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan. I did not
include the e-mail exchange with Erin Stines.
17.

To the extent that "BHL", Mr. Brock Laney, a law student who was a summer

clerk with Givens Pursley LLP, at the time, worked on this case, his work was at the direction of
Angela Reed and did not have to do with Idaho Code 45-1205, except to the extent that his
entries related to damages. Additionally, there were a number of entries that as a courtesy we
did not charge onto our client for Mr. Laney's work.
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18.

In drafting the first Motion for Summary Judgment, Ms. Reed worked primarily

on the issues that were not related to 45-1205, while my work included that 45-1205 claim along
with several others.
19.

Therefore, based on the foregoing, I hold the opinion that had this case been

brought only under Idaho Code Section 45-1205, I believe that the following amount would have
been incurred for attorneys' fees:

$25,185.00.

Yet the total sought for attorneys' fees is

$118,844.94. Thus, an amount of $93,659.94 that was incurred in attorneys' fees by Defendant
TitleOne Corporation on work associated with causes of action other than Section 45-1205.
Obviously, I am estimating to some degree, but I do hold this opinion to a reasonable degree of
certainty based on my personal knowledge of the nature and quality of work done and on my
specialized experience, training and knowledge of the practice of law and familiarity with the
same in the Ada County, Idaho area.
20.

As a final matter, it has taken approximately four hours for me to prepare this

Affidavit. Based on the prior submissions in this matter, there is authority for an award of fees
for time spent preparing an attorneys' fees application. Accordingly, I believe that the additional
amount of$940.00 is merited for attorneys' fees.
21.

All of the foregoing together with my specific calculations of what time was

attributable to 45-1205 is set forth on the spreadsheet attached as Exhibit "A" hereto. That
spreadsheet is identical to the original spreadsheet submitted in the prior fee application, only I
have added two columns to the left and totals at the bottom to keep track of time and the cost
associated with that time attributed to 45-1205. At the bottom of the spreadsheet, I subtract the
time associated with 45-1205 from the total of Fees and Costs, and then add in the $940.
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22.

Thus, an award of $94,599.94 in fees and costs is merited in this matter to

TitleOne for the costs to the prevailing party and the attorneys' fees that were associated with
claims other than 45-1205.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~day of February, 2015.

Residing at: Meridian, Ada County, Idaho
Commission Expires: 1/27/19
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3J_

I hereby certify that on this
day of February, 2015, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated:
David M. Fogg
Aaron Tribble
D. VonJohnson
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. 200
Eagle, ID 83616
Counsel for Plaintiffs

_

Hand Delivery
_1:,. Facsimile: 938-9504
_ Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

Erin M. Stines
Fidelity National Law Group
1200 - Sixth Ave., Suite 620
Seattle, WA 98101
Counsel for Fidelity National Title Company ofIdaho
Richard W. Mollerup
Law Offices of Richard W. Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title

*
_

_

_

-X
_

Mike Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments LLC

_

Hand Delivery
Facsimile: 206-223-4527
Overnight Courier
U.S.Mail

Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail
E-Mail
Hand Delivery
954-5955
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

~ Facsimile:

_

David T. K.rueck
Fisher Pusch & K.rueck LLP
P.O. Box 1308
Boise, ID 83701

_

Hand Delivery
331-2400
Overnight Courier
U.S. Mail

ut

~ Facsimile:

_

Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton H o m e : u

Thomas E. Dvof.tlc
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TitleOne / Litigation: Eagle Equity ( 6014 / 56)

45-1205

0.10

0.30

Amount

47.00

70.50

Date

ID

Hours I
Type Status Quantity

Rate

6/12/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.20

235.00

6/13/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

6/14/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.30

235.00

6/20/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

6/25/2013 TED Fee
6/27/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
0.80

235.00
235.00

7/9/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.30

235.00

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

5.20
0.40
1.00
0.90
0.80

190.00
0.00
66.00
235.00
190.00

7/22/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

7/23/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.50

110.00

7/24/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

1.80

190.00

7/24/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

2.20

110.00

7/10/2013
7/10/2013
7/10/2013
7/11/2013
7/22/2013

AMR
AMR
SLC
TED
AMR

Fee
Fee
Cost
Fee
Fee

Amount Description

282.00 Legal research on applicable statute of limitations on indemnification/
negligence claim against post closing services (.8); review complaint (.4).
305.50 Review complaint (.2); telephone conference with Cameron McFadden and
Mark Tidd regarding same (.5); legal research on statute of limitations for
liability created by statute ( .6).
70.50 Communicate regarding lis pendens with client and interview of notary on
reconveyance.
117.50 Telephone conference with Fidelity's counsel Erin Stines regarding status
and strategy.
775.50 Review court website ( .1 ); update client ( .1 ).
188.00 Review status (.1 ); draft motion to disqualify Judge Hansen (.1 ); draft notice
of appearance (.1 ); draft budget and strategy summary (.5).
70.50 Communicate with opposing counsel David Fogg regarding extension of time
to answer.
988.00 Draft letter to Wendy Keenan re: strategy and budget.
0.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft letter to W. Keenan.
66.00 Ada County Clerk of Court • Filing Fee
211.50 Review and revise status and strategy report.
152.00
Telephone conference with C. McFaddan re: obtaining copies of title history
(.6); Office conference with L. Nicholas re: Nevada subpoena process (.2).
188.00 Review and outline motion to dismiss (.4); review strategy for depositions
ducas tecum in Nevada of processing company (.4).
165.00 Perform research regarding taking deposition and obtaining documents in the
State of Nevada (1.2); meeting with T. Dvorak and A. Reed to discuss how to
proceed in obtaining docul)'lents and when to take deposition of out of state
deponents and local parties (.3).
342.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: task items (.3); Telephone conference
with Fidelity's counsel re: documents (.3); Telephone conference with Heidi
Emery re: post-closing services background (.8); Office conference with L.
Nicholas re: subpoenas to post closing services and reconveyance inc (.4).
242.00 Continue research on how to subpoena documents from Nevada entity (.9);
begin preparation of subpoena to Reconveyance, Inc. and Post Closing, Inc
(1.3).
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45-1205

Amount

Hours/
Quantity
Type Status

Date

Billed

1.50

235.00

7/26/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

7/29/2013 TED Fee
7/3V2013 LN1 Fee
7/31/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
0.90
1.80

235.00
110.00
110.00

7/31/2013
8/9/2013
8/9/2013
8/12/2013
8/19/2013
8/19/2013
8/20/2013
8/20/2013

Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
2.50
1.20
0.30
1.70
0.30
0.70

757.77
190.00
110.00
235.00
190.00
235.00
190.00
235.00

8/21/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.10

110.00

8/22/2013 AMR Fee
8/22/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.60
2.10

190.00
110.00

8/22/2013 TED Fee
8/26/2013 AMR Fee
8/26/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.70
1.50
0.50

235.00
190.00
235.00

8/27/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

5.00

190.00

8/28/2013 AMR Fee
8/28/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

5.50
2.10

190.00
110.00

8/28/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

8/29/2013 AMR Fee
8/29/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

3.80
0.50

190.00
190.00

AMR
AMR
LN1
TED
AMR
TED
AMR
TED

2.80

Amount Description

Rate

ID
7/24/2013 TED Fee

352.50 Analyze strategy and necessary discovery {.8); telephone conference Erin
Stiles attorney for Fidelity regarding informal discovery from fidelity {.3);
telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding status (.4).
117.50 Receive and review appearance by Fidelity (.2); office conference regarding
scheduling of depositions (.3).
70.50 Outline necessary discovery.
99.00 Review documents relating to Galiano for privilege.
198.00 Bates No. documents provided by TitleOne relating to Galiano and prepare
binder of same.
757.77 West Law Research for July
475.00 Review transaction history for Galileo Subdivision provided by client.
132.00 Work on subpoena duces tecum of Reconveyance Co., Post Closing, etc.
70.50 Office conference regarding extension of time to respond.
323.00 Draft subpoenas to Resource, Inc., Post-Closing Services, and Alliance.
70.50 Review status (.1 ); telephone conference Mark Tidd regarding same (.2).
532.00 Continue drafting Subpoenas.
164.50 Review and revise subpoenas and letter to Erin Stines regarding same ( .4 );
review information on status of Idaho Fidelity and Transaction Entities (.3).
121.00 Perform further legal research of local rules in Nevada regarding obtaining
subpoena in Nevada.
114.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: foreign subpoenas.
231.00 Finalize subpoenas with exhibits and notice of intent letter to serve upon
opposing counsel.
164.50 Review and revise subpoenas to post closing services, alliance, and Ticor.
285.00 Begin drafting memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
117.50 Telephone conference Erin Stine regarding status {.4); office conference
regarding motion to dismiss (.1 ).
950.00 Continue drafting Motion to Dismiss; conduct research re: economic loss
doctrine.
1,045.00 Continue drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss.
231.00 Telephone call clerk regarding hearing on motions to dismiss and quash {.3);
prepare notice of hearing {.2); prepare motions for both {.4); begin
memorandum in support of motion to quash (1.2).
117.50 Review caselaw on economic damage rule as applicable to loss of an interest
under a deed of trust {.4); office conference regarding same (.1 ).
722.00 Finish drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss.
95.00 Telephone conference with client and T. Dvorak re: Zillner DOT and Pioneer
subpoena.
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45-1205

Amount

Hours/
ID
Type Status Quantity
Date
8/29/2013 TED Fee Billed
0.60
1.20
8/30/2013 LN1 Fee Billed

Rate
235.00
110.00

Billed

0.90

235.00

8/30/2013 AMR Cost Billed
8/30/2013 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00
1.00

149.87
281.60

8/31/2013 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

22.35

8/30/2013 TED Fee

9/3/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

3.00

190.00

9/3/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.40

110.00

9/3/2013 TED Fee
9/4/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

0.60. 235.00
6.00 190.00

9/4/2013 TED Fee
9/5/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

1.80
7.50

235.00
190.00

9/5/2013 TED Fee

Billed

2.00

235.00

9/6/2013 AMR Fee
9/6/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

2.50
2.30

190.00
110.00

9/6/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.80

235.00

9/10/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

0.50

190.00

Amount Description

141.00 Review and revise motion to dismiss memorandum.
132.00 Prepare Nevada subpoena (1.0); prepare correspondence to clerk of the
court (.2).
211.50 Office conference regarding motion to dismiss (.1 ); telephone conference
Cameron· McFadden, regarding status (.3); telephone conference Erin Stines
regarding extension (.2); review and revise motion to dismiss (.3).
149 .87 West Law Research for August
281.60 NV Court - Clark County Courthouse fee for Opening case to obtain
subpoena
22.35 Accurint - Client Electronic Search - 1 Person Search, 1 Relatives Search, 1
Associates Search
570.00 Finish drafting Motion to Dismiss (1.3); begin drafting Motion to Quash (1.2);
review Pioneer subpoena (.3); make arrangements for service of subpoena

(.2).

0.30

70.50

154.00 Finalize subpoena to Pioneer Title (.5); affidavit for custodian of records and
letter to Pioneer Title (.9).
141.00 Office conference regarding memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
1,140.00 Research re: tortuous interference with contract; finish drafting memorandum
in support of motion to dismiss and memorandum in support of motion to
quash.
423.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion to dismiss.
1,425.00 Conduct research re: propriety of lis pendens in action fo money damages
and constructive trust (1.7); draft memoranda in support of motions to dismiss
and quash (5.8).
470.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion to dismiss (.9); office
conference regarding same (.3); draft e-mail to Wendy Keenan and Cameron
McFadden regarding same (.2); telephone conference Erin Stines, Fidelity
Attorney regarding same (.3); communicate with Erin Stines regarding
scheduling of hearing and strategy (.3).
475.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak; finalize motion to quash/dismiss.
253.00 Finalize motion to quash, motion to dismiss and all supporting documents
(2.0); prepare for and file with court (.3).
423.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of lis pendens (1.5); office
conference regarding same (.3).
95.00 Telephone conference with opposing counsel re: request for extension (.3);
Telephone conference with C. McFaddan re: request for extension (.1 ); followup call with opposing counsel re: extension (.1 ).
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45-1205

Amount

Hours/
Type Status Quantity
9/10/2013 TED Fee Billed
0.40

235.00

9/11/2013 TED · Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

9/13/2013 TED Fee
9/16/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
1.20

235.00
110.00

9/23/2013 AMR Fee
9/23/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
1.70

190.00
110.00

9/24/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.40

110.00

9/24/2013
9/26/2013
9/30/2013
10/1/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
0.50
1.00
2.20

50.00
235.00
302.66
110.00

10/7/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

10/15/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

0.70

190.00

Date

ID

LN1
TED
AMR
LN1

Cost
Fee
Cost
Fee

Rate

0.30

70.50

10/15/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.10

235.00

0.30

70.50

10/16/2013 JBM Fee
10/17/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
8.50

235.00
190.00

10/18/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

8.20

190.00

10/18/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

7.10

110.00

Amount Description

94.00 Office conference regarding whether to grant plaintiffs request for a
stipulated continuance (.1 ); telephone conference Cameron McFadden
regarding same (.3).
188.00 Telephone conference Jon Ward regarding his representation of title
company and documents he wants (.4); telephone conference Dick Mollerup
regarding same (.2); review and revise discovery requests (.2).
94.00 Telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding discovery and status.
132.00 Telephone call with clerk of the court regarding motion date (.3); prepare
notices of vacating and resetting the TitleOne's Motions and serve on all
parties (.9).
38.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: RFP to Alliance.
187.00 Prepare request for production of documents to Alliance Title (1.4); prepare
notice of service (.3).
154.00 Telephone call to multiple process servers to obtain server to serve
subpoenas in Nevada (.6); prepare letter to Nevada process server (.3);
prepare documents for service by same (.5).
50.00 Constable Thurston - Cost to serve 2 Subpoenas
117.50 Review and revise discovery to alliance title.
302.66 September West Law Research
242.00 Work on researching the location new location of Reconveyance Inc and
Post Closing Department on the internet and secretary websites (1.6).
Locate and talk to new constable regarding service (.6).
94.00 Review status of motion to dismiss (.1 ); review Fidelity's motion to dismiss
and joinder (.3).
133.00 Review Alliance Subpoena and send same to C. McFaddan for review and
response.
258.50 Receive and review opposition to motion to dismiss and motion to quash (.9);
office conference regarding same (.2).
70.50 Conference with T. Dvorak re: case status.
1,615.00 Review opposing counsel's memoranda in opposition to TitleOne's motions to
dismiss and quash (1.2); outline response (1.5); conduct research for
response (4.5); begin drafting response (1.3).
1,558.00 Continue drafting reply memorandum in support of motion to dismiss and
motion to quash and memorandum in opposition to motion to amend.
781.00 Prepare affidavits of A. Reed and Cameroon McFaddan (3.1 ); prepare
exhibits (3.2); prepare documents for filing with court (.3); prepare for service
(.2); serve (.3).
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Amount

0.20

47.00

0.20

47.00

Hours/
Type Status Quantity
ID
10/18/2013 TED Fee Billed
1.40

235.00

10/20/2013 AMR Fee
10/20/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

3.90
0.50

190.00
235.00

10/21/2013 AMR Fee
10/21/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

3.20
1.80

190.00
235.00

10/22/2013 JBM Fee
10/22/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
0.40

235.00
235.00

10/23/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

10/24/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
10/24/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
10/25/2013 TED Fee Billed

1.00
1.00
0.40

23.77
21.42
235.00

10/31/2013 AMR Cost Billed
10/31/2013 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00
1.00

291.41
288.95

Date

Rate

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.90
0.40
0.20

110.00
235.00
235.00

0.10
0.20

23.50
47.00

11/4/2013 LN1 Fee
11/4/2013 TED Fee
11/5/2013 TED Fee

0.20

38.00

11/6/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

0.30

190.00

0.10

19.00

11/6/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

0.20

190.00

0.10

19.00

11/6/2013 AMR Fee
11/6/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.10
0.70

190.00
110.00

11/6/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

0.50

110.00

Amount Description

329.00 Office conference regarding reply brief (.2); review and revise reply brief in
support of motion to dismiss and motion to quash (.9); telephone conference
Dick Mollerup regarding discovery (.3).
741.00 Prepare for motion to dismiss/motion to quash argument.
117.50 Legal research on statute of limitations for statutory liabilities (.3); draft e-mail
regarding research and Knudson case (.2).
608.00 Prepare for and attend hearing.
423.00 Attend motion to dismiss argument (.9); draft summary of same (.4); attention
to discovery (.2); telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding
communication on threatened preliminary injunction (.3).
47.00 Conference with A. Reed re: plaintiffs motion to amend.
94.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding response to threat of
TRO and preliminary injunction (.3); draft e-mail in response (.1).
188.00 Draft e-mail regarding status and strategy and receive and review
correspondence regarding attempt to seek TRO and Preliminary Injunction
( .5); office conference regarding same ( .1 ); draft response ( .2).
23. 77 FedEx shipment on 9/24 to Constable Thurston, Mequite, MV
21.42 FedEx shipment on 10/2 to Clerk at Constable, Las Vegas Township
94.00 Receive and review letter to Corey Barton (.1 ); telephone conference
Cameron regarding same (.2); legal research on lis pendens statute (.1 ).
291.41 October West Law Research
288.95 Accurint - 10 Person Searches, 6 Corporate Searches, 6 Comp Reports on
10/1
99.00 Prepare pleadings on disc to produce to opposing counsel.
94.00 Review status of case and discovery requests.
47.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFadden regarding status; review
repository.
57.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: summary judgment motion timing and
strategy.
38.00 Office conference with L. Nicholas re: contacting court to determine if Wilpur
will retain case and getting summary judgment date.
19.00 Send correspondence to C. McFaddan re: summary judgment timing.
77.00 Meeting with A. Reed regarding how to proceed with case, i.e., subpoena to
Reconveyance Inc and Post Closing Department.
55.00 Telephone call with counsel for Alliance Title regarding outstanding
discovery, etc.
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Amount

Date

ID

Hours I
Type Status Quantity

Rate

0.10

11.00

11/6/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

0.30

110.00

0.10

23.50

11/6/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

11/8/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

0.30

110.00

11/11/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

2.30

110.00

11/13/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

0.30

110.00

11/14/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

11/14/2013
11/22/2013
11/26/2013
11/27/2013

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
0.30
0.30
0.50

4.00
235.00
235.00
235.0Q

11/30/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
11/30/2013 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00
1.00

5.00
135.20

0.10
· 0.10
0.20

23.50
23.50
47.00

Cori
TED
TED
TED

Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee

0.30

70.50

12/3/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.80

235.00

0.40

94.00

12/4/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

0.10

23.50

12/4/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
12/6/2013 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.80

95.00
235.00

12/9/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

0.20

190.00

12/10/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.60

235.00

12/11/2013 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

0.30

70.50

-

_ - . -- - ----- ----33.00 Telephone call with clerk of the court regarding Judge Wilper continuing to
hear case and scheduling of hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment and
discuss with A. Reed regarding same.
94.00 Telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding status; office
conference regarding discovery.
33.00 Telephone call with process server in Portland Oregon to locate
Reconveyance Inc and Post Closing.
253.00 Research the location of Reconveyance Inc, Post Closing Department and
Amy Cobine by search the internet; google earth; perform Accurint search
and making telephone calls to numbers located for Amy Cobine.
33.00 Telephone call with Cameron McFaddan regarding location of Reconveyance
Inc. and Post Closing.
94.00 Receive and review copy of fraud complaint filed against Ted Mason; office
conference regarding same; review Idaho state repository.
4.00 Clerk of Court 4th District - Copy of Complaint
70.50 Telephone conference with insurance adjuster regarding status.
70.50 Office conference regarding status; review docket regarding same.
117.50 Office conference regarding strategy (.3); telephone conference with
Cameron McFaddan regarding same (.3).
5.00 Secretary of State - Copy of Entity
135.20 Accurint - 5 Person Searches, 2 People at Work Search, 2 Comp Reports, 2
Relative Searches on 11/11 and 11/21
423.00 Receive and review memorandum decision (.5); analyze options (.3); legal
research on fraudulent conveyance (.4); telephone conference Cameron
McFaddan regarding same (.3); office conference regarding same (.2).
164.50 Review Judge Wilper's decision (.5); legal research on statute of limitations
for wrongful forced reconveyance (.3).
95.00 Tri County Process Serving - Skip Trace for Amy Ann Cobine
188.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.3); review original complaint
(.4); draft e-mail to client regarding same (.1).
38.00 Telephone conference with E. Stines from Fidelity re: responses to discovery
requests.
376.00 Receive and review amended counterclaim {.3); draft letter to opposing
counsel regarding necessary changes to same (.5); legal research on
punitive damages pleading requirement (.4); receive and review third
amended lis pendens (.3).
94.00 Review and revise proposed judgment dismissing individual plaintiff
Thompson and letter to Judge regarding same.

Amount Description
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Hours/
Type Status Quantity
Date
ID
45-1205 Amount
5.50
247.00 12/18/2013 AMR Fee Billed
1.30

Rate
190.00

0.20

47.00

12/18/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

0.30

57.00

12/19/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

1.50

190.00

12/20/2013 APM Fee

Billed

0.40

185.00

12/20/2013 TED Fee

Billed

3.30

235.00

12/23/2013 AMR Fee

Billed

5.20

190.00

12/23/2013 TED Fee

Billed

1.90

235.00

12/23/2013 LN1 Cost Billed
12/24/2013 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.90

135.00
235.00

12/27/2013 TED Fee
12/28/2013 APM Fee
12/29/2013 APM Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

1.70
1.00
2.80

235.00
185.00
185.00

12/30/2013 APM Fee

Billed

2.30

185.00

12/30/2013 LN1 Fee

Billed

2.10

110.00

12/30/2013 TED Fee
12/31/2013 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

0.50
5.20

235.00
190.00

0.70

164.50

1.70

399.50

0.20

47.00

1.70

399.50

0.50

117.50

Amount Description
1,045.00 Draft Answer to First Amended Complaint (4.9); Office conference with T.
Dvorak re: draft answer (.3); Telephone conference with M. Baldner re: case
status (.3).
305.50 Receive and review notice of appearance for Tim Eck by Mike Baldner (.2);
Telephone conference with Mike Baldner regarding status of case, potential
for joint strategy, discovery, and other issues (.8); evaluate potential to move
for judgment on the pleadings (.3).
285.00 Finish answer (1.2); Office conference with T. Dvorak re: whether to file for
summary judgment in January (.3).
74.00 Strategy meeting with TED discussing case and our request for an award of
fees.
775.50 Legal research on claim that reconveyance effective in any event (1.6);
telephone conference with Cameron McFadden regarding same (.3); meeting
with Cameron McFadden regarding same and moving for summary judgment
(.9); office conference outlining same (.5).
988.00 Begin drafting outline for summary judgment motion (2.8); office conference
with T. Dvorak re: outline (.4); begin conducting research re: fraudulent
conveyance act (2.0).
446.50 Legal research on exclusivity argument under forced reconveyance statute
(.9); meeting with Cameron McFaddan regarding wether to mover for
summary judgment on statute of limitations and exclusivity grounds {.6); office
conference regarding same and division of work for same (.4).
135.00 Tri County Process - Service upon: Amy Ann Cobine
211.50 Receive and review answer from Alliance Title (.3); draft status update
requested by insurer to Jeremy Deitch (.6).
399.50 Draft memorandum in support of summary judgment.
185.00 Draft Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
518.00 Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees, focusing energies heavily on
dileneating a basis for our fee request in the suit and our request for such an
award in connection with our actual fee request.
425.50 Finalize Memorandum of Costs and Fees (.4). Draft Affidavit of Thomas E.
Dvorak in Support of Memorandum of Fees and Costs (1.1 ). Draft
Application in Support of Memorandum of Fees and Costs (.8).
231.00 Work on preparation of spreadsheet of all fees and cost; work on
memorandum of fees and costs.
117.50 Draft motion for summa.ry judgment.
988.00
Continue drafting fraudulent conveyance section of summary judgment brief.
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Amount

Date

Hours I
Type Status Quantity

Rate

ID
12/31/2013 APM Fee

Billed

0.60

185.00

.. 4.00

940.00

12/31/2013 LN1 Fee
12/31/2013 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

2.10
5.80

110.00
235.00

1.70

399.50

12/31/2013 APM Cost Billed
1/1/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
3.30

582.85
235.00

1.50

352.50

1.60

0.90
0.40

376.00

126.00
56.00

1/2/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

5.00

235.00

1/2/2014 LN1

Fee

Billed

5.50

140.00

1/2/2014 TED Fee

Billed

6.20

235.00

1/3/2014 LN1 Fee
1/3/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

2.10
3.20

140.00
140.00

1/3/2014 LN1 Cost Billed
1/6/2014 AMR Fee Billed

1.00
1.10

35.00
235.00

1/6/2014 AMR Fee
1/6/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
3.80

235.00
140.00

1/7/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

3.00

140.00

1/8/2014 LN1 Fee
1/8/2014 LN1 Fee
1/9/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

3.70
1.60
0.40

140.00
140.00
235.00

Amount Description

111.00 Finalize all documents in connection with our request for an award of fees
and costs.
231.00 Begin researching how to obtain Utah subpoena.
1,363.00 Office conference regarding status (.2);research and draft sections of
summary judgment brief regarding statute of limitations on 45-105 claim,
fiduciary duty and fraudulent transfer as denied based on adequate remedy
at law (5.6).
582.85 December West Law Research
775.50 Draft introduction and exclusive portions of memorandum in support of
summary judgment.
1,175.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: draft summary judgment brief (3.2);
review Wilpur's decision in Bennett Trust re: "some damage" rule for use in
EEF brief (1.5); finalize brief (.3).
770.00
Work on memorandum of fees and costs and motion for summary judgment.
1,457.00 Review and revise memorandum in support of motion for summary judgment
(5.2); office conference regarding same (3x)(.4); draft notice of hearing
(.3);telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding strategy and
changes to his affidavit (.3); review and revise motion for summary judgment
(.3): draft status report (.1 ).
294.00 Prepare set of discovery to Fidelity and notice of service.
448.00 Complete research regarding Utah subpoena (1.6); prepare documents for
Utah subpoena for Post Closing Department (1.6).
35.00 Fifth District Court - Fee for Utah Subpoena
258.50 Review and revise subpoenas to be submitted in Utah for Post-Closing
Department and Reconveyance, Inc (.6); revise and revise subpoena to
Fidelity (.5).
47.00 Finalize subpoenas and discovery to First American for signature.
532.00 Work on discovery to Fidelity (.9); finalize Utah subpoena for Post Closing
and all supporting documents (1.6); finalize Idaho subpoena to accompany
Utah subpoena (.9); begin preparation of same for Reconveyance Inc. (.4)
420.00 Finalize subpoena for Reconveyance Inc.. ; (.9); prepare notice of service for
discovery to Fidelity (.9.); prepare letter to Utah court for issuance of Utah
subpoenas and prepare to be served on all parties (1.2).
518.00 Prepare draft discovery to Plaintiffs.
224.00 Prepare 30(b)(6) duces tecum deposition notice of Eagle Equity.
94.00 Telephone conference with David Penny regarding deficiency judgment of
RBC and other factual background.
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Type
Fee
Cost
Fee

Hours/
Status Quantity
Billed
0.30
Billed
1.00
Billed
0.50

Rate
235.00
50.00
235.00

0.10

Date
1/14/2014
1/14/2014
23.50
1/16/2014

0.30

70.50

1/17/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.20

235.00

0.20

47.00

1/20/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

0.20

47.00

1/21/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.20

235.00

1.30

305.50

1/22/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

5.20

235.00

1/22/2014 APM Fee
1/22/2014 APM Fee

Billed
Billed

0.80
3.90

190.00
190.00

45-1205

Amount

ID
TED
LN1
TED

2.50

587.50

1/22/2014 TED Fee

Billed

4.20

235.00

2.20

517.00

1/23/2014 AMR Fee
1/23/2014 APM Fee

Billed
Billed

8.50
2.30

235.00
190.00

1/23/2014 APM Fee

Billed

0.60

190.00

1.10

258.50

1/23/2014 TED Fee

Billed

7.40

235.00

0.20

47.00

1/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.80

235.00

0.10

23.50

1/28/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

0.30

42.00

1/29/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.10

140.00

Amount
70.50
50.00
117.50

Description
Office conference regarding status of service on Amy Combine.
Civil Process Services & Investigations - Service upon: Reconveyance Inc
Receive and review summary judgment and motion for attorneys fees
opposition (.3); draft e-mail to client regarding same (.2).
282.00 Receive and review Eagle Equity Motion to Amend and Memorandum inn
Support (.3); office conference regarding outlining response to same (.4);
legal research on cases involving statute of limitations based on a statutory
liability (.5).
117.50 Receive and review subpoena to DAS ( .1 ); outline response in support of
summary judgment (.4).
47.00 Review subpoena to title one (.1 ); draft e-mail to Cameron regarding same
(.1 ).
1,222.00 Review pleadings filed by Eagle Equity re: motion to amend and
memorandum in opposition to motion for summary judgment (.8); begin
drafting response (4.4).
152.00 Draft bullet brief on 56(f) issues for use at hearing.
741.00 Analyze Motion to Amend, Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend, and
the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order ( .6). Draft and edit
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend (3.3).
987.00 Receive and review subpoena (.3); draft reply in support of attorneys fees
(1.4); research on liability created by statute portion of brief on sol (.9); draft
reply in support of summary judgment (1.6).
1,997.50 Continue drafting Reply Memorandum.
437.00 Edit and finalize Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend (1.8). Add
argument pertaining to judicial estoppal (.5).
114.00 Analyze case law to find authority stating that the court has discretion to
apportion fees equitably as it sees fit.
1,739.00 Legal research on fiduciary duty (.5); draft and review and revise reply in
support of summary judgment (4.0);draft and review and revise response in
opposition to motion to amend (2.3); communicate regarding subpoena on
Heidi Emery e-mails (.3); receive and review response in opposition to lis
pendens (.3).
188.00 Review and revise reply in support of motion to quash (.4); legal research on
standing argument (.4).
94.00 Receive and review reply brief in support of motion to amend from Aaron
Tribble.
154.00 Finalize discovery to Eagle Equity (.7); prepare notice of service of same and
serve upon all parties (.4).
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45-1205

Amount

Date

ID

Hours/
Quantity
Type Status

Rate

0.30
1.00

42.00
235.00

1/29/2014 LN1 Fee
1/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.90
4.00

140.00
235.00

0.50

117.50

1/30/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

2.00

235.00

1.20

282.00

1/30/2014 TED Fee

Billed

5.90

235.00

1/31/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

1/31/2014 AMR Cost Billed
2/3/2014 LN1 Fee Billed

0.30

70.50

2/3/2014 TED Fee

1.00 1,021.69
2.10 110.00

Billed

1.10

235.00

2/3/2014 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

35.00

2/4/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

0.90

110.00

2/4/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

2/5/2014 TED Fee

Billed

2.30

235.00

2/6/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.10

110.00

2/6/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

2/7/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.90

235.00

2/7/2014 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

68.50

Amount Description

266.00 Prepare notice of 30(b)(6) deposition duces tecum of Eagle Equity.
940.00 Review and revise first set of discovery to Plaintiff (.8); outline and prepare
for argument on summary judgment, motion to dismiss, motion for attorney
fees (3.2).
470.00 Attend summary judgment hearing (charged 1/2 time only and TED's time
reduced by 1 hour as well).
1,386.50 Prepare for and argue motion for summary judgment; motion to quash lis
pendens; opposition to rule 56(f) (5.6); conference with Dave Penny and Dick
Mollerup regarding status (.3).
94.00 Draft order requested by Judge Wilper regarding denial of motion to amend
to add negligence claim.
1,021.69 January West Law Research
231.00 Prepare Utah subpoena, application for subpoena and all documents
required for issuance of subpoena to Amy Cobine (1.7); and serve upon all
parties (.4).
258.50
Prepare for deposition of Amy Cobine (.9); draft status report to adjuster (.2).
35.00 Washington County Clerk of the Court - Fee for Utah Subpoena to Amy
Cobine
99.00 Telephone call with court regarding deposition date (.4}; prepare letter to
opposing counsel regarding changing of date of Amy Cobine's deposition

(.5).

0.20

47.00

117.50 Office conference regarding setting deposition of Amy Combine (.2);
telephone conference with opposing counsel regarding same (.3).
540.50 Telephone conference with Aaron Tribble regarding scheduling St. George
deposition (.8); telephone conference Deseree Johnson (1.0); telephone
conference Cameron McFaddan (.5).
121 .00 Prepare letter to all counsel regarding the change of deposition date of Amy
Cobine (.5); prepare subpoena for service (.3); prepare instruction email to
process server (.3).
164.50 Review status of discovery (.3); telephone conference Aaron Stines (.2);
telephone conference Aaron Tribble (.2).
211.50 Telephone message to Amy Cobine (.1 ); office conference regarding
interview with Cosice and telephone conference with Erin Stines regarding
extension of time for Fidelity to respond to discovery (.8).
68.50 Civil Process Services & Investigations Inc - service upon: Amy Ann Cobine
in St. George, UT on 2/7

Page 10
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45-1205

Amount

Date

ID

Hours/
Type Status Quantity

2/9/2014 SLC Cost Billed

Rate

1.00

834.00

0.40

94.00

2/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

0.90

211.50

2/14/2014 TED Fee

Billed

2.10

235.00

2/18/2014 APM Fee

Billed

2.10

190.00

2/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

2/19/2014 APM Fee
2/19/2014 TED Fee
2/20/2014 APM Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

5.50
1.10
0.70

190.00
235.00
190.00

2/20/2014 TED Fee

Billed

2.40

235.00

2/21/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.90

235.00

2/25/2014 PJM Fee
2/25/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.20
0.50

235.00
235.00

2/26/2014
2/26/2014
2/26/2014
2/26/2014

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

0.40
0.70
0.70
0.50

235.00
235.00
235.00
190.00

0.50

0.70

117.50

164.50

AMR
AMR
AMR
APM

Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

Amount Description
834.00 Delta Airline ticket for T Dvorak for travel to St. George for Deposition on 2/27
and 28
305.50 Receive and review Revised Second Amended Complaint (.3); draft Answer
to same (1.0).
493.50 Review and revise deposition notice ducas tecum to Eagle Equity (.6);
receive and review fidelity's response to discovery (.4); draft second set of
discovery (.8); draft status update (.3).
399.00 Analyze Memorandum in Support of Motion for Permissive Appeal (.8).
Analyze all relevant authority (.8). Begin drafting response brief (.5).
305.50
Communicate with David Penny regarding setting of Amy Cobine deposition
(.5); receive and review memorandum in support of an immediate appeal (.5);
office conference regarding outline of quick response to same (.3).
1,045.00 File Interlocutory Appeal.
258.50 Review and revise response in opposition to immediate appeal.
133.00 Finalize briefing related to our opposing to Motion for Permissive Appeal (.4).
Draft proposed order to accompany motion (.3).
564.00 Review and revise memorandum in opposition to motion for immediate
appeal (1.3); receive and review and respond to e-mail from Aaron Trible
regarding alleged miscites to court (.4); receive and review documents
produced in response to DAS subpoena (.4); commur:,icate with Mike Baldner
regarding St. George deposition and telephone conference (.3).
211.50 Telephone conference Erin Stines regarding discovery and status (.3);
finalize letter regarding deposition and participation by telephone conference
(.2); receive and review joinder by RBC in opposition to motion for immediate
appeal (.4).
47.00 Conference with T. Dvorak regarding securities law questions.
117.50 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding searching other hard
drives to respond to subpoena (.2); receive and review Notice of Objection to
Deposition (.2); draft e-mail to Aaron Tribble regarding supplemental
response to subpoena (.1 ).
· 94.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: blue sky analysis for EEF deposition.
164.50 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: conversation with Amy Cobine.
164.50 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: Cobine deposition.
95.00 Strategize regarding potential avenues to use securities issue as a possible
defense against EEF.
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Hours/
ID
Type Status Quantity
45-1205 Amount
Date
2/26/2014 TED Fee Billed
1.50
352.50
2.60

Rate
235.00

0.20

47.00

2/27/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

0.60

235.00

5.60

1,316.00

2/27/2014 TED Fee

Billed

5.60

235.00

2/27/2014 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

21.67

2/27/2014 LN1 Cost Billed

1.00

26.57

Billed

10.70

235.00

2/28/2014 APM Cost Billed
2/28/2014 APM Cost Billed
2/28/2014 TED Cost Billed

1.00
1.00
1.00

32.00
190.52
59.89

10.70

2,514.50

2/28/2014 TED Fee

0.60

141.00

3/3/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.60

235.00

0.40

94.00

3/5/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.70

235.00

Amount Description
611.00 Telephone conference Amy Cobine (.5}; e-mail exchanges with Erin Stines
(.2}; telephone conference Aaron Tribble (.2}; telephone conference
Cameron McFaddan (.2}; prepare for Cobine deposition (1.5).
141.00 Review memorandum decision and telephone conference with client re:
decision.
1,316.00 Prepare for deposition of Amy Combine and office conference regarding
same (1.2}; telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.4); travel to St.
George for deposition (4.0)
21.67 FedEx shipment on 2/3 to Washington County Clerk of Court - Fifth Judicial
District
26.57 FedEx shipment on 2/5 from Washington County Clerk of Court to Givens
Pursley
2,514.50 Prepare for and participate in deposition of Amy Cobine (5. 7): travel to return
to Boise from St. George (5.0).
32.00 Reimbursement for copies of file at Ada County Courthouse
190.52 February West Law Research
59.89
Travel expense from Deposition - taxi $40.00 on 2/27; dinner $19.89 on 2/28
376.00 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding preliminary injunction and
status (.3); telephone conference Mike Baldner regarding same (.3); receive
and review answer of DAS (.4): produce documents disclosed during Cobine
deposition to other counsel .6).

399.50

0.30
0.80

70.50
188.00

3/6/2014 TED Fee
3/7/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
0.80

235.00
235.00

70.50
188.00

0.90

211.50

3/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.90

235.00

211.50

592.00

117.50

3/10/2014 TED Cost Billed
3/11/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00

0.50

0.50

235.00

592.00
117.50

0.30

70.50

3/17/2014 TED Fee

0.30

235.00

70.50

Billed

Page 12

Draft response to Plaintiffs discovery (1.4); telephone message to Cameron
McFadden regarding same (.1 ); draft update on status top Jeremy Deitch (.2).
Communicate with opposing counsel regarding discovery.
Review status of discovery (.2}; draft e-mail to opposing party regarding same
(.2); receive and review information from Aaron regarding same and
whereabouts of original deed of trust (.4).
Telephone conference Aaron Tribble regarding status of discovery (.3);
receive and review deposition of Amy Cobine (.6).
St. George Court Reporters Inc - copy of Amy Cobine Deposition
Receive and review discovery responses from Eagle Equity (.4}; draft update
regarding same (.1 }.
Receive and review e-mail from Aaron Tribble regarding meet and confer
over discovery responses.
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Hours/
ID
Type Status Quantity
Date
45-1205 Amount
3/18/2014 TED Fee Billed
5.30
1.30
305.50

Rate
235.00

2.00

470.00

3/19/2014 TED Fee

Billed

7.90

235.00

0.20

47.00

3/20/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.00

235.00

3/23/2014
3/27/2014
3/31/2014
3/31/2014
4/2/2014

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.70

171.00
21.67
76.84
221.66
235.00

SLC Cost
SLC Cost
CAR<Cost
TED Cost
TED Fee

1.20

132.00

4/4/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.20

110.00

1.40

329.00

4/4/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.40

235.00

6.50

715.00

4/7/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

6.50

110.00

1.90

209.00

4/8/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

1.90

110.00

1.10

121.00

4/8/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed

4.10

110.00

4/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

4/11/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.30

235.00

0.30

70.50

Amount Description
1,245.50 Review documents and prepare for deposition of plaintiff (2.4 ); outline
examination (2.1 ); telephone conference Dick Mollerup regarding same (.3);
telephone conference with Chad Nicholson regarding same {.2); telephone
conference Cameron McFaddan regarding same and position in response to
discovery (.3).
1,856.50 Prepare for and take deposition of Eagle Equity Fund, LLC/ Daniel
Thompson.
235.00 Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup regarding deposition of Thompson
(.2); draft supplemental response to discovery (.8).
171.00 Harmon Travel - Delta Airline Ticket on 2/28
21.67 FedEx shipment on 3/19 to Erin M Stines of Fidelity National Law Group
76.84 Deposition lunch on 3/19
221.66 Travel Expenses - Hotel and Taxi for Deposition of Amy Cobine
164.50
Telephone conference David Krueck regarding preliminary injunction and
discovery issue (.4); draft e-mail to Cameron McFadden regarding same (.3).
132.00 Begin review of additional emails from client for privilege responsive to
subpoena.
329.00 Respond to inquiry from Aaron Tribble (.4); office conference regarding same
(.2); review supplemental response to subpoena for privileged documents
(.8).
715.00 Finalize review of additional emails for privilege (4.2); redact third party
privileged information (.9); Bates No. documents and make searchable (1.1 );
prepare documents for production (.3)
209.00 Meeting with T. Dvorak regarding supplementing discovery responses {.3);
prepare supplemental discovery response and notice of service (1.6).
451.00 Review deposition transcript of D. Thompson to locate documents promised
to be produced (2.3); prepare follow up letter setting forth documents
promised during deposition (.7); prepare second supplemental discovery
response and notice of service and serve same (1.1)
164.50 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding affidavit of Cameon and
opposition to preliminary injunction (.3); telephone conference Cameron
McFaddan regarding same (.3); draft e-mail to David with information (.1 ).
305.50 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding opposition to preliminary
injunction and status of case (.4); telephone conference Cameron McFadden
regarding same (.2); finalize supplemental discovery response (.3); review
and comment on draft memorandum in opposition (.4).
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45-1205

Amount

Date

ID

Hours/
Type Status Quantity
Billed

0.70

235.00

4/16/2014 TED Fee ·Billed

4.20

235.00 ·

4/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

4/18/2014 TED Cost Billed
4/21/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
1.70

137.87
235.00

4/22/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

4/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

4/28/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.10

235.00

4/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.60

235.00

5/5/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

5/8/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

5/12/2014 TED Fee
5/19/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.20
0.80

235.00
235.00

5/20/2014 AMR Fee
5/20/2014 TED Fee
5/21/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

1.50
0.30
1.70

235.00
235.00
235.00

4/14/2014 TED Fee

4.20

0.10

0.10
0.40

987.00

23.50

23.50
94.00

Rate

Amount Description
164.50 Receive and review Eagle Equity's opposition to motion for summary
judgment (.4); receive and review opposition off Corey Barton to preliminary
injunction (.3).
987.00 Travel to, prepare for and attend deposition of Heidi Emery (4.0); office
conference regarding same (.2).
117.50
Receive and review Eagle. Equity's reply in support of preliminary injunction.
137.87 Tucker & Associates - Certifie Copy of Transcript - Heidi Howden
399.50 Attend hearing on plaintiff's motion for preliminary injunction (1.4); conference
with Dave Krueck attorney for CBH (.3).
164.50 Receive and review RBC memorandum in support of summary judgment ( .3)·
draft status report to client (.2); communicate with Chad Nicholson attorney
for DAS (.2).
94.00 Receive and review comments on Heidi's deposition (.2); respond with
thoughts on same (.2).
258.50 Prepare for and attend hearing on Alliance's motion to dismiss (.8); receive
and review various filings from eagle equity (.3).
141.00 Telephone conference Chad Nicholson regarding strategy and affidavit from
TitleOne (.3); office conference regarding same (.2); telephone conference
David Kruek regarding motion to quash (.3).
94.00 Receive and review DAS motion for summary judgment and supporting
documentation.
117.50
Receive and review letter from plaintiffs counsel; office conference regarding
same; telephone conference with David Krueck. Regarding motion to quash.
282.00 Attend hearing on DAS motion for summary judgment.
188.00 Telephone conference David Kruek regarding motion to quash; draft e-mail to ·
Cameron McFadden regarding same and affidavit; review and revise affidavit .
of McFadden; receive and review memorandum in support of motion to quash
and accompanying documents.
352.50 Attend hearing re: RBC Motion for summary judgment.
70.50 Telephone conference Jeremy Deitch regarding status.
399.50 Communicate with client regarding status and strategy and upcoming meeting
with Corey Barton and DAS; telephone conference with Mike Baldner;
telephone conference with David Kruek; outline summary judgment for
TitleOne.
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Hours I
Type Status Quantity
45-1205 Amount
Date
ID
94.00
5/22/2014 TED Fee Billed
1.70
0.40

Rate
235.00

1.20

282.00

5/23/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

4.50

235.00

0.20

47.00

5/23/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

1.30

305.50

5/27/2014 AMR Fee

Billed

5.00

235.00

0.10

23.50

5/28/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

5/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.40

235.00

5/29/2014 TED Cost Billed

0.40

94.00

1.00 1,218.99

6/2/2014 TED Fee
6/2/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
1.10

235.00
235.00

6/4/2014 TED Fee
6/5/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.40
0.40

235.00
235.00

6/11/2014 BHL Fee

Billed

0.50

160.00

6/11/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.70

235.00

6/12/2014 BHL Fee
6/12/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

1.90
1.20

160.00
110.00

6/13/2014 BHL Fee
6/16/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed

1.10
2.10

160.00
160.00

6/17/2014 BHL Fee
6/18/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed

1.20
1.20

160.00
160.00

Amount Description
399.50 Telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding outcome of
meeting; telephone message to Aaron Tribble;telephone conference Mike
Baldner; telephone conference David Kruek; telephone conference with Erin
Stines, regarding Fidelity settlement.
1,057.50 Review A. Cobine's depo re: information to support motion for summary
judgment.
164.50 Office conference regarding status and strategy; telephone conference
Aaron tribble; telephone conference Cameron McFaddan.
1,175.00 Review Thompson deposition; review Emery deposition; begin drafting
summary judgment memorandum.
94.00 Receive and review procedural order regarding costs and fees; office
conference regarding filing for summary judgment; telephone conference
Dave Kruek regarding motion to quash.
94.00 Receive and review DAS motion to continue attorneys fees hearing;
telephone conference with Mike Baldner regarding same.
1,218.99 M & M Court Reporting Service - copy of transcript with exhibits of Don
Thompson - Eagle Equity Fund on 3/19
70.50 Office conference regarding hearing on motion to quash
258.50 Office conference regarding Eagle Equity (.32; Attend summary judgment
argument (.9)
94.00 Receive and review memorandum decision on summary judgment.
94.00 Communicate with Cameron McFadden and opposing counsel regarding
resetting White and McFaddan depositions.
80.00 Me~t with Angie to discuss the litigation and relevant legal background
principles and discuss assignments and strategy.
164.50 Receive and review subpoena ducas tecum (.1 ); telephone conference
Cameron McFaddan regarding limiting scope of same (.2); legal research on
rules regarding scope (.4).
304.00 Legal research on tortious interference claim
132.00 Bates No. documents received from Thompson; prepare letter to all counsel
and forward copies of same.
176.00 Work on memo and argument for tortious interference claim
336.00 Research law and possible defenses for the claim against TitleOne for
tortious intervention with prospective economic advantage (1.8); complete
outline of arguments and a few leading cases, draft memorandum (.3).
192.00 Draft memorandum on the issue of tortious intervention.
192.00 Additional legal research draft memo.
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45-1205

Amount

Hours/
Type Status Quantity
Date
ID
6/20/2014 BHL Fee Billed
3.20

Rate
160.00

0.20

47.00

6/23/2014 BHL Fee
6/24/2014 AMR Fee

Billed
Billed

1.72
0.80

0.00
235.00

1.00
0.30

235.00
70.50

6/24/2014 AMR Fee
6/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

4.20
1.20

235.00
235.00

0.50
0.90

117.50
211.50

6/25/2014 AMR Fee
6/25/2014 AMR Fee
6/25/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.50
3.70
5.75

235.00
235.00
0.00

0.80
3.10

188.00
496.00

6/26/2014 AMR Fee
6/26/2014 BHL Fee

Billed
Billed

3.00
3.10

235.00
160.00

6/27/2014 BHL Fee

Billed

6.50

0.00

6/28/2014
6/29/2014
6/30/2014
6/30/2014
7/1/2014
7/1/2014
7/2/2014
7/3/2014

Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed
Billed

3.1.
5.00
4.30
1.00
2.50
3.50
2.60
5.40

235.00
235.00
235.00
276.70
235.00
235.00
235.00
235.00

AMR
AMR
AMR
AMR
AMR
TED
TED
TED

Fee
Fee
Fee
Cost
Fee
Fee
Fee
Fee

0.80
1.30
1.10

188.00
305.50
258.50

0.60
0.80
0.60
5.40

141.00
188.00
141.00
1,269.00

0.40
0.40

94.00
44.00

7/10/2014 AMR Fee
7/10/2014 LN1 Fee

Billed
Billed

1.70
1.50

235.00
110.00

0.20

47.00

7/17/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

Amount Description
512.00 Write and edit memo discussing TitleOne's possible arguments, controlling
law, and what the court might hold.
0.00 Edited the memo assessing liability for accuracy and clarity
188.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: summary judgment strategy in light of
pending expert disclosure deadline.
987.00 Begin drafting motion for summary judgment
282.00 Office conference regarding timing of summary judgment and scope of
upcoming depositions (.3); receive and review scheduling order (.2);
telephone conference Cameron McFaddan (.2); telephone conference with
Aaron tribble regarding status and depositions (.2); communicate with
Cameron regarding rescheduling depositions (.3).
117.50 Conference with B. Laney re: drafting damages argument.
869.50 Continue drafting motion for summary judgment
0.00 Met with Angie and Tom to discuss strategy for arguing the damages case.
Researched cases on the damages issue and began working on an outline
for an argument to the court.
705.00 Continue drafting motion for summary judgment.
496.00 Research and draft argument that EEF was not damaged and the court
should grant summary judgment.
0.00 Wrote an argument to be filed with the court for summary judgment on the
damages issue.
728.50 Continue drafting summary judgment memorandum.
1,175.00 Continue drafting summary judgment memorandum.
1,010.50 Continue drafting motion for summary judgment.
276.70 June West Law Research
587.50 Finalizse memorandum and related materials for filing.
822.50 Review and revise motion for summary judgment.
611.00 Finalize and file motion for summary judgment.
1,269.00
Prepare for and attend depositions of Vicki White and Cameron McFaddan.
399.50 Draft memorandum in opposition to motion to enlarge.
165.00 Work on affidavit of Angela Reed and opposition to motion to change
TitleOne's motion for summary judgment hearing date (1.2); finalize and
prepare for service upon all parties and filing with court (.3).
117 .50 Review status and scheduling of summary judgment in light of call from
Judge's clerk (.2); office conference regarding same and expert witness
preparation (.3).
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Hours I
Date
Type Status Quantity
45-1205 Amount
ID
0.40
94.00
7/18/2014 AMR Fee Billed
0.40

Amount Description

Rate
235.00

0.10
0.10

23.50
23.50

7/23/2014 TED Fee
7/24/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

0.30
0.40

235.00
235.00

0.10

23.50

7/31/2014 AMR Cost Billed
8/11/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
0.40

16.17
235.00

0.30

70.50

8/11/2014 TED Cost Billed
8/12/2014 AMR Fee Billed

1.00
1.00

113.73
235.00

0.20

47.00

8/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.50

235.00

0.50
0.50

117.50
117.50

8/22/2014 TED Fee
8/25/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.80
2.30

235.00
235.00

0.40

94.00

8/26/2014 TED Fee

Billed

1.70

235.00

3.10
0.90
1.10

728.00
211.50
258.50

8/28/2014 AMR Fee
8/28/2014 TED Fee
8/29/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

11.50
3.60
4.30

235.00
235.00
235.00

0.30

70.50

8/31/2014 AMR Cost Billed
9/4/2014 TED Fee Billed

1.00
1.20

247.22
235.00

1.20
0.20

282.00
47.00

9/5/2014 TED Fee
9/9/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed

1.20
0.50

235.00
235.00

9/10/2014 TED Fee

Billed

0.60

235.00

94.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: evidence to oppose damages (.1 );
telephone conference with D. Penny re: obtaining information regarding
amount owed to RBC on date of reconveyance for purposes of establishing
value of second position deed of trust (.3).
70.50 Review status.
94.00 Telephone conference Cameron McFaddan regarding status; office
conference regarding reply to summary judgment; telephone conference
Cameron McFaddan.
16.17 Client Electronic Research for July
94.00 Review status of Plaintiffs filing brief; telephone conference Tibble's office
regarding whereabouts of same; telephone conference Dave Kruek's office,
regarding same.
113. 73 Tucker & Associates - Professional services - witness Vicki White
235.00 Office conference with T. Dvorak re: reviewing Eagle Equity's opposition to
Second Motion for Summary Judgment.
117 .50 Review response to summary judgment; draft reply on undisputed facts and
equitable estoppel.
423.00 Draft reply in support of summary judgment.
540.50 Legal research on interference with contract; draft reply in support of
summary judgment.
399.50 Draft reply in support of summary judgment; office conference regarding
outlining same.
2,702.50 Draft tortious interference section to opposition memorandum.
846.00 Draft reply brief in support of motion for summary judgment.
1,010.50 Review and revise reply brief in support of summary judgment; legal research
regarding same; draft status report.
247.22 August West Law Research
282.00 Receive and review memorandum in support of motion to reconsider and
motion to amend (.6); legal research regarding same (.6).
282.00 Research adverse possession statute of limitations.
117.50 Review Eagle Equity response in support of motion to reconsider (.2);
telephone conference with David Kruek regarding motion for summary
judgment by Corey Barton (.3).
141.00 Communicate with David Krueck, regarding information needed for Corey
Barton's summary judgment (.4); communication with Mark Tidd regarding
same (.2).
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1.10

258.50

Hours/
Type Status Quantity
9/11/2014 TED Fee Billed
4.30

0.10
0.10
0.90

23.50
23.50
211.50

9/15/2014 TED Fee
9/16/2014 TED Fee
9/17/2014 TED Fee

Billed
Billed
Billed

0.30
0.30
3.50

235.00

0.90

157.50

9/18/2014 JWB Fee

Billed

0.90

175.00

1.30

305.50

9/18/2014 TED Fee

Billed

5.50

235.00

0.20
0.20

47.00
47.00

9/19/2014 TED Fee
9/22/2014 TED Fee

Bi!led
Billed

0.50
0.70

235.00
235.00

0.20

47.00

9/25/2014 TED Fee Billed
9/30/2014 AMR Cost Billed
10/2/2014 TED Fee WIP

0.50
1.00
0.60

235.00
42.93
235.00

0.60

141.00

10/3/2014 TED Fee

WIP

2.50

235.00

0.40

94.00

10/23/2014 TED Fee

WIP

1.70 . 235.00

10/24/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.70

235.00

10/29/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.80

235.00

10/31/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.70

235.00

11/3/2014 TED Fee

WIP

2.00

235.00

11/4/2014 TED Fee
11/13/2014 TED Fee

WIP
WIP

0.40
0.60

235.00
235.00

45-1205

0.20

Amount

47.00

Date

ID

Rate

235.00

235.00
235.00

Amount Description

1,010.50 Research and review and revise and draft memorandum in opposition to
motion to reconsider (3.9); telephone conference with David Krueck regarding
Corey Barton's motion for summary judgment (.4).
70.50 Draft status report.
70.50 Receive and review reply in support of motion to reconsider.
822.50 Prepare for and outline summary judgment argument (2.0); review caselaw
(1.2); telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan (.3).
157.50 Discussion with T. Dvorak and research whether trustee's possession of
original deed documents makes reconveyance non-negligent.
1,292.50 Prepare for and argue motion for summary judgment (5.2); conference with
Cameron McFadden regarding next steps (.3).
117.50 Draft status report to adjuster (.2); receive and review written decision (.3).
164.50 Draft status report (.1 ); review decision (.3); telephone conference with David
Penny regarding decision (.3).
117.50 Review argument for attorney fees award.
42.93 September West Law Research
141.00
Receive and review motion for reconsideration; office conference regarding
same; telephone conference with Cameron McFaddan regarding same.
587.50 Review motion for reconsideration and outline response; legal research
regarding nominal damages.
399.50 Prepare for and attend argument on motion for reconsideration; telephone
conference with David Kruek regarding strategy.
164.50 Receive and review decision on CBH's motion for summary judgment; office
conference regarding the same; draft email to other defense counsel
regarding consolidating efforts for attorney fees; draft status report to client.
188.00 Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup; draft memorandum in support of
IRCP 54 (b) certification; Dr motion regarding same.
164.50 Draft motion and memorandum to certify as 54 (b); telephone conference with
David Kruek regarding same.
470.00 Draft memorandum in support of renewed motion to quash. Communicate
with David penny regarding status.
94.00 Review and revise motion to quash and memorandum in support.
141.00
Receive and review order denying reconsideration of Corey Barton;
telephone conference with David Kruek regarding same and motion to quash.
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45-1205

Amount

Hours/
Type Status Quantity
ID
Date
1.00
11/19/2014 JWB Fee WIP

Rate
175.00

11/19/2014 TED Fee

WIP

0.50

235.00

11/20/2014 JWB Fee

WIP

1.20

175.00

11/24/2014 JWB Fee

WIP

1.80

175.00

11/24/2014 TED Fee
11/26/2014 TED Fee

WIP
WIP

2.50
2.90

235.00
235.00

11/20/2014 JWB Cost WIP
12/10/2014 TED Fee WIP
12/10/2014 LN1 Fee WIP

1.00
3.50
2.60

139.97
235.00
110.00

25,185.00 Total Fees and Costs
Less
Equals
Plus
Equals

Amount Description
175.00 Analyze Idaho law regarding the modification or quashing of lis pendens in
light of plaintiff's allegation that lis pendens must remain in effect until an
appeal, if any, is resolved.
117.50 Receive and review response in opposition to motion to quash; draft email to
Cameron McFadden regarding same.
210.00 Review and analyze plaintiffs response to Title One's motion to quash lis
pendens. Research and analyze law from foreign jurisdictions regarding
whether a plausible appeal prevents a lis pendens from being quashed.
315.00 Research and analyze foreign jurisdictions' treatment of lis pendens filings
where judgment has been entered and no meritorious appeal exists. Draft
portion of Title One's reply memorandum arguing that Eagle's lis pendens
must be quashed.
587.50 Draft reply in support of rule 54 (b} motion and motion to quash.
681.50 Prepare for and argue Motion for Rule 54(b} certification and to quash lis
pendens: conference with Mike Baldner of DAS regarding same: telephone
conference with Cameron McFadden regarding outcome.
139.97 November West Law Research
822.50 Work on application for fees and costs
286.00 Work on fees and costs affidavit
118,844.94
25,185.00
93,659.94
940.00
94,599.94
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1

ey SABRINA STOKES
DEPUTY

2
3
4

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951

5

Eagle Law Center LLC

8

1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-938-9500
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

6
7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

ORDER RE: ADDITIONAL BRIEFING

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (fka Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

28
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1

2

Defendants.

- - -

l

3
4

5
6

This matter having come before the court pursuant to the Motion to Submit Additional

7

Briefing by Eagle Equity Fund, the Plaintiff in this matter, and the Court being advised and good

8

cause appearing therefore:

9
10

11

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED:
1.

The Plaintiff is hereby granted leave to file the additional briefing requested in
their motion.

\h""t 'or\t.~~, S"i...\\ \>t ~ ;\J ~oAh\Al,.\\,..

12

13
14

Dated: February _ _;_5_ _ , 2015

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

24
25
26

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

S

day of

f:buthj ,2015, I caused a true and

27

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

28

addressed to the following:
-2-
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.
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1

2
3
4

5

6
7

8

9

10
11

12

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
yJFacsimde

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax:208-319-2601

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
0"Facsimde

David Penny
Cosho Humphrey
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
208-338-3290

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
.(..,YFacsim1le

Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
yr-Facsimile

Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
0 Facsimile

David Fogg
Aaron Tribble
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr.
Eagle, ID 83616
208-938-9504

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
j,,.>f Facsimile

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
-3-
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Law Office

I

rION

STATUS

PAGES

1~i

Received

6
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i

2

·FEB i D 2015

3

CHRISTOPHl!ft D. AIOH Clerk
By JAMI! MAm1N I

4

DEl'U1'V

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J, T1ibble ISB #8951
S Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200

6

Eagle, ID 83616

8

T: 208-938-9500
F; 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff

7

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13
14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

IS
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

28

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013.:10112

Plaintiff,
vs.

TITLEONE CORPORATION) and Idaho
coq,oration1 FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flre Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMP ANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), BDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies
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Off ice

Defendants.

1
2
3

4

5

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"), the Plaintiff. by and through their attorneys of record,

6

provides the following memorandum in reply to TitleOne's request fol' Nunc Pro Tune relief:

7

I.

8

NUNC PRO TU.NC RELIEF IN IDAHO COURTS IS NARROW AND SPECIFIC
The Latin phrase Nunc Pro 1unc literally means "now for then." Ward v. Lupinacci, 111

9

Idaho 40 (Idaho App. 1986). When used in a judgment, the phrase signifies a relation back to a

1O

designated date, indicating that the judgment will be given retroactive effect. Citing a bevy of

11

case law, Judge Burnett of the Ward court stated that "such judgments may be entered in

12

furtheranc~ of justice where failure to enter an earlier judgment was due to accident, excusable

13

oversight or mistake." Id.

14

Such accident, excusable oversight or mistake must be of the court's doing. Taylor v.

15

Chamberlain, 154 Idaho 695 (2013) (citing Weaver v. Searle Bros., 131 Idaho 610, 615,

16

Westmont Tractor Co. v. Estate of Westfall, 112 Idaho 712, 715 (1987), and.Annestv. Conrad-

t?

Annest, Inc., 107 Idaho 468,470 (1984)). As the Ta1lor couit succinctly stated. "[t]he court

18

cannot enter an order or judgment nunc pro tune to correct an e1l'Ot made by a party." Taylor at

19

698 (citing Westmont at 715). Neither can the court make a ruling orrecite an event that did not

20

actually occur. Ward at 42.

21

In Ward, the trial court had made a detennination in the case and formed its intent to

22

enter judgment, yet it assigned one of the attomeys to submit a judgment for signature. Twenty-

23

three months after making this deteimination and fanning this intent, the trial court had still not

24

e.ntered judgment. A significant amount of post-judgment interest co\.lld have been due and

25

owing. The aggrieved patty in the case requested that the judgment be entered nunc pro tune so

26

that post~judgment intetest could be collected retroactive to the date of when the court originally

27

made a detennination of the case. Ultimately, the Ward court held that the ttial court abused its

28

discretion in denying nunc pro tune relief because the trial court unquestionably intended to enter
-2-
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judgment immediately after trial or a short time thereafter.
In Weaver, an amended judgment was entered to reflect a reversal of the case on appeal.

2
3

One party moved the trial court for a nunc pro tune judgment in order to receive more interest on

4

the judgment. The trial court refused to enter the amended judgment nune pro tune to the date of

5

the original judgment, and the Weaver court affinned. In doing so, the Weaver court reasoned

6

that it was never the trial coui1's intent to award such interest as of the date of the original

7

judgment and that any mistake was a judicial error, rather than a clerical error that nune pro tune

8

is designed to fix. Only once the trial court was reversed on appeal did it form any intent to enter

9

an amended judgment.

10

In Westmont, the plaintiff requested only a judgment against Westfall individually but not

11

against the estate of Westfall. The trial court granted this request. Once an issue was discovered

12

with the priority in the probate proceedingsJ the plaintiff moved for a nune pro tune judgment

13

against both the estate and Westfall individually. This was to give the plaintiff needed retroactive

14

priority against the estate. The Westmont court ultimately held that nunc pro tune relief should

15

never have been granted because the trial court never intended to grant a judgment against both

16

Westfall and the estate until after the issue of priority was discovered.
Ultimately, the issue of nune pro tune relief turns upon a determination of intent.

17
18

Westmont v. Estate of Westfall, 112 Idaho 712 (1987) (citing Ward at 43). In all cases where

19

nune pro tune applies, the district court must have intended to enter judgment in the past but

20

erred in not doing so because of some accident, excusable neglect, or mistake. So a nunc pro tune

21

judgment is entered to col1'ect a clerical error. Id.

22

II.

NEITHER THE COURT NOR ANY DEFENDANT HAD ANY INTENT TO EVEN

23

HOLD A HEARING, MUCH LESS ENTER JUDGMENT. PRIOR TO THE

24

EXPIRATION OF THE 21-DAY LIMIT

25

In this case, each of the defendants has submitted memorandums of costs and fees 14 days

26

after the entry of judgment, TitleOne being the only exception having submitted their

27

memorandum 11 days after. However, every defendant requested relief pursuant to Idaho Code §

28

12~123, which states in part:
REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' R.EQUEST FOR
NUNC PRO TIJNC RELIEF
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1

In accordance with the 1?rovisions of this section, at any time prior to the
commencement of the trial in a civil action or within twenty-one (21) days
after the entry of judgment in a civil action, the court may award reasonable
attorney's fees to any party to that action adversely affected by frivolous
conduct.
(b) An award of reasonable attorney's fees may be made by the couit upon
the motion of a party to a civil action, but only after the court does the
following;
(iJ Sets a date for a hearing to determine whether particular conduct
was frivolous; and
(ii) Gives notice of the date of the hearing to each party or counsel of
record who allegedly engaged in frivolous conduct and to each party
allegedly adversely affected by frivolous conduct; and
(iii) Conducts the hearing to determine if the conduct was frivolous
whether any party was adversely affected by the conduct ifit is found
to be frivolous, and to determine if an award is to be made, the
amount of that award. In connection with the hearing, the court may
order each paey who may be awarded reasonable attomer.s fees ana
his counseI of record to submit to the court, for consideration in
determining the amount of any such awardi an itemized list of the
legal services necessitated by the alleged frivolous conduct, the time
expended in rendering the service~4 and the attorneys fees associated
with those services. Additionally, me court shall allow the parties and
counsel of record involved to present any other relevant evidence at
the hearing,

2

3

4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14

15
16

Thus, every defendant knew that the above-quoted list of actions must be taken before the

17

Cou1t could enter judgment pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-123. Each of the defendants !mew that

18

Idaho Code 12"123 only gave authority when applied within 21 days after entry of judgment.

19

Each of the defendants knew that a minimum of two weeks is required when correctly noticing a

20

hearing pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). And each of the defendants failed to make a motion to

21

shorten time so that a hearing and determination could be made prior to the expiration of the 21-

22

day limit.

23

So it is plainly obvious fro1n the record that the defendants each intended to sit and wait

24

for the Court or the Plaintiff to schedule and conduct a hearing rather than take proactive

25

measures ·to see that a hearing was scheduled and conducted within the 21-day limit. Also, the

26

record is plainly devoid of any evidence that the Court intended to enter judgment prior to the

27

expiration of the 21-day limit much less schedule a hearing or conduct fact-finding. For the Court

28

to even consider the defendants request for nunc pro tune relief would be to make a ruling or

-4-
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1

recite an event that did not occur. This is exactly what the Ward court said was an incorrect use

2

of mmc pro tune.

3

III.

4

CONCLUSION
The defendant's are essentially asking the Court to toll the 2l"day limit contained in Idaho

5

Code§ 12-123. However, this limit is law, set in stone, and unable be tolled. The Taylor court

6

was clear that nunc pro tune is not to be used to correct the error of a party. Obviously, the

7

defendants' nunc pro tune requests are just an attempt to cover up theh- own mistake of not taldng

8

more immediate proactive steps. Thereforei EEF respectfully requests that this Court deny the

9

defendants request for nunc pro ft1tic relief under Idaho Code§ 12-123.

IO
11

12
13

F~hr;r__

Dated: :Fanua

/(}

fl

, 2015
Respectfully Submitted,

14

15

By:

16

Aaron J. Tribble

17

Attomey for Plaintiff

18
19

20

21
22
23

25

26
27

28
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"'

1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3

a

I HEREBY CERTIFY.that on thi8

/[;fl,,, da.yof kk,-,,,,7', 2015, I cam:~d a. true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7
8
9

10
11
12

13

14
15

16

17
18

~

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701~2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

ll

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Obettecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-319-2601

Ll

David Penny
Cosho Hum~hrey
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
208-338-3290

21
22

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overni~ht Mail
Facsinule
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsinule

n

Richard Mollerup
5459 B. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

19

20

U.S. Maill Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsimile

U

Michael Baldner
Haw!(:y Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955

U.S. Mail1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi$,ht Mail
Facsinnle

23
24

25

26

By:

27

Aaron J. Tribble

28

Attomey for Plaintiff
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, F;IDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation, RBC
Bank (flea RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC Bank), a
North Carolina corporation, CHICAGO TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance Company, a
California corporation), and JOHN DOES 1-X,
unknown individuals and/or companies,

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM AND
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON J. TRIBBLE
REGARDING APPORTIONMENT

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada ,

Aaron J. Tribble being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over the age of
eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of Idaho and have personal
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knowledge of the facts set forth herem, believing them all to be true and cou..,ct, to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
2. I have analyzed each of TitleOne's dispositive motions in this case in order to gain an understanding of
how much effort was devoted by TitleOne to briefing certain claims. I analyzed TitleOne's memorandums in
support of their Motion to Dismiss, First Motion for Summary Judgment, and Second Motion for Summary
Judgment, in addition to _the reply briefs for each of these motions. The numbers below are not necessarily
exact but represent as close of an approximation as I can make without making a more scientific calculation.
3. For TitleOne's Motion to Dismiss, a total of 34 pages were submitted to the Court via a memorandum in
support and a reply. In these briefs, 3.8 pages were spent discussing breach of contract and bad faith or 11 % of
the total briefing. Negligence received 6 pages of briefing (18%). Consumer protection received 5.4 pages of
briefing (16%). Fraud and collusion received 3.5 pages of briefing (10%). Conversion received 0.5 of the
pages in briefing (1 %). Unjust enrichment received 1.8 pages of briefing (5%). Tortious Interference with
Prospective Economic Advantage received 3.3 pages of briefing (10%).

TitleOne al~o spent 1.5 pages

discussing a motion to quash and 1 page discussing the Plaintiff's motion to amend. The other 8.2 pages were
devoted to introductions, conclusions, and facts (24%).
4. For TitleOne's First Motion for Summary Judgment, a total of 42 pages were submitted to the Court via
a memorandum in support and a reply. Fraudulent conveyance and conspiracy received 12.6 pages of attention
(30%). Tortious Interference received 4.7 pages of briefing (11 %). Fiduciary Duty received 3.1 pages of
briefing (7%). And 45-1205 received 11.5 pages (27%). The other 10.1 pages were devoted to introductions,
conclusions, and facts (24%).
5. For TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment, a total of 38 pages were submitted to the Court
via a memorandum in support and a reply.

Fraudulent conveyance receive 3.5 pages of attention (9%).

Tortious Interference received 23 pages of briefing (60%). 45-1205 received 2.8 pages of briefing (7%).
TitleOne provided 4.5 pages of briefing on the issue of damages (12%) but that appeared to be split between the
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claims of tortious interference and 45-1205. The other 4.2 pages were devoLed to introductions, conclusions,
and facts (11 %).
6. When combined, TitleOne's total page count in their three dispositive motions was 114. Tortious
Interference received the most attention from TitleOne at 31 pages (27%). 45-1205 received a total of 14.3
pages (13%). Damages was split between these two claims at 4.5 pages (4%). The remaining unaccounted
pages were used for introductions, facts, standards of review, and conclusions and appear to be equally targeted
at the various claims. The other 22.4 pages were devoted to introductions, conclusions, and facts (20%). If the
introductions, conclusions, and facts pages are divided equally amongst the claims discussed in their respective
pleadings, the final page distribution is Tortious Interference (34%), 45-1205 (17%), Breach of Contract and
Bad Faith (4%), common law negligence (7%), Consumer protection (6%), Fraud and collusion (20%),
Conversion(> 1%), Unjust enrichment (2%), Fiduciary duty (3%).
7. TitleOne's and other defendant's stated confusion of the pleadings seems misguided to me. In fact, Mr.
Dvorak was very intent about conversing with me over each of the changes I made to each of the pleadings that
had been ordered. The pleadings were only changed by me as instructed by the Court and requested by Mr.
Dvorak. The attached email, Exhibit A, a true and correct copy of interoffice email correspondence, shows the
lengths Mr. Dvorak went to make sure that every detail was followed. The resulting changes I made to the
pleadings were just as much a result of Judge Wilper's orders as they were a result of Mr. Dvorak's insistence.
Consequently, the format, structure, and content of the amended pleadings were the result of Mr. Dvorak's
requests, and the Court's instruction. To the best of my knowledge, all of the Defendants were present at each
of the hearings where amendments were discussed, and everybody understood that the headings for each claim
were to reflect which defendants had requested and been granted dismissals from each claim. These headings
were not a clarification of who the claims were directed at. The facts stated in the complaint provided this
clarification.
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fl!!:. day of February, 2015.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/1+iJ day of February, 2015, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-319-2601
Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83 716
Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsillllle

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsillllle
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsillllle
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
FacsiID1le

U
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Gmail - Thompson and Givens Pursley.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=da26 l 09ebe&view=pt&q...

Aaron Tribble <tribblelawfirm@gmail.com>

Thompson and Givens Pursley
1 message
Fri, Feb 7, 2014 at 2:54 PM
Linda Higgins <linda@eaglelawcenter.com>
To: Aaron Tribble <tribblelawfirm@gmail.com>, "David M. Fogg" <David@eaglelawcenter.com>, Mick Ysursa
<mick@eaglelawcenter.com>

Tom Dvorak called to say the judge specifically said you could Amend the complaint to change RBC but there
was not to be a claim for negligence. He then smirked that you just defied the judge and said something like or
I
similar to doh and giggled. He said to call him.

Linda Higgins
Paralegal
Eagle Law Center
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr., Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
(208) 938-9500
Fax: (208)938-9504

EXHIBIT

I A
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David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951

Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

FEB 17 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Sy KATRINA

HOLDEN
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
DAS INVESTMENTS,LLC, an Idaho company,
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation.
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. FOGG IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE
MEMORANDUM RE: COUNSEL'S
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT
IN SUPPORT OF TITLEONE'S FIRST
AND SECOND MEMORANDUM RE:
COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss
)
County of Ada

David M. Fogg being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above captioned matter. I am an individual over
the age of eighteen and am competent to testify in this matter. I am a resident of the State of
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Idaho and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and
correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.

C

2. Despite the fact that my direct involvement in this case was limited to writing the initial
demand letter and the rough draft of the original complaint, not having drafted or authored any
other pleadings, or appearing in court, until the most recent hearing, Defendants have asked for
sanctions for frivolous litigation against me.
3. Defendants have provided no specifics regarding their request for Rule 11 sanctions and
have provided the Court with no justification for their lack of compliance with the constraints of
12-123, other than to lament that they shouldn't have been sued, or that they were confused
about the complaint. Further, Defendants have ask the court to turn back the clock in an attempt
to correct their own procedural mistakes while, at the same time, claiming that Plaintiff's counsel
somehow didn't follow the rules.
4. Indeed, defense counsel continues to request that the Court provide defendant friendly
latitude when ruling on points of law and making inferences of fact, including a broad
determination under Rule 11, despite Idaho case law to the contrary, while ignoring the fact that
Defendants failed to adhere to the requirements under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(e).
5. Perhaps even more germane to the notion that defense counsel is only now; under the
lens afforded through hindsight, coupled with a change in the presiding judge; attempting to
create a broad application for fees, is the fact that there is no indication on the record that defense
counsel was confused or was required to spend additional time litigating issues that were not
specific to each particular defendant. Moreover, specific to my interaction with each individual
counsel, there was little to none. I don't recall a single interaction with Mr. Dvorak, I took one
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phone call from Mr. Mullerup in Mr. Tribble's absence, and responded to a single email, for the
same reason. I have had no interaction with counsel for either DAS or Cory Barton Homes, Inc.
6. Clearly defense counsel recognize that, fees under a prevailing party determination is not
a sure bet, given the unique nature of the facts presented to the court, and fees under 12-123 are
barred by the rule, leaving only Rule 11 as a possible alternative.
7. During the most recent hearing each defense Counsel put on a good show, with plenty of
consternation and head shaking. However, the fact is that each defendant knew precisely what it
was defending. Mr. Dvorak's own time sheets demonstrate that he and Mr. Tribble
communicated about each iteration of the complaint, and although a digital signature of mine
was placed on the amended complaints by Center staff, such was done so in error and without
my knowledge, which opposing counsel was clearly were aware of. It is only now, with a new
presiding judge and in hindsight that counsel is attempting to gamer fees under Rule 11.
Ironically, it should be noted that Mr. Dvorak's name appears on the certificate of service
accompanying his affidavit, however, it doesn't appear to be his signature.
8. Specific to the amount of time spent on each allegation against TitleOne, I have reviewed
Mr. Dvorak's Second Supplemental Affidavit. It was my understanding that Mr. Dvorak was

charged with providing the court with specific apportionments for each of the allegations against
TitleOne (Fraud, Negligence, 45-1205, Collusion, Interference of Economic Enterprise).
However, Mr. Dvorak appears to have decided to determine which allegations had merit and
only provide general information to that end. I don't believe such satisfies the requirements for
apportionment. Moreover, rather than providing the court with a specific detailed accounting of
time he simply provided a self-serving swag of: 25%, as a reasonable amount of time spent
dealing with TitleOne's violation of 45-1205.
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9. In this regard, even the most cursory review of Mr. Dvorak's affidavit and attached
timesheets defy logic. Mr. Dvorak attests that 25% is a generous allocation but provides no
quantitative definition on how he believes he would have spent 75% less time, researching fraud,
negligence, 45-1205, having conference calls, drafting letters, writing motions, taking
depositions, locating TitleOne's re-conveyance agent, etc., if the only allegation in the complaint
had been 45-1205. In fact pages 1 through 5 of Mr. Dvorak's time sheets are largely blank as
such relate to 45-1205 notations. Is it really Mr. Dvorak's assertion that none of that work was
spent on claims of merit or that none of that work would have occurred?
10. Further, Mr. Dvorak's affidavit conflicts with his premise above. According to paragraph
13 of Mr. Dvorak's affidavit he "deduced fairly shortly after the original Complaint was filed
that the three-year statute of limitations defense for liabilities created by statute would also bar
the 45-1205 claim." Although he is incorrect in his analysis, using Mr. Dvorak's 25% rule and
attached time sheets, he didn't begin to work on 45-1205 until much later in the case, and could
not therefore have spent any time deducing potential time bars under 45-1205.
11. If Mr. Dvorak had in fact believed that 45-1205 was time barred, why would he agree to
allow it to be added to Mr. Tribble's amended complaint? Was the agreement to have 45-1205
come in, a ruse to have Mr. Tribble focus on 45-1205 rather than common law negligence?
Perhaps.
12. At the end of the day Mr. Dvorak's five page affidavit lacks any true apportionment or
subjective analysis of his own data. It is a self-serving perspective offered for the sole purpose
of garnering a defendant friendly result where none should exist. Despite a number of calculation
errors, consistently in favor of his firm, Mr. Dvorak claims the firm spent approximately 233
hours drafting pleadings, many of which are entries claimed by both Mr. Dvorak and Ms. Reed
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for the same work, over 80 hours in meetings and conference calls, again attended by both Mr.
Dvorak and Ms. Reed, over 18 hours drafting letters, and 44 hours doing legal research, with
another 63 plus hours reviewing documents.
13. Despite Mr. Dvorak's justifications for all of the time spent in this case, which contrary
to the Court's comments I find the time claimed to be reprehensible, a detailed review of the time
sheets provided shows churn; multiple entries for the same work, lengthy durations for drafting
letters, subpoenas, untold strategy meetings, numerous review and revise entries, hours spent
preparing affidavits, travel costs billed at a full rate, and more.

The list of entries I find

repugnant is endless. How it could possibly take over 5 hours to understand and prepare a Utah
subpoena? As an example, Mr. Dvorak claims it took him four hours to write a 5 page affidavit
that contains nothing more than a copy of a case and his timesheets and a series of "for example"
paragraphs. This affidavit has taken me little more than an hour.
14. Mr. Dvorak and counsel for the co-defendants are simply looking for fees.

Fees

shouldn't be awarded as a prevailing party given the unique and untested nature of the facts and
application of the law. 12-123 is time barred. So defendants' are asking the Court to invent a
new rule or a different application of Rule 11. Counsel has thrown out a wide net looking for
fees, and is attempting to convince the court to provide a defendant friendly interpretation of the
law and assume that the inferences of logic presented by defendants are t

Subscribed and sworn to before me this rJ#Jday of February, 2015.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

J"J±h day of February, 2015, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Fax: 208-319-2601
Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83 716
Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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Overnight Mail
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FEB 2 3 2015
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By LlJC!LLE DANSEREAU
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER A WARDING COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES AND IMPOSING
RULE 11 SANCTIONS

Defendants.

In this action, Plaintiffs Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF) and (briefly) Daniel Thompson
sought damages, on a variety of theories, based on the improper reconveyance of a deed of trust
granting EEF a second-position security interest in some real property located in Kuna, Idaho.
The action suffered from two very serious flaws that ought to have been apparent from the outset
to the plaintiffs and their counsel.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - I
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First, the plaintiffs had no evident means of proving damages. EEF' s deed of trust was
granted in November 2006. The real property in Kuna to which it related was slated for
development as a residential subdivision. The Kuna market for subdivision lots, however,
severely contracted shortly after EEF was granted the deed of trust, and it had not recovered by
the time the deed of trust was improperly reconveyed. As the holder of a second-position
security interest, EEF could not expect to realize any of the property's value unless the property's
value was sufficient (despite the market contraction) to satisfy the obligations owed to the holder
of the first-position security interest. The property apparently had shed far too much value to
come close to doing that-or at least the plaintiffs never made any discemable effort to show
otherwise. Consequently, had EEF's second-position deed of trust not been reconveyed, any
effort to try to realize on it probably would have been akin to trying to squeeze blood from a
turnip. The plaintiffs ignored that problem instead of pragmatically confronting it.
Second, the plaintiffs cast much too broad a net, suing too many defendants on too many
theories, armed with too few supporting facts. When the plaintiffs filed suit, they knew the
improper reconveyance had been executed and recorded by Defendant TitleOne Corporation.
Instead of using a narrowly drawn lawsuit against TitleOne as a platform for conducting
discovery into whether TitleOne had acted alone, they sued quite a few other companies based on
mere suspicions (not facts), accusing those companies of scheming with TitleOne to defraud EEF
out of the deed of trust. The plaintiffs' suspicions were not well founded; "fanciful" is a more
accurate descriptor. The plaintiffs seemingly failed to realize that the defendants could have
legally accomplished the same result they are accused of having plotted to accomplish illegally.
To divest EEF of its second-position deed of trust, the holder of the first-position deed of trust
need only have foreclosed on its superior deed of trust. The plaintiffs had no explanation for

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 2
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why, then, the defendants would resort to fraud. That already nagging question is all the more
nagging when one considers that, as already explained, EEF' s second-position deed of trust
seemingly lacked value anyway, given market conditions.
Occam's razor, a centuries-old logical tool, teaches that when all else is equal the
simplest explanation for something is usually the right one. Why TitleOne reconveyed EEF's
second-position deed of trust remains unclear. A possible simple explanation-one in keeping
with Occam's razor-is that TitleOne somehow made a mistake. EEF marshaled no support for
its elaborate explanation: that the reconveyance was part of a wide-ranging, years-in-the-making,
economically senseless, and legally needless fraud. Occam's razor is a generalization; it does not
deny that sometimes a more complicated explanation will be the right one. Here, though, after a
year and a half of litigation the simple explanation seems to be the right one.
Having tried and utterly failed to substantiate the suspicions on which this action was
founded, the plaintiffs must face the consequences. The defendants are entitled to recompense
for the costs and attorney fees they reasonably expended in defending an action that was almost
entirely devoid of factual support, both at its inception and throughout its duration.

I.
BACKGROUND
In November 2006, EEF loaned $725,500 to Galiano LLC. (Mason Aff. filed Aug. 8,
2014, ,r,r 3-4 & Exs. A-B.) The loan was secured by a second-position deed of trust to real
property that was to be developed into a residential subdivision. (Id.

,r,r 5, 8 & Ex. C.)

Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc. had been granted a first-position deed of trust in
connection with its much larger, multi-million-dollar loan to Galiano. (Id. ,r 6 & Ex. D; Reid
Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, ,r,r 2-3 & Ex. A.)

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 3
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On February 11, 2010, a full reconveyance of EEF' s junior deed of trust, executed by
TitleOne, was recorded (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A), despite that EEF's loan had not
been repaid. (Mason Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, 110; Thompson Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, 17.)
Consequently, the property ceased at that time to be subject to a record lien of EEF. The
reconveyance happened without EEF' s knowledge and was not discovered by EEF until about
March 2013. (Thompson Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, 118-10.)
In the meantime, in May 2012, two years after the reconveyance of EEF's second-position
deed of trust, Galiano sold the property to Defendant DAS Investments, LLC for $860,000.
(Reid Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, 117-8 & Exs. E-F; Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, 1 13 &
Ex. H; Eck Deel. filed Apr. 14, 2014, 113 & Ex. D.) Despite that the proceeds were nearly $2.5
million short of the amount needed to repay its first-position loan to Galiano, RBC consented to
the sale, hoping Galiano or the loan guarantors would manage to pay the shortfall. (Reid Deel.
filed Apr. 21, 2014, Ex. E.) A few months later, Galiano and the guarantors stipulated to a
judgment in RBC's favor for the remaining loan balance, which by then had increased to about
$2.65 million. (Penny Deel. filed Apr. 21, 2014, Ex. C.) Thus, the sale to DAS is an example of
what is commonly called a "short sale." EEF did not know about it before it happened.
Upon purchasing the property, DAS promptly agreed to resell most of it through a series
of purchase and sale agreements with Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. (Eck Deel. filed Apr.
14, 2014, 115 & Ex. E.) The actual resale to Corey Barton Homes was carried out in bits and
pieces over about a year's time. (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. J.) According to EEF, the
total resale price was $1.13 million, resulting in a gross profit to DAS of about $270,000 (Tribble
Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, 1 12) and a net profit in some lesser amount, after taking into account its
transaction and holding costs.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 4
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Claiming the reconveyance of its second-position deed of trust was wrongful and
impaired its ability to obtain repayment of its loan to Galiano, and not knowing why TitleOne
executed and recorded the reconveyance, EEF and its principal, Daniel Thompson, filed this
broadly constructed lawsuit in June 2013. Originally, they sued TitleOne, Defendant Alliance
Title & Escrow Corp. (which was originally the trustee ofEEF's deed of trust), Defendant
Fidelity National Title Company (which later was named the trustee of that deed of trust), and
Defendant Chicago Title Insurance Company (which, through a predecessor, had issued title
insurance to EEF in connection with its loan to Galiano). EEF and Thompson apparently
regarded the reconveyance, in the absence of some other explanation for it, as the product of a
fraud by those defendants.
TitleOne moved to dismiss Thompson's claims, arguing he wasn't a real party in interest,
as EEF, rather than him, was the beneficiary of the reconveyed deed of trust. Judge Wilper
granted that motion on December 2, 2013.
At the same time, Judge Wilper dismissed some of the claims that had been asserted
against TitleOne, Fidelity, and Chicago Title, and he also permitted EEF to amend its complaint,
including by adding DAS, Corey Barton Homes, Galiano, and Galiano principal Edward J.
Mason as defendants. They also allegedly were complicit in the supposed fraud.
EEF was given permission to amend its complaint one more time in order to name the
correct RBC entity. Its final pleading-its Revised Second Amended Complaint-was filed on
February 11, 2014.
About two weeks later, on February 26, 2014, Judge Wilper granted TitleOne summary
judgment against a portion of EEF's remaining claims. Shortly thereafter, this case was
reassigned to the undersigned judge as a result of Judge Wilper's retirement.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 5
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From that point, motions for summary judgment were filed at varying times by Alliance
Title, DAS, RBC, TitleOne (its second such motion), and Corey Barton Homes. These motions
were heard at separate times during the spring, summer, and fall of 2014. All of the motions
were granted for reasons explained in written decisions. EEF never developed evidence of a
fraud. Instead, despite that TitleOne cannot explain why the reconveyance was executed and
recorded, the reconveyance appears to reflect a mistake on its part rather than a deliberate,
conspiratorial wrongdoing by the defendants.
Along the way, EEF reached settlements with Chicago Title, Fidelity, and RBC. 1 In
addition, on December 1, 2014, the Court severed the claims against Galiano and Mason under
I.R.C.P. 21. Those claims are being adjudicated in a separate case. Thus, of the nine named
defendants, only four remain active parties in this case.
Those four-Alliance Title, DAS, Corey Barton Homes, and TitleOne-all seek awards
of costs and attorney fees, as well as sanctions against EEF's counsel. EEF's motions to disallow
the awards were heard on January 22, 2015. During the hearing, the Court gave TitleOne 14 days
to submit supplemental materials on one issue, involving a potential apportionment of its claimed
costs and attorney fees among EEF's claims, and gave EEF 14 days after that to respond to
TitleOne's supplemental materials. The motions to disallow were deemed under advisement on
February 17, 2015, when EEF filed its response to TitleOne' s supplemental materials. The
motions are now ready for decision.

The claims against Chicago Title and Fidelity were dismissed on May 14, 2014, pursuant to a
settlement described (during the costs-and-fees hearing held on January 22, 2015) as having
resulted in a "nuisance value" payment to EEF. During that same hearing, EEF' s "walk away"
settlement with RBC was announced and placed on the record.
1
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The following chart may be of some aid in understanding the scope of the case, as it sets
forth the claims EEF asserted against each of the four defendants seeking awards of costs,
attorney fees, and sanctions, as well as the disposition of those claims:
Alliance Title

DAS

Corey Barton
Homes

TitleOne

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014
Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal entered
on December 2, 2013

Count III:
Negligence

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal entered
on December 2. 2013

Count IV: Idaho
Consumer
Protection Act
Count V: Fraud &
Fraudulent
Conveyance

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014
Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal entered
on December 2, 2013
Summary judgment
entered on May 20,
2014

Summary judgment
entered on October
24,2014

Partial Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal
entered on December 2, 2013;
partial summary judgment
entered on February 26, 2014;
summary judgment against
balance entered on September
19, 2014

Count VI:
Collusion to
Defraud

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Summary judgment
entered on May 20,
2014

Summary judgment
entered on October
24,2014

Count VII:
Conversion

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Partial Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal
entered on December 2, 2013;
partial summary judgment
entered on February 26, 2014;
summary judgment against
balance entered on September
19. 2014
Rule I 2(b )( 6) dismissal entered
on December 2, 2013

Count VIII: Unjust
Enrichment

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014
Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Summary judgment
entered on May 20,
2014
Summary judgment
entered on May 20,
2014

Summary judgment
entered on October
24,2014
Summary judgment
entered on October
24,2014

Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal entered
on December 2, 2013

Count I: Breach of
Insurance Policy
Count II:
Insurance Bad Faith

Count IX:
Interference with
Prospective
Economic
Advantage
Count X: Breach
of Fiduciary Duty

Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal entered
on December 2. 2013

Summary judgment
entered on May 9,
2014

Count XI:
Violation of l.C. §
45-1205

Summary judgment entered on
September 19, 2014

Summary judgment entered on
February 26, 2014
Summary judgment entered on
September 19, 2014;
reconsideration denied in bench
ruling on October 22, 2014
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II.
REQUESTS FOR AW ARDS OF COSTS

A prevailing party is entitled to an award of costs. I.R.C.P. 54(d)( 1)(A). Whether a party
is a prevailing party is determined in the district court's discretion. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). Having
successfully defended against all claims brought against them, Alliance Title, DAS, Corey Barton
Homes, and TitleOne unquestionably are prevailing parties. Each is entitled to an award of costs
as a matter ofright under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C). The Court has reviewed their requests, to which
EEF and Thompson mount no discernable objection, and based on those requests awards them
costs as a matter ofright in the following amounts: (i) $1,060.79 to Alliance Title2 ; (ii) $439.60
to DAS; (iii) $66 to Corey Barton Homes; and (iv) $2,878.69 to TitleOne. 3
These awards are made against EEF only, except that $347.60 of the award to TitleOne is
made against EEF and Daniel Thompson, jointly and severally. TitleOne is the only defendant
that, so far as the Court can tell, seeks an award of costs against Thompson. The award against
Thompson reflects costs as a matter ofright (namely, court filing fees) incurred by TitleOne

The award to Alliance Title is for the items claimed as costs as a matter of right in paragraph 4
of the affidavit Alliance Title's counsel, Richard Mollerup, filed on May 13, 2014, except the
postage charges and the computer-assisted le~al research charges, neither of which are
recoverable as a matter ofright under I.R.C.P ."54( d)(l )(C). The computer-assisted legal research
charges will, however, be treated as attorney fees and considered in the context of Alliance
Title's request for an award of attorney fees. See I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K).
2

The award to TitleOne is for items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 of the costs as a matter of right claimed on
pages 2 and 3 ofTitleOne's Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees (filed on
December 15, 2014). TitleOne's award for item 3, however, was $70, not the $130 award
TitleOne requested. $70 is the sum of the two $35 line-item charges comprising item 3. The
Court does not know how TitleOne arrived at $130. Items 5 and 6, the claimed "Federal Express
Fees" and "Court Copy Fees," are not recoverable as a matter ofright under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)
and therefore are not awarded.
3
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while Thompson was a plaintiff, as reflected in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees
TitleOne filed on January 2, 2014, in connection with the dismissal of his claims.
As for discretionary costs subject to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D), neither Alliance Title nor Corey
Barton Homes seeks such an award. DAS claims computer-assisted legal research charges as
discretionary costs. Those charges will be treated as attorney fees and considered in the context
ofDAS's request for an award of attorney fees. See I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K). TitleOne claims
computer-assisted legal research charges as discretionary costs, as well as the costs of research to
locate a witness and travel and related expenses associated with deposing that witness. The
computer-assisted legal research charges will be treated as attorney fees and considered in the
context of TitleOne' s request for an award of attorney fees. The other items will not be awarded
because they are not, in the Court's judgment, "exceptional" costs. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D).
Instead, they are routine costs of civil litigation. Moreover, TitleOne incurred them in defending
against claims the Court determines, later in this decision, not to have been frivolous.
Accordingly, in an exercise of its discretion, the Court awards no discretionary costs to TitleOne
or to any other defendant.

III.
REQUESTS FOR AWARDS OF ATTORNEY FEES

A.

Alliance Title
Alliance Title asks for an award of$27,495 in attorney fees, as well as $16.10 in

computer-assisted legal research charges. (Mollerup Aff. filed May 13, 2014, 113-4.) The
award is sought against EEF, and the proffered bases for it are LC. §§ 12-120(3) and 12-121. In
addition, Alliance Title asks for an award of attorney fees as sanctions against EEF' s counsel
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under I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l). That matter will be addressed in this decision's last section. Here, the
Court will focus on Alliance Title's fee requests under sections 12-120(3) and 12-121.
Alliance Title was one of the original defendants to this action, and it continued to be
named as a defendant in EEF's first and second amended complaints. Ten counts of EEF's
second amended complaint pertained to Alliance Title. Alliance Title moved for summary
judgment against all of them. During the summary-judgment hearing (held on April 28, 2014),
EEF tried to preserve only a small fraction of those claims. It conceded that summary judgment
was appropriate with respect to seven of the 10 claims: ( 1) Count One, for breach of an alleged
title-insurance policy; (2) Count Two, for bad faith in the non-payment of EEF' s claim under that
policy; (3) Count IV, for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, LC.§§ 48-601 et seq.;
(4) Count V, for fraud; (5) Count VII, for conversion; (6) Count VIII, for unjust enrichment; and
(7) Count X, for breach of fiduciary duty. In addition, EEF conceded that summary judgment
was appropriate with respect to Count VI, for collusion to defraud, except to the extent it is
premised on alleged fraudulent conveyance in violation of LC.§§ 55-901 et seq.
These concessions were necessary, given the claims' severe factual shortcomings.
Counts I and II depended on the notion that Alliance Title had issued title insurance to EEF, but
Alliance Title had not done so (EEF's title insurer was Ticor Title Insurance Company,
predecessor to Chicago Title). Count IV depended on the notion that EEF had purchased goods
or services from Alliance Title and sustained a loss because of some unfair trade practice by
Alliance Title, see I.C. § 48-608(1), but EEF could not identify any purchase or any unfair trade
practice. EEF had no evidence of any false representation by Alliance Title, causing Count V to
be untenable. Count VII also was untenable, as EEF had no evidence Alliance Title exercised
dominion or control over any ofEEF's property. Count VIII could not have withstood scrutiny
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either because EEF had no evidence it had given anything of value to Alliance Title, as would be
necessary for EEF to show that Alliance Title had been unjustly enriched. And EEF could not
maintain Count X, as it had no evidence of either a fiduciary relationship between itself and
Alliance Title or of any act or omission by Alliance Title that would have amounted to a breach
of fiduciary duty anyway.
EEF tried to stave off summary judgment with respect to three claims: ( 1) Count III, its
claim for negligence; (2) Count VI, for collusion to fraudulently reconvey EEF's deed of trust in
violation of LC. §§ 55-901 et seq.; and (3) Count IX, for tortious interference with prospective
economic advantage. The negligence claim's factual premise was that Alliance Title had
transmitted EEF's original second-position deed of trust to TitleOne, facilitating TitleOne's
reconveying it. But EEF had no sound reason to think Alliance Title had actually transmitted the
deed of trust to TitleOne; all it had was its own rank speculation to that effect, which required it
to discount the documentary evidence attached to its own complaint (as part of Exhibit B) that
Alliance Title had transmitted the original deed of to EEF several years before the reconveyance,
on December 1, 2006. Moreover, TitleOne did not need the original deed of trust to reconvey it,
so the reconveyance itself did little to demonstrate TitleOne ever had the original deed of trust.
To reconvey, TitleOne needed "satisfactory evidence of ... payment in full" of the obligation
secured by the deed of trust. LC.§ 45-1202. But EEF did not so much as suggest that TitleOne
ever had any such evidence, much less that Alliance Title somehow caused TitleOne to
mistakenly think it had such evidence. Thus, the negligence claim was factually unsupported and
could not survive summary judgment. The collusion-to-defraud claim also failed, given the lack
of evidence Alliance Title had anything to do with the reconveyance. The tortious-interference
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claim failed for essentially the same reason. None of EEF's claims against Alliance Title were
remotely trial-worthy.
EEF' s counsel defends the decision to name Alliance Title as a defendant, despite
admitting the factual basis for doing so was the (highly speculative) conclusion that Alliance
Title must have transmitted EEF's second-position deed of trust to TitleOne. (Tribble Aff. re:
Alliance Title's Mot. Fees & Costs filed Dec. 15, 2014 ,i,i 5, 9.) That is the slenderest ofreeds.
It is guesswork at best. And, even if the guesswork had turned out to be correct, mere
transmission of the deed of trust, without more, would not have established liability on Alliance
Title's part anyway.
It bears emphasizing that TitleOne, not Alliance Title, reconveyed the deed of trust. EEF
could simply have sued TitleOne and, in that lawsuit, conducted discovery into whether someone
else, such as Alliance Title, also played a role in the reconveyance. Then, if evidence of
wrongdoing by others materialized, EEF could have added them to the lawsuit. Instead, EEF' s
strategy was suing companies like Alliance Title without evidence of wrongdoing, in hopes of
developing evidence of wrongdoing as the suit proceeded. That sort of strategy does not end well
when the hoped-for evidence never materializes, as was the case here.
Attorney fees are awardable to the prevailing party under section 12-121 in a case
"brought, pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." I.R.C.P.
54(e)(l). Whether a case sinks to that level is a matter committed to the district court's
discretion. E.g., Idaho Military Historical Soc '.Y v. Maslen, 156 Idaho 624, 631-32, 329 P.3d
1072, 1079-80 (2014). This determination can be made on a claim-by-claim basis to facilitate
apportionment of attorney fees between claims that are frivolous and claims that aren't frivolous.

Id. at 632,329 P.3d at 1080. An apportionment isn't necessary with respect to Alliance Title
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because, for the reasons described above, all 10 claims brought and (to varying degrees) pursued
against Alliance Title were brought and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without factual
foundation. EEF never had any justifiable basis for suing Alliance Title. Wild speculation about
a would-be defendant's possible involvement in a possible scheme does not warrant filing suit.
EEF does not argue that the amount of attorney fees requested by Alliance Title is
unreasonable. The Court has reviewed the itemization submitted by Alliance Title's counsel (the
attachment to the Richard Mollerup affidavit, filed May 13, 2014) and concludes, after taking
into account the factors outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), that the amount requested is reasonable,
with two exceptions. The Court declines to award Alliance Title the $520 claimed for the work
performed on October 30, 2013, by an attorney designated as attorney "1." The Court also
declines to award Alliance Title the $95 for work performed on December 26, 2013, by an
attorney designated as attorney "15." The identities of attorneys "1" and "15" are not made
known in Alliance Title's fee application, which attributes all compensable work to Richard
Mollerup (who evidently is attorney "3"). These amounts will be subtracted from the total fee
request of $27,495, leaving a difference of $26,880. Alliance Title's computer-assisted legal
research charges of $16.10 will be added to that figure, for a sum of $26,896.10. Alliance Title is
awarded attorney fees in that amount under section 12-121.
Alliance Title also is entitled to an award of attorney fees under section 12-120(3) with
respect to some of EEF's claims. "In any civil action to recover on ... [a] commercial
transaction ... , the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the
court, to be taxed and collected as costs." LC. § 12-120(3) (emphasis added). This statute
applies "even where no commercial transaction occurs between the parties" if"the losing party
has alleged a commercial transaction between the parties" and sought to recover based on the
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alleged, but unproven, commercial transaction. DAFCO LLC v. Stewart Title Guar. Co., 156
Idaho 749, 758, 331 P.3d 491,500 (2014).
EEF's insurance-related claims, beginning with Counts I and II, fall into this category;
they allege as the basis for recovery a title-insurance transaction between EEF and Alliance Title.
EEF's consumer-protection claim (Count IV) also is insurance-related. It depends on the idea
that Alliance Title pulled off a "bait and switch" scheme by selling EEF title insurance issued by
its principal (Ticor) instead of by Alliance Title itself. (Tribble Aff. re: Alliance Title's Mot.
Fees & Costs filed Dec. 15, 2014 ,r 12.) While not insurance-related, EEF's fiduciary-duty claim
(Count X) also seeks recovery based on a commercial transaction between EEF and Alliance
Title (among others): the loan transaction in which EEF received the deed of trust, which
allegedly imposed fiduciary duties on Alliance Title as the trustee. (Id. ,r 17.)
If there were a need to liquidate the amount awardable under section 12-120(3), the Court
probably would set a smaller amount than the amount being awarded under section 12-121. The
reason is that only some of EEF's claims against Alliance Title come within the scope of section
12-120(3), whereas all of its claims against Alliance Title are frivolous and therefore come
within the scope of section 12-121. But there is no need to liquidate the amount that is
awardable under section 12-120(3) alone, in light of the comprehensive section 12-121 award.

B.

DAS
EEF's case against DAS was narrower than its case against Alliance Title. DAS was the

short-sale purchaser of the property that had been subject to EEF's second-position deed of trust.
DAS's having bought the property, and not much else, caused EEF to name DAS as a defendant
to four claims. All four were challenged on summary judgment. EEF conceded two of themCount V (for fraud) and Count VIII (for unjust enrichment)--during the summary-judgment
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hearing held on May 12, 2014. EEF had no evidence of a false representation by DAS, making
its fraud claim untenable. And EEF had not conferred any benefit at all on DAS, much less one
it would be inequitable for DAS to retain, making its unjust-enrichment claim untenable. EEF
didn't concede the other two claims, Count VI (for collusion to fraudulently reconvey EEF's
deed of trust) and Count IX (for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage).
Summary judgment was granted against those two claims anyway. Both of them suffered from a
crippling, threshold problem: EEF had no evidence DAS even knew about EEF's erstwhile
second-position deed of trust when it bought the property in the short sale.
EEF sued DAS based on its suspicion that DAS had knowingly served as a "strawman
buyer" whose no-questions-asked, short-sale purchase of the property had the effect of
"laundering" it so that Corey Barton Homes could take title from a buyer with no notice of EEF's
claim to the property, insulating Corey Barton Homes from that claim under the "shelter rule."
(Tribble Aff. re: DAS's Mot. Fees & Costs filed Dec. 26, 2014113-8.) This suspicion was not
factually supported in any real way. Instead, when EEF sued DAS, it was just a theoretically
possible (and not-yet-explored) explanation for the sequence of events. And its explanatory
power is far from overwhelming. Different explanations, involving perfectly lawful conduct by
DAS, are easily posited. For instance, Corey Barton Homes could have preferred for legitimate
business and financial reasons not to purchase the entire property at once, resulting in a need for
an interim purchaser, like DAS, that was willing and able to buy the entire property at once and
then sell it to Corey Barton Homes in bits and pieces over time in return for a fairly modest
profit. It is unclear whether EEF considered possible lawful explanations for DAS's conduct.
What is clear is that EEF was not aware of any facts tending to make an unlawful explanation for
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e

DAS's short-sale purchase more likely than a lawful e,qplanation for it. DAS was sued based on
i

mere suspicion of wrongdoing, not based on facts stro~gly suggesting wrongdoing.
Under LC.§ 12-121, DAS seeks an award of attorney fees in the amount of$38,195.50.
DAS also seeks an award of $374.88 in computer-assis~ed legal research charges. As noted
earlier in this decision, those charges will be treated as ~ttorney fees, see I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K),
bringing DAS's total attorney fees request to $38,570.38. Also as noted earlier in this decision,
attorney fees are awardable to the prevailing party under section 12-121 in a case "brought,
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation," I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l), a
determination to be made in the district court's discretion. E.g., Idaho Military Historical Soc '.Y,
'

156 Idaho at 631-32, 329 P .3d at 1079-80. The Court determines, in its discretion, that EEF
brought and pursued its claims against DAS frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation.
As demonstrated above, all four of EEF' s claims against DAS were factually unfounded. The
Court has reviewed the itemizations submitted by DA~'s counsel (Exhibits A and B to the Mike
;

Baldner affidavit, filed December 15, 2014) and concludes, after taking into account the factors
outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), that the amount requested is reasonable. Indeed, EEF does not
challenge the reasonableness of the amount requested. Accordingly, DAS is awarded $38,570.38
in attorney fees under section 12-121.
DAS's requests for awards of attorney fees as sanctions under J.C. § 12-123 and I.R.C.P.
1 l(a)(l) will be addressed in this decision's last section.

C.

Corey Barton Homes
EEF asserted against Corey Barton Homes the Same four claims it asserted against DAS.

It did so based on the same theory it employed in suin~ DAS: that Corey Barton Homes enlisted
DAS as its "strawman purchaser" in order to place an innocent buyer in the chain of title between
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it and Galiano, insulating it from EEF's claim against the property. (Tribble Aff. re: Corey
Barton Homes' Mot. Fees & Costs filed Dec. 26, 201413.) That theory is no less speculative,
and no more factually founded, as applied to Corey Barton Homes than as applied to DAS. It
requires, among other things, evidence Corey Barton Homes knew about EEF' s claim against the
property, but EEF never had any such evidence. Accordingly, for the same essential reasons the
claims against DAS were brought and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without
foundation, so were the claims against Corey Barton Homes.
It is worth mentioning here another reason the claims against Corey Barton Homes were

frivolous: EEF's inability to prove damages. This was not a basis for entering summary
judgment in Corey Barton Homes' favor, but it was part of the reason EEF's request for an
I.R.C.P. 56(t) continuance was denied. Critical to the issue of damages is that EEF's deed of
trust was in second position. The first-position lender, RBC, undisputedly took a loss of
approximately $2.5 million on its loan when it agreed to short-sell the property to DAS. Even
when TitleOne moved for summary judgment on the issue of damages, EEF offered no evidence
that the short-sale price failed to reasonably reflect the property's market value at the time of the
short sale. More to the point, EEF offered no evidence that the short-sale price was so artificially
low that-all appearances to the contrary-the property indeed was worth enough to fully satisfy
RBC's first-position loan and then begin satisfying EEF's second-position loan. EEF offered no
evidence of the property's value at the time of the reconveyance either. EEF gave the Court no
reason, despite various inquiries from the Court, to think EEF would ever be capable of offering
proof of damages.
In fact, in opposing the defendants' requests for attorney fees, EEF offered evidence
confirming that the property almost immediately ceased to be worth anywhere near the amounts
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that had been loaned against it. EEF' s principal, Daniel Thompson, admits that once EEF made
its loan to Galiano in November 2006 "[t]he markets turned sour almost over night [sic].
Lending tightened up, prices dropped, and housing came to a near standstill as well as lot values
declining." (Am. Thompson Aff. filed Jan. 7, 2015 Ex. A.) To make matters worse, the City of
Kuna, where the property was located, had begun assessing a new fee of about $10,000 per lot in
connection with a new sewer system it built. (Id.) According to Thompson, "[b ]etween, price
drops, market stagnation, and now this new tax by the city, Galliano [sic] could not sell the lots
at the prices they estimated. The prices plummeted." (Id.) RBC, the first-position lender, "was
trying to be patient ... and letting the markets recover, but Ted [Mason of Galiano] could no
longer sell the lots for anywhere near the asking price." (Id.) These admissions tend to confirm
the property was not valuable enough to even begin satisfying EEF's second-position loan.
As plaintiff, EEF bore the burden of proving damages. The reconveyance of its deed of
trust was an invasion of its rights, but it was incumbent on EEF to prove the invasion caused
damages. EEF had no way of meeting that burden. The reality was that its second-position deed
of trust had no discernable value and, consequently, the reconveyance caused no damages. EEF
was afforded an opportunity, in response to TitleOne's second motion for summary judgment, to
present a legally tenable, factually supported damages theory. It did not do so. That is why
summary judgment was granted to TitleOne. It's also a reason for concluding that EEF's case as
a whole, against all of the defendants, was brought and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and
without foundation. A plaintiff that cannot even articulate a coherent damages theory, much less
prove one, ought not pursue damages claims.
Corey Barton Homes seeks an award of $15,356 in attorney fees. Like the other
defendants, it does so under LC.§ 12-121. EEF does not challenge the reasonableness of the
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amount requested. The Court has reviewed the itemization submitted by Corey Barton Homes'
counsel (Exhibit A to the David Krueck affidavit, filed December 15, 2014) and concludes, after
taking into account the factors outlined in LR.C.P. 54(e)(3), that the amount requested is
reasonable. Corey Barton Homes is awarded $15,356 in attorney fees under section 12-121. Its
requests for awards of attorney fees as sanctions under LC.§ 12-123 and LR.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) will be
addressed in this decision's last section.

D.

TitleOne
Although EEF had no evidence of wrongdoing by Alliance Title, DAS, or Corey Barton

Homes when it sued them, EEF did have evidence of wrongdoing on TitleOne's part when it
sued TitleOne. EEF knew its second-position deed of trust had been reconveyed, EEF knew
there were no grounds for reconveying it, and the reconveyance instrument identified TitleOne as
the reconveying title company. (Tribble Aff. filed Aug. 8, 2014, Ex. A.) For that reason, EEF's
suing TitleOne is easier to understand than its suing Alliance Title, DAS, or Corey Barton
Homes. That said, the breadth ofEEF's suit against TitleOne was unreasonable. EEF asserted
11 claims against TitleOne (the same 10 it asserted against Alliance Title, plus a statutory claim
under LC.§ 45-1205), most which had little or no factual support. Moreover, EEF's decision to
embark on litigation without a cogent damages theory is difficult to defend. Not surprisingly,
then, TitleOne seeks an award of attorney fees under LC.§ 12-121, despite having recorded the
reconveyance without being able to demonstrate grounds for doing so.
EEF's claim under section 45-1205 charged TitleOne with reconveying EEF's deed of
trust despite that the conditions to reconveyance set forth in LC. § 45-1202 had not been met.
EEF first asserted that claim in its first amended complaint, as Count XI. It was EEF's strongest,
most situationally appropriate claim. That is not to say, however, that it was without problems.
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The claim was time-barred unless saved by an estoppel to assert the statute of limitations (an
issue the Court never had to reach). More importantly, the remedy for which the statute provides
is an award of "the damages suffered as a result of such improper conveyance," LC. § 45-1205,
but, as discussed above, EEF was unable to prove it had suffered any damages. That is why the
Court entered summary judgment against the section 45-1205 claim. EEF asked the Court to
reconsider that grant of summary judgment, arguing that nominal damages are available in the
absence of proof of actual damages. The Court denied that motion from the bench on October
22, 2014, holding for reasons stated on the record that nominal damages are not available under
section 45-1205. The Court does not, however, regard EEF's argument for nominal damages as
frivolous. EEF's section 45-1205 claim, despite lacking some of the factual support that was
necessary to warrant a trial, was not so devoid of merit as to be considered frivolous.
Count III was a common law negligence claim, through which EEF sought damages
arising from the reconveyance of its deed of trust. Judge Wilper entered summary judgment
against that claim based on the "economic loss" rule, under which a party ordinarily has no duty
to prevent another party from suffering a purely economic loss. (Mem. Decision & Order entered
Dec. 2, 2013, at 9-10). EEF sought reconsideration (through a motion to amend its complaint),
arguing that the reconveyance caused damage to property-the deed of trust itself-and therefore
its loss of the deed of trust's supposed value was not a purely economic loss. (Mem. Supp. Mot.
Amend filed Jan. 16, 2014.) Judge Wilper declined to reconsider. (Mem. Decision & Order
entered Feb. 26, 2014, at 2.) EEF's argument for reconsideration was, however, non-frivolous in
the Court's view. Of course, even if that argument were not just non-frivolous but correct, EEF
was unable to prove, even by the end of the case, that the deed of trust had value. Consequently,
its common law negligence claim was destined to fail anyway, for lack of provable damages.
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The absence of provable damages is no small problem with the claim, particularly since nominal
damages were not available. See, e.g., 22 Am. Jur. 2d Damages§§ 17, 20 (2013) (stating that
nominal damages are not recoverable in negligence cases). Still, in an exercise of its discretion,
the Court concludes that the common law negligence claim against TitleOne had just enough
merit to qualify as non-frivolous.
Count IX was EEF's claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.
Its first element required EEF to prove it had a valid economic expectancy, and its last element
required EEF to prove it was damaged by TitleOne's interference with the expectancy. E.g.,

Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999). No one
questions that EEF had a second-position deed of trust until TitleOne improperly reconveyed it.
But the notion that the deed of trust, by that time, still reflected a "valid economic expectancy" is
an extremely problematic one for EEF. EEF never offered any evidence suggesting it ultimately
would have been able to realize on the security interest its deed of trust embodied, had TitleOne
not reconveyed it. As discussed elsewhere in this decision, EEF failed to prove the property held
residual value for a second-position lienholder. Indeed, its own principal, Thompson, has
admitted that the bottom fell out of the Kuna market for lots in residential subdivisions shortly
after EEF made its loan and still had not recovered years later. The legal rights associated with a
deed of trust do not amount to a "valid economic expectancy" if there is no reason to believe-as
was the case here-that they can be turned into money.
The "valid economic expectancy" element was not challenged on summary judgment, but
the last element-damages-was. Summary judgment had to be granted, given the utter absence
of proof of damages. EEF sought reconsideration, as it did with respect to its statutory claim
under section 45-1205, on the theory that nominal damages were available. The Court ruled
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otherwise in both contexts. In the section 45-1205 context, the Court, as noted above, regards the
argument for nominal damages as non-frivolous, and as lending enough support to EEF's section
45-1205 theory to help render that claim non-frivolous as a whole. The section 45-1205 claim,
however, has no element analogous to the interference claim's "valid economic expectancy"
element. That element, in combination with the damages element, makes abundantly clear the
plaintiffs obligation to show economic harm. Here, however, EEF was able to show an invasion
of rights but not any resulting economic harm. The interference cause of action does not lie in
that sort of situation. EEF brought and pursued it without developing and presenting any cogent
theory, supported by evidence, on which the trier of fact could conclude that EEF's deed of trust
had economic value at the time of the reconveyance or that EEF suffered economic harm as a
result of the reconveyance.
These factors tend to suggest that the interference claim was frivolous. On the other
hand, EEF had evidence that TitleOne reconveyed EEF' s second-position deed of trust,
apparently in violation of LC.§ 45-1202, resulting in a loss of then-extant rights (albeit rights
EEF failed to prove had any cognizable worth under the circumstances). That evidence lends
some support to several elements of the interference claim. Although a trial was not warranted,
given the absence of evidence of damages, the Court concludes, in what it considers a close call,
that the interference claim against TitleOne had just enough merit not to be deemed to have been
brought or pursued frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation.
The same cannot be said, however, for the balance ofEEF's claims.
Counts I and II accused TitleOne of being in breach of a title-insurance policy and of
having acted in bad faith in paying EEF's claims under such a policy, respectively. TitleOne did
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not, however, issue any title-insurance policy to EEF. Accordingly, those claims were brought
and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without factual foundation.
Count IV was a claim under the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, which depended on the
notion that EEF had purchased goods or services from TitleOne and sustained a loss because of
some unfair trade practice by TitleOne. See LC.§ 48-608(1). It failed because there was no
contractual relationship between EEF and TitleOne at all. Given the absence of any relationship
of the kind necessary to bring the Act to bear, the claim under the Act was brought and pursued
frivolously, unreasonably, and without factual foundation.
Count V was a fraud claim, but EEF had no evidence of any false representation by
TitleOne or of any intention on TitleOne's part to perpetrate a fraud, causing it to be untenable.
Count VI, a collusion-to-defraud claim, was untenable because there was no evidence TitleOne
collaborated with any of the other defendants to strip EEF of its second-position deed of trust.
These claims were brought and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without factual
foundation.
Count VII was a conversion claim. It failed partly because it was based on provisions of
the criminal code that don't create private rights of action and partly because interests in real
property are not, as a matter of law, subject to conversion. That claim was brought and pursued
without legal foundation.
Count VIII was an unjust-enrichment claim. It failed because there was no evidence EEF
conferred any kind of benefit on TitleOne. Consequently, TitleOne was not unjustly enriched.
That claim was brought and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation.
Finally, EEF could not maintain Count X, a fiduciary-duty claim, as it had no evidence of
a fiduciary relationship between itself and TitleOne, given that under Idaho law the trustee of a
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deed of trust does not owe fiduciary duties to the beneficiary. Thus, even ifTitleOne had been
the trustee of EEF's deed of trust (which it wasn't), its duties to EEF would not have been
fiduciary in nature. Accordingly, Count X also was brought and pursued frivolously,
unreasonably, and without foundation.
Section 12-121 allows the district court to apportion the prevailing party's attorney fees
between the claims it deems frivolous and the claims it deems non-frivolous and to award the
former. Idaho Military Historical Soc '.Y, 156 Idaho at 632,329 P.3d at 1080. Here, the Court
will apportion fees between the three claims it has determined were non-frivolous and the eight
claims it has determined were frivolous. The Court's aim, in the apportionment process, will be
to arrive at an award of attorney fees that approximates the amount by which TitleOne's attorney
fees were increased as a result of EEF' s pursuit of the eight frivolous claims. That approach
seems appropriate to the Court, given that some ofEEF's claims were not frivolous and section
12-121 does not allow awarding attorney fees with respect to non-frivolous claims.
Of course, apportionment can be a difficult and imprecise task. It certainly is here. To
arrive at a reasoned apportionment, the Court has reviewed in detail the three fee itemizations
TitleOne has submitted in this case (on January 2, 2014, on December 15, 2014, and on February
3, 2015) and the papers EEF filed in opposition to TitleOne' s motions for costs and attorney fees,
as well as the papers filed in support of or in opposition to the various dispositive motions by
which TitleOne defeated EEF's 11 claims.
Five of the eight claims the Court has deemed frivolous-Counts I and II (for liability as
a title insurer), Count IV (under the Idaho Consumer Protection Act), Count VII (for conversion),
and Count VIII (for unjust enrichment)-were decided against EEF through TitleOne's motion to
dismiss. That decision was entered on December 2, 2013, which was fairly early in the litigation.
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Only a small portion of TitleOne's overall outlay of attorney fees is attributable to those five
claims. The work TitleOne's attorneys performed in relation to them specifically (rather than to
the lawsuit as a whole) appears to have been confined almost strictly to the briefing and argument
on the motion to dismiss, as well as to its efforts to seek attorney fees after successfully
defending against them. Having reviewed TitleOne's briefing on the motion to dismiss and on
its requests for attorney fees, as well as TitleOne's fee itemizations, the Court estimates that
those five claims caused TitleOne to incur about $6,000 more in attorney fees than it would have
incurred had those five claims never been asserted. Accordingly, the Court apportions $6,000 of
TitleOne's attorney fees to those five claims and awards that amount to TitleOne.
TitleOne received summary judgment against a sixth frivolous claim-Count X (for
breach of fiduciary duty)-on February 26, 2014. That claim was not asserted in EEF's original
complaint. Instead, it was first raised in the motion to amend EEF filed on October 15, 2013.
TitleOne opposed that motion, briefly arguing that the amendment should be disallowed as to the
proposed Count X because TitleOne was never the trustee ofEEF's deed of trust, as EEF was
seeking permission to allege. Judge Wilper allowed the amendment over TitleOne's objection,
reasoning that whether TitleOne was or wasn't the trustee would be better resolved on summary
judgment. (Mem. Decision & Order entered Dec. 2, 2013, at 33-34.) Consequently, TitleOne
moved for summary judgment and Judge Wilper granted the motion, ruling that, even if TitleOne
had been the trustee of EEF's deed of trust, the trustee of a deed of trust doesn't owe fiduciary
duties to the beneficiary. (Mem. Decision & Order entered Feb. 26, 2014, at 19-20.)
Thus, the fiduciary-duty claim is responsible for some of the attorney fees TitleOne
incurred in opposing the motion to amend, in pursuing its motion for summary judgment, and in
pursuing its motion for fees as the prevailing party. The Court has not been able to identify any
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other work by TitleOne's attorneys that would have been avoided had EEF not asserted the
fiduciary-duty claim. Having reviewed the briefing TitleOne filed in connection with the
motions just mentioned, as well as TitleOne's fee itemizations, the Court estimates that the
fiduciary-duty claim is responsible for $2,000 of TitleOne' s total outlay of attorney fees.
The last of the claims the Court has determined were frivolous are Counts V and VI, for
fraud and collusion to defraud. Of the frivolous claims, these necessitated the most work on
TitleOne's part. They created work in two ways, one indirect and one direct.
Beginning with the indirect work they created, it is important to recognize that EEF' s
unfounded theory of collusive fraud was the moving force behind its decision to sue the
numerous other defendants that allegedly colluded with TitleOne. Those other defendants'
decidedly unwarranted inclusion in the lawsuit caused TitleOne to incur more attorney fees than
it otherwise would have incurred. More defendants means more defendants with which to
coordinate, more filings to read and analyze, and more hearings. There is no way to be precise
about the amount of attorney fees TitleOne was forced to incur as a result. All that can be done
is to reach a reasoned estimate based on the record, the Court's experience, and common sense.
Beyond the general multiplying effect associated with making the case a bigger one than
was justified, the frivolous fraud and collusion-to-defraud claims are directly responsible for
some ofTitleOne's outlay of attorney fees. TitleOne filed three dispositive motions against
them, chipping away at them each time by identifying their legal and factual shortcomings. In
deciding TitleOne's motion to dismiss, Judge Wilper dismissed the portions of those claims that
were legally untenable based on the alleged facts. (Mem. Decision & Order entered Dec. 2,
2013, at 14-16.) Judge Wilper later entered summary judgment against another portion of those
claims, given the absence of a debtor-creditor relationship between TitleOne and EEF. (Mem.
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Decision & Order entered Feb. 26, 2014, at 14-18.) Finally, this Court entered summary
judgment against the balance of those claims, after EEF conceded them in response to TitleOne's
second motion for summary judgment. (Mem. Decision & Order entered Sept. 19, 2014, at 1-2.)
These three motions themselves account for a sizeable portion of TitleOne's total outlay of
attorney fees, and TitleOne's arguments against EEF's fraud and collusion-to-defraud claims
were substantial parts of each of them.
Considering both the indirect and direct legal work on TitleOne's part that was
necessitated by EEF's fraud and collusion-to-defraud claims, the Court estimates those claims
increased TitleOne's total outlay of attorney fees by $30,000 beyond what it would have been
had EEF pursued only its non-frivolous claims. This estimate is admittedly imprecise. Again,
there is no way to make it precise. But it is the product of a detailed review of the record,
including, among numerous other things, TitleOne's fee itemizations and EEF's objections to the
reasonableness ofTitleOne's claimed attorney fees (with which the Court doesn't agree).
Thus, the Court apportions a total of $38,000 in attorney fees to EEF's eight frivolous
claims. That amount is nearly one-third of TitleOne' s overall outlay of attorney fees.
Apportioning about one-third to the frivolous claims and about two-thirds to the non-frivolous
claims strikes the Court as appropriate, given that two of the non-frivolous claims (the section
45-1205 claim and the interference claim) required the most work overall, and given that much
of the work that cannot be attributed to some particular claim (for example, deposing Amy
Cobine, a key non-party witness) would not have been avoided had the frivolous claims not been
asserted. This apportionment also gathers some strength when it is compared to the awards made
to Alliance Title and DAS, which are fairly similar in amount. It makes sense that the attorney
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fees they incurred would approximate the "extra" attorney fees TitleOne incurred because of
EEF's frivolous collusive-fraud theory.
For these reasons, under section 12-121, the Court awards TitleOne $38,000 in attorney
fees in connection with its successful defense against EEF's frivolous claims. This award is
made in the Court's discretion, after considering the factors outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3).
TitleOne' s request for an award of attorney fees under section 12-121 is made not only
against EEF, but also against EEF's principal, Daniel Thompson. Thus, it is necessary to
determine whether to enter an award against Thompson too.
Thompson joined EEF as a plaintiff in the original complaint. He was not, however,
personally the beneficiary of EEF's second-position deed of trust or of the title-insurance policy
that was issued to EEF at the time of its loan to Galiano. Instead, his only interest in this matter
was derivative of his interest in EEF. There was no legitimate basis for him to pursue claims
against TitleOne in his individual capacity, and his claims were quickly dismissed for that reason.
The explanation the plaintiffs' counsel offered for including Thompson as a plaintiff, which was
stated on the record during the January 22, 2015 hearing on the costs-and-attorney-fees issues,
was not a sensible explanation. The Court determines in its discretion that Thompson's claims
against TitleOne were brought frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation. The Court
therefore awards TitleOne attorney fees against Thompson under section 12-121.
TitleOne suggests setting the amount of the award against Thompson at 25% of the
attorney fees it had incurred up to the point of Thompson's dismissal as a plaintiff, on the
thinking that both EEF and Thompson were responsible for the need to incur those attorney fees,
but EEF was more responsible because Thompson's lack of standing was quite clear. (Dvorak
Aff. filed Jan. 2, 2014 ,t 20.) The Court finds it more equitable under the circumstances,
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however, to figure the award by estimating the incremental attorney fees TitleOne incurred as a
result of Thompson having been a plaintiff. Given how simple and easily made the argument for
Thompson's dismissal was, EEF's claims drove TitleOne's defense costs, whereas Thompson's
claims were a minor nuisance. The incremental attorney fees resulting from Thompson having
been a plaintiff undoubtedly are significantly less than 25% of the attorney fees TitleOne had
incurred at up to the point of Thompson's dismissal.
In fact, EEF's opening brief in support of its motion to dismiss-which pertained not only
to Thompson's claims but also to EEF's claims-made the argument for Thompson's dismissal
in one paragraph on that briefs page 23. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Dismiss filed Sept. 6, 2013, at 23.)
No opposing argument was offered in the opposition brief EEF and Thompson jointly filed, so
TitleOne did not address the issue any further in its reply brief. Of course, TitleOne had to
conceive and evaluate the argument for Thompson's dismissal before briefing it, and TitleOne
had to come prepared to make the argument at the hearing on the motion. So, its overall effort
was more than writing a single paragraph. In an exercise of its discretion, the Court estimates the
incremental attorney fees incurred by TitleOne as a result of Thompson having been a plaintiff at
$500. TitleOne is awarded that amount against Thompson under section 12-121, in addition to
the $38,000 it is awarded against EEF under that statute.
TitleOne also seeks an award of attorney fees under the Idaho Consumer Protection Act's
fee-shifting provision, which authorizes an award of attorney fees to a prevailing defendant if the
plaintiffs claim was "spurious or brought for harassment purposes only." I.C. § 48-608(5). For
the same reasons the Court found that EEF's and Thompson's claim under the Act was brought
frivolously, unreasonable, and without foundation, the Court finds that claim to have been
spurious. EEF and Thompson could not have formed a reasonable belief that the claim was at
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least potentially legitimate. Accordingly, in an exercise of discretion under section 48-608(5),
the Court awards TitleOne attorney fees in connection with its successful defense of that claim.
There is no need, however, to liquidate the amount that is awardable under section 48-608(5),
considered on its own, in light of the awards made to TitleOne under section 12-121, which
encompass the attorney fees it incurred in defending against that claim.
TitleOne's requests for awards of attorney fees as sanctions under LC.§ 12-123 and
I.R.C.P. l l(a)(l) will be addressed in this decision's last section.

IV.
REQUESTS FOR A WARDS OF SANCTIONS
The defendants ask that EEF's counsel be sanctioned under I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l). Under that
rule, a signature on a pleading, motion, or other paper "constitutes a certificate ... [1] that to the
best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well
grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension,
modification, or reversal of existing law, and [2] that it is not interposed for any improper
purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of
litigation." I.R.C.P. l l(a)(l).
The two clauses identified by bracketed numbers have been called, respectively, the
"frivolous filings" clause and the "improper purpose" clause. Flying A Ranch, Inc. v. Board of

County Comm 'rs for Fremont Cnty., 156 Idaho 449,453,328 P.3d 429,433 (2014). If the
certificate embodied in either of those clauses is untrue, the signer can be sanctioned. Id. The
rule authorizes the district court to devise "an appropriate sanction," and it notes that one
permissible sanction is requiring the signer to pay the reasonable expenses a party incurs as a
result of the signer's violation of the rule. I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l). Whether to impose a sanction, and
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e
what sanction to impose, is committed to the district court's discretion. See Flying A Ranch, 156
Idaho at 454,328 P.3d at 434.
The "frivolous filings" clause authorizes sanctions '"where, after reasonable inquiry, a
competent attorney could not form a reasonable belief that the pleading is well grounded in fact
and is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification or
reversal of existing law."' Id. at 453,328 P.3d at 433 (emphasis omitted) (quoting Eastway

Constr. Corp. v. City ofNew York, 762 F.2d 243, 254 (2d Cir.1985)). Bad faith on the signer's
part is not required. Id.
At the time he signed EEF's original complaint, attorney David Fogg could not have held
a reasonable belief that the claims stated against Alliance Title were factually well founded. 4 Nor
could attorney Aaron Tribble have reasonably believed the claims against DAS and Corey Barton
Homes were factually well founded at the time he signed the moving papers through which EEF
sought permission to amend its original complaint to add them as defendants. Nothing tied
Alliance Title, DAS, or Corey Barton Homes to the reconveyance of EEF's second-position deed
of trust. Fogg's and Tribble's affidavits (filed on December 15 and 26 of 2014) lay out the
suppositions they made in order to justify suing these defendants. Their suppositions were
unreasonable, or at least factually unsupported, at the outset. Hindsight is not needed to see them
that way, though it is confirmatory. Whether in bad faith or not, Fogg and Tribble both falsely

Fogg's signature also appears on EEF's amended complaints, but it is a digital signature he says
was applied by his office staff without his knowledge. (Fogg Aff. filed Feb. 17, 2015, ,r 7.) In
any event, the sanction the Court imposes would be the same whether or not Fogg also signed the
amended complaints.
4
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certified that the claims against these defendants were well grounded in fact. They are therefore
subject to sanctions under the "frivolous filings" clause.
Though sanctioning counsel is not done lightly, the Court unfortunately must conclude
that it is appropriate here. The question becomes what form of sanction is appropriate. The
Court's awards of costs and attorney fees to Alliance Title, DAS, and Corey Barton Homes under
LC.§ 12-121, which have not been shown to be presumptively uncollectable, negate the need to
award these defendants anything more as a sanction. They have been made as whole as the Court
thinks appropriate, as has TitleOne. The Court therefore declines to impose that sort of award as
a sanction.
That does not mean, however, than no monetary sanction is appropriate. Frivolous filings
consume not only the time and resources of the opposing parties, but also the time and resources
of the courts. Monetary sanctions payable to the clerk of court, rather than awards to the parties,
are now the typical form of monetary sanctions imposed when Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure is violated. 5A Charles A. Wright et al., Federal Practice and Procedure, §
1336.3 (3d ed. 2004). This is in keeping with the federal Rule 11 's deterrent, rather than
compensatory, purpose. Id. The Idaho rule serves the same deterrent purpose. State v. Keithly,
155 Idaho 464,468,314 P.3d 146, 150 (2013) ("Rather than a means for a broad compensatory
award for attorney fees, I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) is a court-management tool, meant to focus on discrete
pleading abuses or other types of litigation misconduct."). Though its language differs from that
of federal Rule 11, the Idaho rule plainly vests in the district courts discretion that is broad
enough to encompass, in appropriate circumstances, imposing a monetary sanction payable to the
clerk of court. These circumstances are appropriate.
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In an exercise of its discretion, the Court orders Fogg and Tribble, under I.R.C.P.
11 (a)(l ), to each pay the clerk of court the sum of $1,500. Payment is due within 60 days from

the date of this order. That said, the Court will entertain applications to establish a payment
schedule if Fogg or Tribble contend they are financially unable to make payment within that
timeframe.
DAS, Corey Barton Homes, and TitleOne also ask the Court to impose sanctions for
frivolous litigation conduct under LC. § 12-123. Because the defendants have received
appropriate compensatory awards under I.C. § 12-121, there is no need for entering an award
against EEF under section 12-123. And because EEF's counsel is being sanctioned under
I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(l) to the extent the Court deems appropriate, there is no need for entering an
award against EEF's counsel under section 12-123. The defendants have asked the Court to use
several different, partially overlapping tools to compensate them for their litigation expenses and
to sanction EEF's counsel for pursuing frivolous litigation. The Court has discretion to decide
how to use those tools together to fashion awards that are just from an overall perspective. The
Court believes it has arrived at awards that are just from an overall perspective without invoking
section 12-123. The Court therefore declines, in its discretion, to invoke section 12-123 here.
Consequently, there is no need to consider EEF's and its counsel's arguments that section 12-123
does not apply here by its own terms, even assuming they engaged in frivolous litigation conduct.
Thus, the defendants' motions for sanctions against EEF's counsel are granted, but only
to the extent set forth above.
Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that EEF's motions to disallow costs and attorney fees to Alliance Title,
DAS, Corey Barton Homes, and TitleOne are granted in part and denied in part. Awards of costs
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and attorney fees are made, and sanctions are imposed, as described above. As I.R.C.P. 58(a)
directs, they will be reflected in an amended judgment entered along with this decision.

Y'~

Dated this

'23

day of February, 2015.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTt'FU(l1/i=~REAU
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Case No. CV-OC-2013-10112
Plaintiff,
AMENDED JUDGMENT

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation; FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (f/k/a Land America Transnation
a/k/a Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware Corporation; ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware Corporation;
RBC REAL EST A TE FINANCE, INC.;
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Nebraska or Florida Corporation (f/k/a Ticor
Title Insurance Company, a California
Corporation); DAS INVENTMENTS, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company; COREY
BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; and JOHN DOES III-X, unknown
individuals and/or companies,
Defendants.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
All claims brought by Plaintiffs Eagle Equity Fund, LLC ("EEF") and Daniel Thompson
are dismissed with prejudice, with no award of relief to either of them.
The Notice of Lis Pendens recorded on June 5, 2013, with the Ada County Recorder as
Instrument Number 113070951 is quashed.
The Amended Notice of Lis Pendens recorded on August 26, 2013, with the Ada County
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Recorder as Instrument Number 113097443 is quashed.
The Second Amended Notice of Lis Pendens recorded on December 10, 2013, with the
Ada County Recorder as Instrument Number 113132209 is quashed.
Defendant TitleOne Corporation is awarded $40,878.69 (consisting of $38,000 in
attorney fees and $2,878.69 in costs) against EEF. Of this award, $347.60 is entered jointly and
severally against EEF and Daniel Thompson.
Defendant TitleOne Corporation is awarded $84 7.60 (consisting of $500 in attorney fees
and $347.60 in costs against Daniel Thompson. Of this award, $347.60 is entered jointly and
several against Daniel Thompson and EEF.
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. is awarded $27,956.89 (consisting of
$26,896.10 in attorney fees and $1,060.79 in costs) against EEF.
Defendant DAS Investments, LLC is awarded $39,009.98 (consisting of $38,570.38 in
attorney fees and $439.60 in costs) against EEF.
Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. is awarded $15,422 (consisting of $15,356 in
attorney fees and $66 in costs) against EEF.
David Fogg is ordered to pay the Ada County Clerk of Court $1,500. Payment is to be
made within 60 days from the date of this Amended Judgment, unless otherwise ordered.
Aaron Tribble is ordered to pay the Ada County Clerk of Court $1,500. Payment is to be
made within 60 days from the date of this Amended Judgment, unless otherwise ordered.

r!

Dated this 'Z..1

day of February, 2015.

~&.~

Jas D. Scott
DISRICT JUDGE
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Boise, ID 83716
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Company, a California corporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
CORBY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J,
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unlmown Individuals and/or companies

ORIGINAL

28
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1

L-u, Office

No. 5251
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Defendants.

2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

The Plaintiff, Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF"), by and through their attorneys ofrecord, moves
this Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 62(a) to enter an order staying execution ofjudgment. This
motion is based upon the memorandum and affidavit filed contemporaneously herewith, and upon
the records and pleadings filed herein.
Please take notice that a hearing has not been requested for this motion and that the
Plaintiff is requesting immediate action based on the motion filings.

11

12

13
14

..., (d.

Dated: March

.S

.201s

Respectfully Submitted,

15
16

17

18
19

Aaron J. Tribble
Attorney for Plaintiff

20
21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28
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.
1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2

3
4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

J(l day of /4~ ,2015, I caused a true and

5

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

6

addressed to the following:

7

8
9
10

11
12

13

14
15

16
17

18

19

!J

· Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimtle

U

David T, Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-319-2601

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
· Facsimile

Richard Mollerup
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954-5955

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

20
21

22

By:

23

Aaron J. Tribble

24

Attorney for Plaintiff

25

26
27

28
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M9rch

REMOTE CSID
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PM MST
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I
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Law Office
NO.
A.M.
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PAGES
4

STATUS

Received
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-P.M

I

MARO 3 2015

2

CHR1STOPHl:i1 D. RICH, Clark
By JAMIE MARrlN

3

DEPUTY

4 David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J, Tribble ISB #8951
5 Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
6 Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-938-9500
7 F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
8 E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com
9

Attorneys for Plai11tiff

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12

13
CASE NO. CV-OC~2013-10112

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26

27
28

Plaintiff,

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITYNATIONALTITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank (fka RBC Centura Bank, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California cor:poration), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Corporation), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), EDWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John Does III-X,
unknown Individuals o.nd/or (.lompanios

_MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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ORIGINAL
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1

No. 5253
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Defendants.

2
3

.4
5

6

Eagle Equity Fund ("EEF''), the Plaintiff, by and through their attomeys of record,
provides the following memorandum in support of it's Motion to Stay Execution:

7
8
9
10

11
12

13

In general, execution of a judgment may follow immediately after entry of the judgment.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 62(a). However, execution may be stayed "in [the court's]
discretion and on such conditions for the security of the adverse paity as are proper." Id.
In this case, Eagle Equity Fund and Dan Thompson have incurred a combined judgment

of $124,135, 16 , which the Defendants will be able to immediately execute. See Amended

Judgment filed February 23, 2015. However, the record reflects that Eagle Equity Fund has filed

- - - - - J J : t - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----

an appeal of this judgment within the time limits specified by the Idaho Appellate Rules. And the

15

16
17
18

19

20
21

22

23
24
2S

26

'record, as well as the accompanying affidavit, show that Eagle Equity Fund has attempted to post
a cash appeal bond with the Court in the amount of $124,135.16 plus the required 30% cushion
for a total of $161375.71. This check has been refused by the clerks office pending a decision by
this Court on this motion.
Should the appeal in this case be unsuccessful, each of the Defendants will be guaranteed
full payment of the their attorney fee award with interest. Should the appeal be successful, Eagle
Equity Fund will not need to worry about collecting money from a judgment-pi-oof defendant.
Given that an appeal that has already been filed, a stay of execution is best to preserve the
position of the parties during such time as an appeal can be taken, In addition ample security has
been provided to the Court to ensure the Defendants• collection of the judgment. Eagle Equity
I

Fund respectfully requests of the Court an order directing deposit of the check at issue into the
county treasury and staying execution of judgment so long as the appeal is active in this case.

27
28
-2-
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1
2

Dated: March

3 (J

.2015

Respectfully Submitted,

3

4

5

By:

6
7

Aaron J, Tribble

8

Attorney for Plaintiff

9
10

11
12
13

··--- -·- ·-14·- . . _,,___,______ ,_,,._.________~·-·-··--·-··-·----·--··-·-..···-·····-·--····----·-- ·-······-----·-·---·----· - · - - 15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27

28
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•

1
2

3
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

4

5
6

.!fa@ ,2015, I caused a true and

I HEREBY CBRTIFY that on this3!:_ day of

7

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

8

addressed to the following:

9
10
11

12

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered

Thomas Dvorak

Angela Reed

Overnig_ht Mail

Givens Pursley LLP
POBox2720

Facsimtle

u
--~Je~w:!a:ic~~st~~::~9~t~~~~~~---··-. ---·-· . ~:~~t~~a'lt-----..·--..-·- - ·-·- . - - ·- · - ·- -· . . . ._
Boise, ID 83701~2720
Fax: 208-388-1300

David T. Krueck

U.S. Mailz Postage Prepaid

15

Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208w319M2601

Facsimtle

16

Richard Mollerup

13
-·-·-·-·- ---14-

17

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail
Facsiunle

18

19

20
21

Michael Baldner
HawJ_ey Troxell Ennis & Hawley

877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954~5955

·

U

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

Facsimile

22
23
24

25
26

Aaron J. Tribble
Attorney f 01• Plaintiff

27

28
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1

MAR D3 2015

2

QHRl;iOPHSA C>, AICH, Clerk
Gy JAMIE MARTIN

3
4

DEPUTY

5

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J, Tribble ISB #8951
Eagle Law Center LLC

6

Eagle, ID 83616

7

F: 208-938-9504

8

E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
T: 208-938-9500

9 Attorneys for Plaintiff
10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

11

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

12
13

14

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

15

16

17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27

CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

Plain~
VS,

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO STAY EXECUTION

TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
COMPANY (flea Land America Transnation,
aka Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.). a
Delaware corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE &
ESCROW CORP., a Delaware corporation,
RBC Bank {flea RBC Centura Banlc, aka PNC
Bank), a North Carolina corporation,
CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
corporation (fka Ticor Title Insul'ance
Company, a California coxporation), DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC (an Idaho company),
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC. (an Idaho
Co,:poration), GALIANO LLC (an Idaho
Limited Liability Company), BOWARD J.
MASON, an individual, and John. Does III-X,
unknown Individuals and/or companies

)
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Defendants.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
.county of Ada
)
Aaron Tribble, being first duly swom upon oath, deposes and states as follows:

9
10
11

1.

I am an attorney for the Plaintiff in the above-entitled matter.

2.

I am an individual over the age of 18 and make this affidavit based upon my own
personal knowledge.

12
13

3.

14

The clerk refused to take the check and requested that I first make a motion to stay

15

execution and order posting of a bond. This differs dramatically from how I have

16

done this before, but nonetheless I am attempting now to do what the clerk has

17
18

19

20

I went to the Court today to post a check for $161,375.71 as a cash appeal bond.

instructed me to do in this case.

4.

A true and correct copy of the check I presented to the clerk is attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit A. To the best of my knowledge, the check is covered by
sufficient funds in the underlying account.

21
22
23

24

·,rJ

~--

DATED this 2_ day of March, 2015.

25

Aaron Tribble

26

Attorney for Plaintiff

27

28
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

P. 3/4

Srd.day of March, 2015.

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17

18
19

20
21

22

23
24
2S

26
27
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~

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

2
3

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of

A~t... ,2015, I caused a true and

4

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and

5

addressed to the following:

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388~ 1300

David T. Kmeck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-319-2601
Richard Mollemp
5459 E. Branchwood
Boise, ID 83716

15

16
17
18

Michael Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main St Suite 1000
Po Box 1617
Boise ID, 83701
208-954~5955

U
µ

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimde

U.S. Mail 1 Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsinule

><:~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Qvei:rught Mail

> •

µ
fif(lf

J. ~ · "

"

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemi~ht Mail
Facsimile

19

20
21

22

Aaron J. Tribble

23

Attorney for Plaintiff

24
25

26
27

28
-4-
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2
3
4
5
6

David M. Fogg ISB #7610
Aaron J. Tribble ISB #8951
Paul R. Mangiantini ISB #5883
Eagle Law Center LLC
1191 E. Iron Eagle Dr. Suite 200
Eagle, ID 83616
T: 208-246-8850
F: 208-938-9504
E: david@eaglelawcenter.com
E: aaron@eaglelawcenter.com

MAR 17 20\5
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HALEY MYERS
DEPUTY

7

Attorneys for Plaintiff ·
8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

10

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

11
12

13

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Plaintiffs,
CASE NO. CV-OC-2013-10112

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, and Idaho
corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware corporation, DAS
INVESTMENTS,LLC, an Idaho company,
COREY BARTON HOMES, INC., an Idaho
Corporation.

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

Defendants.

21

22
23
24
25

STATEOFIDAHO )
): ss.
County of Ada
)

'FO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, TITLEONE CORPORATION, ALLIANCE

26

TITLE & ESCROW CORP., DAS INVESTMENTS, LLC, COREY BARTQN HOMES,
27
28

INC., AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY OF RECORD, THOMAS DVORA~ RICHARD
- 1-

NOTICE OF APPEAL

003856

...

...

1

W. MOLLERUP, MICHAEL E. BALDNER, DAVID T. KRUECK AND THE CLERK OF

2

THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.

3

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

4
1. The above-named Appellant appeal against the above-named Respondents, TitleOne
5
6

Corporation (TitleOne), Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. (Alliance), RBC Bank (RBC), DAS

7

Investments, LLC (DAS), and Corey Barton Homes, Inc. (Corey Barton) to the Idaho Supreme

8

Court from the following decisions and Orders in the above-referenced action, the Honorable

9

Ronald J. Wilper and the Honorable Jason D. Scott presiding:

10
11

a) Amended Judgment dated, February 23, 2015.
b) Order awarding costs, fees, and sanctions, February 23, 2015

12
c) Judgment dated, December 1, 2014

13
14

d) Order Denying Motion to Reconsider, dated November 13, 2014

15

e) Memorandum and Decision and Order Granting Defendant Corey Barton

16

Homes, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiffs Motion

17

to Amend, dated October 24, 2014

18

f) Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, orally pronounced at the

19
Hearing held on October 22, 2014
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

g) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant TitleOne Corporation's
Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September 19, 2014
h) Order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend and Motion to Reconsider orally
pronounced at the Hearing held on September 18, 2014
i) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 21, 2014

27
j) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant DAS Investment,
28
-2-
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'

'
1

LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 20, 2014

2

k) Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Alliance Title &

3

Escrow Corp.'s Moti?n for Summary Judgment, dated May 9, 2014

4
1) Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated February 26,
5
2014

6

m) Order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, orally pronounced at the Hearing

7

held on January 30, 2014

8
9

n) Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated December 2,

10
11

2013
2. Appellants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the Judgment and

12
Orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule
13

14
15

1 l(a)(l).
3.

Appellants provide the following preliminary statement on appeal, which the

16

Appellants intend to assert in the appeal. This preliminary statement, however, provides only

17

preliminary issues and shall in no way prevent the Appellants from asserting other issues on

18

appeal. The preliminary issues on appeal are: Did the District Court err in granting each of the

19
d~fendants' respective Motions for Summary Judgment and in denying various motions filed by
20
21
22
23

Plaintiff?
a) Did the District Court err in applying the economic loss rule to dismiss Plaintiff's
Negligence claim against TitleOne on summary judgment?

24

b) Did the District Court err in dismissing Plaintiffs cause of action against TitleOne

25

for violation of Idaho Code 45-2105 •.on the basis that Plaintiff suffered no

26

damages?

27
c) Did the District Court err in dismissing Plaintiff's cause of action against TitleOne
28
-3-
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003858

1

for violation of Idaho Code 45-2105, on the basis that the three (3) year statute of

2

limitations applied?

3

d) Did the District Court err in dismissing Plaintiff's claim for Tortious Interference

4

with Prospective Economic Advantage against TitleOne on summary judgment, by
5

failing to apply the proper standard under Rule 56(c) when the Court made factual

6
7

determinations and inferences in favor of the Defendants, and utilized a no

8

damages theory, ruling that without a determination of damages, Plaintiff's cause

9

of action could not lie, and was therefore barred from proceeding to trial?

10
11

e) Did the District Court err in dismissing Plaintiff's Negligence claim against
,.

Alliance Title, on summary judgment, on the basis that Alliance owed no duty and

12
breached no duty, even through Alliance was the Trustee and Closing Agent?
13
14

f) Did the District Court err in denying Plaintiff's Motion to Amend the Complaint to

15

include a quite title action against Cory Barton Homes ('CBH"), Inc. ruling that

16

even though Plaintiff provided the court with a factual "thread," the Court

17

determined that such was insufficient to allow a quite title action against CBH as a

18

bonafied purchaser for value, and thereby failed to liberally allow the Plaintiff to

19
amend its complaint?

20
21

g) Did the District Court err in dismissing Plaintiff's claim for Tortious Interference

22

with Prospective Economic Advantage against DAS Investments, Inc., on

23

summary judgment, by failing to apply the proper standard under Rule 56(c) and

24

56(f), when it made factual determinations and inferences in favor of DAS

.

including that DAS was unaware of Plaintiff's real property interest and failed to

25

26

allow further discovery?

27

h) Did the District Court err in awarding costs, fees, and sanctions?

28
-4-
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1

2
3

i) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issue of fact existed such
that Plaintiffs claim of negligence against Alliance should be dismissed?
j) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed

4

such that Plaintiff's claims against TitleOne should be dismissed?
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

k) Did the District Court err in detennining that no material issues of fact existed
such that Plaintiff's claims against DAS should be dismissed?
1) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed
such that Plaintiffs claims against RBC should be dismissed?

m) Did the District Court err in determining that no material issues of fact existed
such that Plaintiffs claims against Corey Barton should be dismissed?

12
n) Did the District Court err in denying Plaintiffs I.R.C.P. 56(f) Continuance in

13
14
15
16

17
18

connection with each of the defendant's Motions for Summary Jl:ldgment?
o) Did the District Court err in determining that there was no evidence that the short
sale was

an "irregular transaction"?

p) Did the District Court err in determining the Shelter Rule applies to Corey Barton
Homes, LLC?

19
q) Did the District Court err in determining Das Investments, LLC is a ''bona fide

20
21

22
23
24

25

26

purchaser"?
r) Did the District Court err in determining that TitleOne's reconveyance of EEF's
deed eftrust substantially complied 1.Yith I.C. 45 1203(3)?
s) Did the District Court err in determiniag that Das Investments, LLC had ae actual
er censtructi·re knowledge of~EF's claimed lienaolder status?
t) Did the District Court err ia determining that EEF suffered no actual damage due

27
to the improper recoa¥eyance of its deed of trust thereby aegating all of EEF's

28
-5-
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1

causes of action as to all defendants?

2

u)

3

Did the District Court err in denying EEF's claim for nominal damages?

v) Did the District Court err in detenn.ining the statute of limitations under Idaho

4

Code 5 218(1) applies to claims against TitleOne?

5

vi) Did the District Court err in deny...ng Plaintiffs motion to reconsider the granting

6

of Defendant TitleOne's Second Motion for Summary Judgment?

7

x) Did the District Court err in denying EEF's motion to amend its complaint to

8
9

include a Quiet Title action against Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.?

10
11

y) Did the District Court err in vacating the lis pendens?
4. Various Oral arguments were held as part of the above appealed decisions and orders.

12
The Appellants request the Court Reporter transcripts from the following hearings be included in
13
14

15

the record:
a) District Court Hearing: Motion to Dismiss Complaint and Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens held October 21, 2013 at 11 :00 AM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

b) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held January 30, 2014 at
2:30 PM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell
c) District Court Hearing: Motion Preliminary Injunction Against Corey Barton
Homes Inc. held April 21, 2014 at 4:00 PM, Court Reporter Nicole Julson Diane
Cromwell
d) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held April 28, 2014 at 3:00
PM, Court Reporter Nicole Julson
e) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held May 12, 2014 at 3:00
PM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell
f) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held May 20, 2014 at 4:00
PM, Court Reporter Dianne Cromwell
g) District Court Hearing: Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, held June 2, 2014 at 3:30.
PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
h) District Court Hearing: Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order, held June 17, 2014
at 4:00 PM, Court Reporter: Unknown

28
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1

i) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment, held September 18, 2014
at 3 :00 PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell

2

j) District Court Hearing: Motion for Summary Judgment held October 22, 2014 at
3 :00 PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell

3
4

k) District Court Hearing: Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b)
Judgment and Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, held November 26,
2014 at 3:00 PM, Court Reporter: Unknown

5
6

1) District Court Hearing: Motions for Fees and Sanctions, held January 22, 2015 at

7

3 :00 PM, Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell.

8

5. Appellants request the following documents to be included in the Clerk's Record, in

9
10
11
12

addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
1.

Notice of Lis Pendens, dated June 5, 2013

2.

Amended Notice of Lis Pendens, da~ed August 26, 2013

3.

Second Amended Notice Of Lis Pendens, dated August 26, 2013

4.

Answer by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp (Mollerup for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp),

13
14
15

dated September 4, 2013

16

17

5.

Titleone Corp's Motion to Dismiss Plf's Complaint, dated September 6, 2013

18

6.

Titleone Corp's Memorandum in support Motion to Dismiss Plf's Complaint, dated

19

September 6, 2013

20
7.

Titleone Corp's Motion to Quash Plf's Lis Pendens, dated September 6, 2013

8.

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan In Support OfTitleone Corp's Motion to Quash Plfs Lis

21
22

Pendens, dated September 6, 2013

23
24

9.

25
26

Titleones Corp's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash Plfs Lis Pendens, dated
September 6, 2013

10.

Memorandum in Support of Limited Joinder in Motion to Dismiss, dated October 8, 2013

27
28
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J

1

11.

2
3

Response To Defendants Titleone Fideltity And Chicago's Motions To Dismiss, dated
October 15, 2013

12.

Notice Of Motion And Motion To Amend And Supplement, dated October 15, 2013

13.

Memorandum In Support Of Motion, dated October 15, 2013

14.

Affidavit In Support Of Motion, dated October 15, 2013

7

15.

Response To Defendant Titleone's Motion To Quash Lis Pendens, dated October 15, 2013

8

16.

Titleone Corporations Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Dismiss and Motion

4
5
6

9

to Quash And Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend, dated

10
11

October 18, 2013
17.

Affidavit Of Angela Reed In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Complaint,

12
dated October 18, 2013
13
14

18.

Pendens, dated October 18, 2013

15
16

19.

17
18

Affidavit Of Core Barton In Support OfTitleone Corporations Motion To Quash Lis

Second Affidavit Of Cameron McFaddan In Support OfTitleone Corporations Motion To
Dismiss And Motion To Quash, dated October 18, 2013

20.

Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss, dated October 18, 2013

21.

Supplemental Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Response To Titleone's motion To Quash,

19
20
dated October 21, 2013

21
22.

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble, dated October 21, 2013

23

23.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated December 2, 2013

24

24.

First Amended Complaint Filed, dated December 10, 2013

25

25.

Third Amended Notice Of Lis Pendens, dated December 10, 2013

26.

Judgment, dated December 19, 2013

22

26
27

28
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l

1

27.

2
3

Titleone Corporations Answer To First Amended Complaint (Dvorak For Titleone
Corporation), dated December 19, 2013

28.

Answer to First Amended Complaint by Alliance Title & Escrow Corp, dated December

4
20,2013
5
6
7

29.

Titleone. Corporations Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 2, 2014

30.

Titleone Corporations Renewed Motion To Quash Plaintiffs Lis Pendens, dated January 2,
2014

8
9

31.

10
11

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment and In Support Of Renewed
Motion To Quash Lis Pendens, dated January 2, 2014

32.

Affidavit In Support Of Motion, dated January 2, 2014

33.

Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees, dated January 2, 2014

34.

Affidavit In Support Of Memorandum, dated January 2, 2014

15

35.

Application For A ward Of Costs And Attorney Fees, dated January 2, 2014

16

36.

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 3, 2014

17

37.

Affidavit Of Richard W Mollerup In Support Of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion

12
13
14

18

For Summary Judgment, dated January 3, 2014 Memorandum In Support Of alliance Title

19
& Escrow Corp's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 3, 2014

20
21
22

38.

Erratum, dated January 3, 2014

39.

Objection to Alliance Title and Escrow's Motion for Summary Judgment and Request to
Vacate an Reschedule Hearing, datedJanuary 16, 2014

23
24

40.

Response to Motion For Summary Judgment, dated January 16, 2014

25

41.

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Response to Motion, dated January 16, 2014

42.

Motion to Disallow Costs, dated January 16, 2014

43.

Memorandum in Support of Motion, dated January 16, 2014

26
27
28
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1

44.

Notice Of Hearing l.30.14@230PM, dated January 16, 2014

2

45.

Motion to Amend, dated January 16, 2014

46.

Memorandum in Support of Motion, dated January 16, 2014

47.

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion, dated January 16, 2014

48.

Order Substituting Parties, dated January 23, 2014

49.

Reply Memorandum in Support of Titleones Corporations Motion for Summary

3
4
5
6
7

Judgment, dated January 23, 2014 ·

8
9

50.

10
11

Titleone Corporations Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, dated
January 23, 2014

51.

Titleone Corporations Response in Opposition to Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees,

12
dated January 23, 2014
13
14
15

52.

Response To Titleones Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated January 23, 2014

53.

Reply Memorandum in Support of Renewed Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated January

16
17
18

24,2014
54.

Reply In Support of Motion to Disallow Costs, dated January 27, 2014

55.

Reply In Support Of Motion To Amend, dated January 28, 2014

56.

Reply In Support Of Motion To Amend, dated January 28, 2014

57.

Second Amended Complaint, dated February 6, 2014

58.

Revised Second Amended Complaint, dated February 11, 2014

59.

RBC Real Estate Finance, lnc.'s Answer To Revised Second Amended Complaint And

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Demand For Jury Trial (Penny for RBC Real Estate), dated February 14, 2014
60.

26

Titleone Corporation's Answer to Revised Second Amended Complaint, dated February
14,2014

27
61.

Motion For Permission To Appeal, dated February 18, 2014

28
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1

62.

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Permission To Appeal, dated February 18, 2014

2

63.

Answem by Alliance Title and Escrow Corp to Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint,

3

dated February 18, 2014

4

64.

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion For Permission To Appeal, dated

5
February 20, 2014

6

7

65.

Order Denying Motion for Permission to Appeal, dated February 26, 2014

8

66.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Various Motions, dated February 26, 2014

9

67.

Answer to Revised Second Amended Complaint by Das Investments LLC, dated March 3,

10

2014

11

68.

Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow

12
Corp's Motion for Summery Judgment, dated March 31, 2014

13
14

69.

Summary Judgment, dated March 31, 2014

15
16

70.

17
18

Supplemental Memorandum In support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion For Preliminary Injuction Against
Corey Barton Homes, Inc., dated April 14, 2014

71.

Plaintiff's Response to Alliance's Motion for Summery Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

72.

Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble in Support of Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to

19
20
Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated April

21

14,2014

22
23

73.

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson in Support of Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to

24

Defendant Allilance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated April

25

14,2014

26

74.

Das Investments LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

27
28
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1

75.

2
3

Declaration of Scott Tschirgi in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

76.

Declaration of Timothy WW. Eck in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for

4
Summary Judgment, dated April 14, 2014
5
6

77.

Summary Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

7
8

78.

9

10

Declaration of Chad M. Nicholsonin Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for

Declaration of Travis J. Stroud in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 14, 2014

79.

11

Memorandum in Support of Das Investments LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment,
dated April 14, 2014

12
80.

Affidavit of Robin Aberasturi in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for

13
Summary Judgment, dated April 17, 2014

14
15

81.

16
17

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Richard W. Mollerup in Support of Alliance Title &
Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated April 17, 2014

82.

18

Reply Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 17, 2014

19
83.

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

84.

Affidavit of David M. Penny in Support ofRBC Real Estate Finance Inc's Motion for

20
21

Summary Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

22
23

85.

24
25

Affidavit of Daniel Reid in Support ofRBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion for
Summary Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

86.

26

RBC Real Estate Finance Inc's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated April 21, 2014

27
87.

Response To Das Investments' Motion For Summary Judgment, dated April 28, 2014

28
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1

88.

Affidavit of Edward J Mason, dated May 5, 2014

2

89.

Declaration of Chad M Nicolson in Opposition to Plaintiffs Request for Continuance,

3

dated May 5, 2014

4

90.

Reply Memorandum in Support of Das Investments LLCs Motion for Summary

5
Judgment, dated May 5, 2014

6
7

91.

Response to RBC's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 6, 2014

8

92.

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Plaintiffs Response to RB C's Motion for

9
10

Summary Judgment, dated May 6, 2014

93.

11

Order Denying Plaintif:Ps Motion for Preliminary Injunction against Def. CBH, dated May
8,2014

12
94.
13

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 's
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 9, 2014

14

15

95.

Stipulation for Dismissal and Entry of Judgment, dated May 12, 2014

16

96.

Reply Memorandum In Support Of RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Summary

17
18

Judgment, dated May 13, 2014
97.

Declaration Of Timothy W Eck In Support OfRBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For

19
Summary Judgment, dated May 13, 2014
20
21

98.

dated May 13, 2014

22
23

99.

24
25

26

Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For Costs And Attorney's Fees And Sanctions,

Affidavit Of Richard W Mollerup In Support Of Defendant, Alliance Title & Escrow
Corp's Motion For Costs And Attorney's Fees And Sanctions, dated May 13, 2014

100.

Memorandum In Support Of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion For Costs And
Attorney's Fees And Sanctions, dated May 13, 2014

27
28
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..
1

101.

2
3

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'S Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated May 19,
2014

102.

Memorandum in Support of Motion, dated May 19, 2014

103.

Affidavit of Cameron McFaddan, dated May 19, 2014

104.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant DAS Investments, LLC's Motion

4

5

6

for Summary Judgment, dated May 20, 2014

7

8

105.

9

10
11

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc.'s
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated May 21, 2014

106.

Motion for Entry of Scheduling Order, dated May 27, 2014

107.

Affidavit in Response to Corey Bartons Motion for Quash Lis Pendens, dated

May

12
27,2014
13
14
15

108.

Response to Corey Bartons Motion for Quash Lis Pendens, dated May 27, 2014

109.

Objection to Defendants Alliance Motion for Costs and Attorneys Fees and Sanctions,

16
17

dated May 27, 2014
110.

18

Procedural Order Regarding Applications for Costs and Attorney Fees, dated May 29,
2014

19
111.

RBS Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees, dated May 30,

20
2014

21

22

112.

Affidavit of David M Penny in Support of RBS Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Motion for
Costs and Attorney's Fees, dated May 30, 2014

23
24

113.

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion, dated May 30, 2014

25

114.

RBC Real Estate Finance, INC.'S Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees, dated May

26

I

30, 2014

\

27
28
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1

115.

2
3

Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. 's
Motion to Quash Lis Pendens, dated June 4, 2014

116.

Objection To Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Ines Motion For Costs & Attorney

4
Fees, dated June 6, 2014
5
6
7

117.

Scheduling Order, dated June 20, 2014

118.

Answer To Revised Second Amended Complaint (Lamer for Edward J Mason and
Galiano LLC), dated June 27, 2014

8
9
10

119.

TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion For Summary Judgment, dated July 1, 2014

120.

Affidavit Of Angela M Reed In Support Of TitleOne Corporation's Second Motion For

11

Summary Judgment, dated July 1, 2014

12
121.

Second Affidavit Of Edward J Mason, dated July 1, 2014

122.

TitleOne Corporation's Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment,

13
14

dated July 1, 2014

15
16

123.

Affidavit of Aaron J. Tribble, dated August 8, 2014

17

124.

Affidavit of Daniel Thompson, dated August 8, 2014

125.

Affidavit of Edward Mason, dated August 8, 2014

126.

Response to Defendant Titleone's Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated August

18
19
20

8,2014

21
22

127.

Reply in Support ofTitleone Corporations Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
August 29, 2014

23
24

128.

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble in Support of Motion, dated September 4, 2014

25

129.

Motion To Reconsider, dated September 4, 2014

130.

Memorandum In Support of Motion To Reconsider, dated September 4, 2014

131.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend, dated September 4, 2014

26
27
28
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1

132.

Motion to Amend, dated September 4, 2014

2

133.

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion To Reconsider, dated September 11, 2014

134.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September

3
4

11, 2014
5
6

135.

for Summary Judgment, dated September 11, 2014

7

8

136.

9

10
11

Declaration of Corey Barton in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes Ines Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated September 11, 2014

137.

Reply In Support Of Motion To Reconsider, dated September 16, 2014

138.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant TitleOne Corporation's Second

12
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September 19, 2014
13
14

139.

Corporation Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated October 2, 2014

15
16

Motion to Reconsider: Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendants Titleone

140.

17

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider: Memorandum Decision and Order
Granting Defendants Titleone Corporation Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated

18

October 2, 2014

19
141.

Response To Defendant Corey Barton's Motion For Summary Judgment, dated October 8,

20
2014

21

22

142.

Affidavit Of Aaron J Tribble, dated October 8, 2014

23

143.

Reply To Plaintiffs Response To Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc's Motion For

24

25
26

Summary Judgment, dated October 15, 2014
144.

Memorandum in Reply to :ritleones Memorandum in Opposition to Eagle Equitys Motion
to Reconsider Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Titleone

27
Corporations Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated October 21, 2014

28
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1

145.

2
3

Memorandum in Opposition to Eagle Equitys Motion to Reconsider, dated October 22,
2014

146.

Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc. 's

4
Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, dated October

5
24,2014

6
7

147.

November 5, 2014

8
9
10

Titleone Corporation's Second Renewed Motion to Quash Plaintiffs Lis Pendens, dated

148.

Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b) Judgment, dated November 5, 2014

149.

Memorandum in Support of Titleone Corporation's Motion for Issuance of 54(b)

11

Judgment and Memorandum in Support of Second Renewed Motion to Quash Lis
12
Pendens, dated November 5, 2014

13
14

150.

RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Joinder In Titleone Corporation's Motion For Issuance Of
Judgment, dated November 7, 2014

15
16

151.

Affidavit of Mick Ysursa in Support of Motion to Reconsider, dated November 7, 2014

17

152.

Motion to Reconsider, dated November 7, 2014

153.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider, dated November 7, 2014

154.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Joinder in Defendant Titleone Corperation's

18
19
20

Motion for Issuance of 54(B) Judgment and Second Renewed Motion to Quach Plaintiffs'

21

Lis Pendens, dated November 12, 2014

22
23

155.

24

25

DAS Investments LLCs Joinder in Titleone's Motion for Issuance of 54(B) Judgment,
dated November 12, 2014

156.

26

Alliance Title & Escrow Corps J cinder in Titleone Corporations Motion for, Issuance of
Judgment, dated November 13, 2014

27
157.

Order Denying Motion to Reconsider, dated November 13, 2014

28
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1

158.

2
3

Response to Titleone's Motion for Issuance of 54(B) Cert and Motion to Quash Lis
Pendens, dated November 19, 2014

159.

Reply Memorandum in Support ofTitleone Corporations Motion for Issuance of 54(b)

4

Judgment and Reply Memorandum in Support of Second Renewed Motion to Quash
5

Lispendens, dated November 24, 2014

6
7

160.

Memorandum Decision and Order, dated December 1, 2014

8

161.

Judgment, dated December 1, 2014

9

162.

Titleone's Second Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys' Fees and Titleone's

10

Motion for an Award of Attorneys Fees Pursuant to Section 12-123, dated December 15,

11

2014

12
163.

Second Affidavit of Thomas E Dvorak in Support of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, dated

13

December 15, 2014

14
15

164.

Titileone's Second Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees, dated December 15, 2014

16

165.

Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs, dated

17
18

December 15, 2014
166.

Affidavit of David T. Krueck in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, Inc.'s Motion

19
for Attorney's Fees and Costs, dated December 15, 2014
20
21

167.

Attorney's Fees and Costs, dated December 15, 2014

22
23

168.

24

25
26

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Corey Barton Homes, INC.'s Motion for

DAS' Application for Award of Costs and Attorneys Fees and DAS' Motion for Award of
Attorney Fees and Otherwise, dated December 15, 2014

169.

Motion To Disallow Defendant Alliance's Motion For Costs, Attorney Fees And
Sanctions, dated December 15, 2014

27

28
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1

170.

2
3

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendants' Motion
For Fees, dated December 15, 2014

171.

Affidavit Of David M. Fogg In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Alliance)

4

Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014
5
6

172.

(Alliance) Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

7

8

173.

9

10

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's
(Alliance) Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

174.

11

Motion To Disallow Defendant RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion For Costs And
Attorney Fees, dated December 15, 2014

12
175.

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's Motion

13
For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

14
15

176.

16
17

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC)
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

177.

18

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC)
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

19
178.

Affidavit Of David M. Fogg In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (RBC)

20
Motion For Fees And Costs, dated December 15, 2014

21

22

179.

Affidavit of Mike Baldner in Support of Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and
Attorney Fees, dated December 15, 2014

23
24

180.

Memorandum of Costs Disbursements and Attorneys Fees, dated December 15, 2014

25

181.

Motion To Disallow Defendant Titleone's Second Application For Award of Costs & Fees

26

And Titleone's Motion For An Award of Attorneys' Fees Pursuant To Section 12-123,

27
dated December 23, 2014

28
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1

182.

2
3

Affidavit Of David M Fogg In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)
Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014

183.

Affidavit Of Michael N. Ysursa In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's

4

(TitleOne) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014
5
6

184.

(TitleOne) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014

7
8

185.

9
10

Affidavit Of Aaron J. Tribble In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's

Affidavit Of Dan Thompson In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (TitleOne)
Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 23, 2014

186.

11

Motion To Disallow Defendant {?orey Barton Homes, Inc's Motion For Attorney's Fees &
Costs, dated December 26, 2014

12
187.

Motion To Disallow Defendant Das' Motion For Award Of Costs & Attorneys' Fees And

13
Das' Motion For Award Of Attorney Fees Pursuant To Idaho Code Section 12-123 And

14

Otherwise, dated December 26, 2014

15
16

188.

17
18

Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Das
Investments) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

189.

Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Support of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Corey

19
Barton Homes Inc) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014
20
21

190.

Barton) Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

22
23

191.

24
25

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Corey

Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble In Support Of Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant's (Das)
Motion For Fees & Costs, dated December 26, 2014

192.

26

Plaintiffs Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs Motion To Disallow Costs & Attorney's
Fees (All Defendants)(IRCP54(d)(6)), dated December 26, 2014

27
193.

Amended Affidavit if Dan Thompson in Support of Objection to Motions for Fees and

28
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1

2

Costs, dated January 7, 2015.
194.

3

Memorandum in Support ofRBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Motion for Costs and
Attorney's Fees and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow, dated January 15,

4

2015.
5
6

195.

Reply Memorandum In Support OfTitleone's First And Second Meorandum Of Costs

7

And Attorneys' Fees And Opposition to Motion To Disallow costs And Attorneys' Fees,

8

dated January 15, 2015.

9

196.

10
11

Supplemental Affidavit Of Thomas E. Dvorak In Support Of First And Second
Memorandum Od Costs And Attorneys' Fees, dated January 15, 2015.

197.

Reply To Plaintiffs Opposition To Corey Barton Homes, Inc's Motion For Attorney's Fees

12
And Costs, dated January 15, 2015.
13

14

198.

January 15, 2015.

15
16

199.

17
18

Reply to Plaintiffs Opposition to CBH's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs dated

Reply Memorandum in Support of Alliance Title & Escrow Corp's Motion for Costs and
Attorney Fees and Sanctions, dated January 16, 2015.

200.

Das !vestments LLCs Joinder in RBC Real Estate Finance Ines Titleones Corey Barton

19
Homes Arguments in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees and Reliance
20
Upon Filings Related to DASs Motion for Award of Costs and Attorney Fees, dated

21

22

201.

16, 2015.

23
24

202.

25
26

Reply To Alliance's Opposition To Motion To Disallow Costs And Fees, dated January

Reply To Corey Barton's Opposition To Motion To Disallow Costs And Fees, dated
January 20, 2015.

203.

Supplemental Affidavit Of Michael N Ysursa In Opposition Of Defendant's {TitleOne)

27
Reply Memorandum In Support Of TitleOne's First And Second Memorandum Of Costs
28
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1

And Attorney's Fees And Opposition To Motion To Disallow Costs And Attorney Fees,

2

dated January 20, 2015.

3

204.

Affidavit Of Aaron Tribble In Reply To Titleone;s Response To Motion To Disallow,

4

dated January 20, 2015.
5
6

205.

Reply To RBC Real Estate Finance, Inc's Memorandum In Support Of Its Motions For

7

Costs And Attorney's Fees And in Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion To Disallow, dated

8

January 20, 2015.

9

206.

10

Reply To Titleone's Reply Memorandum In Support Of Titlone's First And Second
Memorandum Of Costs And Attorneys's Fees And Opposition Of Motion To Disallow

11

Costs And Attorney's Fees, dated January 20, 2015.

12
207.

Reply to Das's Opposition to Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees, dated January 20, 2015.

208.

Motion to Submit Additional Briefing, dated January 30, 2015.

209.

Second Supplemental Affidavit Of Thomas E. Dvorak In Support Of First And Second

13
14
15
16
17
18

Memorandum Of Costs And Attorneys' Fees, dated February 3, 2015.
210.

Order Re: Additional Briefing, dated February 5, 2015.

211.

Reply To Defendants' Request For Nunc Pro Tune Relief, dated February 10, 2015.

212.

Response Memorandum and Affidavit of Aaron J Tribble Regarding Apportionment,

19
20
dated February 17, 2015.

21
22

213.

Affidavit of David M Fogg in Support of Plaintiffs Response Memorandum Re Counsels

23

Second Supplemental Affidavit in Support ofTitleones First and Second Memorandum

24

Re Costs and Attorney Fees, dated February 17, 2015.

25

214.

26

Memorandum Decision and Order Awarding Costs and Attorney Fees and Imposing Rule
11 Sanctions, dated February 23, 2015.

27
215.

Amended Judgment, dated February 23, 2015.

28
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'

1

216.

Motion to Stay Execution, dated March 3, 2015.

2

217.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay, dated March 3, 2015.

218.

Affidavit In Support Of Motion, dated March 3, 2015.

3
4

6. No additional charts or pictures offered or admitted as exhibits are requested in this
5
6
7

Appeal.
7. I certify:
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the court reporter,

8
9

Dianne Cromwell, at the address set forth in the certificate of service

10

attached;

11
b. That the court reporter, Dianne Cromwell, has been paid the estimated fee
12
of $1,300.00 for preparation of the reporter's transcript, subject to

13

adjustment on receipt from the Ms. Cromwell's office of an estimate of

14

cost;

15
16

c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record of $100.00 has

17

been paid, subject to adjustment on receipt from the clerk's office of an

18

estimate of cost;

19
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and
20
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

21

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.

22
23

DATED this

Jl day o f ~ ' 2015.

24
25

26
27

28
- 23 -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/7

day of

f7 Pre h, 2015, I caused a true

and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below,
and addressed to the following:

Thomas Dvorak
Angela Reed
Givens Pursley LLP
P0Box2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Fax: 208-388-1300
Counsel for Defendant Title One
Corporation

( )
( )
( )
(X)

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

David T. Krueck
Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht,
P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-319-2601
Counsel for Defendant Corey Barton
Homes, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
Facsimile

ye)

Richard Mollerup
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP
755 W. Front St, Suite 200
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: 208-336-9712
Counsel for Defendant Alliance Title &
Escrow Corporation

( )
( )
( )
Cr)

David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
ROO Park Rlvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, TD 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290
Counsel for Defendant RBC Real Estate
Finance, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

003880

•
Michael E. Baldner
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LL
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 954-5955
Counsel for Defendant DAS Investments
LLC

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
Cr) Facsimile

Dianne E. Cromwell
Tucker & Associates
605 Fort Street
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 345-3713
Court Reporter

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile
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NO.ff~~mE---A.M.
g' ! 2 j -.M.
FILEP.D _ __

JUL 16 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By KELLE WEGENER '
DEPUTY

Stephen W. Kenyon
Clerk of Supreme Court
451 W State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

In re: Eagle Equity Fund v. Titleone Corporation, Docket No.
CVOC201310112

Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday, April 15, 2015, I lodged a
transcript of 508 pages in length for the above-referenced appeal with
the district court clerk of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.
The following files were lodged:
Proceeding 01/22/2015, Proceeding 01/30/2014, Proceeding
04/21/2014, Proceeding 04/28/2014, Proceeding 05/12/2014,
Proceeding 05/20/2014, Proceeding 06/02/2014, Proceeding
06/17/2014, Proceeding 09/18/2014, Proceeding 10/21/2013,
Proceeding 10/22/2014 and Proceeding 11/26/2014

David Cromwell
Tucker & Associates
cc: sctfilings@idcourts.net
PDF format of completed files emailed to Supreme Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 42850
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware Corporation; DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability <;:ompany; and COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants-Respondents,
and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
(fka Land America Transnation aka
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
Corporation; CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (tka Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; and JOHN
DOES III-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this· 16th day of July, 2015.
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Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 42850
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

vs.
TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a.Delaware Corporation; DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; and COREY BARTON ·
HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants-Respondents,
and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
(flea Land America Transnation aka ·
Transnation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
Corporation; CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; and JOHN
DOES III-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
DAVID M. FOGG

THOMAS E. DVORAK

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

EAGLE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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RICHARD W. MOLLERUP

MICHAELE. BALDNER

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

DAVID T. KRUECK
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO

,,,,,

........,,,,

CHRISTOPHERD. RICH.,,,,~ \\JDIC!Al ;•,,,
Clerk of the District Cour.f ,;:;. •••• •• .. ~·;•. ~. . /',,
$ f..... ...
i:;t!>••• "?. ,;.

: s:

Date of Service:

JUL 1 6 2.015
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-By
Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EAGLE EQUITY FUND, LLC, an Idaho
· Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 42850
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

vs.

TITLEONE CORPORATION, an Idaho
Corporation, ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW
CORP., a Delaware Corporation; DAS
INVESTMENTS, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company; and COREY BARTON
HOMES, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Defendants-Respondents,
and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE COMPANY
(flea Land America Transnation aka
Trans1_1ation Title & Escrow, Inc.), a Delaware
Corporation; CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY, a Nebraska or Florida
Corporation (flea Ticor Title Insurance
Company, a California Corporation); RBC
REAL ESTATE FINANCE, INC.; and JOHN
DOES 111-:-X, unknown individuals and/or
companies,
Defendants.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the.District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
. the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the ·
pleadings. and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as' those requested by Counsel.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
9th day of January, 2015.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

003887

